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NO.

NEW

1

Sells Five

Houses

in

NY;

Albany, N.

Y., June

30.

— Sale

The Keeney seats 2,480.
was made to the 153 Cor-

The

sale

William Dipson, head of
Dipson Theatres, Buffalo, who is a

poration.

member

of the

Warner's

new

Park

153 firm, acquired
and the
(closed)

leasehold on the Diana in Medina.
Also associated in 153 are Fred
Schwetpe and David Mandelville, both
of Elmira.

WB

disOsborne was formerly a
manager. He left the organization some 15 years ago and now opertrict

(Continued on page 5)

Rates

Zimmerman
William Zimmerman,
executive,
assistant to

10%

Will

has

RKO

been

Radio

appointed

Robert Mochvice-presi-

rie,

—

30.
Film Truck dent and genDetroit,
June
operated by Mrs. Gladys eral sales manaService,
ZimmerPike, has cut its film delivery rates ger.
man's post is a
10 per cent.
Several months ago, Film Truck new one.
petition with the Michigan
filed a
Public Service Commission announc- man has been
for
ing an overall 15 per cent increase with
years.
Although Al- 18
in film delivery rates.
-

ZimmerRKO

lied of

Michigan and Butterfield The-

A

College

School, he

K-MTA

Grievance
Meeting July 16

joined

the Hotel Phillips here.
Any exhibitor in the Kansas
City territory having a grievance, on the settlement of
which he feels he needs help,
is invited to present it to
this
group, which has 10

chairman.

Loren

Turner

Theatres' legal

staff

in

—

Washington,
30.
Frank
June
Boucher has resigned as general man-

K-B Theatres, a post he has
held for the past 12 years.
Boucher
was also a partner. He said he was
selling his
partnership back to the
ager of

City, Mo.,

at

members.

in Capital

\Vm. Zimmerman

(Continued on page 3)

June 30.
A grievance board set up by
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre
Association will meet July 16,

Kansas

RKO

pressed by industry contentions that
many of the closings were overdue and
that undue emphasis had been given to
the closing of others,
such as the
3,400-seat Oriental in Chicago which,
even in good times, was recognized as
a "problem" operation by a succession of Chicago exhibitors who endeavored unsuccessfully to make it
pay. Despite the theatre's record, new

K-B

and

Law

Harvard

Editorial officials of the Journal
told some ihdustry members who protested the article that they were im-

Boucher Leaving

Amherst

is

1st Theatre

TV

for
Southwest by Fall
Dallas,

June

30.

— Theatre

tele-

vision will be installed in a select few
of Interstate Circuit's top theatres in
Texas early in October, R. J. O'Donnell, vice-president and general manager of the circuit, announced here.
They will be the first theatre
installations in the area.
Television systems have been ordered for Dallas, Fort Worth, Hous(Continued on page 3)

TV

MO' to Meet

Most of Week
"Touch On' Controversial
Topics at First Session
At their first meeting, held yesterday in the Fabian Theatres home
office here,

the 10

members

of the

Industry

Arbitration Conference's
Continuations
Committee
"touched
on" a number of topics which have
been in dispute in connection with efforts to set up an industry system of
arbitration.
It
was conceded that the
group would have to meet at
least two or three more days,

including today, to complete the
analysis
of
arbitration
proposals which the conference itself discontinued

atmosphere of

June 18 in
friction.

an

No one at the meeting could predict
whether the group actually would be
in a position tomorrow or Thursday
closely examining the types of theto set a date for resumption of the
atres being closed and their relative
exhibition - distribution
conference
importance to the industry as a whole,
which ended abruptly on June 18.
it was learned yesterday.

{Continued on page 5)

graduate

of

(Continued on page 5)

Arbitration's

Spontaneous protests by individual industry members to the Wall
Street Journal over what was generally regarded in the trade as unwarranted and injurious emphasis on theatre closings in a national
report published by that paper Friday may lead to publication of a
second article by the Journal more

sales

Its

TEN CENTS

1952

Kicks on Wall St. Journal
Piece May Bring Redress

Assist Mochrie

Film Delivery Cuts

1,

—

WB

morrow.

TUESDAY, JULY

Toronto, June 30. November 21-23 have been set for the holding in Pittsburgh, Pa., of a Variety Clubs International meeting
in celebration of the founding a quarter of a century ago of the
organization which, on behalf of the amusement industry, spends
$3,000,000 a year on charitable enterprises. Tent No. 1 of Pittsburgh, the birthplace of Variety, is making preparations for the
three-day celebration.
Jack Beresin, Variety's chief barker, announced also that a
Variety Clubs International publicity and public relations committee made up of editors and publishers of amusement industry
trade papers is being formed to help in getting the organization
more publicity, especially for the 25th anniversary celebration.
A meeting of this committee will be held in New York in September to prepare recommendations for a publicity campaign for
the balance of the year.

Transfers Supervision of
Latter to Pittsburgh
of five Warner theatres in Elmira
iiicl the transfer of supervision of
rive others in the Western district
of New York State to the Pittsburgh
zone were announced here by
zone manager Charles A. Smakwitz.
John Osborne, Wheeling, W. Va.,
exhibitor, purchased the Regent and
Strand (closed) and assumed the lease
on the Keeney in Elmira, effective to-

U.S.A.,

Variety Sets 25th Anniversary Meet;
Recruits Trade Editors for 'PR 9 Aid

More

Shifts 5

YORK,

original owners.
-veteran of 30 years in the industry, -Boucher helped build K-B to a
circuit of eight theatres, and brought
many innovations to Washington exhibition.
He said his resignation
would be effective "sometime next
week," and that he and Mrs. Boucher
would then take a vacation. His future plans will be announced after his
return from the vacation, Boucher

A

said.

(Continued on page 5)

COLUMBUS June 30. —Exhibits for display at the
"Hollywood at the Fair" to
be held at the Ohio State
Fair here August 22-29
have been offered by Columbia, RKO Radio and
United Artists, in addition to previously-offered exhibits from other
film distribution companies.
,

WASHINGTON, June 30.—
Guthrie F. Crowe of La
Grange, Ky. has been nominated to be U. S. District
Judge for the Canal Zone
by President Truman. Crowe
has for the past several
years been president of
the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners and active in representing exhibitors at the State
Capital
,

Tuesday, July

Motion Picture Daily
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'Charley,' 'Robin

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR
New

L.

MAYER

MGM

following
months' tour of Europe.
•

in

two

a

Zoellnek, M-G-M
short subject sales manager, will be
in New Haven and Boston next week,
followed by a visit to Albany and

Walter

18.

Monogram-Al-

Mirisch,

Artists executive producer, has
arrived in Great Britain from New
York and plans to spend a month
there and on the Continent.
•
lied

Arthur

Krolick,

Para-

United

mount Theatres manager

Buffalo
Detroit attending
in

and Rochester, is in
a meeting called by vice-president Ed-

Hyman.
•

Vincent

R.

McFaul,

general

man-

ager of the Shea circuit, was married
in Buffalo on Saturday to Mrs. AnJ.

Canney.
F.

Lux, Darnell Theatres

manager, has been appointed
deputy chief zone warden of Civil Degeneral

Buffalo.

fense in

ma-

on

M-G-M

Treasury Plans Bond
Selling

By

Trailers

Washington, June

30.

— The Treas-

bonds division plans to set up a permanent
trailer program for "plugging" E-Bond
ury

Department's

defense

sales.

•

New
Two

Washington, June

30.

— The

new

Columbus, June

York lst-Runs
newcomers,

"Where's

best opening four days of any
picture to play the theatre.

H. Stewart, executive vicepresident and general manager of the Texas State Fair
at Dallas, to officials of the
Ohio State Fair. Stewart read
of
the "Hollywood at the
Fair" exhibit in Motion Picture Daily and asked for further details.
"This sounds like a very
interesting operation," wrote

"As you perhaps
know, we have a very big and
active theatre group in Texas
and such an activity as you
are going to stage at your
fair might fit very well into
our operations."
Stewart.

Warner

initial

first

week's gross of $17,000

indicated.

— Texas,

state,
nation's biggest
bowed to Ohio, the Buckeye
State, in a letter from James

Char-

"Red Planet Mars."
Opening more or less satisfactorily
at the Astor was "3 for Bedroom C,"

30.

in

the

week of "Story of Robin
at the Criterion, ending to$48,500 after a recording of $15,250
for a 10-day run of the previous ten-

The
Hood"

with a

controls law gives specific statutory
recognition to the Salary Stabilization
Board, which controls salaries of ex-

Pace

Hall, which also features a stage presentation, is looking
for a big first week's gross of $150,000
after having chalked up $92,000 Thursday through Sunday, described as the

duction of a new one-minute trailer
every two months. In each trailer, a
top star will make a pitch for buying
bonds. Humphrey Bogart will be in
the trailer to be issued next month. It

Gives SSB
Statutory Position

Texas Interested
'Hollywood Fair'

and pleasant.
The Music

ant,

was made by M-G-M.

to

1952

9

ley?" at Radio City Music Hall, and
Walt Disney's "Robin Hood" at the
Criterion are setting the pace for
grosses at New York's first-runs during a week marked by weather that
ranged from hot and humid to mild

division has been pledged the
aid of the Motion Picture Association
of America and the studios in the pro-

The

New Law

•

Elmer

its

B.

Buffalo before returning here July
•

thony

for

"Quo Vadis."
advertising manager
Silas F. Seadler accepted the
award, on behalf of the company, from Albert Barlow of
the Hennegan Co. of Cincinnati, for the association.
terial

•

L.

NaLithographers'
Association has given
its annual award for the best
ads and displays to Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

Moskowitz, Loew's
C.
vice-president and treasurer, returned
here from the Coast yesterday. Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's president,
is due back at the end of the week.

ward

Open Big

for 'Vadis'

The

Charles

William

to

tional

back

is

York

Award

Display

1,

Blumberg, Rackmil
Returning from Coast

Nate J. Blumberg, Universal presiand Milton R. Rackmil, president of Decca Records, are expected
back here from the Coast at the weekat the Roxy. "We're Not Married" is end. Both will attend the annual meetslated to open at that theatre on July ing of Universal stockholders at Wil-

Considerably less than spectacular
the $65,000 quoted for the first
stanza of "Wait 'Till the Sun Shines,
Nellie" and a new ice revue on stage
is

dent,

mington, Del., next Tuesday.

11.

A

moderate $60,000 is seen for the
second week, ending today, of "Clash
by Night" at the Paramount where
singers Les Paul and Mary Ford top

Rackmil, representing Decca's controlling stock interest in Universal, will

be elected to the latter's board at the
meeting and is scheduled to be elected

The program will hold president, with Blumberg becoming
bill.
chairman of the board, at the organizmore week.
ecutives and also of talent workers in
lied Artists general sales manager, is
The Globe, where "Scarlet Angel" ation meeting of the "U" board this
confined to his home here with virus the film industry.
month. The same board meeting, it is
is in its second week, and where atUntil now, the board has just func- tendance picked up sharply when the reported, will consider dividend action
pneumonia.
•
tioned under an order of the President. Maxim-Robinson fight pictures sup- on "U's" common stock. Some finanThe House had voted to transfer salDana, Universal Eastern ary stabilization to the Bureau of In- plemented the program, expects a huge cial sources believe that in view of
P. T.
$15,200 for the second seven days. "U's" recent strong earnings statesales manager, left here yesterday on
ternal Revenue but House- Senate con- "The Lady in the Iron Mask" will ments the stock may be placed on a

Morey Goldstein, Monogram- Al-

a

trip

to

Albany, Buffalo and Pitts-

burgh.

Walt Disney

ferees voted not only to drop this provision but also to legalize specifically

the salary board.

and

his

family will

leave here today for England aboard
the ,S\.S\ Queen Elisabeth.

Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Enterprises, is here from Oregon.

Alex Gottlieb, producer,
York from Hollywood.

is

in

New

New Buying Firm

Injunction Restrains
From Picketing

WEC

—

Federal
June 30.
Judge Ernest A. Tolin issued a temporary injunction restraining Wage
Earners Committee from picketing
downtown
Theatre,
State
Loew's
has been pickethouse which

Hollywood,

WEC

ing to discourage management from
playing M-G-M pictures.
United Artists Theatres Circuit,
New Orleans, June 30. A new operating the house, had petitioned for
booking and buying service for area the injunction on the ground that the
exhibitors has been opened here by
action was "secondary pick-

Covers Popcorn, Too

—

WEC

Montgomery

and Eldon F. eting."
as the Bri-Mont Booking and Buying Co., it announces that
in addition to film booking and buying
it will also handle purchases of popcorn, seasoning, boxes, bags and equipIn order to enable as many comment, and will assist with theatre construction, modernizing and income tax pany stockholders as possible to view
the new Eidophor large-screen color
returns.
Montgomery is president of Delta theatre television system, the series of
Theatres, of which the first run Joy demonstrations here has been extended
here is one. Formerly with E. V. through the remainder of this week,
Richards theatres here, he is a veteran 20th Century-Fox announced.
The special showings, which began
of the local film and theatre business,
last week, will be concluded with four
as is Briwa, who was with the
half-hour presentations on Thursday.
exchange here for many years.

L.
C.
Brivva.

Known

Extend

Eidophor

Stockholder Shows

MGM

a stage
for one

$2 annual dividend basis again.

take over on Friday.

"Has Anybody Seen

My

Gal" will

open Friday at the Mayfair where the
second and final week of ''The Winning Team" is mild, with $8,500
looked for. The second inning of "Pat
and Mike" is giving the Capital a fair

NEW YORK THEATRES

— RAOIO

$32,000.

The one-week stand

of "I

Dream

of

RAY BOLGER

Jeanie" resulted in a poor $9,000 for
the State where "The Washington
Story" bows today.

"Walk East on Beacon"

CITT MUSIC HALL

fl

Rockefeller Center

<„

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"

proving
to be a sturdier grosser than most
is

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
pfus

hold-overs. The Victoria is looking
for $18,000 for the fifth week.
Among the off-broadway houses
where hold-overs by and large fare
well is the Sutton where the 13th week
of "The Man in the White Suit" is
expected to bring in $9,800, and the
new Normandie, where the 13th week
of "Encore" is due to ring up $7,500.
The 52nd Street Trans-Lux will open
"High Treason" today.

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

BARBARA STANWYCK- PAUL DOUGLAS
ROBERT RVAH • MARILYN MONROE

Clash
by Night
Midnight F«oKn*

Welt Disney's Story of

Paschall to Roach
Hollywood, June

30.

— Benton

ROBIN HOOD
Pas-

Color by

Walt Disney's

WATER
A True

BIRDS

Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

manager for the Roach Studios,
was announced here by Hal E.

sales
it

TECHNICOLOR
-arid-

former vice-president and West
Coast manager of Liberty Broadcasting System, has been named general
chall,

COOL

Walt Disney's

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

Technicolor Cartoon

— Distributed by RKO
CRITERION B WAY & 45th

St.

Roach, president.
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1,

Exhibitors File

National

TV

For

Pre-Selling
for

July

has a four-page section on

Sam-

Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen," featuring Renee Jeanmarie
and Danny Kaye, and from the subuel

to
Collier's

the

has

Nine More Features
In U.K. This Season

—

30.
The FedCommunications Commission was
handed today a batch of applications
for new television stations from exhibitor companies or companies owned
in part by exhibitors.
Martin Theatres of Georgia filed for
a UHF station in Columbus, Ga. Columbia Amusement Co., of Paducah,

eral

TTARPER'S BAZAAR

lime

U, S. Prod u cers Pla n

Stations

Washington, June

ridiculous, the current
a full-color piece on

of the Mule" in which
Chill Wills is introduced with UniThe new
versal's "Francis."
Look, dated July 15, out today, has
of Arlene
portrait
cover
a front
Dahl in natural color and a striking

"The Voice

Ky.,

filed

VHF

a

for

channel

.

.

.

Woman's Home Companion.
Redbook's cover for July stars June
Allyson and her nice family with an.

.

.

in

Paducah.

portrait inside to illusfeature story, which rethat "June Allyson is as simple

Co., in

VHF
A VHF

color

interest.

trate

her

All of the applications were prepared and filed by Marcus Cohn, telefor
the
Theatre
vision
attorney

marks
as a hydrogen bomb."
•

Owners

"High Noon," the title ballad of
the United Artists film starring
Gary Cooper, is guaranteed one of
the strongest record-promotion
campaigns of the year, with M-G-M
Records and London Records joining Columbia Records in all-out

TV

Woos

Tallahassee,

ballad, which tells the
story of the picture, was sung by
Tex Ritter in the film. The M-G-M

provement

The

sung by Bill Hayes, with

record is
all the facilities at its command.
London Records features Lita Rosa
singing the haunting melody. One
of the strongest record tieups of
the year has been undertaken by

Columbia Records

Frankie
Lane's recording of "High Noon,"
with more than 1,600 disc jockeys
getting complimentary copies of the
for

record for their platter-spinning
shows. Also shipped to music shops
are large cardboard standees of
Frankie Lane, "in action."

added impetus with the

of a syndiof reprints
cated column by Dr. Daniel A. Poling, editor of Christian Herald, underscoring the important and dramatic

circulation

A

qualities of the film.
tin

special bulle-

from Jerry Pickman, Paramount

vice-president and director of advertising, called attention
of the company's sales staff to the value of the

endorsement.

.

.

newspaper

.

Members

of

two

publishers

associations, in Oregon and California, have
added their app-roval as a result of
United Artists'
special previews of
,state

Warren

Lesser carried the thesis further. He
claims that the day of all mass production of pictures Is coming to an
end and that in the future, as he sees
it, individual producers will
make in-

ImGovernor
said that priority must be
to

the

Florida

dividual

Commission,

given in presenting Florida's advantages to the big and little producers of
motion pictures and television shows.

The governor

"Park Row," making

a total of

more

than 20 such groups to add their support of a motion picture in this pubAbout
licity man's idea of heaven.
the longest press party of record was
the 2,200-mile trek of the Highway
66 Association drum-beating for Warner Brothers' "Story of Will Rogers."
The highway was temporarily rededicated. as the "Will Rogers Highzvay,"
and folks were told it was along this
route that Rogers found the heart of
.

.

recalled that Florida's

first

organized bid for recognition as
a film-making center was in 1933 when

Sales Drive Will

constitutional amendment exempting such investors from all property

Honor Ben Fish

a

Robert Mochrie,

This exemption
tax was approved.
has since expired but Governor Warren now indicates that if additional tax
concessions are necessary to woo substantial segments of the industry to
Florida, they could be legislated.

state

and San Antonio. Only one Interhouse in each Texas city will be

equipped with

TV

of

Want You."

Will

(Continued from page 1)

TV

and was transferred to

1934,

Radio

in

1938.

was made an

TV

RKO

In January, 1946, he
executive in the sales

department.

Dallas by cable this week.

McDaniel Resigns

Publicists Beat Newsmen
New York motion picture publicists

RTMA

Presidency

—

Chicago, June 30. Glen McDaniel,
elected in February, 1951, as the first
full-time, paid president of the RadioTelevision Manufacturers Association.

outslugged the entertainment journalists by a score of 38 to 2 in a weekend baseball game held at the Wayne
County Club, Tyler Hill, Pa.

He
nual

resigned his post at the 28th anconvention at the Palmer

RTMA

House

here.

No

successor to McDaniel was elected, but the new chairman of the board,
A. D. Plamondon, Jr., appointed a
committee consisting of past presidents
to make recommendations at a subsequent meeting of the directors. The

need SPECIAL TRAILERS QUICK?

consists
Robert
C.
of
Sprague, chairman
Max F. Balcom,
Paul V. Galvin and Leslie F. Muter.

committee

;

Walter Brooks

Radio vice-

Doom," "Our Very Own"

"Edge
and "I

Zimmerman

screens about the

size as that utilized for motion
O'Donnell said the
pictures.
screens will be "strictly supplementary
and will not replace the standard motion picture program."
Spot
news events will reach

same

RKO

president and general sales manager,
has set a "Ben Fish 30th Anniversary
Drive" for July and August in honor
of the Samuel Goldwyn representative who celebrates his 30th year in
the industry this summer.
The drive will feature Goldwyn's
"Enchantment," "My Foolish Heart,"

{Continued from page 1)
ton,

CHICAGO, 1327 S.Wabash Ay - NEW YORK, 630 9thAv.

JULY'S

boxoffice

hottest

line-up

is

from

PARAMOUNT
•••••••••• SaSi

1

Cecil B.

DbMIIIg s

a*

THE

SHOW
ON EAE™
starring Betty Hutton,

Cornel Wilde, Charlton Heston,

Dorothy Lamour, Gloria Grahajne,

and James Stewart
Color by

already.

.

America.

pictures.

Lesser estimated that "Kon-Tiki"
will gross about $3,000,000 worldwide,
having grossed $1,000,000 in the U. S.

Southwest by Fall

•

The intensive Paramount campaign
for Leo McCarey s "My Son John,"
playing in more than 350 key situa*tions, received

industries.
In a directive

and

and

Jack Warner discussed his companys British production plans while
here recently.
Now in London on
the same mission are Lesser, Small
and Walter Mirisch of Monogram.
Disney is scheduled to arrive here
this week from New York.
Discussing recent pronouncements
on the trend to cut down on quantitative production and to concentrate on
fewer pictures
of
higher
quality,

—

Fla.,

Monogram

by

jointly

ABPC.

Studios Again

June 30'. Florida is again actively engaged in wooing the motion picture and television

ists.

made

Film,

drives to publicize their recordings,
according to Francis M. Winikus,
national director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, who arranged the tieups for United Art-

1st

;

of America.

Florida

July

;

14 per cent interest, filed for a
stastation in Rockford, 111.
tion in Wichita, Kans., was applied
for by the Mid-Continent Television
Co., in which Los Angeles exhibitor
Sherrill Corwin has a 20 per cent

other

IS

:

.

Hedda Hoppurely coincidental.
per tells all about herself in "From
Under My Hat" in the current

TODAY

—A

London, June 30.
spurt in preparations
for
American production
projects here will bring nine pictures
before the cameras'~in the near future.
Involved in- the planning are Warner's
"The Master of Ballantrae,"
starring Erroll Flynn, in color by
Technicolor;
Walt Disney's "The
Sword and the Ro'se," also in Technicolor and starring Richard Todd
Sol
Lesser's
"Black Chiffon," starring
Bette Davis, which Columbia may distribute, a 90-minute Coronation Year
documentary to be titled "Queen to
Queen," and possibly a modernized
version
of
the
novel,
"Civilian
Clothes"
Edward Small's "Khyber
Pass" and "The Charge of the Six
Hundred," and two features to be

Broadcasting
Orange
Television
which exhibitor Mitchell Wolfson owns an interest, filed for a VHF
station in Tampa. The Greater Rockcolor-page from M-G-M on "Lovely ford Television Co., in which Milwauto Look At," but the resemblance is kee exhibitor L. F. Gran has about a
.

.

3

TECHNICOLOR

Jff

often happens that the best advertising

copy was not written for that purpose. Nothing can be more convincing than a spontaneously written expression of sincere opinion.

Hence this series of extracts, reproduced
from some of the many letters to the editor
of the

ALMANAC.

This one from the President of

Donahue

&

Coe. Inc.

A* €4
w°nder
° ur

OP
A QUIGLEY
PUBLICATION

ho

Churchill JeeA it

/*

annua) edit

.

members

' at the office

of

t,on

"« wthout

The current

issue

Reservations are

it

is

-

I

,

some t i mes

completely sold out.

now being made

for the

enlarged new 1952-53 edition, at the un-

changed price of $5 per copy postpaid.
Quigley Publishing Company,
1270 Sixth Avenue,

New

Inc.

York 20, N. Y.

THE INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE BOOK
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1,

Kicks

5

Sells

May Bring Redress

five theatres in West Virginia. operators only last week were reported
Dipson, who is president of the new to be negotiating to take it over and
153 company, is understood to be ne- reopen it.
gotiating for other Warner theatres
Some industry members who proin the Utica-Troy-Albany zone. Dip- tested to the Journal pointed out
son declares his company will install that the closing of small dry goods
in practically all its stores in many parts of the country
big screen
could not rightfully be assumed to be
kev houses.
More than $175,000 will be spent by a reflection on large and prosperous
the "153 Corporation" on rehabilitating department stores in the same cities
They contended that
and redecorating the Keeney and the and elsewhere.
house will be closed for 90 days for the Journal's roundup on small, bor-

ates

TV

The Diana

Medina derline

in

also will be completely redecorated
air-conditioning system
a new
stalled.

in-

WB

home office atSmakwitz and
Myles Alben represented the

circuit at the closing of both deals in
Elmira. Warner had operated in Elmira and Medina since 1930.

Remaining Warner houses in Olean,
Hornell and Jamestown will be transferred July 15 to Pittsburgh zone manone

time

however,
impression that
the same fate awaited other theatres
theatre

and pointedly

torney

ager Moe Silver,
head in Albany.

Warner

gave

closings,

the

The

A

clarified.

WB

of

manager

Two

10 per cent cut, which

was

vol-

untary on the part of Film Truck, will

in

elsewhere.
local employes,

Helen Wisper

the rate increase is
Allied
and
cent.

dropped their

now

only five per

have

Butterfield

and Betty Herrick, have
Miss Wisper for years with 2'0th CenWill Approve Rate
tury-Fox and later with the Perlmutter Booking Service, joined Warner
Associated
Truck Lines, which
Miss Herrick started a film delivery service outside
in March as a booker.
A staff of four, Smak- of Detroit, has announced that any
is a veteran.
witz, a secretary, booker Larry La- rate approved by the MPSC will be
pidus and exploiteer Gerry Atkin will adopted by it.
resigned.

remain.

suit.

Associated started a delivery servMarch when hearings were being heard by the
regarding

ice in

Approve Probe of
Information Unit

Remember
men that

service
Scully of

all

the first
the ex-

Bill

(W. A.)

in

vestigation of the effectiveness of the
State Department's Overseas Information Program, including the film division.

MPSC

put into
business in Quonset huts after
the last War when he was batother circuits for higher rentals? Many of the current crop
of closings are of that type.

Marks

of

and Benton

Canada Dies

—

Toronto, June 30. Film veteran
Ernie Marks of Oshawa, is dead.
Reputed to be in his 80's, his career
was threaded through stock company
tours, vaudeville and films. He owned
the Marks Theatre at Oshawa.

mony."

The group is continuing the paragraph-by-paragraph analysis of the
"The traditionally good operators," report which the arbitration drafting
he continued, "still are going strong
committee had submitted to the conremodeling" and re-furnishing their ference. There was said to be no in-

—

tion to these regular

Set for

New

;

members

of the

Ralph Hetzel, Jr.,
vice-president of the Motion Picture
Association of America, and Henderson M. Richey, secretary of the Ar-

committee

O'Camp Financing
Film

were

bitration Conference.
Financial arrangements for a second adventure pictures have been completed by Al O'Camp, producer of Alfred P. Knopf,
"Strange World," a United Artists
Louisville, June 30.

73

— Alfred

release,

was

it

P.
president of the Hill Top
Amusement Co., died at Kentucky
Baptist Hospital here on June 21. Surviving are his widow, a daughter, a
brother, two sisters and four grand-

disclosed here.

Knopf,

The new
will

production, as yet untitled,
filmed abroad in Eastman

be

As

color.

O'Camp
ties of

on

will

"Strange

World,"

use the technical

facili-

the Emil Velazco studios here..

73,

children.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE

Producer Edmund Grainger says:

Film Truck.

Services Today for
Elmo Lincoln, 63
Hollywood,

June

services will be held

Wis.)

A

Paramount-Richards and

tling

the Allied and Butterfield suit against

The proposal was sponsored by Sen- noon

ators Wilev (R.,
(D., Conn.).

yesterday's session acknowledged that it
was only of a "preliminary character."
One of the committee's duties is to set
a date for reconvening the conference.
representative of distribution said
as he left the meeting room yesterday that "we are working in har-

Universal

"My pictures must be

—

Washington, June 30. The Senate
today approved a proposal for an in-

Committeemen queried following

—

Ralph Crabil,
The MPSC
Elmira was not go into effect July 17.
Actually,
spot for him may be found has okayed the new rate.

status

business

in

place.

:

The

summer.

been

—

Film Delivery

district

(Continued from page 1)

properties, some building new theatres dication yesterday that the new comkeep up with population shifts, ex- mittee would undertake to draft a reand that actually there were few or to
panding
into the drive-in field and port, of its own on the proposals the
no prosperous large circuit operations
The facts, they pointed equipping their houses with large drafting committee was instructed to
remaining.
screen television. And when they get put on paper.
historically
out, are just the opposite
the product, they never fail to demPresent yesterday were the followsuccessful circuit and individual theonstrate there is still an amazing ing from exhibition Abram F. Myatre operations are not closing up and
volume of business to be done. The ers, Wilbur Snaper, Herman M. Levy,
going out of business.
Journal's article is very much in er- S. H. Fabian, Emanuel Frisch
from
"Many of the closed houses,"
ror in failing to report on them. They distribution
Austin Keough, Adolph
one disturbed industry member
are the backbone of the industry. Not Schimel, Al Lichtman, Abe Montague,
remarked, "never should have
one of them gets a quote."
William F. Rodgers. On hand in addi-

Warner sold the leases on the Babcock and Temple in Wellsville to Max
Friedman, long-time upstate buyer and
booker for the circuit, last March.
(Continued from page 1)
Ten houses in Albany, Troy and
Utica will be supervised by Smakwitz atres filed suit against Film Truck
The Utica, Utica charging the increase "unjustifiable"
from offices here.
and the American in Troy are dark the increase went into effect.
for the

Arbitration

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from, page 1)

this operation.

s

at

Hollywood

30.

—

Funeral

tomorrow afterPark Cemetery

Elmo Lincoln, 63, who died unexpectedly Friday of a heart ailment.
The veteran actor played four roles
in D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation," was the first screen "Tarzan,"
and had a wide variety of character

for

roles in recent years.

His

real

perfect.
tory

I

insist

upon labora-

work by Father
Producer

Edmund Grainger -protects his

investments and reputation by making
certain that the quality of the laboratory

name

Elmo Linkenhelt. His
was
Otto
mother, daughter and two half-broth

work on

ers survive.

his films

matches the high

quality of their creative ingredients.

10

hrs.

55 min.

AMERICAN

Edmund

Grainger's latest picture

"Korean Story," released through
RKO. It was processed by Pathe Labs.
Can we be of service to you?
is

it>

LOSANGELES
THE

MERCURY— DC-6

Lv.

77:20 p.m.

SKYSLEEPER SERVICE

EST—Ar. 7.75 a.m. PST
Both

New

35MM

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

COLOR

•

is

•

a subsidiary of

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
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Brind Warns
30.

— Charles

Censor Challenge

Ready

counsel for the New York
censors, warned in a speech
that the industry might be
tougher state regulation if
New York's present censorship statuate is declared unconstitutional.

Brind, Jr.,
State film
made here
in for far

films.

Delivered at Luncheon
in

at

an
the

Crossroads," delivered to the annual
luncheon-meeting of the Motion Picof
District
of
the
ture
Council
Columbia.

Other highlights of Brind's speech
include

:

doubtful whether motion picture code would continue in its present
form if the statutes mandating decency
were declared unconstitutional. There
is great pressure now upon industry
to lighten up on its provisions."
"It

is

More

than the usual number of "indecent" films have been submitted for
state censorship since the recent Su-

preme Court decisions
and "Miracle" cases.
In^teid

of

the time has

in

the "Pinky"

"contracting censorship,

come

to extend

ONCE

IN

Weeks

challenging the constitutionality of Ohio's newsreel censorship, MPAA information
director Kenneth Clark dis-

One thing that might he considered,
he said, is a state law requiring the

Brind made these statements
address entitled "Censorship

in 2

—

Another aping objectionable films.
proach that the state might undertake, he added, would be an attempt
to include films which "teach Communism" among the objectionable

it" to pic-

closed.

CTA

Will Publicize

Award

Industry

to

San Francisco, June

30.

—The Cali-

—

Boston, June 30. A bill setting up
a mandatory 75-cent an hour minimum
wage for Massachusetts workers genpermitting wage boards to
recommend rates as low as 65 cents
for some occupations was passed last
erally, but

week.
Theatre ushers and other casual help
that now are covered by an existing
amusement and recreation occupation
order are not covered by the bill.
Under the present law there is a 65cent per hour minimum, but wage
boards are permitted to set lower
rates in certain industries. State Senator George J. Evans, who offered the

fornia Theatres Association is planning a campaign to publicize the re- amendment exempting theatre ushers,
cent award given to the motion picture stated that motion picture theatres
industry by the Preview Committee of were getting competition from tele13 national organizations, according to vision and should receive some conL.

Hamm,

S.

who

CTA,

president of the

has appointed a campaign com-

mittee.

sideration.

Two months ago the House of Representatives passed a labor-sponsored
bill for a flat 75 cents per hour miniwage but exempting persons receiving tips as part of their pay, apprentices and handicapped workers. It
is said that he House has indicated
that it will go along with the bill as
amended by the Senate in order to
avert the stalemate that has blocked
it for two years.

mum

Communist

containing

tures

propa-

panda.
Brind's speech was promptly challenged from the audience by Ken
Clark, Motion Picture Association of
America information director, who
said lie thought the "Miracle" decision had laid to rest for all time the
Mutual Film case decision upholding
pre-censorship, but that he saw now
that

Clark

hadn't.

it

MPAA's

stand was that

it

said

was

the
"just

as wicked, wrong and violative of constitutional rights for a censor to stand
at the shoulder of a film producer as
at the shoulder of a newspaper editor."

A GENERATION

.

.

.

Detroit Tent Holds Party
Detroit, June

30.

of Detroit held

its

—

HERBERT

J.

YATES

Heart Fund of the

•

club.

into Australia, as against 316
the previous year, the De-

partment

said.

Endres First in UA
Two-Film Campaign
John Endres, manager of the Calderone Theatre in Hempstead, L. I, has
won the $150 first-prize for the best
exploitation campaign developed by a
Skouras Theatres manager on "The
River"
and
"The Green Glove,"
United Artists film combination, it was
announced here by Francis M. Wini-

UA

national director of advertising and publicity.
kus,

Second prize of
Chaiton, manager
tre in the Bronx.
sixth and seventh
have

been

Directed by

$100 goes to Philip
of the

Ward Thea-

Third, fourth, fifth,
prizes of $50 each

awarded,

respectively,

to

Theatre, Bronxville Irving Schwartz,
Nemo Theatre, Manhattan Ted Rodis,
Boulevard Theatre, Jackson Heights,
and Jack Bokser, Crotona Theatre in
;

;

the Bronx.

PMure."
s ays

presents

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Department

has reported. Last year, 347
U. S. features were brought

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!

was (sffXBJJOHN
\mn
FORD
TECHNICOLOR

Commerce

the

;

annual golf party

today at the Tarn O'Shanter Country
Club, all proceeds, including those
from the raffle of a new car, going to
the

Washington, June 30.— U. S.
accounted for 81.3 per
cent of total feature imports
into Australia in 1951, compared to 77.6 per cent in 1950,
films

Frank DiGennaro, Merrick Theatre,
The Variety Club Jamaica Sidney Newman, Bronxville

'You can take back your sister!
It's your custom, not mine. No
dowry... no marriage. We call it quits!

Color by

1952

Australia Using
More U.S. Films

Easy on Theatres

Washington, June 30. The
Motion Picture Association of
America hopes to have ready
"within two weeks" a suit

A.

with the
theatres,
licensing
of all
threat of license revocation for show-

1,

New Mass. Wage Law

of

Tougher Censorship
Washington, June

Tuesday, July

if

4mtor

—

.

,

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

72.

WB

DAILY
NEW

1

Sells Five

Houses

Shifts 5

Albany, N. Y., June 30.— Sale
of five Warner theatres in Elmira
of supervision of
in the Western district
York State to the Pittsburgh

and the transfer
five others

New

WB

The Keeney seats 2,480.
was made to the 153 Cor-

morrow.

The

sale

William Dipson, head of
Dipson Theatres, Buffalo, who is a

1952

—

More

zone were announced here by
zone manager Charles A. Smakwitz.
John Osborne, Wheeling, W. Va.,
exhibitor, purchased the Regent and
Strand (closed) and assumed the lease
on the Keeney in Elmira, effective to-

1,

Toronto, June 30. November 21-23 have been set for the holding in Pittsburgh, Pa., of a Variety Clubs International meeting
in celebration of the founding a quarter of a century ago of the
organization which, on behalf of the amusement industry, spends
$3,000,000 a year on charitable enterprises. Tent No. 1 of Pittsburgh, the birthplace of Variety, is making preparations for the
three-day celebration.
Jack Beresin, Variety's chief barker, announced also that a
Variety Clubs International publicity and public relations committee made up of editors and publishers of amusement industry
trade papers is being formed to help in getting the organization
more publicity, especially for the 25th anniversary celebration.
A meeting of this committee will be held in New York in September to prepare recommendations for a publicity campaign for
the balance of the year.

Transfers Supervision of
Latter to Pittsburgh

of

TUESDAY, JULY

U.S.A.,

Variety Sets 25th Anniversary Meet;
Recruits Trade Editors for 'PR' Aid

NY;

in

YORK,

Kicks on Wall St. Journal
Piece May Bring Redress

poration.

member of the new 153 firm, acquired
and the
(closed)
Warner's Park
Medina.
in
Diana
the
on
leasehold
Also associated in 153 are Fred
Schwetpe and David Mandelville, both
of Elmira.

WB

disOsborne was formerly a
manager. He left the organizaopertion some 15 years ago and now
trict

Film Delivery Cuts
Its Rates 10%

William Zimmerman,
executive,
assistant to

sales

30.— Film Truck
Detroit,
June
operated by Mrs. Gladys
Service,
Pike, has cut its film delivery rates
10 per cent.
Several months ago, Film Truck
with the Michigan
filed a petition
Public Service Commission announcan overall

15

per

cent

increase

Although AlMichigan and Butterfield The-

in film delivery rates.
lied of

(Continued on page

and

eral sales
ger.

Zimmer-

man's post

new
Z

one.

mmer
has been
with RKO for
A
years.
18
-

man

graduate

Amherst

the Hotel Phillips here.
exhibitor in the Kansas
City territory having a grievance, on the settlement of
which he feels he needs help,
is invited to present it to
this
group, which has 10

Turner

'Touch On' Controversial
Topics at First Session
At their first meeting, held yesterday in the Fabian Theatres home
office

of the closings were overdue and

in Capital

Wm. Zimmerman

Theatres' legal

staff

in

here, the 10

members

of the

Industry

Arbitration Conference's
Continuations
Committee
"touched
on" a number of topics which have
been in dispute in connection with efforts to set up an industry system of
arbitration.
It
was conceded that the
group would have to meet at
least two or three more days,
including today, to complete the

analysis
of
arbitration
proposals which the conference it-

June 18 in
friction.

self discontinued

atmosphere of

an

—

30.
Washington,
Frank
June
Boucher has resigned as general man-

K-B Theatres, a post he has
held for the past 12 years.
Boucher
was also a partner. He said he was
selling his partnership back to the
original owners.
veteran of 30 years in the industry, Boucher helped build K-B to a
circuit of eight theatres, and brought
many innovations to Washington exhibition.
He said his resignation

(Continued on page 5)

More

3

to Exhibit

At 'Hollywood
Columbus, June
ists,

Columbia and

offered

exhibits

30.

—United

RKO

for

Fair'
Art-

Radio have

display

at

is

1st Theatre

TV

for
Southwest by Fall
Dallas,

June

30.

— Theatre

tele-

vision will be installed in a select few
of Interstate Circuit's top theatres in
Texas early in October, R. J. O'Donnell, vice-president and general manager of the circuit, announced here.
inThey will be the first theatre
stallations in the area.
Television systems have been ordered for Dallas,- Fort Worth, Ffous-

TV

(Continued on page 3)

A

would be effective "sometime next
week," and that he and Mrs. Boucher
would then take a vacation. His future plans will be announced after his
return
said.

from

the

vacation,

Boucher

the

"Hollywood at the Fair" to be held
at the Ohio State Fair here August
22-29. These are in addition to previously-offered exhibits
from other
companies.
Miniature replica of the original
Robert Fulton submarine used in "Mutiny," a King Brothers' production
for U. A. release, and material from
"Park Row," newspaper story produced by Samuel Fuller for U. A., are
among the items offered.

ager of

City, Mo.,

Loren

RKO

many

K-B

and

Law

Editorial officials of the Journal
told some industry members who protested the article that they were impressed by industry contentions that

Boucher Leaving

{Continued on page 3)

at

members.

a

School, he

Any

chairman.

is

i

joined

June 30.—
A grievance board set up by
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre
Association will meet July 16,

Kansas

Most of Week

No one at the meeting could predict
whether the group actually would be
in a position tomorrow or Thursday
closely examining the types of theto set a date for resumption of the
atres being closed and their relative
conference
importance to the industry as a whole, exhibition - distribution
which ended abruptly on June 18.
it was learned yesterday.

that undue emphasis had been given to
the closing of others,
such as the
3,400-seat Oriental in Chicago which,
even in good times, was recognized as
a "problem" operation by a succession of Chicago exhibitors who endeavored unsuccessfully to make it
pay. Despite the theatre's record, new
{Continued on page 5)

gen-

Harvard

Grievance
Meeting July 16

Radio

appointed

mana-

College

*K-MTA

RKO

been

vice-presi-

dent

of

5)

has

Robert Mochrie,

ing

Will

Assist Mochrie

(Continued on page 5)

Arbitration's
MO' to Meet

Spontaneous protests by individual industry members to the Wall
Street Journal over what was generally regarded in the trade as unwarranted and injurious emphasis on theatre closings in a national
report published by that paper Friday may lead to publication of a
second article by the Journal more

Zimmerman

TEN CENTS

Crowe Nominated
To Be US Judge
Washington,

June

30.

—

President Truman has nominated Guthrie F. Crowe, of
La Grange, Ky,. to be U. S.
District Judge for the Canal
Zone. Crowe has for the past
several years been president
of the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners.

^
Tuesday, July
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'Charley,' 'Robin

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR
New

MAYER

L.

York

MGM

to

for 'Vadis'

The

back

is

following

Award

Display

in

two

a

NaLithographers'
tional Association has given
its annual award for the best
ads and displays to Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

months' tour of Europe.
•

Moskowitz, Loew's
C.
vice-president and treasurer, returned
here from the Coast yesterday. Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's president,
is due back at the end of the week.

Charles

•

for

its

ma-

terial

on

"Quo

Vadis."

M-G-M

advertising

manager

Silas F. Seadler accepted the
award, on behalf of the company, from Albert Barlow of
the Hennegan Co. of Cincinnati, for the association.

Zoellner, M-G-M
short subject sales manager, will be
in New Haven and Boston next week,
followed by a visit to Albany and

Treasury Plans Bond

Buffalo before returning here July
•

Selling

William

B.

Walter

Mirisch,

18.

Monogram-Al-

Artists executive producer, has
arrived in Great Britain from New
York and plans to spend a month
there and on the Continent.
•
lied

Arthur

Krolick, United Paramount Theatres manager in Buffalo
and Rochester, is in Detroit attending
a meeting called by vice-president Ed-

ward

Hyman.

L.

•

Vincent R. McFaul, general manager of the Shea circuit, was married
in Buffalo on Saturday to Mrs. An-

thony

Canney.

J.

F.

Lux, Darnell Theatres

general manager, has been appointed
deputy chief zone warden of Civil Defense in Buffalo.

•

Morey Goldstein, Monogram-Algeneral sales manager, is
confined to his home here with virus
lied Artists

pneumonia.
•
P.

T.

Dana,

Eastern

Universal

sales manager, left here yesterday on
a trip to Albany, Buffalo and Pitts-

burgh.
•

Walt Disney

and

his

family will

leave here today for England aboard
the .9.5'. Queen Elisabeth.
•

Ted R. Gamble, head
Enterprises,

Alex

is

Trailers
30.

— The Treas-

bonds division plans to set up a permanent
trailer program for "plugging" E-Bond
ury

Department's

defense

sales.

The division has been pledged the
aid of the Motion Picture Association
of America and the studios in the production of a new one-minute trailer
every two months.

In each trailer, a

top star will make a pitch for buying
bonds. Humphrey Bogart will be in
the trailer to be issued next month. It

was made by M-G-M.

Gives SSB
Statutory Position

New Law

•

Elmer

By

Washington, June

of

Gamble

here from Oregon.

Gottlieb, producer,

is

in

York from Hollywood.

Injunction Restrains
From Picketing

WEC

—

Federal
June 30.
Judge Ernest A. Tolin issued a temporary injunction restraining Wage
Earners Committee from picketing
downtown
Theatre,
State
Loew's
has been picket
house which

ing to discourage management from
playing M-G-M pictures.
United Artists Theatres Circuit,
New Orleans, June 30.
new operating the house, had petitioned for
booking and buying service for area the injunction on the ground that the
exhibitors has been opened here by
action was "secondary pick

Covers Popcorn, Too

—A

Montgomery

WEC

and

Eldon F.
Briwa. Known as the Bri-Mont Booking and Buying Co., it announces that
in addition to film booking and buying
L.

it

C.

will

also handle purchases of pop-

corn, seasoning, boxes, bags and equipment, and will assist with theatre construction, modernizing and income tax
returns.
Montgomery is president of Delta
Theatres, of which the first run Joy
here is one. Formerly with E. V.
Richards theatres here, he is a veteran
of the local film and theatre business,
as is Briwa, who was with the
exchange here for many years.

MGM

Two

9

Texas Interested in
'Hollywood Fair'

Pace

York lst-Runs
"Where's

newcomers,

Char-

ley?" at Radio City Music Hall, and
Walt Disney's "Robin Hood" at the
Criterion are setting the pace for
grosses at New York's first-runs during a week marked by weather that
ranged from hot and humid to mild

and pleasant.
The Music

Hall, which also features a stage presentation, is looking
for a big first week's gross of $150,000
after having chalked up $92,000 Thursday through Sunday, described as the
best opening four days of any Warner
picture to play the theatre.

The
Hood"

initial

week

"Story of Robin

of

the Criterion, ending to$48,500 after a recording of $15,250
for a 10-day run of the previous tenat

"Red Planet Mars."
Opening more or less satisfactorily
at the Astor was "3 for Bedroom C,"

Columbus, June

30.

— Texas,

the

nation's biggest state,
bowed to Ohio, the Buckeye
State, in a letter from James

Stewart, executive vicepresident and general manager of the Texas State Fair
at Dallas, to officials of the
Ohio State Fair. Stewart read
of the "Hollywood at the
Fair" exhibit in Motion Picture Daily and asked for further details.

H.

"This sounds like a very
interesting operation," wrote
Stewart.
"As you perhaps
know, we have a very big and
active theatre group in Texas
and such an activity as you
are going to stage at your
fair might fit very well into
our operations."

ant,

with a

first

week's gross of $17,000

indicated.
less than spectacular
the $65,000 quoted for the first
stanza of "Wait 'Till the Sun Shines,
Nellie" and a new ice revue on stage
at the Roxy. "We're Not Married" is
slated to open at that theatre on July

Considerably

is

Blumberg, Rackmil
Returning from Coast
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal presiand Milton R. Rackmil, president of Decca Records, are expected
back here from the Coast at the weekend. Both will attend the annual meeting of Universal stockholders at Wil-

dent,

11.

A

—

WEC

New Buying Firm

New

to

1952

mington, Del., next Tuesday.
moderate $60,000 is seen for the
Rackmil, representing Decca's consecond week, ending today, of "Clash trolling stock interest in Universal, will
The new by Night" at the Paramount where be elected to the latter's board at the
Washington, June 30.
controls law gives specific statutory singers Les Paul and Mary Ford top meeting and is scheduled to be elected
recognition to the Salary Stabilization a stage bill. The program will hold president, with Blumberg becoming
Board, which controls salaries of ex
chairman of the board, at the organizfor one more week.
ecutives and also of talent workers in
The Globe, where "Scarlet Angel" ation meeting of the "U" board this
the film industry.
month. The same board meeting, it is
is in its second week, and where atUntil now, the board has just func- tendance picked up sharply when the reported, will consider dividend action
tioned under an order of the President. Maxim-Robinson fight pictures sup- on "U's" common stock. Some finanThe House had voted to transfer sal- plemented the program, expects a huge cial sources believe that in view of
ary stabilization to the Bureau of In- $15,200 for the second seven days. "U's" recent strong earnings stateternal Revenue but House- Senate con
"The Lady in the Iron Mask" will ments the stock may be placed on a
ferees voted not only to drop this pro
take over on Friday.
$2 annual dividend basis again.
specifically
vision but also to legalize
"Has Anybody Seen My Gal" will
the salary board.
open Friday at the Mayfair where the
second and final week of "The Winning Team" is mild, with $8,500
looked for. The second inning of "Pat
and Mike" is giving the Capital a fair

Hollywood,

New

Open Big

1,

eting."

$32,000.

The one-week stand

of "I

Dream

of

proving
to be a sturdier grosser than most
hold-overs. The Victoria is looking
for $18,000 for the fifth week.
Among the off-broadway houses
where hold-overs by and large fare
well is the Sutton where the 13th week

"Walk East on Beacon"

of

"The Man

in

the

Suit"

is

Stockholder Shows
order to enable as

the 13th

week

"Encore" is due to ring up $7,500.
The 52nd Street Trans-Lux will open
"High Treason" today.

RAY BOLGER

theatre television system, the series of

demonstrations here has been extended
through the remainder of this week
20th Century-Fox announced.
The special showings, which began
last week, will be concluded with four
half-hour presentations on Thursday.

<*

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"
Color by
pirn

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

BARBARA STANWYCK- PAUL DOUGLAS
ROBERT RYAN -MARILYN MONROE

Clash
by Night
,„

of

Midnight ftotVt*
Nighlly

.

many com

pany stockholders as possible to view
the new Eidophor large-screen color

CITY MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

is

White

new Normandie, where

Eidophor

— RADIO

Jeanie" resulted in a poor $9,000 for
the State where "The Washington
Story" bows today.

expected to bring in $9,800, and the

Extend
In

NEW YORK THEATRES

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD

Paschall to Roach
Hollywood, June

30.

—Benton

Pas-

former vice-president and West
Coast manager of Liberty Broadcasting System, has been named general

chall,

manager for the Roach Studios,
was announced here by Hal E.

sales
it

Roach, president.

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
-and-

Walt Disney's

Walt Disney's
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Exhibitors File

National

TV

For

Pre-Selling

U. S. Prod u cers Pla n

Nine More Features
In U.K. This Season

Stations

—

Washington, June

3

30.
The FedCommunications Commission was
TJARPER'S BAZAAR for July handed today a batch of applications
l-l has a four-page section on Sam- for new television stations from exuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian An- hibitor companies or companies owned
dersen," featuring Renee Jeanmarie in part by exhibitors.
and Danny Kaye, and from the subMartin Theatres of Georgia filed for
lime to the ridiculous, the current a UHF station in Columbus, Ga. ColCollier's has a full-color piece on umbia Amusement Co., of Paducah,
"The Voice of the Mule" in which Ky., filed for a VHF channel in
Chill Wills is introduced with Uni- Paducah.

eral

The new
"Francis."
Look, dated July 15, out today, has
of Arlene
portrait
cover
a front
Dahl in natural color and a striking
color-page from M-G-M on "Lovely
to Look At," but the resemblance is
Hedda Hoppurely coincidental.
per tells all about herself in "From
Hat" in the current
Under

versal's

.

.

.

.

.

.

My

Woman's Home

Companion.

.

.

.

Redbook's cover for July stars June
Allyson and her nice family with another
trate

marks

color portrait inside to illusher feature story, which rethat "June Allyson is as simple

as a hydrogen bomb."

•

"High Noon," the title ballad of
the United Artists film starring
Gary Cooper, is guaranteed one of
the strongest record-promotion
campaigns of the year, with M-G-M
Records and London Records joining Columbia Records in all-out
drives to publicize their recordings,
according to Francis M. Winikus,
national director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, who arranged the tieups for United ArtThe ballad, which tells the
ists.
story of the picture, was sung by
Tex Ritter in the film. The M-G-M

record is sung by Bill Hayes, with
all the facilities at its command.
London Records features Lita Rosa
singing the haunting melody. One
of the strongest record tieups of
the year has been undertaken by

Columbia Records

Frankie
Lane's recording of "High Noon,"
with more than 1,600 disc jockeys
getting complimentary copies of the
for

record for their platter-spinning
shows. Also shipped to music shops
are large cardboard standees of
Frankie Lane, "in action."

The intensive Paramount campaign
Leo McCarey's "My Son John,"
playing in more than 350 key situa-

for

added impetus with the

a syndiof
of reprints
cated column by Dr. Daniel A. Poling, editor of Christian Herald, underscoring the important and dramatic
circulation

qualities of the film.
tin

A

special bulle-

from Jerry Pickman, Paramount

vice-president and director of advercalled attention of the company's saJes staff to the value of the
Members of two
endorsement.
state newspaper publishers associations, in Oregon and California, have
added their approz'al as a result of
United Artists'
special previeivs of
tising,

.

.

.

"Park Roiv," making

made

were preby Marcus Cohn, telethe
Theatre
attorney
for
vision
Owners of America.

is

applications

Film,

—

FlorFla., June 30.
again actively engaged in woo-

ing the motion picture and television

provement

Warren

to

the

Florida Im-

dividual

Governor
priority must be

Commission,

said

that

a

total of

more

than 20 such groups to add their support of a motion picture in this pubAbout
licity man's idea of heaven.
the longest press party of record was
the 2,200-mile trek of the Highivay
66 Association drum-beating for Warner Brothers' "Story of Will Rogers."
The highzvay was temporarily rededicated- as the "Will Rogers Highway,"
and folks were told it zvas along this
route that Rogers found the heart of
.

.

line-up

Cecil B.

DeMille's
discussed

his

estimated

that

"Kon-Tiki"

from

m'

u

,^fj

starring Betty Hutton,

Cornel Wilde, Charlton Heston.

Dorothy Lamour. Gloria Grahame.

and James Stewart
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

••••»••• *^ •••••••••

recalled that Florida's

organized bid for recognition as
a film-making center was in 1933 when
a constitutional amendment exempting such investors from all property
This exemption
tax was approved.
has since expired but Governor Warren now indicates that if additional tax
concessions are necessary to woo substantial segments of the industry to
Florida, they could be legislated.

is

SHOW

already.

first

f

com-

pictures.

Lesser

Sales Drive Will

Honor Ben Fish
Robert Mochrie,

RKO

Radio

vice-

president and general sales manager,
has set a "Ben Fish 30th Anniversary
Drive" for July and August in honor
of the Samuel Goldwyn representa
tive who celebrates his 30th year in
the industry this summer.
The drive will feature Goldwyn's
"Enchantment," "My Foolish Heart,"

(Continued from page 1)

and San Antonio. Only one Interhouse in each Texas city will be
equipped with TV screens about the
same size as that utilized for motion
O'Donnell said the TV
pictures.
screens will be "strictly supplementary
and will not replace the standard motion picture program."
Spot TV news events will reach
Dallas by cable this week.

/

V

MOLLIS'
production

?

jumping

Doom," "Our Very Own'

"Edge

of

and "I

Want You."

ton,

state

Zimmerman

1934, and was transferred to RKO
Radio in 1938. In January, 1946, he
was made an executive in the sales

department.

Publicists Beat Newsmen
New York motion picture publicists
outslugged the entertainment journalists by a score of 38 to 2 in a weekend baseball game held at the Wayne
County Club, Tyler Hill, Pa.

McDaniel Resigns

HTMA
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successor to McDaniel was elected, but the new chairman of the board,
A. D. Plamondon, Jr., appointed a
committee consisting of past presidents
to make recommendations at a subse-

quent meeting

YOUR ORDfllifj \ AND

—

No

need SPECIAL TRAILERS QU ick?
/

Presidency

resigned his post at the 28th anconvention at the Palmer

House

QUICK

SEE

-of

the

CHICAGO, 1327

S.

Wabash Av - NEWYORK/630

9th AvTl

directors.

The

C.
committee consists of Robert
Sprague, chairman Max F. Balcom,
Paul V. Galvin and Leslie F. Muter.
;

I

•

Chicago, June 30. Glen McDaniel,
elected in February, 1951, as the first
full-time, paid president of the RadioTelevision Manufacturers Association.
nual

SERVICE

Will

(Continued from page 1)

.

Walter Brooks

hottest

PARAMOUNT

will gross about $3,000,000 worldwide,
having grossed $1,000,000 in the U. S.

given in presenting Florida's advantages to the big and little producers of
motion pictures and television shows.

The governor

boxoffice

and

panys British production plans while
here recently.
Now in London on
the same mission are Lesser, Small
and Walter Mirisch of Monogram.
Disney is scheduled to arrive here
this week from New York.
Discussing recent pronouncements
on the trend to cut down on quantitative production and to concentrate on
fewer pictures
higher
of
quality,
Lesser carried the thesis further. He
claims that the day of all mass production of pictures is coming to an
end and that in the future, as he sees
individual producers will make init,

Studios Again

industries.
In a directive

Monogram

by

jointly

Jack Warner

filed

Tallahassee,

JULY'S

ABPC.

interest.

ida

_J

lllll

;

Southwest by Fall

•

tions, received

VHF

TV

IS

;

A VHF

Woos

II

;

stastation in Rockford, 111.
tion in Wichita, Kans., was applied
for by the Mid-Continent Television
Co., in which Los Angeles exhibitor
Sherrill Corwin has a 20 per cent

Florida

i

.

:

VHF

the

..

—A

Broadcasting
Television
Co., in which exhibitor Mitchell Wolfson owns an interest, filed for a
station in Tampa. The Greater Rockford Television Co., in which Milwaukee exhibitor L. F. Gran has about a
14 per cent interest, filed for a

All of

•
.

TODAY

London, June 30.
spurt in preparations
for
American production
projects here will bring nine pictures
before the cameras in the near future.
Involved in the planning are Warner's
"The Master of Ballantrae,"
starring Erroll Flynn, in color by
Technicolor
Walt Disney's "The
Sword and the Rose," also in Technicolor and starring Richard Todd Sol
Lesser's
"Black Chiffon," starring
Bette Davis, which Columbia may distribute, a 90-minute Coronation Year
documentary to be titled "Queen to
Queen," and possibly a modernized
version
of
the
novel,
"Civilian
Clothes"
Edward Small's "Khyber
Pass" and "The Charge of the Six
Hundred," and two features to be

Orange

pared and

>,..«'."".

1

.

.

•»•••«•••*• •

• • • *
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often happens that the best advertising

copy was not written for that purpose. Nothing can be

more convincing than a spontane-

ously written expression of sincere opinion.

Hence this series of extracts, reproduced
from some of the many letters to the editor
of the

ALMANAC.

This one from the President of

Donahue

&

Coe, Inc.

fa €4

qp
A QUIGLEY
PUBLICATION

Churchill

The current

MeJ

issue

Reservations are

enlarged new

is

it

•

completely sold out.

now being made

for the

1952-53 edition, at the un-

changed price of $5 per copy postpaid.
Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
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Kicks

Sells 5

May Bring Redress

five

theatres

in

West

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
ates

5

Virginia.

Dipson, who is president of the new
153 company, is understood to be negotiating for other Warner theatres
in the Utica-Troy-Albany zone. Dipson declares his company will install
in practically all its
big screen
key houses.
More than $175,000 will be spent by
the "153 Corporation" on rehabilitating
and redecorating the Keeney and the
house will be closed for 90 days for

TV

operators only last week were reported
to be negotiating to take it over and
reopen it.
Some industry members who protested to the Journal pointed out
that the closing of small dry goods
stores in many parts of the country
could not rightfully be assumed to be
a reflection on large and prosperous
department stores in the same cities

been

business

in

Remember
men that

in

the
the

Committeemen queried following yes-

first

terday's session acknowledged that it
of a "preliminary character."
One of the committee's duties is to set
a date for reconvening the conference.
representative of distribution said
as he left the meeting room yesterday that "we are working in har-

exservice
Bill (W. A.)
Scully of Universal put into
business in Quonset huts after
the last War when he was battling Paramount-Richards and
other circuits for higher rentals? Many of the current crop
of closings are of that type.
place.

all

was only

A

mony."

They contended that
and .elsewhere.
"The traditionally good operators,"
the Journal's roundup on small, borhe continued, "still are going strong
Medina
theatre
closings,
however,
Diana
in
derline
The
operation.
this
remodeling and re-furnishing their
also will be completely redecorated and pointedly gave the impression that
properties, some building new theatres
a new air-conditioning system in- the same fate awaited other theatres
and that actually there were few or to keep up with population shifts, exstalled.
home office at- no prosperous large circuit operations panding into the drive-in field and
Smakwitz and

WB

torney Myles

Alben represented the

circuit at the closing of both deals in
Elmira. Warner had operated in Elmira and Medina since 1930.

Remaining Warner houses in Olean,
Hornell and Jamestown will be transferred July 15 to Pittsburgh zone manager
head

Moe
in

one

Silver,

time

Warner

Albany.

remaining.
The facts, they pointed
historically
out, are just the opposite

—

successful circuit and individual theatre operations are not closing up and
going out of business.

"Many

of the closed houses,"

one disturbed industry member
remarked, "never should have

Warner sold the leases on the Babcock and Temple in Wellsville to Max
Friedman, long-time upstate buyer and
booker for the circuit, last March.
(Continued from page 1)
Ten houses in Albany, Troy and
Utica will be supervised by Smakwitz atres filed suit against Film Truck
The Utica, Utica charging the increase "unjustifiable"
from offices here.

Film Delivery

and the American
for the summer.

The

A

WB

of

manager

clarified.

Troy are dark

Ralph Crabil,
Elmira was not
spot for him may be found

status

district

in

in

elsewhere.

the increase went into effect.
The 10 per cent cut, which was voluntary on the part of Film Truck, will
go into effect July 17.
The
has okayed the new rate.
Actually,
the rate increase is now only five per
cent.
Allied
and Butterfield have
dropped their suit.

MPSC

Two local employes, Helen Wisper
and Betty Herrick, have resigned.
Miss Wisper for years with 2'0th CenWill Approve Rate
tury-Fox and later with the Perlmutter Booking Service, joined Warner
Associated
Truck Lines, which
Miss Herrick started a film delivery service outside
in March as a booker.
A staff of four, Smak- of Detroit, has announced that any
is a veteran.
witz:, a secretary, booker Larry La- rate approved by" the MPSC will be
pidus and exploiteer Gerry Atkin will adopted by it.
remain.

Associated started a delivery servMarch when hearings were being heard by the
regarding
ice in

Approve Probe of
Information Unit
Washington, June 30. — The Senate
today approved a proposal for an in
vestigation of the effectiveness of the
State Department's Overseas Information Program, including the film di

MPSC

of

Canada Dies

—

Toronto, June 30. Film veteran
Ernie Marks of Oshawa, is dead.
Reputed to be in his 80' s, his career
was threaded through stock company
tours, vaudeville and films. He owned
the Marks Theatre at Oshawa.

equipping their houses with large
screen television. And when they get
the product, they never fail to demonstrate there is still an amazing
volume of business to be done. The ers, Wilbur Snaper, Herman M. Levy,
Journal's article is very much in er- S. H. Fabian, Emanuel Frisch
from
ror in failing to report on them. They distribution Austin Keough, Adolph
are the backbone of the industry. Not Schimel, Al Lichtman, Abe Montague,
one of them gets a quote."
William F. Rodgers. On hand in addition to these regular members of the

—

:

—

were

vice-president of the

New Film

Set for

;

Ralph Hetzel, Jr.,
Motion Picture
Association of America, and Henderson M. Richey, secretary of the Ar-

committee

O'Camp Financing
Financial arrangements for a second adventure pictures have been completed by Al O'Camp, producer of
"Strange World," a United Artists

bitration Conference.

Alfred P. Knopf, 73
Louisville,

June

30.

— Alfred

Services Today for
Elmo Lincoln, 63
Hollywood,

June

30.

•

—

Funeral

it

O'Camp
ties of

will use the technical facilithe Emil Velazco studios here..

brother,
children.

two

sisters

and four grand-

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PAT H E

Producer Edmund Graiuger says:

"My pictures must be
perfect,

I

insist

upon labora-

work by Father

tory

expectedly Friday of a heart ailment.
The veteran actor played four roles
in D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation," was the first screen "Tarzan,"
and had a wide variety of character
roles in recent years. His real name

Producer

Edmund Grainger -protects

work on

ers survive.

his films

matches the high

quality of their creative ingredients.

io

Edmund

LOSANGELES
THE

MERCURY- DC-6

Lv. 77.-20

his

investments and reputation by makingcertain that the quality of the laboratory

Otto
Elmo Linkenlielt. His
was
mother, daughter and two half-broth-

AMERICAN

P.

was disclosed here.
Knopf, 73, president of the Hill Top
The new production, as yet untitled, Amusement Co., died at Kentucky
Surwill be filmed abroad in Eastman Baptist Hospital here on June 21.
color.
As on "Strange World," viving are his widow, a daughter, a

release,

Film Truck.

services will be held tomorrow afterThe proposal was sponsored by Sen- noon at Hollywood Park Cemetery
ators Wilev (R., Wis.) and Benton
for Elmo Lincoln, 63, who died un-

Marks

dication yesterday that the new committee would undertake to draft a report, of its own on the proposals the
drafting committee was instructed to
put on paper.
Present yesterday were the following from exhibition Abram F. My-

the Allied and Butterfield suit against

vision.

(D., Conn.).

The group is continuing the paragraph-by-paragraph analysis of the
report which the arbitration drafting
committee had submitted to the conference.
There was said to be no in-

is

Grainger's latest picture
released through

"Korean Story,"

RKO.

It

was processed by Pathe Labs.
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Brind Warns
Washington, June

30.

— Charles

A.

Brind, Jr., counsel for the New York
State film censors, warned in a speech
made here that the industry might be
in for far tougher state regulation if
New York's present censorship statuate is declared unconstitutional.

One thing that might be considered,
he said, is a state law requiring the
with the
theatres,
licensing
of all
threat of license revocation for show-

Another aping objectionable films.
proach that the state might undertake, he added, would be an attempt
to include films which "teach Communism" among the objectionable
.

films.

Delivered at Luncheon
Brind made these statements in an
address entitled "Censorship at the
Crossroads," delivered to the annual
luncheon-meeting of the Motion PicDistrict
of
of
the
Council
ture
Columbia.
Other highlights of Brind's speech
include

doubtful whether motion picture code would continue in its present
form if the statutes mandating- decency
were declared unconstitutional. There
is great pressure now upon industry
to lighten up on its provisions."
"It

is

More than the usual number of "indecent" films have been submitted for
state censorship since the recent Supreme Court decisions
and.

in the

Instead

of

the time has

"contracting censorship,

come

ONCE

to extend it" to pic-

IN A

Censor Challenge

Ready

in 2

Weeks

Washington, June 30.— The
Motion Picture Association of
America hopes to have ready
"within two weeks" a suit
challenging the constitutionality of Ohio's newsreel censorship, MPAA information
director Kenneth Clark disclosed.

CTA

Will Publicize

Award

Industry

to

San Francisco, June

30.

—The Cali-

fornia Theatres Association is planning a campaign to publicize the recent award given to the motion picture
industry by the Preview Committee of
13 national organizations, according to
L. S. Hamm, president of the CTA,
who has appointed a campaign committee.

Washington, June 30.— U.

—

propa-

panda.
Brind's speech was promptly challenged from the audience by Ken
Clark, Motion Picture Association of
America information director, who
said he thought the "Miracle" decision had laid to rest for all time the
Mutual Film case decision upholding
pre-censorship, but that he saw now
that

Clark

hadn't.

it

MPAA's

stand was that

it

said

was

the
"just

stitutional rights for a censor to stand
at the shoulder of a film producer as
at the shoulder of a newsp?per editor."

GENERATION

.

.

.

films accounted for 81.3 per
cent of total feature imports
into Australia in 1951, compared to 77.6 per cent in 1950,

some occupations was passed

has reported. Last year, 347
U. S. features were brought

for

last

week.
Theatre ushers and other casual help
that now are covered by an existing
amusement and recreation occupation
order are not covered by the bill.
Under the present law there is a 65cent per hour minimum, but wage
boards are permitted to set lower
rates in certain industries. State Senator George J. Evans, who offered the

amendment exempting

theatre ushers,

motion picture theatres
were getting competition from television and should receive some constated

sideration.

Two

months ago the House of Representatives passed a labor-sponsored
bill for a flat 75 cents per hour miniwage but exempting persons receiving" tips as part of their pay, apprentices and handicapped workers. It
is said that he House has indicated
that it will go along with the bill as
amended by the Senate in order to
avert the stalemate that has blocked
it for two years.

Detroit Tent Holds Party

—

Detroit, June 30. The Variety Club
Detroit held its annual golf party
today at the Tarn O'Shanter Country
Club, all proceeds, including those
from the raffle of a new car, going to
of

the Heart

sister!

It's

HERBERT

TECHNICOLOR

J.

•

YATES

Directed by

quits!

presents

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Commerce

the

Department

into Australia, as against 316
the previous year, the De-

partment

said.

Endres First in UA
Two-Film Campaign

that

Fund

of the club.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!

your custom, not mine. No
dowry... no marriage. We call it

S.

Boston, June 30. A bill setting up
a mandatory 75-cent an hour minimum
wage for Massachusetts workers generally, but permitting wage boards to
recommend rates as low as 65 cents

mum

Communist

containing

tures

"You can take back your

Color by

1952

Australia Using
More U.S. Films

Easy on Theatres

"Pinky" as wicked, wrong and violative of con-

"Miracle" cases.

1,

New Mass. Wage Law

of

Tougher Censorship

Tuesday, July

John Endres, manager of the Calderone Theatre in Hempstead, L. I, has
won the $150 first-prize for the best
exploitation campaign developed by a
Skouras Theatres manager on "The
River"
and "The
Green Glove,"
United Artists film combination, it was
announced here by Francis M. Wini-

UA

national director of advertising and publicity.
kus,

Second prize of $100 goes to Philip
Chaiton, manager of the Ward Theatre in the Bronx. Third, fourth, fifth,
sixth and seventh prizes of $50 each
have been awarded, respectively, to
Frank DiGennaro, Merrick Theatre,
Jamaica Sidney Newman, Bronxville
Theatre, Bronxville Irving Schwartz,
Nemo Theatre, Manhattan Ted Rodis,
Boulevard Theatre, Jackson Heights,
and Jack Bokser, Crotona Theatre in
the Bronx.
;

;

;

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

2

Progress Slow

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

WEDNESDAY, JULY

FCC Goes to
Work on TV

New Talks
On Arbitration Applications

In

Continuations Unit

May

Adjourn Meetings Today
While the Industry Arbitration
Conference's
mittee at
this

week

its
is

Continuations Commeetings here so far
proving to be less un-

wieldly than the full conference was
in analyzing and amending the Drafting Committee's blueprint for a system of arbitration, indications following the Continuations session yester-

—

Washington,

July 1. The FedCommunications Commission
today began processing close to 400

2,

Tax Campa ign Pu ts
Compo on Survival
Road, Mayer Says
The new industry drive for repeal
of the 20 per cent Federal admission
tax is a project into which the Council

of

Motion Picture Organizations

eral

applications for

new

television sta-

There's a chance that some
of the applications might be approved by the end of the month.
the

can

"sink

teeth,"

Commission

lifted

the

television "freeze" back in March, it
said it would begin processing applications on July 1. As of three o'clock

day were that little genuine headway today, there were 379 new or amended
had been made toward producing a applications on file, and more were
universally acceptable document.
coming in.
Another meeting of the ContinuaFirst priority is being given to areas
tions group of 10, the third in as many
which have never had TV stations or
days, will be held today at the Fabian which are going to pioneer in the use
Theatres home office.
Prior to the of the new
band. Within those
opening of the session at 10 A.M., ex(Continued on page 6)
hibition members of the committee
will gather at breakfast in the Hotel
Astor to consult on a number of points
which will be taken up today.

UHF

its

existed when
the meeting ended yesterday that the

strong

possibility

committee would adjourn

this

Of

JDA

Unit Drive

TOA

has

Theatres,

Headquarters

named

been

chairman of the

Being Streamlined

home

Streamlining of operations and faat Theatre Owners of America, headquarters here has been instituted by Mitchell Wolfson, organizacilities

Appeal,

With

the

was

it

yesterday

Irving

commencement of a new
Wolfson has

year this month,

called for the elimination of at least
half the space occupied by
on
the fourth floor of the Paramount

on Times Sc|uare.
The
rooms which will be unloaded were
used primarily for storage purposes
and no longer are needed.
Other changes included the dis(Continncd on page 4)

Einfeld Concludes

Meetings in Italy
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
20th Cenutry-Fox, concluded a "highly
successful" series of merchandising
meetings in Italy yesterday following
sessions held in Naples, Genoa and
Rome on plans for the merchandising
of forthcoming company pictures, as
well as preliminary talks setting up
the global premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro"
(Continued on page 4)

by
M.

Harry Kalmine

COMPO

COMPO
Sam

(Continued on page 4)

Pinanski.

Numerous names have been men-

District

Manager
of

Art

Anderson,

tioned for the post of coordinator of
the campaign, a full-time post. Among
them are H. M. Richey of Loew's,
who served in a similar capacity in
the last anti-tax campaign, but who is
believed not to be available now be(Continued on page 4)

acting Prairie district manager, to the post of Midwest
district

manager, succeeding Harry A.

Seed, who has been granted an indefinite leave of absence due to ill health,
was announced here yesterday by Ben
Kalmenson, company vice-president.
will make his headquarters
Chicago.
The Minneapolis branch office returns to the Midwest district which
will now comprise the Chicago, Detroit,
Milwaukee and Minneapolis

Anderson

in

chair- branches.
Hall Walsh, it was also announced,
t h e
1952 Joint De- has returned from a leave of absence
fense Appeal of to resume his duties as the company's
York. Prairie district manager, with head-

New

of Universal Pictures,
(Continued on page 4)

COMPO

COMPO

of

Leon Goldberg

Appointment at
COMPO Meeting Here

thriving,

Engel,

man

TOA

Building

di-

announced here

tion president.
fiscal

office

vision
of
the
industry's drive
in behalf of the
Defense
Joint

Weigh

Designation of a coordinator for
the industry's campaign to win rehas reason for
surviving
and peal of the Federal admission tax
will
command the attention of
A r t h u r L. Council of Motion Picture OrganizaMayer, former tions' officials when they meet here
ex- next Tuesday, it is learned.
In
addition,
formal organization
ecutive
vicepresident, de- work for the campaign is expected to
clared here be materially advanced at next week's
yesterday fol- sessions which may be attended by
lowing his re- Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee,
co-chairmen for the tax
fro m a
Arthur Mayer
t u r n
tour of Europe. campaign, as well as the
Mayer held that the reason
governing body, consisting of Al
foundered somewhat a few months Lichtman, Trueman Rembusch and

The promotion
Harry M. Kalmine, president and
Warner Brothers Warner Brothers

general manager of

Tax Campaign

now

evening

{Continued on page 4)

Sought for

the

to

Kalmine Chairman Name Anderson WB

A

Co-ordinator

extent that

COMPO

tions.

When

TEN CENTS

1952

quarters

in St. Louis.
The
(Continued on page 4)

Prairie

—

LOS ANGELES, July 1.
secretarytreasurer of the Theatre
Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association,
reports that in the first
24 hours booths were on
sale for the trade show to
be held jointly in August
with Allied and TEDA over
48 were sold, breaking the
record set in 1950.

Ray Boomer,
'

•

TV Unit COMPO Warned on
JournaVs Article
with AFM

Lippert
Renews

Describing the deal as being "significant of the growing acceptance by
industry of the American Federation
royalty contract for
of Musicians'

AFM

The Council of Motion Picture Organizations protested to the
Watt
Street Journal in advance of the publication

last

week

of

its

roundup

re-

ports on theatre closings but its profilmed music on television," the
national headquarters announced here tests were disregarded, it was learned
yesterday that it is renewing without yesterday.
Exhibitors in various parts of the
change, and at the request of Robert
L. Lippert, Jr., in behalf of Tele- country from whom interviews had
Pictures, Inc., its contract with that been sought by correspondents of the
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 6)

—

The
BOSTON, July 1.
Massachusetts Department
of Labor and Industries
today ordered a 62% cent
basic minimum wage for
state theatre employes,
to be effective on August
18. This order is not related to the minimum wage
bill now before the Governor for signature, which
has passed both houses of
the State Legislature.
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Personal
Mention
CHARLES SKOURAS,

Des Moines, July

president

National Theatres, and Edwin Zabel are scheduled to leave here
for the Coast today.
e
John Tomlinson, booker for Florida State Theatre in Jacksonville, has
resigned to replace Jack Kirby as
salesman for Warner Brothers in

Kirby went

to

Warner

the

Charlotte branch.
•

Edward

L.

Hyman,

reel
the

and

Clara Friedman,

Miss

secretary

RKO

to Robert Sherman of
atres, will sail from here today

the
in

•S'.i'.

Independence for a short stay

Italy.

•
T. A. MacDouglas, formerly with
Martin Theatres in Columbus, Ga.,
has become city manager of the circuit
in

Eufaula, Ala.

Samuel Pinanski, governing committeeman of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, is here from
Boston.
•

Arthur Ehrlich, Warner
ers booker in Cleveland,

Broth-

resting in
Mt. Sinai Hospital there from a slight
heart attack.
•
is

Gerald Hardy, president of Westland Theatres, and Mrs. Hardy are
on vacation in Canada from San
Francisco.

Mrs. Fred R. Greenway, wife of
the manager of Loew's Poli Palace in
Hartford, has returned home from a
long hospitalization.
•

Robert L. Howell, manager

Warner Regal Theatre

at

of the

Hartford,

and Mrs. Howell are parents
boy, Robert L.

of

a

•

Knox

Haddow,

head of Paramount's branch service department,
left here yesterday for Omaha.

City Billboard
Drive Set for 'Glory*

96

-

In a national advertising campaign
billboard advertising, 20th
Century-Fox is sponsoring a 96-city
drive for "What Price Glory" begin-

utilizing

ning in late July,

it

was announced

stars.

capture
maximum public attention
during the peak summer driving season. Going into effect to give exhibitors a minimum of 26 advance and 5
post-opening days of billboard play in
all situations, the "What Price Glory"
sheets will provide space for incorporating local playdate credits. Openings
of the picture, wherever possible, will
be made to synchronize with the 31day posting plan.

NEWS,
youths.

No.

— Reds

£4

POW's

Korea

re-

Colorado governor greets film
Miss Universe. Aclieson in London,

Weight

Berlin.

lifting,

track, racing.

NEWS

OF THE DAY, No. 288— U. S.
pot keeps boiling. Koje prisoners
choose sides. Rioting in Tokyo. Miss Finland named world beauty queen. Tax chief
takes office. Track, water skiing.
political

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
plane

with

a

brain.

daughter weds.

D. of J.'s Crescent N. E. Drive-ins to
Aid 'Jimmy Fund'
Appeal Docketed

Acheson

Red

Berlin.

in

No. 31—Jet war
Vice-president's stepriots

Tokyo. Dean

in

Sports: Track.

—

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 27A Raw
crisis in the U.
Attempted
S.
Rhee assassination. Houston battles polio.
Miss Universe. Unusual Dodgers rooter.
materials

Track.

—

July 1. The Justice
Department's appeal in the Crescent
case has been formally docketed at the
Supreme Court.
The Department is appealing the action of the Nashville District Court,
dismissing the Department's civil contempt charges against Crescent.
A
companion case, involving criminal
contempt charges, has been appealed
to the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Justice argues that Crescent has failed
to live up to the terms of its consent

Washington,

Boston, July

—A

committee consisting of Ray Canavan, George Roberts and Ray Feeley met with cochairmen
Michael
Redstone
and
James Mahoney, general chairman
Arthur H. Lockwood, and Variety
Club's William S. Koster, to plan
1.

.

for drive-in theatres' cooperation in
the forthcoming "Jimmy" Fund campaign.

Redstone and Mahoney, who were
co-chairmen by Lockwood, have formulated a plan for taking up collections at the drive-ins.
decree.
The high court will not indicate The committee expects to visit each
whether or not it will hear the ap- drive-in in New England and explain
peal before the start of its new term the method to be used in showing a
"Jimmy" Fund trailer and taking up
in October.
re-appointed

collections.

W. Pa. Allied

A New

to

Name

President

—

Norman Mervis is vice-presiness.
dent, but it is understood that he has
declined the position of president.

NY

Houses Will

Play 'King Kong
Some

100 theatres

will play

ture

is

Robert

in

pic-

reports.
The area opening will be preceded
by an all-out television campaign of a
minimum of 150 spots.

vice-president,

Leaving
Souvaine Post
Is

Milton Silver, director of advertising-publicity for Souvaine Selective
Pictures for the past year, completes
his 10-picture special assignment and
will leave the company on July 11.
During his stay with Souvaine, Silver
advertising - publicity
organized
the
set-un for the firm, including accessories, trailers
ules.

;

Lake Drive-in
George Landers

Waterville,
Loew's, in
Hartford, will serve on the committee for Connecticut.
at

of

and screening sched-

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No.

574

Tax commissioner sworn
Lockheed plane. Sports: Weight
Olympic track and field finals.

Universe.

— Miss

in.

New

lifters.

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 93Firemen fight Brooklyn fire. Battle for
Texas delegates. French veterans in pilgrimage. Acheson in Berlin. Will Rogers
highway. Jet car. Soap box derby. Olympic
trials.

GOP Convention May
Get Special 'Reels
Full crews of cameramen and technicians of the five major newsreels
are already in Chicago setting up arrangements for complete coverage of
the Republican convention there next

Whether or not

week.

there will be

any special issues depends on the nature

material, according to
here.
The reels will be sent by air to
accounts all over the country.
If!
warranted there will be daily ediof

newsreel

the

officials

tions.

Senate Group Okays
Crowe Judgeship
Washington,

July

1.

—The

Senate

Committee today approved
the nomination of Guthrie F. Crowe,
president of the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners, to be U. S. District Judge for the Canal Zone. Sen-

Judiciary

ate

confirmation

is

expected later

in

Champion

Albany, N. Y.
Blatner.

Walsh Executive Art
Director of Columbia
Walsh has been appointed
the post of executive art director
of Columbia Pictures here, a position
last held by Jack Meyer, who died
early in 1951, the company reports.
Everett

to

Walsh assumes

his

new

duties

imme-

diately.

New York Blatner

"King Kong" when the

George Schwartz

the week.

9

brought here on August 12,
Mochrie, RKO Radio sales

Silver

Rosen, of Rosen Film Deliv-

New Haven

the

and

Pittsburgh, July 1.
A special
meeting of the executive board of Allied Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Western
Pennsylvania has been
called for next Tuesday to name a
successor president to Fred Beedle of
Canonsburg, who has ..resigned that
position because of pressure of busi-

100

Sam
ery,

of

here.

The display on the Technicolor production, part of a month-long out-ofdoors pre-selling effort, is designed to

German

screened.

The-

aboard

forthcoming political conventions,
sports. Complete contents follow:

MOVIETONE

of

•

Berlin and

in

A4iss Universe are current newshighlights. Other items include

train

vice-president

United Paramount Theatres, will
be in Des Moines today and Thursday, from Detroit, conferring with
A. H. Blank.

BAN ACHES ON

r\

— When

business improves nowadays, the
signs are to be found in smaller-sized tears on exhibitors' cheeks,
says Charles Jones, secretary of Allied of Iowa-Nebraska and
Mid-Central, in his current bulletin to members.
Here is his report on an improvement in the state of the theatre
business in this territory: "Things have picked up quite some
considerable over the April lows. Have talked to a few up this
way and their tears seem to be a little more the size of peas than
the walnut-sized April lachrymations.
"Actually, the weather has turned out good, the corn looks good
and the attitude of the patron is much better than it was in the
spring. We have a sneaking suspicion that economic trends have
much more to do with this business than we credit them with."
1.

1952

2,

Newsreel
Parade

Business Better in Corn Belt; Exhibitor
Tears, Once Walnut-Sized, Now Pea Size

of

Florida.

Wednesday, July

theatre

L.
—July — Henry
won the
1.

architect,

local Variety Club golf championship
at the 10th annual tournament at the

Shaker Ridge course yesterday. Other
winners were Irwin Ullman, manager

Mohawk Drive-in, and William
Rennie of the Rennie Nut Co.

of the

Paper Raises

Ad Rates
—The Colum-

Walsh goes
Buchanan

Ad

to Columbia from the
Agency, where he has

art director for a number of
years. Prior to that he held the same
post with Warner Brothers, and for
some time was associated with McFadden Publications in an executive capacity.

been

SAG

Sets Support
Of '52 'Movietime'

—

The Screen
Hollywood, July 1.
1.
bus Dispatch has announced an in- Actors Guild today voted unanimously
crease in amusement ad rates effective to support the Council of Motion PicOctober 1. New rates will be 33 cents ture Organizations' 1952 "Movietime.
per line daily and 36 cents per line U.S.A." tours, and appointed Ronald
Walter Pidgeon, Richard
Sunday. Present rates are 32 cents Reagan,
daily and 34 cents Sunday. Two-cent Carlson, George Murphy and Kenincrease in ad rates in the Columbus neth Thomson to a committee which
Bob
meet immediately with
Citizen went into effect today. The will
l
cents per line daily O'Donnell, national director, and Marnew rate is 2S />
vin Schenck, Hollywood chairman.
and Sunday.
Columbus,

O., July

Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine
Building, William R. Weaver, Editor.
Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz. Editorial Representative. 11
North Clark Street. FR-2-2843. Washington, J. A. Often, National Press Club, Washington D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter
Burnup, Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London."- Other Quiglev Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as
a section of Motion Picture Herald; International Motion Picture Almanac; Fame. Entered- as second-class matter, Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and' $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.

Brady,

PARDON US FOR
POINTING!
(and with pride!)

LOVELY TO LOOK AT

11

(Tech ni co lor)
Here's great news! First engagement following the Music

Hall rocks Philadelphia. Tops

day

total

is

second highest non-holiday

years, beaten only

it

Ann

•

Miller

•

•

Red

Skelton

•

Howard

with Zsa Zsa Gabor

PAT AND MIKE
M-G-M first week in

Biggest

calls:

•

Keel

•

Marge and Gower

Kurt Kasznar

91

it

IVANHOE

11

months

N.Y. Everybody's eager to
picture that Time Magazine

"One of

gross in 3

(Technicolor)
11

at Capitol,

see the

M-G-M

by Mario Lanza personal appearance!

Starring Katbryn Grayson

Champion

"Show Boat" by $89. Three

the season's gayest

M-G-M's Giant Spectacle that broke a 23 -year-old
record in its World Premiere engagement has won
the acclaim of the entire trade press. Variety says:

comedies" and syndicated columnists

"In the same lavish

"The happiest
picture of the season." Just what the
fans ordered for summer diversion.

Technicolor box-office natural that cannot

like Louis

Sobol rate

as:

Boxoffice

Spencer

co-starring

Tracy

Aldo Ray

•

•

Katharine

Hepburn

with William Ching

'Quo Vadis.' Big

scale

miss."

Magazine says:"Star-studded, magnificently

produced, superbly photographed Technicolor boxoffice

Starring

class as

winner." Film Daily says: "High spot of the

Will shine brightly and long." M. P. Daily
says: "Just about everything an enthusiastic showfilm year.

man

could hope for." Film Bulletin says: "It will

be one of the biggest grossers in movie history."

M.

P.

Herald says: "Guaranteed to any audience,

anywhere, anytime. They'll tell their friends about
it." Showmen's Trade Review says: "Big in every
sense of the word."

The

Exhibitor says: "Outstanding.

Big box-office." Daily Variety
spectacle for

(Coast) says:

box-office

solid

"Top

flight

returns." Hollywood

Reporter says: "Magnificent epic

that

should

be

packing theatres for long, long time to come."
Starring Robert Taylor

Sanders

•

•

Elizabeth

Emlyn Williams

Taylor

•

Joan Fontaine

•

George

;

Wednesday, July
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RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS
of

"FAITHFUL CITY"
ALBANY
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 7/8

195 Luckie

St.,

BOSTON
RKO Scr. Rm.

A.M.

7/9

2:30 P.M.

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Tues. 7/8
St.

3:30 P.M.

Wed.

122-28 Arlington St.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Pic.

498 Pearl

CHARLOTTE
Fox
308

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 7/8

Church

S.

3:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8 11:00 A.M.

CINCINNATI
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

Rm.

2219 Payne Ave.
Rep. Scr. Rm.
412 S. Harwod

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.
St.

DENVER
Rm.

Para. Scr.

2100 Stout

Tues. 7/8

3:30 P.M.

St.

DES MOINES
Scr.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

Rm.

1300 High

St.

Rm.

Blumentha(ls Scr.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

2310 Cass Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS
Tues. 7/8
Univ. Scr. Rm.
517 N. Illinois St.

2:30 P.M.

Wed.

7/9

2:30 P.M.

St.

LOS ANGELES
Rm.
Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.
Vermont Ave.

Scr.

1980

S.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

151 Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen

Room
212

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

W. Wisconsin Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS
Fox

Scr.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

Rm.

1015 Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

Tues. 7/8

3:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

200

S.

Rm.

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 7/8 11:00 A.M.

630 Ninth Ave.

OKLAHOMA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

10 N. Lee

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

St.

OMAHA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

1502 Davenport

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th

Tues. 7/8 10:00 A.M.
St.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 7/8

3:00 P.M.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

PORTLAND
Film Exchange
Screen Room
Tues. 7/8 10:00 A.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.

ST.

LOUIS

RKO

Rm.

Scr.

3143 Olive

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

St.

Scr.

Rm.

216 E. 1st

Tues. 7/8

Scr.

245 Hyde

Rm.

.

7/8 10:30 A.M.

St.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.
Tues

.

7/8

3:00 P.M.

7/8

9:00

Hollyw'd Thea.
Tues
212 N. Philips Ave

.

A.M.

Film Center
Scr.

932

Rm.

New

Tues

Jersey Ave.

.

7/8 10:30 A.M.

lack

of

a

"sufficiently

"The vague term

of

who

Universal,

COMPO

COMPO,

Additional names are sure to be introduced at next week's meetings of

campaign

directors.

man, Trueman Rembusch and Samuel Pinanski as the committee which
will direct COMPO's affairs until an

election of officers can be held, possibly not sooner than next February.
Preliminary organization work for Asked if he intended to assist with
anti-tax
campaign
other
or
the industry's campaign is being ad- the
projects, Mayer replied that
personnel
vanced daily by
dishere under the direction of Robert he "always will be at
Coyne, special counsel, and Charles E. posal."
Mayer found theatre business to be
McCarthy, director of information.
England, France and
Policy matters, basic campaign strat- "excellent" in
Italy, the countries he visited.
He
expected
to
are
instructions
egy and
said several deals for the importation
be well in hand for transmission to all
of product from these countries are
parts of the country as soon as the
being worked out by his distribution
natheir
campaign directors complete
firm, Mayer-Kingsley, Inc., in consetional organization.
quence
of the trip.
local
and
regional
Designation of
Mayer had at hand yesterday the
campaign drectors, constituting the orfinal
page proofs of his new book
ganizational framework, may be comthe industry, "Merely Colossal,"
about
pleted at next week's sessions, it is
which Simon & Schuster will publish
believed.
in the fall.

Preliminary

Work Advances

COMPO

COMPO's

COMPO Warned
{Continued from page 1)

had

advised
officials that the survey was
in progress and that, from the tenor
of the questions being asked, it appeared to the exhibitors that the article in preparation would be incomor
interpreted
erroneously
plete,
wrongly emphasized.
Acting on information,
officials urged that industry counsel
on the article in preparation be
sought or that publication be withheld until an accurately interpretative
The Wall
article could be prepared.
Street Journal ignored the requests
and published its misleading roundup
of theatre closings last Friday, widely
regarded in the industry as unfair

Wall

Street

Journal

COMPO

COMPO

'Clash Grosses Are
Strong in 6 Cities
9

the other hand, committee memdeclined to concede that they
might not finish their task by today
Although the group
or tomorrow.
presumably could continue without
Myers' being present, it was regarded
as unlikely that it would want to.
When asked if the committee, which
consists of five representatives each
from exhibition and distribution, appeared to be on the way toward compromising the differences over bidding
and other points that brought about
the conference impasse, a spokesman
for the group said the word "compromise" is not appropriate for reference to the committee's activity. He
said the 10 were tackling the job with
"tenacity," a word he employed several times in describing the effort being made.

Wald-Krasna's "Clash by Night"

•

the first. At the St. Louis in Missouri it did better than $8,700 in the
first three days. Other first weeks include $6,644 at Towne, Baltimore
$9,700 at Orpheum, Seattle, and $6,482
at Centre, Salt Lake City. It goes into
the third week at the Paramount New
York tomorrow after drawing $74,650
the first week.

{Continued from page 1)

Headquarters

charge of two minor clerical employes.
president
Several weeks ago the

TOA

of

the

office's

telephone

switchboard system.
Gael
director,
Sullivan, is on leave of absence to
manage the campaign for Presidential
aspirant Estes Kefauver.
Dick Pitts
is serving as acting executive director.
executive

comprise the Des Moines,
City, Omaha and St. Louis

district will

Kansas

branches.

The changes

take effect immediately.

20-Cent Price Cut
Cincinnati,

July
independent
in Hamilton, playing
has made a 20-cent
good two days each
Theatre,

Einfeld Concludes
{Continued from page 1)

November, the company reported
here yesterday.
Einfeld conducted the discussions
aided by Fritz Micucci, 20th's manager for Italy, during which distribution personnel of the company's Italian organization and leading exhibitors took part.
Einfeld will leave tomorrow for
Central Europe where he is scheduled
to hold similar sessions in Munich
over the weekend before continuing
on to Switzerland, Holland and France.
in

{Continued from page 1)
is

tallying top grosses in many cities, acRadio, distributor.
cording to
At the Orpheum in Denver it was
held over after an $11,090 first week.
It also holds over for a second week at
the Brandeis, Omaha, after $5,287 in

RKO

1

Kalmine Chairman

Name Anderson

{Continued from page 1)

TOA's

WASHINGTON

its

program.

relations," he said, has none
also of the magic for unifying the industhat is suggested
would be prevented from serving by try behind
Paul Short by the material reward inherent in a
pressure of other duties.
of National Screen Service, Dallas, fight for elimination of the tax.
Gratification
expressed
was
by
is anan official of Texas
other whose name is being mentioned. Mayer over the selection of Al Licht-

disposed

SIOUX FALLS

Survival

Also mentioned has been Maurice public

TOA
Tues

ago was
specific"

3:00 P.M.

St. S.

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox

the industry

and injurious.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

work with

arbitration conference.

Liberty St.

NEW YORK
RKO

On

{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

COMPO

KANSAS CITY
Para Scr. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte

Compo

Tax Coordinator

the

DETROIT

RKO

:

—

Bergman

DALLAS

Fox

Tony was a member of Boys Town and met Tracy
starring as Father Flanagan in M-G-M's "Boys Town."
The two became friends and together with Dore Schary, the writer
of the picture, were a close knit trio so close that following his
graduation Tony went to Hollywood to work in the studio art
department, of which he has since become an important part,
M-G-M reported.
The star, the boy, and Schary, now head of production at M-G-M,
are still the pals they were at Boys Town 14 years ago.
in 1938,

cause of his

CLEVELAND
Scr.

stalemate arose over the acceptability
of several points in the Drafting Committee's report.
This possibility hinged on two factors
the committee's progress on the
report has not been fast, and one of
its members, Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel, was scheduled to depart this evening for Chicago to join
in the Republican National Convention activities.

who was

7/9 10:30 P.M.

Wed.

12 East 6th St.

Fox

tion of the industry conference which
went into recess on June 18 when a

active

its

week or more before completing
work or setting a date for resump-

its

bers

Wabash Ave.

S.

{Continued from page 1)
for a

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300

At the same meeting, Tony Villone was elected

Back

Tues. 7/8 10:30
N.VV.

Rm.

Scr.

Arbitration

president.

1052 B'way

1952

1st

Spencer Tracy was elected the first honorary president of the
Boys Town National Alumni Association at its first meeting held
at Boys Town, Omaha, this week, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announced
here yesterday.

3:30 P.M.

ATLANTA
RKO

Named

Honorary
President of Boys' Town Alumni
Spencer Tracy

2,

1.—The Palace
downtown run
double features,
price reduction
week.

and Edward L. Fabian of Fabian Theatres, are co-chairman of the indus-

JDA effort.
JDA is seeking

try-wide

The

$5,000,000 to
the American Jewish Committee and the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith.
finance

the

activities

of

Defense Appeal Luncheon

The importance of the local Joint
Defense Appeal drive was stressed at
an industry luncheon at the Hotel
Astor here yesterday. Speakers included Leon Goldberg, Ed Fabian,
Harrv Brandt and Irving Engel.

Approve Cinecolor
Financing Plan
— Cinecolor's
Hollywood, July
1.

financing plan which was favorably
acted upon by the majority of stockholders and the board of directors, last
March, has been approved by the California Corporation Commissioner.
The securities to be issued under the
plan will be available to stockholders
registration
the
after
immediately
statement has been declared effective
by the Securities and Exchange Commission.

)

TRADE SHOWINGS
OKLAHOMA

ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue

ATLANTA
RKO

Screening Room
195 Luckie St., N.W.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.

Wed.

7/9 10:30 A.M.

Mo.

Oper. Scr. Rm.

Pic.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

498 Pearl Street

CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308 S. Church St.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Screening

1300

S.

Room

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Wabash Ave.

CINCINNATI
RKO Screening Room

LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
1980

S.

7/9

8:00

P.M

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Paramount Screen. Rm.
2100 Stout Street

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 7/8 12:15

Noon

Fox Screening Room
1300 High Street

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Fox Screening Room
1015 Currie Avenue
Fox Screening Room

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

of Allies

PORTLAND

Fox Screening Room

Tues. 7/8 11:00 A.M.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Screening Room

Tues. 7/8

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 R.M.

Tues. 7/8

1:00 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

1:30 P.M.

1st St. S.

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Room
2318 Second Avenue

SIOUX FALLS
Tues. 7/8 10:30

A.M.

Liberty Street

Screening

LOUIS
RKO Screening Room

ST.

216 East

40 Whiting Street

RKO

Tues. 7/8

3143 Olive Street

NEW YORK

DES MOINES

PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room
Film Exch. Screen. Rm.

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

S.

1:00 P.M.

925 N.W. 19th Avenue

Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue

200

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room

1809-13 Blvd.

NEW ORLEANS

DENVER

Tues. 7/8

St.

250 N. 13th Street

NEW HAVEN

DALLAS

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

OMAHA
1502 Davenport

MINNEAPOLIS

2219 Payne Ave.

Fox Screening Room
10 North Lee Street
Fox Screening Room

Vermont Ave.

Warner Screen. Room
Wed.

CLEVELAND

Republic Screen. Room
412 South Harwood St.

1:00 P.M.

MILWAUKEE

12 East 6th St.

Fox Screening Room

Tues. 7/8

MEMPHIS

CHICAGO
RKO

2:30 P.M.

KANSAS CITY
Paramount Screen. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte Street

BUFFALO

Tues. 7/8

INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Screen. Rm.
517 N. Illinois Street

BOSTON
RKO

DETROIT

Hollywood Theatre
212 N. Philips Ave.

Tues. 7/8 10:00

A.M.

WASHINGTON
Room

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Film Center Scr.
932

630 Ninth Avenue

New

Room

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Jersey Ave.

:o-starring

KIRK DOUGLAS

•

DEWEY MARTIN ELIZABETH THREATT ARTHUR HUNNICUTT
•

DIRECTED AND PRODUCED DV HOWARD HAWKS
Based upon the novel

"THE BIG SKY"

by

•

Pulitzer Prize winner

SCREENPLAY BY DUDLEY NICHOLS
A. B.

GUTHRIE,

Jr.

•

A

Winchester Production

,
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Traces the
History of Universal

Wednesday, July

Now,"

Till

Television- Radio
-

a

special one-reel film recounting the 40-year history of
Universal Pictures, is being
made available to exhibitors
this week as part of the com-

Comment and Qpininn
INFORMALITY

was the keynote and Edward R. Murrow again
ingenuity as a television reporter Sunday when he
presented a filmed interview with Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower on
CBS-TV's "See It Now" show. It was the kind of program that
makes politics on
both dramatic and enlightening.
Murrow's expert handling of the questioning, his relaxed approach
and the excellence of the photography combined to give viewers an
intimate closeup of the Eisenhower personality. The interview produced many good and useful quotes, but more important still, it
caught candidate Eisenhower in a variety of moods and situations
with a minimum of staging.
document, has maintained
"See It Now," the Alcoa-sponsored
consistently high standards from the very start. The second half of
last Sunday's show was a filmed account of a mock air attack on
New York and its factual and skillful coverage packed a dramatic
punch.
ft
ft
ft
* proved

pany's campaign on its 40th
anniversary film, "The World
In His Arms," Technicolor
production starring Gregory

the Century, contains scenes

from early Universal pictures,
a picture in the making on
the studio lot in 1918 and
in
is

His Arms."
being made

available to exhibitors as an
"The
trailer
for
advance
in His Arms." It was
written and supervised by
Bob Faber.

World

TV

Lippert

Self-regulation and not government controls must guide
in setting and maintaining moral standards for
radio and
broadcasts and telecasts, Harold E. Fellows, president of the
NARTB, told a Congressional sub-committee investigating
offensive programming last week. Speaking of the radio and
code, Fellows declared, "we have produced no miracles
overnight, but the evidence of tangible progress ... is very
gratifying."
ft
ft
ft

TV

Unit

TV

(Continued from page 1)
producer of filmed television programs.
Tele-Pictures signed an agreement
on April 1, 1951 with the AFM, and
at the same time contracted with the
trustee of the music Performance
Trust Fund to pay a five per cent
royalty on films carrying music sound
tracks and shown for television broad"In
addition.
Tele - Pictures
cast.
agreed that in making available to television music-scored, movies, originally
produced for theatre showing, it would
make a new music track, using the
same number of musicians employed in
the making of the original track for

Whether Americans

ft
ft
flagship stations in New York City,
today command a vast and appreciative audience, the credit must go
vice-president and
largely to restless, imaginative Ted Cott,

WNBC

Even

TV

an applicant gets his retime
considerable

inated

staair.

For Lease

Ted Cott

come

7,000 sq.

ft.,

side drive for cars,

now being

erected on Magnolia
Ave., JOURNAL SQUARE, Jersey City, opposite rear Loew's
Theatre.

Owner, L. N. Rosenbaum
Financing
S65 Fifth Ave.,

&

&

Son.

Reorganizations

N. Y.

PLaza

3-7510

CBS

and

in

1944

moved over

to

a replacement for the "I Love Lucy" show on CBS-TV
nights, "My Little Margie" has the difficult task of
following in the footsteps of TV's most popular program.
Unfortunately, producer Hal Roach, Jr., hasn't outdone himself with this filmed series which stars Charles Farrell and Gale
Storm. The situation comedy is hackneyed and performances
are not up to par. Director Hal Yates seems unable to over-

tion

One-story commercial building,

ne(j

As

Building,

building, 137 E. 43rd St.

i

Monday

GRAND

Opposite
powerful
location. Entire

j

WNEW

Chrysler

a

he

Versatile
as director of programming.
and ever on the prowl for new ideas, Cott has written books and
taught radio writing and directing.

CENTRAL:

permanent

WNBT,

he origThis year, on
the provocative "Inside Our Schools"
series, the charming "Through the Enchanted
Gate" children's art education programs, "It's a
Problem," etc. On radio, he set the industry pace
again when he instituted WNBC's all-night clasin 1950,
sical music program.
Cott joined
having started his radio career at the age of 16
In 1939
on the staff of New York City's
to the industry.

WNYC.

approved,

would have to elapse before the
tion was actually built and on the

NBC's

NBC

first

after

WNBT,

NBC

Work

grants will probably
come where there are fewer applicants
than the number of channels available,
and some of these might be okayed
within 30 days.
quest

and

general manager of these key outlets. With a fine
entersense for the "different" in radio and
tainment, Cott has been responsible for a string
of outstanding public service and educational programs which have brought credit to himself and

(Continued from page 1)
groups, the

a

ft

If

AFM

to

hundred years from now will still
questionable, but ABC apparently banks on
in

be listening to radio is
the longevity of the medium in its radio presentation of "Time
Capsule." Arthur van Horn is the narrator of the series which is
designed to enlighten citizens of 2052 on the "spirit and flavor" of
our day. "Time Capsule" leans heavily on the arts and their practitioners.
It's a lively show with a nice twist.

theatre use," it was stated.
At the Federation's office it was
pointed out that the Lippert company
had been the first motion picture producer to accept the union's royalty
contract for filmed television sound
track use. Under the agreement the
trust fund will provide "live" music for
worthy causes and events at no cost
added.
to the listeners, the

FCC Goes

KKO Radio's "Ned E. Depinet 1952 Sales Drive" conluded this week, and members
of the drive committee have
begun checking to determine
winners.
The drive was for 27-weeks.
Leaders at the end of the
26th week were Sioux Falls,
New Orleans, Portland and
In Canada, top exDallas.
changes were Montreal, Winnipeg and Toronto. Among
the districts, leaders were
Canadian, Southeastern and
Southwestern.

TV

builds to a climax with scenes

from "World
The subject

his

TV

Peck and Ann Blyth.
The short opens with newsreel clips from the turn of

1952

'Ned Depinet Sales
Drive' Completed

Trailer

"From Then

2,

the show's static quality and Miss Storm's characterizavoid of charm or warmth, which doesn't help any.

Skiatron Deal Points
To Pay TV Test
Skiatron Electronics and Television
Corp. has further cleared the way for
the formal test of its SubscriberVision pay-as-you-see television system here later this year by entering
into a joint working agreement with

Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing
Co. of Newark, a unit of the Engelhard Industries, Skiatron
Arthur Levey reports.

Facilities

Pointing out that Skiatron has concentrated its technical activities this
past year on its pay-as-you-see system,
Levey said that the agreement gives
the company facilities to produce the
components for the subscription system, as well as to carry on extensive
research and development of products
under Skiatron patents not yet ready
for commercial markets.

CBS Anticipates
Mass. Transmitter

—

Boston, July 1.
The Columbia
Broadcasting System has taken an option on eight acres of land in Natick,
Mass., on which would be built a
television transmission station. Taking
the option is in anticipation of new
channels to be assigned to the Boston
area. The project is also contingent
on the Natick Board of Appeals giving
the owner of the land a permit to
build.

Pincuses to
Norman and

Make Films

Irving Pincus, produc-

"Mr. I. Magi"Authors League Theaformed a television film

ers of "Ellery Queen,"

nation" and
tre,"

have

production unit. Norman Pincus will
leave for the Coast shortly to com-

arrangements for the new setup,
including acquisition of a studio and
key personnel.
plete

MITCHELL MAY,

is

ft

Company

Gives

president

Jr.

C0. ; INC.

ft

ft
"Information Please" made its
debut Sunday over CBS-TV
and while the show retains its appeal, it was not an unqualified
success.
There were some nice touches of humor, but the program still has one foot in radio. Clifton Fadiman was on hand
again as the genial master-o]'-ceremonies; and, so were Franklin
P. Adams and John Kieran.
James Michener was a somewhat
unrelaxed guest. A little more visual appeal could improve the
show a great deal. It certainly has the stuff to make it top
entertainment.

INSURANCE

TV

TV

—Fred Hift

Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75

3720

Maiden Lane, New York
W. 6th St., Los Angeles

Wednesday, July

2,
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Nixon Praises
'Walk East,' Murphy

Canadian Product
Income Up Sharply

Sen.

Washington,

—

Senator
Richard Nixon
R., Calif.), has included in the Congressional Record a
long statement in praise of Louis de
Rochemont's "Walk East on Beacon"
July

1.

(

and of the
Murphy.

picture's

star,

George

Nixon lauded

the film for "dramatically portraying
the FBI's neverending battle against the intrigue of
Soviet espionage."
He said it was
particularly appropriate that Murphy
star in the film because Murphy "has
carried on a long, unrelenting and effective fight against Communism in the
film

capital."

Murphy was

While

president of the Screen Actors Guild,
"lie
was aware of the attempts ol
anti- American forces to subvert iht
motion picture industry and turn it
into a mill for the dissemination of
Red propaganda," Nixon dec'ared.
"His group took effective counterThey studied Communis'
measures.
publications in order to become acquainted
with
party
terminology.
They learned to recognize the pa refine, and got to know the tricks which
the Communists employed in their attempts to control meetings. Knowing
those tricks was the key to combating

them."

Nixon included various newspaper
and

Gets Ready
For New Prosperity
'Hall'

To accommodate holiday
audiences, New York's Radio
City Music Hall has scheduled extra performances of
"Where's Charley?", starring
Ray Bolger, and its stage
spectacle on the Fourth of
July, with the doors opening
at 8:30 a.m. during the weekend holidays.

Ottawa, July

Selling Away from
Cincinnati lst-Runs

—

1.
With the temporary closing of the Capitol and
Keith's theatres here, product is being
sold away from first-runs, the initial
booking being 20th Century-Fox's,
"Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie,"
currently playing the suburban Twin
Drive-in, a unit of the Reuben Shor

Cincinnati, July

circuit.

Paramount has

sold
At Jackson, O..
14 first-runs to the Town and Country
Drive-in, with the proviso that the
product has not been and will not be
shown at any regular theatres there
until after the drive-in runs.

Two Theatres

Same Show
House, Fan

1.

in

Every

Gripes

—

Chicago, July 1.
Mae Tinee,
Chicago Tribune film critic, quotes a
letter from a movie fan in her column
of
Sunday, June 29. "Dear Mae
Tinee," the letter reads, "Can you do
something about all the theatres showing the

same feature

same time ?
few urges to go to
at the

I had one of my
the movies, but could find nothing at
the better second run houses but a
film I had already seen.
I think the
theatre owners are making a mistake."

Mae

Tinee answers the letter, saying
"Judging from the number of letters
containing

the same complaint, I'm
inclined to agree that such booking is

not profitable, but I have been unable
to obtain any satisfactory explanation
for the practice.
When a new film is
booked in such fashion, it is generally
for the purpose of quick return for
the money expended. The process was
once airily described to me by a bright
young press agent as 'saturation penetration.'
I
agree with the 'saturation' part of it."

Nashville, July 1.— The City Board
of Equalization has granted the Crescent Amusement Co. reduction in the
tax valuation of the new Tennessee
Theatre from $1,225,000 to $1,000,000
and on the Princess Theatre from
$600,000 to $425,000. Headquarters of
Crescent are in the Princess Theatre
Building.

N. O. In Blood Drive

—

New

Orleans, July 1. The AmerRed Cross Blood Bank program

ican
richer by over 100 pints given by
the film industry in New Orleans. Cois

damaged by fire.
Vt.
Colonial,
Manchester,
The
served out of Albany exchanges, has
been sold to Mrs. Helen Hadley anc'

and Billy
set up a fullv
the 20th Century-Fox
Plitt

— Allied

Jersey annual summer outing and meeting, Berkeley-C
teret Hotel, Asbury Park.
9

July

— National

Co

An index of gross revenues of film
producing companies reporting to the

luncheon

the 10 years

in

in 1941 to 245.7

The index rose in each successive year of the war years to a peak
of 158.1 for 1945, dropped to 140.6
for 1946, then rose to 159.6 for 1947
and 168.9 for 1948, climbing sharply
to 207.6 for 1949 and more gradually
to 213.5 for 1950, rising sharply again
to the figure of 245.7 for 1951.
The government reports exports of
films
dropped to $467,000 in May
against $609,000 last year in the same
month and declined to $1,972,000 ii
agr.inst

$2,

u n c

i 1

-

Television Fil in
anniversary
meeting,

fourth

New

Hotel,

Warwick

York.

— Cinema Stamp Club meetHotel Astor, New York.
16 — Kansas-Missouri Theatre

July 9
ing,

in 1951.

the first five months,
373,000 a year ago.

Theatre Owners of

New

July
Association
grievance
meeting, Hotel Phillips,

board
Kansas

City.

July 28

— IATSE

general executive
meeting,
Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.

board

mid-summer

—

Aug. 2-3 IATSE district convention, Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.
Aug. 4-8 IATSE 41st international
convention, Hotel Nicollet, Min-

—

neapolis.

FlY TO

LOS ANGELES

her father, Charles Orr, who will convert it to commercial purposes. The

had been operating weekend:
Mrs. Hadley also operates the
Playhouse in Manchester.

house
only.

Grosses

Philippine
Off,

Washington,
ceipts

are

on United's luxurious

Commerce Says
in

theatres

July
in

expected to be

1.

the
off

— Gross

re-

Philippines
sharply this

year" the Commerce Department said.
Film chief Nathan D. Golden cited
high living costs and heavy unemployment as reasons. Gross receipts in
1951, he said, were about 10 per cent

above those for 1950. with U. S. films
grossing about $15,000,000. Golden
said the popularity of Philippine-produced Tagalog films continues to in-

Plan Production of
Mexican Color Films
M Ex City, July — Regular proi CO'

1.

duction in Mexico of color pictures i>
being arranged by the trade's owr
bank, the semi-official Banco Naciona'
Cinematografico. announced its direc
tor general, Eduardo Vidal Cruz. The
?
bank, he added, is accumulating
fund, in dollars, to establish color lab
beinr
oratories
are
there.
Plans
worked out with producers.

"OVERNIGHT HOLLYWOOD"
only 10 hrs* 55 min. one-stop/
All the luxury that has made "the Hollywood" and
"the Advance Hollywood" famous is now yours when
you fly United's "Overnight Hollywood" to Los Angeles.
You enjoy a delicious brook trout or breakfast steak
aloft, and every mile of the way United's courteous stewardesses are on hand to bring you famous "Service in the
Mainliner Manner."

"The Overnight Hollywood"

Harris Drops Ken Hoel
r

leaves

New York

at

12 :45 a.m., stops only at Denver en route, and arrives in
Los Angeles at 8:40 a.m., giving you the full day for
business.
Daylight Savings Times Quoted

United Mm lines
One

of The Scheduled Airlines of The U. S.

Airlines Terminal, 80
feller

After 2
PlTTSBUGH, Pa., lulv
vears of service, publicity director Ken
Hoel and the Harris Amusement Co.
equipped unit in
Also
have severed connections.
exchange, with all the firms participat- dropped from the Harris payroll in
ing by giving employes time off.
the shakeup was artist George Marlier.

chairmaned by Henry
Briant, the Red Cross

July 2

has

crease.

Crescent Gets Tax Cut

Events

Sold,

sold the Palace, Troy neighborhood
house, to the Papermakers Union for
use as a combined bowling center and
union office building. The Palace ha
been dark since April, when it was

the

from Ca-

ment.

government increased
from the base of 100

Being Converted
Aleany, July — Neil Hellman

endorsing

editorials

— Income

nadian motion pictures exclusive of
the output of the National Film Board
of Canada, increased nearly two and
a half times from 1941 to 1951, according to a survey of Canada's motion picture industry by the govern-

picture.

articles

1.

Coming

Center (7

W.

E.

42nd

49th

Hotel Statler; 1 Wall Street; RockeBrooklyn Airlines Terminal (opposite

St.;

St.);

Abraham and Straus), and La Guardia and Newark Airports, Call
MUrray Hill 2-7300. Newark: 13 Commerce St. Call MArket 3-6207
or an authorized travel agent.

FLASH'
FIRST

4 DAYS
BIGGEST

OF ANY

WARNER
PICTURE IN

BOLGER

IS

BOWLING

'EM

OVER

HISTORY OF

IN

RADIO CITY
JOHN MONKS,
Dance and-Product'ion Numbers
Staged by Michael Kidd

DIRECTED BY

Jr

MUSIC HAU!

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

Accural

IN

Concise

FILM

and

NEWS

Impartial

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

2

Progress Slow
In New Talks

YORK,

WEDNESDAY, JULY

U.S.A.,

FCC Goes to
Work on TV

On Arbitration Applications
Continuations Unit

May

Adjourn Meetings Today
While the Industry Arbitration
Conference's Continuations Committee at its meetings here so far
this week is proving to be less unconference was
in analyzing and amending the Drafting Committee's blueprint for a syswieldly than the

—

July 1. The FedCommunications Commission
today began processing close to 400

Washington,

eral

applications for

new

2,

The new industry drive for repeal
of the 20 per cent Federal admission
tax is a project into which the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
can
"sink
its
teeth,"
the
to

extent that

television sta-

COMPO

tem

of arbitration, indications following the Continuations session yesterday were that little genuine headway

lifted

now

has reason for
surviving
and

thriving,

Arthur

full

Commission

Mayer,

the

1..

former

COMPO

television "freeze" back in March, it
said it would begin processing applications on July 1. As of three o'clock

ex-

ecutive

vicepresident, de-

today, there were 379 new or amended
had been made toward producing a applications on file, and more were
universally acceptable document.
coming in.
Arthur Mayer
Another meeting of the ContinuaFirst priority is being given to areas
tions group of 10, the third in as many which have never had TV stations or
Mayer held that the
days, will be held today at the Fabian which are going to pioneer in the use
Theatres home office.
Prior to the of the new
band. Within those foundered somewhat
(Continued on
opening of the session at 10 A.M., ex(Continued on page 6)
hibition members of the committee
will gather at breakfast in the Hotel
Astor to consult on a number of points
which will be taken up today.

UHF

clared

here

yesterday
lowing

his

from

turn

fol-

rea

tour of Europe.
reason
a few months

COMPO

page 4)

Kalmine Chairman Name Anderson WB

A

strong possibility existed when
the meeting ended yesterday that the

committee would adjourn

this

Of

JDA

Unit Drive

chairman of the

home

Appeal,

Wolfson has

Harry Kalmine

Building

(Continucd on page 4)

EM eld

Concludes
Meetings in Italy
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
20th Cenutry-Fox, concluded a "highly
successful" series of merchandising
meetings in Italy yesterday following
sessions held in Naples, Genoa and
Rome on plans for the merchandising

forthcoming company pictures, as

well as preliminary talks setting up
the global premiere of Darryl F. Zanof

Kilimanjaro"

(Continued on page 4)

by
M.

of

Art

district

of

New York.

Leon Goldberg

of Universal Pictures,
(Continued on page 4)

Tax Campaign
Weigh

COMPO

manager, succeeding Harry A.

Seed, who has been granted an indefinite leave of absence due to ill health,
was announced here yesterday by Ben
Kalmenson, company vice-president.
will make his headquarters
Chicago.
The Minneapolis branch office returns to the Midwest district which
will now comprise the Chicago, Detroit,
Milwaukee and Minneapolis
branches.
Hall Walsh, it was also announced,
has returned from a leave of absence

Anderson
in

his duties as the company's
Prairie district manager, with headquarters in St. Louis.
The Prairie

(Continued on page 4)

TV Unit COMPO Warned on
Journal's Article
with AFM

Appointment at
Meeting Here

Designation of a coordinator for
the industry's campaign to win repeal of the Federal admission tax

command the attention of
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' officials when they meet here
next Tuesday, it is learned.
In addition,
formal organization
work for the campaign is expected to
be materially advanced at next week's
sessions which may be attended by
Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee,
co-chairmen for the tax
campaign, as well as the
governing body, consisting of Al
Lichtman, Trueman Rembusch and
Sam Pinanski.
Numerous names have been mentioned for the post of coordinator of
the campaign, a full-time post. Among
them are H. M. Richey of Loew's,
who served in a similar capacity in
the last anti-tax campaign, but who is
believed not to be available now bewill

COMPO

COMPO

(Continued on page 4)

Anderson,

acting Prairie district manager, to the post of Midwest

chairthe
1952 Joint Defense Appeal of to resume
Engel,

man

TOA

"The Snows

was

it

Irving

new

on Times Square.
The
rooms which will be unloaded were
used primarily for storage purposes
and no longer are needed.
Other changes included the dis-

di-

announced here

yesterday
of a

called for the elimination of at least
half the space occupied by
on
the fourth floor of the Paramount

uck's

office

vision
of
the
industry's drive
in behalf of the
Defense
Joint

Streamlining of operations and faat Theatre Owners of America headquarters here has been instituted by Mitchell Wolfson, organiza-

of

named

been

cilities

year this month,

has

Theatres,

Headquarters
Being Streamlined

fiscal

Manager

The promotion
Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of Warner Brothers Warner Brothers

TO A

tion president.
With the commencement

District

evening

{Continued on page 4)

Co-ordinator

Compo on Survival
Road, Mayer Says Sought for

There's a chance that some
of the applications might be approved by the end of the month.
the

TEN CENTS

Tax Campaign Puts

tions.

When

1952

Record Booth Sale
For TESMA Show
—

Los Angeles. July 1. In the first
during which the booths
were on sale, 48 were sold to equipment manufacturers, concessionares
and candy and beverage purveyors for
the joint trade show to be sponsored
by the Theatre Equipment and Supply
24 hours

Manufacturers' Association, Theatre
Equipment Dealers Association and
Allied States Association.
This was
reported here today by Ray Boomer,
secretary-treasurer of TESMA, who
said that the sale breaks the former
record of 1950.

Lippert

Wage Hike

Renews

Theatre Employees

Describing the deal as being "significant of the growing acceptance by
industry of the American Federation
royalty contract for
of Musicians'

AFM

filmed music on television," the
national headquarters announced here
yesterday that it is renewing without
change, and at the request of Robert
L. Lippert, Jr., in behalf of TelePictures, Inc., its contract with that
(Continued on page 6)

The Council of Motion Picture Organizations protested to the
Wall
Street Journal in advance of the publication last week of its roundup reports on theatre closings' but its protests were disregarded, it was learned
yesterday.
Exhibitors in various parts of the
country from whom interviews had
been sought by correspondents of the
(Continued on page 4)

—

for Mass.

Boston, July 1.
A 7y2 cents an
hour pay increase for employees in the
amusement and recreation businesses
in
Massachusetts was set by the
State Department of Labor and Industries to be effective on August 18, as
an order for a 62y2 cent basic minimum wage for regular and casual employees and for theatre ushers employed in the theatres in Massachusetts was signed today by John J.
Delmonte, who is the Commissioner
of the department.

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
CHARLES SKOURAS,

Des Moines, July

president

National Theatres, and Edwin Zabel are scheduled to leave here
for the Coast today.

John Tomlinson, booker

for Florida State Theatre in Jacksonville, hasresigned to replace Jack Kirby as
salesman for Warner Brothers in
Florida. Kirby went to the Warner

Charlotte branch.

•
L.

Hyman,

pi EAN ACHESON

in Berlin and
are current newsreel highlights. Other items include
the forthcoming political conventions,
and sports. Complete contents follow:

— When

L^* Miss Universe

business improves nowadays, the
signs are to be found in smaller-sized tears on exhibitors' cheeks,
says Charles Jones, secretary of Allied of Iowa-Nebraska and
Mid -Central, in his current bulletin to members.
Here is his report on an improvement in the state of the theatre
business in this territory: "Things have picked up quite some
considerable over the April lows. Have talked to a few up this
way and their tears seem to be a little more the size of peas than
the walnut-sized April lachrymations.
"Actually, the weather has turned out good, the corn looks good
and the attitude of the patron is much better than it was in the
spring. We have a sneaking suspicion that economic trends have
much more to do with this business than we credit them with."
1.

MOVIETONE

•

Miss Clara Friedman,

secretary

Theaboard

the S.S. Independence for a short stay
in

Italy.

T. A.

MacDouglas, formerly with

Martin Theatres in Columbus, Ga.,
has become city manager of the circuit
in Eufaula,

Ala.

•

Samuel Pinanski, governing committeeman of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, is here from
Boston.
•

Arthur Ehrlich, Warner
booker

Broth-

Cleveland, is resting in
Mt. Sinai Hospital there from a slight
heart attack.
•

ers

in

Gerald Hardy, president of Westland Theatres, and Mrs. Hardy are
on vacation in Canada from San
Francisco.
•
Mrs. Fred R. Greenway, wife of
the manager of Loew's Poli Palace in
Hartford, has returned home from a
long hospitalization.
•

Robert L. Howell, manager of the
Warner Regal Theatre at Hartford,
and Mrs. Howell are parents of a
boy, Robert L.
•

Knox Haddow, head of Paramount's branch service department,
left here yesterday for Omaha.

City Billboard
Drive Set for 'Glory'

96

-

In a national advertising campaign
billboard advertising, 20th
Century-Fox is sponsoring a 96-city
drive for "What Price Glory" beginning in late July, it was announced
utilizing

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

— Reds

54

POW's

re-

Colorado governor greets film
Miss Universe. Acheson in London,

stars.
Berlin.

Weight

track, racing.

lifting,

NEWS OF THE

—

DAY, No. 288 U. S.
keeps boiling. Koje prisoners
choose sides. Rioting in Tokyo. Miss Finland named world beauty queen. Tax chief
takes office. Track, water skiing.
pot

political

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 31— Jet war

with a brain. Vice-president's stepdaughter weds. Red riots in Tokyo. Dean
Acheson in Berlin. Sports: Track.

Crescent N. E. Drive-ins to
Aid 'Jimmy Fund'
Appeal Docketed

D. of

J.'s

—

July 1. The Justice
Department's appeal in the Crescent
case has been formally docketed at the
Supreme Court.
The Department is appealing the action of the Nashville District Court,
dismissing the Department's civil contempt charges against Crescent.
A
companion case, involving criminal
contempt charges, has been appealed
to the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Justice argues that Crescent has failed
to live up to the terms of its consent

Washington,

Boston, July

TELENEWS
Track.

—A

committee consisting of Ray Canavan, George Roberts and Ray Feeley met with cochairmen
Michael
Redstone
and
James Mahoney, general chairman
Arthur H. Lockwood, and Variety
Club's William S. Koster, to plan
1.

DIGEST, No. 27A — Raw

materials crisis in the U. S. Attempted
Rhee assassination. Houston battles polio.
Miss Universe. Unusual Dodgers rooter.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No.

574

Tax commissioner sworn

Universe.

Lockheed plane. Sports: Weight
Olympic track and field finals.

— Miss

in.

New

lifters.
\

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 93Firemen fight Brooklyn fire. Battle for
Texas delegates. French veterans in pilgrimage. Acheson in Berlin. Will Rogers
highway. Jet car. Soap box derby. Olympic

for drive-in theatres' cooperation in
the forthcoming "Jimmy" Fund campaign.

trials.

GOP Convention May

Redstone and Mahoney, who were
co-chairmen by Lockwood, have formulated a plan for taking up collections at the drive-ins.
decree.
Full crews of cameramen and techThe high court will not indicate The committee expects to visit each nicians of the five major newsreels
whether or not it will hear the ap- drive-in in New England and explain are already in Chicago setting up arpeal before the start of its new term the method to be used in showing a rangements for complete
coverage of
"Jimmy" Fund trailer and taking up
in October.
the Republican convention there next
collections.
Sam Rosen, of Rosen Film Deliv- week. Whether or not there will be
any special issues depends on the naery, New Haven
to
George Schwartz
ture of the material, according to
of the Lake Drive-in

A New

re-appointed

Get Special 'Reels

Name

W. Pa. Allied

President

;

and

—

George

Landers

Waterville,
Loew's, in

at
of

newsreel

The

Pittsburgh, July 1.
A special Hartford, will serve on the commitmeeting of the executive board of Al- tee for Connecticut.
lied Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Western Pennsylvania has been
called for next Tuesday to name a
successor president to Fred Beedle of
Canonsburg, who has resigned that
position because of pressure of busiNorman Mervis is vice-presiness.
dent, but it is understood that he has
declined the position of president.

NY

Houses Will
Play 'King Kong'

100

Some 100
will play

ture

is

Robert

theatres

in

.New York

"King Kong" when the

pic-

brought here on August 12,
Mochrie, RKO Radio sales
reports.

The area opening will be preceded
by an all-out television campaign of a

minimum

of 150 spots.

Silver

Is

Leaving

ules.

—

Everett

for

the

firm,

including

Walsh has been appointed

to the post

of executive

early

in

1951,

Walsh assumes

ac-

the
his

company reports.
new duties imme-

diately.

Walsh goes

Blatner Champion
Albany, N. Y.
theatre

Buchanan

July
—Henry L.
—architect,
won the

Ad

art director for a number of
years. Prior to that he held the same
post with Warner Brothers, and for
some time was associated with McFadden Publications in an executive capacity.

Variety Club golf championship
10th annual tournament at the
Shaker Ridge course yesterday. Other
winners were Irwin Ullman, manager
of the Mohawk Drive-in, and William
Rennie of the Rennie Nut Co.
local

SAG

1.

has

October 1. New rates will be 33 cents
per line daily and 36 cents per line
Sunday. Present rates are 32 cents
daily and 34 cents Sunday. Two-cent
increase in ad rates in the Columbus
Citizen went into effect today. The
cents per line daily
new rate is 25
:

^

and Sunday.

Support
Movietime'

Sets

Of '52
Ad Rates
—The Colum- Hollywood,
O., July

announced an inamusement ad rates effective

bus Dispatch

to Columbia from the
Agency, where he has

been

1.

at the

Columbus,

and screening sched-

art director

Columbia Pictures here, a position
last held by Jack Meyer, who died

of

the week.

crease in

sent by air to
the country.
If
will be daily edi-

be

Walsh Executive Art
Director of Columbia

Paper Raises

Milton Silver, director of advertising-publicity for Souvaine Selective
Pictures for the past year, completes
his 10-picture. special assignment and
will leave the company on July 11.
During his stay with Souvaine, Silver
organized the advertising - publicity
set-up

there

(

Souvaine Post

cessories, trailers

over

tions.

1

vice-president,

will

all

warranted

Washington, July 1. The Senate
Judiciary Committee today approved
the nomination of Guthrie F. Crowe,
president of the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners, to be U. S. District Judge for the Canal Zone. Senate confirmation is expected later in

Blatner,

here.

officials

reels

accounts

Senate Group Okays
Crowe Judgeship

here.

The display on the Technicolor production, part of a month-long out-ofdoors pre-selling effort, is designed to
capture
maximum public attention
during the peak summer driving season. Going into effect to give exhibitors a minimum of 26 advance and 5
post-opening days of billboard play in
all situations, the "What Price Glory"
sheets will provide space for incorporating local playdate credits. Openings
of the picture, wherever possible, will
be made to synchronize with the 31day posting plan.

No.

Korea

plane

RKO

to Robert Sherman of
atres, will sail from here today

NEWS,
youths.

screened.

vice-president

Paramount Theatres, will
be in Des Moines today and Thursday, from Detroit, conferring with
A. H. Blank.

German

train

United

of

1952

2,

Newsreel
Parade

Business Better in Corn Belt; Exhibitor
Tears, Once Walnut-Sized, Now Pea Size

of

Edward

Wednesday, July

—

The Screen
July 1.
Actors Guild today voted unanimously
to support the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' 1952 'Movietime.
U.S.A." tours, and appointed Ronald
Reagan, Walter Pidgeon, Richard
Carlson, George Murphy and Kenneth Thomson to a committee which
meet immediately with Bob
will
O'Donnell, national director, and Marvin Schenck, Hollywood chairman.
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PARDON US FOR
POINTING!
(and with pride!)
tt

LOVELY TO LOOK AT
(Tech ni co lor)
Here's great news! First engagement following the Music

Hall rocks Philadelphia. Tops

day

total

is

second highest non-holiday

years, beaten only

Li

Ann

•

Miller

$89. Three

M-G-M

gross in 3

by Mario Lanza personal appearance!

Starring Kathryn Grayson

Champion

"Show Boat" by

•

•

Red

Skelton

•

Howard

with Zsa Zsa Gabor

•

Keel

•

Marge and Gower

Kurt Kasznar

PAT AND MIKE
M-G-M first week in

Biggest

calls:

months

N.Y. Everybody's eager to
picture that Time Magazine

"One of

IVANHOE
(Tech ni co lor)

11

at Capitol,

see the

it

the season's gayest

M-G-M's Giant Spectacle that broke a 23 -year-old
record in its World Premiere engagement has won
the acclaim of the entire trade press. Variety says:

'Quo Vadis.' Big

comedies" and syndicated columnists

"In the same lavish

"The happiest
picture of the season." Just what the
fans ordered for summer diversion.

Technicolor box-office natural that cannot

like Louis

Sobol rate

as:

Boxofflce

Spencer

co-starring

Tracy

Aldo Ray

•

•

Katharine

Hepburn

with William Ching

scale

miss."

Magazine says:"Star-studded, magnificently

produced, superbly photographed Technicolor boxoffice

Starring

class as

winner." Film Daily says: "High spot of the

film year.

Will shine brightly and long." M.

P.

Daily

says: "Just about everything an enthusiastic show-

man

could hope for." Film Bulletin says: "It will

be one of the biggest grossers in movie history."

M.

P.

Herald says: "Guaranteed to any audience,

anywhere, anytime. They'll tell their friends about
it." Showmen's Trade Review says: "Big in every
sense of the word." The Exhibitor says: "Outstanding.
Big box-office." Daily Variety
spectacle for

(Coast) says:

box-office

solid

"Top

flight

returns." Hollywood

Reporter says: "Magnificent epic

that

should be

packing theatres for long, long time to come."
Starring Robert Taylor

Sanders

•

•

Elizabeth

Emlyn Williams

Taylor

•

Joan Fontaine

•

George

;

Wednesday, July
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of

Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 7/8

here yesterday.
At the same

3:30 P.M.

ATLANTA
Tues. 7/8 10:30

Rm.

195 Luckie

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

A.M.

N.W.

St.,

7/9

2:30 P.M.

Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm.
Tues. 7/8
498 Pearl St.

3:30 P.M.

Wed.

Rm.

122-28 Arlington St.

CHARLOTTE
308

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 7/8

Church

S.

M-G-M

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

Rm.

2219 Payne Ave.

DALLAS
Rep. Scr. Rm.
412 S. Harwod

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.
St.

DENVER
Tues. 7/8

3:30 P.M.

DES MOINES
Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 7/8 10:30

A.M.

St.

DETROIT

Tues. 7/8
Univ. Scr. Rm.
517 N. Illinois St.

2:30 P.M.

Wed.

7/9

2:30 P.M.

St.

LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.
Vermont Ave.

MEMPHIS
Fox
151

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen

Room
Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting

Tues. 7/8

3:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox
200

Scr.

Rm.

Liberty

S.

Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 7/8 11:00

A.M.

OKLAHOMA
Scr.

Rm.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

10 N. Lee St.

OMAHA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

1502 Davenport

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th

Tues. 7/8 10:00 A.M.
St.

Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues. 7/8
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

3:00 P.M.

PORTLAND
Film Exchange
Screen Room
Tues. 7/8 10:00 A.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 7/8 2:30 P.M.
3143 Olive St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr. Rm.
1st St. S.

Tues. 7/8

National

Rm.
245 Hyde St.
Scr.

Tues

.

7/8 10:30 A.M.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave.
Tues

7/8

3:00 P.M.

7/8

9:00 A.M.

official

Hollyvv'd Thea.
Tues
212 N. Philips Ave,

.

the other hand, committee memdeclined to concede that they
might not finish their task by today
or tomorrow.
Although the group
presumably could continue without
Myers' being present, it was regarded
as unlikely that it would want to.
When asked if the committee, which
consists of five representatives each
from exhibition and distribution, appeared to be on the way toward compromising the differences over bidding
and other points that brought about
the conference impasse, a spokesman
for the group said the word "compromise" is not appropriate for reference to the committee's activity. He
said the 10 were tackling the job with
"tenacity," a word he employed several times in describing the effort being made.

On

Tues

Jersey Ave.

7/8 10:30 A.M.

Survival

ago was

its

lack

of

a

"sufficiently

"The vague
specific" program.
public relations," he said, has

term
none

COMPO,

is

directors.

Work Advances

fight for elimination of the tax.

expressed
Gratification
was
by
Mayer over the selection of Al Lichtman, Trueman Rembusch and Samuel Pinanski as the committee which
will direct
affairs until an
election of officers can be held, possibly not sooner than next February.
Asked if he intended to assist with

COMPO's

Preliminary organization work for
other
anti-tax
campaign
or
the industry's campaign is being ad- the
projects, Mayer replied that
personnel
vanced daily by
here under the direction of Robert he "always will be at COMPO's disCoyne, special counsel, and Charles E. posal."
Mayer found theatre business to be
McCarthy, director of information.
England, France and
Policy matters, basic campaign strat- "excellent" in
Italy, the countries he visited.
He
egy and instructions are expected to
said several deals for the importation
be well in hand for transmission to all
of product from these countries are
parts of the country as soon as the
campaign directors complete their na- being worked out by his distribution
firm, Mayer-Kingsley, Inc., in consetional organization.
quence of the trip.
Designation of regional and local
Mayer had at hand yesterday the
campaign drectors, constituting the orfinal page proofs of his new book
comganizational framework, may be
about the industry, "Merely Colossal,"
pleted at next week's sessions, it is
which Simon & Schuster will publish
believed.
in the fall.

COMPO

COMPO Warned
Wall

Street

COMPO

Journal

had

advised

the survey was
in progress and that, from the tenor
of the questions being asked, it appeared to the exhibitors that the arofficials that

preparation would be incomor
interpreted
erroneously
wrongly emphasized.
Acting on information,
officials urged that industry counsel
on the article in preparation be
sought or that publication be withheld until an accurately interpretative
The Wall
article could be prepared.
Street Journal ignored the requests
and published its misleading roundup
of theatre closings last Friday, widely
regarded in the industry as unfair

ticle

in

plete,

COMPO

Wald-Krasna's "Clash by Night"

is

RKO

Orpheum

Denver

charge of two minor clerical employes
president
Several weeks ago the

TOA

of

the

office's

telephone

switchboard system.
executive
on leave

is

Gael
absence to

director,
of

the campaign for Presidential
Dick Pitts
aspirant Estes Kefauver.
is serving as acting executive director

(Continued from page 1)

November, the company reported
here yesterday.
Einfeld conducted the discussions
aided by Fritz Micucci, 20th's manager for Italy, during which distribution personnel of the company's Italian organization and leading exhibitors took part.
Einfeld will leave tomorrow for
Central Europe where he is scheduled
to hold similar sessions in Munich
over the weekend before continuing
on to Switzerland, Holland and France.
in

(Continued from page 1)

tallying top grosses in many cities, acRadio, distributor.
cording to

At

Einfeld Concludes

Kalmine Chairman

was

*'

and Edward L. Fabian of Fabian Theatres, are co-chairman of the indus-

JDA effort.
JDA is seeking

try-wide

The

$5,000,000 to
held over after an $11,090 first week. finance the activities of the AmeriIt also holds over for a second week at can Jewish Committee and the Antithe Brandeis, Omaha, after $5,287 in Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
the first. At the St. Louis in Missouri it did better than $8,700 in the Defense Appeal Luncheon
first three days. Other first weeks inThe importance of the local Joint
clude $6,644 at Towne, Baltimore
Defense Appeal drive was stressed at
and
Orpheum,
Seattle,
$6,482
at
$9,700
an industry luncheon at the Hotel
at Centre, Salt Lake City. It goes into
Astor here yesterday. Speakers inthe third week at the Paramount New cluded Leon Goldberg, Ed Fabian,
York tomorrow after drawing $74,650 Harry Brandt and Irving Engel.
the

in

it

the first week.

(Continued from page 1)

Headquarters

(Continued from page 1)

manage

'Clash' Grosses Are
Strong in 6 Cities

Name Anderson

and injurious.

Sullivan,

Film Center

Rm.

Service,

Texas

Preliminary

TOA's

WASHINGTON
New

of

campaign

disposed

SIOUX FALLS

Scr.

Dallas,

Screen

another whose name is being mentioned.
Additional names are sure to be introduced at next week's meetings of

an

TOA

SAN FRANCISCO

932

tion activities.

Bergman of Universal, who also of the magic for unifying the induswould be prevented from serving by try behind COMPO that is suggested
Paul Short by the material reward inherent in a
pressure of other duties.

3:00 P.M.

216 E.

Fox

industry

(Continued from page 1)

630 Ninth Ave.

Fox

work with the

Also mentioned has been Maurice

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

fast, and one of
members, Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel, was scheduled to depart this evening for Chicago to join
in the Republican National Conven-

its

(Continued from page 1)

COMPO

KANSAS CITY
Para Scr. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte

Compo

arbitration conference.

the

INDIANAPOLIS

S.

:

report has not been

and Schary, now head of production at M-G-M,
the pals they were at Boys Town 14 years ago.

still

(Continued from page 1)

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
Tues. 7/8 10:30 A.M.
2310 Cass Ave.

1980

of several points in the Drafting Committee's report.
This possibility hinged on two factors
the committee's progress on the

of

reported.

Tax Coordinator

of

Para. Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout St.

1300 High

member

star, the boy,

cause of his

CLEVELAND

Fox

are

7/9 10:30 P.M.

Wed.

12 East 6th St.
Scr.

a

bers

CINCINNATI
RKO Scr. Rm.
Fox

active

its

St.

Tues. 7/8 11:00 A.M.
Rm.
Wabash Ave.

S.

The

3:30 P.M.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.
1300

tion of the industry conference which
went into recess on June 18 when a
stalemate arose over the acceptability

—

BUFFALO

Fox

its

Boys Town and met Tracy
Back in 1938,
who was starring as Father Flanagan in M-G-M's "Boys Town."
The two became friends and together with Dore Schary, the writer
of the picture, were a close knit trio so close that following his
graduation Tony went to Hollywood to work in the studio art
department, of which he has since become an important part,

Tony was

Scr.

Tony Villone was elected

meeting,

week or more before completing
work or setting a date for resump-

for a

president.

1052 B'way

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

Spencer Tracy was elected the first honorary president of the
Boys Town National Alumni Association at its first meeting held
at Boys Town, Omaha, this week, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announced

"FAITHFUL CITY"
ALBANY

Arbitration

Spencer Tracy Named 1st Honorary
President of Boys' Town Alumni

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS

1952

2,

comprise the Des Moines,
City, Omaha and St. Louis

district will

Kansas

branches.

The changes

take effect immediately.

20-Cent Price Cut

—

July 1. The Palace
independent downtown run
in Hamilton, playing double features,
has made a 20-cent price reduction
good two days each week.

Cincinnati,

Theatre,

Approve Cinecolor
Financing Plan
— Cinecolor's
Hollywood, July
1.

financing plan which was favorably
acted upon by the majority of stockholders and the board of directors, last
March, has been approved by the California Corporation Commissioner.
The securities to be issued under the
plan will be available to stockholders
registration
the
after
immediately
statement has been declared effective
by the Securities and Exchange Commission.

TRADE SHOWINGS
OKLAHOMA

ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue

ATLANTA
RKO

Screening Room
195 Luckie St., N.W.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.

Wed.

7/9 10:30 A.M.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Pic.

Oper. Scr. Rm.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

498 Pearl Street

CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308

Church

S.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

CHICAGO
Screening

1300

S.

Room

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Wabash Ave.

CINCINNATI
RKO Screening Room

1:00 P.M.

LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
S.

7/9

8:00

P.M

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

2219 Payne Ave.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Vermont Ave.

Paramount Screen. Rm.
2100 Stout Street

Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue

Tues. 7/8 12:15

Noon

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Fox Screening Room
1300 High Street

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Fox Screening Room

Tues. 7/8

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

40 Whiting Street

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

LOUIS
RKO Screening Room

ST.

Tues. 7/8 11:00 A.M.

SALT LAKE CITY
Tues. 7/8

1:00 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 7/8

1:30 P.M.

1st St. S.

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Room
2318 Second Avenue

SIOUX FALLS

Fox Screening Room

RKO

Tues. 7/8

PORTLAND

Fox Screening Room

Tues. 7/8 10:30

A.M.

Liberty Street

Hollywood Theatre
212 N. Philips Ave.

Tues. 7/8 10:00 A.M.

WASHINGTON

NEW YORK

DES MOINES

PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room

216 East

Fox Screening Room
1015 Currie Avenue

S.

2:30 P.M.

3143 Olive Street

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

200

Tues. 7/8

925 N.W. 19th Avenue

NEW ORLEANS

DENVER

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room

Film Exch. Screen. Rm.

NEW HAVEN

DALLAS

1:00 P.M.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

MINNEAPOLIS
Tues. 7/8

Tues. 7/8

St.

250 N. 13th Street

Paramount Screen. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte Street

1980

A.M.

OMAHA
1502 Davenport

KANSAS CITY

Tues. 7/8 10:30

10 North Lee Street

Fox Screening Room

Warner Screen. Room
Wed.

CLEVELAND

Republic Screen. Room
412 South Harwood St.

Tues. 7/8

MILWAUKEE

12 East 6th St.

Fox Screening Room

2:30 P.M.

MEMPHIS

St.

RKO

Tues. 7/8

INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Screen. Rm.
517 N. Illinois Street

BOSTON
RKO

Fox Screening Room

DETROIT

Screening

Room

Tues. 7/8

2:30 P.M.

Film Center
932

630 Ninth Avenue

New

Scr.

Room

Tues. 7/8

2:00 P.M.

Jersey Ave.

HI

co-starring

KIRK DOUGLAS DEWEY MARTIN
•

•

ELIZABETH THREATT ARTHUR HUNNIGUTT
•

DIRECTED AND PRODUCED BY HOWARD HAWKS
Based upon the novel

"THE BIG SKY"

by

Pulitzer

Priifl

•

winner

SCREENPLAY BY DUDLEY NICHOLS
A.

8.

GUTHRIE,

Jr.

•

A

Winchester Product!

or:

Motion Picture Daily
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Traces the
History of Universal

Wednesday, July

Trailer

"From Then

special one-reel film recounting the 40-year history of
Universal Pictures, is being
made available to exhibitors
this week as part of the com-

pany's campaign on its 40th
anniversary film, "The World
In His Arms," Technicolor
production starring Gregory

Peck and Ann Blyth.
The short opens with newsreel clips from the turn of
the Century, contains scenes

from early Universal pictures,
a picture in the making on
the studio lot in 1918 and
builds to a climax with scenes

from "World
The subject

in
is

His Arms."
being made

available to exhibitors as an
trailer
for
"The
advance

World

in His

written and
Bob Faber.

Lippert

Television-Radio

Now," a

Till

It

was

supervised

by

Arms."

Cnmment and
NFORMALITY

was the keynote and Edward R. Murrow again
proved his ingenuity as a television reporter Sunday when he
presented a filmed interview with Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower on
CBS-TV's "See It Now" show. It was the kind of program that
makes politics on TV both dramatic and enlightening.
Murrow's expert handling of the questioning, his relaxed approach
and the excellence of the photography combined to give viewers an
intimate closeup of the Eisenhower personality. The interview produced many good and useful quotes, but more important still, it
caught candidate Eisenhower in a variety of moods and situations
T

with a

minimum of staging.
It Now," the Alcoa-sponsored

TV

Unit

Whether Americans

to

Work

grants will probably
come where there are fewer applicants
than the number of channels available,
and some of these might be okayed
within 30 days.
Even after an applicant gets his retime
quest
approved,
considerable
would have to elapse before the station was actually built and on the air.
first

For Lease

GRAND CENTRAL:

Opposite
powerful
location. Entire

Building,

permanent

a

ft

ft
ft
flagship stations in New York City,
today command a vast and appreciative audience, the credit must go
vice-president and
largely to restless, imaginative Ted Cott,
If

WNBC

and

WNBT,

ft.,

side drive for cars,

now being erected on Magnolia
Ave., JOURNAL SQUARE, Jersey City, opposite rear Loew's
Theatre.
Owner, L. N. Rosenbaum
Financing

&

5SS Fifth Ave.,

&

Son

Reorganizations

N. Y.

PLaza

3-7510

NBC's

NBC

general manager of these key outlets. With a fine
entersense for the "different" in radio and
tainment, Cott has been responsible for a string
of outstanding public service and educational programs which have brought credit to himself and

TV

WNBT,

he origThis year, on
the provocative "Inside Our Schools"
series, the charming "Through the Enchanted
Gate" children's art education programs, "It's a
Problem," etc. On radio, he set the industry pace

to the industry.

inated

when he

instituted

WNBC's

all-night clas-

music program. Cott joined NBC in 1950,
having started his radio career at the age of 16
on the staff of New York City's WNYC. In 1939
Tt- a Cott
he joined CBS and in 1944 moved *over to
Versatile
as director of programming.
and ever on the prowl for new ideas, Cott has written books and
taught radio writing and directing.
sical

WNEW

a replacement for the "I Love Lucy" show on CBS-TV
nights, "My Little Margie" has the difficult task of
following in the footsteps of TV's most popular program.
Unfortunately, producer Hal Roach, Jr., hasn't outdone himself with this filmed series which stars Charles Farrell and Gale
Storm. The situation comedy is hackneyed and performances
are not up to par. Director Hal Yates seems unable to overcome the show's static quality and Miss Storm's characterization is void of charm or warmth, which doesn't help any.

As

Monday

ft

building, 137 E. 43rd St.

One»story commercial building,

hundred years from now will still
questionable, but ABC apparently banks on
in a

be listening to radio is
the longevity of the medium in its radio presentation of "Time
Capsule." Arthur van Horn is the narrator of the series which is
designed to enlighten citizens of 2052 on the "spirit and flavor" of
our day. "Time Capsule" leans heavily on the arts and their practitioners.
It's a lively show with a nice twist.

again

(Continued from page 1)

net 1952 Sales Drive" conluded this week, and members
of the drive committee have
begun checking to determine
winners.
The drive was for 27-weeks.
Leaders at the end of the
26th week were Sioux Falls,
New Orleans, Portland and
Dallas. In Canada, top exchanges were Montreal, Winnipeg and Toronto. Among
the districts, leaders were
Canadian, Southeastern and

Skiatron Deal Points
To Pay TV Test
Skiatron Electronics and Television
Corp. has further cleared the way for
the formal test of its SubscriberVision pay-as-you-see television system here later this year by entering
into a joint working agreement with

Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing
Co. of Newark, a unit of the Engelhard

"Information Please" made

ft
its

TV

entertainment.

deal.

It certainly

Skiatron

president

Company

Gives

Facilities

Pointing out that Skiatron has concentrated its technical activities this
past year on its pay-as-you-see system,

Levey said that the agreement gives
company facilities to produce the
components for the subscription system, as well as to carry on extensive
research and development of products
the

under Skiatron patents not yet ready
for commercial markets.

CBS Anticipates
Mass. Transmitter

—

Boston, July 1.
The Columbia
Broadcasting System has taken an option on eight acres of land in Natick,
Mass., on which would be built a
television transmission station. Taking
the option is in anticipation of new
channels to be assigned to the Boston
area. The project is also contingent
on the Natick Board of Appeals giving
the owner of the land a permit to
build.

Pincuses to
Norman and

Make Films

Irving Pincus, produc-

"Mr. I. Magi"Authors League Theatre," have formed a television film
production unit. Norman Pincus will
leave for the Coast shortly to complete arrangements for the new setup,
including acquisition of a studio and
key personnel.
ers of "Ellery Queen,"

nation" and

MITCHELL MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.

ft

debut Sunday over

has the stuff
*

to

make

INSURANCE

CBS-TV

and while the show retains its appeal, it was not an unqualified
success.
There were some nice touches of humor, but the program still has one foot in radio. Clifton Fadiman was on hand
again as the genial master-of -ceremonies, and, so were Franklin
P. Adams and John Kieran.
James Michener was a somewhat
unrelaxed guest. A little more visual appeal could improve the

show a great

Industries,

Arthur Levey reports.

.

AFM

7,000 sq.

ft

Self-regulation and not government controls must guide
radio and
in setting and maintaining moral standards for
broadcasts and telecasts, Harold E. Fellows, president of the
NARTB, told a Congressional sub-committee investigating
offensive programming last week. Speaking of the radio and
code, Fellows declared, "we have produced no miracles
overnight, but the evidence of tangible progress ... is very
gratifying."
ft
ft.
ft

the making of the original track for
theatre use," it was stated.
At the Federation's office it was
pointed out that the Lippert company
had been the first motion picture producer to accept the union's royalty
contract for filmed television sound
track use. Under the agreement the
trust fund will provide "live" music for
worthy causes and events at no cost
added.
to the listeners, the

FCC Goes

'Ned Depinet Sales
Drive' Completed
KKO Radio's "Ned E. Depi-

Southwestern.

TV

producer of filmed television programs.
Tele-Pictures signed an agreement
on April 1, 1951 with the AFM, and
at the same time contracted with the
trustee of the music Performance
Trust Fund to pay a five per cent
royalty on films carrying music sound
tracks and shown for television broad"In
addition,
Tele - Pictures
cast.
agreed that in making available to television music-scored, movies, originally
produced for theatre showing, it would
make a new music track, using the
same number of musicians employed in

Chrysler

ft

ft

1952

TV

document, has maintained
consistently high standards from the very start. The second half of
last Sunday's show was a filmed account of a mock air attack on
New York and its factual and skillful coverage packed a dramatic
punch.

"See

TV

(Continued from page 1)

groups, the

pi "inn

2,

it

top

TV

—Fred Hift

Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75

3720

Maiden Lane, New York
W. 6th St., Los Angeles

Wednesday, July

2,
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Nixon Praises
'Walk East,' Murphy

Canadian Product
Income Up Sharply

Sen.

Washington,
Richard Nixon

!

!

i

July

—

1.

Senator

(R., Calif.), has included in the Congressional Record a
long statement in praise of Louis de
Rochemont's "Walk East on Beacon"

and of the
Murphy.

picture's

star,

George

Nixon lauded

the film for "dramatFBI's neverically portraying
the
ending battle against the intrigue of
He said it was
Soviet espionage."
particularly appropriate that Murphy
star in the film because Murphy "has
carried on a long, unrelenting and effective fight against Communism in the
While Murphy was
film capital."
president of the Screen Actors Guild,
"he was aware of the attempts ol
anti- American forces to subvert ihc
motion picture industry and turn it
into a mill for the dissemination of
Red.
propaganda," Nixon dec'ared.
"His group took effective counterThey studied Communist
measures.
publications in order to become ac-

with
party
terminology.
quainted
They learned to recognize the partv
line, and got to know the tricks which
the

Communists employed

in

those tricks

was the key

their at-

Knowing

tempts to control meetings.

combating

to

them."

Nixon included various newspaper

Gets Ready
For New Prosperity
'Hall'

To accommodate holiday
audiences. New York's Radio
City Music Hall has scheduled extra performances of
"Where's Charley?", starring
Ray Bolger, and its stage
spectacle on the Fourth of
July, with the doors opening
at 8:30 a.m. during the week-

Ottawa, July

end holidays.

Selling Away from
Cincinnati 1st -Runs

—

With

the temCincinnati, July
porary closing of the Capitol and
Keith's theatres here, product is being
sold away from first-runs, the initial
booking being 20th Century-Fox's,
"Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie,"
currently playing the suburban Twin
Drive-in, a unit of the Reuben Shor
1.

circuit.

At

Jackson, O., Paramount has sold

14 first-runs to the Town and Country
Drive-in, with the proviso that the
product has not been and will not be
shown at any regular theatres there
until after the drive-in runs.

Two Theatres

Being Converted
Albany, July — Neil Hellman

Same Show
House, Fan

sold the Palace, Troy neighborhood
house, to the Papermakers Union for
use as a combined bowling center and
union office building. The Palace ha<
been dark since April, when it was

and

endorsing

editorials

the

1.

in

Every

Gripes

—

Chicago, July 1.
Mae Tinee,
Chicago Tribune film critic, quotes a
letter from a movie fan in her column
Sunday, June 29. "Dear Mae
of
Tinee," the letter reads, "Can you do
something about all the theatres showing the same feature at the same time?
I had one of my few urges to go to
the movies, but could find nothing at
the better second run houses but a
film I had already seen.
I think the
theatre owners are making a mistake."

Mae Tinee answers

the letter, saying
"Judging from the number of letters
containing the same complaint, I'm
inclined to agree that such booking is
not profitable, but I have been unable
to obtain any satisfactory explanation
for the practice. When a new film is
booked in such fashion, it is generally
for the purpose of quick return for
the money expended. The process was
once airily described to me by a bright
young press agent as 'saturation penetration.'
I
agree with the 'saturation' part of it."

Vt,
Manchester,
served out of Albany exchanges, has
been sold to Mrs. Helen Hadley and
her father, Charles Orr, who will convert it to commercial purposes. The
house had been operating weekend:
only. Mrs. Hadley also operates the
Playhouse in Manchester.

Off,
are

Nashville, July 1.— The City Board
of Equalization has granted the Crescent Amusement Co. reduction in the
tax valuation of the new Tennessee
Theatre from $1,225,000 to $1,000,000

and

on

the Princess Theatre from
$600,000 to $425,000. Headquarters of
Crescent are in the Princess Theatre
Building.

N. O. In Blood Drive

—

New

Orleans, July 1. The AmerRed Cross Blood Bank program

ican
is richer by over 100 pints given by
the film industry in New Orleans. Co-

chairmaned by Henry
Briant, the Red Cross

and Billy
set up a fully
the 20th Century-Fox
Plitt

to 207.6 for 1949 and more gradually
to 213.5 for 1950, rising sharply again
to the figure of 245.7 for 1951.
The government reports exports of
films
dropped to $467,000 in May

against $609,000 last year in the same
month and declined to ? 1,972, 000 ir,
the first five months, against $2,373,000 a year ago.

theatres

in

1.

the

expected to be off

Events
July 2

—Allied

Theatre Owners of

New

Jersey annual summer outing and meeting, Berkeley-Carteret Hotel, Asbury Park.

July

9

— National

Co u n

c

i

luncheon
Hotel,

1

-

Television Film
anniversary
meeting,

fourth

New

Warwick

York.

— Cinema Stamp Club meetHotel Astor, New York.
16 — Kansas-Missouri Theatre

July 9
ing,

July
Association
grievance
meeting, Hotel Phillips,

board

Kansas

City.

July 28

— IATSE

general executive
meeting,
Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.

board

—

IATSE district convenHotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.

Aug. 2-3
tion,

mid-summer

Aug. 4-8— IATSE 41st international
convention, Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.

fiy to

LOS ANGELES
on United's

— Gross

re-

Philippines
sharply this

year, the Commerce Department said.
Film chief Nathan D. Golden cited
high living costs and heavy unemployment as reasons. Gross receipts in
1951, he said, were about 10 per cent
above those for 1950. with U. S. films

about $15,000,000. Golden
said the popularity of Philippine-produced Tagalog films continues to ingrossing

crease.

Crescent Gets Tax Cut

of 158.1 for 1945, dropped to 140.6
for 1946, then rose to 159.6 for 1947
and. 168.9 for 1948, climbing sharply

Commerce Says
in

from Ca-

nadian motion pictures exclusive of
the output of the National Film Board
of Canada, increased nearly two and
a half times from 1941 to 1951. according to a survey of Canada's motion picture industry by the government.
An index of gross revenues of film
producing companies reporting to the
government increased in the 10 years
from the base of 100 in 1941 to 245.7
The index rose in each sucin 1951.
cessive year of the war years to a peak

Grosses

Washington, July
ceipts

— Income

has

damaged by fire.
Colonial,
The

Philippine

1.

Coming

Sold,

picture.

articles

7

Plan Production of
Mexican Color Films
Mexico City, July — Regular pro1.

duction in Mexico of color pictures k
being arranged bv the trade's owr
bank, the semi-official Banco Nac'ona'
Cinematografico. announred its director general, Eduardo Vidal Cruz. Thf
bank, he added, is accumulating ?
fund, in dollars, to establish color labbeinf
are
Plans
nra + iri°s
there.
worked out with producers.

"OVERNIGHT HOLLYWOOD 13
only 10 hrs. 55 mm. one-slopi
All the luxury that has made "the Hollywood" and
"the Advance Hollywood" famous is now yours when
you fly United's "Overnight Hollywood" to Los Angeles.
You enjoy a delicious brook trout or breakfast steak
aloft, and every mile of the way United's courteous stewardesses are on hand to bring you famous "Service in the
Mainliner Manner."

"The Overnight Hollywood"

leaves

New York

at

12 :45 a.m., stops only at Denver en route, and arrives in
Los Angeles at 8:40 a.m., giving you the full day for
business.
Daylighi Savings Times Quoted

United air lines
One

of The Scheduled Airlines of The U. 5.

•

Harris Drops Ken Hoel
Pittsbugh, Pa.. Tulv 1.— After ?/
vears of service, publicity director Ken
Hoel and the Harris Amusement Co

equipped unit in
Also
have severed c.nnn2ctions.
exchange, with all the firms participat- dropped from the Harris payroll in
ing by giving employes time off.
the shakeup was artist George Marker.

Airlines Terminal, 80
feller

Center (7

E.

42nd

W. 49th

Hotel Statler; 1 Wall Street; RockeBrooklyn Airlines Terminal (opposite

St.;

St.);

Abraham and Straus), and La Guardia and Newark Airports, Call
MUrray Hill 2-7300. Newark: 13 Commerce St. Call MArket 3-6207
or an authorized travel agent.

FLASH
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4 DAYS
:

* f
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TEN CENTS

Report French Newsreels Set for Record Arbitration
Coverage of Conventions
Negotiations
Sessions End
In Stalemate
End with France

Talks

Seeking Subsidy

Still

—

Paris, July 2. Franco-American
negotiations for a new film import
agreement apparently reached a
stalemate here today following day
and night meetings.

Both sides exchanged proposals at the lengthy sessions
but it was apparent, when they
adjourned, that no agreement
and very little progress had
been made. Moreover, no date

was

set

the next session,

for

presumably in order to permit
the American industry representatives to confer with their
principals.

understood that F.

It is

W.

Allport.

representing the Motion Picture Association of America, will return to
his London headquarters and that Alfred W. Crown, representing the Society of Independent Motion Picture

The newsreels

are gearing for the greatest coverage and fastest job in
will rush footage shot at the
Chicago political conventions to theatres within a few hours after filming.
Edmund Reek, production chief of 20th Century-Fox's Movietonews,
yesterday reported that his reel has
assigned to the convention scene head
cameraman Jack Painter and a crew
of
nine
lensmen
make-up editor
Louis Tetunic Arthur Lincer, of the
Washington Bureau, and chief cutter
Fred Ahrens from New York.
A. crew of 26 Movietonews men will
handle the on-the-spot film processing
within hours, while an expediting
Washington, July 2. House-Sen- platoon of eight will forward prints
ate conferees on a bill to make major to theatres.
changes in the set-up and powers of
The Movietone contingent will work
the Federal Communications Commis- in conjunction with a staff of United
sion have agreed to remove a provi- Press correspondents and editors to
sion now in the Communications Act lens official floor proceedings and inauthorizing the FCC to refuse radio terviews with key delegates and canor television licenses to persons con- didates.
victed of anti-trust violations in the
Tom Mead, head of Universalradio communications field.
International's Newsreel, reports that
The conference added, however, that his reel will have a record number of
it felt this did not "impair or modify"
cameramen and technicians on hand
the Commission's basic authority to for full
photographic coverage of
examine into all factors relevant to both conventions. Jimmv Lyons, who
the character of a licensee.
heads U-I's newsreel operations in
The most likely effect of the change Washington, will be in charge of the

their histories.

For the most part they

TV

License Refusal

For

Violation of

;

;

Law Removed

Trust

—

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 4)

Until August
10 Conferees Will Report

Back
After

Own Groups

to

meeting here two and a
which only lim-

half days, during

was made in analyzing and amending the blueprint for
an industry arbitration system, the
Arbitration
Conference's
Continuations Committee of 10 yesterday adjourned its sessions until "early next
month."
ited progress

In the interim the committee
will report to the various distributors and exhibitor
organizations participating in
the Conference on the topics
discussed at the sessions held
at the Fabian Theatres home office. The success or failure of
the whole conference may hinge
on the instructions the participating organizations give their
representatives after hearing
their reports.

members

There was said to be

little

likelihood

(Continued on page 2)

Smith Named MP AA Mary Pickford Puts Testifies Paramount
All New England
Manager in Europe In TV Station Bid 'Rescued' Scophony
Houses Back Drive
Washington, July
— Additional Washington,
2.

Theodore Smith, administrative as- film industry applications for televisistant to John G. McCarthy, Motion sion stations were filed or disclosed
Picture Association of America inter- here today.
national division vice-president, has
been appointed Continental European
representative,

it

was announced

terday by Eric Johnston,

MPAA

yespres-

ident.

Johnston at the same time disclosed
Robert Corkery, former European Coordinator of the U. S. Displaced Persons Commission, will fill
that

WSMB

by

of

United

New

Orleans, controlled

Paramount-Richards,

is

applying for a television station in
New Orleans. Exhibitor W. S. Butterfield is seeking a channel in Flint,
Mich., and Mary Pickford is an applicant for a station at Winston-Salem.

July 2.— Paramount
Pictures attorney Paul Porter today
introduced documents in the Federal

Communications

Commission's Paramount hearings designed to show that
Paramount and General Precision

Equipment Corp. were "bailing out"
Scophony Corp. when they invested
in the latter company.

FCC
prove

(Continued on page 4)

attorneys

have attempted to

that
Paramount invested
(Continued on page 4)

in

(Continued on page 4)

N. J. Allied Prepares
For Anti-Tax Drive
J., July 2.— AlJersey today indicated
ready to hold a special mem-

SEMINAR OF SOUTHERN OWNERS
AND PUBLISHERS IS PROPOSED

Asbury Park, N.
lied

that

of
it is

New

bership meeting to get started on the
drive for repeal of the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax. All the organization is waiting for are the directives that are expected to come from
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations leadership and tax committee
chairmen following their meeting in

—A

Memphis, July 2.
joint seminar
of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of the Mid-South and the Tennessee Press Association has been pro-

getting together all over the country
in meetings which have developed a
good deal of mutual interest and
profit."

posed by John Mohrstadt of Hayti,
Copies of Mohrstadt's letter were
Mo., president of the exhibitors' group. sent to the other officers of the press
Mohrstadt, in a letter to James W. R. Association.
White of Martin, Tenn., president of
Exhibitor - publisher seminars, first
the publishers' group, suggested that launched in Hartford, where a second
the meet be held here December 9-11. session was held weeks ago, have also
New York on Tuesday.
In urging the joint gathering, Mohr- been held in Binghamton, N. Y.,
Wilbur Snaper reported following
the business meeting held in conjunc- stadt wrote "Publishers of dailies and Houston, Rochester, N. Y. and Minneweeklies and theatre owners have been apolis.
(Continued on page 4)
:

—

Boston, July 2. Arthur Lockwood,
general chairman of the 1952 "Jimmy
Fund Drive," co-sponsored by Variety
Club Tent No. 23 and the Boston
Braves, disclosed today that 967 theatres in the six New England States
have pledged their support to the drive.
The theatres comprise all of the regular conventional type, all drive-ins,
and for the first time all summer stock
theatres throughout New England.

Lockwood stated that this is the
number ever to participate.

greatest

Marciano - Matthews
Bout Off Home TV
The International Boxing
Corp. has decided not to sell
rights to the Marciano-Matthews

fight at Yankee Stadium here on the night of

July

28

to

home

television

and radio.

No deal for an exclusive
theatre telecast of the fight
had been concluded yesterday.

.
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Personal Mention

Arbitration

FORGE

{Continued from page 1)
that the Conference itself, which adjourned June 18 when debate over
the blueprint became too complex,
would reconvene before the fall. Vaand other commitments of
cations

members

of

the

Com-

Continuations

mittee during August may compel the
group to meet only sporadically, if at
all.

.

,

consisting of rive
representatives each from distribution
and exhibition, has been instructed to
set a date for reconvening of the Conference when the blueprint, or Draft-

The committee,

SCHAEFER

has reJ.
turned to New York following
conferences with Stanley Kramer on
the Coast.

•

M. LEVY, general
counsel of the Theatre Owners
of America, will attend the National
Republican convention in Chicago next
week.

•
Robert Lamont, office manager for
Mrs. Max Wohlegemuth, whose
Lamont Theatres and brother of Albany TOA president Harry Lamont, husband is with National Screen Serand his wife announce the birth of a vice in San Francisco, underwent
second child, a daughter, in St. Mary's emergency surgery at Doctor's Hospital there.
Hospital in Troy on Sunday.

•

Peter G. Perakos, head of the
Charles Rosmarin, RKO Radio
manager for Argentina, accompanied Perakos Theatres Circuit, New Britby Mrs. Rosmarin, has arrived here ain, Conn., and a son, Peter, Jr., asfor several weeks'

sistant district

stay.

manager, are

1952

Newsreels

HERMAN

•

3,

in

Greece

{Continued from page 1)
set-up in Chicago. Floyd Traynham,
head of U-I's Chicago operation, has
already set all preliminary arrange-

U-I

ments.

sending

also

is

men from New York and

several

have
an augmented crew of soundmen and
will

electricians.

While it is understood that the
newsreels have indicated they will not
attempt special editions, a decision on
this matter will probably be determined by the way things go at the
conventions.
Charles Mack,

Washington contact

been
•
has
on a vacation trip.
Committee report,
o
amended' to the satisfaction of the 10.
General E. P. Curtis, vice-presiRuth Rappeport, office manager
Strict secrecy on the nature of the dent of Eastman Kodak Co., and Mrs.
discussions which commenced Mon- Curtis, will arrive here today from and head booker at the Buffalo WarMaiwretama. ner Brothers Exchange, has returned
day has been observed by the Con- Europe aboard the
•
to work after two weeks of illness.
tinuations Committee so far as the

man

Members did inpress is concerned.
dicate privately, however, that "all
was not sweet agreement" behind the
closed door of the meeting room. In
fact, they said, there was more dis-

Barnett heads the Chicago unit and
Walter Bredin, assignment editor, will

ing

agreement than agreement, although
at no point in the sessions did any
member voice the pessimism that cut
the

off

last

full

Conference.

that when a
particular subject, such as runs, was
settled to the satisfaction of all present, the next subject that arose sugand
qualifying
additional
gested
changing of the settled subject. This
was said to have been true of all meetings on the three days.

was pointed out

It

Adjournment came
o'clock

yesterday

at

around" two

afternoon

when

out that they had
other appointments. Distribution representatives Abe Montague and Al
Lichtman had a date to attend a board
meeting of the Will Rogers Memorial
Wilbur
Hospital in the afternoon
Snaper, Allied president, was late for
the outing yesterday of New Jersey
Allied which he also heads Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel, was
scheduled to leave later in the day
for Chicago to attend the Republican
Convention, and other members had
business appointments.
Present at the meetings were the
from exhibition Myers,
following

members pointed

;

;

—

:

Levy, S. H. Fafrom distribubian, Emanuel Frisch
tion Austin Keough, Adolph Schimel,
William
F.
Montague,
Lichtman,
Rodgers. Sitting in also were Ralph
Snaper,

Herman M.

;

—

D. Hetzel, Jr., vice-president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, and Henderson M. Richey, secretary

of

the

Arbitration

Conference.

D. Henderson's Mother

•
A. Smakwitz, Warner
Edward A. Smith, managing direcBrothers Upstate zone manager, is
tor of the Paramount Theatre, Springhere from Albany.
•
field, Mass., has returned to his desk
Lynn Farnol and Mrs. Farnol after a long illness.
•
will leave here by plane tonight for a
Harry and Ike Katz of Kay Extwo weeks' vacation visit to Europe.
changes, Atlanta, have returned there
Arthur Canton, M-G-M field from visits to their Memphis and New
press representative, is due back today Orleans branches.

Charles

•

from a tour Upstate.
•

WB

Gets Month's Recruitment Short
Effectively Made
Decree Extension
—

2.
Justice Desaid they were giving Warner Brothers a one-month extension, until August 4, to get rid of
one theatre which was supposed to
have been disposed of under the con-

Washington,

partment

July

officials

sent decree by this weekend.
They said Warners had done very
well in complying with the divestiture
schedule, under which they were to
get rid of 27 theatres by July 5.
Warners has actually sold and trans-

ferred 26, they said, and would have
sold the 27th if the prospective purchaser had not been in an auto accident. The spokesman said they thought
the one-month extension would cover
the sale of the 27th house.

U. K. Awards to Four
U. 8. Documentaries
Washington, July

2.

— British Am-

Mrs. Albert F. Henderson, mother bassador Sir Oliver Franks today preof Donald Henderson, secretary and sented awards to U. S. officials for
treasurer of 20th Century-Fox, died four government documentary films
Tuesday in Middleton, Mass. Funeral which won honors at last year's Edinservices will be held today in Danvers, burgh Film Festival.
The presentation was at a ceremony
Mass.
Assistant
at the British Embassy.
Navy Secretary John F. Floberg received awards for two Navy documentaries, while Assistant Secretary of
the Interior Robert R. Rose accepted
Motion Picture Daily will
an award for a film produced by his
not be published tomorrow,
Department and International InforIndependence Day, a legal

No Paper Tomorrow

holiday.

General

David Sarnoff,
John P. Byrne, Eastern M-G-M RCA board chairman, will sail from
sales manager, has returned from a here today for Europe on the maiden
United States.
voyage of the
vacation.
Brig.

mation

Administrator

Wilson

Compton accepted an award
State Department documentary.

for

F.
a

A

special press screening of the 10-

minute short subject,
America," produced
pices of Council of
Organizations acting
with the Department
held here yesterday.

"The Real Miss
under

the

aus-

Motion Picture

in cooperation
of Defense, was
The short, designed to assist in the recruitment of

for the Armed Forces, was
written by Robert E. Sherwood and
Jerome Brondfield.
The subject is well made and, despite its purpose, has an entertainment
and informative value. Shown are the
various opportunities open to women
in the Armed Forces as well as the
recreational facilities and travel op-

for News-of-the-Day, will be in
complete charge of that newsreels'
coverage of the convention. His regular crew will be on hand as well as
the regular Chicago crew and a special

New

group from

New York

head the

News

Paramount

York.

Martin

contingent.
said it also

is

organizing its most comprehensive
coverage in history for the conventions. A. J. Richards, Managing Editor of the reel, has left New York
for Chicago to organize the preparations, "designed to handle every type
of emergency."
He will work with
15 camera and soundmen
from
Paramount News'
Washington, New York and Chicago

a staff of
recruited
offices.

Loeufs Circuit Here
Sets 'Film Festival'
Reporting that efforts of Loew's
Theatres ad-publicity department and
individual theatre managers and staffs
will be directed toward away-fromthe-theatre promotion for summertime
product, Ernest Emerling, ad-publicity
director disclosed yesterday that the
circuit is planning a "Film Festival"
as the peg on which to hang its promotional campaigns.

women

portunities offered.

Henry Fonda does the narration for
the subject which was produced by
Jay Bonafield of RKO-Pathe. The
picture goes into release today with
all the major companies participating
M. HerbsTman
in the distribution.

—

4 Mono. Films Before
Cameras This Month

NEW YORK THEATRES
n

— RADIO

CITT MUSIC HALL

f

Rockefeller Center

RAY BOLGER

*.

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
plvt

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

IA1IXU STMWTCI-MULDOUGIAS

loiEntruMUiiyRNOHix

f^"?£e'*V&

/

-tjUfflui

fe^l

,.ClASH

by Night y-Ag"^

—

Hollywood, July 2. MonogramAllied Artists will have four films
On
before the cameras this month.
Monday Lindsley Parsons' "Down
Periscope" went into production at
New London, Conn. Currently shooting at Chatsworth, Cal., is Walter
Wanger's "Battle Zone," while another Wanger film, "Kansas Pacific,"
is
set to^roll Monday. Later this
month^ Jerry Thomas will begin
"Stranglehold."

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and

Walt Disney's

WATER
A True

BIRDS

Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

COOL

Walt Disney's

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

Technicolor Cartoon

— Distributed by RKO
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HAPPENED IN
WASHINGTON!

IT

M-G-M's very proud of last week's

STORY"

World Premiere of "WASHINGTON

festive

right in the Capital itself!

And proud

of the results!

This ballyhoo was heard across the nation and will help launch the picture

throughout America.

Everybody was there and everybody loved M-G-M's grand entertainment.

We

wish you could have seen the turn-out of Washington's top names,

Congressmen,
as

officials,

celebrities,

with Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn

Guest of Honor.

There was a reception

at the

They were attended by an honor guard, each of

to the Palace Theatre.

held a flag of one of the 48
lights, music,

Willard Hotel, from which the guests marched

states.

M-G-M

whom

sent stars from the studio, there were

newsreels and showmanship

"WASHINGTON STORY" has lots to offer of action, youthful romance,
and fun. We put a big show behind its Premiere and at press time, the opening
day's business beats top hits like "Father's Little

kind of entertainment the fans go

for.

M-G-M presents "WASHINGTON STORY" starring
Louis Calhern

•

Dividend" and proves

with Sidney Blackmer

•

Written

Van Johnson
and Directed by

Produced by Do re Schary

•

Patricia

Neal

Robert Pirosh

it's

the

;
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TV

French Pact

TV AND RADIO

(Continued from page 1)
Producers, will leave for New York
by an early plane.
The negotiations were conducted on
the government level with Gerald

with Pinky

Insist

on Subsidy

are

developed over the French insistence
upon a subsidy in some form, if only
to finance the sale, and exploitation
of their films in the U- S., as is being
Both
done for the Italian industry.

ABC-TV.

a
agreement.

Despite the present apparent
stalemate, it seemed certain the
negotiations could be resumed
at any time in the immediate
future that either side was
ready to present a new proposal, or compromise, which it
felt might warrant discussion
after the just concluded exchange of views. Thus, a new
meeting might be set next week
or the week after.

that

the

require

not

a

companies have about
blocked francs here.

.

.

.

.

.

Alvy's big

little

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV

in

.

.

.

TV

(Continued from page 1)

Believing that they are another "Marge & Gower Champion,"
Max Liebman has signed the team of Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander
He's
to an exclusive pact for next season's "Your Show of Shows.".
Ever since the recent
due back from Europe late this month.
wholesale exit of so many there, MCA'ers have become jitters-bugs.
Thanks to the Chicago
Just retrenching?? (just asking).
political conventions, Producer-Director Robert Stevens whose CBSTVehicle "Suspense," has been telecast uninterruptedly for 156 consecutive weeks, can snatch himself a two-week vacation. He'll fly to
Europe to relax.
Jack NBCostello, announcer emcee and newscaster, started out as a cub reporter on the St. Paul Dispatch.
As we go to press there is no reply from Guy Gabrielson to the wire
prexy Joseph M. McConnell in which he asked the
sent him by
Republican National Committee to reconsider its decision for (and we
quote Mr. McConnell), "The banning is contrary to the public interests and to the spirit of the First Amendment to the Constitution"
(unquote) (first Amendment, of course, is Freedom of Speech or in
this case Freedom of the Press).
.

the

New York

Smith, who returned recently from
a seven-month assignment in Indonesia and the Philippines, will depart
for Paris later this month to assume

.

new duties. The Continental post
has been temporarily filled by Marc
Spiegel and Eugene Van Dee,
his

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Com-

UNRRA

Golden Returning Soon
Washington, July

NEED SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?

— Commerce

Cleveland Council Elects

—

;

;

TIT US

AND

SEE

;

[

CHICAGO, 1 327 S. Wabash Av

NEW YORK, 630

9th Ay.

.

Cleveland, July 2. The Motion
Department film chief Nathan D. Picture Council of Greater Cleveland
Golden is scheduled to return to his has elected the following new slate of
desk here in mid-July, after a three- officers
President,
Mrs. Margaret
month tour of European film centers. Brown, director of education of the
Golden, who left on April 16, is Cleveland Museum of Art vice-presi
slated to sail from Le Havre on July dent, Virginia Beard, head of the film
12 and arrive in New York on the bureau of the public library secretary
18th or 19th. Most recently, he has Ruth Thompson of Young America
been taking part in the Paris negotia- Films treasurer, Mrs. E. V. Burt, of
tions for a new U.S. -French film pact. the Lakewood PTA.
2.

:

1ST

.

NBC

mission, Corkery, from 1945 to 1947
activities in
was director of
the U. S. zone of Austria, and later
served as director of Field Services
of the International Refugee Organization with headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland.

AIT-WOK

.

.

representatives in Germany and Italy,
respectively, since the resignation last

DP

.

.

MPAA

of Gerald Mayer.
Prior to serving with the

.

.

office.

August

.

Audience-Participation package to Sealy Mattress
Arnell sold his
Co. for Fall presentation via CBS, he discovered he'd forgotten to
include his own salary within the program budget (Peter ain't done
right by Arnell). ...

Named
at

.

MCA

TV

sumed.

position

(Continued from page 1)

Look for several DuMont programs to originate at that net's new
studios located at 62nd St. and 3rd Ave. in New York starting in
October. Exec and administration offices will follow gradually.
sails tomorrow on the new
exec at
Dick Rubin radio and
liner "United States" to scout new talent and to set up subsequent
After producer Peter
deals. He'll be gone about a month.

ternational division, or Eric Johnston, president, might be on the scene
if and when the negotiations are re-

Smith's

Pickford Bid

First episode,
coming "Fu Manchu" series of NBTelecasts.
"The Zayat Kiss," directed by William Cameron Menzies and filmed
in New York, stars Sir Cedric Hardwicke as Inspector Nayland
Smith with John Carradine as "Dr. Fu Manchu" and Colin KeithJohnson as Sir Crichton Davies.

was considered possible that
It
John McCarthy, head of MPAA's in-

Smith

.

band has provided the music for Conrad Nagel's
Watch
"Celebrity Time," these past four years.
The energetic direcDuMont execs hike Frank Bunetta's salary.
tor of "Cavalcade of Stars" has just nixed a fine offer to move over
Charlie Curran of Times Square Productions, has been
to NBT.
named co-ordinator by Herbert Swope, Jr., producer of the forth.

The

$4,500,000

•

TV CB Series,

old

new agreement.

.

1

TV

Both House and Senate had previously passed differing versions of the
bill. The Senate measure included the
change in the anti-trust provision
the House measure would have left
the present law unchanged. The conferees agreed to the Senate version.
Both House and Senate are expected to approve promptly the new
compromise conference bill.
The final bill would drop a Houseapproved, provision to forbid the FCC
from discriminating against an applicant because he owned a newspaper
or other medium for gathering and
disseminating information. The conferees said they felt the Commission
is not now authorized to discriminate
against any persons on this ground,
and that therefore the provision was
unnecessary.

Alvy West has been named musical director for the new "Bob &
Ray Show" which will NBTee-off Saturday nite for Alka-Seltzer.

agreement expired
The American companies
June 30.
have been unable to withdraw any
monies from France for the past year,
so they have, essentially, been selling
without an agreement for that length
of time, anyhow.
A continuation on that basis involves no change of status and does
fact

with film industry applications for
channels.

TV

two years ago.

the

despite

.

.

.

There appeared to be no danger of
American industry discontinuing
here,

American

TV

the

films

United
Paramount TheatresBroadcasting Co. merger
and has been broached in connection

the

.

•

Department and
State
S.
are opposed to recognition of
subsidy in any form in the new

of

.

.

inside stuff: As late as the end of the Crosbyto raise funds for the U.S. Olympics, the only
one of the four Milwaukee Beer companies (Pabst, Schlitz, Blatz
and Hi-Life) which didn't make a donation was the latter,
despite personal pitch on the program by Lou Costello, who is
Bing also stated that he'd never
sponsored by that outfit.
appearance before, but must've forgotten the special
made a
film for a sequence he made exclusively for a Philco Telecast

SIMPP

shipments

.

.

.

Have a little
Hope Telethon

U.

the

.

.

FCC

.

.

.

stalemate

the

that

.

.

observers.

Indications

anti-trust violations in the radio communications field, and this, of course,
would indirectly decrease the weight
that can be given by the
to antitrust violations in other fields such as
has been the subject of hearings on

WABD

TV

License

would be to decrease the weight that
can be given by the FCC to previous

Herman

AMES

J

1952

(Continued from page 1)

has a clraL. CADDIGAN, Production Chief at
matic series lined up for the fall which will introduce a brand new
Series will be scripted by freelance
presentation.
technique in
Ace
each week.
personalities
different
writers and will star
Sportscaster Harry Wismer has traveled more miles to witness and
Mel Allen
describe sporting events than any other contemporary.
sparkDennis
James'
performances,
four
After but
is runner-up.
ling emceeing of "Chance of a Lifetime," has hit a Nielson-sational
rating of 16.5, making it the sixth most popular daytime series on

of the American Embassy sitting in for the American motion picture industry, and the American film
representatives present primarily as

Mayer

3,

N. C. Turner-Farrar Association, Allied with Turner-Farrar Theatres, has
applied for a station at Harrisburg,
111., while Ferguson Theatres, Inc., is
an applicant in Mansfield, Ohio.
Milwaukee exhibitor L. F. Gran,

who was

revealed earlier as a stockholder in a company seeking a station
in Rockford, 111., is also a minority
stockholder in a companv which today
applied for a new station in Duluth.
Bing Crosby was revealed as owning
a 47 per cent interest in a film seeking a Spokane
outlet.

TV

Paramount,Scophony
(Continued from page 1)

Scophony to suppress any attempts bv
Scophony to achieve technical advances in the radio-television field.
Skiatron president Arthur Levev, a

former Scophony

official,

was back on

the stand at the hearings today for
further cross-examination by Porter.
Porter introduced stacks of documents
which he said would show that Scophony was on the verge of bankruptcy
and was being hounded bv creditors

when

Paramount

and

GPE

came

along and supplied new funds.

N.

J.

Allied

(Continued from page 1)
with New Jersey Allied's onedav summer outing at the BerkeleyCarteret Hotel here that members
have besieged him with requests "to
get going" on the anti-tax campaign.
Discussion also centered around
availabilities.
Also, the charge was
made that Paramount was asking for

tion

"excessive playing time" for "The
Greatest Show on Earth."
Plans for stimulating business during the summer were examined. It
was agreed that steps should be taken
to encourage greater attendance at
theatres by children.

Thursday, July

UPT
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Heads Meet on

Product,Promotions
—

Detroit, July 2. United Paramount
Theatre executives met here this week
to discuss new product for the summer

and the methods of promotion which will be accorded them.
and

fall,

A

of

topic

interest,

also,

was de-

velopments in big screen theatre television, and the experiences of theatres
here and elsewhere with the closedchannel telecast last Thursday to thousands of Civil Defense workers in the
public

first

program

service

of

its

kind.

In Detroit more than 3,000 policemen and civil defense workers were
briefed on procedures in protecting the
public in case of atomic attack.

Discuss

TV

of Fight

In addition, the recent sell-out

TV

the Michigan and Palms
theatres here of the Robinson-Maxim

shows
title

at

bout

last

week

in

New York

were

Shor Renews Suit

Review

Vs.

"Junction City

Attending the sessions were Edward
Hyman, vice-president of United
Paramount and Simon Siegel, comptroller of the corporation, both of

New York
manager

—

Cincinnati, July 2. The S. & S.
Corp., headed by Reuben

Amusement

CHARLES STARRETT

once again dons the robes of the Durango Kid.
In "Junction City" he has a good deal more plot to work with than
ordinarily. The tale concerns the efforts of some scheming guardians to
murder their pretty ward. Much of the story, written by Barry Shipman,
is told in flashbacks which are easy to follow and make the film a bit different from standard Durango fare. Comic Smiley Burnette and stalwart
Jack Mahoney, Durango's long-time pals, also are on hand in major supporting roles.
Pretty Kathleen Case is the ward in question. When she runs away from
her guardians, however, it's Jack Mahoney, an innocent stage driver, who
accused of kidnapping her. While Kathleen hides, the Junction City
is
sheriff jails Mahoney and a hanging is threatened unless Kathleen appears.
Starrett saves the day when he reveals that the supposedly grieving guardians
actually are out to murder the ward and Kathleen is found before any harm
can be done to her or Mahoney. The flashback sub-plot, tells of Kathleen's
childhood when Durango was instrumental in bringing her feuding grandfathers together and securing her rights to a fabulously rich gold mine.
The story is told briskly and features a song from the Sunshine Boys as
well as one from Burnette. Colbert Clark produced the picture and Ray

Shor, operating the Twin Drive-in,
only outdoor theatre within the city
limits, has filed suit in U. S. District
Court here against
Pictures,
Midwest Corp. and Cino Theatres of Ohio, seeking an injunction to
restrain them from continuing practices which were said to deprive the
plaintiff from booking first-run product.
The suit also asks for $150,000

Nazarro directed.
Running time, 54 minutes.

is

General audience classification.

July release.

Poughkeepsie

Final Dedication of 'Caligari,' 'Laugh'
Will Rogers Highway To Be Reissued
Santa Monica,
— Cul- Two top
July
"The Cabinet

2.
Cal.,
Eugene Street, general
Paramount Theatres, minating nine days of cross-country

;

of
;

Ira

Epstein,

general

Pictures

(Columbia)

discussed.

L.

RKO

ceremonies, the final dedication of the

silent films,

of

Dr.

Laugh"

Caligari"
and
will be reissued

"The Last
by Famous

RKO

RKO

in

damages.
Similar Action Before

In November, 1951, the papers state,
the plaintiff had released the defendants in a similar action when the
defendants agreed to cease "monopolistic and discriminatory practices," but
the agreement was not lived up to, it
alleged.

charged that
to comply
with the decree of the U. S. District
Court of New York, whereby it was
Additionally,

RKO

it

Midwest has

is

failed

required to dispose of two of its seven
theatres here.
All seven have continued to operate as "a monopolistic
group," the suit alleges.

manager of Monroe Amusement Co., Will Rogers Highway was conducted Films Productions in their original Extra 'Hall' Shows Sat.
Arthur Krolick, general at Palisades Park here, with state, versions, with new synchronized musiRochester
Radio City Music Hall, which had
manager of Paramount Theatres of civic and screen celebrities participat- cal scores being prepared abroad. Na- previously announced extra performtional
release is scheduled following
Buffalo Ben Rosenberg, general man- ing.
ances of its holiday stage show and
Will Rogers, Jr., who portrays his their opening in New York shortly.
ager of Penn-Paramount Corp. of
the film, "Where's Charley?," for FriWilkes Barre, Pa., and Selig Selig- father in Warner Brothers' "The
day, has also scheduled extra per;

;

man, of Northio Theatres, Cincinnati.
Host to the group was Earl J. Hudson, president of United Detroit Thea-

Story of Will Rogers," assisted Lt.
Gov. Goodwin Knight, Santa Monica's
Mayor Russell K. Hart and other offi-

tres.

cials in dedicating the

marker

for the

Pacific Coast terminus of the

memo- formances and

Dedication ceremonies were conducted at state borders all along the
rial.

2,200-mile highway.

an early opening for

Doors

will open on Friday at 8 :30 A.M. and on Saturday
at 8:45 A.M.

Saturday.

(Notes
From I Paramount

Profit
Our
fall

big

summer and

product

is

music at the boxoffice!

And

it

AUGUST

includes

plenty of tune-filled

hits— one every month,
starting with:

FOR You
starring

Bing Crosby, Jane

Wyman,

Ethel Barry mo re

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

VOL.

72.

NO.

TEN CENTS

3

Set for Record Arbitration
Sessions End
Coverage of Conventions
Negotiations
and
Until August
In Stalemate The
most
For
Report French

End with France

Talks

Seeking Subsidy

Still

—

Paris, July 2. Franco-American
negotiations for a new film import
agreement apparently reached a
stalemate here today following day
and night meetings.

Both sides exchanged proposals at the lengthy sessions
but it was apparent, when they
adjourned, that no agreement
and very little progress had
been made. Moreover, no date
was set for the next session,
presumably in order to permit
the American industry representatives to confer with their
principals.
It is

understood that F.

W.

Allport.

representing the Motion Picture Association of America, will return to
his London headquarters and that Alfred W. Crown, representing the Society of Independent Motion Picture

News reels

fastest job in
newsreels are gearing for the greatest coverage
part they will rush footage shot at the
the
their histories.
Chicago political conventions to theatres within a few hours after filming.
Edmund Reek, production chief of 20th Century-Fox's Moyietonews,
yesterday reported that his reel has
assigned to the convention scene head

TV

License Refusal

cameraman Jack Painter and a crew
make-up editor
lensmen
nine
of
Louis Tetunic Arthur Lincer, of the
Washington Bureau, and chief cutter

For Violation of
Trust

Law Removed

Washington,

July

2.

— House-Sen-

ate conferees on a bill to make major
changes in the set-up and powers of
the Federal Communications Commission have agreed to remove a provision now in the Communications Act
to refuse radio
authorizing the
or television licenses to persons convicted of anti-trust violations in the
radio communications field.
The conference added, however, that
it felt this did not "impair or modify"
the Commission's basic authority to
examine into all factors relevant to

FCC

the character of a licensee.
The most likely effect of the change
(Continued on page 4)

Fred Ahrens from New York.
A crew of 26 Movietonews men

Washington,

July

2.

— Additional

Theodore Smith, administrative as- film industry applications for televisistant to John G. McCarthy, Motion sion stations were filed or disclosed
Picture Association of America inter- here today.
vice-president,

has

been appointed Continental European
representative,

it

was announced

terday by Eric Johnston,

MPAA

yespres-

ident.

Johnston at the same time disclosed
Robert Corkery, former European Coordinator of the U. S. Displaced Persons Commission, will fill
that

(Continued on page 2)

—

Washington, July 2. Paramount
Pictures attorney Paul Porter today
introduced documents in the Federal

by United Paramount-Richards, is
applying for a television station in
New Orleans. Exhibitor W. S. Butterfield is seeking a channel in Flint.
Mich., and Mary Pickford is an applicant for a station at Winston-Salem.

Communications Commission's Paramount hearings designed to show that
Paramount and General Precision
Equipment Corp. were "bailing out"
Scophony Corp. when they invested
in the latter company.
FCC attorneys have attempted to
prove that Paramount invested in

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

WSMB

of

New

Orleans, controlled

(Continued on page 4)

N.

J.

Allied Prepares

For Anti-Tax Drive
July 2.— Allied of New Jersey today indicated
that it is ready to hold a special membership meeting to get started on the
drive for repeal of the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax. All the organization is waiting for are the directives that are expected to come from
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations leadership and tax committee
chairmen following their meeting in

Asbury Park, N.

After

to

Own

Groups

meeting here two and a

which only limwas made in analyzing and amending the blueprint for

half days, during
ited progress

will an industry arbitration system, the
handle the on-the-spot film processing Arbitration
ContinuaConference's
within hours, while an expediting tions Committee of 10 yesterday adplatoon of eight will forward prints journed its sessions until "early next
to theatres.
month."
The Movietone contingent will work
In the interim the committee
in conjunction with a staff of United
members will report to the vaPress correspondents and editors to
rious distributors and exhibitor
lens official floor proceedings and inorganizations participating in
terviews with key delegates and canthe Conference on the topics
didates.
at the sessions held
discussed
UniversalTom Mead, head of
at the Fabian Theatres home ofInternational's Newsreel, reports that
fice. The success or failure of
his reel will have a record number of
the whole conference may hinge
cameramen and technicians on hand
on the instructions the participhotographic coverage of
full
for
pating organizations give their
both conventions. Jimmv Lyons, who
representatives after hearing
heads U-I's newsreel operations in
their reports.
Washington, will be in charge of the

Puts Testifies Paramount
Smith Named MP A A Mary Pickford
Manager in Europe In TV Station Bid 'Rescued' Scophony

division

Back

;

;

(Continued on page 4)

national

10 Conferees Will Report

SEMINAR OFSOUTHERN OWNERS
AND PUBLISHERS IS PROPOSED

There was said

to be little likelihood
{Continued on page 2)

mmmm
—

Nine
July 2.
thesixty-seven
hundred
England
New
atres in six
states have pledged their
support to the 1952 "Jimmy
Fund Drive" co-sponsored
by Variety Club Tent No.
23 and the Boston Braves,
it was disclosed here today by Arthur Lockwood,
chairman of the campaign,
who noted that it was the
greatest number ever to
participate.
BOSTON,

•

J.,

—A

joint seminar
Memphis, July 2.
of Allied Independent Theatre Owners of the Mid-South and the Tennessee Press Association has been pro-

getting together all over the country
in meetings which have developed a
good deal of mutual interest and

posed by John Mohrstadt of Hayti,
Mo., president of the exhibitors' group.
Mohrstadt, in a letter to James W. R.
White of Martin, Tenn., president of
the publishers' group, suggested that
the meet be held here December 9-11.
New York on Tuesday.
In urging the joint gathering, MohrWilbur Snaper reported following
the business meeting held in conjunc- stadt wrote: "Publishers of dailies and
weeklies and theatre owners have been
(Continued on page 4)

Copies of Mohrstadt's letter were
sent to the other officers of the press
Association.
Exhibitor - publisher seminars, first

profit."

in Hartford, where a second
was held weeks ago, have also

launched
session

been held in Binghamton,. N. Y.,
Houston, Rochester, N. Y. and Minneapolis.

Rights to the MarcianoMatthews fight at Yankee
Stadium here on the night
of July 28 will not be sold
to home television and
radio, the International
Boxing Corp. has decided.
No deal for an exclusive
theatre telecast of the
fight had been concluded
yesterday.
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Personal Mention

Arbitration

SCHAEFER

FORGE

has reJ.
turned to New York followingthat the Conference itself, which 'ad-,, conferences with Stanley Kramer on
journed June 18 when debate over* the Coast.
•
the blueprint became too complex,
would reconvene before the fall. VaRobert Lamont, office manager for
and other commitments of Lamorit Theatres and brother of Alcations
members of the Continuations Com- bany
president Harry Lamont,
mittee during August may compel the and .his wife_announce the birth of a
group to meet only sporadically, if at second child,_a daughter, in St. Mary's
all.
Hospital in Troy on Sunday.
•
The committee, consisting of five
representatives each from distribution
Charles = Rosmarin, =RKO Radio
and exhibition, has been instructed to manager for Argentina, accompanied
set a date for reconvening of the Con- by Mrs. Rosmarin, has arrived here
ference when the blueprint, or Draft- for several weeks' stay.
been
has
report,
•
Committee
ing
amended to the satisfaction of the 10.
General E. P. Curtis, vice-presiStrict secrecy on the nature of the dent of Eastman Kodak Co., and Mrs.
discussions which commenced Mon- Curtis, will arrive here today from
day has been observed by the Con- Europe aboard the 5.5". Mametania.
•
tinuations Committee so far as the
Members did inpress is concerned.
Charles A. Smakwitz, Warner
dicate privately, however, that "all Brothers Upstate zone manager, is
was not sweet agreement" behind the here from Albany.
•
closed door of the meeting room. In
fact, they said, there was more disLynn Farnol and Mrs. Farnol
agreement than agreement, although will leave here by plane tonight for a
at no point in the sessions did any two, weeks' vacation visit to Europe.
member voice the pessimism that cut
off the last full Conference.
Arthur Canton, M-G-M field
It
was pointed out that when a press representative, is due back today
particular subject, such as runs, was from a tour Upstate.
•
settled to the satisfaction of all present, the next subject that arose sugJohn P. Byrne, Eastern M-G-M
and sales manager, has returned from a
qualifying
additional
gested

(Continued from page 1)

TOA

—

.

changing of the settled subject. This
was said to have been true of all meetings on the three days.
Adjournment came at around two

when
afternoon
yesterday
o'clock
members pointed out that they had
other .appointments. Distribution representatives Abe" Montague and Al
Lichtman had a. 'date to attend a board
meeting of the Will Rog'ers Memorial

Hospital in" tin* affej-noorff Wilbur
Snaper, Allied presidf fft, yM' late for
the outing yesterda'jp'b'f '-New Jersey
Allied which he also heads Abram F.
Myers, Allied general' counsel, was
scheduled to leave later in the day
for Chicago to attend the Republican
Convention, and other members had
business appointments.
Present at the meetings were the
from exhibition Myers,
following
Snaper, Herman M. Levy, S. H. Fafrom distribubian, Emanuel Frisch
Austin KeouglvAdolph Schimel,
tion
;

-

—

:

;

—

William
F.
Montague,
Lichtman,
Rodgers. Sitting in also were Ralph
D. Hetzel, Jr., vice-president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, and Henderson M. Richey, secretary

of

the

Arbitration- Conference.
.

D. Henderson's Mother
Mrs. Albert F. Henderson, mother
Donald Henderson, secretary and
treasurer of 20th Century-Fox, died
Tuesday in Middleton, Mass. Funeral
services will be held today in JDanvers,
Mass.
of

vacation.

No Paper Tomorrow
holiday.

counsel

LEVY,

M.

America,
Republican convention
week.
ofj

general

of the Theatre Owners
will attend the National

Chicago next

in

Mrs.
husband

Max Wohlegemuth,

whose

with National Screen Serviced in San Francisco, underwent
emergency surgery at Doctor's Hosis

there.

pital

Washington, July
partment
ing

2.

—Justice

•

Peter G. Perakos, head of the
Perakos Theatres Circuit, New Britain, Conn., and a son, Peter, Jr. as-

Warner

August 4, to get rid
one theatre which was supposed

of
to

tension, until

have been disposed of under the consent decree by this weekend.
They said Warners had done very
well in complying with the divestiture
schedule, under which they were to
get rid of 27 theatres by July 5.
Warners has actually sold and transferred 26, they said, and would have
sold the 27th if the prospective purchaser had not been in an auto accident. The spokesman said they thought
the one-month extension would cover
the sale of the 27th house.

U. K. Awards to Four
U. S. Documentaries
Washington, July

2.

— British

Am-

bassador Sir Oliver Franks today 'presented awards to
four government

U. S. officials" for
documentary films
honors at last yearns Edin-

which won
burgh Film Festival.

manager, are

sistant district

on a vacation

in

Greece

trip.

e

Ruth

Rappeport, office manager
and head booker at the Buffalo Warner Brothers Exchange, has returned
to work after two weeks of illness.
•

Edward

A. Smith, managing director of the Paramount Theatre, Springfield, Mass., has returned to his desk
after a long illness.
•

Harry and Ike Katz

of

Kay Ex-

changes, Atlanta, have returned there

from

visits to their

Memphis and New

Orleans branches.
©

General

David Sarnoff,
board chairman, will sail from
here today for Europe on the maiden
voyage of the S.S. United States.
Brig.

RCA

A

special press screening of the 10-

minute short' subject,
America," produced
pices of Council of
Organizations acting
with the Department
held here yesterday.

presentation" was at a ceremony
British Embassy.
Assistant
Navy Secretary John F. Floberg received awards for two Navy documentaries, while.-. Assistant Secretary of
the Interior Robert R. Rose accepted
an award for a film produced by his
Department and International Information
Administrator
Wilson
F.
Compton accepted an award for a
State Department documentary.

the

"The Real Miss
under

Motion
in

the ausPicture

cooperation

of Defense,
The short,

was

designed to assist in the recruitment of
women for the Armed Forces, was
written by Robert E. Sherwood and
Jerome Brondfield.
The subject is well made and, despite its purpose, has an entertainmefit
and informative value. Shown are the
various opportunities open to women
in the Armed Forces as well as the
recreational facilities and trawl opportunities offered.
Henry Fonda does the narration for
the subject which was produced by
Jay Bonafield of -RKO-Pathe. The
picture goes into release today with
all the major companies participating
M. Herbstman
in the distribution.

—

preliminary arrangealso sending several

all
is

men from New York and will have
an augmented crew of soundmen and
electricians.

While

,

is
understood that the
newsreels have indicated they will not
attempt special editions, a decision on
this matter will probably be deterit

mined bv the way things go

at

the

conventions.

Cameras This
July

2.

set

month,

to

roll

Jerry
"Stranglehold."

News

Paramount

said

also

it

Monday.

Later

Thomas

will

this

begin

is

organizing its most comprehensive
coverage in history for the conventions. A. J. Richards, Managing Editor of the reel, has left New York
for Chicaao to organize the preparations, "designed to handle every type
of emergency."
He will work with
15 camera and soundmen
from
Paramount News'
Washington, New York and Chicago

a staff of
recruited
offices.

Loew's Circuit Here
Sets 'Film Festival 9
Reporting that efforts of Loew's
Theatres ad-publicity department and
individual theatre managers and staffs
will be directed toward away-fromthe-theatre promotion for summertime
product, Ernest Emerling. ad-publicity
director disclosed yesterday that the
circuit is planning a "Film Festival"
as the peg on which to hang its pro-

motional campaigns.

NEW YORK THEATRES
— RADIO

CITY MUSIC HALL

n

Rockefeller Center

RAY BOLGER

in

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
plus

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

BUBABA SIAMWYCK- PAUl DOUGIAS
ROBERT RYAN -MARILYN MONROE

a

— Monogram-

Allied Artists will have four films
0">
before the cameras this mont'^
Monday Lindsley Parsons' "Down
Periscope" went into production at
New London, Conn. Currently shooting at Chatsworth, Cal., is Walter
Wanger's "Battle Zone," while ..another Wanger film, "Kansas Pacific,"
is

Charles Mack, Washington contact
for News-of-the-Day, will be in
complete charge of that newsreels'
coverage of the convention. His regular crew will be on hand as well as
the regular Chicago crew and a special group from New York.
Martin
Barnett heads the Chicago unit and
Walter Bredin, assignment editor, will
head the New York contingent.

man

Clash
Month by Night

4 Mono. Films Before
Hollywood,

The

set-up in Chicago. Floyd Traynham,
head of U-I's Chicago operation, has

;

De-

they were givBrothers a one-month ex-

officials said

1952

(Continued from page 1)

already set
ments.
U-I

\'

•

Gets Month's Recruitment Short
Decree Extension
Effectively Made

.

Motion Picture Daily will
not be published tomorrow*
Independence Day, a legal

H ERMAN

3,

Newsreels

WB

at

.

Thursday, July

^

Midnight Fwlvm
Nightly

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and

Walt Disney's

WATER
A

BIRDS

True Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

COOL

Walt Disney's

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

Technicolor
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HAPPENED IN
WASHINGTON!

IT

M-G-M's very proud of last week's

STORY"

World Premiere of "WASHINGTON

festive

right in the Capital itself!

And proud of

the results!
r?

no;

This ballyhoo was heard across the nation and will help launch the picture

throughout America.

Everybody was there and everybody loved M-G-M's grand entertainment.

We

wish you could have seen the turn-out of Washington's top names,

Congressmen,
as

officials,

celebrities,

with Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn

Guest of Honor.

There was a reception

at the

They were attended by an honor guard, each of

to the Palace Theatre.

held a flag of one of the 48
lights, music,

Willard Hotel, from which the guests marched

states.

M-G-M

whom

sent stars from the studio, there were

newsreels and showmanship

"WASHINGTON STORY" has lots to offer of action, youthful romance,
and fun. We put a big show behind its Premiere and at press time, the opening
day's business beats top hits like "Father's Little Dividend"

kind of entertainment the fans go

for.

M-G-M presents "WASHINGTON STORY" starring
Louis Calhern

•

and proves

with Sidney Blackmer

•

Written

Van Johnson
and Directed by

Produced by Do re Schary

•

Patricia

Neal

Robert Pirosh

it's

the

;
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TV

French Pact

TV AND RADIO

(Continued from page 1)
Producers, will leave for New York
by an early plane.
The negotiations were conducted on
the government level with Gerald

with Pinky
TV

that

are

to finance the sale and exploitation
of their films in the U. S., as is being
Both
done for the Italian industry.

U.

Department

State

S.

ABC-TV.

Despite the present apparent
stalemate, it seemed certain the
negotiations could be resumed
at any time in the immediate
future that either side was
ready to present a new proposal, or compromise, which it
felt might warrant discussion
after the just concluded exchange of views. Thus, a new
meeting might be set next week
or the week after.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

anyhow.

.

.

.

TV

.

.

.

TV

Named

Believing that they are another "Marge & Gower Champion,"
Max Liebman has signed the team of Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander
to an exclusive pact for next season's "Your Show of Shows.".
He's
Ever since the recent
due back from Europe late this month.
wholesale exit of so many there, MCA'ers have become jitters-bugs.
Thanks to the Chicago
Just retrenching?? (just asking).
political conventions. Producer-Director Robert Stevens whose CBST Vehicle "Suspense," has been telecast uninterruptedly for 156 consecutive weeks, can snatch himself a two-week vacation. He'll fly to
Europe to relax.
Jack NB Costello. announcer emcee and newscaster, started out as a cub reporter on the St. Paul Dispatch. .
As we go td press there is no reply from Guy Gabrielson to the wire
sent him by NBC prexy Joseph M. McConnell in which he asked the
Republican National Committee to reconsider its decision for (and we
quote Mr. McConnell), "The banning is contrary to the public interests and to the spirit of the First Amendment to the Constitution"
(unquote) (first Amendment, of course, is Freedom of Speech or in
this case Freedom of the Press).
.,

(Continued from page 1)

New York

office.

who

returned recently from
a seven-month assignment in Indonesia and the Philippines, will depart
for Paris later this month to assume
his new duties. The Continental post
has been temporarily filled by Marc
Spiegel and Eugene Van Dee,

MPAA

representatives in Germany and Italy,
respectively, since the resignation last
of Gerald Mayer.
Prior to serving with the

August

DP

Com-

mission, Corkery, from 1945 to 1947
activities in
was director of
the U. S. zone of Austria, and later
served as director of Field Services
of the International Refugee Organization with headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland.

UNRRA
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revealed earlier as a stockholder in a company seeking a station
in Rockford, 111., is also a minority
stockholder in a company which today
applied for a new station in Duluth.
Bing Crosby was revealed as owning
a 47 per cent interest in a film seeking a Spokane
outlet.

TV

Paramount,Scophony
(Continued from page 1)

.

Scophony to suppress anv attemnts bv
Sccphony to achieve technical advances in the radio-television field.
Skiatron president Arthur Levev, a
former Scophony official, was back on
the stand at the hearings today for
further cross-examination bv Porter.
Porter introduced stacks of documents
which he said would show that Scophony was on the verge of bankruptcy
and was being hounded bv creditors

Golden Returning Soon
2.

— Commerce

Department film chief Nathan D.
Golden is scheduled to return to his
desk here in mid- July, after a threemonth tour of European film centers.
Golden, who left on April 16, is
slated to sail from Le Havre on July
12 and arrive in New York on the
18th or 19th. Most recently, he has
been taking part in the Paris negotiations for a new U.S. -French film pact.

when

Paramount

and

GPE

came

along and supplied new funds.

N.

J.

Allied

(Continued from page 1)
tion

with

New

Tersev

Allied's

one-

dav summer outing:' at the BerkeleyCarteret Hotel here that members
Cleveland Council Elects have
besieged him with requests "to
Cleveland, July 2.—The Motion get going" on the anti-tax campaign.
Picture Council of Greater Cleveland
Discussion also centered around
has elected the following new slate of availabilities. Also, the charge was
officers
President,
Mrs. Margaret made that Paramount was asking for
Brown, director of education ©f the "excessive playing time" for "The
Cleveland Museum of Art vice-presi- Greatest Show on Earth."
dent, Virginia Beard, head of the film
Plans for stimulating business durbureau of the public library secretary, ing the summer were examined. It
Ruth Thompson of Young America was agreed that steps should be taken
Films treasurer, Mrs. E. V. Burt, of to encourage greater attendance at
the Lakewood PTA.
theatres bv children.
:

;

;

1/ T«r
|\ AND

who was

;

Washington, July

NEED SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?

N. C. Turner-Farrar Association, Allied with Turner-Farrar Theatres, has
applied for a station at Harrisburg,
111., while Ferguson Theatres, Inc., is
an applicant in Mansfield, Ohio.
Milwaukee exhibitor L. F. Gran,

t.

.

Smith,

.

MCA

TV

in-

sumed.

the

(Continued from page 1)

Look for several DuMont programs to originate at that net's new
studios located at 62nd St. and 3rd Ave. in New York starting in
October. Exec and administration offices will follow gradually.
.
Dick Rubin radio and
exec at
sails tomorrow on the new
liner "United States" to scout new talent and to set up subsequent
After producer Peter
deals. He'll be gone about a month.
Audience-Participation package to Sealy Mattress
Arnell sold his
Co. for Fall presentation via CBS, he discovered he'd forgotten to
include his own salary within the program budget (Peter ain't done
right by Arnell). ....
•"•
•

ternational division, or Eric Johnston, president, might be on the scene
if and when the negotiations are re-

at

Pickford Bid

First episode,
coming "Fu Manchu" series of NBTelecasts.
"The Zayat Kiss," directed by William Cameron Menzies and filmed
in New York, stars Sir Cedric Hardwicke as Inspector Nayland
Smith with John Carradine as "Dr. Fu Manchu" and Colin KeithJohnson as Sir Crichton Davies.

continuation on that bisis involves no change of status and dees
The
not require a new agreement.
companies have about $4,500,000 in
blocked francs here.
was considered possible that
It

position

disseminating information. The conferees said they felt the Commission
is not now authorized to discriminate
against any persons on this ground,
and that therefore the provision was
unnecessary.

Alvy's big little band has provided the music for Conrad Nagel's
Watch
CBSeries, "Celebrity Time." these past four years.
The energetic direcDuMont execs hike Frank Bunetta's salary.
tor of "Cavalcade of Stars" has just nixed a fine offer to move over
Charlie Curran of Times Square Productions, has been
to NBT.
named co-ordinator by Herbert Swope, Jr., producer of the forth.

.

A

Smith's

compromise conference bill.
The final bill would drop a Houseapproved provision to forbid the FCC
from discriminating against an applicant because he owned a newspaper
or other medium for gathering and

.

TV

so they have, essentially, been selling
without an agreement for that length

Smith

.

Alvy West has been named musical director for the new "Bob &
Ray Show'' which will NBTee-off Saturday nite for Alka-Seltzer.

The American companies
June 30,
nave been unable to withdraw any
monies from France for the past year,

MPAA's.

I

•

TV

of films here, despite the
the old agreement expired

of

TV

:

.

There appeared to be no danger of
American industry discontinuing

John McCarthy, head

.

TV

the

of time,

.

has been the subject of hearings on
the
United
Paramount TheatresAmerican Broadcasting Co. merger
and has been broached in connection
with film industry applications for
channels.
Both House and Senate had previously passed differing versions of the
bill. The Senate measure included the
change in the anti-trust provision
the House measure would have left
the present law unchanged. The conferees agreed to the Senate version.
Both House and Senate are expected to approve promptly the new

.

inside stuff
As late as the end of the Crosbyto raise funds* for the U.S. Olympics, the only
one of the four Milwaukee Beer companies (Pabst, Schlitz, Blatz
and Hi-Life) which didn't make a donation was the latter,
despite personal pitch on the program by Lou Costello, who is
Bing also stated that he'd never
sponsored by that outfit.
appearance before, but must've forgotten the special
made a
film for a sequence he made exclusively for a Philco Telecast
two years ago.

are opposed to recognition of
subsidy in any form in the new
agreement.

that

f

.

Have a little
Hope Telethon

and

SIMPP

fact

.

.

•

a

shipments

.

.

FCC

.

.

.

.

.

developed over the French insistence
upon a subsidy in some form, if only

the

anti-trust violations in the radio communications field, and this, of course,
would indirectly decrease the weight
that can be given by the
to antitrust violations in other fields such as

has a dra-

.

stalemate

the

.

License

would be to decrease the weight that
can be given by the FCC to previous

L. CADDIGAN, Production Chief at
matic series lined up for the fall which will introduce a brand new
Series will be scripted by freelance
presentation.
technique in
Ace
writers and will star different personalities each week.
Sportscaster Harry Wismer has traveled more miles to witness and
Mel Allen
describe sporting- events than any other contemporary.
After but four performances, Dennis James' sparkis runner-up.
ling emceeing of "Chance of a Lifetime," has hit a Nielson-sational
rating of 16.5, making it the sixth mofit popular daytime series on

Insist on Subsidy
Indications

WABD

1952

(Continued front page 1)

Herman s^ss^s

AMES

I

Mayer of the American Embassy sitting in for the American motion picture industry, and the American film
representatives present primarily as
observers.

3,

;

Thursday, July

UPT

3,
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Heads Meet on

Product.Promotions

Review

—

"Junction City"

Detroit, July 2. United Paramount
Theatre executives met here this week
to discuss new product for the summer

and the methods of promotion which will be accorded them.
A topic of interest, also, was deand

fall,

velopments in big screen theatre television, and the experiences of theatres
here and elsewhere with the closedchannel telecast last Thursday to thousands of Civil Defense workers in the
first

public

service

program

of

its

kind.

more than

In Detroit

3,000 police-

defense workers were
briefed on procedures in protecting the
public in case of atomic attack.

men and

civil

Discuss

TV

of Fight

In addition, the recent sell-out

TV

Michigan and Palms
theatres here of the Robinson- Maxim
title bout last week in New York were

shows

the

at

5

Shor Renews Suit
Vs.

Attending the sessions were Edward
Hyman, vice-president of United
Paramount and Simon Siegel, comptroller of the corporation, both of

New York
manager

Eugene Street, general
Paramount Theatres,

;

—

Cincinnati, July 2. The S. & S.
Corp., headed by Reuben

Amusement

CHARLES STARRETT

Shor, operating the Twin Drive-in,
only outdoor theatre within the city
limits, has filed suit in U. S. District
Court here against
Pictures,
Midwest Corp. and Cino Theatres of Ohio, seeking an injunction to
restrain them from continuing practices which were said to deprive the
plaintiff from booking first-run product.
The suit also asks for $150,000

once again dons the robes of the Durango Kid.
"Junction City" he has a good deal more plot to work with than
ordinarily.
The tale concerns the efforts of some scheming guardians to
murder their pretty ward. Much of the story, written by Barry Shipman,
is told in flashbacks which are easy to follow and make the film a bit different from standard Durango fare.
Comic Smiley Burnette and stalwart
Jack Mahoney, Durango's long-time pals, also are on hand in major supporting roles.
Pretty Kathleen Case is the ward in question. When she runs away from
her guardians, however, it's Jack Mahoney, an innocent stage driver, who
accused of kidnapping her. While Kathleen hides, the Junction City
is
sheriff jails Mahoney and a hanging is threatened unless Kathleen appears.
Starrett saves the day when he reveals that the supposedly grieving guardians
actually are out to murder the ward and Kathleen is found before any harm
can be done to her or Mahoney. The flashback sub-plot, tells of Kathleen's
childhood when Durango was instrumental in bringing her feuding grandfathers together and securing her rights to a fabulously rich gold mine.
In

The

story

well as

is

told briskly

one from Burnette.

and features a song from the Sunshine Boys as
Colbert Clark produced the picture and Ray

Nazarro directed.
Running time, 54 minutes.

July release.

Final Dedication of 'Caligari,' 'Laugh'
Will Rogers Highway To Be Reissued
Santa Monica,
— Cul- Two top
July
"The Cabinet
Cal.,

minating nine days

2.

silent films,

Dr.

Caligari"
and "The Last
will be reissued by Famous

of

man, of Northio Theatres, Cincinnati.
Host to the group was Earl J. Hudson, president of United Detroit Thea-

Story of Will Rogers," assisted Lt.
Gov. Goodwin Knight, Santa Monica's
Mayor Russell K, Hart and other offi-

Coast terminus of the memoDedication ceremonies were conducted at state borders all along the

tres.

cials in dedicating the

of

RKO

RKO

damages.

in

Similar Action Before
In November, 1951, the papers
the

plaintiff

state,

had released the defen-

dants in a similar action when the
defendants agreed to cease "monopolistic and discriminatory practices," but
the agreement was not lived up to, it
is

General audience classification.

cross-country
ceremonies, the final dedication of the

of

Pictures

(Columbia)

discussed.

L.

RKO

alleged.

charged that
to comply
with the decree of the U. S. District
Court of New York, whereby it was
Additionally,

RKO

it

Midwest has

is

failed

required to dispose of two of its seven
theatres here.
All seven have continued to operate as "a monopolistic
group," the suit alleges.

Laugh"
Poughkeepsie
Ira Epstein, general
manager of Monroe Amusement Co., Will Rogers Highway was conducted Films Productions in their original Extra 'Hall' Shows Sat.
Arthur Krolick, general at Palisades Park here, with state, versions, with new synchronized musiRochester
Radio City Music Hall, which had
manager of Paramount Theatres of civic and screen celebrities participat- cal scores being prepared abro?d. Napreviously announced extra performtional release is scheduled following
Buffalo Ben Rosenberg, general man- ing.
ances of its holiday stage show and.;
Will Rogers, Jr., who portrays his their opening in New York shortly.
ager of Penn-Paramount Corp. of
the film, "Where's Charley?," for FriWilkes Barre, Pa., and Selig Selig- father in Warner Brothers' "The
day, has also scheduled extra per;

;

;

marker for the

Pacific

rial.

2,200-mile highway.

formances and an early opening for
Doors will open on FriSaturday.
day at 8:30 A.M. and on Saturday
at 8:45 A.M.

Notes
From Paramount

Profit

I

I

Our
fall

big

summer and

product

is

music at the boxoffice!

And

it

AUGUST

includes

plenty of tune-filled

hits— one every month,
starting with:

JULY

Sow
m

Paleface
p

starring

Bob Hope, Jane Russell,
Roy Rogers and Trigger
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

OCTOBER
SEPTEMBER

Y

—

.

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

4

Tradewise
By

. .

SHERWIN KANE

— HE

inflated
characteristically
1 prognostications of television
"authorities" are currently in for

—

downanother radical revising
wards, of course.
When the Federal CommunicaApril
tions Commission issued its
14 order lifting the ban on new TV
were

predictions

stations

there

from

corners of the television

all

YORK,

MONDAY, JULY

U.S.A.,

US Quota

Hit

Defaults Again

In

Commons
By

PETER BURNUP

—

Labourite
London, July 6.
M.P.'s returned to their attack on

Film Quota Act defaulters in Comlate last week, goading Peter
Thorneycroft, president of the Board

7,

1952

Can't Afford
Convention on
Theatre Video

Republic 6-Month

Net

Is $379,551

Republic Pictures reports a
net profit of $379,551 after
taxes for the 26-week period
The
ended last April 25.
figure compares with $426,830
for the same period in the
previous year.
The net this year was $794,551 before taxes, compared
with $771,830 for the same
period last year.

Price to Houses for GOP
Show Is 50c Per Seat

mons

arena that "hundreds" of new stations would be on the air by the end of Trade, into revealing that he has
ordered "a substantial number of
of 1952 and "thousands" later.
In the initial period for filing ap- quota prosecutions to be instituted as
soon as possible."
plications for new stations, ended
than
fewer
were
there
Labourite M.P. Stephen
on July 1,
Swingler charged that the
400 new or amended applications
Some 20 circuit operators and inprocedure of the Board of
on file as FCC prepared to start
dustry executives are scheduled to
Trade
in taking recommendaoptimost
The
them.
processing
join in the meeting here tomorrow
tions for prosecution or nonmistic estimates from TV sources
Picture
of the Council of Motion
prosecution of quota defaulters
stations
new
now are that about 25
Organizations' governing committeefrom the Films Council, whose
may be on the air this year.
men and the co-chairmen of the
members include persons conCertainly, there has been no great
COMPO tax committee. The meeting
nected with defaulting theatres,
will get underway at 10' A.M. at the
rush for new station permits' and,
"is an open conspiracy to defy
Hotel Astor.
the law."
as this department pointed out back
Due to be on hand are Julian
in April, the market will not stand
Swingler was especially critical of Brylawski, E. D. Martin, Alfred
staadditional
any huge number of
Loew's Empire Theatre here, which Starr, Robert E. Bryant, Oscar Doob,
tions and still yield a profit to
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 2)
broadcasters. No doubt several hun-

20 Will Attend Tax

MeetHereTomorrow

:

dred more can make a living. But
add "thousands" of new TV stations and you have financial chaos
in that industry.

theatres
Television - equipped
throughout the country, facing,
along with thousands of other theatres

the

competition of the free

home telecasts of proceedings this
week at the Republican National Convention in Chicago, will be unable
to pick up the telecasts without paying for them.

The television pool for the
convention coverage wants 50
cents per seat from any theatre
that takes the free-for-homeTV telecasts off the air waves
or cables.

The charge
exhibitors

equipment

effectively thwarts those

with

large

who had any

TV

screen
idea of using

for a tune-in on the Chicago proceedings, along with their regular film
Many had hoped that
programs.
might be possible and had toyed tentatively with putting on their screens
(Continued on page 3)
it

Earned Planners Named for
$6,300,000 Abroad
Allied Convention
London,
— British films Chicago, July —Jack Kirsch, Actors Get More for
July
earned for their producers £2,250,000 president of Allied Theatres of
foreign markets
($6,300,000)
nois and general chairman of the forthFilm
19S0, Peter Thorneycroft, Board of coming Allied States national con- Re -Televising
U. K. Films

.

6.

6.

Illi-

in

the cryptic and uninformFROM statement
of the industry

ative
arbitration conferees at the conclusion of their two and one-half days
of meetings here last week it was
impossible to tell whether or not it
was being demonstrated that a few

individuals are capable of reaching
agreement more rapidly than could

a large number.

Trade

told the House of
reply to a question.
added that 1950 is the first year
(Continued on page 3)

president,

Commons

He

in

in

vention, to be held at the Morrison
Hotel, here, November 17-19, at the
weekend announced the names of
(Continued on page 3)

Congress Prober to Coast
Tomorrow on Trade Inquiry
—

Walter Shirley
Address NTFC Weds.

were doomed to disappointment by the committee's uncom-

future,

municative statement.

for, for the first time, in the
collective bargaining contract between
Screen Actors Guild, Alliance of

provided

It was the first time the new
committee of 10 had convened and
By J. A. OTTEN
relieved the large and unwieldy
Arbitration Conference which pre6.
Washington, July
An investigator for the Senate Small Business
ceded it of the burden of drafting Committee flies to Los Angeles on Tuesday to start the Committee's fullan industry arbitration plan. It had scale investigation of industry trade practices.
been hoped that greater harmony
William D. Amis is the man who is going to conduct the investigation
and more rapid progress might be
on the West Coast, and in the other
achieved by reducing the number of
to cities which the Committee has tentatively set as "sore spots," from which
architects around the board.
exhibitor complaints have been reGranted that too much in the way
ceived.
The West Coast investigation
from
expected
Commissioner
Walter
Shirley,
be
T.
cannot
results
of
is first on the list because the Comtwo and one-half days of meetings, of Commerce and Motion Picture and mittee was
impressed with the lengthy
York
the many in the industry who were Television Coordinator for New

looking for a progress report from
the new streamlined drafting committee with special interest, because
of the hope it might offer for the

—

Hollywood, July 6. Added payment to actors for re-televising entertainment films made for television is

Guest Speaker at the brief submitted by the Southern CaliNational Television Film Council's fornia Theatre Owners Association.
Gillis W. Long, Committee counfourth anniversary luncheon meeting
at the Warwick Hotel on Wednesday, sel, will supervise the investigation
He is slated to
by remote control.
it was announced by Melvin L. Gold,
spend the next six months serving
NTFC president.
Shirley, who is sparking a move in on the House Campaign Expenditures
City, will be the

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 3)

Television Film Producers, and other
independent producers aggregating 80
per cent of the present telefilm proit
was announced at the
duction,

weekend.

The contract, the first ever negotiated governing wages and conditions
for actors in television entertainment
films, takes effect July 21 and runs
three years.

Harvey Resigns from

ITO Presidency
San Francisco, July 6.
Rotus Harvey, president of
the Western Theatre Owners,
has resigned his dual post of
president of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Northern
California. His stated reason
for resigning was because of
his WTO and other activities.

)

Monday, July
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NPA

Ups Allotments of
Copper and Aluminum

Personal
Mention
LC.don MONTGOMERY
Briwa

and El-

Washington,

6.

July

— Most manufacturers of

film

and theatre equip-

copper and aluminum allotments for the third
day for New Orleans after several quarter increased, and will get fourth quarter allotments at the same
days of conferences with home office high third quarter rate, the National Production Authority revealed.
sales executives on their new film
Steel supplies, however, remain an
buying and booking organization in
F.

•

here yester-

left

ment have had

unknown

that city.

NPA

•

their

quantity.

announced that firms would

be able in the third quarter to use
Jr.,
Ens. Levere C.
50 per cent of their pre-Korean
about
and Mrs. Montgomery are parents of
copper consumption and about 55 per
Maat
born
Anne,
Leah
daughter,
a
cent of their "pre-Korean aluminum
rine Hospital, Staten Island, last week.
This compares with earlier
usage.
Ens. Montgomery is the son of L. C.
limits of 35 per cent to 40' per cent
and
film
Orleans
Montgomery, New
on copper in the third quarter and
theatre executive.
Fourth
45 per cent on aluminum.
•
consumption will be at about
assistant to quarter

Montgomery,

.

William Zimmerman,

RKO

sales vice-president Robert Mochrie, will leave here for Hous-

Radio

ton today.

Hyman,

vice-president
of United Paramount Theatres, has
returned here from Detroit and Des
L.

Moines.
•

Winckler,

Reavis

Jerry Fairbanks,

Inc.,

publicist

for

•
D.

wood from New York.
•

Chapman, assistant
E. Walker
general manager of Royal Amusement
Co. of Honolulu, is in San Francisco
August

NPA

level,

Revise

1.

State Reports Col. in
Capital Reduction

Upward Again

said

Y., July 6.— Columbia
Pictures Corp. filed a certificate with
the Secretary of State showing elimi-

nation of 7,451 shares of $4.25 cumulative preferred stock and a reduction
of capital from $17,609,306.91 to $17,126,778.91.

number

of shares is hence1,063,714 shares without
par value classified, so that 63,714 remain $4.25 cumulative preferred and
one million common.
total

had increased

it

the amount of copper alloted to the
film: division for parcelling out to industry firms in the current three
months from 1,162,000 pounds to 1,284,000 pounds. Initial fourth quarter
allotment will be 1,276,000 pounds,
possibility of

a

upward

later

revision.
The film division's final third quarter allotment of aluminum has been

3,268,000 pounds from an
allotment of 2,900,000 pounds.
The initial allotment for the fourth
quarter is 3,101,000 pounds.
Companies will be allowed to place
advance fourth quarter orders for 80
per cent of their third quarter steel
initial

forth set at

New York

Variety

Plans an Outing

to formulate plans for a

New York

Variety Club Tent No. 35 outing to
be held late in August.

Senate Approves
Crowe Judgeship
Washington, July

6.

—The

Senate

has confirmed President Truman's
nomination of Guthrie F. Crowe as
U. S. District Court Judge for the
Canal Zone. Crowe has been for the
past several years president of the
Kentucky Association of Theatre

Owners.

Newsreel
Parade
f^QP
vJ"

prc-convention events and the
U. S. Army tank are current newsreel highlights. Other items

new

include sports,

human

and personalities

interest stories
the news. Com-

in

plete contents follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,
of

Hawaiian

tank. Moving
chariot racing.

volcano.

day
Cure

for
for

NEWS OF THE

No. 55— Eruption
shows new
monkeys. Diving,

Army

backseat driving.

DAY,

No. 28^-GOP
convention curtain-raiser. Attempt on life
of Rhee. U. S. tank. Queen Elizabeth in
highway.
Aerial
Venezuela
Scotland.
thriller. Monkey land. Badminton. Chariot

of
Motion
Picture
Association
America and Society of Independent race.
Motion Picture Producers officials
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 32— Army
here expressed no undue concern shows new tank. Queen Elizabeth in Scot-

over the disruption of talks, due to a
stalemate reached late last week in
the negotiations for a new film import
remittance
and
agreement
with
France.
The talks, it was pointed out, are
being conducted on the government
level and can be resumed at any time

by French and American government
officials in Washington.
The situation does not call for the presence of
American industry representatives except as observers, it was stated. Thus,
should the government principals succeed in advancing the negotiations
later on, the American industry representatives could return to the scene.
Alfred W. Crown of Samuel Gold-

wyn

Productions, who represented
conferences, returned
from Paris by plane

SIMPP at the
to New York

land. Theatres linked in Civil Defense demonstration. Date with a cyclist. Convention
fever in Chicago.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. Z7-B—Henry

Krejewski, a "dark horse." Riots before
Korean assembly. America's newest weapons revealed. Royalty visits Northern provinces. Olympic torch marathon begins.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
U. S. Army tank.
ding in Arkansas.
zuela. Shipboard
tryouts.

Monkey
fashions.

— New

No.

575

land.

Twin wed-

New highway

VeneOlympic diving
in

WARNER

PATHE NEWS. No. 94— GOP
convention activities. Typhoon floods Japanese coast. Army's new tanks. Queen
Elizabeth in Scotland. Venezuela highway.
Daredevil riders. Monkey hunt. Diving.

Harvey Outlines
3-Point Program

A

Thursday.

last

Tax Meeting

Rotus Harvey, president of Western
Dates for area premieres of "King Theatre Owners, "if thousands of
Kong" have now been set for the en- theatres are to be saved to give livetire country, Robert Mochrie, RKO
lihood to many thousands of theatre
Radio sales vice-president, disclosed.
owners and employes, and saved to
Philadelphia gets the lead-off spot on
keep revenues flowing to the pro-

NPA

(

Continued from page

Henderson

Richey,

1

Sam

Rosen,

Harry Brandt, Chris F. Pfister, Ben
Marcus, Emanuel Frisch, Sam GilMartin
Johnson,
J.
Nate Yamins, Abe Berenson
and Rotus Harvey.
Allen

lette,

Mullin,

The meeting is designed to bring
about the completion of plans for the
industry's

campaign for repeal

of the

20 per cent Federal admission tax.
governing committeeThe

COMPO

men are Samuel Pinanski, Trueman
T. Rembusch and Al Lichtman. Pre-

July

point

12.

On

July 16 "King Kong" will open
in Boston, Buffalo, Albany, New Haven, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle

and Salt Lake

City.

On

scheduled for Denver.
Also late in July it will open in Washington.
Memphis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Sioux Falls follow on August 6, and two days later
will break across Canada.
it
It is
July

30

it

is

New York

set for

men

August 20, and St .Louis,
Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha and

of the tax committee.

Orleans,
City on

Atlanta,

on August 12

;

New

Oklahoma

Dallas,

Charlotte later in the month.

Walter Shirley
{Continued from page 1)
behalf of a television film production
center in New York, will speak on
"New York The Television Film
Production Center of the World".

—

Mann to Europe on
New Film Deals

Para. Winners

End
—

Visit

Hollywood, July 6. Seven Paramount branch managers, winners of
the "Y. Frank Freeman ChampionContest,"
have wound up a
week's stay in Hollywood, their reward for placing first in their respective sales division in the contest to
obtain maximum bookings fo>r the
ship

—

July 6. A threepresented in the
latest issue of Exhibitors Digest by

San Francisco,

All Area Premieres
Now Set for 'Kong'

siding at the meeting will be Col. H.
A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chair-

Edward Fabian has been named
chairman of a committee consisting of
Marvin Kirsch, Martin Kornbluth,
Edward Lachman and Ira Meinhardt

1952

This limit is
said.
allotments,
due to the steel strike, and could be
increased later.

Albany, N.

The

said.

Burrows, Monogram- boosted to

Allied Artists executive vice-president
and treasurer, has returned to Holly-

until

May

becomes pub- with a

licity-promotion director for Filmcraft
as of todav.

George

same

The agency

•

Edward

the

Franco -US Impasse
Seen Not Serious

7,

program

is

ducers."

The

first

step,

he

said,

is

to

work

toward the repeal of the 20 per cent
admission tax. The tax is the difference between profit and loss for thousands of theatres, he added.
"Secondly, ways and means must
be found to stop 'multiple runs'." He
said running the same picture in a
number of theatres in the same area
at the same time "has done more to
ruin the business than any other
single

factor."

Cited by Harvey as the third point
was the need for incentive selling and
freedom to book.

Attended 20th 's
Eidophor Showings
5,000

More than 5,000 persons witnessed
20th Century-Fox's recent series of
26 demonstrations of Eidophor here,
it was revealed by. the company.

Urban

New

In
Post
summer. The winners were
John
Moore, Boston
Ed Chumley, JackGasper Urban, formerly office manM.
president
Mann's sonville; Ulrik Smith, Philadelphia; ager-head booker of the Paramount
Mann,
of
Theatre Service, will arrive in New Don
Hicks,
Des Moines
Buck branch in Boston, has been assigned
York on Thursday en route to a two Weaver, Oklahoma City H. Neal temporarily to the Charlotte branch
months European trip during which East, San Francisco Robert Murphy, in the same position, following his
he will seek product.
Vancouver.
discharge from the Marines.
San Francisco,

July

6.

—George

:

;

;

;

;
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Motion Picture Daily

Hit Quota

Review

{Continued from page 1)
he termed

the

"most

notorious de-

faulter" that has not been prosecuted.

The Parliamentary quota

are
LeftWing studio unions here which are
busily engaged in a campaign to create an anti-American atmosphere in
advance of the coming governmental
friends

and mouthpieces

critics

of the

monetary agreement talks governing
remittances for American films.
Their campaign in Commons is expected to be intensified with the next
likely step being a demand that the
government deal with the U. S. State
Department, rather than with American film industry representatives, following the current example of the
French government, when the talks
on the new pact open here next

month.

Another anticipated political demand
Left-Wing unions is expected
to be one for full employment of studio technicians whether justified by
of the

the production potential or not.

Swingler

asked

how

many

cases of quota defaults Thorneycroft had decided to prosecute where prosecution was not
recommended by the Films
Council.
Asserting that six
members of the Council are
associated with companies some
of whose theatres did not meet
their quota in 1950 and 1951,
Thorneycroft said he always
considers the Council's advice
very carefully and finds it very
valuable, but that the responsibility for prosecution of defaulters is entirely his.

"Fearless Fagan"

defaulting theatres be
the Council.
Thorneycroft retorted he didn't accept the Opposition's description of
the Council, which consists of 22
members, seven of whom are independents.
He said he doesn't think
changes in the Council are necessary,
adding that it is part of the Council's
procedure that members of its defaults
committee withdraw during the consideration of cases in which they have
a personal
interest,
and that such
members take no part in the subsequent discussion of the cases by the
full Council.
of

A SPRIGHTLY COMEDY
The

title

Congress Probe

Can't Afford Convention

;

Karl Macdonald's Father
Wallace A. Macdonald, 87, father
Karl Macdonald, vice-president of

The Committee's plan

many

business

cupy exhibitors' minds, he said.
If it runs a "normal course," the
Republican convention won't offer the

of the Republican goingssuch as General MacArthur's
keynote address tonight, that of HerHoover, the last Republican
bert
President and the only living U. Stomorrow night, and
ex-President,
any dramatic developments of the
balloting later in the week.
large
familiar
with
Exhibitors

TV

TV
TV

exhibitors, small and
appear resigned to facing
tough competition this week,
and again the week of July 21
when the Democratic National
Convention gets under way.
Many who anticipated it have
arranged the strongest possible
bookings for both weeks and
are going all-out on exploitation activities in an effort to
capture all but the dyed-in-thewool TV addict.

Most

large,

in the fact that

political

proceedings

will

day, can pick a Presidential candidate on an early ballot this week, theatre business is not going to suffer to
any appreciable degree from the home
television coverage of the event, in the
opinion of many circuit executives

in

localities

will

oc-

—

the movies,"

'TV

showmen

"the

said.

mittee

investigations

did

to

theatre

distributors'

side

of

the

case."

Long and Amis had a lengthy threehour session last week with Maurice

City'

Planned by

Louis

Amusement

Silverman, anti-trust division attorney

working on the Paramount consent
decrees, and got an exhaustive briefSt.
ing on the Paramount case and the
St. Louis, July 6.
The St. Louis
Amusement Co. has announced its current industry situation.

—

intention of converting the St. Louis
Theatre into the "nucleus of a television city." Hence, the company has
refiled its application for
channel
No. 11 pursuant to the ruling of the

TV

Federal Communications Commission
requiring all applicants to refile by
July 1.
Edward B. Arthur, president of the
company, said
"We will use a 50
kilowatt transmitter, and will utilize
:

A

RCA

equipment in our operation.
500-foot tower will be erected behind
the Theatre building, with a 12-bay
antenna which will enable us to take
advantage of full allowable effective
radiated power."

Johnson Amnesia Victim

—

reportedly being a victim' of amnesia.

in

;

—

vices will be held early this week.

Therefore, as one executive put it,
died "a lot of exhibitors' fingers are going
Cal. to be crossed" as the convention gets

;

;

and Minneapolis or Omaha.
The Small Business Committee
functions on a more or less bi-partisan
basis, and plans for the probe are not
eral opinion.
Only the ballotting for likely to be affected by any change in
President
and Vice-President will the make-up of the Senate.
Long said he did not know how long
captivate radio and TV audiences, for
Amis
would be on the West Coast or
little else at political conventions has
in any of the other cities, since this
the galvanic effect of such voting, thewould depend on how the investigation
atremen contend.
Thus if the race between General goes in each place.
After the .exhibitor hearings around
Eisenhower and Senator Taft is resolved
Wednesday the country are finished, there will
early by,
say,
probably be hearings in Washington
afternoon normal summertime theatre business should prevail.
If,
on for testimony from the Justice Department and other Government offithe other hand, a long, drawn-out balcials, Long said.
Then there will be
lotting battle develops, "people aren't
hearings here or in New York to get
going to be thinking about going to

Macdonald left for his father's home underway.
Memories of what the
Mesa, Arizona where funeral ser- telecasts of the Kefauver Crime Com-

Warner Brothers International,
Wednesday in San Diego,

last

here.

lists

kind of "entertainment" that kept so
many thousands glued to their TV
sets during testimony of witnesses before the Kefauver group, was the gen-

Toronto, July 6. Missing since
August, 40-year-old Ken Johnson,
former manager of the Odeon Theatre,
London, Qnt, turned up at the Toronto home of his mother-in-law and
is undergoing hospital treatment after

of

for investigathese cities in
the following order: Los Angeles, for
the lead-off probe and hearings; Chicago next then Atlanta or New Orleans
New York Washington, D. C,

and hearings

tions

some part

which such figures are available
special campaigns were
and that 1951 figures are not complete Bookings and
designed by many with an eye to that
yet.
the hope of offsetting
Thorneycroft said that excluding patronage in
the indicated loss of customers in the
British films made by American subolder age brackets during the weeks
sidiaries here, 10 British films have
in question.
been given bookings on American
If the convention, which opens totheatre circuits in the last three years,
namely, two in 1949 two in 1950 and
six in 1951.

Chicago Next

on,

be of
only passing interest to the teen-age
and early 20's age groups which form
so large a segment of their patronage.

for

situation."

{Continued from page 1)

the

{Continued from page 1)

— Both

proved the conference report
has been worked out of a real-life incident in
on legislation to overhaul the
derives from a pet circus lion of the same
Federal Communications Act,
name. When its master is inducted into the Armed Forces a knotty problem
clearing the bill for the Presiarises of how to dispose of the domesticated king of the beasts.
The story
dent.
is quite funny and has a strong novel appeal, although, in time the idea
begins to thin.
Shapely Janet Leigh, playing an entertainer visiting Army
camps, is the name for the marquee, with Carleton Carpenter playing the
lead opposite her as the unsophisticated master of the pet.
When Carpenter receives his call to service he weighs the alternative of
giving his pet to a zoo or selling it. Neither seems satisfactory so Carpenter
{Continued from page 1)
secretes the lion in a caged automobile and takes it off with him to an army
post.
All the imaginable confusion and fear does happen when the presence Committee, and will not actually go
of the animal is detected, and the screenplay by Charles Lederer milks it for to the Coast or to any of the other
cities on the Committee list. Howmany laughs.
As usual, Keenan Wynn, top sergeant, turns in a strong and affecting ever, he has worked over the program
Presently it with Amis and will keep in constant
characterization that provide some of the film's best laughs.
becomes the problem of the Army to find a home for the lion and this in- touch with him.
Long said present plans were for
The whirligig churns round and round and the
volves considerable doings.
When all seems lost, in steps Amis to conduct on-the-spot investisituation grows darker and darker for Fagan.
Miss Leigh, now in love with Carpenter, and she offers the pet a luxurious gations in six or seven cities during
Stanley Donen directed the next few months, and to have
berth in her Hollywood mansion for the duration.
things all lined up for hearings in
and Edwin H. Knopf produced.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. For August each of the cities early next year, posMandel Herbstman sibly starting in January. He said
release.
he doubted any hearings will be held
before then, "because of the political
"Fearless Fagan."

They take comfort

U. K. Films Gross

6.

House and Senate have ap-

know that they can't sell
screen
what's being given away, so they
can't boost their admission prices to
pool's charge for the
cover the
telecasts from Chifree home
cago.
If they absorb the charge, the
net result would be as bad, or worse,
reon their books than the probable loss
of patronage of the stay-at-homes.

moved from

Overhauling

Washington, July

{M etro-Goldwyn-Moyer)

Swingler
then
suggested
that
Thorneycroft
either
disregard
the
Council's recommendations or ask its
members connected with defaulting
circuits to resign.
Another Labourite, Woodrow Wyatt, demanded that
the people concerned with manage-

ment

Okay

Communications Act

last

Allied Convention
{Continued from page 1)

members of the committees set up to
handle the event. He said it promises
to be the largest industry convention ever held as a result of running
concurrently with the Theatre Equipment Dealers and Theatre Equipment
Supply
Manufacturers'
Association
conventions and trade show.
Local industry members appointed
by Kirsch to head the various committes are S. J. Papas, chairman, and
Arthur
Schoenstadt,
vice-chairman
yearbook; Richard Salkin, chairman,
entertainment; Bruce Trinz, chair:

man, publicity; Arthur Sass, chairman, reception and registration; Jack
Rose, chairman, special events and
Sam Krimstein, chairman, decorations.
Wives of members of Allied of
Illinois will serve on a women's committee to arrange a program of activities' and events for wives accompanying members to the convention.

PARAMOUNT

writes this fact

r

i

It
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CUTIS'

AND SPEAKING OF

Color by

AWARDS

TECHNICOLOR

J

Photoplay Magazine
Achievement Award

Starring

Parents' Magazine

CORNEL WILDE

•

has awarded boxoffices

up to 600% of normal
business in pre-release
dates, Boxoffice Magazine
reports. There has never
been a grosser like it —
anywhere — any time!

Cecil B. DeMille's

BETTY HUTTON

and white:

in black

OWL jfe %rtr CjMdfc

"iKedg^

I

down

Medal

Seventeen Magazine Plaque

CHARLTON HESTON DOROTHY LAMOUR
•

GLORIA GRAHAME
with

hd

HENRY WILCOXON LYLE BETTGER LAWRENCE" TIERNEY
EMMETT KELLY CUCCIOLA ANTOINETTE CONCELLO
•

•

•

and

Christian Herald

•

JAMES STEWART

Award

Southern California
M. P. Council Award

Hollywood Foreign
Correspondents Award
Exhibitor Magazine Laurel

Award
Advertising Club of Los Angeles
Produced and Directed by

Story by

B.

DeMILLE

& Bailey
FRANK, BARRE LYNDON and THEODORE

Produced with the cooperation
Screenplay by FREDRIC M.

CECIL

of Ringling

Bros.-Barnum

Award
Circus
ST.

JOHN

FREDRIC M. FRANK, THEODORE ST. JOHN and FRANK CAVETT

Consolidated Freightways

Award
Golden Peanut Award
Volunteers of America

Award

Cine Review Award
Greenfield-Ashfield, Mass.,

Award

Swan, Iowa, Citation
Foreign Press of Hollywood

Award

— and

more honors daily

.

Trade shows and

sneak

previews have established
it

as the biggest for the

biggest team

in

show

busi-

ness! Full of fast fun

musical

—

production num-

bers and a terrific score
of hit songs

"Top

. .

laugh-gettei

to date!"

for

the

team

— Hollywood Reporter

"Should outgross

all

their other

pictures."

"Will

— Showmen's

Trade Review

literally

audiences in

roll

— Variety

the aisles."

"Sure-fire seat-selling attraction!'

— Boxoflice
"Will create boxoffice

pandemonium."

— M. P. Herald

"Never enjoyed Martin & Lewis
as much!"
P. Daily

—M

"Surefire returns in every play-

— Daily

date."

ALSO

Variety

IN JULY: W. Somerset Maugham's Mass Appeal Hit

"ENCORE"

when

they're in love!

...the wonderful

comedy about

the foolish things people sometimes do

*BLACK MARIAS*
LIGHTED THE INFANT FILM
INDUSTRY BY LITERALLY
FOLLOWING THE SUN.

NAMED AFTER AN

EPfSON

ORIGINALDESIGN £U/LT IN

1893, THIS REVOLVING STUDIO
PROVIDED A SHED FOR THE

CAMERA/ AND METAL FRAMES
TO WHICH SCENERY
WAS ATTACHED.

WWam ammi? ^

OF ^NATIONAi/7 CAR&ON ARCS
&ROUGHT VIRTUAL EMANCIPAT/ON
FROM THE SUN FOR STUDIO LIGHTING.
WHOLE MINIATURE CITIES LIKE THIS
set for UNIVERSAL'^
v
BWADWAy*ci929) were ughtbd
by ^national/7 carbon arcs.

BOX OFFICE VP
RECENT SURVEYS SHOW THAT
ONE THIRD OF ALL THEATRE
SCREENS HAVE
NOTICEABLY
IMPERFECT SIDE- t
TO-CENTER LIGHT 1
DISTRIBUTION* I

HOW ABOUT
YOURS?

*Report on Screen Brightness Committee Theatre Survey,
Journal SMPTE, September, 1951.

THE "NATIONAL" CARBON ARC
The term "National"

is

...

NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN

a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A
GET IN THE

— SAVE

SCRAP FOR

DEFENSE

YOUR COPPER DRIPPINGS!

Division of Union Carbide

30 East 42nd Street,
District Sales Offices: Atlanta,

IN

CANADA:

and Carbon Corporation

New York

17,

Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,

New

New

York

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

.

VOL.

f

72.

NO.

NEW
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

.

KANE

THE
prognostications

inflated
characteristically
television
of
"authorities" are currently in for

—

downanother radical revising
wards, of course.
When the Federal Communications Commission issued its April
14 order lifting the ban on new TV
stations

from

all

were predictions
there
corners of the television

arena that "hundreds" of new stawould be on the air by the end
of 1952 and "thousands" later.
In the initial period for filing applications for new stations, ended
on July 1, there were fewer than
400 new or amended applications
on file as FCC prepared to start
processing them. The most optimistic estimates from TV sources
now are that about 25 new stations
may be on the air this year.
Certainly, there has been no great
rush for new station permits and,
as this department pointed out back
in April, the market will not stand

tions

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, JULY

US Quota

Hit

.

YORK,

Defaults Again

Commons

In

By PETER

BURNUP

—

London, July
M.P.'s returned to their attack on
6.

Labourite

Film Quota Act defaulters in Commons late last week, goading Peter
Thorneycroft, president of the Board
Trade, into revealing that he has
ordered "a substantial number of
quota prosecutions to be instituted as
soon as possible."
of

Labourite M.P. Stephen
Swingle r charged that the
procedure of the Board of
Trade in taking recommendafor prosecution or nonprosecution of quota defaulters
from the Films Council, whose
members include persons connected with defaulting theatres,
"is an open conspiracy to defy
the law."

tions

7,

TEN CENTS

1952

Republic 6-Month

Net

Is $379,551

Republic Pictures reports a
net profit of $379,551 after
taxes for the 26-week period
The
ended last April 25.
figure compares with $426,830
for the same period in the
previous year.
The net this year was $794,551 before taxes, compared
with $771,830 for the same
period last year.

20 Will Attend Tax

MeetHereTomorrow

—

the cryptic and uninformative statement of the industry
arbitration conferees at the conclusion of their two and one-half days
of meetings here last week it was
impossible to tell whether or not it
was being demonstrated that a few
individuals are capable of reaching

agreement more rapidly than could
a large number.
It

was the

first

time the

new

atres

the

competition of the free

home telecasts of proceedings this
week at the Republican National Convention in Chicago, will be unable
to pick up the telecasts without paying for them.

Some 20

circuit operators and inThe television pool for the
executives are scheduled to
convention coverage wants 50
tomorrow
join in the meeting here
cents per seat from any theatre
Picture
of the Council of Motion
that takes the free-for-homeOrganizations' governing committeeTV telecasts off the air waves
men and the co-chairmen of the
or cables.
tax committee. The meeting
10'
the
A.M. at
will get underway at
The charge effectively thwarts those
Hotel Astor.
exhibitors
large
with
screen
Due to be on hand are Julian equipment who had any idea of using
Martin, Alfred it for a tune-in on the Chicago proD.
Brylawski, E.
Starr, Robert E. Bryant, Oscar Doob, ceedings, along with their regular film

COMPO

TV

(Continued on page 2)

6.
London,
British
films
July
earned for their producers £2,250,000
($6,300,000) in foreign markets in
1950, Peter Thorneycroft, Board of

Trade

president, told the House of
in reply to a question.
added that 1950 is the first year

Commons

He

(Continued on page 3)

Congress Prober to Coast
Tomorrow on Trade Inquiry
I

—

Walter Shirley
Address NTFC Weds.

National Television Film Council's
Gillis W. Long, Committee counanniversary luncheon meeting
Warwick Hotel on Wednesday, sel, will supervise the investigation
He is slated to
by remote control.
it was announced by Melvin L. Gold,
spend the next six months serving
NTFC president.
Shirley, who is sparking a move in on the House Campaign Expenditures
fourth
at the

(Continued on page 2)

programs.
Many had hoped that
might be possible and had toyed tentatively with putting on their screens
(Continued on page 3)

—

Chicago, July 6. Jack Kirsch,
president of Allied Theatres of Illinois and general chairman of the forthcoming Allied States national convention, to be held at the Morrison
Hotel, here, November 17-19, at the
weekend announced the names of
(Continued on page 3)

committee of 10 had convened and
relieved the large and unwieldy
By J. A. OTTEN
Arbitration Conference which preWashington, July 6. An investigator for the Senate Small Business
ceded it of the burden of drafting Committee flies to Los Angeles on Tuesday to start the Committee's fullan industry arbitration plan. It had scale investigation of industry trade practices.
been hoped that greater harmony
William D. Amis is the man who is going to conduct the investigation
and more rapid progress might be
on the West Coast, and in the other
achieved by reducing the number of
to cities which the Committee has tentatively set as "sore spots," from which
architects around the board.
exhibitor complaints have been reGranted that too much in the way
Walter T. Shirley, Commissioner ceived. The West Coast investigation
of results cannot be expected from
is first on the list because the Comtwo and one-half days of meetings, of Commerce and Motion Picture and
mittee
was impressed with the lengthy
York
the many in the industry who were Television Coordinator for New
City, will be the Guest Speaker at the brief submitted by the Southern Calilooking for a progress report from
fornia Theatre Owners Association.
the new streamlined drafting committee with special interest, because
of the hope it might offer for the
future, were doomed to disappointment by the committee's uncommunicative statement.

Television - equipped
theatres
throughout the country, facing,
along with thousands of other the-

dustry

Films Earned Planners Named for
Abroad
Allied Convention

FROM

Price to Houses for GOP
Show Is 50c Per Seat

:

Swingler was especially critical of
any huge number of additional sta- Loew's Empire Theatre here, which
tions and still yield a profit to
(Continued on page 3)
broadcasters. No doubt several hundred more can make a living. But U. K.
add "thousands" of new TV stations and you have financial chaos $6,300,000
in that industry.

Can't Afford
Convention on
Theatre Video

(Continued on page 3)

HOLLYWOOD, July

6.

—In

a

collective bargaining
contract between Screen
Actors Guild, Alliance of
Television Films Producers and other independent producers aggregating 80 per cent of present
telefilm production, added payment to actors for
re-televising entertainment films is for the
first time provided for,
it was disclosed here at
the weekend.
SAN FRANCISCO, July 6.—
Western Theatre Owners
president Rotus Harvey
has resigned his dual post
of president of the Independent Theatre Owners of
Northern California, reportedly because of his
WTO and other business
activities.

Motion Picture Daily

2

NPA

Ups Allotments Of
Copper and Aluminum

Personal
Mention
LC.don

MONTGOMERY

•

F.

day for

New

Monday, July

Washington,

and El-

July

6.

— Most manufacturers

/^OP

of film

pre-convention events and the
U. S. Army tank are current nevi'srecl highlights. Other items

new

and theatre equip-

left here yester- ment have had their copper and aluminum allotments for the third
Orleans after several quarter increased, and will get fourth quarter allotments
at the same
days of conferences with home office
high third quarter rate, the National Production Authority revealed.
film
their
new
executives
on
sales
Steel supplies, however, remain an
buying and booking organization in

unknown

Montgomery, New Orleans

film

and

theatre executive.

•

William Zimmerman,

RKO

assistant to

sales vice-president Robert Mochrie, will leave here for Hous-

Radio

ton today.

per cent to 40 per cent
on copper in the third quarter and
Fourth
45 per cent on aluminum.
quarter consumption will be at about
said.
the same level,
of 35

limits

NPA

May

Revise

Upward Again

becomes pub-

The agency said it had Increased
the amount of copper alloted to the
film division for parcelling out to industry firms in the current three
months from 1,162,000 pounds to 1,284,000 pounds. Initial fourth quarter
allotment will be 1,276,000 pounds,
with a possibility of a later upward

licity-promotion director for Filmcraft
as of today.

revision.
The film division's final third quar-

•

Edward

Hyman,

vice-president
of United Paramount Theatres, has
returned here from Detroit and Des
L.

Moines.
•

Reavis

Winckler,

Jerry Fairbanks,

George

D.

Inc.,

publicist

for

wood from New York.
•
E. Walker Chapman, assistant
general manager of Royal Amusement
Co. of Honolulu, is in San Francisco
until

August

1.

initial allotment of 2,900,000 pounds.
The initial allotment for the fourth
quarter is 3,101,000 pounds.
Companies, will be allowed to place
advance fourth quarter orders for 80
per cent of their third quarter steel

allotments,

NPA

due to the

steel

said.

strike,

This limit

is

State Reports Col. in
Capital Reduction

{Continued front page 1)

—

Albany, N. Y., July 6. Columbia
Pictures Corp. filed a certificate with
the Secretary of State showing elimination of 7,451 shares of $4.25 cumulative preferred stock and a reduction
of capital from $17,609,306.91 to $17,126,778.91.

number

of shares is hence1,063,714 shares without
par value classified, so that 63,714 remain $4.25 cumulative preferred and
one million common.
total

forth set at

Henderson
Richey,
Sam
Rosen,
Harry Brandt, Chris F. Pfister, Ben
Marcus, Emanuel Frisch, Sam Gillette,
Martin
Allen
Johnson,
J.
Mullin, Nate Yamins, Abe Berenson
and Rotus Harvey.

The meeting is designed to bring
about the completion of plans for the
The

men

New York

Variety

Plans an Outing
Edward Fabian

has

been

campaign for repeal

industry's

20 per cent

T.

of the

Federal admission tax.
governing committee-

COMPO

Samuel Pinanski, Trueman
Rembusch and Al Lichtman. Preare

siding at the meeting will be Col. H.
A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the tax committee.

named

chairman of a committee consisting of
Marvin Kirsch, Martin Kornbluth,
Edward Lachman and Ira Meinhardt

(Continued from page 1)

New

to formulate plans for a
York
Variety Club Tent No. 35 outing to

be held late in August.

behalf of a television film production
center in New York, will speak on
"New York The Television Film
Production Center of the World".

—

Senate Approves
Crowe Judgeship
Washington, July 6.—The Senate
has confirmed President Truman's
nomination of Guthrie F. Crowe as
U. S. District Court Judge for the
Canal Zone. Crowe has been for the
past several years president of the
Kentucky Association of Theatre

MOVIETONE NEWS,

Mann to Europe on
New Film Deals
San Francisco,

—George

Hawaiian

of

tank. Moving'
chariot racing.

volcano.

day
Cure

No. 55— Eruption

Army shows new

for
for

monkeys.

Diving,
backseat driving.

NEWS

OF THE DAY, No. 28»-GOP
convention curtain-raiser. Attempt on life
of Rhee. U. S. tank. Queen Elizabeth in
Venezuela
highway.
Aerial
Scotland.
thriller. Monkey land. Badminton. Chariot

over the disruption of talks, due to a land. Theatres linked in Civil Defense demonstration. Date with a cyclist. Convention
stalemate reached late last week in fever in Chicago.
the negotiations for a new film import
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 27-B— Henry
and
remittance
agreement
with
Krejewski, a "dark horse." Riots before
France.
Korean assembly. America's newest weapThe talks, it was pointed out, are ons revealed. Royalty visits Northern provbeing conducted on the government inces. Olympic torch marathon begins.
level and can be resumed at any time
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 575 — New
by French and American government U. S. Army tank. Monkey land. Twin wedofficials in Washington.
The situa- ding in Arkansas. New highway in Venetion does not call for the presence of
American industry representatives except as observers, it was stated. Thus,
should the government principals sucin

advancing

the

negotiations

on, the American industry representatives could return to the scene.
Alfred W. Crown of Samuel Gold-

wyn

Productions, who represented
conferences, returned
from Paris by plane

SIMPP at the
to New York
last

zuela.

Shipboard

fashions.

Olympic diving

tryouts.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 94— GOP

convention activities. Typhoon floods Japanese coast. Army's new tanks. Queen
Elizabeth in Scotland. Venezuela highway.
Daredevil riders. Monkey hunt. Diving.

Harvey Outlines
3-Point Program

A

Thursday.

—A

San Francisco,

threeJuly 6.
presented in the
latest issue of Exhibitors Digest by

point

program

is

Rotus Harvey, president of Western
Dates for area premieres of "King
Theatre Owners, "if thousands of
Kong" have now been set for the entheatres are to be saved to give livetire country, Robert Mochrie,
lihood to many thousands of theatre
Radio sales vice-president, disclosed.
owners and employes, and saved to
Philadelphia gets the lead-off spot on
keep revenues flowing to the proJuly 12.
On July 16 "King Kong" will open ducers."
The first step, he said, is to work
in Boston, Buffalo, Albany, New Havtoward the repeal of the 20 per cent
en, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portadmission tax. The tax is the differland, Seattle and Salt Lake City.
On ence between profit and
loss for thouJuly 30 it is scheduled for Denver.
sands of theatres, he added.
Also late in July it will open in Wash"Secondly, ways and means must
ington.
Memphis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Sioux Falls fol- be found to stop 'multiple runs'." He
low on August 6, and two days later said running the same picture in a
number of theatres in the same area
it
will break across Canada.
It is
at the same time "has done more to
set for New York on August 12 New
ruin the business
than any other
Orleans, Atlanta, Dallas,

RKO

;

Oklahoma

August 20, and St .Louis,
Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha and
City

on

Charlotte later in the month.

Walter Shirley

interest stories
the news. Com-

in

Motion
Picture
Association
of
America and Society of Independent race.
Motion Picture Producers officials
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 32-Army
here expressed no undue concern shows new tank. Queen Elizabeth in Scot-

All Area Premieres
Now Set for 'Kong 9

Tax Meeting

human

plete contents follow:

and could be

increased later.

The

Franco -US Impasse
Seen Not Serious

ter allotment of aluminum has been
•
ceed
Burrows, Monogram- boosted to 3,268,000 pounds from an later

Allied Artists executive vice-president
and treasurer, has returned to Holly-

include sports,

and personalities

quantity.

NPA announced that firms would
Ens. Levere C. Montgomery, Jr., be able in the third quarter to use
their pre-Korean
and Mrs. Montgomery are parents of about 50 per cent of
about 55 per
consumption
and
copper
a daughter, Leah Anne, born at Macent of their pre-Korean aluminum
rine Hospital, Staten Island, last week.
Ens. Montgomery is the son of L. C. usage. This compares with earlier

1952

Newsreel
Parade

Briwa

that city.

7,

Para. Winners

End
—

Visit

Hollywood, July 6. Seven Paramount branch managers, winners of
the "Y. Frank Freeman ChampionContest,"
have wound up a
week's stay in Hollywood, their reward for placing first in their respective sales division in the contest to
obtain maximum bookings for the
summer. The "winners were
John
ship

:

single

factor."

Cited by Harvey as the third point
was the need for incentive selling and
freedom to book.

Attended 20th 's
Eidophor Showings
5,000

More than

5,000 persons witnessed
Century-Fox's recent series of
26 demonstrations of Eidophor here,
it was revealed by the company.

~

20th

Urban In

New

Post

Moore, Boston
Ed Chumley, JackGasper Urban, formerly office manM.
Mann,
president
of
Mann's sonville; Ulrik Smith, Philadelphia; ager-head booker of the Paramount
Theatre Service, will arrive in New Don
Hicks,
Des
Moines
Buck branch in Boston, has been assigned
York on Thursday en route to a two Weaver, Oklahoma City
H. Neal temporarily to the Charlotte branch
months European trip during which East, San Francisco Robert Murphy, in the same position, following his
he will seek product.
Vancouver.
discharge from the Marines.
July

6.

;

;

;

;
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Hit Quota

Review

the "most notorious defaulter" that has not been prosecuted.

he termed

The Parliamentary quota

are
LeftWing studio unions here which are
busily engaged in a campaign to create an anti- American atmosphere in
advance of the coming governmental

and mouthpieces

critics

of the

monetary agreement talks governing
remittances for American films.
Their campaign in Commons is expected to be intensified with the next
likely step being a demand that the
government deal with the U. S. State
Department, rather than with American film industry representatives, following the current example of the

French government, when the talks
on the new pact open here next
month.
Another anticipated political demand
of the Left-Wing unions is expected
to be one for full employment of studio technicians whether justified by
the production potential or not.

asked

Swingler

how

many

cases of quota defaults Thorneycroft had decided to prosecute where prosecution was not
recommended by the Films
Asserting that six
Council.
members of the Council are
associated with companies some
of whose theatres did not meet
their quota in 1950 and 1951,
Thorneycroft said he always
considers the Council's advice
very carefully and finds it very
valuable, but that the responsibility for prosecution of defaulters is entirely his.

.

Swingler
then
suggested
that
Thorneycroft
either
disregard
the
Council's recommendations or ask its
members connected with defaulting
circuits to resign.
Another Labourite, Woodrow Wyatt, demanded that
the people concerned with manage-

ment of defaulting theatres
moved from the Council.

Okay

Overhauling

Communications Act

(Continued from page 1)

friends

3

be

re-

Thorneycroft retorted he didn't accept the Opposition's description of
the Council, which consists of 22
members, seven of whom are independents.
He said he doesn't think
changes in the Council are necessary,
adding that it is part of the Council's
procedure that members of its defaults
committee withdraw during the consideration of cases in which they have
a personal interest, and that such
members take no part in the subsequent discussion of the cases by the
full Council.

"Fearless Fagan"

Washington, July

A SPRIGHTLY COMEDY

(Continued from page 1)
for which such figures are available
and that 1951 figures are not complete
yet.

The

title

Congress Probe

Can't Afford Convention

situation."

Chicago Next

many

some part

business

cupy exhibitors' minds, he said.
If it runs a "normal course," the

in

and hearings

tions

on,

of the Republican goingsGeneral MacArthur's
such as
keynote address tonight, that of HerHoover, the last Republican
bert
President and the only living U. S.
tomorrow night, and
ex-President,
any dramatic developments of the
balloting later in the week.
large
with
familiar
Exhibitors
know that they can't sell
screen
what's being given away, so they
can't boost their admission prices to
pool's charge for the
cover the
telecasts from Chifree home
cago.
If they absorb the charge, the
net result would be as bad, or worse,
on their books than the probable loss
of patronage of the stay-at-homes.

plan for investigathese cities in
the following order: Los Angeles, for
the lead-off probe and hearings
Chicago next; then Atlanta or New Or_

(Continued from page 1)

The Committee's

localities

will

oc-

that

excluding
by American sub-

said

British films made
sidiaries here, 10 British

been

given

bookings

on

films

have

American

theatre circuits in the last three years,
namely, two in 1949 two in 1950 and
;

six in 1951.

Republican convention won't offer the leans New York Washington, D. C,
kind of "entertainment" that kept so and Minneapolis or Omaha.
The Small Business Committee
many thousands glued to their TV
functions on a more or less bi-partisan
sets during testimony of witnesses bebasis, and plans for the probe are not
fore the Kefauver group, was the general opinion.
Only the ballotting for likely to be affected by any change in
the make-up of the Senate.
President
Vice-President
will
and
TV
Long said he did not know how long
captivate radio and TV audiences, for
Amis would be on the West Coast or
little .else at political conventions has
in any of the other cities, since this
the galvanic effect of such voting, theTV
would depend on how the investigation
atremen contend.
TV
Thus if the race between General goes in each place.
After the exhibitor hearings arourid
Eisenhower and Senator Taft is resolved early by,
Wednesday the country are finished, there will
say,
afternoon normal summertime the- probably be hearings in Washington
for testimony from the Justice Deatre business should prevail.
If, on
partment and other Government offiMost exhibitors, small and
the other hand, a long, drawn-out balcials, Long said.
large, appear resigned to facing
Then there will be
lotting battle develops, "people aren't
tough competition this week,
going to be thinking about going to hearings here or in New York to get
"the distributors' side of the case."
and again the week of July 21
the movies," showmen said.
Long and Amis had a lengthy threewhen the Democratic National
hour session last week with Maurice
Convention gets under way.
9
Silverman, anti-trust division attorney
Many who anticipated it have
working on the Paramount consent
arranged the "strongest possible
decrees, and got an exhaustive briefSt.
bookings for both weeks and
ing on the Paramount case and the
are going all-out on exploitaSt. Louis, July 6. The St. Louis
current industry situation.
tion activities in an effort to
Amusement Co. has announced its
capture all but the dyed-in-theintention of converting the St. Louis
wool TV addict.
Theatre into the "nucleus of a teleThey take comfort in the fact that vision city." Hence, the company has
(Continue d from page 1)
channel
the political proceedings will be of refiled its application for
only passing interest to the teen-age No. 11 pursuant to the ruling of the members of the committees set up to
and early 20's age groups which form Federal Communications Commission handle the event. He said it promises
so large a segment of their patronage. requiring all applicants to refile by to be the largest industry convention ever held as a result of running
Bookings and special campaigns were July 1.
Edward B. Arthur, president of the concurrently with the Theatre Equipdesigned by many with an eye to that
"We will use a 50 ment Dealers and Theatre Equipment
patronage in the hope of offsetting company, said
the indicated loss of customers in the kilowatt transmitter, and will utilize Supply
Manufacturers'
Association
older age brackets during the weeks RCA equipment in our operation. A conventions and trade show.
500-foot tower will be erected behind?
Local industry members appointed
in question.
p|
the Theatre building, with a 12-bay by,Kirsch
If the convention, which opens to,tV head the various comday, can pick a Presidential candi- antenna which will enable us to take mutes are S. J. Papas, chairman, and
date on an early ballot this week, the- advantage of full allowable effective Arthur
'Schoenstadt,
vice-chairman
atre business is not going to suffer to radiated power."
yearbook Richard Salkin, chairman,
any appreciable degree from the home
entertainment
Bruce Trinz, chairtelevision coverage of the event, in the
man, publicity
Arthur Sass, chairVictim
opinion of many circuit executives
man, reception and registration; Jack
here.
Toronto, July 6. Missing since Rose,, chairman, special events and
Therefore, as one executive put it, last August, 40-year-old Ken Johnson, Sam Krimstein, chairman, decorations.
"a lot of exhibitors' fingers are going former manager of the Odeon Theatre,
Wives of members of Allied of
to be crossed" as the convention gets London, Ont, turned up at the To- Illinois will serve on a women's comMemories of what- the ronto home of his mother-in-law- and mittee to arrange a program of acunderway.
telecasts of the Kefauver Crime Com- is undergoing hospital treatment after tivities and events for wives
accommittee investigations did to' theatre reportedly being a victim of amnesia."
panying members to the convention.
;

—

;

—

'TV City Planned by
Louis

Amusement
—

Allied Convention

:

:

;

Karl Macdonald's Father
of

Wallace A. Macdonald, 87, father
Karl Macdonald, vice-president of

Warner Brothers International,
last Wednesday in San Diego,

died
Cal.

Macdonald left for his father's home
in Mesa, Arizona where funeral services will be held early this week.

lists

;

:

Thorneycroft

— Both

proved the conference report
has been worked out of a real-life incident in
on legislation to overhaul the
derives from a pet circus lion of the same
Federal Communications Act,
name. When its master is inducted into the Armed Forces a knotty problem
clearing the bill for the Presiarises of how to dispose of the domesticated king of the beasts.
The story
dent.
is quite funny and has a strong novel appeal, although, in time the idea
begins to thin.
Shapely Janet Leigh, playing an entertainer visiting Army
camps, is the name for the marquee, with Carleton Carpenter playing the
lead opposite her as the unsophisticated master of the pet.
When Carpenter receives his call to service he weighs the alternative of
giving his pet to a zoo or selling it. Neither seems satisfactory so Carpenter
(Co ntinued from page 1)
secretes the lion in a caged automobile and takes it off with him to an army
Committee,
post.
All the imaginable confusion and fear does happen when the presence
and will not actually go
of the animal is detected, and the screenplay by Charles Lederer milks it for to the Coast or to any of the other
cities on the Committee list. Howmany laughs.
As usual, Keenan Wynn, top sergeant, turns in a strong and affecting ever, he has worked over the program
Presently it with Amis and will keep in constant
characterization that provide some of the film's best laughs.
becomes the problem of the Army to find a home for the lion and this in- touch with him.
Long said present plans were for
The whirligig churns round and round and the
volves considerable doings.
When all seems lost, in steps Amis to_ conduct on-the-spot investisituation grows darker and darker for Fagan.
Miss Leigh, now in love with Carpenter, and she offers the pet a luxurious gations in six or seven cities during
Stanley Donen directed the next few months, and to have
berth in her Hollywood mansion for the duration.
things all lined up for hearings inand Edwin H. Knopf produced.
For August each of the cities early next year, posGeneral audience classification.
Running time, 79 minutes.
Mandel Herbstman sibly starting in January. He said
release.
he doubted any hearings will be held
before then, "because of the political
"Fearless Fagan."

TV

U. K. Films Gross

6.

House and Senate have ap-

(Metro -Go Idwyn-Mayer)

Johnson Amnesia

—

;

PARAMOUNT

writes this fact

down

It

Cecil B. DeMille's

a

""ok

fH
e»«

up to 600% of normal
business in pre-release
dates, Boxoffice Magazine
reports. There has never
been a grosser like it —
anywhere — any time!

AWARDS

TECHNICOLOR

Photoplay Magazine
Achievement Award

Starring

Parents' Magazine

CORNEL WILDE

•

has awarded boxoffices

AND SPEAKING OF

Color by

BETTY H LITTON

and white:

in black

Medal

Seventeen Magazine Plaque

CHARLTON HESTON • DOROTHY LAMOUR
HENRY WILCOXON LYLE BETTGER LAWRENCE TIERNEY
EMMETT KELLY CUCCIOLA ANTOINETTE CONCELLO
•

•

•

and

Award

Southern California
M. P. Council Award

GLORIA GRAHAME
with

Christian Herald

•

JAMES STEWART

Hollywood Foreign
Correspondents Award
Exhibitor Magazine Laurel

Award
Advertising Club of Los Angeles
Produced and Directed by
Produced with the cooperation

of Ringling

Screenplay by FREDRIC M. FRANK,
Story by

CECIL

B.

DeMILLE

BARRE LYNDON and THEODORE

FREDRIC M. FRANK, THEODORE

Award

Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Circus

ST.

ST.

JOHN

JOHN and FRANK CAVETT

Consolidated Freightways

Award
Golden Peanut Award
Volunteers of America

Award

Cine Review Award
Greenfield-Ashfield, Mass.,

Award

Swan, Iowa, Citation
Foreign Press of Hollywood

Award

— and

more honors daily

.

2dt Hi

fBtfki

Trade shows and sneak
previews have established
it

as the biggest for the

biggest team

in

show

busi-

ness! Full of fast fun

musical

—

production num-

bers and a terrific score
of hit songs

"Top

. .

laugh-gettei for the

to date!"

team

— Hollywood Reporter

"Should outgross

all

their other

pictures."

"Will

— Showmen s

Trade Review

literally

audiences in

roll

— Variety

the aisles."

"Sure-fire seat-selling attraction!'

— Boxoffice
"Will create boxofrice

pandemonium."

— M. P. Herald

"Never enjoyed Martin & Lewis
as

much !"

—A/

P. Daily

"Surefire returns in every play-

— Daily

date."

ALSO

Variety

IN JULY: W. Somerset Maugham's Mass Appeal Hit

"ENCORE"

when

they're in love!

...the wonderful

comedy about

the foolish things people sometimes do

*BLACK MAR/AS"
LIGHTED THE INFANT FILM
INDUSTRY &Y LITERALLY
FOLLOWING THE SUN.

NAMED AFTER AN ORIGINAL'

EDISON

DESIGN

E5UILT IH

IB93/ THIS REVOLVING STUDIO'
PROVIDED A SHED FOR THE
CAMERA/ AND METAL FRAMES,
TO WHICH SCENERY
WAS ATTACHED.

mam M<§smr
OF ^NATIONAL? CARBON ARCS
BROUGHT VIRTUAL EMANCIPATION
FROM THE SUN FOR STUDIO LIGHTING.
WHOLE MINIATURE CITIES LIKE THIS
set for UNIVERSAL^
0RaADWAy"ci929) were lighted
&Y ^NATIONAL" CARBON ARCS.

BOX OFF/C£ T/P

vX

RECENT SURVEYS SHOW THAT
ONE THIRD OF ALL THEATRE
SCREENS HAVE
NOTICEABLY
IMPERFECT SIDETO-CENTER LIGHT
DISTRIBUTION".*

HOW ABOUT
YOURS?

ff

*
>

\

i

*Report on Screen Brightness Committee Theatre Survey,
Journal SMPTE, September, 1951.

THE "NATIONAL" CARBON ARC
The term "National"

is

...

NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN

a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A
GET IN

WE SCRAP FOR

— SAVE

DEFENSE

YOUR COPPER DRIPPINGS!

Division of Union Carbide

30 East 42nd Street,
District Sales Offices: Atlanta,

IN

CANADA:

and Carbon Corporation

New York

17,

Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,

New York

New

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

VOL.

72.

NO.

TEN CENTS
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Six-Point

Tax

Plan Before

Compo Today

First Day's Free
Convention TV

'U'

Does Mild Damage

Milton R. Rackmil, president of Decca Records, controlling stockholder in Uni-

A

six-point program in mapping
the industry's fight for repeal of
the Federal admission tax will be
weighed at today's meeting here at
the Hotel Astor of the Council of
Motion Picture Organization's governing committeemen and the cochairmen of the
tax com-

COMPO

mittee.

versal Pictures, who is slated
for election to the Universal
board of directors at the company's annual meeting today

Early reports from a limited number
of key cities last night indicated that

The program revolves around
six
topics
which are
slated to be discussed: Organi-

zation for the tax fight, publicity, financing, operation, timing and general policy.

tion for theatre attendance only slightly below normal for a summer Monday, the convention telecasts notwithstanding. The theory was that the discomfort of the home living room sent
sets
many people away from their
and into air conditioned theatres for

TV

Presiding at today's meeting, slated
10:00 A.M., will be Col.
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the tax committee. Due to
be on hand are Samuel Pinanski,
Trueman T. Rembusch and Al Lichtthe

three

members

the
governing committee, in addition to circuit operators and industry
executives.

COMPO

of

See Franco-US Pact

Talks Off for

Most

of

ever,

is

Del.,

will

attention, howexpected to be dehis

voted to Universal. He will
headquarter both here and on
the Coast as has been the

Also, in the Far West, Gen. Douglas
MacArthur's keynote address was over
in time for many who wished to do so,
to go out to theatres. It hit the mid-

during his 14-year presidency

(Continued on page 4)

scheduled to be elected chair-

custom of Nate
of

Universal.

J.

Blumberg

Blumberg

man

to open at

man,

Wilmington,

be
elected president of Universal
at the organization meeting
of the board next Tuesday,
July 15.
Rackmil will continue as
president of Decca Records,
dividing his time, as required,
between the two companies.
in

Convention in Chicago may not have
been as drastic for the first day as had
been anticipated.
Hot weather in many sections of the
country was offered as one explana-

respite.

these

Week

Resumption of negotiations of a new
film agreement with France is unlikely
for another week or two, American
industry officials were inclined to believe yesterday after receiving reports

from industry observers who sat in at
the last sessions in Paris which ended

to

Rackmil Next Week

the feared competition from free home
telecasts of the Republican National

Timing, Organization,
Financing on Agenda

Presidency

of the board, a post
vacant.

is

now

'Charley' Paces
New York lst-Runs Would Curb Films
The three-day Fourth

of July weekend produced grosses that ranged from
excellent to fair among
York's

New

first-runs.

Radio City Music Hall, which
opened its doors at 8 :30 A.M. Friday
and Saturday set the pace with a
strong $155,000 estimated for "Where's

Of 'Red' Writers
—

Carthy (R., Wise).
Sen. William Benton

(D.,

Conn.)

(Continued on page 5}

Eric Johnston Optimistic
Over Business Generally
—

week.
Spokane, July 7. Radiating optimism over the future growth of the
both sides are Inland Empire and Spokane particularly, Eric A. Johnston, president
expected to review their respective
of the Motion Picture Association of America is back home for a visit
positions. A meeting of the Motion
and
said he looked for business to be good for the balance of the year,
Picture Association
is

as well as for
1953.
He fears

no

setback

to

Wants More business
through any
Films Shown Here
possible
London, July — Some significance
changes

Britain

politi-

7.

being attached here to the statement to Commons last week by Peter
Thorneycroft, president of the Board
of Trade, that in the coming negotiations of a new Anglo-U. S. film agreement he will do everything possible
to enable a larger number of British
films to be shown in the American
market than heretofore.
Thorneycroft had reported to Commons that 10 British pictures, excluis

(Continued on page 5)

Remaining $500,000 Due
In Yearly Installments
Decca Records, Inc., paid $2,200,000 in cash and $500,000 in
non-interest
bearing
promissory
notes for J. Arthur Rank's 134,375
shares

of

Universal

cal

this

year nor does
he expect war
with Russia in
the "forseeable
future."

But he prulimited
dently
the "foreseeable
Eric Johnston
future" to the
next 12 months.
He admitted, however, that war
could "happen by mistake" as it did

Pictures'

stock,

Decca reported to the Securities and
Exchange Commission yesterday.

Decca also disclosed a modiof its loan agreement

fication

with the First National Bank
of Boston allowing it to increase its indebtedness for the
stock purchase.

The SEC

report

was made

public

on the eve of today's annual meeting
in
Wilmington, Del., of Universal
stockholders.
Attending
will
be
Decca president Milton R. Rackmil,

who

left

ton.

WW HASMS

SAN FRANCISCO July 7.
Colosseum of Motion
Pictures Salesmen is taking an opinion poll on
Film Row here in order to
determine what percentage of film exchange bookers are desirous of having the Colosseum negotiate for them on working
conditions through a merger with the group.

— The

interim,

of America
{Continued on page 5)

Holdings

'U'

here last night for WilmingRackmil, who now controls about
42 per cent of Universal stock, has
Washington, July 7. A bill to been nominated by Universal to its
prohibit the exhibition in educational board of directors. Presiding at today's
(Continued on page 3)
institutions or their use by government agencies of films based on scripts
written by persons with "Red" ties has
been introduced by Sen. Joseph Mc-

(Continued on page 4)

in a stalemate last

During the

$2,200,000 in
Cash for Rank

Korea, which he blamed on the
Russian high command.
"We are going to live in a world
of revolution for a long time, which
means that we must keep ourselves
strong physically and economically,"
he stated.
Johnston predicted that the Republican convention in Chicago "will be
close."
He will fly to Chicago to

•

in

see the balloting.

He based his prediction of good
times upon continued Federal spending for defense, upon a bumper wheat
crop and upon the inflationary effects
of borrowing by the Federal Treas(Continued on page 3)

,

MINNEAPOLIS,
July 7.
neighborhood
houses have experienced
"a very decided pickup in
business in the past two
weeks, and there are a
number of other healthy
signs of an upward trend
in box-office grosses including the Minneapolis
area,"
it
is
reported
here by M.. A. Levy, 20th
Century-Fox manager.

— Milwaukee

Tuesday, July
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Greene, Oresman Increase
RKO Theatres Holdings

Personal
Mention
SPYROS

SKOURAS,

P.

president

Century-Fox, is scheduled
to leave, here for the Coast tomorrow
for a visit of a week to 10 days.
•
of 20th

— David

shares of
J. Greene now holds 18,800
stock through a trust, after acquiring 4,500
shares in May, according to an announcement today by the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Greene also was reported as holding 16,450

Washington,

RKO

July

7.

common

Theatres

G. Ralph Branton, MonogramAllied Artists vice-president, left Hollywood for New York by plane last
night for conferences with Steve
Broidy, president, and Harold, Mirisch, vice-president, who were due
here late yesterday from Europe.
•
John Zimmerman, manager of the
Niagara in Buffalo, is recovering from
illness at his home, after returning
from the Deaconess Hospital. He is
expected back at work next week.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal

ins own name, and 10,000
shares in his
in a partnership. In addition, members
of his family own another 3,600 shares.
The latest SEC report on security
transactions and holdings of corporation officers and directors covers the

3,000
acquired
director,
shares in May, bringing his total holdings to 22,100 shares.
Harry M. Warner sold six small
blocks of Warner Brothers common
totalling 1,900 shares, according to the
report, and now holds 245,400, as well

$25,221,046, the
Revenue reports.

Southern and Canadian sales manager,
today for Oklahoma

as 16,000 in a trust.

1952.

will leave here
City.

•

Tom

Rogers

of

M-G-M's home

of-

due back
here today from a vacation in the Virfice publicity

department

is

gin Islands.

m

month ending June 10.
A. Louis Oresman, another
Theatres

Arthur Lee-White, manager

RKO

of

Rothesay.

of

Radio exchange, in St. John,
N.B., recently married Norah Brock,

Pictures
purchases of
common stock last November, amounting to 1,000 shares, were reported by

Noah

Dietrich.

A. H. Blank of United Paramount
disposed of 500
pany's common

Blank

He now

2,050.
his own

name

partner in the
East
Hartford,
Theatre,
Conn., has returned there from an
extended Southern trip.
•

Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Enterprises, is scheduled to leave here
today for Portland, Ore.
•

•
Victor A. Peers, general manager
of Transatlantic Productions, has arrived in Los Angeles from Quebec.

Life of Christ to

Be

Filmed by Cathedral
— Cathedral
Hollywood, July
7.

Hollywood will produce
of
"Day of Triumph," a feature length
film portraying the life of Christ, in
color on a half-million dollar budget
for theatre, church and television exhibition, Reverend James K. Friedrich,
president, announced.
Following theatre release, beginning
with roadshow exhibition, the film will
be broken up into 12 or more episodes
for church study purposes, and later
made available for TV. Reverend

—

Washington, July 7. General admission tax collections in May, reflecting April business, amounted to
Internal

his

common

Monogram,

of

through a series of transactions in
March and April, reduced his holdings
of common stock to
8,300 shares.
C. H. Phelan, a

4,517.

new

He
officer

sold
of

reported the purchase of
200 shares of common stock in march.
Inc.,

Report Selig Offered
Directorship
7.

—

It is

reported here

that Robert Selig, executive assistant
to the president of Fox Intermountain
Theatres, has been offered the managing directorship of the Roxy in New
York by National Theatres president
Charles Skouras, and that he is con-

sidering the idea.

Films

Shanklin a Delegate
To Dem. Convention

Eugene, Ore., July 7.— The
City Council has adopted a
seat tax to be imposed on all
theatres and exhibition halls.
The new tax will be based on
a rate of 25 cents a year per
seat in theatres and a'l other

amusement

establishments

admission.

charge

Drive-in theatres will pay $1
a year for each parking space.

Hold
Munich Meet Today
Einfeld

Will

Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
This was well below the $28,686,692 20th Century-Fox, will hold meetings
reported for May of 1951, but only today in Munich with Robert Krier,
slightly
below the $25,787,461 re- company manager for Germany, folported in April of this year. It was lowing his arriyal there yesterday
the second highest month so far in from Salzburg, the home office reports.

General admission collections include
taxes on receipts from sports events,
concerts and other entertainment, as
well as from motion picture theatres.

They do not, however, include collecfrom roof garden and cabaret

tions

Einfeld will discuss releases for
the remainder of the year with distribution personnel,
and also meet
with exhibitors.
Emphasis will be
placed on the German premiere of
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro," which will open simultaneously around the world in No-

vember.

May.

Trans-Lux

Herrman,

W. Ray Johnson

Denver, July

of

receipts, broker sales and several other
reducing it to items.
Total admission tax collecholds 12,337 shares in tions in May amounted to $29,175,190,
and in a number of compared to $32,652,284 in the pre-

doubled

Roxy

Bureau

trust,

stock
holdings in May by buying 1,000
shares in six separate transactions.

Loew's

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian sales manager,
is in Buffalo today from New York.

E.

25-Cent Seat Tax

Collections Off

vious

director,

Barney Tarantal,

shares of the comstock held in the

trusts.

Herbert

Burnside

RKO

Two

Myron
the

RKO

1952

Eugene, Ore., Enacts

which

US Admission Tax

8,

Davis Becomes a
Wilhy Executive

Sochin Promoting
'U's' Short Subjects

Irving Sochin,
newly - appointed
short subjects sales manager for UniAtlanta, July 7. The appointment versal Pictures, was in
Boston yesof Willis Davis to an executive posi- terday for
the first of a series of meettion with the Wilby theatre organ- ings with
field sales representatives
ization has been disclosed by R. B. which
will take him to the company's
Wilby, president of the company. 32 branches during the coming
weeks.
Davis, who built and operated the
Purpose of the meetings is to seek
Ponce de Leon and Buckhead theatres ways of developi<-T new outlets for
in 1927, was for 14 years associated U-I's short
subject program and to
with the Lucas and Jenkins theatre map preliminary planning of next
organization here, first as assistant to year's shorts line up.
Arthur Lucas, and later as assistant
to William K. Jenkins, who succeeded
the late Lucas as head of the company.
Davis also formerly served in Washington as clerk to the Commission on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce of
the House of Representatives.
CITY MUSIC HALL
RA f
n
_

—

NEW YORK THEATRES
-

Rockefeller Center

Robert Clark Joins
San Francisco Unit
San Francisco,

—Robert

July
Clark, recently resigned sales manager for Paramount in San Francisco,
Ronceverte, W. Va., July 7. J. C. has been named administrative head of
Shanklin, a director of the Theatre Unicorn
Theatres'
Northern CaliOwners of America and operator of fornia interests.
the Greenbrier Theatre, Charleston,
Unicorn is headed by Hans deand the Lewis, Lewisburg, W. Va., Schulthess and G. Carleton Hunt who
has been elected an alternate delegate- recently purchased
Paramount
the
at-large from West Virginia to the laboratory in Hollywood.
They plan
Friedrich said, "My primary goal in Democratic National Convention.
to spend the major part of their time
producing this picture at this time is
Clark will have headquarters
there.
to help in a concrete way to launch
in the Golden Gate Building.
a strong counter-offensive against the
Los Angeles, July 7. Walter H.
living religion of Communism. There
Alison
villain,
is no greater means of evangelization Long, 70-year-old veteran film
Services for screen and stage actdied here on Saturday of a heart atthan the motion picture screen.
He entered films in 1909 and ress Alison Skipworth, 89, who died
must graphically portray for people tack.
throughout the world the positive appeared in over 100, including "The here on Saturday, will be held today at
His widow and the Walter B. Cooke West 72nd
nature of God as revealed in Jesus Birth of a Nation."
She went to
Military funeral ser- Street Funeral Home.
Christ instead of employing primarily a son survive.
vices will be held tomorrow afternoon Hollywood in 1930 after a long stage
negative tools in our desperate strug
career and appeared in many films.
in Hollywood Cemetery Chapel.
gle with Communism."
7.

RAY BOLGER *
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Color by
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Decca Deal

Johnston

Review

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

stockholders' meeting will be viceNate J.
president John J. O'Connor.
Blumberg, president, is not expected
to attend.

agreement by which
Decca Records purchased Rank's 12
per cent interest in Universal, Decca
promised to pay the remaining $500,000 over a five-year period, $100,000
per year, with the first payment due
June 19, 1953.

Under

the

Current Value $12
of $2,700,000 in cash

The payment

and promissory notes for Rank's enUniversal
in
holdings
stock
brought the amount paid per share
The current
to $20.09 and a fraction.
market value of Universal common
stock is about $12 per share.
Decca paid $15 per
Previously,
271,800
approximately
share
for
shares and 37,500 option warrants.
Total Universal stock held now by
Decca is 406,175 shares, giving Decca
an investment of nearly $7,000,000 in
Universal.

tire

According

to

the

SEC

report,

agreement
loan
refunding:
Decca's
with the First National Bank of Boston was amended to allow Decca to
create the indebtedness of $500,000 in
connection with its Rank purchase.
One clause in the modification calls
upon Decca, under certain conditions
of indebtedness, to pledge with the
bank its Universal stock holdings.

Namrick House Closing

—

7.
John
Portland,
Ore.,
July
Hamrick's Music Box Theatre here
will close tomorrow.

ONCE

IN

"The Merry Widow"
may change,
now M-G-M's third

wherever

that America should
private investments
believed that private cap-

said

more

it

We

—

—

plays.

est

market

for

American

films,

and!

In this film colorful costumes and surroundings continually delight the eye, Venezuela buys as many pictures aswhile pouring forth under the musical direction of Jay Blackton are the France.
He said that two-thirds of
familiar "Merry Widow Waltz," "Maxim's," "Girls, Girls, Girls," "Night" all
motion pictures produced are
and other Lehar numbers. Lamas and Miss Turner contribute the principal American and that 42 per cent of the
vocal interpolations which, while falling short of the MacDonald-Chevalier U. S. film dollar revenue now comes
capacities, are adequate at least. But in whatever light the 1952 edition of from outside the U.S.A.
"The Merry Widow" is judged, on the plane of production values it emerges
He expressed no fear from
deas a tour de force. Whether the camera focuses on rococo interiors of palaces, claring that this new form of enterthe well-executed dance sequences, costumed frolicing in public squares or the tainment only will stimulate the movividly beautiful attire of the stars, the thought that cost was no object tion
picture
industry.
"You can't
dominates the viewer's impressions.
have a capitalistic society unless it is
The screenplay, by Sonya Levien and William Ludwig, follows more or constantly expanding," he added.

TV

work by Lehar, Victor Leon and
wealthy Marchovian- American indus-

less faithfully the incidents set forth in the

Leo

Stein.

Miss Turner, widow

of a

trialist, is invited to the land of her late husband's birth, where all sorts
of complications arise as she falls in love with Lamas. There is the matter
of Lamas' mistaking Miss Turner's secretary, Una Merkel, for the rich
widow as the fat king (Thomas Gomez) compels him, under penalty of
death, to woo the lady for her money so Marshovia may free itself of ruinous
debt. Meanwhile, of course, Lamas falls for Miss Turner in her pose as
Fifi,
There are a number of comic sequences featuring
a chorus girl.
Marshovian government dignitaries Richard Haydn and John Abbott and
police sergeant Marcel Dalio that are genuine rib-ticklers. Paris and Maxim's
famous night spot share in the milieu as romance, comedy and song are
borne on their merry course through a melodic, eye-filling motion picture.

Running

time, 105 minutes. General audience classification^

here's a good
stick to beat

For September

Charles

release.

"Mister, oh Sir,

lady!"

encourage

abroad. He
but "The Merry Widow" goes on and on.
have ital
needed a more favorable climate
version the first in color by Technicolor of Franz
and the assurance of some protecLehar's lilting operetta about Count Danilo of the mythical Balkan country
tion,- such as guarantees against exof Marshovia and the pretty, rich American widow his king compels him to
propriation and the assurance of conwoo for reasons material. The stars this time are Lana Turner and vertibility of earnings into dollars.
Fernando Lamas, and they wear ably enough the shoes filled by Mae Murray
Films Big Abroad
and John Gilbert in the 1925 film and by Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice
Johnston further declared the moChevalier in a 1934 release. There is little reason to doubt that this sumptuous
producers are doing a
production from Joe Pasternak, which Curtis Bernhardt directed, will capture tion picture
bigger business abroad than ever bethe present generation's fancy to the extent that business will be substantial
fore.
Brazil is now the fourth "lafgp

TIMES

A GENERATION

the lovely

He

ury.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

.

.

.

L.

Franke

Set 'White Christmas'

For Crosby -Astaire
"White Christmas," a musical comedy

Technicolor, has been set as a

in

Big Crosby-Fred Astaire co-starring
vehicle at Paramount.
Based on an
original idea by Irving Berlin, it will
be filmed next spring for- a Christmas,
1953 release.
Norman Krasna has been signed by
the studio to write the 'screenplay,
to be produced by Robert Emmett
Dolan.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!

A major
ach

bvement
in

screen
ente
rtainment'>
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Television-- Radio

—

The
Washington, July 7.
Federal Communications
Commission today passed the

-

mark

new

in applications for
television station licenses.

At the end

been

had

applications

with Pinky

"DREAK THE

the day, 515

of

re-

ceived.

BANK,"

TV

Herman

die West at 8 :30 P. M., the peak theatre hour, and the East, too, at a good

theatre hour, 60 minutes later, E.D.T.
Reports of theatre attendance from
the field were too limited and too contradictory last night to reveal a definite pattern but it appeared certain
that the big Republican show had an
audience of many millions for the

pooled coverage over all networks to
stations in 65 cities.
107

.

.

"Money-Giveaway" program

the biggest

Nevertheless, with Monday night
one of the weak attendance nights normally for most theatres, some exhibiregarding their only slightly
tors
dented grosses were of the opinion
audience
that very little of that
would have been theirs had the convention proceedings not been fed to the

TV

nation's living rooms. They anticipate
perhaps a slightly larger loss of attendance today as convention activities
warm up and the worst of the bad
news a day or two later as the balloting begins*.
The real damage will be done at
that juncture, if at all, they expect.

Group Buys
Into Europe Films
Hollywood, July — Europe Films,
Film

7.

now known

as Film
Group-Europe Flims Worldwide, Inc.,
with Forrest Judd, Film Group head
in Hollywood, becoming president of

new

organization, following a deal
in which the Group, represented by
Judd acquired 51 percent of Europe

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

WOR exec who donated

Nat M. Abramson,

Grosses Only Slightly Dented

be

several hundred
acres at Hunter, N. Y., to be used for recreational activities
for New York City's underprivileged children, will deliver the
dedication address Sunday during the festivities at the official
Among the honored
opening of the new buildings there.
guests will be many motion picture, radio and television celebs
and execs who made personal contributions to this most
worth-while enterprise. ... So to the 400 happy little "Hunters"
this column's "congrats" and to their benefactors, "don't you
feel better already?" ....
.

•

•

.

"TV

"Bob

cal director of the

.

Penthouse Restaurant overlooking
.

.

will distribute for-

eign productions after dubbing into
English, concentrating on American

.

at

.

Hope A Commentator
NBC

Bob Hope,

vision comedian, will

and telebecome a radio

radio

and TV commentator for five minutes
a day during the Republican and
Democratic conventions in Chicago,
giving

own impressions
developments.

his

political

of

the

.

Opposite
powerful
location. Entire

Building,

permanent

a

building, 137 E. 43rd St.

One-story commercial building,
7,000 sq. ft., side drive for cars,
now being erected on Magnolia
Ave., JOURNAL SQUARE, Jersey City, opposite rear Loew's

Theatre.
Owner, L. N. Rosenbaum
Financing
565 Fifth Ave.,

&

&

Son

Reorganizations

N. Y.

PLaza

.

.

.

3-7519

.

.

EUGENIE BAIRD—
.

For Lease
Chrysler

.

•

•

GRAND CENTRAL:

Douglas,

.

.

•

Frank Bunetta, Announcer

Director

Sammy

Spear and Scenic Designer Ed Gilbert have been associated with DuMont's "Cavalcade of Stars," since
Larry Storch, current
the program's WABDebut June 4, 1949.
star, like his predecessors, Jack Carter, Jerry Lester and Jackie
Gleason was "discovered" by Douglas in a night club and is definitely
headed for stardom.
Pilot

.

.

.

.

.

•

Married"

is

slated

to

open

there

Friday.

At the Paramount, "Clash by Night"
was headed for a fairly good $62,000
for a third and last week, a slight
boost over the previous week's $60,000.
Les Paul and Mary Ford head the
stage bill. Warner Brothers' "She's
Working Her Way Through College"
starts there tomorrow.

$10,200

for

its

week.

14th

.

.

bookings have been

set

two pictures being distributed by

Robert Mochrie, sales
announced.
Howard Hawks' "The Big Sky"
will open at the Criterion at the end
of July or early in August.
The
picture will have a world premiere
at the Woods in Chicago on July 29.
Joseph
Kaufman's "Sudden Fear"
will open at Loew's State on Broadway early in August.
Radio,

CBS

Coast 'TV City'
Now 70% Complete
With work now 70 per

cent comconstruction in Hollywood of
CBS Television City, the world's first
exclusively designed
plant, is moving into its final phase, it was announced here by J. L. Van Volkenburg, president of the CBS Television
plete,

TV

Network.
Barring interruptions the plant will
be ready for operation on the October
deadline established
the project.

at

the

outset

of

•

Cotsworth and his wife, Muriel Kirkland, gave a "reading" performance of "MacBeth," in Philadelphia
two weeks ago and were booked forthwith by William Miles to costar in the production of the Shakespeare classic at the Berkshire
Playhouse in Stockbridge, Mass., Aug. 25. Said Miles, "theirs was
the finest 'MacBeth' performance I can ever recall." unquote.
Gertrude Berg sails for Europe tomorrow for a vacation.
.

The Roxy showed a fair $63,000 for
second week of "Wait 'Till the
Sun Shines, Nellie" with a stage show
headed by Billy Daniels. "We're Not
the

.

•

LOTSA DOTS

at the

RKO

for a solid year with Bing Crosby on the "Kraft Music Hall" radio
series, was the ingenue in the Broadway production "Angel in the
Wings" and was the featured vocalist at the Gershwin Memorial
Concert recently held at the Hollywood Bowl, is back in New York
but a week and already is knee-deep in video offers. She is currently heard Friday nights from 8:00 to 9:00 P.M. singing with Earl
Wrightson on "Musicland U.S.A." over CBS and starting Sunday,
will star in her own program, "Main Street Music," slotted on the
4:00-4:40 P.M. spot via CBS.
our candidate for the title of "TVenus of 1952."

Ork

Will Rogers" will
house on July 17.

of

vice president,

Eugenie Baird took a chirping job two years ago with

.

Russell,

Bedroom C"
"The Story
make its debut

New York

Tony Pastor's Orchestra, she never even dreamed of ever doing the
Mary Martin role in "South Pacific."
However, that's exactly
what the little song 'Baird' has done.
Eugenie, who was featured

Producer Milton

at the Astor, "3 for
registered a poor $10,000.

for

•

•

•

Don

a
second

Mochrie Reports Bookings for
'Big Sky', 'Sudden Fear'

.

.

.

Theatre distribution
in England and other markets abroad
will also be handled, Judd announced.

television outlets.

in its

.

.

little

Also

Trans-Lux "High Treason"
showed a modest $5,500. The film
finished its seventh week at the house.
It was erroneously reported here last
week as being in its opening week.
At the Park Ave., "Island Rescue"
did a fair first week of $8,600.

Central

.

When

brought

Criterion

the

week

healthy
At the

Park, has just
acquired about four acres from the old Whitney Estate at Old
Westbury, L. I.
not bad for a youngster who but five years
ago was a piano player at the Penthouse.
Her performance
opposite Robert Cummings in a recent Robert Montgomery TV'er,
"Lila, My Love," may rervard German-born actress Gaby Rodgers
with the lead opposite Montgomery Clift in Warner's soon-to-be
lens'd "I Confess."
the

at

East on Beacon" was headed for a
good $17,000 for its sixth week.
Among off -Broadway houses "The
Man in the White Suit" brought in a

Paul Taubman, musi-

.

.

Ray Show" (NBC) and Mine Host

Hood"

moderate $35,000.

a similar showing of $11,000.
the State "The Washington
Story" showed a fair $11,000 in its
first week.
The fourth week for "Pat
and Mike" at the Capitol did a moderate $29,000. At the Victoria "Walk

•

Star of CBS."

&

The

made
At

.

.

marquee, billing was

second week.

with a modest $11,000, while at the
Globe "The Lady in the Iron Mask"

W

.

its

"Has Anybody Seen My Gal" finits first week at the
Mayfair

Jackie Gleason, ivhose
AB-Dumont scries, "Cavalcade of
Stars," catapulted him into the big time, broke Frankie Laine's
opening day box office record at Loczv's Perm Theatre in Pittsburgh
though his CBS-TV series doesn't start until September
6 (the hour program will be produced by Jack Hurdle) Gleason's
.

in

1

ished

Films stock.

The new group

1952

figure tops the opening week's gross
by $5,000. The house also featured a
holiday stage presentation.
The second week of "Story of Robin

on the air, has just been signed for its eighth consecutive year
by Bristol-Myers and Toni (latter is co-sponsor with Bristol-Myers
of the afternoon series) with Bud Collyer emceeing the daytime version and Bert Parks doing the honors at the evening sessions
the
sum given away on the ABC (radio) and CBS-TV stanzas totals well
above the three million mark (not marks D-O-L-L-A-R-S) and
has utilized every type of broadcast in order to do so, namely, radio,
TV and simulcast.
Mrs. James Costello, wife of an Ardmore, Pa.,
auto mechanic, who broke the bank for the sum of $11,510.00 just a
year ago, was a visitor to yesterday's program and told Producer
Ed Wolf that while driving past the Bristol-Myers factory at Hillside, N. J., en route to New York, they stopped their car and "bowed
deeply and reverently in the direction of the B-M bldg."
and for
the record, the all-time high for the radio portion of the fabulous
series, $11,840,000 was won December 14, 1951, by Corporal Martin
Diamant.

TV

will

Charley?",

—

(Continued from page 1)

Inc.

(Continued from page

—
.

Convention

8,

NY Ist-Runs

TV License Bids to
FCC Pass 500 Mark
500
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Curb Films of 'Red' Writers

Franco-US
(Continued from page 1)
slated

to

week

be held later this

(Continued from page 1)
at

immediately coupled the

introduction

which industry heads will be briefed of the bill with "the grave danger of
on the Paris negotiations. The meet- the increasing tendency toward cening is scheduled to be attended by Eric sorship," and warned against "these
Johnston,
president, who is tactics of blackmail against media of
due here from Spokane, on Thursday. communications,
whether
they
be
It
was also learned that either newspapers, magazines, or motion picJohnston,
or
John G. McCarthy, ture companies."
MPAA vice-president and director of
Language Not Limiting
international affairs, or both plan to
go to Paris when negotiations resume.
McCarthy explained to the Senate

MPAA

Tentative plans call for their leaving
about July 19.
Alfred W. Crown, foreign distribution

5

head for Samuel Goldwyn Pro-

ductions and representative of the Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers at the Paris sessions, returned here late last week and reported to his principals over the weekend. F. W. Allport, London representative cf the MPAA, who was present
as an
observer, forwarded his
report to the Association
The stalemate resulted from continued French insistence on some form
of subsidy for the French industry in
a new import and conversion agreement. The subsidy principle is opposed
by SIMPP and the U. S. State Department, which is conducting the
Paris negotiations with French gov-

MPAA

that the bill "has to do with the shipment of educational films in interstate
commerce," but the language of the
bill does not confine its effect to these
fields. The prohibition in the bill is
against the exhibition "of motion picture films," without language limiting
the effect to educational films.

of Communist-front activities."

The

Wisconsin

Republican

cited

.

&

McCarthy said he had his staff pick
the names of some of the script writers listed in a catalog entitled "Educational Film Guide." He asserted that
he submitted 17 names to the House
Un-American Activities Committee,
and that of the 17 the Committee said
that eight "had very extensive records

United Artists is preparing an acBenton said that Lynd was hired by
Western Electric, and only as a con- tion for counter-claims against P. I.
sultant. The films he worked on, "The aggregating more than $500,000, comThe
Growth of Cities" and "The Arteries pany officials stated yesterday.
of Cities," were highly technical and attachment obtained by P. I. applies
gave no opportunity for any type of to a separate UA fund, held in espropaganda, even if Western Electric crow, the company stated.
and American Telephone and Telegraph so desired. Other seven referred to bv McCarthy were also hired
by AT&T.

Woolners Buy Liberty

Britain

—

New

Progress Seen for
'LP Western Drive

Wants

—

because

the absence
Paris of key negotiators.

said,

of

PARAMOUNT
TRADE SHOWS
Monday,
BOB

July 14,

1952

JANE

ROY

"SON of

Thorneycroft said he agreed with
of Parliament who termed

from a member

the figures "disappointing."

Paleface'
TECHNICOLOR

Produced by ROBERT L. WELCH
Directed by FRANK TASHLIN

ALBANY
ATLANTA

Francisco, Julv 7. Univer"Barney Rose Sales Drive,"
named for its Western district manager, is making good progress in this
district, San Francisco sales manager
Dick Colbert reports.
The drive is
physcians' "MD" as its
this
case
standing for
"More Dates." Other territories participating are Seattle, Portland, Los
Angeles, Salt Lake City and Denver.

using

slogan,

the

in

TIME

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

CHICAGO

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

CINCINNATI

20th

BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE

PROJ.
PROJ.

PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.

ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,

154 Walton

St.,

58-62 Berkeley

2.30 P.M.

N.W

2 P.M.

Streef

2 P.M.

464 Franklin Street
305-7 South Church

2 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

Central P'kway.

ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
DETROIT
PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA STATE THEA. SCREENING ROOM, Florida Theo. Bldg
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
LOS ANGELES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1704 Davenport Street
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave.
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
SEATTLE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
WASHINGTON
PROJ.

10 A.M.

Street

1306 South Michigan Avenue

CENTURY-FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER

.

Written by Frank Tashlin,
Robert L. Welch and Joseph Quillan

—

San

sale

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY

.

Color by

Chesapeake
Industries,
formerly
Pathe Industries, served United Artists with a summons and writ of attachment for claims aggregating in
excess of $200,000 on the eve of the
July 4th holiday last Thursday, it

only one case, that of Columbia University Professor Robert S. Lynd,
whom he said was connected with 23
different organizations listed as subversive. He said that "Lynd and the was learned yesterday.
others on that list are script writers
The action is an outgrowth of
for Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, claims and counter-claims involving
owned by Senator Benton."
proceeds from distribution by United
McCarthy_ argued, "the Communists Artists of certain former Eagle-Lion
know that if they can infiltrate our films acquired from Pathe Industries
educational system, they can control last year and other disputed phases
of
the
purchase contract.
our nation without firing a shot."
Total
claims by Pathe Industries are in exHired By A. T.
T.
cess of $400,000.

Orleans, Julv 7. Lawrence
(Continued from page 1)
ernment officials.
and Bernard Woolner, principal stockIndustry executives here pointed out holders of Woolner Theatres, Inc., sive of those made here by subsidiaries
that the negotiations may be resumed have amnired the Liberty bv lease of American companies, had received
in a week or two on the government for an undivulged nummber of years. circuit bookings in the U. S. in the
last three years
level in Paris, with or without indus- It was formerly operated by RKO
two films each in
1949 and 1950, and six films in
try observers present, in the event Theatres.
1951.
some compromise formula is propounded. The old agreement with
France expired on June 30. No sessions this week are possible, it was

Writ Served on UA
By Pathe Industries

.

.2:30 P.M.
8.15 P.M.

2 P.M.

PROJ.

2 P.M.
J

P.M.

2 P.M.
7.30 P.M.

8 P.M.

2:30 P.M.
J.30 P.M.
12.15

NOON

1:30 P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
I

P.M.

2 P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
1.30 P.M.
J.-30

P.M.

2 P.M.
J.-30

P.M.

8.30 P.M.
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Tax

Six-Point

Plan Before

Compo Today
Timing, Organization,
Financing on Agenda

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, JULY

'U'

Does Mild Damage

Milton R. Rackmil, president of Decca Records, controlling stockholder in Uni-

six-point
industry's

program

in

mapping

fight for repeal of
the
the Federal admission tax will be
weighed at today's meeting here at
the Hotel Astor of the Council of
Motion Picture Organization's governing committeemen and the cotax comchairmen of the

COMPO

mittee.

in

many

of the board
July 15.

sections of the

country was offered as one explanation for theatre attendance only slightly below normal for a summer Monday, the convention telecasts notwithstanding. The theory was that the discomfort of the home living room sent
sets
many people away from their
and into air conditioned theatres for

The program revolves around
which are
six
topics
slated to be discussed: Organi-

zation for the tax fight, publicity, financing, operation, timing and general policy.

next Tuesday,

Rackmil will continue as
president of Decca Records,
dividing his time, as required,
between the two companies.

TV

Most

of

ever,

is

attention, howexpected to be dehis

voted to Universal. He will
headquarter both here and on
the Coast as has been the

respite.

these

to

versal Pictures, who is slated
for election to the Universal
board of directors at the company's annual meeting today
in Wilmington, Del., will be
elected president of Universal
at the organization meeting

the feared competition from free home
telecasts of the Republican National
Convention in Chicago may not have
been as drastic for the first day as had

Hot weather

Presidency

Rackmil Next Week

Early reports from a limited number
of key cities last night indicated that

Also, in the Far West, Gen. Douglas
MacArthur's keynote address was over
in time for many who wished to do so,
to go out to theatres. It hit the mid-

custom of Nate

J.

Blumberg

during his 14-year presidency
of

Universal.

Blumberg

is

scheduled to be elected chairman of the board, a post now

(Continued on page 4)

vacant.
Presiding at today's meeting, slated
10:00 A.M., will be Col.
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the tax committee. Due to
be on hand are Samuel Pinanski,
Trueman T. Rembusch and Al Lichtman, the three members of the
governing committee, in addition to circuit operators and industry

'Charley' Paces
New York lst-Runs Would Curb Films

executives.

first-runs.

to open at

COMPO

See Franco-US Pact

Talks Off for

The three-day Fourth

weekend produced grosses that ranged from
excellent to fair

lieve yesterday after receiving reports

from industry observers who sat in at
the last sessions in Paris which ended
in a stalemate last week.
During the interim, both sides are
expected to review their respective
positions.
meeting of the Motion
Picture Association of America is
(Continued on page 5)

A

among New York's

Radio City Music Hall, which
opened its doors at 8 :30 A.M. Friday
and Saturday set the pace with a
strong $155,000 estimated for "Where's

Week

Resumption of negotiations of a new
film agreement with France is unlikely
for another week or two, American
industry officials were inclined to be-

of July

no

as

politi-

7.

cal

this

being attached here to the statement to Commons last week by Peter
Thorneycroft, president of the Board
of Trade, that in the coming negotiations of a new Anglo-U. S. film agreement he will do everything possible

year nor does
he expect war
with Russia in
the "forseeable

to enable a larger number of British
films to be shown in the American
market than heretofore.

limited
dently
the "foreseeable
Eric Johnston
future" to the
12
months.
next
He admitted, however, that war
could "happen by mistake" as it did

is

Thorneycroft had reported to Comthat 10 British pictures, exclu-

mons

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 5)

—

for
fears
setback to

future."

But he pru-

TEN CENTS

$2,200,000 in
Cash for Rank
6

U' Holdings

Remaining $500,000 Due
In Yearly Installments
Decca Records, Inc., paid $2,200,000 in cash and $500,000 in
non-interest
bearing
promissory
notes for J. Arthur Rank's 134,375
shares

of

Universal

Pictures'

stock,

Decca reported to the Securities and
Exchange Commission yesterday.

Decca also disclosed a modiof its loan agreement

fication

with the First National Bank
of Boston allowing it to increase its indebtedness for the
stock purchase.

The SEC

report

was made

public

on the eve of today's annual meeting
in
Wilmington, Del., of Universal
stockholders.
Attending
will
be
Decca president Milton R. Rackmil,

who

Korea, which he blamed on the
Russian high command.
"We are going to live in a world
of revolution for a long time, which
means that we must keep ourselves
strong physically and economically,"
he stated.
Johnston predicted that the Republican convention in Chicago "will be
close."
He will fly to Chicago to
in

see the balloting.

He

based

his

left

ton.

Poll Bookers on
Colosseum Merger

Spokane, July 7. Radiating" optimism over the future growth of the
Inland Empire and Spokane particularly, Eric A. Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Association of America is back home for a visit
and said he looked for business to be good for the balance of the year,

Wants More business
through any
Films Shown Here
possible
London, July — Some significance
changes

Britain

Of 'Red' Writers
—

Eric Johnston Optimistic
Over Business Generally

He

Impartial

here last night for WilmingRackmil, who now controls about
42 per cent of Universal stock, has
Washington, July 7. A bill to been nominated by Universal to its
prohibit the exhibition in educational board of directors. Presiding at today's
institutions or their use by govern(Continued on page 3)
ment agencies of films based on scripts
written by persons with "Red" ties has
been introduced by Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R., Wise).
Sen. William Benton (D., Conn.)

(Continued on page 4)

as well
1953.

and

1952

First Day's Free
Convention TV

been anticipated.

A

8,

Concise

San Francisco, July 7.— An opinion poll is being taken on Film Row
by the Colosseum of Motion Picture
Salesmen in order to determine what
percentage of film exchange bookers
are desirous of having the Colosseum
negotiate for them on working conditions through a merger with the salesmen's organization.
The Colosseum points out that
bookers are essentially part of the
sales organization of exchanges and
should not be held down with stenographers, clerks and other office personnel now belonging- to the IATSE
union.

Business Pickup
Reported by Levy
Minneapolis, July

reports
prediction

of

good

times upon continued Federal spending for defense, upon a bumper wheat
crop and upon the inflationary effects
of borrowing by the Federal Treas(Continued on page 3)

7.

— Twen-

tieth Century - Fox's Prairie
district manager M. A. Levy

that

Milwaukee

neighborhood houses have experienced "a very decided
pickup in business in the past
two weeks."

Tuesday, July
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Greene, Oresman Increase
RKO Theatres Holdings

Personal
Mention
SPYROS

P.

SKOURAS,

president

shares of
J. Greene now holds 18,800
stock through a trust, after acquiring 4,500
shares in May, according to an announcement today by the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Greene also was reported as holding 16,450

G. Ralph Branton, MonogramAllied Artists vice-president, left Hollywood for New York by plane last
Steve
night for conferences with

shares in his own name, and 10,000
in a partnership. In addition, members
of his family own another 3,600 shares
report on securityThe latest

Broidy, president, and Harold, Mirisch, vice-president, who were due
here late yesterday from Europe.

transactions and holdings of corporation officers and directors covers the

•

John Zimmerman, manager
Niagara
illness

of the

recovering from
home, after returning

in Buffalo, is

at

his

from the Deaconess Hospital. He
expected back at work next week.

is

•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal
Southern and Canadian sales manager,
will leave, here today for Oklahoma
City.

•

Tom

Rogers

of

M-G-M's home

of-

department is due back
here today from a vacation in the Virfice publicity

gin Islands.

Arthur Lee-White, manager of
the
Radio exchange, in St. John,
N.B., recently married Norah Brock,
of Rothesay.

RKO

•

Barney Tarantal,

partner in the
East
Hartford,
Theatre,
Conn., has returned there from an
extended Southern trip.
•
Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Enterprises, is scheduled to leave here
today for Portland, Ore.
•

Burnside

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian sales manager,
is in Buffalo today from New York.
•
Victor A. Peers, general manager
of Transatlantic Productions, has arrived in Los Angeles from Quebec.

Life of Christ to

Be

Filmed by Cathedral
— Cathedral
Hollywood, July
7.

Films

"Day

Hollywood
of
of Triumph," a

will

Washington,

RKO

Theatres

July

7.

month ending June 10.
A. Louis Oresman, another

RKO

holdings in May by buying 1,000
shares in six separate transactions.

Johnson

Monogram,

of

through a series of transactions in
March and April, reduced his holdings
of common stock to
8,300 shares.
C. H. Phelan, a

4,517.

new

He
officer

sold
of

Loew's Inc., reported the purchase of
200 shares of common stock in march.

Report Selig Offered
Directorship

Denver, July

7.

—

It is

reported here

that Robert Selig, executive assistant
to the president of Fox Intermountain
Theatres, has been offered the managing directorship of the Roxy in New
York by National Theatres president
Charles Skouras, and that he is considering the idea.

produce

feature length

film portraying the life of Christ, in
color on a half-million dollar budget
for theatre, church and television exhibition, Reverend James K. Friedrich,
president, announced.
Following theatre release, beginning
with roadshow exhibition, the film will
be broken up into 12 or more episodes
for church study purposes, and later
made available for TV. Reverend

Collections Off

—

Washington, July 7. General admission tax collections in May, reflecting April business, amounted to

RKO

Roxy

Eugene, Ore., July 7.— The
Council has adopted a
seat tax to be imposed on all
theatres and exhibition halls.
The new tax will be based on
a rate of 25 cents a year per
seat in theatres and a'l other
amusement establishments
which charge
admission.
Drive-in theatres will pay $1
a year for each parking space.
City

US Admission Tax

acquired
3,000 $25,221,046, the Bureau of Internal
director,
Theatres
shares in May, bringing his total hold- Revenue reports.
This was well below the $28,686,692
ings to 22,100 shares.
Harry M. Warner- sold six small reported for May of 1951, but only
rethe $25,787,461
blocks of Warner Brothers common slightly below
It was
totalling 1,900 shares, according to the ported in April of this year.
report, and now holds 245,400, as well the second highest month so far in
1952.
as 16,000 in a trust.
Pictures
General admission collections include
Two purchases of
common stock last November, amount- taxes on receipts from sports events,
ing to 1,000 shares, were reported by concerts and other entertainment, as
well as from motion picture theatres.
Noah Dietrich.
A. H. Blank of United Paramount They do not, however, include collecdisposed of 500 shares of the com- tions from roof garden and cabaret
pany's common stock held in the receipts, broker sales and several other
Myron Blank trust, reducing it to items. Total admission tax collec2,050. He now holds 12,337 shares in tions in May amounted to $29,175,190,
his own name and in a number of compared to $32,652,284 in the pretrusts.
vious May.
Herbert E. Herrman, Trans-Lux
director, doubled his common stock

W. Ray

25-Cent Seat Tax

common

SEC

Shanklin a Delegate
To Dem. Convention

1952

Eugene, Ore., Enacts

— David

Century-Fox, is scheduled
to leave here for the Coast tomorrow
for a visit of a week to 10 days.
•
of 20th

8,

Davis Becomes a
Wilby Executive

Hold
Munich Meet Today
Einfeld

Will

Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
20th Century-Fox, will hold meetings
today in Munich with Robert Krier,

company manager

for Germany, folarrival there yesterday
Salzburg, the home office re-

lowing

from

his

ports.

Einfeld will discuss releases for
the remainder of the year with distribution personnel,
and also meet
with exhibitors.
Emphasis will be
placed on the German premiere of
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro," which will open simultaneously around the world in No-

vember.

Sochin Promoting
'U's' Short Subjects

Irving Sochin,
newly - appointed
short subjects sales manager for UniAtlanta, July 7. The appointment versal Pictures, was in
Boston yesof Willis Davis to an executive posi- terday for
the first of a series of meettion with the Wilby theatre organ- ings
with field sales representatives
ization has been disclosed by R. B.
which will take him to the company's
Wilby, president of the company. 32 branches during the coming weeks.
Davis, who built and operated the
Purpose of the meetings is to seek
Ponce de Leon and Buckhead theatres ways of developi^T new outlets for
in 1927, was for 14 years associated U-I's short subject
program and to
with the Lucas and Jenkins theatre map preliminary planning of next
organization here, first as assistant to year's shorts line up.
Arthur Lucas, and later as assistant
to William K. Jenkins, who succeeded
the late Lucas as head of the company.
Davis also formerly served in Washington as clerk to the Commission on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce of
the House of Representatives.

—

NEW YORK THEATRES
n

— RADIO

CITT MUSIC HALL

f]

Rockefeller Center

RAY BOLGER

Robert Clark Joins
San Francisco Unit
San Francisco,

—

July 7. Robert
Clark, recently resigned sales manager for Paramount in San Francisco,
Ronceverte, W. Va., July 7. J. C. has been named administrative head of
Shanklin, a director of the Theatre Unicorn
Northern CaliTheatres'
Owners of America and operator of fornia interests.
the Greenbrier Theatre, Charleston,
Unicorn is headed by Hans deand the Lewis, Lewisburg, W. Va., Schulthess and G. Carleton Hunt who
has been elected an alternate delegate- recently purchased
Paramount
the
at-large from West Virginia to the laboratory in Hollywood.
They plan
Friedrich said, "My primary goal in Democratic National Convention.
to spend the major part of their time
producing this picture at this time is
there.
Clark will have headquarters
to help in a concrete way to launch
in the Golden Gate Building.
a strong counter-offensive against the
Los Angeles, July 7. Walter H.
living religion of Communism. There
Dies
Alison
villain,
is no greater means of evangelization Long, 70-year-old veteran film
Services for screen and stage actdied here on Saturday of a heart at
than the motion picture screen.
He entered films in 1909 and ress Alison Skipworth, 89, who died
must graphically portray for people tack.
throughout the world the positive appeared in over 100, including "The here on Saturday, will be held today at
His widow and the Walter B. Cooke West 72nd
nature of God as revealed in Jesus Birth of a Nation."
Street Funeral Home.
She went to
Military funeral ser
Christ instead of employing primarily a son survive.
vices will be held tomorrow afternoon Hollywood in 1930 after a long stage
negative tools in our desperate strug
career and appeared in many films.
in Hollywood Cemetery Chapel.
gle with Communism."

<»
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Decca Deal

Johnston

Review

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

stockholders' meeting will be viceNate J.
president John J. O'Connor.
Blumberg, president, is not expected
to attend.
Under the agreement by which

Decca Records purchased Rank's 12
per cent interest in Universal, Decca
promised to pay the remaining $500,000 over a five-year period, $100,000
per year, with the first payment due
June

19,

1953.

Current Value $12
The payment of $2,700,000

in

cash

and promissory notes for Rank's enUniversal
in
holdings
stock
brought the amount paid per share
The current
to $20.09 and a fraction.
market value of Universal common
stock is about $12 per share.
Previously, Decca paid $15 per
271,800
approximately
for
share
shares and 37,500 option warrants.
Total Universal stock held now by
Decca is 406,175 shares, giving Decca
an investment of nearly $7,000,000 in
Universal.
According to the SEC report,
loan
agreement
refunding
Decca's
with the First National Bank of Boston was amended to allow Decca to
create the indebtedness of $500,000 in
connection with its Rank purchase.
One clause in the modification calls
upon Decca, under certain conditions
of indebtedness, to pledge with the
bank its Universal stock holdings.

tire

Namrick House Closing

—

7.
John
Portland,
Ore.,
July
Hamrick's Music Box Theatre here
will close tomorrow.

ONCE

IN A

The Merry Widow

ury.

He

encourage

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer )

that America should
private investments
believed that private cap-

said

more

abroad. He
but "The Merry Widow" goes on and on.
have ital needed
a more favorable climate
version the first in color by Technicolor of Franz
and the assurance of some protecLehar's lilting operetta about Count Danilo of the mythical Balkan country
tion, such as guarantees against exof Marshovia and the pretty, rich American widow his king compels him to
propriation and the assurance of conwoo for reasons material. The stars this time are Lana Turner and vertibility of earnings into dollars.
Fernando Lamas, and they wear ably enough the shoes filled by Mae Murray
Films Big Abroad
and John Gilbert in the 1925 film and by Jeanette MacDonald and Maurice
Johnston further declared the moChevalier in a 1934 release. There is little reason to doubt that this sumptuous
production from Joe Pasternak, which Curtis Bernhardt directed, will capture tion picture producers are doing a
bigger business abroad than ever bethe present generation's fancy to the extent that business will be substantial
fore.
Brazil is now the fourth larg-

TIMES

may change,
now M-G-M's third

wherever

it

We

—

—

plays.

est

market for American

films,

and

In this film colorful costumes and surroundings continually delight the eye, Venezuela buys as many pictures
as
while pouring forth under the musical direction of Jay Blackton are the France.
He said that two-thirds • of
familiar "Merry Widow Waltz," "Maxim's," "Girls, Girls, Girls," "Night" all
motion pictures produced are
and other Lehar numbers. Lamas and Miss Turner contribute the principal American and that 42 per cent of the
vocal interpolations which, while falling short of the MacDonald-Chevalier U. S. film dollar revenue now comes
capacities, are adequate at least. But in whatever light the 1952 edition of from outside the U.S.A.
"The Merry Widow" is judged, on the plane of production values it emerges
He expressed no fear from
deas a tour de force. Whether the camera focuses on rococo interiors of palaces, claring that this new form of enterthe well-executed dance sequences, costumed frolicing in public squares or the tainment only will stimulate the movividly beautiful attire of the stars, the thought that cost was no object tion
picture
industry.
"You can't
dominates the viewer's impressions.
have a capitalistic society unless it is
The screenplay, by Sonya Levien and William Ludwig, follows more or constantly expanding," he added.

TV

work by Lehar, Victor Leon and
a wealthy Marchovian-American industrialist, is invited to the land of her late husband's birth, where all sorts
of complications arise as she falls in love with Lamas. There is the matter
of Lamas' mistaking Miss Turner's secretary, Una Merkel, for the rich
widow as the fat king (Thomas Gomez) compels him, under penalty of
death, to woo the lady for her money so Marshovia may free itself of ruinous
debt. Meanwhile, of course, Lamas falls for Miss Turner in her pose as
Fifi,
a chorus girl. There are a number of comic sequences featuring
less faithfully the incidents set forth in the

Leo

Stein.

Miss Turner, widow

of

Set 'White Christmas'

For Crosby -Astaire
"White Christmas," a musical com-

edy in Technicolor, has been set as a
Big Crosby-Fred Astaire co-starring
Based on an
vehicle at Paramount.
original idea by Irving Berlin, it will
Marshovian government dignitaries Richard Haydn and John Abbott and be filmed next spring for a Christmas,
police sergeant Marcel Dalio that are genuine rib-ticklers. Paris and Maxim's
1953 release.
famous night spot share in the milieu as romance, comedy and song are
Norman Krasna has been signed by
borne on their merry course through a melodic, eye-filling motion picture.
the studio to write the screenplay,
Running time, 105 minutes. General audience classification. For September to be produced by Robert Emmett

Charles

release.

GENERATION

.

.

.

L.

Franke

Dolan.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS

I

f

^ major

in

screen
entertaj

ni

)
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TV License Bids to
FCC Pass 500 Mark
— The
Washington, July
Federal

Communications
Commission today passed the
500 mark in applications for

-

with Pinky

"DREAK THE
L

new

television station licenses.
of the day, 515
had been reapplications
ceived.

At the end

BANK,"

TV

"Money-Giveaway" program

the biggest

'

die West at 8 :30 P. M., the peak theatre hour, and the East, too, at a good

theatre hour, 60 minutes later, E.D.T.
Reports of theatre attendance from
the field were too limited and too contradictory last night to reveal a definite pattern but it appeared certain
that the big Republican show had an
audience of many millions for the
,

:

TV

107

all

networks to

TV

nation's living rooms. They anticipate
perhaps a slightly larger loss of attendance today as convention activities
warm up and the worst of the bad
news a day or two- later as the balloting begins.
The real damage will be done at
that juncture, if at all, they expect.

Group Buys
Into Europe Films
Hollywood, July — Europe Films,
Film

7.

now known

as Film
Group-Europe Flims Worldwide, Inc.,
with Forrest Judd, Film Group head
in Hollywood, becoming president of

be

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

new

organization, following a deal
in which the Group, represented by
Judd acquired 51 percent of Europe

Nat M. Abramson,
exec who donated several hundred
acres at Hunter, N. Y., to be used for recreational activities
for New York City's underprivileged children, will deliver the
dedication address Sunday during the festivities at the official
opening of the new buildings there.
Among the honored
guests will be many motion picture, radio and television celebs
and execs who made personal contributions to this most
worth-while enterprise. ... So to the 400 happy little "Hunters"
this column's "congrats" and to their benefactors, "don't you
feel better already?" ....
.

•

•

.

.

.

At

.

The new group

will distribute for-

England and other markets abroad
will also be handled, Judd announced.
in

Hope

A Commentator
NBC

Bob Hope,

vision comedian, will

and telebecome a radio

radio

and TV commentator for five minutes
a day during the Republican and
Democratic conventions in Chicago,
giving

own impressions
developments.

of

his

political

the

at

-

.

New York

RKO

.

Chrysler

Building,

a

Opposite
powerful

permanent location.

Entire

building, 137 E. 43rd St.

One-story commercial building,
7,000 sq. ft., side drive for cars,
now being erected on Magnolia
Ave., JOURNAL SQUARE, Jersey City, opposite rear Loew's

Theatre.
Owner, L. N. Rosen baum
Financing

&

56S Fifth Ave.,

&

Son

Reorganizations

N. Y.

PLaza

3-7510

.

.

but a week and already is knee-deep in video offers. She is cur-,
rently heard Friday nights from 8 :00 to 9 :00 P.M. singing with Earl
Wrightson on "Musicland U.S.A." over CBS and starting Sunday,
will star in her own program, "Main Street Music," slotted on the
4:00-4:40 P.M. spot via CBS.
our candidate for the title of "TVenus of 1952."
.

•

GRAND CENTRAL:

.

.

.

EUGENIE BAIRD—

Douglas,

•

Director

.

.

•

Frank Bunetta, Announcer

Pilot Sammy Spear and Scenic Designer Ed Gilbert have been associated with DuMont's "Cavalcade of Stars," since
Larry Storch, current
the program's WABDebut June 4, 1949.
star, like his predecessors, Jack Carter, Jerry Lester and Jackie
Gleason was "discovered" by Douglas in a night club and is definitely
headed for stardom.
•
•
•
Russell,

Ork

.

.

LOTSA DOTS

.

.

.

.

.

Radio,

president,

CBS

Coast 'TV City'

Now 70%

Complete

With work now

70 per cent comconstruction in Hollywood of
CBS Television City, the world's first
exclusively designed
plant, is moving into its final phase, it was announced here by J. L. Van Volkenburg, president of the CBS Television
plete,

TV

Network.
Barring interruptions the plant will
be ready for operation on the October
deadline established at the outset of
the project.

.

Cotsworth and his wife'; Muriel Kirkland, gave a "reading" performance of "MacBeth," in Philadelphia
two weeks ago and were booked forthwith by William Miles to costar in the production of the Shakespeare classic at the Berkshire
Playhouse in Stockbridge, Mass., Aug. 25. Said Miles, "theirs was
the finest 'MacBeth' performance I can ever recall." unquote.
Gertrude Berg sails for Europe tomorrow for a vacation.
.

bookings have been set

Robert Mochrie, sales
announced.
Howard Hawks' "The Big Sky"
will open at the Criterion at the end
of July or early in August.
The
picture will have a world premiere
at the Woods in Chicago on July 29.
Joseph
Kaufman's "Sudden Fear"
will open at Loew's State on Broadway early in August.
vice

for a solid year with Bing Crosby on the "Kraft Music Hall" radio
series, was the ingenue in the Broadway production "Angel in the
Wings" and was the featured vocalist at the Gershwin Memorial
Concert recently held at the Hollywood Bowl, is back in New York

Producer Milton

film

two pictures being distributed by

for

Eugenie Baird took a chirping job two years ago with

.

Don

The

its

Mochrie Reports Bookings for
'Big Sky', 'Sudden Fear'

.

Tony Pastor's Orchestra, she never even dreamed of ever doing the
Mary Martin role in "South Pacific."
However, that's exactly
what the little song 'Baird' has done.
Eugenie, who was featured

.

For Lease

$5,500.

seventh week at the house.
It was erroneously reported here last
week as being in its opening week.
At the Park Ave., "Island Rescue"
did a fair first week of $8,600.
finished

My

.

television outlets. Theatre distribution

"Walk

.

.

.

little

the Victoria

showed a modest

Pentliouse Restaurant overlooking Central Park, lias just
acquired about four acres from the old Whitney Estate at Old
Westbitr'y, L. I.
not bad for a -youngster who but five years
ago was a piano player afi. the Penthouse.
Her performance
opposite Robert Cummings in a recent Robert Montgomery TV'er,
"Lila,
Love," may- reward German-born actress Gaby Rodgers
with the lead opposite Montgomery Clift in Warner's soon-to-be
lens'd "I Confess." ...
•
•
•

When

At

A

Films stock.
eign productions after dubbing into
English, concentrating on American

Washington

East on Beacon" was headed for a
good $17,000 for its sixth week.
mong off -Broadway houses "The
Man in the White Suit" brought in a
healthy $10,200 for its 14th week.
At the Trans-Lux "High Treason"

the

.

"The

State

erate $29,000.

.

Ray Show" (NBC) and Mine Host

the

and Mike" at the Capitol did a mod-

o

.

&

a third and last week, a slight
boost over the previous week's $60,000.
Les Paul and Mary Ford head the
stage bill. Warner Brothers' "She's
Working Her Way Through College"
starts there tomorrow.
for

Story" showed a fair $11,000 in its
first week.
The fourth week for "Pat

.

"Bob

Friday.
At the Paramount, "Clash by Night"
was headed for a fairly good $62,000

with a modest $11,000, while at the
Globe "The Lady in the Iron Mask"
made a similar showing of $11,000.

W

cal director of the

The

second week.

its

figure tops the opening week's gross
by $5,000. The house also featured a
holiday stage presentation.
The second week of "Story of Robin
Hood" at the Criterion brought a
moderate $35,000. Also in its second
week at the Astor, "3 for Bedroom C"
registered a poor $10,000. "The Story
of Will Rogers" will make its debut
at the house on July 17.
The Roxy showed a fair $63,000 for
the second week of "Wait 'Till the
Sun Shines, Nellie." with a stage show
headed by Billy Daniels. "We're Not
Married" is slated to open there

"Has Anybody Seen My Gal" finits first week at the
Mayfair

opening day box office record at Loezv's Perm Theatre in Pittsburgh
though his CBS-TV series doesn't start until September
6 (the hour program will be produced by Jack Hurdle) Gleason's
marquee, billing was "TV Star of CBS."
Paul Taubman, musi.

1

ished

whose
AB-Dumont series, "Cavalcade of
him into the big time, broke Frankie Laine's

Jackie Glcason,
Stars," catapulted

1952

.

WOR

Nevertheless, with Monday night
one of the weak attendance nights normally for most theatres, some exhibiregarding their only slightly
tors
dented grosses were of the opinion
audience
that very little of that
would have been theirs had the convention proceedings not been fed to the

the

.

stations in 65 cities.

Grosses Only Slightly Dented

Inc.

.

—

(Continued from page 1)

pooled coverage over

Charley?", in

on the air, has just been signed for its eighth consecutive year
by Bristol-Myers and Toni (latter is co-sponsor with Bristol-Myers
of the afternoon series) with Bud Collyer emceeing the daytime version and Bert Parks doing the honors at the evening sessions
the
sum given away on the ABC (radio) and CBS-TV stanzas totals well
above the three million mark (not marks D-O-L-L-A-R-S) and
has utilized every type of broadcast in order to do so, namely, radio,
TV and simulcast.
Mrs. James Costello, wife of an Ardmore, Pa.,
auto mechanic, who broke the bank for the sum of $11,510.00 just a
year ago, was a visitor to yesterday's program and told Producer
Ed Wolf that while driving past the Bristol-Myers factory at Hillside, N. ]., en route to New York, they stopped their car and "bowed
deeply and reverently in the direction of the B-M bldg."
and for
the record, the all-time high for the radio portion of the fabulous
series, $11,840,000 was won December 14, 1951, by Corporal Martin
Diamant.
-

.

Convention

(Continued from page

—

Herman

8,.

NY lst-Runs

- Radio

Television

7.
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Curb Films of 'Red' Writers

Franco-US
{Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

be held later this week at
which industry heads will be briefed
cm the Paris negotiations. The meeting is scheduled to be attended by Eric
Johnston,
A A president, who is
due here from Spokane, on Thursday.
It
was also learned that either
Johnston,
or
John G. McCarthy,
slated

to

MP

immediately coupled the introduction
of the bill with "the grave danger of
the increasing tendency toward censorship," and warned against "these
of blackmail against media of

tactics

communications,
whether
they
be
newspapers, magazines, or motion picture companies."

MPAA

vice-president and director of
international affairs, or both plan to
go to Paris when negotiations resume.
Tentative plans call for their leaving

about July 19.
Alfred W. Crown, foreign distribution head for Samuel Goldwyn Productions and representative of the Society of Independent Motion Picture
Producers at the Paris sessions, returned here late last week and reported to his principals over the weekend. F. W. Allport, London representative of the MPAA, who was present
observer, forwarded his
as an
report to the Association
The stalemate resulted from con-

MPAA

tinued French insistence on some form
of subsidy for the French industry in
a new import and conversion agreement. The subsidy principle is opposed
and the U. S. State Deby
partment, which is conducting the

SIMPP

Paris

negotiations with

Language Not Limiting
McCarthy explained

to the Senate
that the bill "has to do with the shipment of educational films in interstate
commerce," but the language of the
bill does not confine its effect to these
fields. The prohibition in the bill is
against the exhibition "of motion picture films," without language limiting
the effect to educational films.

McCarthy .said
names of some

he had his

staff pick

of the script writers listed in a catalog entitled "Educaasserted that
tional Film Guide."
he submitted 17 names to the House
Un-American Activities Committee,
and that of the 17 the Committee said

the

He

that eight "had very extensive records

Communist-front activities."
Chesapeake
Industries,
formerly
Wisconsin Republican cited Pathe Industries, served United Artonly one case, that of Columbia Uni- ists with a summons and writ of atversity Professor Robert S. Lynd, tachment for claims aggregating in
whom he said was connected with 23 excess of $200,000 on the eve of the
different organizations listed as sub- July 4th holiday last Thursday, it
versive. He said that "Lynd and the was learned yesterday.
others on that list are script writers
The action is an outgrowth of
for Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, claims and counter-claims involving
owned by Senator Benton."
proceeds from distribution by United
McCarthy argued, "the Communists Artists of certain former Eagle-Lion
know that if they can infiltrate our films acquired from Pathe Industries
educational system, they can control last year and other disputed phases
of
the
our nation without firing a shot."
purchase contract.
Total
claims by Pathe Industries are in exHired By A. T. & T.
cess of $400,000.
United Artists is preparing an acBenton said that Lynd was hired by
Western Electric, and only as a con- tion for counter-claims against P. I.
of

The

The

films he worked on, "The
Growth of Cities" and "The Arteries
of Cities," were highly technical and
sultant.

this

week are

possible,

it

was

Woolners Buy Liberty

—

New

July 14,

•

BOB

because

of

•

1952

•

ROY

JANE

HOPE • RUSSELL- ROGERS
and

TRIGGER

in

"SON of

Wants

Britain

Paleface'
TECHNICOLOR

Produced by ROBERT
Directed by

L.

WELCH

FRANK TASHLIN

Written by Frank Tashlin,
Robert L. Welch and Joseph Quillan

said

he agreed with

from a member of Parliament who termed
the figures "disappointing."

applies
held in es-

UA

I.

San Francisco,

Julv

7.

— Univer-

"Barney

Rose Sales Drive,"
named for its Western district manager, is making good progress in this
district, San Francisco sales manager
Dick Colbert reports.
The drive is
sale

physcians' "MD" as its
this
case
standing for
"More Dates." Other territories participating are Seattle, Portland, Los
Angeles, Salt Lake City and Denver.

using

slogan,

the

in

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY

TIME

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

ALBANY
ATLANTA

CHICAGO

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

CINCINNATI

20th

BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE

PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.
PROJ.

ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,
ROOM,

154 Walton

St.,

58-62 Berkeley

2.30 P.M.

N.W

2 P.M.

Street

2 P.M.

464 Franklin Street
305-7 South Church

2 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

Central P'kway.

ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
DETROIT
PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA STATE THEA. SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
LOS ANGELES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1704 Davenport Street
OMAHA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PHILADELPHIA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO... PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
SEATTLE
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
WASHINGTON
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
PROJ.

JO A.M.

Street

1306 South Michigan Avenue

CENTURY-FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER

.

Color by

The

stated yesterday.

officials

Progress Seen for
U' Western Drive

Thorneycroft
the absence
Paris of key negotiators.

said,

PARAMOUNT 1
TRADE SHOWS ]
Monday,

pany

attachment obtained by P.

fund,
gave no opportunity for any type of to a separate
propaganda, even if Western Electric crow, the company stated.
and American Telephone and Telegraph so desired. Other seven referred to by McCarthy were also hired
by AT&T.

Orleans, Julv 7. Lawrence
(Continued from page 1)
ernment officials.
and Bernard Woolner, principal stockIndustry executives here pointed out holders of Woolner Theatres, Inc., sive of those made here by subsidiaries
that the negotiations may be resumed have acrmired the Liberty bv lease of American companies, had received
in a week or two on the government for an undivulged nummber of years. ,circuit bookings in the U. S. in the
last three years—two films each in
level in Paris, with or without indus- It was formerly operated by RKO
1949 and 1950, and six films in
try observers present, in the event Theatres.
1951.
some compromise formula is pro-

sions

aggregating more than $500,000, com-

4

French gov-

pounded. The old agreement with
France expired on June 30. No ses-

Writ Served on UA
By Pathe Industries

.

.2:30 P.M.
8.15 P.M.

2 P.M.

PROJ.
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Uts remove the SHUSH!
...

and get some

PUSH!

uourBOXOFFICE is
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GOOD as your

SHOWMANSHIP!
service
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bgbv of mcmousmv
V_y pft/zf

;

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

6

Want Heads of
Companies

On Arbitration
Exhibitors Despair of
Progress Otherwise
The task of designing a
dustry arbitration system
state of

new
is

in-

in

a

suspended animation from
can be rescued only by the

learned reliably yesterday.

Arbitration conferences on
the basis on which they were
initiated in May and continued
last month are at an end. Exhibitor participants have taken
the position that failure to
make appreciable progress in
drafting a plan of arbitration
is due to the fact that they are
not dealing with principals, although they themselves are
principals insofar as their organizations are concerned.
exhibitor

delegates, therefore,
{Continued on page 2)

Kalmenson Presides
At Toronto Meet
Following the divisional sales meetrecently held in New Orleans,
Pittsburgh and Chicago, Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers' sales vice-president, has called the company's Canadian sales force to a similar two-day
meeting at the Royal York Hotel in
Toronto beginning today. District and
branch managers and salesmen will attend. Kalmenson will call upon each
delegate for a full report on his territory.
stepped-up program of selling

ings

A

(.Continued on page 2)

Production Steady;
37 Before Cameras

—

Hollywood, July 8.
Production,
during a week shortened by the holiday, only dropped off one point, for a
total of 37 pictures in work.
Four

new

pictures were started and five
were completed.
Started were
"Lost Women of
Zarpa" (Howco Productions), Inde:

pendent;
Artists

"Down

Periscope" (Allied
Parsons),
Mono"Pony Express," Paramount

— Lindsley

gram
"The Master
;

of Ballantrae,"

(.Continued on page 2)

Warner

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, JULY

Para. Sales Drive
Will Open Aug. 31;
$40,000 in Prizes
"Paramount's Greater Confidence
Parade of 1952," designated by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., as the most
important sales drive in his company's
history, and with a- prize, jackpot of

more than $40,000

w hich it
agreement of the presidents of participating distribution companies to engage personally in future conferences
with exhibitors on the system, it was

The

YORK,

branch

managers,

set for the top

sales

10

managers,

salesmen, office-booking managers and
booker-salesmen, will get underway
on August 31, the date which also
will usher in "Paramount Week," the
company reported here yesterday. The
drive is set for a 13-week period, ending November 29.
In addition to the $40,000 jackpot,
there, will be an extra week's salary
for the entire personnel of the three
leading branches.
Furthermore, an
additional $5,000 has been set aside
(Continued on page 2)

PLANS COMPLETED
COMPO Organizing an
Rackmil Now On All-Industry
Campaign
Universal Board

Supervision of Georges Rouvier,
United Artists general manager in
France since 1936, has been extended
to Switzerland by Arnold M. Picker,
vice-president in charge of foreign

UA

distribution. Leon Favre will continue
as manager in Geneva.

O'Connor,

same

announced

time,
the

UA's

J.

Arthur Rank, Budd Rog-

Daniel M. Sheaffer and G. I.
oodham- Smith.
Rackmil, controlling stockholder in
Universal, attended the meeting.
He
is scheduled to be elected president of

ers,

W

(Continued on page 2)

foreign

Participation Talks
Hollywood, July
pert,

head

who has
morrow

—

8.
Robert LipLippert Productions,
here for New York, to-

of

left

will

discuss

with

committee.

The strategy for repeal of
the tax in the next session of
Congress was ironed out at an
all-day meeting at the Hotel
Astor, attended by the COMPO
governing committee and some
27 other circuit and industry
executives.

Within the next few days, McGee
disclosed, exhibitor committees will be
organized on the state and Congressional District level to press for repeal of the tax, which the
group labelled "confiscatory."
Col. H. A. Cole, the other co-chair-

COMPO

COMPO

tax committee,
of the
said that he expects to have state and
committees
local exhibitor anti-tax
(Continued on page 4)

Arthur

Exhibitors throughout the country who started the week off braced
for some hard raps on their box-offices from the free home telecasts of
the Republican National Convention proceedings in Chicago were still
waiting last night for the first painful feeling.
The second day of the convention
telecasts on 107 stations in 65 cities in the .convention proceedings for the
passed very much like the first no convenience of their patrons and renoticeable effect on theatre attendance. ported that few people remained for
Receipts were down mildly here and more than a minute or two in the
there, were normal for the day else- lounges.
where, and in a few
regions there
Some circuit executives here said
were reports of better than average yesterday they felt that lack of drambusiness.
atic highlights at the convention thus
Executives of national circuits agreed far explained the mild effects of the
with Motion Picture Daily's reports telecasts partially. This could be refrom the field that the effects on the versed when the balloting gets under
box-office, where any were discernible, way tomorrow or Friday. Others said
were extremely slight.
Many the- the actual effects of the telecast were
atres having television lounges tuned
(Continued on page 2)

TV

was outlined here yesterday by Pat
McGee, co-chairman of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations' tax

Greenblatt and William Pizor, vicepresidents, his plans for exchange-

Exhibitors Now Asking:
Where 're the Republicans?

—

'Grass Roots' Level

"grass roots" all-industry drive
for the complete elimination of the
20 per cent Federal admission tax

man

promotion of participation.
George Soulat, manager in Belgium,
Lippert also will discuss the project
to the post of sales supervisor in with Lippert exchange heads in the
France, with headquarters in Paris.
New York territory while there. The
Albert Steinhardt, former manager deal recently concluded with the Dalin Puerto Rico, has been promoted to las branch is expected to serve as a
replace Soulat in Belgium.
(Continued on page 2)

chief

On
A

Stockholders of Universal Pictures,
at their annual meeting in Wilmington, Delaware, yesterday elected to the
board Milton R. Rackmil, president
of Decca Records, and reelected all
12 members to the board.
Reelected were Robert S. Benjamin,
Nate J. Blumberg, Alfred E. Daff,
Preston Davie, Albert A. Garthwaite,
Leon Goldberg, R. W. Lea, John J.

Lippert in Exchange

Soulat Promoted

the

TEN CENTS

1952

ANTI-TAX DRIVE

Rouvier, Steinhardt,

At

9,

Steve Broidy, president
of Monogram - Allied Art-

ists, who has just returned here from two weeks
abroad, reported that
while there he had made
arrangements for the production of two pictures
in England in association
with Associated British
Pictures Corp. Both films
will be completed by the
end of the year. Broidy
also reemphasized his belief that there is a market for good "B" pictures.
•

HOLLYWOOD, July 8. -The
monthly bulletin of the
California Department of
Industrial Relations reports that the weekly
earnings of studio craft
workers for May averaged
$112.61. The average for
April was $110.40.

Motion Picture Daily
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Convention

Personal
Mention
will sail

Edwark Dmytryk,

director

his as-

Milton Feldman production
Rudolph Sternad and sketch
artist Ferdinand Carrere have returned from Israel, where they made
preparations for the filming of "The

sistant,

;

designer

Juggler."

Alberti, president of Endorsements, Inc., will leave here for

Jules

Hollywood today.
•

George K. Arthur, Meteor Films
president, returned here yesterday from
England aboard the 5. 6". Queen Mary.

Colvin Brown, Film
Veteran, Dies Here
Colvin W. Brown, veteran film industry executive, died at St. Luke's
Hospital here yesterday at the age of
64.
Although he had suffered from
a heart ailment for some time, Brown
was admitted to the hospital only late
last week.
After newspaper work in his na-

Brown joined Mutual
1917 in the advertisingpublicity department.
He was subsequently associated with Gaumont
News and was general manager of
Associated Screen News
was assotive

Illinois,

Film Co.

in

;

ciated with Al Lichtman in distribution and was manager of distribution
for Thomas H. Ince Corp.
From
1925 to 1927 he was vice-president
and manager of foreign distribution
for FBO, predecessor of RKO, and

from 1927

to 1930 he was executive
vice-president
Pathe Exchange.
of
He joined Quigley Publishing Co.
as vice-president
and treasurer in
1930, resigning in 1945.
At the time
of his death he was a director of General Aniline & Film Corp. and of
other corporations.

Brown is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Regina Brown, and two brothers,
Walter of Elgin, 111., and Capt.
James

P.

USNR,

Brown,

of Palatine,

Funeral arrangements had not
been completed late yesterday. Burial
111.

will be at Elgin,

slightly

(Continued from page 1)

and play-dating in the Canadian
tory is the aim of the Warner

terrisales

chief.

Attending will be
Jules Lapidus,
Haskell Masters, Arthur Hersh, J.
Bermack, Grattan Kiely, A. Cohen,
:

Mickev Komar,

I.

Coval, C. F. Pearce,

Earl H. Dalgleish, Frank Davis, B.
Brookler and Anthony Ranicar.
Home office executives attending in
addition to Kalmenson and Lapidus

by the Republican convention
Exhibitors generally are

agreed that they noticed the effects of
the Bob Hope-Bing Crosby Telethon

Olympic Team fund-raising
month far more. They feel now
that the two political conventions will
do their business far less damage than
for

the

last

Chicago,

July

8.

— Chicago

exhib-

itors are finding, so far, that their
fears of bad business during the Re-

Some

theatres reported grosses a little
above average. Exhibitors are revising their appraisal of the effects on attendance of the Republican convention
telecasts and now believe that business
will continue normal throughout the
week, except for the possibility of

publican convention were grossly exaggerated.
Many circuits and independents here were surprised to find
grosses higher yesterday, the first day
of the convention, than on the past
few Mondays.
One circuit executive
reported that the action houses were
above normal, with the sure-seaters
and drive-ins experiencing a drop.
(The drive-in drop could be attributed
to heavy rain in the evening and reaction after the long holiday weekend.)
The downtown houses, benefitting from an influx of visitors, with
the hotels filled to capacity, did well
above average business, but the unexpected factor was good business in the
outlying theatres.

some dramatic development when
loting begins.

made
est

neighborhoods with the highset saturation.

Orleans, July

leans, getting its first

showed no apparent

8.

— New

TV
loss

this

of

Or-

week,
theatre

attendance to the Republican convention telecasts.
Business this week is
mild but not abnormal, with exhibitors
attributing conditions as much to the
post-holiday weekend letdown as to

downtown and neighSome loss in atexpected when the condown to balloting.

ported by both

borhood theatres.

the telecasts.

Production Steady

Para. Sales Drive

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
the special 'A. W. Schwalberg
Merit Awards" which will be divided
among branch personnel who display
outstanding individual effort over and
above their normal duties. This will
give members of the sales staff of nonwinning branches as well as members
of the staff not directly connected with
sales or booking an opportunity to

Brothers.

for

Completed were "Savage Mutiny"
(Esskay Pictures) and "Winning of
the West" (Gene Autry), Columbia;
"The Outlaw Marshal" (Royal West
Productions) and "Kansas City 1-1-7"
(Associated Players and Producers),
United
Artists
"The
Desperate
Search," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
:

;

participate.

drive will cover such produc-

Lippert Talks

For You," "Caribbean,"
(Continued from page 1)
"Somebody Loves Me," "Hurricane
Smith," "The Turning Point," and pattern for others.
Although
"The Savage."
have not yet been divulged, it

56— Repub-

Convention.

DAY,

No. 290-Repub-

MacArthur

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

ad-

address.

No.

93-Repub-

can Convention.

battles

&

DIGEST, No. ZSA—Houston

Korea internes released.
Parachute jumping. Chadwick
channel try.

polio

Waterfall.
fails

in

—

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
United States.

Korea.

No. 576
5.5.
Republican Conven-

tion.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 95-Re-

United States
publican Convention.
shatters
Atlantic
record.
Korea
fliers
pound Reds. Swimming, diving. Tennis.

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
voiced their intent of dealing only
with company presidents in the future.
If the company presidents decline to
it apsit and negotiate with them,
pears at this juncture that efforts to
draft an arbitration plan will be at
an end for the present.

is believed the plan contemplates exchange
heads acquiring property interest in
the pictures to be financed by Lippert
in the future. Lippert is expected to
provide clarification while East.

Bee die Resignation
Not Accepted by Unit
— The execuPittsburgh, July
8.

committee of the Allied Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Association
of Western Pennsylvania today re-

tive

/. T. Woodruff Dies at 50
Hollywood, July 8.— J. T. (Butch)

fused

,

The

exhibitor attitude, is unanimous.
It is not confined to any single organization. Inability to make further progress last week around the conference
table on disputed phases of arbitration
of competitive bidding complaints led
to the exhibitor stand and the adjournment of last week's sessions after
two and one-half days of conferences
with little or no progress resulting.
The exhibitors attribute the inability
to make progress to the lack of complete and final authority of the distribution executives and attorneys with
whom they have been negotiating, and
the resultant necessity for those executives to consult with and obtain instructions from their principals.
previous stalemate in the arbitration conferences was overcome when it
was decided to reduce the negotiating
body from the original large and unwieldy conference group to a negotiating committee of 10. The new stalemate developed when exhibitors felt
that the new arrangement was producing, and promised, no better results
than the original.

A

details

to accept the. resignation of Woodruff, 50, died yesterday of a
Fred Beedle of Canonsburg as presi- heart attack at Mount Gilhead, Ohio,
dent. The committee requested Nor- where he was setting up production
will include Noman Moray, Bernard man Mervis, the vice-president of the details for a forthcoming Floyd Lewis
R. Goodman, Howard Levinson, and unit, to assist more in official duties Productions feature. Funeral arrangements are pending.
until the convention in December.
Larry Golob.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

No.

Attitude Unanimous

New

of the Republican national convention,
receipts thus far this week are not
noticeably off. Normal business is re-

is

NEWS OF THE
lican

—

—

vention gets

MOVIETONE NEWS,

lican
Convention. Gen. MacArthur's
dress. Aquatic stars. Tennis.

bal-

The check-up here was

Cleveland, July 8. Theatre business here yesterday and today was
only slightly below average despite
the Republican national convention
telecasts. The most noticeable drop in
attendance was at the class neighborhood houses. No particular effort is
being made by Cleveland exhibitors to
combat the telecast competition.

Columbus, O., July 8. Even though
Ohio exhibitors resorted to no special
efforts to counteract anticipated damaging box-office effects from telecasts

tendance

in

TV

high-

TELENEWS

—

Boston, July 8. Box office business
here was normal yesterday and today.

tions as "Just

Kalmenson Presides

7 HE

telecasts.

to be.

The

111.

Parade

1)

they had anticipated in advance.

•

1952

Newsreel

—

TV

;

9,

Republican convention
Los Angeles, July 8. There has
lights all current nezvsreels. Other
been no noticeable drop in first-run
items include the trans-Atlantic record
grosses this week and neighborhood
of the S.S. United States and sports.
attendance has been affected only
Complete contents follow:

assay in that the excellent
weather over the July 4th weekend
hurt business somewhat and an upturn reasonably might have been expected Monday and yesterday as a
result.
Since there was no actual upmay or
turn, the. free convention
may not have been responsible.
In any event, exhibitors generally
were relieved that the effects on their
business the first two days of the convention were as painless as they proved
difficult to

and Mrs.
from here today
for Europe aboard the 5.6". Queen
Mary.

Kramer

TV Not Hurting

(Continued from page

STANLEY KRAMER

Wednesday, July

Rackmil
(Continued from page 1)

"U" next Tuesday.

Blumberg, presi-

dent for the past 14 years, is slated to
be elected chairman of the board, a
post now vacant.
Some 864,000 shares out of 960,000
outstanding, were voted at yesterday's
meeting. John J. O'Connor, Universal
vice-president, presided. The proposal
of stockholders Lewis D. Gilbert and
John J. Gilbert that future, meetings
of the company's stockholders be held
in

New York was

defeated.
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Wake Up!
It's A "Sleeper"!

PEARLBSl

FAGANj
Spencer Tracy. Katharine Hepburn.
Aldo Ray. William Ching

NEVER A

SHOW

Janet Leigh, Carleton Carpenter,

Keenan Wynn, Fearless Fagan (Himself)

"

LIKE

Ivanho
VJhekAt

Technicolor

Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor,
Joan Fontaine. George Sanders.

Emlyn Williams

Kathryn Grayson, Red Skelton,

Howard Keel, Marge and Gower Champion,
Ann Miller, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Kurt Kasznar

Greater
le

Great Caruso'

Becaus

Mine
Technicolor*

Lana Turner, Fernando Lamas, Una Merkel,
Richard Haydn, Thomas Gomez

RIGHT

ON THE
BUTTON
that sells the tickets!

James Whitmore

MILLION
DOLLAR

MERMAID
Spencer Tracy, Gene Tierney,
Van Johnson, Leo Genn, Dawn Addams,.

Esther Williams, Victor Mature, Walter,

Pidgeon, David Brian, Donna Corcoran

Lloyd Bridges

By

THE HEART STORY

THE

BAD

AND

BEAUTIFUL
And

it's

BIB!

the Producer

'And Director of "Ivanhoe"^

OF HOLLYWOOD

the

Vote M-G-M, the ticket

Mario Lanza, Doretta Morrow,

/

Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon,
Dick Powell, Barry Sullivan,
Gloria Grahame, Gilbert Roland,

The

Prisoner
of

Zenda
Technicolor

Stewart Granger, Deborah Kerr,
Louis Calhern, Jane Greer,
Lewis Stone, Robert Douglas

Motion Picture Daily
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Tax Drive

Wednesday, July

Review
it

will be

named

shortly,

it

was added.

was disclosed that the anti-tax campaign
At the same time,

it

financed through the
general fund. In order
to build up the fund, Al Lichtman, a member of COMPO's
three-man governing board, announced that the week of Aug.
11-18 has been designated for a
will

be

COMPO

COMPO

dues collection drive,
which time all exhibitors will
be canvassed by film salesmen
with dues pledge cards.
at

Current plans call for the naming of
a co-ordinator, or perhaps geographical co-ordinators to tie-in the efforts
of anti-tax exhibitor committees.

No Appeal
The
stated,

30-man

tax

to Public

group,

it

was

agreed that no appeal for aid

in the fight would be made to the
general public, and that there would
be no direction from the general
tax committee to the exhibitor on whether he should or should
not pass on the tax saving to the

COMPO
public.

Members

COMPO

general
tax committee expressed their conviction that "there is, good reason to
believe that the drive will be successful."
The need and the urgency
of every exhibitor to get behnd the
drive
was underlined by Samuel
Pinanski, a member of the
governing; triumvirate.
of

the

COMPO

(

Pre-Selling

The Big Sky
Winchcst er-RKO Pictures)

A

BIG SPRAWLING

WESTERN

crammed with

violence,

suspense,
with Indians and evil white men, and touched off with a bit
of romance, has been fashioned by Howard Hawks in "The Big Sky." The
picture rolls on tirelessly and shows considerable substance in its 140 minutes
of running time, but at times it suggests the need for sharper cutting.
Kirk
Douglas and Dewey Martin play the leads as a pair of steel-fisted Kentucky
mountaineers who wander into a keelboat expedition up the uncharted
Missouri River in 1830. Elizabeth Threatt provides the feminine allure as an
Indian girl who is taken along as a hostage in order that the expedition's
safety be insured among hostile Indians in the Northwest, with whom it is
desired to establish a trading post.
After some tumultuous beginnings, the expedition gets underway and the
first encounter with adventure is provided by a dangerous stretch of rapids.
As the voyage goes on there is the constant outbreak of violence from the
Indians. These battle scenes are excitingly staged. Then there are assorted
encounters with the white marauders of opposition agents who also are bent
on establishing trading posts. The screenplay, by Dudley Nichols, gradually
develops a love rivalry between Douglas and Martin for the Indian girl.
As the story wends its perilous way the latter finally marries Miss Threatt
Arthur Hunnicutt, as a grizzled, Indian-wise
in a spirited Indian ceremony.
scout, provides excellent support along with the giant Buddy Baer, a sort
of watchdog of the expedition.
Hawks, who produced and directed this Winchester Pictures presentation,
provides the exhibitor with a solid piece of Western merchandise.
The
devotee of the large-scale Western will find in it enough "meat" to satisfy
the heartiest of appetites.
The film was based on the novel of the same name by A. B. Guthrie, Jr.
Edward Lasker was associate producer of the ambitious undertaking.
Running time, 140 minutes. General audience classification. For August

*

*•

1952

National

(Continued from page 1)

meeting by next week. Chairmen and
members of the 48 state committees

9,

battles

A RLENE DAHL

must be running

for Vice-President. Recently she
appeared on the front covers of Look,
Collier's, Quick and Life, with four
pages, including a center double-spread
of Arlene in her nightie, in the latter

magazine.

Then, she appeared again

Sunday on the

front cover of the
rotogravure color section of the New
York Daily News, with all of these
appearances adding up to a combined
circulation
of
16,700,000.
Constant
readers will feel well acquainted, except they may disagree as to the exact
shade of her red hair. What we want
last

.

to see is a full-page, full-color picture
of Arlene's press agent, blushing with
modest pride for his superior accomplishment.

•

Ernest V. Heyn, new editor of
Hearst's American Weekly, is a
veteran of the fan magazine field,

maybe that's another reason
why you will find this widely-read
and

Sunday newspaper magazine with
its
20,000,000
readership, hewing
closely to the box-office line. The
entire issue of American Weekly
Mandel Herbstman for August 31 will be devoted to
motion pictures, and there are
rumors afloat that the newspapers
The committee said it had
represented across the board will
statistics showing that the total
conduct their own poll this fall
taxes collected from exhibitors

release.

Declared Pinanski "We're seeking
get relief for an industry that's
being crushed by taxation." Pinanski added that he has eight houses
closed that would be open today if
the Federal admission tax was re:

to

throughout the nation, both on
the national and local level, in
1951 was seven times the net
profits earned by all theatres

pealed.

that year.
Col. Cole, while pointing out that
the tax could only be repealed at the
next session of Congress which convenes in January, said he hoped by
that time to have every lawmaker convinced of the injustice of the tax.
There will be constant pressure in the
intervening time by exhibitors
to
eliminate the tax, he added. The rest
should be a "mopping up" operation,
Cole declared.
Remaining in New York for the
next few days to "tie up loose ends"
will be Cole, McGee, Trueman T.
Rembusch, a member of the
governing triumvirate, and Pinanski,

COMPO

was

disclosed.
Others attending the meeting- were: Abe
Berenson, Lou Johns. Robert Bryant, A.
Julian Brylawski, E. D. Martin. Alfred
Starr, Martin J. Mullin, Mort Sunshine
Howard Bryant, Dick Pitts, D. John Phillips.
Rotus Harvey. Mrs. Hannah Oppie,
Sam Gillette, Oscar Doob, Wilbur Snaper.
Allen Johnson, Henderson Richey. Nathan
Yamins, Charles E. McCarthy. Robert W.
Coyne, Emanuel Frisch. Sam Rosen, Harry
Brandt, Lee Newbury, Ed Lachman, Ben
Marcus, Josh Goldberg, Sidney Schreiber
and Carlton Duffus.

it

with balloting direct by the public
at the point of sale, to determine
what is really the best picture of
the year, in terms of box-office

appeal.

An advance copy of the new Look,
out next Tuesday and dated July 29,
has a color cover of Pier Angeli, and
an inside story of "The Two Pieranmeaning Pier and her unidentwin sister, Marisa. Attractive
color ads that have been seen in the
trade press and in the pressbook of
United Artist's "Island of Desire" will
appear as a four-color page in Pic-

gelis,"
tical

Review for pinpoint circulation
members of a ready-made

torial

to 14,000,000

audience

to coincide with play-dates in
10 key-cities. Cosmopolitan magazine
has selected
Radio's "Sudden
Fear" as its choice of the best picture
of the month for September. Seventeen magazine has chosen Hoivard
Hazvks' "The Big Sky" as the top picture of the same month. The July
Seventeen, now current, has a twopage feature story on Dale Robertson,
star of "Lydia Bailev," under the title,

RKO

"Soft

Drawl

in

The current

High Boots."

Collier's,

now on

the

on
Barbara Stanwyck, illustrated in color,
by Frank Nugent, which theatremen
can file and post with appropriate
stands,

Seven Majors File
Percentage Suits

—

has

a

fine

feature

story

Houston, July 8.
The Bryan playdates, as a special lobby display.
Amusement Co., operating the Queen, Continuing publicity for 20th CenturyPalace and New Dixie theatres in
Bryan, Texas, has been named in
seven percentage actions filed in Federal Court here.
The actions, by
Paramount,
Loew's,
20th CenturyFox, Warner,
Pictures, United
Artists and Universal, ask recovery
for damages based on alleged under-reporting of receipts on percentage engagements.
Thompson, Knight, Wright and
the

Fox's "Lydia Bailev" turned up in last
Sunday's issue of This Week with a
color picture and story about Anne
Francis, written by Louis Berg. Corine Calvet is very decorative in offstage cheesecake photographs in the
Tuly 16 issue of People Today. Add to
Paramount's colorful pre-selling of
"The Greatest Show on Earth" the
new packet of souvenir post cards
which are now available to theatres
and retail stores, or for free distribu-

Stein,

tion, at the discretion of the exhibitor.

RKO

"Gripping, high tension suspense! Universal appeal!"

— Hollywood

Simmons,
distributors

Reporter

New

of

Dallas,

with

represent

Sargoy and

York, of counsel.

Walter Brooks

r,

i

VK

—

...vl»V*

M
of recent or forthcoming

AT

MP

#

releases featured in advertising in

*

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

At

-

Distributor

Title

3

CAPTAIN BLACK JACK

Classic

CARRIE

Paramount

J

1

Hp

iffl

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK

'

Jr

Sox

(3 Pages)

AC*

FEARLESS

FACAN

FRANCIS GOES TO WEST POINT.

.

.

,Jc

.

1

Universal

iiS.5*

.'i

HAS ANYBODY

MY

SEEN

DREAM OF JEANIE

I

IVANHOE

CAL?

(2 Pages)

f"

Universal
jalj&fc

(2 Pages)

re

(3 Pages)
2$ jSPUF"

JUMPING JACKS
KING KONG

.

.

.

a?.

y

^f-

.

(4 Pages)

.

.

LYDIA BAILEY

Paramount

RKO

.if tfP
Renown
fii-

RED BALL EXPRESS

(3 Pages)

ni versa I

AND SAINT ANNE

.

STRANGE WORLD

,:f\

.

THE BIG SKY

.

M

(2 Pages)

.

.

Universal

United Artists

RKO

.... United Artists

'.V

THE QUIET

MAN

THE RIVER

(3 Pages)

(4 Pages)

.

.

.

&

Jr.

.... Republic
.... United Artists

.

THE STORY OF WILL

(2 Pages)

Warner

X§
THE WINNING TEAfcf (Stages)

Warner

iv'T

EAST

(3 Pages)

HISv

ON BEACON

(2 Pages)

Vital

Spark

that ignites the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade adverWithout that, no exhibitor can be
tising.
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.
It is

—

....

THE GREEN GLOVE

WALK

The

20th-Fox-

PICKWICK PAPERS

THE WORLD IN

f

-M

PAT AND MIKE

SALLY

i

Universal

Columbia

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

WASHINGTON|g|| Y
r

(2 Pages)

MGM

vital

WHERE'S

^

CI

(3

Pages)

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

Wa rner

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Its cost

is

est results!

.

HOWARD HUGHES

PRESENTS

JJJ
»

EDMUND GRAINGER

*

starring

7I7T
WILLIAM TALMAN -CHARLES McGRAW

MARGARET SHERIDAN

mS3

O

K

R

RADIO
PICTURES

TRADE SHOWINGS

ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway

Tues. 7/15'

Screening Room
195 Luckie St., N.W.

Tues. 7/15

Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.

Tues. 7/15

Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm.
498 Pearl Street

Tues

7/15

CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308

CHICAGO
RKO
1300

Screening
S.

Room

Tues. 7/15

i:00 P.M.

S.

2:00 P.M.

Vermont Ave.

Tues. 7/15

CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room
2219 Payne Avenue

Tues. 7/15

Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue

12:15

Noon

Tues. 7/15

2:00 P.M.

Paramount Screen. Rm. Tues. 7/15
2100 Stout Street

DES MOINES
Fox Screening Room

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/15

1300 High Street

jcted by

TAY GARNETT

S.

Tues. 7/15

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 7/15 10:30

A.M.

NEW YORK
Screening Room
630 Ninth Avenue

• Written

by

1st. St.

Tues. 7/15

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/15

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 7/15

1:30 P.M.

South

SAN FRANCISCO
Tues. 7/15 10:30

A.M.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Room
2318 Second Avenue

Liberty Street

RKO

2:00 P.M.

SALT LAKE CITY

Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street

40 Whiting Street

200

LOUIS
RKO Screening Room

Fox Screening Room

Fox Screening Room
1015 Currie Avenue

Fox Screening Room

Star Screening Room
925 N.W. 19th Ave.

216 E.

NEW ORLEANS

DENVER

Tues. 7/15

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

3143 Olive Street

Warner Screen. Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

Fox Screening Room

Republic Screen. Room
412 S. Harwood Street

2:30 P.M.

ST.

NEW HAVEN

DALLAS

Tues. 7/15

PORTLAND

MEMPHIS

MINNEAPOLIS

12 East 6th Street

1:00 P.M.

250 North 13th Stret

PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room

LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room

Tues. 7/15

1502 Davenport Street

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room

MILWAUKEE

Wabash Ave.

CINCINNATI
RKO Screening Room

Fox Screening Room
1:00 P.M.

KANSAS CITY

1980
Tues. 7/15

Church Street

S.

Tues. 7/15 10:30 A.M.

10 North Lee Street

OMAHA

INDIANAPOLIS

Paramount Screen. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte Street

BUFFALO
Mo.

2:30 P.M.

Universal Screen. Rm.
517 N. Illinois Street

BOSTON
RKO

Fox Screening Room

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue

ATLANTA
RKO

OKLAHOMA

DETROIT

Tues. 7/15

1:30 P.M.

SIOUX FALLS
Hollywood Theatre
212 N. Philips Ave.

Tues. 7/15 10:00

A.M.

WASHINGTON
Tues. 7/15

2:30 P.M.

MILTON KRIMS

Film Center
932

and

New

Scr.

Room

Tues. 7/15

Jersey Ave.

WILLIAM WISTER HAINES

2:00 P.M.

;

MOTION PICTURE
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Want Heads of Para. Sales Drive
Companies 71" oo^in prizes

On Arbitration
Exhibitors Despair of
Progress Otherwise

"Paramount's Greater Confidence
Parade of 1952," designated by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., as the most
important sales drive in his company's
history, and with a prize jackpot of

more than $40,000
task of designing- a
dustry arbitration system

The

is

in-

in

a

suspended animation from
can be rescued only by the

state of

which

new

it

agreement of the presidents of participating distribution companies to engage personally in future conferences
with exhibitors on the system, it was
learned reliably yesterday.
Arbitration conferences on
the basis on which they were
initiated in May and continued
last month are at an end. Exhibitor participants have taken
the position that failure to
make appreciable progress in
drafting a plan of arbitration
is due to the fact that they are
not dealing with principals, although they themselves are
principals insofar as their organizations are concerned.

The

delegates,

exhibitor

therefore,

(Continued on page 2)

Following the divisional sales meetrecently

held

in

New

Orleans,

Pittsburgh and Chicago, Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers' sales vice-president, has called the company's Canadian sales force to a similar two-day
meeting at the Royal York Hotel in

Toronto beginning today. District and
branch managers and salesmen will attend. Kalmenson will call upon each
delegate for a full report on his territory.

A

managers,

sales

10

managers,

salesmen, office-booking managers and
booker-salesmen, will get underway
on August 31, the date which also
will usher in "Paramount Week," the
company reported here yesterday. The
drive is set for a 13-week period, ending November 29.
In addition to the $40,000 jackpot,
there, will be an extra week's salary
for the entire personnel of the three
leading branches.
Furthermore, an
additional $5,000 has been set aside
(Continued on page 2)

Soulat

PLANS COMPLETED
Organizing an
Rackmil Now On COMPO
All-Industry Campaign

Universal Board

Supervision

of

Georges

Rouvier,

United Artists general manager in
France since 1936, has been extended
to Switzerland by Arnold M. Picker,
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution. Leon Favre will continue
as manager in Geneva.

At

O'Connor,

the

same

announced

time,
the

UA's

J.

Arthur Rank, Budd Rog-

Daniel M. Sheaffer and G. I.
Woodham- Smith.
Rackmil, controlling stockholder in
Universal, attended the meeting.
He
is scheduled to be elected president of
ers,

(Continued on page 2)

foreign

Participation Talks
Hollywood, July

—

8.
Robert LipLippert Productions,
who has left here for New York, tomorrow will discuss with Arthur
Greenblatt and William Pizor, vicepresidents, his plans for exchange-

pert,

head

of

promotion of participation.
Lippert also will discuss the project
George Soulat, manager in Belgium,
to the post of sales supervisor in with Lippert exchange heads in the
France, with headquarters in Paris.
New York territory while there. The
Albert Steinhardt, former manager deal recently concluded with the Dalin Puerto Rico, has been promoted to las branch is expected to serve as a
replace Soulat in Belgium.
(Continued on page 2)

chief

Exhibitors Now Asking:
Where 're the Republicans?

stepped-up program of selling

Exhibitors throughout the country who started the week off braced
some hard raps on their box-offices from the free home telecasts of
the Republican National Convention proceedings in Chicago were still
waiting last night for the first painful feeling.
The second day of the convention
37
telecasts on 107 stations in 65 cities in the convention proceedings for the
Production, passed very much like the first no convenience of their patrons and reHollywood, July 8.
during a week shortened by the holi- noticeable effect on theatre attendance. ported that few people remained for
day, only dropped off one point, for a Receipts were down mildly here and more than a minute or two in the
Four there, were normal for the day else- lounges.
total of 37 pictures in work.
new pictures were started and five where, and in a few TV regions there
Some circuit executives here said
were completed.
were reports of better than average yesterday they felt that lack of dram"Lost Women of business.
Started were
atic highlights at the convention thus
Zarpa" (Howco Productions), IndeExecutives of national circuits agreed far explained the mild effects of the
pendent; "Down Periscope" (Allied with Motion Picture Daily's reports telecasts partially. This could be reMono- from the field that the effects on the versed when the balloting gets under
Lindsley
Parsons),
Artists
gram "Pony Express," Paramount box-office, where any were discernible, way tomorrow or Friday. Others said
"The Master of Ballantrae," Warner were extremely slight.
Many the- the actual effects of the telecast were
(Continued on page 2)
atres having television lounges tuned
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on !>aae 2)

for

Production Steady;
Before Cameras

—

:

—

;

—

On

'Grass Roots' Level

A

Stockholders of Universal Pictures,
at their annual meeting in Wilmington, Delaware, yesterday elected to the
board Milton R. Rackmil, president
of Decca Records, and reelected all
12 members to the board.
Reelected were Robert S. Benjamin,
Nate J. Blumberg, Alfred E. Daff,
Preston Davie, Albert A. Garthwaite,
Leon Goldberg, R. W. Lea, John J.

Lippert in Exchange

Promoted

TEN CENTS

1952

ANTI-TAX DRIVE

Rouvier, Steinhardt,

UA

Kalmenson Presides
At Toronto Meet
ings

branch

set for the top

9,

"grass roots" all-industry drive
for the complete elimination of the

20 per cent Federal admission tax
was outlined here yesterday by Pat
McGee, co-chairman of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations' tax
committee.

The strategy for repeal of
the tax in the next session of
Congress was ironed out at an
all-day meeting at the Hotel
Astor, attended by the COMPO
governing committee and some
27 other circuit and industry
executives.

Within the next few days, McGee
disclosed, exhibitor committees will be
organized on the state and Congressional District level to press for repeal of the tax, which the
group labelled "confiscatory."
Col. H. A. Cole, the other co-chairman of the
tax committee,
said that he expects to have state and
local exhibitor
anti-tax committees

COMPO

COMPO

(Continued on page 4)

Broidy Sets Plans
For

Two

in

England

Arrangements for the production of
two pictures in England in associawith Associated British Pictures
Corp., were made by Steve Broidy,
president of Monogram-Allied Artists,
who has just returned from two weeks
tion

abroad.
duction
to iron
Broidy.
by the

Walter Mirisch, company prohead, is remaining in England
out final details, according to
Both films will be completed

end of the. year.
Broidy re-emphasized his belief that
there is a market here for good "B"
pictures.
"Exhibitors need them and
the customers want them," he said.
To support his point, Broidy stressed

"Monogram

is
now playing to
better theatres here and in
Great Britain," than ever before.

that

more and

Studio Workers' Pay
Jumps to $112 a Week
Hollywood, July 8.—Weekly earnings of studio craft workers for May
averaged $112.61, according to the
monthly bulletin of the California Department of Industrial Relations. The
average for April was $110.40, and
for May a year ago it was $103.72.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Convention

for Europe aboard the
Mary.

difficult to

Queen

•

assay in that the excellent

weather over the July 4th weekend
hurt business somewhat and an upturn reasonably might have been expected Monday and yesterday as a
Since there was no actual upresult.

TV

turn, the free convention
may or
not have been responsible.
any event, exhibitors generally
were relieved that the effects on their
business the first two days of the con-

Edwark Dmytryk, director his as- may
sistant, Milton Feldman
production
In
;

;

Rudolph Sternad and sketch
artist Ferdinand Carrere have returned from Israel, where they made

designer

preparations for the filming of "The
Juggler."
•

Alberti, president of Endorsements, Inc., will leave here for

Jules

Hollywood today.
•

George K. Arthur, Meteor Films
president, returned here yesterday from
England aboard the 6". S\ Queen Mary.
1

Colvin Brown, Film
Veteran, Dies Here
Colvin W. Brown, veteran film industry executive, died at St. Luke's
Hospital here yesterday at the age of
64.
Although he had suffered from
a heart ailment for some time, Brown
was admitted to the hospital only late
last week.
After newspaper work in his na-

Brown joined Mutual
1917 in the advertisingpublicity department.
He was subsequently associated with Gaumont
News and was general manager of
Associated Screen News
was associated with Al Lichtman in distributive

Illinois,

Film Co.

in

;

tion
for

and was manager of distribution

Thomas H.

1925

to

1927

he

Ince

Corp.

From

was vice-president

and manager of foreign

distribution

FBO,

predecessor of RKO, and
from 1927 to 1930 he was executive
for

vice-president
of
Pathe Exchange.
He joined Quigley Publishing Co.
as vice-president
and treasurer in
1930, resigning in 1945.
At the time
of his death he was a director of General Aniline & Film Corp. and of
other corporations.

Brown is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Regina Brown, and two brothers,
Walter of Elgin, 111., and Ca.pt.
James P. Brown,

USNR,

of Palatine,

Funeral arrangements had not
been completed late yesterday. Burial
will be at Elgin, 111.
111.

vention were as painless as

Kalmenson Presides
(Continued from page 1)
terri-

sales

Attending will be
Jules Lapidus,
Haskell Masters, Arthur Hersh, J.
Bermack, Grattan Kiely, A. Cohen,
:

I.

Coval, C. F. Pearce,

Earl H. Dalgleish, Frank Davis, B.
Brookler and Anthony Ranicar.
Home office executives attending in
addition to Kalmenson and Lapidus

'Y

HE

Republican convention high-

-*

lights all current nezvsreels. Other
items include the trans-Atlantic record
of the S.S. United States and sports.

Complete contents follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No.

56^Repub-

lican
Convention. Gen. MacArthur's
dress. Aquatic stars. Tennis.

NEWS OF THE
Iican

Convention.

DAY,

ad-

No. 29ft-Repub-

MacArthur

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

address.

No.

93— Repub-

can Convention.

they had anticipated in advance.

to be.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 28A— Houston
battles polio & Korea internes released.
8.
Boston,
office
Box
business
July
Chicago, July 8. Chicago exhibWaterfall.
Parachute jumping. Chadwick
itors are finding, so far, that their here was normal yesterday and today. fails in channel try.
fears of bad business during the Re- Some theatres reported grosses a little
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 576 — S.S.
publican convention were grossly ex- above average. Exhibitors are revis- United States. Korea. Republican Convenaggerated.
Many circuits and inde- ing their appraisal of the effects on at- tion.
pendents here were surprised to find tendance of the Republican convention
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 95-Regrosses higher yesterday, the first day telecasts and now believe that business publican Convention. S.5". United States
Atlantic
record.
Korea
fliers
of the convention, than on the past will continue normal throughout the shatters
few Mondays.
One circuit executive week, except for the possibility of pound Reds. Swimming, diving. Tennis.
reported that the action houses were some dramatic development when balabove normal, with the sure-seaters loting begins. The check-up here was
and drive-ins experiencing a drop. made in neighborhoods with the high(The drive-in drop could he attributed est TV set saturation.
to heavy rain in the evening and reaction after the long holiday week(Continued from page 1)
Cleveland, July 8. Theatre busiend.)
The downtown houses, bene- ness here yesterday and today was
fitting from an influx of visitors, with only slightly below average despite voiced their intent of dealing only
the hotels filled to capacity, did well the Republican national convention with company presidents in the future.
above average business, but the unex- telecasts. The most noticeable drop in If the company presidents decline to
pected factor was good business in the attendance was at the class neighbor- sit and negotiate with them, it appears at this juncture that efforts to
outlying theatres.
hood houses. No particular effort is
draft an arbitration plan will be at
being made by Cleveland exhibitors to
an end for the present.
Columbus, O., July 8. Even though combat the telecast competition.
Attitude Unanimous
Ohio exhibitors resorted to no special
8.
attitude, is unanimous.
New
Orleans,
The
exhibitor
OrJuly
New
efforts to counteract anticipated damaging box-office effects from telecasts leans, getting its first TV this week, It is not confined to any single organiof the Republican national convention, showed no apparent loss of theatre zation. Inability to make further progreceipts thus far this week are not attendance to the Republican conven- ress last week around the conference
Business this week is table on disputed phases of arbitration
noticeably off. Normal business is re- tion telecasts.
ported by both downtown and neigh- mild but not abnormal, with exhibitors of competitive bidding complaints led
borhood theatres. Some loss in at- attributing conditions as much to the to the exhibitor stand and the adtendance is expected when the con- post-holiday weekend letdown as to journment of last week's sessions after
the telecasts.
two and one-half days of conferences
vention gets down to balloting.
with little or no progress resulting.

—

—

Arbitration

—

—

—

Para. Sales Drive
(Continued from page 1)
the special "A. W. Schwalberg
Merit Awards" which will be divided
among branch personnel who display
outstanding individual effort over and
above their normal duties. This will
give members of the sales staff of nonwinning branches as well as members
of the staff not directly connected with
sales or booking an opportunity to
for

Production Steady
(Continued from page 1)
Brothers.

Completed were "Savage Mutiny"
(Esskay Pictures) and "Winning of
the West" (Gene Autry), Columbia;
"The Outlaw Marshal" (Royal West
Productions) and "Kansas City 1-1-7"
(Associated Players and Producers),
United
Artists
"The
Desperate
Search," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
:

;

participate.

The

drive will cover such produc-

Lippert Talks

For You," "Caribbean,"
(Continued from page 1)
"Somebody Loves Me," "Hurricane
Smith," "The Turning Point," and pattern
for others. Although
"The Savage."
have not yet been divulged,

Bee die Resignation
Not Accepted by Unit
— The execuPittsburgh, July

is believed the plan contemplates exchange
heads acquiring property interest in
the pictures to be financed by Lippert
in the future. Lippert is expected to
provide clarification while East.

8.

committee of the Allied Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Association
of Western Pennsylvania today re-

tive

fused

The exhibitors attribute
to make progress to the

the inability
lack of complete and final authority of the distribution executives and attorneys with
whom they have been negotiating, and
the resultant necessity for those executives to consult with and obtain instructions from their principals.
previous stalemate in the arbitration conferences was overcome when it
was decided to reduce the negotiating
body from the original large and unwieldy conference group to a negotiating committee of 10. The new stalemate developed when exhibitors felt
that the new arrangement was producing, and promised, no better results
than the original.

A

details

/. T. Woodruff Dies at 50
Hollywood, July 8.—J. T. (Butch)

to accept the resignation of Woodruff, 50, died yesterday of a
Fred Beedle of Canonsburg as presi- heart attack at Mount Gilhead, Ohio,
dent. The committee requested Nor- where he was setting up production
will include Noman Moray, Bernard man Mervis, the vice-president of the details for a forthcoming Floyd Lewis
R. Goodman, Howard Levinson, and unit, to assist more in official duties Productions feature. Funeral arrangements are pending.
Larry Golob.
until the convention in December.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Newsreel

for

last

it

chief.

Mickev Komar,

—

Los Angeles, July 8. There has
been no noticeable drop in first-run
grosses this week and neighborhood
attendance has been affected only
slightly by the Republican convention
telecasts.
Exhibitors generally are
agreed that they noticed the effects of
the Bob Hope-Bing Crosby Telethon

the Olympic Team fund-raising
month far more. They feel now
that the two political conventions will
they proved do their business far less damage than

tions as "Just

and play-dating in the Canadian
tory is the aim of the Warner

1952

Parade

and Mrs.
from here today

will sail

TV Not Hurting

9,

(Continued from page 1)

STANLEY KRAMER
Kramer

Wednesday, July

Rackmil
(Continued from page 1)

"U" next Tuesday.

Blumberg, presi-

dent for the past 14 years, is slated to
be elected chairman of the board, a
post now vacant.
Some 864,000 shares out of 960,000
outstanding, were voted at yesterday's
meeting. John J. O'Connor, Universal
vice-president, presided. The proposal
of stockholders Lewis D. Gilbert and
John J. Gilbert that future meetings
of the company's stockholders be held
in

New York

was

defeated.
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Wake Up!
It's A "Sleeper'
1

FBARLBSi

FAGAH
Janet Leigh, Carleton Carpenter,

Spencer Tracy. Katharine Hepburn.
Aldo Ray, William Ching

Keenan Wynn, Fearless Fagan (Himself)

NEVER A

Lovely to

SHOW

Book

LIKE

It!

Ivanho

Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor,

Kathryn Grayson, Red Skelton,

Joan Fontaine, George Sanders,
Emlyn Williams

Howard Keel, Marge and Gower Champion,
Ann Miller, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Kurt Kasznar

Greater Than

"The Great Caruso"

Because
Tfou're

Aline
Technicolor,-

T

J

LanaTurner, Fernando Lamas, Una Merkel,
Richard Haydn, Thomas Gomez

RIGHT

ON THE

THE MUSICAL

MILLION

Spencer Tracy, Gene Tierney,
Van Johnson, Leo Genn, Dawn Addams.

that sells the tickets

Esther Williams, Victor Mature, Walter.

Pidgeon, David Brian, Donna Corcoran

By

the Producer

THE HEART STORY
OF HOLLYWOOD

THE

the

Vote M-G-M, the ticket

James Whitmore

FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Lloyd Bridges

BUTTON

Mario Lanza, Doretta Morrow,

BAD

AND

BEAUTIFUL
And

it's

BIG!

Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon,
Dick Powell, Barry Sullivan,

''And Director of "Ivanhoe'

The

Prisone
of

Zenda
Technicolor

Stewart Granger, Deborah Kerr,
Louis Calhern, Jane Greer,
lewis Stone. Robert Douslas

Motion Picture Daily
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Tax Drive

Wednesday, July

{Continued from page 1)

will

be

named

shortly,

At the same time,

it

was added.

was disclosed that the anti-tax campaign
it

financed through the
general fund. In order
to build up the fund, Al Lichtwill

be

COMPO

man, a member of COMPO's
three-man governing board, announced that the week of Aug.
11-18 has been designated for a
COMPO dues collection drive,
at which time all exhibitors will
be canvassed by film salesmen
with dues pledge cards.
Current plans call for the naming of
a co-ordinator, or perhaps geographical co-ordinators to tie-in the efforts
of anti-tax exhibitor committees.

No Appeal
The
stated,

30-man

tax

to Public

group,

it

was

agreed that no appeal for aid

in the fight would be made to the
general public, and that there would
be no direction from the general
tax committee to the exhibitor on whether he should or should
not pass on the tax saving to the

COMPO

public.

Members

COMPO

general
tax committee expressed their conviction that "there is good reason to
believe that the drive will be successful."
of every

of

the

The need and

the urgency
get behnd the

exhibitor to
drive
was underlined by
Pinanski, a member of the
governing triumvirate.

Samuel

COMPO

Pre-Selling

"The Big Sky"
(

Winchester-RKO Pictures)

A

BIG

1952

National

Review

meeting by next week. Chairmen and
members of the 48 state committees

9,

SPRAWLING WESTERN

crammed with violence, suspense,
with Indians and evil white men, and touched off with a bit
of romance, has been fashioned by Howard Hawks in "The Big Sky." The
picture rolls on tirelessly and shows considerable substance in its 140 minutes
of running time, but at times it suggests the need for sharper cutting.
Kirk
Douglas and Dewey Martin play the leads as a pair of steel-fisted Kentucky
mountaineers who wander into a keelboat expedition up the uncharted
Missouri River in 1830. Elizabeth Threatt provides the feminine allure as an
Indian girl who is taken along as a hostage in order that the expedition's
safety be insured among hostile Indians in the Northwest, with whom it is
battles

desired to establish a trading post.
After some tumultuous beginnings, the expedition gets

underway and the

encounter with adventure is provided by a dangerous stretch of rapids.
As the voyage goes on there is the constant outbreak of violence from the
Indians. These battle scenes are excitingly staged. Then there are assorted
encounters with the white marauders of opposition agents who also are bent
on establishing trading posts. The screenplay, by Dudley Nichols, gradually
develops a love rivalry between Douglas and Martin for the Indian girl.
As the story wends its perilous way the latter finally marries Miss Threatt
Arthur Hunnicutt, as a grizzled, Indian-wise
in a spirited Indian ceremony.
scout, provides excellent support along with the giant Buddy Baer, a sort
of watchdog" of the expedition.
Hawks, who produced and directed this Winchester Pictures presentation,
provides the exhibitor with a solid piece of Western merchandise.
The
devotee of the large-scale Western will find in it enough "meat" to satisfy
first

A RLENE DAHL

must be running

for Vice-President. Recently she
appeared on the front covers of Look,
Collier's, Quick and Life, with four
pages, including a center double-spread
of Arlene in her nightie, in the latter

magazine. Then, she appeared again
last Sunday on the front cover of the
rotogravure color section of the New
York Daily News, with all of these
appearances adding up to a combined
circulation of
16,700,000.
Constant
readers will feel well acquainted, ex-

may disagree as to the exact
shade of her red hair. What we want
to see is a full-page, full-color picture
of Arlene's press agent, blushing with
modest pride for his superior accomcept they

plishment.

•

Ernest V. Heyn, new editor of
Hearst's American Weekly, is a
veteran of the fan magazine field,

maybe that's another reason
why you will find this widely-read
and

the heartiest of appetites.
The film was based on the novel of the same name by A. B. Guthrie, Jr.
Edward Lasker was associate producer of the ambitious undertaking.
Running time, 140 minutes. General audience classification. For August

Sunday newspaper magazine with
its
readership, hewing
20,000,000
closely to the box-office line. The
entire issue of American Weekly
Mandel Herbstman for August 31 will be devoted to
motion pictures, and there are
rumors afloat that the newspapers
The committee said it had
represented across the board will
statistics showing that the total
conduct their own poll this fall
taxes collected from exhibitors

ielease.

Declared Pinanski
to

get

relief

for

:

an

"We're seeking
industry

that's

by taxation." Pinanski added that he has eight houses
closed that would be open today if
the Federal admission tax was re-

being

crushed

throughout the nation, both on
the national and local level, in
1951 was seven times the net
profits earned by all theatres

pealed.

that year.
Col. Cole, while pointing out that
the tax could only be repealed at the
next session of Congress which convenes in January, said he hoped by
that time to have every lawmaker convinced of the injustice of the tax.
There will be constant pressure in the
intervening time by
exhibitors
to
eliminate the tax, he added. The rest
should be a "mopping up" operation,
Cole declared.
Remaining in New York for the
next few days to "tie up loose ends"
will be Cole, McGee, Trueman T.
Rembusch, a member of the
governing triumvirate, and Pinanski,

COMPO

was

disclosed.
Others attending the meeting were: Ab«
Berenson, Lou Johns, Robert Bryant, A.
Julian Brylawski, E. D. Martin. Alfred
Starr, Martin J. Mullin, Mort Sunshine
Howard Bryant, Dick Pitts, D. John Phillips,
Rotus Harvey. Mrs. Hannah Oppie,
Sam Gillette, Oscar Doob, Wilbur Snaper.
Allen Johnson, Henderson Richey. Nathan
Yamins. Charles E. McCarthy, Robert W.
Coyne, Emanuel Frisch, Sam Rosen. Harry
Brandt, Lee Newbury. Ed Lachman. Ben
Marcus, Josh Goldberg, Sidney Schreiber
and Carlton Duffus.

it

with balloting direct by
at the point of sale, to
what is really the best
the year, in terms of

the public

determine
picture of
box-office

appeal.

An

advance copy of the new Look,

out next Tuesday and dated July 29,
has a color cover of Pier Angeli, and
an inside story of "The Two Pierangelis," meaning Pier and her unidentical twin sister, Marisa. Attractive
color ads that have been seen in the
trade press and in the pressbook of
United Artist's "Island of Desire" will
appear as a four-color page in Pictorial Review for pinpoint circulation
to 14,000,000 members of a ready-made
audience to coincide with play-dates in
10 key-cities. Cosmopolitan magazine
has selected
Radio's "Sudden
Fear" as its choice of the best picture
of the month for September. Seventeen magazine has chosen Hoiuard

RKO

Hawks' "The Big Sky" as the top picture of the same month. The July
Seventeen, now current, has a twopage feature story on Dale Robertson,
star of "Lydia Bailey," under the title,

"Soft

Drawl

in

High

Boots."

•

The current

Collier's,

now on

the

on
Barbara Stanwyck, illustrated in color,
by Frank Nugent, which theatremen
can file and post with appropriate
stands,

Seven Majors File
Percentage Suits

—

has

a

fine

feature

story

Houston, July 8.
The Bryan playdates, as a special lobby display.
Amusement Co., operating the Queen, Continuing publicity for 20th Century-

Palace and New Dixie theatres in
Bryan, Texas, has been named in
seven percentage actions filed in Federal Court here.
The actions, by
Paramount,
Loew's,
20th CenturyFox, Warner,
Pictures, United
Artists and Universal, ask recovery
for damages based on alleged under-reporting of receipts on percentage engagements.
Thompson, Knight, Wright and

RKO

Simmons,

Dallas,

the

which are now available to theatres
and retail stores, or for free distribu-

Stein,

tion, at the discretion of the exhibitor.

represent

with Sargoy
York, of counsel.

distributors

New

of

and

Fox's "Lydia Bailey" turned up in last
Sunday's issue of This Week with a
color picture and story about Anne
Francis, written by Louis Berg. Corine Calvet is very decorative in offstage cheesecake photographs in the
July 16 issue of People Today. Add to
Paramount's colorful pre-selling of
"The Greatest Show on Earth" the
new packet of souvenir post cards

Walter Brooks

—
»3F

.,.jatf

Ched
IS* f

of recent or forthcoming

JSW

At--*

releases featured in advertising in

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

#

if

*

J*
Distribute

Title

CAPTAIN BLACK JACK

Classic

CARRIE

.

FEARLESS

J7-

$

ParamouiiP

;W

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK

Ik

Iff

Fox

(3 Pages)

....

FACAN

HAS ANYBODY SEEN

MY

if Universal

a?.*

J7

.<=<p:

(2 Pages) ,g.
J/'

(2 Pages)
•

•

.;

'Mi'jS*^

•

MCM

(3 Pages)

JUMPING JACKS

Paramount
4'

(4 Pages)

7

LYDIA BAILEY

;•:'.!

RKO
.-*

The

v

20thpiFox^r

jgjtf

PAT AND MIKE

PICKWICK PAPERS
RED BALL EXPRESS

(3 Pages)

.,#10niversal

.

AND SAINT ANNE

,Jf.

M

STRANGE WORLD

Hf
i«ff

M.

THE BIG SKY
THE GREEN GLOVE

(2 Pages)

THE QUIET

MAN

THE RIVER

(3 Pages)

.

.

#

Universal

United Artists

if?

RKO

.?#"

M. $

...... United Artists
.

Republic

i1 *

W #
(2 Pages)

.

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.

Warner

successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:

Requisites

Warner

THE WORLD

IN HIS

(3 Pages)

Universal

WALK

ON BEA

2 Pages)

Columbia

(2 Pages)

obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.
It is

United Artists

THE WINNING TEAM? (5#ages)

WASHINGTON

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade adverWithout that, no exhibitor can be
tising.
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".

—

MP

••jJt;'

(4 Pages

THE STORY OF WILL ROlGERS

MGM

(3

Pages

iff

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

Warner

for

soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.
(1) Start

it

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.
Its cost is dimes that bring dollars. It is the
vital

WHERE'S CHARLIE?

^

Vital

s:..V

.if ,w

EAST

Spark

that ignites the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

r

5*'

SALLY

-j'ST*.

$\)ntof#0^?

CAL?

•

KING KONG

0-

if

DREAM OF JEANIE

IVANHOE

'

,.-2."^

FRANCIS GOES TO WEST POINT

I

.

M

jjp*

spark for the power that produces great-

est results!

HOWARD HUGHES

p!

PRESENTS

J J_J
EDMUND GRAINGER Action

JJJ_LJJo

An

J

J

ROBERT MITCHUM ANN BLYTH
•

ATLANTA
RKO

Screening Room
195 Luckie St., N.W.

BOSTON
RKO

Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Pic. Oper. Scr.
498 Pearl Street

Rm

CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308

S.

Church Street

CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
RKO Screening Room
12 East 6th Street

CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room
2219 Payne Avenue

DALLAS
Republic Screen. Room
412 S. Harwood Street

DENVER
2100 Stout Street

DES MOINES
Fox Screening Room
1300 High Street

Directed by

TAY GARNETT

a

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

7

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JULY

Exhibitors to TV. Y. Law Is
Help Test Ohio\Attaeked

Censors Law
Show Unlicensed
Newsreels Next Week

—

10,

TEN CENTS

1952

LOEW

S

ECONOMY

PROGRAM

Another
July 9.
court test of state censorship and con-

Albany, N.

Y.,

Executive Salary Cuts;
38 Films at Realistic
Cost; Full Day's Work

advanced a step
rights
further here yesterday when notice of
appeal was filed with the clerk of the
stitutional

Will

New York

Court of Appeals from an

Appellate Court decision of June 16
upholding the banning of the French
film,

Hollywood, July

"La Ronde", by the State Board

O., July 9.— Five inof Regents.
have agreed
exhibitors
dependent
Mrs. Florence Shientag, New York
beis
what
attorney, filed for Raymond Hakim
to join distributors in
deliberate and
Commercial Pictures, U. S.
lieved to be the first
picture with- distributors of the imported producmotion
a
of
exhibition
a tion, stating that the ban was arbitrary
board
the license of a censor

Columbus,

m

out

state

wherein a license

is

required, to

censorship.
test the legality of

intended to
censoring

Specifically, the move is
Ohio's
test the legality of

backed by the five
of newsreels and is
and the
distributors
newsreel
major

Amer-

Motion Picture Association of
Each of the five will furnish an
ica
identical

newsreel
vance to

regular
reel
adfootage not submitted
the Division of Education of
Department of Education for
The reel will carry the
consisting

the Ohio
approval.
identifying title of

of

m

"American News.

The newsreels will also service their
regular reels which will be submitted
for licenses.
in advance to the censors
showing
start
will
theatres
The five,
(Continued on page 3)

and capricious and that the state statute under which an exhibition license
unconstitutional, a
restraint of constitutional rights, and
a denial of the rights to free speech.
The complaint denies that the picture

was refused was

is

immoral, as charged by the Regents

in refusing a license.
In a three-to-two split by the Appelate Court, the minority decision by
presiding Justice Sydney F. Foster
and Justice O. Byron declared that
the New York statute providing for

Board

censorship

is

Dore Schary

Nicholas Schenck

Para. Hearings

—A program

today.

The program, which

Calls Arbitration

Meet of Company
Executives Today
A

FCC

9.

calling for a general tightening up
of operations in the interests of
greater efficiency and
including
salary cuts of 25 to 50 per cent on
amounts over $1,000 per week for a
period of one year was announced by
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, and Dore Schary, vice-president in charge of production and studio
operations at the Culver City studio
resulted from
and one-half weeks of conferences
here by Schenck with company officials, was disclosed to a mass meeting
five

unconstitutional.

Delay Indefinitely

SET

IS

meeting of distribution representatives to the Conference on
Arbitration has been called for today by Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of

nearly

of

4,000

M-G-M

em-

studio

ployes.

Its

primary

the

objective,

company heads stated, is "to
adjust our economy to meet
potential box office returns, and
at the same time maintain traditional quality."

As

part of the program it
(Continued on page 3)

was de-

America.

Washington,

July

9.—The Federal

Communications Commission's "catchall" hearings on the proposed AmeriBroadcasting Co.— tlnited Paramount Theatres merger ai\d the quali-

can

Walter T. Shirley, city
comcommissioner of
here
disclosed
merce,
yesterday at a luncheon
meeting of the National
Television Film Council
at the Warwick Hotel that
New York City officials
and television industry

representatives

are scouting around in
Manhattan for property to
build an all-inclusive
television center.
•

July 9.WASHINGTON,
Early reconsideration of
the ban on motion picture
theatre and other amusement construction, once
the steel strike is ended,
was promised today by the
National Production Authority in a letter from
NPA's Henry H. Fowler to
Robert Hoff TESMA head.
,

Paramount as a television
were suspended Midefinitely
today until the Commission acts on

fications of

licensee

petitions

to

halt

the

proceedings,

throw out the anti-trust issue involv
ing Paramount, and transfer the case
to the Commission for immediate action without waiting for an initial
opinion by the hearing examiner.

Paramount

filed its petition

in sup-

port of this course of action today con(Continued on page 3)

The meeting, which will get
underway at 11:00 A.M., will

Anti-Tax Heads Meet

take place at

On

MPAA headquarAlthough there was
no official statement as to the
agenda, it is believed that an
attempt will be made to end
the stalemate on negotiations
to set up an industry arbitra-

ters here.

tion system.
call for a meeting of distribuexecutives and attorneys who
took part in recent arbitration talks
came after exhibitor delegates expressed the sentiment that the arbi-

The

tion

(Continued

oil

page 3)

MGM

Heads Confident of the Future,
Backed by Pledge of Company's Support
9.— Optimism for the future underlined the
Hollywood,
Nicholas M. Schenck-Dore Schary statement of operating policy
announced to studio employes here today.
"We believe strongly," the statement said, "that the problems
that beset us are soluble— that the obstacles surrounding us can
be overcome— but we know what we need and we have been pledged
the whole-hearted and full-hearted cooperation of our entire

Drive Leaders

Preliminary work on the selection
state anti-tax committee chairmen
got underway here yesterday at'"
meeting of the co-chairmen Of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' tax committee, Pat McGee and

of

H. A. Cole, and Trueman T.
Rembusch, member of COMPO's gov-

Col.

erning triumvirate.
The job of selecting state committee

chairmen

in the industry's drive to

(Continued on page 3)

Fire Again Sweeps

WB

Coast Studio

July

organization.

"With this cooperation we hope to achieve a goal of having a
studio which turns out top-flight product without waste, with a
maximum of profit and with a high degree of integrity and taste."

Hollywood, July

9.

—A

conflagra-

tion again struck Warner Brothers
afternoon causing
this
late
studio
greater damage, reportedly, than the
million and a half dollar blaze which

swept the premises May 16.
Flames broke out ti'n ,the back lot
and destroyed New York street and
other permanent exteriors as well as
a property building where valuable
!

(Continued p>v page

3);

,

;

;

;;
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UK Exhibitors Hit Critics of

Personal
Mention

Theatre Quota Defaulters
By PETER

STEVE

BROIDY and Harold
Mirisch, president and vicepresident of Monogram-Allied Artists
respectively, will leave here today for
the Coast.

•

RKO

Hugo Stramer,

Radio man-

ager for Columbia, and his wife and
children are currently vacationing in

New

York. They will leave shortly
for a visit to Canada.

—

BURNUP

Llandudno, North Wales, July 9.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors As-

sociation, in annual convention here,
today decided to strike back at Parliamentary critics of theatre quota defaulters.

Plans were made to prepare documentary evidence of the impossibility
of meeting the quota in every instance
to vigorously contest and de;

•

Edward

L.

Kingsley

Arthur

of

Mayer-Edward

Kingsley,

return here from

London by plane

will

Inc.,

this

morning.
•
Al Lowe, Universal-International
home office representative for Latin
America, has left here for an extended
tour of his territory.

•

fend all exhibitors who may be prosecuted for quota defaults, and to brief
friends of the industry in Parliament
on quota problems and implications of
strict enforcement of the law in order
that they will be able to intelligently
reply to critics in Commons in the
future.

The program of action resulted
from high resentment among convention delegates to the recent attacks on
exhibitor quota defaulters by Members
of Parliament who are regarded as
mouthpieces for Left Wing studio

Glover A. Johnson, owner of the
Cherokee and Emory theatres at
Centre, Ala., and his wife are visiting
Anchorage, Alaska.
unions
•
Henry Glover, branch manager of
Monogram Southern Exchanges, New
Orleans, was in Atlanta from that
city.

•

Ben

Berger, North Central Allied

president, has been named a member
of the board of the Minneapolis Round
Table of Christians and Jews.

•

Bernardo GlucksmAnn,
dio distributor in Uruguay,
that country.

RKO
is

in

Ra-

New

York from

•
Robert Lippert, head of Lippert
Productions, will arrive here from the
Coast today.
•
Danny Grayson of Hopalong Cassidy Enterprises left here by plane
yesterday for London.

furthering

an

anti-American

M-G-M's Empire Theatre

campaign.

was particularly singled out

for

cri-

ticism as a quota defaulter.
The discussion was touched off at
the convention today by Theo Fligelstone, former C.E.A. president, who
said that quota defaults are due solely
to a lack of suitable product.
He
charged that a reign of terror is being promoted by a Commons clique
in order to blackmail exhibitors into
playing worthless second features and
documentaries which drive patrons
away from the theatres.
The purpose of the Quota Act, it
was pointed out by convention speakers, is to improve the standard of production, whereas the present supporting program quota of 25 per cent not
only is encouraging the production of
"quickies" but is driving away cus-

tomers.

Zoltan Korda, British producer,
flew to London from here yesterday.

'U' Elevates 3 to

Producer Status
July

9.

— Universal-

International has announced the elevation of

Ross Hunter, Richard Wilson

July

9.

—Fort Wayne

Television, owned by the Alliance
Theatre Corp., today filed an application with the Federal Communications

Commission

UHF

for a
channel for
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Alliance, operating theatres in Indiana, Illinois and surrounding territory, is headed by P. J. Dee.

won 12
short subjects
nominated 36 times for the
Hollingshead

Awards

for

Academy
and was

Academy
Awards were

Many of his
for patriotic short subjects.
He had been head of short subject
production for Warner since 1938 and
had been with the company since 1925.
He was honored by the studio on
Award.

won

April 15, 1950 on his 25th anniversary
with Warner.
Hollingshead started his film career
in 1914 as a part-time actor at the old
Tannhauser Studio in New Rochelle,
N. Y. He served in World War I in
the Signal Corps as a photographer

and was selected by General Pershing
to act the lead in a series of educational films designed to prepare troops
for their return to civilian life. When

company
In
the
1938,
short subject production
to the studio here, and put Hollingshead in charge.
He was active here until a couple
of weeks ago when he had a heart
attack. He is survived by his widow;
Axeliane two daughters, Mrs. Ebba
Webb and Mrs. H. R. Ring a stepswitched

all

;

;

Otto Hoeg; five grandchildren;
a sister, Mrs. Hettie Bryant, and a
nephew, Gordon Murray.
son,

Depinet,

managers and company presicalled for tomorrow at the
Motion Picture Association of Amer-

'

CBS Names

Perkinson

William Perkinson, formerly with
Ziv Television Programs, Inc., has
been appointed account executive for
the

CBS

Chicago,
of

TV

James A. Mulvey, president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Ned E.

RKO

W.

Crown, Goldwyn viceand sales chief, will leave
here on Monday for the. Coast to be
on hand for the screening also.
Alfred

president

Kravitz Advertising

Manager

of Filmack

—

Lou Kravitz, editor of Filmack's Inspiration, organization publication, has been appointed
director of Advertising for Filmack
Trailer Co., Irving Mack company
9.

head.

Kravitz is well known in exhibition
having worked for theatre cir-

Fred

cuits

Mahlstedt, director

presidenf

bute.

circles,

film sales, disclosed here.

Pictures

Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio general
manager, and Phil Reisman,
sales
foreign
distribution
manager,
will
leave, here for the Coast next Thursday to see Samuel Goldwyn's new
production, "Hans Christian Andersen," which RKO Radio will distri-

television film sales office in
J.

to

Chicago, July

recent Paris talks.

1952

20 th Releasing
Series on Art
A

series of seven one-reel subjects,
presented by Art Films Productions,
dealing with the lives of masters of
art and their paintings, will be released by 20th Century-Fox starting
in September, it was announced here
by Peter J. Levathes, short subjects
sales

manager.

The. shorts, filmed in color by Technicolor in the galleries and museums
of Italy, England, France and Holland, "will reveal for the first time on
the screen the works of both modern
and ancient masters in all their grandeur," said the company.
The subjects and the painters they
feature are
"Curtain Call," Degas
"I Remember the Glory," Botticelli
"Light in the Window," Vermeer
:

;

of Venus," The Renaissance
"Joy of Living," Renoir "The
Young Immortal," Raphael
"The
Night Watch," Rembrandt.

"Birth
period

;

;

;

The

film unit in

Europe was com-

posed of Marilyn Silverstone, who was
associate producer of the series and
did the research upon which the scripts,
written by Mildred Barish Vermont,
were based, and Jean Oser, director.
Cyril J. Knowles, Technicolor camera-

director.

The deadlock in the French pact
negotiations and the situation in Japan
will highlight a meeting of foreign
sales
dents,

10,

man, and his staff, photographed. The
films were produced by Boris Verhe was demobilized, he moved from
New York to Hollywood, following mont and the original music score for
each was written by Jaques Belasco.
the industry, and became an assistant

Meet Tomorrow on
France and Japan

Alliance Theatres
Washington,

jects production who died at his home
in Balboa, Cal. yesterday, will be held
Friday at 11 A.M. at Forest Lawn.

Hollywood

MPAA

Permit

head of Warner Brothers short sub-

Heads

MPAA

TV

—

Hollywood, July 9. Funeral servfor Gordon Hollingshead, 60,

ices

RKO Radio

and Anton Leader, all associate pro- ica
headquarters.
Eric
Johnston,
ducers, to producer status.
president, will attend.
Hunter has been assigned "VermilA decision is also expected to be
ion O'Toole" and "Stopover ;" Wilson reached tomorrow on whether Johnhas
been
assigned
"The Golden ton or John G. McCarthy,
Sword" and "Streets of Cairo," and vice-president and director of interLeader's first production assignment national affairs, will go to Paris
will be "Men of Iron."
when negotiations resume for a new
French film agreement.
A meeting of foreign sales managers was held yesterday at which
McCarthy briefed the group on the

Seeks

Hollingshead, 60,
Dies on the Coast

Goldwyn,

•

Hollywood,

Thursday, July

and advertising organizations
throughout the country.

Darnell Circuit Sold
To Louis Lazar Group

—

Buffalo, July 9. Darnell Theatres,
which operated 19 theatres in
New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia
and Maryland from its Buffalo headquarters, has been sold to a group
headed by Louis Lazar, formerly viceInc.,

president in charge of international
operations of Paramount Theatres,
Inc.,

Paris.
price has not been disclosed.

The
The

company has been renamed
Theatres, Inc. and will continue its headquarters in Buffalo in
the Walbridge Building.
Elmer F.
Lux, formerly vice-president and general manager of the circuit, will conLazar

tinue in that position.

Mass. Transit Strike
Ends After 4 Months

—

Boston, July 9. The 122-day strike
of 1800 Eastern Massachusetts Street
Railway bus drivers and mechanics
ended late today. It hit hard at the
125 theatres in the 75 cities and
towns serviced by the transportation
system, causing an estimated loss to
the theatres of over $1,500,000 in box
office revenues.
Theatre closings were considered if
the strike would continue much longer.

Colvin

Brown

Services

services
Colvin W.
for
Brown, veteran film industry executive who died here on Tuesday, will
be held at 2 P.M. today at St. James
Episcopal Church, ?lst Street and
Madison Avenue. Burial will be at
Elgin, 111., Brown's native city.

Funeral
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Test

Motion Picture Daily

1952

10,

Law

back and await whatever legal

action may be taken by the state board
The industry is certain to
if any.
carry a court test to the Supreme

—

Court,

of the test was made
jointly here today by the five theatres
The test is designed
and the

Announcement

MPAA.

"to strike down censorship and give
the newsreels full equality under the
Constitution with other media of communications, information and expression,"

it

was

stated.

Follows Court Decisions

The move

cided that M-G-M will make 38 films
in the next fiscal year, beginning Sep-

tember

The company had 42

1.

follows the recent decis-

ions of the. U.S. Supreme Court which
said in "The Miracle" and the "Pinky"
cases that motion pictures are entitled
to the free speech and free press guarantees of the Constitution.
Ohio is one of the few states in
America that requires newsreels to

re-

ing
of

The Schenck-Schary statement said
that an average cost for the 38 films
has been determined "which we believe
consistent with present box-office
is
conditions. Our budget will be aimed
which
eliminating waste factors
at
have resulted from lush operations in
former lush years."
The salary cuts, the statement said,
will apply to those in the over $1,000
a week brackets throughout the entire
executive staff and officers in Hollywood, New York and overseas, "including ourselves." It is designed to
"provide leadership in the drive of
economy," the Schenck-Schary statement asserted, and "no part of the
salary given up during this period will

;

;

;

J.

Columbus, said in a joint
ment issued by the exhibitors
tre,

state-

"As exhibitors we are pleased to cooperate in this test. The press and
other media of communications are not
censored, and should not of course be
censored. In our judgment, there is
no more justification to censor the
newsreel than to censor the newspaper.

"The people not only of Columbus but all the people in
Ohio and in the United States
vital stake in the outof this test. It is their
freedom, in reality, that is at
issue.

have a

come

that public-spirited
citizens who believe in freedom want
to make their own decisions as to what
they read, see or hear. They don't
want somebody else to usurp their constitutional rights and make their decisions for them."
president,
Eric Johnston,
feel

sure

MPAA

there

be some reduction in the
of people in these depart-

will

numbers

We

insist that everyone
as he can to the job for
which he is paid. For these reasons,
and because, we intend to make this
insistence a sharp one, we do not contemplate any direct 'across-the-board'
salary cuts nor are we contemplating
any wholesale discharge of employes.
"We plan to insure the level of sal-

ments.
give as

will

much

;

—

and

Jane

Wyman,

program.

"We

have analyzed during these
conferences the cost of waste factors,
such as tardiness, interference, temperament, lack of preparation and loss
of working time, of all talent working
at the studio. As a result, each person in every field of activity concerned
with the making of films has been
asked and has agreed to cooperate
more fully in eliminating these factors."

The statement

pointed out that the
conferences leading to formulation of
the program had included top execucreative talent and
tive personnel,
labor leaders. All phases of studio
operations were examined and the conferences were unhurried.
"We wanted to be certain," the
statement said, "that decisions made
as a result of these conferences would
be practical and reflect care and judgment.
Too often adjustments have
been temporary because they have
been based on panic and, consequently,
on injudicious thinking."
C. C.

Moskowitz, Loew's vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, participated in the
conferences during a three weeks
period and Howard Dietz, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity,
was at the sessions for a week from
the home office.
Schenck will conclude his six weeks
stay here on Friday when he leaves for
New York by train. Howard Strickling, studio publicity head, also will
leave for New York this week-end,
arriving there Monday.

(Continued from page

Hollywood, July 9. More than 40
foreign governments will pay tribute
to the memory of the late Will Rogers tomorrow evening when the complete consular corps of Los Angeles
attends the formal premiere of "The
Story of Will Rogers," starring Will
Jr.,

suit individual projects in this

Arbitration Meet

Diplomatic Corps at
"Rogers" Premiere

Rogers,

in

"We will continue to provide
opportunity for young directing, acting producing and writing talent," the statement continued, "and such talent will be
channeled through a planned
program of films. Casting and
cost factors will be altered to

"Quo Vadis" and "Ivanhoe," both
which were in a "special" sales

have a censor's okay and one of seven be returned under any circumstances."
states censoring all motion pictures be"There will be reductions in
fore they can be shown to the public.
the number of producers, direcThe five theatres that will show the
tors and writers who will be
uncensored newsreels are
kept on a permanent contract
Lower
Little Theatre, Columbus
basis," the statement continued.
Mall Theatre, Cleveland Westwood,
"Those remaining under conToledo Park, Cincinnati and Palace,
tract with the studio will be
Youngstown. The exhibitors conductrequired to turn out a greater
ing the test are. members of the Innumber of films in the effort to
dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
reduce studio overhead."
of which Robert A. Wile is executive
Indicating that personnel will be
secretary. Wile and Manning Clagett
pruned
where possible, the statement
rejointly
York,
MPAA,
New
of the
said that "We have also consolidated
leased the announcement of the test.
Hofheimer of the Little Thea- effort in various departments and
E.

"We

by requiring a full-time job
exchange for a full week's salary."

leases in the current fiscal year, count-

at

Warner's Beverly Hills Theatre.
Meanwhile, Beverly Hills itself has
"In cooperation with the five exhibi- joined the list of American commutors in Ohio, we are deliberately mak- nities which have established memoWill
ing this move to invite a court test of rials to the cowboy humorist.
Rogers Memorial Park is the new
newsreel censorship.
"In view of the Supreme Court's name of Civic Center Park just off
recent decisions, it is certainly clear Sunset Boulevard in mid-city.

1

tration talks could only be rescued if
distribution company presidents personally participated in future arbitration conferences. The position of many
exhibitor delegates is that they are not
dealing with principals, although they,
themselves are principals representing
various exhibitor organizations.

Stalled Last

'Will

Rogers'

Held In Claremore, Okla.
United States.
Claremore, Okla., July 9. World
"We had hoped that the Ohio cen- premiere of "The Story of Will
sors, upon reading the Supreme Court's Rogers" was held here tonight at the
decisions, would have promptly on Yale Theatre, with Will Rogers, Jr.,

own discontinued censoring the
newsreels. As they did not, we have
no recourse but to get the issue, into
the courts.
"We are supremely confident of the
outcome. Surely the courts in Ohio, in
light of what the Supreme Court has
said, will quickly hold that censorship
of newsreels cannot longer be pertheir

tration

of

competitive

bidding

com-

plaints.

home

who

has been visiting his
in Spokane, was due here last

night.

who

portrays his father in the film,
sister, Mrs. Mary Rogers,

participating in the event.

Johnston said that other legal moves
in Ohio and elsewhere,

would be made,
to kill
all

censorship

—prior

motion pictures.

restraint

Anti-Tax Drive
(Continued from page 1)
repeal the 20 per cent admission tax
expected to be completed by the end
of the week. Cole and McGee, in the
meantime, expect to remain in New
York until that job and other problems in the anti-tax drive are dealt
with.
Rembusch left here yesterday
for his home in Indianapolis.
is

mitted."

— of

(Continued from page 1)
centrating
anti-trust

on the elimination of the
phase, following the joint

ABC

action late Tuesday by UPT,
and the Columbia Broadcasting System of a similar plea which stressed
the urgency of getting the merger
question settled by September so that
could plan television programming schedules for the winter season.
Should the FCC accept this proposal,
it
would mean that the license of

ABC

Paramount station KTLA in Los Anwould be renewed on a permanent basis, the merger of ABC and
geles

UPT
UPT

consummated, and the
television

station

sale

WBKB,

of

Chi-

cago also approved.

FCC

The
broadcast bureau, whose
attorneys, headed by Frederick Ford,
have been arguing the commission's
side of the case in the hearings, will,
however, oppose
pected to
days.

file

this step.

his

He

is

ex-

reply within a few

And DuMont, whose status also is
involved, as to whether or not it is
actually controlled by Paramount, also
will file a reply petition early next
week, according to attorney Morton
Galane. Under the proposed action,
the DuMont phase also would be decided directly by the commission.
Galane said DuMont's position had
not been fully determined, but that it is
likely the company will not take a
stand one way or the other on the
elimination of the anti-trust issue, but
will insist on an examiner's report before the matter is taken up by the full
commission.

The

petitions

of

the

asked that the hearings

other parties
be canceled

WB

Studio Fire
(Continued from page

1

accoutrements were stored.
Police
were holding four boys on suspicion

—

and his

Para. Hearings

Last week's arbitration conference itself issue the
final decision after a
ended after two-and-a-half days, fol- 20-day period for the filing of
prolowing the inability to make further posed findings by all those concerned.
progress on disputed phases of arbi-

Johnston,

World Premiere of

Culver City, July 9.—"At
the present time we have no
plan, nor are we contemplating any plan for television
filming," Nicholas M. Schenck
and Dore Schary told the
studio organization in their
policy
here
of
statement
today.
"The field of television production," they said, "is one
which will be examined and
re-examined as time goes on,
because the economic factors
involved are ever changing."
But no plan for M-G-M to
enter that field exists now,
they emphasized.

and the report of examiner Leo Resnick waived, and that the commission

Week

said

that censorship of newsreels violates
the provisions of the Constitution that
safeguard freedom of expression in the

TV

For Films for

aries

category.

necessary.

if

MGM Has No Plans

(Continued from page 1)

the test reel on Wednesday, July 16.
The exhibitors and distributors will
sit

3

Loew's Economy Program

(Continued from page 1)

then

)

)

:

of arson.

A

brisk wind carried flames across
adjacent dry Los Angeles River into
the Hollywood foothills where firemen
tonight were attempting to stem the
spread.

NBC's

television

picked up the

station,

KNBH,

outbreak from
NBC's partially completed new studio
adjacent to Warners. Later KTLA,
independent station, also picked up' the
event.

fire at its

,"Just what the

From beginning

fiffir

from the

first

to end,

song-and-

dance number to the

doctor

romantic

finish,

the pictun

spells entertainment wit

a capital E!"

ordered

M.

P.

HERALD

Jo hypo the
B.O.!"
v.

DAILY VARIETY

Bolger runs

riot!

Should knock the

customers

silly

make the

and

exhibitor

Just about the most

exceedingly

perfect musical to

come

thankful!"

the exhibitor's
FILM DAILY

There

is

way

in years!

everything right

about this picture and noth
wrong. Has everything to

'em up at the box

office

I

i

be a terrific moneymake

everywhere!"

J

.SHOWMEN'S TRADE REV

J,/

Everybody's a Fan

J

J

Ray BoLGERilWh
AS THE SUPER-SMASH 2nd WEEK TOPS SMA!
DIRECTED BY

SCREEN PLAY BY

"ALLYN McLERIE JOHN

MONKS,

JR.

DAVID BUTLER

Dance and Production Numbers Staged by MICHAEL KIDD

it

An

exceptionally strong

contender at the box

office.

Lavish and hilarious and
will give

great

"Co to

delight to millions!"

see

it

and have fun!"
N. Y. POST

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Top-notch! Bolger

will

have audiences singing with

him wherever the picture

ShOWn!"

N.

Y.

DAILY

is

NEWS

"All the gay abandon
and sweep that

it

had on the stage!
Delightful!"

J

Ray Bolger

'it's perfect!
is

I

the greatest comedy

"A

dancer of this era!"
N. Y.

"Overwhelmingly
r's

,

N. Y.

ggH^

MIRROR

song-loaded, comedy-

crammed package

entertainment! Top box office!"
mirthful!

INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL

greatest triumph!"

Should prove

WORLD- TELEGRAM-SUN
"Bolger's as wonderful on
the screen as on the stage!"
N. Y.

JOURNAL- AMERICAN

'This will be cheering

news

to the multitudes!"

WEEK AT RADIO cmr music hal
-?

of

to be

Warner's big money-maker
of the year!"

variety

...that's doing

bonanza business for the

Hillstreet, Los Angeles;

Criterion,

New

York;

Pantages, Hollywood; Golden Gate,

San Francisco; Keith, Washington; Town, Baltimore;
Palace, Montreal!... Rave reviews [...Audience applause

YOURS FOR THE

• . •

for

a wonderful feeling that the movies are

still

the

^VENTURE'S
fWORITE

TO COMPLETE
THIS GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT
PROGRAM PERSONALLY
PLANNED BY

llERO
lights for

freedom
Greater than his Academy Award
winners "BEAVER VALLEY", "SEAL
ISLAND" and "NATURE'S HALF- ACRE"

and for
Jove!

Walt Disney s
NEWEST
TRUE- LIFE ADVENTURE

Water
Birds
^TECHNICOLOR

Robin Hood

Walt Disney s
heart-warming cartoon

AN ALL-LIVE-ACTION PICTURE
color by

Tfu,

TECHNICOLOR

_

STARRING

RICHARD TODD
Produced by PERCE PEARCE
Screenplay by

w,„

joan

HOUSE

rice

Color by

Directed by

LAWRENCE

E.

KENNETH ANNAKIN

TECHNICOLOR

WATKIN

AN ALL-NEW

— or
— each one:

You'll love

hate

FIGHTING FRIAR TUCK
TOWERING LITTLE JOHN
VILLAINOUS PRINCE JOHN
DASHING WILL SCARLET
TRAITOROUS SHERIFF
OF NOTTINGHAM
- and many, many more!

^

STARTS

THURSDAY 9 A.M.

tedium

in

;1
'

COOL
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RADIO

ALL-COLOR
ALL WALT DISNEY
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Y.

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Law

THURSDAY, JULY

Is

Help Test Ohio Attacked

Censors Law
Will Show Unlicensed
Neivsreels Next Week
Columbus,

O., July

9.

—Five

in-

dependent exhibitors have agreed
to join distributors in

what

bedeliberate
is

to be the first
exhibition of a motion picture without the license of a censor board in a
state wherein a license is required, to
test the legality of censorship.
Specifically, the move is intended to

lieved

the legality of Ohio's censoring
of newsreels and is backed by the five
major newsreel distributors and the
Motion Picture Association of AmerEach of the five will furnish an
ica.
identical reel consisting of regular
test

newsreel footage not submitted in advance to the Division of Education of
the Ohio Department of Education for
approval.
The reel will carry the
of "American News."
will also service their
regular reels which will be submitted
in advance to the censors for licenses.

identifying

title,

Albany, N.

five theatres will start

showing

New York

TV

Plan Big

Center

city

to

attorney,

filed

for

Commercial

and

U.

build

an

all-inclusive

Walter T. Shirley,
Commissioner of Commerce, dis-

Hollywood, July

Board

in refusing a license.
In a three-to-two split by the Appelate Court, the minority decision by
presiding Justice Sydney F. Foster
and Justice O. Byron declared that
the New York statute providing for
censorship is unconstitutional.

Para. Hearings

Washington, July

9.

— The

petitions

to

halt

the

Nicholas Schenek

Dore Sehary

Nicholas M. Schenek, president of
Loew's, and Dore Senary, vice-president in charge of production and studio
operations at the Culver City studio
today.

The program, which

resulted from
and one-half weeks of conferences
here by Schenek with company officials, was disclosed to a mass meeting
of nearly 4,000 M-G-M studio emfive,

Calls Arbitration

Meet of Company
Executives Today
meeting of distribution representatives to the Conference on
Arbitration has been called for today by Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of

ployes.

primary

Its

potential box office returns, and
at the same time maintain traditional quality."

As

part of the program it
(Continued on page 3)

was

de-

proceedings,

throw out the anti-trust issue involv
ing Paramount, and transfer the case
to the Commission for immediate ac-

Anti-TaxHeadsMeet

MPAA headquarAlthough there was
no official statement as to the
agenda, it is believed that an
attempt will be made to end
the stalemate on negotiations
to set up an industry arbitra-

On

take place at
ters here.

tion system.

The

Hotel.
Shirley said that four or five sites
are currently being considered for the

Paramount filed its petition in support of this course of action today con(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)

without waiting for an initial
opinion by the hearing examiner.

tion

Drive Leaders

Preliminary work on the selection
of state anti-tax committee chairmen
got

underway

yesterday

here

at

a

meeting of the co-chairmen of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' tax committee, Pat McGee and
Col. H. A. Cole, and Trueman T.
Rembusch, member of COMPO's governing triumvirate.
The job of selecting state committee chairmen in the industry's drive to
(Continued on page 3)

project.

Hopes for Early
Move on

Bldg.

Washington, July

9.

—

Ban
The Na-

Production Authority today
promised early reconsideration of the
ban on motion picture theatre and
other amusement construction, once

tional

ended.
contained in a letter
from
Administrator Henry H.
Fowler to J. Robert Hoff, president

The promise

the

The meeting, which will get
underway at 11:00 A.M., will

call for a meeting of distribuexecutives and attorneys who
took part in recent arbitration talks
came after exhibitor delegates expressed the sentiment that the arbi-

the steel strike

objective,

company heads stated, is "to
adjust our economy to meet

America.
Federal

tion

here yesterday at a luncheon

up

of
efficiency
and including
salary cuts of 25 to 50 per cent on
amounts over $1,000 per week for a
p riod of one year was announced by

Meeting of the National Television
Film Council, held at the Warwick

closed

—A program

greater

A

Delay Indefinitely

9.

calling for a general tightening
of operations in the interests

S.

distributors of the imported production, stating that the ban was arbitrary
and capricious and that the state statute under which an exhibition license
was refused was unconstitutional, a
restraint of constitutional rights, and
a denial of the rights to free speech.
The complaint denies that the picture
is immoral, as charged by the Regents

SET

IS

Executive Salary Cuts;
38 Films at Realistic
Cost; Full Day's Work

Raymond Hakim
Pictures,

—

center,

ECONOMY

Court of Appeals from an

For Manhattan

television

S

PROGRAM

—

Communications Commission's "catchall" hearings on the proposed American Broadcasting Co. United Paramount Theatres merger and the qualiNew York City officials and tele- fications of Paramount as a television
vision
industry representatives
are licensee were suspended indefinitely
scouting around in Manhattan for today until the Commission acts on
property

LOEW

Appellate Court decision of June 16
upholding the banning of the French
film, "La Ronde", by the State Board
of Regents.
Mrs. Florence Shientag, New York

FCC

(.Continued on page 3)

TEN CENTS

1952

July 9. Another
court test of state censorship and constitutional
rights
advanced a step
further here yesterday when notice of
appeal was filed with the clerk of the
Y.,

The newsreels
The

10,

is

is

NPA

of the Theatre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Association.

MGM

Heads Confident of the Future,
Backed by Pledge of Company's Support
—

Hollywood, July 9. Optimism for the future underlined the
Nicholas M. Sehenck-Dore Schary statement of operating policy
announced to studio employes here today.
"We believe strongly," the statement said, "that the problems
that beset us are soluble that the obstacles surrounding us can
be overcome but we know what we need and we have been pledged
the whole-hearted and full-hearted cooperation of our entire

—

—

organization.

"With this cooperation we hope to achieve a goal of having a
studio which turns out top-flight product without waste, with a
maximum of profit and with a high degree of integrity and taste."

Fire Again Sweeps

WB

Coast Studio

Hollywood, July
tion

again

struck

9.

—A

conflagra-

Warner Brothers

late
afternoon causing
studio
this
greater damage, reportedly, than the
million and a half dollar blaze which
swept the premises May 16.
Flames broke out On the back lot
and destroyed New York street and
other permanent exteriors as well- as
a property building where valuable
>

"

(Continued

on'

page 3)

;
;

Theatre Quota Defaulters
By

STEVE

BROIDY and Harold
Mirisch, president and vicepresident of Monogram-Allied Artists
respectively, will leave here today for
the Coast.

•

RKO

Hugo Stramer,

Radio manager for Columbia, and his wife and
are currently vacationing in
York. They will leave shortly

children

New

for a visit to Canada.

—

PETER BURNUP

Llandudno, North Wales, July 9.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors As-

sociation, in annual convention here,
today decided to strike back at Parliamentary critics of theatre quota defaulters.

Plans were made to prepare documentary evidence of the impossibility
of meeting the quota in every instance
to vigorously contest and de;

Edward

L.

Kingsley

Arthur

of

Mayer-Edward

Kingsley,

return here from

London by plane

will

Inc.,

this

morning.

•

Al Lowe,

Universal-International
home office representative for Latin
America, has left here for an extended
tour of his territory.

•
Glover A. Johnson, owner of the
Cherokee and Emory theatres at
Centre, Ala., and his wife are visiting
Anchorage, Alaska.

fend all exhibitors who may be prosecuted for quota defaults, and to brief
friends of the industry in Parliament
on quota problems and implications of
strict enforcement of the law in order
that they will be able to intelligently
reply

to critics

in

Commons

was

in

Atlanta

from

that

city.

•
Berger, North Central Allied
president, has been named a member
of the board of the Minneapolis Round
Table of Christians and Jews.
•

Ben

Bernardo Glucksmann,
dio distributor in Uruguay,
that country.

RKO
is in

Ra-

New

York from

•
Robert Lippert, head of Lippert
Productions, will arrive here from the
Coast today.
•

Danny Grayson

of

Hopalong Cas-

Enterprises left here
yesterday for London.
sidy

by plane

the

in

future.

The program of action resulted
from high resentment among convention delegates to the recent attacks

on

exhibitor quota defaulters by Members
of Parliament who are regarded as
mouthpieces for Left Wing studio
unions furthering an anti-American

•
campaign. M-G-M's Empire
Henry Glover, branch manager of was particularly singled out
Monogram Southern Exchanges, New ticism as a quota defaulter.
Orleans,

Theatre
for

cri-

The discussion was touched off at
the convention today by Theo Fligelstone, former C.E.A. president, who
said that quota defaults are due solely
to a lack of suitable product.
He
charged that a reign of terror is being promoted by a Commons clique
in order to blackmail exhibitors "into
playing worthless second features and
documentaries which drive patrons
away from the theatres.
The purpose of the Quota Act, it
was pointed out by convention speakers, is to improve the standard of production, whereas the present supporting program quota of 25 per cent not
only is encouraging the production of
"quickies" but is driving away customers.

Zoltan Korda, British
London from here

producer,
yesterday.

'U' Elevates 3 to

Hollingshead, 60,
Dies on the Coast
—

Hollywood, July 9. Funeral servfor Gordon Hollingshead, 60,

ices

head of Warner Brothers short subjects production who died at his home
in Balboa, Cal. yesterday, will be held
Friday at 11 A.M. at Forest Lawn.

won 12
short subjects
nominated 36 times for the
Hollingshead

Awards

for

Academy
and was

Academy
Awards were

Many of his
for patriotic short subjects.
He had been head of short subject
production for Warner since 1938 and
had been with the company since 1925.
He was honored by the studio on
April 15, 1950 on his 25th anniversary
Award.

won

10,

1952

20th Releasing
Series on Art
A series of seven one-reel subjects,
presented by Art Films Productions,
dealing with the lives of masters of
art and their paintings, will be released by 20th Century-Fox starting
in September, it was announced here
by Peter J. LeVathes, short subjects
sales

manager.

The

shorts, filmed in color' by Technicolor in the galleries and museums
of Italy, England, France and Holland, "will reveal for the first time on
the screen the works of both modern
and ancient masters in all their grandeur," said the company.
The subjects and the painters they
feature are
"Curtain Call," Degas
"I Remember the Glory," Botticelli
"Light in the Window," Vermeer
"Birth of Venus," The Renaissance
period; "Joy of Living," Renoir; "The
:

Young Immortal," Raphael
"The
with Warner.
Night Watch," Rembrandt.
Hollingshead started his film career
The film unit in Europe was comin 1914 as a part-time actor at the old
posed of Marilyn Silverstone, who was
Tannhauser Studio in New Rochelle,
associate producer of the series and
N. Y. He served in World War I in
did the research upon which the scripts,
the Signal Corps as a photographer
written by Mildred Barish Vermont,
and was selected by General Pershing
were based, and Jean Oser, directo'-.
to act the lead in a series of educaCyril J. Knowles, Technicolor camerational films designed to prepare troops
man, and his staff, photographed. The
for their return to civilian life. When
films were produced by Boris Verhe was demobilized, he moved from
mont
and the original music score for
New York to Hollywood, following
each was written by Jaques Belasco.
the industry, and became an assistant
;

company
In
the
1938,
short subject production
to the studio here, and put Hollingshead in charge.
He was active here until a couple
of weeks ago when he had a heart
attack. He is survived by his widow;
Axeliane two daughters, Mrs. Ebba
Webb and Mrs. H. R. Ring; a stepfive grandchildren
son, Otto Hoeg
a sister, Mrs. Hettie Bryant, and a
director.

switched

all

;

;

nephew, Gordon Murray.

Goldwyn,

RKO Radio

Meet Tomorrow on
France and Japan

Heads

Hollywood

The deadlock in the French pact
negotiations and the situation in Japan
will highlight a meeting of foreign

Depinet,

•
flew to

Thursday, July

UK Exhibitors Hit Critics of

Personal
Mention
—

;

Motion Picture Daily

2

to

James A. Mulvey, president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Ned E.

RKO

Pictures

president

RKO

Darnell Circuit Sold
To Louis Lazar Group

—

Buffalo, July 9. Darnell Theatres,
which operated 19 theatres in
New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia
and Maryland from its Buffalo headquarters, has been sold to a group
headed by Louis Lazar, formerly, viceInc.,

president in charge of international
operations of Paramount Theatres,
Inc.,

Paris.
price has not been disclosed.

The
The

company

has

been

Lazar Theatres,

Inc.

and

renamed
will

con-

tinue its headquarters in Buffalo in
the Walbridge Building.
Elmer F.
Lux, formerly vice-president and genera! manager of the circuit, will continue in that position.

Radio general
Phil Reisman,
Hoi xywood,
9.
Universal- sales managers and company presi- foreign
July
distribution
manager,
will
International has announced the eleva- dents, called for tomorrow at the leave here for the Coast next ThursStrike
tion of Ross Hunter, Richard Wilson Motion Picture Association of Amer- day to see Samuel Goldwyn's new
and Anton Leader, all associate pro- ica
headquarters.
Eric
Johnston, production, "Hans Christian Anderducers, to producer status.
MPAA president, will attend.
Boston, July "9 .'—The 122-day strike
sen," which RKO Radio will distriHunter has been assigned "VermilA decision is also expected to be bute.
of 1800 Eastern Massachusetts Street
ion O'Toole" and "Stopover ;" Wilson reached tomorrow on whether JohnAlfred W. Crown, Goldwyn vice- Railway bus drivers and mechanics
has
been
assigned
"The Golden ton or John G. McCarthy,
president and sales chief, will leave ended late today. It hit hard at the
Sword" and "Streets of Cairo," arid vice-president and director of inter- here on Monday for the, Coast to be 125 theatres in the 75 cities and
Leader's first production assignment national affairs, will go to Paris
towns serviced by the transportation
on hand for the screening also.
will be "Men of Iron."
when negotiations resume for a new
system, causing an estimated loss to
French film agreement.
the theatres of over $1,500,000 in box
A meeting of foreign sales manoffice revenues.
agers was held yesterday at which
Theatre closings were considered if
of
McCarthy briefed the group on the
the strike would continue much longer.
Chicago, July 9. Lou Kravitz, edirecent Paris talks.
tor of Filmack's Inspiration, organizaWashington, July 9. Fort Wayne

Producer Status

—

Robert Mochrie,
manager, and
sales

Mass. Transit
Ends After 4 Months

MPAA

Kravitz Advertising

Alliance Theatres

Seeks

TV

Manager

Permit

—

Television, owned by the Alliance
Theatre Corp., today filed an application with the Federal Communications
Commission for a
channel for
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Alliance, operating theatres in Indiana, Illinois and surrounding territory, is headed by P. J. Dee.

UHF

CBS Names

Perkinson

William Perkinson, formerly with
Ziv Television Programs, Inc., has
been appointed account executive for
the

CBS

television film sales office in
Chicago. Fred J. Mahlstedt, director
film sales, disclosed here.
of

TV

—

Filmack

tion publication, has been appointed
director of Advertising for Filmack

Trailer
head.

Co.,

Irving

Mack company

Kravitz is well known in exhibition
having worked for theatre cir-

circles,

and advertising organizations
throughout the country.
cuits

Colvin

Brown

Services

services
for
Colvin W.
Brown, veteran film industry executive who died here on Tuesday, will
be held at 2 P.M. today at St. James
Episcopal Church, 71st Street and
Madison Avenue. Burial will be at
Elgin, 111., Brown's native city.

Funeral

MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays.
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center. New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President, Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo T.
Brady, Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine
Building, William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz. Editorial Representative. 11
North Clark Street, FR-2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter
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the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Loew s Economy Program
then

sit

back and await whatever legal

action may be taken by the state board
—if any. The industry is certain to
carry a court test to the Supreme
Court, if necessary.
Announcement of the test was made
jointly here today by the five theatres

and the

MP A A.

The

test is designed

"to strike down censorship and give
the newsreels full equality under the
Constitution with other media of com-

For Films for

{Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
the test reel on Wednesday, July 16.
The exhibitors and distributors will

MGM Has No Plans

cided that M-G-M will make 38 films
in the next fiscal year, beginning Sep-

tember

The company had 42

1.

by requiring a full-time job
exchange for a full week's salary."
aries

re-

"We will continue to provide
opportunity for young directing, acting producing and writing talent," the statement continued, "and such talent will be
channeled through a planned
program of films. Casting and
cost factors will be altered to

leases in the current fiscal year, count-

ing
of

"Quo Vadis" and "Ivanhoe," both
which were

in

a

"special"

sales

category.

The Schenck-Schary statement said
that an average cost for the 38 films
has been determined "which we believe
consistent with present box-office
is

Our budget

conditions.

will be
factors

eliminating waste
munications, information and expres- have resulted from lush operations in
former lush years."
sion," it was stated.
The salary cuts, the statement said,
Follows Court Decisions
will apply to .those in the over $1,000
The move follows the recent decis- a week brackets throughout the entire
ions of the U.S. Supreme Court which executive staff and officers in Hollysaid in "The Miracle" and the "Pinky" wood, New York and overseas, "incases that motion pictures are entitled cluding ourselves." It is designed to
to the free speech and free press guar- "provide, leadership in the drive of
economy," the Schenck-Schary stateantees of the Constitution.
Ohio is one of the few states in ment asserted, and "no pari of the
America that requires newsreels to salary given up during this period will
have a censor's okay and one of seven be returned under any circumstances."
states censoring all motion pictures be"There will be reductions in
fore they can be shown to the public.
the number of producers, direcThe five theatres that will show the
tors and writers who will be
uncensored newsreels are
kept on a permanent contract
Lower
Little Theatre, Columbus
basis," the statement continued.
Mall Theatre, Cleveland Westwood,
"Those remaining under conToledo Park, Cincinnati and Palace,
tract with the studio will be
Youngstown. The exhibitors conductrequired to turn out a greater
ing the test are members of the Innumber of films in the effort to
dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
reduce studio overhead."
of which Robert A. Wile is executive
Indicating that personnel will be
secretary. Wile and Manning Clagett
pruned where possible, the statement
of the MPAA, New York, jointly resaid that "We have also consolidated
leased the announcement of the test.
various departments and
E. J. Hofheimer of the Little Thea- effort in
there
will
be some reduction in the
joint
statetre, Columbus, said in a
numbers of people in these department issued by the exhibitors
will insist that everyone
"As exhibitors we are pleased to co- ments.
operate in this test. The press and give as much as he can to the job for
other media of communications are not which he is paid. For these reasons,
and because, we intend to make this
censored, and should not of course be
insistence a sharp one, we do not concensored. In our judgment, there is
no more justification to censor the template any direct 'across-the-board'
news reel than to censor the newspaper. salary cuts nor are we contemplating
any wholesale discharge of employes.
"The people not only of Co"We plan to insure the level of sallumbus but all the people in
Ohio and in the United States
have a vital stake in the outcome of this test. It is their
freedom, in reality, that is at
issue.
Hollywood, July 9. More than 40
"We feel sure that public-spirited foreign governments will pay tribute
citizens who believe in freedom want to the memory of the late Will Rogto make their own decisions as to what ers tomorrow evening when the comthey read, see or hear. They don't plete consular corps of Los Angeles
want somebody else to usurp their con- attends the formal premiere of "The
stitutional rights and make their deStory of Will Rogers," starring Will
cisions for them."
Rogers, Jr., and Jane Wyman, at
Eric Johnston,
president, Warner's Beverly Hills Theatre.
said
Meanwhile, Beverly Hills itself has
"In cooperation with the five exhibi- joined the list of American commutors in Ohio, we are deliberately mak- nities which have established memoing this move to invite a court test of rials to the cowboy humorist.
Will
Rogers Memorial Park is the new
newsreel censorship.
"In view of the Supreme Court's name of Civic Center Park just off
recent decisions, it is certainly clear Sunset Boulevard in mid-city.
that censorship of newsreels violates
the provisions of the Constitution that World Premiere of 'Will Rogers'
safeguard freedom of expression in the Held In Claremore, Okla.
United States.
Claeemoee, Okla., July 9. World
"We had hoped that the Ohio cen- premiere of "The Story of Will
sors, upon reading the Supreme. Court's Rogers" was held here tonight at the
decisions, would have promptly on Yale Theatre, with Will Rogers, Jr.,
their own discontinued censoring the who portrays his father in the film,
newsreels. As they did not, we have and his sister, Mrs. Mary Rogers,
no recourse but to get the issue, into participating in the event.
the courts.
"We are supremely confident of the mitted."
outcome. Surely the courts in Ohio, in
Johnston said that other legal moves
light of what the Supreme Court has would be made, in Ohio and elsewhere,
said, will quickly hold that censorship to kill censorship
prior restraint of
of newsreels cannot longer be per- all motion pictures.
at

;

;

;

We

;

Diplomatic Corps at
"Rogers" Premiere

—

MPAA

•

"We

—

studio

and

more

fully

agreed

has
in

to

eliminating

cooperate
these

organization

statement

their

in

here

policy

of

today.

"The

field of television
they said, "is

pro-

one
which will be examined and
re-examined as time goes on,
because the economic factors
duction,"

analyzed during these
conferences the cost of waste factors,
such as' tardiness, interference, temperament, lack of preparation and loss

asked

Dore

and

have

of working time, of all talent working
at the studio. As a result, each person in every field of activity concerned
with the making of films has been

M. Schenck
Schary told the

filming," Nicholas

S

program.

involved are ever changing."
But no plan for M-G-M to
enter that field exists now,
they emphasized.

Para. Hearings
(Continued from page 1)

fac-

tors."

centrating on the elimination of the
pointed out that the
anti-trust phase, following "the joint
conferences leading to formulation of
action late Tuesday by UPT,
the program had included top execuand the Columbia Broadcasting Systive personnel,
creative talent and
tem of a similar plea which stressed
All phases of studio
labor leaders.
the urgency of getting the merger
operations were examined and the conquestion settled by September so that
ferences were unhurried.
could plan television program"We wanted to be certain," the ming schedules
for the winter season.
statement said, "that decisions made
Should the FCC accept this proposal,
as a result of these conferences would
would mean that the license of
it
be practical and reflect care and judgin Los AnParamount station
ment.
Too often adjustments have
geles would be renewed on a permabeen temporary because they have
and
nent basis, the merger of
been based on panic and, consequently,
consummated, and the sale of
on injudicious thinking."
Chitelevision station
C. C. Moskowitz, Loew's vice-presicago also approved.
dent and treasurer, participated in the
The FCC broadcast bureau, whose
conferences during a three weeks
attorneys, headed by Frederick Ford,
period and Howard Dietz, vice-presihave been arguing the commission's
dent in charge of advertising-publicity,
side of the case in the hearings, will,
was at the sessions for a week from
however, oppose this step. He is exthe home office.
pected to file his reply within a few
Schenck will conclude his six weeks
days.
stay here on Friday when he leaves for
And DuMont, whose status also is
New York by train. Howard Strick- involved,
as to whether or not it is
ling, studio publicity head, also will
actually controlled by Paramount, also
leave for New York this week-end,
will file a reply petition early next
arriving there Monday.
week, according to attorney Morton
Galane. Under the proposed action,
the DuMont phase also would be decided directly by the commission.
Galane said DuMont's position had
(Continued front page 1)
not been fully determined, but that it is
tration talks could only be rescued if likely the company will not take a
distribution company presidents per- stand one way or the other on the
sonally participated in future arbitra- elimination of the anti-trust issue, but
tion conferences. The position of many will insist on an examiner's report beexhibitor delegates is that they are not fore the matter is taken up by the full
dealing with principals, although they, commission.
themselves are principals representing
The petitions of the other parties
various exhibitor organizations.
asked that the hearings be canceled

The statement

ABC

ABC

KTLA

ABC

UPT
UPT

WBKB,

Arbitration Meet

Stalled Last

and the report of examiner Leo Resnick waived, and that the commission

Week

Last week's arbitration conference itself issue the final decision after
a
ended after two-and-a-half days, fol- 20-day period for the filing of prolowing the inability to make further posed findings by all those concerned.
progress on disputed phases of arbitration

of

competitive

bidding

com-

plaints.

home

who

has been visiting his
in Spokane, was due here last

Johnston,
night.

Anti-Tax Drive
(Continued from page 1)
repeal the 20 per cent admission tax
expected to be completed by the end
of the week. Cole and McGee, in the
meantime, expect to remain in New
York until that job and other problems in the anti-tax drive are dealt
with.
Rembusch left here yesterday
for his home in Indianapolis.
is

WB

Studio Fire
(Continued from page 1)

accoutrements were stored.
Police
were holding four boys on suspicion

—

—

Culver City, July 9.—"At
the present time we have no
plan, nor are we contemplating any plan for television

in

suit individual projects in this

aimed
which

TV

of arson.

A

brisk wind carried flames across
adjacent dry Los Angeles River into
the Hollywood foothills where firemen
tonight were attempting to stem the
spread.
_

NBC's

television

picked up the

station,

KNBH,

outbreak from
NBC's partially completed new studio
adjacent to Warners. Later KTLA,
independent station, also picked up the
event.

fire at its

"Just what the

From beginning
from the

first

to end,

song-and-

dance number to the
romantic

finish,

the picture

spells entertainment with

a capital E!"
M. P. HERALD

verybodys a ran

RAYBOLGERinWh
AS THE SUPER-SMASH 2nd WEEK TOPS SMA!
WITH

"A\

I

DIRECTED BY

SCREEN PLAY BY

I

I

I

i

YM Mr F R F JohFmonks,
I

I

M

L_
I

I

I

L/

I

I

\

jr.

DAVID BUTLER

I
I

I

Dance and Production

Numbers Staged

by

MICHAEL KIDD

"An

exceptionally strong

contender at the box

office.

Lavish and hilarious and
will give

great

"Go to

delight to millions!"

see

it

and have fun!"

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

N.

"Top-notch! Bolger

Y.

POST

will

have audiences singing with

him wherever the picture
N.Y. DAILY

ShOWn!"

is

NEWS

"All the gay abandon
and sweep that

it

had on the stage!
Delightful!"
N. Y. TIMES

J

"it's perfect! Ray Bolger
is

efe

A song-loaded, comedy-

the greatest comedy

dancer of this era!"
N. Y. MIRROR

crammed package

of

entertainment! Top box office!"

Overwhelmingly
r's

N. Y.

INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL

mirthful!

greatest triumph!"

Should prove

WORLD- TELEGRAM-SUN
"Bolger's as wonderful on

to be

Warner's big money-maker
of the year!"

variety

the screen as on the stage!"
N. Y.

JOURNAL- AMERICAN

This

will

news
M.

be cheering

to the multitudes!"

P.

DAILY

IBs*.

it

WEEK AT RADIO

CITY MUSIC HALL

ALT

Mr

...that's doing

bonanza business for the

Hillstreet, Los

Criterion,

New

York;

Angeles; Pantages, Hollywood; Golden Gate

San Francisco; Keith, Washington; Town, Baltimore;
Palace, Montreal! ...Rave reviews! ...Audience applause

. •

for

a wonderful feeling that the movies are

still

the d

I
IDVENTURE'S
I

FAVORITE
J'''

HERO

ENTERTAINMENT
PROGRAM PERSONALLY
PLANNED BY

Stirring

drama of

the

gallant outlaw of

pghts for

Sherwood Forest
and his merry men,

[freedom

rising to deeds of
daring against the
evil enemies of
their king!

and

for*,

ffl D) TO COMPLETE
THIS GREAT
J
J

Greater than his Academy Award
winners "BEAVER VALLEY", "SEAL
ISLAND" and "NATURE'S HALF- ACRE"

love!

WaltDisneys
NEWEST
TRUE- LIFE ADVENTURE

Water
Birds
^

WaltDisneys

Print

My

by

'TECHNICOLOR

STORY OF

Robin Hood

WaltDisneys
heart-warming cartoon

AN ALL-LIVE-ACTION PICTURE
color by

The,

TECHNICOLOR
STARRING

RICHARD TODD

joan

*«,

®ai HOUSE

rice

Color by

Produced by PERCE PEARCE
Screenplay by

Directed by

LAWRENCE

E.

KENNETH ANNAKIN

TECHNICOLOR

WATKIN

AN ALL-NEW

— or
— each one:

You'll love

hate

ig)

starts

Wall Disney Producliont

j

ALL-COLOR

FIGHTING FRIAR TUCK
TOWERING LITTLE JOHN
VILLAINOUS PRINCE JOHN
DASHING WILL SCARLET
TRAITOROUS SHERIFF
OF NOTTINGHAM
- and many, many more!

THURSDAY 9 a. m
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Tax Leaders
To Be Picked
At Local Level
Letters to Top Exhibitors
Will Go Out Shortly
exhibitors
leading
throughout the country calling upon
them to organize state anti-tax committees will be sent out shortly by
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' tax committee, it was learned

Letters

to

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Doob Named Head
Tax Repeal Group

This method rather than the naming
of state anti-tax heads by the
tax committee will be utilized, according to present plans. State anti-tax
chairmen, under the current plan, will
be selected at the "grass roots" level,

COMPO

the various groups themselves,
rather than being named by the

by

COMPO

committee organized to work
for repeal of the 20 per cent tax on
admissions.

Pat McGee and Col. H. A. Cole, cotax comchairmen of the
mittee, plan to leave here Saturday
for their homes in Denver and Texas,

COMPO

respectively.

NCA

in Industry's

Campaign

vs.

Minneapolis, July
tral Allied,

10.

Tax

— North Cen-

FRIDAY, JULY

TEN CENTS

1952

11,

Open Probe Based
of

Oscar A. Doob is chairman
and Sam Rosen and Robert

Weitman are members of a
new policy and publicity committee for the industry's tax
repeal campaign, it was disclosed here yesterday by Col.
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, cochairmen of the tax repeal
campaign committee of the
Council of Motion Picture
Organizations.
The new committee was authorized at Tuesday's meeting here of the full tax repeal
campaign committee.

here today.

TV

Held 'Frantic' as
It Turns to Films
Minneapolis, July
—The "real
10.

controversey" between the film industry and television revolves around
"the frantic efforts by
to obtain
the best motion pictures with which
to bolster its own unsatisfactory program," according to Allied States
general counsel Abram F. Myers.
In a current membership bulletin,
Ben Berger, North Central Allied
president, quotes Myers as also saying that "the public needs to be told
that
interests have employed an
ex-Democratic United States Senator
and a Collector of Internal Revenue
in an attempt to persuade the Department of Justice and the Federal

TV

TV

{Continued on page 6)

On Complaints by

SCTOA
Hollywood,

on Coast
10.

July

— The

probe

fornia Theatre Owners Association to
the Senate Small Business Committee got

with
tee

way

under

investigator

today when special
D. Amis met

William

SCTOA

trade practice commit-

members

in his
Building here.

chambers

in

Fed-

elimination of the tax would mean
business salvation."
In a bulletin to
members and
other independent exhibitors, Berger

to the spirit of the decree, and volunteered to document their charges fully.
Amis, who expects to remain here a
fortnight, told Motion Picture Daily
(Continued mi page 8)

TV

Newsreelers Hit

Olympic Games Ban
TV

Representatives of American
newsreel agencies have made known
the refusal of the Olympic Committee

TV

to permit U. S.
newsreels to
cover the international games, according to Telenews Productions.
Only
newsreelers are involved
regular American newsreels will service theatres with Olympic film foot-

TV

age.

his

Con-

(Continued on page 8)

(.Continued

on page 6)

AIDED BOX-OFFICES, SAYS LUX

$213,195 Debentures

—

Washington, July 10.
The
redemption of 217,000 sinking
fund debentures for a cash
consideration of $213,195 during June was reported here
today by Universal Pictures
to the Securities and Ex-

change Commission.

The value of Universal debentures, bearing 3%
per
cent interest, still outstanding is $2,657,000.

In Arbitration
Johnston

to

Advance

Exhibitors' Proposal
The
bution

possibility of

having

distri-

company presidents nego-

This was announced at the
conclusion of yesterday's meeting here at MPAA headquarters
of distribution representatives,
called by Johnston in an apparent attempt to spur the progress of negotiations.
Johnston,
who was briefed on
exhibition sentiment in favor of holding the arbitration talks with company
presidents, told distribution delegates
on arbitration that he would check
with company presidents to see if such
(Continued on page 9)

Michalson Resigns

RKO

Pathe Post

Harry J. Michalson has
from the post of president

resigned

RKO

of
Pathe, subsidiary specializing in the
production of short subjects.
The
resignation is effective on August 1.
Michalson desires to take, a long rest.

Ned

E. Depinet, president of

RKO

Radio Pictures said the company is
losing one of its ablest executives and
(Continued on page 8)

—

Buffalo, July
10.
"There had
been great concern among exhibitors
in this area about getting outstanding
pictures for showing during the period
of the

Universal Redeems

to Join

Information has been received that

EARLY CHICAGO TELECAST

NCA

urged every owner to see

Heads

tiate personally with officials of
Committee chairman Cecil Vinni- exhibitor organizations on the escoff, accompanied
by members Al tablishment of an industry-wide arbiHanson and Gus Metzger, spent sev- tration system will be explored by
eral hours outlining post-consent de- Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assocree practices they consider contrary ciation of America president.

eral

is

eral admission tax, because "many exhibitors have expressed the view that

Ask Company

into trade practices on the grounds of
the complaint by the Southern Cali-

headed by Benjamin Ber-

the latest exhibitor organization
to undertake, an open, active and militant part in the industry's campaign
for the repeal of the 20 per cent Fedger,

Accurate

two big

political

conventions,

because owners felt that the telecasting of the proceedings in Chicago
would adversely affect the box-office,"

Elmer F. Lux, vice-president and
general manager of Lazar Theaters,
Inc. (formerly Darnell Theatres) and
president of the Buffalo Common
Council.
"But it seems that the monotony of
the early proceedings and the fact
that a televiewer, because of only
one
channel here can see nothing
else but those proceedings, drove folks
into theatres, so that the
convention programs really helped, instead of
hurt business," continued Lux.
"Less than 10 per cent of the people
said

TV

TV

are interested in politics anyway," said
Lux, "so that the great mass did not
watch the telecasts. In our own case,
business from Sunday to Wednesday
was better in every situation than
similar periods going away back to
Easter time and I understand that
drive-ins have been doing the biggest
business of the year."
"Telecasting
the
convention
of
early this week certainly did not hurt
our
business,"
said
William
P.
Rosenow of Skyway Drive-in Theatres, operators of the Lake Shore

and Niagara drive-ins. "We have had
some top notch shows in both our
situations and business has been very
good. The one channel TV situation
in Buffalo means that televiewers cannot get anything else but the convention stuff which undoubtedly sends
(Continued on page 6)

Employes' Morale at
W.B. Fire Lauded

—

Burbank, July 10. Warner
studio officials were high in
their praise today of the conduct of employes yesterday in
the face of the second serious
fire to occur on the lot in a
period of six weeks.
"Studio employes' morale
again was as high as that
demonstrated at the last fire,
with everyone participating
to
help
the
fire - fighting
forces save valuable props
and studio properties," an
official

statement said.

i
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Higher Prices No Solution

Personal
Mention

In Britain,

HERBERT KALMUS, presiDR.dent
of Technicolor, Inc., and
William Perlberg and George Seawill leave here today for Europe
aboard the S. S. Liberie.

ton

•

Walter Reade, Jr., president
Walter Reade Theatres, has accepted
the chairmanship of the motion picof

ture theatre section for New Jersey
for the current Cerebral Palsy fund
appeal.
John Balmer, city manager
for the circuit in Plainfield, N. J., is
serving as co-chairman of that city's

Cerebral Palsy drive.
•

Eddie Lieser, son of Lou Lieser,
manager of the Lippert exchange in

ABPC Reports

Bordonaro Verdict

By WILLIAM PAY
8. (By Air Mail)— Relief for theatres from Britain's
tax, rather than increased admission prices, is the
entertainment
heavy
need of exhibition here, Sir Philip Warter, chairman, told Associated

London, July

British Pictures Corp. stockholders in
his annual message released this week

Theatre attendance has been well
Sir Philip reported, but
ABPC's directors are conscious of the
need to provide the best possible films,
which are the industry's best answer
Although the public is
to television.
becoming increasingly discriminatory
there is ample evidence to show that
there has been no decline in appreciation of the best type of motion pic-

maintained,

U.K. Is Worried
By Hollywood's
Desertion of 'B's'
London, July 8 (By Air Mail).
Sidney A. Myers, British Lion's as-

director,
has resistant managing
turned from his product-hunting exAlthough the industry as yet has pedition in the U. S. He states that
Buffalo, has joined the service department of the Paramount Theatre in that been unsuccessful in obtaining any he concluded tentatively deals involvworthwhile entertainment tax conces- ing not only what he describes as a
city.
sions, Sir Philip said, last year's ef•
number of useful "B" pictures but the
Allen B. Gates has retired as con- forts resulted in increases in certain regular output of an American proHowever, that ducer operating with "A" subjects.
prices of admission.
sultant on training to the general manproblem.
But those deals will demand ratificaagement of Eastman Kodak after 22 is not the answer to the
entertainment at prices within
Mass
tion in British Lion's London office.
years with the company.
the reach of everyone is always our
•
The Myers safari pin-points
Radio aim, Sir Philip reminded.

manager,
will return here today from Toronto.
•
Robert Ungerfeld, Universal exrepresentative,
has been
ploitation
named a "Commodore" of the Oklasales

homa Navy.
•

Harold Cohen, Lippert
owner

New

in

New York

Orleans,

franchise

will

be

weekend from

at the

in

that

city.

Richard Harper,

M-G-M

sales cir-

due back here
today from Albany and Gloversville.

cuit

representative,

is

•

George Jessel

will be a guest

the

next "Information

cast

on

CBS Sunday

Please"

at 9 :00

on

tele-

P.M.

Ben Lorber, head of the Universal
insurance department, has returned
here from the studio.
Eddie

Cantor has been given

a

Certificate of Appreciation by Army
and Air Force recruiting services.

•

Annette Cohen

It is absolutely essential, he
said, that our industry should
receive substantial relief from
the burden of the entertainment

by Columbia from biller to student
booker at the Cleveland exchange.

we

are to continue to
attain any measure of success.

duty

if

Results achieved by ABPC's production groups in the past fiscal year
revealed an improvement over the preceding year, due partly to operation of
the Eady Fund, the report stated.
However, unless that Fund is put on a
more permanent basis, the outlook for
British film production is not encouraging, Sir Philip said. Sums paid by

permanent and statutory basis.
Even with the Eady Fund, he
production

a speculative business.
endeavor to
lessen its risks by joint production with Warners and other
still is

We

American companies.

is

m

in

difficulties

which a number

Theatres, Inc., of
Olean. The plaintiff has appealed to the U. S. Court of
Appeals in New York City
contending that the verdict

was insufficient.
The verdict was against
Paramount Pictures, RKO
Pictures and Warner Brothers Circuit Management Corp

Predicts $2V2 -Million
'Kong' Reissue Gross
Despite 1952 being little more than
half over, Time magazine, in its current issue, dated July 14, reviews
Radio's re-released "King Kong" un*
der the headline of "Movie of th<

RKO

"RKO

Saying

had struck pay
Timt
estimated that the picture would gross
$2,500,000 this year, since it was doing
"2 l 2 times the rate of a normal A
/
Year."

of distributors find themselves
here. Acknowledgedly, British
Lion finds itself particularly

dirt" with the 19-year-old film,

embarrassed following the withdrawal from its fold of the
considerable Republic output
and the Herbert Wilcox-Anna
Neagle films. But the company

picture."

Top Grosses Cited
For U-Vs 'My

is

W.

J. Gell's

Monarch Films

—

is

the

war

up a flourishing traffic in
picture field and during the
years in particular was one of
big stand-bys for independent
built

"B"

the
theatremen,
has
switched
major productions.

now

to

The total entertainment tax and
Eady levy paid by the group was

The

group's theatres had 207,700,717
admissions during the year, a decrease

£7,941,415, or approximately
cent of the gross.

Color by

40

per

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
plus

_

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

VlftCINrA

_ RONALD

Mayo Reagan
Nelson
'She's

,

Working Her

Way Through

Reserves and undistribincreased by £131,271.

profits

,«

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"

seeking mission.
It
is
considered significant that
George Minter's Renown Pictures,

308, including fixed assets of £18,270,401 and film productions, rights, etc.,

uted

RAY BOLGER

New

of approximately two per cent from
the previous year, ended March 31,
1951.
Nevertheless, gross receipts
rose to £19,960,394, an increase of
£1,059,280, over the previous year. Of
the increase, the entertainment tax and
Eady levy absorbed £93,200.

of £447,279.

Rockefeller Center

gen-

erally accepted as British Lion's leading rival in that field.
Gell has also
lately been in
York on a product-

which

Attendance at the company's theatres during the current year have
the Coast.
been adversely affected by weather
•
and other causes, while operating
Ernest Dorau has been named costs, mainly wages, continue to rise,
manager of the Capitol Theatre, East the report said. It is still too early
Haven, Conn.
to estimate results for the year's op•
erations, it was added.
Amplifying on ABPC's financial reP. T. Dana, Universal Eastern sales
manager, left here yesterday for De- port, published in Motion Picture
troit and will return at the weekend, Daily on June 27, Sir Philip reported
the company's total assets at £20,939,e

Stephen Sekely, director,
London from New York.

awarded to Bordonaro

2,

Brothers

NEW YORK THEATRES

Samuel G. Engel, 20th CenturyFox producer, has arrived here from

Jack Hilton, producer, will fly
from London today for New York.

June

not alone in feeling the pinch
Gal'
arising out of the declared
policy of Hollywood majors to
"Has Anybody Seen My Gal", Uniconcentrate on bigger pictures
versal-International release, is under,
and to cut down on "B" product.
stood to have rolled up house records
In spite of pronouncements here of $952 on the opening day at the Five
distinguished American visitors Points Theatre in Jacksonville, $1,36C
ABPC's theatres to the Eady Fund from
like Jack L. Warner to the effect that for the best opening day's business in
during the year were greatly in exthe day of the double-feature program 33 weeks at the Rialto Theatre in
cess of the benefits received on films
Atlanta, and a record $15,200 for the
is over and that the industry's only
produced by its studio units.
answer to the TV-menace is fewer but first three days at the Missouri
Of 20 British features played on bigger, better, brighter films, the Theatre in St. Louis.
the ABC circuit last year, 14 were
market for what shrewd exhibitors
produced and financed by sources inlike J. X. Prendergast describe as
dependent of the corporation.
bread-and-butter pictures persists. But
Sir Philip said the company
it's a market with shortening supply.
believes it would be in the best
Concern grows not only among breadinterests of all concerned if the
and-butter exhibitors but the distribuq
tors who feed them.
Eady Fund were to be put on a
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
f]

said,

has been promoted

Buffalo, July 10.—To prevent an-accumulation of additional interest while an appeal is pending, three distributors have paid $22,619 to
the Federal Court clerk here,
the sum representing a $22,500 verdict, plus interest from

tures.

RKO

Boasberg,

Charles

North-South division

Post $22,619 to Meet

College'
Midnight Faatu>
Nightly

k

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and

Walt Disney's

WATER
A True

BIRDS

Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

C00L

Walt Disney's

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

Technicolor Cartoon

— Distributed by RKO
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St.
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How BIG isWANHOE"?
Here's the Popularity Poll of Film
Research Surveys, Inc. on the Preview at

Loew's Lexington Theatre, N.Y., July

1st:

IVAN HOE TOPS
QUO VADIS
I

VANHOE": 96.5%-

QUO

VADIS":

96%

Great news for the entire industry. Imagine! "Ivanhoe" tops famed "Quo
Vadis".
sational

Day after day the fame of "Ivanhoe" is spreading. First, the senWorld Premiere shattering a 2 3 -year-old record! Then, the unpre-

cedented trade raves!

Now

the amazing audience reaction, best rating

of any adventure spectacle in the history of Film Research Surveys, Inc.

NEVER A SHOW

LIKE "IVANHOE"!

...WILL

BE PRE-SOLD WITH

FULL-COLOR ADVERTISEMENTS...

TO OVER 138,000,000 READERS OF
SIXTEEN NATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
...AND 87
IN

NEWSPAPERS

64 INDIVIDUAL CITIES!

THE MOST POWERFUL NATIONAL

yffotton^t

GREGORY PECK
ANN BLYTH

Theatremen in Tilt
For Video Channel
Denver, July
—Two theatre

Chi. Telecast

Television

(Continued from page 1)
people outdoors and into theatres," he
added.
On the other hand, Vincent R. McShea
manager of
general
Faul,
Theatres, said: "There is no doubt
that any affair such as a national convention does some harm to our boxoffices. Any time you get personalities
of Taft, Eisenhower or McArthur
caliber on radio or TV, you are going
to have some people stay at home to
listen. To what extent or what per-

centage of our attendance is affected
hard to say because there are so
is
many elements now that all combine
and are making serious inroads into
normal business. The extremely hot
weather we have been experiencing
and the steel strike, which has
crippled
frontier,

affect

Niagara
industry on the
are other major items that

our

business,"

concluded

Minneapolis, July

10.

—The

OR

home

of the Republican national
convention so far this week apparently
have failed to keep the Johnnie Ray
fans away from the 4,000-seat Radio
City Theatre here. Monday, usually
one of the poorest days of the week,
showed a strong $4,000 at Radio City.
Subsequent week-day grosses were
good but it is expected that Ray will
gross only about $25,000 for the full
week, against nearly $75,000 garnered
by Martin and Lewis recently at the

many

are called but few are chosen" is an oft-quoted line
that is definitely more truth than poetry.
With a slight
variation in subject matter, we find that "Many ask questions but
few supply the answers," all of which is merely to advise all and
sundry that the cycle of quiz shows, instead of showing signs of
lengthy dispatch from Syd
disintegrating, is increasing.
Eiges' fourth floor cubicle in Radio City gives detailed accounts of
two forthcoming- video quizzers which will bow onto the scene starting
"I've Got News for You," emceed by Jack Paar, will
July 28.
be seen and heard Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7-7:30 P.M. and
that time slot on Tuesday and Thursday will be filled by Walter
While on the subject of
O'Keefe's "The Mayor of Hollywood."
quizzes, "Masquerade Party," which NBTees off Monday night will

<

.

Cincinnati,

July

10.

— Box-office

and neighborhood
were reported to be lower this
week due to the wide interest displayed
receipts at first-run

theatres

here in the Republican national con
vention. The drop in Senator Taft's

home town was more pronounced
Monday and Tuesday nights, when the
addresses of General Douglas MacArthur and former President Herbert
Hoover were telecast.
Detroit, July
ness in Detroit

.

... A

.

.

.

.

.

.

famous Democrat who
Timely, no ?

will

feature a nationally

Republican.

.

.

.

•

•

masquerade as

i

•

In Tuesday's "Break the Bank" story, we reported that the
time record sum ever won by a contestant on that program
But because it was a terribly hot
was $11,840 dollars.
night, the Giants lost a close game, the Republican Convention was getting underway or perhaps you can even think up a
better reason for the error, the fact is that the printer inadvertently made a slight mistake and gave as the record payoff
of $11,840,000. ... Of course one might argue that with the
devaluation of the dollar to the extent where the current
dollar is worth the equivalent of about 51 cents of the 1931
dollar the error was really of minor consequence and with that
view we might concur, but in all fairness to all concerned we
feel it proper and entirely necessary to assure Corporal Martin
Diamant (who won the record sum of $11,840 in December,
owe
1951) that the sponsors of "Break the Bank" do
.

.

.

—

Box-office busijust about normal.

10.
is

additional $11,728,160.
Somewhere there must
be a moral to this story and because we can't seem to find an
appropriate one, we'll resort to the use of the classic, "Never
cry Wolf (Ed Wolf), unless you have an idea for another
giveaway program that is as durable, exciting and commercial
"
as 'Break the Bank.'
•
•
•

him an

short subjects

N.

Y.,

July

10.— The

City, July

10.

— There

has

been no pronounced effect discernible
in theatre attendance from the Republican national convention. Though
there are many television sets in
homes, and several radio stations give
extensive
coverage
afternoon
and
evening, there seems insufficient excitement to keep attention glued to
receivers at the expense of good
theatre entertainment.

NBT

.

.

Ben Frye, executive producer
telecasts?
of Studio Films, commutes from Solon, Ohio, to Emil Velasco
Studios here, where he supervises the editing of several musical

business. If the box-office does slump,
it is because of heavy lay-offs at auto
factories due to the steel strike. No
effort is being made to combat telecast competition. Drive-ins are doing

national Republican convention, with
its interrupted flow of telecasts and
broadcasts, has thus far made no
material difference in the business
done by theatres in Albany. The balloting for the presidential nomination,
managers think, may affect grosses,
if it takes place at night.

.

.

.

made

about August

1,

.

.

.

especially for TV.
will be distributed
.

.

.

and

by

Films will be ready
United Television

Programs, Inc.
•

•

•

After several months of casting different personalities to handle
the M.C chores for "Stars in Khaki and Blue," heard Saturday
nights 8:30-9:00 P.M. via NBC, producer Robert Jennings has
signed Wendy Barrie as the permanent femcee as a result of her
terrific job on the program two weeks ago.
Stay-up lates who
like soft music and soft discussions on topics of the day should like
the 11-to-l A.M. series that Paul Denis features nightly via
from the Blue Ribbon Restaurant.
Paul has the sincerest
Don Russell, announcer
wishes of every fourth estater in town.
for the "Cavalcade of Stars" series via DuMont and emcee of his
own "Take the Break" WABDeejay series, has come a long way
only three years ago.
He's ready
since he was a page at
for a night time show of his own. ... If you are seeking a gal trio
that has the smooth tones and close harmony of the Andrews Sisters,
Ad agencies
then give a listen to the Simmons Twins & Amy.
series titled, "The Farmer's
are getting a pitch on a new
Did you know that Ted
Daughter," starring Loretta Young.
Mack was once a side man in Ben Pollack's Orchestra?
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

.

.

TV

.

.

a
7,

.

.

.

.

Denver Television Co., organized by
and John Wolf berg, owner
of the Paramount,
Broadway, and
Harris

four drive-ins, is asking for channel
No. 7, and so is Aladdin Radio &
Television Co., owners of KLZ. Partners in Aladdin include Frank H.
Ricketson Jr., president of Fox InTheatres,
termountain
and Harry

Huffman, retired Denver

city

manager

for that circuit.

There are

five other applicants for
channels in Denver, which
is
without
due to the "freeze."
Applicants include Eugene O'Fallon,
Inc.,
(KFEL), asking for channel
No. 2
Colorado Television Co.,

television

TV

;

(KVOD),

and Empire Coil Co., New
N. Y., asking for channel
asking for channel No. 4 are
Broadcasting Co. and Metro-

Rochelle,

No. 9

;

KMYR

politan Television Co., organized for
the purpose of buying
here
from NBC, with Bob Hope as a
principal stockholder. It is thought
channel No. 4 will be the
out-

KOA

NBC

let

in

Denver.

There are no applicants for channel
No. 6, educational, nor for 20 and 26

(UHF).

Newsreelers
(Continued from page 1)
the ban stems
committee to

from a decision by the
"commercialize"

the

Olympics by making a feature
the

contests

tion,"

it

for

"profitable

film of
distribu-

was charged by Telenews.

TV

newsreel agencies have
U. S.
protested the committee ban in a cable
addressed to E. Von Frenckell, Olympic Committee chairman, and signed
by Francis McCall, news director of
the
network; by Jack
Haney, UP-TV, and by E. P. Genock,

NBC-TV

Telenews

TV

editor-in-chief.

'Frantic*
(Continued from page 1)

Communications Commission

to

bull-

doze the motion picture industry into
turning over its product to TV."
Myers scored the widespread impression held by the public that the
film industry, terrified by television,
desperately trying to prolong its
is
own life by withholding its current
and choice pictures from TV.

1st

TV Sends
Down 20%

Oregon

Grosses

—

Portland, Ore., July 10. Downtown theatre grosses here were down

TV

20 per cent as four stations and
set
distributors combined to bring
in
the first full
coverage for
Portland this week.
The excessive heat and the number
of drive-ins in the area were also
given as reasons for the box-office dip.

TV

.

Swanson Back

in

Mexico

—

Gloria
Mexico City, July 10.
Swanson has returned here from Hol-

day and evening. Jack Sidney,
city manager for Loew's houses here, lywood to resume making the TV
said "business was better," and Rodney shorts series in English she began
Baltimore, July 10. First-run ex- and also in neighborhood theatres.
Collier, Stanley's manager, said there in May for Tele-voz, which Miguel
hibitors here are agreeably surprised
"Jumping Jacks" which opened yes- isn't any evidence of the convention Aleman, Jr., the President's son,
heads.
that the Republican convention TV terday at Keith's drew capacity busi- cutting-in on grosses at present.

—

has not been in competition with boxBusiness is just the same, or
offices.
slightly better, at downtown houses

ness

all

,

here.

.

WVNJ

.

in

and this contest is expected to be the
most bitter of the three now in sight

.

.

.

for exclusive

very well.

.

From here it looks like the Max Liebman-Sid Caesar-Imogene
Coca film deal may be closed with 20th Century-Fox.
If and
when concluded, it will be a participation deal.
Producer
Max Liebman, due next week from Europe, will fly to the Coast
for final talks. ... Is NBC trying to interest Alexander Korda
in a pact which will have A.K. produce special hour-long flickers

Few first-runs reported above average business. Exhibitors here say the
national convention is not harming

Kansas

.

NOT

theatre.

Albany,

Denver are involved in
contest for television channel No.
groups

all

telecasts

same

10.

Herman

with Pinky

Mc-

Faul.

Radio

--

'

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

presents

Joan
Crawford
udde
ear:
BRUCE

GLORIA

VIRGINIA

HUSTON

•

TOUCH CONNORS
Directed by

Produced by

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

•

DAVID MILLER

Screenplay by

LENORE COFFEE and ROBERT SMITH
Based Upon Edna Sherry's Story, "Sudden Fear"

TRADE SHOWINGS
OKLAHOMA
Fox Screening Room
Wed. 7/23

2:30 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

1:00 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

2.00 P.M.

OMAHA
Fox Screening Room

KANSAS CITY
Paramount Screen. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte Street

LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
1980

S.

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

P.M

Wed. 7/23 12:15 Noon

2:30 P.M.

Warner Screening Room Wed. 7/23
212 W. Wisconsin Ave*

Fox Screening Room
1015 Currie Avenue

2:00 P.M.

P.M

2:30

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

Fox Screening Room

Wed. 7/23

1:30 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

40 Whiting Street

200

S.

Wed. 7/23 10:30 A.M.

Liberty Street

NEW YORK

DES MOINES
Fox Screening Room

Fox Screening Room

1300 High Street

A NEW HIGH

RKO Screening Room
630 Ninth Avenue

Wed. 7/23

2:30 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

2:30 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

1:30 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

Wed. 7/23

1:30 P.M.

PORTLAND
LOUIS
RKO Screening Room

ST.

SALT LAKE CITY

FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street

NEW ORLEANS
Paramount Screen. Rm.
2100 Stout Street

PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room

Fox Screening Room
216 East 1st. St. So.

NEW HAVEN
Wed. 7/23

1:00 P.M.

3143 Olive Street

MINNEAPOLIS
Wed. 7/23

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room

Star Screening Room
925 N.W. 19th Ave.

MILWAUKEE
8:00

Wed. 7/23

St.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

MEMPHIS

Wed. 7/23

1502 Davenport

250 North 13th Street

Vermont Ave.

Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue

Wed. 7/23 10:30 A.M.

10 North Lee Street

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Screen. Rri
2318 Second Avenue

SIOUX FALLS
Hollywood Theatre
212 N. Philips Ave.

Wed. 7/23 10:00 A.M.

WASHINGTON
Wed. 7/23

IN SUSPENSE

2:30 P.M.

Film Center Scr. Rm.
932 New Jersey Ave.

Wed. 7/23

2:00 P.M.

MELODRAMA!

Michalson
(Continued from page 1)
is regretted by the enorganization.
Michalson, a native of Pittsburgh,
celebrated his 30th anniversary with
and its predecessor company last
April. He entered the industry in the
capacity of salesman, from which he
rose to branch manager, division manager and short subject sales manager.
On Aug. 13, 1947, he was elected president of
Pathe. in addition to his
short subject post, and finding his
duties as president of
Pathe increasingly demanding, he relinquished
his position as short subject sales manager in 1950, to give all of his time
Pathe.
to

his resignation
tire

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

Campaign Vs. Tax
(Continued from page 1)

gressman and Senator, "and get a firm
commitment' to vote against the tax."
Berger declared that Congress and
the public both "realize that our industry is sorely distressed
and
.

.

.

of our plight." He said elimination of the tax will aid materially
in keeping many theatres open.
believe the tax can be entirely

aware

"We

eliminated if each and every exhibitor
does his job," said Berger.

Canti in Paramount Post

San Francisco, July 10. — Edward
Canti who has been operating his
own chicken ranch in Southern Cali-

reported to be the next office manager at the Paramount film
exchange here, replacing James Merry
who resigned to live in Los Angeles.
Canti was previously with Paramount.
fornia,

SCTOA

Reviews

is

(Continued from page 1)

"The Story of Will Rogers"

the committee's

(Warner Brothers)

LIFE OF WILL ROGERS
THE
deep with understanding.

was a full one, rich with humor and
recreating it on the screen, in color by
Technicolor, Warner Brothers has fashioned a quality picture that has much
to recommend. Will Rogers, Jr., does an outstanding portrayal of his casualtalking father, and Jane Wyman turns in a warm and touching performance
as Mrs. Rogers.
Quite obviously, as biographical drama, the picture becomes a procession
of events in the life of the subject, and as such it has none of the soaring
elements of fiction.
But it has an appeal in every sequence that will touch
the hearts of audiences.
As the story of Rogers' life unfolds, from his
humble beginnings as a cowpoke to his rise to an eminent place in American
life, there also unfolds in nostalgic review a history of the first third of this
century.
Eddie Cantor appears briefly and refreshingly, as himself, and as another
highlight there has been fitted into the picture footage of such grand performers as Al Jolson, Fanny Brice, Marilyn Miller, and others. There are
about a dozen songs in the film.
Some of the most entertaining sequences are the early ones, after Rogers'
marriage, in which he performs as a rope artist. One day, while nervously
awaiting the birth of his first child, Rogers goes on stage and begins talking
spontaneously.
That moment Rogers found his forte and he goes steadily
onward to achieve prestige and fortune. The picture has President Wilson
say in citing him, his was the "voice from the heart of the people."
Between these many deeds he
Rogers' patriotic services were numerous.
found time to go to Hollywood and make many films, silent and sound. And
it was in Hollywood that he met Wiley Post, resulting in a deep friendship,
and a concomitant interest in aviation.
Frank Davis and Stanley Roberts did the screenplay, from a Saturday
Evening Post story by Mrs. Will Rogers. Some of the other highlights of
the crowded life include the "favorite son" nomination for President at a
Democratic convention and the interesting European travels. And, finally,
that ill-fated flight to Alaska with Post, in 1935.
Others in the cast are Noah Beery, Jr., who turns in a splendid role as
Post James Gleason, a theatrical agent, and Carl Benton Reid, as Rogers'
In

;

father.

Robert Arthur produced and Michael Curtiz directed.
time, 109 minutes. General audience classification.

Running

Release date,

Mandel Herbstman

July 26.

matter.
This probably could not be
done before the national election,

however, Amis said.
Amis, who tomorrow and over the

weekend

will

visit

Noel Barrow,

inde-

FPC

Executive, Dies

—

Toronto, July 10. Noel Gaskin
Barrow, 59, a director and secretarytreasurer of Famous Players Canadian Corp., is dead. A native of Barbados British West Indies, he entered
the film industry at New York in 1916
but came to Toronto two years later
to join the first Paramount organization in Canada. On the formation of

Famous Players Canadian Corp.

in

entered its head office and
eventually became the company's secretary in 1941. The funeral is being
held tomorrow afternoon with burial
here. The widow and two daughters

1920 he

New

Col. Signs

(20th Century -Fox)

SERIOUS DRAMATIC ROLE

individual

pendent exhibitors in the Los Angeles
territory, intends also to meet with
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers and individual independent producers during his stay
here. He expects to conduct a similar
investigation in Chicago next, he said,
with New York and possibly other
centers scheduled for later.

survive.

Don't Bother to Knock

A

complaints, as presented, "appear justified," and indicated, if further investigation shows
them to be valid, that he will suggest
in his report to the Small Business
Committee that a Senatorial committee come here to hold hearings on the

given shapely and enticing Marilyn
Monroe in provocatively-titled "Don't Bother to Knock." Playing a
psychically distressed young lady, she serves as the agent in reuniting two
estranged lovers, Richard Widmark and Anne Bancroft.
forceful, novel story and a good cast combine to make the picture a
reliable piece of merchandise.
As entertainment, it is uneven, sometimes
is

Pact

With Sam Katzman
Hollywood,
— Columbia
July
10.

signed a new seven-year contract with
independent producer Sam Katzman
calling for 15 productions annually;
eight in color by Technicolor and
excellent and sometimes just fair.
Miss Monroe's acting talent is difficult to assess, since playing an unbal- seven black-and-white, the latter inanced girl, most any type of portrayal could be considered as stemming cluding two serials. The pact, effecsupersedes the
naturally from her disturbance. At any event it looks on the surface like a tive next January,
professionally competent job, and there is nothing wanting in the perform- present seven-year contract, now in its
final year.
ances of the others in the lead.
The screenplay, by Daniel Taradash, throws the spotlight on a handful
Widmark, a commercial
of people during a night at a Manhattan hotel.
pilot, is there to win back the fading love of Miss Bancroft, who is a vocalist
in the cocktail lounge. Miss Monroe is there through the good services of
her elevator-operating uncle, Elisha Cook, Jr., who has arranged for her_ to
The first of a series of three field
do some baby-sitting for newspaper publisher Jim Backus and his wife tests of the
compatible all-elec-

A

RCA Conducts Color
TV Test in N. Y.
RCA

Lurene Tuttle.
tronic color television system was
On the rebound of a rebuff from Miss Bancroft, Widmark flirts with broadcast between 9 :45 and 10 :00
negligee-clad Miss Monroe through the hotel windows, and presently he A.M. Wednesday over
here.
becomes a guest in her room. It develops that Miss Monroe spent some
The other two tests will be held at
time in a mental institution following the death of her lover in an airplane the same time today and Tuesday.
In Widmark she begins to see the image of her lover and verges Set owners in the New York area can
mishap.
on irrationality. Among the series of incidents that erupt is an attempt by receive the test signals in black-and-

WNBT

The story culminates
her to kill the child for whom she was baby-sitting.
in a scene in which Miss Monroe, beset and baffled, tries to kill herself
with a razor blade, but soothing talk by Widmark prevents the tragedy
Miss Bancroft, now seeing that Widmark has the depth of understanding
she wanted of him, reunites with him.
Julian Blaustein produced and Roy Baker directed.
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience classification. For August

M. Herbstman

release.

white.

Woodruff

/. T.

ruff, affiliated

hospital,

Trio Inspect Upstate

Warner Houses
Albany N.
Finestein,

John Totman,

Excellent!" -variety

Y.,

July

New Haven

10.

—Harry

zone manager,

his assistant,

and James

Bracken, contact manager, completed
today an inspection of all Warner
theatres in Albany, Troy and Utica.
They started yesterday. Charles A.

Smakwitz,

zone

manager,

—

10.
J. T. Woodwith Floyd Lewis in the
distribution of "Joseph and Potiphar's
Monday
Wife,"
died
unexpectedly
night in the Mount Vernon, Ohio,

Cleveland, July

of a heart attack.

accom

panied them. The trio also discussed
with Smakwitz changes growing out
of the sale of five theaters in Elmira
and Medina and the transfer of supervision of five others to the Pittsburgh
zone. All records, except those dealing
with film, which have been sent to
New Haven for the past year, are
now being forwarded to Newark, New
Jersey.
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Theatres Suit
To Trial on Jan. 12
J.J.

To Join

in Arbitration

A

$3,075,000 triple damage anti-trust suit
of J. J. Theatres, Inc. and Luxor
Group, Inc. against 20th CenturyFox and Skouras Theatres.
Damages are claimed from 20thFox and Skouras Theatres since

The complaint alleges
failure to get the entire first-run split
at the plaintiff's Luxor Theatre in the
Bronx. Other companies named by the
Warner
Pictures,
plaintiff,
Brothers and Universal, are named
complaint,
the
co-conspirators
in
which claims that unlike the defendants that they have offered firstrun neighborhood bookings to the defendant's theatre since February, 1949.
counter-claim and a cross-claim,
in the meantime, have been entered by
Skouras Theatres against the plaintiff,
naming the following other deWarner Brothers
fendants,
Pictures and UniverTheatres,
sal. The counter-claim alleges violation of the trust laws with added defendants giving the Luxor a day and
date first-run with the Park Plaza
and Croton since 1949.
March

15, 1941.

RKO

A

,

RKO

RKO

3 Mono. Films for July
Monogram

films,
one in
be put into national release
during July, it was disclosed here by

Three

color, will

Morey

vice-president

Goldstein,

and

general manager. The films and their
"Wagons West,"
release dates are
July 6; "Dead Man's Trail," July
20; "Sea Tiger," July 27.
:

ONCE

IN

an arrangement could be worked out.

continually delay decisions for
consultations with their principals, with the result that progress on an arbitration plan is
slowed to a snail's pace.

The

probability of company presidents taking part personally in the
controversial phases of setting up an
arbitration system was viewed as dim
In addiin trade quarters, however.
tion to the many days which would
have to be devoted to the problem, it
was suggested that it would be most
difficult to set a date in New York
when the presence of all company
presidents could be assured.

Currently,

Loew's-M-G-M

president

1)

If negotiating progress is not expedited through delegation of greater
authority to the distributor negotiators, then it would be up to the company presidents to decide whether
they wanted arbitration badly enough
to engage in the negotiations them-

Even if they did, it was
pointed out, they still would require
to New York after many weeks on the presence of their sales executives
the Coast.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th and attorneys as consultants.
Century-Fox president, Harry WarExhibitor negotiators at the same
ner, president of Warner Brothers, time point out that they are
the prinand Harry Cohn, Columbia president, cipals of their organizations and are
are on the Coast.
Barney Balaban, in a position to make decisions on the
Paramount president, is in Europe. spot. Discouraged by the slow rate
The situation in Universal Pictures of progress, they ended the arbitrais in a state of flux with Milton R.
tion talks a week ago following conRackmil, Decca Records president, tinued inability to reach agreements
slated to assume the presidency of on arbitration of competitive bidding
Universal next Tuesday.
Ned E. complaints.
Depinet,
Pictures
president,
At the conclusion of yesterleaves for the Coast Thursday.
day's meeting, Johnston called
It is believed the result of
for another conference of the
Johnston's move is more apt to
distribution representatives on
result in the delegation of addiJuly 21 here. Yesterday's talks,
tional authority to the company
it was stated, centered around
sales managers and attorneys
the arbitration meetings held
currently participating in the
over the past two months.
arbitration talks. The limitation of authority of distribution
Besides Johnston the following atrepresentatives was one of the
tended William F. Rodgers, Charles
major objections of exhibition
Reagan and Henderson Richey of
representatives
who contend
M-G-M; Theodore Black, Richard
that it makes it necessary for
Yates,
Republic
Robert Mochrie,
Pictures
the distributor negotiators to
Robert Perkins, Ben
Nicholas M. Schenck

is

selves.

just returning

RKO

:

;

RKO

A GENERATION

;

...

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS

If

you wanta be

announced, Red
Will Danaher, wipe

your muddy boots!"

St'

WW

HERBERT
t

uEB

color by

Sues to Determine
Cryptix Validity

(Continued from page
trial date of Jan. 12 has been set
here by Federal Judge Knox in the

V

TECHNICOLOR

J.

•

YATES

Directed by

presents

GSMfl

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Cincinnati,

July

10.

— Frank

W.

Associated
Theatres, local suburban circuit, has

Huss,

Jr.,

president

of

U. S. District Court for
the Southern district of Kentucky
against Seldon R. Glenn, U. S. Collector of Internal Revenue, to obtain a
ruling on the validity of using Cryptix
filed suit in

numbered tickets in filing admission
tax returns for the Hiland Theatre,
an Associated Theatres subsidiary, at
Fort Thomas, Ky., just across the
Ohio river from here.
The suit also seeks an injunction to
restrain Glenn and A. B. Grolling,
deputy collector, from enforcing an
order to destroy the tickets which they
claim are not valid.
Each of the approximately 100 theatres using Cryptix tickets, developed
and distributed by Willis Vance, head
of the local Central Ticket Office, has

an individual numbering system combining letters and a code, which are
filed with the Internal Revenue Department. The code is designed to prevent improper or unauthorized persons
from checking theatre receipts.

Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
Al
Schwalberg, Austin Keough, Monroe
;

Goodman, Paramount
Abe MonColumbia
Charles Feldman,
Universal
Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox
Bernard Kranze, United
Artists
and
Maurice
Goldstein,
;

tague,

;

;

;

;

Monogram
The MPAA was

represented

by

Joyce O'Hara, Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr.,
and Sidney Schreiber, in addition to
Johnston.

Jt often happens that the best advertising
copy was not written for that purpose. Nothing can be more convincing than a spontaneously written expression of sincere opinion.

Hence this series of extracts, reproduced
from some of the many letters to the editor
of the

ALMANAC.

This one from the President of

Donahue

&

Coe, Inc.
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The current

issue

Reservations are

is

completely sold out.

now being made

for the

enlarged new 1952-53 edition, at the un-

changed price of $5 per copy postpaid.
Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
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Lippert in Talks on
Exchange Sales

Letters

Columbia Exhibit to

Tour

Negotiations between Robert Liphead of Lippert Productions, and
Lippert exchange heads in the New

State Fairs

—

pert,

July 7, 1952.
certainly enjoyed
reading your editorial in the June. 30th
issue of the Motion Picture Daily.
Enclosed, herewith, is a copy of a
Street
letter I wrote to the Wall
Journal and a copy of their reply.
The article they published certainly

To

the Editor:

I

territory for the sale of his organization's exchanges to finance two
projected productions, are understood
to be

underway.

harm

will

The first sale in the exchange-participation plan was consummated with
the purchase of the Dallas and Mem-

from the

Rotus Harvey, President,
Western Theatre Owners,
June

Further
Inc.

to build interest in two of its
productions now awaiting release.
The exhibit will feature the band-

fall

yesterday.

have understood to

been done to our industry.

western state fairs this summer and

Lippert arrived here

met with my expectations and regardless of what type and kind of article phis exchanges from Lippert, who
they publish now, great

Columbia Pictures has completed
plans for a touring exhibit of Mid-

York

be

seeking

is

$1,000,000

of his 28 exchanges.
details of his plans will be
sale

unveiled next week when Lippert
slated to hold a press conference.

is

18, 1952.

master costume worn by Hans Conreid as Dr. Terwilliker in "The 5000
Fingers of Dr. T," pre-production
sketches from that picture, and large
set

models from "Affair

Drive - ins
Get Ist-Run Films

'Cincy'

in Trinidad."

The

exhibit is set to go on display
first as part of a special exhibit prepared by the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio at the Ohio State
Fair in Columbus, August 22-30. The
following week it will be moved to the
Indiana State Fair, and will continue
from fair to fair until the entire Midwestern area is covered.

Mr. Henry Gemmill, Managing Editor try who will answer his questions but
Wall Street Journal
any spur of the moment replies he will
44 Broad Street
get cannot be accurate.
New York 4, New York
I have always felt, and I am sure
Dear Mr. Gemmill
the majority of your readers feel the
Yesterday I received a telephone call same, that the Wall Street Journal's Journal, as well as the others, owe it
from a Mr. Thompson in your local articles and editorials are conservative, to the industry involved to be sure of
office. He advised the Journal is plan- thoughtful and factual studies of their all facts and comments before publishning a series of articles on the motion subject matter. However, if this ex- ing.
picture industry and he propounded perience of mine is an indication of
Sincerely,
several questions and requested an- your methods of gathering informaWESTERN THEATRE
swers. I informed Mr. Thompson I tion and statistics then I wonder if
OWNERS, INC.
would not answer such questions over the Journal does publish reliable inRotus Harvey, President
the telephone and asked him to sub- formation.
Frankly, we are very disturbed over
mit them in writing" as I did not cafe
June 20, 1952.
to answer such pertinent questions 'off what is apparently your type of report- Mr. Rotus Harvey, President
the cuff' for they required thoughtful ing for too many erroneous articles Western Theatre Owners, Inc.
answers and, in some instances, re- have already been published by various 369 Turk Street
I was then informed there magazines and these damaging stories
search.
San Francisco 2, California
was not sufficient time to put the ques- have done our industry a great deal of Dear Mr. Harvey
The motion picture industry,
tions in writing as he had to submit harm.
I am forwarding your letter of June
his report within the next few days. like any other business, has its prob- 18th to Mr. Joseph Taylor, the ManSo ended our telephone conversation. lems but if any industry's problems aging Editor of our Pacific Coast EdiI have no doubt your reporter can are to be aired in publications such as tion who is in charge of our Western
find many local members of our indus- yours, then certainly the Wall Street news gathering activities.

10.
Cincinnati,
Product
July
being sold away from first-runs here
is being bought by drive-ins rather than
regular theatres,
current
bookings
being Republic's "I Dream of Jeanie"
and "Honeychile", going to S. and S.
Amusement Co.'s Twin Drive-in and
Forest Auto theatres, both of which
have materially increased their newspaper advertising space.

At
that

ment

this distance
it is

at

very
all

you

will appreciate

difficult for

me

to

com-

on the incihave no way of

intelligently

dent you describe.

I

knowing from your letter what questions were propounded to you and how
they might be to answer.
For your information, however, the
telephone
has certainly become
a
standard and useful tool in modern
newspaper reporting and during the
difficult

years of
I

my own

personal experience,

have often found that

it

is

quite

more penetrating replies on this "spur of the moment"
basis than when some more around
about method is employed. I doubt
very much whether I would have
possible to get

chosen to submit any questions in
writing to you had I been doing the
reporting.
It seems to me that our reporting
techniques produce quite satisfactory
results or you would hardly have, as
you say you do, the feeling "that the
Wall Street Journal's articles and editorials are conservative, thoughtful and
factual studies of their subject mat-

ter."

Yours very

truly,

Henry Gemmill
Managing Editor

HERE'S THE SERIAL HERO OF THE YEAR IN COLOMBIA'S
JET-PROPELLED EXPLOITATION NATORAL!

THEY'LL SEE
Flying Discs?

Carol
by

GEORGE

H.

PLYMPTON, ROYAL

fiawh Comic Magazine
Directed by

Forman and John Crawford

•

K.

COLE

and

SHERMAN

Drawn by Reed Crandall and Charles Cuidera

SPENCER BENNET

and

FRED

F.

SEARS

•

L.

•

LOWE

written tor the
•

%m

Based on The Black-

Produced by

SAM KATZMAN

A COLUMBIA SUPER-SERIAL

Astounding Escapes!

Phenomenal Explosions!
Electrifying Feats!

Spectacular Settings!

.

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

9

Tradewise
By

;

. .

SHERWIN KANE

of the elaborate and
costly television and radio coverage of the Republican National
Convention in Chicago to affect na-

FAILURE

theatre attendance to any
noticeable degree throughout most
of last week is interpreted by many
theatre operators as another illustration of the truth of the maxim
tional

you have to have a show, even
on TV, to draw the crowds.
For its first four days the convention was without a real show.
The result was that its audience
was an audience of stay-at-homes.
They were not the theatre patrons
certainly not that huge segment of
that

the theatre's patronage found in the

below 25-year age groups.
Moreover, some theatre operators surmise, the great group of
TV viewers who are not hopelessly

were forced out
homes (and some of them
addicted,
atres)

of their
into the-

as a result of the cancelling

of standard entertainment programs
from the networks to accommodate

When
the convention coverage.
drama
lacked
itself
convention
the
up to its final stages and there was
nothing else to turn to on the
midget screens, that's when many
must have gone out to a movie,
these exhibitors believe.

The experience may reasonably
be expected to hold true for the
Democratic National Convention
next week. Unless the Democrats
can furnish the living rooms of the
nation with something dramatic,
the telecasts and radio broadcasts
of their proceedings will be virtually without effect on theatre attendance, at least until the balloting
begins in the last stages of the con-

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

MONDAY, JULY

14,

TEN CENTS

1952

Republicans A 'Grand Old Grant First
Party \ Exhibitors Agree
TV Permits
was
To
Since Freeze
The
was
kind to
the very end, the Republican National Convention
the nation's theatres.
early Eisenhower victory on Friday
so perfectly tailored to
order for theatre business that many in the industry began to wonder if
it
had not been deliberately planned
that way to court exhibitors' votes
next November. No patron planning
Republican Pictures
to attend even a matinee on Friday
found it necessary to alter his or her
Test

In Newsreel

All were able to go to the first
afternoon performance knowing the
identity of the Republican nominee.
All of exhibition now is hoping the
Democratic leaders, in convention in
Chicago next week, show the industry equal consideration.
Good weekend business appeared
the rule as even the incurable
addicts and chronic stay-at-homes, surfeited with four and one-half days of
plans.

Cleveland, July 13.— When
the five independent theatres
in Northern Ohio start the
test of the legality of censoring newsreels, on Wednesday,
the subject will be the Republican convention reels which
will be shown without benefit
of the state censorship seal.
Houses involved in the test,
which has the backing of the

Motion

Picture Association
of America, are the Westwood Theatre, Toledo; Palace,

Youngstown;

Little,

Colum-

bus; Park, Cincinnati, and the

Lower Mall Theatre

here.

TV

(Continued on page 3)

Set 14 Stations, Nine in
Cities Without Video
Washington,
first

—The

13.
July
grants for construction of

new

television stations since the freeze

were issued on Friday by the FedCommunications Commission.
granted permits for 14
new commercial TV stations,
nine of which are in cities presently without television service
and five in cities assigned UHF
channels only.

eral

FCC

In addition, the Commission ordered
hearings on 18 other channels in 10

which competing applications
had been received. Fourteen applications were tossed out, 13 because they
had not been amended since the freeze
and one because it was faulty.
Among the applications dropped
was one filed by United Paramount
Los Angeles, July 13. The Inde- Theatres for Tampa-St. Petersburg,
pendent Theatre Owners of San Diego Fla.
UPT would have five stations
has joined the Southern California if the proposed ABC-UPT merger
Theatre Owners Association in co(Continued on page 3)
operating with the Senate Small Business Committee's special investigator,
William D. Amis, in his study of trade
practices prevalent in this area which
cities for

San Diego ITO Will

Aid Practices Probe
—

Youngstein to Meet

On Heineman Drive
Max

E. Youngstein, United Artists
vice-president, who is serving as captain of the company's "Bill Heineman
Sales Drive," will launch his first
drive sessions with Midwestern exchanges this week, flying from
York today for a week of meetings
with personnel of the company's Det-

independent exhibitors consider injurious to them and contradictory to the
intent of the consent decree.

DETROIT, July 13. -Full
support
to the Council of
New
Motion Picture Organizations' battle to repeal
roit and Cleveland branches.
the 20 per cent Federal
During the past month, he has made
tax was pledged
admission
(Continued on page 3)
(Conthmed on page 3)
by the board of directors
of
Allied Theatres of
Michigan
at a meeting here
vention.
at which Allen Johnson,
[Paramount]
national representative
impressed this department most in the economic TT IS DOUBTFUL that anywhere there breathes a movie-goer who for Allied, reported on
A will not erupt into ringing laughter and mirth upon seeing "Son of
the C0MP0 resolution.
policy statement of MGM last week
Amis, who launched the investigation last Thursday, spent
the weekend on his continuing
round of visits to independent
exhibitors.
Beginning tomor-

"Son of Paleface"

WHAT

Paleface." Someone at Paramount had the hilarious good sense to combine
Bob Hope, Jane Russell and Roy Rogers in one film and the idea
note of hysteria
There was, in fact, real encour- is sure to have a bonanza-reaping effect at the box-office.
The production is extravagant in its entertainment values, including
agement not only for the people of
color
by Technicolor, eye-filling scenery and some eight songs, variously
that company but for the industry
in the confident statement that "We and at times jointly sung by the principals. Gags, surprises and bits of
believe strongly that the problems satire roll off in continuous luxury. And Bing Crosby makes his brief
that the but inevitable appearance.
that beset us' are soluble
The spoof opens as our boy Beb, a Harvard man and son of the
obstacles surrounding us can be
legendary Indian fighter Paleface, comes to Sawbuck Pass to claim the
overcome."

was

its

complete freedom from any
or,

even,

doubt.

—

'

Executives and contract personnel are to be congratulated for co-

Others, if deserving,
be affected. All should be
benefited in the long run.
operating.

will not

Council of Motion
Organizations
has received a letter of
appreciation from Assistant Secretary of Defense
Mrs. Anna Rosenberg
thanking C0MP0 for its
help
in the production
fortune presumably left by his father. It happens that the territory is
and
distribution
of two
being terrorized by an outlaw group led by a mysterious figure known
films promoting the enas "The Torch." This desperate fact brings to town none other than government agent Roy Rogers who is determined to get at the roots of all the listment of women in the
Armed Forces.
(Continued on page 3)
The

Picture

More Delay Is Seen for
New Franco-U.S. Pact

Personal
Mention
DAVID

No early resumption of negotiations
Universal
charge of ad- with the French government on a new
will
arrive here agreement for importation of Amerivertising-publicity,
tonight from the Coast for a two- can films and conversion of approximately $4,500,000 in blocked film
weeks stay.
•
earnings there is likely, it appeared
John Petroski, former manager of following a Motion Picture Associathe Warner Palace, Norwich, Conn., tion of America board meeting here
has been named manager of the War- on Friday.
The recent negotiations in Paris,
ner in Bridgeport, replacing James
Tobin, who has resigned to go into which ended 10 days ago in a stalemate over French insistence on subthe engraving business in that city.
©
sidy provisions for French films and
Morey R. Goldstein, Monogram- a reduction of American film imwere reviewed at Friday's
Allied Artists vice-president and gen- ports,
eral sales manager, has returned to meeting, presided over by Eric Johnpresident.
Johnston
his desk here following two weeks of ston,
called another meeting for tomorrow
virus pneumonia.
•
to continue the discussions.
Presumably,
will endeavor
M. J. E. McCarthy, manager of
the Monogram exchange in Los An- to come up with a new proposal at
might
meeting
which
geles, left there at the weekend for tomorrow's
a two-week vacation in the Pacific serve to reopen the discussions in
Paris at a later date. There was no
Northwest.
•
indication following Friday's meeting
Lucky Pinckard, formerly man- whether Johnston or John McCarthy,
international head, would go
ager of the Esquire Theatre in San
Francisco, is now a Lieutenant in the to Paris when the sessions are reArmy Signal Corps en route to Aus- sumed.
A.

LIPTON,

vice-president

in

MPAA

MPAA

MPAA

of
subject sales, will ar-

In addition, there was no indication
from the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers here whether it has designated a representative
to attend the Paris sessions when they
are resumed. Alfred W. Crown, Samuel Goldwyn Prdouctions sales head,
who represented SIMPP at the previous Paris meetings, will leave here
for the Coast today and James A.

rive in Albany today from Boston, and
will be in Buffalo on Wednesday for
two days before returning here.

Mulvey, Goldwyn Productions president, who has been a key figure for
SIMPP in foreign agreement nego-

•

tiations, is scheduled to leave here for
Thursday.
studio on
the Goldwyn
Mulvey is due back in New York
over the weekend, however.
The previous French agreement expired June 30.
session also conFriday's
sidered reports on current negotia-

tria.

•

Ted Harris, managing

director

of

Hartford, and
Mrs. Harris and their two daughters
are in Nassau, Bahamas, on a vacathe

State

Theatre,

tion.

William B.
M-G-M's short

•
Zoellner,

head

Dick Reinhard, formerly with the
Music Corp. of America in San Francisco,

has

opened

his

own agency

there.

•

Nicholas M. Schenck,

president
of Loew's, is due back at his desk here
today after six weeks at the studio.

•
Howard Strickling, M-G-M studio publicity head, is scheduled to arrive here today from, the Coast.
•

Harris B. Tuttle of Eastman
Kodak, has been elected a fellow of
the Amateur Cinema League.
•
Jack O'CO'NNELl, with the
Circuit in
is

Monday, July

Motion Picture Daily

2

now an

RCA
For

New Haven

for

Warner

IS years,

insurance salesman there.

Synchro-Screen

RKO 81th Street

On Wednesday

the

RKO

81st Street

MPAA

tions in Tokyo to free some $10,000,000 in blocked yen accumulated by
film companies there during the period
Conof the American Occupation.
siderable progress has been made, it
is understood, but negotiations will be
continued in an effort to free all of
the blocked funds. If successful, the
then will face
association and
the difficult task of allocating the sum
among the individual distribution com-

SIMPP

MPAA

Johnston and Joyce O'Hara,
vice-president, left here Saturday for
Washington and are due back tonight
or tomorrow morning.

Call Report of Offer
To Selig Unfounded

detail."

is

cream business.

Owners with Burt Myers of the
Queen franchise, for several
states, the three officers of Twin City

Dairy

MOVIETONE NEWS, N?. 57
Eisenhower wins battle of delegates. U. S. liner
cracks Atlantic record. Honor inventor of
atomic sub. London "Reds" mar Ridgway
Speedboat

arrival.

record.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 291— Eisenhower wins battle of delegates. "Red"
weclome for Ridgway. Atomic submarine.
Warner Brothers studio.
sweeps
Fire
Britain

United States.

hails

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

84-Speed-

Report on 82nd Congress.
record.
(M. E. Montgomery, Howard Dale boat
Moscow: "Red" May Day. London: police
and Bob Rydeen) until last Feb. 23 quell anti-Ridgway riot. Blue ribbon to
operated the Strand and Tower first- liner ^5" United States.
runs and Lyceum and State last-runs
TELE NEWS DIGEST, No. 28-B-TJ.N.'s
in
the loop and the neighborhood Tebb blasts germ war charge. Warner
Brothers studio fire. People in the news:
Hamline in the Midway district.

On Feb. 23, they shuttered the Strand
and Tower after starting court action
to force Minnesota Amusement Co. to
take the two theatres back and refund
payments of $75,000, claiming possibilities of the houses had been misrepresented.
(The two theatres are
dark.)

still

Dean Acheson.

Barkeley, Mrs. Roosevelt,
All Star ball game.

—

UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 577
New
speedboat record set. Miniature town in
Fire
sweeps Warner Brothers
Holland.
studio. Highlights of the Republican convention.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

GOP

No. 96
Si' United States
highlights.
makes Europe after record run. Fire sweeps
Warner Brothers sets. Acheson returns.
Water speed record.
convention

Last week, Mrs.

Howard

Dale, wife

of one of the Twin City owners negotiated a new lease with the owners of

the Lyceum, and took over operation
of the Hamline, on which
holds
the lease with the property owners.
This week,
is concluding negotiations for the sale of the equipment in
the State and its lease.

TCT

TCT

Name Duren

Sales

Drive Captain
Paramount's
Duren,
Albert
H.
Charlotte branch manager, has been
named captain of the company's
"Greater Confidence Parade of 1952"
,

Coast Production
Remains Strong

sales

drive

in

the

Eastern-Southern

Hugh Owen,

division,

division

sales

manager, disclosed.
Duren, first of the drive captains

New

Hollywood, July

—The

production index gained back the one point
lost last week, for a total of 38 pictures in work. Four new pictures were
started and three were completed.
Started were
"Ambush at Tomahawk Gap," Columbia "Kansas Pa13.

:

;

to be appointed, is currently in
York for meetings with Owen, his
assistant, Al Fitter, and Monroe R.

Goodman, national drive co-ordinator.

'Story,'

Gleason Get

Record $48,000

—

Monogram;

Pittsburgh, July 13. All records
were broken at Loew's Penn with
Legion,"
Universal - International. "The Washington Story" on the screen
Completed were "The Story of Three and Jackie Gleason' s show on stage.
Loves"
(Third
sequence,
"Equili- The gross hit a big $48,000, compared
brium"),
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer to an average $15,000 for a week.
"Battle Zone" (Allied Artists), Mono- Prices for the Gleason show, howgram "South Pacific Trail," Repub- ever, were hiked to $1.10 top.
(Allied

cific"

"Break-Up,"

Artists),

RKO

Radio;

"Desert

:

;

lic.

Blatts Acquire Another

—

Hollywood, July 13. Reports from
Denver that Robert Selig had been
offered the managership of the
P'.

concerned.

Roxy

,

^

13.
Blatt Brothers,
theatres in Northern
Pennsylvania and drive-ins along the
shores of Lake Chautauqua, New
York, have taken over the Star drivein,

operate

South Park.

International
pointed David

Williams

News

Service has apWilliams, former
assistant sales manager of Standard
Radio-United Television Programs,
Inc., to work with its
and radio

R.

TV

staff

in

sales,

station

relations,

re-

search and development of new products for the INS-Telenews services.
Terry

^

N Y
New
^^SrM^JVu^r^^i

Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c

5 Para. Films Cited

By Federation
Five Paramount pictures have been
of
exceptional
as
"films
merit" by the General Federation of
Women's Clubs in its new list of
recommended films. They are "The
Greatest Show on Earth," "Encore,"
"Anything Can Happen," "Detective
Story," and "Rhubarb."
classified

:

INS Appoints

Editor;

;

—

Buffalo, July

MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue^ Rockefeller Center
Vice-Presulent
New York." Martin Quigley, president, Martin Quigley
Secretary;
Building, William
North Clark Street
Burnup, Editor
a section of Moi,,
the act uf March 3, 1879.

and

studio fire
are current newsreel highlights. Other
items include a new speedboat record,
people in the nezvs, and sports. Complete contents }ollou»:

—

—Twin

City
Theatres, less than a year ago a potent factor in the independent theatre
field in St. Paul, is making its exit
from exhibition in favor of the ice-

who

Skouras apTheatre by Charles
peared unfounded today when Skouras
spokesman pointed out that National
Theatres has not acquired the Roxy.
Although Roxy manager David Katz
is here conferring with Skouras, there
was no indication that his future status

Brady,

GOP CONVENTION
Warner Brothers

;

panies and producers.

Theatre will become the first house
here to be equipped with the new fullThe
vision RCA Synchro - Screen.
initial films to be presented thereon
Courier"
and
will be "Diplomatic
"Outcasts of Poker Flat."
Theatres: "The RCA
Said
Synchro-Screen creates an illusion of
the picture being much larger, a feeling of depth and a sense of greater
intimacy. It softens the light and enhances color values as well as picture

RKO

7 HE

Twin City Theatres
Is Bowing Out
13.

1952

Newsreel
Parade
the

Minneapolis, July

14,

York

20,

Ream

Resigns from

CBS

H. Ream has

resigned as
executive vice-president and a director of Columbia Broadcasting. His
effective
become
will
resignation

Joseph

August

1.

£^: U™^**,
£™^™£°
Y ^y &

Telephone CIrcl 7-3100
Treasurer, Raymond

Cable * d

)

'U'

'Son of Paleface

Had Nomination

Clip Set in Advance

(Continued from page 1)

Editors of Universal Newsanticipating the Eisenhower nomination, prepared a
newsreel clip announcing the
event in advance. Seconds
after the balloting was over
the clip was on the way to
theatres throughout country,
bringing the event to filmgoers the same afternoon it
took place. Clip also included
a commentary.

skullduggery. "The Torch," it develops, is Miss Russell, who conceals her
nefarious enterprises by working at the local saloon as an entertainer with
a smoldering way with a song.

reel,

,

These basic plot factors have been expanded by scriptwriters Frank Tashlin, Robert L. Welch and Joseph Quillan into a joyous collection of tangled
fancies that sends one's spirit soaring.
When Hope finds his father's treasure chest it is empty, a circumstance
he would like to keep concealed in the light of the horde of angry debtors at
his neck.
Meanwhile Miss Russell lays plans to get Hope under the moonlight and then romance away his fortune.
The adventures that follow are

Republicans
(Continued from page 1)
screens,
their miniature
at
stretched, rubbed their tired eyes and
resumed life among the living, away

staring

from the living room.
Theatre owners in the Cleveland
area were typical of the vhousands
throughout the land who hope 'hat the
Democratic convention home telecasts
will follow the pattern of the Republican convention telecasts which result-

ed in a box-office bonanza.
Practically all of Cleveland's exhibitors,
both first and subsequent-run
owners, reported the best three day's
conbusiness in recent months.
vention concentration drove people out
of their homes in quest of amusement
Even mediocre proentertainment.
grams drew heavy attendance, exhibitors reported.

TV

Subsist on Democrats

Birmingham,

Ala.,

July

Tashlin also directed.
Running time, 95 minutes.

13.

—

the

North and was curious to see for the
time what a Republican looked

first
like.

Grant

Senate Probe

Stations

(

approved, the limit for any one
company or person under FCC reguhas not bothlations, and so
ered to amend its pre-freeze applicais

UPT

tions.

Edward Lasker, two of whose five
applications were among those dropped
for lack of amending, is understood
to have failed to amend the other three
also. Lasker is vice-president of Winchester Pictures.

stockholder

Protection Policy for

Cuba Under Study
— Declaring that
Havana, July
13.

motion

pictures a year, President Batista took
the first step toward adoption of a
protective policy for his -country's infant film industry by appointing a

Metropolitan

in

Televi-

which seeks a Denver channel

sion,

competition

with

KMYR

in

Broadcast-

ing.
Also in Denver, John Wolfberg,
a local exhibitor, owns 34 per cent of

same

channel

at least 10

New

(Continued from page 1)

the

Cuba should produce

Mandel Heebstman

in

which seeks

company,

a

with Alladin

competition

A

hearing was also ordered in the
between Orange Television
Broadcasting, of which Wometco's
Mitchell Wolfson owns five per cent,
and Tampa Broadcasting Co. Involved
is a Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., chan-

contest

nel.

Mid-Continent Television, in which
Los Angeles exhibitor Sherill Corwin
commission to study what prohas a 20 per cent interest, will comtective measures can be taken and to
pete for a Wichita, Kans., channel
report on them at the next Cabinet
with two other applicants. W. S. Butmeeting-.
terfield Theatres will contest for a
Mich., channel.
granted three construction
permits for Denver channels, one in
Portland, Ore.
two in SpringfieldFlint,

FCC

Carrera of Cuba
A

in

1

he is due to commence
meetings with exchange execurow,

year's

Deal

first-run

;

circuit

deal
Cuba as-

Both major and independent producers are scheduled to be canvassed
with respect to exhibitor complaints
which induced Amis' investigation.

Sparked by

SCTOA

The

investigation was
the complaints of the

sparked by

Senate

Committee.

SCTOA

Small

Business

Holyoke, Mass.

;

two

post - consent decree practices they
consider contrary to the spirit of the
decree and volunteered to document

supervisor in the Caribbean area, with Carrera, operator of

The

Sun"-

(Continued from page 1)
a sales swing of the South, meeting
with the Dallas, Atlanta and Charexchanges, and of the East,
lotte,
covering the
Buffalo and
Boston

branches.

The

named

honor of
vice-president in charge of distribution, began
on June 15 and will extend to Decemsales drive,

William

ber

J.

Heineman,

in

UA

6.

For the purpose of the drive, all
UA exchanges have been classified
into three groups based on their gross-

;

with the total sales organization.

UA

UA's

In

Youngstein to Meet

;

Katz,

Place

New

•

was announced here Bedford, Mass.

by Arnold M. Picker,
vice-president in charge of foreign distribution.
The deal was worked out by Alfred

"A

their charges fully.
Amis expects to conduct similar investigations in Chicago,
York,
and possibly other centers.

in

its

it

author of

to the

;

1953 product,

by the

tives as well.

Youngstown, ing potential over the past several
Ohio two in York, Pa.
and one years. Under this plan, exchanges of
with Edelberto Carrera in
Bridgeport, equal sales strength are placed in comsures
United Artists of expanded each in Flint, Mich.
Conn. New Britain, Conn., and New petition with one another, rather than
playing time and top terms for
full

Written

Radio and TV.

special

And UA

Continued from page

At an initial meeting last Thursday,
Personalities in the film industry
Amis met with SCTOA trade pracwere
also involved in the hearings to
One
tice committee members who outlined
is
held
FCC.
Bob
Hope
a
be
by

resident admitted to tuning in
Republican National Convention
on her TV set. Said she's never been
local

For August

General audience classification.

release.

Film Personalities Involved

They Have Two Heads
And

wildly imaginative.
Since things are done in a big way in Robert L. Welch's production there
are two bubble baths, one that Miss Russell takes and one that Hope tackles.
In the course of events there are a series of holdups, battles with badmen
and Indians, and asserted encounters with peril. It all, however, leads to the
end in which Hope finds his fortune, wins a reformed Miss Russell, and
receives the blessing of outlaw-conquering Rogers.
As for the showman, he can be assured of the customer leaving the theatre
in the gay mood that will bring him back.

Pine Sets 6,000-Mile
'Caribbean' Junket

Mexico Pledges
The co-operation

of

TV
the

Aid
Mexican

William Pine will embark tomorrow government in the production of U.S.
from the Coast on a 6,000-mile tour to films for television has been promised
promote "Caribbean," the latest film to Nelson Morris Productions, accordStart Filming 'Crusoe'
made by Pine and his co-producer, ing to the president of the newly
Filming has commenced on the West William Thomas, for Paramount.
formed video film firm bearing his
Coast of Mexico on "Robinson Crusoe."
Pine will discuss advertising, pub- name.
Luis Bunuel, who won the directors licity and exploitation ideas for the
Morris said that all of his firm's
first prize at the Cannes Film Festival
film with exhibitors. The tour will get productions will be staged in Mexico,
last year for his "Los Olvidados," has underway in Dallas, and will include either on location or at the Churubeen working for two years with New Orleans, Charlotte, New York, busco and Azteca studios in Mexico
writer Phillip Ansel Roll on this ver- Gloversville, N. Y.
Toronto, Chic- City. The "Border Story" series will
sion of the Daniel Defoe classic. Oscar ago, Seattle and Los Angeles, where be
the company's first production.
Dancigers will produce.
it will wind up on July 25.
Theodore B. Sills will direct.
16 theatres.

.

;

Paramount's

arm

1V1U11U1N riUl

Takes Early
Lead in U. A. Drive
Capital

United Artists exchanges in Washington, St. Louis and Salt Lake City
have leaped to early leads in their re
spective groups in the second week of
the first lap of the "Bill Heineman
Sales Drive," it was revealed here by
vice-presiAlax E. Youngstein,
dent and drive captain. The sales ef-

UA

fort

UA's

to

honor William

J.

Heineman,

vice-president in charge of dis-

tribution,

run

will

to

December

6.

UA

exchange is placed in one
of three groups in order to establish

Each

The
greater opportunities for all.
drive is divided into three laps of six
weeks each during which periods first,
will
be
second and third prizes
awarded. The last seven weeks will be
utilized to determine grand prize win-

UKb UA1JLY

ivionaay, July it, iVb^

Ask

Reviews
Barbed Wire

In Percentage Suit

yy

13— A

(Coliunbia)

AUTRY, aided
GENE
and guns against

by his comical sidekick, Pat Buttram, pits his wit
a would-be railroad magnate in his latest production
which Armand Schaefer produced and George Archainbaud directed. The
film is on a par with previous Autry pictures and from time to time is
highlighted, as usual, with songs by the star
Autry appears as a cattle buyer from a Kansas railhead who goes to Texas
to investigate a group of homesteaders whose barbed wire fences have cut
off one of the state's most important cattle trails.
The homesteaders turn
out to be "phonies," acting on orders of Leonard Perm, another cattleman,
who hopes to create a demand by a group of cattlemen for a railroad in
the area. The railroad would have to be built over territory owned by
Penn, who plans in that fashion to become wealthy and powerful. Gene,
with the aid of Buttram and Anne James, pretty newspaper publisher, eventually marshals the cattlemen and brings the dubious schemes of Penn out
into the open. A climactic gun fight ends Penn's career.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. July release

"Desert Pursuit"

Closely following the leaders in each
group are Dallas and Atlanta, holding (Monogram)
second and third spots, respectively, in
had better be warned to see this film from the beginning,
Cleveland and Charthe first group
since a foreword explains the mystifying presence of three Arabs on
lotte, second and third in the second
camels in Death Valley as left-overs from an unsuccessful Confederate
group, and New Haven and Montreal,
dromedary detachment organized during the Civil War. In other respects,
second and third in the third group.
Central district manager Moe Du- the traditional Western plot unfolds as the Arabs pursue Wayne Morris and
his supply of freshly-panned gold, and Virginia Grey, an erstwhile gambling
delson.is holding an early lead in the
districts table dealer, with intent to rob them.
special contest among
The late W. Scott Darling wrote the script, which rides a good part of its
with Southern manager George Pabst
distance on silently photographed stretches of desert, showing the pursued
running a close second.
and the pursuers making their difficult way across Death Valley's gigantic
rock and sandy slopes. These are the film's best minutes. When the dialogue
is resumed, and when the final, fatal action gets going, the majesty of the
This final,
terrain tends to overwhelm the human issues being worked out.
fatal action takes place on the mountainous rim of Death Valley as Morris
and a friendly Indian fight it out with the Arab robbers, killing two and
routing the other.
Produced by Lindsley Parsons, with Morris and Ace Herman in associaThe State tion, and directed by George Blair, the picture is hard to figure as to its
Cincinnati, July 13.
Board of Tax Appeals, in Columbus, future. Although the camel aspect is historically accurate, the sight of the
has upheld a 10 per cent reduction in beasts slogging across Death Valley is hard to accept seriously in a projecthe valuation of 14 Cincinnati sub- tion room.
It may look more credible in a theatre.
urban theatres, which the Hamilton
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification.

CUSTOMERS

UA

Cincinnati Buildings

Get Valuation Cuts
—

County Board of Taxation allowed to
19 theatres some time ago at the request of the theatre owners "because
of economic conditions resulting from
a definite decline in attendance." However, 1.-5 owners, representing 14 theatres, appealed for larger reductions.
The companies involved are Ham:

The Duel at
(

Silver Creek

yy

Co.,

Montgomery

Amusement

Co.,

George C. Kolb, Samuel S. Schaengold, N. R. Baum, Pearl G. Hunt and
Ruth Chase and Loretta Jackson.

Chas. Snyder Heads
Detroit Film Delivery
Detroit, July 13.— Charles W. Snyhead of the Detroit Police
Censor Bureau, has been elected pres-

der, retired

Film Truck Service. Snyder
former executive secretary of
Allied Theatres of Michigan.
Mrs. Gladys Pike retired as president of Film Truck Service because
ident of
is

a

of

ill

health.

U nivcrsal-lntcrnational)

A FAST-MOVING
Silver

McNally

in

Corp.,

Radio Pictures, Universal Film
Exchange, Inc., Warner Brothers Pictures

Distributing Corp. and 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp. have charged,

in eight damage actions, that a Bottineau, N. D., and two Rugby, N. D.,
theatre owners misrepresented boxoffice receipts in film rental

percentage

reports.

The motion requesting the complaint
made "more definite and certain,"

was presented by L. H. Oehlert, Fargo
attorney representing Guy A. Troyer
and Otis K. Engen, owners of the
Lyric Theatre in Rugby, and Carter S.
Troyer, owner of the State in Bottineau.
David Shearer, Minneapolis attorneyrepresenting the companies, argued
against the motion and moved for an
inspection of the theatres' records to
determine if any fraud in reporting
existed.

Judge C.

J. Vogel gave 10 days for
of the plaintiffs' supplemental brief and 10 days for filing of
a reply by the defense.
The case will be heard in U.S. Dis-

the

filing

Court
vember.
trict

Ascap

in

to

Grand Forks

in

No-

Weigh New

Payoff for Writers
Otto A. Harbach, president of the
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, has sent a call
to ASCAP members to attend meetings on both coasts in order to hear
a revised system of writer royalty distribution. The first meeting is sched-

Western tale in the conventional mold, "The Duel at
Creek" presents Audie Murphy, Faith Domergue and Stephen
Leonard Goldstein produced knowingly, in color by
the leads.

Technicolor.

story of some blood-thirsty claim jumper outlaws uled for Wednesday, at the Waldorf
sign over their claims at the point of a gun, offers Astoria, here, to be followed in a
couple of weeks by a similar meeting
plenty of opportunity for exciting action within a familiar framework.
McNally, marshal of the Silver City area which has been terrorized by the on the West Coast.
The revised plan of writer royalty
claim-jumpers, takes on Murphy as his deputy after the outlaws have put the
Murphy, as quick on the distribution calls for changes in the
law officer's trigger finger out of commission.
draw as he is at cards, has a personal grudge against the claim-jumpers since present sustained performance fund,
they killed his dad. The campaign against the crew is complicated by Mc- giving members in the lower cateNally's falling for beautiful Miss Domergue who, unknown to McNally and gories a greater opportunity to adMurphy, actually is the great and good friend of Gerald Mohr, the head of vance, and at the same time assuring
the band.
Posing as brother and sister, Mohr and Miss Domergue run a stability of a substantial part of each
writer's income over a period of years.
"phony" mining company while directing their underground activities.
Members of the Society who are
The pace is continually good and builds nicely towards the climactic duel
of the title. This occurs when McNally and Murphy, having uncovered Miss veterans of World War II are given
Domergue's treachery, move towards the bandit hideout for a gun-blazing the benefit of selecting the best fiveshowdown with Mohr and the rescue of pretty Susan Cabot, Murphy's light-o- year average out of their last 10 years
of membership.
love, held as hostage by the bandits.
Don Siegel directed, with the emphasis on movement. The outdoor locales
are guaranteed to please the action fans. Adams and Joseph Hoffman wrote Curtis Joins
the screenplay. Also featured in the competent cast are Eugene Inglesias, as a
D. Corbit Curtis, for the past eight
local Silver City boy-gone- wrong, and
James
Anderson, one of Miss years unit managr and
director of
Domergue's hired assassins.
"The March of Time" and previous
General audience classification.
Running lime, 77 minutes.
For August to that with
Pathe, has joined
release.
Telamerica, Inc., the company dis-

Telamerica

RKO

Set 'Good Neighbor'
'Rogers' Premieres
Warner Brothers

Paramount Film Distributing

RKO

American Society

ilton
Amusement
Harmony
Co.,
Gerald Diayson Adams'
Amusement Co., Royal Theatre Co., who force mine owners to

Cheviot Four-Star Theatres, Albert J.
and Jacob D. Rinsberg, John H. Hoskins and Louis Wiethe, Pela Theatre

Fargo, N. D., July
motion
virtually requiring five film distributing companies to produce copies of
contracts or other licensing agreements allegedly violated by three
North Dakota theatre owners was presented in U.S. District Court here.

be

ners.

;

for Particulars

is

planning "good
of "The Story

neighbor" premieres
of Will Rogers" in foreign capitals
around the world, the company reports.
Cities for which premieres already have been set are London,
Paris,
Rome, Stockholm, Svdney,
Johannesburg, Tokyo, Rio de Janeiro
and Managua, capital of Nicaragua.

closes.

Fight Drive-in Building
Albany,

—

ResiN. Y., July 13.
three housing developments
in Guilderland are protesting the erection of a drive-in by John Gardner,
owner of the Colony in Schenectady,
on a plot that originally had been part
dents

of

housing development. A petition
subsequently asked the town board to
declare the area a residential zone and
to halt construction of the theatre.
of a

$4,152

Mono. Dual Gross

Hollywood, July 13.
and "Here Come

—"Wild

Stalthe Marines,"
a Monogram dual playing at the firstrun Lyric Theatre in Salt Lake City,
closed a seven-day run with a gross
of $4,152, Harold Wirthwein, Western
sales
manager,
reports
here,
noting that they topped all grosses
for Monogram product in Salt Lake
City for a year.
lion"

Curtis will act as account consultant
as well as produce and direct films.

Klaeger to Transfilm
Robert Klaeger, previously head of
Motion Picture Productions, has been
appointed vice-president in charge of
production by Transfilm, Inc.
Prior
to a post as supervising editor
for
the
U.
S.
Army Signal Corps,

Klaeger was assistant manager for the

Griffith

Amusement

Co.

—

—

The Industry's Most -Wanted,
Most-Often-Used Reference Book
Thumb

No

Indexed

other

Who

Who's

publication
contains this
valuable
information*
* The
which

WHO'S

WHO

section

but one of the

is

15

alone—
thumb-

ALMANAC—

indexed sections of the
is worth several times the price of the
complete volume of highly useful in-

The

formation.
contains
phies

over

of

WHO'S
12,000

executives,

WHO

section

concise biogra-

producers,

per-

formers and other personalities, covering the fields of both motion pictures

and
*

television.

It is

the

ONLY WHO'S

these fields, and

it

is

WHO

in

being consider-

ably enlarged for the 1952-53 edition of
the

ALMANAC,

of additional

to include

hundreds

names, with up-to-date

biographies and career credits.
Also,

TV

thumb-indexed
data section has been expanded to
the

separately

include a wealth of additional information for many purposes, in

The previous edition was a sell-out!
To make sure of your copy, order NOW.

The 1952-53

Motion Picture
and Television

A OUIGLEY
PUBLICATION

ALMANAC

OUIGLEY PUBLISHING CO.
Rockefeller Center,

New

1270 Sixth Ave.

York 20, N. Y.

Please reserve a

copy of the 1952-53

Motion Picture and Television

Revised E-x-p-a-n-d-e-d
1952-53 Edition

Now

in preparation

Enclosed please find check for $5.00
ping charges.
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in
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Mail to
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THE

(5220)

(5212)
Brown

(5207)

Chapmar

(5203)

WEST

(5243)

(5218)

GOLD
FEVER

Grant

MAN'S

Morgan
6/16/52)

Calvert

6/19/52)

TIGER

Cameron

Archer

(5221)

Gorcey
6/J.6/52)

AFRICAN

COME

min.

Bomba

TREASURE

MARINES

Mack

(Color)

min.
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1
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Tradewise.
By

;

.

SHERWIN KANE

of the elaborate and
costly television and radio coverage of the Republican National
Convention in Chicago to affect national theatre attendance to any

FAILURE

noticeable degree throughout most
of last week is interpreted by many
theatre operators as another illustration of the truth of the maxim
that

you have

on TV,

to

to

have a show, even

draw the crowds.

first four days the convention was without a real show.
The result was that its audience
jwas an audience of stay-at-homes.
IThey were not the theatre patrons

For

its

^certainly not that

huge segment of
found in the

:the theatre's patronage

below 25-year age groups.
Moreover, some theatre operators surmise, the great group of
TV viewers who are not hopelessly
[addicted, were forced out of their
homes (and some of them into thet

atres) as a result of the cancelling

programs
accommodate

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

MONDAY, JULY

to

When
the convention coverage.
the convention itself lacked drama
up to its final stages and there was
nothing else to turn to on the
midget screens,

that's

when many

kind to
the very end, the Republican National Convention
the nation's theatres.
so perfectly tailored to
early Eisenhower victory on Friday
order for theatre business that many in the industry began to wonder if
had not been deliberately planned Set 14 Stations,
it
in
that way to court exhibitors' votes
Cities
Video
next November. No patron planning
Pictures
to attend even a matinee on Friday
Washington, July 13. The
found it necessary to alter his or her
Test
plans. All were able to go to the first first grants for construction of new
Cleveland, July 13.— When
afternoon performance knowing the television stations since the freeze
the five independent theatres
identity of the Republican nominee.
were issued on Friday by the Fedin Northern Ohio start the
All of exhibition now is hoping the eral Communications Commission.
test of the legality of censorDemocratic leaders, in convention in
FCC granted permits for 14
ing newsreels, on Wednesday,
Chicago next week, show the indusnew commercial TV stations,
the subject will be the Repubtry equal consideration.
nine of which are in cities preslican convention reels which
Good weekend business appeared
ently without television service
will be shown without benefit
the rule as even the incurable
and five in cities assigned
of the state censorship seal.
addicts and chronic stay-at-homes, surchannels only.
Houses involved in the test,
feited with four and one-half days of
which has the backing of the
In addition, the Commission ordered
(Continued on page 3)
Motion Picture Association
hearings on 18 other channels in 10
of America, are the Westcities for which competing applications
wood Theatre, Toledo Palace,
had been received. Fourteen applications were tossed out, 13 because they
Youngstown; Little, Columhad not been amended since the freeze
bus; Park, Cincinnati, and the
and one because it was faulty.
Lower Mall Theatre here.

Nine

Without

Republican
In Newsreel

—

TV

;

Democratic

National

Convention drive

nation with something dramatic,
the telecasts and radio broadcasts
of their proceedings will be virtually without effect on theatre attendance, at least until the balloting
begins in the last stages of the convention.
•
•

WHAT

sessions with Midwestern exchanges this week, flying from New
York today for a week of meetings
with personnel of the company's Detroit and Cleveland branches.
During the past month, he has made
(Continued on page 3)

—

ness Committee's special investigator,
William D. Amis, in his study of trade
practices prevalent in this area which
independent exhibitors consider injurious to them and contradictory to the
intent of the consent decree.

Amis, who launched the investigation last Thursday, spent
the weekend on his continuing

round of

independent
Beginning tomor-

visits to

exhibitors.

(Continued on page 3)

"Son of Paleface"
[Paramount]

impressed this departthat anywhere there breathes a movie-goer who
ment most in the economic TT IS
will not erupt into ringing laughter and mirth upon seeing "Son of
last week
policy statement of
was its complete freedom from any Paleface." Someone at Paramount had the hilarious good sense to comnote of hysteria or, even, doubt. bine Bob Hope, Jane Russell and Roy Rogers in one film and the idea
There was, in fact, real encour- is sure to have a bonanza-reaping" effect at the box-office.
The production is extravagant in its entertainment values, including
agement not only for the people of
color
by Technicolor^ eye-filling scenery and some eight song's, variously
industry
for
the
but
that company
in the confident statement that "We and at times jointly sung by the principals. Gags, surprises and bits of
believe strongly that the problems satire roll off in continuous luxury. And Bing Crosby makes his brief
that beset us are soluble that the but inevitable appearance.
The spoof opens as our boy Bob, a Harvard man and son of the
obstacles surrounding us can be
legendary Indian fighter Paleface, comes to Sawbuck Pass to claim the
overcome."
Executives and contract person- fortune presumably left by his father. It happens that the territory is
nel are to be congratulated for co- being terrorized by an outlaw group led by a mysterious figure known
Others, if deserving, as "The Torch." This desperate fact brings to town none other than govoperating.
All should be ernment agent Roy Rogers who is determined to get at the roots of all the
will not be affected.
(Continued on page 3)
benefited in the long run.

DOUBTFUL

Among

applications
dropped
by United Paramount
Los Angeles, July 13. The Inde- Theatres for Tampa-St. Petersburg,
pendent Theatre Owners of San Diego Fla.
UPT would have five stations
has joined the Southern California if the proposed ABC-UPT merger
Theatre Owners Association in co(Continued on page 3)
operating with the Senate Small Busi]

Youngstein to Meet
On Heineman Drive

UHF

San Diego ITO Will

Aid Practices Probe

(must have gone out to a movie,
Max E. Youngstein, United Artists
these exhibitors believe.
vice-president, who is serving as capThe experience may reasonably tain of the company's "Bill Heineman
be expected to hold true for the Sales Drive," will launch his first

Unless the Democrats
jnext week.
can furnish the living rooms of the

TEN CENTS

1952

Republicans A 'Grand Old Grant First
Party \ Exhibitors Agree
TV Permits
was
To
Since Freeze
was
The

of standard entertainment

from the networks

14,

was one

the

filed

Allied of Michigan

Pledges Tax Fight

—

Detroit, July
of Michigan's

13.
Allied Theaters
board of directors has

full support to the battle to
repeal the 20 per cent Federal admission tax which has been undertaken
by the Council of Motion Picture Organizations.
Michigan Allied's pledge was made
at a meeting here at which Allen
Johnson, national representative for
resoAllied, reported on the
lution to battle the Federal admission
tax.

pledged

COMPO

MGM

—

Defense Dep't Lauds
COMPO for Help
A

letter

of

appreciation,

written by Mrs. Anna M. Rosenberg, Assistant Secretary
of Defense, has been received
by the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations here,
thanking COMPO for its help
in the production and distribution of two films promoting
the enlistment of women in
the Armed Forces.

,.

More Delay Is Seen for
New Franco-U.S. Pact

Personal
Mention
DAVID

A.

LIPTON,

Universal

vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity,
will
arrive here
tonight from the Coast for a two-

weeks

stay.

•
Petroski, former manager of
the Warner Palace, Norwich, Conn.,
has been named manager of the Warner in Bridgeport, replacing James
Tobin, who has resigned to go into
the engraving business in that city.
•
Morey R. Goldstein, MonogramAllied Artists vice-president and general sales manager, has returned to
his desk here following two weeks of
virus pneumonia.

John

•

McCarthy, manager of
Monogram exchange in Los An-

M.
the

J.

geles,

E.

left

there

at

the

weekend

for

a two-week vacation in the Pacific
Northwest.
•
Lucky Pinckard, formerly manager of the Esquire Theatre in San
Francisco, is now a Lieutenant in the
Army Signal Corps en route to Aus-

No

early resumption of negotiations
with the French government on a new
agreement for importation of American films and conversion of approximately $4,500,000 in blocked film
earnings there is likely, it appeared
following a Motion Picture Association of America board meeting here
on Friday.
The recent negotiations in Paris,
which ended 10 days ago in a stalemate over French insistence on subsidy provisions for French films and
a reduction of American film imports,
were reviewed at Friday's
meeting, presided over by Eric Johnston,
president.
Johnston
called another meeting for tomorrow
to continue the discussions.

MP A A

MPAA

Presumably,
will endeavor
come up with a new proposal at
tomorrow's
meeting
which
might
serve to reopen the discussions in
Paris at a later date. There was no
indication following Friday's meeting
whether Johnston or John McCarthy,
international head, would go
to

MPAA

to

Paris

when

the

sessions

are

re-

sumed.

In addition, there was no indication
•
from the Society of Independent
Ted Harris, managing director of Motion Picture Producers here whethHartford, and er it has designated a representative
the
State
Theatre,
Mrs. Harris and their two daughters to attend the Paris sessions when they
are in Nassau, Bahamas, on a vaca- are resumed. Alfred W. Crown, Samtion.
uel Goldwyn Prdouctions sales head,
•
who represented SIMPP at the preWilliam B. Zoellner, head of vious Paris meetings, will leave here
M-G-M's short subject sales, will ar- for the Coast today and James A.
rive in Albany today from Boston, and Mulvey, Goldwyn Productions presiwill be in Buffalo on Wednesday for dent, who has been a key figure for
two days before returning here.
SIMPP in foreign agreement nego•
tiations, is scheduled to leave here for
Dick Reinhard, formerly with the the Goldwyn studio on Thursday.
Music Corp. of America in San Fran- Mulvey is due back in New York
has opened his own agency over the weekend, however.
cisco,
there.
The previous French agreement ex•
pired June 30.
Nicholas M. Schenck, president
Friday's
session also conof Loew's, is due back at his desk here sidered reports on current negotiatoday after six weeks at the studio.
tions in Tokyo to free some $10,000,•
000 in blocked yen accumulated by
Howard Strickling, M-G-M stu- film companies there during the period
dio publicity head, is scheduled to ar- of the American Occupation.
Conrive here today from the Coast.
siderable progress has been made, it
•
is understood, but negotiations will be
Harris B. Tuttle of Eastman continued in an effort to free all of
Kodak, has been elected a fellow of the blocked funds. If successful, the
the Amateur Cinema League.
association and SIMPP then will face
•
the difficult task of allocating the sum
Jack 0'Co>nnell, with the Warner among the individual distribution comCircuit in New Haven for 15 years, panies and producers.
is now an insurance salesman there.
Johnston and Joyce O'Hara,
vice-president, left here Saturday for
Washington' and are due back tonight
or tomorrow morning.
tria.

MPAA

MPAA

RCA

For

Synchro-Screen

RKO 81th Street

On Wednesday

the

RKO

81st Street

Theatre will become the first house
here to be equipped with the new fullvision RCA Synchro - Screen.
The
initial films to be presented thereon
will be "Diplomatic
Courier"
and
"Outcasts of Poker Flat."
Said RKO Theatres: "The RCA
Synchro-Screen creates an illusion of
the picture being much larger, a feeling of depth and a sense of greater
intimacy. It softens the light and en-

Newsreel
Parade

7 HE

GOP CONVENTION

Twin City Theatres
Is Bowing Out
Minneapolis, July

studio fire
are current newsreel highlights. Other
items include a new speedboat record,
people in the news, and sports. Complete contents follow:

—

— Twin

City
Theatres, less than a year ago a potent factor in the independent theatre
field in St. Paul, is making its exit
from exhibition in favor of the ice13.

and

Warner Brothers

the

cream business.

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 57
Eisenhower wins battle of delegates. U. S. liner
cracks Atlantic record. Honor inventor of
atomic sub. London "Reds" mar Ridgway
arrival. Speedboat record.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 291— Eisenhower wins battle of delegates. "Red"
weclome for Ridgway. Atomic submarine.
Fire
sweeps
Warner Brothers studio.

Owners with Burt Myers of the
Britain hails 55" United States.
Queen franchise, for several
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 94— Speedstates, the three officers of Twin City
(M. E. Montgomery, Howard Dale boat record. Report on 82nd Congress.
Moscow: "Red" May Day. London: police
and Bob Rydeen) until last Feb. 23 quell anti-Ridgway riot. Blue ribbon to
operated the Strand and Tower first- liner ^S" United States.
runs and Lyceum and State last-runs
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 28-B—
Dairy

loop and the. neighborhood
in the Midway district.
On Feb. 23, they shuttered the Strand
and Tower after starting court action
to force Minnesota Amusement Co. to
take the two theatres back and refund
the

in

Hamline

payments of $75,000, claiming possibilities of the houses had been misrepresented.
(The two theatres are
still

dark.)

TJ.N.'s

Jebb

germ

blasts

war

Warner

charge.

Brothers studio fire. People in the news:
Barkeley, Mrs. Roosevelt, Dean Acheson.
All Star ball game.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No.

577

—

New

speedboat record set. Miniature town in
Holland.
Fire
sweeps Warner Brothers
studio. Highlights of the Republican convention.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 96— GOP

United States
•S'S'
highlights.
makes Europe after record run. Fire sweeps
Warner Brothers sets. Acheson returns.
Water speed record.

convention

Howard

Last week, Mrs.

Dale, wife

of one of the Twin City owners negotiated a new lease with the owners of

the Lyceum, and took over operation
of the Hamline, on which
holds
the lease with the property owners.
This week,
is concluding negotiations for the sale of the equipment in
the State and its lease.

TCT

TCT

Coast Production
Remains Strong

Name Duren

Drive Captain
Paramount's
Albert
H.
Duren,
Charlotte branch manager, has been
named captain of the company's
"Greater Confidence Parade of 1952"
sales drive in the Eastern- Southern

Hugh Owen,

division,

13.

—The

producone point

tion index gained back the.
lost last week, for a total of 38 pictures in work. Four new pictures were
started and three were completed.

Started were

"Ambush

:

hawk Gap," Columbia
(Allied

at

Toma-

"Kansas Pa-

;

division

sales

manager, disclosed.
Duren, first of the drive captains
to be appointed,

Hollywood, July

Sales

York

for

is

meetings

currently in

New

Owen, his
and Monroe R.

with

Al Fitter,
Goodman, national drive co-ordinator.

assistant,

'Story,'

Gleason Get

Record $48,000

—

Monogram;

Pittsburgh, July 13. All records
were broken at Loew's Penn with
Legion,"
Universal - International. "The Washington Story" on the screen
Completed were "The Story of Three and Jackie Gleason's show on stage.
Loves"
(Third
sequence,
"Equili- The gross hit a big $48,000, compared
brium")
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer to an average $15,000 for a week.
"Battle Zone" (Allied Artists), Mono- Prices for the Gleason show, howgram; "South Pacific Trail," Repub- ever, were hiked to $1.10 top.
cific"

Artists),

RKO

"Break-Up,"

Radio;

"Desert

:

,

;

lic.

Blatts Acquire Another

5 Para. Films Cited

By

Federation

Buffalo, July 13.— Blatt Brothers,
Five Paramount pictures have been
operate theatres in Northern
Pennsylvania and drive-ins along the classified as "films of exceptional
shores of Lake Chautauaua, New merit" by the General Federation of
York, have taken over the Star drive- Women's Clubs in its new list of
recommended films. They are "The
in, South Park.
Greatest Show on Earth," "Encore,"
Anything Can Happen," "Detective
Appoints Williams
Story," and "Rhubarb."

who

Call Report of Offer
To Selig Unfounded

—

:

Hollywood, July 13. Reports from
Denver that Robert Selig had been
offered the managership of the

Roxy

Theatre by Charles P'. Skouras appeared unfounded today when Skouras
spokesman pointed out that National
Theatres has not acquired the Roxy.
Although Roxy manager David Katz
is here conferring with Skouras, there

hances color values as well as picture

was no

detail."

is

indication that his future status

concerned.

INS

International
pointed David

News

Service has apWilliams, former
assistant sales manager of Standard
Radio-United Television Programs,
Inc., to work with its
and radio

R.

TV

staff

in

sales,

station

relations,

search and development of
ucts for the

INS-Telenews

re-

new prodservices.

Ream
Joseph

Resigns from

CBS

H. Ream has resigned as

executive vice-president and a director of Columbia Broadcasting. His
effective
become
will
resignation

August

1.

Yucca-Vine
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau,
Building, William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative. 11
North Clark Street, FR-2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup Manager: Peter
Burnup, Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quiglev Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as
office at New York, J\. Y., under
a section of Motion Picture Herald; International Motion Picture Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter. Sept. 21, 1938, at the post
the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
Brady,

s

)

'Son of Paleface

Had Nomination

'ZJ'

Clip Set in Advance

(Continued from page 1)

Universal News-

Editors of
anticipating the Eisenhower nomination, prepared a
newsreel clip announcing the
event in advance. Seconds
after the balloting was over
the clip was on the way to
theatres throughout country,
bringing the event to filmgoers the same afternoon it
took place. Clip also included
a commentary.

skullduggery. "The Torch," it develops, is Miss Russell, who conceals her
nefarious enterprises by working at the local saloon as an entertainer with
a smoldering way with a song.

reel,

These basic plot factors have been expanded by scriptwriters Frank TashRobert L. Welch and Joseph Quillan into a joyous collection of tangled

lin,

fancies that sends one's spirit soaring.
When Hope finds his father's treasure chest it is empty, a circumstance
he would like to keep concealed in the light of the horde of angry debtors at
his neck.
Meanwhile Miss Russell lays plans to get Hope under the moonlight and then romance away his fortune.
The adventures that follow are

Republicans
(Continued from page 1)
staring at their miniature screens,
stretched, rubbed their tired eyes and
resumed life among the living, away

from the living room.
Theatre owners in the Cleveland
area were typical of the vhousands
throughout the land who hope 'hat the
Democratic convention home telecasts
will follow the pattern of the Republican convention telecasts which result-

ed in a box-office bonanza.
Practically all of Cleveland's exhibiboth first and subsequent-run
tors,
owners, reported the best three day's
conbusiness in recent months.
vention concentration drove people out
of their homes in quest of amusement
Even mediocre proentertainment.

TV

grams drew heavy attendance, exhibitors reported.

wildly imaginative.
Since things are done in a big way in Robert L. Welch's production there
are two bubble baths, one that Miss Russell takes and one that Hope tackles.
In the course of events there are a series of holdups, battles with badmen
and Indians, and asserted encounters with peril. It all, however, leads to the
end in which Hope finds his fortune, wins a reformed Miss Russell, and
receives the blessing of outlaw-conquering Rogers.
As for the showman, he can be assured of the customer leaving the theatre
in the gay mood that will bring him back.

Tashlin also directed.
Running time, 95 minutes.

Stations

(Continued from page 1)

approved, the limit for any one
company or person under FCC reguhas not bothlations, and so
ered to amend its pre-freeze applica-

UPT

tions.

Edward

Lasker, two of whose five
applications were among those dropped
for lack of amending, is understood
to have failed to amend the other three

Lasker

vice-president of
chester Pictures.
also.

is

Win-

—

TV

ducers are scheduled to be canvassed
with respect to exhibitor complaints
which induced Amis' investigation.

Sparked by

SCTOA

The

investigation was
the complaints of the

sparked by

Small

Senate

initial

Committee.
Thursday,

Business

meeting

last

KMYR

Protection Policy for

in

with

competition

Alladin

that

pictures a year, President Batista took
the first step toward adoption of a
protective policy for his country's, infant film industry by appointing a

commission to study what promeasures can be taken and to
report on them at the next Cabinet

special
tective

meeting.

A

hearing was also ordered in the

between Orange Television
Broadcasting, of which Wometco's
Mitchell Wolfson owns five per cent,
and Tampa Broadcasting Co. Involved
is a Tampa- St. Petersburg, Fla., channel.

Mid-Continent Television,

in

which

Sherill Corwin
has a 20 per cent interest, will compete for a Wichita, Kans., channel
with two other applicants. W. S. Butterfield Theatres will contest for a

Los Angeles exhibitor

Mich., channel.
granted three construction
permits for Denver channels, one in
Portland, Ore.
two in SpringfieldFlint,

Carrera of Cuba
A

Deal

FCC

Place

In

The

Sun"-

New

Youngstein to Meet
(Continued from page 1)
a sales swing of the South, meeting
with the Dallas, Atlanta and Charexchanges, and of the East,
lotte,
Boston
covering the
Buffalo and
branches.

The

named

honor of
vice-president in charge of distribution, began
on June 15 and will extend to Decemsales drive,

William

ber

J.

Heineman,

in

UA

6.

For the purpose

of

the

drive,

all

UA

;

Paramount'

'

;

•

;

;

;

UA

Katz,

"A

their charges fully.
Amis expects to conduct similar inYork,
vestigations in Chicago,
and possibly other centers.

exchanges have been classified
into three groups based on their grossin
Holyoke, Mass. two in Youngstown, ing potential over the past several
full year's first-run circuit deal
two in York, Pa. and one years. Under this plan, exchanges of
with Edelberto Carrera in Cuba as- Ohio
Bridgeport, equal sales strength are placed in comin
Flint,
Mich.
each
sures
United Artists of expanded
rather than
playing time and top terms for its Conn. New Britain, Conn., and New petition with one another,
with the total sales organization.
1953 product, it was announced here Bedford, Mass.
by Arnold M. Picker,
vice-president in charge of foreign distribution.
Pledges
The deal was worked out by Alfred

And UA

author of

Radio and TV.
contest

motion

by the

to the

Personalities in the film industry
Amis met with
trade pracwere also involved in the hearings to
members who outlined
Bob Hope is a tice committee
be held by FCC.
post - consent decree practices they
stockholder in Metropolitan Televiconsider contrary to the spirit of the
sion, which seeks a Denver channel in
decree and volunteered to document
Broadcastcompetition with

channel

at least 10

Both major and independent pro-

SCTOA

North and was curious to see for the ing. Also in Denver, John Wolfberg,
first time what a Republican looked
a local exhibitor, owns 34 per cent of
like.
the same company, which seeks a

13.

tives as well.

SCTOA

One
Ala., July 13.
admitted to tuning in
the Republican National Convention
set. Said she's never been
on her

Cuba Under Study
— Declaring
Havana, July

Written

he is due to commence
meetings with exchange execurow,

At an

resident

Cuba should produce

Senate Probe

1

Film Personalities Involved

And Subsist on Democrats
Birmingham,

New

Continued from page

is

They Have Two Heads

local

Mandel Herbstman

Grant
(

For August

General audience classification.

release.

UA's

supervisor in the Caribbean area, with Carrera, operator of

Pine Sets 6,000-Mile
'Caribbean* Junket

Mexico

TV

Aid

The co-operation of the Mexican
government in the production of U.S.
tomorrow
William
Pine
will
embark
16 theatres.
from the Coast on a 6,000-mile tour to films for television has been promised
promote "Caribbean," the latest film to Nelson Morris Productions, accordStart Filming 'Crusoe'
made by Pine and his co-producer, ing to the president of the newly
formed video film firm bearing his
Filming has commenced on the West William Thomas, for Paramount.
Coast of Mexico on "Robinson Crusoe."
Pine will discuss advertising, pub- name.
Morris said that all of his firm's
Luis Bunuel, who won the directors licity and exploitation ideas for the
first prize at the Cannes Film Festival film with exhibitors. The tour will get productions will be staged in Mexico,
last year for his "Los Olvidados," has underway in Dallas, and will include either on location or at the Churubeen working for two years with New Orleans, Charlotte, New York, busco and Azteca studios in Mexico
writer Phillip Ansel Roll on this ver- Gloversville, N. Y.
Toronto, Chic- City. The "Border Story" series will
first
production.
sion of the Daniel Defoe classic. Oscar ago, Seattle and Los Angeles, where be the company's
Theodore B. Sills will direct.
Dancigers will produce.
it will wind up on July 25.
;

nine

Takes Earl)
Lead in U. A. Drive
Capital

United Artists exchanges in Washington, St. Louis and Salt Lake City
have leaped to early leads in their respective groups in the second week of
the first lap of the "Bill Heineman
Sales Drive," it was revealed here by
vice-presiMax E. Youngstein,
dent and drive captain. The sales ef-

UA

fort to

honor William

J.

Heineman,

vice-president in charge of dis-

UA's

run

will

tribution,

to

December

6.

UA

exchange is placed in one
of three groups in order to establish

Each

The
greater opportunities for all.
drive is divided into three laps of six
weeks each during which periods first,
be
will
second and third prizes
awarded. The last seven weeks will be
utilized to determine
ners.

Ask

Reviews

In Percentage Suit

Barbed Wire

—A

(Columbia)

AUTRY, aided
GENE
and guns against

by his comical sidekick, Pat Buttram, pits his wit
a would-be railroad magnate in his latest production
which Armand Schaefer produced and George Archainbaud directed. The
film is on a par with previous Autry pictures and from time to time is
highlighted, as usual, with songs by the star.
Autry appears as a cattle buyer from a Kansas railhead who goes to Texas
to investigate a group of homesteaders whose barbed wire fences have cut
off one of the state's most important cattle trails. The homesteaders turn
out to be "phonies," acting on orders of Leonard Penn, another cattleman,
who hopes to create a demand by a group of cattlemen for a railroad in
the area. The railroad would have to be built over territory owned by
Penn, who plans in that fashion to become wealthy and powerful. Gene,
with the aid of Buttram and Anne James, pretty newspaper publisher, eventually marshals the cattlemen and brings the dubious schemes of Penn out
into the open.
climactic gun fight ends Penn's career.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. July release.

A

grand prize win-

Closely following the leaders in each
group are Dallas and Atlanta, holding

Desert Pursuit
(Monogram)

CUSTOMERS

UA

Cincinnati Buildings

Get Valuation Cuts
— The State
Cincinnati, July
13.

Tax

Appeals, in Columbus,
has upheld a 10 per cent reduction in
the valuation of 14 Cincinnati sub-

Board

of

urban theatres, which the Hamilton
County Board of Taxation allowed to
19 theatres some time ago at the request of the theatre owners "because
of economic conditions resulting from
a definite decline in attendance." However, 13 owners, representing 14 thea-

routing the

"The Duel at Silver Creek
(Universal-! nteryiatioiial)

A FAST-MOVING
Silver

Western tale in the conventional mold, "The Duel at
Creek" presents Audie Murphy, Faith Domergue and Stephen
Leonard Goldstein produced knowingly, in color by
the leads.

:

Co.,

Montgomery

Amusement

Co.,

Chas. Snyder Heads
Detroit Film Delivery
Detroit, July 13.— Charles W. Snyhead of the Detroit Police
Censor Bureau, has been elected pres-

der, retired

Film Truck Service. Snyder
a former executive secretary of
Allied Theatres of Michigan.
Mrs. Gladys Pike retired as president of Film Truck Service because
ident of
is

of

ill

health.

in eight damage actions, that a Bottineau, N. D., and two Rugby, N. D.,
theatre owners misrepresented boxoffice receipts in film rental

percentage

reports.

The motion requesting the complaint
made "more definite and certain,"

was presented by L. H. Oehlert, Fargo
attorney representing Guy A. Troyer
and Otis K. Engen, owners of the
Lyric Theatre in Rugby, and Carter S.
Troyer, owner of the State in Bottineau.
David Shearer, Minneapolis attorney
representing the companies, argued
against the motion and moved for an
inspection of the theatres' records to
determine if any fraud in reporting
existed.

Judge C.

J. Vogel gave 10 days for
of the plaintiffs' supplemental brief and 10 days for filing of
a reply by the defense.
The case will be heard in U.S. District Court in Grand Forks in No-

the

filing

Ascap

to

Weigh New

Payoff for Writers
Otto A. Harbach, president of the
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, has sent a call
to ASCAP members to attend meetings on both coasts in order to hear
a revised system of writer royalty distribution. The first meeting is sched-

story of some blood-thirsty claim jumper outlaws uled for Wednesday, at the Waldorf
sign over their claims at the point of a gun, offers Astoria, here, to be followed in a
couple of weeks by a similar meeting
plenty of opportunity for exciting action within a familiar framework.
McNally, marshal of the Silver City area which has been terrorized by the on the West Coast.
The revised plan of writer royalty
claim-jumpers, takes on Murphy as his deputy after the outlaws have put the
Murphy, as quick on the distribution calls for changes in the
law officer's trigger finger out of commission.
draw as he is at cards, has a personal grudge against the claim-jumpers since present sustained performance fund,
they killed his dad. The campaign against the crew is complicated by Mc- giving members in the lower cateNally's falling for beautiful Miss Domergue who, unknown to McNally and gories a greater opportunity to adMurphy, actually is the great and good friend of Gerald Mohr, the head of vance, and at the same time assuring
Posing as brother and sister, Mohr and Miss Domergue run a stability of a substantial part of each
the band.
writer's income over a period of years.
"phony" mining company while directing their underground activities.
Members of the Society who are
The pace is continually good and builds nicely towards the climactic duel
of the title. This occurs when McNally and Murphy, having uncovered Miss veterans of World War II are given
Domergue's treachery, move towards the bandit hideout for a gun-blazing the benefit of selecting the best fiveshowdown with Mohr and the rescue of pretty Susan Cabot, Murphy's light-o- year average out of their last 10 years
of membership.
love, held as hostage by the bandits.
Don Siegel directed, with the emphasis on movement. The outdoor locales
are guaranteed to please the action fans. Adams and Joseph Hoffman wrote Curtis
the screenplay. Also featured in the competent cast are Eugene Inglesias, as a
D. Corbit Curtis, for the past eight
James
Anderson, one of Miss years unit managr and
local Silver City boy-gone-wrong, and
director of
Domergue's hired assassins.
"The March of Time" and previous
General
audience
minutes.
classification.
Running time, 77
For August to that with
Pathe, has joined
release.
Telamerica, Inc., the comnany dis-

Joins Telamerica

RKO

Set 'Good Neighbor*
'Rogers' Premieres
Warner Brothers

Corp.,

Radio Pictures, Universal Film
Exchange, Inc., Warner Brothers Pictures
Distributing Corp. and 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp. have charged,

American Society

appealed for larger reductions.
McNally in
The companies involved are Ham- Technicolor.
ilton
Amusement
Harmony
Co.,
Gerald Drayson Adams'
Amusement Co., Royal Theatre Co., who force mine owners to

George C. Kolb, Samuel S. Schaengold, N. R. Baum, Pearl G. Hunt and
Ruth Chase and Loretta Jackson.

Paramount Film Distributing

RKO

vember.

other.

Produced by Lindsley Parsons, with Morris and Ace Herman in association, and directed by George Blair, the picture is hard to figure as to its
future.
Although the camel aspect is historically accurate, the sight of the
beasts slogging across Death Valley is hard to accept seriously in a projecIt may look more credible in a theatre.
tion room.
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification.

tres,

Cheviot Four-Star Theatres, Albert J.
and Jacob D. Rinsberg, John H. Hoskins and Louis Wiethe, Pela Theatre

Fargo, N. D., July 13.
motion
virtually requiring five film distributing companies to produce copies of
contracts or other licensing agreements allegedly violated by three
North Dakota theatre owners was presented in U.S. District Court here.

be

second and third spots, respectively, in
had better be warned to see this film from the beginning,
Cleveland and Charthe first group
since
a
explains the mystifying presence of three Arabs on
foreword
second
the
third
in
lotte, second and
camels in Death Valley as left-overs from an unsuccessful Confederate
group, and New Haven and Montreal,
dromedary detachment organized during the Civil War.- In other respects,
second and third in the third group.
the
traditional Western plot unfolds as the Arabs pursue Wayne Morris and
DuMoe
Central district manager
his supply of freshly-panned gold, and Virginia Grey, an erstwhile gambling
delson is holding an early lead in the
districts table dealer, with intent to rob them.
special contest among
The late W. Scott Darling wrote the script, which rides a good part of its
with Southern manager George Pabst
distance on silently photographed stretches of desert, showing the pursued
running a close second.
and the pursuers making their difficult way across Death Valley's gigantic
rock and sandy slopes. These are the film's best minutes. When the dialogue
is resumed, and when the final, fatal action gets going, the majesty of the
This final,
terrain tends to overwhelm the human; issues being worked out.
fatal action takes place on the mountainous rim of Death Valley as Morris
and a friendly Indian fight it out with the Arab robbers, killing two and
;

for Particulars

is

planning "good
of "The Story

neighbor" premieres
of Will Rogers" in foreign capitals
around the world, the company reports.
Cities for which premieres already have been set are London,
Paris,.
Rome, Stockholm,
Sydney,
Johannesburg, Tokyo, Rio de Janeiro
and Managua, capital of Nicaragua.

closes.

Fight Drive-in Building

—

$4,152

Mono. Dual Gross

ResiHollywood, July 13.— "Wild StalY., July 13.
housing developments lion" and "Here Come the Marines,"
in Guilderland are protesting the erec- a Monogram dual playing at the firsttion of a drive-in by John Gardner, run Lyric Theatre in Salt Lake City,
owner of the Colony in Schenectady, closed a seven-day run with a gross
on a plot that originally had been part of $4,152, Harold Wirthwein, Westsales
manager, reports here,
of a housing development. A petition ern
subsequently asked the town board to noting that they topped all grosses
declare the area a residential zone and for Monogram product in Salt Lake

Albany,

dents

N.

of three

to halt construction of the theatre.

City for a year.

Curtis will act as account consultant
as well as produce and direct films.

Klaeger to Translilm
Robert Klaeger, previously head of

Motion Picture Productions, has been

appointed vice-president in charge of
production by Transfilm, Inc.
Prior
to a post as supervising editor for
the
U.
S.
Army Signal Corps,

Klaeger was assistant manager for the
Griffith

Amusement

Co.

—

The Industry's Most -Wanted,
#

Most-Often-Used Reference Book
Thumb

No

Indexed

other

.

.

Who

Who's

publication
contains this
valuable
information*

.

Corps.

Codes
Circuits

Cov. Case
Drive-ins

* The
which

WHO'S
is

WHO

section

but one of the

15

alone—
thumb-

Television

and Radio

ALMANAC—

indexed sections of the
is worth several times the price of the
complete volume of highly useful in-

The

formation.

contains over
phies

of

WHO'S
12,000

executives,

formers and

WHO

Pictures

section

Great
Britain

concise biogra-

producers,

per-

other personalities, cover-

Services

ing the fields of both motion pictures

and
*

television.

It is the

these

Press

ONLY WHO'S
and

fields,

it

is

WHO

in

Equipment

being consider-

ably enlarged for the 1952-53 edition of
the ALMANAC, to include hundreds

Organizations

names, with up-to-date
biographies and career credits.
of additional

Also,

the

separately

World
Market

thumb-indexed

TV

data section has been expanded to
include a wealth of additional informa-

tion for

many

purposes, in

The previous edition was a sell-out!
To make sure of your copy, order NOW.

The 1952-53

Motion Picture
and Television

A QUIGLEY
PUBLICATION

ALMANAC

QUIGLEY PUBLISHING CO.
Rockefeller Center,

New

1270 Sixth Ave.

York 20, N. Y.

Please reserve a

copy of the 1952-53

Motion Picture and Television

Revised E-x-p-a-n-d-e-d
1952-53 Edition

Now

in preparation

Enclosed please find check for $5.00
ping charges.
Mail

ALMANAC
in

full

payment, including ship-

to—

Name__
Address.
City

.Zone.

.State.
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THE

(5220)

(5212)

Brown

(5207)

Chapman

(5203)

WEST

(5243)

(5218)

GOLD
FEVER
6/16/52)

Grant

MAN'S

Morgan
6/16/52)

Calvert

6/19/52)

TIGER

Cameron

Archer

Gorcey

AFRICAN

(5221)

COME

min.

Bomba

TREASURE

MARINES

Mack

(Color)

min.

TRAIL

min.

MONO.

min.

min.

63

70

Leo

John Ralph

(Rev.

min.

66
WAGONS

Rod

(Rev.

GOLD

70

71

John

SEA

DEAD

(Rev.

YUKON

D

Kirby

Marguerite

0—59

0—

HERE

D—

OD—

Johnny

D—

CD—

1

MIKE

Parker
Meeker

Caron

min.

min.

Tracy

min.
5/13/52)

5/19/52)

Keel

AT

5/12/52)

Grayson

82

CD

118

—

Johnson

LOOK

72

HOLIDAY

(Rev.

CD—

7/7/52)

79

—
—

Kathryn

Stewart

D

FOR

Howard
Keenan

Eleanor

Katharine

min.

Leigh

Young

ASH
(Rev.

Greer
6/25/52)

SINNERS

—

LOVELY

Spencer

D

Lawford

min.

6/27/52)

;a 82

STORY

AND

Leslie

Ralph

Wynn
min.

N
'

(Color)

1

GLORY

Carpenter

GTON

101
(Color)
SCARAMOUCHE

2

Neal

min.
5/27/52)

79

FAGAN

ME

TO

Hepburn
Granger

ALLEY

Vai

(Rev.

(Rev.

Pa'ri-

W

MC—

D—
PAT

D

Gig
(Rev.

FOR

Janet

Jane

D

(Rev.

Peter

FEARLESS

Carleton

YOU

C

(Rev.

1

(5110)

(5105)

(5109)

1

(5112)

WOMEN
Scott

FACE

Hayden

Cast
Romero

Windsor

4/16/52)

6/2/52)

Henreid

JUNGLE

Cameron

Leslie

(5113)
(Color)

LIPPERT

min.

min.

min.
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NEW

10

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Notes Upward Trend
Here in Business

Shortage of

There has been a "definite
upward trend" at the boxoffice at Loew's neighborhood

Carrier Lines

theatres in New York for the
past four weeks compared to
the business done for the
same period last year, according to a Loew's circuit spokes-

TO A Head Optimistic
About Medium's Future

man.

The spokesman credited
needed

"lack
to

of

lines"

carrier

form national and

TOA

the medium. It stated that
theatre television has already established itself as a "new and developing
service," citing its growth since 1948
when only one theatre was TVCurrently,
the
report
equipped.
pointed out, there are 80 theatres in
46 cities equipped with theatre television, with a seating capacity of almost 200,000.
However,
president Wolfson
stressed the rate of expansion depends in a large degree on the ready
(Continued on page 4)
tialities of

TOA

McClanahan Elected

tired

of

television, the

heat

wave and good product.

'Married' Opens to

Robust $80,000 in
Midst of NY Heat
The opening week

of

TEN CENTS

1952

To Put Stage Shows
Into Idle Theatres
A

proposal for re-opening darkened

Stage

picture theatres in principal
across the country with legitimate stage attractions has been submitted to such circuits as RKO, Warner and United Paramount, and to
exhibitor
leaders
including
Fred
cities

Columbus House Selected
For Serving of Warrant

—

Columbus, O., July 14. L. J.
Robert J. O'Donnell and
Samuel Pinanski, by Peter Lawrence, Hofheimer's Little Theatre here
Broadway producer. Lawrence said has been selected as the starting
here yesterday that he expected to be point of what is expected to be a
able to report in three or four weeks long, drawn-out legal test of Ohio's
on the outcome of the proposal.
right to censor newsreels.
Theatre Owners of America meanClyde Hissong, State Director
while has co-operated with Lawrence
of Education and head
Schwartz,

of the
State Censorship Division, indicated today at a meeting with
representatives of the Motion
Picture Association of America
and the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, that he was as
anxious as they to bring to a
head the dispute over newsreel
censorship that was forecast by
the Supreme Court's decisions
in the "Pinky" and "Miracle"

to the extent of printing in its latest

(Continued on page 5)

UPT-ABC

Petition

Opposed by DuMont
Washington, July 14.-^DuMont
Laboratories, operators of the DuMont
Television Network, today filed a brief
with
the
Federal
Communications
Commission strongly opposing petitions to drop the anti-trust phases of
the ABC-UPT merger hearing and
to dispense with an examiner's report.

ABC,

actions.

With Clyde M. Abbott and Robert
H. Hinds

&

of the law firm of Paxton
sitting in on behalf of

Seasongood

(Continued on page 5)

UPT

and CBS last Tuesday
Commission to decide on
is currently feathe merger directly and on the followrevue and Roches- ing day Paramount requested that the

showmen.
The Roxy, which

asked the

(Cotitinued on page 4)

President

Set

motion

New

beaches and resorts.
The final days
of the televised Republican National
Convention had little or no effect on
the box-office, according to most local

Is

For Censor
Test in Ohio

"We're Not

Married" at the Roxy here is forecast to hit a robust $80,000, setting the
pace for other
York first-runs.
The terrific heat wave starting at the
weekend appeared to aid some Broadway houses, while other theatres contended their box-offices were adversely
affected with people flocking to the

turing also an ice

KATO

a

combination of people getting

re-

gional theatre television circuits
was pointed up yesterday in a report on the progress of the medium,
rendered by Mitchell Wolfson, presithe
Theatre Owners of
dent
of
America.
The nine-page report, sent to
members throughout the country,
painted a rosy picture as to the poten-

15,

Circuits Study Plan

Wolf son Hits

The

TUESDAY, JULY

.

(Continued on page 6)

The Veterans of Foreign
Wars
have chosen Bob Hope
Louisville, July 14. — Guthrie F.
Crowe of LaGrange, has resigned as
as the recipient of their
president of the Kentucky Association
first "Al Jolson Award,"
of Theatre Owners, a position which
according to VFW commandhe has held for several years, to acer-in -chief Frank C. Hilcept the post of U. S. District Judge
ton. Hope will receive the
in the Canal Zone.
Charles P. Skouras, president of National Theatres, Los Angeles, and
Succeeding Crowe as president of
award on August 4 at the
KATO at an election held here was George Hoover, first assistant chief barker of Variety International, of "Distinguished Guests
Ralph E. McClanahan, of Estill & Miami, have been named co-chairmen for the International organization's
Irvine Theatres, at Irvine, Kentucky. annual convention, to be held next spring in Mexico City, the first annual Banquet," a highlight of
the 53rd annual VFW naOther officers elected Were
First convention of the group to be held
(Continued on page 4)
outside the United States. The last
tional encampment to be
mid-winter meet was convened at Spiegel's Overseas held August
3-8 in Los
Toronto.
Angeles.
At the same time, Jack Beresin, In-

Beresin

Names Committees

For Variety's 25th Year

:

California Theatres
Reelects Directors

—

San

Francisco, July 14. California Theatres Association members
have reelected the following to the
board of directors Mark Ailing, manager, Golden Gate
Abe Blumenfeld,
Blumenfeld Theatres
Roy Cooper,
head booker, Golden State Theatres
L.
Hamm, president, Westside
S.
Theatres
Graham Kislingbury, city
manager, North Coast Theatres Earl
:

;

;

;

;

(Continued on page 4)

ternational chief barker, of Philadelphia, named the following committees
for the organization's 25th year

Duties Broadened

•

It was learned here yesterday
that a decision on
International and Foreign Com- Motion Picture Association of Amermittee: John Harris, R. J. O'Donnell, ica international division representa- whether
Theatre Network
Jack Beresin, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Luis tive in Germany, have been expanded Television will book the
Montes,
George
Hoover,
Charles to include management of Motion PicJuly 26th Marciano-MatSkouras, C. J. Latta.
ture Export Association of America's
thews
bout is expected to
International Representative at terminal operations in Austria and
Large Edward Emanuel.
supervision of Eastern Europe,
was be reached "in a day or
Far East Representative
Ed- announced by Eric Johnston, MPEA two." TNT president Nate
ward O'Connor.
president.
Halpern met with InternaInternational Fixers
Edward
Spiegel, effective at onre, will acShafton, Omaha Ezra E. Stern, Los tively take charge of distribution ac- tional Boxing Club officials yesterday.
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
The

duties

of

Marc

M.

Spiegel,

!

it

:

:

:

;

;
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LEVY,

in ttriei

Video Station Permits

Theatre

Washington,

July

14.

ing of 18 hearings in 10 cities coverweek's Republican convention as a
ing channels for which more than one
guest of the Connecticut delegation.
application had been filed.
•
The added four brought the total of
to
assistant

Herman

M-G-M

Hoffman,

head

production

Dore new

•

Allen K. Widem, Hartford Times
editor, has

resumed

duties after recovering from
and third degree sunburn.

his

second

•

television
were for

station

licenses

to

18.

.

.

.

Exhibitors Stirred

By Tree Movies'

Schwartz

raising committee of the hospital corporation, which is headed by Fred J.

Century Theatres.
last year raised aptwo
Detroit, July 14. Independent thea- proximately $93,000 for the Saranac
Austin, Tex.
Seven more hearings were ordered tres located mostly in Northern Michi- Lake Sanatarium. •
on as many channels in four more cit- gan are being plagued by persons who
Cleveland, July 14.
Tom Mctwo have been showing so-called "free
Beaumont-Port Arthur,
ies,
Cleaster,
20th-Fox
district
manager,
Sacramento, movies."
two;
Duluth-Superior,
holding a sales meeting here of
is
A few months ago, Clive Waxman, branch
two Fort Wayne, one.
managers, salesmen and pubBing Crosby had originally filed for independent booker, asked the Grand
licity men in this territory.
Branch
stations in Spokane, Yakima and Ta- Rapids city officials to halt the showcoma.
He changed his mind about ing of free films under the guise of managers present are I. J. Schmertz,
Cleveland
Robert McNab, Cincincomplete ownership and decided not educational films. Nothing happened.
Lately the situation has been becom- nati J. J. Lee, Detroit and William
to amend his applications after the
Keith, Indianapolis.
Publicity men
freeze, as required by FCC rules, ing a serious threat to the small exinclude Eddie Solomon, Sol Gordon
throwing in with the company now hibitor.
The
Individuals rent 16 mm. films, many and Ted Todd.
Spokane license.
awarded

Schary, is due here from the Coast Two
other
by plane today.

motion picture

1952

Universal general sales manager
Charles J. Feldman and Sam J. Switow, vice-president of M. Switow and
Sons, Inc., have again been chosen to
serve as distributor and exhibitor
chairman, respectively, of the 1952 Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital "Christmas Salute," according to the fund

—The

Federal Communications Commission
Owners of America general has granted four more television construction permits, one to a Spokane
counsel, is due here tomorrow from company in which Bing Crosby owns a 40 per cent interest.
New Haven following his return from
Earlier, the FCC had announced granting of 14 licenses and the orderwhere he attended last
Chicago,

M.

15,

FCC Grants Four More NEWS

Personal
Mention
HERMAN

Tuesday, July

Spokane channels. The
were for channels in

of

The "Salute"

—

—

;

James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of
sales, has returned here from Toronto
and Montreal.
•

;

;

1

Harry Fellerman,

sales head of
Universal's special film division, is in
Flower Hospital here for observation.

a

•

commission threw out his old appli- of which are of very recent issue and
Albany, July 14. Benton's Capitol,
cation for Spokane, and when it gets show these in small towns with the
E. R. Zorgniotti, U. S. representa- around to the other cities will dis- co-operation of local merchants who the only motion picture theatre in
tive of Italian Films Export, left here pose of those applications in the same contribute a few dollars to have their Ballston Spa, was closed on Saturday,
after 30 years of operation. The manyesterday for six weeks in Rome.
card on the screen.
way.
agement said a decline in business led
on
vafilms
usually
shown
The
are
cant lots with signs proclaiming "free to the action. The State, MechanicMary Pickford and Charles
ville, also a Benton theatre, has elimmovies."
(Buddy) Rogers left here for the
inated Tuesday performances until
audience
After they are shown the
Coast at the weekend.
further notice.
is asked to make a contribution if they
Hollywood, July 14. Steve Broidy, desire a continuation of this type of
Sid Kramer, RKO Radio short
president of Monogram and Allied entertainment. No Federal admission
a
threeon
is
subjects sales manager,
Artists returned to his desk here to- tax is collected.
week vacation from New York.
day following a two-months' absence
Allied Theatres of Michigan has Col.
from the studio.
taken a hand in attempting to stop this
Norman, Jackter has been named
After conferring with Eastern ex- situation.
The U.S. Senate Small branch manager of Columbia's Albany
to ecutives
of the companies, he partici- Business Committee in Washington
exchange, it was announced here yes9
pated with 64 other leaders in various has been asked to investigate.
terday.
industries in a conference in WashJackter, formerly a salesman in
Ned Depinet, president of RKO ington on current defense problems to
the Washington exchange, replaces
to
Radio; Robert Mochrie, sales vice- which he was invited by Secretary of
Charles Dortic, the latter having been
president; Phil Reisman, foreign dis- Defense Robert S. Lovett.
transferred to Pittsburgh as a sales23
tribution vice-president, and S. Barret
conference
Following- the defense
Republic man at his own request.
McCormick, advertising director, will and accompanied by Harold Mirisch,
Minneapolis, July 14.
to
see
tonight
Coast
pubtemporary
opened
leave here for the
Pictures
has
a
who
revice-president
the companies'
a first print of "Hans Christian An- turned to Hollywood with him, Broidy licity bureau in the Radisson Hotel
dersen" and confer with Samuel Gold- went to England where they made ar- here, with Mickey Gross, Republic's
in
wyn on distribution arrangements.
rangements with Associated British Hollywood news and publicity chief
Robert Stevenson
Pictures executives to accelerate joint charge, assisted by
Herbert Coleman
Hedtoff Arrives to
production plans. Under this arrange- of Minneapolis and
handle publicity for the [1
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL []
Talk with Goldwyn
ment, two such productions will be of Duluth, to
Rockefeller Center
global premiere at the Norshor Theayear.
this
completed
Hans Hedtoff, former Prime Mintre, Duluth, on July 23, and a premiere
f«
Denmark, will arrive in
of
ister
in Minneapolis on July 24 at the State

—

•

Broidy Returns from
Two-Month Jaunt

—

Jackter Manager of

Albany Branch

RKO

Radio Group
Coast on 'Andersen

'Wilderness'
In Duluth July

Open

—

NEW YORK THEATRES

—

RAY BOLGER

this week to survey the
motion picture industry and confer
with Samuel Goldwyn over his latest
production, "Hans Christian Ander-

Hollywood

sen."

Hedtoff now is chairman of the
Danish Cultural Relations Committee
which is interested in the production,
since Andersen is Denmark's national

Hedtoff plans to attend the
Hollywood preview of the film and
discuss initial showings in Denmark.
hero.

Brandt and Roberts

Form TV Company
Harry Brandt and Joseph Roberts
announced here yesterday that they
had formed a corporation known as
Bilpam, Inc., for
handling television
emphasis on sports.

the

purpose of
with

attractions,

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"

Burton Bobbins Will
Aid JDA Campaign

Theatre, of Republic's "Woman in the
Wilderness." Both theatres belong to
the Minnesota Amusement Co.
Republic is sending in the three
Burton Robbins, of National Screen
Service, has accepted the chairmanship stars of the picture, Ruth Hussey, Rod
of the young men's division of the Cameron and J. Carrol Naish to parmotion picture industry's 1952 Joint ticipate at both premieres.
Defense Appeal campaign, it was an-

nounced by Leon Goldberg and Edward L. Fabian, chairmen of the industry-wide drive.

Mrs. Florence Kelly
Funeral services will be held at the
Paulist Church here on Thursday for
Mrs. Florence Kelly, switchboard operator at the New York office of the
Motion Picture Association of America for the past 27 years, who died
Sunday night in Newark, after an illness of six months. The widower,
Walter J. Kelly, survives.

^™^

Earl Herndon, 44,
Of Affiliated, Dies
Indianapolis, July 14.-— Funeral

Color by

plus

Nelson
'She's

Midnight Fcolurc
Nightly

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD

Theatres,
who died suddenly of a heart attack
July 11 while awaiting treatment in a
of

Affiliated

doctor's office. Herndon was active in
Variety Club and Boy Scout work.
His widow, Mrs. El Dean Herndon,
and a son, Pft. James Herndon of Ft.
Riley, Kansas,

Working Her

Way Through College"

were held here today for Earl
Herndon, 44, vice-president and gen-

manager

BROS. PICTURE

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Mayo Reagan

services
eral

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and

Walt Disney's

Walt Disney's
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A
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—
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Has everybody
seenfheseffgaresf
Biggest opening in

33 weeks,

Rialto Theatre, Atlanta

Set

new opening day

record at

Five Points Theatre, Jacksonville,

beating previous record-holder,

Bend of the River"

Set

new opening day

record for

U-l film at Empire Theatre,

Montgomery, Alabama

Huge

first

week

at United Artists,

Four Star, Paramount and

Hollywood Theatres, Los Angeles
and holding a second week. Also
huge and holding a second week
at Missouri Theatre, St. Louis

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

"HAS ANYBODY SEEN MY GAL"
TECHNICOLOR • Starring PIPER LAURIE • ROCK HUDSON
CHARLES COBURN • GIGI PERREAU . with LYNN BARI • WILLIAM
REYNOLDS • Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK • Written for the screen by
JOSEPH HOFFMAN • Produced by TED RICHMOND

Color by

Keep c/out* eye on U-I... the best

-friend c/our Box-office

ever had

;

!
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Hits BBC

Wo Ifson

to

Make Own
Business Upswing
Reported by Ullman

Films for Video
(Continued from page 1)
availability of multi-theatre hook-ups.
"At present,
Wolfson
Explained
:

linking together of theatres is
limited in many areas of the U. S.
by the lack of carrier lines which
can be made available for this purpose
by the telephone companies."

such

The report, prepared with the assistance of Robert H. O'Brien, secretary-treasurer of United Paramount
Theatres, and chairman of TOA's
television committee, listed five types

TV

use, now seen. They
theatre
are
public service, business service,
and
events
public
entertainment,

of

:

sports.

On

public events, the report stated
that plans are being perfected for govas a quick
ernment use of theatre
and economical means of informing
business, labor and farm leaders all
over the country on aspects of de-

TV

fense production.
On the medium's
home television, the
is
"since theatre
the area of
ized,

relationship with
report stated that
so highly specialcompetition with
broadcast television is small."
On the telecasting" of sports events,
Wolfson pointed out that "experience
of exhibitors indicate that only a relatively few sports events have sufficient
appeal to make them national box-

TV

attractions."
report, which was prepared
with the assistance of Si Fabian,
president of the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee, also
office

The

London, July

14.

—With

Albany, N. Y., July 14.—
Business has improved since
July 4, as it always does, said
Saul J. Ullman, upstate gen-

exhibitors

remaining adamant against the trade
siili]

living

British

ahead

own

films

Tuesday, July

for

television,

the

Broadcasting Corp. is going
with plans for producing its

films.

Fabian

for

in

this section are ahead of the
figures for last year. Busi-

BBC

ness is not tremendous, but
is getting better.
I am op-

Negotiations are

timistic."

proceeding with one American network. It is understood that the BBC
might agree to a reciprocal arrange-

Ullman reported "excellent
weekend business for driveins, when we get the weather."
Mid-week grosses are

ment whereby American films would
be made available to the corporation.
At the Cinematograph Exhibitors'

off.

1952

N.Y. Grosses
(Continued from page 1)

on

ter

stage, hit

weekend,

a big $55,000

at the

with

another $25,000 indicated for the remainder of the week
which ends Thursday night.

A

pretty good $65,000 is forecast for
week of "She's Working
Her
Through College" at the
Paramount, which features Jan Murray and the Modernaires on stage.
Doing excellent business is "Where's
Charley?" at the Radio City Music
Hall, where a very good $135,000 is
seen for the third inning.

the

He added: "Our houses

films for pre-Coronation showing on television are now to be made
television film unit. The
by the
films will be offered to overseas tele-

Four

vision organizations.

manager

eral

Theatres.

15,

initial

Way

'Robin Hood' Healthy

The third stanza of "Story of Robin
Hood" is expected to register a

healthy $30,000 at the Criterion, which
has booked "Big Sky" as its next attraction, with an August 20 opening
date set.
At the Capitol, a fair $21,000 is
(Continued from page 1)
estimated for the fifth and final week
theatre exhibition.
Opening there
The exhibitors also turned down the vice-president, E. L. Ornstein, Orn- of "Pat and Mike."
tomorrow is "Carrie."
Holding up
British Film Producers Association stein Theatres, Brandenburg; second
well is "Walk East on Beacon" at
vice-president,
Gene
Lutes,
Chakeres
meeting
exploratory
for
suggestion
an
the Victoria, where a nice $14,500 is
with the BBC until something of a district manager, Frankfort reelected
due for its seventh week.
substantial nature arises either from was Cliff Buechel, Mary Andersen
"The Story of Will Rogers" bows
Theatre,
Louisville,
treasurer
Nell
the government or the BBC.
G. Borden, Louisville, assistant treas- in at the Astor Thursday, replacing
"3 for Bedroom C," which is expected
urer and secretary
elected chairman
of the board, Joe Isaacs, Cumberland to do a weak $8,500 for its third and
final round.
Amusement Co., Cumberland.
At the Mayfair, a not-too-bad $10,List Directors Elected
Atlanta, July 14. Walter Bren000 is estimated for the second week

Association annual convention at Llandudno last week, the exhibitors decided to discontinue trading with any
film renter or producer making or
handling films for both television and

KATO

President

;

;

Brennan, Hunter and
Francis to Premiere
—
nan, Jeffrey

Hunter and Anne Fran-

20th Century-Fox stars, will take
part in the launching of "Lure of the
cis,

Waycross and this
Wilderness"
stressed the importance of the indus- city on Thursday, it was announced
try's bid for channels now before the by Harry Ballance, Southern division
Federal Communications Commission. manager of the company.
in

;

Directors

Ned

trict,

were

elected

:

First dissecond,

Mayfield

Greene,

Leon

;

Pickle, Henderson
third, Cliff
Buechel, Louisville
fourth, W. D.
;

;

Aspley,
Glasgow
fifth,
Van
J.
Snook, LaGrange sixth, Gene Lutes,
Frankfort
seventh,
L.
O. Davis,
Hazard eighth, W. T. Cain, Louisa
ninth, Mrs. O. W. Minnix, London,
directors at large are Harold Sliter,
Lexington, and E. L. Ornstein, Brandenburg.
The
group is making preparations for a farewell party to be
given in honor of the retiring presi;

;

of

"Has Anybody Seen

My

Gal."

On

July 24, "High Noon" will begin its
run at the Astor.
"Don't Bother to
Knock" opens at the Globe Friday
replacing "The Lady in the Iron
Mask," which is forecast to do a moderate $10,000 for its second and final

;

stanza.

;

KATO

dent.

(Continued from page 1)

Long,

city

manager, United PaaraBen Levin, General

mount Theatres

;

Irving M. Levin, divisional director, San Francisco Theatres
Richard Nasser, Nasser Brothers Theatres
Boyd Sparrow, manager, Loew's Warfield, and C. V. Taylor,
general manager, United California
Theatres.
New member
elected to the board is John P. Parsons of Telenews Theatre, San FranTheatrical Co.

;

;

;

cisco.

The

directors

to elect officers.

'Action-Packed!

"Paula."

Among
in the

California Theatres
W.

'Paula" Opens Today
"The Washington Story" at Loew's
State ended its two-week run there
with a weak $8,000 registered for its
final
session.
Opening today is

will

meet Thursday

off-Broadway houses,

White

P.

HERALD

is

holding up excellently.
The Sutton
is expected to rack up a neat $8,000
for the 15,th

week

of the film.

Also

doing nicely is "Encore" at the Normandie, where $6,700 is seen for the
film's 15th week.

A

good $4,600 is indicated for the
eighth round of "High Treason" at
the Trans-Lux 52nd Street, while a
fair $3,000 was racked up by "Narrow Margin" at the ^^ns-Lux 60th
Street, ending an 11 -week run. Opening at that house today is "White
Corridors."
"Island Rescue" is doing fairly well
at the Park Avenue, with $5,700 indiThe
cated for its second inning.
"King Kong" reissue has been booked
to open at the Palace Aug. 8.

Cooper performs magnificently!"

— M.

"Man

Suit" at the Sutton

SOON! FROM MONOGRAM

!

Tuesday, July

15,
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Names Committee

Beresin

Censor Test
(Continued from page 1)
the
the

Hissong

industry,

meeting

with

MPAA

at

Clagett,
of public

associate director
and information, and Robert
executive secretary, that
Wile,
Hofheimer's theatre should serve as
the censorship violation point where
inspector Wednesday
state
field
a
night will witness the exhibition of
relations

ITOO

Angeles.

European

International
sentative

Repre-

C. J. Latta.

:

International

Representatives:
Jack Dumestri, Miamia, Atlanta Wil;

liam Elson, Minneapolis, Des Moines,

Omaha

Michael Felt, Philadelphia,
Jake Flax, Washington,
William German, Boston,
a Republican Convention newsreel New York H. V. Rotus Harvey, San
Francisco, Salt Lake. City, Denver,
without the censor's seal.
Herbert
After making certain the seal was Los Angeles, Las Vegas
Charlotte,
Memphis
Elmer
not borne by the film the inspector Kohn,
Luis Montes,
will swear out warrants returnable in Lux, Buffalo, Cleveland
William Onie, Cincinmunicipal court against the exhibitor Mexico City
and the distributor, in this case War- nati, Dayton, Indianapolis Jack Rose,
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis
Juner Brothers.
lius Schepps, Dallas, Houston, Oklain
exhibiting film
for
Penalties
homa City Charles Smakwitz, AlOhio without the censors' seals are
bany, New Haven
Jack Zide, Tonot less than $25 or more than $300
ronto, Detroit, Grand Rapids.
for a first offsense, and not less than
Publicity and Public Relations
$300 and not more than $500 for each
subsequent offense. Distributor pen- Advisory Board Jack Alicoate, Film
Jay Emanuel,
alties are not less than $25 or more Daily; Martin Quigley
than $300 for delivering to the exhi- The Exhibitor; W. R. Wilkerson,
Reporter; Ben Shlyen,
bitor an uncensored print and not Hollywood
Kennedy, Shozmnen's
Tom
Boxoffice;
than
for
more
less than $300 or
$500
;

Pittsburgh
Baltimore

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

failure to submit a print for censorSubsequent such failures proship.
vide penalties of not less than $500

or more than $1,000.
Five Ohio theatres in all will initiate censorship violations on Wednesday with the showing of Republican
Convention reels that were not submitted for the censors' approval. They
include,

in

addition

to

the

Little

Await Ohio Censor Board
Decision on 'Miracle'

—

Columbus, O., July 14. Decision
"The Miracle," viewed by the
Ohio film censor board on July 1, is
expected by tomorrow according to
on

Youngstown. The others may be sub-

Dr. Clyde Hissong, chief film censor.

;

IN

(Continued from page

Trade Review; Mo Wax, Film BulleAbel Green, Variety; Joe Schoenfeld, Daily Variety; Hy Bossin, Canadian Film Weekly.
A. meeting of this group together
with Beresin and International press
guy Jack Chisholm will be held in
tin;

New York

early in September.

The

A GENERATION

details

of

the

producer's

Intent on securing at least 45 shuttered theatres at the outset, Lawrence
said that with funds he has available
he would prepare three musicals "with
very broad appeal" that can be offered in theatres of 2,000 seats, or
more, for a top price of $2.40.

trade paper publishers and editors, said International Variety, have
Stars Available
accepted the responsibility of advising
"Stars from Hollywood are availthe International office on all matters
able for roles in these musicals," Lawinvolving publicity and in helping to
rence added. He declared motion picpublicize the charitable work of those
used in the
members in the amusement industry ture trailers would be
theatres to promote coming stage atwho are supporting Variety.
This
tractions.
According to his estimate,
board will also advise on publicity for
"six months should be sufficient to
such Variety events as the 25-year
set this plan properly, tastefully and
celebration to be held in Pittsburgh
economically into operation." If the
in
November and the International
plan should succeed, Lawrence said,
convention to be held in Mexico City.
would mean that theatres that now
They will also judge the contest to it
are dark could be kept open and earn
pick 'Variety's Press Guy of the
revenue at least 30 weeks out of a
Year" and the best published photoyear.
graph submitted by press and professional
photographers on a Variety

Club

Spiegel's Duties

activity.

.

.

.

The

Columbus

Citizen

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS

hit the

man

until

your husband
and entitled

he's

—

to hit back!"

HERBERT

J.

YATES

presents

was ©HOG"JOHN
csBra
FORD
TECHNICOLOR

•

Directed by

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

voiced

its

"regret" at the inaccuracy of its editorial statement that Ohio film censor
fees of $3 per reel "netted $3-million
per year." The Citizen printed a letter from Dr. Hissong in which he gave
the correct yearly amounts of censor
fees. Receipts from fees in fiscal 1952
amounted to $294,783, said Dr. Hissong. Receipts in 1951 were $297,892,
in 1950, they were $300,573, and in
1949, $276,563.

"While I'm marriage broker,
you'll have the good
manners not to

Color by

bulletin the
plan.

1)

(Continued from page 1)
ject to the fines, but the Little Theatre will be the only house to figure in
the court test.

Theatre here, the Lower Mall TheaWestwood, Toledo;
tre,
Celevland
Park, Cincinnati, and the Palace,

ONCE

Study Plan

(Continued from page 1)

agreed

Manning

5

tivities in

Austria until Sept.

when MPEA's
will expire.

1, 1952,
license in that country

MPEA

setup in
Liquidation of the
Austria following the return of that
market to individual company operation will also be handled by Spiegel.
Spiegel's new assignments fill the
gap created by the resignation last
week of Louis Kanturek, former
manager of Austria and supervisor of Eastern Europe.

MPEA

:

Motion Picture daily

Tuesday, July

15,

1952

UPT-ABC

Television
with Pinky

Radio

- -

(Continued from page

Herman

T'HE

tumult and the shouting dies, the Captains and the Kings
depart
Alfred Lord Tennyson's 'Recessional' aptly describes
the scene in Chicago where the ghost of the 1952 Republican Convention is about all that remains of the charged atmosphere, heated
words, dynamic demonstrations and the resultant nomination of
General Dwight D. Eisenhower as that party's standard bearer
the millions of TViewers in America both at home or at theatres
who thrilled to the historic scenes depicting Democracy at work,
will never again be satisfied with mere reports of such gatherings
alone but rather will look upon printed reports as complements and
component parts of the complete story, part of which they themselves witnessed.
Starring the Democratic Party Bigwigs, Act
2 of the National Drama, will now take place at the same spot and
over similar networks and tie-ups with the last and final Act (3)
recorded, filmed and kinescoped for posterity across the length and
breadth of the country, and starring Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Citizen
and the best part of the entire picture is the unuttered yet
heart-felt exultation deep inside the American people which, if
delivered audibly would clearly resound in "Hooray, Republicans,

*

.

.

.

.

Produced

.

.

and directed
by the man

.

who made
"The Best
Years of Our

.

.

.

HOORAY AMERICA."

Hooray Democrats,

•

•

...

•

.

.

.

"Happy Hoopering."

series,

.

•

— On

COINCIDENCE
.

.

•

.

'

.

program, which ^originates

.

-'•

'

.-"

.

.

.

•

•

•

Peter Arnell, who originated many TVehicles including, "The
Name's The Same," "Rate Your Mate," "By Popular Demand,"
"Balance Your Budget" and several others, has become associated
with CBS and will be executive consultant on audience-participation,
deal was set by Ted Ashley Associates.
panel and quiz programs
Sportscaster Harry Wismer will telecast the hole-by-hole des.

.

.

tive year

Carrie
A Paramount Picture

be

DuMont, through attorney Morton
Galane, said that even if the Commission did decide the case directly
as asked, the September deadline could
not be met.
The need for an examiner's report, on the other hand, "is
clear under the legislative history and
judicial interpretations of the administrative procedure act," Galane said.

would not be

It

Mont

fair to subject Duto a decision on the question of

whether

it is controlled by Paramount
without an initial decision to which exceptions could be taken, the brief argued.
"The examiner's report is es-

sential
fact."

As

to

resolve

the

conflicts

to the anti-trust issue,

of

DuMont

The lirief continued, "past experience aids in the. prediction of consequences," and said that examination of
"unlawful advantage" taken in the
past because of "the tie-in of subsidiary theatre chains" should be made
in the light of possible transference
of the practices to the broadcast field.

DuMont argued that past theatre
buying practices proves that "suppression of competition" would result from
the merger, if approved.
The company pointed out that it was not arguing that past anti-trust violations
should automatically disqualify an application from individual licenses.

.

.

cription of the "Tarn

WILLIAM WYLERS
PRODUCTION OF

.

could

the inability to get film product
due to the tie-in of the ABC network
with the UPT theatre chain."

•.

WVNJ

his

schedule

or

.

.

.

broadcast
planned.

fall

no relation to financial resources, but
that would stem from the imposition
of unreasonable runs and clearances

from the Blue Ribbon Restaurant just off Broadway, columnistcommentator Paul Denis, interviewed screen star Melville Cooper
spying Freddy Bartholomew seated neawby, Paul called to mikeside the former child star and introduced Melville to Freddy, only
to discover that several years ago both had appeared in a movie
then to make a good story even
as a 'father and son' combo
better, Freddy called over Ivis wife who produces the "Paul Denis
'
Show."
i"
.

ABC

—

which were nationally acclaimed and what was almost as
important, created theatre box office records ... so to the
Ziv Organization, for your patriotism and civic-mindedness
in the production and presentation of the "Freedom, USA"

Story"-

brief

UPT

Town" (1936) starring Gary Cooper and "Mr. Smith Goes
To Washington," (1939) starring James Stewart, both of

"Detective

phases

Tuesday

denied that the absence of any violations by the parties to the proposed
merger since 1949 has any significance.
The terms of the consent decree make
such violations impossible in the film
industry, but afford no protection in
the field of broadcasting.
The record of past conduct should
be examined in the light of the fact
that
directors were involved in
the violations and "the UPT-ABC
merger poses dangers to independent
stations as against the network, and
small networks as against the
to
merged company dangers that have

The Fred W. Ziv Company which has announced the production of a series of TV films, "Freedom, U. S. A." starring
Tyrone Power as a staunch, zealous and keenly patriotic
Senator, rates a twenty-four-gun salute for matching its foresight and courage with a bankroll of about $600,000 in order
this is
to present to America this civic program series
to remind Fred Ziv, John Sinn, Herb Gordon and the Ziv
staff that about a decade and a half or so ago, Columbia Pictures produced two such pictures, "Mr. Deeds Goes To

Lives" and

be dropped.
The
also questioned
the
relevancy of the anti-trust phase, and
further cited the need of
for a
decision before September so that the

anti-trust

.

.

1)

.

.

.

O

program

most famous golfers

Shanter" golf tourney for the fifth consecucome from Chicago and will feature the
the world, competing for a first prize of

For Lease

will

in

GRAND CENTRAL:
Chrysler

permanent

Brad Phillips is host
(boy, my niblick!)
the press and recording stars including Dick
Haymes, Eddie Fisher, Don Cornell, Bill Harrington, Richard
Hayes and Perry Como at a "Singing Battle Royal" Cocktail party
at the Castleholm Restaurant, to announce a new contest which
platter
"Smarty Pants," (one of the sponsors of Brad's
the
nick
names
for
search
for
nation-wide
launch
in
a
series) will
$125,000 dollars
afternoon to
.

.

.

.

.

.

One-story commercial building,
7,000 sq. ft, side drive for cars,
now being erected on Magnolia

Ave., JOURNAL SQUARE, Jersey City, opposite rear Loew's
Theatre.

WINS

...

Owner,

•

•

•

).

&

Son

Reorganizations

N. Y.

PLaza

3-7510

need SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?
QUICK
SMVICI

mi

.

.

they'll call you.

&

,

Maestro Lavalle, years ago, dropped all other programs to devote all
his time and energies to the current series, heard every Monday night
Wm. Morris Agency is handling "The Timid
from 9:30-10 p.m.
Soul," series, based on H. T. Webster's famous nationally-syndicated
cartoon strip, for Alan Sands who has acquired the TV and radio
rights ... (if you're a 'Casper Milquetoast' you won't call them
.

N. Rosenbaum

565 Fifth Ave.,

oldest radio series is the Cities Service-'
sponsored "Cities Service Band of America" program, started 25.
and for the past eight years batoned by,
years ago on
one of the country's foremost Conductors, namely Paul Lavalle.

.

L.

Financing

Did you know that the

NBC

a

building, 137 E. 43rd St.

this

baritones.

Opposite
powerful
location. Entire

Building,

.
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Circuits Study Plan

Wolf son Hits

Notes Upward Trend

Here

Shortage of

To Put Stage Shows

in Business

There has been a "definite
upward trend" at the boxoffice at

Carrier Lines

Into Idle Theatres

Loew's neighborhood

A

theatres in New York for the
past four weeks compared to
the business done for the
same period last year, according to a Loew's circuit spokes-

Optimistic
About Medium's Future

TOA Head

picture theatres in principal
across the country with legitimate stage attractions has been submitted to such circuits as RKO, Warner and United Paramount, and to
exhibitor
leaders
including
Fred
cities

The spokesman credited a
"lack

combination of people getting
tired of television, the heat
wave and good product.

of

port on the progress of the medium,
rendered by Mitchell Wolfson, presiOwners of
dent of the Theatre

America.

TOA

sent to
country,
the
painted a rosy picture as to the potenIt stated that
tialities of the medium.
theatre television has already established itself as a "new and developing
service," citing its growth since 1948
when only one theatre was TVreport
the
Currently,
equipped.
pointed out, there are 80 theatres in
46 cities equipped with theatre television, with a seating capacity of al-

The nine-page report,
members throughout

most 200,000.
However, TOA president Wolfson

'Married' Opens to

Robust $80,000 in
Midst of NY Heat
The opening week of "We're Not
Married" at the Roxy here is forecast to hit a robust $80,000, setting the
pace for other
York first-runs.
The terrific heat wave starting at the
weekend appeared to aid some Broadway houses, while other theatres contended their box-offices were adversely
affected with people flocking to the

the rate of expansion de- beaches and resorts.
The final days
pends in a large degree on the ready of the televised Republican National
Convention had little or no effect on
{Continued on page 4)
the box-office, according to most local

KATO
Louisville,

Crowe

of

July

LaGrange,

— Guthrie

president of the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners, a position which
he has held for several years, to accept the post of U. S. District Judge
in the Canal Zone.
Succeeding Crowe as president of
at an election held here was
Ralph E. McClanahan, of Estill &
Irvine Theatres, at Irvine, Kentucky.
First
Other officers elected Were
{Continued on page 4)

KATO

:

Reelects Directors
San

Francisco,

July

14.

— Cali-

fornia Theatres Association members
have reelected the following to the
board of directors Mark Ailing, manAbe Blumenfeld,
ager, Golden Gate
:

;

Blumenfeld Theatres
Roy Cooper,
head booker, Golden State Theatres
L.
Hamm, president, Westside
S.
Graham Kislingbury, city
Theatres
manager, North Coast Theatres Earl
;

;

;

;

{Continued on page 4)

Opposed by DuMont
—

Washington, July 14. DuMont
Laboratories, operators of the DuMont
Television Network, today filed a brief
Communications
Federal
with
the
Commission strongly opposing petitions to drop the anti-trust phases of
the ABC-UPT merger hearing and
to dispense with an examiner's report.

ABC,

UPT

{Continued on page 6)

Names Committees

Beresin

For Variety's 25th Year
Charles P. Skouras, president of National Theatres, Los Angeles, and
George Hoover, first assistant chief barker of Variety International, of
Miami, have been named co-chairmen for the International organization's
annual convention, to be held next spring in Mexico City, the first annual

Columbus House Selected
For Serving of Warrant

—

Picture Association of America
and the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, that he was as
anxious as they to bring to a
head the dispute over newsreel
censorship that was forecast by
the Supreme Court's decisions
in the "Pinky" and "Miracle"
actions.

With Clyde M. Abbott and Robert
H. Hinds of the law firm of Paxton
& Seasongood sitting in on behalf of
{Continued on page 5)

VFW Picks Hope
For 'Jolson Award'
Bob Hope has been chosen

as the
for the first
"Al Jolson
Award" by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, according to Frank C. Hilton,
commander in chief of the
Hope will receive the award on
August 4 at the "Distinguished Guests
Banquet," a highlight of the 53rd annational encampment to be
nual
recipient

VFW.

VFW

held August 3 to 8 in Los Angeles.

convention of the group to be held
outside the United

mid-winter
Toronto.

California Theatres

Petition

asked the

{Continued on page 4)

F.
has resigned as

14.

UPT-ABC

and CBS last Tuesday
Commission to decide on
is currently feathe merger directly and on the followrevue and Roches- ing day Paramount requested that the

showmen.
The Roxy, which

President

For Censor
Test in Ohio

Columbus, O., July 14. L. J.
Robert J. O'Donnell and
Samuel Pinanski, by Peter Lawrence, Hofheimer's Little Theatre here
Broadway producer. Lawrence said has been selected as the starting
here yesterday that he expected to be point of what is expected to be a
able to report in three or four weeks long, drawn-out legal test of Ohio's
on the outcome of the proposal.
right to censor newsreels.
Theatre Owners of America meanClyde Hissong, State Director
while has co-operated with Lawrence
of Education and head of the
to the extent of printing in its latest
State Censorship Division, indi{Continued on page 5)
cated today at a meeting with
representatives of the Motion

New

turing also an ice

meet

The

States.

was

convened

last

at

At the same time, Jack Beresin, International chief barker, of Philadelphia, named the following committees
for the organization's 25th year

Spiegel's Overseas

Duties Broadened

The duties of Marc M. Spiegel,
International and Foreign Com- Motion Picture Association of Amermittee: John Harris, R. J. O'Donnell, ica international division representaJack Beresin, J. J. Fitzgibbons, Luis tive in Germany, have been expanded
Charles to include management of Motion PicHoover,
Montes,
George
ture Export Association of America's
Skouras, C. J. Latta.
International Representative at terminal operations in Austria and
supervision of Eastern Europe, it was
Large: Edward Emanuel.
Far East Representative: Ed- announced by Eric Johnston, MPEA
president.
ward O'Connor.
Spiegel, effective at once, will acEdward
International Fixers
Shafton, Omaha Ezra E. Stern, Los tively take charge of distribution ac:

;

{Continued on page 5)

Set

Schwartz,

stressed

McClanahan Elected

Is

motion

man.

lines"
carrier
needed to form national and regional theatre television circuits
was pointed up yesterday in a re-

The

proposal for re-opening darkened

Stage

{Continued on page

5)

Decision

Due Soon

On Marciano Bout
A decision on whether
Theatre Network Television
will book the July 28 Marciano - Matthews bout is expected to be reached "in a
day or two."
Nate Halpern, TNT president, met with officials of the
International Boxing Club
yesterday. The question of
the price to be paid for theatre televising the bout is still
at issue, it was learned.

^

^

Motion Picture Daily
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LEVY,

in Brief

Video Station Permits
— The

Federal Communications Commission
Owners of America general has granted four more television construction permits, one to a Spokane
counsel, is due here tomorrow from company in which Bing Crosby owns a 40 per cent interest.
New Haven following his return from
Earlier, the FCC had announced granting of 14 licenses and the orderwhere he attended last
Chicago,
ing of 18 hearings in 10 cities coverweek's Republican convention as a
ing channels for which more than one
guest of the Connecticut delegation.
application had been filed.
•
The added four brought the total of
to
assistant

M.

Theatre

Washington,

July

14.

Exhibitors Stirred

Herman

Hoffman,

Dore new

head
production
S'chary, is due here from the Coast
by plane today.

M-G'-M

•

Two

television
were for

other two
Austin, Tex.

station

licenses

to

18.

Spokane channels. The
were for channels in

Seven more hearings were ordered
Allen K. Widem, Hartford Times
on
as many channels in four more citmotion picture editor, has resumed his
Beaumont-Port Arthur, two;
ies,
second
from
recovering
duties after
Sacramento,
two
Duluth-Superior,
and third degree sunburn.
two; Fort Wayne, one.
•
Bing Crosby had originally filed for
James R. Grainger, Republic exstations
in Spokane, Yakima and Taecutive vice-president in charge of
He changed his mind about
coma.
Toronto
from
here
sales, has returned
complete ownership and decided not
and Montreal.
applications after the
;

Flower Hospital here for observation.
•

to amend his
rules,
freeze, as required by
throwing in with the company now
The
awarded a Spokane license.
commission threw out his old appli-

E. R. Zorgniotti, U. S. representative of Italian Films Export, left here
yesterday for six weeks in Rome.

way.

•

sales head of
Universal's special film division, is in

Harry Fellerman,

Mary
(Buddy)

15,

1952

.

.

FCC Grants Four More NEWS

Personal
Mention
HERMAN

Tuesday, July

Charles
and
Pickford
Rogers left here for the

Coast at the weekend.

FCC

cation for Spokane, and when it gets
around to the other cities will dispose of those applications in the same

Broidy Returns from
Two-Month Jaunt
Hollywood,

14.

— Steve Broidy,

By Tree Movies'
—

Detroit, July 14. Independent theamostly in Northern Michigan are being plagued by persons who
have been showing so-called "free
movies."

tres located

.

Universal general sales manager
Charles J. Feldman and Sam J. Switow, vice-president of M. Switow and
Sons, Inc., have again been chosen to
serve as distributor and exhibitor
chairman, respectively, of the 1952 Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital "Christmas Salute," according to the fund
raising committee of the hospital corporation, which is headed by Fred J.
Schwartz of Century Theatres.
The "Salute" last year raised approximately $93,000 for the Saranac

Lake Sanatarium.
•

Cleveland, July
Cleaster, 20th-Fox

14.

—

Tom Mcmanager,

district

few months ago, Clive Waxman, is holding a sales meeting here of
independent booker, asked the Grand branch managers, salesmen and pubRapids city officials to halt the show- licity men in this territory. Branch
managers present are I. J. Schmertz,
ing of free films under the guise of
Robert McNab, Cincineducational films. Nothing happened. Cleveland
Lately the situation has been becom- nati J. J. Lee, Detroit and William

A

;

;

ing a serious threat to the small ex1

hibitor.

Individuals rent 16 mm. films, many
of which are of very recent issue and
show these in small towns with the
co-operation of local merchants who
contribute a few dollars to have their
card on the screen.
The films are usually shown on vacant lots with signs proclaiming "free
movies."
After they are shown the audience
is asked to make a contribution if they
desire a continuation of this type of
entertainment. No Federal admission

Keith, Indianapolis.
Publicity men
include Eddie Solomon, Sol Gordon

and Ted Todd.

—

Albany, July 14. Benton's Capitol,
the only motion picture theatre in
Ballston Spa, was closed on Saturday,
after 30 years of operation. The management said a decline in business led
to the action. The State, Mechanicville, also a Benton theatre, has eliminated Tuesday performances until
further notice.

July
Radio short
president of Monogram and Allied
of
threesubjects sales manager. is on a
Artists returned to his desk here to- tax is collected.
York.
New
from
vacation
week
day following a two-months' absence
Allied Theatres of Michigan has Col.
from the studio.
taken a hand in attempting to stop this
Norman Jackter has been named
After conferring with Eastern ex- situation.
The U.S. Senate Small branch manager of Columbia's Albany
to ecutives
of the companies, he partici- Business Committee in Washington exchange, it was announced here yespated with 64 other leaders in various has been asked to investigate.
terday.

RKO

Kramer,

Sid

Jackter Manager

Albany Branch

RKO

Radio Group
Coast on 'Andersen'

in a conference in Washington on current defense problems to
viceRadio; Robert Mochrie,
which he was invited by Secretary of
president; Phil Reisman, foreign dis- Defense Robert S. Lovett.
tribution vice-president, and S. Barret
Following the defense conference
Republic
Minneapolis, July 14.
McCormick, advertising director, will and accompanied by Harold Mirisch,
to
see
pubtemporary
opened
a
Pictures
has
leave here for the Coast tonight
rethe companies' vice-president who
a first print of "Hans Christian An- turned to Hollywood with him, Broidy licity bureau in the Radisson Hotel
dersen" and confer with Samuel Gold- went to England where they made ar- here, with Mickey Gross, Republic's
and publicity chief in
wyn on distribution arrangements.
rangements with Associated British Hollywood news
assisted by Robert Stevenson
Pictures executives to accelerate joint charge,
Minneapolis and Herbert Coleman
Hedtoff Arrives to
production plans. Under this arrange- of
Duluth, to handle publicity for the
Talk with Goldwyn
ment, two such productions will be of
global premiere at the Norshor Theathis year.
Hans Hedtoff, former Prime Min- completed
tre, Duluth, on July 23, and a premiere
Denmark, will arrive in
of
ister
in Minneapolis on July 24 at the State
Hollywood this week to survey the
Theatre, of Republic's "Woman in the
motion picture industry and confer
Wilderness." Both theatres belong to
with Samuel Goldwyn over his latest
the Minnesota Amusement Co.
production, "Hans Christian AnderRepublic is sending in the three
Burton Robbins, of National Screen
sen."
Service, has accepted the chairmanship stars of the picture, Ruth Hussey, Rod
Hedtoff now is chairman of the
parof the young men's division of the Cameron and J. Carrol Naish to
Danish Cultural Relations Committee motion picture industry's 1952 Joint ticipate at both premieres.
which is interested in the production, Defense Appeal campaign, it was an-

Ned

president

Depinet,

of
sales

RKO

industries

Open

'Wilderness' to

In Duluth July 23

—

Jackter, formerly a salesman in
the Washington exchange, replaces
Charles Dortic, the latter having been
transferred to Pittsburgh as a salesman at his own request.

NEW YORK THEATRES
C3

— RAOfO CITT

RAY BOLGER

since

Andersen

is

Hedtoff plans to attend the
Hollywood preview of the film .and
discuss initial showings in Denmark.
hero.

nounced by Leon Goldberg and Edward L. Fabian, chairmen of the industry-wide drive.

Earl Herndon, 44,
Of Affiliated, Dies

Brandt and Roberts

Form TV Company
Harry Brandt and Joseph Roberts
announced here yesterday that they
had formed a corporation known as
Bilpam, Inc., for
handling television
emphasis on sports.

the

purpose

attractions,

of

with

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER
plus

_

BROS. PICTURE

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
RONALD

-VlftCJKU

Mayo Reagan
Nelson ,
'She's

Working Her

Way Through
«o.or m*

College'

/fCK¥/COlQ£

—

Funeral
July 14.
services were held here today for Earl
Florence Kelly
and genFuneral services will be held at the Herndon, 44 vice-president
Affiliated Theatres,
Paulist Church here on Thursday for eral manager of
suddenly of a heart attack
Mrs. Florence Kelly, switchboard op- who died
while awaiting treatment in a
erator at the New York office of the July 11
active in
Motion Picture Association of Amer- doctor's office. Herndon was
work.
Scout
and
Boy
Club
Variety
died
ica for the past 27 years, who
Herndon,
Sunday night in Newark, after an ill- His widow, Mrs. El Dean
James Herndon of Ft.
ness of six months. The widower, and a son, Pft.
Riley, Kansas, survive.
Kelly, survives.
Walter

Indianapolis,

«.

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"

Burton Bobbins Will
Aid JDA Campaign
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Has everybody
seen these -figures/
Biggest opening in

33 weeks,

Rialto Theatre, Atlanta

Set

new opening day

record at

Five Points Theatre, Jacksonville,

beating previous record-holder,

Bend of the River"

i
Set

new opening day

U-l film at

record for

Empire Theatre,

Montgomery, Alabama

Huge

first

week

at United Artists,

Four Star, Paramount and

Hollywood Theatres, Los Angeles
and holding a second week. Also
huge and holding a second week
at Missouri Theatre,

St.

Louis

si
si -J;--*

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

"HAS ANYBODY SEEN MY GAL"
TECHNICOLOR • Starring PIPER LAURIE • ROCK HUDSON
CHARLES COBURN • GIGI PERREAU • with LYNN BARI • WILLIAM
REYNOLDS • Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK . Written for the screen by
JOSEPH HOFFMAN • Produced by TED RICHMOND
Color by
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Wolfson Hits BBC

to

Make Own

Films for Video

W

:

such linking- together of theatres is
limited in many areas of the U. S.
by the lack of carrier lines which
can be made available for this purpose
by the telephone companies."

The

report, prepared with the assistance of Robert H. O'Brien, secretary-treasurer of United Paramount
Theatres, and chairman of TOA's
television committee, listed five types
use, now seen. They
of theatre
are
public service, business service,

TV

London, July

14.

—With

exhibitors

remaining adamant against the trade
television,
the
supplying" films
for
British Broadcasting Corp. is going
ahead with plans for producing its

own

films.

Four films for pre-Coronation showing on television are now to be made
television film unit. The
by the
films will be offered to overseas television organizations. Negotiations are

BBC

proceeding with one American network. It is understood that the BBC
might agree to a reciprocal arrange-

:

entertainment,

events

public

and ment whereby American

sports.

On

public events, the report stated
that plans are being" perfected for govas a quick
ernment use of theatre
and economical means of informing"
business, labor and farm leaders all
over the country on aspects of defense production.
On the medium's relationship with
home television, the report stated that
is so highly special"since theatre
ized, the area of competition with
broadcast television is small."
On the telecasting of sports events,
Wolfson pointed out that "experience
of exhibitors indicate that only a relatively few sports events have sufficient
appeal to make them national boxoffice attractions."

TV

TV

The report, which was prepared
with the assistance of Si Fabian,
president of the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee, also

films

would

be made available to the corporation.
At the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Association annual convention at Llandudno last week, the exhibitors decided to discontinue trading with any
film renter or producer making or

Theatres.
He added: "Our houses in
this section are ahead of the
figures for last year. Business is not tremendous, but
is getting better.
I am optimistic."

Ullman reported "excellent
weekend business for driveins, when we get the weather."
Mid-week grosses are
off.

KATO

theatre exhibition.
The exhibitors also turned down the
British Film Producers Association
suggestion for an exploratory meeting
until something of a
with the
substantial nature arises either from
the government or the BBC.

BBC

Brennan, Hunter and
Francis to Premiere

President

(Continued from page 1)
L. Ornstein, OrnBrandenburg; second
vice-president, Gene Lutes, Chakeres
district manager, Frankfort
reelected
was Cliff Buechel, Mary Andersen

Theatres,

stein

;

ter on stage, hit a big $55,000 at the
weekend, with another $25,000 indicated for the remainder of the week
which ends Thursday night.

A

pretty good $65,000 is forecast for
week of "She's Working
Her
Through College" at the
Paramount, which features Jan Murray and the Modernaires on stage.
Doing excellent business is "Where's
Charley?" at the Radio City Music
Hall, where a very good $135,000 is
seen for the third inning.

the

initial

Way

'Robin Hood' Healthy

The third stanza of "Story of Robin
Hood" is expected to register a
healthy $30,000 at the Criterion, which
has booked "Big Sky" as its next attraction, with an August 20 opening
date set.
At the Capitol, a fair $21,000 is
estimated for the fifth and final week
of "Pat and Mike."
Opening there

tomorrow

is
"Carrie."
Holding up
well is "Walk East on Beacon" at
the Victoria, where a nice $14,500 is
due for its seventh week.

"The Story

Louisville, treasurer
Nell
G. Borden, Louisville, assistant treasurer and secretary
elected chairman
of the board, Joe Isaacs, Cumberland

Will Rogers" bows
Thursday, replacing
"3 for Bedroom C," which is expected
to do a weak $8,500 for its third and

Amusement

round.
the Mayfair, a not-too-bad $10,000 is estimated for the second week
of "Has Anybody Seen
Gal." On
July 24, "High Noon" will begin its
run at the Astor.
"Don't Bother to
Knock" opens at the Globe Friday
replacing "The Lady in the Iron
Mask," which is forecast to do a moderate $10,000 for its second and final

Theatre,

;

;

in

of

the Astor

at

final

Cumberland.

Co.,

At

—

List Directors Elected

Atlanta, July 14. Walter BrenHunter and Anne Francis, 20th Century-Fox stars, will take

trict,

part in the launching of "Lure of the

Ned

Leon

Pickle,

nan, Jeffrey

E.

vice-president,

1952

(Continued from page 1)

Albany, N. Y., July 14.—
Business has improved since
July 4, as it always does, said
Saul J. Ullman, upstate general
manager for Fabian

handling films for both television and

15,

N.Y. Grosses

Business U pswing
Reported by Ullman

{Continued from page 1)
availability of multi-theatre hook-ups.
"At present,
olf son
Explained

Tuesday, July

Directors

were

elected

:

First dissecond,

Greene, Mayfield

Henderson

;

;

third,

Cliff

Wilderness" in Waycross and this Buechel, Louisville
fourth, W. D.
stressed the importance of the indus- city on Thursday, it was announced Aspley,
Glasgow
fifth,
Van
J.
try's bid for channels now before the by Harry Ballance, Southern division Snook, LaGrange
sixth, Gene Lutes,
Federal Communications Commission. manager of the company.
Frankfort
seventh,
L.
O. Davis,
Hazard eighth, W. T. Cain, Louisa
ninth, Mrs. O. W. Minnix, London,
;

;

;

My

;

stanza.

;

'Paula" Opens Today
"The Washington Story" at Loew's
State ended its two-week run there
with a weak $8,000 registered for its
making prep- final session.
Opening today is

large are Harold Sliter,
Lexington, and E. L. Ornstein, Brandirectors

at

denburg.

The

KATO

arations

group

is

farewell party to be
given in honor of the retiring presi-

"Paula."

dent.

in

a

for

California Theatres

Among

"Man

off-Broadway houses,

White Suit"

at the Sutton is
holding up excellently.
The Sutton
is expected to rack up a neat $8,000

the

for the 15th week of the film.
Also
doing nicely is "Encore" at the Normandie, where $6,700 is seen for the
W. Long, city manager, United Paara- film's 15th week.
mount Theatres Ben Levin, General
good $4,600 is indicated for the
Theatrical Co.
Irving M. Levin, di- eighth round of "High Treason" at
visional director, San Francisco The- the Trans-Lux 52nd Street, while a
atres
Richard Nasser, Nasser Broth- fair $3,000 was racked up by "Narers Theatres
Boyd Sparrow, mana- row Margin" at the ^^ns-Lux 60th
ger, Loew's Warfield, and C. V. Tay- Street, ending an 11-week run. Openlor,
general manager, United Cali- ing at that house today is "White
fornia
Theatres.
New member Corridors."
"Island Rescue" is doing fairly well
elected to the board is John P. Parsons of Telenews Theatre, San Fran- at the Park Avenue, with $5,700 indiThe
cisco.
cated for its second inning.
The directors will meet Thursday "King Kong" reissue has been booked
to elect officers.
to open at the Palace Aug. 8.

(Continued from page 1)

;

A

;

;

;

'Action-Packed!

Cooper performs magnificently!"
—M.

P.

HERALD

BLAZINGJOLOR!
SOON! FROM MONOGRAM!

"

!

Tuesday, July

15,
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Names Committee

Beresin

Censor Test
(Continued from page 1)
the
the

Hissong

industry,

with

meeting

MPAA

at

Clagett,
of public

associate director
and information, and Robert
executive secretary, that
Wile,
Hofheiiner's theatre should serve as
the censorship violation point where
a state field inspector Wednesday
night will witness the exhibition of
relations

ITOO

a Republican Convention newsreel
without the censor's seal.
After making certain the seal was
not borne by the film the inspector
will swear out warrants returnable in
municipal court against the exhibitor

and the

distributor, in this case

War-

ner Brothers.
for

Ohio without the

Trade Review; Mo Wax, Film BulleAbel Green, Variety; Joe Schoensentative: C. J. Latta.
feld, Daily Variety; Hy Bossin, CanaInternational Representatives dian Film Weekly.
Jack Dumestri, Miamia, Atlanta WilA meeting of this group together
liam Elson, Minneapolis, Des Moines, with Beresin and International press
Omaha Michael Felt, Philadelphia, guy Jack Chisholm will be held in
Pittsburgh
Jake Flax, Washington, New York early in September.
Baltimore William German, Boston,
The trade paper publishers and ediNew York H. V. Rotus Harvey, San tors, said International Variety, have
Francisco, Salt Lake City, Denver, accepted the responsibility of advising
Herbert the International office on all matters
Los Angeles, Las Vegas
Kohn, Charlotte, Memphis
Elmer involving publicity and in helping to
Lux, Buffalo, Cleveland Luis Montes, publicize the charitable work of those
Mexico City William Onie, Cincin- members in the amusement industry
nati, Dayton, Indianapolis
Jack Rose, who are supporting Variety.
This
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis
Ju- board will also advise on publicity for
lius Schepps, Dallas, Houston, Okla- such Variety events as the 25-year
homa City Charles Smakwitz, Al- celebration to be held in Pittsburgh
bany, New Haven
Jack Zide, To- in November and the International
ronto, Detroit, Grand Rapids.
convention to be held in Mexico City.
Publicity and Public Relations They will also judge the contest to
Advisory Board Jack Alicoate, Film pick "Variety's Press Guy of the
Daily; Martin Quigley Jay Emanuel, Year" and the best published photoThe Exhibitor; W. R. Wilkerson, graph submitted by press and profesHollywood Reporter; Ben Shlyen, sional photographers on a Variety
Boxoffice; Tom Kennedy, Shozmnen's Club activity.
Angeles.

European

International

Repre-

tin;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

IN

details

A GENERATION

producer's

of the

Intent on securing at least 45 shuttered theatres at the outset, Lawrence
said that with funds he has available
he would prepare three musicals "with
very broad appeal" that can be offered in theatres of 2,000 seats, or
more, for a top price of $2.40.

Stars Available
"Stars from Hollywood are available for roles in these musicals," Lawrence added. He declared motion picture trailers would be used in the
theatres to promote coming stage at-

.

.

.

According to
months should be

tractions.

"six

Citizen

voiced

its

"regret" at the inaccuracy of its editorial statement that Ohio film censor
fees of $3 per reel "netted $3-million
per year." The Citizen printed a letter

from Dr. Hissong

in

which he gave

the correct yearly amounts of censor
fees. Receipts from fees in fiscal 1952
amounted to $294,783, said Dr. Hissong. Receipts in 1951 were $297,892,
in 1950, they were $300,573, and in
1949, $276,563.

set this plan properly, tastefully and
economically into operation." If the
plan should succeed, Lawrence said,

would mean that theatres that now
are dark could be kept open and earn
revenue at least 30 weeks out of a
it

year.

Spiegel's Duties
tivities in

Austria until Sept.

when MPEA's

1, 1952,
license in that country

will expire.

MPEA

setup in
Liquidation of the
Austria following the return of that
market to individual company operation will also be handled by Spiegel.
Spiegel's new assignments fill the
gap created by the resignation last
week of Louis Kanturek, former
manager of Austria and supervisor of Eastern Europe.

MPEA

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS

hit the

man

until

your husband
and entitled

he's

—

'

"°ne of
"»e top

9r°sse

to hit back!"

mm

if

rs

II

°f the

HERBERT

J.

YATES

presents

5*i

TECHNICOLOR

•

his estimate,
sufficient to

(Continued from page 1)

The Columbus

"While I'm marriage broker,
you'll have the good
manners not to

Color by

1)

;

Subsequent

ONCE

bulletin the
plan.

;

such failures provide penalties of not less than $500 ject to the fines, but the Little Theatre will be the only house to figure in
or more than $1,000.
Five Ohio theatres in all will initi- the court test.
ate censorship violations on Wednesday with the showing of Republican Await Ohio Censor Board
Convention reels that were not subDecision on 'Miracle'
mitted for the censors' approval. They
Columbus, O., July 14. Decision
in addition
to the Little
include,
Theatre here, the Lower Mall Thea- on "The Miracle," viewed by the
Celevland; Westwood, Toledo; Ohio film censor board on July 1, is
tre,
Park, Cincinnati, and the Palace, expected by tomorrow according to
Youngstown. The others may be sub- Dr. Clyde Hissong, chief film censor.
ship.

(Continued from page

;

in
exhibiting film
censors' seals are
not less than $25 or more than $300
for a first offsense, and not less than
$300 and not more than $500 for each
subsequent offense. Distributor penalties are not less than $25 or more
than $300 for delivering to the exhibitor an uncensored print and not
less than $300 or more than $500 for
failure to submit a print for censor-

Penalties

Study Plan

(Continued from page 1)

agreed

Manning

5

Directed by

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Us

i

.

Motion picture daily
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Tuesday, July

15,

1952

UPT-ABC

Television

Radio

-

(Continued from page 1)
anti-trust

with Pinky

Herman

tumult and the shouting dies, the Captains and the Kings
*- depart
Alfred Lord Tennyson's 'Recessional' aptly describes
the scene in Chicago where the ghost of the 1952 Republican Convention is about all that remains of the charged atmosphere, heated
words, dynamic demonstrations and the resultant nomination of
General Dwight D. Eisenhower as that party's standard bearer
the millions of TViewers in America both at home or at theatres
who thrilled to the historic scenes depicting Democracy at work,
will never again be satisfied with mere reports of such gatherings
alone but rather will look upon printed reports as complements and
component parts of the complete story, part of which they themselves witnessed.
Starring the Democratic Party Bigwigs, Act
2 of the National Drama, will now take place at the same spot and
over similar networks and tie-ups with the last and final Act (3)
recorded, filmed and kinescoped for posterity across the length and
breadth of the country, and starring Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Citizen
and the best part of the entire picture is the unuttered yet
heart-felt exultation deep inside the American people which, if
delivered audibly would clearly resound in "Hooray, Republicans,
.

ABC

.

.

and directed
by the man

.

who made
"The Best
Years of Our

.

.

.

HOORAY AMERICA."
•

TV

•

.

.

•

the pro-

films,

.

.

•

•

COINCIDENCE:— On

.

.

.

.

Show."

.

.

.

or

•

program, which

•

Peter Arnell, who originated many TVehicles including", "The
Name's The Same," "Rate Your Mate," "By Popular Demand,"
"Balance Your Budget" and several others, has become associated
with CBS and will be executive consultant on audience-participation,
deal was set by Ted Ashley Associates.
panel and quiz programs
Sportscaster Harry Wismer will telecast the hole-by-hole des.

.

tive year

Carrie
A Paramount

Picture

DuMont

violations

the

—

inability

to

get

product

film

The

brief

continued,

experi-

"past

ence aids in the prediction of consequences," and said that examination of
"unlawful advantage" taken in the
past because of "the tie-in of subsidiary theatre chains" should be made
in the light of possible transference
of the practices to the broadcast field.

DuMont argued that past theatre
buying practices proves that "suppression of competition" would result from
the merger, if approved.
The company pointed out that it was not arguing that past anti-trust violations
should automatically disqualify an application from individual licenses.

.

.

cription of the "Tarn

WILLIAM WYLERS
PRODUCTION OF

.

to the anti-trust issue,

due to the tie-in of the ABC network
with the UPT theatre chain."

.

•

As

against the network, and
networks as against the
merged company dangers that have
no relation to financial resources, but
that would stem from the imposition
of unreasonable runs and clearances

.

•

fact."

stations as
small
to

side the former child star and introduced Melville to Freddy, only
to discover that several years ago both had appeared in' a movie
then to make a good story even
as a 'father and son' combo
better, Freddy called over his wife who produces the "Paul Denis

.

ceptions could be taken, the brief argued.
"The examiner's report is essential
to
resolve the conflicts of

and "the UPT-ABC
merger poses dangers to independent

.

.

Du-

to a decision

UPT

originates
from the Blue Ribbon Restaurant just off Broadway, columnistcommentator Paul Denis, interviewed screen star Melville Cooper
spying Freddy Bartholomew seated nearby, Paul called to mike-

.

fair to subject

on the question of
whether it is controlled by Paramount
without an initial decision to which ex-

the

.

WVNJ

his

would not be

It

Mont

denied that the absence of any violations by the parties to the proposed
merger since 1949 has any significance.
The terms of the consent decree make
such violations impossible in the film
industry, but afford no protection in
the field of broadcasting.
The record of past conduct should
be examined in the light of the fact
that
directors were involved in

.

"Freedom, U. S. A." starring
Tyrone Power as a staunch, zealous and keenly patriotic
Senator, rates a twenty-four-gun salute for matching its foresight and courage with a bankroll of about $600,000 in order
this is
to present to America this civic program series
to remind Fred Ziv, John Sinn, Herb Gordon and the Ziv
staff that about a decade and a half or so ago, Columbia Pictures produced two such pictures, "Mr. Deeds Goes To
Town" (1936) starring Gary Cooper and "Mr. Smith Goes
To Washington," (1939) starring James Stewart, both of
which were nationally acclaimed and what was almost as
important, created theatre box office records ... so to the
Ziv Organization, for your patriotism and civic-mindedness
in the production and presentation of the "Freedom, USA"
series, "Happy Hoopering."
duction of a series of

Story"-

clear under the legislative history and
judicial interpretations of the administrative procedure act," Galane said.

.

The Fred W. Ziv Company which has announced

"Detective

DuMont, through attorney Morton
Galane, said that even if the Commission did decide the case directly
as asked, the September deadline could
not be met.
The need for an examiner's report, on the other hand, "is

.

Hooray Democrats,

Lives" and

decision before September so that the
fall
broadcast
schedule
could
be
planned.

.

.

Produced

The

dropped.

be

brief
also questioned the
relevancy of the anti-trust phase, and
further cited the need of
for a

HP HE

.

phases

Tuesday

.

.

O

program

.

most famous golfers

Shanter" golf tourney for the fifth consecucome from Chicago and will feature the
the world, competing for a first prize of

in

(boy, my niblick!)
the press and recording
Haymes, Eddie Fisher, Don Cornell, Bill
Hayes and Perry Como at a "Singing Battle
at the Castleholm Restaurant, to announce
"Smarty Pants," (one of the sponsors of

$125,000 dollars
afternoon to
.

.

For Lease

will

.

.

this

.

.

Brad
stars

Phillips

is

GRAND CENTRAL:
Chrysler

permanent

host

.

.

Harrington,
Royal" Cocktail party
a new contest which

One-story commercial building,
7,000 sq. ft., side drive for cars,
now being erected on Magnolia

Ave., JOURNAL SQUARE, Jersey City, opposite rear Loew's
Theatre.

WINS

Owner, L. N. Rosenbaum

.

•

•

•

Financing
565 Fifth Ave.,

Did you know that the oldest radio series is the Cities Servicesponsored "Cities Service Band of America" program, started 25
years ago on NBC and for the past eight years batoned by
one of the country's foremost Conductors, namely Paul Lavalle.
Maestro Lavalle, years ago, dropped all other programs to devote all
his time and energies to the current series, heard every Monday night
Wm. Morris Agency is handling "The Timid
from 9:30-10 p.m.
Soul," series, based on H. T. Webster's famous nationally-syndicated
cartoon strip, for Alan Sands who has acquired the TV and radio
rights ... (if you're a 'Casper Milquetoast' you won't call them
.

.

&

Son

Reorganizations

N. Y.

PLaza

3-7510

NEED SPECIAL TRAILERS QUICK?

.

1ST

MT-WOIX

nr

us

AND

Slf

.

|

)

£?

.

.

they'll call you.

a

building, 137 E. 43rd St.

Dick
Richard

including

platter
Brad's
series) will launch in a nation-wide search for nick names for the

baritones.

Opposite
powerful
location. Entire

Building,

CHICAGO,1327

s.

Wabash

Ay NEW YORK, 630 9thAv.

1

I

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

11

YORK,

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, JULY

TOA,

Allied U.K. Theatres
Heads Support Lose Battle
COMPO Dues Against Quota
WTO President Also Bids

London, July

For Anti-Tax Financing

15.

— Despite

the

opposition voiced by the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association and
The presidents of Allied States the National Association of TheAssociation, Theatre Owners of atrical and Kine Employes, the British
America and Western Theatre Films Council has recommended to the

Owners have expressed strong

en-

dorsement of the Council of Motion
Organizations'

Picture

campaign

in

financing

This means that exhibitors
must continue to play the 25
per cent supporting program
quota, which they have blasted
as "unrealistic." Theo Fligel-

ships.

The letters, sent
of Allied, Mitchell

by Wilbur Snaper

Wolf son
and H. V. (Rotus) Harvey
urge

the

COMPO

exhibitors

to

TOA,

of
of

WTO,

pay

their

payment approved by the COMPO
executive committee at its last meet-

ing.

Each

Elect

Amory

Of Pat he

of the letters emphasized that

'V-P'

in L.A.

M. Amory has been elected
be matched vice-president in charge of West
Coast

these payments, which will
by equal payments by the distributing
companies, will be placed entirely at
the disposal of the
Tax Repeal Campaign Committee, which is
organizing a nationwide drive for the
(.Continued an page 4)

COMPO

TOA
For

(Continued on page 2)

dues according to a schedule

of

Eyeing Talent

Its

Convention

—

Washington, July IS.
Groundwork for special entertainment at the

TEN CENTS

1952

Elect Rackmil

Newsreels Set For
Convention Story
The

five

major newsreels,

having set speed records in
servicing theatres with highlights of the Republican convention last week, are planning equally as swift coverage of next week's Democratic
convention.
The companies will again
have expanded staffs working
at the Chicago convention,
and within hours will rush
prints to theatres.

president of this country's Board of
Trade that the second feature quota
be continued.

member-

letters to their

16,

_

Charles

Pathe Laboratories, Inc., it
disclosed here yesterday by Kenneth M. Young, president, following
a meeting of the Pathe board of disales for

was

A

decision

may

show

annual
of

convention

the second day of
port Association conferences here on
the French proposals for a new film
pact whether Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America
president, and John G. McCarthy,
vice-president, will go to Paris at an
early date for further negotiations.

MPEA

member companies'

foreign

MPAA

Adolph Schimel, vice-president and
general counsel of Universal Pictures,
has been named chairman of the
motion picture industry scholarship
fund for Yeshiva University.
Schimel announced the appointment
of the following industry executives
to the committee
Barney Balaban,
Nate Blumberg, Spyros P. Skouras,
:

(Continued on page 2)

rectors.

He suc-

N.
Blumberg,
ceeds

J.

who

was elected
board chairman.

At the same
time, the board
declared a semiannual dividend
of 50 cents per
share
the
on
Milton Rackmil
common stock
and a quarterly
dividend of $1.06 per share on the 4^4
per cent cumulative preferred stock.
The
dividend
declaration
was
(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

Announce Censor Challenge
In Place of Newsreel Seal

Yeshiva Campaign
Headed by Schimel

Universal yesterday
at
a
meeting here of
the board of di-

made today at
Motion Picture Ex-

the

;

Milton R. Rackmil, who as president of Decca Records represents a
controlling interest in Universal
Pictures, was elected president of

be

and trade
Theatre Owners of
America, September 14-18 at the
Shoreham Hotel here, was begun this
week, it was reported by A. Julian
Brylawski, convention chairman.
"This is an uncensored newsreel. We believe with the Supreme Court of
Plans for obtaining top talent which the United States that motion pictures are entitled to the free press and. free
will
be performing in Washington speech guarantees of the Constitution.
during the convention were discussed
"In order therefore to test in our courts the constitutionality of motion
at a meeting yesterday with hotel picture censorship, the newsreel you are about to- see is being shown without
managers and committee chairmen.
an Ohio censorship seal."
Attending were Brylawski
Frank
The foregoing paragraphs will preto
(Continued on page 2)
face newsreels shown starting today in
1952

Semi-annual Dividend of
50c Declared by Board

Johnston May Set
Paris Trip Today

managers met the greater part of the
rectors.
Amory's West Coast sales day yesterday with Johnston, Mcpost is a newly-created one.
Carthy and Joyce O'Hara,
Amory, who will assume his new vice-president, with a view to deciding
duties in Los Angeles shortly, has re- on what basis further discussions with
signed as vice-president of sales for the French will be held. Today's meet
Souvaine Selective Pictures, Inc. Sou- will be a continuation of yesterday's.
vaine is expected to fill the vacancy
The meeting yesterday was undershortly.

President
Of Universal

Iowa Unit

Meet on
Tax Plans Tomorrow
Eldora, Iowa, July
— Allied In15.

five theatres in as

many

cities in

Ohio.

The paragraphs

will appear in the
place of the usual cen-

dependent Theatre Owners of Iowa, newsreels in
Nebraska and Mid-Central will hold sor's seal.
an annual midsummer meeting on
Thus will the industry announce to
Thursday at Lake Okoboji, Iowa, with the audiences in those theatres its
the top item on the agenda being a challenge of Ohio's right to censor
discussion of the unit's plans for the newsreels. In one of the theatres, L. J.
fight against the government's 20 per Hofheimer's Little Theatre in Columcent admission tax.
bus, will be stationed a state field inThe meeting will also discuss fall spector whose duty it will be to swear
promotions for theatres and plans for out warrants returnable in municipal
the September 5 newspaper publishers- court against the exhibitor and the
exhibitors meeting in Des Moines. distributor of the Little's print of the
There will be an open forum on film "American Newsreel" of the Republideals, performances, exploitation and can National Convention filmed by all
other problems confronting exhibitors.
(Continued on page 4)

HOLLYWOOD, July 15. —As
a result of the SWG refer-

endum completed last
night, in which the membership voted against the
MPIC proposal to establish a services board for
those falsely accused of
"Red"
connections,
the
proposal appears doomed,
because the MPIC constitution requires the unanimous approval of all its
constituent units.
,

•

SAN FRANCISCO, July 15.Changes in the California
minimum wage law for women increase the minimum
for women executives from
$250 to $350 per month.
Other women workers were
raised from 65 to 70 cents
per hour and an increase
from 50 to 60 cents was
given minors.

;

Motion Picture Daily
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Rattier Heads

New

Closed
Circuit TV Development

Personal
Mention
JULES LEVEY,

Wednesday, July

producer,

New

Newsreel

Parade
7 HE GOP convention

is the highcurrent newsrcels.
Other items include new planes, sub-

light

Victor M. Ratner as director of theatre teleTheatre Network Television was
•
president.
disclosed here yesterday by Nathan L. Halpern,
Jack Behr of M-G-M's studio addivision will develop the use of closed circuit theatre teleThe
new
vertising-exploitation department, ia
vision on a nationwide basis for meetthe father of a boy, born at St. John's
ings of business concerns, government
Hospital, Los Angels.
agencies and other organizations, Hal•
(Continued from page 1)
Norman V. McLeod, director, and pern stated.

Hollywood from

is

in

York.

The appointment

of

sessions, a newly-created division of

TNT

associate producer

with Independent Productions, are
New York from Hollywood.

in

Ratner, who has long devoted his
career to promotion advertising and
merchandising,
more recently was
vice-president in charge of promotion
Macy's.
relations
for
and public
While in that position, he developed
the picture - of - the - month tie-in of

former CEA president,
charged that the quota

stone,

had
amounted

to the blackmailing
exhibitors
into
playing
worthless second features and
Carroll L. Puciato, vice-president
documentaries
which
drive
of Realart Pictures and Jack Broder
patrons away from theatres.
Productions, has arrived in London
motion pictures and merchandising in
from Paris.
Following the
indictment of the
the retail trade. From 1947 to 1949
•
quota by the CEA at its annual conin
charge
vice-president
Ratner was
J. Earl Henning, executive of the
vention last week at Llandudno, North
Mann-Lippert Co., San Francisco, is of advertising and promotion at Wales, the Council also decided to
Broadcasting.
Columbia
Mary's Hospital there for
at St.
give further consideration to a memoIn addition to serving as director
surgery.
randum in support of the exhibitor
Ratner
will
tele-sessions,
of
theatre
•
stand which Tom O'Brien,
and
promotion
Irving Sochin, Universal short continue to conduct
general secretary, sent to the convenrelations activities with the
subjects sales manager, was in New public
tion.
bearing
his
name.
company
Haven yesterday from New York on
Referring in the memorandum to
business.
the BOT president's statement that he
•
was considering prosecuting some 55
Nat Kramer, director of T.V.
cases of persistent exhibitor quota deMovies Co., has left here on a countryfaults, O'Brien asserted that that "is
wide sales trip.
explosive a little over one per cent of the
Detroit, July 15.
An
•
operating cinemas in the United Kingfire, visible for 15 miles, destroyed a
William Spencer, M-G-M studio film storage warehouse near North- dom."
manager, is a grandfather for the ville, with a loss estimated at $150,000.
He continued: "The two great cirthird time.
The blaze, which raged out of con- cuits have maintained a level of protrol four hours, left only the walls of duction from resources that were prithe structure. The building was owned marily invested for the exhibition of
by Charles H. Simpson of Detroit who films. These circuits, and the overwhelming majority of exhibitors, have
distributes films to suburban houses.
endeavored, often under serious disToronto, July IS. Funeral services
advantages, to carry out their quota
for Alfred Sedgwick, 46, manager of
obligations."
the Odeon Palace Theatre, St. CathTurning to the Anglo - American
arines,
Ont,
were- held
in
St.
Film Agreement, O'Brien said, the
Catharines today.
Americo Rosenberger has been ap- impending discussions between Her
Sedgwick, who previously managed pointed manager for Warner Broth- Majesty's Government and the Ameritheatres in Toronto for Famous Players in Mexico, by Wolfe Cohen, the cans are being made the occasion to
ers, was struck by a truck in St.
general foreign manager. Rosenberger further the anti-American policy of
Catharines.
He is survived by the will operate under the supervision of the Cominform.
widow, two children and several
Armando Trucios, Warner's Pacific
Says Fund Would Collapse
brothers and sisters.
division head.
O'Brien continued "Deprived of an
The Mexican post had been vacant adequate supply of American films the
Patrick Byrne, 45
for some time.
Eady Fund would collapse and Enter15.
St. Louis, July
Patrick F.
tainments Tax revenue would suffer a
Byrne, 45,
Radio salesman at
severe laceration. "It is an unpalatthe local exchange, died as the result
able but inescapable fact that the
of an auto accident on Monday when
Inc.
British film industry cannot flourish in
the car in
which he was riding
Formation of Kon-Tiki Enterprises, its own market without imported
skidded and overturned on a wet
Lesser
Productions, films. The debacle of 1947, which put
Sol
Inc.,
by
highway.
Byrne was traveling with
Rand-McNally Publishing Co. and 6,000 of our members out of work,
his wife, three of his children and
Heyerdahl, producer of the film from which we have never recovered,
his father-in-law.
No one else was Thor
"Kon-Tiki," was announced here with proved that. We have not the optimum
severely injured.
the opening of headquarters in Chi- essentials to maintain even half the
level of current weekly public attendcago.
The new company will merchandise ances at nearly 5,000 cinemas with
throughout the world, articles bearing British films alone. It would be catas(Continued from page 1)
trophic to attempt to do so."
a "Kon-Tiki" motif.
O'Brien concluded with an appeal
Gus S. Eyssell, A. Schneider, George
to the Films Council to consider ways
P. Skouras, Robert Weitman, Irving
and means whereby it could rehabiliH. Greenfield, George Schaefer Wiltate
the prestige of the industry.
(Continued from page 1)
liam
Zimmerman, Max Seligman,
sincerely believes that the
Robert K. Christenberry (Hotel Asconvention
Boucher,
co - ordinator
Films Council should vigorously pertor), J. H. Lang, Jules W. Catsiff,
Jack Foxe, publicity chairman Her- form its functions, face the facts as
Samuel Rosen and M. B. Blackman.
bert Blunch, manager of the Statler
they are and rid itself of these sub-

•

of

NATKE

$150,000

Michigan

Film Storage Fire
—

Services Held for
Alfred Sedgwick, 46

—

Rosenberger

WB

Mexican Manager

of

all

marines and human interest
Complete contents follow:

stories.

MOVIETONE NEWS,
reel

devoted

to

No. 58— Entire
Republican ticket Eisen-

—

hower and Nixon.

U.K. Quota

Gordon Griffith,

1952

16,

NEWS OF THE

DAY,

No. 292

— Film

No.

— GOP

story of Eisenhower victory.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
convention,
nomination.

Eisenhower

95

speech

accepting

—

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 29A Oil
Sen. Nixon's background.
search for oil. BergmanRossellini twins. Horse race in Italy. Dog's
life can be pleasant. "Baby motorboats."

tankers

ablaze.

engineers

Israeli

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
hower accepts. Tanker

57»—

No.

Horse

blast.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Eisenhower

accepts.

Tanker

Eisenrace.

No.

97

Pacific in record hop.
submarine. Australian floods.
"Story
Will Rogers" premiere. Racing.

cross

UA

Sues

—

Jets
First anti-sub
blast.

ABC

of

for

Cancelling Film

—

Los Angeles, July 15. In a unique
case arising from an exhibitor's cancellation of a film contract, Superior
Court Judge Wilbur Curtis has issued a show-cause order, returnable
Friday, instructing
Theatres,
Inc., operators of the Canon Theatre,
Beverly Hills, to explain why the
house should not exhibit the United
Artists Sid Kuller production, "Actors and Sin," beginning July 24, as
contracted.

ABC

UA

and Kuller brought

suit asking
compelled to run the
or pay $250,000 in damages.
ABC stated the film had been
booked unseen, on reports it had done
big business in New York, and was
cancelled when ABC discovered it
was a travesty ridiculing motion pic-

ABC

that
picture

be

ture people.

:

RKO

—

Forms K on-T iki

Enterprises,

Yeshiva Campaign

;

TOA

Convention

NATKE

;

;

K. C. Drive-in Robbed

—

Mack, manager of the Mayand Gardner Moore, manager
Shoreham.
The hotel men pledged to book

Neal

flower,
of the

Kansas City, July 15.
Four
masked robbers held up the assistant
manager of the Crest drive-in theatre name
here and obtained about $4,000.

acts during the time the

bers meet.

mem-

Mother of the Ronnings

—

Minneapolis, July 15. Mrs. BergRonning, mother of Berger O.
Ronning, Paramount Southern Minnesota salesman, and William A. Ronning, booker for the Minnesota Amusement Co., passed away here at the age
of 69. Mrs. Ronning is also survived
by the widower, a brother and a sister.
Funeral services were held at the
Enger Funeral Home.
liot

Columbia Dividend
Columbia Pictures' board of direcmeeting held here declared

tors, at a

quarterly dividend of $1.06^4 per
share on the $4.25 cumulative preferred stock, payable on Aug. 15 to
stockholders of record on Aug. L
a

M-G-M Buys

'Kate'

M-G-M

has purchased the Broadversive interests, political and other- way musical, "Kiss Me Kate" for film
Cole Porter, who wrote
wise, that have injected themselves production.
into the councils of the industry, as, the music for the play, will add addiindeed, they have done, with devastat- tional songs for the screen presentaJack Cummings will produce
ing consequences, into the wider activi- tion.
the film.
ties of the nation's industries.
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National

Board Elects Rackmil

'IT

Pre-Selling

(Continued from page 1)
coupled with the board statement that
the company, which heretofore followed the practice of declaring annual
dividends, proposes to place its common stock on a semi-annual dividend
basis.

of the company" upon
assuming the presidency.
It
was further announced that
Rackmil will continue to serve as

utilizing
the
of
Decca,
"kindred interests" of the two com-

famous
books ever
written in

"in

panies

the advancement of plans

entertainment

all

media."

Blumberg, who has been president

COMPO

Dues

(Continued from page 1)
repeal of the Federal 20 per cent
admission tax. The finance plan already has been endorsed by the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Association and the Independent TheOwners Association of New
atre

York.

America—

The dues payment plan provides for
contributions based on theatre seatingcapacities, as follows Up to 500 seats,
$10 yearly; 750 seats, $15; 1,000, $25;
and over 2,500, $100.
$50,
2,500,
Drive-ins, based on car capacities,
will be asked to contribute as follows Up to 300, $10 yearly 500, $15
:

:

;

600, $25,

and over

COMPO

The

600, $50.

financing campaign,

to

all

when salesmen

of all film

com-

panies will solicit dues payments from
all exhibitors in the country. General
of major companies
have placed their sales forces at the
disposal of the drive committee for
that week.
Meetings of sales personnel and exhibitor committees will be held in
sales

WILLIAM WYLERS
PRODUCTION OF

Carrie
A Paramount Picture

industry,
also
stressed the mutual interests of

Both
and
in

Rackmil
Blumberg

their

managers

confidence
in
the
future
of
the motion picindustry,
ture
pointing out

of

major item

the

COMPO

finance

committee are Trueman Rembusch,
Oscar Doob, Rotus Harvey, Ben
Kalmenson, Sam Kirby and Harry

May

Set

(Continued from page 1)

campaign.

fall

—

Censor Challenge

the newsreel companies. The Little
serviced by Warner Pathe News.

is

The Motion Picture Association of
America reported here yesterday that
word was received from Manning Clagett,

MPAA

associate director of pub-

throughout the state have taken favorable editorial views of the industry's
challenge. Clyde Hissong, State Director of Education and head of the
State Censorship Division, has indicated to Clagett his desire to have the
Hence the mutual
issue
resolved.
agreement to have Hofheimer's theatre
serve as the point of departure.

ONESTOP

HRS.

11

TO LOS ANGELES*
ON

UNITED AIR LINES!
De

luxe

service

aloft,

Mainliner

delicious

stood to have revolved around quota,
tax and subsidy proposals. Foreign
managers attending the meeting declined to "write off" the inclusion of
a subsidy provision in any new agreement, but it was pointed out that this
did not mean that the pact actually
would provide for U. S. financial asIt is
sistance to French producers.
known also that the American comdisinclined "to
strongly
are
panies
agree to any reduction in the number
of films shipped annually to France.

Fox's

will obtain circulation for the special issue over a five-state area, where
the Sunday magazine would not ordinarily be read, for mutual benefit and

has hit a new
Nate Blumbers:
high in its worldwide gross income.
Rackmil, who was one of the
founders of Decca in 1934, has been advantage.
•
president of the record company since
1949. Rackmil, the principal in Decca's
King Features Syndicate has disacquisition of Universal Stock, bought tributed an elaborate mailing piece
Decca's holdings to 406,175 shares of on Walt Disney's "Treasury of
Universal common when he purchased Classic Tales" a new series of
Arthur Rank's interest in Uni- Sunday - page newspaper features
J.
versal for $2,700,000. Rank's holdings which will be offered for unintertotaled 134,375 shares of Universal rupted use. Unlike the usual syncommon.
dicate
feature
series,
this
is
Yesterday's 50-cent dividend declar- planned to run on and on, and
ation by Universal will be payable include all sorts of typically Disney
August 6 to stockholders of record on adventure, fantasy and fairy tales
July 25. The last previous dividend in comic and real-life style.
The
payment on the common was made on series will begin with "Robin Hood"
Dec. 19, 1951 when a year-end divi- and will go from there into "Peter
dend of 60 cents per share was paid.
Pan" and other beloved tales of
The cumulative preferred stock childhood for all ages. Each change
dividend will be payable on Septem- of story will provide a change of
ber 1, to stockholders of record on pace and opportunity to promote
August 15.
the reading audience, especially
among school groups. In color, it
will come in fractions and full
tabloid pages.
(Continued from page 1)
•

Brandt.

Johnston

in

He

Universal

each exchange center July 25, July 28
and August 4 for the purpose of organizing the drive.

Members

state-

ments expressed

this

agers and committees of exhibitors in
each exchange territory, will reach its
climax during the week of August
11-18,

publicity director for Fox Midwest Theatres in
Kansas City, read an item in "National
Pre-Selling" a week ago and was immediately interested in the fact that
the August 31
issue
of
American
Weekly is to be devoted to motion
pictures. And since there is no Hearst
newspaper in the trading area where
this Fox division operates 135 theatres, he wrote asking us to convey to
Ernest V. Heyn, editor of the Sunday newspaper magazine, his order for
200,000 copies to be distributed as a

week with lic relations, now in Columbus, that
company branch man- newspapers and radio and TV stations

which was launched
letters

;

SENN LAWLOR,

his

that

his

com-

is

40th year in the

Rackmil, who was elected to the
board at Universal's recent annual
meeting of stockholders, announced
that "there will be no changes in the

for

the most

memorating

both companies.

president

one of

Universal since 1938 and

Yesterday's declaration of a dividend
represented Decca's first return on its
$7,000,000 investment in Universal.
As holders of 406,175 shares of Universal 'common, a 42 per cent interest
Decca stands
in the film' company,
to gain $203,087 in Universal dividend
payments. It's yearly return, assuming the same dividend is declared six
months hence, would total $406,175.

management

Based on

of

1952

16,

including

meals

at

no

The August McCall's, on newsstands July 23, will give top billing to
Universal's "The World in His Arms"
with two and one-half columns and
three pictures.
The front-of-the-book
movie guide also recommends Warner's frothy musical, "She's Working
Her Way Through College," and
Paramount's powerful production of
Theodore Dreiser's "Carrie."
.
The Sunday Parade for July 13 featured a front-page color picture of
Rita Haxworth and an inside story of
her $250,000 in clothes.
Women's
clubs and film councils are being
alerted to the upcoming production of
"Carrie" as an outstanding picture.
Paramount has obtained a special reviezv and citation from the Southern
California Motion Picture
Council
which is being widely circulated.
•
.

.

.

.

Walter Brennan, Jeffrey Hunter
and Anne Francis are the 20th Century-Fox stars participating in the
world premiere of "Lure of the Wilderness" in Georgia this week.
There is a slight "feud" running between Waycross and Atlanta and
characters from Ware County with
blood in their eyes, swamp water in
their hip pockets and a passel of
shotguns, "fought it out" to main-

extra cost. Three flights to choose

tain

from leaving at 9 am, noon, and

premiere in Waycross, where the
picture was photographed. John
Harrison, Quigley Grand Award
winner,
and city manager for
Georgia Theatres in Waycross, won
his point, and so the picture opened

12:45

am

(DST).

Mainliners

all

You

fly big

DC-6

the way.

UNITED AIR LINES
IF

THE SCHEDULED AIRLINES

the

dignity

of

the

original

in Waycross at 12:01 this morning
and in Atlanta, at 8:15 tonight.
That's
compromise, Southern
a
Georgia style.
—Walter Brooks

I

currently advertised
in

the

COMPANION
Disney -RKO

Robin Hood

Washington Story
Lovely To Look At ...

.

The Merry Widow.

.

.

.

MGM
MGM
MGM
MGM

The Companion's unique movie news coverage
a

BIG

hit with over 4,300,000

has invested more

money

scores

women. That's why Hollywood

in the

Companion during the

past six years

than in any other monthly magazine*.
^Except of course the fan magazines.

-Companion

THE CROWELL- COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY-PUBLISHERS OF COLLIER'S, THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE, WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
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FIRST
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FILM

Concise

NEWS

Impartial

VOL.

72.

NO.

and

NEW

11

YORK,

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, JULY

TOA,

Allied U.K. Theatres
Heads Support Lose Battle
COMPO Dues Against Quota
WTO President Also Bids

London, July

15.

— Despite

the

For Anti-Tax Financing

opposition voiced by the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association and
The presidents of Allied States the National Association of TheAssociation, Theatre Owners of atrical and Kine Employes, the British
America and Western Theatre Films Council has recommended to the

Owners have expressed strong

en-

dorsement of the Council of Motion
Organizations'
financing
campaign in letters to their memberPicture

ships.

The letters, sent
of Allied, Mitchell

by Wilbur Snaper.

Wolfson
and H. V. (Rotus) Harvey
urge

the

COMPO
of

exhibitors

to

TOA,

of
of

WTO,

pay

their

executive committee at

its

meet-

ing.

Each

of the letters emphasized that

Trade

COMPO

Campaign Committee, which

is

Newsreels Set For
Convention Story
The

five

major newsreels,

having set speed records in
servicing theatres with highlights of the Republican convention last week, are planning equally as swift coverage of next week's Democratic
convention.

The companies will again
have expanded staffs working
at the Chicago convention,
and within hours will rush
prints to theatres.

This means that exhibitors
must continue to play the 25
per cent supporting program
quota, which they have blasted
as "unrealistic." Theo Fligel(Continued on page 2)

Washington, July

15.

—

Ground-

Amory

Of Pathe

'V-P'

in L.A.

Charles

Pathe Laboratories, Inc., it
disclosed here yesterday by Kenneth M. Young, president, following
a meeting of the Pathe board of disales for

was

MPEA

member companies'

foreign

shortly.

(Continued on page 4)

Announce Censor Challenge

jwork for special entertainment at the
1952 annual convention and trade
jshow of the Theatre Owners of
America, September 14-18 at the
iShoreham Hotel here, was begun this
[week, it was reported by A. Julian
ijBrylawski, convention chairman.
"This is an uncensored newsreel. We believe with the Supreme Court
of
Plans for obtaining top talent which the United States that motion pictures are entitled to the free press and. free
Svill
be performing in Washington speech guarantees of the Constitution.
(during the convention were discussed
"In order therefore to test in our courts the constitutionality
of motion
a meeting yesterday with hotel picture censorship, the newsreel you are about to see is being shown without
Eat
managers and committee chairmen.
an Ohio censorship seal."
Attending were Brylawski; Frank
The foregoing paragraphs will preto
(Continued on page 2)
face newsreels shown starting today in

In Place of Newsreel Seal

I

Semi-annual Dividend of
50c Declared by Board
Milton R. Rackmil, who as president of Decca Records represents a
controlling interest in Universal
Pictures, was elected president of
Universal yesterday
at
a
meeting here of
the board of di-

He suc-

rectors.

N.
J.
Blumberg, who

ceeds

was elected

A

decision may be made today at
the second day of Motion Picture Export Association conferences here on
the French proposals for a new film
pact whether Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America
president, and John G. McCarthy,
vice-president, will go to Paris at an
early date for further negotiations.

Eyeing Talent

Convention

President
Of Universal

Johnston May Set
Paris Trip Today

managers met the greater part of the
'organizing a nationwide drive for the rectors.
Amory's West Coast sales day yesterday with Johnston, Mc(Continued on page 4)
post is a newly-created one.
Carthy and Joyce O'Hara, MPAA
Amory, who will assume his new vice-president, with a view to deciding
duties in Los Angeles shortly, has re- on what basis further discussions with
signed_ as vice-president of sales for the French will be held. Today's meet
Souvaine Selective Pictures, Inc. Sou- will be a continuation of yesterday's.
vaine is expected to fill the vacancy
The meeting yesterday was underiFor Its

TOA

Elect Rackmil

be continued.

M. Amory has been elected
be matched vice-president in charge of West Coast

these payments, which will
by equal payments by the distributing
companies, will be placed entirely at
| the disposal of the
Tax Re-

TEN CENTS

1952

of this country's Board of
that the second feature quota

COMPO Elect
last

16,

president

dues according to a schedule

payment approved by the

,peal

Accurate

board chairman.

At the same
time, the board
declared a semiannual dividend
of 50 cents per
share
the
on
Milton Rackmil
common stock
and a quarterly
dividend of $1.06 per share on the 4^4
per cent cumulative preferred stock.
The
dividend
declaration
was
(Continued on page 4)

SWG

Vote Dooms

MPIC

Loyalty Unit

Hollywood, July
Picture

15.

— The

Motion

Industry

Council's plan to
establish
a
services
board,
which
would afford a channel for innocent
industry members charged with subversive affiliations to learn about accusations against them and present
relevant information, appeared doomed
following the Screen Writers Guild

referendum,
in

completed

last

midnight,

which the membership voted against

the proposal 176 to 143.

Iowa Unit

Yeshiva Campaign
Headed by Schimel
Adolph Schimel, vice-president and
general counsel of Universal Pictures,
has been named chairman of the
motion picture industry scholarship
fund for Yeshiva University.
Schimel announced the appointment
iof
the following industry executives
to the committee
Barney Balaban,
Nate Blumberg, Spyros P. Skouras,
:

(Continued on page 2)

Meet on
Tax Plans Tomorrow
Eldora, Iowa, July
— Allied In15.

many cities in Ohio.
will appear in the
place of the usual cen-

five theatres in as

The paragraphs

dependent Theatre Owners of Iowa, newsreels in
Nebraska and Mid-Central will hold sor's seal.
an annual midsummer meeting on
Thus will the industry announce to
Thursday at Lake Okoboji, Iowa, with the audiences in those theatres its
the top item on the agenda being a challenge of Ohio's right to censor
discussion of the unit's plans for the newsreels. In one of the theatres, L.
J.
fight against the government's 20 per Hofheimer's Little Theatre in Columcent admission tax.
bus, will be stationed a state field inThe meeting will also discuss fall spector whose duty it will be to swear
promotions for theatres and plans for out warrants returnable in municipal
the September 5 newspaper publishers- court against the exhibitor and the
exhibitors meeting in Des Moines. distributor of the Little's print of the
There will be an open forum on film 'American Newsreel" of the Republideals, performances, exploitation and can National Convention filmed by all
other problems confronting exhibitors.
(Continued on page 4)

California Raises

Women's Pay Rates
San Francisco, July
The California wage

15.

—

rate

law for women has been
changed to increase the min-

imum

for

women

executives

from $250 to $350 per month.
Other women workers were
raised from 65 to 70 cents
per hour and in the lesser
rate an increase from 50 to
60 cents for minors was
ordered.

;
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Hollywood from

Closed
Circuit TV Development

is

in

York.

•

Jack Behr

of

M-G-M's

studio ad-

vertising-exploitation department, is
the father of a boy, born at St. John's
Hospital, Los Angels.

•

Norman V. McLeod, director, and
Gordon Griffith, associate producer
with Independent Productions, are

New York

in

from Hollywood.
•

The appointment of Victor M. Ratner as director of theatre telesessions, a newly-created division of Theatre Network Television was
president.
disclosed here yesterday by Nathan L. Halpern,

TNT

The new

division will develop the use of closed circuit theatre television on a nationwide basis for meetings of business concerns, government
agencies and other organizations, Hal(Continued from page 1)
pern stated.
Ratner, who has long devoted his
stone, former CEA president,
career to promotion advertising and
had charged that the quota
merchandising,
more recently was
amounted to the blackmailing
vice-president in charge of promotion
of
exhibitors
into
playing
and public relations for Macy's.
worthless second features and
While in that position, he developed
documentaries
which
drive
the picture - of - the - month tie-in of
patrons away from theatres.

U.K. Quota

Carroll L. Puciato, vice-president
of Realart Pictures and Jack Broder
Productions, has arrived in London
motion pictures and merchandising
from Paris.
J.

Earl Henning, executive

of the

Mann-Lippert Co., San Francisco, is
Mary's Hospital there for
at St.
surgery.

in

From

1947 to 1949
Ratner was vice-president in charge
and promotion at
advertising
of
Columbia Broadcasting.
In addition to serving as director

the

•

retail

trade.

of theatre tele-sessions, Ratner will
•
Sochin, Universal short continue to conduct promotion and
relations activities with the
subjects sales manager, was in New public
Haven yesterday from New York on company bearing his name.

Irving

business.

Kramer,

Movies Co., has
wide sales trip.

William
manager,

is

director

left

T.V.

of

here on a country-

•
Spencer, M-G-M studio
a grandfather for the

third time.

Services Held for
Alfred Sedgwick, 46

$150,000

Michigan

Film Storage Fire
— An explosive
Detroit, July
15.

fire,

visible for

15 miles, destroyed a

storage warehouse near Northville, with a loss estimated at $150,000.
The blaze, which raged out of control four hours, left only the walls of
the structure. The building was owned
by Charles H. Simpson of Detroit who
distributes films to suburban houses.
film

—

Toronto, July 15. Funeral services
for Alfred Sedgwick, 46, manager of
the Odeon Palace Theatre, St. Catharines,
Ont,
were
held
in
St.
Catharines today.

who

Sedgwick,

previously

managed

Toronto for Famous Players, was struck by a truck in St.
Catharines.
He is survived by the
widow, two children and several
brothers and sisters.
theatres in

Rosenberger

WB

CEA

indictment of the
at its annual con-

vention last week at Llandudno, North
Wales, the Council also decided to
give further consideration to a memorandum in support of the exhibitor
stand which Tom O'Brien,
general secretary, sent to the conven-

NATKE

tion.

in the memorandum to
president's statement that he

Referring
the

•

Nat

Following the
quota by the

BOT

1952

16,

Newsreel

Parade
7 HE GOP convention

is the highcurrent newsrcels.
Other items include new planes, sub-

light

producer,

New

New

Ratner Heads

Personal
Mention
JULES LEVEY,

Wednesday, July

of

all

marines and human interest
Complete contents follow:

stories.

MOVIETONE NEWS,
reel

devoted

to

No. 58— Entire
Republican ticket Eisen-

—

hower and Nixon.

NEWS OF THE

DAY,

No. 292

Film

story of Eisenhower victory.

FARAMOUNT NEWS,
convention,
nomination.

Eisenhower

No.

95

speech

— GOP

accepting

—

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 29A Oil
Sen. Nixon's background.
search for oil. BergmanRossellini twins. Horse race in Italy. Dogr's
life can be pleasant. "Baby motorboats."
tankers
Israeli

ablaze.

engineers

UNIVERSAL, NEWS,
hower accepts. Tanker

578—

No.

blast.

Horse

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Eisenhower

accepts.

Tanker

Eisenrace.

No.
blast.

—

97
Jets

Pacific in record hop. First anti-sub
submarine. Australian floods. "Story of
Will Rogers" premiere. Racing.

cross

UA

Sues

ABC

for

was considering prosecuting some 55

Cancelling Film

cases of persistent exhibitor quota defaults, O'Brien asserted that that "is
a little over one per cent of the
operating cinemas in the United King-

Los Angeles, July 15. In a unique
case arising from an exhibitor's cancellation of a film contract,

dom."

He
cuits

—

continued:

"The two great

cir-

have maintained a level of pro-

Superior
Court Judge Wilbur Curtis has issued a show-cause order, returnable

ABC

Theatres,
duction from resources that were pri- Friday, instructing
marily invested for the exhibition of Inc., operators of the Canon Theatre,
films.
These circuits, and the over- Beverly Hills, to explain why the
whelming majority of exhibitors, have house should not exhibit the United
endeavored, often under serious dis- Artists Sid Kuller production, "Actadvantages, to carry out their quota ors and Sin," beginning July 24, as
contracted.

obligations."

UA and Kuller brought suit asking
Turning to the Anglo - American
that
ABC be compelled to run the
Film Agreement, O'Brien said, the
Americo Rosenberger has been ap- impending discussions between Her picture or pay $250,000 in damages.
ABC stated the film had been
pointed manager for Warner Broth- Majesty's Government and the Ameribooked unseen, on reports it had done
ers in Mexico, by Wolfe Cohen, the cans are being made the occasion to
big business in New York, and was
general foreign manager. Rosenberger further the anti-American policy of
cancelled when ABC discovered it
Cominform.
will operate under the supervision of the
was a travesty ridiculing motion picArmando Trucios, Warner's Pacific
Says Fund Would Collapse
ture people.
division head.
O'Brien continued "Deprived of an
The Mexican post had been vacant adequate supply of American films the
for some time.
Eady Fund would collapse and Enter- Mother of the Ronnings
Minneapolis, July 15.- Mrs. Bergtainments Tax revenue would suffer a
severe laceration. "It is an unpalat- liot Ronning, mother of Berger O.
able but inescapable fact that the Ronning, Paramount Southern MinneEnterprises, Inc.
British film industry cannot flourish in sota salesman, and William A. Ronits
own market without imported ning, booker for the Minnesota AmuseFormation of Kon-Tiki Enterprises,
Productions, films. The debacle of 1947, which put ment Co., passed away here at the age
Inc.,
by Sol Lesser
Rand-McNally Publishing Co. and 6,000 of our members out of work, of 69. Mrs. Ronning is also survived
Thor Heyerdahl, producer of the film from which we have never recovered, by the widower, a brother and a sister.
"Kon-Tiki," was announced here with proved that. We have not the optimum Funeral services were held at the
the opening of headquarters in Chi- essentials to maintain even half the Enger Funeral Home.
level of current weekly public attendcago.
The new company will merchandise ances at nearly 5,000 cinemas with Columbia Dividend
throughout the world, articles bearing British films alone. It would be catasColumbia Pictures' board of directrophic to attempt to do so."
a "Kon-Tiki" motif.
tors, at a meeting held here declared
O'Brien concluded with an appeal
a quarterly dividend of $1.06*4 per
to the Films Council to consider ways
share on the $4.25 cumulative preand means whereby it could rehabiliferred stock, payable on Aug. 15 to
prestige of the industry.
tate the
(Continued from page 1)
stockholders of record on Aug. 1.

Mexican Manager

:

Patrick Byrne, 45
St.

Byrne,

Louis,
45,

July

RKO

15.

— Patrick

Radio salesman

F.
at

the local exchange, died as the result
of an auto accident on Monday when
the car in
which he was riding
skidded and overturned on a wet
highway.
Byrne was traveling with
his wife, three of his children and
his father-in-law.
No one else was
severely injured.

Yeshiva Campaign
(Continued from page 1)

Gus

S. Eyssell, A. Schneider, George
Skouras, Robert Weitman, Irving
H. Greenfield, George Schaefer William Zimmerman,
Max Seligman,
Robert K. Christenberry (Hotel Astor), J. H. Lang, Jules W. Catsiff,

P.

;

Samuel Rosen and M. B. Blackman.

K. C. Drive-in Robbed
Kansas

—

City, July 15.
Four
masked robbers held up the assistant
manager of the Crest drive-in theatre
here and obtained about $4,000.

—

Forms K on-T iki

TOA

Convention

NATKE

Boucher, convention co - ordinator
Jack Foxe, publicity chairman Herbert Blunch, manager of the Statler;
Neal Mack, manager of the May;

flower, and Gardner Moore, manager
of the Shoreham.
The hotel men pledged to book
name acts during the time the members meet.

the
perform its functions, face the facts as
they are and rid itself of these subversive interests, political and otherwise, that have injected themselves
into the councils of the industry, as,
indeed, they have done, with devastating consequences, into the wider activities of the nation's industries.
sincerely

believes

that

Films Council should vigorously

M-G-M Buys

'Kate'

M-G-M

has purchased the Broadway musical, "Kiss Me Kate" for film
Cole Porter, who wrote
production.
the music for the play, will add additional songs for the screen presentation.
Jack Cummings will produce
the film.
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Wednesday, July

National

Board Elects Rackmil

'IT

Pre-Selling

(Continued from page 1)
coupled with the board statement that
the company, which heretofore followed the practice of declaring annual
dividends, proposes to place its common stock on a semi-annual dividend
basis.

Yesterday's declaration of a dividend
represented Decca's first return on its
$7,000,000 investment in Universal.
As holders of 406,175 shares of Universal common, a 42 per cent interest
in the film' company, Decca stands
to gain $203,087 in Universal dividend
payments. It's yearly return, assuming the same dividend is declared six
months hence, would total $406,175.

Rackmil, who was elected to the
board at Universal's recent annual
meeting of stockholders, announced
that "there will be no changes in the

Based on

management' of the company" upon
his assuming the presidency.
It
was further announced that
Rackmil will continue to serve as
the
utilizing
of
Decca,
"kindred interests" of the two com-

president

one

of

the most

famous
books ever
written in

America—

panies "in the advancement of plans
for all entertainment media."
Blumberg, who has been president

COMPO

Dues

(Continued from page 1)
repeal of the Federal 20 per cent
admission tax. The finance plan already has been endorsed by the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Association and the Independent Theatre
Owners Association of New
York.
The dues payment plan provides for
contributions based on theatre seating
capacities, as follows Up to 500 seats,
$10 yearly 750 seats, $15 1,000, $25
and over 2,500, $100.
$50,
2,500,
Drive-ins, based on car capacities,
will be asked to contribute as follows Up to 300, $10 yearly 500, $15
600, $25, and over 600, $50.
financing campaign,
The
which was launched this week with
letters to all company branch managers and committees of exhibitors in
each exchange territory, will reach its
climax during the week of August
11-18, when salesmen of all film companies will solicit dues payments from
all exhibitors in the country. General
sales managers of major companies
have placed their sales forces at the
disposal of the drive committee for
that week.
Meetings of sales personnel and exhibitor committees will be held in
each exchange center July 25, July 28
and August 4 for the purpose of organizing the drive.
:

;

;

;

:

;

;

COMPO

WILLIAM WYLERS
PRODUCTION OF

Carrie
A Paramount Picture

Members

of

the

COMPO

of Universal since
memorating his

Set

(Continued from page 1)
stood to have revolved around quota,
tax and subsidy proposals. Foreign
managers attending the meeting declined to "write off" the inclusion of
a subsidy provision in any new agreement, but it was pointed out that this
did not mean that the pact actually
would provide for U. S. financial asIt is
sistance to French producers.

known

also

that the

American com-

to
disinclined
are
strongly
agree to any reduction in the number
of films shipped annually to France.

panies

com-

SENN LAWLOR,

publicity director for Fox Midwest Theatres in
Kansas City, read an item in "National
Pre-Selling" a week ago and was immediately interested in the fact that
the August 31
issue
of
American
Weekly is to be devoted to motion
pictures. And since there is no Hearst
newspaper in the trading area where
this Fox division operates 135 theatres, he wrote asking us to convey to
Ernest V. Heyn, editor of the Sunday newspaper magazine, his order for
200,000 copies to be distributed as a

industry,
also
stressed the mutual interests of

both companies.

Both

Rackmil
Blumberg

in

their

state-

ments expressed
confidence
in
the
future
of
the motion picindustry,
ture
pointing out
that
Universal
has hit a new

major item

in

Fox's

campaign.

fall

He

will obtain circulation for the special issue over a five-state area, where
the Sunday magazine would not ordinarily be read, for mutual benefit and

Nate Blumberg
high in its worldwide gross income.
Rackmil, who was one of the
founders of Decca in 1934, has been advantage.
•
president of the record company since
1949. Rackmil, the principal in Decca's
King Features Syndicate has disacquisition of Universal Stock, bought tributed an elaborate mailing piece
Decca's holdings to 406,175 shares of on Walt Disney's "Treasury of
Universal common when he purchased Classic Tales" a new series of
Arthur Rank's interest in Uni- Sunday - page newspaper features
J.
versal for $2,700,000. Rank's holdings which will be offered for unintertotaled 134,375 shares of Universal rupted use. Unlike the usual syncommon.
dicate
feature
series,
this
is
Yesterday's 50-cent dividend declar- planned to run on and on, and
ation by Universal will be payable include all sorts of typically Disney
August 6 to stockholders of record on adventure, fantasy and fairy tales
July 25. The last previous dividend in comic and real-life style.
The
payment on the common was made on series will begin with "Robin Hood"
Dec. 19, 1951 when a year-end divi- and will go from there into "Peter
dend of 60 cents per share was paid.
Pan" and other beloved tales of
The cumulative preferred stock childhood for all ages. Each change
dividend will be payable on Septem- of story will provide a change of
ber 1, to stockholders of record on pace and opportunity to promote
August 15.
the reading audience, especially
among school groups. In color, it
will come in fractions and full
tabloid pages.
(Continued from page 1)
•
The August McCall's, on newsthe newsreel companies. The Little is
stands July 23, will give top billing to
serviced by Warner Pathe News.
The Motion Picture Association of Universal's "The World in His Arms"
America reported here yesterday that with two and one-half columns and

—

Censor Challenge

word was received from Manning Cla- three

MPAA

associate director of public relations, now in Columbus, that
stations
newspapers and radio and
throughout the state have taken favorable editorial views of the industry's
challenge. Clyde Hissong, State Director of Education and head of the
State Censorship Division, has indicated to Clagett his desire to have the
resolved.
Hence the mutual
issue
agreement to have Hofheimer's theatre
serve as the point of departure.

gett,

TV

pictures.

The front-of-the-book

movie guide also recommends Warner's frothy musical, "She's

Way Through

Her

Working
and

College,"

Paramount 's powerfid production of
Theodore Dreiser's "Carrie."
The Sunday Parade for July 13 fea.

.

.

tured a front-page color picture of
Rita Hayworth and an inside story of
her $250,000 in clothes.
Women's
clubs and film councils are being
alerted to the upcoming production of
"Carrie" as an outstanding picture.
Paramount has obtained a special review and citation from the Southern
California Motion Picture
Council
which is being widely circulated.
.

.

o

TO LOS ANGELES

4

ON

Brandt.

May

is

finance

committee are Trueman Rembusch,
Oscar Doob, Rotus Harvey, Ben
Kalmenson, Sam Kirby and Harry

Johnston

1938 and

40th year in the

and

1952

16,

UNITED AIR LINES!
De luxe

service

delicious

Mainliner

aloft,

including

meals

at

no

extra cost. Three flights to choose

from leaving at 9 am, noon, and
12:45

am

Mainliners

(DST).
all

You

fly

the way.

big DC-6

Walter Brennan, Jeffrey Hunter
and Anne Francis are the 20th Century-Fox stars participating in the
world premiere of "Lure of the Wilderness" in Georgia this week.
There is a slight "feud" running between Waycross and Atlanta and
characters from Ware County with
blood in their eyes, swamp water in
their hip pockets and a passel of
shotguns, "fought it out" to mainthe dignity of the original
premiere in Waycross, where the
picture was photographed. John
Harrison, Quigley Grand Award
winner,
and city manager for
Georgia Theatres in Waycross, won
his point, and so the picture opened
tain

in

at 12:01 this morning
Atlanta, at 8:15 tonight.

Waycross

and

in

compromise,

That's

a

Georgia

style.

Southern

Walter Brooks

I

currently advertised
in

the

COMPANION
Disney

Washington Story
Lovely To Look At

The Merry Widow

.

.

.

.

,

-RKO

MCM
MCM
MCM
MCM

The Companion's unique movie news coverage
a

BIG

hit with over 4,300,000

has invested more

money

scores

women. That's why Hollywood

in the

Companion during the

past six years

than in any other monthly magazine*.
*

Except of course the fan magazines.

-Companion

THE CROWELL- COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY-PUBLISHERS OF COLLIER'S. THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE, WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
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NEWS
WHILE
IT IS

NEWS
VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

12

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JULY

7,500,000

Complaints on

Top Loan Granted
Coast Probe To 20th-Fox

Bidding

Amis Shifting Attention

Now

to Distributors

Hollywood, July

16.

— Unfair-

ness on the part of distributors in
administering the bidding system is
foremost among the charges voiced
by independent exhibitors in their
talks with William D. Amis, investigator for the Senate Small Business
Committee,
who today told
Motion Picture Daily he intends

mony gathered during

the first

Executive

Sept.

of

$500,000

individually is that exchangemen habitually play one bidder against another
by cross-quoting bids in violation of
fair trade principles.

Film Dividends for

Below '51
—The DeJuly

V. -P.

'

Alfred E. DafT, vice-president and
director of world sales for Universal
Pictures since November, 1950, has
been appointed executive vice-president, it was an-

nounced
by

The breakdown
:

here

"King Kong" and
Seven Dwarfs,"

the

Alfred Daff
in

the

company's'

(Continued on page 5)

Distribution and playdate plans for
for the next
six months will highlight the agenda
of a two-day sales meeting of
district managers, which will get underway here today at the company's

Warner Brothers product

WB

16.
Washington,
Radio is about to experiment
partment of Commerce revealed to- with the formula in promoting a new home office.
Ben Kalmenson, viceday that publicly declared cash divi- picture, "Sudden Fear."
The film, president in charge of distribution,
dends paid by corporations in the starring Joan Crawford, will open at will preside.
film industry fell below 1951 both for Loew's State here, on August 6. It
Pictures to be discussed include
June and for the first half of the will also open in Cleveland on the "The Story of Will Rogers,"
color
year.
same day at the Palace.
in Technicolor, starring Will Rogers,
drop to 20 cents in the dividend
Terry Turner,
Radio exploita- Jr., and Jane Wyman "Big Jim Mc-

RKO

A

RKO

(Continued on

;

t>a(je

5)

Resume French Pact
Conference Monday
Third of a series of meetings on Franco-American film
pact proposals among distribution foreign managers and
Motion Picture Association of
America executives will be
held here on Monday.
The second meeting yesterday, like the first on Tuesday,
was concerned with sounding
out the views of the various
company executives. "Proggress was made," was the
report.
Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA president, will preside
at Monday's meeting as he
did at the other two.

that the reissued "King Kong" will gross in
rental from $2,500,000 to $3,000,000,
(Continued on page 5)
tion

director,

disclosed

Lain,"
Wayne-Fellows
production,
starring John Wayne and Nancy Olson
"Where's Charley?," Techni;

(Continued on page 4)

Columbia's Capital Slight Improvement
Cut by $500,000
In Metals Situation
Washington, July

16.

— Columbia

Pictures' capital has been reduced
from $17,609,306 to $17,126,278, or
close to half a million dollars, the
company has informed the Securities

and Exchange Commission.

the

industry's

tax

repeal

it

Daff has been of Motion Picture Organizations Tax
with Universal Repeal Campaign Committee.
Highly pleased with the results of
for
32
years,
having started their first move at organizing the inin
the
motion dustry throughout the country, the
picture business committee co-chairmen said yesterday
office
in
Sydney, they were confident they would have

9

as

Compo Gets Replies from
26 States; Others Due

Milton

6 Months Releases
RKO Radio Testing Feature Warner s
Heavy TV Buildups Sales Meeting Here

"Snow White and

Posts

was disclosed here yesIcame chairman terday by Col. H. A. Cole and Pat
McGee, co-chairmen of the Council
of the board.

follows
400,000;

TV

Tax War

when Nate mittees in
Blumberg
be- campaign,

been added to the company's
working capital.

such reissues

Volunteer for

day,

has

Encouraged by the success of the
special format of a heavy and concentrated
promotion used to promote

46 Exhibitors

R.
Forty-six exhibitors in 26 states
Rackmil, who already have indicated acceptance
became presiin response to an appeal asking
dent of the comtheatremen
to serve on state company on Tues-

1947.

4,

The balance

'U's'

Officers Reelected

taling $7,500,000, of which $7,000,000, has been used to satisfy in full
the unpaid principal amount of notes
issued under a credit agreement dated

Amis, who came West in sequel to Bank & Trust, $600,000.
Southern California Theatre Owners
There were no underwriters to the
Association's request to the Senate notes, which bear interest until speciSmall Business Committee, said the fied due dates at the rate of three and
outstanding complaint made by some
(.Continued on page 5)
35 independent exhibitors talked with

First-half

Daff Becomes

of borrowings is as
Chase National Bank, $2,Bankers Trust, $2,100,000;
week Bank of America, $1,200,000; Manufacturers Trust, $1,200,000; Chemical

shifting his attention now to distributors in a follow-through of the testiof' his stay.

Twentieth Century - Fox has
signed a loan agreement with five
banks, providing for borrowings to-

TEN CENTS

1952

17,

Washington, July 16.— Some

slight

additional

film
theatre and
studio
equipment may be manufactured under
the terms of an order issued by Henry
H. Fowler, permitting manufacturers
of consumer durable items to draw on

The reduction was achieved with
the elimination from capital of $745,repre100,
the amount previously
sented by 7,451 shares of $4.25 cumulative preferred stock and the addition of $262,072 transferred to capital by reason of the capitalization of

The National Production Authority
Administrator said that the military
has had time enough since the freeze
on supplies to sort out the types of
steel which it needed, and manufactur-

(Continued on page 5)

(Continucd on page 5)

the limited supplies of steel frozen in
warehouses since the steel strike.

acceptances from air of the 48 states
before the end of the week.
Cole explained that wires were sent
to a number of exhibitors in each
state advising them of the organization of the campaign and asking them
to serve on their state committees. On
receipt of acceptances, those agreeing
to serve, he said, will be asked to set
(Continued on page 5)

ms'nAsms
BOSTON, July 16. —NorGlassman, president
of the Independent Exhibitors of New England, today sounded a call for all
exhibitor organizations
throughout the country to
join forces in the campaign to repeal the 20 per
cent Federal admission
tax, meanwhile pledging
support of his own group
to the COMPO drive.

man

MINNEAPOLIS, July 16.—
Business is on the upswing
not only in local situations but also in rural
areas that have been affected by television in
the last two years, Irving
Marks, Monogram branch
manager here, reports,
giving as his reason for
this the return of the
lost audience.
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SOUTH GOING IN HEAVILY FOR TWIN
DRIVE-INS; STRONG PUBLIC SUPPORT

Personal
Mention
JAMES MULVEY,
dent,

here

return

will

New

and

of

Al

vice-presi-

from

Holly-

Mulvey, meanwhile,
grandfather Monday when

wood Monday.
became a

Brooklyn pitcher
Ralph Branca, gave birth to a girl
at Mount Vernon Hospital, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
his daughter, wife of

•

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century-

Fox

Al Lichtman,

president;

direc-

tor of distribution; Donald Henderson, treasurer, and Stirling Silliphant, Eastern publicity director, are
due back here from the Coast at the

weekend.
•

Leon

Bamberger,

J.

RKO

Radio

sales promotion, head, will leave here
tomorrow with Mrs. Bamberger for

Minnesota, where they
daughter and family.
•
Herman Ripps, field assistant to
John P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern
sales manager, is due here from Bos-

a vacation in
will

visit

their

Orleans, July

tendency

16.

— The

gen-

roy,

of

Broadmoor

exchange area

the other in

in
is

the industry in this
centered on the erec-

Monroe.

Thomas McEl-

Legion Lists Seven
Films in Class A-I

Shreveport,

for

Inc.,

tion today by the Lower Mall
Theatre here of the uncen-

also

Monroe,

"American Newsreel,"
which highlights the Republican National Convention, left
the exhibitor and Universal
Newsreel, distributor of the
sored

print, subject to the fines imposed by the state of Ohio,

the censoring governing body,
in the test of the legality of
the state censorship law. Originally, the Little Theatre in

Columbus and Warner Pathe

News were

:

;

;

;

;

;

rules

seeking

Warrants returnable in
municipal court against the
exhibitor and the distributor
are scheduled to be served tomorrow by a state field inspector who witnessed the exhibition,
thus inaugurating
what is expected to be a long,
drawn-out

legal test of Ohio's
right to censor newsreels.

confine

to

activities of alien actors in this

to be the subjects

of the test.

erns.

New

1952

Cleveland, July 16.— ExhibiTheatres,

Equity Restricts
Alien Performers

The Legion of Decency lists the
following seven films in Class A, secI
"Jumping Jacks," Paraton at the weekend and on Monday tion
mount
"Lure of the Wilderness,"
will head for Buffalo.
•
"Miracle of Our
20th Century-Fox
"Pirate
George Haddad, manager of the Lady of Fatima," Warner
Warner Gem Theatre at Willimantic, Submarine," Lippert "Rainbow Round
"WashingConn., has been named acting man- My Shoulder," Columbia
ager of the circuit's Palace, Norwich, ton Story," M-G-M, and "World in
His Arms," Universal.
Conn.
•
The report also notes that the film
•Jean Hersholt is due in New formerly nlaced in Class B, "2,000
York today by plane from Europe, Women," has been changed to "House

17,

Warrants Due Today
In Censor 'Tesf

has
one planned
on which construction
tion of twin drive-ins.
Reports from will soon get underway. Fred T. McAlexandria, La. where the first in this Lendon, head of a string of theatres
territory was opened not so long ago throughout the South, M. A. (Max)
by Joy N. Houck and associates of Connet, pilot of a circuit of theatres
Joy Theatres, Inc., indicate that the in Mississippi, and Milton Guidry, asenthusiastic reaction of theatregoers, sociated with the former two in sevtheir
preference for this style and eral single theatre projects have started
policy of film presentation, and the the building of Twin Hub, one and a
large crowds attracted thereto has half miles out of Lafayette's limits on
whipped up perhaps the greatest re- U.S. Highway 167. It will accommosurgence hereabouts since the appeal date 1,000 cars.
A feature attraction that many
for the need of reorientation in showdrive-in owners are contemplating to
manship was first expounded.
Several theatre owners are devising add to their amusement areas, both
plans for such projects, while others single and twin, is a "little theatre for
are scurrying around in search of suit- little people," equipped with kiddy
able sites. Meanwhile, Houck and as- chairs, 16mm. projection and screen
sociates already have two others un- where the youngsters can view a proder construction, one near Bunkie, La., gram of comics, cartoons and Westeral

president

Goldwyn Productions,
Crown, worldwide sales

Thursday, July

the

coun-

Displays Increased
For Ohio's Fair
— AddiColumbus,
July

have been adopted by Actors'
Equity Association, Angus Duncan,
executive secretary pro tern, disclosed
here yesterday.
"Actors' Equity has become compelled by working conditions, widespread unemployment in this country,
and lack of opportunity for American
actors in England, to implement its
rule," the Equity Council stated.
try

O.,

16.

from

producers
assured for the "Hollywood at the Fair" exhibit at the
Ohio State Fair here August 22-29.
The industry is cooperating to prodisplays

tional

have

film

been

mote goodwill.
and will leave Friday for Hollywood of 1,000 Women."
In addition to the original Tarzan
by train.
•
7 Films Listed as Adult
and Jane costumes, from Irving LesProductions, RKO Radio will
ser
William B. Zoellner, head of MToronto', July 16.
Seven features
Nat Nathanson, until recently East- send a miniature of the keelboat used
G-M's short subject and newsreel have been rated adult entertainment
ern and Canadian sales manager for in "The Big Sky," five jet planes
sales, is due back here tomorrow from by the Ontario Board of Censors, as
"Marriage in the Shadows," United Artists, left here yesterday for (miniatures) used in "Jet Pilot," a
follows
a visit to Eastern exchanges.
•
"Sands of Time," "Brief Rapture," Rome to conduct further negotiations model boat used in "Blackbeard the
Radio
RKO
McNally,
Bertie
"The Sniper," "Don't Bother to for an international film distribution Pirate," a model of an Army truck
manager for Ireland, and Mrs. Mc- Knock," "Clash by Night" and "If deal on which he is currently working. seen in "One Minute to Zero" and a
He expects to announce detailed plans miniature 24-sheet used in "The
Nally announce the birth of a son, This Be Sin."
on
his return.
Lusty Men" to advertise a rodeo in
Walter.

Nathanson Abroad
On New Film Deal

—

:

•

William

Selwyn,

Monogram-

Allied Artists casting director, has reto his Hollywood office on
crutches, the result of a broken ankle,

turned

FWC's Filmarte

the picture.

to

House Video Studio
—Filmcraft
Los Angeles, July
16.

Twentieth Century-Fox will send
model set from "Snows of Kiliminstars
Gregory Peck,
jaro" which
Susan Hayward and Ava Gardner.

Technicolor 'Lab'
Set for Churubusco

a

—

Productions has completed negotiaMexico City, July 16.
Arrangetions with Fox West Coast Theatres ments for installation of a Technicolor
short
Betti
for a long-term lease on the Filmarte laboratory in the Churubusco-Azteca
subject distributor, will sail from here
Theatre on Vine Street, Isidore Lin- studio here are being made by the
toBritank
S.S.
the
on
England
for
denbaum, president and executive pro- studio and the industry's own bank,
day.
ducer of the video film firm, an- the semi-official Banco Nacional Cinee
nounced.
matografico, Mario de la Cueva, the
diEastern
Radio
Nat Levy,
It will be reconstructed into a
bank's manager, has announced. Cesar
vision sales manager, will leave here
filming plant.
Santos Galindo, manager of the studio,
Toronto.
for
today
is co-operating on the plans.
•
o
Doyle, independent

that of a hunting camp in
of Kiliminjaro in Africa.
United Artists will send a display
of the clothing worn by Humphrey

The

•

RKO

the

Terms Picketing

by plane yesterday for London.
•

cut

—

there from Duluth and Superior.

SEG

•

—

The Screen
Hollywood, July 16.
Sol Lesser plans to return here
from London aboard the 5". 5". Queen Extras Guild has re-elected Richard
H. Gordon president for the fifth term.
Mary on July 23.

Pan,"

"Robin

Hood."

previ-

display,

"Snow

"Peter

art,

White"

Production

in

steps

on
and
in

the making of "Alice in Wonderland"
a so will be shown in a special still
1

—

Reelects Gordon

Hepburn

Katharine

ously announced, will include

Hartford, July 16. The Connecti- Uphold $10,000 Verdict
Supreme Court of Errors has
The
Albany, N. Y., July 16.
termed illegal picketing of the Ken- Court of Appeals unanimously upheld
advertising- mike Theatre, Waterbury, by the Mo- a $10,000 verdict awarded to Henry
Brandes,
Bonnie
publicity head for the Fox Theatre in tion Picture Operators, Local 304 on Martin, of Albany, against Fast Theathe grounds it was not the outgrowth tres, Inc., (a Fabian subsidiary) for
Detroit, is in Europe on a vacation.
injuries
sustained in tripping over
carpeting in the down stairs lounge
of the Palace, October 6, 1949. Martin claimed that in addition to fracturing his skull he lost the sense of
The states highest tribunal
taste.
of
the
affirmed the determination
Lower Courts.

and

"The African Queen."
The Walt Disney

Illegal

•
of a labor dispute but designed to
force the theatre to employ only union
branch
Republic
Loeffler,
Joe
manager in Minneapolis, has returned members.

is

Bogart

TV

Marcos Roces, operator of the Orpheum Theatre in Manila, left here

set

shadow

display.

Chi.'s Oriental to

—

Reopen

The Oriental
July 16.
Theatre, closed since early June, will
reopen early in August under operChicago,

ation

of

ing, the

the

owners

of

the

build-

Walco Corp. Charles Hogan,

local theatrical booking
agent, who has been connected with
the management of the house for
many years, will be managing direc-

well-known

|

I

tor.
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THE N0.1
PERFORMANCE
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SCREEN PLAY BY

A

,

EDWARD LUDWIG -JAMES EDWARD GRANT WAYNE -FELLOWS
•

production

,

r

™

,

-

,
,
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N0.1

BOXOFFICE
Above ad included

in

the pressbook campaign.

Note copy emphasis on 'filmed

in

Hawaii.'
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British Attendance
Concern Is Felt for Business
From Democrats' Home Telecasts

Little

Continues Decline

—

London, July 16. The downward
trend of box-office attendance, reported
by Sir Philip Warter, chairman of
Associated Britsh Picture Corp. has
been confirmed by the latest entertainment tax returns. For the fifth month
in succession receipts from the entertainment duty from theatres show a
decline.

According to the official Customs
and Excise figures for May the total
duty paid by theatres was £3,298,000.
In January the figures were £3,502,000
February, £3,423,000; March, £3, 342,;

000

Theatremen, heartened by the virtual failure of the home televised Republican National Convention to make a dent last week in
box-office receipts, are viewing the possible competition of the
upcoming Democratic National Convention on home television
with little concern.
The twin factors of prohibitive prices and lack of exclusivity
make the event undesirable for TV-equipped theatres. Like the
Republican convention, the television pool would charge a theatre
50 cents per seat if it carried the Democratic convention, which
opens Monday.
Theatre Network Television, which sought to televise both conventions at the request of a number of exhibitors, said that the
television pool also sought payment for all cable charges from

Equipment

World

.

•

.

RAY GALLO

with

BUHRER and
O. KleinPM.
smith have been named executive
C.

Chicago.

April £3,336,000.

;

THEATRE

In the

•

ABC

Sir Philip, whose
circuit comprises 450 theatres, in his annual report to stockholders said
"The at:

tendance in the current year to date
has been adversely affected by the exceptionally fine weather and other
causes, and having regard to the continual rise in operating costs, mainly
wages, the results in the first quarter
of the current financial year do not
compare favorably with the corresponding period of last year. It is, of

Carbon
of National
Co., according to an announcement by
A. S. Johnson, president. Joining the
company in 1923 as a development engineer, Buhrer rose through several
vice-presidents

Minimum Wage Rate Warner Sales Meet
{Continued from page
Up in Puerto Rico
1)

Washington, July 16.
wage rates in the motion

— Minimum

picture industry in Puerto Rico will be raised
to 55 cents per hour, effective Aug.
the Department of Labor an11,

starring Ray Bolger
color,
"The
Man Behind the Gun," Technicolor,
Randolph Scott and Patrice Wymore
"The Crimson Pirate," Norma production in Technicolor, Burt Lancas;

ter
"The Miracle of Our Lady of
were announced as Fatima," Warner Color, Gilbert Rocourse, too early to form any reliable a proposed minimum on June 21, and land and Angela Clark.
Also, "Springfield Rifle," Warnerestimate as to the probable outcome William R. McComb of the Depart"Top
of the year's trading."
ment of Labor said that no objections Color, starring Gary Cooper
had been received to the higher min- Secret," Cornel Wilde; "The Iron
Mistress," Technicolor, Alan Ladd
N.E. Variety Drive Opens imum since that time. The old mini- and
Virginia Mayo "Abbott and Cosmum
40 cents an hour.
was
Boston, July 16.
The Variety
tello Meet Captain Kidd," Woodley

nounced.

The new

;

rates

;

—

Clubs ot New j^ngiand "Jimmy ruiu
Drive," spearheaded by Monogram
star Wild Bill Elliott, has opened its
four-day campaign here.
The star
heads a caravan that will stop at 12
cities and be greeted by governors of

;

'Ivanhoe' to Venice Fete
M-G-M will enter "Ivanhoe" in the
V enice Film Festival, to be held at

The
the Lido starting August 20.
England states, mayors of the picture is scheduled to have its U. S.
various cities and other dignitaries.
premiere at Radio City Music Hall.

New

production
SuperCinecolor,
in
costarring Charles Laughton
"April in
Paris," Technicolor, starring Doris
Day and Ray Bolger.
District
managers attending the
meetings will include N. J. Ayers,
Eastern
Robert Smeltzer, Mid- Atlantic; F. D. (Dinty) Moore, Central;
Art Anderson, Midwest; Hall Walsh,
Prairie;
W. O. Williamson, Jr.,
Southeastern
Doak Roberts, Southwestern Henry M. Herbel, Western
Haskell Masters, Canadian.
Home office executives will include
Albert Warner, vice-president
Samuel Schneider, vice-president Norman
H. Moray, short subjects general sales
manager; Roy Haines, Western division sales manager
Jules Lapidus,
Eastern and Canadian division manager; John F. Kirby, Southern division manager; Ed Hinchy, playdate
department head
I.
F. Dolid
Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor of exchanges Robert A. McGuire, auditor
of exchanges
Ben Abner, Metropolitan branch manager
Gil Golden, advertising
manager
Larry
Golob,
Eastern publicity director.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

P. M. Buhrer

;

;

;

1944.

•
Special
trailers
prepared
for
drive-in
operations
by
Filmack
Trailer Company, Chicago, are described in its new 16-page catalog.
Copy is available to pre-sell,
announce and publicize shows, services and events.
Among the subjects covered are welcoming-back,
instructions for traffic, services and
policy, intermissions, refreshments,
bargain and family nights, kiddie
promotions,
holidays,
midnight
shows, church services, season's
closings, etc.

Alva E.

to

Trade Study Group

—

Washington, July 16.
Eric A.
Johnston, Motion Picture Association
of America president, has been selected by President Truman as one of
12 "prominent Americans" to explore
possibilities for eliminating the barricades to the stimulation of trade with
free nations and freeing restrictions on
imports.
Johnston, who last winter served
as U. S. Economic Stabilizer, is presently serving by Presidential appointment as chairman of the International
Development Advisory Board for the

Point Four

Program

.

'Tribune* Selects 'Outcast'
"Outcast of the Islands," United
Carol Reed's film version of
the Joseph Conrad novel, has been
selected as June's top film by the
Chicago Tribune.
Artists,

"A

endorsement for the most unusual and
suspenseful Western we've ever enjoyed !"-louis sobol
triple 'A'

•
Smith, radio

installation

supervisor of the Westrex Corp., New
York, has gone to Venezuela to supervise the installation of a third channel single sideband system.
He is
expected back in New York around

August

Names Johnston

Kleinsmith

posts to be vice-president and director
of National Carbon, Ltd.
Kleinsmith
entered the organization in 1914, and
after occupying
various
sales positions, was appointed vice-president in

;

;

C. O.

15.

e

Two more New York
installed

luminous
the

RKO

theatres have
screens with
synchronized
surrounds.
In Manhattan,
81st Street Theatre, on

Broadway, has reopened with an RCA
"Synchro-Screen" today. The Granada in Brooklyn, operated by Irvin
Brewer, has already reopened following alterations which included, besides
installation
of
a
"SynchroScreen," respacing of the seating from
32 inches to 40 inches back-to-back.
It is reported that Granada patrons
have reacted enthusiastically to the

new

screen.

e

A new

light-to-medium duty curtain track has been added to the
line of the Automatic Devices Co.,
Allentown, Pa., manufacturers of
curtain tracks and controls. Tradenamed "Spanorama," the new track

employs the principle of two balanced rubber wheels rolling on two
parallel treads.

;;:
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46 Exhibitors
{Continued from page

1)

in

each

sub-committees

with

state,

for each of the coun-

try's 434 Congressional districts.
Those who have accepted are TenWalter Morris; Maryland,
nessee,
Elmer Nolte Idaho, J. Rodger Mendenhall
Wisconsin, Sig Goldberg
:

;

;

Indiana, Kichard Pell and Marc J.
Wolf; Missouri, Edward B. Arthur;
Pennsylvania,
M. A. Silver, Ted
Louisiana,
Schlanger, Jay Emanuel
;

Texas, John
Gaston J. Dureau, Jr.
Rowley, Don C. Douglas, R. I. Payne,
Robert J. O'Donnell; Nebraska, Bill
;

Bob Livingston Minnesota,
Ted Mann; Alabama, R. M. KenMiskell,

;

Kentucky, H. F. Sliter, Katherine Overstreet and D. Irving Long.

nedy

;

Also, Florida, Lamar Sarra, George
C. Hoover, M. E. Hensler, J. L. Cart-

wright

Dale

Kansas,

;

5

Review
"Secret Flight"

up their own state organizations. The
present organization plan, he said,
calls for a state campaign committee

named by them

;;

Danielson

(Rank-Snader)

DESPITE

some pronounced merits, "Secret Flight" falls short of the
to reach and bemuse the art house audiences. Perhaps

mark necessary

the photography and direction that is accountable it all seems done in
murk of war, at home or at the front. Perhaps it is the grubbiness
rather than the grandeur of the efforts involved.
Perhaps, in this instance,
the tendency to underplay has spread to a whole film.
Perhaps it is the
language handicap.
it

is

the

;

ill-lit

On the merit side, there are sharp character sketches rich bits of humor
delivered as only the specially portrayed, group of British can deliver them.
And there is the advantage of the documentary treatment of wartime activity
there is action, and there is deadly suspense.
;

The

of "the Boffins," Britain's scientists corralled by the governwork to solve problems of navigational aids, bombing, submarine hunting, night air fighting, radar, and the like. They are motley, and
individual, true scientists, patriots, and brave men.
They deliver startling
ideas, they help win the war, and some of them die.

story

ment and

is

set to

The humor

is

Sir Ralph Richardson, a top British character
Abrupt, unworldly, but with insight and
most dangerous of all assignments to land

ever present

actor, is the leading performer.
fortitude, he finally is given the

—

with commandos and bring back complete German radar equipment. Others
in the peculiar group domiciled in a small provincial city have gone on
bombing raids and submarine hunts. Richardson brings home the goods, and

Wyoming, Tom Knight; Washington, those who survive swap tales of tall doings. The
D. C, Orville Crouch Iowa, Leo F. them, and in lact all the -performers are brilliant
Illinois, Edwin Silverman,
Wolcott
aided by Peter Ustinov's script.
Jack Kirsch, Alex Manta Washing;

military men who supervise
in characterization and are

;

;

Frederick Mercy, Jr., B. F.
Shearer
California, Burton Jones,
West Virginia, E.
Joe Blumenfeld
Ohio,
R. Custer, J. C. Shanklin
Frank Murphy, M. C. Burnett Colorado, B. D. Cockrill, John Wolfberg
Arkansas,
and
Sam
Joe Ashby
Kirby Michigan, Allen Johnson.
ton,

;

;

;

To Ustinov

Two

goes the credit for direction.

Arthur Rank.
Running time,

74

minutes.

General

Cities

audience

Films produced for

For

classification.

(Continued from page 1)
one-quarter per cent per annum, and
call for interest of six per cent per

annum on any overdue
The principal amount

principal.

of each note
is payable in instalments as follows
three and one-third per cent of the
principal amount on Sept. 30, 1952,
and on the last day of each December,
March, June and September thereafter to and including June 30, 1954;
five per cent of the principal amount
on Sept. 30, 1954, and on the last day
of each December, March, June and
September thereafter to and including
eight and one-third
June 30, 1956
per cent of the principal amount on
Sept. 30, 1956, March 31, 1957, and
June 30, 1957.
;

July

Columbia's Capital
(Continued from page 1)

romantic

who
ever won
Academy
stars

Daff Becomes

Film Dividends
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

paid by Loew's in June of this year
from 37y2 cents paid in June, 1951,
accounted for a good part of the drop.
The reporting companies paid out
$3,755,000 in dividends in June, compared to $4,671,000 in the same month
last year. During the first six months
of this year, they declared $13,656,000
in dividends, compared to $15,063,000
in the same period during 1951.

Australia.
Prior to his appointment
as director of world sales, he was
foreign sales manager.
"As executive vice-president lie

Loew's Dividend $1,029,000

List Other Officers

Loew's June dividend this year
amounted to $1,029,000. During the
same month of 1951, Loew's paid $1,Both Consolidated amuse929,000.
ment and the Roxy Theatre paid the
same dividends this year as last, but
switched payment months from May

At the same time the following officers were reelected by the board of
directors
Leon Goldberg, vice-president and treasurer; Adolph Schimcl.
vice-president, secretary and general
counsel John J. O'Connor, vice-president
David Lipton, vice-president
Edward Muhl, vice-president Eugene
F. Walsh, comptroller, assistant treasurer and assistant secretary
George
Douglas, assistant treasurer
Morris
Davis,
assistant
secretary
Percy
Guth, assistant secretary
Anthony
Petti, assistant secretary.

to

June.

Consolidated paid $100,000

and Roxy paid out $6,000.
Others dropped slightly under 1951.
Twentieth Century-Fox paid out $1,-

Interest is payable at the end of
384,000 in June, this year, compared
each quarter of the calendar year.
to $1,509,000 in the same month durThe company agreed, among other ing 1951. United Artists dropped to
things, to maintain consolidated cur$10,000 this June from $11,000 last
rent assets in excess of consolidated
Universal fell to $61,000 this
year.
current liabilities of the company and
June from $64,000 last year.
its subsidiaries by at least $25,000,000, and maintain consolidated current
assets of the company and its subsidiaries in an amount at least equal to
250 per cent of the consolidated current liabilities of the company and its
subsidiaries.

the two most

release.

;

20th-Fox Loan

together

J.

;

;

Bringing

RKO Radio Tests

compared with a take of $750,000 when
it was originally released in 1933.
In test engagements so far in 400
theatres, the picture has done "phenomenally," said Turner. By the end
of August it will have played throughout the U. S. and Canada, he disclosed.

TV

a stock dividend on the shares of common stock of the company.
The company meanwhile has amended its certificate of incorporation to
account for the elimination of the
7,451 shares of cumulative preferred,
the SEC was informed.
The company now is authorized to issue a
total of 1,063,714 shares without par
value, which are classified so that 63,714 are shares of $4.25 cumulative
preferred and 1,000,000 are shares of

motion has been set aside for the film,
with an overall promotional budget of
$400,000. The film will open in 150
theatres in New York and New Jersey
during the first week of August.
Should the TV formula be as successful in promoting "Sudden Fear"
as it has been with "King Kong,"
Turner said, it will prove that "if you
have the right format and use it judiciously, TV can become an instrument

common.

of

allocation of $250,000 for

good fortune for the industry."

:

pro-

Awards—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Metals Situation
(Continued from page
ers will

(Continued from page 1)

An

assume added responsibilities on
the policy level,"
said
company
a
statement, which added
"During the
period since he has been director of
world sales the company's world gross
reached a new high."
will

be,

1

)

allowed to buy the types

not required for defense purposes.
Fowler said that the non-defense
types of steel might as well be used in
order to minimize unemployment growing out of the steel strike, but held
out little hope that there was enough
steel in storage to make much of a
difference.

No Marciano

Deal

The July

28 Rocky Marciano-Harry
Matthews fight will not be theatre
televised, Theatre Network Television
confirmed here yesterday.
The price
of $1.50 per seat sought by Matthews'
manager was considered prohibitive at

TNT

this time.
Nate Halpern,
president, refused comment on the possibility of theatre televising Mike Todd's
"Night in Venice," the Marine Sta-

dium stage show

at

Jones Beach, N. Y.

WILLIAM WYLERS
PRODUCTION OF

Carrie
A Paramount

Picture

GINGER ROGERS
FRED ALLEN
VICTOR MOORE
MARILYN MONROE
DAVID WAYNE

EVEARDEN
PAUL DOUGLAS
EDDIE BRACKEN
MITZI

GAYNOR

LOUIS CALHERN
ZSA ZSA GABOR

We*eN<*
JAMES GLEASON PAUL STEWART
•

Written for the Screen and Produced by

NUNNALLY JOHNSON
•

Directed by

EDMUND GOULDING
Adapted by DWIGHT TAYLOR

- and more happy
engagements m
soon in
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7,500,000 Daff Becomes 'U's 46
'

Complaints on
Bidding Top

Loan Granted
Coast Probe To 20th-Fox
Amis Shifting Attention

Now

to Distributors

Hollywood, July

16.

— Unfair-

ness on the part of distributors in
administering the bidding system is
foremost among the charges voiced
by independent exhibitors in their
talks with William D. Amis, investigator for the Senate Small Business
Committee,
who today told
Motion Picture Daily he intends
shifting his attention now to distributors in a follow-through of the testimony gathered during the first week
of his stay.
Amis, who came West in sequel to

Twentieth Century - Fox has
signed a loan agreement with five
banks, providing for borrowings to-

Sept.

Alfred E. Daff, vice-president and
director of world sales for Universal
Pictures since November, 1950, has
been appointed executive vice-president, it was an-

Film Dividends for

The breakdown

of borrowings is as
Chase National Bank, $2,Bankers Trust, $2,100,000;
Bank of America, $1,200,000; Manufacturers Trust, $1,200,000; Chemical

follows
400,000;

:

$600,000.

Below

'51

—

Washington, July 16. The Department of Commerce revealed today that publicly declared cash dividends paid by corporations in the
film industry fell below 1951 both for
June and for the first half of the
year.

drop to 20 cents in the dividend
(Continued on page 5)

tion director, disclosed that the reissued "King Kong" will gross in
rental from $2,500,000 to $3,000,000,
(Continued on page 5)

Resume French Pact
Conference Monday

bution foreign managers and
Motion Picture Association of
America executives will be
held here on Monday.
The second meeting yesterday, like the first on Tuesday,

Washington, July
Pictures'

capital

has

16.

— Columbia

been

reduced

from $17,609,306
close

to

to $17,126,278, or
half a million dollars, the
has informed- the Securities

company
and Exchange Commission.
The reduction was achieved with

was concerned with sounding

-

the elimination from capital of $745,repre100,
the amount 'previously
sented by 7,451 shares of $4.25 cumulative preferred stock and the addition of $262,072 transferred to capital by reason of the "capitalization of
(Continued on page 5)

Compo Gets

Posts

Replies from

26 States; Others

Due

Forty-six exhibitors in 26 states

in

Daff has been of Motion Picture Organizations Tax
with Universal Repeal Campaign Committee.
Highly pleased with the results of
for
32
years,
having s t a rted their first move at organizing the inin
the
motion dustry throughout the country, the
Alfred Daff
picture business committee co-chairmen said yesterday
the company's office in Sydney, they were confident they would have
acceptances from all of the 48 states
(Continued on page 5)
before the end of the week.
Cole explained that wires were sent
to a number of exhibitors in each

Distribution and playdate plans for
for the next
six months will highlight the agenda
of a two-day sales meeting of
district managers, which will get underway here today at the company's

Warner Brothers product

WB

home

office.

president

in
preside.

Ben Kalmenson,
charge

of

vicedistribution,

state advising them of the organization of the campaign and asking them
to serve on their state committees. On
receipt of acceptances, those agreeing
to serve, he said, will be asked to set
(Continued on page 5)

Calls

To

on Exhibitors

Join

Boston, July

Tax Drive
16.

—A

call

for

all

exhibitor organizations throughout the
will
country to join forces in the campaign
Pictures to be discussed include
to repeal the 20 per cent Federal ad"The Story of Will Rogers," color
mission tax was sounded here today
in Technicolor, starring Will Rogers,

Norman Glassman, Independent
Exhibitors of New England president.
Lain,"
Wayne-Fellows
production,
Glassman, who pledged the support
starring John Wayne and Nancy Olof his organization in the Council
son;
"Where's Charley?," Techniof Motion Picture Organizations' tax
(Continued on page 4)
campaign, said if the drive is to succeed, everyone associated with the
industry must contribute all their efJr.,

and Jane

Wyman

;

"Big Jim Mc-

Columbia's Capital Slight Improvement
Cut by $500,000
In Metals Situation

Third of a series of meetings on Franco-American film
pact proposals among distri-

out the views of the various
company executives. "Proggress was made," was the
report.
Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA president, will preside
at Monday's meeting as he
did at the other two.

Encouraged by the success of the
heavy and concentrated TV promotion used to promote
such reissues as "King Kong" and
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,"
RKO Radio is about to experiment
with the formula in promoting a new
picture,
"Sudden Fear." The film,
starring Joan Crawford, will open at
Loew's State here, on August 6. It
will also open in Cleveland on the
same day at the Palace.
Terry Turner, RKO Radio exploita-

Tax War

Rackmil, who already have indicated acceptance
became presiin response to an appeal asking
dent of the company on Tues- theatremen to serve on state comday, when Nate mittees in the industry's tax repeal
Blumberg
be- campaign, it was disclosed here yesIcame chairman terday by Col. H. A. Cole and Pat
McGee, co-chairmen of the Council
of the board.

of $500,000 has
been added to the company's
working capital.

special format of a

Exhibitors

Volunteer for

nounc e d here
by Milton R.

The balance

Bank & Trust,

*;

Officers Reelected

1947.

4,

V. -P.

6 Months Releases
RKO Radio Testing Feature Warner's
Heavy TV Buildups Sales Meeting Here

fair trade principles.

A

Execu tive

4

taling $7,500,000, of which $7,000,000, has been used to satisfy in full
the unpaid principal amount of notes
issued under a credit agreement dated

Southern California Theatre Owners
There were no underwriters to the
Association's request to the Senate notes, which bear interest until speciSmall Business Committee, said the fied due dates at the rate of three and
outstanding complaint made by some
(Continued on page 5)
35 independent exhibitors talked with
individually is that exchangemen habitually play one bidder against another
by cross-quoting bids in violation of

First-half

TEN CENTS

1952

17,

Washington,

July 16.— Some slight

additional

film
theatre
and studio
equipment may be manufactured under
the terms of an'order issued by Henry
H. Fowler, permitting manufacturers
of consumer_durable items to draw on

the limited supplies of steel frozen in
warehouses since the steel strike.

The National Production Authority
Administrator said that the military
has had time enough since the freeze
on /supplies to sort out the types of
steel which it needed, and-manufactur'

(Continued on page 5)

by

forts

and energies.

Monogram's Marks
Reports an Upturn

—

Minneapolis, July 16. Irving Marks, Monogram branch
manager, reports that business is on the upswing not
only in local situations, but
also in rural areas that have

been affected by television in
There
last two years.
seems to be a return of the
lost audience, declared Marks.

the

Motion Picture Daily
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SOUTH GOING IN HEAVILY FOR TWIN
DRIVE-INS;STRONGPUBLIC SUPPORT

Personal
Mention

New

JAMES MULVEY,

president
and
Productions,

Goldwyn
Crown, worldwide

of

Al

Orleans, July

eral tendency

in

exchange area

is

tion of twin

16.

— The

gen-

the industry in this
centered on the erec-

Reports from

drive-ins.

vice-presi-

sales

Alexandria, La. where the first in this
from Holly- territory was opened not so long ago
wood Monday. Mulvey, meanwhile, by Joy N. Houck and associates of
became a grandfather Monday when Joy Theatres, Inc., indicate that the
his daughter, wife of Brooklyn pitcher enthusiastic reaction of theatregoers,
Ralph Branca, gave birth to a girl their preference for this style and
at Mount Vernon Hospital, Mt. Ver- policy of film presentation, and the
non, N. Y.
large crowds attracted thereto has
•
whipped up perhaps the greatest reSpyros P. Skouras, 20th Century- surgence hereabouts since the appeal
Fox president; Al Lichtman, direc- for the need of reorientation in showtor of distribution; Donald Hender- manship was first expounded.
son, treasurer, and Stirling SilliSeveral theatre owners are devising
phant, Eastern publicity director, are plans for such projects, while others
due back here from the Coast at the are scurrying around in search of suitweekend.
able sites. Meanwhile, Houck and as•
sociates already have two others unLeon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio der construction, one near Bunkie, La.,
sales promotion head, will leave here the other in Monroe. Thomas McEltomorrow with Mrs. Bamberger for
a vacation in Minnesota, where they
Lists
will visit their daughter and family.
here

return

will

dent,

•
Ripps,

Herman

field

assistant to

M-G-M

Eastern
due here from Boston at the weekend and on Monday
will head for Buffalo.
•
George Haddad, manager of the
Warner Gem Theatre at Willimantic,
Conn., has been named acting manager of the circuit's Palace, Norwich,
Conn.
•
Jean Hersholt is due in New
York today by plane from Europe,
and will leave Friday for Hollywood
by train.
•
William B. Zoellner, head of MG-M's short subject and newsreel
sales, is due back here tomorrow from
a visit to Eastern exchanges.

John
sales

P.

Byrne,

manager,

Thursday, July

is

Legion
Seven
Films in Class A-I

The Legion of Decency lists the
following seven films in Class A, section
I
"Jumping Jacks," Paramount
"Lure of the Wilderness,"
"Miracle of Our
20th Century-Fox
Lady of Fatima," Warner "Pirate
Submarine," Lippert "Rainbow Round
My Shoulder," Columbia "Washington Story," M-G-M, and "World in
His Arms," Universal.
The report also notes that the film
formerly nlaced in Class B, "2,000
Women," has been changed to "House
:

;

;

;

;

;

of
7

1,000

Women."

Films Listed as Adult
Toronto, July 16. Seven features

—

Cleveland, July

Broadmoor

of

the
counActors'

have been adopted by
Equity Association, Angus Duncan,
executive secretary pro tern, disclosed
here yesterday.
"Actors' Equity has become compelled by working conditions, widespread unemployment in this country,
and lack of opportunity for American
actors in England, to implement its
rule," the Equity Council stated.
try

Monogram-

Nathanson Abroad
On New Film Deal

:

Allied Artists casting director, has re-

turned to his Hollywood office on
crutches, the result of a broken ankle.

Betti

•
Doyle, independent

short

subject distributor, will sail from here
for England on the S.S. Britanic today.

•

Nat

Levy,

RKO

Radio Eastern

di-

vision sales manager, will leave here
today for Toronto.

FWC's Filmarte

to

House Video Studio
—

Los Angeles, July 16. Filmcraft
Productions has completed negotiations with Fox West Coast Theatres
for a long-term lease on the Filmarte
Theatre on Vine Street, Isidore Lindenbaum, president and executive producer of
nounced.
It will

firm,

an-

be reconstructed into a

TV

the

video

film

filming plant.

•

Marcos Roces, operator of the Orpheum Theatre in Manila, left here

Terms Picketing

—

in the test of the legality of
the state censorship law. Originally, the Little Theatre in

Columbus and Warner Pathe

News were

Technicolor 'Lab'
Set for Churubusco
Mexico

to be the subjects

of the test.

Warrants

returnable in
court against the
exhibitor and the distributor
are scheduled to be served tomorrow by a state field inspector who witnessed the exhibition,
thus inaugurating
what is expected to be a long,
drawn-out legal test of Ohio's
right to censor newsreels.

municipal

Displays Increased
For Ohio's Fair
— AddiColumbus, O., July
16.

—

City, July 16.
Arrangements for installation of a Technicolor
laboratory in the Churubusco-Azteca
studio here are being made by the
studio and the industry's own bank,
the semi-official Banco Nacional Cinematografico, Mario de la Cueva, the
bank's manager, has announced. Cesar
Santos Galindo, manager of the studio,
is co-operating on the plans.

Illegal

from

film producers
been assured for the "Hollyat the Fair" exhibit at the
State Fair here August 22-29.

displays

tional

have

wood
Ohio

The

RKO

Selwyn,

can National Convention, left
the exhibitor and Universal
Newsreel, distributor of the
print, subject to the fines imposed by the state of Ohio,
the censoring governing body,

to confine

activities of alien actors in this

Nat Nathanson, until recently Easthave been rated adult entertainment
ern and Canadian sales manager for
by the Ontario Board of Censors, as
"Marriage in the Shadows," United Artists, left here yesterday for
follows
•
"Sands of Time," "Brief Rapture," Rome to conduct further negotiations
Radio "The Sniper," "Don't Bother to for an international film distribution
Bertie McNally,
manager for Ireland, and Mrs. Mc- Knock," "Clash by Night" and "If deal on which he is currently working.
He expects to announce detailed plans
Nally announce the birth of a son, This Be Sin."
on his return.
Walter.
•

William

"American Newsreel,"
which highlights the Republi-

Equity Restricts
Alien Performers
seeking

— Exhibi-

sored

erns.

rules

16.

tion today by the Lower Mall
Theatre here of the uncen-

A

New

1952

Warrants Due Today
In Censor 'Tesf

Theatres, Inc.,
Shreveport,
also
has
one planned
for Monroe, on which construction
will soon get underway. Fred T. McLendon, head of a string of theatres
throughout the South, M. A. (Max)
Connet, pilot of a circuit of theatres
in Mississippi, and Milton Guidry, associated with the former two in several single theatre projects have started
the building of Twin Hub, one and a
half miles out of Lafayette's limits on
U.S. Highway 167. It will accommodate 1,000 cars.
feature
attraction
that
many
drive-in owners are contemplating to
add to their amusement areas, both
single and twin, is a "little theatre for
little
people," equipped with kiddy
chairs, 16mm. projection and screen
where the youngsters can view a program of comics, cartoons and Westroy,

17,

industry

is

cooperating to pro-

mote goodwill.
In addition to the original Tarzan
and Jane costumes, from Irving LesRKO Radio will
ser Productions,

send a miniature of the keelboat used
in "The Big Sky," five jet planes
(miniatures) used in "Jet Pilot," a
model boat used in "Blackbeard the
Pirate," a model of an Army truck
seen in "One Minute to Zero" and a
in
"The
miniature 24-sheet used
Lusty Men" to advertise a rodeo in
the picture.

Century-Fox

Twentieth

will

send

a model set from "Snows of Kiliminstars
Gregory Peck,
jaro" which

Susan

Hayward and Ava Gardner.

that of a hunting camp in
of Kiliminjaro in Africa.
United Artists will send a display
of the clothing worn by Humphrey

The
the

set

is

shadow

Bogart

and

Katharine

Hepburn

in

"The African Queen."
The Walt Disney

display, previously announced, will include art on

"Peter

Pan,"

"Robin Hood."
the

making

"Snow

White" and
Production steps in

of "Alice in

Wonderland"

also will be shown in a special still
Hartford, July 16. The Connecti- Uphold $10,000 Verdict
by plane yesterday for London.
cut Supreme Court of Errors has
Albany,
The display.
N. Y., July 16.
•
termed illegal picketing of the Ken- Court of Appeals unanimously upheld
advertising- mike Theatre, Waterbury, by the Mo- a $10,000 verdict awarded to Henry Chi.' 8 Oriental to Reopen
Brandes,
Bonnie
publicity head for the Fox Theatre in tion Picture Operators, Local 304 on Martin, of Albany, against Fast TheaThe Oriental
Chicago, July 16.
the grounds it was not the outgrowth tres, Inc., (a Fabian subsidiary) for
Detroit, is in Europe on a vacation.
Theatre, closed since early June, will
•
of a labor dispute but designed to injuries
sustained in tripping over reopen early in August under operbranch force the theatre to employ only union carpeting in the down stairs lounge ation of the owners of the buildRepublic
Loeffler,
Joe
of the Palace, October 6, 1949. Mar- ing, the Walco Corp. Charles Hogan,
manager in Minneapolis, has returned members.
tin claimed that in addition to frac- well-known local theatrical booking
there from Duluth and Superior.
Reelects
turing his skull he lost the sense of agent, who has been connected with
The Screen taste. The states highest tribunal the management of the house for
Hollywood, July 16.
Sol Lesser plans to return here
from London aboard the 5". 5". Queen Extras Guild has re-elected Richard affirmed the determination of the many years, will be managing director.
H. Gordon president for the fifth term. Lower Courts.
Mary on July 23.

—

—

SEG

Gordon

—
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on-the-spot
in Hawaii...
Here, a scorching 6,000-mile
treason- trail

\

•X

ended— and

the terror-trail began!

The

lonely crags

and

coral-beach lagoons...
the jungle hide-outs

A.
I

waterfront alleys

.

.

.

and

this is

man-hunt and adventureauthentic, exciting!
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British Attendance
Concern Is Felt for Business
From Democrats' Home Telecasts

Little

Continues Decline

—

London, July 16. The downward
trend of box-office attendance, reported
by Sir Philip Warter, chairman of
Associated Britsh Picture Corp. has
been confirmed by the latest entertainment tax returns. For the fifth month
in succession receipts from the entertainment duty from theatres show a
decline.

According to the official Customs
and Excise' figures for May the total
duty paid by theatres was £3,298,000.
In January the figures were £3,502,000
February, £3,423,000 March, £3, 342,;

;

000

;

In the

Equipment

Theatremen, heartened by the virtual failure of the home televised Republican National Convention to make a dent last week in
box-office receipts, are viewing the possible competition of the
upcoming Democratic National Convention on home television
with little concern.
The twin factors of prohibitive prices and lack of exclusivity
make the event undesirable for TV-equipped theatres. Like the
Republican convention, the television pool would charge a theatre
50 cents per seat if it carried the Democratic convention, which

World

.

.

BUHRER and
O. KleinPM.
smith have been named executive
C.

Chicago.

•

ABC

Sir Philip, whose
circuit comprises 450 theatres, in his annual report to stockholders said
"The at:

tendance in the current year to date
has been adversely affected by the exceptionally fine weather and other
causes, and having regard to the continual rise in operating costs, mainly
wages, the results in the first quarter
of the current financial year do not
compare favorably with the corresponding period of last year. It is, of

vice-presidents

Minimum Wage Rate Warner Sales Meet
(Continued from page
Up in Puerto Rico
1)

—Minimum

picture industry in Puerto Rico will be raised
to 55 cents per hour, effective Aug.
the Department of Labor an11,

starring Ray Bolger
"The
Man Behind the Gun," Technicolor,
Randolph Scott and Patrice Wymore
"The Crimson Pirate," Norma production in Technicolor, Burt Lancas-

nounced.

ter

Washington, July 16.
wage rates in the motion

color,

The new

;

Carbon

;

"The Miracle

Our Lady

of

of

rates

—

by

National

of

Co., according to an announcement by
A. S. Johnson, president. Joining the
company in 1923 as a development engineer, Buhrer rose through several

were announced as Fatima," Warner Color, Gilbert Rocourse, too early to form any reliable a proposed minimum on June 21, and land and Angela Clark.
Also, "Springfield Rifle," Warnerestimate as to the probable outcome William R. McComb of the Departof the year's trading."
ment of Labor said that no objections Color, starring Gary Cooper; "Top
had been received to the higher min- Secret," Cornel Wilde; "The Iron
Mistress,"
Technicolor, Alan Ladd
N.E. Variety Drive Opens imum since that time. The old mini- and
Virginia Mayo "Abbott and Cosmum
40 cents an hour.
was
Boston, July 16.
The Variety
tello Meet Captain Kidd," Woodley
Clubs of New tngiand "Jimmy luma
production
SuperCinecolor,
in
cospearheaded

.

RAY GALLO

with

opens Monday.
Theatre Network Television, which sought to televise both conventions at the request of a number of exhibitors, said that the
television pool also sought payment for all cable charges from

April £3,336,000.

Drive,"

THEATRE

;

Monogram

Wild Bill Elliott, has opened its
The star
four-day campaign here.
heads a caravan that will stop at 12
cities and be greeted by governors of
star

New England states, mayors of the
various cities and other dignitaries.

'Ivanhoe' to Venice Fete
M-G-M will enter "Ivanhoe" in the
Venice Film Festival, to be held at
The
the Lido starting August 20.
picture is scheduled to have its U. S.
premiere at Radio City Music Hall.

starring Charles Laughton
"April in
Paris," Technicolor, starring Doris
Day and Ray Bolger.
District
managers attending the
meetings will include N. J. Ayers,
Eastern; Robert Smeltzer, Mid-Atlantic; F. D. (Dinty) Moore, Central;
;

P. M. Buhrer

C. O. Kleinsmith

posts to be vice-president and director
of National Carbon, Ltd.
Kleinsmith

entered the organization in 1914, and
after occupying
various sales positions, was appointed vice-president in
1944.

•
Special
trailers
prepared for
Prairie
W.
drive-in
operations
by
Filmack
Southeastern
Trailer Company, Chicago, are dewestern Henry M. Herbel, Western
scribed in its new 16-page cataHaskell Masters, Canadian.
log.
Copy is available to pre-sell,
Home office executives will include announce and publicize shows, servAlbert Warner, vice-president; Sam- ices and events.
Among the subuel Schneider, vice-president; Norman jects covered
are welcoming-back,
H. Moray, short subjects general sales instructions for traffic,
services and
manager; Roy Haines, Western divi- policy, intermissions,
refreshments,
sion sales manager
Jules Lapidus, bargain and family
nights, kiddie
Eastern and Canadian division mana- promotions,
holidays,
midnight
ger; John F. Kirby, Southern divishows, church services, season's
sion manager
Ed Hinchy, playdate closings, etc.
department head
I.
F. Dolid
Ber•
nard R. Goodman, supervisor of exAh'a E. Smith, radio installation
changes Robert A. McGuire, auditor
supervisor of the Westrex Corp., New
of exchanges
Ben Abner, Metropoli- York, has gone
to Venezuela to supertan branch manager
Gil Golden, advise the installation of a third chanvertising
manager
Larry
Golob, nel single
sideband system,
He is
Eastern publicity director.
expected back in New York around

Art Anderson, Midwest

Hall Walsh,
O.
Williamson,
Jr.,
Doak Roberts, South-

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Names Johnston

August

to

Trade Study Group

—

Washington, July 16.
Eric A.
Johnston, Motion Picture Association
of America president, has been selected by President Truman as one of
12 "prominent Americans" to explore
possibilities for eliminating the barricades to the stimulation of trade with
free nations and freeing restrictions on
imports.
Johnston, who last winter served
as U. S. Economic Stabilizer, is presently serving by Presidential appointment as chairman of the International
Development Advisory Board for the
Point Four Program

15.

e

Two more New York
installed

luminous
the

RKO

theatres have
screens with synchronized
surrounds.
In Manhattan,
81st Street Theatre, on

Broadway, has reopened with an RCA
"Synchro- Screen" today. The Granada in Brooklyn, operated by Irvin
Brewer, has already reopened following alterations which included, besides
installation
of
a "SynchroScreen," respacing of the seating from
32 inches to 40 inches back-to-back.
It is reported that Granada patrons
have reacted enthusiastically to the

new

screen.

•

A new

light-to-medium duty curtain track has been added to the
line of the Automatic Devices Co.,
'Tribune' Selects 'Outcast Allentown, Pa., manufacturers of
"Outcast of the Islands," United curtain tracks and controls. TradeArtists, Carol Reed's film version of named "Spanorama," the new track
the Joseph Conrad novel, has been employs the principle of two baltriple 'A' endorsement for the most unusual
selected as June's top film by the anced rubber wheels rolling on two
suspenseful Western we've ever enjoyed \" -louis sobol Chicago Tribune.
parallel treads.
.

"A

and

)

;;:

Thursday, July
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17,

46 Exhibitors
(Continued from page 1)

up

;;

s

Review
Secret Flight

state organizations. The
organization plan, he said,

own

their

(Rank-Snader)
present
some pronounced merits, "Secret Flight" falls short of the
calls for a state campaign committee
necessary to reach and bemuse the art house audiences. Perhaps
mark
with sub-committees
in each state,
it is the photography and direction that is accountable
it all seems done in
named by them for each of the coun- the ill-lit murk of war, at home
or at the front. Perhaps it is the grubbiness
districts.
Congressional
try's 434
rather than the grandeur of the efforts involved.
Perhaps, in this instance,
Those who have accepted are TenPerhaps it is the
Maryland, the tendency to underplay has spread to a whole film.
Walter Morris
nessee,
language handicap.
MenRodger
Elmer Nolte Idaho, J.
On the merit side, there are sharp character sketches rich bits of humor
Wisconsin, Sig Goldberg
denhall
Indiana, Richard Pell and Marc J. delivered as only the specially portrayed group of British can deliver them.
And there is the advantage of the documentary treatment of wartime activity
Wolf Missouri, Edward B. Arthur
Pennsylvania,
M. A. Silver, Ted there is action, and there is deadly suspense.
Louisiana,
Schlanger, Jay Emanuel
The story is of "the Boffins," Britain's scientists corralled by the governTexas, John ment and set to work to solve problems of navigational aids, bombing, subGaston J. Dureau, Jr.
Rowley, Don C. Douglas, R. I. Payne, marine hunting, night air fighting, radar, and the like. They are motley, and
They deliver startling
Robert J. O'Donnell Nebraska, Bill individual, true scientists, patriots, and brave men.
Minnesota, ideas, they help win the war, and some of them die.
Miskell, Bob Livingston
Ted Mann; Alabama, R. M. KenThe humor is ever present. Sir Ralph Richardson, a top British character
nedy Kentucky, H. F. Sliter, Kathe- actor, is the leading performer.
Abrupt, unworldly, but with insight and
rine Overstreet and D. Irving Long. fortitude, he finally is given the most dangerous of all assignments
to land
Also, Florida, Lamar Sarra, George with commandos and bring back complete German radar equipment. Others
C. Hoover, M. E. Hensler, J. L. Cart- in the peculiar group domiciled in a small provincial city have gone on
Danielson
Kansas,
Dale
wright
bombing raids and submarine hunts. Richardson brings home the goods, and
Wyoming, Tom Knight Washington, those who survive swap tales of tall doings. The military men who supervise
D. C, Orville Crouch Iowa, Leo F. them, and in fact all the performers are brilliant in characterization and are
Wolcott; Illinois, Edwin Silverman, aided by Peter Ustinov's script.
Jack Kirsch, Alex Manta WashingTo Ustinov goes the credit for direction. Two Cities Films produced for J.
Frederick Mercy, Jr., B. F.
ton,
Arthur Rank.
California, Burton Jones,
Shearer
Running time, 74 minutes. General audience classification. For July
Joe Blumenfeld; West Virginia, E.

DESPITE

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bringing

—

together

;

;

;

the two most

;

;

R.

Custer,

C.

J.

Shanklin

;

Ohio,

release.

Frank Murphy, M.
rado, B.

C. Burnett; ColoD. Cockrill, John Wolfberg

Ashby
Arkansas,
Sam
and
Joe
Kirby Michigan, Allen Johnson.
;

one-quarter per cent per annum, and
call for interest of six per cent per

annum on any overdue
The principal amount

Film Dividends
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

paid by Loew's in June of this year
from 37 l 2 cents paid in June, 1951,
accounted for a good part of the drop.
The reporting companies paid out
$3,755,000 in dividends in June, compared to $4,671,000 in the same month

Australia.
Prior to his appointment
as director of world sales, he was
foreign sales manager.
"As executive vice-president he

During the first six months
of this year, they declared $13,656,000
in dividends, compared to $15,063,000
in the same period during 1951.

statement, which added
"During the
period since he has been director of
world sales the company's world gross
reached a new high."

Loew's Dividend $1,029,000

List Other Officers

Loew's June dividend this year
amounted to $1,029,000. During the
same month of 1951, Loew's paid $1,Both Consolidated amuse929,000.
ment and the Roxy Theatre paid the
same dividends this year as last, but
switched payment months from May

At the same time the following officers were reelected by the board of
directors
Leon Goldberg, vice-president and treasurer
Adolph Schimel.
vice-president, secretary and general
counsel John J. O'Connor, vice-president
David Lipton, vice-president
Edward Muhl, vice-president Eugene
F. Walsh, comptroller, assistant treasurer and assistant secretary
George
Douglas, assistant treasurer
Morris
Davis,
assistant
secretary
Percy
Guth, assistant secretary
Anthony
Petti, assistant secretary.

last year.

principal.

of each note
payable in instalments as follows
three and one-third per cent of the
is

principal amount on Sept.
and on the last day of each

30,

1952,

December,
March, June and September thereafter to and including June 30, 1954;
principal amount
Sept. 30, 1954, and on the last day

five per cent of the

on

Daff Becomes

/

(Continued from page 1)

December, March, June and
September thereafter to and including
eight and one-third
June 30, 1956
of each

;

per cent of the principal amount on

to

June.

Consolidated

paid $100,000

and Roxy paid out $6,000.
Sept. 30, 1956, March 31, 1957, and
Others dropped slightly under 1951.
June 30, 1957.
Twentieth Century-Fox paid out $1,Interest is payable at the end of
384,000 in June, this year, compared
each quarter of the calendar year.
The company agreed, among other
things, to maintain consolidated current assets in excess of consolidated
current liabilities of the company and
its subsidiaries by at least $25,000,000, and maintain consolidated current
assets of the company and its subsidiaries in an amount at least equal to
250 per cent of the consolidated current liabilities of the company and its
subsidiaries.

to $1,509,000 in the same month during 1951. United Artists dropped to
$10,000 this June from $11,000 last
Universal fell to $61,000 this
year.
June from $64,000 last year.

(Continued from page 1)

will assume added
the policy level,"

responsibilities on
said
company
a
:

Awards—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Metals Situation
(Continued from page 1)

RKO Radio Tests
(Continued from page

1

compared with a take of $750,000 when
it was originally released in 1933.
In test engagements so far in 400
picture has done "phenomenally," said Turner. By the end
of August it will have played throughout the U. S. and Canada, he disclosed.
proAn allocation of $250,000 for
motion has been set aside for the film,
with an overall promotional budget of
$400,000. The film will open in 150
theatres in New York and New Jersey
during the first week of August.
formula be as sucShould the
theatres,

Columbia's Capital

who
ever won
Academy
stars

;

20th-Fox Loan

romantic

the

TV

a stock dividend on the shares of common stock of the company.
The company meanwhile has amended its certificate of incorporation to
account for the elimination of the
7,451 shares of cumulative preferred,
the SEC was informed.
The company now is authorized to issue a cessful in promoting "Sudden Fear"
total of 1,063,714 shares without par as it has been with "King Kong,"
value, which are classified so that 63,- Turner said, it will prove that "if you
714 are shares of $4.25 cumulative have the right format and use it judipreferred and 1,000,000 are shares of ciously,
can become an instrument
common.
of good fortune for the industry."

TV

TV

ers will be allowed to buy the types
not required for defense purposes.
Fowler said that the non-defense
types of steel might as well be used in
order to minimize unemployment growing out of the steel strike, but held
out little hope that there was enough
steel in storage to make much of a
difference.

No Marciano

Deal

The July 28 Rocky Marciano-Harry
Matthews
televised,

fight

will

not

be

theatre

Theatre Network Television

confirmed here yesterday.
The price
of $1.50 per seat sought by Matthews'
manager w?s considered prohibitive at
this time.
Nate Halpern,
president, refused comment on the possibility of theatre televising Mike Todd's
"Night in Venice," the Marine Stadium stage show at Jones Beach, N. Y.

TNT
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UPT Earned New Post for
W. W.Howard

$3,669,000

In 6

Months

Second Quarter Profit

Put

W. Howard, vice-president
Theatres, has been promoted
the post of head of operations, it
was disclosed here yesterday by
Sol A. Schwartz,
president of the
William

of
to

RKO

at $1,481,000

circuit.

who

Howard,
report

will

directly

earnings of United
Inc., for the
Theatres,
Paramount
first six months of 1952 amounted
to $3,669,000, including $1,165,000
of capital gains, compared with $4,-

Schwartz, takes
over the duties
formerly handled by the latter.

855,000, including $1,186,000 of capital gains, for the first six months of

ed with the B. F.

Estimated

Howard

ated subsidiaries amounted to $1,481,capital
of
including $921,000
000,
gains. This compared with estimated
earnings of $2,081,000, including $854,C00 of capital gains for the same quarter in 1951.

A

second

quarter

dividend

of

25

{Continued on page 4)

UPT

Disposes of

start-

Keith circuit in
1921 as a vaude-

UPT

1951, Leonard H. Goldenson,
president, disclosed here yesterday in
a report to stockholders.

For the second quarter, it was
added, estimated consolidated earnings
and direct and indirect undistributed
earnings of partly-owned non-consoli-

to

ville

the

years with

company he
came head

of the vaudeville
{Continued on page 6)

be-

depart-

United Paramount Theatres disposed of 29 theatres during the second
quarter of 1952, 23 of which were by
terminations of joint interests, Leonard H. Goldenson. UPT president,

Toledo House,
20th ReeF
6

—

Baltimore, July 17. Sidney
Traub, chairman of the
Maryland State Board of Censors, has done a little censoring of a personal nature. Because of the uncertainty of
his job, Traub ordered his
name left off the state's film
seal of approval when he recently purchased a new supR.

In Test Fight
Inspector Appears at the
West wood in the Evening

—

Columbus, O., July 17. Loel
Lamb, a field inspector of the
Ohio State Censorship Division,
appeared this evening at the Westwood Theatre in Toledo where ex-

ply.

His three - year term as
chairman expired last May,
but Governor Theodore McKeldin has not taken any
action on reappointing him
or naming

a successor.

Arbitration Would
Help, Amis Hears

—

17.
An adequate
system would go far to-

Hollywood, July
arbitration

ward

See Lippert Deals
Set by Sept. 30
The target date for the completion
of deals for the sale of the remaining
24 Lippert exchanges throughout the
country is September 30, Robert Lippert,
president of Lippert Pictures,
disclosed here yesterday.
Lippert, who plans to end his two-

conditions
eliminating
plained of by Southern California

comThe-

atre Owners Association in its brief to
the Senate Small Business Committee,
investigator William D. Amis was told
by the majority of exchange managers
in a visit today in sequel to talks with

independent exhibitors during the past
week.

Amis
told

said

exchange heads

in

general

him they share

the exhibitor's
{Continued on page 4)

53 More Exhibitors Join
Tax Fight on State Level

reported yesterday to stockholders.

UPT

The dispositions resulted in
receiving a net of $753,000 in cash
and $180,000 in notes, it was stated.
theatres is
The rearrangement of
in line with the consent decree.
Goldenson stated that as a conse{Continued on page 4)

UPT

Freed

Is

Elected

M. P. Council V.-P/
Hollywood, July

17.

—The

Motion

Council has elected
Arthur Freed to the vice-presidency to
succeed Steve Broidy who will succeed Gunther Lessing in the presidency next month.
The organization pledged its utmost
co-operation in the fight to obtain removal of the admission tax being
conducted by the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
The MPIC also accepted the resigPicture

Industry

{Continued on page 4)

99 acceptances, 53 additional exhibitors from 32
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee,
co-chairmen of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations tax repeal
campaign, that they will serve on state committees in the campaign
Raising the

total to

states sent telegrams yesterday advising Col.

Exhibitors in all but
seven states have accepted the bid to
serve on state committees.
organization.

'Conciliation' Gets
The Play in N. C.
Charlotte, July 17.— Officers
and directors of the Theatre

Owners of North Carolina
(TOA) have voted to change
the name of its grievance
panel to conciliation panel,
Pauline Griffith, secretary,
reports.

The change was motivated
by two factors: (1) Conciliation is expected to have a
role in any arbitration system
the industry develops, and (2)

the North Carolina panel has
been operating on a "conciliatory basis."

TEN CENTS

1952

Censor Traub Does
His Own Censoring

{Continued on page 4)

29 More Houses

18,

booker.

During his 31
William Howard

FRIDAY, JULY

"Never have we seen such an enthusiastic

response to a call for service,"

said Cole

and McGee

in a joint state-

"This wholehearted eagerness
on the duties of
committee members in their states
shows how thoroughly they appreciate the importance of the campaign to
remove the onerous burden of the
Federal 20 per cent admission tax. It
also reveals the confidence they have
that our campaign will be successful,
ment.

hibitor Martin G. Smith was showing
the
uncensored 20th
Century-Fox
newsreel specially made to test the
Ohio censorship law, and tomorrow
will swear out a warrant for Smith's
arrest as well as a search warrant for
the print.
It is reported that the State will
also bring suit against whomever has
signed the contract with Smith for the
company's newsreel.
dispute had arisen earlier in the

A

between Motion Picture Associaof America representatives and
Dr. Clyde Hissong, head of the State
Censorship Division, about the method

clay

tion

{Continued on page 6)

Decca Offers Stock

To

Raise Capital

Following

acquisition of the prinUniversal Pictures,
Decca Records now is intent on securing for itself additional working capital for the conduct of its current activities and "the orderly expansion of
its business," Milton R. Rackmil, president of both Universal and Decca,
has informed Decca's stockholders.
Accordingly, Rackmil advised, Decca
will offer additional shares of its capital stock to its stockholders.
cipal

its

interest

in

The company contemplates mailing
{Continued on page 6)

New7-YearKatzman
Pact for 105 Films

of exhibitors to take

for

obviously

embark on

these

men would

movement

not

unless they
were convinced it would succeed. The
response of exhibitors has been so
prompt and overwhelming that we are
enormously encouraged as we go for{Continued on page 6)
this

—

Hollywood, July 17. Producer Sam
Katzman has signed a new seven-year
contract with Columbia Pictures, effective Jan.

1,

1953.

Katzman's production schedule, one
of the largest ever undertaken by an
independent producer, calls for a minimum of 15 pictures a year, a total of
105 for Columbia release, during the
seven-year period. More than half of
Katzman's program will be_ filmed in
color by Technicolor, with eight being
{Continued on page 4)
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Personal
Mention
MAX

E.
Artists

First of 12 'Movietime' Star Tours
Will Open in Denver August 17

YOUNGSTEIN,

Hollywood, July 17.— The first of 12 "Movietime, U.S.A." star
tours to be run off between now and New Years will open August
17 at Denver, it was decided today at a meeting attended by Marvin
Schenek, Hollywood chairman, and a special Screen Actors Guild
committee composed of Richard Carlson, George Murphy, Walter

United

vice-president,

in

is

Hollywood from Detroit and Cleveland and will return to New York by
plane over the weekend.
•

Howard

Strickling,

M-G-M

Pidgeon, Ronald Reagan and Kenneth Thomson.
The second tour was set to open September 7 in Indianapolis,
the third September 21 in Boston, with others to be determined

studio

later.

accompanied by Dick
head of Hearst magazines,

publicity head,

Berlin,

will leave Philadelphia today for

They

son Bay, Canada.
here July 28.

will

Schenek said the tours will require the services of about 60
players, producers and directors, and that the selection will be
handled in such a manner that players seeking to visit certain
areas, in response to many requests received for home-state personalities, usually can choose their own destinations.

Hudreturn

e

Nat Rosen, Albany manager, were
N. Y.,

week.

this

•

Herman M.

Levy, Theatre Owners of America's general counsel, is
due here today from New Haven.
9

$4,500,000
Trust Suit
Kansas

City, July

17.

— Suit

for
re-

damages and injunctive

$4,500,000

lief has been filed in Federal Court
here under the anti-trust laws against
the majors by the management of the

Electric Theatre of Kansas City,

Kan-

The damages sought are the
largest cited in any of the many simisas.

months here

lar actions filed in several

and elsewhere.
Defendants named are

20th Century-Fox,
National
Theatres,
Fox
Midwest Theatres, Loew's, Paramount
Pictures,
Warner Brothers,
United Artists, Columbia Pictures,
and Universal.
The complaint alleges that the companies attempted to suppress competition and have excluded the plaintiff
from a free and open market for firstrun pictures, thereby injuring its busi:

RKO

Martin Moskowitz, 20th CenturyFox Empire division manager, and
in Gloversville,

Friday, July 18, 1952

Aldrich

'King Kong' Reissue
Rolling Up Records

'Italian

Will Aid

Films Week'

Winthrop Aldrich, president of the
"Merian C. Cooper's 'King Kong'
showed yesterday that the original re- Chase National Bank of New York,
release
openings
in
Midwest, has accepted the honorary chairman- ness and property.
the
by saturation TV promotions, ship of the sponsoring committee of
The Electric is equipped to show
Max Fink, theatrical lawyer, will backed
were not flukes, "RKO Radio reported "Salue to Italian Films Week," to be first-run pictures, the complaint asleave here for London over the weekhere yesterday. "In openings in the held in New York October 6-12, it serts, and charges conspiracy of the
end.
Northeast and West, it smashed rec- was announced in Rome by Eitel corporations to suppress competition
•
ords as it continued to do as much as Monaco, president of Italian Films among theatres.
Esther Pallos, London Films exa week's average business in some Export, the New York branch of the
ecutive,

will

leave here by plane

tor

London tomorrow.

theatres in a single day," the

company IFF reported here yesterday.

"Salute to Italian Films Week" is
Boston reported a gross being organized by leaders in the culMargaret Sullavan will fly to
of $4,500, as did the Golden Gate in tural, educational and social life of
London from New York tomorrow,
America, "as a tribute to the role
San Francisco, for the opening day.
c
Other theatres also reporting top which post-war Italian films have
Vincent M. Fennelly, head of Silbusiness include the Pittsfield, $577 played in advancing the art of film
vermine Productions, has returned to
fur
the opening
Keith, Syracuse, making and in recognition of their
Hollywood from New York.
Providence, $2,700; contribution to Italo-American underAlbee,
$2,613;
•
Strand, standing," said the IFE.
Mildred Demby of Demby, Broun Empire, New Bedford, $1,064;
"Film Week," which will be held at
Rochester,
Palace,
Taunton, $577
and Co., will leave here for Europe
$3,550; Keith, Lowell, $1,150; War- a leading New York theatre, will pretomorrow.
ner, Worcester, $1,392; Saxon, Fitch- sent seven new Italian films, one each
evening, at premieres.
A delegation
burg, $750 Port, Newburyport, $500
in
Quarters Empire, Fall River, $1,158; Para- of Italian film celebrities will come to
Headquarters of Thomas L. Walk- mount, Springfield, $1,865.
New York for the events.
er's special representative on motion
stated.

e

The

RKO

;

;

Walker

New

Bank

picture matters for the
ica,

of

Amer-

have been moved from 729 Sev-

RKO

enth Avenue here to the
ing in Rockefeller Center.

build-

WOR-TV

will inaugurate the first
regular all-night
show on
morrow, and by way of celebration
"Television
is holding a party at its
Square" in the afternoon.

'Flowers' to

TV

RKO

1st Grievance

Gets

No

Meet

Grievances

—

City, July

KMTA

Radio

"No Time

for Flowers," with Viveca Lindfors and Paul Christian, will
be distributed in October by

RKO

Radio. It was filmed in Vienna, with
Don Siegel directing and Mort Briskin producing.

See 'Jacks' on Top
"Jumpin Jacks," which went
general release this month, is expected
to be the highest Martin-Lewis grosser
yet released by Paramount, A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., reports.

day.

The board named
Cook as chairman of

C. E. (Doc)
the committee,

Parkway Theatre Closes
Baltimore, July 17. One of Baltimore's oldest motion picture theatres,
the Parkway, has closed. Morris Mechanic, who recently purchased the
Loew's house, said he has no definite
plans for the property.

—

LondO'N, July 17. There is no immediate prospect of 20th- Fox's reviving its former program of continuous
production in England, although the

company

the

Boston, July 17. Funeral services
for Albert Reith, Sr., 67, of Revere,
Mass., one of Boston's pioneer motion
picture operators, were held today at
the Cox Funeral Home in Arlington,

later

the

same

day.

Para. Releases Hutton
Release of Betty Hutton from her
Paramount contract scheduled to expire January, 1953, to permit her and
her husband-director, Charles O'Curran, to produce her films on a partnership basis, was announced yesterday
by Abe Lastfogel, head of- the William
Morris Agency, following a series of
conferences between Lastfogel and Y.
Frank Freeman, president of Paramount.

September

finish

in

—

Chicago, July 17.
Services were
held here today for Julius Dezel, 79,
fa'her of independent film distributor
A'bert Dezel, who died on Tuesday.

NEW YORK THEATRES
n

— RADIO

CITT MUSIC HALL

-

Rockefeller Center

RAY BOLGER

—

Mass. Reith was a charter member
and formerly financial secretary of the
Boston Motion
Picture
Operators
Local No. 182 of the IATSE. He
leaves a son, a daughter, a brother and

plus

_

<*

-VIKINUI

Myerson, Fabian Theatres booker and
vice-president of the New York BookClub, died here yesterday. Funeral
services will be held today at 12 :45 at
the Riverside Funeral Chapel.

—_

&OHALD

Nelson ,
'She's

Working Her

Way Through
color

College

JkCMtf/COiOtl
Midnight F«olur«
Nightly

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD

B. Myerson's Father
Philip Myerson, father of Bernard

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Mayo Reagan

sister.

ers'

will

Albert Bezel's Father

Color by

Services Held for Reith

board will meet

in

here "Singlehanded," which
has been shooting on location in
Malta. This was reported by Lew
Schrieber, 20th-Fox production executive, as he departed today on the He
de France for New York.
studios

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"

to

succeed Loren Turner, who had
handled the initial steps in setting up
The grievance committhis service.
tee will meet again August 20, at the
Hotel Phillips, in the morning, and

UK Is Limited

For

end.

into

—

Kalmenson Winds Up
Home Office Meet

17.
The grievA two-day meeting of Warner
ance committee set up by the Kansas- Brothers district managers held by
Missouri Theatre Association held its Ben Kalmenson, company vice-presifirst meeting for the receipt and disdent in charge of distribution, will
cussion of complaints yesterday, but wind up today at the home office.
The
no complaints were received.
Plans for pictures to be released
committee developed procedures for from now through the first of the
handling grievances, and reported to year were discussed at the sessions.
the monthly meeting of the
District managers will return to their
board of directors held later in the respective territories over the week-

Kansas

WOR All-Night TV Show
"live"

;

;

20th Production Plan

Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and

Walt Disney's

WATER
A True

BIRDS

Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

C00L

Walt Disney's

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

Technicolor Cartoon

— Distributed by RKO
CRITERION B'WAY & 45th

St.
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"Leading the musical parade is M-G-M which hit the
jackpot last year with 11 musicals, all hits. M-G-M's
1952 schedule calls for 13 more."

LIFE
SAYS:

(13 Million readers of Life read the above in a 3-page section in full color devoted

M-G-M

musicals as "Lovely

To Look At" "The Merry Widow" and

to

such

others)

LIFE
PLEASE NOTE!
As predicted, the M-G-Musical parade continues with
jackpot

Following

success.

the

happy

reception

"LOVELY TO

for

LOOK AT"

spot
The Rain" we've captured the No.
on Variety's "Ten Box-office Leaders" for June with
"Skirts Ahoy!". The new, big musical Champ is "Lovely
To Look At". And as you'll see on this page there's a
wealth of fine, melodious attractions ahead. Preparing
"Singin'

In

for production

Lanza,

giving

depend on Leo

1

(Tec/in/co/or)

Kathryn Grayson

Red Skelton
Howard Keel
Marge and Gower Champion
Ann Miller

"The Student Prince" starring Mario
assurance that the fans can always

is

Zsa Zsa Gabor
Kurt Kasznar

the Singing Lion.

THE MERRY

"BECAUSE
YOU'RE MINE"

WIDOW"

Mario Lanza

(Technicolor)

(Technicolor)

Doretta

Lana Turner
Fernando Lamas

MILLION DOLLAR

"EVERYTHING
I

HAVE

IS

Morrow

James Whitmore

MERMAID"

YOURS

(

Technicolor)

(Technicolor)

Esther Williams

Marge and Gower Champion

Victor Mature

Dennis O'Keefe
Monica Lewis

Walter Pidgeon
David Brian
Donna Corcoran

Dean Miller

Yes indeed

M-G-M

More Great
("Seeing

Is

stands for

Musicals!

Believing")

.

1

4
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Lippert Deals

UPT Earned

(Continued from page 1)
stay in New York on Saturday,
been conferring with Eastern
branch managers on his plan to raise

week

Under the plan, 26
branches would be sold, giving the
new owners, preferably their branch
managers, a franchise for the servicing of 20 pictures per year for three
$2,500,000.

years, in addition to distribution rights
tu two projected Lippert film productions.

Favorably Received
plan,

said

Lippert,

was favor-

some Eastern branch
managers, while others were cautious.
Lippert plans to return here in four
weeks to complete negotiations, he
said.
Two exchanges, Dallas and
Memphis, have already been sold by
ably received by

Lippert.

cents per share of common stock 2nd
12^4 cents per share to holders of
certificates of interest was sent to
stockholders with the report. In the
case of certificates of interest, the remaining 12 l/2 cents per share, plus
amounts previously withheld will be
paid to holders upon conversion of
their certificates of interest into common stock, the report stated.

Goldenson pointed out that the
usual second quarter seasonal downturn in theatre business was somewhat more pronounced this year. The
president blamed the lack of
quality in films released in May and
June this year for the decline. He
stated, however, that the feature pictures which will be released starting
mid-July are of a high quality.

UPT

The

Breaking down the estimated $2,500,000 to be raised Lippert explained
that he expects to receive in excess of
$500,000 on the sale of his exchanges,
and for his planned two films, financing would be shared thus: $800,000
from a bank loan, $800,000 from franchise
holders
and exhibitors and
$400,000 from deferments.

UPT

Katzman

$3,669,000

(Continued from page 1)

has

The

Friday, July 18, 1952

Disposed

(Continued from page 1)

consolidated earnings, excluding capital gains, of
represent
16 cents for the second quarter and
71 cents for the six months of 1952
per share on 3,300,838 shares outstanding on June 28, 1952, as compared with 35 cents and $1.04 per
share, respectively, on 3,260,227 shares
outstanding on June 30, 1951. The
consolidated earnings including capital gains were equal to 44 cents for
the second quarter of 1952 and $1.06
for the six months, compared to 61
cents and $1.41 for the same periods

UPT

in

(Continued from page 1)

large-screen television during the off-hours in the company's theatres for commercial,
educational and public service
activities will commence in the
of

fall,

Goldenson stated.

He

plained
theatre

exof

that
installation
television is
being
pushed and by the end of the
year national coverage by theatre
television,
following the
long lines of the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company, should be available.
Detailing earnings, profits before
Federal income tax and other income
listed in the report

were put

done in color each year and seven in
black and white. Of the latter, two
will be serials.
7

:

at $964,-

000 for the second quarter of 1952,
compared to $2,093,000 for the second
quarter of 1951. UPT's direct and
indirect share of undistributed earnings of partly owned non-consolidated
subsidiaries, not included in consolidated earnings, were estimated at
$22,000 for the second quarter of 1952,
compared to $98,000 for the same
period last year.
Regarding the planned merger of
and the American Broadcasting-

UPT

Goldenson stated that if the antiissue were deleted from the
Federal Communications Commission
hearing's, a final decision would be

Co.,

Freed Elected
(Continued from page 1)
nation of the Artist-Managers Guild,
tendered recently, and received the
Screen Writers' Guild report on the
latter's referendum on the proposed
services committee to act as a clearing house for free^ lancers falsely accused of being associated with subverSWG's negative vote
sive activities.
MPIC
kills
the committee as an
project.

trust

expedited.

Arbitration

1951.

(Continued from page 1)

quence of the terminations of the joint

UPT
UPT

received six theatres
is permitted to retain
in which
100 per cent interest, leaving the company with a net disposition of 23
theatres during the quarter.
interests,

ONCE

IN

Theatre television programs,
both as box-office and non-boxoffice attractions, continue to be
presented by UPT and it is expected that a fairly active use

A GENERATION

.

Reopen Braham Theatre

alarm for the industry's future

- Robert
Minneapolis, July 17.
Alexander has reopened his fire-damaged Braham Theatre at Braham.

to

.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!
"There'll be no locks or
bolts

between

us,

Mary

Kate, except
L

those in your

own

HERBERT

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

So Far This Year

In 1952, the last year of Katzman's
original seven-year contract at Columbia, the producer has already completed nine pictures with seven remaining
Slated for Technicolor
to be filmed.
are "Serpent of the Nile," "Siren of
Bagdad," "Slaves of Babylon," "Flame
of Calcutta" and "Conquest of Cochise." Two black-and-white pictures
are "Combat Assignment" and the serial, "Planet Men."

J.

•

YATES

Directed by

heart!"

presents

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

in

of current grosses, but are duty

view

bound

obtain the highest possible terms
the motion picture exhibitors
using their product.

from

HOW BIG IS

IVANHOE ?
Latest evidence that

M-G-M

has

the biggest box-office property in
years [and that includes "Quo Vadii)

is

revealed in the daily screenings in our

room for editors, writers,
columnists. The reception is wonder-

projection

ful. It is a

forecast

of the vast national

publicity this giant attraction will
receive to pave the
office.

Watch

way

to your box-

the trade press for

news

of the honors and awards being given
to "Ivanhoe"

WEEK AFTER WEEK

IT'S

GROWING

BIGGER!

1- World Premiere breaks 2 3 -year-old record.

2— Trade Press praises it to the skies.
3— Popularity poll puts it ahead of "Quo Vadis".
4 - Booked for the mighty Music Hall, N. Y.
5- National magazines' sensational approval.
6— Word-of-mouth is sweeping the nation!

NEVER A

SHOW

LIKE "IVANHOE"

:

—

;

Motion Picture daily
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RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS
of

Review

ALBANY
Fox

Mon.

Rm.

Scr.

7/28

2:00 P.M.

1052 B'way.

ATLANTA
RKO

Rm

Scr.

Mon. 7/28

2:30 P.M.

195 Luckie St ,N.W.

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

Mon. 7/28 10:30 A.M.

Rm.

122-28 Arlington

St.

BUFFALO
Mo.

Oper. Scr.

Pic.

Rm.

Mon.

7/28

2:30 P.M.

Mon.

7/28

2:00 P.M.

Mon. 7/28
Wabash Ave.

2:00 P.M.

498 Pearl

St.

CHARLOTTE
Fox
308

Rm.

Scr.

Church

S.

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300

S.

CINCINNATI

RKO

Rm.

Scr.

Tues. 7/29

8:00 P.M.

Mon. 7/28

2:30 P.M.

12 E. 6th St.

CLEVELAND
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

2219 Payne Ave.

DALLAS
7/28

2:30 P.M.

Mon. 7/28

2:00 P.M.

Mon.
Rep. Scr. Rm.
412 S. Harwood St.

DENVER
Para. Scr.

Rm.

2100 Stout

St.

DES MOINES
Fox

Scr.

7/28 10:30 A.M.

St.

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave. Mon.

7/28

2:30 P.M.

Rm. Mon. 7/28

1:00 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr.
517 N. Illinois

St.

KANSAS CITY
7/28

3:00 P.M.

Rm. Mon. 7/28
Bermont Ave.

2:00 P.M.

Mon.

Rm.

Para. Scr.

1800 Wyandotte

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

Scr.

1980

S.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Scr.

Mon. 7/28 12:15 Noon

Rm.

Ave

151 Vance

—with Pinky Herman

niver sal -Inter national')

Shelley Winters heading the cast of this
Joseph Cotten
large-scale
in color by Technicolor, its solid appeal
at the box-office appears to be assured.
Leonard Goldstein production,
the plot has been fashioned of conventional and popular ingredients.
It
concerns the attempts of a patriarch of a huge Texas cattle empire to resist
the efforts of homesteaders to use his land as a right-of-way to reach acres
of free government land.
The picture has action, gunplay, hard-riding and romance. Scott Brady,
as the wayward arrogant son of the ranch owner, Minor Watson, is just
a little too itchy with his trigger finger one day and he kills a man. The
witness to the shooting is Miss Winters, and so in order to prevent her
from testifying aaginst him, he marries her after a swift, ardent, but insincere courtship. Naturally Miss Winters discovers Brady's true metal and the
marriage begins to disintegrate.
large part of the picture centers around the efforts of Cotten to "make
a man'' of his dissolute nephew, Brady, with resultant friction. In time
Cotten begins to realize that Miss Winters, whom at first he thought was
a schemer, has some real moral worth, and he grows fond of her.
The screenplay, by Gerald Drayson Adams and John and Gwen Bagni,
keeps the acting brewing on the homesteaders' front as well as the romantic
front. Brady finally is forced into a deal with outlaws to rustle his own
cattle and he is killed in the process.
In a showdown scene, Cotten finally permits the homesteaders to pass
unmolested. As a result he also wins the approval and love of Miss Winters
in a happily resolved ending. Hugo Fregonese directed.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For September

A

A

Mandel Herbstman

release.

MILWAUKEE

Set Albany Farewell Toledo House
(Continued from page
Dinner for Dortic
Albany, N.
L. Dortic,

who

—

Charles
Y., July 17.
will leave tomorrow

as Columbia branch manager here and
moves to Pittsburgh as Columbia
salesman at his own request, will be
given a farewell dinner on July 28 by
branch managers of the Albany Loge
of the Coloseeum of .Motion Picture
Salesmen (which Dortic headed nationally for
two terms), and the
Variety Club. He joined the company
eight years ago as Albany salesman.

1)

preparing the warrants and the
naming' of the house to be tested. It
was not until 10:30 this evening that
Lamb finally appeared at the Westwood and settled the matter.
The stage is now set for the
to carry its fight against the State
censorship law through the courts.

of

MPAA

Room

Mon.

7/28

Norman

former Columbia
Washington, has arrived
here to take over as manager.
salesman

53

Mon. 7/28

Rm.

More Exhibitors

1:30 P.M.

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Scr.

ward with the organization
Mon. 7/28

Rm.

40 Whiting

2:00 P.M.

St.

Fox

Scr.

Mon.

Rm.

Liberty

S.

7/28 10:30 A.M.

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Rm.

Scr.

Mon.

7/28

2:30 P.M.

630 Ninth Ave.

OKLAHOMA
Fox Scr. Rm.
10 N. Lee St.

Mon.

7/28 10:30 A.M.

Mon.

7/28

Scr.

Rm.

1502 Davenport

St.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon
250 N. 13th

1:00 P.M.

7/28

2:30 P.M.

7/28

1:30 P.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

PORTLAND
Star Scr.

Rm.

Mon. 7/28

2:00 P.M.

925 N.W. 19th Ave.

ST.

Scr.

Rm.

3143 Olive

Tues. 7/29

1:30 P.M.

St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox
216

Mon.
Scr. Rm.
E. 1st St. So.

SAN FRANCISCO
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon.
251 Hyde

7/28

1:30 P.M.

7/28

2:00 P.M.

7/28

1:30 P.M.

St.

SEATTLE
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Mon.
212 N. Philips Ave.

7/28 10:00 A.M.

WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr.

Rm.

New

previously explained by the
campaign co-chairmen, several exhibitors in each state were asked, in
wires sent out Monday, to serve on

them to subscribe to 258,883
shares of additional capital stock on
the basis of one additional share for
each three shares of capital stock held
of record at the close of business on
or about July 22.
Rackmil explained that the subscription price for the additional capital
stock has not yet been determined but
it will be set forth in a prospectus by
which the offering will be made and in
the subscription warrants which will
be mailed to stockholders. He anticipated that the subscription period will
expire on August 8.

campaign."

campaign committees in their states.
The names of 46 exhibitors in 26
states who had previously wired their
acceptances were announced Tuesday.
acceptances follow

New

Mexico, Tom Ribble, Marlin Butler;
Kansas, Glen W. Dickinson, Lou Higdon,
Bob Wile. Ernest
Tay Wooten; Ohio,
Missouri,
Seligman;
Schwartz, Selig J.
Tack D. Braunagel, Jeff Jeffries; California,
Richard Nasser, Roy Cooper, Ben Levin;
Mississippi, A. L. Royal, Ted Solomon,

Edward

Ortte;

Connecticut,

Harry

entitling

WPIX

ments via

be

will

year

hour seg-

full

filmed

in

Eastman color on 35mm. by R. M.
Savini's Opera Cameos.
The first
two of the series of 13, featuring stars
of the Metropolitan Opera Co., namely
Rusticana," with Mario
Del Monica, Rita Telli and Torge,
and "La Traviata," with Lucia Evangelesti, Frank Valentino, Julio GarO
and Carlo Totnmanelli, have just been
completed at 20th-Fox Movietone Studios under the direction of Carlo

"Cavaliere

The

Vinta.

series

be

will

released

through Atlantic Television Corporation.

.

.

.

We hear it isn't the Stein Song
but rather the blues that they're
singing these days over at MCA
where the pressure is heavy because several important MCA artists have demanded some "real fast
action in radio and TV bookings
"or else."
. When DuMont opens
its new studios here some time this
fall, at 62nd Street and Third Ave4
nue, there'll be Kleig lights, spotlights,
cameras, stars and real
Hollywood fanfare.
Betty Furness' commershills for Philco during the recent Republican National
Convention in Chicago, earned her
a sum slightly in excess of $18,000.
(This Furness sure is Hot when it
comes to selling Cold refrigera.

.

.

.

....

Lew Parker and Virginia Grey arecurrently in Hollywood to set a deal
on the filming of their hilarious "Tha
Bickersons" routines.

.

.

would',

to

.

.

NBC

Sweetland.

This musical

gem

is

now

Rembrandt set tm
music by Beethoven.
James Cebastion, named by movie reviewers and
columnists, "The handsomest man im
Hollywood," is currently in town for
unlike a painting by

.

.

.

TV

guestings.
Perry
his six-week hiatus from
his TVehicle, will make some p.a.'s
for RCA-Victor distributors en routa
to the Coast.
has signed
a series of

.

.

.

Como, during

.

ABC-TV

.

Bob Monroe's Kid

Howard Promoted

CBS

.

sign nvuscial comedy star BUR
Tabbert for a fall radio series.
1
Easily one of the most delightful quarter hours in radio is the "Words in
the_ Night"
(10:15-10:30) via
Friday nights, written, produced and\
narrated by David Ross with string
music by Tony Mattola cushioning the
dulcet tones of sopranotable Sally
like

.

F.

Shaw, Albert M. Pickus, Harry Feinstein,
Pennsylvania,
William
Herman
Levy;
Goldman, A. R. Boyd, Morris Finkel.
Also, Massachusetts, Ted Fleisher Norman Classman, Ray Feeley New Hampshire, Melvin Morrison, Lloyd Bridgman;
Rhode Island, Mever Stanzler, E. M. Fay;
Maine, Ralph Tully, C. J. Russell; West

for

August

series,
15 debut. .
.

"Look,

Ma

';

.

(Continued from page 1)

Virginia, L. E. Rogers; Wisconsin, Alfred
D. Kvool; Iowa, Al Myrick; South Carolina, Bates Harvey, Warren Irvin; North
Dakota, Frank E. Wetzstein; Tennessee,
Tay Solomon; Maryland!, I^eon B. Back;
Illinois,
David Wallerstein. Also, North
Carolina, Robert Bryant; Oregon, William
Montana, Carl E. Anderson
Graeper
Louisiana. Joseph A. Barcelona; Virginia,
Estelle Bowden; Georgia, Nat Williams;
Texas, John Q. Adams; Michigan^ M. F.
Gowthorpe; Florida, B. B. Garner; Oklahoma, Harold D. Bowers; Indiana, Dale H.
McFarland; Colorado, Edward E. Pringle.
States from which replies have not yet
been received are Vermont, New York,
Arizona
and
South Dakota,
Delaware..

ment and

in 1942 he went into theatre
operations as assistant general manager to Schwartz.
was elected a

Mon.

Jersey Ave.

7/28

2:00 P.M.

Nevada.

New

Jersey

is

forming

its

mittee at a meeting this week of the
Tersey Federation of Theatres.

The Ted Mack "Original Amateur

Hour," NBTelecast Tuesdays, for Old
Gold ciggies, is rounding out its 18th
He
year.
Genial and kindly Ted, whose
vice-president with the formation of
sincere encouragement to the thouthe

new

RKO

Theatres company in

sands of talented amateurs, is patterned after Ted's former chief, the
unforgettable Major Bowes and too,
on Ted's own appreciation of the helpneed SPECIAL TRAILERS QUICK? ing hand he himself received when he
started out in show business years ago
as a musician.
The Circle in the
Square, Off-Broadway Theatre Group,
has been doing smash box-office business with Tennessee Williams' "SumBEST
mer and Smoke" and so the author is
AST-WORK
now penning a
adaptation to feaCHICAGO, 327 S. Wa bash Ay^ NE W YORK, 6 30 9th Av.
j ture this group.

January, 1951.

;

Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave. Mon.

932

on or about
next Wednesday subscription warrants

of

in

;

LOUIS

RKO

to the holders of the stock

this

New

OMAHA
Fox

(Continued from page 1)

As

NEW ORLEANS
200

Decca Offers Stock

(Continued from page 1)

1015 Currie Ave.

"live"

telecast

SERIES
last

Jackter,

in

2:00 P.M.

Ave

MINNEAPOLIS
Scr.

was

tors.)

Warner Screen
212 W. Wisconsin

Fox

WONDERFUL
THAT
on Grand Opera which

.

Mon.

Rm.

1300 High

TV and Radio

U nt anted Fron tier
U
and
WITH
Western drama
(

"BEWARE, MY LOVELY"

Friday, July 18, 1952

.

com-

.

.

TV

New
I

1

.

.

.

—

.

Inside

New York — 50

Re-creating a corner of old New York for the theater is
a stage designer's problem.
But re-creating it so that the color camera will see it
and the sound camera hear it as the eye saw it and the
ear heard it 50 years ago is quite another story.
It is in reducing problems of this character that the
Eastman Technical Service is of great service. Their
representatives collaborate with studio technicians;
they scrutinize the scenery, establish light and color

years ago

.

.

balances; they help select type of film, color or blackand-white, best to use. Special laboratory procedures,
too, may be worked out to ensure precise processing
all to make sure that every foot of film produces
best results.
To maintain this service, the Eastman Kodak Company has branches at strategic centers
invites
inquiry on all phases of film use from all members of
the industry. Address:
.

.

.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
Midwest Division

Cast Coast Division

342 Modi son Avenue, New York

\7, N. Y*

137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago

2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

38, California

"THERE'S NO

ROOM FOR ARGUMENT

'CARRIE'
is

by far the best film Hollywood has sent us this

year. Fully on a par with 'A

PLACE

IN

THE SUN.'"

That's the critical estimate of the picture by Alton

Cook

(N.Y. World-Telegram

and Sun). It

is

also a boxoff ice analysis

as proved by the public's response at the Capitol
Theatre,

New

York, where the picture premiered

Wednesday during a record-breaking heat

spell.

"CARRIE" IS THE HOTTEST THING IN

NEW YORK TOWN RIGHT NOW
As

It

Will Prove To Be In Every
It is

Town Soon!

typical of

PARAMOUNT'S GREAT PARADE OF HITS
for the

remainder of

119I512

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

Accurate

Concise

NEWS
VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

14

Legal Battle
Against Ohio
Censors Begins
Smith's Arrest Initiates
Industry's Test of Law

—

Martin G.
Toledo, July 20.
Smith, past president of both Allied
States Association and the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
was arrested here Friday for exhibit-

Westwood Theatre a newshad not been submitted for
the approval of the Ohio State Censorship Division. The film was seized
and Smith was ordered to appear
Saturday in municipal court to answer

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, JULY

TEN CENTS

21, 1952

4

Urges ])cms'
To Adopt an

Very High Rentals Hit Community
Dollar, NCA's Berger Charges
Minneapolis, July 20. — Ben Berger, North Central Allied president, charged here that when a lilm company walks off with 70
per cent of the gross receipts in film rentals "it dries up the community entertainment dollar for a month to come."
Berger added a new phase to the argument against advanced admission price pictures, declaring that such runs served also to reduce the candy counter and refreshment bar receipts "for when a
patron is required to spend more to see the show he has less to
spend on popcorn, candy and drinks." Adding that the profits made
at the refreshment stand is an important part of a theatre's operhead said "the refreshment stand has become more
ation, the
than an additional source of revenue for the exhibitor; frequently
it is the only phase of his operation that shows a profit."

Anti-TaxPlank
Brandt Sends Plea to
Lehman and Celler

NCA

ing at his
that

reel

charges.

Smith

deliberately

exposed

himself to arrest as his contribution to the industry's campaign to have declared unconstitutional the Ohio film censorship laws. Thus he and 20th
Century-Fox, distributor of the
uncensored newsreel, become
defendants in a "test case"
founded on the U. S. Supreme
Court decisions favoring the in(Continued on page 4)

FCC

Loew's Reports a 40 -Week
Profit of $4,478,133
profit for the 40

Washington,

of all

— Strong

based upon the company's most recent

president of
March of Time

The revised
film income experience.
table allocates 66% per cent of the
cost to domestic and 33^3 per cent to
foreign instead of 75 and 25 per cent
respectively, as heretofore.
Total cost of each picture is writat the end of 12
ten off as follows
weeks, 44.1 per cent instead of 44.8
as formerly 24 weeks, 67.7, instead of

Distribu-

Inc., president of
Pictures, president of Equity
Pictures, Inc.,

PRC

Harry Thomas

for

is

Thomas

former

tors,

Federal Communications Commission
on Friday by the FCC broadcast bu-

and has variously headed

his

own

in-

:

;

TEXAS COMPO SEES GOV T AIDED
BY REPEAL OF US ADMISSION TAX
—

COMPO
COMPO
We

(Continued on page 4)

revision

(Continued on page 5)

Dallas, July 20. If the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax is removed, the
Distributor chairman of the Council government would receive 50 per cent
of Motion Picture Organizations' fi- of it back in personal income, excess
nance campaign in all exchange cities profits and corporate taxes, whereas
it the weekend received copies of a
if the tax is allowed to stay, in effect
four-page pamphlet and a
there will be much less revenue with
membership pledge card in prepara- hundreds of theatres closing as a dition for the August 11-18
rect result of the admission levy, the
lues collection drive.
Council of Motion Picture OrganizaThe pamphlet, entitled "United
tions Texas Showmen has pointed out

Win," explains the significance

to

(Continued on page 5)

Collection Drive

Will

The

vice-

a

Pictures,

in anti-tax literature sent to

This argument

is

members.

one of a dozen or

of New York.
Brandt's plea in the form of
a telegram was sent to Senator
Herbert H. Lehman and Con-

Association

gressman Emanuel Celler, New
York members of the platform
committee of the Democratic
National Convention, which will
open today in Chicago.
Declared Brandt
"Many of the
Federal excise taxes are presently
stifling American industry and have
reached the point where the adverse
effect of these levies is threatening
the nation's economy. In many cases
:

(Continued on page 4)

stock.
financial statement gave effect
film
of the company's
amortization table, effective March
13, 1952, as to pictures released after
that date, Moskowitz indicated.
He explained that the revision is

tive
Inc.

ABC-UPT

Compo Prepares

ac-

tele-

—

op-

"Petitioners request that the entire
'anti-trust' policy of the Commission
be junked because it is delaying final
action of the merger and other ap(Continued on page 5)

—

vision and theof
a t r i c a 1
Souvaine Selec-

ABC-UPT-CBS

reau.

sales

tivities

Petition

July 20.

5

Souvaine Sales

and
the
Paramount petitions asking the elimination of anti-trust issues and a direct
Commission decision on the proposed
merger was filed with the
position to

weeks ended June

Harry Thomas Heads

Unit Opposes

ABC-UPT

was

$4,478,133, compared with $5,567,619 for the corresponding period last year, Charles C.
Moskowitz, vice-president and treasurer, disclosed here at the weekend.
The latest figure is equal to 87 cents per share of common stock, whereas
the earlier one was the equivalent of
$1.08 per share.
Moskowitz reported also a profit of
$740,817 for the 12 weeks ended June
$1,341,754 for the corre5, against
Harry Thomas, distribution veteran, sponding period of the previous year.
has been named a director of the These figures, respectively, were equal
board in charge to 14 cents and 26 cents per share of

Loew's net

The adoption by the Democratic
Party of a plank in its platform
calling for a review of the country's
excise tax structure, with a view
toward the elimination of the 20 per
cent admission tax was urged at the
weekend by Harry Brandt, president
of the Independent Theatre Owners

more which the Texas COMPO unit
has marshalled as ammunition for its
part in the campaign spearheaded by
office and the
the national
tax repeal committee headed
by Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee.
"It is our opinion that the program

COMPO

COMPO

will bring results in

vince

our efforts to con-

Texas Congressmen

of the

ne-

cessity of removing this confiscatory
tax," it was stated by a committee_ of

Texas

exhibitor

leaders

(Continued on page 4)

including

1st

TV Station

'48

Opens in Denver

Washington, July
new television station

20.

Since

—The

first

actually to be-

gin broadcasting since back in 1948
on the air in Denver tomorrow, as the Federal Communications
Commission at the weekend announced
it had granted authority to Eugene P.
O'Fallon, Inc., recently licensed to
construct KFEL-TV in Denver, to
use temporary equipment for 60 days.
will
almost certainly
provide uninterrupted television serwill get

KFEL-TV

vice

from tomorrow

on.

Lightman Takes Full
Control of Malco

—

Memphis, July 20. The top three
men of the Malco theatre circuit, together for more than 30 years, have
split up.

M. A. Lightman, Sr., president of
Malco Theatres, Inc., and Malco
Realty Corp., said he has taken 100
per cent control of the 63-theatre
chain, buying out the 33 per cent inof M. S. McCord and M. J.
Prunisky of North Little Rock, Ark.

terest

;;;

;

:

120 Exhibitors

Personal
Mention
BEN
A.

SCHLANGER

Tax

In

and William

Hoffberg, New York theatre
architects and engineers, will leave
here on Saturday for Europe.
•

Fight

of exhibitors willing to
serve on state committees in the industry's campaign for repeal of the 20 per
cent admission tax was increased to
120 at the weekend when Col. H. A.
list

Leonard Goldenson, United Para- Cole and Pat McGee, national comount Theatres president, and Mrs. chairman of the campaign, received
Goldenson were guests of honor at a additional acceptances from 21 exhibi-

dinner given by Italian Films Export
in Rome last week.
•

Nathan

four states,

here

arrived

Department film chief,
from Europe on Saturday aboard the
N'icuiv Amsterdam.

L.

California,

Eastern division

M-G-M,
for
representative
leave here tomorrow for Philadelphia and Harrisburg.
press
will

•

but

Hamm, Graham

S.

Hardy,

Gerald

Kislingbury,

Charles
B. Fish-

Connecticut, J.
Maestri
man, Ted Jacocks New York, EmanUtah,
uel Frisch, Morton Sunshine
Ray Hendry Alabama, Mack Johnson
New Hampshire, Lloyd Bridgham; Wyoming, Tom Brennan; ArkMissouri, Tom
ansas, Jack Bomar
J.

;

.

;

;

;

Edwards Florida, Horace Denning
North Carolina, Harry E. Buchanan
Seventeen maga- Delaware, Marsh Gollner New Mex-

Detroit.

;

•

Ralph Martin

;

zine has left here for a trip through
the New England States.
•

Ken Thomson

of the Screen ActGuild left Hollywood for New
York over the weekend.

ors

Ed

Kidwell
Louisiana,
Pennsylvania,
Michigan, James F. Sharkey.

ico,

George

Named

Field Staff

;

.

— Police

O'Connor maintains
banning of "The Miracle" in
sioner

not

is

U.

in

.

-

Commisthat

the

this city

contradiction to the recent

Supreme Court
O'Connor said the

decision.
film was banned
under a section of the city code which
forbids the showing of any film that
"portrays depravity ... or lack of
virtue of a class of citizens of any
race, color, creed, or religion and exposes them to contempt, derision, and
S.

obloquy."

Meanwhile, it
Joseph Burstyn,

was
in

reported

New

that

York, dis-

tributor of the film, plans to file for a
court injunction to lift the ban.

A

•
contract providing for a

minimum

of 100,000,000 feet of film processing,
between the
television network
and De Lux Laboratories, Inc. was
disclosed here at the weekend by Frank

CBS

vice-president of CBS-TV
operations.
Falknor said the contract was further evidence of CBS-TV's confidence
in New York City continuing as a
major television center.

Falknor,

Ohio

RKO

the return of William B. Zoelland advertising and exploitation men.
manager in Cincinnati.
head of short subject and newsEditor of The Dynamo is Roger
At the same time Howard stated
reel sales from a tour of branches,
that RKO theatres in Omaha, Kan- Ferri.
•
M-G-M announced at the weekend a sas City and Denver have been added
new roster of short subject represen- to the Harry Weiss Minneapolis-Iowa
20—
More than 400
Chicago,
July
tatives in each of its 32 offices. They
division.
newspaper correspondents who are
excluwill not devote all of their time
here to cover the Democratic National
sively to short subjects but will have
Convention, which opens tomorrow,
perThe
well.
as
other assignments
have been invited by Bob Hope to
sonnel follows
view a special screening of the comeAlbany, Frank Carroll; Atlanta,
dian's latest Paramount release, "Son
OberNathan
Sam McCook; Boston,
Robert Weber, assistant to Howard of Paleface." The showing will take
man Buffalo, Marion M. Ryan Char- Minsky, Paramount's mid-eastern di- place tomorrow night.
lotte, Belton Hogan; Chicago, Edna
vision manager, has been appointed
Hope is here, reporting the convenFrank Cincinnati, Michael M. Berger
division coordinator for the company's tion for National Broadcasting and
Dallas, A.
Cleveland, George Bailey
"Greater Confidence Parade of 1952" newspapers.
V. Philbin Denver, M. A. Cramer
•
sales drive which will get under way
Des Moines, John J. Pilmaier De- on Aug. 31.
A
lavish
reception
awaits Danny
Indianapolis,
O.
Berthiaume
troit, C.
Weber is in New York for meetings
L. Prescott; Jacksonville, Robert E. with Monroe R. Goodman, national Kaye when he arrives in Copenhagen,
Denmark, today for a tour of the
Capps Kansas City, Harvey Cole.
drive coordinator and executive assis- home country of Hans Christian AnAlso,, Los Angeles, Edward Urschel
tant to A. W. Schwalberg, and other dersen, the Samuel Goldwyn office here
Milwaukee,
Memphis, Carl Skaggs
office executives.
reports.
Kaye portrays Andersen in
Minneapolis, home
Albrecht
Hildagarde
the upcoming film biography of the
New Haven, Leon JakubBill Burke
Danish storyteller.
son; New Orleans, H. A. Arata; New
in
He will be met by government offiYork, H. Margolis; Oklahoma City,
cials and leading figures of the enterW. Royalty Omaha, Evelyn Cannon
tainment world. This evening Kaye
Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, H. Bache
Charles Goldsmith, Loew's InternaMax Shabason Portland, Frank Stae- tional executive, left New York by will meet the Danish Prime Minister,
Erik Erikson, and will present him
Salt
ger; St. Louis, George Reilly
plane yesterday for London where he
Lake City, G. A. Derrick; San Fran- will assume new duties as assistant with a copy of the script of Goldwyn's
"Hans Chrisitan Anderson" for inclucisco, Leslie Smith; Seattle, Wrri. R.
managing director of Metro-GoldwynVose Washington, Edward Kushner. Mayer and a member of the board of sion in the Andersen Museum.
directors. His wife and two sons will
Press to
join him in England, sailing July 23. Conn. Golf
New Haven, July 20. Annual golf
Represident
of
Goldsmith in 1949 resided in LonYates,
Herbert J.
of Connecpublic Pictures, has invited the press don for six-months when he was tournament of the
to cocktails and a buffet on July 29 at special assistant to Sam Eckman, Jr., ticut will be held on Aug. 12 at the
Country Club, Orange,
the Essex House here to meet John managing director and board chair- Racebrook
Conn.
man.
Ford, director of "The Quiet Man."

With

ner,

Names Weber

for
Finland, getting ready for the Olympics are current nczt'sreel highlights. Other items
include fighting in Korea and human
interest
stories.
Complete contents

follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS', No. 5»-Films of
Yalu River bombing. Columbia killer nabbed
Boston. Ike resting in Colorado. Are truce
coming to a head? Olympics in Helsinki. 'Copter attack. Anglers.
OF THE DAY, No. 293— Battle
royal for Democratic nomination. Air attack in Korea blasts Reds. Record set by
S.S. United States. Free Berlin protests
Red kidnapping. 1952 Olympics.
NEWS, No. 9ft-Chicago:
Democrats take over. Korea: year of truce
talks. New air-ground action.
15th Olympiad: Finland host to nations.
DIGEST, No. 29-B— Germans protest Red kidnapping. Bastille Day.
Helicopters
cross
Atlantic.
"Animal li-

in

talks

NEWS

PARAMOUNT
TELENEWS

brary" for children.

French bike

ships.

Steel
race.

strike

stops

ore

—

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 579
Democrats at Chicago. S.S. United States sets
record. Korean air strike. Olympic prepardriving

Children's
athletes in France.
ations.

Baby

school.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 98l-Now

the Democrats. Korea attacks. Eisenhower and Nixon get ready. Discord in
its

Berlin,

NATO

Will Rogers
Olympics.

air

strength.

Park.

Finland

Beverly Hills:
prepares for

•

RKO

Shinhach

Parade
preparing
rHE DEMOCRATS
convention and
their

Thirty thousand copies of a special
product issue of 20th Century-Fox's
house publication, The Dynamo, are
to
being distributed this week throughout
in
the world.
Containing product information on
Shinbach,
RKO' Theatres
Jerry
Midwest division manager, has been company pictures scheduled for the
Theatres in rest of 1952, and offering a preview of
placed in charge of
top attractions to be released in 1953,
Ohio, William W. Howard,
Theatres vice-president, has announced. the 56-page book incorporates material
Joseph Alexander will remain as city aimed at exhibitors, newspaper editors

RKO

Shorts

Don

Mo Wax

;

Theatres

MGM

;

;

of

20.

21, 1952

Newsreel

;

;

Edwin W. Aaron, 2'0th CenturyFox assistant general sales manager,
will return to New York today from

For

All

states.

are now represented in the list of those who have
accepted state committee assignments.
Latest additions follow

•

Arthur Canton,

16

Vermont, South Dakota,

Commerce Arizona and Nevada

Golden,

D.

representing

tors

Monday, July

NEWS
in Brief
Chicago, July

The

;
;

:

Motion Picture Daily
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Para.

:

Division Drive Aide

;

;

;

;

;

;

Quigley Awards to
Ackery and Shaffer
Ivan Ackery's campaign for the Canadian premiere of M-G-M's "The
Wild North" at the Orpheum Theatre,
Vancouver, and Willis Shaffer's campaign on "Invitation" in Hutchinson,
Kan., which won him M-G-M's first
"Promotion of the Month" award, are
the winners of this quarter's Showmanship Awards of the Managers
Round Table of Motion Picture
Herald.
"Scroll of

Honor" winners

are

Rocque Casamassine, Franklin The-

New York

City Philip Chaiton,
Theatre, New York City Sidney Kleper, Loew's College, New
Haven Nicholas J. Matsoukis, Rivoli
Theatre, New York City Vic Noew,
Odeon Theatre, Hyland, Canada
Leonard Sobey, Globe Theatre
Stockton, England, and William
Trambukis, Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, Pa.
atre,

;

Ward

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Goldsmith
New
U.K. Post

MGM

;

;

;

;

Meet Ford

Tournament

—

MPTO

Aubrey Schenck and
RKO Radio in Deal
Hollywood, July
—RKO Radio
20.

and Aubrey Schenck Productions have
concluded arrangements for the distribution of six films which Schenck
Productions will complete within the
next two years, it was announced here
by C. J. Tevlin, vice-president in charge
of

RKO

First

studio operations.
of the productions

will

be

on the Richard
Hubler novel, "I Got Mine." Filming
will start in September. Second production will be "The Swamp Fox,"
with color in Technicolor.
He has recently been affiliated with
Associated Producers and Players.
"Beachhead,"

based
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Anti-Tax Plea

FCC

COMPO

Prepares

(Continued from page 1)
of the industry's all-out campaign for
the repeal of the 20 per cent admission
tax in addition to outlining the genschedule
eral purposes of
of payments was also included, as pre-

COMPO. A

viously reported.
The cards and pamphlets will be distributed to exhibitors throughout the

country during August 11-18.

21, 1952

Unit Hits Petitions
In the

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
the presence of these discriminatory
excise taxes in an industry represents
the difference between a prosperous
industry and one that is destroyingsmall businessmen under the oppressive yoke of such taxation."
Excise taxes in many instances today, Brandt stated, "act as an industry subsidy to government at a time
when the affected industries are fighting for survival."
In this Presidential election year,
Brandt pointed out, "removal of many
of these excise taxes would he extremely popular with the people since
they hit the pocketbooks of more
Americans than the income tax.
"We are confident that labor will
join with industry in recommending
this proposal. At the same time, elimination of these excise taxes will create a healthy spur to the affected
industries and provide greater employment for more people at better wages
and result in higher income and corporate tax returns which will more
than offset the revenue losses involved," Brandt stated.

Monday, July

plications," the brief contended.

Cur-

B. Plummer, chief, and Joseph M.
Kittner, assistant chief of the broadcast bureau, presented the brief, along
with hearing division chief Frederick
W. Ford and counsel Max Paglin.
tis

ABC, UPT, CBS and Paramount

fort
to
modify basic Commission
policy, and denied that granting of
radio licenses to Westinghouse without

hearings despite a history of anti-trust
violations was a precedent. There was
no similiarity between the cases, the
brief argued, because Westinghouse
was a pioneer in radio. The public interest demanded the licensing, and in
any event Commission policy is to consider past anti-trust violations on a

THEATRE

Equipment

World

.

.

.

asked not only that the anti-trust issue
be deleted and that hearing examiner
Leo Resnick's initial decision be dis. with
.
pensed with, but also that parties file
proposed findings of fact within 20 case-by-case basis.
RVING SINGER of the Rex SpeThe broadcast bureau similarly dedays of law directly with the comcialty Bag Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
mission for its final decision, and that nied that other cases cited by the petithe
Commission enter any orders tions had any bearing on the present has been named exhibit chairman for
necessary to sever parties as a result case. The court decision in the Ore- the 1952 Popcorn Industries' Convenof deleting the anti-trust issues.
gon Medical Society, the brief held, tion and Exhibit to be held in Chicago
The broadcast bureau contended was to the effect that an injunction November 12-13-14. Singer, a veteran
that
Paramount's petition, separate could not be issued against practices in the paper goods field, is planning
from the one presented jointly by which have already ceased.
Not, as an elaborate display of supplies, maABC,
and CBS, restated and Paramount contended, that "ancient chinery and equipment for the 56paraphrased "the issues specified by history" is inadmissable as evidence. booth show in the LaSalle Hotel
When setting up the issues for the exhibition hall. Latest developments
the Commission with respect to them,
and request that the Commission present case, the brief continued, the in the popcorn industry will be shown.
This, the Commission heard all the arguments
adopt such restatement."
against inclusion
bureau also opposed strongly.
of
the anti-trust
A new model in its light-weight
The brief called the request for phase, rejected them, and should not industrial vacuum cleaners with a
elimination of anti-trust issues an ef- now overrule itself.
redesigned tank having a full fivegallon capacity has been marketed
by Multi-Clean Products, Inc., St.
Rally
at
Paul. For small and intermediate
20.
Hollywood, July
En route East
(Continued from page 1)
cleaning, the new machine has the
for their September 24-October 19 apsame wet and dry pickup of predustry in the "Pinky" and "Mirpearance at the Madison Square Garvious models. It weighs only 36
acle" actions.
den Rodeo in New York Roy Rogers
pounds and can be carried by a
and Dale Evans will swing down to
Twentieth-Fox too was aware of handle on the top.
rally
Memphis to participate in a youth
the consequences that threatened, but,
•
there September 16. The rally is part
like Smith, made itself vulnerable so
of the city's drive to construct interEdzvard Stanko, veteran RCA enthat there could be created a case
denominational recreational facilities
through which the industry could press gineer and pioneer in radio and telefor its young people, with the project
vision in the 192(fs, hais been appointed,
its attack on the Ohio statute.
to be named after Rogers.
Smith was not required to post bond to the newly-created post of manager
on Friday, the court having taken his of engineering, technical products diword that he would appear Saturday vision, of the RCA Service Co., Camden.
He will direct specialised trainas ordered.
Paxton & Seasongood,
ing of field personnel, preparation of
Cincinnati law firm representing the
Motion Picture Association of Amer- technical information and development of new and improved methods
ica, has retained Donald Melhorn of
installation and servicing of RCA
the Toledo legal firm of Marshall, for
Melhorn, Block & Belt to defend technical products.
•
Smith.

RAY GALLO

UPT

Rogers

Youth

—

Ohio Censor

:

The warrant

for Smith's arrest read

as follows

"One Martin G. Smith, owner of
Westwood Theatre, 1602 Sylvania

the

St., Toledo, did purposely exhibit a
certain motion picture to wit, a news-

—

'The American Newsreel'
and including precede stating in effect
that the newsreel had not been submitted to the Department of Education
for censorship as required by Ohio
statutes
without same having been
submitted to the Department of Education for passage and approval and
without having been passed and approved by the Department of Education, contrary to the statutes of Ohio
made and provided therein."
reel

titled

—

New fabrics made of Fiberglas reinforcing cloth and adaptable for stage
curtains and drapes have been announced by Duracote Corp., Ravenna,
The Fiberglas cloth is coated
Ohio.
by a special process with a synthetic
This makes the fabric
plastic resin.
fire-resistant, according to the manucracking or
facturer, and prevents
Called "Dura-Decor," the
breaking.
fabric comes in nine colors that are
opaque for room darkening without the
need of lining cloth.

Texas Compo
(Continued from page 1)

Robert

J.

O'Donnell, Cole, Paul Short,

John Q. Adams, Claude

C. Ezell, Phil

Don C. Douglas, R. I. Payne,
Sam Landrum and Kyle Rorex.
One of the other arguments used

Isley,

that that part of the tax money
theatremen will retain is needed to
make improvements in order to improve service to the public. "Estimate

here

is

Examining one
for

of the lobby
of the
installed in the

exploitation

_

RCA

signs

"Syn-

RKO

chro-Screen"
%\st Street Theatre, New York. The
sign announces that the theatre has
how much you should spend on such the first such screen on Broadway,
items as new carpets, curtains, sound "to bring you a brand new movie
Shown holding the sign is
and projection equipment, seats, rest thrill."
room equipment, air conditioning, etc., Bernard Sholtz, of RCA. Others are
to make your theatre more comfort- W. L. Rothcnberger, of RCA; Ben
able and inviting for your people," re- Perse, of Capitol Theatre Supply,
cipients of the campaign plans are Nezv York, and Harry Lyons, manager of the theatre.
advised.

;

Monday, July

21,
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Injunction Against
'Treason' Is Denied

Loew's Profit Pay

to Directors

Thomas

For Film Telecasts
{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from, page 1)
Justice Thomas L. J. Corcoran of
the New York State Supreme Court
has rejected the claim of one Albert
E. Kahn, the author of a political

70.7; 36 weeks, 77.5, instead of 85.1;
52 weeks, 87.7, instead of 95 per cent,
and 78 weeks, 100 per cent, the same

The

It was pointed out that if the amortable
continued
untization
had
changed, the company's net profit after
taxes for both the 12-week and 40-

book

entitled

"High

Treason

:

Plot Against the People," that he has
exclusive rights to the phrase "High

as formerly.

Treason" as the title of any literary
work, including motion pictures. Kahn week period ended June
sought a temporary injunction re- been $117,082 less.

5

would have

Pacemaker Pictures, Inc., J.
The statement contains these comArthur Rank Organization, Inc., and parative figures for the 40-week peArthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley, Inc., riods ended June 5, 1952, and June 7,
from using the title "High Treason" 1951, respectively: Estimated gross
in connection with the fictional spy sales and operating revenues, $135,thriller directed by Roy Boulting now 646,000 and $132,883,000;
operating
showing at the 52nd Street Trans-Lux profit, including wholly and partly
Theatre here, and scheduled to be re- owned subsidiaries, $10,016,233 and
leased thoughout the United States. $11,608,043; net operating profit beJustice Corcoran stressed that the fore taxes, $5,302,538 and $6,829,984;
title of the plaintiff's book and the de- reserved
for taxes,
$1,288,236 and
prior
fendant's film "are not the same," and $2,503,794;
adjustments
for
the respective contents are "entirely years' depreciation and Federal taxes,
different."
He further ruled "Even $605,442 and $1,537,814.
if the title of the plaintiff's book were
These are the comparative figures
'High Treason,' which it is not, he for the 12-week periods ended June 5,
would have great difficulty in showing 1952, and June 7, 1951, respectively:
any exclusive right to the use of Estimated gross sales and operating
those two words. 'High Treason' has revenues, $39,953,000 and $38,933,000
been used as the title of five moving operating profit including wholly and
pictures, one play, and at least five partly owned subsidiaries, $1,868,839
The word and $3,028,507 net operating profit
books in recent years.
'Treason' has been used alone as the before taxes, $425,878 and $1,480,292;
straining

:

;

title

of six

moving

pictures.

been used with other words, as

It

has

in the

case of the plaintiff's book, as the title
of 30 other moving pictures, short
The motion is destories, or books.

reserved for Federal taxes, $240,487
and $387,294; adjustments for prior
years' depreciation and Federal taxes,
$90,166 and $290,781.

nied."

The defendants were represented by of the firm of
Louis Nizer and Seymour Shainswit jamin & Krim.

Phillips,

Nizer, Ben-

Hollywood, July 20.— Screen directors over the weekend became the second talent group to obtain an agreement from

television film producers
for an additional payment for their
services when subsequent runs of their
films reach a stipulated point.
This
type of extra compensation, long and

unsuccessfully sought in the theatrical
film field with a view to gaining participation in reissue revenues, was obtained from television film producers

dependent distribution enterprises.
In announcing the agreement with
Thomas, Henry Souvaine, president of
"Naturally,
Mr.
Souvaine,
said
Thomas and I have complete confidence in the ability of the motion pic:

ture industry to adjust itself successfully to the vastly changing conditions
of today and tomorrow. The superior
motion picture still remains a most
powerful magnet for all the millions
in

—

country lowbrows, mediumand highbrows who periodimust escape from the confines

this

—

by the SAG several weeks ago.
Meanwhile, the Screen Directors
Guild announced an agreement with the
Alliance of Television Film Producers
on terms of a contract which will pro-

brows,

vide for the director of a television
film to receive a flat $275, in addition
to his original salary, when and if a
film he has made is run for the fourth
time, this payment to cover all subsequent runs as well. An
pact,
previously reported, differs in terms
and amounts but is the same in prin-

son, against 10 last year, in addition
to approximately 50 non-competitive

SAG

ciple.

The

SDG-ATFP

runs to April

contract,

which

1958, sets $550 per
week as a minimum for free-lance directors, $325 for first assistants, and
$185 for second assistants. With minor
details still to be worked out, the contract becomes effective on ratification
by the SDG, which is considered a
formality.
4,

Discuss Global 'P.R.'
The Motion

cally
of their

living rooms.
Souvaine will distribute at least 16
theatrical features during its new sea-

features
for the television
under the trade name Cinema

market
Fea-

TV

tures.

In addition to its American representation of the French governmental

L'Union Generale Cinematographique,
Souvaine distributes
the bulk of releases of British producers Romulus, Independent Film
Distributors and Sydney Box Producfilm combine,

tions.

Souvaine is also negotiating with
Joseph Burstyn for the co-release with
Burstyn of two of his latest features,
"The Girl of the Marshes" and "St.
Francis."

Thomas succeeds Charles Amory
who last week became West Coast
vice-president of Pathe Laboratories.

Picture Association of

America's international film relations
committee, headed by Lawrence Lipskin of Columbia, met here at the

weekend to discuss projects for improving public relations on a global
basis.

BIGGEST

OPENING

DAY
OF
THE
I

YEARGLOBE, N.Y.!
RICHARD WIDMARK
MARILYN MONROE

,„

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK
with

Anne Bancroft

•

Produced by

JULIAN BLAUSTEIN

Donna Corcoran
Directed by

•

ROY BAKER

•

Jeanne Cagney

Screen Play by
•

DANIEL TARADASH

1 1

Only 20th Century-Fox delivers

"THE GENUINE ARTICLE!
LIFE

Magazine

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW
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Legal Battle
Against Ohio

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, JULY

TEN CENTS

21, 1952

Urges Deras'
To Adopt an

Very High Rentals Hit Community
Dollar, NCA's Berger Charges
Minneapolis, July
— Ben Berger, North Central Allied presi20.

Censors Begins
Smith's Arrest Initiates
Industry's Test of Law

—

Martin G.
Toledo, July 20.
Smith, past president of both Allied
States Association and the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
was arrested here Friday for exhibiting at his Westwood Theatre a newsreel that had not been submitted for
the approval of the Ohio State Censorship Division. The film was seized
and Smith was ordered to appear
Saturday in municipal court to answer
charges.

Smith

deliberately

NCA

Loew's Reports a 40 -Week
Profit of $4,478,133

exposed

himself to arrest as his contribution to the industry's campaign to have declared unconstitutional the Ohio film censorship laws. Thus he and 20th
Century-Fox, distributor of the
uncensored newsreel, become
defendants in a "test case"
founded on the U. S. Supreme
Court decisions favoring the in(Continued on page 4)

FCC

dent, charged here that when a film company walks off with 70
per cent of the gross receipts in film rentals "it dries up the community entertainment dollar for a month to come."
Berger added a new phase to the argument against advanced admission price pictures, declaring that such runs served also to reduce the candy counter and refreshment bar receipts "for when a
patron is required to spend more to see the show he has less to
spend on popcorn, candy and drinks." Adding that the profits made
at the refreshment stand is an important part of a theatre's operation, the
head said "the refreshment stand has become more
than an additional source of revenue for the exhibitor; frequently
it is the only phase of his operation that shows a profit."

Washington,

of all

Inc.

a

delaying final
merger and other ap-

of

the
(Continued on page 5)

Compo

Prepares for

Collection Drive
of

nance campaign

in all

exchange

cities

of a
pamphlet and a
membership pledge card in prepara-

at the

weekend received copies

COMPO

four-page

COMPO
We

tion for the August 11-18
dues collection drive.
The pamphlet, entitled "United
Will Win," explains the significance
(Continued on page 4)

ac-

New

stock.

—

Thomas

former

is

vice'

D

i

tors,

s t r

i

Inc.,

b u pres-

PRC

ident
of
Pictures, president of Equity
Pictures, Inc.,

Harry Thomas

and has variously headed

his

own

in-

(Continued on page 5)

He

explained

revision is
based upon the company's most recent
film income experience.
The revised
table allocates 66% per cent of the
cost to domestic and 33}i per cent to
foreign instead of 75 and 25 per cent
respectively, as heretofore.
Total cost of each picture is writat the end of 12
ten off as follows
weeks, 44.1 per cent instead of 44.8
as formerly 24 weeks, 67.7, instead of
(Continued on page 5)
that

the

:

;

TEXAS COMPO SEES GOV'T AIDED
BY REPEAL OF US ADMISSION TAX
—

the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax is removed, the
government would receive 50 per cent
of it back in personal income, excess
profits and corporate taxes, whereas
if the tax is allowed to stay, in effect
there will be much less revenue with
hundreds of theatres closing as a direct result of the admission levy, the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations Texas Showmen has pointed out
in anti-tax literature sent to members.
This argument is one of a dozen or

Dallas, July

Distributor chairman of the Council
Motion Picture Organizations' fi-

Celler,

was

tele-

of
president
March of Time

merger was filed with the
Federal Communications Commission
on Friday by the FCC broadcast bu-

action

—

i

ABC-UPT

is

5

The financial statement gave effect
and me- to revision of the company's film
of amortization table,
effective
March
at r c al
Souvaine Selec- 13, 1952, as to pictures released after
Pictures, that date, Moskowitz indicated.
tive

ABC-UPT-CBS

it

weeks ended June

sales

tivities

Paramount

be junked because

Brandt's plea in the form of
telegram was sent to Senator
Herbert H. Lehman and Con-

a

Souvaine Sales

op-

reau.
"Petitioners request that the entire
'anti-trust' policy of the Commission

Owners

Harry Thomas Heads

and
the
petitions asking the elimination of anti-trust issues and a direct
Commission decision on the proposed
position to

of the Independent Theatre
Association of New York.

:

Petition

— Strong

The adoption by the Democratic
Party of a plank in its platform
calling for a review of the country's
excise tax structure, with a view
toward the elimination of the 20' per
cent admission tax was urged at the
weekend by Harry Brandt, president

gressman Emanuel
profit for the 40'

vision

July 20.

Brandt Sends Plea to
Lehman and Celler

York members of the platform
$4,478,133, comcommittee of the Democratic
pared with $5,567,619 for the corresponding period last year, Charles C.
National Convention, which will
Moskowitz, vice-president and treasurer, disclosed here at the weekend.
open today in Chicago.
The latest figure is equal to 87 cents per share of common stock, whereas
Declared Brandt
"Many of the
the earlier one was the equivalent of
Federal excise taxes are presently
$1.08 per share
Moskowitz reported also a profit of stifling American industry and have
$740,817 for the 12 weeks ended June reached the point where the adverse
$1,341,754 for the corre- effect of these levies is threatening
5, against
Harry Thomas, distribution veteran, sponding period of the previous year. the nation's economy. In many cases
(Continued on page 4)
has been named a director of the These figures, respectively, were equal
board in charge to 14 cents and 26 cents per share of
Loew's net

Unit Opposes

ABC-UPT

Anti-TaxPlank

20.

If

more which

the

Texas

COMPO

unit

has marshalled as ammunition for its
part in the campaign spearheaded by
the national

COMPO

COMPO

office

and the

tax repeal committee headed
by Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee.
"It is our opinion that the program
will bring results in our efforts to convince Texas Congressmen of the necessity of removing this confiscatory
tax," it was stated by a committee of

Texas

exhibitor

leaders

(Continued on page 4)

including

r.LY.'.

—

WASHINGTON, July 20.
With the Federal Communications Commission at the
weekend granting authority to Eugene P. 'Fallon,
Inc., recently licensed
to construct KFEL-TV in
Denver, to use temporary
equipment for 60 days, the
first new TV station actually to begin broadcasting since 1948 will get on
the air tomorrow.
•

MEMPHIS, July 20. ~M. A.
Lightman, Sr.
president
of Malco Theatres, Inc.,
and Malco Realty Corp.,
reported here at the weekend that he has bought out
the 33 per cent interest
of M. S. McCord and M.
J.
Prunisky in the 63theatre Malco circuit,
thereby gaining 100 per
cent control of the firm.
,

s

:

;;

:
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120 Exhibitors

Personal
Mention
BEN
A.

SCHLANGER

and William

Hoffberg, New York theatre
architects and engineers, will leave
here on Saturday for Europe.
•

Leonard Goldenson, United Paramount Theatres president, and Mrs.
Golden son were guests of honor at a
dinner given by Italian Films Export

Rome

in

week.

last

•

Nathan

Commerce

Golden,

D.

Tax

In

Fight

exhibitors

of

list

Department film chief, arrived here accepted state committee assignments.
from Europe on Saturday aboard the Latest additions follow
5.5. N'ieuw Amsterdam..
L.

California,

•

Arthur Canton,

Eastern division

M-G-M,
for
representative
will leave here tomorrow for Philadelphia and Harrisburg.
•
press

Hamm, Graham

S.

Kislingbury, Gerald Hardy, Charles
Connecticut, J. B. FishJ. Maestri
man, Ted Jacocks New York, Eman;

;

Morton Sunshine Utah,
Ray Hendry Alabama, Mack JohnFrisch,

uel

;

;

Edwin W. Aaron, 20th Century- son New Hampshire, Lloyd BridgFox assistant general sales manager, ham Wyoming, Tom Brennan ArkMissouri, Tom
ansas, Jack Bomar
will return to New York today from
;

;

;

;

Edwards Florida. Horace Denning
North Carolina, Harry E. Buchanan
Seventeen maga- Delaware, Marsh Gollner New Mex-

Detroit.

;

;

•

;

Ralph Martin

of
zine has left here for a trip
England States.
the

;

through

Ed

Kidwell
Louisiana,
Pennsylvania,
Mo
Michigan, James F. Sharkey.

ico,

George

New

•

Don

;

;

Wax

of the Screen ActGuild left Hollywood for NewYork over the weekend.

Named

Shinbach

RKO

to
Theatres in Ohio

20.

.

.

not

is

— Police

in

.

Commisthat

the

this city

contradiction to the recent

Supreme Court
O'Connor said the
S.

decision.

...

depravity
or lack of
of a class of citizens of any
race, color, creed, or religion and exposes them to contempt, derision, and
virtue

obloquy."

Meanwhile, it
Joseph Burstyn,

was
in

reported

New

York,

that
dis-

tributor of the film, plans to file for a
court injunction to lift the ban.

•

A

contract providing for a minimum
of 100,000,000 feet of film processing,
between the CBS television network
and De Lux Laboratories, Inc. was
disclosed here at the weekend by Frank
Falknor, vice-president of CBS-TV
operations.
Falknor said the contract was further evidence of CBS-TV's confidence
in New York City continuing as a

major television

For

MGM

roster of short subject representatives in each of its 32 offices. They
will not devote all of their time exclusively to short subjects but will have
other assignments as well. The per-

Albany,

:

Atlanta,
Carroll
Boston, Nathan Ober-

Frank

Sam McCook;
man

;

lotte,

;

Buffalo,

Marion M. Ryan Char-

Belton

Hogan

;

Edna

Chicago,

;

Cincinnati, Michael M. Berger
Cleveland, George Bailey; Dallas, A.
V. Philbin; Denver, M. A. Cramer;

Frank

;

;

Des Moines, John

Pilmaier

J.

;

De-

Indianapolis, O.
Jacksonville, Robert E.
L. Prescott
Capps Kansas City, Harvey Cole.
C.

troit,

Berthiaumc

;

;

;

Los Angeles, Edward Urschel
Milwaukee,
Memphis, Carl Skaggs
Also,,

;

Albrecht

Hildagarde
Bill Burke;

division

Minneapolis,

;

Names Weber

;

;

;

Meet Ford

to a

in Colorado. Are truce
head? Olympics in Hel-

sinki. 'Copter attack. Anglers.
DAY, No. 293— Battle
OF
royal for Democratic nomination. Air attack in Korea blasts Reds. Record set by
i'.i'.
United States. Free Berlin protests
Red kidnapping. 1952 Olympics.
NEWS, No. S6--Chicago:
Democrats take over. Korea: year of truce

NEWS

THE

PARAMOUNT
New

air-ground action. 15th OlymFinland host to nations.
DIGEST, No. 29-B— Germans protest Red kidnapping. Bastille Day.
Helicopters
cross
Atlantic.
"Animal library" for children. Steel strike stops ore
talks.

piad:

TELENEWS

ships.

French bike

race.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No.

579

— Demo-

crats at Chicago. -S\5\ United States sets
record. Korean air strike. Olympic preparations.
Children's
driving
school.
Baby
athletes in France.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

its

the

hower

No. 98^Now
Democrats. Korea attacks. Eisenand Nixon get ready. Discord in

Berlin,

NATO

air

Will Rogers
Olympics.

strength.

Park.

Finland

Beverly Hills:
prepares for

Quigley Awards to
Ackery and Shaffer
Ivan Ackery's campaign for the Canadian premiere of M-G-M's "The
Wild North" at the Orpheum Theatre,
Vancouver, and Willis Shaffer's campaign on "Invitation" in Hutchinson,

;

;

;

Weber is in New York for meetings Kaye when he arrives in Copenhagen,
Monroe R. Goodman, national Denmark, today for a tour of the
drive coordinator and executive assis- home country
of Hans Christian Anwith

tant to A.

home

office

MGM

;

coming

Drive Aide

W.

Schwalberg, and other

executives.

Goldsmith

;

talks

Para.

Haven, Leon Jakubson New Orleans, H. A. Arata; New
in
York, H. Margolis; Oklahoma City,
W. Royalty Omaha, Evelyn Cannon
Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, H. Bache
Charles Goldsmith, Loew's InternaMax Shabason Portland, Frank Stae- tional executive, left New York by
Salt
St. Louis, George Reilly
ger
plane yesterday for London where he
Lake City, G. A. Derrick; San Fran- will assume new duties as assistant
cisco, Leslie Smith; Seattle, Wm. R.
managing director of Metro-GoldwynVose Washington, Edward Kushner.
Mayer and a member of the board of
directors. His wife and two sons will
Press to
join him in England, sailing July 23.
Goldsmith in 1949 resided in LonHerbert J. Yates, president of Republic Pictures, has invited the press don for six-months when he was
to cocktails and a buffet on July 29 at special assistant to Sam Eckman, Jr.,
the Essex House here to meet John managing director and board chairman.
Ford, director of "The Quiet Man."
;

Boston. Ike resting

in

Kan., which won him M-G-M's first
"Promotion of the Month" award, are
the winners of this quarter's Showmanship Awards of the Managers
Round Table of Motion Picture
to the Harry Weiss Minneapolis-Iowa
Chicago, July 20— More than 400 Herald.
division.
newspaper correspondents who are
"Scroll of Honor" winners are
here to cover the Democratic National
Rocque Casamassine, Franklin TheConvention, which opens tomorrow, atre, New York City Philip Chaiton,
have been invited by Bob Hope to Ward Theatre, New York City Sidview a special screening of the come- ney Kleper, Loew's College, New
Division
dian's latest Paramount release, "Son Haven; Nicholas
J. Matsoukis, Rivoli
Robert Weber, assistant to Howard of Paleface." The showing will take Theatre, New York City Vic Noew,
Minsky, Paramount's mid-eastern di- place tomorrow night.
Odeon Theatre, Hyland, Canada
vision manager, has been appointed
Hope is here, reporting the conven- Leonard Sobey, Globe Theatre
division coordinator for the company's tion for National Broadcasting and
Stockton, England, and William
"Greater Confidence Parade of 1952" newspapers.
Trambukis, Loew's Regent, Harris•
sales drive which will get under way
burg, Pa.
on Aug. 31.
A lavish reception awaits Danny

New

;

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. S»— Films of
Yalu River bombing. Columbia killer nabbed

•

Thirty thousand copies of a special
product issue of 20th Century- Fox's
house publication, The Dynamo, are
being distributed this week throughout
the world.
Containing product information on
company pictures scheduled for the
rest of 1952, and offering a preview of

Shorts

new

sonnel follows

Shinbach,

Jerry

Midwest

for
getting ready for the Olympics are current newsreel highlights. Other items
include fighting in Korea and human
interest
stories.
Complete contents

center.

RKO Theatres
manager, has been
placed in charge of RKO Theatres in
Ohio, William W. Howard, RKO top attractions to be released in 1953,
Theatres vice-president, has announced. the 56-page book incorporates material
Joseph Alexander will remain as city aimed at exhibitors, newspaper editors
With the return of William B. Zoell- manager in Cincinnati.
and advertising and exploitation men.
ner, head of short subject and newsEditor of The Dynamo is Roger
At
the same time Howard stated
reel sales from a tour of branches,
that RKO theatres in Omaha, Kan- Ferri.
•
M-G-M announced at the weekend a sas City and Denver have been added

Field Staff

Parade
preparing
rHE DEMOCRATS
convention and Finland
follow:

was banned
city code which

film

under a section of the
forbids the showing of any film that
"portrays

1952

their

O'Connor maintains
banning of "The Miracle" in
U.

21,

Newsreel

sioner

;

Ken Thomson

ors

NEWS
in Brief
Chicago, July

willing to
serve on state committees in the industry's campaign for repeal of the 20 per
cent admission tax was increased to
120 at the weekend when Col. H. A.
Cole and Pat McGee, national cochairman of the campaign, received
additional acceptances from 21 exhibitors representing 16 states. All but
four states, Vermont, South Dakota,
Arizona and Nevada are now represented in the list of those who have

The

Monday, July

;
;

New

U.K. Post

dersen, the Samuel Goldwyn office here
Kaye portrays Andersen in
reports.
the upcoming film biography of the

Aubrey Schenck and

RKO

Radio

Danish

storyteller.
will be met by

in Deal

—

Hollywood, July 20. RKO Radio
and
Aubrey Schenck Productions have
cials and leading figures of the enterconcluded arrangements for the distainment world. This evening Kaye
tribution of six films which Schenck
will meet the Danish Prime Minister,
Erik Erikson, and will present him Productions will complete within the
next two years, it was announced here
with a copy of the script of Goldwyn'
"Hans Christian Anderson" for inclu- by C. J. Tevlin, vice-president in charge
of RKO studio operations.
sion in the Andersen Museum.

He

government

offi-

productions will be
based on the Richard
Golf
Hubler novel, "I Got Mine." Filming
New Haven, July 20. Annual golf will start in September. Second protournament of the
of Connec- duction will be "The Swamp Fox,"
ticut will be held on Aug. 12 at the with color in Technicolor.
Racebrook Country Club, Orange,
He has recently been affiliated with
Conn.
Associated Producers and Players.
First

Conn.

Tournament

of

the

"Beachhead,"

—

MPTO
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Anti-Tax Plea

FCC

COMPO

Prepares

(Continued from page 1)

campaign for
the repeal of the 20 per cent admission
tax in addition to outlining the general purposes of
schedule
of payments was also included, as previously reported.
The cards and pamphlets will be distributed to exhibitors throughout the
of the industry's all-out

COMPO. A

country during August 11-18.

21, 1952

Unit Hits Petitions

(Continued from page 1)
the presence of these discriminatory
excise taxes in an industry represents
the difference between a prosperous
industry and one that is destroyingsmall businessmen under the oppressive yoke of such taxation."
Excise taxes in many instances today, Brandt stated, "act as an industry subsidy to government at a time
when the affected industries are fighting for survival."
En this Presidential election year,
Brandt pointed out, "removal of many
of these excise taxes would he extremely popular with the people since
they hit the pocketbooks of more
Americans than the income tax.
"We are confident that labor will
join with industry in recommending
this proposal. At the same time, elimination of these excise taxes will create a healthy spur to the affected
industries and provide greater employment for more people at better wages
and result in higher income and corporate tax returns which will more
than offset the revenue losses involved," Brandt stated.

Monday, July

In the

(Continued from page 1)
the brief contended. CurB. Plummer, chief, and Joseph M.
Kittner, assistant chief of the broadcast bureau, presented the brief, along
with hearing division chief Frederick
W. Ford and counsel Max Paglin.
plications,"
tis

ABC, UPT, CBS and Paramount

fort
to
modify basic
Commission
policy, and denied that granting of
radio licenses to Westinghouse without

THEATRE

Equipment

hearings despite a history of anti-trust
violations

was

a precedent.

There was

no similiarity between the cases, the
brief argued, because Westinghouse

asked not only that the anti-trust issue was a pioneer in radio. The public inbe deleted and that hearing examiner terest demanded the licensing, and in
Leo Resnick's initial decision be dis- any event Commission policy is to conpensed with, but also that parties file sider past anti-trust violations on a
proposed findings of fact within 20 case-by-case basis.
days of law directly with the comThe broadcast bureau similarly demission for its final decision, and that nied that other cases cited by the petithe
Commission enter any orders tions had any bearing on the present
necessary to sever parties as a result case.
The court decision in the Oreof deleting the anti-trust issues.
gon Medical Society, the brief held,
The broadcast bureau contended was to the effect that an injunction
that
Paramount's petition, separate could not be issued against practices
from the one presented jointly by which have already ceased.
Not, as
ABC,
and CBS, restated and Paramount contended, that "ancient
paraphrased "the issues specified by history" is inadmissable as evidence.
the Commission with respect to them,
When setting up the issues for the

World
. with

.

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

RVING SINGER

of the Rex SpeBag Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
has been named exhibit chairman for
cialty

the 1952 Popcorn Industries' Convention and Exhibit to be held in Chicago
November 12-13-14. Singer, a veteran

in the paper goods field, is planning
an elaborate display of supplies, machinery and equipment for the 56booth show in the LaSalle Hotel
exhibition hall. Latest developments
and request that the Commission present case, the brief continued, the in the popcorn industry will be shown.
adopt such restatement."
This, the Commission heard all the arguments
•
bureau also opposed strongly.
against inclusion
of
the anti-trust
A new model in its light-weight
The brief called the request for phase, rejected them, and should not industrial vacuum cleaners with a
elimination of anti-trust issues an ef- now overrule itself.
redesigned tank having a full fivegallon capacity has been marketed
by Multi-Clean Products, Inc., St.
at
Rally
Paul.
For small and intermediate
Hollywood, July 20. En route East
(Continued from page 1)
cleaning, the new machine has the
for their September 24-October 19 apsame wet and dry pickup of prepearance at the Madison Square Gardustry in the "Pinky" and "Mirvious models. It weighs only 36
den Rodeo in New York Roy Rogers
acle" actions.
pounds and can be carried by a
and Dale Evans will swing down to
Twentieth-Fox too was aware of handle on the top.
Memphis to participate in a youth rally
the consequences that threatened, but,
•
there September 16. The rally is part
like Smith, made itself vulnerable so
interof the city's drive to construct
Edward
Stanko,
veteran RCA enthat there could be created a case
denominational recreational facilities
gineer and pioneer in radio and telethrough
which
the
industry
could press
for its young people, with the project
z'ision in the 1920'j, has been appointed,
its attack on the Ohio statute.
to be named after Rogers.
Smith was not required to post bond to the newly-created post of manager
on Friday, the court having taken his of engineering, technical products diword that he would appear Saturday z'ision, of the RCA Service Co., Camas ordered.
Paxton & Seasongood, den. He will direct specialized trainCincinnati law firm representing the ing of field personnel, preparation of

UPT

Rogers

Youth

—

Ohio Censor

:

Motion Picture Association of Amer- technical information and develophas retained Donald Melhorn of ment of new and improved- methods
the Toledo legal firm of Marshall, for installation and servicing of RCA

ica,

Melhorn,

Block

&

Belt

to

defend

technical products.

•

Smith.

The warrant
as

for Smith's arrest read

follows

"One Martin G. Smith, owner of
the Westwood Theatre, 1602 Sylvania
St., Toledo, did purposely exhibit a
certain motion picture
to wit, a newsreel titled 'The American Newsreel'

—

and including precede stating in effect
that the newsreel had not been submitted to the Department of Education
for censorship as required by Ohio
statutes
without same having been
submitted to the Department of Education for passage and approval and
without having been passed and approved by the Department of Educa-

—

New

fabrics made of Fiberglas reinforcing cloth and adaptable for stage
curtains and drapes have been announced by Duracote Corp., Ravenna,
Ohio.
The Fiberglas cloth is coated
by a special process with a synthetic
plastic resin.
This makes the fabric
fire-resistant, according to the manufacturer,
and prevents cracking or
breaking.
Called "Dura-Decor," the
fabric comes in nine colors that are
opaque for room darkening without the
need of lining cloth.

contrary to the statutes of Ohio

tion,

made and provided

therein."

Texas Compo
(Continued from page 1)
Robert

J.

O'Donnell, Cole, Paul Short

John Q. Adams, Claude C.

Ezell, Phil

Don C. Douglas, R. I. Payne,
Sam Landrum and Kyle Rorex.
One of the other arguments used

Isley,

here

that that part of the tax money
theatremen will retain is needed to
make improvements in order to improve service to the public. "Estimate
is

how much you should spend on such
items as new carpets, curtains, sound
and projection equipment,

seats,

rest

room equipment, air conditioning, etc.,
to make your theatre more comfortable and inviting for your people," recipients of the campaign plans are
advised.

Examining one
for

of the lobby
of the
installed in. the

exploitation

RCA

signs

"Syn-

RKO

chro-Screen"
81st Street Theatre, New York. The
sign announces that the theatre has
the first such screen on Broadzvay,
"to bring you a brand new movie
thrill."
Shown holding the sign is
Bernard Sholts, of RCA. Others are
IV. L. Rothenbcrger, of RCA; Ben
Perse, of Capitol Theatre Supply,
New York, and Harry Lyons, manager of the theatre.

;

Monday. July

21,
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Injunction Against
'Treason' Is Denied

Loew's Profit Pay

5

to Directors

Thomas

For Film Telecasts
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
Justice Thomas L. J. Corcoran of
the New York State Supreme Court
has rejected the claim of one Albert
E. Kahn, the author of a political

70.7; 36 weeks, 77.5, instead of 85.1;
52 weeks, 87.7, instead of 95 per cent,
and 78 weeks, 100 per cent, the same
as formerly.

The

that if the amortable
had
continued
unchanged, the company's net profit after
taxes for both the 12-week and 40-

book

entitled

"High

Treason

:

Plot Against the People," that he has
exclusive rights to the phrase "High

It

was pointed out

tization

Treason" as the title of any literary
work, including motion pictures. Kahn week period ended June
sought a temporary injunction re- been $117,082 less.

Pacemaker Pictures, Inc., J.
Arthur Rank Organization, Inc., and
Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley, Inc.,
from using the title "High Treason"
straining

with the fictional spy
by Roy Boulting now
showing at the 52nd Street Trans-Lux
Theatre here, and scheduled to be released thoughout the United States.
in

connection

thriller directed

Justice Corcoran stressed that the
of the plaintiff's book and the defendant's film "are not the same," and
the respective contents are "entirely
different."
He further ruled "Even
if the title of the plaintiff's book were
'High Treason,' which it is not, he
would have great difficulty in showing
any exclusive right to the use of
those two words. 'High Treason' has
been used as the title of five moving
title

:

pictures,

one play, and at least

five

The word
in recent years.
'Treason' has been used alone as the
It has
title of six moving pictures.
been used with other words, as in the
case of the plaintiff's book, as the title
of 30 other moving pictures, short
The motion is destories, or books.

books

5

would have

The statement contains these comparative figures for the 40-week periods ended June 5, 1952, and June 7,
respectively: Estimated gross
1951,
sales and operating revenues, $135,646,000 and $132,883,000; operating
profit,
including wholly and partly
owned subsidiaries, $10,016,233 and
$11,608,043; net operating profit before taxes, $5,302,538 and $6,829,984;
reserved for taxes, $1,288,236 and
prior
adjustments
for
$2,503,794;
years' depreciation and Federal taxes,
$605,442 and $1,537,814.
These are the comparative figures
for the 12-week periods ended June 5,
1952, and June 7, 1951, respectively:
Estimated gross sales and operating
revenues, $39,953,000 and $38,933,000
operating profit including wholly and
partly owned subsidiaries, $1,868,839
net operating profit
and $3,028,507
before taxes, $425,878 and $1,480,292;
reserved for Federal taxes, $240,487
and $387,294; adjustments for prior
years' depreciation and Federal taxes,
$90,166 and $290,781.
;

Hollywood, July 20.— Screen directors over the weekend became the second talent group to obtain an agreement from

television film producers
for an additional payment for their
services when subsequent runs of their
films reach a stipulated point.
This
type of extra compensation, long and

unsuccessfully sought in the theatrical
film field with a view to gaining participation in reissue revenues, was obtained from television film producers
by the
several weeks ago.
Meanwhile, the Screen Directors
Guild announced an agreement with the
Alliance of Television Film Producers
on terms of a contract which will provide for the director of a television
film to receive a flat $275, in addition
to his original salary, when and if a
film he has made is run for the fourth
time, this payment to cover all subsequent runs as well. An
pact,
previously reported, differs in terms
and amounts but is the same in prin-

SAG

SAG

ciple.

The

SDG-ATFP

contract,

which

runs to April 4, 1958, sets $550 per
week as a minimum for free-lance directors, $325 for first assistants, and
$185 for second assistants. With minor
details still to be worked out, the contract becomes effective on ratification
by the SDG, which is considered a
formality.

The defendants were represented by of the firm of
Louis Nizer and Seymour Shainswit jamin & Krim.

ONCE

IN

A GENERATION

"Don't embarrass

.

Phillips,

.

.

Nizer,

ture industry to adjust itself successfully to the vastly changing conditions
of today and tomorrow. The superior
motion picture still remains a most
powerful magnet for all the millions

—

in this country
lowbrows, mediumbrows, and highbrows who periodically must escape from the confines
of their living rooms.
Souvaine will distribute at least 16
theatrical features during its new sea-

—

against 10 last year, in addition
50 non-competitive
features
market
for the
television
under the trade name Cinema
Feason,
to

approximately

TV

tures.

In addition to.Jts American representation of the French governmental
film combine, L'Union Generale Cinematographique, Souvaine distributes
the bulk of releases of British pro-

ducers Romulus, Independent Film
Distributors and Sydney Box Productions.

Souvaine is also negotiating with
Joseph Burstyn for the co-release with
Burstyn of two of his latest features,
"The Girl of the Marshes" and "St.
Francis."

vice-president of

Pathe Laboratories.

Picture Association of

America's international film relations

nied."

:

Thomas succeeds Charles Amory
who last week became West Coast

Discuss Global P.R.'
The Motion

dependent distribution enterprises.
In announcing the agreement with
Thomas, Henry Souvaine, president of
"Naturally,
Mr.
Souvaine,
said
Thomas and I have complete confidence in the ability of the motion pic-

Ben- committee, headed by Lawrence Linskin of Columbia, met here at the

weekend

to discuss projects for improving public relations on a global

basis.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!

me

before your friends —

here in Ireland a

married

man

sleeps in a bed!"

Picture "

HERBERT

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

J.

•

YATES

Directed by

presents

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

BIGGEST

OPENING

DAY
OF
THE

YEAR —
GLOBE, N.Y.!
RICHARD WIDMARK
MARILYN MONROE

,.

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK
with

Anne Bancroft

•

Produced by

JULIAN BLAUSTEIN

Donna Corcoran
Directed by

•

ROY BAKER

•

Jeanne Cagney

Screen Play by
•

DANIEL TARADASH

poESS-TIME FLASH'
OPENING

S^IONAL
fT

TnoffTc err**

Only 20th Century-Fox delivers

"THE GENUINE ARTICLE!
LIFE

Magazine

;

Br"**""
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Accurate

Concise

Impartial

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW
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YORK,
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Sturdy Bows Send

Case Hearing

Gross Figures at
1st -runs

NY
A

number of sturdy openings highBroadway grosses this week,

Notes Upward
Business Trend

strong hold-over product at
first-run situations continued to

Judge Begins Reading

many

Supreme Court Decisions

draw the customers.
Opinion was divided on the boxoffice effect of the

seasonal upturn at the
box-office currently is being
experienced by United Paramount Theatres, Robert H.
O'Brien, UPT secretary-treasurer, disclosed here yester-

present heat wave.

.

exhibited
issue

"The American Newsreel" without

of
its

having been submitted to the State
Censorship Division for a seal of approval.

The Motion

the

America and the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio arranged for the
violation of the law to test the legalThe U. S.
ity of prior censorship.
Supreme Court decisions favoring the
industry in the "Pinky" and "Miracle"
cases inspired the Ohio test.
30-day continuance of the Smith
case had been sought, but Judge
Wiley, who already has started reading the "Pinky" and "Miracle" deci(Continued on page 3)

A

managers and counsel and
Eric A. Johnston,
president,
it
was agreed that steps should be
taken immediately to arrange for resumption of the arbitration negotiations with exhibitor representatives.
sales

MPAA

Business since July 1,
O'Brien stated, has been bet-

Democratic National Convention

and compares favorably

ter

not

UPT executive declined to make a prediction on the affects of the
current home televised Demowith last year. The

The distributor delegation
was authorized to work out as
soon as possible a date and

cratic National Convention on
the box-office. However, he
was of the opinion that, to
some degree, the televising of

(Continued on page 5)

Picture Association of

At a meeting here yesterday
among the Motion Picture Association of America member companies'

day.

expected to offer a greater
drama than the recent home televised
Republican convention.
"Carrie" at the Capitol is expected
to hit a fine initial week's gross of
is

Beneficial French

for resumption of the
meetings of the Industry Arbitration Conference's Continuations Committee of 10 which
adjourned summarily on July 2
after four days of ineffective
meetings.

place

the
Republican convention
aided theatre attendance.

Deal Due: Golden

Some two weeks
Notwithstanding France's action at
the weekend in cutting by 48 the number of films it will import from all
countries in the new fiscal year, a
mutually bene-

42

Win Schwalberg

Para. 'Merit Awards'

American

film

worked

out the company.
Cash awards are given each year

Brothers' production program is pro
ceeding on schedule, despite the two
recent studio fires, the company dis
closed today.
Company executives attribute the
ability to continue production on sched
use to the studio personnel's skill and
teamwork in circumventing the ob(Continued on page 5)

Nathan

D.

U.

S.

agreement is annual "A. W. Schwalberg Merit
bound to be Awards" for 1951 were announced by
sooner, or later,

Golden,

Commerce Department film
chief,

here

declared
yesterday

following his
arrival from
Europe.

Nathan Golden
Meanwhile,
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture As-

Nashville Box-office
Receipts Increase

one manager.

Most managers estimate
come from refreshments

in-

at

about 25 per cent of their
total.

No

'Reds'

—

Hollywood, July 21. Discussing
pressure groups in a luncheon address
to the Hollywood Ad Club today,
Dore Schary said, "1 do not believe
that there are any communists presently working in the motion picture
industry. If there are, they are not
only fooling the motion picture industry, but the FBI and House UnI
American Activities Committee.
(Continued on page 5)

company presidents negotiate

UPT

Shares
Sold by Atlas Corp,
25,000

The sale .of 25,000 shares of United
personnel not eligible to Paramount Theatres common stock by
participate in the regular sales drive Atlas Corp. was disclosed here yesprizes, but who have displayed indi- terday by Floyd
B. Odium, Atlas
vidual effort over and above their president, in a report to stockholders.
normal duties during the drive
The sale represented all Atlas' holdperiod.
stock, an Atlas spokesings of
The winners include New York, man said. The remaining industry
Myron Sattler and Nathan Stern Al- securities held by Atlas include Parabany, Ruth Larkin; Atlanta, William mount Pictures Corp., 25,000 shares
Pictures Corp., 76,500 shares,
R. Word, Jr. Boston, John J. Kane
(Continued on page 3)
and Walt Disney Productions, 93,050

UPT

:

;

RKO

;

shares.

More Join Industry
Tax Repeal Fight
Presently

In Industry: Senary

bution

branch

to

sociation of America president, presided yesterday at a meeting here of
(Continued on page 5)

—

Nashville, July 21. All uptown theatres are having better patronage than prevailed
during May and June. Local
drive-ins are doing about the
same business as this time
Product used is
last year.
about as varied as for uptown
houses. "Patrons are looking
for a good show regardless of
the type of picture," insisted

by exhibitor representatives, Johnston indicated he would explore the possibility of having distri-

Forty-two winners of Paramount's

Warner Production
Program Proceeds
— Warner
Hollywood,
July
21.

ago, following the

suggestion

(Continued on page 5)

Franco-

ficial

to

Seeking a Date, and Place

A

Toledo, O., July 21.— Municipal However, most showmen were in
Court Judge Frank W. Wiley has agreement that the Democratic Naset August 8, for hearing charges tional Convention, which opened yesand the defense in the violation by terday in Chicago, would not hurt the
Martin G. Smith of the Ohio State box-office. This sentiment, however,
censorship laws last week when his was expressed with the provision that

Westwood Theatre here
Fox Movietone Newsreel's

Managers Want
Resume '10' Meetings;
Sales

UPT

lighted

while

TEN CENTS

1952

MPAA SEEKS TALKS
High ON ARBITRATION

Ohio Censor
Set for Aug. 8

22,

Twenty more
states

have

exhibitors from
accepted invitations

18
to

serve- on their state committees in the
industry's compaign for repeal of the
20 per cent admission tax, it was announced here yesterday by the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations. Ac-

ceptances
all

now

states but

total

140, representing

South Dakota and Ari-

zona, it was revealed.
Latest to enlist in the tax campaign
are the following: Montana, E. M.

Jackson

;

Illinois,

George Kerasotes

(Continued on page 5)

;

See

New

Extension

For Loew's-UATC
Another month extension is
expected in the deadline for
Loew's and United Artists
Theatre Circuit to dissolve
joint interests in seven thea-

Department of Justice
spokesman said here.
Under the present deadline,

tres, a

the companies have until tomorrow to file a dissolution
plan or until July 30 to actually start dissolution proceedings.

:

Motion Picture Daily
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L New

has returned to

Theatre television executives of United Paramount Theatres are
working toward a "non-entertainment," off-hour programming schedule
of two performances a week, Robert H. O'Brien, UPT secretary-treas-

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century- urer, disclosed here yesterday
Al Lichtman, direcpresident
O'Brien, who expressed hope that
Donald A. Hen- one or two off-hour commercial closed
tor of distribution
derson, treasurer and secretary, and circuit deals could be consummated for
StiRLiNG Silliphant, publicity mana- September, said attempts are currently
ger, returned here yesterday from the underway to key programming toCoast.
wards "regularity." He saw the possi;

;

that negotiations with commerusers would be tremendously accelerated following a "successful first"
bility

Theodore R. Smith, newly-named
Motion Picture Association of AmerEurope, will
by plane for

in
representative
leave there tomorrow
Paris.

ica

cial

performance

in this field.

Asked if the commercial field was
wide enough to offer TV-equipped
theatres

users

sufficient

regular

for

Richard A. Berenson, Boston the- twice-a-week programming, O'Brien
answered in the affirmative. He pointed
atre executive, was named general
market in trade
chairman of the 1953 Greater Boston out the "vast" possible
and business.
government
associations,
fund drive for the Red Cross.
The UPT executive said that nego•
Irving Sochin, Universal short tiations are now underway with eight
concerns who have
sales manager, will be in leading national
subjects

New York

Washington today from

Joop

Dutch co-producer

Geesink,

here
from Holland on Saturday aboard the
arrived

Transfilm,

S.S.

Nieww Amsterdam,

Inc.,

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, will arrive in Pittsburgh today from New York.
•

Harold Wirthwein, Western

sales

for Monogram-Allied Artreturned to the Coast yesterday
from Denver.

manager
ists,

Stanley Kramer, producer, now en
before

leaving

•
general

manager

of

Big Three, M-G-M music subsidiaries, is on the Coast from New
York.

Walter Mirisch,

Monogram- Al-

producer,
tomorrow for

executive

Artists

from London
York.
sail

a

will

New

charge of
due back here this

prints, is

week from

21.

—

J.

Clayton Tun-

division manager of Malco Theatres, Inc., will join North Little Rock
theatre interests, it was announced by
M. A. Lightman, Sr., president of
still,

Malco.

Lightman recently assumed

full

con-

Malco, buying out the 33 per
cent interest of M. S. McCord and
M. J. Prunisky. It was also announced that Jack W. Tunstill, former
manager of the Malco-owned Crosstown Theatre in Memphis, has retired
trol of

'Film Festival' at
Loew's Poli Houses

—

Harry F.
Hartford, July 21.
Shaw, division manager of Loew's
Poli New England Theatres, has set
plans for a Loew's Poli "Film Festival" at circuit houses in Connecticut
and Massachusetts featuring top quality

Vermont

in

vacation.

films.

Friedman,

secretary

of

Loew's, will leave here tomorrow by
plane for London.
•
Isidore
Lindenb'aum,
Filmeraft
Productions president, is in Chicago

from

New

York.

Pat Duggan, Paramount

producer,
arrived here yesterday from the Coast

with his wife.
•

Joseph Shaftel, independent producer, will fly to London today from

New

York.
•

Herman Millakounsky,
Pictures producer,

has

left

London.

21.

ment's views on the Eady plan are expected to be made known' on July 29.
Peter Thorneycroft, president of the
Board of Trade, will then be questioned by Conservative member of
Parliament,
William Shepherd on
what steps he proposes to take to secure an extension of the plan, in view
of the vital need for long term program planning to secure continuity of
U. K. productions. This will probably
be the last opportunity for any government statement on film affairs before Parliament adjourns for a summer recess which is expected to last
until October.
As previously reported, the feeling
grows here that the Eady Plan or
some refinement of it will become
permanent in the pattern of the inLeading producers
dustry's
set-up.
have recently warned of the necessity
for the continuance of the plan and
last week Associated British Pictures'
chairman, Sir Philip Wartner, also

head of Britain's largest

circuit,

advo-

Heller Earnings Are
Up Substantially

—

Chicago, July 21. Walter E. Heller and Co. reports consolidated net
earnings of $714,768, or $1.36 per common share, for the six months ended
June 30, up substantially from the
$660,666, or $1.23
first half of 1951.

per share for the

—

Second
21.
July
greatest earthquake in California history shook up the production branch
Republic thoroughly but caused neither inj ury
here for nor more than trifling damage to studios or theatres.
1

The Cinema-

from that quota.

CEA

The

will distribute the docuto government ministers, members of Parliament and the press this
week. It points out that to meet a 25

ment

per cent supporting quota, the three
major circuits alone need 39 second
features every year. This number is
not produced.
One suggestion, says the CEA,
would be the re-introduction of a
renters' quota. Otherwise, relief from
the supporting program quota on similar lines to that granted for first feature quota would lessen defaults.
The document continues
"Whenever exhibitors suggest that
fewer and better films be produced,
the reply comes that producers cannot
avoid making poor films. Comparison
with American films does not arise
because there is no compulsion to
show a poor American film. An exhibitor does not book it. It is useless
booking films the public is not pre-

pared to pay to see."
pointed out that no British
any length between 3,000 feet
and 7,000 feet were offered by five
major American distributors, Paramount, Warner, RKO Pictures, Columbia and M-G-M, during the period
from October, 1950 to April, 1952.
It

is

films of

Excludes Tax on Film

—

Feature in 'Parade'
On 20th-Fox Films
The July 27 issue of "Parade" has a
cover featuring Anne Baxter, Anne
Francis and Jean Peters along with
an inside feature story telling how 20th
Century-Fox has invested $16,000,000
on 10 1952 films in which they are

NEW YORK THEATRES
fl

— RADIO CITT

RAY BOLGER

Offices

Meetings for
The home

Hold

Color by

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

pfu.

Mayo Reagan
Nelson

will hold a

said

JDA

College'
Midnight Ftolur*
Nighll,

of

JDA

drive.

United Artists
meeting on Friday.

that

..

Working Her

Way Through

Walt Disney's Story of

hold

office division for the

Kalmine

TECHNICOLOR

JDA

Universal-Ina meeting of
employes today to mobilize support
in behalf of the current motion picture
industry drive for the Joint Defense
Appeal, it was announced by Harry
M. Kalmine, chairman of the home
office

will

<*

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"

"She's

Home

MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE

Pictures listed include "Viva Zapata," "Wait 'Till the Sun Shines,
Nellie,"
"The Outcasts of Poker
Flat,"
"My Wife's Best Friend,"
"Lydia Bailey," and others.

ternational

No 'Quake Harm to Films
Hollywood,

—

21.

cated that it be put on a permanent
and statutory basis.
Although it has been inferred that
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association
leaders have already agreed to an extension, rank-and-file exhibitors are La.
New Orleans, July 21. The Louisby no means convinced that this subiana House of Representatives has
sidy is really necessary. The
General Council will meet again on passed a bill to exclude motion picSeptember 10 and the Eady Plan will tures from the sales tax by a vote of
again
figure
prominently
the 23 to 4.
on
agenda.

"We're Not Married," "Robin Hood,"
"The Merry Widow" and "The World
starred or co-starred.
in His Arms."

•

Leopold

UK's Views on Eady
Plan Due July 29
— The governLondon, July

London, July

tograph Exhibitors Association is preparing documentary evidence to prove
the impossibility of meeting the 25
per cent supporting quota, following
recent attacks on exhibitors in Parliament and the decision of the Films
Council that there should be no relief

CEA

Films slated for extensive promotion include "Lovely to Look At,"

William D. Kelly,

M-G-M

to

for

York.

the

lied

pos-

from London, plans from the industry.

route to Israel
to return there

Abe Olman,

if

Join
Little Rock Unit
Tunstill

Memphis, July

•

New

expressed a desire to be first,
using the medium.

sible, in

and will return tomorrow.
•
of

1952

Two -a -Week Off-Hour Owners Push
Theatre TV Programming Quota Fight

York from London.

Fox

22,

Sees

Personal
Mention
YNN FARNOL

Tuesday, July
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Reviews

Knoxville Censors
Are Cracking Down

"Dreamboat"

Knoxville, Tenn., July 21.

The Knoxville Censor Board

WHEN

The magaSunbathing
"Cover Girl

Hygiene,"
Models," and "Girls Beautiful
Photos" have been barred

and

from

magazine stands.

local

A move

against films

is

fore-

cast.

the only city
size in Tennessee with-

Knoxville
of its

is

out Sunday films.

Ohio Censor Case
(Continued from page 1)
sions, indicated
the hearing of

(20th Century-Fox)

is

preparing new city legislation
"to tighten censorship control
over underclad human figures
on movie films or in magazines or books."
zines
"Modern

Ontario Stiffens
Censors' Ruling

he wanted to get into
it sooner and set Au-

Toronto, July 21.—The OnBoard of Censors has
put a new regulation into
effect for the sniping of theatre advertising displays to
designate pictures that are
classed as "Adult Entertaintario

A PRODUCTION

IS

SET

capably around the performances

of troupers like Clifton Webb and Ginger Rogers, the marketable value
of the product is quite high. And, showmen, so you should sell "Dreamboat"
for all it's worth.
Your box-office intake will not be disappointing under
normal conditions.
"Dreamboat" is different. Decidedly so. And it is timely, pitting the comparative values of oldtime film fare on home
screens versus the modern
motion picture of today. It is done uniquely, by flashbacks. Old pictures of
Webb as "the grand old screen lover" of yesteryear are resurrected for juke
boxes, barroom and home video sets and plague Webb who now is a respectable and rerpected professor of English literature at the staid old Underhill
College where the students discover that their Professor Thornton Sayre is
His old reissued films are
none other than silent scren star Bruce Blair.
being used on a
program starring Gloria Marlowe (Ginger Rogers), his
onetime leading lady who is making a comeback in a series sponsored by
the Exotic Perfume Company.
Webb's determined efforts to have the reissues withdrawn, the embarrassment which the pictures cause him and Miss Rogers' attempts to block Webb's
insistence that the films be cancelled develop much merriment, frequently
unfavorable to the telecasting of antique film subjects now so widely prevalent.
hilarity highlight is reached when the jolted professor attempts to
secure an injunction against the showing of the films of his flamboyant past.
All in all "Dreamboat" (Webb's moniker as the silent screen lover) is
Co-starred are the
enjoyable, although there are slow spots in the telling.
lovely Anne Francis as the mild-mannered, conservative daughter of the
professor who likewise is the co-victim of campus gags and stunts and the

TV

TV

A

ment.'"

Formerly the words "Adult"
"Adult
Entertainment"
were sufficient but the impression
got
around that
their use was unofficial. The

or

notices

must now bear the

wording

"Classified by the
Ontario Board of Censors as
Adult Entertainment."

Yolen Heads Unit of
Opinion Builders
Will

Yolen,

publicist, will

newspaperman and
head the news bureau of

Opinion Builders, Inc., it was announced by Robert Nathans, president.
Yolen is a past president of the
Hofheimer Stung by Failure of
Publicity Club of New York, was for
handsome Jeffrey Hunter. The support is fine, headed by Elsa Lancaster,
Censorship Test in Columbus
six years promotion manager of WarColumbus, O., July 21. L. J Fred Clark, Paul Harvey, Ray Collins, Helene Stanley and Richard Gar- ner Brothers Pictures here and also
Binyon
directed,
from
the
screenSol
Siegel
produced
Claude
rick.
C
and
Hofheimer of the Little here stated
served as consultant for New York
Binyon, based on a story by John D. Weaver.
he wants "to be counted out when you play by
motion picture and television producRunning time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. For August
need any more scapegoats" in a letter
ers. He was a vice-president and pubJames P. Cunningham
addressed to Sidney Schreiber of the release.
licity-advertising director of Laurel
Motion Picture Association of AmerFilms, Inc.
gust

8.

—

—

"One Minute

Zero"

The letter followed the failure
to
show the uncensored newsreel as (Grainger-RKO Radio)
scheduled in the test of the Ohio cenKOREAN
affords the timely background of this Howard
The newsreel, distribsorship law.
Hughes presentation which features Robert Mitchum and Ann Blyth.
uted here by Warner Brothers, was
not shown because of a dispute be- Compounded of conventional plot elements, the picture has plenty of lively

ica.

to

WAR

THE

tween Dr. Clyde Hissong, state director of education and chief Ohio
film censor, and legal representatives

Warner

of

Brothers.

Hofheimer said he "was placed in a
with
position"
most embarrassing
press and public because of the failure to show the film. "I lent my name
and my theatre," he said, "in good
faith

for

the

purpose of testing the

Ohio censorship law. In doing so, I
thought that both were in competent
hands, legally and otherwise. Through
no fault of mine, I have broken faith
with the public and the press and
have been placed in a most embarrassI had a contract with
ing position.
Warner Brothers which you requested
and which for some unfathomable reason was breached. In the future when
you need any more scapegoats, count

me

out."

Columbus Paper Defends Ohio's
"Mild Variety" of Film Censorship

—

Columbus,

O.,
July 21. Ohio's
"mild variety" of state film censorship
might be preferable to no censorship
in which the film industry "might be

obliged to deal with pressure groups
of all shades of opinion seeking to impose restrictions of varying severity,"
the Columbus Dispatch has declared
"It seems not
Said the Dispatch
impossible that the elimination of all
censorship the movie industry's apparent goal might
bring excesses
:

—

—

would eventually result in the
clamping on of bans more irksome
than any yet imposed, and at the Fedthat

eral level.

"No

one can blame the film people

for seeking a re-definition of the legal
In
status of government censorship.
some states this has been capricious
and inconsistent. In some states it is
rigid, in others completely, non-existent.
test of the legality of censor-

A

to

Meet Press

Milton R. Rackmil, new president
of Universal Pictures, will meet members of the press at a luncheon at the
action and enough romantic touches to keep the fans satisfied.
Restaurant Laurent here on Monday.
Mitchum plays a U. S. infantry colonel who is in Seoul, along with his Nate Blumberg, chairman of the board,
buddy, William Talman, another colonel at the time Korea is invaded. Miss and Al Daff, executive vice-president,
commission, is also in Korea at the time. When will also be on hand.
Blyth, a member of the
orders come in to evacuate all Americans, Miss Blyth is stubborn about
leaving, so Mitchum lifts here into a plane to get her out of the country.
Leenhouts Resigns
From these disagreeable beginnings tender love grows, as time and again
The
resignation
of Grant Leenhouts
outlines
path.
most
part
picture
Mitchum's
For
the
the
crosses
Miss Blyth
as executive vice-president of Cinevarious combat maneuvers against the enemy, both on land and in the air.
Most of them are excitingly portrayed under Tay Garnett's direction. There rama, Inc., here, becomes effective this
Often the weight of decision on week. He will serve as a consultant
is a lot of grim realism to the battle scenes.
for the company and for producers inMitchum's shoulders is a heavy one, but he finally acquits himself heroically.

UN

Grant

decision also weighs heavily on Miss Blyth's graceful
shoulders. Already the widow of an Army man, the question is whether she
should marry another one. After some struggles within and some doubt about
him, she decides in the affirmative.
An Edmund Grainger production, it was made from a screenplay by Milton

The weight

of

Krims and William Wister Haines.
Running time, 105 minutes. General audience

For August

classification.

release.

Tear Gas Bomb at
Ray Boston Show

'Merit Awards'

terested in the new three-dimensional
medium fabricated by the firm.

Carlton Still Film House
London, July

New

FP-C
bomb and Wendell Clements Buffalo, E. C.
Toronto, July
was set off during a performance of DeBerry Charlotte, A. H. Duren
Canadian Corp.
Johnny Ray at the Metropolitan The- New Haven, Margaret McKinnon
Boston, July

21.

—A

tear gas

;

;

atre here over the weekend, forcing
1,200 people from the house, mildly
injuring many and sending two to a
similar gas attack was
hospital.
rencently staged at the Paramount in

21.

—Negotiations

be-

tween Jack Hylton, local stage impressario, and Paramount Pictures for
the lease of the latter's Carlton Theatre for stage shows have broken down
and will not be resumed. The house
will continue as a film theatre.

(Continued from page 1)

New

Orleans,

Aufdemorte
Cincinnati, John Gentile and James
Brunetti Philadelphia, Robert Weber,
A
Ulrik F. Smith, Herbert Gillis, Ralph
Garman and John Kane Pittsburgh,
New York.
Mike Weiss Washington, Phil Isaacs
and Herbert Thompson.
Also,
Chicago,
Sarah Goldberg,
ing newsreels, most of which are kept Herbert Cohen, J. H. Stevens and
pretty innocuous to avoid conflict with Robert Allen
Des Moines, James
varying censorship standards, would Castle; Indianapolis, G. R. Frank;
certainly seem to be in order.
Minneapolis, Bonnie Lynch and Frank
"But on behalf of the general cen- Egan Dallas, Tom W. Bridge, Sebe
Kansas
sorship of movies as it has operated Miller and Lloyd Henrich
Los Angeles,
in Ohio for nearly 40 years, it ought City, Eugene Jacobs
Salt Lake City,
to be said that it has been, in the main, Eugene Beuerman
moderate, intelligent and aimed at Eugene Jones; San Francisco, H.
preventing nothing except the showing Neal East, James French, King TrimJack Stevenson, George Carof scenes obviously unsuited for gen- ble,
eral patronage, particularly that of mone, Walter Lange and Milton S.
Anderson Seattle, Walter Hoffman.
juveniles," said the newspaper.
Milton

;

theatre,

the

House Opens
21.

—Famous Players

has

1,400-seat

opened a new
Paramount, in

Edmonton, Alberta. It is reported to
be the last theatre to be built under
the company's new construction program.

;

;

editorially.

Rackmil

Emett, Vail Open 'Lab'
Los Angeles, July 21.—T. H. Emmett, well known in the fiim laboratory field, and Ande Vail, producer,

;

have

opened

a

new

film

laboratory
here

service
and distributing plant
called Emmett-Vail Enterprises.

;

;

;

;

;

Tent Sets Golf Tourney

—

Cincinnati, July 21 The CincinVariety Club, Tent No. 3, has set
its
18th annual golf tournament for
August 25 at the Summit Hills Country Club. Other types of games plus
nati

dinner will

be featured.
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Denver Now Part of
Nationwide Network

day will go on

own

part of the
time. It will probably use the
hookup, and possibly some selections
from other chains.
its

NBC

PJ1C
^A-*C3

Beside the temporary transmitter
on Lookout Mountain, KFEL has
complete studios ready in Denver for
the production of dramatic and television shows.
KVOD, which has been given channel No. 9, will ask the FCC for a
temporary operating permit such as
was accorded KFEL, and if this is

KVOD

granted,
will be on the air
within two weeks, also from a Lookout Mountain location.
Empire Coil, of New Rochelle, N.Y.,
the other successful applicant for a
channel, has not indicated when it will
be on the air. Empire has been given

channel 26 (UHF).
Applicants for channels four and
seven will have to fight it out, since
two companies are asking for each
channel. Theatre men are involved in
the fight for channel seven. Asking
for seven are the Aladdin Radio and
Television (KLZ), and Denver TelePartners in Aladdin include
vision.
Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., president of
Fox Intermountain Theatres, and

Harry Huffman,

Lanin's Society Orchestra and Jack Cassidy

.

.

-

TV

TV

cities in Western Ontario.
all-Canadian network comprising Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa
will be in operation by the start of

and other

An

said.

US, Canada

in

Washington, July 21.
new agreement worked

out between
U. S. Federal Communications
Commission and the Canadian Department of Transport covering assignment and use of 82 TV channels
within an area of 250 miles on either
side of the border, there will be

or no interference between border
it

was

said.

little

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of the

.

WHDH

staff for 12

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Handle
Crosby Film Sales
CBS-TV

.

and Bing Crosby Enter-

TV

films for both national
service.

and syndication

The contract becomes effective immediately and CBS-TV will offer sevseries now in the
stages of completion by Enterprises. Among these are "Crown The-

news program

eral

final

"The Hank McCune Show,"
"Rebound" and "The Chair on the

atre,"

Boulevard."

Singer to Sponsor

Show

Singer Sewing Machine Co. will sponsor "Four Star Playhouse," a halfhour
film series featuring such
Hollywood stars as Charles Bover,
Dick Powell and Joel McCrea, Official Films, in association with Don
Sharpe, disclosed. here. The program
will appear over the CBS-TV network bi-monthly starting Sept. 25.
Official Films stated that for the first
26 weeks of alternate weekly sponsor-ship, Singer's cost for time and talent
will approximate $1,400,000.

TV

need SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?

.

.

•

to

prises jointly announced here the completion of arrangements whereby CBSfilm sales will represent Crosby
Enterprises in the sale of television

Norman &

Irving Pincus, producers of
"Ellery Queen" and "Mr. I. Magnination," left yesterday for the
listened
coast to close a deal to film several new TVehicles.
to several pressings made by a new aggregation, the Sauter-Finnegan
Orchestra and were thrilled
the band has the precision of the late
Jimmie Lunceford ork, the smoothness of the late Glenn Miller
Bell Sept. 21.

CBS-TV

.

.

.

Henry

The
contract is agreed upon.
is seeking a contract similar to the
one consummated recently with the
Alliance of Television Film Producers
on the Coast.

.

announcing Goulding (brother Phil has been
Boston
years) started his career at
while there he did a bit of ad-libbing on deejay Bob Elliott's
program and the reaction was so marked that execs there immediately paired them and the team, heard on a show titled, "MatiNBC
nee With Bob and Ray," became the beaniest in beantown.
brought them to New York last year and they've just copped the
coveted Alka-Seltzer account, featured Saturday nites over NBT.
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower and Harold
Add look alikes
Dick Winters, WINSpace grabber and deejay Freddy
Stassen
Robbins
Stan (Gen. Lyman Munson's right hand man at NBT)
Phil (Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost PerOsgood and James Melton
son) Clarke has given his daughter Barbara a brand new home in
the beautiful Babs will marry
Oceanside, L. L, as a wedding gift

WMGM

.

the

stations,

Ray Goulding

on

.

a

.

.

.

TV Deal
— Under

.

.

.

21.

McCann

.

.

McCann

"1953,

.

.

await-

stated here that the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will spend
staabout $800,000 to establish a
tion in this capital but it has been
decided to defer construction of six
stations in Canother planned
Quebec, Winnipeg, Vancouver
ada,
ter

.

Fitzgerald told us about another incident aboard ship.
Margaret Truman sent a cable to her dad and when told the
she
bill would be $18.00 asked how the cost was determined,
was told that each letter cost 21 cents, whereupon she deleted
the 'S' and addressed it simply Harry Truman, thus saving 21
cents
an ardent Republican standing nearby remarked, "Too
bad Miss Truman's father isn't as economical."
As reported
here two weeks ago, Producer Max Liebman will leave for
Hollywood, next week to close a film deal co-starring Sid
he'll return to New York
Caesar and Imogene Coca
shortly after to start prepraration for the resumption of the
NBTerrific "Your Show of Skcivs."
o
•
•

Canadian
TV Network by '53
— Revenue MinisOttawa, July

See All

.

Ed

FCC.

ing sanction by the

.

•

Outward bound aboard the United States, MCA exec Dick
Rubin pitched a new- program idea to Ted {Mr. WNBC) Cott
.... series would be a radio-ship-to-shore program with interviews and chatter by celebs seated at the Captain's table.

who bought
is

•

•

politan Television, the latter recently

deal

can succeed with the stay-up-lates.

Representatives of the Film Producers Association of New York, an
organization composed mainly of commercial and industrial film producers,
met here last night with Kenneth
Thompson, Screen Actors Guild tele-

SAG

Vaughn Monroe
and if producer Hank Leeds can entice
Broadwayites and celebrities to drop around
to Robbins' Nest frequently, the series, packaged by Vinrob En-

KMYR

NBC, which

.

ing Freddy Robbins which teed off last Saturday nite over Channel 9, shows promise

terprises,

Talks on New TV
Contract Underway

vision administrator, of Hollywood.
The session was the first in a projected series scheduled before a new

"Wish You Were Here" (slick chick,
quick click.)
Though it started off a bit
slow, the new all-nite live TV series featur-

of

.

under more
comfortable
weather conditions.

.

.

and later did the same with the Paramount.
Vying for channel four are the
Broadcasting Co., and Metro-

from

.

TV

.

out-of-doors or in air-conditioned theatres. The latter
has raised box-office receipts.
Moreover, the quality of summer TV programs is, for the
most part, not such as to induce constant viewing, even

first

—

.

unusually high humidity have
caused families to seek relief

.

.

.

ing period of last year.
Investigation to determine
the cause of the televiewing
decline points up the weathei
factor as being responsible,
Excessively hot weather and

.

starring flicker, "Toughest Man in
Arizona," which Republic will release early in the fall, will take
his orchestra into the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel September 1.
The Maestro will return to the Republic lot
in March to make a second feature
Is
Macy's planning to launch a
show this
fall
with the locale in Macy's own store?
Immediately following a slick click in the
'Girl Crazy' music Circus at Lambertville,
N. J., slick chick Joy Hodges raced back to
town to make a Pilot film (TV) with Lester

Vaughn Monroe's

Broadway from Fox Intermountain,

KOA

.

.

un-

than during the correspond-

.

.

.

ager. Organizing Denver Television
are Harris and John Wolfberg, father
and son, who entered the Denver theatre field in 1944 when they leased the

organized by Bob Hope,

-

announced that it is handling the sales for Bing
Crosby Enterprises and although according to its original
contract with B. C. E., entered into about two years ago, Columbia
could have listed in its fold "Chimp" and "Royal Playhouse,"
the Crosbys insisted that these two packages remain with United
Television Programs, Inc. All other and future Crosby properties
will be handled by CBS.
Gen. Eisenhower got such a bang out
of Senor Romani's interesting little episode at the Republican conclave that Arthur Van Horn has sent the General a dub of the recording he played on a recent "Time Capsule" ABCast. ... Ed &
Pegeen Fitzgerald, just back from a thrilling round tripper to Europe
on the record-breaking liner United States, are filming a series of
13 comedies for TV titled, "How To."
This hilarious program
(we howled at the scene we watched being cut at the Seaboard Studios
yesterday) is produced by George Kamen and will be sponsored in
key cities by department stores.
.

— An

territorial survey reveals that, despite a greater
number of television sets in
use,
the number of televiewers is considerably less

has

man-

retired district

Cincinnati, July 21.
official

Herman

with Pinky

-

.

Studios Ready

Televiewers
In Cincinnati Area

Television-Radio

Denver, July 21. This city suddengot on a nationwide radio hookup

today with the opening of the Democratic convention in Chicago. KFELTV, which had secured a temporary
operating permit from the Federal
Communications Commission, went on
the air this morning, tying into the
NBC chain. The station had been
operating experimentally for two days
previous. It will use the NBC convention coverage this week, filling in
with other NBC shows, and next Mon-
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N.Y. Grosses

{Continued from page 1)

Export Associa- personally with officials of exhibitor
which includes member organizations on the establishment of
foreign an arbitration system for the entire
presidents
and
companies'
managers, to discuss French negotia- industry.
It was not indicated following yestion possibilities in light of France's
Further meetings terday's meeting whether Johnston
import reduction.
on the subject will be held, it was re- met with any success in this connection, but it was pointed out that all
ported.
Under the expired Franco-Ameri- or much of the disagreement among
can agreement, 121 U. S. films were the distributors on arbitrable matters
imported into France last year, out of has meanwhile been resolved. This
the 186 allowed for all countries. The means that the exhibitors' five reprepact expired June 30, and in the ab- sentatives on the Continuations Comsence of a new one the French gov- mittee now at least would confront a
ernment felt compelled to take uni- distribution delegation carrying some
It was semblance of unanimity of opinion inlateral action, it was said.
emphasized that no quotas for the stead of apparently hopelessly divervarious nations have been fixed. Ne- gent outlooks.
gotiations with the Americans will reBidding Gets Attention
sume shortly.
Among the subjects which received
Golden met yesterday with John G.
attention
at
Johnston's
McCarthy, MPAA vice-president in particular
The meeting with the sales managers was
charge of international affairs.
Commerce Department film chief "sat the position to be taken by distributor
in" on the Franco-American negotia- representatives on competitive bidding
tions
which adjourned recently in
Paris.
He left here for Washington
Picture

Warner Production

yesterday afternoon.

No

5

Talks on Arbitration

French Deal
the Motion
tion board,

'

;;

{Continued from page 1)

was not immediately de- $45,000. At the Astor, a very :good
terminable whether the position paral- $26,000 is due for the initial stanza of
leled the exhibitors'.
"The Story of Will Rogers." "Don't
Bother to Knock" is estimated to hit
Expressed Confidence
matters.

It

Johnston, however, expressed confidence that agreement could be developed between the exhibitors and distributors on arbitration and emphasized that the distributors hoped for
an early establishment of a mutually
agreeable arbitration system.
Attending the meeting, in addition

were Theodore R. Black,
Feldman, Monroe R. Goodman, Bernard G. Kranze, Nathan Levinson, Al Lichtman, Abe Montague,
Ed Morey, Robert W. Perkins, Charles
M. Reagan, Henderson M. Richey,
William F. Rodgers, Adolph Schimel,
A. W. Schwalberg, Richard Yates and
William Zimmerman.
executives on hand included Joyce O'Hara,
Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr., and Sidney
to Johnston,

Charles

:

J.

MPAA

Schreiber.

its first

week

at the

Globe.

The second and final inning of
"We're Not Married" at the Roxy,
which also features a stage show, is
estimated

to

register

a

big

$78,000.

"Dreamboat" opens there Friday.
"Where's Charley ?" is doing fine at
Radio City Music all, where $120,000
expected for a fourth week. The
Hall's next attraction, "Ivanhoe," will

is

open July

31.

'Robin Hood' Healthy

At the Criterion, "Story of Robin
Hood" is due to do a healthy $25,000

A

for its fourth round.
fairly nice
$48,000 is seen for "She's Working
Her Way Through College" at the
Paramount. The film, which ends its

two-week Paramount engagement tomorrow, will be replaced by "Jumping

Tax Repeal Fight

(Continued from page 1)

a neat $35,000 for

Jacks."

"High Noon" bows

(Continued from page 1)

May-

in at the

Thursday, superceding "Has AnyNevada, John J. Hunter Mississippi, body Seen My Gal," which is forestacles created by the fires.
Production started today on "Back T. E. Williams
Tennessee, M. A. cast to end its three week engagement
to Broadway," which stars Virginia Lightman, Jr.
Utah, Ralph L. Trat- with a modest $8,000. "Paula" opened
Mayo, Gene Nelson, Steve Cochran hen Virginia, Sam Bendheim, Jr. to a moderate $10,000 at Loew's State.
and Patrice Wymore. It is being Vermont, Andrew Tegu; California,
At the Victoria, "Walk East on
Florida, Carl Floyd
Beacon" is holding up well, 'with
filmed in WarnerColor, with Henry Ezra E. Stern
Blanke producing and Gordon Doug- Louisiana, Levere C. Montgomery
$13,000 forecast for its eighth week.
las directing.
Ohio, Leo Jones Kansas, O. F. Sulli- A neat $8,000 is estimated for the 16th
A new Randolph Scott film, "Come van North Carolina, Roy L. Smart week of "Man in the White Suit" at
on, Texas," will start Thursday. David Oklahoma, Henry S. Griffing Oregon, the Sutton. "Encore" at the NormanWeisbart will produce and Andre de Jack Matlack; Missouri, J. C. Mohr- die is expected to rack up a fine $6,700
Toth direct.
stadt, Tom James, C. E. Cook.
for its 16th week.
"The Jazz Singer," starring Danny
Thomas and Peggy Lee, will follow.
Lou Edelman will produce and Michael
fair

Industry 'Reds'
(Continued from page 1)

;

;

;

think the industry has cleaned house,
as have other industries."

Elsewhere in his address, Schary
said television's effect is greatly overestimated, predicting that 10 years
and theatres will
from now both
be flourishing, and said intelligent
handling of costs
in
relation
to
grosses will meet the situation.

TV

;

;

;

;

;

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE

Curtiz will direct.

Doris

Day and Gordon MacRae

will

begin co-starring roles in "By the Light
Silvery Moon" on August 4.
The team will be directed by David

of the

Butler.

William Jacobs

will produce

Technicolor.
Alfred Hitchcock's "I Confess" will
start shooting in Quebec on August
in

14.
It will

be a Transatlantic production.
the studio, Warner Bros,

Away from

producing two pictures. Burt Lan"His Majesty O'Keefe," in
Technicolor, went into production Sun-~
day in the Fiji Islands. Joan Rice is
is

caster's

Lancaster's lead.

Byron Haskin

is di-

TV Film Producer
FRANK WISBAR says:
Pioneer

"Our TVfilm specifications are
jhejnost exacting in the field. Pathe
Labs always give

Errol Flynn's latest, "The
Ballantrae " shooting, in
William
Technicolor,
in
England.
Keighley is directing.
Shooting at the studio is "Stop,
You're Killing Me," starring Broderick Crawford and Claire Trevor,
beingIt
is
with Virginia Gibson.
filmed in WarnerColor, with Roy Del
recting.

Master

us

what we want.

'

:

of

•

Frank Wisbar's famous pioneering
TY venture is Procter & Gamble's
"fireside theatre" which is
processed by Pathe. Can we be of

Ruth directing and Lou Edelman pro-

service to your

ducing.

Completed on schedule
few days in spite of the

in

the last

fire

TV department?

PROq.

were

Gary
starring
Rifle,"
"Springfield
Cooper, filmed in WarnerColor, with
Andre de Toth directing and Lou
Edelman producing, and "The Desert
Kathryn Grayson,
Song," starring
Gordon MacRae and Steve Cochran,
with Raymond Massey, Allyn McLerie and Dick Wesson. Filmed in
Technicolor, Bruce Humberstone directed and Rudi Fehr produced.

Salant a

"First-rate!" —film

daily

CBS

'V.-P?

Richard S. Salant has joined the Columbia Broadcasting System as a vicepresident and general executive.

Both
3

New
5 M M

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

COLOR

•

is

•

a subsidiary of

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
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Ohio Censor

Sturdy Botes Send

Case Hearing

Gross Figures at
1st -runs High

NY

Set for Aug. 8

A

number of sturdy openings highBroadway grosses this week,

while

Supreme Court Decisions

draw the customers.
Opinion was divided on

—

Notes Upward
Business Trend

exhibited
issue

of

"The American Newsreel" without

its

having been submitted to the State
Censorship Division for a seal of approval.

The Motion Picture Association of
America and the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio arranged for the
violation of the law to test the legalThe U. S.
ity of prior censorship.
•Supreme Court decisions favoring the
industry in the "Pinky" and "Miracle"
cases inspired the Ohio test.
30-day continuance of the Smith
case had been sought, but Judge
Wiley, who already has started reading the "Pinky" and "Miracle" deci(Continued on page 3)

A

the

cutive declined to make a prediction on the affects of the
current home televised Demo-

The distributor delegation
was authorized to work out as

cratic National Convention on
the box-office. However, he
was of the opinion that, to
some degree, the televising of

place

countries

in

the

the
Republican
convention
aided theatre attendance.

new

year,

fiscal

a

42 Win Schwalberg
Para. 'Merit Awards'

American

worked

Nathan

D.

U.

S.

Golden,

Commerce Department film

the

chief,

here

declared
yesterday

following his
arrival from
Nathan Golden

total.

per

cent

of

at
their

presidents

negotiate

Meanwhile,

Atlas Corp. president
Floyd B. Odium disclosed
here yesterday in a midyear report to stockholders that the company had
sold 25,000 shares of
United Paramount Theatres
Kane stock, in accordance with
the Paramount consent de-

branch personnel not eligible to
participate in the regular sales drive
prizes, but who have displayed individual effort over and above their
normal duties
the drive
period.
The winners include New York,
Myron Sattler and Nathan Stern Albany, Ruth Larkin; Atlanta, William
to

during
:

;

R.

Word,

Jr.

;

Boston, John

(Continued on page 3)

Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture As-

about 25

company

out the company.
Cash awards are given each year

later,

Europe.

in-

bution

Forty-two winners of Paramount's

film

sooner or

(Continued on page 5)

Most managers estimate
come from refreshments

by exhibitor representatives, Johnston indicated he would explore the possibility of having distri-

agreement is annual "A. W. Schwalberg Merit
bound to be Awards" for 1951 were announced by

on sched
use to the studio personnel's skill and
teamwork in circumventing the ob-

one manager.

ago, following the

suggestion

(Continued on page 5)

mutually beneficial
Franco-

ability to continue production

Nashville, July 21.— All uptown theatres are having better patronage than prevailed
during May and June. Local
drive-ins are doing about the
same business as this time
Product used is
last year.
about as varied as for uptown
houses. "Patrons are looking
for a good show regardless of
the type of picture," insisted

as possible a date and
for resumption of the
meetings of the Industry Arbitration Conference's Continuations Committee of 10 which
adjourned summarily on July 2
after four days of ineffective
meetings.

Some two weeks
Notwithstanding France's action at
the weekend in cutting by 48 the number of films it will import from all

closed today.

Nashville Box-office
Receipts Increase

soon

Deal Due: Golden

Brothers' production program is proceeding on schedule, despite the two
recent studio fires, the company dis
attribute

a meeting here yesterday
the Motion Picture Associa-

MPAA

Business
since July 1,
O'Brien stated, has been better and compares favorably
with last year. The UPT exe-

Beneficial French

to

tion of America member companies'
sales managers and counsel and
Eric A. Johnston,
president,
it
was agreed that steps should be
taken immediately to arrange for resumption of the arbitration negotiations with exhibitor representatives.

day.

expected

21.

executives

among

O'Brien, UPT secretary-treasurer, disclosed here yester-

drama than

Warner Production
Program Proceeds
— Warner
Hollywood,
July
Company

At

experienced by United Paramount Theatres, Robert H.

Democratic National Convention
not

Want

'10'

Meetings;
Seeking a Date, and Place

A

to offer a greater
the recent home televised
Republican convention.
"Carrie" at the Capitol is expected
to hit a fine initial week's gross of
(Continued on page 5)
is

Resume

seasonal upturn at the
box-office currently is being

the boxoffice effect of the present heat wave.

Toledo, O., July 21. Municipal However, most showmen were in
Court Judge Frank W. Wiley has agreement that the Democratic Naset August 8 for hearing charges tional Convention, which opened yesand the defense in the violation by terday in Chicago, would not hurt the
Martin G. Smith of the Ohio State box-office. This sentiment, however,
censorship laws last week when his was expressed with the provision that

Westwood Theatre here
Fox Movietone Newsreel's

Sales Managers

UPT

strong hold-over product at
first-run situations continued to

many

TEN CENTS

22, 1952

MPAA SEEKS TALKS
ON ARBITRATION

lighted

Judge Begins Reading

J

J.

cree.

sociation of America president, presided yesterday at a meeting here of
(Continued on page 5)

More Join Industry
Tax Repeal Fight
Presently

A Department of Justice
spokesman said here yes'Reds'
terday that another
month's
extension is exTwenty more exhibitors from 18
In Industry: Senary states
pected
in
the deadline for
have accepted invitations to
serve on their state committees in the Loew's and United Artists
Hollywood, July 21. — Discussing industry's compaign for repeal of the Theatre Circuit to dispressure groups in a luncheon address 20 per cent admission tax, it was an- solve joint
interests in
to the Hollywood Ad Club today, nounced here yesterday by the Council
seven
theatres
Under the
Dore Schary said, "I do not believe of Motion Picture Organizations. Acdeadline, the
that there are any communists pres- ceptances now total 140, representing present
ently working in the motion picture all states but South Dakota and Ari- companies have until towas revealed.
industry. If there are, they are not zona,
morrow to file a dissoluLatest to enlist in the tax campaign
only fooling the motion picture inMontana, E. M. tion plan or until July 30,
dustry, but the FBI and House Un- are the following:
to actually start dissoIllinois, George Kerasotes
I Jackson
American. Activities Committee.
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
lution proceedings.

No

.

.

it

;

;

:

Motion Picture Daily
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Tuesday, July

Two -a -Week Off-Hour Owners Push
Theatre TV Programming Quota Fight

T YNN FARNOL has returned
1—/ New York from London.

to

•

Theatre television executives of United Paramount Theatres are
working toward a "non-entertainment," off-hour programming schedule
of two performances a week, Robert H. O'Brien, UPT secretary-treas-

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century- urer, disclosed here yesterday.
president

;

Al Lichtman,

tor of distribution

direc-

O'Brien, who expressed hope that
or two off-hour commercial closed
circuit deals could be consummated for
September, said attempts are currently

Donald A. Hen- one

;

1952

Sees

Personal
Mention
Fox

22,

derson, treasurer and secretary, and
Stirling Silliphant, publicity manager, returned here yesterday from the

UK's Views on Eady
Plan Due July 29
— The governLondon, July

—

London, July 21.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors Association is preparing documentary evidence to prove
the impossibility of meeting the 25
per cent supporting quota, following
recent attacks on exhibitors in Parliament and the decision of the Films
Council that there should be no relief

from that quota.
underway to key programming toThe CEA will distribute the docuCoast.
wards "regularity." He saw the possiment to government ministers, membility that negotiations with commer21.
bers of Parliament and the press this
Theodore R. Smith, newly-named cial users wouid be tremendously ac- ment's views on the Eady plan are ex- week. It points out that to meet a 25
Motion Picture Association of Amer- celerated following a "successful first" pected to be made known on July 29. per cent supporting quota, the three
Europe, will performance in this field.
representative in
Peter Thorneycroft, president of the major circuits
ica
alone need 39 second
Asked if the commercial field was Board of Trade, will then be quesleave there tomorrow bv plane for
features every year. This number is
TV-equipped
offer
enough
to
wide
Paris.
tioned by Conservative member of not
produced.
•
theatres sufficient users for regular Parliament,
William Shepherd on
One suggestion, says the CEA,
O'Brien
programming,
twice-a-week
what
take
steps
he
proposes
to
to
seRichard A. Berenson, Boston thepointed cure an extension of the plan, in view would be the re-introduction of a
was named general answered in the affirmative. He
atre executive,
market in trade of the vital need for long term pro- renters' quota. Otherwise, relief from
chairman of the 1953 Greater Boston out the "vast" possible
and business. gram planning to secure continuity of the supporting program quota on simgovernment
associations,
fund drive for the Red Cross.

Sochin, Universal short
manager, will be in
Washington today from New York
and will return tomorrow.
Irving

sales

subjects

UPT

executive said that negotiations are now underway with eight
leading national concerns who have
expressed a desire to be first, if possible, in using the medium.

The

•

•

Joop

Transfilm,

of

Dutch co-producer

Geesink,

here

arrived

Inc.,

from Holland on Saturday aboard the
Amsterdam.

S.S. Nieiew

•

Join
Little Rock Unit
Tunstill
Memphis,

to

July 21.

—

J.

Clayton Tun-

division manager of Malco Theatres, Inc., will join North Little Rock
theatre interests, it was announced by
M. A. Lightman, Sr., president of
still,

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, will arrive in Pittsburgh today from New York.
•

Malco.

Lightman recently assumed

full

con-

Malco, buying out the 33 per
Harold Wirthwein, Western
manager for Monogram-Allied Art- cent interest of M. S. McCord and
M. J. Prunisky. It was also anists, returned to the Coast yesterday
nounced that Jack W. Tunstill, former
from Denver.
manager of the Malco-owned Crosstown Theatre in Memphis, has retired
sales

Stanley Kramer, producer, now en

route to Israel from London, plans
return there before leaving for

to

New

York.
•

Abe Olman,
the

sidiaries,

is

manager

general

M-G-M

of

music

sub-

on the Coast from

New

Big Three,

York.

Walter Mirisch,
lied

Artists

Monogram-Alproducer,

executive

from London tomorrow for
York.
sail

will

New

prints,

charge of
due back here this

is

from the industry.

week from a Vermont

in

vacation.

'Film Festival' at
Loew's Poli Houses

—

Harry F.
Hartford, July 21.
Shaw, division manager of Loew's
Poli New England Theatres, has set
plans for a Loew's Poli "Film Festival" at circuit houses in Connecticut
and Massachusetts featuring top quality

films.

Films slated
include "Lovely to Look At,"
"We're Not Married," "Robin Hood,"
"The Merry Widow" and "The World
in His Arms."

•

Leopold

Friedman,

secretary

of

Loew's, will leave here tomorrow by
plane for London.
Isidore

Lindenbaum,

Productions president,

from

New

is

York.
•

Pat Duggan, Paramount

with his wife.

Joseph Shaftel, independent producer, will fly to London today from
York.
•

Herman Millakolinsky,
Pictures producer,

has

—

Chicago, July 21. Walter E. Heller and Co. reports consolidated net
Chicago
earnings of $714,768, or $1.36 per common share, for the six months ended
June 30, up substantially from the

producer,
arrived here yesterday from the Coast

New

Heller Earnings Are
Up Substantially

Filmcraft
in

left

London.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Republic
here for

tension,

sidy

tion

William D. Kelly,

RKO

$660,666, or $1.23
first half of 1951.

per

share for the

No 'Quake Harm

dios or theatres.

is

exhibitors

to

—

Films

The

necessary.

really

are

this sub-

CEA

La. Excludes Tax on Film
New Orleans, July 21.— The LouisHouse

iana

of

Representatives

has

meet again on passed a bill to exclude motion picSeptember 10 and the Eady Plan will tures from the sales tax by a vote of
again
figure
prominently on
the 23 to 4.
General

Council

will

agenda.

Feature in 'Parade'
On 20th-Fox Films
The July 27 issue of "Parade" has a
cover featuring Anne Baxter, Anne
Francis and Jean Peters along with
an inside feature story telling how 20th
Century-Fox has invested $16,000,000
on 10 1952 films in which they are
starred or co-starred.
Pictures listed include "Viva Zapata," "Wait 'Till the Sun Shines,
Nellie,"
"The Outcasts of Poker
Flat,"
"My Wife's Best Friend,"
"Lydia Bailey," and others.

NEW YORK THEATRES
— RADIO

CITY MUSIC HALL'

Rockefeller Center

RAY BOLGER *,
"WHERE'S CHARLEY?
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

pfiu

Mayo Reagan
Nelson
She's Working Her

Home

Offices

Meetings for
The home

Hold

Kalmine

omm sv

College"

fieMA//C0tO8
Midnight F«otwr*

office

Walt Disney's Story of

will

office division for the

will hold a

Way Through

JDA

of Universal-Inhold a meeting of
employes today to mobilize support
in behalf of the current motion picture
industry drive for the Joint Defense
Appeal, it was announced by Harry
M. Kalmine, chairman of the home

ternational

21.
Second
July
greatest earthquake in California history shook up the production branch
thoroughly but caused neither injury
nor more than trifling damage-to stu-

Hollywood,

rank-and-file

by no means convinced that

for extensive promo-

•

M-G-M

trol of

ilar lines to that granted for first feaU. K. productions. This will probably ture quota would lessen defaults.
be the last opportunity for any govThe document continues
ernment statement on film affairs be"Whenever exhibitors suggest that
fore Parliament adjourns for a sum- fewer
and better films be produced,
mer recess which is expected to last the reply comes that producers cannot
until October.
avoid making poor films. Comparison
As previously reported, the feeling with American films does not arise
grows here that the Eady Plan or because there is no compulsion
to
some refinement of it will become show a poor American film. An
expermanent in the pattern of the in- hibitor does
not book it. It is useless
Leading producers booking
dustry's
set-up.
films the public is not prehave recently warned of the necessity pared to
pay to see."
for the continuance of the plan and
It is pointed out that no
British
last week Associated British Pictures'
films of any length between 3,000 feet
chairman, Sir Philip Wartner, also and
7,000 feet were offered by five
head of Britain's largest circuit, advo- major American distributors,
Paracated that it be put on a permanent mount, Warner,
Pictures, Coand statutory basis.
lumbia and M-G-M, during the period
Although it has been inferred that from October, 1950
to April, 1952.
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association
leaders have already agreed to an ex-

said

JDA

JDA

drive.

United Artists
meeting on Friday.

that

ROBIN HOOD
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and

Walt Disney's

WATER
A True

BIRDS

Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

COOL

Walt Disney's

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

Technicolor

— Distributed byCartoon
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Reviews

Knoxville Censors
Are Cracking Down

and

WHEN

local

A move

The magaSunbathing
"Cover Girl

is

fore-

cast.

Knoxville is the only city
of its size in Tennessee without Sunday films.

{Continued from page 1)
sions, indicated he wanted to get into
the hearing of it sooner and set August 8.

—

J.

addressed to Sidney Schreiber of the
Motion Picture Association of America.
The letter followed the failure
to show the uncensored newsreel as
scheduled in the test of the Ohio censorship law.
The newsreel, distributed here by Warner Brothers, was
not shown because of a dispute between Dr. Clyde Hissong, state director of education and chief Ohio
film censor, and legal representatives
of Warner Brothers.
Hofheimer said he "was placed in a
most embarrassing position" with
press and public because of the failure to show the film. "I lent my name
and
theatre," he said, "in good
faith for the purpose of testing the
Ohio censorship law. In doing so, I
thought that both were in competent
hands, legally and otherwise. Through
no fault of mine, I have broken faith

my

with the public and the press and
have been placed in a most embarrassing position.
I had a contract with
Warner Brothers which you requested
and which for some unfathomable reason was breached. In the future when
you need any more scapegoats, count
out."

Columbus Paper Defends Ohio's
"Mild Variety" of Film Censorship

—

Columbus,

"Dreamboat" is different. Decidedly so. And it. is timely, pitting the comparative values of oldtime film fare on home
screens versus the modern
motion picture of today. It is done uniquely, by flashbacks. Old pictures of
Webb as "the grand old screen lover" of yesteryear are resurrected for juke
boxes, barroom and home video sets and plague Webb who now is a respectable and respected professor of English literature at the staid old Underhill
College where the students- discover that their Professor Thornton Say re is
none other than silent scren star Bruce Blair.
His old reissued films are
being used on a
program starring Gloria Marlowe (Ginger Rogers), his
onetime leaoing lady who is making a comeback in a series sponsored by
the Exotic Perfume Company.
Webb's determined efforts to have the reissues withdrawn, the embarrassment which the pictures cause him and Miss Rogers' attempts to block Webb's
insistence that the films he cancelled develop much merriment, frequently
unfavorable to the telecasting of antique film subjects now so widely prevalent.
hilarity highlight is reached when the jolted professor attempts to
secure an injunction against the showing of the films of his flamboyant past.
All in all "Dreamboat" (Webb's moniker as the silent screen lover) is
enjoyable, although there are slow spots in the telling.
Co-starred are the
lovely Anne Francis as the mild-mannered, conservative daughter of the
professor who likewise is the co-victim of campus gags and stunts and the
handsome Jeffrey Hunter. The support is fine, headed by Elsa Lancaster,
Fred Clark, Paul Harvey, Ray Collins, Helene Stanley and Richard GarSol C Siegel produced and Claude Binyon directed, from the screenrick.
play by Binyon, based on a story by John D. Weaver.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. For August
release.
James P. Cunningham

A

—

Hofheimer of the Little here stated
he wants "to be counted out when, you
need any more scapegoats" in a letter

me

SET

TV

Ohio Censor Case

Hofheimer Stung by Failure of
Censorship Test in Columbus
Columbus, O., July 21. L.

A PRODUCTION

TV

magazine stands.

against films

tario

IS
capably around the performances
of troupers like Clifton Webb and Ginger Rogers, the marketable value
of the product is quite high. And, showmen, so you should sell "Dreamboat"
for all it's worth.
Your box-office intake will not be disappointing under
normal conditions.

Hygiene,"
Models," and "Girls Beautiful
Photos" have been barred

from

O.,
July 21. Ohio's
"mild variety" of state film censorship

might be preferable to no censorship
in which the film industry "might be
obliged to deal with pressure groups
of all shades of opinion seeking to impose restrictions of varying severity,"
the Columbus Dispatch has declared
editorially.

"It seems not
Said the Dispatch
impossible that the elimination of all
censorship the movie industry's apparent goal might
bring excesses

One Minute

(Grainger-RKO Radio)
affords the timely background of this Howard
presentation
features Robert Mitchum and Ann Blyth.
Compounded of conventional plot elements, the picture has plenty of lively
action and enough romantic touches to keep the fans satisfied.
Mitchum plays a U. S. infantry colonel who is in Seoul, along with his
buddy, William Talman, another colonel at the time Korea is invaded. Miss
commission, is also in Korea at the time. When
Blyth, a member of the
orders come in to evacuate all Americans, Miss Blyth is stubborn about
leaving, so Mitchum lifts here into a plane to get her out of the country.
From these disagreeable beginnings tender love grows, as time and again
Miss Blyth crosses Mitchum's path. For the most part the picture outlines
various combat maneuvers against the enemy, both on land and in the air.
Most of them are excitingly portrayed under Tay Garnett's direction. There
Often the weight of decision on
is a. lot of grim realism to the battle scenes.
Mitchum's shoulders is a heavy one, but he finally acquits himself heroically.
The weight of decision also weighs heavily on Miss Blyth's graceful
shoulders. Already the widow of an Army man, the question is whether she
should marry another one. After some struggles within and some doubt about
him, she decides in the affirmative.
An Edmund Grainger production, it was made from a screenplay by Milton

UN

Krims and William Wister Haines.
Running time, 105 minutes. General audience

For August

classification.

release.

rear Gas Bomb at
Ray Boston Show
21.

— A tear

gas

'Merit Awards'

sending two to a
similar gas attack was
hospital.
rencently staged at the Paramount in

many and

A

DeBerry

New
New

;

York.

Charlotte,

;

Haven,

H.

A.

Orleans,

Milton

Duren

McKinnon

Margaret

Aufdemorte

Cincinnati, John Gentile and James
Brunetti Philadelphia, Robert Weber,
Ulrik F. Smith, Herbert Gillis, Ralph
;

Garman and John Kane
Mike Weiss Washington,
;

Pittsburgh,
Phil Isaacs

and Herbert Thompson.

that

would

—

eventually

result

in the

clamping on of bans more irksome
than any yet imposed, and at the Federal level.

"No

one can blame the film people

tent.

Opinion Builders, Inc., it was announced by Robert Nathans, president.
Yolen is a past president of the
Publicity Club of New York, was for
six years promotion manager of Warner Brothers Pictures here and also
served as

consultant

"But on behalf of the general censorship of movies as it has operated
in Ohio for nearly 40 years, it ought
to be said that it has been, in the main,

for

New York

'

1

motion picture and television producers- He was a vice-president and publicity-advertising director of Laurel

to

Meet Press

Milton R. Rackmil, new president
of Universal Pictures, will meet members of the press at a luncheon at the
Restaurant Laurent here on Monday.
Nate Blumberg, chairman of the board,

and Al Daff, executive vice-president,
will also be

on hand.

Grant Leenhouts Resigns
The
as

resignation of Grant Leenhouts
executive vice-president of Cine-

rama,
week.

becomes effective this
will serve as a consultant
for the company and for producers interested in the new three-dimensional
Inc., here,

medium

He

fabricated by the firm.

Carlton Still Film House
London, July

21.

— Negotiations

be-

tween jack Hylton, local stage impressario, and Paramount Pictures for
the lease of the latter's Carlton Theatre for stage shows have broken down
and will not be resumed. The house

Chicago,
Sarah Goldberg,
Herbert Cohen, J. H. Stevens and
Robert Allen
Des Moines, James
Castle
Indianapolis, G. R. Frank
Minneapolis, Bonnie Lynch and Frank
Egan; Dallas, Tom W. Bridge, Sebe
Miller and Lloyd Henrich
Kansas
City, Eugene Jacobs
Los Angeles,
;

;

New FP-C House Opens
Toronto, July
— Famous Players
21.

Canadian
theatre,

Corp.

the

has

1,400-seat

opened a new
Paramount, in

Edmonton, Alberta. It is reported to
be the last theatre to be built under
the company's new construction program.

Emett, Vail Open 'Lab'
Los Angeles, July 21.—T. H.

Em-

known in
tory field,- and Ande
have opened a new
mett, well

the fiim laboraVail, producer,
film laboratory
service
and distributing plant here
called Emmett-Vail Enterprises.

;

;

Tent Sets Golf Tourney

—

Eugene Beuerman
Salt Lake City,
Cincinnati, July 21 The Cincinmoderate, intelligent and aimed at Eugene Jones; San Francisco, H. nati Variety Club, Tent No. 3, has set
preventing nothing except the showing Neal East, James French, King Trim- its 18th annual golf tournament for
Jack Stevenson, George Car- August 25 at the Summit Hills Counof scenes obviously unsuited for gen- ble,
in others completely non-exis- eral patronage, particularly that of mone, Walter Lange and Milton S. try Club. Other types of games plus
Anderson Seattle, Walter Hoffman.
A test of the legality of censor- juveniles," said the newspaper.
dinner will be featured.

for seeking a re-definition of the legal
status of government censorship.
In
some states this has been capricious
and inconsistent. In some states it is
rigid,

Also,

ing newsreels, most of which are kept
pretty innocuous to avoid conflict with
varying censorship standards, would
certainly seem to be in order.

newspaperman and
head the news bureau of

will continue as a film theatre.

Buffalo, E. C.

;

New

Yolen,

(Continued from page 1)

bomb and Wendell Clements

was set off during a performance of
Johnny Ray at the Metropolitan Theatre here over the weekend, forcing
1,200 people from the house, mildly
injuring

Will

publicist, will

Rackmil

KOREAN WAR
THE
Hughes
which

Boston, July

Yolen Heads Unit of
Opinion Builders

Films, Inc.

to Zero"

:

—

Toronto, July 21.—The OnBoard of Censors has
put a new regulation into
effect for the sniping of theatre advertising displays to
designate pictures that are
classed as "Adult Entertainment."
Formerly the words "Adult"
or
"Adult
Entertainment"
were sufficient but the impression
got
around that
their use was unofficial. The
notices must now bear the
wording "Classified by the
Ontario Board of Censors as
Adult Entertainment."

(20th Century-Fox)

is

preparing new city legislation
"to tighten censorship control
over underclad human figures
on movie films or in magazines or books."
zines
"Modern

Ontario Stiffens
Censors' Ruling

Dreamboat

Knoxville, Tenn., July 21.

The Knoxville Censor Board

3

;

;
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Denver Now Part of
Nationwide Network
Denver, July

21.

—This

got on a nationwide radio hookup
today with the opening of the Democratic convention in Chicago. KFELTV, which had secured a temporary
operating permit from the Federal
Communications Commission, went on
the air this morning, tying into the
chain.
The station had been
operating experimentally for two days
previous. It will use the
convention coverage this week, filling in
shows, and next Monwith other

Television

NBC

NBC

day

go on

will

time.

It

will

own

its

part

of

probably use the

the

NBC

hookup, and possibly some selections

from other chains.

/"''DC

Beside the temporary transmitter
on Lookout Mountain, KFEL has
complete studios ready in Denver for
the production of dramatic and television shows.

KVOD,

which has been given chanNo. 9, will ask the FCC for a
temporary operating permit such as
was accorded KFEL, and if this is
granted, KVOD will be on the air
within two weeks, also from a Lookout Mountain location.
nel

Empire Coil, of New Rochelle, N.Y.,
the other successful applicant for a
channel, has not indicated when it will
be on the air. Empire has been given
channel 26 (UHF).
Applicants for channels four and
seven will have to fight it out, since
two companies are asking for each
channel. Theatre men are involved in
the fight for channel seven. Asking
for seven are the Aladdin Radio and
Television (KLZ), and Denver TelePartners in Aladdin include
vision.
Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., president of
Fox Intermountain Theatres, and

Harry Huffman,

retired district

.

.

.

.

Vaughn Monroe's

.

.

urday nite over Channel 9, shows promise
Vaughn Monroe
and if producer Hank Leeds can entice
Broadwayites and celebrities to drop around
to Robbins' Nest frequently, the series, packaged by Vinrob Enterprises, can succeed with the stay-up-lates.
.

•

.

a
Washington, July 21.
new agreement worked out between

U. S. Federal Communications
Commission and the Canadian Department of Transport covering assignment and use of 82 TV channels
-within an area of 250 miles on either
the

side of the border, there will be little

or no interference between border
stations,

it

was

said.

TV

.

.

Fitzgerald told us about another incident aboard ship.
Margaret Truman sent a cable to her dad and when told the
bill would be $18.00 asked how the cost was determined.
she
was told that each letter cost 21 cents, whereupon she deleted
the 'S' and addressed it simply Harry Truman, thus saving 21
cents
an ardent Republican standing nearby remarked, "Too
bad Miss Truman's father isn't as economical."
As reported
here two weeks ago, Producer Max Licbman will leave for
Hollywood, next week to close a film deal co-starring Sid
he'll return to New York
Caesar and Imogene Coca
shortly after to start prepraration for the resumption of the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBTerrific "Your

Show

.

.

.

Shows"

of

•

Ray Goulding

.

announcing Goulding

brother Phil has been
years) started his career at
Boston
while there he did a bit of ad-libbing on deejay Bob Elliott's
program and the reaction was so marked that execs there immediately paired them and the team, heard on a show titled, "Matinee With Bob and Ray," became the beaniest in beantown.
brought them to New York last year and they've just copped the
coveted Alka-Seltzer account, featured Saturday nites over NBT.
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower and Harold
Add look alikes
Dick Winters, WINSpace grabber and deejay Freddy
Stassen

on
.

.

WMGM

of the

staff for 12

(

WHDH

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

.

.

.

right hand man at NBT)
Phil (Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Person) Clarke has given his daughter Barbara a brand new home in
the beautiful Babs will marry
Oceanside, L. I., as a wedding gift
Norman & Irving Pincus, producers of
Henry Bell Sept. 21.
"Ellery Queen" and "Mr. I. Magnination," left yesterday for the
listened
coast to close a deal to film several new TVehicles.
to several pressings made by a new aggregation, the Sauter-Finnegan
Orchestra and were thrilled
the band has the precision of the late
Jimmie Lunceford ork, the smoothness of -the late Glenn Miller
group and the originality of the Benny Goodman swingsters.

Robbins

.

.

.

Lyman Munson's

Stan (Gen.

Osgood and James Melton

.

.

under more
comfortable
weather conditions.

Talks on New TV
Contract Underway
Representatives of the Film Producers Association of New York, an
organization composed mainly of commercial and industrial film producers,
met here last night with Kenneth
Thompson, Screen Actors Guild television administrator, of Hollywood.
The session was the first in a projected series scheduled before a new
The SAG
contract is agreed upon.
is seeking a contract similar to the
one consummated recently with the
Alliance of Television Film Producers
on the Coast.

CBS-TV

Handle
Crosby Film Sales
CBS-TV

and Bing Crosby Enter-

prises jointly announced here the completion of arrangements whereby CBSfilm sales will represent Crosby
Enterprises in the sale of television

TV

films for both national
service.

and syndication

The contract becomes effective immediately and CBS-TV will offer sevseries now in the
stages of completion by Enterprises. Among these are "Crown Theeral

news program

final

"The Hank McCune Show,"
"Rebound" and "The Chair on the

atre,"

Boulevard."

Show

Singer Sewing Machine Co. will sponsor "Four Star Playhouse," a halfhour TV film series featuring such
Hollywood stars as Charles Bover,
Dick Powell and Joel McCrea, Official Films, in association with Don
Sharpe, disclosed here. The program
will appear over the CBS-TV network bi-monthly starting Sept. 25.
Official Films stated that for the first
26 weeks of alternate weekly sponsorship. Singer's cost for time and talent
will approximate $1,400,000.

.

.

NEED SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?

.

.

.

to

.

.

.

.

than during the corresponding period of last year.
Investigation to determine
the cause of the televiewing
decline points up the weathei
factor as being responsible,
Excessively hot weather and
unusually high humidity have
caused families to seek relief
out-of-doors or in air-conditioned theatres. The latter
has raised box-office receipts.
Moreover, the quality of summer TV programs is, for the
most part, not such as to induce constant viewing, even

Singer to Sponsor

.

•

•

un-

.

.

.

.

TV Deal
— Under

.

Ed

21.

said.

.

•

•

Outward, bound aboard the United States MCA exec Dick
Rubin pitched a new program, idea to Ted- {Mr. WNBC) Cott
.... series would be a radio-ship-to-shore program with interviews and chatter by celebs seated at the Captain's table.

Canadian
TV Network by '53
— Revenue MinisOttawa, July

in

.

TV

-

US, Canada

.

— An

territorial survey reveals that, despite a greater
number of television sets in
the number of teleuse,
viewers is considerably less

.

.

.

KOA

McCann

•

TV

—

KMYR

1953,

.

•

.

channel four are the
Broadcasting Co., and Metropolitan Television, the latter recently
organized by Bob Hope, who bought
from NBC, which deal is awaiting sanction bv the FCC.

TV

.

starring flicker, "Toughest Man in
Arizona," which Republic will release early in the fall, will take
his orchestra into the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel September 1.
.
The Maestro will return to the Republic lot
in March to make a second feature
Is
Macy's planning to launch a
show this
fall
with the locale in Macy's own store?
Immediately following a slick click in the
'Girl Crazy' music Circus at Lambertville,
N. J., slick chick Joy Hodges raced back to
town to make a Pilot film (TV) with Lester
Lanin's Society Orchestra and Jack Cassidy
of "Wish You Were Here" (slick chick,
quick click.)
Though it started off a bit
slow, the new all-nite live
series featuring Freddy Robbins which teed off last Sat-

for

TV

.

first

man-

ter McCann stated here that the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will spend
staabout $800,000 to establish a
tion in this capital but it has been
decided to defer construction of six
stations in Canother planned
ada, Quebec, Winnipeg, Vancouver
and other cities in Western Ontario.
An all-Canadian network comprising Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa
will be in operation by the start of

.

•

Broadway from Fox Intermountain,
and later did the same with the Paramount.

See All

-

announced that it is handling the sales for Bing
Crosby Enterprises and although according to its original
contract with B. C. E., entered into about two years ago. Columbia
could have listed in its fold "Chimp" and "Royal Playhouse,"
the Crosbys insisted that these two packages remain with United
Television Programs, Inc. All other and future Crosby properties
will be handled by CBS.
Gen. Eisenhower got such a bang out
of Senor Romani's interesting little episode at the Republican conclave that Arthur Van Horn has sent the General a dub of the recording he played on a recent "Time Capsule" ABCast. ... Ed &
Pegeen Fitzgerald, just back from a thrilling round tripper to Europe
on the record-breaking liner United States, are filming a series of
13 comedies for TV titled, "How To."
This hilarious program
(we howled at the scene we watched being cut at the Seaboard Studios
yesterday) is produced by George Kamen and will be sponsored in
key cities by department stores.

ager. Organizing Denver Television
are Harris and John Wolfberg, father
and son, who entered the Denver theatre field in 1944 when they leased the

Vying

Cincinnati, July 21.
official

has

^-UCJ

.

Studios Ready

Televiewers
In Cincinnati Area

Radio

-

Herman

with Pinky

-

ly

NBC
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(Continued from page

Picture Export Associa-

which

action, it
that

was

said.

It

was

emphasized

no quotas for the
various nations have been fixed. Negotiations with the Americans will re-

sume

shortly.

Golden met yesterday with John G.
vice-president in
McCarthy,
charge of international affairs.
The
Commerce Department film chief "sat
in" on the Franco-American negotiations which
adjourned recently in

MPAA

Paris.
He left here for Washington
yesterday afternoon.

No

N.Y. Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

1)

includes member
foreign
presidents
and
companies'
managers, to discuss French negotiation possibilities in light of France's
Further meetings
import reduction.
on the subject will be held, it was reported.
Under the expired Franco-American agreement, 121 U. S. films were
imported into France last year, out of
the 186 allowed for all countries. The
pact expired June 30, and in the absence of a new one the French government felt compelled to take unilateral

s

Talks on Arbitration

French Deal
the Motion
tion board,

'

;;

:

(Continued from page

personally with officials of exhibitor
organizations on the establishment of
an arbitration system for the entire
industry.
It was not indicated following yes-

matters.

meeting whether Johnston
met with any success in this connec-

Johnston, however, expressed confidence that agreement could be developed between the exhibitors and dis-

terday's

but

tion,

it

was pointed out

that all

or much of the disagreement among
the distributors on arbitrable matters
has meanwhile been resolved.
This
means that the exhibitors' five representatives on the Continuations Committee now at least would confront a
distribution delegation carrying some
semblance of unanimity of opinion instead of apparently hopelessly divergent outlooks.

It

was not immediately de-

the Astor, a very good
due for the initial stanza of
"The Story of Will Rogers." "Don't
Bother to Knock" is estimated to hit

$26,000

leled the exhibitors'.

Expressed Confidence

week

at the

inning

of

"We're Not Married" at the Roxy,
which also features a stage show, is

tributors on arbitration and emphasized that the distributors hoped for
an early establishment of a mutually
agreeable arbitration system.
Attending the meeting, in addition
to Johnston, were Theodore R. Black,

estimated

to

a

register

big

$78,000.

"Dreamboat" opens there Friday.
"Where's Charley ?" is doing fine at
Radio City Music all, where $120,000

:

expected for a fourth week. The
Hall's next attraction, "Ivanhoe," will

is

J.

open July

31.

'Robin Hood' Healthy

At the Criterion, "Story of Robin
Hood" is due to do a healthy $25,000

A

fourth round.
fairly nice
is
seen for "She's Working
Her Way Through College" at the
Paramount. The film, which ends its

for

MPAA

its

$48,000

two-week Paramount engagement tomorrow, will be replaced by "Jumping

Tax Repeal Fight

(Continued from page 1)

is

a neat $35,000 for its first
Globe.
The second and final

Feldman, Monroe R. Goodman, Bernard G. Kranze, Nathan Levinson, Al Lichtman, Abe Montague,
Ed Morey, Robert W. Perkins, Charles
M. Reagan, Henderson M. Richey,
Bidding Gets Attention
William F. Rodgers, Adolph Schimel,
Among the subjects which received A. W. Schwalberg, Richard Yates and
particular
attention
at
Johnston's William Zimmerman.
execumeeting with the sales managers was tives on hand included Joyce O'Hara,
the position to be taken by distributor Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr., and Sidney
representatives on competitive bidding- Schreiber.

Warner Production

At

$45,000.

terminable whether the position paral-

Charles

1)

Jacks."

"High Noon" bows

(Continued from page 1)

May-

in at the

Thursday, superceding "Has AnyNevada, John J. Hunter Mississippi, body Seen My Gal," which is foreT. E. Williams
Tennessee, M. A. cast to end its three week engagement
Lightman, Jr. Utah, Ralph L. Trat- with a modest $8,000. "Paula" opened
hen
Virginia, Sam Bendheim, Jr.
to a moderate $10,000 at Loew's State.
Vermont, Andrew Tegu; California, __At the Victoria, "Walk East on
Ezra E. Stern Florida, Carl Floyd
Beacon" is holding up well, with
Louisiana, Levere C. Montgomery
$13,000 forecast for its eighth week.
Ohio, Leo Jones Kansas, O. F. Sulli- A neat $8,000 is estimated for the 16th
van North Carolina, Roy L. Smart
week of "Man in the White Suit" at
Oklahoma, Henry S. Griffing Oregon, the Sutton. "Encore" at the NormanJack Matlack; Missouri, J. C. Mohr- die is expected to rack up a fine $6,700
stadt, Tom James, C. E. Cook.
for its 16th week.
fair

Industry 'Reds'
(Continued from page 1)

think the industry has cleaned house,
as have other industries."
Elsewhere in his address, Schary
said television's effect is greatly overestimated, predicting that 10 years
from now both
and theatres will

by the fires.
Production started today on "Back
to Broadway," which stars Virginia
Mayo, Gene Nelson, Steve Cochran
and Patrice Wymore.
It
is
being
filmed in WarnerColor, with Henry
Blanke producing and Gordon Dougstacles created

las

directing.

A

TV

;

;

;

;

new Randolph

"Come

Scott film,

be flourishing, and said intelligent on, Texas," will start Thursday. David
handling of costs
in
relation
to Weisbart will produce and Andre de
Toth direct.
grosses will meet the situation.
"The Jazz Singer," starring Danny

Thomas and Peggy Lee, will follow.
Lou Edelman will produce and Michael
Curtiz will direct.
Doris Day and Gordon MacRae will
begin co-starring roles in "By the Light
of the Silvery Moon" on August 4.
The team will be directed by David
Butler.

;

;

William Jacobs

will

produce

in Technicolor.

Alfred Hitchcock's "I Confess" will
shooting in Quebec on August

;

;

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE

TV Film Producer
FRANK WISBAR says:
Pioneer

start

"Our TVfilm

14.

It will

be a Transatlantic production.
the studio, Warner Bros,

Away from

producing two pictures. Burt Lan"His Majesty O'Keefe," in
Technicolor, went into production Sunday in the Fiji Islands. Joan Rice is
is

caster's

Byron Haskin

Lancaster's lead.
recting.
Errol Flynn's latest, "The
Master of Ballantrae," shooting, in
William
in
England.
Technicolor,
is

di-

specifications are

the most exacting in the field.

Labs a/ways give

us

Pa the

what we want.

Frank Wisbar's famous pioneering
TV venture is Procter & Gamble's
"fireside theatre" which is
processed by Pathe. Can we be of

Keighley is directing.
Shooting at the studio is "Stop,
You're Killing Me;" starring Broderick Crawford and Claire Trevor,
beingIt
is
with Virginia Gibson.
filmed in WarnerColor, with Roy Del

Ruth directing and Lou Edelman producing.
Completed on schedule in the last
few days in spite of the fire were
Gary
starring
Rifle,"
"Springfield
Cooper, filmed in WarnerColor, with
Andre de Toth directing and Lou
Edelman producing, and "The Desert
Song," starring Kathryn Grayson,

service to your

TV department?

s&

Gordon MacRae and Steve Cochran,
with Raymond Massey, Allyn McLerie and Dick Wesson. Filmed in
Technicolor, Bruce Humberstone directed and Rudi Fehr produced.

Salant a
First-rate!

FILM DAILY

CBS

'V.-P.'

Richard S. Salant has joined the Columbia Broadcasting System as a vicepresident and general executive.

'

TO
Both
J j

New

MM

C*'

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

COLOR

•

is

•

a subsidiary of

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
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TEN CENTS

1952

GOV'T SUES TO FORCE SALE
OF 16 mm. FILMS TO VIDEO
Republic Doubles
Production Budget

as Well to Amplify Competition to
Japs Remit Seeks
Theatres in Club, Hotel, Other Showings;
12 Companies

$6'A-Million

For 1952-53: Yates

Named; Says TOA

'Conspired'

—

The Justice Department today filed an
July 22.
Motion Picture Export Association anti-trust suit against six major producers, their 16mm. distributingmember companies are in process of subsidiaries and two independent 16mm. distributors on charges of
Herbert J. Yates, president, is dividing among themselves $6,500,000
restrict the showing of 16mm. films,
production in film earnings which have been un- conspiring with exhibitors to
Republic's
doubling
television.
especially
on
a
allocating
frozen
the
1952-53,
by
government.
for
Japanese
budget
This was disclosed here yesterday
The Theatre Owners of America was named as a co-conspirator,
greater sum than he has in the past
by
film
export
officials,
together
with
but not a defendant, in the civil
two years comthe information that Eric A. Johnston,
action entered by the Government
bined, the comMotion Picture Association of Amerreported
pany
in the Federal District Court in
Fails
ica president, has sent Richard Mchere yesterday.
Los Angeles.
Donnell to Tokyo to negotiate the unYates' action
Named as defendants were 20th
blocking of some $3,000,000 worth of
described
was
Century-Fox,
Warner Brothers,
additional frozen yen.
as the initiation
Pictures, Republic, Columbia
RKO
The
all
$3,000,000
in
yen
is
that
is
all-out
"an
of

Washington,

TV

of 'Denis'

To Hurt Grosses

left

drive to deliver
the greatest array of pictures
in the history of
the company
at a time when
outsiders are
looking at the
.

in frozen earnings in

Japan inso-

(Continued on page 6)

Bid Amis Request
Coast Hearings
Hollywood, July 22. — Not only

.

As

:

the

and Universal, Warner Brothers Dis-

Democratic National Convention has
had little or no effect so far on theatre

tributing Corp., Republic Productions,

Screen

Gems

attendance, according to reports yesterday from top circuit executives.

World

Films

forecast,

the

televising

of

Despite the fact that the opening
day of the convention in Chicago
the proved highly dramatic in many spots,
Herbert Yates
50 to 60 individual exhibitors talked people by the droves deserted their
industry with
with so far, but also several Los An- television sets to view motion pictures
pessimism." Also, Yates was said to be
geles
exchange managers, have asked in air conditioned theatres, it was said.
{Continued on page 4)
William D. Amis investigator for the One Eastern circuit executive said the
Senate Small Business Committee, to heat is still a factor in beating home
recommend that that body hold hear- television competition.
ings on trade practice abuses here at
United Paramount Theatres across
the earliest practicable time after in- the country have "more than held their
Kansas City, Mo., July 22. Full vestigations are completed. Amis, who own during the first days of the Demosupport of the Council of Motion Pic(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)

KMT A Joins Compo's
Anti-Tax Campaign

—

ture Organizations' drive to repeal the
20 per cent admission tax was pledged
here today by the board of directors
of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association.

Meanwhile, a survey of exhibition
opinion in the Kansas City area finds
many theatremen divided on whether
the possible tax cut should be passed
onto the public. There was unanimity
of opinion, however, on the need of repealing the tax.

'I A'

Resolution to
Urge Tax Repeal
IATSE New York Projec-

Local No. 306 has
prepared for adoption by the
"IA" international convention
in Minneapolis August 4-8 a
resolution calling for repeal
of the Federal 20 per cent admission tax, Herman Gelber,
the local's president, reported
here yesterday.
tionists

(Columbia),

(Universal),
Inc. and Pictorial Films, Inc.

United
Films,

The complaint charges that the defendants and
have conspired
continuously since 1945, and for some
years prior to that time, to prevent the
exhibition of 16mm. feature films in
competition with established motion

TOA

picture theatres.
Principal complaint is that they
have refused to license television stations to show 16mm. feature films.
Virtually all
stations are equipped

TV

to

show 16mm.
Other

films.

restrictions

charged by

the

Government are

Coast D. of J. Sees No Trial
In 16mm Suit for 8- 10 Months
Hollywood, July

22.

By WILLIAM WEAVER
Attorney James M. McGrath,

—

of the anti-trust division of the

Grainger, Mandel

Named

by Howard

The appointment

of E. C. Grainger
as assistant to William W. Howard,
vice-president of
Theatres, was
announced here yesterday. He will
take charge of the circuit's film buying and booking department. At the
same time, Howard announced the
promotion of Harry Mandel as his
assistant. In addition to Mandel's position as national advertising director,
he will assume added duties in theatre

RKO

(Continued on page 6)

assistant director

of Justice,

feature pictures from telecasting and certain other exhibition, in
violation of the Sherman Act., told
Motion Picture Daily that the case,
assigned to Judge William Byrne, cannot be brought to trial for eight to 10
months. Defendants have 20 days in
which to make answer to the suit.
Depositions, research and other legaltake many
istic
preparations
will
months longer, McGrath said.
McGrath could add little to the information contained in the news reprints

(Continued on page 6)

What

who at 9 :29 this
morning- filed in Federal Court here action against 12 film companies charged
with conspiracy to withhold 16-mm.

Department

1. Refusing to license the exhibition of 16mm. feature films
within a 10-mile radius of any

of

(Continued on page 6)

Justice

Dept.

Complaint Demands:
(1)

No

ing of

restrictions on showfilms on tele-

16mm.

vision.
(2) No limitations on showing 16mm. films by enterprises competing with regular
theatres.
(3) No "arbitrary and excessive" clearances between
first 35mm. theatre release of
a picture and its release on

16mm.
Licensing of 16mm.
to coin-operated machines in taverns, etc., and
for free shows by merchants.
(4)
films

;

Motion Picture Daily

2

—

due here

is

Washington, July 22. The motion picture industry's share of nafrom the Coast at the weekend en
tional
income increased almost four per cent in 1951, although a more
route to Europe for a month's vacadirect reflection of box-office, consumer spending for film entertainment,
tion.
showed a drop.
These facts highlighted the wealth of
William M. Pizor and Irwin
Pizor of Lippert Productions will statistics presented in the Department
leave here today for Europe on the of Commerce annual national income
survey released here today.
National income of the film industry
reached $882,000,000 in 1951,
only
•
$1,000,000 less than in 1949 and a full
William B. Zoellner, head of $30,000,000 over 1950.
M-G-M's short subjects and newsreel
The actual take at the nation's film
sales, will leave here Friday for a theatre box-offices, ignoring various
vacation in Nassau.
costs and other factors to arrive at
•
an accurate gross picture, is more

United States for a three-month
tour of 14 countries.
.9.^.

Russ Stewart
licity

department,

Camp

for

of
left

Pickett, Va.,

M-G-M's pub-

nearly represented by the figures on

here yesterday
will return

consumer spending for film entertain-

and

•

Gabriel Pascal, producer, was in
Charleston yesterday from Caracas,
Venezuela,

after

a

Monday

stopoff

Miami.

Nate Gerson, Monogram booker
for the past 10 years in Cleveland,

now with

ment.

The

tomorrow.

in

the

Warner booking

is

depart-

ment.

Harry G. Ballance, 20th CenturyFox Southern division manager, and
Mrs. Ballance are vacationing in
South America.

1951 figure in this category was
$1,166,000,000 in 1951, compared with
$1,235,000,000 in 1950 and $1,342,000,000 in 1949, carrying out a slow but
steady drop.
During the past few years, the fall
in spending for film entertainment was
taking place at the same time U.S.
consumers were actually spending
more for recreation. But this year's
figures show that overall recreational
spending in 1951 was $11,308,000,000,
down slightly from the $11,330,000,000
of 1950.
The film industry paid out $668,000,000 in wages and salaries in 1951,
compared to $652,000,000 the year before
$35,000,000 in supplements to
;

John

Allen, Southwestern

S.

M-

G-M sales manager, will leave here
today for Dallas.

15

Named

to Para.

'100 Per Cent' Club
Fifteen members of Paramount Film
Distributing Corp. have been appointed to the company's "100 Per Cent
Club," which was established 28 years
ago for the purpose of recognizing
outstanding accomplishment, it was
announced here by A. W. Schwalberg,
president.

The new members

include Eastern
Division,
Abner L.
:

salaries in 1951, compared to $30,000,000 in 1950. Unincorporated enterprises in the industry had $43,000,000
of income in 1951, $1,000,000 more
than the year before.
Corporate income in the industry before taxes reached $131,000,000 in 1951,
$6,000,000 over the year before. But

taxes in the same period rose $17,000,000 to $77,000,000 in 1951. Industry
income after taxes was $54,000,000 in
1951 down from the $65,000,000 in 1950.
Corporate dividend payments fell from
$56,000,000 in 1950 to $54,000,000 in
1951. Undistributed corporate income
was only $1,000,000 in 1951, compared
to $9,000,000 the year before.
Employment in the industry in 1951
was 219,000 "full-time equivalent employees," compared to 224,000 the year

Youngstein Sparks
Drive in Midwest
Max

E. Youngstein, vice-president
of United Artists, who is serving as
captain of the company's "Bill Heineman Sales Drive," continues his first
drive sessions with Midwestern exchanges this week, flying from New
York for a week of meetings with
personnel of the company's Kansas
City,
St.
Louis
and Indianapolis
branches.

The

named in honor of WilHeineman, UA distribution
vice-president, began on June 15 and
liam
will

Southern
Camp, Charles

W.

drive,

J.

extend to December

6.

Wally Allen Resigns
Western Pa. Post
Pittsburgh, July 22.—Wally Allen,

Levins Albany Booker

—

manager of Allied Theatre
Atlanta, July 22. Milton Levins,
Owners of Western Pennsylvania, to- head booker of Warner Brothers'
business

day

resigned, effective immediately.
Allen, who has served in that capacity
for the past three years, has joined
the John Shrager, Inc., Advertising
Agency of New York. He will have
an office here and in Cleveland.

Jacksonville branch, has been transferred to the Albany, N. Y. branch as

convention

wegian ship afire
open in Helsinki.

opens

No.
in

Long

off

60

— DemoNorOlympics

Chicago.

Island.

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 254— DemoForty -five rescued from
ship fire.
Truman back in the White
House. "GI's" Korean pal finds home at
U. S. Olympics.

cratic

convention.

PARAMOUNT

NEWS, No. 97— Olympics.
Spanish bullfight. Freighter afire off Long
Island. Democratic convention gets underway in Chicago.

TELENEWS

DIGEST,

No.

30A— Soviet

Olympic

challengers.
Eisenhower relaxes.
Mass Jet flight crosses Pacific. Norwegian
bark visits New York. Bullfight.

—

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 580
Democonvention
opening
in
Chicago.
Freighter blaze. Sport flashes: Olympics.

WARNER

PATHE NEWS, No. 99—
Democratic convention. Forty-five rescued
from blazing freighter. Olympics open in

To Dedicate Legion
Rinzler Heads JDA
Hall, A Warner Gift
— Woodland Exhibitor Division
Hollywood, July
22.

Hills will dedicate

its

new American

Legion Town Hall on Sunday night
Harold J. Rinzler, of the Randforce
with top stars, civic leaders and
Amusement Corp., has accepted chairLegion officials participating.
A gift of Harry M. Warner, the manship of the exhibitors division of
Town Hall is a completely equipped the industry's campaign on behalf of
meeting place and community center. the Joint Defense Appeal, it was anRonald Reagan, Randolph Scott, nounced by Leon Goldberg, of UniPictures,
and Edward L.
Will Rogers Jr., Gilbert Roland, Vir- versal
ginia Mayo, Michael O'Shea, Danny Fabian, of Fabian Theatres Corp., coThomas, Eddie Bracken, Virginia chairmen of the industry's JDA effort.
The JDA is seeking $5,000,000 to fiGibson, David Brian, Frank Lovejoy,
Karl Maiden, Patrice Wymore, nance the activities of the American
Committee and the AntiPhyllis Kirk, Steve Cochran, Paul Jewish
Picerni and George O'Hanlon will Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
Half this amount must be raised in the
participate in the ceremonies.
Greater

Kaye's Danish Tour
To Hit Peak Today
High spot of the welcome given to
Danny Kaye by the Danes will take
place today in Copenhagen when the
comedian will put on a special halfhour show over the state radio for the
benefit of the Danish Children's Charities, the
Samuel Goldwyn office re-

Mrs.
Dies

;

MOVIETONE NEWS,
cratic

Helsinki.

Howell, Lawrence

;

opening of the Democratic
convention is a highlight of current neiusreels. Other items include
another opening, that of the Olympics
in Helsinki. Complete contents follow:

cratic

before.
Actual number of full-time ported here yesterday.
and part-time employes was 243,000 in
D. Terrell
Mideastern, James E. 1951, against 248,000 the year before.
Brunetti, Robert E. Caskey, Walter Average annual earnings of these emCentral, James F. Ondra- ployes in 1951 stood at $3,050, comB. Corey
in Little
cek, Birger O. Ronning, James S. pared to $2,911 the year before. There
Little Rock, July 22. Mrs. June
Smith; South Central, Ray J. Carter, were 13,000 active proprietors and
Paul E. Rice, Wayne W. Stephenson
232,000 persons engaged in the indus- Cochran, who had been active in the
Western,
Max Facter, James R. try in 1951, compared to 12,000 and motion picture business with her husband, died here last night after a sixFrench, James R. Ricketts.
236,000 the year before.
She was 37.
Corporate sales rose to $1,813,000,- month illness.
Mrs. Cochran was a member .of
000 in 1951 from $1,764,000,000 in
Allied Theatre Owners and the Ar1950.
kansas Theatre Owners.

and

23, 1952

Film Percentage Income Up, Newsreel
Parade
Consumer Spending Down 7 HE

Personal
Mention
SAMUEL GOLDWYN

Wednesday, July

Zukor

June

Cochran

Rock
—

to

Award Prize

The award won by Lee Grant

at the

Cannes Film Festival naming her the

head booker and office manager. Frank
Jene, formerly with Warner's Atlanta
and New Orleans exchanges, will take

of the year for
her performance in "Detective Story"
will be presented to her today by
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board

Levins' post here.

of

best foreign actress

Paramount,

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

in his

office

here.

New York

area.

Reiner Heads Sales

Of Television Firm
The appointment
as

vice-president

Manny Reiner
charge of sales
producers and disof

in

of PSI-TV, Inc.,
tributers of television

hirn

program-

ming, was announced here yesterday by
Paul White, president. The appointment is part of an expansion program
which includes the recent opening of
a West Coast office in Hollywood,
White said. Reiner will appoint a
divisional manager in Chicago and
representatives in key
markets.

TV

Reiner's resignation as sales manager of Louis G. Cowan, Inc., will become effective at the end of this week.
He joined Warner Brothers in 1933,
and subsequently was associated with
- Goldwyn - Mayer,
Monogram,
Paramount, the Office of War Information, and David O. Selznick.

Metro

Set Md. Allied Picnic
Baltimore, July

22.

—Allied

Mary-

second annual picnic at Bowleys Quarters, Md., is scheduled for
Tuesday. The committee in charge
includes
Robert Gruver, chairman,
land's

by Meyer Leventhal,
Whittle and Frank Hornig.

assisted

Jack
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STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS

P , ts

A

*

GARY
COOPER

ONE OF THE BEST WESTERNS EVER MADE!
—Time Magazine

STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS
with

HIGH
NOON

presents

GARY COOPER

THOMAS MITCHELL LLOYD BRIDGES"- KATY JURADO
•

•

Lon Chaney- Henry Morgan DIRECTED BY FRED ZINNEMANN Screen
-

and Directed by Dimitri Tiomkin

•

•

Director of Photography Floyd Crosby, A.S.C

TOMORROW

in

"HIGH NOON"

GRACE KELLY
Play by Carl
•

OTTO KRUGER

Foreman Music Composed
•

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

NEW YORK - MAYFAIR THEATRE

LAUNCHES UA's MASS BOOKING CAMPAIGN!
Watch

for hundreds of other key

Another BIG ONE... for those King-Size "AFRICAN

engagements coming up!

QUEEN"

grosses ... thru

1

I
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Await Burstyn Word
On Ohio Appeal
No

Wednesday, July

23, 1952

Says Fewer US Films Would National
Bankrupt British Industry Pre-Selling

decision has been reached as yet

on whether Joseph Burstyn, distributor of "The Ways of Love," will appeal the decision of the Ohio censor

By

AUGUST
THE
Companion,

PETER BURNUP

—

Woman's Home

just

at

hand,

re-

London, July 22. Pointing out that there is agitation for a greater veals the promised two-page spread in
British embargo on American films as renegotiation of the Anglo- which Hedda Hopper tells all about
American film pact looms on the horizon, Lord Lucas said in a House herself under the title, "From Under
of Lords debate yesterday that such further restriction would be the My Hat." There are cooperative ads
argued
featuring Elizabeth Taylor and Piper
best way to bring the British industry

board barring the film in that state,
Ephraim London, Burstyn's attorney,
said here yesterday.

who

London,

successfully

"The Miracle" case before the U. S. to bankrupcy
Supreme Court, said he is awaiting
Lucas agreed that
further word from Burstyn. "The
dustry must remain
part of the triology which
of Love." Burstyn's
attorney also said that he had not
been informed on what steps the distributor will take to lift the police ban
on the film in Chicago.

Miracle"

is

makes up "Ways

Classic Pictures Files Suit
In Ohio on 'Native Son' Ban

Columbus,

O.,

July

22.

— Classic

New

Laurie.

British in"I
subsidized.
don't think that for as long as we
can foresee the industry will attract
finance through normal channels," he

"The

said.

the

National

Film

Finance

Corporation is a necessity for all time.
I have no faith that banking circles
can discipline the industry as it should

Inc.,

The company

said the Board refused
a certificate for the picture last November 11 on the grounds that it is
not of a moral, educational, amusing
or harmless character, and contributes
to racial misunderstanding.

Republic's Budget
(Continued from page 1)
prepared to back up this expenditure
with an advertising appropriation of
$2,500,000 for national and
local newspapers, trade papers, magazines, world premieres and star personal appearance tours.
"I have never believed in whistling
in the dark and making investments
I didn't think would pay off," Yates
was quoted as saying. "It is my opinion, after a most exhaustive 'grass
roots' study of conditions, that there
is great hope for our industry. There
have been enough indications in recent weeks from the results achieved
by our pictures to convince me that
the theatre business, while depleted, is
certainly not in the critical state many
observers would lead us to believe."
Story, cast and color, Yates declared, are the three factors that are
vital to the success of a picture.
The Republic president announced
that the following titles are included
in the company's production plans for
the immediate future "Jubilee Trail,"
"Flight Nurse," "The Alamo," "Sea
of Lost Ships," "Santa Fe Passage,"
at

least

'

To

Fight

.

.

.

Louella Parsons, in the

August Cosmopolitan, gives top position to "The Story of Will Rogers"
and in conferring this citation, headlines "Like Father, Like Son"
"A

—

20% Tax

picture of deep emotional impact."
.
.
Neatest trick of the week is the simulated envelope of proofs from the
.

Additional exhibitors have notified
Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-

chairmen of the industry's tax repeal "Movie Memo Photo Shop" at 1540
campaign, that they will serve on Broadway, in which "Elizabeth Wilding" encloses "a few extra snapshots"
be disciplined."
anti-tax campaign committees in their
His lordship declared that the in- states, it was revealed yesterday by with a note signed "Liz" addressed
It exactly duplidustry faces a revolution in the next the Council of Motion Picture Organ- to movie editors.
few years. As he sees it, British pro- izations. All 48 states, except South cates the style of Eastman's package
duction would concentrate largely on Dakota, are now represented in the delivery. Each print is backed-up in

York, has filed
suit in Ohio Supreme Court to compel
the Ohio Censor Board to approve
making television films, with the
"Native Son" for showing in Ohio. majority of theatres offering largePictures,

148 Committeemen

screen

television

of

big

sporting

events.

:

Lords debated the
film industry on a motion by Lord
Archibald, formerly of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, drawing attention
of

to the operations of NFFC. Political
meterologists, seeking therein portents
of the government's intentions regard-

;

;

;

Albany Area Plans

agreement, were disthe
appointed.
seems that the only
It
definite circumstance emerging is the
cabinet's determination permanently to

Anti-Tax Battle

Opening

Eady

some form or

plan.

the

Archibald
debate,
launched
into
an attack on the
£3,000,000 loan by
to British
Lion.

NFFC

He said the industry would
always need two props: (1) a
quota, and (2) the Eady plan.
He felt that the third prop,
NFFC, would become unnecessary in a few years. Unless continuance of the Eady plan is
announced shortly, he said, a
big drop in production planning
would be inevitable from March,

handwriting.

Paramount's promotion for "The
Show on Earth" is the

Greatest

;

monetary

integrate in the industry

own

S.

ing forthcoming discusions regarding

other of the

Taylor's

New

Skouras and Robert
Weitman Virginia, Carlton Duffus
Mississippi, Arthur LeMan
Arizona,
George M. Aurelius; New Mexico,
Boyd F. Scott Wisconsin, Ben MarWashington, Will J. Conner;
cus
Pennsylvania, Sidney E. Samuelson.

York, Spyros
;

The House

Elizabeth

148 acceptances received to date.
Newest additions follow

Albany, N. Y., July
gun in the fight

22.

— The open-

the Albany
exchange territory to mobolize support
for the Council of Motion Picture Oring

of

ganizations' drive to eliminate the 20
per cent admission tax will be fired at
a meeting here in the 20th Century
Fox building Friday morning.
Leo Greenfield, Universal-International manager, called the conclave
after his appointment as distributor
chairman. Greenfield named three exhibitor chairmen.
They are Harry
Lamont, chairman of the Albany TheaSaul J. Ulltre Owners of America
man, Fabian drive-in manager, and
;

subject of a feature article in Tide,
the advertising trade magazine, detailing the company's extensive tieup with the Libbey Glass Co. which
the magazine terms "the greatest
three-ring film promotion and mer-

chandise tiein in history." The article also outlined 44 other national
and 40 local tieins engineered by
Paramount's staff. Tide quotes Sid
Mesibov, Paramount exploitation
manager, as saying, "For a movie
publicity man to dream up something better than colossal is quite a
chore." And Libbey ad manager
Carl U. Fauster said, "Of all the
promotions ever done by Libbey
Glass, "Circus" has been far and
away the most successful."

Adding to its array of advertising
barrages
on pictures
coming
up
through the summner months, 20th
Century-Fox announces
half-page,

full-color

a series of
comic supple-

ment ads on "Les Miserables," aimed
Smakwitz, Warner zone at millions of newspaper readers, to
1953, onward.
begin with the August 17 issue of
manager.
Puck, hitting 19 key cities.
There
Archibald urged that the governwill also be special full-page ads in
ment announce that it will make the
Eady plan permanent and statutory, for a tightening up of the definition the August issues of Seventeen and
The editors of
and claimed that £3,000,000 annually of British films which currently per- Parents' Magazine.
mits quota ticket films "when money, Parents' will screen the picture for
is not a high price for a stable indusopinion makers and educational groups
try which now produces £40,000,000 scripts, producers, directors and stars
to spread word- of -mouth advertising
all are American."
"The Woman They Almost Lynched," annually in entertainment taxes.
values at the local level.
chairman
Drogheda,
the
Lord
of
Labor peers demanded that it is
"One for the Road," "The Man from
Texas," "Brother Van," "The Golden essential not only to maintain produc- Films Council, rebutted defaulter alleunfairness, declaring that
Tide," "Red Horizon," "Where Are tion here but to increase it so that gations of
We Going?' and "City That Never the majority of films screened in the Council could not consider de- The two largest circulation veterperiodicals,
American Legion
Britain be British. They also asked faults without exhibitor members who ans'
Sleeps."
are the only people cognizant of the Magazine and the Veterans of ForHe regarded the present eign Wars national magazine are
full facts.
quota as "about right." He said some being used in a campaign to adverdefaults were inevitable, but he point- tise RKO Radio's "One Minute to
ed out that defaults were reduced in Zero," according to S. Barret Mc1951 to 771 from 2,300 in the previous Cormick, national director of advertis55 min
year.
ing for the company.
Circulation of
Winding up the debate, the Earl of the two is more than 4,000,000. The
government spokesman in
Selkirk,
magazine gives the picture ediCharles

A.

—

:

lOhrs

AMERICAN

VFW

said discussions of the forthcoming America agreement will take
place between now and the end of
September. He said the incumbent

Lords,

io

LOSANGELES
THE

MERCURY— DC-6

Lv.

SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
11:20 p.m. EST—Ar. 7.15 a.m. PST

Conservative government considered
predecessor Labor government
wise in having initiated the Eady
plan, but that it is for the industry
itself to decide whether it should be

the

continued.

He

would welcome

said the government
continuation.

praise for the authenticity of
the material and is sending a bulletin
for posting to more than 10,000 posts
at the local level.
Advertising for
the picture will reach a total readership
of
beginning with
45,000,000,
Time for July 14 and becoming heavy
In
in August.
addition American
torial

Weekly and This Week
in line

will be

used

with local playdates.

Walter Brooks

!

Wednesday, July

23,
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(Continued from page 1)

UPT

RKO

—

Theatres and

week of August 4, will operate
with a budget of $20,000, while the International itself will spend additional
sums for auditorium space, hotel accommodations, banquets and other expenses. Some 500 delegates are sched-

ters will leave there

here to investigate conditions.
Amis spent the morning with a San
Diego exhibitor delegation headed by
Bert I. Jones, who told him they have
had to maintain a buyer in Los An-

Thursday

SSBC

for the

board conferences which will open here

— Theatre

"IA" vice-presidents from

Monday.

parts of the country also will arrive for the board parleys.

William

(Bill)

Donnelly,

financial

secretary and business agent of Minneapolis Stage Employes Local No. 13,
is chairman of the local arrangements
committee. Other host locals include
Projectionists Local No. 219, Theatri-

Wardrobe Attendants Local No.
781, Film Exchange Employes Local
No. B-31, Exchange Employes Local

that resulted in Amis'

to the

coming

geles permanently for protection.
The delegation cited instances,
Amis said, in which declining grosses
and rising costs, unrelieved by revisions in rentals, have forced closings,
although San Diego, due to the activity of military installations there, have

all

i

had fewer shutdowns, proportionately
than most California areas.

cal

No. F-31, and Theatre Employes Local
No. B-32.

—

I

IN

Pact Confabs

—

With news of
London, July 22.
the French government cutting film
imports, and Winston Churchill warning the country of further economic
measures, industry executives are concerned over their effect on the coming
Anglo-U. S. motion picture agreement
talks.

:

Owners Association complaint

devoted to meetings of the International's executive board. Richard
F. Walsh, IATSE president, and the
entire staff at New York headquar-

the

ONCE

UK

East,

will be

22.
Leading figures
Among the celebrities present were
Democratic National
Convention here, along with more presidential candidate Richard Rusthan 1,000 local exhibitors and others, sell, Pearl Mesta, William Randolph
were the guests of Bob Hope and Hearst, Jr., Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,
Jane Russell last night at a special Frank Coniff, Inez Robb, Joan Benscreening of Paramount's "Son of nett, Happy Chandler, Irving Kupcinet and Gertrude Niesen.
Paleface" at the Esquire Theatre.

Chicago, July

Speculate Over US,

some even stating their intenAnnouncing a two-day debate
tion of withdrawing from Theatre
the
economic situation before
Owners of America membership. It House of Commons adjourns for
uled to attend.
The week preceding the convention was a Southern California Theatre summer, Churchill added "Grave

attendance here for the first day of the Democratic convention paralleled the experience of the opening of the Republican conclave, with business better
than normal as intense heat drove pedestrians off the streets to seek refuge
in air-conditioned theatres.
As the heat wave stretched out to
record length, local exhibitors found
their business considerably improved
over the p re-Fourth of July period
and many were doing better than they
had in July of last year.

attending

will leave for Washington Thursday
or Friday, today described the local
situation as the "worst trade relationship I ever saw in any industry."
Amis said many exhibitors have told
him they feel they are not being
properly represented in arbitration
discussions now in progress in the

the

highly dramatic conflict, or count develops was not ruled out, however.
The probability of that happening at
peak theatre hours was another factor to consider, some circuit executives
pointed out.
In the main, circuit executives felt
that on the basis of initial days' results the Democratic convention most
likely will be as negligible in its affect
on the box-office as the recent Republican convention.
22.

IA' Convention

Minneapolis, July 22. The local
arrangements committee for the 41st
IATSE biennial convention, which
will be held at the Hotel Nicollet here

The possibility that convention competition may prove tougher when a

Chicago, July

Amis Request

for

(Continued from page 1)

cratic conclave, a
spokesman deSimilar sentiments were exclared.

pressed by Loews,
Shea Enterprises.

A Budget

Set

'Dents' Fail

5

A GENERATION
"If this

.

.

.

TV

Censorship in Mexico

Mexico

City, July 22.— Pictures
being censored here for
by
Miguel A. Pereyra, tele-communications director of the Ministry of Communications and Public Works, controller of radio and video.
The censoring is to eliminate pictures unsuitable for minors.
However, pictures
that may be regarded as unsuitable for
children but which are passed for
adults may be telecast after 9 :30 P.M.

TV

are

ENT

was the

the earth and

my

man on

As long ago

tors.

Since then Butler has indicated
may be further import cuts.

Expected Next

YATES

presents

Gem
was ODQSJJOHN
FORD

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

•

Directed by

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Week

The government statement and twoday debate are expected next week.
Parliament adjourns for the summer
August 2, until October.
The first year of the film remittance agreement will end September
30 but no date has yet been fixed for
the reopening of the talks. Both parties feel it advisable to defer negotiations until some time in August
and it is understood that the Motion
Picture Association of America is
anxious to conclude the talks with the
recess on

French government before embarking
on the British confabs.

woman,
Ur

J.

Chan-

that there

I'd still

HERBERT

as last January

cellor of the Exchequer Richard Butler said consideration was being given
to the possibility of reducing dollar
payments to American film distribu-

the face of

sister the last

and

matters affecting every
branch of our national life, both
domestic and defensive, will have to
be brought into a new survey and
presentation of our present position."
far-reaching

E THIS

last

on
the
the

U th
'

:
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Gov't Suit
{Continued from page 1)
established theatre.
2. Limiting the conditions for
licensing 16mm feature films to

churches, schools,
clubs and hotels.
3. Imposing arbitrary and excessive clearances between the
first regular theatre release of
a feature motion picture and its
release on 16mm. film.
4. Refusing to license the exhibition of 16mm. feature films
at free merchants' shows, taverns, or in coin-operated machines and refusing to license
roadshow men (defined as itinerant exhibitors of motion pictures who make a profit from
showing motion pictures to the
general public for admission
charges).
5. Reserving individually and
jointly the right to approve or
disapprove each location for the
exhibition of 16mm. feature
films produced or distributed by
the defendants, before or after
the licensing of the particular
location, coupled with the right
to arbitrarily abrogate any lidrive-ins,

cense granted pursuant to a
given location approval.
or withholding
6. Granting
licensing to exhibit 16mm. feature films in conformity with
lists of locatons "approved"' or
"disapproved" by the defendants.
In addition, the complaint alleges
that the defendants "have maintained
an intricate system to police and enforce, and with the assistance of Theatre Owners of America, Inc., have
policed and enforced, the license restrictions imposed upon exhibitors of
16mm. feature films, and have blacklisted or boycotted
exhibitors who
disregard such restrictions."
Chief effect of this alleged conspiracy and combination in restraint of
trade has been to suppress the telecasting- of the "finer feature films,"
the complaint stated.
In addition, competition in the distribution and exhibition of feature
films
has
been "unreasonably restrained" exhibitors and potential exhibitors of 16mm. feature films have
been blocked from significant portions
of the U. S. market and persons living in theatreless towns, hospitals or
other institutions have been prevented
from seeing any but outdated feature
films, the complaint charged.
;

;

The

Government asked the

court to enjoin the defendants
from entering into any agreemets protecting theatre owners
from competition from exhibitions of 16mm. feature films except that reasonable clearance
periods may be granted between
runs of a particular feature film
on 35mm. film in a theatre and
exhibitions, including telecasts,
of the same film on 16mm. film,
when such exhibitions on 16mm.
film are shown to the general
public in an area that makes
them substantially competitive
with the theatre.

The
order

court was also requested to
the defendants to grant unre-

stricted leases and licenses for the
exhibition,
including telecasting, of
those of the feature films they control
which the court feels necessary to
"dissipate fully the consequences of

Wednesday, July

8-10 Months

Reviews

{Continued from page 1)

"Sudden Fear"
(

Kaufman Productions-RKO Radio)

A

23, 1952

HIGH-POWERED MELODRAMA

of love and evil design serves as
Considerable
the vehicle for Joan Crawford's latest screen appearance.
cleverness and ingenuity went into the fashioning of the story and it beats
upon the emotions relentlessly. Showmen can be sure it is the type of melodrama that will bring to the theatre those patrons who go only when the
product is strong.
The persuasive performance of Miss Crawford as a successful playwright
who falls in love with, and marries Jack Palance, a scheming actor, is fully
matched by his characterization. He masters completely a role that ranges
from the urbane to the monstrous. Gloria Grahame rounds out the romantic
triangle as a girl friend of Palance who maps out with him an intricate plan to
kill Miss Crawford so that he would inherit her fortune.
It is with sudden and heart-tearing fear that Miss Crawford learns from a
dictaphone about Palance's relations with Miss Grahame and their ruthless
Terror changes her from a loving wife to a retribution-bent
conspiracy.

creature.

Action and development in the screenplay by Lenore Coffee and Robert
Smith is emphasized by pounding music and soundtrack devices. At times the
screenplay resorts to obvious artifice in the interest of tension and excitement.
Miss Crawtord devises a plan of counterattack whereby she would kill
I'alance and have the circumstantial evidence point to Miss Grahame as the

lease issued in the East and in the
brief filed with the court, due to the
fact that the Government's case was
prepared entirely in the East and

merely sent here for
said he believed this

McGrath

filing.

was done

to avert
delay due to congested court calendars
in the East.
Although the offices of
all
but one defendant company are

New York, McGrath
were servable either

headquartered in
said companies
there or here.

Asked if he had information as to
the inception of the suit, and whether
agitation for it might have been started by television interests, McGrath
said he was completely uninformed
but that it is invariable Justice Department policy to check thoroughly
into all such matters, independently,
before launching action.
Neither could

Paramount

McGrath

and

Loew's

explain

why

were

not
the defendants, again referring
the question to Washington.

At the last moment she realizes the senselessness of her plans
murderess.
and backs out. But by this time Palance turns upon her in full murderous
pursuit to make a nerve-tingling climax. He pursues her violently in an autoMiss
The ending is ironic.
tomobik) thiough twisting, desolate streets.
Grahame happens on the street, and thinking her to be Miss Crawford Palance
runs her down in a hysterical rage and is himself killed in the accident.
Based on the story of the same name by Edna Sherry, it was produced by
Joseph Kaufman and directed by David Miller.
Running lime, 110 minutes. General audience classification. For August

among

release.

Of the amount unfrozen, $5,100,000
represents the yen that piled up to the
credit of the companies during the 10year
operation
in
Japan of the
MPEA. The other $1,400,000 is the
remittance of "curent earnings," for
the period from Jan. 1, 1952, to March
31, 1952. Since the first of this year,
when
discontinued operations
in Japan, the distributors have been
operating independently there.

"You

Mandel Herbstman

for

Me"

(Metro-GoldwynrMoyer)

A LOT OF HUMOROUS COMPLICATIONS

of a formula nature are
picture moves along breezily and is
pleasant to behold provided one is not too concerned with credulity.
Peter Lawford plays a wealthy young philanderer who is rushed to a
hospital with buckshot wounds in an embarrassing place, the result of a hunting mishap. At the hospital there is introduced Gig Young, a surgeon, and
Jane Greer, a nurse. Thus the foundation is set for the romantic triangle that

churned up

in

"You

for

Me."

The

ensues rather carefreely.
Lawford annually makes a heavy financial contribution to the support of the
hospital and when he feels that he received indelicate treatment from Miss
When later he learns to know Miss
Greer, he proceeds to get her fired.
Greer better he forthwith has her reinstated.
Presently lawford decides to withdraw his contribution to the hospital in
the light of the financial demands which his wife, who' he is about to divorce,
And so at this point in the screenplay by William Roberts,
is making on him.
Miss Greer finds herself in an unusual role, that of sweetening Lawford
into continuing his contributions to the hospital. Since Miss Greer's boy friend.
Young, is behind this strategy, a lot of embarrassing moments ensue.
All the frothy humor inherent in the situation is brought out under Don
As an added element of drama, there is an angle about
Weis' direction.
Miss Greer's sister who gives birth to a baby who has a respiratory ailment,
thus necessitating quick, emergency action.
The story ends as it begins, in a jocular vein. Lawford proves very noble
Henry Berman proand paves the way for Miss Greer to marry Young.
duced.
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. For August

Japan Remits
(Continued from page 1)

American

far as

distributors are con-

cerned.

MPEA

Negotiations for the unfreezing of
$6,500,000 were conducted many
months without fanfare. Since the
began operations in Japan,
the American companies spent large
sums for operating costs and out-ofpocket expenses and for construction
of exchange offices and other buildthe

MPEA

ings.

Howard Names Two
(Continued from page 1)

Both assignments are efAugust 4.
Grainger was in distribution as
Eastern sales manager for Fox Films
for several years and from 1936 to
1951 was operating head of Shea

operations.
fective

M. Herbstman Theatres.

release.

Matty Polon and Robert Sherman
the aforesaid illegal
conspiracy."

combination and

Victor H. Kramer, chief of the General Litigation Section of the Antitrust Division, pointed out that, al-

though from the standpoint of mass
appeal and audience, television would
benefit most from successful completion of the suit, the effects of the al-

leged conspiracy have been severe on
theatreless towns and other users of
16mm. feature films.

The complaint

itself stated that the
or potential market for such
armed forces, veterfilms includes
ans' hospitals and various other government aeencies. Red Cross, USO,
theatreless towns, hotels, clubs, camps,

actual

:

Furthermore, said the complaint, "There is a large demand
for 16mm. feature films by the
telecasting industry for purposes of television programs,
since a large majority of telecasting stations in this country
are equipped with apparatus for
the telecasting of 16mm. films
and not of 35mm. films."

The case was prepared by attorneys
George H. Schueller and Leonard R.
Posner,
under Kramer's direction,
with William C. Dixon, special assistant to the Attorney General, handling
the Los Angeles end of the action.

continue respectively to handle
the out-of-town and in-town film dewill

partments.

vision sets."

Newell A. Clapp, Acting Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the
Antitrust

Division,

said
"Since
films
have
gained great significance for education and entertainment, especially for
telecasting- by television stations. They
are less costly than standard 35mm.
films and do not require expensive
equipment or special safety precau-

World War

II,

:

16mm.

According- to the complaint,
defendants have
imposed arbitrary
and unreasonable conditions upon the
tions.

Commenting on the case, Attorney
exhibitions of 16mm. feature films in
mer- General James P. McGranery stated
chants' free shows, coin-operated ma- "This suit is filed as part of the con- hospitals, schools, churches and USO
schools, tinuing- program of the Anti-trust centers, and have prevented the use
chines, and private homes
Division to prevent businessmen and of these films on television. This suit
churches and charitable organizations
hospitals, sanatoria, homes of the aged others from combining to place re- seeks to prevent defendants from conor disabled and convents, and ships, strictions upon what members of the tinuing their restrictive system of disgeneral publi'- may see on their tele- tributing these films."
trains and planes.
roadshow men, drive-in

theatres,

;

;

—

.

VOL.
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NEW
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YORK,
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23,

TEN CENTS

1952

GOV'T SUES TO FORCE SALE
OF 16 mm. FILMS TO VIDEO
Republic Doubles
Production Budget

as Well to Amplify Competition to
Japs Remit Seeks
Theatres in Club, Hotel, Other Showings;

For 1952-53: Yates

The Justice Department today filed an
major producers, their 16mm. distributing
subsidiaries and two independent 16mm. distributors on charges of
conspiring with exhibitors to restrict the showing of 16mm. films,

12 Companies

$6'A-Million

Washington,

Motion Picture Export Association
Yates, president, is
production
Republic's
doubling
budget for 1952-53, allocating a
greater sum than he has in the past

Herbert

J.

two years combined, the

com-

reported
here yesterday.
Yates' action
described
was
as the initiation

pany

president, has sent Richard McDonnell to Tokyo to negotiate the unblocking of some $3,000,000 worth of
additional frozen yen.
The $3,000,000 in yen is all that is
left in frozen earnings in Japan inso(Continued on page 6)

"an

the greatest array of pictures
in the history of

Bid Amis Request
Coast Hearings
Hollywood, July 22. — Not only, the

the company
at a time when
.

process of
$6,500,000
in film earnings which have been unfrozen by the Japanese government.
This was disclosed here yesterday
by film export officials, together with
the information that Eric A. Johnston,
Motion Picture Association of America

all-out
drive to deliver

of

member companies are in
dividing among themselves

.

Named; Says TO A

July 22.

'Conspired*

—

anti-trust suit against six

especially on television.

The Theatre Owners

TV

of

America was named

of 'Dems' Fails

as a co-conspirator,
but not a defendant, in the civil
action entered by the Government
in the Federal District Court in

Los Angeles.

To Hurt Grosses

Named

RKO
As

as defendants

the televising of the
Democratic National Convention has
had little or no effect so far on theatre
attendance, according to reports yesterday from top circuit executives.
forecast,

were

20th
Brothers,

Warner

Century-Fox,

Pictures, Republic,

:

Columbia

and Universal, Warner Brothers Distributing Corp., Republic Productions,

Screen

Gems

World

Films

Inc.

(Columbia),
( Universal )

and Pictorial Films,

United
,

Films,

Inc.

Despite the fact that the opening
The complaint charges that the deday of the convention in Chicago fendants and TOA have conspired
proved highly dramatic in many spots, continuously since 1945, and for some
Herbert Yates
looking at the
50
to 60 individual exhibitors talked people by the droves deserted their years prior to that time, to prevent the
industry with
with so far, but also several Los An- television sets to view motion pictures exhibition of 16mm. feature films in
pessimism." Also, Yates was said to be
geles exchange managers, have asked in air conditioned theatres, it was said. competition with established motion
{Continued on page 4)
William D. Amis investigator for the One Eastern circuit executive said the picture theatres.
Senate Small Business Committee, to heat is still a factor in beating home
Principal complaint is that they
recommend that that body hold hear- television competition.
have refused to license television staings on trade practice abuses here at
United Paramount Theatres across tions to show 16mm. feature films.
the earliest practicable time after in- the country have "more than held their Virtually all TV stations are equipped
vestigations are completed. Amis, who own during the first days of the Demo- to show 16mm. films.

outsiders are

Kansas City, July 22.
The board of directors of
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association has
pledged its full support
to the COMPO drive to repeal the 20 per cent admission tax. Theatremen
are, however, divided on
whether the possible tax
cut should be passed on to
the public, it is said.
•

(Continiied on page 5)

Other

restrictions

Government are

Coast D. of J. Sees No Trial
In 16mm Suit for 8- 10 Months
Hollywood, July

22.

By WILLIAM WEAVER
Attorney James M. McGrath,

—

of the anti-trust division of the

The appointment of E. C. Grainger
as assistant to William W. Howard,
Theatres, was
vice-president of
announced here yesterday. He will
take charge of the circuit's film buy-

RKO

ing and booking department.

same

promotion

At

Howard announced

time,
of

Harry Mandel

as

the
the
his

assistant. In addition to Mandel's position as national advertising director,
he will assume added duties in theatre

(Continued on page 6)

assistant director

of Justice, who at 9:29 this
morning filed in Federal Court here action against 12 film companies charged
with conspiracy to withhold 16-mm.
prints of feature pictures from telecasting and certain other exhibition, in
violation of the Sherman Act., told
Motion Picture Daily that the case,
assigned to Judge William Byrne, cannot be brought to trial for eight to 10
months. Defendants have 20 days in
which to make answer to the suit.
Depositions, research and other legalistic
preparations
will
take many

months longer, McGrath said.
McGrath could add little to the
formation contained in the news
(Continued on page 6)

in-

re-

charged

by

the

:

1. Refusing to license the exhibition of 16mm. feature films
within a 10-mile radius of any

(Continued on page 6)

What

Department

Grainger, Mandel
calling Named by Howard

A resolution
for repeal of the Federal
20 per cent admission tax
has been prepared for
adoption at the IATSE international convention in
Minneapolis August 4-8 by
New York Projectionists
Local No. 306, Herman Gelber, the local's president reports.

(Continued on page 5)

Justice

Dept.

Complaint Demands
(1)

No

ing of

restrictions on showfilms on tele-

16mm.

vision.
(2) No limitations on showing 16mm. films by enterprises competing with regular
theatres.
(3) No "arbitrary and excessive" clearances between
first 35mm. theatre release of
a picture and its release on

16mm.
Licensing of 16mm.
to coin-operated machines in taverns, etc., and
for free shows by merchants.
(4)
films

;

Motion Picture Daily

2.

—

due here

is

Washington, July 22. The motion picture industry's share of nafrom the Coast at the weekend en
tional
income increased almost four per cent in 1951, although a more
route to Europe for a month's vacadirect reflection of box-office, consumer spending for film entertainment,
tion.
showed a drop.
These facts highlighted the wealth of
William M. Pizor and Irwin
Pizor of Lippert Productions will statistics presented in the Department
leave here today for Europe on the of Commerce annual national income
5\.S\

United States for a three-month

tour of 14 countries.

•

William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M's short subjects and newsreel
will leave here
vacation in Nassau.
•
sales,

Russ Stewart
licity

department,

Camp

for

Friday

for

a

M-G-M's pub-

of
left

Pickett, Va.,

here yesterday
will return

and

tomorrow.

Gabriel Pascal, producer, was in
Charleston yesterday from Caracas,
Venezuela,
in

after

a

Monday

stopoff

Miami.

Nate Gerson, Monogram booker
for the past 10 years in Cleveland,

now with

the

Warner booking

is

depart-

ment.

Harry G. Ballance, 20th CenturyFox Southern division manager, and
Mrs. Ballance are vacationing in
South America.
•

M-

S. Allen, Southwestern
sales manager, will leave here
today for Dallas.

G-M

15 Named to Para.
100 Per Cent' Club

4

Fifteen members of Paramount Film
Distributing Corp. have been appointed tn the company's "100 Per Cent
Club," which was established 28 years
ago> for the purpose of recognizing

accomplishment, it was
W. Schwalberg,

outstanding

announced here by A.
president.

The new members
and

Southern

survey released here today.
National income of the film industry
reached $882,000,1)00 in 1951,
only
$1,000,000 less than in 1949 and a full
$30,000,000 over 1950.
The actual take at the nation's film
theatre box-offices, ignoring various
costs and other factors to arrive at
an accurate gross picture, is more
nearly represented by the figures on
consumer spending for film entertainment.
The 1951 figure in this category was
$1,166,000,000 in 1951, compared with
$1,235,000,000 in 1950 and $1,342,000,000 in 1949, carrying out a slow but
steady drop.
During the past few years, the fall
in spending for film entertainment was
taking place at the same time U.S.
consumers were actually spending

more

for recreation. But this year's
figures show that overall recreational
spending in 1951 was $11,308,000,000,
down slightly from the $11,330,000,000
of 1950.
The film industry paid out $668,000,000 in wages and salaries in 1951,
compared to $652,000,000 the year before
$35,000,000 in supplements to
salaries in 1951, compared to $30,000,Unincorporated enter000 in 1950.
prises in the industry had $43,000,000
of income in 1951, $1,000,000 more
than the year before.
Corporate income in the industry before taxes reached $131,000,000 in 1951,
$6,000,000 over the year before. But
taxes in the same period rose $17,000,000 to $77,000,000 in 1951. Industry
income after taxes was $54,000,000 in
1951 down from the $65,000,000 in 1950.
;

John

include
Eastern
Division,
Abner L.
:

Camp, Charles W. Howell, Lawrence
D. Terrell
Mideastern, James E.
Brunetti, Robert E. Caskey, Walter
Central, James F. OndraB. Corey
cek, Birger O. Ronning, James S.
;

;

Smith South Central, Ray J. Carter,
Paul E. Rice, Wayne W. Stephenson
Max Facter, James R.
Western,
French, James R. Ricketts.
;

Wally Allen Resigns
Western Pa. Post
Pittsburgh, July 22. —Wally Allen,

Corporate dividend payments

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

from

in 1950 to $54,000,000 in
Undistributed corporate income
was only $1,000,000 in 1951, compared
to $9,000,000 the year before.
Employment in the industry in 1951
was 219,000 "full-time equivalent employees," compared to 224,000 the year
Actual number of full-time
before.
and part-time employes was 243,000 in
1951, against 248,000 the year before.
Average annual earnings of these employes in 1951 stood at $3,050, compared to $2,911 the year before. There
were 13,000 active proprietors and
232,000 persons engaged in the indus-

1951.

Youngstein Sparks
Drive in Midwest

opening of the Democratic
convention is a highlight of current nezosreels. Other items include
another opening, that of the Olympics
in Helsinki. Complete contents follow.

MOVIETONE NEWS,
convention

cratic

wegian ship afire
open in Helsinki.

ship

U.

Max

E. Youngstein, vice-president
United Artists, who is serving as
captain of the company's "Bill Heine-

man
drive

Sales Drive," continues his first
sessions with Midwestern ex-

changes this week, flying from New
York for a week of meetings with
personnel of the company's Kansas
and Indianapolis
City,
St.
Louis

convention.

named in honor of WilHeineman, UA distribution
vice-president, began on June 15 and

The

will

Island.

NorOlympics

No. 2B4— Demorescued from

Forty-five

Truman back
"GI's" Korean pal
Olympics.

fire.

S.

— Demo-

in

White
home at

the

finds

PARAMOUNT

NEWS, No. 87 Olympics.
Spanish bullfight. Freighter afire off Long
Island. Democratic convention gets underway in Chicago.

TELENEWS

DIGEST,

No.

30A— Soviet

Olympic

challengers.
Eisenhower relaxes.
flight crosses Pacific. Norwegian
bark visits New York. Bullfight.

Mass Jet

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 580 -Democonvention
opening
in
Chicago.
Freighter blaze. Sport flashes: Olympics.

cratic

branches.

liam

Long

off

SO

Chicago.

in

NEWS OF THE DAY,
cratic

House.

of

No.

opens

drive,

J.

extend to December

6.

WARNER

PATHE NEWS, No. 99Democratic convention. Forty-five rescued
from blazing freighter. Olympics open in
Helsinki.

To Dedicate Legion
Rinzler Heads JDA
Hall, A Warner Gift
— Woodland Exhibitor Division
Hollywood, July
22.

Hills will dedicate

its

new American

Legion Town Hall on Sunday night
Harold J. Rinzler, of the Randforce
with top stars, civic leaders and
Amusement Corp., has accepted chairLegion officials participating.
gift of Harry M. Warner, the manship of the exhibitors division of
Town Hall is a completely equipped the industry's campaign on behalf of
meeting place and community center. the Joint Defense Appeal, it was anRonald Reagan, Randolph Scott, nounced by Leon Goldberg, of UniPictures,
and Edward
L.
Will Rogers Jr., Gilbert Roland, Vir- versal
ginia Mayo, Michael O'Shea, Danny Fabian, of Fabian Theatres Corp., coThomas, Eddie Bracken, Virginia chairmen of the industry's JDA effort.
The JDA is seeking $5,000,000 to fiGibson, David Brian, Frank Lovejoy,
Karl Maiden, Patrice Wymore, nance the activities of the American
Committee and the AntiPhyllis Kirk, Steve Cochran, Paul Jewish
Picerni and George O'Hanlon will Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
Half this amount must be raised in the
participate in the ceremonies.
Greater New York area.

A

Kaye's Danish Tour
To Hit Peak Today
High spot of the welcome given to
Danny Kaye by the Danes will take
place today in Copenhagen when the

Reiner Heads Sales

Of Television Firm
The appointment
as

vice-president

Manny Reiner
charge of sales
producers and disof

in

comedian will put on a special half- of P'SI-TV, Inc.,
hour show over the state radio for the tributers of television han programbenefit of the Danish Children's Chari- ming, was announced here yesterday by
ties, the
Samuel Goldwyn office re- Paul White, president. The appointment is part of an expansion program
ported here yesterday.
which includes the recent opening of
a West Coast office in Hollywood,
White said. Reiner will appoint a
divisional manager in Chicago and
in Little
representatives in key TV markets.
Little Rock, July 22. Mrs. June
Reiner's resignation as sales manaCochran, who had been active in the ger of Louis G. Cowan, Inc., will betry in 1951, compared to 12,000 and motion picture business with her hus- come effective at the end of this week.
band, died here last night after a six- He joined Warner Brothers in 1933,
236,000 the year before.
She was 37.
Corporate sales rose to $1,813,000,- month illness.
and subsequently was associated with
Mrs. Cochran was a member of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, Monogram,
000 in 1951 from $1,764,000,000 in
Allied Theatre Owners and the Ar- Paramount, the Office of War Infor1950.
kansas Theatre Owners.
mation, and David O. Selznick.

Levins Albany Booker

manager of Allied Theatre
Atlanta, July
Owners of Western Pennsylvania, to- head booker of
resigned, effective immediately.
Allen, who has served in that capacity
for the past three years, has joined
the John Shrager, Inc., AdvertisingAgency of New York. He will have
an office here and in Cleveland.

fell

$56,000,000

business

day

23, 1952

Film Percentage Income Up, Newsreel
Parade
Consumer Spending Down 7 HE

Personal
Mention
SAMUEL GOLDWYN

Wednesday, July

22.

—Milton

Warner

Levins,
Brothers'

Jacksonville branch, has been transferred to the Albany, N. Y. branch as

Mrs.
Dies

June

'

Zukor

to

Cochran
Rock
—

Award

Prize

The award won by Lee Grant

at the

Cannes Film Festival naming her the
best foreign

head booker and office manager. Frank
Jene, formerly with Warner's Atlanta
and New Orleans exchanges, will take

actress of the year for
her performance in "Detective Story"
will be presented to her today by
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board

Levins' post here.

of

Paramount,

in

his office here.

Set Md. Allied Picnic
Baltimore, July

22.

—Allied

Mary-

second annual picnic at Bowleys Quarters, Md., is scheduled for
Tuesday. The committee in charge
includes
Robert Gruver, chairman,
assisted by Meyer Leventhal, Jack
Whittle and Frank Hornig.
land's
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STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS

presents

GARY
COOPER

ONE OF THE BEST WESTERNS EVER MADE!"
—Time Magazine

STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS
with

presents

GARY COOPER

THOMAS MITCHELL LLOYD BRIDGES'- KATY JURADO
•

•

Lon Chaney- Henry Morgan DIRECTED BY FRED ZINNEMANN- Screen
•

"HIGH

NOON

and Directed by Dimitri Tiomkin

•

DTVector of Photography Floyd Crosby, A.S.C

TOMORROW

in

"HIGH NOON"

GRACE KELLY
Play by Carl
•

OTTO KRUGER

Foreman • Music Composed

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

NEW YORK - MAYFAIR THEATRE

LAUNCHES UA's MASS BOOKING CAMPAIGN!
Watch for hundreds

of other key

engagements coming up!

Another BIG ONE... for those King-Size "AFRICAN QUEEN'' grosses ... thru

UA

;

Motion Picture Daily
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Await Burstyn Word
On Ohio Appeal
No

Wednesday, July

Says Fewer US Films Would National
Bankrupt British Industry Pre-Selling

decision has been reached as yet

on whether Joseph Burstyn, distribu-

By

tor of "The Ways of Love," will appeal the decision of the Ohio censor
board barring the film in that state,
Ephraim London, Burstyn's attorney,

who

London,

successfully

"The Miracle" case before the U. S.
Supreme Court, said he is awaiting
further word from Burstyn. "The
part of the triology which
makes up "Ways of Love." Burstyn's
attorney also said that he had not
been informed on what steps the distributor will take to lift the police ban
on the film in Chicago.

Miracle"

is

Classic Pictures Files Suit
In Ohio on 'Native Son' Ban

Columbus,

O.,

July

22.

—

Inc.,

The company

— Classic

New

said the

Laurie.

to bankrupcy.

Lucas agreed that the British
dustry must remain subsidized.

in-

No-

it

is

not of a moral, educational, amusing
or harmless character, and contributes
to racial misunderstanding.

"The National Film Finance
Corporation is a necessity for all time.
I have no faith that banking circles
can discipline the industry as it should
said.

(Continued from page 1)
prepared to back up this expenditure
with an advertising appropriation of
at least $2,500,000 for national and
local newspapers, trade papers, magazines, world premieres and star personal appearance tours.
"I have never believed in whistling

in the dark and making investments
I
didn't think would pay off," Yates
was quoted as saying. "It is my opinion, after a most exhaustive 'grass
roots' study of conditions, that there
is great hope for our industry. There
have been enough indications in recent weeks from the results achieved
by our pictures to convince me that
the theatre business, while depleted, is
certainly not in the critical state many
observers would lead us to believe."
Story, cast and color, Yates declared, are the three factors that are
vital to the success of a picture.

television

of

big

sporting

events.

Fight

20% Tax

Additional exhibitors have notified
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-

Col.

Lords debated the
film industry on a motion by Lord
Archibald, formerly of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, drawing attention
of

NFFC.

Political

meterologists, seeking therein portents
government's intentions regarding forthcoming discusions regarding
the monetary agreement, were disappointed.
It
seems that the only
definite circumstance emerging is the
cabinet's determination permanently to
integrate in the industry some form or
other of the Eady plan.
Opening the debate, Archibald
the
launched
into
an attack
on
to British
£3,000,000 loan by
Lion.
of the

NFFC

He said the industry would
always need two props: (1) a
quota, and (2) the Eady plan.
He felt that the third prop,
NFFC, would become unnecessary in a few years. Unless continuance of the Eady plan is
announced shortly, he said, a
big drop in production planning
would be inevitable from March,
1953,

148 acceptances received to date.
Newest additions follow
:

hand,

at

re-

onward.

"Flight Nurse," "The Alamo," "Sea
of Lost Ships," "Santa Fe Passage,"

is

and claimed that £3,000,000 annually
not a high price for a stable indus-

Boyd

Wisconsin, Ben MarWashington, Will J. Conner;
cus
Pennsylvania, Sidney E. Samuelson.
F. Scott

;

;

Albany Area Plans
Anti-Tax Battle

nn.

AMERICAN
LOSANGELES
THE

MERCURY— DC-6

Lv.

SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
11:20 p.m. EST—Ar. 7:15 a.m. PST

the

in

—

picture of deep emotional impact." . . .
Neatest trick of the week is the simulated envelope of proofs from the

"Movie Memo Photo Shop" at 1540
Broadway, in which "Elizabeth Wilding" encloses "a few extra snapshots"
with a note signed "Liz" addressed
to movie editors.
It exactly duplicates the style of Eastman's package
delivery. Each print is backed-up in

Elizabeth

Taylor's

own

handwriting.

Paramount's promotion for "The
Show on Earth" is the

Greatest

subject of a feature article in Tide,
the advertising trade magazine, detailing the company's extensive tieup with the Libbey Glass Co. which
the magazine terms "the greatest
three-ring film promotion and merchandise tiein in history." The article also outlined 44 other national

and 40 local tieins engineered by
Paramount's staff. Tide quotes Sid

Paramount

Mesibov,

—

Albany, N.

Y., July 22.
The opening gun in the fight of the Albany
exchange territory to mobolize support
for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive to eliminate the 20
per cent admission tax will be fired at
a meeting here in the 20th Century

Fox

building Friday morning.
Greenfield, Universal-International manager, called the conclave
after his appointment as distributor
chairman. Greenfield named three exThey are Harry
hibitor chairmen.
Lamont, chairman of the Albany Theatre Owners of America; Saul J. Ullman, Fabian drive-in manager, and

exploitation

manager, as saying, "For a movie
publicity man to dream up something better than colossal is quite a
chore." And Libbey ad manager
Carl U. Fauster said, "Of all the
promotions ever done by Libbey
Glass, "Circus" has been far and
away the most successful."

Leo

Charles

A.

Adding

to

barrages
on
through the

its

array of advertising

pictures

summer

Century-Fox announces
half-page,

full-color

coming
months,
a>

tip

20th

series

comic

of
supple-

ment ads on "Les Miserables," aimed
Smakwitz, Warner zone at millions of newspaper readers, to
the August 17 issue of
19 key cities.
There
will also be special full-page ads in
the August issues of Seventeen and

begin with

Puck, hitting

for a tightening up of the definition
which currently perof British films
mits quota ticket films "when money,
scripts, producers, directors and stars

—

try which now produces £40,000,000
all are American."
Almost Lynched," annually in entertainment taxes.
Lord Drogheda, chairman of the
Labor peers demanded that it is
for the Road," "The Man from
defaulter alleTexas," "Brother Van," "The Golden essential not only to maintain produc- Films Council, rebutted
gations of unfairness, declaring that
Tide," "Red Horizon," "Where Are tion here but to increase it so that
could not consider deWe Going?' and "City That Never the majority of films screened in the Council
without exhibitor members who
Sleeps."
Britain be British. They also asked faults

55

Louella Parsons,

;

Woman They

10 h rs.

.

.

S.

manager.

Archibald urged that the government announce that it will make the
Eady plan permanent and statutory,

.

August Cosmopolitan, gives top position to "The Story of Will Rogers"
and in conferring this citation, headlines "Like Father, Like Son"
"A

New

Skouras and Robert
Weitman Virginia, Carlton Duffus
Mississippi, Arthur LeMan
Arizona,
George M. Aurelius; New Mexico,
York, Spyros
;

The House

The Republic president announced
that the following titles are included
in the company's production plans for
the immediate future
"Jubilee Trail,"
:

To

chairmen of the industry's tax repeal
campaign, that they will serve on
be disciplined."
anti-tax campaign committees in their
His lordship declared that the in- states, it was revealed yesterday by
dustry faces a revolution in the next the Council of Motion Picture Organfew years. As he sees it, British pro- izations. All 48 states, except South
duction would concentrate largely on Dakota, are now represented in the

to the operations of

Republic's Budget

148 Committeemen

"I

think that for as long as we
can foresee the industry will attract
finance through normal channels," he
don't

Board refused screen

a certificate for the picture last
vember 11 on the grounds that

*>

Woman's Home

just

York, has filed
suit in Ohio Supreme Court to compel
the Ohio Censor Board to approve
making television films, with the
"Native Son" for showing in Ohio. majority of theatres offering largePictures,

AUGUST
THE
Companion,

PETER BURNUP

London, July 22. Pointing out that there is agitation for a greater veals the promised two-page spread in
British embargo on American films as renegotiation of the Anglo- which Hedda Hopper tells all about
American film pact looms on the horizon, Lord Lucas said in a House herself under the title, "From Under
of Lords debate yesterday that such further restriction would be the My Hat." There are cooperative ads
argued
featuring Elizabeth Taylor and Piper
best way to bring the British industry

said here yesterday.

"The
"One

23, 1952

Parents' Magazine.
The editors of
Parents' will screen the picture for
opinion makers and educational groups
to spread word-of-niouth advertising
values at the local level.

The two

largest circulation
periodicals,
American

veter-

Legion
are the only people cognizant of the Magazine and the Veterans of ForHe regarded the present eign Wars national magazine are
full facts.
quota as "about right." He said some being used in a campaign to adverdefaults were inevitable, but he point- tise RKO Radio's "One Minute to
ed out that defaults were reduced in Zero," according to S. Barret Mc1951 to 771 from 2,300 in the previous Cormick, national director of advertisyear.
ing for the company.
Circulation of
Winding up the debate, the Earl of the two is more than 4,000,000. The
government spokesman in
Selkirk,
magazine gives the picture edians'

VFW

said discussions of the forthcoming America agreement will take
place between now and the end of
September. He said the incumbent

Lords,

Conservative government considered
predecessor Labor government
wise in having initiated the Eady
plan, but that it is for the industry
itself to decide whether it should be
the

continued.
He said the government
would welcome continuation.

praise for the authenticity of
the material and is sending a bulletin
for posting to more than 10,000 posts
at the local level.
Advertising for
the picture will reach a total readership
of
45.000,000,
beginning with
Time for July 14 and becoming heavy
in August.
In addition American
Weekly and This Week will be used
in line with local playdates.
torial

Walter Brooks

!

Wednesday, July

23,
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UPT

Theatres and

The possibility that convention competition may prove tougher when a
highly dramatic conflict, or count develops was not ruled out, however.
The probability of that happening at
peak theatre hours was another factor to consider, some circuit executives
pointed out.
In the main, circuit executives felt
that on the basis of initial days' results the Democratic convention most
likely will be as negligible in its affect
on the box-office as the recent Republican convention.

Chicago, July

— Theatre

attendance here for the first day of the Democratic convention paralleled the experience of the opening of the Republican conclave, with business better
than normal as intense heat drove pedestrians off the streets to seek refuge
in air-conditioned theatres.
As the heat wave stretched out to
record length, local exhibitors found
their business considerably improved
over the p re-Fourth of July period
and many were doing better than they
had in July of last year.

Chicago, July
attending

the

22.

for

Minneapolis, July

22.

—The

local

arrangements committee for the 41st
IATSE biennial convention, which
will be held at the Hotel Nicollet here

week of August 4, will operate
with a budget of $20,000, while the International itself will spend additional
sums for auditorium space, hotel accommodations, banquets and other expenses. Some 500 delegates are schedthe

uled to attend.

The week preceding

the convention
devoted to meetings of the International's executive board. Richard
will be

IATSE
New

president, and the
F. Walsh,
entire staff at
York headquarters will leave there Thursday for the
board conferences which will open here
Monday. "IA" vice-presidents from
all parts of the country also will arrive for the board parleys.

William

(Bill)

Donnelly,

financial

secretary and business agent of Minneapolis Stage Employes Local No. 13,
is chairman of the local arrangements
committee. Other host locals include
Projectionists Local No. 219, Theatri-

Wardrobe Attendants Local No.
781, Film Exchange Employes Local
No. B-31, Exchange Employes Local

leave for Washington Thursday
Friday, today described the local
situation as the "worst trade relationship I ever saw in any industry."
Amis said many exhibitors have told
him they feel they are not being
properly represented in arbitration
discussions now in progress in the
East, some even stating their inten-

will

or

withdrawing from Theatre
Owners of America membership. It
was a Southern California Theatre
tion

of

Owners Association complaint

SSBC

to the

that resulted in Amis' coming

here to investigate conditions.
Amis spent the morning with a San
Diego exhibitor delegation headed by
Bert I. Jones, who told him they have
had to maintain a buyer in Los Angeles permanently for protection.
The delegation cited instances,
Amis said, in which declining grosses
and rising costs, unrelieved by revisions in rentals, have forced closings,
although San Diego, due to the activity of military installations there, have

had fewer shutdowns, proportionately
than most California areas.

No. F-31, and Theatre Employes Local
No. B-32.

Among

the celebrities present

were

GENERATION
"If this

.

.

.

TV

was the

the earth and

last

my

Censorship in Mexico

—

Mexico City, July 22. Pictures
are being censored here for
by
Miguel A. Pereyra, tele-communications director of the Ministry of Communications and Public Works, controller of radio and video.
The censoring is to eliminate pictures unsuitable for minors.
However, pictures
that may be regarded as unsuitable for
children but which are passed for
adults may be telecast after 9 :30 P.M.

ENTERTAINMENT

man on

Speculate Over US,

UK

Pact Confabs

1

cal

Convention here, along with more presidential candidate Richard Rusthan 1,000 local exhibitors and others, sell, Pearl Mesta, William Randolph
were the guests of Bob Hope and Hearst, Jr., Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,
Jane Russell last night at a special Frank Coniff, Inez Robb, Joan Benscreening of Paramount's "Son of nett, Happy Chandler, Irving Kupcinet and Gertrude Niesen.
Paleface" at the Esquire Theatre.

IN A

Amis Request

IA' Convention

—

22.
Leading figures
Democratic National

ONCE

5

(Continued from page

spokesman decratic conclave, a
Similar sentiments were exclared.

RKO

A Budget

Set

9

'Dents Fail

pressed by Loews,
Shea Enterprises.

)

TV

—

With news of
London, July 22.
the French government cutting film
imports, and Winston Churchill warning the country of further economic
measures, industry executives are concerned over their effect on the coming
Anglo-U. S. motion picture agreement
talks.

Announcing a two-day debate on
the

economic

House

As long ago as last January Chancellor of the Exchequer Richard Butler said consideration was being given
to the possibility of reducing dollar
payments to American film distributors.

Since then Butler has indicated
may be further import cuts.

that there

Expected Next Week

The government statement and twoday debate are expected next week.
Parliament adjourns for the summer
August 2, until October.
The first year of the film remittance agreement will end September
30 but no date has yet been fixed for
the reopening of the talks. Both parties feel it advisable to defer negotiations until some time in August
and it is understood that the Motion
Picture Association of America is
anxious to conclude the talks with the
recess on

French government before embarking
on the British confabs.

the face of

I'd

woma

still

refuse him!

the

:

LIKE THIS

sister the last

before

situation

Commons

adjourns for the
summer, Churchill added "Grave and
far-reaching matters affecting every
branch of our national life, both
domestic and defensive, will have to
be brought into a new survey and
presentation of our present position."
of

Sit**

)

:

Motion Picture daily
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Govt

Suit

In addition, the complaint alleges
that the defendants "have maintained
an intricate system to police and enforce, and with the assistance of Theatre Owners of America, Inc., have
policed and enforced, the license restrictions imposed upon exhibitors of

16mm.

feature films, and have blackor boycotted exhibitors who
disregard such restrictions."
Chief effect of this alleged conspiracy and combination in restraint of
trade has been to suppress the telecasting of the "finer feature films,"
the complaint stated.
In addition, competition in the distribution and exhibition of feature
films
has
been "unreasonably
restrained" exhibitors and potential exhibitors of 16mm. feature films have
been blocked from significant portions
of the U. S. market; and persons living" in theatreless towns, hospitals or
other institutions have been prevented
from seeing anv but outdated feature
films, the complaint charged.
listed

;

The

Government asked the

court to enjoin the defendants
from entering into any agreemets protecting theatre owners
from competition from exhibitions of 16mm. feature films except that reasonable clearance
periods may be granted between
runs of a particular feature film
on 35mm. film in a theatre and
exhibitions, including telecasts,
of the same film on 16mm. film,
when such exhibitions on 16mm.
film are shown to the general
public in an area that makes
them substantially competitive
with the theatre.

The
order

court was also requested to
the defendants to grant unre-

stricted leases and licenses for the
exhibition,
including telecasting,
of
those of the feature films they control
which the court feels necessary to
"dissipate fully the consequences of

Sudden Fear
(

(Continued from page 1)

ft

Kaufman Productions-RKO Radio)

A HIGH-POWERED MELODRAMA

of love and evil design serves as
Considerable
the vehicle for Joan Crawford's latest screen appearance.
cleverness and ingenuity went into the fashioning of the story and it beats
upon the emotions relentlessly. Showmen can be sure it is the type of melodrama that will bring to the theatre those patrons who go only when the
product is strong.
The persuasive performance of Miss Crawford as a successful playwright
who falls in love with, and marries Jack Palance, a scheming actor, is fully
matched by his characterization. He masters completely a role that ranges
from the urbane to the monstrous. Gloria Grahame rounds out the romantic
triangle as a girl friend of Palance who maps out with him an intricate plan to
kill Miss Crawford so that he would inherit her fortune.
It is with -udden and heart-tearing fear that Miss Crawford learns from a
dictaphone about Palance's relations with Miss Grahame and their ruthless
Terror changes her from a loving wife to a retribution-bent
conspiracy.

creature.

Action and development in the screenplay by Lenore Coffee and Robert
Smith is emphasized by pounding music and soundtrack devices. At times the
screenplay resorts to obvious artifice in the interest of tension and excitement.
Miss Crawtord devises a plan of counterattack whereby she would kill
Palance and have the circumstantial evidence point to Miss Grahame as the

moment

she realizes the senselessness of her plans
time Palance turns upon her in full murderous
pursuit to make a nerve-tingling climax. He pursues her violently in an autoMiss
The ending is ironic.
tomobila through twisting, desolate streets.
Grahame happens on the street, and thinking her to be Miss Crawford Palance
runs her down in a hysterical rage and is himself killed in the accident.
Based on the story of the same name by Edna Sherry, it was produced by

murderess.

and backs

At

the last

But by

out.

this

Joseph Kaufman and directed by David Miller.
Running lime, 110 minutes. General audience

classification.

You

For August

Mandel Herbstman

lelease.
(t

Me"

for

(Metro-Go IdwynrJi layer

A LOT OF HUMOROUS COMPLICATIONS

of a formula nature are
picture moves along breezily and is
pleasant to behold provided one is not too concerned with credulity.
Peter Lawford plays a wealthy young philanderer who is rushed to a
hospital with buckshot wounds in an embarrassing place, the result of a huntAt the hospital there is introduced Gig Young, a surgeon, and
ing mishap.
Jane Greer, a nurse. Thus the foundation is set for the romantic triangle that

churned up

"You

in

23, 1952

8-10 Months

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)
established theatre.
2. Limiting the conditions for
licensing 16mm feature films to
drive-ins, churches, schools,
clubs and hotels.
3. Imposing arbitrary and excessive clearances between the
first regular theatre release of
a feature motion picture and its
release on 16mm. film.
4. Refusing to license the exhibition of 16mm. feature films
at free merchants' shows, taverns, or in coin-operated machines and refusing to license
roadshow men (defined as itinerant exhibitors of motion pictures who make a profit from
showing motion pictures to the
general public for admission
charges).
5. Reserving individually and
jointly the right to approve or
disapprove each location for the
exhibition of 16mm. feature
films produced or distributed by
the defendants, before or after
the licensing of the particular
location, coupled with the right
to arbitrarily abrogate any license granted pursuant to a
given location approval.
withholding
6. Granting
or
licensing to exhibit 16mm. feature films in conformity with
lists of locatons "approved"' or
"disapproved" by the defendants.

Wednesday, July

for

Me."

The

ensues rather carefreely.
Lawford annually makes a heavy financial contribution to the support of the
hospital and when he feels that he received indelicate treatment from Miss
When later he learns to know Miss
Greer, he proceeds to get her fired.
Greer better he forthwith has her reinstated.
Presently Lawford decides to withdraw his contribution to the hospital in
the light of the financial demands which his wife, who^ he is about to divorce,
And so at this point in the screenplay by William Roberts,
is making on him.
Miss Greer finds herself in an unusual role, that of sweetening Lawford
into continuing his contributions to the hospital. Since Miss Greer's boy friend,
Young, is behind this strategy, a lot of embarrassing moments ensue.
All the frothy humor inherent in the situation is brought out under Don
As an added element of drama, there is an angle about
Weis' direction.
Miss Greer's sister who gives birth to a baby who has a respiratory ailment,
thus necessitating quick, emergency action.
The story ends as it begins, in a jocular vein. Lawford proves very noble
Henry Berman proand paves the way for Miss Greer to marry Young.
duced.
General audience classification.
For August
Running time, 71. minutes.

lease issued in the East and in the
brief filed with the court, due to the
fact that the Government's case was

prepared entirely in the East and
merely sent here for filing. McGrath
said he believed this was done to avert
delay due to congested court calendars
in
all

Although the

the East.
but one

offices

of

company are
York, McGrath

defendant

headquartered in New
companies were servable

said

either

there or here.
Asked if he had information as to
the inception of the suit, and whether
agitation for it might have been started by television interests, McGrath
said he
but that

was

completely

uninformed

invariable Justice Department policy to check thoroughly
into all such matters, independently,
before launching action.
Neither could McGrath explain why
Paramount and Loew's were not
among the defendants, again referring
the question to Washington.
is

it

Japan Remits
(Continued from page 1)
far as American distributors are concerned.

Of the amount unfrozen, $5,100,000
represents the yen that piled up to the
credit of the companies during the 10year
operation
in
of
the
Japan
MPEA. The other $1,400,000 is the
remittance of "curent earnings," for
the period from Jan. 1, 1952, to March
Since the first of this year,
31, 1952.
when
discontinued operations
in Japan, the distributors have been
operating independently there.

MPEA

Negotiations for the unfreezing of
$6,500,000 were conducted many
months without fanfare. Since the
began operations in Japan,
the American companies spent large
sums for operating costs and out-ofpocket expenses and for construction
of exchange offices and other buildthe

MPEA

ings.

Howard Names Two
(Continued from page 1)

Both assignments are efAugust 4.
Grainger was in distribution as
Eastern sales manager for Fox Films
for several years and from 1936 to
1951 was operating head of Shea

operations.
fective

M. Herbstman Theatres.

release.

Matty Polon and Robert Sherman
the aforesaid illegal
conspiracy."

combination and

Victor H. Kramer, chief of the GenLitigation Section of the AntiDivision, pointed out that, although from the standpoint of mass
appeal and audience, television would
benefit most from successful completion of the suit, the, effects of the alleged conspiracy, have been severe on
theatreless towns and other users of
16mm. feature films.
eral

trust

Furthermore, said the complaint, "There is a large demand
for 16mm. feature films by the
telecasting industry for purposes of television programs,
since a large majority of telecasting stations in this country
are equipped with apparatus for
the telecasting of 16mm. films
and not of 35mm. films."

The

case

was prepared by attorneys

George H. Schueller and Leonard R.
The complaint itself stated that the Posner, under Kramer's direction,
actual or potential market for such with William
C. Dixon, special assistarmed forces, veter- ant to the Attorney General, handling
films includes
ans' hospitals and various other gov- the
Los Angeles end of the action.
ernment aerencies, Red Cross, USO,
:

theatreless towns, hotels, clubs, camps,
roadshow men, drive-in theatres, merchants' free shows, coin-operated maschools,
chines, and private homes
churches and charitable organizations
hospitals, sanatoria, homes of the aged
;

;

or disabled and convents,
trains

and planes.

and

ships,

Commenting on the case, Attorney
General James P. McGranery stated
"This suit is filed as part of the continuing program of the Anti-trust
Division to prevent businessmen and
others from combining to place restrictions upon what members of the
general publL may see on their tele-

continue respectively to handle
the out-of-town and in-town film departments.
will

vision sets."

Newell A. Clapp, Acting Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the
Antitrust

Division,

said:
"Since
films
have
gained great significance for education and entertainment, especially for
telecasting by television stations. They
are less costly than standard 35mm.
films and do not require expensive
equipment or special safety precautions.
According to the complaint,
defendants have
imposed arbitrary
and unreasonable conditions upon the
exhibitions of 16mm. feature films in
hospitals, schools, churches and
centers, and have prevented the use
of these films on television. This suit
seeks to prevent defendants from continuing their restrictive system of distributing these films."

World War

II,

16mm.

USO

'

;

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

17

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JULY

24,

TEN CENTS
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Arbitration Indiana Allied to Initiate US Trust
Outrages
Talks Resume Action Against Gov't Suit

Suit

'

Here on Aug. 4
Committee of 10

Up

to

the
resumption of meetings between the
five representatives from exhibition

and
make

the five

set

from distribution who

Hotel Astor here.

The distributor delegation initiated the move for the Committee's second series of meetings, having been authorized to
do so last Monday at a meeting
tion of
panies'

counsel

MPAA

emergency meeting

of the board"

"of

Owners of Indiana has been called by president Trueman T. Rembusch for Tuesday to initiate action "looking toward correction of the underhanded and misleading attempt of the tele-

Hamm CTA
Head Again

vision
States

monopoly through the United
Department of Justice to force

picture producers to make
available their films at a pittance to
free TV."
Several directors of the Indiana

motion

—

vice-president
of Loew's
Francisco, treasurer.
first

;

manager

president.

{Continued on page 5)

No New Decca

Boyd

secretary
Theatrical,

Sparrow,

Warfield,

Hulda

23.

Abe Blumen- formal comment on

feld
of
Blumenfeld Theatres
elected second vice-president.

Mrs.

San

Unfounded: Yates
— The
Hollywood, July

increasing

its

holdings

The

motion picture industry,
and outraged" by the
Government's anti-trust suit charging restrictions against the showing
of 16mm. films on television and in
other markets, wondered yesterday if
the Department of Justice was at"stunned

McGinn

was

was

reappointed public relations representative
and Charles M. Thall was reappointed office manager.
Mrs. McGinn was recently named
West Coast liaison for the motion picture division of the General Federation of Women's Clubs.

first

the Government's

suit to force film companies to sell
16mm. prints to television came today
from Republic president Herbert J.
Yates.
"We do not know of, and have
never been part to any conspiracy to
refusal to service pictures to television stations," he said.
"Republic," he continued, "has made
{Continued on page 4)

The Hands of Esau

in

Universal Pictures, it was disclosed
here yesterday in a prospectus to
Decca stockholders in connection with

— —

TO PERSONS VERSED

their reac-

press reports of the
was a mixture of amazement and anger that it was
tion
suit

6

in-

Up No

Evidence Against Allied

day or tomorrow

Buys of U' Stock
tention of

Gov't Could Turn

group have been in touch with Rembusch and have suggested that a complaint be lodged with the House Small
San Francisco, July 23. L. S. Business Committee, pointing out to
Hamm, president of Westside The- lhat Committee that if the Department
atres and head of the law firm which of Justice is successful in its anti-trust tempting to lure it into economic disbears his name, has been reelected action against motion picture produc- aster.
president of the California Theatres ers "thousands of small and large
While attorneys for the indi{Continued on page 4)
Association for the third consecutive
vidual defendants chose to reyear.
serve comment in their names
Other officers reelected for a secuntil they had been served with
ond term bv the directors were Grathe complaints probably by toham Kislingbury, district manager of

North
Coast
Theatres,
Ben Levin of General

Motion Picture AssociaAmerica member commanagers and
sales
and Eric A. Johnston,

Decca Records has no present

Industry Here

Gov't Charges Are

The distributors reportedly took the
step after having resolved the differences which existed among them con-

See

—An

July 23.

for

up the Industry Arbitration
Conference's Continuations CommitThe new conferences looking to
tee.
the establishment of an industry system of arbitration will be held at the

here of

Ind.,

Pick

with Bidding Issue

August 4 has been

Franklin,

directors of Allied Theatre

to

filed.

Meanwhile, the answer to
Theatre Owners of America

why
was

singled out as a co-conspirator turned
up in Washington.
Justice Depart{Continued on page 4)

Hold Armed Forces
Needs Were Met
Particular outrage was expressed
here yesterday by many top distribution executives against the government's inferred charge in its 16mm.
suit that the six major producer defendants have not fully met the film
needs of the armed services, veterans'
hospitals,
the Red Cross and the

in the American tradition of government, which is based on respect for both individual
rights and property rights, the new so-called "anti-trust"
the company's offer to sell 258,883
shares of additional capital stock in action brought by the prosecuting arm of the federal adminisDecca.
USO.
Prospective buyers of Decca stock tration is a development of shocking import.
Such a charge in the suit, filed in
were apprised that the company now
This action in which numerous of the industry's producing Los Angeles by the Department of
holds 406,175 shares of Universal
distributing companies, together with one of the principal Justice on Tuesday, could only stem
common and warrants to purchase and
{Continued on page 4)
37,500 shares, acquired at a total cost exhibitor associations, are made defendants is a piece of blatant
of $7,037,672. The election of Milton and transparent injustice. Its political coloring is luminous.
R. Rackmill, Decca president, to the
The action is claimed to be based on the existence of an
presidency of Universal was also
noted.
illegal conspiracy of the owners of copyrighted motion picture
Hearings Oct.
film under which, jointly with exhibitors, these owners have

Set Theatre

Hersholt Renamed
Head of Coast Fund

—

The
Hollywood, July
Motion Picture Relief Fund
23.

has reelected Jean Hersholt
to the presidency for the 16th
consecutive term. Other en-

cumbents also were

reelected.

—

TV

20
— Hearings

—

refused believe it or not! to make their films available for
Washington, July 23.
exhibition to "free merchant's shows, taverns, coin-operated on theatre television will begin on
Oc-

machines and roadshowmen."
The fact that any such exhibitions involve the giving away
of shows to which the established theatres charge an admission
price has not deterred the Justice Department in this madcap
adventure. The fact that any such exhibitions are designed to
be merely come-ons in the sale to gullible members of a com-

tober 20, as requested by Motion Picture Association of America and National Exhibitors Theatre Television
Committee, the Federal Communications Commission decided today.
and
had petitioned
the Commission for an October starting date, arguing that if FCC granted

{Continued on page 6)

{Continued on page 5)

MPAA

NETTC

;

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
ERIC

JOHNSTON,

A.

Association

Picture

was

154

Anti-Tax Committee
Bringing the total acceptances to 154, six more exhibitors sent word yesterday to
Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the industry's Council of Motion
Picture Organizations' campaign to repeal the admission
tax, that they would serve on

Motion
America

of

Chicago yesterday
from New York en route toi Spokane
He is due back in
and Hollywood.
the East in mid-August.
president,

in

•

Karl

E. Fasick, director of adver-

campaign committees

Loew's Boston theatres, has
been elected president of the newly
formed Maryland Alumni Club of
New England.
tising for

in their

states.

Latest additions are: L. F.
Gran, Wisconsin; Sam Rosen,
New York; Arthur H. Lockwood and Frank C. Lydon,
Massachusetts; Lee W. Newbury,
New Jersey; Frank
Vennett, Vermont.

•
Crabtree, formerly Craw-

Graham

Showmen Now on

Films of Canada art director, is
a one-year assignment to establish a new film system in Thailand
ley

now on

UNESCO.

as a project of the

•
•

John W. Johnson, manager

of the

operation.

•

Steve Levitz, production manager
of the Big Three, M-G-M music subsidiary, has become a grandfather, his
daughter, Mrs. Marilyn Schuler,
having given birth to a daughter.
•
Artists

Myers, Monogram-Allied
San Francisco manager, has

returned to his

following sur-

office

gery.

•

Murphy

will be a guest
speaker at the American Legion Department of Texas convention in Dal-

George

las,

August

8-9.

•

Barney Tarantal,

partner in the

Hartford,
East
Burnside Theatre,
Conn., has resumed his duties, following recuperation from illness.

•

Jan Wakelee is M. L. Simon's
new secretary and assistant at MG-M's editorial office of The Distribu.

tor,

company

sales

publication.

Organization of the Council of MoPicture Organization's finance
drive in every exchange area in the
country will get under way tomorrow
when company branch managers and
exhibitor drive committee members
will meet in 32 exchange centers.
The meetings will be the first of a
series which will culminate during the
week of August 11-18 in the canvasstion

theatres for the payment of
dues.
At tomorrow's meetings, which will
be presided over by distribution and
exhibition co-chairmen in each exchange city, the purposes of the drive
will be explained and a list of theatres made available for each exchange

ing of

all

COMPO

Way Paved for Vote
On Ann Arbor Tax

Subsequent meetings will be held
July 28 and August 4 when details
for the solicitation of
dues
from exhibitors will be completed.
"Trueman Rembusch, speaking for
finance committee, exthe
23.
Detroit, July
The controver- pressed .gratification that the deadline
sial 10 per cent amusement tax profor the drive launching was accepted
posed by Ann Arbor officials may le- unanimously by the area committees,"
gally be placed before the voters in
said a
statement.
the August 5 primary election, Cir"'This is convincing evidence,' he
cuit Judge Archie D. McDonald has
said, 'that all branches of the indusruled.
try are aware of the grave industry
This decision rejected the claim
problems and are determined to meet
of Butterfield Theatres, Inc., that the
them'."
August 5 tax vote was essentially the
same measure that had been defeated
April 7, when the city had asked
general authority to levy excise taxes,
including an amusement tax.

COMPO

COMPO

Coast Production
Steady; 36 in Work

The theatre firm had filed suit
against the city of Ann Arbor, asking
an injunction to prevent the question
Hollywood, July 23. The producfrom appearing on the ballot.
Butterfield had cited a state law tion index showed a drop of only two
prohibiting a municipality from sub- points, for a total of 36 pictures in
mitting the same proposition on the work. Three new films were started
ballot within two years of its defeat and five were completed.
Started were "My Mother and Mr.
at the polls.
McChesney," "Steak for Connie," and
"The Girl
Had Everything," all

—

:

Mike' Rice, Lawyer

—

field press

3 Technical Sessions
Set for
Meet

RTMA

—

Washington,

Al Rackin, publicity director for
Roy Rogers, is in New York from
the Coast.

brothers.

ment,

Martin at Canadian Fete

department.

formerly
Brothers Ohio zone manager,
in Cleveland from Texas.

Warner
back

is

.

meeting which is sponsored annually
by the Radio-Television Manufacturers

M.

Hal Roach,
Hollywood today

producer,
for

will

New

leave

York.

Toronto,

July

23.

—Tony

Martin

will be the headline attraction at the

Homer Curran,
San Francisco,

67

July

23.

—Homer

Curran, founder of Curran and Geary
Theatres here, died at his Beverly
Hills home July 17 at the age of 67.

UATC Win

30-Day Extension
The Justice Department has
granted Loew's another
month's extension for the divorcement of its joint interests with United Artists Theatres. Seven theatres are held
jointly by the two companies.

The new extension brings
the deadline for Loew's from
yesterday to August 23 to file
a plan for termination of joint
interests, or until August 30
to actually start proceedings.

Rackmil Meets with
Universal Heads
Milton R. Rackmil, newly-elected
president of Universal Pictures, met
executives and department heads of
the company at an informal luncheon
here yesterday at the Laurent Restau-

He was introduced by N. J.
Blumberg, chairman of the board. Al-

rant.

fred E. Daff, executive vice-president,
presided.

Among others who attended were
Leon Goldberg, David A. Lipton, John
Maurice
J. O'Connor, Adolph Schimel,
Bergman, James
M. Franey,
A.
Charles J. Feldman, Americo Aboaf,
Ray Moon, F. J. A. McCarthy, Foster
M. Blake, P. T. Dana, James Jordan,
Irving Sochin, David A. Levy, Ben
Cohn, Harold Rubin, Ray Miles, Anthony Petti, Tom Mead, Ben Lorber,
Cy Landau,

C. J. Malafronte, Saul
Friedberg, Richard Davis, Philip Gerard, Jeff Livingston, Henry A. Linet,
Robert Ungerfeld, Milton Livingston,
Morris Alin, Felix Sommer, Fortunat,
Baronat, Joseph Mazer and Irving
Weiss.

Directors Ratify

Pact with IMPPA
Hollywood, July

—

rectors'

,

July 23. Three technical sessions on television, including
ultra high frequencies and color television, will feature the 1952 radio fall

Wolf,

1952

:

4

Dallas Variety Club, and director of
Gonzales Warm Springs Foundation,
Rice was also an active member of
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Organizations speakers bureau.
Survivors include his widow, his
mother, his son, a sister and three

Nat

Loew's,

24,

23.
Screen DiGuild president George SidMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
ney reports the Guild membership's
Completed
were
"The Velvet ratification of a new wage contract
Cage" (Wisberg-Pollexfen Produc- with the Independent Motion Picture
tions) and "Ruby Gentry" (Bernhard- Producers' Association. The new pact
Vidor), 20th Fox; "Naked Spur," establishes $550 weekly for three-andMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer;
"A Man's a-half weeks as a minimum for the
C o u n t r y," Universal-International lowest classification (Westerns budg"The Desert Son g," Warner eted under $55,000) with other classiBrothers.
fications increased proportionately.

Who

Dallas, July 23. Funeral services
were
held here yesterday for Liston
renresentative in Detroit, is due here
McLeod (Mike) Rice, 61, general
on August 11 for a vacation.
counsel and a director of Rowley
a
United Theatres, Inc., who was killed
Mrs.
MasRaymond Massey and
on Monday when his car was hit by
s-ey will sail from here today for
a train.
Europe aboard the S'.-S". Mauretania.
Charter member and director of the

M-G-M

COMPO

—

Dallas Services for

F. Walsh, IATSE international president, will leave here today for Minneapolis.

Richard

Charles Dietz,

Field Meetings to
Be Held Tomorrow
On Compo Finances

territory.

Hilans Theatre in Avon Park, Fla.,
has returned to his home in Canton,
N. C, to recuperate after a third

James

Thursday, July

Canadian National Exhibition, August 26-September 6. Jack Arthur,
producer loaned by Famous Players
to handle the show, revealed that
Martin's contract called for 14 performances and guaranteed $30,000.

Association's engineering departit was disclosed here by Virgil
Graham, associate director of the

This year's meeting

is

scheduled to

Fox Midwest Gets
Tax Adjustments
Kansas City, July 23.—The Jackson County board of equalization has
granted three of 11 requests by Fox
Midwest Theatres for adjustment of
the county assessor's valuations of
theatre properties for tax purposes.
The assessor's figures on the Orpheum and the Esquire were reduced
The Madrid, neighborby $85,000.
hood theatre closed several years, was
adjusted from $73,540 down to $60,000.

be held on October 20-22.

K. C. Unit to Aid Boys
Kansas City, July 23— The

Michael Siegel, 45

— Michael

Siegel,

partner in the Paulina,

Royal,

Chicago, July
45,

a

23.

Banner, and Wicker Park
passed away here Monday.

theatres,

expenses of 52 boys for their attendance
boys' camp will be paid by
at a
the Motion Picture Association of
Greater Kansas City this summer.

YMCA
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Mil
Her Way

he's in a class

by

herself!

IS

rah, rah,

rocking the
ticket machines!
Mr. Showman,
Mr. Film Buyer,
Mr. Booker,
give it plenty
of time
give

it

big-time

treatment!

doing
'Moonlight Bay'
It's

business

everywhere!
STARRING

VIRGINIA

GENE

RONALD

MayoReagan Nelson
DON DEFORE

PHYLLIS THAXTER

-

PATRICE

WYNNE

round iiiihsIhiiii

SB
Directed by

S

CINGEI CROWLEY

-

NORMAN BARTOLO

•

THE

Musical

BLACKBURN TWINS

-

PI

MU.NE

PET*E«

Numbers Staged and Directed by LeRoy Pnnz

b

•

P
•

d

ed b

SlITllM JACOBS

Musical Direction Ray Heindort

-

BRUCE HUMBERSTONE

.
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Indiana Allied Trust Suit

Yates
{Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

available, through Hollywood Television Service, a wholly-owned subsidiary, its pictures for television for
now have 75
the past 12 months.
contracts with television stations, and

would be ruined." They say
experience has shown that stars regu-

We

we

are serving approximately 40 mar-

kets out of the existing 63.

"We

are making every effort to sell
to the other 23. These 40 markets
serve approximately 85 per cent of
the present potential television audience.
cannot understand our being included in such purported conspiracy. No representative of the Department of Justice has visited Republic or made any effort to learn the
facts from us in this matter."

We

Southern California Theatre Ownwithheld formal comment pending their regular
meeting next Monday, when the matter is expected to come up.
Off-the-record comment throughout
the trade here varied somewhat, depending on individual interests, but
was in substantial agreement that the
ers Association officers

Department of Justice did not initiate
an investigation of this long-standing,
marginal phase of industry operation
without prompting by one or another
individual or concern powerful in the
television

field.

George Schaefer, business agent of
Projectionists Local No. 150,
on being asked whether union operators
would protest use of 16mm.
prints in TV stations and by itinerent

IATSE

tent-show

outfits,

—

said
"Sixteen
stations or theatre

etc.,

— TV

or thirty-five
all
projection

Thursday, July

comes

:

under

our

jurisdiction."

theatres

appearing on free

larly

TV

cannot be

sold successfully at theatre box-offices.
The Indiana exhibitors ask, "How can
justice and anti-trust laws of this
country be served properly if an action
is taken that builds up one industry,

TV and Radio

—

(Continued from page 1)

ment

officials

there

said
support the

they

Herman

with Pinky

had

"evidence" to
naming of
but had none against Allied
States Association.
was not included in the complaint as a defend-

TOA

TOA

however.
Neither
were

1952

24,

ant,

Paramount

150-YEAR-OLD
THE
"DuPont Story"

SAGA

of
be drama-

will

tized in a special NBTelecast Tuesday, July 29, 8:00 to 8.45 P.M. The
film, featuring Sigrid Curie, Eduard

and
Loew's included among the defendFranz, Tom Neal and Donald Woods,
television, and destroys another, mo- ants, and for the same reason
"no
traces the history of this fabulous
evidence."
Named as defendants were American family
tion picture exhibitions?"
from 1802, when E.
It
will also be suggested to the i'Oth Century-Fox, Warner Brothers,
T. duPont first landed on the banks
Indiana Allied board of directors that RKO Pictures, Republic, Columbia,
of the Brandywine River near Wilmthe resources of the Indiana organiza- Universal, Warner Brothers Distribington, Del., to the present.
Art
uting

tion be offered to production to intercede in its behalf in the anti-trust case
filed by the Department of Justice.
There is no doubt that a protest will

—

Corp.,

Republic

Productions,

.

.

.

new TV
of
Gems, United World Films,
Party," CBStarts September
"House
Films, Inc., and Pictorial Films, Inc.
1
with a half-hour format across the
It was pointed out in the industry
board, co-sponsored by Lever Bros.,
be lodged by the Indiana Allied group here that Paramount and Loew's did
Green Giant, Pillsbury Mills and
with Attorney General McGranery not operate 16mm. departments in the Kellogg's.
Announcer Michael
U.
S.
because
they
Department
Justice
apparently
of
did not
protesting the
Fitzmaurice
and
former
action, and that follow-ups will be regard the commodity as sufficiently
staffer Lucille Kennedy will sing an
made to Senators Capehart and Jenner profitable. On the other hand those of "I Do-et" on August
8 and spend a
and the Indiana representatives. "It is the defendants whose principle busi- month honeymooning
at Mike's 125the private feeling of exhibition in this ness is to service theatres with prodacre farm in Vermont.
traditionally Republican state that the uct also carried on 16mm. sales be•
Justice Department's action smacks of cause they could find therein some
politics
between television and the measure of profit. Now, it was obThat's an amazing interim rating
present Democratic Administration," served, the Department of Justice that
"Walk A Mile" has earned
seems to be desirous of dictating to
said Rembusch.
after but several weeks summerthe defendant companies as to how
replacing the "Bob Hawk Show."
they shall function and as to who
Screen

Linkletter's

edition

.

.

.

WMGM

.

.

Polio Closes Four

their

Theatres in Ohio

—

Cleveland,

Polio has
July 23.
closed the Russell Theatre, MillersDuncan, Killbuck,
burg Idol, Lodi
and Ohio at Conneaut. Although no
epidemic has been officially declared,
theatre owners in areas where the disease is spreading feel it in the public
;

;

interest to close.

customers shall

be.

Would Die Quickly
The nature

of motion pictures is
such that if television were supplied
with film on equal terms with theatres
the theatre business as the industry
now knows it would die a quick death,

Program features Win Eliot as emBob Quigley, gatherer of

cee with
material,

and

guests

for the six-year popularity of Borden's "County Fair" series.
Lack
of space cut off the last line of the
.

PROBLEMS

.

.

item we wrote in Tuesday's pillar
some industry observers agreed. And concerning the new Sauter-Finneif the producers
are given only tele- gan Band
the line reads, 'look
vision and clubs and hotels to supply for this orchestra to hit the heights
with film, the production industry will before the snow flies.'
. Al Garry
die quickly too since video advertisers has just scripted a half-hour audicannot afford to pay enough for the ence-participation panel show, "On
product to keep producers going, it the Spot," which shows lots ef
was stated.
promise, especially if the femcee
The national TV market for a "top" were Maggi McNellis.
Bill Har.

.

.

.

feature film is only $25,000
it
was pointed out.
On
hand, theatre exhibition of
costing $1,000,000 can earn
and substantial profits for

TECHNICAL

the

writer,

same team which was responsible

.

ANSWER
TO YOUR

.

currently,
the other
a picture
this cost
exhibitors

rington starts a

Monday

.

.

.

new deejay

series

WNEW.

There's a twist.
Bill sings better and has more real
talent than half of those whose
platters he'll plug and we mean
and distributor.
PLUG. He's that kind of a sweet
Herman M. Levy, TOA general character. . .
counsel, who was in New York yes•
terday, refused comment on the suit
Charles Wick Co. mill handle napending receipt of the government's
complaint.
He conferred on the ac- tional distribution for Leon Fromkess'
new filmed adventure series, "Ramar
tion by telephone with Mitchell Wolfof the Jungle," starring Jon Hall.
son, TOA president, in Miami.
"Stop the Music," which bowed
off TV some time ago will likewise
fade from the radio scene on August
.Eric Severcid, currently in
10.
(Continued from page 1)
Chicago to cover the Demo convention
from ignorance of the past and cur- for CBS, spied a side-walk soapbox
rent practices of the industry, one orator on Michigan Boulevard Mondistribution official contended.
day. Ez'er on the alert for news, Eric
It was pointed out that under cur- stopped and,
the
believe it or not,
rent practices virtually all companies speaker was demanding the immedioffer their films for sale to Army Post ate founding of a Salvation Nazry. If
theatres, for instance, at the time of this scribbler thought that the Salvatheir general release, or even before tion Army needed a Naval division or
general release. Although these films that such an organisation could serve
are on 35mm., 16mm. prints of the one-fifth as well as the great Salvasame films for showing to the Armed tion Army, we'd be FOR it.
We
Services abroad are made and shipped hear that although the "Colgate Comas soon as possible, it was pointed out. edy Hour" will go on again im the
Added indignation was expressed fail, the tremendous cost will prevent
by distribution executives when they its renezval in 1953.
recalled the industry's role during the
•
at

—

.

. .

.

.

.

Army, Navy Needs

.

The Altec
Service

Man and

the organization

behind him

.

.

.

.

They called attention to the fact
that 43,000 prints of feature pictures
and 33,000 prints of short subjects,
were given away by the industry,
without cost to the American taxpayer.
These films, in addition to
talent donated by stars, were used to
entertain
American Armed Forces
war.

161 Sixth Avenue,

New York

13,

N. Y.

PROTECTING THE THEATRE - FIRST PLACE IN ENTERTAINMENT

throughout the world,
out.

it

was pointed

LOTSA DOTS

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bob Hope, who

travelled over a million miles entertaining servicemen and hospitalized
vets, will receive the Al Jolson Award

Aug. 4 which each year will be awarded by the Vets of Foreign Wars to
showfolk.
Jan Murray returns for
another guestint on NBC's "All- Star
Revue" Aug. 2.
.

.

.

;

Thursday, Juy

24,
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TV

Review

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Les Miserables

cerning the status competitive biddingshould hold in any system of arbitration that is agreed upon.

HUGO'S

month

immortal "Les Miserables"

is

again brought to the

screen in this 20th Century-Fox production.
It is obvious that a lot of
was indicated that the exhibitor
care went into the recreation of this famous tale of social injustice,
delegates were unanimous on the is- tender
sue in question and that "some" of for the backgrounds appear to be authentic and the atmosphere convincing.
It

the distributor representatives agreed
with them. The issue was said to be
whether bidding should not be included among arbitrable matters (the
exhibitors' position), or whether it
should (the position taken by a number of the film companies).

Better Prospects

The new meetings

face better prosof success than did all previous exhibitor-distributor conferences
on arbitration, it was reported by one
representative of distribution, and this
was interpreted to mean that the distributors have arrived at a unanimous viewpoint on bidding that coincides with that of exhibition.

pects

Scheduled to be on hand when the
meetings open August 4 are the folFrom exhibition, Abram F.
lowing
Myers, Wilbur Snaper, Herman M.
Levy, S. H. Fabian, Emanuel Frisch
from distribution, Robert Perkins,
Adolph Schimel, Al Lichtman, Abe
Montague, William F. Rodgers. Previous meetings were attended also by

The cast is a competent one. Michael Rennie plays Jean Valjean who is
sentenced to 10 years on a convict galley for the theft of a loaf of bread, while
Robert Newton portrays police officer Javert who hounds the latter with inflexible persistence. Others in the cast are Debra Paget, a young girl whom Rennie
subsequently adopts, Sylvia Sidney, her dissolute mother, and Cameron
Mitchell, young revolutionist lover of Miss Paget.
Naturally the picture has strong popular appeal in the light of the story's
literary reputation, its slashing action and the forceful, dramatic elements
inherent in it. However, in terms of modern screen technique, there are times
when the narrative seems touched with outmoded qualities.
The screenplay by Richard Murphy sticks pretty much to the outline of
the original, with all the stormy chapters in Vai jean's life portrayed, including his release from prison and his subsequent failure to report to the police.
Valjean goes on to become a successful and loved citizen until his past, in the
form of Javert, catches up with him. The consequences are pregnant with
excitement, culminating in the famous flight through the sewers and the
eventual suicide of Javert.
Fred Kohlmar as producer and Lewis Milestone as director combined their
Running time, 104 minutes. Gentalents to make a highly interesting film.
For August release.
Mandel Herbstman
eral audience classification.

:

Ralph

Hetzel,

MPAA,

the
Richey,

Jr.,

vice-president

of

and

Henderson

M.

secretary of the Arbitration
Conference.
The Continuations Committee adjourned abruptly on July 2 after four
days of meetings marked by little
The group had been set
progress.
up by the Arbitration Conference

ONCE

m

Reception for Geesink
Joop Geesink, Holland producer of
"Kermasse Fantastique" and head of
Dollywood Studios in Amsterdam, will
be the guest at a reception here today
given by Transfilms, Inc.

proper when the latter's delegates
agreed after several days of meetings
in June that such a committee could
more effectively complete the analysis
which was being made of the blueprint for a system.

A GENERATION

.

.

.

days of hearings in that
direct testimony on engineering
and accounting phases of the hearings
could be gotten out of the way.
The last previous postponement of
the hearings had brought the scheduled opening of the theatre television
hearings to January 12, 1953.
at least eight

(20th Century-Fox)

VICTOR

Hearings

The

FCC

order yesterday set Octo-

ber 20 as an opening date for hearing
direct testimony only, and only on engineering and accounting phases.
further provided that these preliminary
hearings could continue for as long as
necessary to clear up direct testimony
on the two phases, following which,
the hearings would adjourn until January 12, the previously scheduled opening date, at which time all other desig-

FCC

nated matters and all cross-examination could be presented.

Move

to Dissolve

radio

Hy

commentator

Gardner

in

New York

Federal Court. The suit,
in addition to seeking damages, also
asks the court to enjoin the defendants
from using a tape recorded conversa-

needed.

$25,000 for 'Kong'

—RKO

tion between Gardner and Chaplin's
butler over the air
It was charged
that the conversation pertaining to

Theatres
Boston, July 23.
here reports the Boston Theatre, now
showing "King Kong," closed its first
week with a gross of approximately

Chaplin was defamatory.

$25,000.

.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!

"You had your chance

"One of

and flubbed it —
now you'll have to win

the
'

the race

most
wm

^national

to get

MMainments

the

of the

widow!"

%
HERBERT

J.

YATES

presents

\zmn
wis OHWBCfJOHN
FORD

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

•

Ufa

Alleging as its purpose the creation
of "an independent film industry on a
democratic basis" in Germany, the
West German Bundestag, or lower
house, has passed a bill to dissolve
Chaplin Files Suit
Ufa, the former Reich-owned propA $3,000,000 suit was filed by erty of the Nazi film monopoly, acCharles Chaplin here yesterday against cording to reports here from Bonn.
National Broadcasting and columnist- Allied High Commission approval is

Directed by

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

year."

i
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The Hands of Esau
It's

menteen's

(Continued from page

munity of merchandise and services, which usually are
and tawdry quality, is also ignored.

Then

there

has about

August PICTURE OF THE MONTH

It's

slated for big teen business

It's

Universal -International's

1)

is

that essential element of the complaint

an odor

of

low

which

both mine-run politics and something
that is politics at its very worst. This is the portion which
asserts that as result of the alleged conspiracy of industry units,
"the telecasting of the finer feature films to television audiences
in the United States has been suppressed."
it

of

OF
adds
obviously,
ALL
perpetrators needed some kind
this

up,

to such a sorry
of a

mess that

its

make it
This gimmick

gimmick

to

even half-way palatable to the American public.
was hit upon in the scheme of tying up the whole complaint in
a package labeled "Sixteen Millemeter Films." The Justice
Department does not attack, at least not at this point, the right
of the owners of thirty-five millemeter prints to refuse to license
them to television, barrooms, juke box joints and the like. Its

WORLD IN
HIS ARMS

precious sense of justice has not yet seen fit to demand that
producers of theatrical films cut both their own throats and

starring

swoop.
Instead it just centers its complaint on the gimmick which
some genius in the department must have discovered namely,
the sixteen millemeter film.
that of their customers at one

GREGORY PECK

fell

;

ANN BLYTH
color by Technicolor

It's

a great film for the greatest

film-

goers of all...2V* million teen girls

who take

their "see-it" signals

SEVENTEEN

from

In its ignorance, or in its malice, the governmental agency
has chosen to ignore the simple physical fact that a 16mm.
print of a motion picture is nothing more or less than a narrower gauge print of the subject which usually, but not invariably, is made in the film width of 35mm. In justice and equity
the producer of a film has exactly the same rights with respect
to a 16mm. print of the subject he owns as he has in the case
of a 35mm. print. A 16mm. print of a motion picture is capable
of being just as destructive to the business of an established
theatre, if run in random competition, as a 35mm. print.

The

introduction of the

16mm. gimmick

in this

—

unhappy

adventure is a perfect example of a red herring an obvious
attempt to divert and confuse a public which believes in fair
play and

common

justice.

new adventure of the Department of Justice in
attempting to throw up for grabs the rights of the
organized industry the voice of Jacob is heard. But a close look
discloses the hands of Esau.
In this

which

it is

Act in Showings Transfer US Media
Setup on Aug. 15
Of 'Free Movies'

—Action

has been

The

transfer of the Federal Govern-

started here against the showing of
"free movies" in the Northern Michigan resort area. Joseph Deebs, U. S.
District Attorney in Grand Rapids,
has referred the matter to Harry Sunball, special agent in charge of the

ment's

Information Media Guarantee
the Mutual Security

Detroit, July 23.

U.

S.

Internal

Revenue

Bureau

Program from
Agency to the

State Department will

completed on August 15, Gilbert
Simon, who is in charge of the program, reported here.
be

in

Simon explained that the program,
which guarantees American film proExhibitors have complained of un- ducers revenue on pictures sent to
movie" operators Europe for the ideological war with
"free
scrupulous
who "pass the hat" to people attend- Soviet Russia, was transferred to
ing the shows, stating that donations State on July 1 under a Presidential
will help keep the "free movies" in order signed June 15.
However, he
operation. The U. S. is losing a sub- added, the program was re-delegated
stantial amount of tax revenue since meanwhile to MSA for administrative
these operators do not keep records purposes pending the completion of
of collections for income tax and do transfer details.
Detroit.

not
it

collect

was

Federal

admission taxes,

said.

Allied Theatres of Michigan started the movement to fight and correct
the situation.

By August 1, Simon said, the program will have $500,000 to cover distribution of films in Yugoslavia prinThe industry's contract with
that country will terminate on that
date and will be subject to renewal.
maximum of $10,000,000 was allocated to the program, which also covers distribution of books, magazines,
etc., at the beginning of this year.
cipally.

Smith with Demby, Broun A
Hunter W. Smith has joined Demby,
Broun and Co., Inc., TV and motion
picture producers, as sales coordinator.

'

;
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Arbitration Indiana Allied to Initiate US Trust
Outrages
Talks Resume Action Against Gov't Suit

Suit

'

Here on Aug. 4
Committee of 10 to Pick
Up with Bidding Issue
August 4 has been

set

for

the

resumption of meetings between the

Franklin,

Ind.,

July 23.

—An

emergency meeting

of the board

of

Owners of Indiana has been called by president Trueman T. Rembusch for Tuesday to initiate action "looking toward correction of the underhanded and misleading attempt of the teledirectors of Allied Theatre

Hamm CTA
Head Again

vision
States

monopoly through the United
Department of Justice to force

picture producers to make
available their films at a pittance to
free TV."
Several directors of the Indiana

motion

group have been in touch with Remfrom exhibition
busch and have suggested that a comwho
distribution
from
five
the
and
plaint be lodged with the House Small
make up the Industry Arbitration
Francisco, July 23. L. S. Business Committee, pointing out to
San
Conference's Continuations CommitHamm, president of Westside The- that Committee that if the Department
The new conferences looking to atres and head of the law firm which of Justice is successful in its anti-trust
tee.
the establishment of an industry sysbears his name, has been reelected action against motion picture productem of arbitration will be held at the president of the California Theatres ers "thousands of small and large
Hotel Astor here.
{Continued on page 4)
Association for the third consecutive
year.
The distributor delegation iniOther officers reelected for a sectiated the move for the Comond term bv the directors were Gramittee's second series of meetham Kislingbury, district manager of
ings, having been authorized to
North Coast Theatres, secretary
do so last Monday at a meeting
Ben Levin of General Theatrical,
here of Motion Picture Associafirst
vice-president
Boyd Sparrow,
tion of America member comHollywood, July 23.
The first
manager of Loew's Warfield, San
managers and
sales
panies'
Francisco, treasurer.
Abe Blumen- formal comment on the Government's
counsel and Eric A. Johnston,
feld
of
Blumenfeld Theatres was suit to force film companies to sell
president.
16mm. prints to television came today
elected second vice-president.
the
took
The distributors reportedly
Mrs. Hulda McGinn was reap- from Republic president Herbert J.
step, after having resolved the differ- pointed public relations
representative Yates.
ences which existed among them con- and Charles M.. Thall was reap"We do not know of, and have
{Continued on page 5)
pointed office manager.
never been part to any conspiracy to
five representatives

—

Gov't Charges Are

Unfounded: Yates
—

;

MPAA

Mrs. McGinn was recently named
West Coast liaison for the motion picture

division of the General
Women's Clubs.

Federa-

refusal to service pictures
sion stations," he said.

to

"Republic," he continued, "has

tion of

Industry Here
Gov't Could Turn

Up No

Evidence Against Allied
The

motion picture industry,
and outraged" by the
Government's anti-trust suit charging restrictions against the showing
of 16mm. films on television and in
other markets, wondered yesterday if
the Department of Justice was at"stunned

tempting to lure

it

into

economic

dis-

aster.

While attorneys for the individual defendants chose to reserve comment in their names
until they had been served with
the complaints probably by today or tomorrow
their reaction to press reports of the
suit was a mixture of amazement and anger that it was

— —

filed.

Meanwhile, the answer to why
Theatre Owners of America was
singled out as a co-conspirator turned
up in Washington.
Justice Depart{Continued on page 4)

televi-

made

{Continued on page 4)

Hold Armed Forces
Needs Were Met

Decca Records disclosed
Particular outrage was expressed
here yesterday, in a proshere yesterday by many top distribupectus to Decca stocktion executives against the governPERSONS VERSED in the American tradition of gov- ment's inferred charge in its 16mm.
holders in connection
with the company's offer
ernment, which is based on respect for both individual suit that the six major producer defendants have not fully met the film
to sell 258,383 shares of
rights and property rights, the new so-called "anti-trust" needs of the armed services, veterans'
additional capital stock action brought by the prosecuting arm of the federal adminis- hospitals, the Red Cross and the
USO.
in the company, that it tration is a development of shocking import.
Such a charge in the suit, filed in
has no present intention
This
action in which numerous of the industry's producing Los Angeles by the Department of
of increasing its holdJustice on Tuesday, could only stem
ings in Universal Pic- and distributing companies, together with one of the principal
{Continued on page 4)
The prospectus exhibitor associations, are made defendants is a piece of blatant
tures.
also stated that there are and transparent injustice. Its political coloring is luminous.
The action is claimed to be based on the existence of an Set
no present plans to merge
alcompanies,
the two
illegal conspiracy of the owners of copyrighted motion picture
though it acknowledged film under which, jointly with exhibitors, these owners have Hearings Oct. 20
that such a step was con- refused believe it or not
to make their films available for
templated in the past.
Washington, July 23. — Hearings
merchant's shows, taverns, coin-operated

The Hands of Esau

TO

Theatre TV

—

•

HOLLYWOOD, July 23.-Jean Hersholt was reelected president of the
Motion Picture Relief
Fund for the 16th consecutive term. All incumbents
were re-elected.

!

—

exhibition to "free

machines and roadshowmen."
The fact that any such exhibitions involve the giving away
of shows to which the established theatres charge an admission
price has not deterred the Justice Department in this madcap
adventure. The fact that any such exhibitions are designed to
be merely come-ons in the sale to gullible members of a com{Continued on page 6)

on theatre television will begin on October 20, as requested by Motion Picture Association of America and National Exhibitors Theatre Television
Committee, the Federal Communica-

Commission decided today.
and NETTC had petitioned
the Commission for an October start-

tions

MPAA

ing date, arguing that if FCC granted
{Continued on page 5)

;
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Personal
Mention
ERIC

JOHNSTON,

A.

Association

Picture

154 Showmen Now on
Anti-Tax Committee
Bringing the total acceptances to 154, six more exhibitors sent word yesterday to
Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the industry's Council of Motion
Picture Organizations' campaign to repeal the admission
tax, that they would serve on

Motion
America

of

Chicago yesterday
from New York en route to Spokane
He is due back in
and Hollywood.
the East in mid-August.

was

president,

in

•

Karl

E. Fasick, director of adver-

campaign committees

Loew's Boston theatres, has
been elected president of the newly
formed Maryland Alumni Club of
New England.
tising for

ley Films

now on

Latest additions are: L. F.
Gran, Wisconsin; Sam Rosen,
New York; Arthur H. Lockwood and Frank C. Lydon,
Massachusetts; Lee W. Newbury,
New Jersey; Frank
Vennett, Vermont.

•
Crabtree, formerly Craw-

Graham

of

Canada

director,

art

in their

states.

is

a one-year assignment to es-

tablish a new film system in Thailand
as a project of the

UNESCO.

•

John W. Johnson, manager

of the

Way Paved for Vote
On Ann Arbor Tax

operation.

•

Steve Levitz, production manager
of the Big Three, M-G-M music subsidiary, has become a grandfather, his
daughter, Mrs. Marilyn Schulek,
having given birth to a daughter.
•

James Myers, Monogram-Allied
Artists San Francisco manager, has
sur-

returned to his office following
gery.

•

Murphy

will be a guest
speaker at the American Legion Department of Texas convention in Dallas,

August

8-9.

Barney Tarantal,

partner

in

the

Hartford,
East
Theatre,
Burnside
Conn., has resumed his duties, following recuperation from illness.
•
M. L. Simon's
Wakelee
is
Jan
new secretary and assistant at MG-M's editorial office of The Distributor,

company

sales publication.

Richard F. Walsh,

IATSE

Detroit,

July

23.

— The

controver-

amusement tax proposed by Ann Arbor officials may lesial

10 per cent

gally be placed before the voters in
the August 5 primary election, Circuit

Judge Archie D. McDonald has

ruled.

This decision rejected the claim
of Butterfield Theatres, Inc., that the
August 5 tax vote was essentially the
same measure that had been defeated
April 7, when the city had asked
general authority to levy excise taxes,
including an amusement tax.
The theatre firm had filed suit
against the city of Ann Arbor, asking
an injunction to prevent the question
from appearing on the ballot.
Butterfield had cited a state law
prohibiting a municipality from submitting the same proposition on the
ballot within two years of its defeat
at

the polls.

Dallas Services for
6

Mike' Rice, Lawyer

—

Dallas, July 23. Funeral services
were held here yesterday for Liston
renresentative in Detroit, is due here
McLeod (Mike) Rice, 61, general
on August 11 for a vacation.
counsel and a director of Rowley
•
field

press

Raymond Massey and Mrs. Massey will sail from here today for
Europe aboard the Y.S. Mauretania.
•

Nat

Wolf,

formerly
Brothers Ohio zone manager,
in Cleveland from Texas.

Warner
back

is

e

Al Rackin,
Roy Rogers,

publicity

is

in

director

New York

for

from

the Coast.

COMPO

Hollywood today

producer,
for

will

New

United Theatres, Inc., who was killed
on Monday when his car was hit by
a

train.

Charter member and director of the
Dallas Variety Club, and director of
Gonzales Warm Springs Foundation,
Rice was also an active member of
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Organizations speakers bureau.
Survivors include his widow, his
mother, his son, a sister and three

San Francisco,

dues.

meetings, which will
be presided over by distribution and
exhibition co-chairmen in each exchange city, the purposes of the drive
will be explained and a list of theatres made available for each exchange

Subsequent meetings will be held
July 28 and August 4 when details
for the solicitation of
dues
from exhibitors will be completed.
"Trueman Rembusch, speaking for
finance committee, exthe
pressed gratification that the deadline
for the drive launching was accepted
unanimously by the area committees,"
statement.
said a
" 'This is convincing evidence,' he
said, 'that all branches of the industry are aware of the grave industry
problems and are determined to meet

COMPO

COMPO

COMPO

them'."

Coast Production
Steady; 36 in Work
Hollywood, July
—The produc23.

tion index
points, for

leave

York.

67

July

23.

— Homer

Curran, founder of Curran and Geary
Theatres here, died at his Beverly
Hills home July 17 at the age of 67.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

showed a drop of only two

a total of 36 pictures in
work. Three new films were started
and five were completed.
Started were "My Mother and Mr.
McChesney," "Steak for Connie," and
"The Girl Who Had Everything," all

Rackmil Meets with
Universal Heads
Milton

R.

Rackmil,

newly-elected

president of Universal Pictures, met
executives and department heads of
the company at an informal luncheon
here yesterday at the Laurent Restau-

He was introduced by N. J.
Blumberg, chairman of the board. Al-

rant.

fred E. Daff, executive vice-president,
presided.
Among others who attended were
Leon Goldberg, David A. Lipton, John

O'Connor, Adolph Schimel, Maurice
Bergman, James
A.
M. Franey,
Charles J. Feldman, Americo Aboaf,
Ray Moon, F. J. A. McCarthy, Foster
M. Blake, P. T. Dana, James Jordan,
Irving Sochin, David A. Levy, Ben
Cohn, Harold Rubin, Ray Miles, Anthony Petti, Tom Mead, Ben Lorber,
Cy Landau, C. J. Malafronte, Saul
Friedberg, Richard Davis, Philip Gerard, Jeff Livingston, Henry A. Linet,
Robert Ungerfeld, Milton Livingston,
Morris Alin, Felix Sommer, Fortunat,
Baronat, Joseph Mazer and Irving
Weiss.
J.

Directors Ratify

Pact with

IMPPA
—

23.
Screen DiGuild president George SidMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
ney reports the Guild membership's
Completed
were
"The
Velvet ratification of a new wage contract
Cage" ( Wisberg-Pollexfen Produc- with the Independent Motion Picture
tions) and "Ruby Gentry" (Bernhard- Producers' Association. The new pact
Vidor), 20th Fox; "Naked Spur," establishes $550 weekly for three-and-

Hollywood, July

rectors'

Man's a-half weeks as a minimum for the
lowest classification (Westerns budgeted under $55,000), with other classi-

"A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer;

Countr y," Universal-International
"The Desert Son g," Warner
Brothers.

fications increased proportionately.

3 Technical Sessions
Set for
Meet

Fox Midwest Gets
Tax Ad justments

RTMA

Washington, July 23.

— Three tech-

nical sessions on television, including
ultra high frequencies and color television, will feature the 1952 radio fall

meeting which is sponsored annually
by the Radio-Television Manufacturers

Association's engineering departit was disclosed here by Virgil
Graham, associate director of the

brothers.

ment,

Martin at Canadian Fete

department.
This year's meeting is scheduled to
be held on October 20-22'.

Toronto,

July

23.

—Tony

Martin

will be the headline attraction at the

Homer Curran,

The new extension brings
the deadline for Loew's from
yesterday to August 23 to file
a plan for termination of joint
interests, or until August 30
to actually start proceedings.

in

At tomorrow's

M.

Hal Roach,

vorcement of its joint interests with United Artists Theatres. Seven theatres are held
jointly by the two companies.

32 exchange centers.
The meetings will be the first of a
series which will culminate during the
week of August 11-18 in the canvassing of all theatres for the payment of

meet

UATC Win

The Justice Department has
granted L o e w's another
month's extension for the di-

Organization of the Council of MoPicture Organization's finance
drive in every exchange area in the
country will get under way tomorrow
when company branch managers and
exhibitor drive committee members
will

1952

:

inter-

national president, will leave here to-

M-G-M

Loew's,

24,

30-Day Extension

tion

:

day for Minneapolis.

Charles Dietz,

Field Meetings to
Be Held Tomorrow
On Compo Finances

territory.

Hilans Theatre in Avon Park, Fla.,
has returned to his home in Canton,
N. C, to recuperate after a third

George

Thursday, July

Canadian National Exhibition, August 26-September 6. Jack Arthur,
producer loaned by Famous Players
to handle the show, revealed that
Martin's contract called for 14 performances and guaranteed $30,000.

45,

23.

— Michael

a partner in the

Paulina,

Banner, and Wicker Park
passed away here Monday.

The assessor's figures on the Orpheum and the Esquire were reduced
The Madrid, neighborby $85,000.
hood theatre closed several years, was
adjusted from $73,540 down to $60,000.

K. C. Unit to Aid Boys

—

Michael Siegel, 45
Chicago, July

Kansas City, July 23.—The Jackson County board of equalization has
granted three of 11 requests by Fox
Midwest Theatres for adjustment of
the county assessor's valuations of
theatre properties for tax purposes.

Siegel,

Royal,

theatres,

Kansas City, July 23. The expenses of 52 boys for their attendance
boys' camp will be paid by
at a
the Motion Picture Association of
Greater Kansas City this summer.

YMCA
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Sundays and

New

—

INr Way

he's in a class

by

unhi

herself!

IS

rah, rah,

rocking the
ticket machines!
Mr. Showman,
Mr. Film Buyer,
Mr. Booker,
give it plenty
of time

NJ^

7//// n

give

it

big-time

treatment!

doing
'Moonlight Bay'
It's

business
starring

VIRGINIA

_

everywhere!
RONALD

GENE

Mayo Reagan Nelson
DON BEFORE

PHYLLIS THAXTER

PATRICE

WYMORE

ROLAND WINTERS

•

RAYMOND GREENLEAF
Directed by

Produced
b
P d ed by

PI
Play
b
by
Screen
S

GINGER CROWLEr- NORMAN

8 ARTOLD

-

THE BLACKBURN TWINS

•

PETER MILNE
MUNI

Musical Numbers Staged and Directed by LeRoy Prin?

•

•

VtTuUM JACOBS
WILLIAM

Musical Direction Ray Heindort

-

BRUCE HUM6ERST0NE

.
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Indiana Allied Trust Suit

Yates
(Continued from page 1)
available, through
vision Service, a
sidiary,

its

Hollywood Telewholly-owned sub-

pictures for television for

We

"We

are making every effort to sell
to the other 23. These 40 markets
serve approximately 85 per cent of
the present potential television audicannot understand our beence.
ing included in such purported conspiracy. No representative of the Department of Justice has visited Republic or made any effort to
learn the
facts from us in this matter."

We

theatres

would be ruined."

They

say
experience has shown that stars regularly appearing on free
cannot be
sold successfully at theatre box-offices.
The Indiana exhibitors ask, "How can
justice and anti-trust laws of this
country be served properly if an action
is taken that builds up one industry,
television, and destroys another, motion picture exhibitions?"
It
will also be suggested to the
Indiana Allied board of directors that
the resources of the Indiana organization be offered to production to intercede in its behalf in the anti-trust case
filed by the Department of Justice.
There is no doubt that a protest will
be lodged by the Indiana Allied group
with Attorney General McGranery
protesting the Department of Justice
action, and that follow-ups will be
made to Senators Capehart and Jenner
and the Indiana representatives. "It is
the private feeling of exhibition in this

TV

Southern California Theatre OwnAssociation officers withheld formal comment pending their regular
meeting next Monday, when the matter is expected to come up.
Off-the-record comment throughout
the trade here varied somewhat,- dethat the
pending on individual interests, but traditionally Republican state
Department's action smacks of
was in substantial agreement that the Justice
the
Department of Justice did not initiate politics between television and
present Democratic Administration,"
an investigation of this long-standing,
Rembusch.
marginal phase of industry operation said
without prompting by one or another
individual or concern powerful in the
ers

Polio Closes Four

field.

Ohio

Theatres

in
George Schaefer, business agent of
Projectionists Local No. 150,
Polio has
Cleveland, July 23.
on being asked whether union opera- closed the Russell Theatre, Millerstors
would protest use of 16mm. burg Idol, Lodi Duncan, Killbuck,
prints in TV stations and by itinerent and Ohio at Conneaut.
Although no

—

IATSE

;

tent-show

outfits,

— TV

or thirty-five
all
projection

—

said
"Sixteen
stations or theatre

etc.,

comes

:

under

our

jurisdiction."

;

epidemic has been officially declared,
theatre owners in areas where the disease is spreading feel it in the public
interest to close.

ment

officials

there

said
support the

—

TOA

150-YEAR-OLD
THE
"DuPont Story"

TOA

however.
Neither
were

Herman

with Pinky

had

they

naming of
but had none against Allied
States Association.
was not included in the complaint as a defend"evidence" to

ant,

Paramount

SAGA

of

be drama-

will

tized in a special NBTelecast Tuesday, July 29, 8:00 to 8.45 P.M. The

and
film, featuring Sigrid Curie, Eduard
Loew's included among the defendFranz, Tom Neal and Donald Woods,
ants, and for the same reason
"no
traces the history of this fabulous
evidence." Named as defendants were
American family from 1802, when E.
2'0th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers,
T. duPont first landed on the banks
RKO Pictures,- Republic, Columbia, of
the Brandywine River near WilmUniversal, Warner Brothers Distribington, Del., to the present.
Art
uting
Corp.,

—

Republic

Productions,

.

.

.

new TV edition of
Gems, United World Films,
"House
Party," CBStarts September
Films, Inc., and Pictorial Films, Inc.
1
with a half-hour format across the
It was pointed out in the industry
board, co-sponsored by Lever Bros.,
here that Paramount and Loew's did
Green Giant, Pillsbury Mills and
not operate 16mm. departments in the
Kellogg's.
Announcer Michael
U. S. because they apparently did not
Fitzmaurice
and former
regard the commodity as sufficiently
staffer Lucille Kennedy will sing an
profitable. On the other hand those of
"I Do-et" on August 8 and spend a
the defendants whose principle busimonth honeymooning at Mike's 125ness is to service theatres with prodacre farm in Vermont.
uct also carried on 16mm. sales because they could find therein some
measure of profit. Now, it was obThat's an amazing interim rating
served,
the
Department of Justice that
"Walk A Mile" has earned
seems to be desirous of dictating to
after but several weeks summerthe defendant companies as to how
replacing the "Bob Hawk Show."
they shall function and as to who
Program features Win Eliot as emtheir customers shall be.
cee with Bob Quigley, gatherer of
Would Die Quickly
material, guests and writer, the
The nature of motion pictures is same team which was responsible
such that if television were supplied for the six-year popularity of Borwith film on equal terms with theatres den's "County Fair" series.
Lack
the theatre business as the industry of space cut off the last line of the
now knows it would die a quick death, item we wrote in Tuesday's pillar
some industry observers agreed. And concerning the new Sauter-Finneif the producers
are given only tele- gan Band
the line reads, 'look
vision and clubs and hotels to supply for this orchestra to hit the heights
with film, the production industry will before the snow flies.'
. Al Garry
die quickly too since video advertisers has just scripted a half-hour audicannot afford to pay enough for the ence-participation panel show, "On
product to keep producers going, it the Spot," which shows lots of
was stated.
promise, especially if the femcee
The national TV market for a "top" were Maggi McNellis.
Bill Harfeature film is only $25,000 currently, rington starts a new deejay series
it
was pointed out.
On the other Monday at WNEW. There's a twist.
hand, theatre exhibition of a picture Bill sings better and has more real
costing $1,000,000 can earn this cost talent than half of those whose
and substantial profits for exhibitors platters he'll plug and we mean
and distributor.
PLUG. He's that kind of a sweet
Screen

Linkletter's

.

.

.

WMGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ANSWER
TO YOUR

24, 1952

TV and Radio

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

now have 75
the past 12 months.
contracts with television stations, and
we are serving approximately 40 markets out of the existing 63.

television

Thursday, July

.

.

.

.

—

TECHNICAL

PROBLEMS

Herman M.

Levy,

TOA

general

New

.

counsel, who was in
York yesterday, refused comment on the suit
pending receipt of the government's
complaint.
He conferred on the action by telephone with Mitchell Wolfson,
president, in Miami.

TOA

character.

(Continued from page 1)

The Altec
Service

Man and

the organization

behind him

.ALTEC
161

Sixth Avenue,

New York

13,

N. Y.

PROTECTING THE THEATRE - FIRST PLACE IN ENTERTAINMENT

.

•
will

handle na-

Leon Fromkess'

tional distribution for

filmed adventure series, "Ramar
Jungle," starring Jon Hall.

new

the

of

"Stop the Music," which bozv-ed
some time ago will likewise
fade from the radio scene on August
.

.

off
10.

TV
.

.

Chicago

from ignorance of the past and cur-

.

Wick Co.

Charles

.

Army, Navy Needs

.

.Eric
to

Sevcrcid,

currently

in

Demo convention

cover the

CBS, spied a side-zvalk soapbox
orator on Michigan Boulevard Monday. Ez'er on the alert for news, Eric
stopped and, believe it or not, the
speaker zvas demanding the immediate founding of a Salvation Navy. If
this scribbler thought that the Salvation Army needed a Naval division or
that such an organization could serve
one-fifth as well as the great Sanait. ...
tion Army, we'd be
for

rent practices of the industry, one
distribution official contended.
It was pointed out that under current practices virtually all companies
offer their films for sale to Army Post
theatres, for instance, at the time of
their general release, or even before
general release. Although these films
are on 35mm., 16mm. prints of the
same films for showing to the Armed
Services abroad are made and shipped
as soon as possible, it was pointed out.
Added indignation was expressed
by distribution executives when they
recalled the industry's role during the
war. They called attention to the fact
that 43,000 prints of feature pictures
and 33,000 prints of short subjects,
were given away by the industry,
without cost to the American taxpayer.
These films, in addition to
talent donated by stars, were used to
American Armed Forces
entertain
throughout the world, it was pointed

hear that although the "Colgate Comedy Hour" will go on again in the
fall, the tremendous cost will prevent
its renewal in 1953.

out.

Revue" Aug.

FOR

.

.

We

.

•

LOTSA DOTS

.

.

.

Bob Hope, who

travelled over a million miles entertaining servicemen and hospitalized
vets, will receive the Al Jolson Award
Aug. 4 which each year will be awarded by the Vets of Foreign Wars to
showfolk.
Jan Murray returns for
another guestint on NBC's "All-Star
.

.

.

2.

Thursday, Juy

24,
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Better Prospects

The new meetings

face better prosof success than did all previous exhibitor-distributor conferences
on arbitration, it was reported by one
representative of distribution, and this
was interpreted to mean that the distributors have arrived at a unanimous viewpoint on bidding that coincides with that of exhibition.

pects

Scheduled to be on hand when the
meetings open August 4 are the folFrom exhibition, Abram F.
lowing
Myers, Wilbur Snaper, Herman M.
Levy, S. H. Fabian, Emanuel Frisch
from distribution, Robert Perkins,
Adolph Schimel, Al Lichtman, Abe
Montague, William F. Rodgers. Previous meetings were attended also by
Ralph Hetzel, Jr., vice-president of
MPAA, and Henderson M.
the
Richey, secretary of the Arbitration
Conference.
The Continuations Committee adjourned abruptly on July 2 after four
days of meetings marked by little
The group had been set
progress.
up by the Arbitration Conference

VICTOR

HUGO'S immortal "Les Miserables" is again brought to the
screen in this 20th Century-Fox production.
It is obvious that a lot of
tender care went into the recreation of this famous tale of social injustice,
for the backgrounds appear to be authentic and the atmosphere convincing.
The cast is a competent one. Michael Rennie plays Jean Valjean who is
sentenced to 10 years on a convict galley for the theft of a loaf of bread, while
Robert Newton portrays police officer Javert who hounds the latter with inflexible persistence. Others in the cast are Debra Paget, a young girl whom Rennie
subsequently adopts, Sylvia Sidney, her dissolute mother, and Cameron
Mitchell, young revolutionist lover of Miss Paget.
Naturally the picture has strong popular appeal in the light of the story's
literary reputation, its slashing action and the forceful, dramatic elements
inherent in it. However, in terms of modern screen technique, there are times
when the narrative seems touched with outmoded qualities.
The screenplay by Richard Murphy sticks pretty much to the outline of
the original, with all the stormy chapters in Val jean's life portrayed, including his release from prison and his subsequent failure to report to the police.
Valjean goes on to become a successful and loved citizen until his past, in the
form of Javert, catches up with him. The consequences are pregnant with
excitement, culminating in the famous flight through the sewers and the
eventual suicide of Javert.
Fred Kohlmar as producer and Lewis Milestone as director combined their
Running time, 104 minutes. Gentalents to m;ike a highly interesting film.
For August release.
Mandel Herestman
eral audience classification.

Reception for Geesink
Joop Geesink, Holland producer of
"Kermasse Fantastique" and head of

Dollywood Studios in Amsterdam, will
be the guest at a reception here today
given by Transfilms, Inc.
proper when the latter's delegates
agreed after several days of meetings
in June that such a committee could
more effectively complete the analysis
which was being made of the blueprint for a system.

A GENERATION

.

.

.

month

and accounting phases of the hearings
could be gotten out of the way.
The last previous postponement of
the hearings had brought the scheduled opening of the theatre television
hearings to January 12, 1953.
The FCC order yesterday set October 20 as an opening date for hearing
direct testimony only, and only on engineering and accounting phases. FCC
further provided that these preliminary
hearings could continue for as long as
necessary to clear up direct testimony
on the two phases, following which,
the hearings would adjourn until January 12, the previously scheduled opening date, at which time all other designated matters and all cross-examination could be presented.

Move

Ufa

Chaplin

radio

Hy

commentator

Gardner

in

New York

Federal Court. The suit,
in addition to seeking damages, also
asks the court to enjoin the defendants
from using a tape recorded conversa-

needed.

$25,000 for 'Kong'

— RKO

tion between Gardner and Chaplin's
It was charged
butler over the air
that the conversation pertaining to

Theatres
Boston, July 23.
here reports the Boston Theatre, now
showing "King Kong," closed its first
week with a gross of approximately

Chaplin was defamatory.

$25,000.

.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!

and flubbed it —
now you'll have to win

"One of
IJj

the
,

the race

most

sensational

ente

Mnments

the

widow!"

to Dissolve

Alleging as its purpose the creation
of "an independent film industry on a
democratic basis" in Germany, the
West German Bundestag, or lower
house, has passed a bill to dissolve
Files Suit
Ufa, the former Reich-owned propA $3,000,000 suit was filed by erty of the Nazi film monopoly, acCharles Chaplin here yesterday against cording to reports here from Bonn.
National Broadcasting and columnist- Allied High Commission approval is

"You had your chance

to get

days of hearings in that
direct testimony on engineering

at least eight

(20th Century- Fox)

:

;

Hearings

(Continued from page 1)

Les Miserables

cerning the status competitive bidding
should hold in any system of arbitration that is agreed upon.
It was indicated that the exhibitor
delegates were unanimous on the issue in question and that "some" of
the distributor representatives agreed
with them. The issue was said to be
whether bidding should not be included among arbitrable matters (the
exhibitors' position), or whether it
should (the position taken by a number of the film companies).

IN

TV

Review

Arbitration

ONCE

5

.

of the

film

year

»

i?if
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The Hands of Esau
It's

menteen's

(Continued from page

munity of merchandise and services, which usually are
and tawdry quality, is also ignored.

Then

It's

slated for big teen business

It's

Universal -International's

is that essential element of the complaint which
an odor of both mine-run politics and something
that is politics at its very worst. This is the portion which
asserts that as result of the alleged conspiracy of industry units,
"the telecasting of the finer feature films to television audiences
in the United States has been suppressed."

this

GREGORY PECK

ANN BLYTH
color by Technicolor

a great film for the greatest

A

who take

million teen girls

their "see-it" signals

SEVENTEEN!

to such a sorry
of a

mess that

its

make it
This gimmick

gimmick

to

even half-way palatable to the American public.
was hit upon in the scheme of tying up the whole complaint in
a package labeled "Sixteen Millemeter Films."
The Justice
Department does not attack, at least not at this point, the right
of the owners of thirty-five millemeter prints to refuse to license
them to television, barrooms, juke box joints and the like. Its
precious sense of justice has not yet seen fit to demand that
producers of theatrical films cut both their own throats and
that of their customers at one fell swoop.
Instead it just centers its complaint on the gimmick which
some genius in the department must have discovered; namely,
the sixteen millemeter film.

starring

goers of ail...2 i

low

it

OF
adds up, obviously,
ALL
perpetrators needed some kind

WORLD IN
HIS ARMS

It 's

of

there

has about

August PICTURE OF THE MONTH

1)

from

In its ignorance, or in its malice, the governmental agency
has chosen to ignore the simple physical fact that a 16mm.
print of a motion picture is nothing more or less than a narrower gauge print of the subject which usually, but not invariably, is made in the film width of 35mm. In justice and equity
the producer of a film has exactly the same rights with respect
to a 16mm. print of the subject he owns as he has in the case
of a 35mm. print. A 16mm. print of a motion picture is capable
of being just as destructive to the business of an established
theatre, if run in random competition, as a 35mm. print.
introduction of the 16mm. gimmick in this unhappy
adventure is a perfect example of a red herring an obvious
attempt to divert and confuse a public which believes in fair

The

play and

—

common

justice.

new adventure of the Department of Justice in
to throw up for grabs the rights of the
attempting
which
organized industry the voice of Jacob is heard. But a close look
discloses the hands of Esau.
In this
it is

Act in Showings Transfer US Media
Setup on Aug. 15
Of Tree Movies'
Detroit, July 23. — Action has been
The transfer of the Federal Governstarted here against the showing of
"free movies" in the Northern Michigan resort area. Joseph Deebs, U. S.
District Attorney in Grand Rapids,
has referred the matter to Harry Sunball, special agent in charge of the
S.

Internal

Revenue

Bureau

Media Guarantee
Mutual Security
Department will
be completed on August 15, Gilbert
ment's

Information

Program from
Agency to the

the
State

Simon, who is in charge of the program, reported here.

in

Simon explained that the program,
which guarantees American film proExhibitors have complained of un- ducers revenue on pictures sent to
movie" operators Europe for the ideological war with
"free
crupulous
.

Detroit.

,vho "pass the hat" to people attending the shows, stating that donations
will help keep the "free movies" in
jperation. The U. S. is losing a substantial amount of tax revenue since
these operators do not keep records
of collections for income tax and do
not collect Federal admission taxes,

was

said.

Allied Theatres of Michigan started the movement to fight and correct
the situation.

Soviet Russia, was transferred to
State on July 1 under a Presidential
order signed June IS. However, he
added, the program was re-delegated
meanwhile to
for administrative
purposes pending the completion of

MSA

transfer details.

By August

1,

Simon

said,

the pro-

gram

will have $500,000 to cover distribution of films in Yugoslavia principally.
The industry's contract with
that country will terminate on that
date and will be subject to renewal.
maximum of $10,000,000 was allo-

Smith with Demby, Broun A
Hunter W. Smith has joined Demby,
Broun and Co., Inc., TV and motion
picture producers, as sales coordinator.

cated to the program, which also covers distribution of books, magazines,
etc., at the beginning of this year.
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Plea on Taxes 'Unfair' 16mm. Competition

To Democrats Scored by TOA In Report
Not Heeded
New

Report Gov't
Probed 16mm.
8 Months Ago

Platform Does Not Call
For Review of 20% Tax

Examination of Contract
Excluded Any for Video

The 16mm. committee

of the Theatre Owners of America, reported
convention in
York last September that there
were certain parts of the country "where the problem of unfair competition from 16mm. film continues to grow, and, in some instances, is ento the organiation's

The Democratic Party has

failed to

include a plank in its platform calling
for a review of the 20 per cent Federal
admission tax as requested by Harry
Brandt, president of the Independent
Theatre Owners Association of New
York.
The tax plank adopted at the. Democratic National Convention in Chicago
made no mention of Federal excise
taxes. The plank, under the heading of
taxes, however, stated in part, "We
believe in fair and equitable taxation.
... As rapidly as defense require-

we favor reducing
But we will not imperil our

permit

ments
taxes.
nation's
.

.

.

by making reckless
promises to reduce taxes."
Brandt's plea was addressed to
Senator Herbert H. Lehman and Rep-

'Jacks' Sets Para.
Record of $16,900
non-holiday
The
biggest
opening day gross in the 25year history of the New York
Paramount was racked up by
"Jumping Jacks" on Wednesday, Robert Weitman, vicepresident of UPT, disclosed
here yesterday.
The opening day gross hit a
big $16,900. Regular admission
prices were charged. Business
on the second day, yesterday,
was described as brisk.

security

resentative Emanuel Celler, both
(Continued on page 4)

All States
Anti-tax

Now

of

wired Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the campaign
committee that he would serve.
Bertelero's acceptance was one of
(Continued on page 4)

Faces Strike Tieup
general

branch of the

industry looms for July 31. The movement is headed by the technical and
manual workers sections of the Picture Production Workers Union who
demand a 75 per cent wage increase,
10 more days vacation with pay yearly
for members with more than 16 years
service and more free medical attention and medicines. The demand is
(Continued on page 4)

Z~)

Silverstone Will

Head

East,

Aaron

national

Hollywood, July

24.

— Applications

for subscription rights have been sent
to 3,200 holders of Cinecolor common
stock, it was disclosed here by Karl
Herzog, president of the corporation.
Herzog said that the rights which
expire August 12, 1952 entitle the
stockholders to subscribe for a total
of $452,350 of five-year five per cent

The investigation, unattended
by publicity, gave no hint to the
companies that the government
was interested in the extent to
which pictures were sold for
telecasting. In fact, according to
one sales executive, the investigators made no inquiry whatever into 16mm., TV contracts.
That
Justice

TV was "overlooked" in the
Department investigation was
(Continued on page 2)

Arthur Silverstone and

Edwin W. Aaron,

as assistant general
been divided,
with Silverstone directly responsible
for all operational phases of the East
and Aaron responsible for the West,
sales

managers,

has

on Monday. The division,
announced by Al Lichtman, director

ITOA

Joins Fight

Against

16mm.

Suit

effective

of distribution,

was made

"in order to

strengthen and provide closer supervision," according to a company statement. Originally, the field was supervised on the same East-West basis.

W. C. Gehring will retain the
and duties of executive assistant
eral sales manager.
Under

(Continued on page 4)

The Independent Theatre Owners
of New York yesterday

Association

informed

U.

S.

Attorney

-

General

James P. McGranery that it will do
everything in its power to defeat the
purpose of the Department of Justice's
anti-trust suit against major company
title
gen- distributors to force the sale of 16mm.
films to TV and other outlets in com-

the
new sales structure,
(Continued on page 4)

petition to regular theatres
In a telegram to McGranery,

Harry

(Continued on page 2)

$750,000 Suit Filed

By

Mexican Industry
—A

(Continued on page

Defendants in the government's
anti-trust suit to force the sales of
16mm. films to television and other
outlets in competition to theatres
yesterday arrived at the conclusion
that the action stemmed from an extensive
examination
of
distributor
16mm. contracts conducted last fall by
the Department of Justice.

sales supervision, presently in the

1

24.

TOA

:

Cinecolor Issue The West for 20th
20th CenturyTo Raise $452,350 FoxTop-level

All states are now represented in
the list of committees set up to conduct the admission tax repeal campaign, it was announced here yesterday by the Council of Motion Picture subordinated sinking fund debentures,
due May 1, 1957, with stock purorganizations.
South Dakota, the last state to be chase warrants attached giving the
holders options to buy 452,350 shares
heard from, fell into line yesterday
of common stock at $1 per share any
when John Bertelero of the Black
time before May 1, 1955. The debenHills Amusement Co., Rapid City,
ture subscription rights, stated Her-

Mexico City, July

TOA

joint hands of

in

Campaign

strike in the production

out of control."
This was brought out yesterday following the filing of the Department
of Justice suit naming
a co-conspirator in the anti-trust action against
12 distributors of 16mm. product because it had "evidence" against the
exhibitor organization.
The
committee report continued "A few of the distributors have
exercised some supervision and control.
Much more supervision and control, however, by all companies are
tirely

Lincoln Exhibitor Feature Production

—

Lincoln, Neb., July 24. Clarence
D. Frazier, operator of the suburban
Joyo Theatre, filed suit for $750,000
damages against nine distributors in
Federal District Court here today
charging other exhibitors had been
favored in violation of the Sherman
Anti-trust Act
He estimated actual loss at $250,000
and stated that he couldn't compete
with downtown theatres because of
third or fourth run position.
Named in the suit were 20th Century-Fox, Loew's, Warner Brothers,
Columbia, Universal, United Artists,
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
Paramount Pictures and
Pic-

RKO

tures.

Roach Will Resume
Hollywood, July
soon

will

—

24.
Hal Roach
resume the production of

feature pictures for theatres, in addition to continuing his television activities, the producer said today on leaving for New York.
Roach said, "Our three years experience in producing pictures for television can be used in the production
of features for theatrical distribution.
can make pictures at greatly reduced costs without lessening their
quality in any way." Declaring he will
make "A" pictures with "A" stars,
he said, "It is contemplated that participation will be offered stars, and it
should be particularly attractive to

We

(Continued on page 4)

Heat

Wave

Assists

Baltimore Business

—

Baltimore, July 24.
The
record-breaking
heat
wave
helped business here, as it did
elsewhere, according to firstrun theatre managers. Owen
Schnapf, Loew's Century manager, said "business took a
spurt" when people bought
tickets to escape the heat.
Rodney Collier, Stanley manager, said matinee business
definitely profited by the torrid wave. J. Lawrence Schanberger, Keith owner, had similar

comment.
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Myers, O'Donnell, Cole Hit Joins Fight

Personal
Mention
WILLIAM

Friday, July 25, 1952

Government 's

ZIMMERMAN,

1 6mm. Action

Abram

F. Myers, Allied general counsel, in Washington, and Robert
O'Donnell and Col. H. A. Cole, Texas Council of Motion Picture
vice-presi- Organizations leaders, in Dallas, have blasted the Department of Justice's
RKO Radio
Holdent, will leave here Sunday for
anti-trust suit to force the sale of 16mm. films to TV and other outlets
as-

Mochrie,

Robert
to
distribution

sistant

lywood.

W. Wade, Alabama
John Lawrence, head of Lawrence Amusement Co., Nashville, and
exhibitor,

C.

and

wife have returned

West Coast

home from

a

trip.

•

Major

J.

A.

competition to theatres.
O'Donnell, in a telegram to Attorney-General James McGranery, assailed the suit as "the most prepostin

•

his

J.

Rigbv,

director of
the Na-

for

travel film distribution
tional Film Board of Canada, has retired after 35 years in government
service.

•
L. Schiff, daughter
of Maurice Grad, Columbia's short
subjects sales manager, gave birth to
a son at St. Albans Hospital.

Mrs. Edward

•

erous, vicious, insidious, and rank disever
instigated
action
criminatory
against free enterprise."
special meeting in Dallas among
leaders of distribution and exhibition
in the Texas territory to plan further
action in behalf of the defendant film

A

companies has been scheduled by
O'Donnell for the first of next week.
"What have we done to deserve a
movement of this kind?" Cole asked
McGranery in a wire. "It is tough
enough on our industry, just now
fighting for survival from decreasing
box-office, increasing expenses of operation and a 20 per cent gross ad-

Mrs. Fred R. Greenway, wife of
Loew's Poli Palace, Hartford, man- mission tax, without having our govager, has been discharged from Mt. ernment take sides against us, moving
Hospital in that city.
•
David A. Lipton, Universal vicepresident in charge of advertising-pubhere last night for the
left
licity,
Sinai

to

Coast.

have
"Shocked and indignant" over the
"Unsuit, Myers had this also to say
less the defendant companies make a
spirited defense to the action and take

e

RKO

Radio
Eastern publicity staff has gone to
Fort Lee, Virginia from New York,

John Springer

of the

o

show

only stock

free the
on our shelves."

for

we

steps to neutralize the influence of the

TV

representatives in Washington,
exhibitors will certainly take to the

and

warpath

exhaust

all

remedies

available, including appeals to commitFriedman, Loew's viceEighteen thousand
tees of Congress.
president, arrived in London yesterday theatres are not going to be destroyed
by plane from New York.
at the whim of any bureaucrat."

•

dio

Strickling,

publicity

head,

will

M-G-M

stu-

return

here

Monday from Canada.
Douglas Fairbanks

here

arrived

yesterday by plane from London.

RKO

Film Commission at
Vatican Established

•

to Distribute

Lesser's 'Red Sea*
"Under the Red Sea," a Sol Lesser
will
be distributed by
production,
Pictures, Ned E. Depinet,
Pictures president, disclosed yesterday.
Tentative release of the film has
been set for September, with a definite date to be determined by Depinet
upon his return to New York from

RKO

RKO

Hollywood.

The Holy

established a
Commission for Motion
Pontifical
Pictures for the study of film problems which are related to faith and

Herman

G.

English

has

formation,

and

Cinema, exchanging inwith them

collaborating

fostering- their activity.

Weinberg has completed

the original
Italian version of "Fabiola", which
Jules Levey is presenting in the U. S.
The original version runs 20 reels.
Weinberg- has also done the titles for
the new Jean Cocteau film, "The
Strange Ones", which will have a
premiere at the Paris Theatre on

the

See

morals, according to word from Vatican City, where the Commission will
have headquarters.
The organization will follow the
idealogical and practical trends of film
production and further the execution
of directives issued by the Supreme
Ecclesiastical Authority, according to
the announcement. It also was stated
that it will work in close contact with
the National Catholic Film Centres
and with the International Catholic
Office of the

'Fabiola' Titles Completed
titles

for

Monday.

Coast Services

for

M. E. Hoffman Today
Hollywood, July
ices will

24.

—Funeral serv-

be held in Hollywood Ceme-

tery Chapel for Milton Ely Hoffman,
72, pioneer film executive, who died
Monday night at the Motion Picture
Country Home, after a two-year illness.

'Miserables' at Rivoli
Twentieth Century-Fox's production of "Les Miserables" will reopen
the Rivoli Theatre here on Thursday,

Entering the industry in 1916, he
had been assistant RKO Radio location department head for 10 years preceding his final illness. His widow

August

survives.

14.
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(Continued from page 1)
testified to
J.

on Wednesday by Herbert

Yates, Republic president, who, as

the first to issue formal comment on
the suit, declared that "No representative of the Department of Justice
has visited Republic or made any
effort to learn the facts from us in this
matter." Yates' statement assailing" the
suit made no reference to government
complaints concerning- the sale of 16
mm. product to other outlets. He cited
the large number of
film contracts
held by Republic and the fact that
the company was serving 40

TV

TV

markets.

The defendants were more or less
certain that the charges relating to
television were inspired by teleision
interests.

The defendants were served with

:

Leopold

Howard

Gov't Probed 16mm.

the complaints Wednesday and yesterday on the Coast. The civil action
was filed Tuesday in Federal District
in Los Angeles.
Meanwhile, the government's citation of the Theatre Owners of America as a co-conspirator, although not

Court

a defendant, caused industry observers to recall that the report of
the organization's 16mm. committee,
as

headed by Walter Morris of KnoxTenn., informed the annual
convention in New York last Septem-

TOA

ville,

ber that "The evil resulting from the
unfair use of 16mm. is attacking the
entire 35mm. industry."

(Continued from page 1)
Brandt, ITOA president, described
the purpose of the suit as destruction
of a free market
ture industry.

and the motion pic-

Brandt's wire stated:
"The civil
anti-trust suit instituted in Los Angeles against major film companies to
compel them to sell their theatrical
films to television is, in our opinion,
ill-advised and contrary to the American principle of free enterprise because
the televised showing of a theatrical
feature film on television destroys its
commercial value for theatrical exhibition
the normal market for which the
film was originally produced.

—

"This suit furnishes tangible evidence of the misleading- attitude that
has been so ingeniously generated in
important governmental circles and in

mind

the public

"Self-seeking forces are continually
arousing the public to believe that it is
being duped by subtly disseminating
the false idea that anything and everything capable of being transmitted over
the airwaves should fall within the
public domain without regard to property rights.
"These interests are constantly appealing to the selfish instincts of many
people to see or get valuable properties
gratis in order to attain their own
selfish ends.

"It

is

our firm conviction that the

Department of Justice has been unwittingly hoodwinked into serving as a
front for these interests.

."
.

.

NEW YORK THEATRES
-RADIO CITT MUSIC HALL

f]

Rockefeller Center

RAY BOLGER

,«

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE

'Unfair'

16mm.

(Continued from page 1)
needed and we hope that this coming
year we will accomplish that progress.
"The evils resulting- from the unfair use of

16mm.

is attacking- the enindustry.
In one particular area, during certain times of the
year, there are as many as 5,000 persons a night furnished with free motion picture entertainment in hotels.
Every one of these hotels is within
easy walking distance of 35mm. theatres and those theatres, for the most
part, are showing pictures under per-

tire

35mm.

centage terms. It is therefore obvious
that the continued use of 16mm. prints
in the area in question is adversely
affecting the revenue not only of the
exhibitors, but of distributors as well.

m

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

plus

JEftftV
KAN
NlAFOTN Iewis

d night Faolu'*

Nightly

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and

Walt Disney's

Walt Disney's

WATER
A True

BIRDS

"LITTLE

Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

COOL

HOUSE"

Technicolor Cartoon

— Distributed by RKO

CRITERION

B

WAY & 45th

St.

"We

hope," the report concluded,
the immediate future will approach the bringing to an end of the
licensing of 16mm. film in unfair com"that

petition with 35mm. film.
Exhibitors
must be vigilant in reporting offenses,
through documented reports, to the

TOA

16mm. committee. These will
be processed immediately and followed
through to a conclusion with the respective offending companies."

NEED SPECIAL TRAILERS QUICK?

m
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BECAUSE:

BECAUSE

For the 4th year in a row

M-G-M

wins the

Again

in June's

Box

Office

Champs of M.

P.

Award of Exhibitor Magazine, voted
"The Company that gives you the fairest

Herald and in Variety's box-office survey

treatment."

with two winners,

Laurel

(reprinted iu

Time Magazine}

"PAT
"SKIRTS AHOY!"

M-G-M

leads

AND MIKE"

and

BECAUSE:
In 92 Theatre-Trade-Shows-with-audiences,

"IVANHOE"

is

rated by exhibitors as the

greatest box-office property of our time,

"Quo

exceeding even

BECAUSE:
"LOVELY TO LOOK AT," the
Technicolor

Vadis."

hit,

spectacular

maintains M-G-Musical

leadership at the box-office, a happy enter-

tainment for summertime crowds.

BECAUSE:
"THE MERRY
at

Trade Shows

WIDOW"
as

the

has been rated

new M-G-Musical

delight, launching the Fall Season of Techni-

color singing successes including

"BECAUSE

YOU'RE MINE," "EVERYTHING I HAVE
IS

YOURS"

MERMAID."

and

"MILLION DOLLAR

BECAUSE:
The

exhibitors of the nation

"Fairest

who vote M-G-M

Company" with "Best Product"

are

saying:

MAKE MINE METRO!
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Plea on Taxes

Cut-Rate Transportation Promotion
Benefits Kansas City Box-OfRces
Kansas City, July 24. — All first-runs here, the Paramount,

{Continued from page 1)

New

York. Congressman Celler took
up the plea in an address before the
platform committee in which he urged
a revision of excise taxes.

The

(Continued from page 1)

Mid-

RKO

and bus fare privilege by which five persons pay only five cents
per ride when one of the five holds a weekly permit card. The
card costs $1.25 and the holder pays a nickel a ride by showing it.
With an eye toward a box-office business promotion, first-run
managers Burkhardt of the Midland, Joffee of Fox Midwest's
Tower and Lyon of Paramount worked with the transit company
to secure the new privilege. The regular fare without a permit

plat-

admonition.
In the Republican Party platform
the issue of Federal excise taxes, per
se, is also neglected. Under the head-

Monetary
and
"Taxation
ing
of
Policy," the Republican Party platform says in part "The wanton extravagance and inflationary policies

card

is

20 cents.

From Saturday

at 2:00 P.M. to Sunday midnight, five persons
with one permit card pay a total of 50 cents to and from their
destination, such as to theatres.
The weekend special family fare with the permit card provides
that a person holding a card may take one adult and up to three
minors at five cents each not four adults in addition to himself.
Fares for children under 12 continue to be five cents.
Exhibitors say patronage has definitely increased, with many
parties of four and five over the wekend because of the transportation saving. The theatres run trailers telling of the special fares.

:

of the Administration in power have
cut the value of the dollar in half and
imposed the most confiscatory taxes

—

our history."

Silverstone,

Cinecolor

land,
Missouri and Fox Midwest first-runs have included in
their display advertisements notice of a new weekend street car

form committee, however, apparently
failed to heed Congressman Celler's

in
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Aaron

(Continued from page 1)

Chicago

switches

Eastern

from

branches of the Eastern
division to be supervised by SilverAlbany,
stone include New York,
Buffalo, Boston, New Haven, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington, CinCleveland,

Detroit,

Indian-

and the six Canadian offices.
The. 20 Western offices to be under

apolis,

Anti-Tax Campaign
(Continued from page 1)

—

Kraus and O. K. Engen,
Dakota.

India Representative

Seattle.

all

of

(Continued from page 1)

them since low production
out sacrificing
sure profits."

quality,

costs, with-

virtually

July 28,
•

1952

in-

will

with

serve

UA
UA

UA

upon the Churubusco-Azteca, San
Angel Inn, Tepeyac and Cinematografica
Latinoamericana studios. A
conference has been called for

JANE

home

in

pictures.

TIME

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

3:30 P.M.

ROOM, 154 Walton St., N.W
BOSTON
PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BUFFALO
PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
CHARLOTTE
PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHICAGO
PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
CINCINNATI
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
CLEVELAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
DETROIT
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
LOS ANGELES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM*, 1501 Broadway(9th Fl.)
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
OMAHA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1704 Davenport Street
PHILADELPHIA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
ST. LOUIS.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
SALT LAKE CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
SAN FRANCISCO. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
SEATTLE
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
WASHINGTON
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
PROJ.

.

r
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

Produced by PAT DUGGAN
Directed by ELLIOTT NUGENT
Screenplay by ROBERT CARSON
Based on "FAMOUS" by Stephen Vincent Benet

Songs
Music by

HARRY WARREN

•

Monday

The union also threatens a strike
against producers in behalf of the
1,500 extras who belong to it. They
demand a $5.78 daily minimum wage,
the present minimum is $2.31. The
extras also want higher pay, of an
unspecified amount, for clothes worn

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY

*

as

Western

India
distributor in the
after 11 years
territory, goes to
with Columbia's foreign organization.
Accompanied by Keith Goldsmith,
supervisor in the Far East, he
arrived in Bombay a few days ago.

ALBANY
ATLANTA

•

BING

who

liaison
Theatres, Ltd.,

office

Roach Will Resume

PARAMOUNT
TRADE SHOWS
•

Mexican Industry

Terry M. Lindner has been appointed in an attempt to avert a strike.
United Artists' special representative
The players and all other locals of
in India by Arnold M. Picker, vice- the union will strike in sympathy if
North president in charge of foreign distri- the 1,500 technical and manual workbution.
ers walk out.
Lindner,

Charlotte,

Monday,

capital.

four received yesterday, making the
national total of acceptances 158. The
other additions, are M. C. Cooper, Ed

direction of Aaron are Chicago,
Des Moines, Kansas City, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha, St. Louis, At-

Dallas, Jacksonville,
Memphis, New Orleans, Oklahoma
City, Denver, Los Angeles, Portland,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco and

Named UA

Lindner

the

lanta,

manent

(Continued from page 1)

18

cinnati,

the registration statement was declared effective by the Securities and
Exchange Commission. The offering
is being underwritten by the Donner
Corp. of Philadelphia, a stockholder
of Cinecolor.
Herzog pointed out that since the
debentures will be subordinated to
bank loans, the company is in effect
raising
$452,000 of equity capital,
which will improve its current position.
He also pointed out that if and
when the stock purchase warrants
are exercised, the corporation will
receive an additional $452,000 of per-

to

Western supervision.

The

are on the basis of a right to
buy 50 cents of debentures for each
share held on July 21, 1952, the day
zog,

—
Lyrics

.

.

by LEO ROBIN

.

.

:

10:30 A.M.

2 P.M.
10 A.M.
10 A.M.
11

A.M.

2:30 P.M.
8.15 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

3:30 P.M.
J

P.M.

10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

2:30 P.M.
I

II

P.M.

A.M.

2:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
8 P.M.

10:30 A.M.
3 P.M.
JJ

A.M.

1:30 P.M.

2:45 P.M.
JI

A.M.

71

A.M.

10 A.M.
?

P.M.

3 P.M.
11

A.M.

10-30 A.M.
8 P.M.

!

!

HOW

IVANHOE ?
The Honors
Begin!

It is

not too early to predict

that

M-G-M's "IVANHOE"
receive

will

more awards

and honors than any picture
in years.

Week

CHRISTIAN HERALD
IN

ASSOCIATION WITH THE

its

fame spreads.

week
The World
after

PROTESTANT
MOTIDN PICTURE COUNCIL
PRESENTS ITS JULY

i9

Premiere breaks a 23 -year

5.D

PICTURE uF THE MONTH

record.

AWARD
•

TO

-

raves.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
FOR JTS PR0J3UCTIOW OF

The

trade

press

A popularity poll puts

Parents' Magazine Medal!

"

it

"IVANHOE"

ahead of "Quo Vadis."

National magazines and colChristian Herald

Award

umnists applaud
the

it.

Awards begin

And now
as

word-

of-mouth sweeps the nation

NEVER A

SHOW

LIKE

"IVANHOE"

Motion Picture daily
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See First Ruling on
'Native Son' Case
Columbus, O., July 24— The validity of Ohio censors banning "Native
Son" may be decided before that

of

newsreel case for
which Martin G. Smith, co-owner of
the Westwood Theatre, Toledo, has
been cited by the censor board.
The newsreel case is now before the
Toledo Municipal Court, while Classic
Pictures of New York, distributor of
"Native Son," has taken its case direct to the Ohio Supreme Court.
Meanwhile, Joseph Burstyn in New
York has indicated that he would appeal the Ohio banning of "Ways of
Love" by the censors shortly.
the

uncensored

AC T U

to

Appeal Chicago

Ban on 'The

Miracle'

—

Chicago, July 24. The American
Civil Liberties Union here is preparing to appeal the recent banning of
"The Miracle" by the Chicago police
censor board.
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Says Fans' Interest

Review

In Films Increases

"Captain Pirate"

Hollywood, July

(Columbia Pictures)

SUFFICIENT SWORDPLAY,

hand-to-hand scuffling and sea battles are
contained in this film to please action fans. The color by Technicolor adds
to the entertainment of the picture, which is based upon Rafael Sabatini's
novel, "Captain Blood Returns."
The plot situation, however, is rather contrived and runs along formula
lines.
Those who like their film-fare simple, yet action-packed and colorful,
should be the logical patrons for "Captain Pirate."
The setting of the film is in the year 1690, when Captain Blood, played by
Louis Hayward, has retired to a plantation in the West Indies following his
pardon for his daring feats of piracy against Spanish ships.
Hayward is
about to many the beautiful Dona Isabela de Sotomayor, played by Patricia
Medina, when trouble besets him.
Hayward is falsely accused of resuming his acts of piracy and imprisoned.
His confinement ends when his former cohorts rescue him and all join under
the banner of the Jolly Roger to find the real culprit. The action-laden
scenes which ensue lead to the disclosure of the leader of the nefarious band,
Captain Hilary Evans, played by John Sutton.
And, to be sure, the fair lady, Patricia Medina, is rescued from the clutches
of Sutton. The fade-out is the impending marriage of the principals.
Harry Joe Brown produced, while Ralph Murphy directed, from the screenplay by Robert Libott, Frank Burt and John Meredyth Lucas. Others in the
cast include Charles Irwin, George Givot, Rex Evans and Ted de Corsia.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For August

Murray Horowitz

release.

Grattan Plans 39
Operettas for

TV

has

closed here.
First of the hour-long operettas
will be available for American screenThe series is being
ings in October.
English-speakingwith
all
filmed
players.

ONCE

Convert B way House J DA Meeting at UA
For Cinerama Show Home Office Today
The

Broadway

here,

The second

a

estimated at $750,000.

dent.

a

film

is

.

.

.

of

JDA

the

Chairman
E.

mind

.

tongue like

.

to tell

Sean Thornton
he's well off

without ye!

HERBERT

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

J.

•

drive

home

office

of

the

Youngstein,

UA

month

to

month

in

accordance with

the emphasis on new players."
Manheimer stated that he will

turn to

Hollywood

YATES

Duected by

presents

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

re-

frequent intervals to maintain a close liaison with
studio heads on the relation of films
and fan magazines to the public.
at

Malco

Is

Partner in Memphis

office

divi-

meeting will

faces on the screen. He said, "Magazine publishers have an immediate, and
accurate index to the public's interest
in this respect because they can see
the newsstand sales fluctuate from

be

vice-presi-

—

Memphis, July 24.
Joe Kiefer,
purchasing agent of Malco Theatres,
and a veteran of 17 years with Malco
interests, has been named manager of
the Princess at Memphis on a partnership basis, M. A. Lightman, Jr., assistant to M. A. Lightman, Sr., president
of the circuit, announced.
Kiefer will continue as purchasing
agent.

"/nrf

an adder ye
have
I've a
.

inter-

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS!

interruptin' the marriage

A

home

sion.

Will ye listen and not be

broker!

a series of

meetings in the Industry's
Joint Defense Appeal drive will be
held at United Artists today, it was
disclosed by Harry Kalmine, chairman

Max

three-dimensional

in

personnel

system will
produced by ThomasTodd Productions, edited under the
supervision of Merian C. Cooper. Pro-

ramic

utilize

GENERATION

IN A

Theatre

legitimate house, is now being converted for a Cinerama demonstration,
slated for about Sept. IS.
First Public showing of the pano-

duction cost

— Public

creased rather than declined in comparison with previous periods, Irving"
Manheimer, chairman of the executivecommittee of MacFadden Publications
and president of MacFadden Publications International, declared here before returning to New York.
During his stay here, Manheimer
visited with heads of all major studios
and reported to them that what the
film-going public wants most is new

Kief er

9

in
started
been
Rome on a series of 39 musical operettas for home television, being filmed
for the D. M. Grattan Co. of New
York, Dixon Stewart, vice-president
of TV production for Gratton, dis-

Production

24.

in pictures, as reflected in newsstand sales of fan magazines, has inest

mm}

—

;
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Grosses Were Aid of Local Merchants Industry May
Benefitted
Sought to Halt Free Shows Ask Solons to
Northern Michigan
— More
Fight US Suit
By Dems' Too
4

Detroit, July 27.

Attendance Normal Or
Better in

Many

Places

National political conventions on
television, especially in the
midst of hot weather, aids attendance in theatres in many areas and
in most other sections has no effect
on the box-office. Those are the con-

home

merchants to halt the practice.

Theatre, Home TV
Talk With IBC
On Walcott Match

clusions of circuit executives here
conclusions bolstered by reports from
the field following the week-long activities of the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago.

Three-way negotiations which will
decide whether the forthcoming world
heavyweight title bout goes to theatre
television or home
are currently
underway, it was learned here at the

United Paramount Theatres,
which is currently collating
statistical material on the effects of both the Republican
and Democratic conventions, re-

weekend.
Theatre Network Television and two
major networks initiated talks with
the International Boxing Club long
before the usual time for such discus-

ported that business during the
political conclaves was just as
good or perhaps even better
than usual. Similar experiences
were reported by Loew's, RKO
Theatres, Warners, and others.

(Continued on page 6)

—

Among

the

few areas

in the

TV

Refinancing for

UK

London, July

Meetings Held to
Raise Compo Funds

COMPO

tucky.

With

Foster

Gauker,

M-G-M

(Continued on page 2)

Warner

Calls for
Faith in America
— "CommunLos Angeles, July
27.

;

eral

Theater

Service,

Detroit,

Griffin

of

Manton and Lake

Einfeld

capital totals £520,000, of
which 50.31 per cent is held directly
or indirectly by Technicolor, Inc. The

British-owned, with the
Prudential Assurance holding 106,000
is

Arthur Rank's Odeon Group,
(Continued on page 2)

The
land,

trip,

(Continued on page 7)

less

Germany, Holand France, was

Switzerland

marked by

a series of conferences be( Continued
on page 6)

'What Price Glory"
its prevailing tendency to remake
successful pictures of yore, overlooked
"What Price Glory," a singular mistake would have been made.
Any exhibitor with an eye for gilt-edged product will agree with this
after he witnesses the performance of James Cagney and Dan Dailey in
20th Century-Fox's swaggering, boisterous, hilarious recreation of the
blistering feud on which the now immortal Captain Flagg and Sergeant
Quirt rode through the horror and mire of the first World War.
When the original picture of this title, starring Edmund Lowe and
Victor McLaglen, made its appearance in the late twenties, the filmgoing population was thoroughly convulsed over the cross-fire of wisecracks and dirty looks that mingled with flying shrapnel to make the

during

financially

silent screen sizzle.
like

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 7)

Certain of A.T.

& T.

Reply on Cost Data

to Italy,

[Twentieth Century-Fox]

A

or

Back From

And box-office revenue soared in consequence.
performance, in terms of both audience enjoyment and earning prowess, is promised by the new "What Price Glory," which tells
the same tale in the same setting, but with the added advantages of color
today at the dedication of the new by Technicolor and, of course, sound. This version of the Maxwell AndersonAmerican Legion Town Hall in Wood- Laurence Stallings play bids fair to topple many a theatre's existing record
for grosses.
land Hills which he donated.
Produced by Sol C. Siegel and directed by John Ford from Phoebe and
Religious leaders, civic dignitaries,

ism must be stopped, can be stopped,
and will be stopped if all of us have
faith in America," Harry W. Warner,
Warner Brothers president, said here

more

Federal officials, of the "injustice" of
Michigan.
Exhibitors planned to appeal to the the action before answers to it are
civic mindedness of merchants in their filed in U. S. District Court in Los
respective towns stressing the impor- Angeles.
tance of permanent motion picture
It was expected that the Fedhouses to the town. Merchants will
eral officials would be contacted
be asked to ignore operators who
personally. Confidence was exrequest donations to be able to show
pressed that it probably would
"free movies." In return the owners
not be too difficult to convince
(Continued on page 7)
them that the suit would ruin
the industry and hence was unjust. It was hoped that these
might intercede
officials then
with the Justice Department on
the industry's behalf.

reach the Continent later this year,
Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox
vice-president, will return to New
York today aboard the S. S. Liberie.

Present

of the

was

in the industry here at

Meanwhile, attorneys for most of

— British

HADsomeHOLLYWOOD,

belief

and the weekend that the defendants in
the government's 16mm. anti-trust
suit would attempt to persuade Congressmen and perhaps Secretary of
City, Commerce Charles Sawyer, and other

operation.

shares, J.

The

widespread

Ernest Conlon, executive secretary of
Allied of Michigan. The meeting was
held under the direction of L. O.

Concluding a six week tour of
Europe, during which he set in motion
merchandising plans for pictures to

27.

See 'Injustice' of It

;

Technicolor, subsidiary of Technicolor of the
U.S.,
undergoing a refinancing
is

remainder
Exhibition and distribution personnel met Friday in each of the 33 exchange territories to organize locally
to enlist full support for the Council
of
Motion
Picture
Organizations'
fund-raising campaign.
headquarters here cited as
typical the activities and appointments
made at the Indianapolis exchange
meeting encompassing distribution and
exhibition in Indiana and part of Ken-

Among those present were Ed
Stuckey, of Butterfield Theaters Carl
Waters, United World Films, Chicago
Waxman, Waxman Circuit,
Clive
Grand Rapids Carl Buermele, Gen-

Say Congressmen Would

Merchandising Trip

Technicolor

country

(Continued on page 6)

exhibitors held

than 40

a meeting at Traverse City, in connection with the showings of "free
movies" which have been plaguing independent exhibitors in the resort
areas in Michigan, and a move was launched to obtain the aid of local

—

Spokesmen
July 27.
Motion Picture Association of
America and the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee
have expressed complete confidence
that the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. would supply requested
cost figures on a projected theatre

Washington,

for the

television Washington-New
work in time for the

FCC

beginning October

York

net-

hearings,

20.

Favor Passing Tax
Cut to the Public
Detroit, July 27— A meeting at which more than 95 per
cent of Michigan exhibitors
were represented was held in
the offices of Cooperative
Theaters of Michigan regarding the 20 per cent Federal
admission tax, and the general
sentiment was that Michigan
exhibitors would heartily en-

dorse any program to fight
the tax providing patrons
would enjoy the reduction.

:

Monday, July

Motion Picture Daily

Quota Defaulters Are Hit
Again in U.K. Commons

Personal
Mention
BARNEY

BALABAN,

By PETER

Paramount

BURNUP

—

return here from
his wife aboard

London, July 27. Debating in the
House of Commons, Laborite Stephen

Charles Goldsmith has arrived in
London from New York to take up
his appointment as assistant manag-

T. Swingler reiterated previous arguments that improper "interested parties" participate in the Films Council
discussions of alleged quota violations.
He also criticized the Board of Trade
for not prosecuting Metro's Empire

president,

will

Europe today
the

with

S. Liberie.

5".

.

ing-director of

M-G-M

there.

•

Max
tists

E.

Youngstein, United Ar-

vice-president,

returned

has

to
trip to St.

New York from a week's

Louis, Kansas City and Indianapolis.

•

Charles Rosmarin,

RKO

Radio

Pablo
in Argentina, and
Cavallo, circuit owner in Argentina,
have left here for Buenos Aires.
manager

•

Joseph McConville, president of
Columbia Pictures International, and
his wife, will arrive here today from
Europe aboard the S. S. Queen. Mary.
•

Jack Warner, Warner

Brothers
due to arrive here
from Europe tomorrow.
vice-president,

is

•

Arthur Lubin
London from a

of Universal is in
continental vacation

trip.

•

James A. Fitzpatrick, Traveltalks
producer, will return to the Coast today from a two months trip to Europe.
•
Lou Astor, Columbia sales executive, left here yesterday for Salt Lake
City, Denver and Chicago.

RKO

Theatres vendhere Saturday for

ing head, left
Detroit and Grand Rapids.

20,600 and a comparatively small engineering concern, Gerrard Industries,
another 53,800 shares.
Over the last eight years British
Technicolor's
profits
have climbed
from around £100,000 to £522,000, the
latter figure exceeding the company's

vice-

London from

New York

Rule Tallahassee

TV 160 Lined Up

1st Educational

Washington, July

— The

27.

Fed-

eral Communications Commission, despite dissent by Commissioners Hyde
first

to

Aid Tax Campaign

Permits to States

television

cational

four eduState-

Exhibitors willing to serve on state
committees in the industry's campaign
for the repeal of the 20 per cent ad
mission tax reached a total of 160 at

permits

to

the

Teitelbaum, Simons

—

'Kong' Opens Here at
132 Houses Aug. 8-15
Kong"

simultawill play
neously in 132 theatres of greater New

"King

York

mid-August,

in

RKO

Radio

reported here at the weekend.

Tax Legal, Valid
—
the

Florida

State

Supreme

Court has ruled, reversing itself.
The high tribunal said that on a rehearing it had decided to affirm validation of the bond issue to finance construction of a city auditorium. Paramount-Gulf Theatres challenged the
validity of the bond issue, contending

DAY,

No. 2S5— Demo-

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 98— Action in
Democratic convengames.
Chicago. Treasury Bonds.

the

Olympic

tion

in

DIGEST, No. 30-B—Calitake a
Sport

Compo Funds

Raise

Chicago, July 27. The government
has filed tax liens against Abraham
Teitelbaum his ex-partner, Paul R
Simons, and their wives, in the sale
of the Fine Arts Building, sold to
Arnold Schwartz at auction last week
to insure satisfaction of $406,666 in income taxes owed by the Teitelbaums
and Simons's for the years 1942

Preceded by an intensive campaign
and WPIX, through 1947.
over TV stations
The liens must be satisfied before
Tallahassee, July 27. Pensacola's "King Kong" will bow into RKO's
amusement tax is legal and valid se- Palace and Albee theatres on August the title is transferred to Schwartz
The Fine Arts Building houses the
curity for a $700,000 municipal bond
Between August 12 and 15 130
8.
issue,

NEWS OF THE

cratic
convention.
Steel
strike
settled.
California quake.
Olympics. E-Bonds.

stages

;

flew to
yesterday.

director,

teel strike.
pic games.

1

Rochester.

Raoul Walsh,

NEWS, No. 61— Quake
White House parley ends
Democratic convention. Olym-

TELENEWS

Tax Liens

David Rose, producer, left here by
plane for London yesterday.

MOVIETONE

rocks California.

Korean soldiers
fornia earthquake.
vacation.
Land reform in India.
flashes.

Plans in Early Stagss

weekend when two more acceptsupported institutions.
were received by Col. H. A.
ances
president, is vacationing.
The dissent was based on the argu- Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of
•
ment that since these institutions would
national tax repeal campaign com
John Ford, director, will arrive have to go to their legislatures for the
mittee.
here tomorrow from Hollywood.
appropriations, they did not at present
Latest to join are Morris Loewenmeet the financial requirements. Licen- stein of Oklahoma City and Joe Floyd
Sol Lesser left here at the ireekses went to Kansas State College of of Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
end for the Coast.
Agriculture at Manhattan, and to the
New York State Board of Regents
Danny Kaye will arrive here from for three educational TV stations to
Filed vs.
Europe today.
be located in Albany, Buffalo and

Abolph Schimel, Universal

Parade
DEMOCRATIC convention
rHE
Olympic games are curand

per cent.

A

and Jones, awarded the

•

(Continued from page 1)

22y2

Newsreel

Refinancing plans are in their early
and it is understood that the
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. SOI— Olympic
ed States.
Earthquake in California. Highames.
final form of the operation has yet to
lights
of Democratic convention in Chicago.
O'Brien continued that Swingler be decided. It is reliably learned howand his associates were "advised by ever that under consideration is a plan
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 100—
malicious sources." O'Brien said that whereby present shareholders will re- Democratic convention. Steel strike settled.
he obj ected to suggestions that the ceive one "ploughshare" for every two Films of Olympic field and track meets.
Film Council, of which he and other shares held and all of the then £1
M. P.'s were members, was a body of shares will be split into five-shilling
conspirators out to break the law.
further proposal is that a
units.
(Continued from page 1)
Peter Thorneycroft, BOT president, considerable volume of the Britishtaking the Council's advice, held five-shilling "plough-shares" be
after
presiding,
Marc
manager,
branch
took the view that prosecution of the placed on the London Stock Exchange
Wolf was elected exhibitor co-chairEmpire was unjustified. He said he at around 10 shillings per share. The
man for Indiana and Irving Long of
was looking into other quota cases American parent company, it is stated, the Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.
and where he thought prosecution was will retain its controlling shares in the
and a member of both Allied of Indilikely to succeed it was launched.
British concern.
ana and Kentucky Association of
Theatre Owners was named co-chair-

•

Lee Koken,

U.K. Technicolor

rent

1952

the
rent nevasrecl highlights. Other items
include the California earthquake and
the steel strike settlement. Complete
contents follow

Theatre for quota violations.
Labor member Tom O'Brien of the
National Association of Theatrical nominal capital. Dividends have risen
and Kine Employes, however, seized from five per cent in 1944 to the curthe opportunity to declare that criticism of the Empire is part of a Comon the
engineered attack
munist
American company designed to promote Communist attacks on the Unit-

28,

WNBT

other theatres in the Metropolitan
area will feature the production.

RKO

to

Reissue Duals

Studebaker, now a television audience
studio, and the World Playhouse,
first-run art theatre.

man

for

Kentucky part of the

the

territory.

Plans were endorsed for the canvassing of every theatre in the territory. It is planned that all exhibitors
will be told COMPO's story, with
special emphasis on its special activity
for this year, the total elimination of
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax.

Those present were in vigorous
agreement as to the essentiality of a
successful
campaign and expressed
confidence that every exhibitor would
contribute his share toward the costs
involved,

COMPO

1

reported here.

Meet on Compo Tax
Fight in Boston

—A

meeting on the
Boston, July 27.
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive to repeal the 20 per cent
admission tax was attended here on
Friday by theatre circuit heads, independent theatre operators, repre-

Allied
distribution,
of
sentatives
States and the Theatre Owners of
America.

Samuel Pinanski, a member
ruling
J.

COMPO

triumvirate,

New England
and Nathan Yamins of In-

Mullen,

president,

of the

Martin
Theatres
told

dependent Exhibitors, Inc.,
assemblage about present

the

COMPO

action and future plans in the drive
against the tax. They reported that
the success of the drive demanded the
full cooperation of exhibition.

George R. Gibson

Named

'Bomb' Atlanta Houses

George R. Gibson, former mermanager of Walt Disney
chandising
27.
Atlanta
Several
Atlanta,
July
SeptemdiThe first set is "Look Who's theatres are still having trouble with Productions and merchandising
ber.
Co., has
and
Buchanan
of
rector
large
the
One
of
chemical
bombs.
Girls.'
Many
that the amusement tax which was Laughing" and "Too
marketing director of
The second is "Annie Oakley" and downtown theatres has had 14 in the been named
pledged to pay off the bonds was ille
and Ganger, Inc.
Newell
Geyer,
months.
last
three
Uprising."
"Allegheny

RKO' Radio will re-release
combinations in August and

two dual

—

.
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of recent or forthcoming
releases featured in advertising in

*

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
(alphabetically by

title)

Title

Distributor^'

AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD
BIG JIM

Columbia!

McLAIN

r

V/arnef Jp

BLACKHAWK

Col«$bJa

CARRIE

Paramount
'

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK
FEARLESS

r

to

.*

(4 Pages)

*9

FACAN

'0"

Jf

th-Fox
C
,i:'f

FRANCIS GOES TO WEST POINT

SHOW ON EARTH (6 Pages
HAS ANYBODY SEEN MY GAL? (3 Pages!'. Jj£ JpL'versal

GREATEST

HIGH NOON

ted Artists

I'/

ISLAND OF DESIRE.

.

,.,M-

.

.

"

IVANHOE

4^
United Ariists^

.

At?

Paramount

f\

LURE OF THE WILDERNESS

Jjjfrt0<»x

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO
ROBIN HOOD

(2 Pages)

|f. .j^ftKO

WORKING HER WAY THROUGH CoIIe^E

M.

SON OF PALEFACE

STRANGE WORLD

J-

THE GREEN CLOVE

MAN

;

#

RKO
RKO

.#

Republic

Jf

(2 Pages

(8 Pages)^|

M

THE WORLD

IN HIS

WALK

ON BEACON ill

WASHINGTON

ARMS

STO||Y

f

«

Warner

Pages)

Pages)

Pages)

CHAR^j^ Pages)

featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

United Artists

Universal

Columbia

Pages)

WE'RE NOT MARRIED

^ Pictures

United Artists

w wM

THE STORY OF WILL ROGjRSj$2

EAST

Paramount

.

W.

THE BIG SKY

THE QUIET

.

Warner

.

.Jr.

SUDDEN FEAR

WHERE'S

that ignites the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

(6 Pages)

JUMPING JACKS

SHE'S

The Vital Spark

' "'I'J''

.

.

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.
It is

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

MGM

Soundly planned trade advertising is the
basic telling that leads to successful selling.

20th-Fox

Its cost is
vital

Warner

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

est results!

THE

MEN BEHIND THE FRONT PAGE OF AMERICA ACCLAIM "PARK R(V
"PARK ROW is a terrific picture.
Samuel Fuller is due a sincere

THE PICTURE WITH THE

vote of thanks from the newspaper fraternity as a whole."

-VERN SANFORD
Texas Press Association

I

ROW is the finest journa-

"PARK
listic

ROW is one of the finest
motion pictures have ever
seen. We rarely go to the
movies up our way but if all
pictures were like PARK ROW
we'd go all the time."
-WAYNE C. SMITH

"PARK

tell that the man responsible for this is a newspaperman and a real one."

"You can

North American

Newspaper

Publisher

Meriden (Conn.) Record

movie ever filmed."
- LAWRENCE PERRY
Alliance

-CLARENCE SMAZEL

"Magnificent entertainment for
all. Will be a great success."

- PAUL

SEIBLE
Sayre (Pa.) Eve. Times

St.

ROW tells a story that
long needed telling."

"PARK

"This Samuel Fuller knows what
he's talking about. That's why
PARK
is so authentic and
entertaining."

ROW

- MEREDITH CLARK

-JAMES TAGG
Farmington Enterprises,
Michigan

Pres. Mich. Press Assn.

Vicksburg Commercial

think the newspapers should
thank Samuel Fuller tor proI

ducing

"PARK

R.

newspaperman."

-GENE HANDSAKER
Associated Press

PRICE

Editor and Publisher
Lincoln County Leader

Toledo,

ROW made me feel glad

to be a

PARK ROW."

- ELMER

Oregon

"One
saw

of the best films
in

my

-R.
a wonderful motion picture, a tribute to American
journalism and great enterIt

for all."

- FLOYD CHALFANT

AVERITT

-VICTOR

Ind.

RIESEL

Post-Hall Syndicate

Record Herald

"Our circulation is 25,000 and I
want all of my readers to see
this

-RAY ERWIN
&

C.

should be shown over and
over again through the years."

Waynesboro (Pa.)

Editor

ever

"It

Publisher

Absorbing, nostalgic and historic interest for a maker of
or a reader of newspapers."

I

life."

News-Dispatch
Michigan City,

is

ment

Louis Leader-Press

E.

wonderful picture."
-F. H. JUST
Publisher

Publisher

Waukegan (III.) News-Sun

"Samuel

Fuller has done an excellent job in portraying the
spirit of the newspaper busi-

STREET OF ROGUES, REPORTERS

ROW

the best newspaper film
ever made."
is

-THEODORE

A. SERRILL
Pennsylvania Newspaper

ness."

AND ROMANCE

PARK

"All of us agree that

-ROBERT
Editor
Editor

U.

BROWN

Publishers' Association

&

Publisher
"It's

"As a newspaperman

I'll

do

see
all

can to see that our readers
see this great newspaper picI

a dandy! I'm sure going to
it again when it comes to

our local theater."

-CARYL HERMAN
Richmond

(Mich.)

Review

ture."

- ROY MOORE
Brush-Moore Newspapers

"This is a movie I'll
to my friends."

recommend

-F. GRANGER WEIL

"PARK ROW

is

Port Huron (Mich.)
Daily Times Herald

the kind of movie

we have been needing

for a

long time."

-HUGH

"It is

McGILVRA

and Publisher
Wash. County News-Times
Forest Grove, Oregon
Editor

Samuel
:an journalism

great entertainment."

-WALTER

A.

YOUNG

Associate Publisher
N.Y. Journal-American

Fuller's
A

UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

—

!
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that reported its box-office off because
of the competition of the Democratic

TV

convention on home
was Kansas
City. Favorable box-office field reports
were received from Boston, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, New Orleans, and many
other places.
Boston theatre business on the
whole was said to be better during the
Democratic convention than the Republican's.
That situation was even
true of districts which were heavily
Democratic. Theatremen are of the
opinion that when home television offers
such very limited and often
monotonous programming, people go
out of their homes to a motion picture and an air-conditioned theatre.

Credit Cooling Systems
In Baltimore, cooling systems in
theatres are credited with thumping
the competition of the Democratic
convention on home TV. Many the-

minimized

the

influence

of

conventions on the box-office.
In Kansas City, a reduction in theatre attendance in the first few days
of the Democratic convention, was
observed.
Cincinnati reported that televising
the Democratic convention appeared
to help rather than hinder theatre
business.
Hot, humid weather, plus
the cancellation of regular television
shows and the monotony of some convention proceedings caused many television viewers to seek recreation in
theatres.

New

Most

Orleans theatremen not
only reported that the convention did
not hurt business, but rather that
business was better.
30 per cent drop in theatre attendance was reported by half of
Memphis' first run houses as a result
of the convention. The other half reported business holding up as well as
a week ago but they admitted they had
better pictures this week. A survey
showed that the loss was about the
same as during the Republican con-

A

vention.

$7,000 for 'High

Noon'

Stanley
Kramer's "High Noon,"
starring Gary Cooper, at the Mayfair 't heater in New York, is understood to have racked up the biggest
opening day gross for any United
Artists picture to p!ay the Brandt
Broadway showcase, grossing $7,000.

'Dreamboaf Scores
The biggest opening day's gross
in a year was recorded by
$15,000
20th Century-Fox's "Dreamboat" on
Friday at the Roxy Theatre here,
David T. Katz, executive director, an-

—
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What Price Glory"

Grosses

atremen

Monday, July

In the

1)

Henry Ephron's screenplay, "What Price Glory," while it can coax a tear
as well as evoke roars of laughter, never defers to mawkishness in its eying
of the effects of war on all makes of American men, whether battle-seasoned
or not. But at the same time it is not a probing picture, preferring rather
to dwell for the most part on the surface comic aspects of the fighting and
the waiting in France experienced by the early-bird Marines. Yet Cagney, as
the indestructiole Captain Flagg, observes in the final sequence that fighting
has come to be "a kind of religion" a duty from which the soldier cannot
tear himself.
comedy department, which
THEloaded
everything from

occupies about 80 per cent of the picture,
is
with'
slapstick to stinging repartee. It centers
mainly around the rivalry between Cagney and Dailey for the love of Charmaine, the French innkeeper's daughter, whom Corinne Calvet portrays with
wide-eyed charm and engaging sauciness. Plotless by common standards, the
story puts the hard-drinking, frenetic pair of Marines in successive sequences
of feuding over Charmaine, who loves them both, would gladly marry either
one, plays one against the other, and almost has Dailey saying "I do" in a
"shotgun" wedding only to see him wiggle out of it by answering a call
to battle.
All the time, Cagney and Dailey, who incidentally give their
familiar histronic mannerisms full play throughout, exchange verbal and
physical punishment that will keep the customers roaring with laughter. And
contemptuous as they are of each other as men, Dailey's Sergeant Quirt and
Cagney's Captain Flagg never fail when the need arises to express their admiration for each other as soldiers.
Supporting this welter of comedy and its undercurrents of pathos, but
always overshadowed by the three stars, are capable performers William

Demarest, Craig Hill, Robert Wagner, Marisa Pavan, Casey Adams, James
Gleason, Wally Vernon, Henri Letondal and a long string of others.
Here and there Miss Calvet, Miss Pavan and soldier choruses break out
in song, the numbers including "My Love, My Life," and "It's a Long, Long
Way to Tipperary."
television set isn't going to mean too much when "What Price Glory" is
playing at an entertainment seeker's favorite theatre. You can bet on that
Running time, 111 minutes. General audience classification. For August re-

A

Charles

lease.

Walcott Match

L.

Franke

Equipment

World
.

with

.

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

RAPID COPY SERVICE,
THE
Chicago, has prepared
INC.,
of

an extensive catalog showing its stock
of hundreds of scenic views for making photo-murals. Available in either
sepia or black-and-white, the murals
range in size from 16x20 inches up to
5x8 feet. They are produced on portrait
paper, mounted on 5/16-inch
superboard and finished with two
coats of lacquer. Suggested locations
in theatres for the photo-murals include the wall of foyers, lounges and
"cry rooms" as well as the wall behind
the refreshment stand.
•

former general
the Camden plant of
RCA Victor's engineering products
department, has been promoted to
the post of plant manager of the
company's Detroit plant. His apM. A.
foreman

Maurer,

in

pointment was announced by A. L.
Malcarney, general plant manager
3f the engineering products department.

Einfeld Back

•

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

THEATRE

A new

suprex positive carbon

of

nine millimeter diameter has been an-

due to what is believed to be a
high interest in the match. The contender to the title, held by Jersey Joe
Walcott, will be the winner of tonight's
scheduled Matthews-Marciano bout at
the Yankee Stadium.
sions

tween Einfeld and executives of the
company's international division, as
well as European theatremen. The
chief topic under discussion was the
setting of plans for the fall global

nounced by the National Carbon Company, New York. Superseding a previous carbon az'ailablc it is a nine
millimeter by 14-inch copper-coated
carbon rated, at 65-75 amperes instead
of the 75-85 former rating. The arc
voltage is approximately 41 volts at
65 amperes, and 45 volts at 75 am-

premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "1 he
Snows of Kilimanjaro," to be staged
Guarantee at Issue
simultaneously in capital cities of
getting the Europe, South America and Africa.
The chances of
peres. The new suprex positive cartentatively slated by the
title bout,
Advertising - publicity - exploitation bon was designed for use with the
IBC for a date in September, is con- campaigns were also formulated for "National" eight millimeter by ninesidered greater in some quarters if "What Price Glory," "Les Miser- inch "Orotip"
C negative.
Marciano wins tonight's 10-round ables," "Lure of the Wilderness,"
•
match. It was Jack Hurley, Mat- "Don't Bother to Knock," and "Way
new
A
commercial
vacuum cleaner
thews' manager, who virtually killed of a Gaucho."
with a 10-gallon capacity and both
the attempt to televise tonight's bout
Showmanship drives were charted wet and dry pickup has been
added
in theatres. Hurley sought a greater by Einfeld with Fritz Micoucci, Manto its line by the Ace Company,
guarantee from theatres than was pro- ager for Italy, in Rome; Robert
cured for the Robinson- Maxim fight. Krier, German manager, in Munich, Ocala, Fla., producers of portable
It was the price that led
and and Karl Knust, Holland manager, in electric blowers. Trade-named "Alaco," the new machine is powered by
TV-equipped theatres to shy away.
Amsterdam.
a one hp. universal type motor. It
Conferences in Paris between the
has a crackle outside finish and
nounced at the weekend. The comedy vice-president and Albert Cornfield,
weighs 39 pounds.
was said to have exceeded totals scored 20th Century-Fox's managing director
•
by "With a Song in My Heart," "5 for Europe Giulio Ascarelli, publicity
Chicago has been chosen as the
Fingers," and "Phone Call from a director for the Continent, and French

TNT

TNT

;

Stranger,"

playing

showcase earlier

the

this year.

New York

exhibitors rounded out Einfeld's Euro-

pean

visit.

Open
At Hall Thursday
'Ivanhoe' to

M-G-M's "Ivanhoe," will begin an
engagement at Radio City Music Hall
on Thursday.
The

story,

two years.

Frost Leaving
Kansas

Monogram

—

City, July 27. Jack Frost,
manager of the Monogram exchange
here, has announced his resignation,

August 15. Harold WirthWestern sales manager, soon

effective

wein,
will

Society.

•

filmed in England, stars

Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor and
George Sanders. It was in production
for

scene of the air conditioning show to
be held next January 26 to 30. Officially known as the 11th International
Heating and Ventilating Exposition,
it
will be held in the International
Amphitheatre under the auspices of
the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers in conjunction
with the 59th annual meeting of the

announce Frost's successor.

RCA

Victor's southern region, of

which Elmer D. Eades is manager,
has been awarded the J. G. Wilson
silver
trophy for outstanding
achievement in the engineering
products department's 1952 sales

The award was established
by the late John G. Wilson, executive vice president of RCA in charge
of the RCA Victor division, as an
annual trophy to the region excelling in engineering product sales.
contest.

c
Monday, July

28,
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Warner

'
7

Free Shows

Review

Calls

(Continued from page 1)
high ranking military officers, representatives of the Los Angeles consular
corps and other notables heard Warner tell assembled war veterans that
"it is just as important today for you
members of the American Legion to
carry on your fight for the liberty and
freedom of mankind. Don't let rabblerousers raise the banners of intolerance against any minority groups, no
matter what race, color, creed or place
of origin. The big question in your
mind should always be is he a good,
loyal American ? Nothing else should

—

count."

Ronald Reagan introduced Capt.
Harvey, United States Army, who
the Congressional Medal of Honor
for gallantry in Korea. As master of
ceremonies, Capt. Harvey presented
a galaxy of stars, including Randolph
Will Rogers, Jr., Virginia
Scott,

won

O'Shea,
Michael
Mayo,
Thomas, Gilbert Roland, Eddie
Virginia Gibson, David
en,
Frank Lovejoy, Karl Maiden,

Danny
Brack-

Brian,
Patrice
Wymore, Whip Wilson, Phyllis Kirk,
and
Picerni
Steve Cochran, Paul

George O'Hanlon.

Valos House to Legion

(Continued from page

"Lost in Alaska"
(

Un ivcrsal-In tenia tional)

ABBOTT AND LOU
BUD
elements away up North

COSTELLO

find themselves battling the icy
"Lost in Alaska." The picture churns up a
of comic energy and rates very well with predecessors in the series. It
in

lot

will easily please the team's fans.

The

cast

is

rounded out by Mitzi Green, who, as a saloon entertainer, de-

some snappy vocal numbers, and Tom Ewell, as the lovelorn
the former, who turns in a highly amusing characterization.

livers

suitor of

The boys

get into difficulties when they rescue Ewell, a wealthy gold prosattempts to drown himself after being spurned by Miss Green.
Ewell's clothes are found on a dock and Abbott and Costello are suspected
of murdering him. As a result they set out to bring Ewell back and prove
their innocence. This entails going off to Alaska. There they get caught
up in an assortment of complications.
pector,

who

The screenplay by Martin A. Ragaway and Leonard Stern has the boys
getting lost in the icy wastes while trying to get gold out of the country. Also
in trying to protect Ewell from those who would kill him for his wealth, they
get tangled up with some of the toughest characters in the territory.
What really matters is that by the time the film runs its course, a lot of
zany comedy has passed on the screen.
Howard Christie produced and Jean Yarbrough directed. Running time,
76 minutes. General audience classification. For August release.

Mandel Herbstman

Earl Hunt, Ad Artist, Ricketts Is Named
Acting Branch Head
Dies on West Coast

— Earl Hunt,

has been purchased by Hans M.
Balle
now closed for extensive remodeling, the house will reopen Sep-

For many years Oregon advertising
manager for Hamrick - Evergreen
Theatres, Hunt formed his own ad
agency in 1945. He later joined Ted
Gamble as an advertising and theatre

tember

manager.

Denver as

27.

—Valos

Portland. Ore., July

circuit's

Theatre, West Chicago, 111., has
been sold to the local American Legion Post and was closed at the week-

Roxy

Another theatre in the Chicago
end.
territory, the Pec at Pecatonica, 111.,
;

6.

ONCE

IN

boards.

Conlon told the exhibitors that
Allied had informed District Attorney
Joseph Deebs in Grand Rapids of the
situation and he informed the exhibitors that the U.S. Internal Revenue
Bureau in Detroit has been informed
of the situation and action is being
taken, as previously reported.
He also said that the 16mm. films
which are being shown by the "free
movie" operators, are supposed to be
used only for educational and noncommercial purposes.
The next meeting will be held in
the Park Place Hotel in Traverse
City on August 13. Reports of the
progress which exhibitors are making
to combat the situation will be discussed.

May Fight US

27.

a leader among theatre display advertising artists on the Pacific Coast, died
here at his home following a long illness.

A GENERATION

.

.

.

office

booking manager.

major company defendants have
been conferring on strategy to be employed in fighting the government's
move to force the sale of 16mm. films
to
and other outlets in competition
to regular theatres. No announcement
was made concerning any decision the
attorneys may have reached.
the

TV

Vote

Down Sunday Films
—The citizens of

Atlanta, July

27.

Darlington, S. C. voted
films
one.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS

"Quiet! Squire Danaher has the floor!"
"If I had the floor I'd hit the
big ape

I pontic

with it!"
f

MarqUee
names.
e*
ellent'

money
HERBERT

J.

YATES

Picture."
presents
s oys

TECHNICOLOR

•

Directed by

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

down Sunday

by a margin of almost two

in

Color by

Suit

(Continued from page 1)

James R. Ricketts has been appointed acting branch manager of Paramount's Denver exchange, by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp. Ricketts replaces Clarence Olsen, resigned.
Ricketts joined Paramount in 1946
as an assistant shipper in Des Moines.
In 1948 he was promoted to booker,
and later that year was transferred to

Chicago, July

1)

would allow the merchants to display
their cards on nearby theatre bill-

i

I

to

.

wifh

NATIONAL CA

NEW 9 mm

"SUPREX"

PROJECTOR CARBON
By

far the greatest

the line

improvement

was introduced

is

in "Suprex" carbons since

National Carbon's

NEW 9 mm

"Suprex" projector carbon for mirror-type lamps. Used in
"Suprex" carbon, it gives you:
place of the present 9

mm

• MORE LIGHT AT

LESS

CURRENT

SEE

• UNSURPASSED ARC STABILITY

IT

LET

• COOLER OPERATING LAMPS

EYE BE THE

• REDUCED MAINTENANCE

AIL AT tOW&i.
An

ance at lower cost

is

JUDGE

CARBON COST/

important factor in achieving

this

National Carbon's

improved perform-

NEW composition,

never before used in lighting carbons. This feature assures

you

of operating advantages

and picture quality not obtain-

able from any other brand.

The terms "National" and "Suprex" are
trade-marks of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A

Division of Union Carbide
30 Bast 42nd Street,

and Carbon Corporation

New York

17, N. Y.

District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,

Kansas

City,

New

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

IN CANADA: National Carbon

\

Limited, Montreal, Toronto,

ACTIONYOUR OWN

IN

Winnipeg

—

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

19

Grosses
4

Attendance Normal Or

Many

Places

National political conventions on
the
midst of hot weather, aids attendance in theatres in many areas and
in most other sections has no effect
on the box-office. Those are the conclusions of circuit executives here
television,

especially

in

conclusions bolstered by reports from
the field following the week-long acNational
tivities of the Democratic

—

Convention

in

Chicago.

United Paramount Theatres,
which is currently collating
statistical material on the effects of both the Republican
and Democratic conventions, reported that business during the
political conclaves

was

just as

good or perhaps even better
than usual. Similar experiences
were reported by Loew's, RKO
Theatres, Warners, and others.

Among

the

MONDAY, JULY

28,

TEN CENTS
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few areas

to Halt Free Shows Ask Solons to
— More than 40 Northern Michigan exhibitors held Fight US Suit
July
"free
connection with the showings
Traverse

Sought

By Dems' Too

home

U.S.A.,

Were Aid of Local Merchants Industry May

Benefitted

Better in

YORK,

in the

Detroit,

27.

a meeting at

Theatre, Home TV
Talk With IBC
On Walcott Match
Three-way negotiations which will
decide whether the forthcoming world
heavyweight title bout goes to theatre
television or home
are currently
underway, it was learned here at the

Meetings Held to
Raise Compo Funds

merchants to halt the practice.
Among those present were Ed
Stuckey, of Butterfield Theaters Carl
Waters, United World Films, Chicago

Say Congressmen Would
See 'Injustice' of It

;

;

Clive

Waxman,

Waxman

Circuit,

The

was

belief

more or

less

widespread in the industry here

at

Genthe weekend that the defendants in
Theater Service, Detroit, and
eral
the government's 16mm. anti-trust
of
secretary
Ernest Conlon, executive
would attempt to persuade Consuit
Allied of Michigan. The meeting was
and perhaps Secretary of
held under the direction of L. O. gressmen
Charles Sawyer, and other
Commerce
and Lake City,

Grand Rapids

Griffin

of

;

Carl Buermele,

Manton

Federal officials, of the "injustice" of
Michigan.
answers to it are
Exhibitors planned to appeal to the the action before
District Court in Los
in
U.
S.
filed
civic mindedness of merchants in their
respective towns stressing the impor- Angeles.
weekend.
tance of permanent motion picture
It was expected that the FedTheatre Network Television and two houses to the town. Merchants will
eral officials would be contacted
major networks initiated talks with be asked to ignore operators who
personally. Confidence was exthe International Boxing Club long request donations to be able to show
pressed that it probably would
before the usual time for such discus- "free movies." In return the owners
not be too difficult to convince
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 7)
them that the suit would ruin
the industry and hence was unjust. It was hoped that these
might intercede
officials then
with the Justice Department on
the industry's behalf.

TV

Back From

Refinancing for

Einfeld

UK

Merchandising Trip

Technicolor

country

(Continued on page 6)

of

City, in

movies" which have been plaguing independent exhibitors in the resort
areas in Michigan, and a move was launched to obtain the aid of local

London, July

— British

Technicolor, subsidiary of Technicolor of the
U.S.,
is
undergoing a refinancing
27.

operation.

Present

capital totals £520,000, of
50.31 per cent is held directly
or indirectly by Technicolor, Inc. The

which

Meanwhile, attorneys
Concluding a six week tour of
Europe, during which he set in motion
merchandising plans for pictures to
reach the Continent later this year,
Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox
vice-president,

will

return

to

for

most of

(Continued on page 7)

New

York today aboard the S 5*. Liberte.
The trip, to Italy, Germany, Holland, Switzerland and France, was
1

WASHINGTON, July 27.—
Complete confidence that
Exhibition and distribution personshares, J. Arthur Rank's Odeon Group, marked by a series of conferences be- the A. T. and T. would supnel met Friday in each of the 33 ex(Continued on page 2)
(Continned on page 6)
ply requested cost figchange territories to organize locally
to enlist full support for the Council
ures on a projected theaof
Motion Picture Organizations'
tre television Washingfund-raising campaign.
ton-New York network in
COMPO headquarters here cited as
[Twentieth Century-Fox]
time for the Federal Comtypical the activities and appointments
made at the Indianapolis exchange
HOLLYWOOD, during its prevailing tendency to remake munications Commission
meeting encompassing distribution and
some of the financially successful pictures of yore, overlooked hearings beginning on Ocexhibition in Indiana and part of Ken"What Price Glory," a singular mistake would have been made. tober 20 was expressed
tucky.
Any
exhibitor
with an eye for gilt-edged product will agree with this here by spokesmen for the
With
Foster
Gauker,
M-G-M
after
he
witnesses
the performance of James Cagney and Dan Dailey in MPAA and the NETTC.
(Continued on page 2)
remainder

is British-owned, with the
Prudential Assurance holding 106,000

.

"What Price Glory"

HAD

Warner

Calls for
Faith in America
—"CommunLos Angeles, July
27.

ism must be stopped, can be stopped,
and will be stopped if all of us have
faith in America," Harry W. Warner,
Warner Brothers president, said here
today at the dedication of the new
American Legion Town Hall in Woodland Hills which he donated.
Religious

leaders,

20th Century-Fox's swaggering, boisterous, hilarious recreation of the
on which the now immortal Captain Flagg and Sergeant
Quirt rode through the horror and mire of the first World War.
When the original picture of this title, starring Edmund Lowe and
Victor McLaglen, made its appearance in the late twenties, the filmgoing population was thoroughly convulsed over the cross-fire of wisecracks and dirty looks that mingled with flying shrapnel to make the
silent screen sizzle. And box-office revenue soared in consequence.
like performance, in terms of both audience enjoyment and earning prowess, is promised by the new "What Price Glory," which tells
the same tale in the same setting, but with the added advantages of color
by Technicolor and, of course, sound. This version of the Maxwell AndersonLaurence Stallings play bids fair to topple many a theatre's existing record
blistering feud

civic

dignitaries,

(Continued on page 7)

A

for grosses.

Produced by Sol C. Siegel and directed by John Ford from Phoebe and
(Continued on page 6)

•

—

The
DETROIT July 27.
general sentiment among
Michigan exhibitors' regarding the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax, as
expressed at a meeting
here at which 95 per cent
of them were represented,
was that they would heartily endorse any program to
fight the tax providing
theatre patrons would enjoy the reduction.
,

Monday, July

Motion Picture Daily
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Quota Defaulters Are Hit
Again in U.K. Commons

Personal
Mention
BALABAN,

BARNEY

Max

E.

will

Youngstein, United Ar-

has returned to
New York from a week's trip to' St.
Louis, Kansas City and Indianapolis.
•

tists

vice-president,

Charles Rosmarin,
manager

in

RKO

Radio

and

Pablo

Argentina,

Cavallo, circuit owner in Argentina,
have left here for Buenos Aires.
•

Joseph McConville, president of
Columbia Pictures International, and
his wife, will arrive here today from
Queen Mary.
Europe aboard the 5*.
-S".

•

Jack Warner, Warner

Brothers
due to arrive here
from Europe tomorrow.
•
vice-president,

By PETER

Paramount

return here from
Europe today with his wife aboard
the 5\ -S". Libertc.
•
Charles Goldsmith has arrived in
London from New York to take up
his appointment as assistant managing-director of M-G-M there.
•
president,

is

Arthur Lubin of Universal is in
London from a continental vacation
trip.

•

James A. Fitzpatrick, Traveltalks
producer, will return to the Coast to
day from a two months trip to Europe.
•

Lou Astor, Columbia

sales execu
here yesterday for Salt Lake
City, Denver and Chicago.
•
Theatres vendLee Koken,
Saturday for
here
left
ing head,
Detroit and Grand Rapids.

tive, left

RKO
•

BURNUP

—

London, July 27. Debating in the
House of Commons, Laborite Stephen
Swingler reiterated previous arguments that improper "interested parties" participate in the Films Council
discussions of alleged quota violations.

He

also criticized the

Board of Trade
Empire

prosecuting Metro's
Theatre for quota violations.
for

not

Labor member
National

Tom

O'Brien of the

Association

Theatrical

of

(Continued from page 1)
20, £00 and a comparatively small engineering concern, Gerrard Industries,
another 53,800 shares.
Over the last eight years British
Technicolor's
profits
have climbed
from around £100,000 to £522,000, the
latter figure exceeding the company's

and Kine Employes, however, seized from
the opportunity to declare that criticism of the Empire is part of a Comon the
engineered attack
munist
American company designed to promote Communist attacks on the Unit-

Dividends have risen
per cent in 1944 to the cur22y2 per cent.
capital.

five

rent

vice

London from

New York

Tax Legal, Valid
Tallahassee, July
— Pensacola's
27.

amusement tax

is legal and valid se
curity for a $700,000 municipal bond
Supreme
the
Florida
State
issue,
Court has ruled, reversing itself.
The high tribunal said that on a re
hearing it had decided to affirm vali
dation of the bond issue to finance con
struction of a city auditorium. Para
mount-Gulf Theatres challenged the
validity of the bond issue, contending
that the amusement tax which was
pledged to pay off the bonds was ille

1st Educational

TV 160 Lined Up

Washington, July

— The

27.

to

Aid Tax Campaign

Permits to States
Fed-

eral Communications Commission, despite dissent by Commissioners Hyde
and Jones, awarded the first four educational television permits to State-

Exhibitors willing to serve on state
committees in the industry's campaign
for the repeal of the 20 per cent ad
mission tax reached a total of 160 at
the

Teitelbaum, Simons
Chicago, July

'Kong' Opens Here at

27.

— The government

tax liens against Abraham
Teitelbaum his ex-partner, Paul R
Simons, and their wives, in the sale
of the Fine Arts Building, sold to

has

filed

132 Houses Aug. 8-15
play simulta
neously in 132 theatres of greater New

"King

in

Kong"

will

mid-August,

RKO

Radio

at auction last week
to insure satisfaction of $406,666 in in-

Arnold Schwartz

3,

1879.

No. 295- Demo-

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 98— Action in
Democratic convengames.
Treasury Bonds.
Chicago-.

the

Olympic

tion

in

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 30-B—Calitake a
Sport

Compo Funds

man

for

the

Kentucky part of the

territory.

Plans were endorsed for the canvassing of every theatre in the territory. It is planned that all exhibitors
will be told COMPO's story, with
special emphasis on its special activity
for this year, the total elimination of
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax.

Those present were in vigorous
agreement as to the essentiality of a
campaign and expressed
successful
confidence that every exhibitor would
contribute his share toward the costs
involved,

COMPO

!

reported here.

Meet on Compo Tax
Fight in Boston

—

Boston, July 27. A meeting on the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive to repeal the 20 per cent
admission tax was attended here on
Friday by theatre circuit heads, independent theatre operators, repre-

Allied
distribution,
of
sentatives
States and the Theatre Owners of
America.

Samuel Pinanski, a member
ruling

COMPO

triumvirate,

of the

Martin
Theatres

Mullen, New England
J.
and Simons's for the years 1942 president, and Nathan Yamins of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., told the
through 1947.
TV
about present COMPO
liens must be satisfied before assemblage
The
RKO's
"King Kong" will bow into
action and future plans in the drive
Schwartz
is transferred to
the
title
Palace and Albee theatres on August
Fine Arts Building houses the against the tax. They reported that
Between August 12 and 15 130 The
8.
drive demanded the

reported here at the weekend.
Preceded by an intensive campaign
and WPIX,
stations
over

come taxes owed by the Teitelbaum

WNBT

other theatres in the Metropolitan
area will feature the production.
•

RKO

to

Reissue Duals

Studebaker, now a television audience
studio, and the World Playhouse,
first-run art theatre.

the success of the
full cooperation of exhibition.

George R. Gibson
'Bomb' Atlanta Houses

Named

George R. Gibson, former merRKO- Radio will re-release two
Atlanta, July 27. Several Atlanta chandising manager of Walt Disney
combinations in August and Septem
merchandising diThe first set is "Look Who' theatres are still having trouble with Productions and
ber.
and Co., has
Buchanan
of
rector
the
larg
of
bombs.
One
chemical
Laughing" and "Too Many Girls.
in the been named marketing director of
has
had
14
theatres
downtown
and
Oakley"
"Annie
is
The second
Gever, Newell and Ganger, Inc.
last three months.
Uprising."
dual

'

March

DAY,

settled.
convention.
Steel
strike
Olympics. E- Bonds.
California quake.

1

MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher;
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publish
New York." Martin Quigley, President;
Brady, Secretary; James P. Cunninj
Building, William R. Weaver, Editor. ^
the act of

NEWS OF THE
cratic

BOT

"Allegheny

gal.

steel strike.
pic games.

Raise

York

Rule Tallahassee

NEWS, No. 61— Quake
White House parley ends
Democratic convention. Olym-

stages

;

flew i"
yesterday.

director,

MOVIETONE

recks California.

Refinancing plans are in their early
and it is understood that the
UNIVERSAL. NEWS, No. SSI —Olympic
Earthquake in California. High;ames.
ed States.
final form of the operation has yet to
O'Brien continued that Swingler be decided. It is reliably learned how- ights of Democratic convention in Chicago.
and his associates were "advised by ever that under consideration is a plan
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 1GO-malicious sources." O'Brien said that whereby present shareholders will re
Democratic convention. Steel strike settled.
he objected to suggestions that the ceive one "ploughshare" for every two Films of Olympic field and track meets.
Film Council, of which he and other shares held and all of the then £1
M. P.'s were members, was a body of shares will be split into five-shilling
conspirators out to break the law.
units.
A further proposal is that a
(Continued from page 1)
president considerable volume of the BritishPeter Thorneycroft,
taking the Council's advice, held five-shilling "plough-shares" be branch
after
Marc
presiding,
manager,
took the view that prosecution of the placed on the London Stock Exchange Wolf was elected exhibitor co-chairEmpire was unjustified. He said he at around 10 shillings per share. The man for Indiana and Irving Long of
was looking into other quota cases American parent company, it is stated, the Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.
and where he thought prosecution was will retain its controlling shares in the and a member of both Allied of Indilikely to succeed it was launched.
British concern.
ana and Kentucky Association of
Theatre Owners was named co-chair-

Rochester.

Raoul Walsh,

Parade
DEMOCRATIC convention
rHE
Olympic games are curand

flashes.

Tax Liens

David Rose, producer, left here by
plane for London yesterday.

Newsreel

ornia earthquake. Korean soldiers
vacation.
I^and reform in India.

Plans in Early Stagss

weekend when two more acceptsupported institutions.
ances were received by Col. H. A
president, is vacationing.
The dissent was based on the argu- Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of
•
that since these institutions would the national tax repeal campaign com
ment
John Ford, director, will arrive have to go to their legislatures for mittee.
here tomorrow from Hollywood.
appropriations, they did not at present
Latest to join are Morris Loewen
•
meet the financial requirements. Licen- stein of Oklahoma City and Joe Floyd
Sol Lesser left here at the weekses went to Kansas State College of of Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
end for the Coast.
Agriculture at Manhattan, and to the
New York State Board of Regents
Danny Kaye will arrive here from for three educational TV stations to
Filed vs.
Europe today.
be located in Albany, Buffalo and

Adolph Schimel, Universal

1952

the
ent newsreel high lights. Other items
include the California earthquake and
the steel strike settlement. Complete
contents follow.

U.K. Technicolor

nominal

28,

copies. 10c.
Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single
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Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

Spark

.

that ignites the

interest of exhibitors for specific pic-

can flame into that
enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
it

It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper

United Artists

messages.

Republic

Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:

Warner
Universal

Columb a

MGM

soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.
(1) Start it

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.
Its cost is dimes that bring dollars. It is the
vital

WHERE'S CHAR

T/ie Fita/

tures, so that

r

JUMPING JACKS

THE QUIET

$•1

United Artist

ISLAND OF DESIRE

SHE'S

..:

^ara^xunt

w#

(3

v.V

i£
f
-if

HIGH NOON

IVANHOE

J"

JSC?

0'

spark for the power that produces great-

est results!

THE

MEN BEHIND

THE FRONT PAGE OF AMERICA ACCLAIM
ROW is a terrific picture.

'PARK

Samuel

'PARK ROW is one of the finest
motion pictures I have ever
seen. We rarely go to the
movies up our way but if all
pictures were like PARK ROW
we'd go all the time."
-WAYNE C. SMITH

due a sincere
vote of thanks from the newspaper fraternity as a whole."
Fuller

is

— VERN SANFORD
Texas Press Association

ROW is the finest journa-

"PARK
listic

"PARK ROW"

Publisher

Meriden (Conn.) Record

movie ever filmed."
-LAWRENCE PERRY

'You can tell that the man responsible for this is a newspaperman and a real one."

North American

Newspaper

Alliance

'Magnificent entertainment for
all. Will be a great success."

-PAUL

-CLARENCE SMAZEL
St.

SEIBLE
Sayre (Pa.) Eve. Times

Samuel Fuller knows what
he's talking about. That's why
PARK
is so authentic and

'This

ROW tells a story that
long needed telling."

ROW

"PARK

entertaining."

-JAMES TAGG

-MEREDITH CLARK

Farmington Enterprises,
Michigan

Pres. Mich. Press Assn.

Vicksburg Commercial

think the newspapers should
thank Samuel Fuller for producing PARK ROW."
-ELMER R. PRICE
Editor and Publisher
I

Lincoln County Leader

Toledo, Oregon

"PARK
to

ROW made me feel glad

be a newspaperman."

-GENE HANDSAKER
Associated Press

"One
saw

of the best films
in

my

-R.
a wonderful motion picture, a tribute to American
journalism and great enterment for all."
It

AVERITT

-VICTOR

RIESEL

Post-Hall Syndicate

Record Herald

"Our circulation is 25,000 and I
want all of my readers to see
this

-RAY ERWIN
&

C.

should be shown over and
over again through the years."

Waynesboro (Pa.)

Editor

ever

"It

Publisher

Absorbing, nostalgic and historic interest for a maker of
or a reader of newspapers."

I

life."

News-Dispatch
Michigan City, Ind.

is

-FLOYD CHALFANT

Louis Leader-Press

E.

Publisher

wonderful picture."
-F. H. JUST
Publisher

INK... AND

HAD

Waukegan (III.) News-Sun

"Samuel

Fuller has done an excellent job in portraying the
spirit of the newspaper busi-

PARK

us agree that

'All of

ROW

the best newspaper film
ever made."
is

-THEODORE

ness."

-ROBERT
Editor
Editor

U.

A. SERRILL
Pennsylvania Newspaper

BROWN

Publishers' Association

&

Publisher
It's

see

a dandy! I'm sure going to
it again when it comes to

our local theater."

-CARYL HERMAN
Richmond

(Mich.)

This is a movie I'll
to my friends."

Review

recommend

-F. GRANGER WEIL
Port Huron (Mich.)
Daily Times Herald
It is

great entertainment.

-WALTER

A.

YOUNG

Associate Publisher
N.Y. Journal-American

Samuel
EDICATED TO AMERICAN JOURNALISM

Fuller's

M
Ifl lllll
Iter* Haiti
I

A

UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

—

!
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44

Grosses

convention on

home

TV

Favorable box-office

was Kansas

reports
were received from Boston, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, New Orleans, and many
other places.
Boston theatre business on the
whole was said to be better during the
Democratic convention than the Republican's.
That situation was even
true of districts which were heavily
Democratic. Theatremen are of the
opinion that when home television offers
such very limited and often
City.

field

monotonous programming, people go
out of their homes to a motion picture and an air-conditioned theatre.
Credit Cooling Systems
In Baltimore, cooling systems in
theatres are credited with thumping
the competition of the
Democratic
convention on home TV. Many theatremen minimized the influence of
conventions on the box-office.
In Kansas City, a reduction in theatre attendance in the first few days
of the Democratic convention,
was
observed.
Cincinnati reported that televising
the Democratic convention appeared
to help rather than hinder theatre
business.
Hot, humid weather, plus
the cancellation of regular television
shows and the monotony of some convention proceedings caused many television viewers to seek recreation in
theatres.

Most New Orleans theatremen not
only reported that the convention did
not hurt business, but rather that
business

was

better.

A

30 per cent drop in theatre attendance was reported by half of
Memphis' first run houses as a result

The other half reported business holding up as well as
a week ago but they admitted they had
better pictures this week.
survey
showed that the loss was about the
same as during the Republican conof the convention.

A

vention.

$7,000 for 'High

Noon'

Stanley Kramer's "High Noon,"
starring Gary Cooper, at the Mayfair Theater in New York, is understood to have racked up the biggest
opening day gross for any United
Artists picture to p!ay the Brandt
Broadway showcase, grossing $7,000.

'Dreamboaf Scores
The

biggest opening day's gross
in a year was recorded by
$15,000
20th Century-Fox's "Dreamboat" on
Friday at the Roxy Theatre here,
David T. Katz, executive director, an-

—

28,

1952

What Price Glory"

(Continued from page 1)
that reported its box-office off because
of the competition of the Democratic

Monday, July

(Continued from page

In the

1)

Henry Ephron's screenplay, "What Price Glory," while it can coax a tear
as well as evoke roars of laughter, never defers to mawkishness in its eying
of the effects of war on all makes of American men, whether battle-seasoned
or not. But at the same time it is not a probing picture, preferring rather
to dwell for the most part on the surface comic aspects of the fighting and
the waiting in France experienced by the early-bird Marines. Yet Cagney, as
the indestructible Captain Flagg, observes in the final sequence that fighting

has come to be "a kind of religion" a duty from- which the soldier cannot

THEATRE

Equipment

World

tear himself.
cent of the picture,
is
slapstick to stinging repartee. It centers
mainly around the rivalry between Cagney and Dailey for the love of Charmaine, the French innkeeper's daughter, whom Corinne Calvet portrays with
wide-eyed charm and engaging sauciness. Plotless by common standards, the
story puts the hard-drinking, frenetic pair of Marines in successive sequences
of feuding over Charmaine, who loves them both, would gladly marry either
one, plays one against the other, and almost has Dailey saying "I do" in a
"shotgun" wedding only to see him wiggle out of it by answering a call
All the time, Cagney and Dailey, who incidentally give their
to battle.
familiar histronic mannerisms full play throughout, exchange verbal and
physical punishment that will keep the customers roaring with laughter. And
contemptuous as they are of each other as men, Dailey's Sergeant Quirt and
Cagney's Captain Flagg never fail when the need arises to express their admiration for each other as soldiers.
Supporting this welter of comedy and its undercurrents of pathos, but
always overshadowed by the three stars, are capable performers William

Demarest, Craig Hill, Robert Wagner, Marisa Pavan, Casey Adams, James
Gleason, Wally Vernon, Henri Letondal and a long string of others.
Here and there Miss Calvet, Miss Pavan and soldier choruses break out
in song, the numbers including "My Love, My Life," and "It's a Long, Long
Way to Tipperary."
A television set isn't going to mean too much when "What Price Glory" is
playing at an entertainment seeker's favorite theatre. You can bet on that
Running time, 111 minutes. General audience classification. For August re-

Charles

lease.

Walcott Match

scheduled Matthews-Marciano bout at
the Yankee Stadium.

Guarantee at Issue
The chances of TNT getting

the

bout, tentatively slated by the
IBC for a date in September, is considered greater in some quarters if
Marciano wins tonight's 10- round
title

match. It was Jack Hurley, Matthews' manager, who virtually killed
the attempt to televise tonight's bout
in theatres. Hurley sought a greater
guarantee from theatres than was procured for the Robinson-Maxim fight.
It was the price that led
and
TV-equipped theatres to shy away.

TNT

nounced at the weekend. The comedy
was said to have exceeded totals scored
by "With a Song in My Heart," "5
Fingers," and "Phone Call from a
the
New
showcase earlier this year.

York

.

RAPID COPY SERVICE,
THE
INC.,
Chicago, has prepared
of

an extensive catalog showing its stock
of hundreds of scenic views for making photo-murals. Available in either
sepia or black-and-white, the murals
range in size from 16x20 inches up to
5x8 feet. They are produced on por-

mounted on 5/16-inch
and finished with two
coats of lacquer. Suggested locations
paper,

trait

superboard

in theatres for the photo-murals include the wall of foyers, lounges and
"cry rooms" as well as the wall behind

the

refreshment stand.
•

former general
the Camden plant of
Victor's engineering products
Maurer,

M. A.
foreman

RCA

in

department, has been promoted to
the post of plant

manager

of the

company's Detroit plant. His appointment was announced by A. L.
Malcarney, general plant manager
of the engineering products department.
•

(Continued from page 1)

sions due to what is believed to be a
high interest in the match. The contender to the title, held by Jersey Joe
Walcott, will be the winner of tonight's

playing

Franke

Einfeld Back

(Continued from page 1)

Stranger,"

L.

.

RAY GALLO

with

.

.

comedy department, which occupies about 80 per
THE loaded
with everything from

.

tween Einfeld and executives of the
company's international division, as
as European theatremen. The
chief topic under discussion was the
setting of plans for the fall global
premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," to be staged
simultaneously in capital cities of
Europe, South America and Africa.
Advertising - publicity - exploitation
campaigns were also formulated for

well

"What

Price Glory," "Les Miser"Lure of the Wilderness,"
"Don't Bother to Knock," and "Way
of a Gaucho."
Showmanship drives were charted
by Einfeld with Fritz Micoucci, Manager for Italy, in Rome; Robert
Krier, German manager, in Munich,
and Karl Knust, Holland manager, in
Amsterdam.
Conferences in Paris between the
vice-president and Albert Cornfield,
20th Century-Fox's managing director
for Europe Giulio Ascarelli, publicity
director for the Continent, and French
exhibitors rounded out Einfeld's Euro-

A

new suprex

positive

carbon

of

nine millimeter diameter has been announced by the National Carbon Company,
York. Superseding a previous carbon available it is a nine
millimeter by 14-inch copper-coated
carbon rated at 65-75 amperes instead
of the 75-85 former rating. The arc
voltage is approximately 41 volts at
65 amperes, and 45 volts at 75 amperes. The new suprex positive carbon was designed for use with the
"National" eight millimeter by nineinch "Orotip" C negative.

New

ables,"

A new commercial vacuum cleaner
with a 10-gallon capacity and both
wet and dry pickup has been added
to its line by the Ace Company,
Ocala, Fla., producers of portable
electric blowers. Trade-named "Alaco," the new machine is powered by
a one hp. universal type motor. It
has a crackle outside finish and
weighs 39 pounds.
•

;

pean

visit.

Open
At Hall Thursday
'Ivanhoe' to

M-G-M's "Ivanhoe," will begin an
engagement at Radio City Music Hall
on Thursday.
The

England, stars
Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor and
George Sanders. It was in production
for

years.

Frost Leaving
Kansas

Monogram

—

City, July 27. Jack Frost,
manager of the Monogram exchange
here, has announced his resignation,

August 15. Harold WirthWestern sales manager, soon

effective
will

announce Frost's successor.

has

been

chosen

as

the

scene of the air conditioning show to
be held next January 26 to 30. Officially known as the 11th International
Heating and Ventilating Exposition,
it
will be held in the International
Amphitheatre under the auspices of
the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers in conjunction
with the 59th annual meeting of the
Society.

«i

•

story, filmed in

two

wein,

Chicago

RCA Victor's southern region, of
which Elmer D. Eades is manager,
has been awarded the J. G. Wilson
silver
trophy for outstanding
achievement in the engineering
products department's 1952 sales
contest.

The award was established

by the late John G. Wilson, executive vice president of RCA in charge
of the RCA Victor division, as an
nnnual trophy to the region excelling in engineering product sales.

Monday, July

28,
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Warner

(Continued from page
high ranking military

officers,

repre-

Los Angeles consular
corps and other notables heard Warner tell assembled war veterans that
"it is just as important today for you
members of the American Legion to
carry on your fight for the liberty and
freedom of mankind. Don't let rabblerousers raise the banners of intolerance against any minority groups, no
matter what race, color, creed or place
of origin. The big question in your
mind should always be is he a good,
loyal American? Nothing else should
count."
Ronald Reagan introduced Capt.
Harvey, United States Army, who
won the Congressional Medal of Honor
for gallantry in Korea. As master of
ceremonies, Capt. Harvey presented
a galaxy of stars, including Randolph
Will Rogers, Jr., Virginia
Scott,

—

O'Shea,
Michael
Mayo,
Thomas, Gilbert Roland, Eddie
Virginia Gibson, David
en,
Frank Lovejoy, Karl Maiden,

Danny
Brack-

Brian,
Patrice
Wymore, Whip Wilson, Phyllis Kirk,
Paul Picerni and
Steve Cochran,

George O'Hanlon.

Valos House to Legion
27.

—Valos

Pec

at

Pecatonica,

"Lost in Alaska"
(

ABBOTT AND LOU
BUD
elements away up North

111.,

find themselves battling the icy
"Lost in Alaska." The picture churns up a
of comic energy and rates very well with predecessors in the series. It

will easily please the team's fans.

The

cast is rounded out by Mitzi Green, who, as a saloon entertainer, desome snappy vocal numbers, and Tom Ewell, as the lovelorn suitor of
the former, who turns in a highly amusing characterization.

livers

The boys

get into difficulties when they rescue Ewell, a wealthy gold prosattempts to drown himself after being spurned by Miss Green.
Ewell's clothes are found on a dock and Abbott and Costello are suspected
of murdering him. As a result they set out to bring Ewell back and prove
their innocence. This entails going off to Alaska. There they get caught
up in an assortment of complications.
pector,

who

The screenplay by Martin A. Ragaway and Leonard Stern has the boys
getting lost in the icy wastes while trying to get gold out of the country. Also
in trying to protect Ewell from those who would kill him for his wealth, they
get tangled up with some of the toughest characters in the territory.
What really matters is that by the time the film runs its course, a lot of
zany comedy has passed on the screen.
Howard Christie produced and Jean Yarbrough directed. Running time,
76 minutes. General audience classification. For August release.

Mandel Herbstman

Earl Hunt, Ad Artist, Ricketts Is Named
Acting Branch Head
Dies on West Coast
27.

— Earl Hunt,

a leader among theatre display advertising artists on the Pacific Coast, died
here at his home following a long illness.

For many years Oregon advertising
manager for Ham rick - Evergreen
Theatres, Hunt formed his own ad
agency

tember

manager.

6.

in

Gamble

1945.

He

later joined

as an advertising

Ted

and theatre

James P. Ricketts has been appointed acting branch manager of Paramount's Denver exchange, by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp. Ricketts replaces Clarence Olsen, resigned.
Ricketts joined Paramount in 1946
as an assistant shipper in Des Moines.
In 1948 he was promoted to booker,
and later that year was transferred to

Denver as

office

booking manager.

"Quiet! Squire Danaher has the floor!"
"If

I

had the floor

I'd hit the

big ape

with it!"

HERBERT

Color by

boards.

Conlon told the exhibitors that
Allied had informed District Attorney
Joseph Deebs in Grand Rapids of the
situation and he informed the exhibitors that the U.S. Internal Revenue
Bureau in Detroit has been informed
of the situation and action is being
taken, as previously reported.
He also said that the 16mm. films
which are being shown by the "free
movie" operators, are supposed to be
used only for educational and noncommercial purposes.
The next meeting will be held in
the Park Place Hotel in Traverse
City on August 13. Reports of the
progress which exhibitors are making
to combat the situation will be discussed.

May

Fight

US

Suit

(Continued from page 1)

has been purchased by Hans M.
Balle
now closed for extensive remodeling, the house will reopen Sep;

COSTELLO

in

lot

1)

would allow the merchants to display
their cards on nearby theatre bill-

Universal-International)

Portland, Ore., July

circuit's

Roxy Theatre, West Chicago, 111., has
been sold to the local American Legion Post and was closed at the weekAnother theatre in the Chicago
end.
territory, the

(Continued from page

1)

sentatives of the

Chicago, July

Free Shows

Review

Calls

7

TECHNICOLOR

J.

•

YATES

Directed by

presents

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Stiff

major company defendants have
been conferring on strategy to be employed in fighting the government's
move to force the sale of 16mm. films
to
and other outlets in competition
to regular theatres. No announcement
was made concerning any decision the
attorneys may have reached.
the

TV

Vote

Down Sunday Films
— The citizens of

Atlanta, July

27.

Darlington, S. C. voted down Sunday
films by a margin of almost two to
one.

BIT

with

NATIONAL CA

NEW 9 mm

"SUPREX

PROJECTOR CARBON
By

far the greatest

the line

improvement

was introduced

is

in "Suprex" carbons since

National Carbon's

NEW 9 mm

"Suprex" projector carbon for mirror-type lamps. Used in
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mm

"Suprex" carbon,
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Protests Rise

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, JULY

Sullivan Returns to

TOA

Continually

Monday

Post

Gael Sullivan, who served
manager of Senator Estes
Kefauver's campaign for the
Democratic Presidential nomination, will return to his
as

Vs. Gov't Suit
Wires Sent

post as executive director of
the Theatre Owners of Amer-

Stevenson;
Snaper, Harvey Also Act
to

next Monday.
Sullivan is vacationing at
Narragansett, R. I., this week.
He had been given a leave of
absence by TOA to accept the
campaign assignment.
ica

Protests against the government's
anti-trust suit to force the sale of
16mm. films to television and other
outlets in competition to regular
theatres

are

mounting

steadily, the
that soon virtually
every segment of the industry will
have raised its voice against the action
of the Department of Justice.

being

prospect

Terming the

suit a "political"
move, exhibitors
of
Dallas,
Texas, have retaliated by telegraphing Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson, Democratic nominee for
President, enlisting aid against
the litigation. Last week these

same
exhibitors
had
telegraphed President Truman to
the same effect.

Meanwhile, a strong letter of protest has been sent to Attorney-Gen.

(Continued on page 6)

Business Overseas
Good, Says Balaban

Roach Plans Six
Films Next Year
Hal Roach declared here yesterday
that in
duction,

returning

to theatrical proas disclosed last week, lie
plans to make six films for theatres
next year.
He also plans to make a
series of

TV

His idea

films.

the signing of
stars to a 40-week contract involving
their services for both theatrical features and
films.

Among

those Roach has conferred
regarding his project are Leo
McCarey, George Stevens and Leonarc! Goldstein, but no deal has been
closed with any of the trio.
While here Roach will confer with
distributors on the six films and also
negotiate with
officials
on his

TV

of the TV shows,
running one hour each, are "Children's
Hour" and "Actor's Hour."
Roach asserted he is unhappy about
the high cost of distribution.
Unless
he can make a satisfactory distribution
deal, he said, he would confer with a
group of exhibitors and try to set up
a special distribution deal with them
where they would guarantee the costs

Two

Balaban asserted that the company

in

Attendance Abroad
Healthy; Einfeld
Attendance abroad is very
satisfactory, Charles Einfeld,
20th Century-Fox vice-president, declared here yesterday
on his return on the S.S. Liberie from six wee'ks Overseas.
He said he conferred with
executives abroad as well as
theatremen. He also set plans
for the fall premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows
of Kilimanjaro" to be staged

simultaneously

New

for

York's

Lead-

first-runs.

are two newcomers
"Jumping Jacks," which is on the
way to a classy $118,000 for the initial
week at the Paramount, and
"Dreamboat" at the Roxy, where a
record-breaking $60,000 lor a nonholiday Friday-through-Sunday is the
forerunner of a fancy $1,05,000" for the
first stanza.
Both theatres have stage

ing

the

field

shows.

Broadway's theatres emerged
with flying colors from the competition with television's Na(Continued on page 4)

Decentralization in

Production Stressed
The future of film production lies in
decentralization,
producer
Joseph
Kaufman said yesterday. He is in New
York in the interests of "Sudden Fear,"
his

MGM-Loew's, and

David

A. Levy, of Universal Pictures, have accepted co-chairmanship
of the exchanges division of the motion
picture industry's campaign on oenait
of the Joint Defense Appeal (JDA),
it
was announced by Leon Goldberg,
of Universal, and Edward L. Fabian,
of Fabian Theatres, co-chairmen of
the industry-wide JDA effort.

The

JDA

is

seeking $5,000,000 in

of Europe, Africa and
South America.

American Jewish Committee and the
Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai
the nation's largest
agencies combatting bigotry.
B'rith,

Jewish

TEN CENTS

Convinced that Universal Pictures and Decca Records are capable of "complementing" each other
in important phases of operation,
Milton R. Rackmil, president of both
companies, told a luncheon gathering
of trade press editors here yesterday
that plans are now being developed
which are expected to result in "a
greatly expanded business for both
within the next two to three years."
Rackmil declined to disclose
the nature of the plans, asserting that they are in an early
discussion stage at this time.
However, he confirmed that
they are not dependent upon a
merger of the two companies,
stating that the original plan
for

a merger has been called
at least for the present.

The Universal-Decca president also
reiterated his statement made on his
(Continued on page 4)

independently produced Joan Craw-

ford vehicle which tees off August 7
at Loew's State Theatre.
Kaufman holds that the task of getting people out of their homes and into
film houses can be solved if Hollywood will work in smaller units.
"1 think the day of mass production
of films is ended," Kaufman stated.
"This, is evidenced by the decision o£
the big studios to make only .big pictures." On the problem of getting the
(Continued on page 4)

liaise

England
Admissions

By PETER
London,

Saal Gottlieb, of

EDITION

Predicts Results Will
Show in 2 to 3 Years

off,

To Aid JDA Drive

1952 to finance the activities of the

cities

business week, aided
is proving to be a stronger-than-usual one

Circuits in

capital

in

The current

and abetted by hot weather,

,

Gottlieb and Levy

MAIL

Long-Range
Thermometer 'IP Expansion

their respective areas.

(Continued on page 2)

I

Rise With the

TV

with

AIR

Grosses Rackmil Plans

for

calls

video shows.

Business abroad is very good, Barney Balaban, president of Paramount,
reported here yesterday on his return
from a six-week trip to Rome, Paris,
V enice and Montecatini. Balaban
pointed out, however, that while the
overseas market is encouraging, there
has been a decline in actual earnings
because of devaluation.

BVay

29, 1952

!

here,

July

BURNUP

28.

— Major

circuits

among them Associated

WASHINGTON, July 28.Word from top officials
of the National Production Authority is that
there will be no relaxation of restrictions on
amusement construction
this year, despite the end
of the steel strike. It is
not known how much longer
it will take before production losses would be
made up sufficiently to
enable removal of the ban.

Brit-

Cinemas, Gaumont, Granada and
J. Arthur Rank's Odeon group, have
increased prices following the ''flexibility" door left open in the recent
budget.
Two shillings-one pence adish

missions are raised, to two shillingsthree pence and two shillings-seven
pence seats are raised to two shillings-

WASHINGTON, July 28. -The
Radio - Television Manufacturers Association reports that the output of
TV sets in the first six

eight pence.
In a joint statement they declared:

months

"Owing

dropped 33 per cent below
the figure for the corresponding period during

ever-increasing operating
costs and the fact that no relief from
entertainment duty was forthcoming
in the last budget on seat prices at
to

(Continued on page

4')

1951.

of this

year
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Schwalberg Cites Big 'Show'
Grosses in Small Towns

Personal
Mention
BG.

KRANZE,

United

Tuesday, July

Artists

sales executive, and Milton E.
Cohen, Eastern division manager,
will leave here for Gloversville, N. Y.,
today, and the next day will head for
•

Albany.

Monogram- Al-

Artists vice-president, returned
lied
to his office in Hollywood yesterday

from San Francisco.
•

Harry Fellerman,

sales head of
films division, has

Universal's special
returned to his desk

weeks'

a

after

two-

illness.

•

Wirthwein,

Monogram-

Artists Western
in Kansas City

manafrom Holly-

Harold
Allied
ger,

is

sales

wood.
•

DeMille's "The Greatest
Show on Earth" is proving one of the
greatest small-town box-office attractions

in

the

history of the

industry,

according to A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing
Corp.
Schwalberg stated that "in a town
in Iowa with a population of only

'Samson.'

"This box-office story is the same in
Indiana where the results in two towns

random shewed 'Greatest
Show' outgrossing 'Samson' by $5,857
to $2,518 and $6,380 to $1,571," respectively. In a town of 12,000 in California the figures were $4,965 to $1,330,
while a town in South Carolina with
M-G-M's a population of 19,700 showed 'Greaton vaca- est Show' with $5,857 and two days to
go to $2,518 for 'Samson.'

arrived
here
from the Coast yesterday. He plans
to remain about 10 days before leaving for Europe.
•

Myron Josephson of
special service department
tion at Hurleyville, N. Y.
•
Sistrom,

Joseph

is

Paramount

ducer, arrived here yesterday
the Coast en route to London.

Herb Crooker

pro-

from

M-G-M's home

of

department is on vacation at Shelter Island, N. Y.
•
Arthur Canton, M-G-M Eastern
division press representative, left here
yesterday for Boston.
office publicity

•

Sam Prinzmetal,

industry lawyer,
will leave here

and Mrs. Prinzmetal
today for Europe.

•

CBS-TV

David Savage,
and

New

film buyer,

Hollywood from

his wife are in

Aubier to Head UA
N. African Branch
United Artists has opened its own
in Algiers, headed by Maurice

office

Aubier,

as

distribution

headquarters

North African territory, with
sub-branches in Tunis and Casablanca,
for the

UA

foreign distribution vice-president
Arnold M. Picker disclosed here yesterday.
It will operate as an integral part
of the company's French organization,
Les Artistes Associes, under the overall direction of Georges Rouvier, general manager in France and supervisor
for Switzerland.

York.
•

Irving Allen, producer, left here
London over the weekend.

for

J olson

Held

Warner Bros. Shares
Among Al

Jolson's extensive stock

holdings, as reported here in Surrogate's Court in an accounting of his
$4,144,147 estate, are 8,000 snares of

Warner Brothers
The accounting
lowing royalties

stock.
also showed the fol-

:

;

Ray Grosses

resentative for Lopert Films and was
formerly associated with Paramount,
Selznick and Jack Schlaifer Corp.
The post is a new one, under branch
manager Harry Segal.

Gruenberg
Milwaukee,

New Post
— The new
July
in

booker and buyer for

$42,000

—

Boston, July 28.
The Metropolitan Theatre here reports that the personal appearance of Johnnie Ray at
that theatre, who ended a one-week
stand at the weekend, grossed $42,000.

—

London, July 28. The impending
production in this country of two color
in Technicolor features starring Alan
Ladd was disclosed here by Columbia
Pictures.
First, to start in September, will be
"The Red Beret," a drama of the
Commandos. The second, to be undertaken shortly afterwards, will be "The
White South," a Hammond Innes adventure of the Antarctic whaling industry.

F.

has been named sales manager for the
Boston branch of United Artists. 1 he
effective
today.
appointment
was
Duane was recently Northeastern rep-

from "The Jolson

Story," $95,073 "Jolson Sings Again,"
$123,727; Decca records, $120,804.

Ladd Features to
Be Made in Britain
2

Duane Is Named UA
Balaban
Boston Sales Head
Boston, July
—Thomas Duane
(Continued from page
28.

8,000

—

Hollywood, July 28. Motion Picture Screen Cartoonists, IATSE, has
gained a pay rise of 24 cents an hour
or 10 per cent figured on the basic
minimum, whichever is greater, in an
agreement concluded with the Animated Film Producers Association.
The contract, ratified by the union,
is retroactive to March 15, and may
be reopened for wage adjustments
should the Bureau of Labor's cost-ofliving index rise five per cent above
the January 15 level.

28.

St.

Tower,

like

Coast Projectionists
Get Liberal Benefits

—

San Francisco, July 28. New
agreements have been signed between
Motion Picture Projectionists
Local No. 162 and North Coast
United Paramount, Loew's Warfield
and others in the San Francisco area
the

calling

for
for

27-cent

a

hour

per

in-

two years and a 12-cent
an hour further increase commencing
crease

third year of the agreement.
theatre will pay two weeks' vacation per year to all regularly employed operators.
The local was also instrumental in
putting into effect a health and welfare plan which is an innovation so
far as the theatrical industry here is
concerned. The welfare plan is based
on $2.10 per week paid by the employer. This provides hospitalization
care for the membership.
Included
therein also is a $2,500 life insurance
policy with a double indemnity clause
for $5,000 in the event of accidental
death.
Other fringe benefits in minor
working conditions were secured under
the new agreement.
The agreement was negotiated by a
wage committee composed of five
members of the local business manager John A. Forde, president Thomas
Kearney and projectionist John
J.
Finn of Loew's Warfield, Abe Lubfin
of the Orpheum and Mervin Wagner
of the New Mission.
the

Each

:

NEW YORK THEATRES
n~ RA0I0

CITT MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

RAY BOLGER

\\

*.

"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"
Color by

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

plus

1)

would give a reasonably good account
itself this year and has a "well-

of

balanced production schedule for 1953."
Asked about possible retrenchments
similar to those recently made at
M-G-M, Balaban declared that "whenever we find an uneconomic situation
we make necessary cuts. These are
times that call for efficiency and productivity."

Walt Disney's Story of

Asked about the possibility of the
company making more pictures abroad,
Cloud's two he said it would do so only if a pic-

background called for it.
Responding to a question about the
is Jerry Gruenberg, from Minneapolis.
He replaces Bill Nathanson, who re- industry's outlook, Balaban remarked
Gruenberg, who will now that "each company would prosper acsigned.
make his home in Milwaukee, formerly cording to the number of box-office
hits it can produce."
was with United Artists.
theatres here, the Oriental and

— Thea-

are,

adopting an intermission policy between shows for the
purpose of boosting concession sales, using an intermission trailer suggesting a visit
to the concession stand.

Specialized Sales

Cartoonists Local
Wins Pay Rise

28.

area

this

in

many theatres elsewhere,

Levin Associates in

same playing time was $949.
latter would select films best suited
"In another Iowa town, with a pop- to their individual needs. Following a
ulation of 7,600 and in a theatre seat- test in the Central and Northwestern
ing
'Greatest
Show' grossed states, it is intended to eventually em500,
$2,432 to $537 for 'Samson.' In Wis- brace all seven regional divisions of
consin a theatre seating 850 and draw- Levin Associates.
ing from a town with a population of
The Levin company is completing a
7,000 'Greatest Show' grossed $5,397 deal with Souvaine Selective Pictures
Also in Wis- to handle some of its motion picture
to $881 for 'Samson.'
consin, in a town with a population of product.
7,300 and a theatre seating 750, 'Greatest Show' grossed $3,739 to $942 for

selected at

Goldwyn

Samuel

Cleveland, July

B.

Jack H. Levin Associates has set
up
a home office division to promote
Howard Strickling, M-G-M stusales of specialized pictures for both
dio publicity head, and Dan S. Ter0,000, and in a theatre that seats less theatrical
and non-theatrical fields,
leave
rell, exploitation head, will
than 400, 'The Greatest Show on tying-in showings to benefit fund-raishere tomorrow for Boston. After re- Earth'
rolled up a $3,067 one-week ing activities of such non-profit orturning here, Strickling will leave
gross. Figure for 'Samson and De- ganizations as religious, fraternal, edfor the Coast on Sunday.
lilah,' at the
same theatre and the ucational and cultural groups. The
•

Harold \Mirisch,

Intermission Policy
At Cleveland Houses
tres

Cecil
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Inside

New York — 50

Re-creating a corner of old New York for the theater is
a stage designer's problem.
But re-creating it so that the color camera will see it
and the sound camera hear it as the eye saw it and the
ear heard it 50 years ago is quite another story.
It is in reducing problems of this character that the
Eastman Technical Service is of great service. Their
representatives collaborate with studio technicians;
they scrutinize the scenery, establish light and color

years ago

.

.

balances; they help select type of film, color or blackand-white, best to use. Special laboratory procedures,
too, may be worked out to ensure precise processing
all to make sure that every foot of film produces
best results.

To maintain this service, the Eastman Kodak Company has branches at strategic centers
invites
inquiry on all phases of film use from all members of
.

.

.

the industry. Address:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue,

New

York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago

2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood

38, California

Motion Picture Daily

BVay

(20//;

Brennan.

business flourished at most of

and evening

of

marked

telecasts,

the

con-

more

by

dull roll-calls than fiery contests, the
theatres enjoyed good patronage turnovers. On Fridav, however, when the
hot weather abated and the StevensonKefauver struggle arrived at the point
where television and radio could lay
claim to offering something in the way
milder returns
"entertainment,"
of

were being recorded by some, but by
no means all of the first-runs.
More than one theatre manager,
when asked if the convention left any
scars on the box-office, replied gleefully

"What convention?"

:

The

some

picture has

Georgia forms the background of this
Jean Peters, Jeffrey Hunter and Walter

in

nature-in-the-raw settings, premoves at a brisk pace. The narrative
Filmgoers should find it attractive

intriguing,

man who

to find his lost dog and becomes the captive of Brennan and his tornboyish daughter, Miss Peters. It seems that Brennan took to the swamps
with his daughter years back to hide from a murder he never committed.
After some initial hostilities, Brennan and Miss Peters win Hunter over to
their side and he agrees to return to civilization, hire a lawyer, and fight
for the vindication of Brennan.
The task becomes an involved and treacherous one, especially since the
real murderers resort to a variety of efforts to block the emergence of

swamp

justice.

The screenplay, by Louis Lantz, provides romantic interest between Miss
Peters and Hunter and introduces a rivalry in the form of Constance Smith,
a jealous, easily-enraged young lady. By the time the story runs its course
justice triumphs and Hunter wins the hand of Miss Peters. Robert L. Jacks
produced and Jean Negulesco directed.
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience

classification.

For September

Mandel Herbstman

'Robin Hood' Strong

Meanwhile, during both the Demoand earlier Republican convention, Walt Disney's "Story of Robin
Hood" was heading for a place among
the long runners and better grossers

The

Criterion.

the

at

picture's

Rackmil Plans 'U' Expansion
(Continued from page

week is bringing $21,000, and the election
management has expressed confidence July 15

to the Universal
that there will be

he

will

do

so,

Rackmil

said.

He

clear that the state of Spitz's
health will be the deciding factor.

made

it

Nate J. Blumberg, new Universal
chairman who left here for the
board
Radio
City
presentation is
will also
Music Hall a nice fifth and final Coast over the past weekend,
in an active capacity. Rackstanza, with $70,000 for Thursday- continue
through-Sundav pointing to a seven- mil said. Blumberg's health, reportedly
"Ivanhoe" greatly improved in recent weeks,
day "take" of" $108,000.
makes a genuinely active role for him
will open at the Hall on Thursday.
giving

in

A
the

more-than-adequate
ninth

and;

final

East on Beacon"

is

$11,000

for
of "Walk
indicated for the

week

move

into the

Roxy on August

8.
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production

was indicated.
Rackmil said he would
"Affair post as president of Decca

Victoria which will bring in
in Trinidad" tomorrow. At the Astor,
the second week of "The Story of
Will Rogers" is seen registering $18,000, a good figure, but a drop of $8,000
from the opening week. Still strong
in its second week at the Globe is
up a pleasing $6,200 for the 17th
500 indicated. A mild $7,000 was indicated for the second and final week
of "Paula" at Loew's State which.. will
open "Glory Alley" today.
The off-Broadwav Sutton did a
good $7,600 for the 17th week of "The
Man in the White Suit," and the similarly identified Normandie is racking
up a pleasing $6,200 fo rthe 17th
stanza of "Encore."
Openings yesterday included "The
Spider and the Fly" at the Little
Carnegie, and "The Strange Ones"
at the Paris.
"What Price Glory"
will

deciding

YOUR ORDER j

Wobosh Ay - NEW YORK, 630

AND SU
9th A»

policy

with

William Goetz, Universal production
head, and in other capacities, certain,
it

retain

his

in addition

Universal and that he
would work both here and at Universal City. He said he had no plans
at present for adding to Decca's representation on the Universal board
of directors, despite the fact that he
is the only representative of Decca's
42 per cent interest in Universal. J.
Arthur Rank, with no stock ownership
in Universal now, has three representatives on the board and they will
to

heading

remain, Rackmil said. However, Rank
himself and his financial aide, G. I.
Woodham Smith, rarely attend Universal board meetings, having contented themselves in the past with the
representation afforded by the third
member of the Rank trio, Robert Benjamin.
"We have a winning team now,"
Rackmil said, referring to Universal's
good earnings record and the stated
determination not to make changes in
status.
the
executive or directors'
"When everything is going well it
doesn't make
sense to shake
just
things up."

Asserting that the Univers" 1

management under his
dency will "move slowly"

presiin the

direction of business expansion,
Rackmil clearly indicated that
he believes motion pictures

1

)

have an important part to play

presidency

no changes
company's management.

in the latter
This time, he specifically included the
If Leo Spitz,
studio in the statement.
studio executive, recovers from his
current illness sufficiently to permit
him to continue in an active capacity,

_

$11,000 for 'Beacon'

most of their theatres to make some
small increases in the prices of admission with effect from and including Sunday, August 3."
spot round-up of reactions reveals sharp division of opinion among
independent exhibitors in regard to
the circuit lead.
Harry Mears, last
year's Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association president, for example, feels
that the circuits should have consulted

CEA

before coming to a decision.
Yorkshire's J. X. Prendergast will
not accept the lead.
Like other
North-country theatremen he feels the
pinch of the slump currently affecting
the textile industries.

Hinge Approves

—

CEA's treasurer E. J. Hinge accepted as one of the industry's elder
statesmen on the other hand takes
count of rising costs.
Hinge also
operates in the North-country.
He
applauds the circuit decision. So does

—

London's Theo Fligelstone.
Says Fligelstone
"The circuits
have acted wisely, for this may be the
last opportunity
the
industry
will
have of adjusting prices to the gen:

fifth

that a total of at least eight weeks is
in store for the film at the Times
Square house.
"High Noon" at the Mayfair is
proving to be a first-week high grossStill
er,
with $49,000 indicated.
demonstrating plenty of vigor in its
second week at the Capitol is "Carrie," the figure being a smart $38,000.
"Where's Charley?" and a stage

one shilling and above, A. B.C., GauBritish, Granada Theatres and
Odeon are reluctantly compelled for

A

ventures daringly into the

release.

cratic

Circuits

mont

sented in color by Technicolor, and it
developed along formula lines.
is
entertainment.
Hunter plays the part of a young

theatres.
clay

Century-Fox)

OKEFENOKEE swamp
THE
unusual drama which features

day when the balloting for the
party's Presidential nomination
took on the appearance of a
knock - down, drag - out fight,

1952

29,

(Continued from page 1)

'Lure of the Wilderness"

tional Democratic Convention
last week. Except for last Fri-

Each

UK

Review

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

vention

Tuesday, July

eral

in the future of television.

TV

cost-of-living

we have

Now

level.

flexibility

we

should

Financial instability has hurt
film producers heretofore, he believes,
but sees no problem in that area con-

the

revealed.

Decentralization

most of

that

make

it."

regarded as significant that
the joint statement from the circuits
fronting Universal and Decca. Rack- used the phrase "for most
of their
mil stated that TV programs on film theatres."
That, it is said, gives the
will constitute the bulk of the eventual circuits a useful escape-hatch
in areas
programming.
Plans for distribution where independents embark on a
of the TV films by Decca's national price-cutting campaign.
outlets are now being discussed, he

Rackmil made it clear that he envisions the
film future of his companies as entirely apart from the theatrical film operations.
He said he
is
confident that the motion picture
theatre will not be supplanted by television any more than the record business was supplanted by radio in the
late 1920's.
Just as radio strengthened the record business eventually,
Rackmil feels that television will do
much to help motion pictures.
"One medium of entertainment does
not take the place of another," he said.

It

is

_

TV

"That has been demonstrated.
is

There

a place for each of them."

Accompanying

Rackmil

the

to

luncheon were Al Daff, newly named
executive vice-president of Universal

;

Maurice

Bergman,

public

rela-

tions executive for

"U," Phil Gerard,
manager, and Milton Liv-

publicity
ingston, trade

press contact.

Father of Jack Harris
Funeral services were held yesterday for Philip Harris, father of Jack
Harris, film buyer for Walter
P.
Reade Theatres.
Harris died here

Sunday after a long illness. He is
survived by two other sons, Irving J.
and Bernard, and by his widow, Lena.
Services were held at the Brettschneider Funeral Home, with burial at New

(Continued from page

1)

most advance penetration for a

picture,

Kaufman observed

that coordination
of publicity, advertising and exploitation demands that a picture be made
at least one year before its release.

Turning to "Sudden Fear," which
Radio is distributing, Kaufman
called it an example of integrating

RKO

selling with

production.

"Plans on selling 'Sudden Fear'
started with the writing of the script,"
he says, "and that took place over a
year ago. Many things in the script
were geared for exploitation and selling."

Cites

Example

As an example, he

cites cooperation
with Western Pacific Railroad.
sequence of "Sudden Fear" brings
Joan Crawford and Jack Palance together on the line's San Franciscobound Zephyr. The railroad furnished
the equipment, and has worked out an
extensive advertising campaign of its
own through 24 sheets for its railroad
stations, and window displays in every
location in its territory, with agents
to be brought to Sari Francisco for

A

the

picture's

Gypsy Abbott King, wife of director
Henry K'ng, who died Friday. Two
sons, two daughters and two grand-

presentation.
estimates that Don Prince,
publicity director of
Radio, has
so
far
secured the equivalent of
$5,000,000 of commercial advertising.
" 'Sudden Fear' is one of the first
big features that will use
as a
medium of advertising," said Kaufman. Radio's Terry Turner, RKO's
exploitation director, has made
12
special
trailers.
The eight oneminute and four 20-second trailers will
be a supplement to the newspaper ad-

children also survive.

vertis.ng campaign.

Mount Carmel Cemetery.

Mass

for Mrs.

King

the

Cathedral

Chanel

for

RKO

TV

—

Hollywood, July 28.
Requiem
mass will be sung tomorrow morning
at

Kaufman

Mrs.

TV

—

—

—
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No

Indexed

other
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publication
contains this
valuable
information*
WHO

* The WHO'S
section alone—
which is but one of the 15 thumbindexed sections of the ALMANAC
is worth several times the price of the
complete volume of highly useful in-

The

formation.
contains
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over
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executives,

of

WHO
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section

biogra-

producers,

per-

formers and other personalities, covering the fields of both motion pictures

and
*

television.
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It is
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it

is

WHO

in
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ably enlarged for the 1952-53 edition of
the

ALMANAC,

to include

hundreds

of additional names, with up-to-date

biographies and career credits.
Also,

the

separately

thumb-indexed

TV

data section has been expanded to
include a wealth of additional informa-

tion for

many

purposes, in
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Tuesday, July

Gov't Suit
(Continued from page

president of National Allied. Snaper's
letter declared that the wiping out of
a $2,500,000,000 industry would be on
the Justice Department's conscience.
Rotus Harvey, president of Western

Theatre Owners, has sent from San
Francisco to Eric A. Johnston, now
on the Coast, a wire pledging to the
Motion Picture Association of Amersupport in fighting the
government's complaint. He also offered his personal services in the fight.
ica

president

"If

the

Harvey

Government wins
said,

"all

of

us

this
will

case,"

be

run

out of business."

Call It 'Squeeze'

Dallas exhibitor group, composed of R. J. O'Donnell, Col. H. A.

The

Ed Rowley, Claude

Cole,

Ezell,

H.

Griffith
and Phil Isley, wired
J.
Stevenson that that the suit "is so
illogical and its pleadings are so drastic tnat we cannot construe it as anyon
'squeeze'
thing but a political
personalities thougnt to be Republican
The suit wears so
in sympathies.
many earmarks of punitive and ex-

tortionate motives that it will outrage
the entire electorate and confirm a
widely held belief that bureaus under
are
administration
Democratic
a
strong-arm political operatives and
not administrators of law and equity."
The telegram also said that American motion picture theatre owners
may be goaded into using their
screens in "partisan political warfare,
the personnel of our group being
fairly well divided between the two
parties. But action such as this, attacking the very foundations of our
industry and threatening our livelihood and very existence, must inevitably drive us to the use of this powerful publicity medium in self-defense."
"Shock and amazement" at the

was expressed by Robert Wile,
executive secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, in a
letter to -McGranery. He asked the
Attorney-General to reconsider his department's action.
Skiatron President Sees Suit
Benefitting Subscriber-Vision
government succeeds ...in.
"If
the
major motion picture
forcing the
companies to sell their films to tele-

TV

will be the
vision, subscription
only practical method of bridging the
Arthur
economic
gap,"
inevitable
Levey, President of Skiatron Electronics
& Television Corporation,
Subscriber-Vision
the
of
sponsors
pay-as-you-see television system, has

indicated.
"Justice Department efforts to compel film distributors -to make 16mm
pictures
their
feature
of
versions
available to television will inevitably

strengthen the position of SubscriberVision and may hasten its introducthe rublic," Mr. Levey said.
"Even if the government wins its
case and the movie firms offer their
pictures for sale, the question still recan afford this celluloid
mains
bounty? The picture people will undoubtedly put a stiff price on their
product, and justly so. Neither the
sponsors,, nor the networks, nor the
individual stations will be able to meet

-Pinky Herman

of

pVERYTHING HAPPENS

in cycles, mega, kilo and ordinary.
Just about 20 years ago your reporter was writing a column
about film folk and their doings at the Paramount Studios at
Astoria. L. I. and Warner's Vitaphone plant in Flatbush. Last
Thursday at the Seaboard Studios where they're producing a series
of 13 Ed & Pegeen Fitzgerald
comedies, we saw so many
familiar faces on the set that for a brief moment or two we thought
we were witnessing a flashback to 1932. Jack Etra was at the
camera, Phil Rein on sound, Joe Redden, props, Dan Spillane and
Jim Hennessy, grips, Art Kornfeld, chief electrician and Vince
Matthews, former electrician, with Rein on sound, one of the
crews that worked with Lubitsch on "The Big Pond" and "Smiling
Lieutenant," with Maurice Chevalier, Claudette Colbert and other
Paramount stars. Reminds us of the old days, we said. "Old days?"
snorted Jim Hennessy, "the real good old days were when most of
us here worked with D. W. Griffith up in Mamaroneck, later
moving to the Claremont Studios in the Bronx and then to the
Pathe Studios at 135th St. where we made the Pearl White Pictures." Which all goes to prove our "cycle" contention. With the
wedding of motion pictures and television, the use of the camera has
once again given work to hundreds of capable technicians and studios that had been dark and silent for lo these many years are once
again resounding to "sound the bells" "up to speed, roll 'em."
o
•
•

Who

else

but

DuMont,

with different gimmicks on different days and unique and novel
special films, guests, and other interesting
items adds up to but one phase of the gal's
activities. Then she does her Saturday show
on NBC and another series on ABC which
makes Kathi one of the busiest distaffers on
the nets. What a package
Beauty PLUS
Brains.
Announcer Joe King has drawn
up plans for his new home which he plans
to build (no, a professional contractor will
do the building) at the place he just purchased in Nyack, overlooking the Hudson
River.
Bernie Schubert just made a kind
!

.

.

.

.

.

.

new audience-participation series, "One
Good Turn," which one of our spies informs
us is a honey. Howard Linkoff is the pro-

of a
Kathi Norris

ducer with Craig Allen directing.

.

.

.

W

attach is back at his NBC Chores as production
George
manager, after a seven-week stay on the Coast zvherc he was
assistant producer to Arch Obeler on the filming of a threedemensional feature, in Ansco Color, which mill be roadshown,
after opening in New York some time in October. Story deals
with the natural obstacles and thrilling adventures encountered
during the building of the first railroad through darkest
Africa.
After completing "Taxi" for 20th Century-Fox
release, Gregory Ratoff will not return to Hollyzvood. He has
taken a three-year lease on an> apartment on 72nd St. and plans
.

to

devote

.

.

all

of his time to

TV

film production.

.

.

.

Stuart

Buchanan, former program supervisor at ABC, who produces
"The Ohio Story" for McCann-Erickson (featured oz'er five
key Ohio stations) dropped into town for a few days.
Maggi McNellis has been signed to be Piccadilly Ciggies' new
ABC-TV enus. Her half-hour-a-week newsy chatter with
Broadzvay and Hollyzvood celebs on "Maggi Round the Town''
starts th'is Thursday night at 9:30 to 10 P.M.
.

.

.

.

.

.

to

:

Who

it.

"Only through subscription TV,
which transfers the boxoffice directly
and effectively to the living room, will
television be able to
wood's better films."

afford

Holly-

additional long distance telenetwork radio and
television circuits for Florida's West Coast. Planned for
completion in time for the
1952 - 53 winter season, the
new 101-mile route will connect with the nationwide net-

phone,

TV

Just step up and call the little lady "Dynamo."
Xathi Norris, whose daily series (11 A.M. -12 noon) on

Hal Roach arrived in town yesterday with 2 full-hour (in four
segments) film series, "The Children's Hour" and "The Actors'
Hour." Roach feels that film stars can enhance and prolong their
professional lives by appearing on TV once a week but in brief
sequin es. Pictures have eght conveniently-spaced ends for commercials without interrupting the action.
Can anyone imagine?
The original producer of such TV classics as "Lighte Out," "The
Clock" and "The Amazing Mr. Malone" is currently unassigned and
in fact unemployed. TV, or for that matter motion picture producers
should immediately phone Larry Schwab, Jr., grab his talents and
then thank us by sending a check to the Damon Runyan Cancer
Fund.
Don't be too surprised if NBC acquires rights to "Break.

.

fast In

.

.

.

.

Hollywood"

for a fall series of simulcasts.

The long lines department
American Telephone and

Telegraph has started laying
a coaxial cable between Orlando and Tampa to provide

*-*

;

suit

tion

with

T. Facilities
in South

Extended

Radio

Television

1)

McGranery by Wilbur Snaper,

eral

&

A. T.
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work

at

Orlando.

Albany Unit Meets on

Compo Tax Drive
Albany, N.
— EliminaJuly

28.
Y.,
tion of the 20 per cent Federal

amusement tax could be the "salvation" of
many exhibitors,
Leo
Greenfield,
Universal branch manager here, and
distributor chairman in the Council
of
Motion
Picture
Organizations'
campaign, said today at a meeting of
branch managers and salesmen. There
being "no reason why the exhibitor
cannot retain the money collected in
the tax, if it is repealed,"
ors should contribute to
furtherance of the drive,
declared.

all

exhibitfor

COMPO

Greenfield

Branch managers were assigned to
smaller circuits and salesmen

solicit

to independent exhibitors, with pledge
cards.
Division and district managers will contact larger circuits.

More Exhibitors
Join 20% Tax Fight
3

Three more exhibitors

.

word

sent

yesterday to Col. H. A. Cole and Pat

McGee, co-chairmen

of the national
tax repeal campaign committee, that
they will serve as committeemen to
lead the campaign in their states. State
campaign committeemen, representing
all 48 states, now total 163.
Latest additions are Ralph E. McClanahan of Irvine, Ky., president of
the Kentucky Association of Theatre
Owners Samuel B. Landrum of Dal;

and Leo Peterson of Rapid City,
president of the South Dakota Exlas,

hibitors'

Association.

Talks Still Being
Held on Todd TV
Negotiations
theatre

looking

telecasting

of

toward

Mike

the

Todd's

"Night in Veniee" stage production
at Jones Beach, Long Island, are currently being conducted by the Fabian
circuit.

Todd

recently acknowledged that he

had. talked

with theatremen and other

interested parties, including Nate Halpern, president of Theatre Network
Television, on the possibility of using
the new medium.

Lasky Here on Promotion
Jesse L. Lasky, completely recovered
his
recent illness, arrived in
New York yesterday from the Coast
and will be the guest of the National
Association of Music Merchants at
annual convention at the Hotel
its
New Yorker where he will deliver an
address outlining details of his next
production, "The Big Brass Band."
The several thousand members are to
cooperate in an advertising campaign
'-orn

during 1953.

::
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Protests Rise

Continually

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, JULY

Sullivan Returns to

TO A

Monday

Post

Gael Sullivan, who served
manager of Senator Estes
Ktfauver's campaign for the
as

Vs. Gov't Suit

Democratic Presidential nomwill return to his
post as executive director of
the Theatre Owners of America next Monday.
Sullivan is vacationing at
Narragansett, R. L, this week.
He had been given a leave of
absence by TOA to accept the
campaign assignment.

BVay

TEN CENTS
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Grosses Rackmil Plans

Rise With the

Long-Range
Thermometer 'IT Expansion

ination,

Wires Sent

Stevenson;
Snaper, Marvey Also Act
to

Protests against the government's
anti-trust suit to force the sale of
16mm. films to television and other
outlets in competition to regular
are mounting steadily, the
being that soon virtually
every segment of the industry will
have raised its voice against the action
of the Department of Justice.
theatres
prospect

Terming the

suit a "political"
move, exhibitors of Dallas,
Texas, have retaliated by telegraphing Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson, Democratic nominee for
President, enlisting aid against
the litigation. Last week these

same
exhibitors
had
telegraphed President Truman to
the same effect.

Meanwhile, a strong letter of protest has been sent to Attorney-Gen(Continued on page 6)

Business Overseas
Good, Says Balaban

Roach Plans Six
Films Next Year

(Continued on page 2)

that in returning to theatrical production, as disclosed last week, he
plans to make six films for theatres
next year.
He also plans to make a
series of

TV

His idea

films.

the signing of
stars to a 40-week contract involving
their services for both theatrical features and
films.
Among those Roach has conferred
with regarding his project are Leo
calls

is

very

satisfactory, Charles Einfeld,
20th Century-Fox vice-president, declared here yesterday
on his return on the S.S. Liberie from six weeks overseas.
He said he conferred with
executives abroad as well as
theatremen. He also set plans
for the fall premiere of Dar-

Zanuck's "The Snows
of Kilimanjaro" to be staged
ryl

F.

simultaneously
cities

in capital
of Europe, Africa and

South America.

is

New

Convinced that Universal Pictures and Decca Records are capaway to a classy $118,000 for the ini- ble of "complementing" each other
tial
week at the Paramount, and in important phases of operation,
"Dreamboat" at the Roxy, where a Milton R. Rackmil, president of both
record-breaking $60,000 tor a non- companies, told a luncheon gathering
holiday Friday-through-Sunday is the of trade press editors here yesterday
forerunner of a fancy $105,000 for the that plans are now being developed
first stanza.
Both theatres have stage which are expected to result in "a
greatly expanded business for both
shows.
within the next two to three years."
the

field

Broadway's theatres emerged
with flying colors from the competition with television's Na(Continued on page 4)

Decentralization in

for

Production Stressed

TV

McCarey, George Stevens and Leonard Goldstein, but no deal has been
closed with any of the trio.
While here Roach will confer with
distributors on the six films
negotiate with
officials

and also
on his

TV

Two of the TV shows,
running one hour each, are "Children's
Hour" and "Actor's Hour."
Roach asserted he is unhappy about
the high cost of distribution.
Unless
he can make a satisfactory distribution
deal, he said, he would confer with a
group of exhibitors and try to set up
a special distribution deal with them
where they would guarantee the costs
in their

The future of film production lies in
decentralization,
producer
Joseph
Kaufman said yesterday. He is in New
York in the interests of "Sudden Fear,"
his independently

England
Gottlieb and Levy Raise Admissions
To Aid JDA Drive
By PETER BURNUP
London, July
— Major
28.

Saal Gottlieb, of

MGM-Loew's, and

A. Levy, of Universal Pictures, have accepted co-chairmanship
of the exchanges division of the motion

here, among
ish Cinemas,
J.

circuits

them Associated BritGaumont, Granada and

Arthur Rank's Odeon group, have

increased prices

following the "flex-

campaign wii behalf ibility" door left open in the recent
Two shillings-one pence adDefense Appeal (JDA), budget.
it was
announced by Leon Goldberg, missions are raised to two shillingsof Universal, and Edward L. Fabian, three pence and two shillings-seven
of Fabian Theatres, co-chairmen of pence seats are raised to two shillingspicture industry's

of the Joint

the industry-wide

JDA

effort.

The JDA is seeking $5,000,000 in
1952 to finance the activities of the

eight pence.
In a joint statement they declared
"Owing to ever-increasing operatingcosts and the fact that no relief .from

American Jewish Committee and the
Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai entertainment duty was forthcoming
B'rith,

the

nation's

largest

agencies combatting bigotry.

Jewish

in

Rackmil declined to disclose
the nature of the plans, asserting that they are in an early
discussion stage at this time.
However, he confirmed that
they are not dependent upon a
merger of the two companies,
stating that the original plan
for a merger has been called
off, at least for the present.

The Universal-Decca president also
reiterated his statement made on his
(Continued on page 4)

produced Joan Craw-

ford vehicle which tees off August 7
at Loew's State Theatre.
Kaufman holds that the task of getting people out of their homes and into
film houses can be solved if Hollywood will work in smaller units.
"1 think the day of mass production
of films is ended," Kaufman stated.
"This is evidenced by the decision of
the big studios to make only big pictures." On the problem of getting the
(Continued on page 4)

respective areas.

David

Predicts Results Will
Show in 2 to 3 Years

York's first-runs. Leadare two newcomers
"Jumping Jacks," which is on the

for
ing

Circuits in

Attendance Abroad
Healthy; Einfeld
Attendance abroad

aided
proving to be a stronger-than-usual one

Hal Roach declared here yesterday

video shows.

Business abroad is very good, Barney Balaban, president of Paramount,
reported here yesterday on his return
from a six-week trip to Rome, Paris,
Venice and
Montecatini.
Balaban
pointed out, however, that while the
overseas market is encouraging, there
has been a decline in actual earnings
because of devaluation.
Balaban asserted that the company

The current business week,

and abetted by hot weather,

the last budget on

seat prices
(Continued on page 4)

at

Strike's

End

End Won't

Restrictions

—

Washington,

July 28. There will
relaxation of restrictions on
amusement construction this year.
That is the word from top officials
of the National Production Authority.
Commenting on the end of the steel
strike, one official of NPA's construction division said unofficially that it
would be impossible to put the planned
relaxations which were deferred because of the steel strike into effect
be

no

January

until after

1.

TV

Set Manufacture
Declines 33 Per Cent
Washington, July 28.— Output of

TV

sets in the first six
of this year dropped
33 per cent below the figure
for the corresponding period
in 1951, according to the Ra-

months

dio-Television
Association.

Manufacturers

RTMA

The
report showed
the manufacture of 2,310,000
TV receivers in the first half
of 1952, against 3,450,000 sets
in

January-June,

1951.

—

)
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Schwalberg Cites Big 'Show
Grosses in Small Towns

Personal
Mention
KRANZE,

BG.

United

Artists

sales executive, and Milton E.
Cohen, Eastern division manager,
will leave here for Gloversville, N. Y.,
today, and the next day will head for

DeMille's "The Greatest
is proving one of the
greatest small-town box-office attracCecil

B.

Show on Earth"
tions

in

the history of the

industry,

according to A. W.- Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing
Albany.
Corp.
•
Schwalberg stated that "in a town
Howard Strickling, M-G-M stu- in Iowa with a population of only
dio publicity head, and Dan S. Ter- 6,000, and in a theatre that seats less
rell, exploitation head, will leave than
'The Greatest Show on
400,
here tomorrow for Boston. After re- Earth' rolled up a $3,067 one-week
turning here, Strickling will leave gross. Figure for 'Samson and Defor the Coast on Sunday.
lilah,'
at the same theatre and the
•
same playing time was $949.
Harold \Mirisch, Monogram-Al"In another Iowa town, with a popreturned
lied Artists vice-president,
ulation of 7,600 and in a theatre seatto his office in Hollywood yesterday ing
'Greatest
Show' grossed
500,
from San Francisco.
$2,432 to $537 for 'Samson.' In Wis•
consin a theatre seating 850 and drawHarry Fellerman, sales head of ing from a town with a population of
Universal's special films division, has 7,000 'Greatest Show' grossed $5,397
returned to his desk after a two- to $881 for 'Samson.' Also in Wisweeks' illness.
consin, in a town with a population of
•
7,300 and a theatre seating 750, 'GreatHarold Wirthwein, Monogram- est Show' grossed $3,739 to $942 for
Allied Artists Western sales mana- 'Samson.'
ger, is in Kansas City from Holly"This box-office story is the same in
wood.
Indiana where the results in two towns
•
selected at random showed 'Greatest
Samuel Goldwyn arrived here Show' outgrossing 'Samson' by $5,857
from the Coast yesterday. He plans to $2,518 and $6,380 to $1,571, respecto remain about 10 days before leav- tively. In a town of 12,000 in Califoring for Europe.
nia the figures were $4,965 to $1,330,
•
while a town in South Carolina with
Myron Josephson of M-G-M's a population of 19,700 showed 'Greatspecial service department is on vaca- est Show' with $5,857 and two days to
tion at Hurley ville, N. Y.
go to $2,518 for 'Samson.'
•
Joseph Sistrom, Paramount proto
ducer, arrived here yesterday from
the Coast en route to London.
•
United Artists has opened its own
Herb Crooker of M-G-M's home
-

Head UA
Aubier
N. African Branch

department is on vacaN. Y.

tion at Shelter Island,

Eastern

division press representative, left here
yesterday for Boston.

Sam Prinzmetal,
and Mrs.

industry lawyer,
Prinzmetal will leave here

today for Europe.

•

CBS-TV

David Savage,
and

his wife are in

New

film buyer,

Hollywood from

York.

Irving Allen, producer, left here
for London over the weekend.

olson

H eld

Jolson's extensive stock

reported here in Surroin an accounting of his
$4,144,147 estate, are 8,000 snares of
holdings,
gate's

as

Court

Warner Brothers
The accounting
lowing royalties

stock.
also showed the fol-

:

Aubier,

Algiers, headed by Maurice
as distribution headquarters

North African

in Tunis and Casablanca,
foreign distribution vice-president
Arnold M. Picker disclosed here yesterday.
It will operate as an integral part
of the company's French organization,
Les Artistes Associes, under the overall direction of Georges Rouvier, general manager in France and supervisor
for Switzerland.

sub-branches

UA

Levin Associates in
Specialized Sales
Jack H. Levin Associates has set
up a home office division to promote
sales of specialized pictures for both
theatrical
and non-theatrical fields,
tying-in showings to benefit fund-raising activities of such non-profit organizations as religious, fraternal, educational and cultural groups.
The
latter would select films best suited
to their individual needs. Following a
test in the Central and Northwestern
states, it is intended to eventually embrace all seven regional divisions of

Levin Associates.
The Levin company is completing a
deal with Souvaine Selective Pictures
to handle some of its motion picture
product.

Cartoonists Local
Wins Pay Rise

—

Hollywood, July 28. Motion Picture Screen Cartoonists, IATSE, has
gained a pay rise of 24 cents an hour
or 10 per cent figured on the basic
minimum, whichever is greater, in an
agreement concluded with the Animated Film Producers Association.
The contract, ratified by the union,
is retroactive to March 15, and may
be reopened for wage adjustments
should the Bureau of Labor's cost-ofliving index rise five per cent above
the January 15 level.

Ladd Features to
Be Made in Britain
2

—

London, July 28. The
production in this country of two color
in Technicolor features starring Alan
Ladd was disclosed here by Columbia
Pictures.
First, to start in September, will be
"The Red Beret," a drama of the
Commandos. The second, to be undertaken shortly afterwards, will be "The

White South," a

Coast Projectionists
Get Liberal Benefits
San Francisco, July 28. New
agreements have been signed between
:

Motion Picture Projectionists
Local No. 162 and North Coast
United Paramount, Loew's Warfield
and others in the San Francisco area
calling for a 27-cent per hour increase for two years and a 12-cent
an hour further increase commencing
the
third year of the agreement.
Each theatre will pay two weeks' vacation per year to all regularly employed operators.
The local was also instrumental in
putting into effect a health and welfare plan which is an innovation so
far as the theatrical industry here is
concerned. The welfare plan is based
on $2.10 per week paid by the employer. This provides hospitalization
care for the membership.
Included
therein also is a $2,500 life insurance
policy with a double indemnity clause
for $5,000 in the event of accidental
the

Other fringe benefits in minor
working conditions were secured under

death.

new agreement.
The agreement was negotiated by a
wage committee composed of five
members of the local business manager John A. Forde, president Thomas
the

:

Kearney and projectionist John
J.
Finn of Loew's Warfield, Abe Lubfin
impending- of the Orpheum and Mervin Wagner

Hammond

of the

F.

has been named sales manager for the
Boston branch of United Artists. 1 he
today.
effective
appointment
was
Duane was recently Northeastern representative for Lopert Films and was
formerly associated with Paramount,
Selznick and Jack Schlaifer Corp.
The post is a new one, under branch

manager Harry Segal.

;

Gruenberg

in

;

Milwaukee, July
booker and buyer for

$42,000

—

Boston, July 28.
The Metropolitan Theatre here reports that the personal appearance of Johnnie Ray at
that theatre, who ended a one-week
stand at the weekend, grossed $42,000.

New Post
— The new28.

St.
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Tower

Mission.
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Rockefeller Center

Innes ad-

RAY BOLGER «.
"WHERE'S CHARLEY?"
Color by

plvs

TECHNICOLOR

A WARNER BROS. PICTURE
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

1

would give a reasonably good account
of itself this year and has a "well-

MAN

_ JtRRV

NUlOTN IEW1S

balanced production schedule for 1953."
Asked about possible retrenchments
similar to those recently made at
M-G-M, Balaban declared that "whenever we find an uneconomic situation
we make necessary cuts. These are
times that call for efficiency and pro-

D0H

C0RNELl

'Hum

JUloi
Midnight Fcofu'*
Nightly

ductivity."

Walt Disney's Story of

Asked about the possibility of the
company making more pictures abroad,
Cloud's two he said it would do so only if a pic-

background called for it.
Responding to a question about the
is Jerry Gruenberg, from Minneapolis
He replaces Bill Nathanson, who re- industry's outlook, Balaban remarked
Gruenberg, who will now that "each company would prosper acsigned.
make his home in Milwaukee, formerly cording to the number of box-office
hits it can produce."
was with United Artists.
theatres here, the Oriental and

New

NEW YORK THEATRES

venture of the Antarctic whaling in-

Duane Is Named UA
Balaban
Boston Sales Head
{Continued jrom page
—Thomas Duane
Boston, July

from "The Jolspn

Story," $95,073 "Jolson Sings Again,"
$123,727 Decca records, $120,804.

Ray Grosses

territory, with

28.

8,000

Warner Bros. Shares
Among Al

—

Cleveland, July 28.
Theain this area are, like
many theatres elsewhere,
adopting an intermission policy between shows for the
purpose of boosting concession sales, using an intermission trailer suggesting a visit
to the concession stand.

dustry.

•

J

office

in

for the

•

Arthur Canton, M-G-M

Intermission Policy
At Cleveland Houses
tres

•

office publicity
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Inside

New York — 50

Re-creating a corner of old New York for the theater is
a stage designer's problem.
But re-creating it so that the color camera will see it
and the sound camera hear it as the eye saw it and the
ear heard it 50 years ago is quite another story.
It is in reducing problems of this character that the
Eastman Technical Service is of great service. Their
representatives collaborate with studio technicians;
they scrutinize the scenery, establish light and color

years ago

.

.

balances; they help select type of film, color or blackand-white, best to use. Special laboratory procedures,
too, may be worked out to ensure precise processing
all to make sure that every foot of film produces
best results.
To maintain this service, the Eastman Kodak Company has branches at strategic centers
invites
inquiry on all phases of film use from all members of
the industry. Address:
.

.

.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester
East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue,

New

York 17, N. Y.

4,

N. Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago

2, Illinois

West Coast Division
Blvd., Hollywood

6706 Santa Monica

38, California

Motion Picture Daily
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(Continued from fage 1)
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down,

drag

-

out

OKEFENOKEE
THE
unusual drama which

swamp in Georgia forms the background of this
features Jean Peters, Jeffrey Hunter and Walter
Brennan. The picture has some intriguing, nature-in-the-raw settings, presented in color by Technicolor, and it moves at a brisk pace. The narrative
Filmgoers should find it attractive
developed along formula lines.
is

fight,

business flourished at most of

entertainment.
Hunter plays

Each day and evening of the conmarked by more
telecasts,

vention

dull roll-calls than fiery contests, the
theatres enjoyed good patronage turnovers. On Friday, however, when the
hot weather ajjated and the StevensonKefauver struggle arrived at the point
where television and radio could lay
claim to offering something in the way
returns
of
"entertainment," - milder

were being recorded by some, but by
no means all of the first-runs.
More than one theatre manager,
when asked if the convention left any
scars on the box-office, replied glee-

"What convention?"

:

young man who ventures daringly into the
swamp to find his lost dog and becomes the captive of Brennan and his tornboyish daughter, Miss Peters. It seems that Brennan took to the swamps
with his daughter years back to hide from a murder he never committed.
After some initial hostilities, Brennan and Miss Peters win Hunter over to
their side and he agrees to return to civilization, hire a lawyer, and fight
the part

for the vindication

of

of

a

justice.

screenplay, by Louis Lantz, provides romantic interest between Miss
Peters and Hunter and introduces a rivalry in the form of Constance Smith,
a jealous, easily-enraged young lady. By the time the story runs its course
justice triumphs and Hunter wins the hand of Miss Peters. Robert L. Jacks

The

produced and Jean Negulesco directed.
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience

Criterion.

at the

The

picture's fifth
$21,000, and the

week is bringing
management has expressed

confidence
that a total of at least eight weeks is
in store for the film at the Times
Square house.
"High Noon" at the Mayfair is
proving to be a first-week high grossStill
with $49,000 indicated.
er,
demonstrating plenty of vigor in its
second week at the Capitol is "Carrie," the figure being a smart $38,000.
"Where's Charley?" and a stage
giving Radio
City
presentation is
Music Hall a nice fifth and final
stanza, with $70,000 for Thursdaythrough-Sunday pointing to a seven"Ivanhoe"
day "take" of $108,000.
will open at the Hall on Thursday.

Rackmil Plans 'U° Expansion

A
the

more-than-adequate
ninth

and;

final

$11,000

week

for

"Walk

of

East on Beacon" is indicated for the
Victoria which will bring in "Affair
in Trinidad" tomorrow. At the Astor,
the second week of "The Story of
Will Rogers" is seen registering $18,000, a good figure, but a drop of $8,000
from the opening week. Still strong
in its second week at the Globe is
up a pleasing $6,200 for the 17th
500 indicated. A mild $7,000 was indicated for the second and final week
of "Paula" at Loew's State which will
open "Glory Alley" today.
The off-Broadway Sutton did a
good $7,600 for the 17th week of "The
Man in the White Suit," and the sim-

Normandie is racking
a pleasing $6,200 fo rthe 17th
stanza of "Encore."
Openings yesterday included "The
Spider and the Fly" at the Little
Carnegie, and "The Strange Ones"
at the Paris.
"What Price Glory"
will move into the Roxy on August 8.

ilarly identified

up
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(Continued from page 1)
election to the Universal presidency
July 15 that there will be no changes
in the latter company's management.
This time, he specifically included the
studio in the statement. If Leo Spitz,
studio executive, recovers from his

current

him

/

QUALITY

/

TRY US

\ AND sa
WO 9th Av.

to

permit

will

do

so,

Rackmil

said.

He

clear that the state of Spitz's
health will be the deciding factor.

made

it

Yorkshire's J. X. Prendergast will
not accept the lead.
Like other

North-country theatremen he feels the
pinch of the slump currently affecting
the textile industries.

Hinge Approves

—

treasurer E. J. Hinge acone of the industry's elder
statesmen on the other hand takes
count of rising costs.
Hinge also
operates in the North-country.
He
applauds the circuit decision. So does
as

—

London's Theo Fligelstone.
Says Fligelstone
"The circuits
have acted wisely, for this may be the
last opportunity
the
industry
will
have of adjusting prices to the gen-

have an important part to play
in the

eral

future of television.

TV

Financial instability has hurt
film producers heretofore, he believes,
but sees no problem in that area con-

cost-of-living

we have
the

most of

Now

level.

flexibility

we

should

that

make

it."

regarded as significant that
the joint statement from the circuits
fronting Universal and Decca. Rack- used the phrase "for most
of their
mil stated that TV programs on film theatres."
That, it is said, gives the
will constitute the bulk of the eventual circuits a useful escape-hatch in
areas
programming.
Plans for distribution where independents
embark on a
of the TV films by Decca's national price-cutting campaign.
outlets are now being discussed, he
It

is

Decentralization

head,
it

and

in other capacities, certain,

was indicated.
Rackmil said he would

would work both here and at Universal City. He said he had no plans
Decca's representation on the Universal board
of directors, despite the fact that he
is the only representative of Decca's
42 per cent interest in Universal. J.
Arthur Rank, with no stock ownership
in Universal now, has three representatives on the board and they will
remain, Rackmil said. However, Rank
himself and his financial aide, G. I.
Woodham Smith, rarely attend Universal board meetings, having contented themselves in the past with the
representation afforded by the third
at present for

member

of the

adding

Rank

to

trio,

late

Robert Ben-

jamin.

"We have a winning team now,"
Rackmil said, referring to Universal's
good earnings record and the stated
determination not to make changes in
status.
or directors'
the executive
"When everything is going well it
doesn't make
sense to shake
just

Asserting that the Universal
presiin the

direction of business expansion,
Rackmil clearly indicated that
he believes motion pictures

Just as

radio

strengtheventually,
Rackmil feels that television will do
much to help motion pictures.
1920's.

ened the

retain his
post as president of Decca in addition
Universal and that he
to heading

management under his
dency will "move slowly"

1

sociation president, for example, feels
that the circuits should have consulted
before coming to a decision.

Nate J. Blumberg, new Universal revealed.
board chairman who left here for the
Rackmil made it clear that he enCoast over the past weekend, will also visions the TV film future of his com(Continued from page 1)
Rackcontinue in an active capacity,
panies as entirely apart from the themil said. Blumberg's health, reportedly atrical film operations.
He said he most advance penetration for a picture,
greatly improved in recent weeks, is confident that the motion picture Kaufman observed that coordination
makes a genuinely active role for him theatre will not be supplanted by tele- of publicity, advertising and exploitadeciding production policy with vision any more than the record busi- tion demands that a picture be made
in
William Goetz, Universal production ness was supplanted by radio in the at least one year before its release.

things up."

FINEST

\

he

sufficiently

illness

to continue in an active capacity,

1

\

A

:

_

$11,000 for 'Beacon'

small increases in the prices of admission with effect from and including Sunday, August 3."
spot round-up of reactions reveals sharp division of opinion among
independent exhibitors in regard to
the circuit lead.
Harry Mears, last
year's Cinematograph Exhibitors' As-

For September cepted

Mandel Herbstman

release

Meanwhile, during both the Demoand earlier Republican convention, Walt Disney's "Story of Robin
Hood" was heading for a place among
the long runners and better grossers

1)

one shilling and above, A.B.C., Gaumont British, Granada Theatres and
Odeon are reluctantly compelled for
most of their theatres to make some

CEA's

classification.

'Robin Hood' Strong
cratic

1952

CEA

Brennan.

task becomes an involved and treacherous one, especially since the
murderers resort to a variety of efforts to block the emergence of

The
real

29,

Circuits

(Continued from page

(20th Century-Fox)

theatres.

fully

UK

Review
"Lure of the Wilderness"

tional Democratic Convention
last week. Except for last Friday when the balloting for the
party's Presidential nomination
took on the appearance of a

knock

Tuesday, July

record business

"One medium

of entertainment does

not take the place of another," he said.

"That has been demonstrated.
is

There

a place for each of them."

Accompanying

Rackmil

the

to

luncheon were Al Daff, newly named
executive vice-president of Universal

;

Maurice

Bergman,

public

rela-

tions executive for "U," Phil Gerard,
publicity manager, and Milton Livingston, trade press contact.

Father of Jack Harris

Turning to "Sudden Fear," which
Radio is distributing, Kaufman
called it an example of integrating

RKO

selling with production.
"Plans on selling 'Sudden

Fear'

started with the writing of the script,"
he says, "and that took place over a
year ago. Many things in the script
were geared for exploitation and selling."

Cites Example
As an example, he cites cooperation

A

with Western Pacific Railroad.
sequence of "Sudden Fear" brings
Joan Crawford and Jack Palance together on the line's San Franciscobound Zephyr. The railroad furnished
the equipment, and has worked out an
extensive advertising campaign of its
own through 24 sheets for its railroad
stations, and window displays in every
location in its territory, with agents
to be brought to San Francisco for

Funeral services were held yesterday for Philip Harris, father of Jack
P.
Harris, film buyer for Walter
Reade Theatres. Harris died here
Sunday after a long illness. He is
survived by two other sons, Irving J.
and Bernard, and by his widow, Lena. the picture's presentation.
Kaufman estimates that Don Prince,
Services were held at the Brettschneider Funeral Home, with burial at New publicity director of RKO Radio, has
so
far
secured the equivalent of
Mount Carmel Cemetery.
$5,000,000 of commercial advertising.
" 'Sudden Fear' is one of the first

Mass

for Mrs.

King

—

big

features

that

will

use

TV

as

a

Hollywood, July 28.
Requiem medium of advertising," said Kaufmass will be sung tomorrow morning man. Radio's Terry Turner, RKO's
at the
Cathedral Chapel for Mrs. exploitation director, has made 12
Gypsy Abbott King, wife of director special TV trailers. The eight onedied Friday. Two minute and four 20-second trailers will
two daughters and two grand- be a supplement to the newspaper ad-

Henry King, who
sons,

children also survive.

vertising campaign.

—

—

.
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Most-Often-Used Reference Book
Thumb

No

Indexed

other

.
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Who's

publication
contains this
valuable
information*

.

Corps.

Codes
Circuits

Cov. Case
Drive-Ins

WHO

* The WHO'S
section alone—
which is but one of the 15 thumbindexed sections of the ALMANAC
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complete volume of highly useful in-

The

formation.
contains
phies

over

of

WHO'S
12,000

executives,

WHO

concise

Television

and Radio
Pictures

section

Great

biogra-

Britain

producers,

per-

formers and other personalities, covering the fields of both motion pictures

and
*

Services

television.

the

It is

these

Press

ONLY WHO'S WHO
and

fields,

it

is

in

being consider-

Equipment-

ably enlarged for the 1952-53 edition of
the ALMANAC, to include hundreds

Organizations

names, with up-to-date
biographies and career credits.
of additional

Also,

the

separately

World
Market

thumb-indexed

TV

data section has been expanded to
include a wealth of additional informa-

tion for

many

purposes, in

The previous edition was a sell-out!
To make sure of your copy, order NOW.
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Gov't Suit

A. T.

(Continued from page
eral

Television-Radio

1)

Call It 'Squeeze'

The Dallas exhibitor group, composed of R. J. O'Donnell, Col. H. A.

Ed Rowley, Claude

Cole,

H.
wired

Ezell,

Griffith
and Phil Isley,
Stevenson that that the suit "is so
illogical and its pleadings are so drastic that we cannot construe it as anything but a political 'squeeze' on
personalities thougnt to be Republican
in sympathies. The suit wears so
many earmarks of punitive and extortionate motives that it will outrage
the entire electorate and confirm a
widely held belief that bureaus under
are
administration
Democratic
a
strong-arm political operatives and
not administrators of law and equity."
The telegram also said that American motion picture theatre owners
may be goaded into using their
J.

with Pinky Herman
C-VERYTHING HAPPENS in cycles, mega, kilo

'

on NBC and another series on ABC which
makes Kathi one of the busiest distaffers on
the nets. What a package! Beauty PLUS
Brains.
Announcer Joe King has drawn
up plans for his new home which he plans

was expressed by Robert Wile,
executive secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, in a
letter to McGranery. He asked the
Attorney-General to reconsider his department's action.
Skiatron President Sees Suit
Benefitting Subscriber-Vision
in
"If
the government succeeds
major motion picture
forcing the
companies to sell their films to tele-

TV

subscription

vision,

will

.

be

the

only practical method of bridging the
Arthur
economic
gap,"
inevitable
Levey, President of Skiatron Electronics
& Television Corporation,
the
Subscriber-Vision
of
sponsors
pay-as-you-see television system, has

.

.

to build (no, a professional contractor will
do the building) at the place he just pur-

inevit-

suit

chased

Nyack, overlooking the Hudson

in

River.
Bernie Schubert just made a kind
of a new audience-participation series, "One
Good Turn," which one of our spies informs
Kathi Norris
us is a honey. Howard Linkoff is the producer with Craig Allen directing.
.

.

.

.

.

.

George Wallacli is back at his NBC Chores as production
manager, after a seven-week stay on the Coast where he zvas
assistant producer to Arch Obeler on the filming of a threedemensional feature, in Ansco Color, which will be road shown,
after opening in New York some time in October. Story deals
with the natural obstacles and thrilling adventures encountered
during the building of the first railroad through darkest
Africa.
After completing "Taxi" for 20th Century-Fox
release, Gregory Ratoff will not return to Hollywood. He has
taken a three-year lease on an apartment on 72nd St. and- plans
.

to

devote

.

of his

time to

TV

film production.

.

.

.

"Justice Department efforts to compel film distributors to make 16mm
pictures
feature
of
their
versions
available to television will inevitibly
strengthen the position of SubscriberVision and may hasten its intro auction to the public," Mr. Levey said.
"Even if the government wins its
case and the movie firms offer their
pictures for sale, the question still recan afford this celluloid
mains
bounty? The picture people will undoubtedly put a stiff price on their
product, and justly so. Neither the
sponsors, nor the networks, nor the
individual stations will be able to meet
:

Who

it.

"Only through subscription TV,
which transfers the boxoffice directly
and effectively to the living room, will
television

be

able

to

wood's better films."

afford

Holly-

.

.

TV

.

fast In

.

classics as

.

Hollywood"

for a fall series of simulcasts.

amusement tax could be the "salvation" of
many exhibitors,
Leo
Greenfield,
Universal branch manager here, and
distributor chairman in the Council
of
Motion
Picture
Organizations'
campaign, said today at a meeting of
branch managers and salesmen. There
being "no reason why the exhibitor
cannot retain the money collected in
the tax, if it is repealed,"
ors should contribute to
furtherance of the drive,
declared.

all

exhibitfor

COMPO

Greenfield

Branch managers were assigned to
smaller circuits and salesmen

solicit

independent exhibitors, with pledge
cards.
Division and district managers will contact larger circuits.
to

3 More Exhibitors
Join 20% Tax Fight
Three more exhibitors sent word
yesterday to Col. H. A. Cole and Pat

McGee, co-chairmen of the national
tax repeal campaign committee, that
they will serve as committeemen to
lead the campaign in their states. State
campaign committeemen, representing
48 states, now total 163.
Latest additions are Ralph E. McClanahan of Irvine, Ky., president of
the Kentucky Association of Theatre
Owners Samuel B. Landrum of Dalall

Association.

Negotiations

.

.

i

original producer of such

28.
Y.,
tion of the 20 per cent Federal

Talks Still Being
Held on Todd TV

"Lighte Out," "The
Clock" and "The Amazing Mr. Malone" is currently unassigned and
in fact unemployed. TV, or for that matter motion picture producers
should immediately phone Larry Schwab, Jr.. grab his talents and
then thank us by sending a check to the Damon Runyan Cancer
Fund.
Don't be too surprised if NBC acquires rights to "Break-

The

Compo Tax Drive
Albany, N.
—EliminaJuly

hibitors'

Stuart

.

Albany Unit Meets on

;

Buchanan, former program supervisor at ABC who produces
"The Ohio Story" for McCann-Erickson (featured over five
key Ohio stations) dropped into toztm for a fezv days.
Maggi McNeills has been signed to be Piccadilly Ciggies' new
ABC-TV enus. Her half-hour-a-week newsy chatter zt'ith"
Broadway and Hollywood celebs on "Maggi Round the Town
starts this Thursday night at 9:30 to 10 P.M.
©
©
©
Hal Roach arrived in town yesterday with 2 full-hour ( in four
segments) film series, "The Children's Hour" and "The Actors'
Hour." Roach feels that film stars can enhance and prolong their
professional lives by appearing on TV once a week but in brief
sequ c n es'. ^irtures have e g"ht conveniently-spaced ends for commercials without interrupting the action.
Can anyone imagine
.

at Orlando.

and Leo Peterson of Rapid City,
president of the South Dakota Ex-

.

all

work

las,

,

indicated.

additional long distance telephone, network radio and
television circuits for Florida's West Coast. Planned for
completion in time for the
1952 - 53 winter season, the
new 101-mile route will connect with the nationwide net-

TV

Just step up and call the little lady "Dynamo." Who else but
Xathi Norris, whose daily series (11 A.M.-12 noon) on DuMont,
with different gimmicks on different days and unique and novel
special films, guests, and other interesting
items adds up to but one phase of the gal's
activities. Then she does her Saturday show

The long lines department
American Telephone and

Telegraph has started laying
a coaxial cable between Orlando and Tampa to provide

Just about 20 years ago your

warfare,
screens in
the personnel of our group being
fairly well divided between the two
parties. But action such as this, attacking the very foundations of our
industry and threatening our liveliably drive us to the use of this powerful publicity medium in self-defense."
"Shock and amazement" at the

-

and ordinary.
reporter was writing a column
about film folk and their doings at the Paramount Studios at
Astoria. L. I. and Warner's Vitaphone plant in Flatbush. Last
Thursday at the Seaboard Studios where they're producing a series
of 13 Ed & Pegeen Fitzgerald
comedies, we saw so many
familiar faces on the set that for a brief moment or two we thought
we were witnessing a flashback to 1932. Jack Etra was at the
camera, Phil Rein on sound, Joe Redden, props, Dan Spillane and
Jim Hennessy, grips. Art Kornfeld. chief electrician and Vince
Matthews, former electrician, with Rein on sound, one of the
crews that worked with Lubitsch on "The Big Pond" and "Smiling
Lieutenant," with Maurice Chevalier, Claudette Colbert and other
Paramount stars. Reminds us of the old days, we said. "Old days?"
snorted Jim Hennessy, "the real good old days were when most of
us here worked with D. W. Griffith up in Mamaroneck, later
moving to the Claremont Studios in the Bronx and then to the
Pathe Studios at 135th St. where we made the Pearl White Pictures." Which all goes to prove our "cycle" contention. With the
wedding of motion pictures and television, the use of the camera has
once again given work to hundreds of capable technicians and studios that had been dark and silent for lo these many years are once
again resounding to "sound the bells" "up to speed, roll 'em."
•
•
•
*-J

"partisan political

hood and very existence, must

of

-

T. Facilities
in South

Extended

McGranery by Wilbur Snaper,

president of National Allied. Snaper's
letter declared that the wiping out of
a $2,SO0,00O,000 industry would be on
the Justice Department's conscience.
Rotus Harvey, president of Western
Theatre Owners, has sent from San
Francisco to Eric A. Johnston, now
on the Coast, a wire pledging to the
Motion Picture Association of America president support in fighting the
government's complaint. He also offered his personal services in the fight.
"If the Government wins this case,"
Harvey said, "all of us will be run
out of business."

&

29, 1952

telecasting

"Night

in

Venice"

at Jones Beach,

toward

looking

theatre

of

stage

Long

the

Mike Todd's
production

Island, are cur-

rently being conducted by the Fabian
circuit.

Todd recently acknowledged that he
had talked with theatremen and other
interested parties, including Nate Halpern, president of Theatre Network
Television, on the possibility of using
the new medium.

Lasky Here on Promotion
Jesse L. Lasky, completely recovered
his
recent illness, arrived in
New York yesterday from the Coast
and will be the guest of the National
Association of Music Merchants at
annual convention at the Hotel
its
New Yorker where he will deliver an
address outlining details of his next
production, "The Big Brass Band."
The several thousand members are to
cooperate in an advertising campaign
:"~om

during 1953.

;
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30,

Talks Set to

Open

Schedule for 1953

Sept. 8

MPAA, SIMPP

Officials

Initial discussions in the negotia-

new Anglo-American

agreement are
place

in

scheduled

Washington

to
8,

film

take

New

and

York beginning September

it

was

learned here yesterday from film export sources.

Frank Lee, Undersecretary of the British Board of
Trade, is due in Washington
from London during the first
week of September, the main
Sir

purpose of his trip having to
do with international matters
unrelated to the motion picture
business.
He is said to have
indicated, however, that he will
use the opportunity to confer
with Eric A. Johnston, Motion
Picture Association of America
president, and a representative
(Continued on page

Films in Backlog

nor and produced by Robert Emmett
Dolan "Rhapsody," produced by Bernard Smith and directed by Charles
Vidor "A New Kind of Love," produced and directed by Billy Wilder
"White Christmas" (Technicolor), co-

Universal-International has a backlog of 20 pictures completed and in
various stages of editing or awaiting release, the company disclosed
here yesterday.
Eleven of these have color by Technicolor, giving the studio the largest
Technicolor backlog of its history. In
addition, three Technicolor pictures
are
currently
shooting and
three
others are being prepared for early
starts.

"Mississippi Gambler," on which shooting has just been
to

(Continued on page 4)

Paris Talks Center
Subsidy Aspects

Talks have resumed in Paris between French government officials and
Motion Picture Association of America representatives, and surrounding
the new discussions is the possibility
that the
is leaning toward a
unilateral film agreement providing
some form of American subsidy for
French production.
The Society of Independent Motion
(Continued on page 5)

MPAA

Herman M.
ers of

known

as

Twentieth

;

starring Bing Crosby and Fred As-

produced

taire,

by

Dolan

;

"South

meeting

in

ber 15 to decide
at
that
time
whether or not
it
to
wishes
take the necessary
steps
to

Century-Fox

made

ization plan amendment authorized by a stockholders' meeting

(Continued on page 6)

4.

defendant

in

ment's

anti-

trust

suit

the

force

Is 'All Out' Ind. Allied

Assailed by Lust
Rockville, Md., July
ship of motion pictures
stitutional

a

choice to

29.

— Censor-

an unconof personal

is

infringement
curtailment of the public's

make

its

own

decisions and

an insult to the intelligence and

in-

Sidney B. Lust, head of Sidney

ple,

Lust

Theatres, declared here before
the Kiwanis Club.
Citing the Supreme Court's decision
in the "Miracle" case, Lust declared
that the Court "views any law that re(Continued on page 6)

Aid to 16mm. Fight
— "All out
Indianapolis, July
29.

support" was pledged to motion picture producers in fighting the government's suit to force them to sell film to
telecasters by the board of directors
of the Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana, meeting here this afternoon.
Caution was urged, however, against
threats to use theatre screens for pogestures that
retaliation
or
litical
would make "free movies" a campaign
issue.

Both the Allied unit and individual
(Continued on page 4)

D of /, Answering Irate Exhibitors, Says
TV Suit Not Meant to Exterminate Them
—

29.
The Justice Department is assuring
anti-trust suit to force producers to make
16mm. films more readily available to television is not aimed at
putting theatre owners out of business.
This is the tenor of a letter being sent by acting anti-trust chief
Newell A. Clapp to Robert O'Donnell and other exhibitors who
have protested the suit to the Department. The letter will also
go out to other theatre owners who write in the future.
The letter declares that the Justice Department is well aware
of the competition that theatre owners are getting from television,
and that these problems will be carefully considered in any relief
finally sought from the court if the producers are found guilty
of violating the anti-trust laws.
It promises that the Justice
Department's purpose in bringing the suit is not to deprive
theatre owners of an opportunity to show films for profit, and
calls attention to Paragraph Four of the complaint, which Justice
says proves that the Department means to continue a reasonable

Washington,

exhibitors

that

July
its

clearance between theatre showing and 16mm. showing on television and other media.

party
the

a

govern-

This would have

(Continued on page 5)

Film Censorship

TO A

have

was abandoning the reorganOctober

its

Washington on Septem-

The company, in announcing
this yesterday, pointed out that

last

counsel, will

ask the organization's board at

Film Corp.

it

Own-

Levy, Theatre

America general

;

herent decencies of the American peo-

On

Act

Levy Will Seek Leaders'
Decision at Sept. Meet

:

liberty,

addition

TO A May

As Defendant
Organize
2 New Firms In U.S. Suit

pictures
filming in 1953, the home office
announced yesterday, terming it "the
greatest number ever programmed by
Since the U. S. Government has
the company so< far in advance."
as yet issued no regulations regardCredit was given to Don Hartman, ing the proposed tax "spin-off" proexecutive in charge of production, for
visions of the Revenue Act of 1951,
the long-range planning.
Y. Frank
2'Oth Century-Fox has decided to reFreeman said the number represents
vert to its original plan of reorgani"a record investment and evidences
under the
consent
decree,
zation
Paramount's supreme faith in the funamely to set up a new theatre comture of the motion picture business."
called National Theatres,
The pictures are "The Big Song pany, to be
and a new picture company, to be
and Dance," starring Donald O'Con-

5)

Universal Has 20

In

to

for

Lee Will Meet Here with

tion of a

Paramount has scheduled 25

TEN CENTS

1952

US-UK Pact Paramount Puts 25 20th-Fox
On Production

ehthhi

to
sale
films

of 16mm.
and. other
to
outlets in competition to reg-

TV

Herman Levy
ular theatres.

Levy made this disclosure in a
ment released here yesterday.

state-

The

(Continued on page 4)

—

Peter
LONDON, July 29.
Thorneycrof t president
of the Board of Trade,
told Commons today in replying to questioners
that the British film industry, rather than the
government, is expected
to take the initiative in
working out a plan to continue the Eady tax, which
he said he believes to be
an important factor in the
,

well-being

of

British

production.
o

~

A
TORONTO, July 29.
demonstration of a new
projection development
which permits a dual sound
track on film was given
here by the National Film
Board of Canada. The invention was developed by
the board's own technicians
.

:

Wednesday, July

Motion Picture Daily

2

Year of Progress for
Italian Film Industry
1 951

Personal
Mention
LEONARD GOLDENSON,

dent of United Paramount Theand Mrs. Goldenson are due
to return here from Europe on Monatres,

day.

•
F. H. FonoR. executive in charge
of production for Filmcraft Productions in Hollywood, will speak at the

semi-annual convention of the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers to be held in Washington in October.
•
Ralph E. McClanahan, of Louisnewly-elected president of the
ville,
Kentucky Association of Theatre
Owners, plans to call upon every theatre owner in the state within the
next three to four months.

72nd

•

Robert Mochrie,

RKO

president and general

and

S.

Barret McCormick, director

advertising,
thei Coast.

of

Radio vicemanager,

sales

returned

have

here

from

•

Ed Smith, managing
Theatre,
Paramount

director of the
Springfield,

Mass., has returned to his desk following recuperation from a heart attack.

•

Washington, July

— The

year
was one of progress and pros29.

1951
perity for all segments of Italy's motion picture industry and there are indications that 1952 will bring even
greater developments, the Department
The volume
reports.
of Commerce
and quality of Italian productions in
1951 reached an all-time high with
record audience acceptance, as reflected in the level of box-office receipts
and the marked increase in exports,
particularly to the United States, it
was said in the report, prepared by
Nathan Golden, head of the film section of

Commerce

Exports of Italian pictures increased
from 121 contracts in 16 countries in

Flushing,

Flushing Hospital,

N. Y.
•

Herb Steinberg, Paramount's pub-

Asserting that it has become something of a vogue in certain circles to
attack the industry, Pat Duggan, producer of Paramount's "Just for You,"

Technicolor musical with Bing Crosby
and Jane Wyman, declared here yesterday that the trade press is the ideal
medium for answering the attacks.

Duggan

said better pictures are
the time and the industry is in better shape today from a
product viewpoint than "10 or 12 years
all

ago."
Citing the importance of the industry, Duggan said that when the history of this century is written, the
"Goldwyns, Mayers, Zukors and others
will be high up on the list of industry

Commerce.

the

In 1951 Italian production reached
highest level with 110 feature films,
350 short subjects, and 300 newsreel
and special event films produced. In
1951 production activities utilized 80
per cent of their capacity, affording

from Paramount in the next few years
under the influence of Don Hartman,

its

tion potential is now centered in the
Rome area.
Gross box-office receipts in 1951
were estimated at 70,000,000,000 lire,

makers."

Duggan said "Just for You" reflects
new musicals that will be coming

charge of production.
them as having more

He

outlined
substantial
stories and more substantial characterizations rather than merely a series
of songs put together around plot
in

cliches.

"Just for You" was brought in at
"around $2,000,000," Duggan said. It
was his first production. Next on His
agenda is "Reaching for the Stars," to
start in October.

manager, will leave here for compar ed with 61,450,000,000 lire in
Hollywood today for meetings with 1950. Approximately 60 per cent or
at
Teet Carle, studio publicity director. 42,000,000,000 lire came from United
•
States films, 24 per cent from Italian
Phyllis Dezel, wife of Albert films, and 16 per cent from other for"The Miracle of Our Lady of FaDezel, independent distributor in eign films. There are about 10,500
tima," Warner Brothers' new picture
Chicago, is in a rest home following motion picture theatres in Italy, and
the shrine of
attendance in 1951 was estimated at in WarnerColor about
an attack of virus pneumonia.
Portugal, will open
•
700 000,000, compared with 653,000,000 a small town in
two-theatre engagement in New
a
L. E. Tillman, Columbia branch in 1950, and 607,000,000 in 1949.
York
on August 21 at the Astor and
feature
for
granted
Import permits
manager in San Francisco, is conBijou theatres. A special invitation
fined to his home with virus pneu- films in 1951 totaled 342, of which 230
were for United States films, while in premiere will be held at the Astor on
monia.
•
1950 a total of 539 import permits the previous evening.
The Bijou will present "The MiraAl Golin, M-G-M press represen- were granted, 394 for United States
cle" on a reserved seat basis, with
tative in Des Moines, will arrive here films.
ednesdays,
performances
matinee
from that city next week for a vacaeveningSundays
Saturdays
and
and
tion.
performances daily. The Astor will
•

'Lady of Fatima'
N.Y. Astor and Bijou

W

RKO

Louis de Rochemont, producer,
and his wife will leave here today for
Europe aboard the
Queen Mary.
•

Theatres Signs
New TV -Radio Pact
A new 13 week contract for television and radio spots on WNBT and
WNBC has been signed by RKO

Lester Zucker, Universal branch
Harry
manager in Cleveland, and his wife Theatres, it was announced by
director.
advertising
national
Mandel,
are vacationing in Canada.

The new

•

Ash,

M-G-M

auditor,

is

spending several weeks at the Cleveland branch.

has

left

of

Hollywood

and

TV

in

Paris

and

includes

10-sec-

one-minute anand participation
several radio programs. With this
20-second

King Brothers tinuing
for

contract

nouncements on

ond,

agreement,

•

Maurice King

'"THE DEMOCRATIC

its

the circuit will be conuse of television and radio

started with

WNBT

and

WNBC

in

show

the

formance

RKO

film

on a continuous per-

basis.

Theatres Will

Hold 3D A Meeting
Continuing the series of home office meetings in the industry's campaign on behalf of the Joint Defense
Appeal, key executives and other

RKO

theatres will hold
a meeting today in the company's
projection room here, it was an-

personnel of

convention

and the Olympic games are cur-

rent newsreel highlights. Others items
include a Red Cross meeting and action in Korea.
Complete contents
follozv
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1946 to 948 contracts in 62 countries
Imports of films, on the other
hand, declined, which was said to indicate further the growing audience
acceptance of Italian product. In 1946
Italian films represented only 13 per
cent of the films exhibited in Italy,
against about 30 per cent in 1951, said
in 1951.

Herbert Gelbspan, Eastern repre- almost full employment for all film
and artists.
technicians,
for Hal Roach, and Mrs. workmen,
Gelbspan announce the birth of a About 80 per cent of Italy's producat

Scored by Duggan

coming up

sentative
girl

Attacks on Industry

1952

Newsreel
*

presi-

30,

U.N. planes

101—

No.
in

action.

Puerto Rico now a
commonwealth.
Library
loans
pets
to
youngsters. Red Cros s meeting. Olympics.
front.

Ford Meets the Press
At Republic Party
Republic honored John Ford, direcof its production, "The Quiet
Man," at a cocktail-buffet party
yesterday in the Essex House, where
the director greeted representatives of
the trade press. Ford arrived from the
Coast Monday for promotions in connection with the opening of the production at the Capitol Theatre on
tor

August

21.

executives who attended
the
reception
included
James R.
Grainger, Walter L. Titus, Jr., James
V. O'Gara, John P. Curtin, Richard
G. Yates, Richard W. Altschuler,
John J. Petrauskas, Jr., Joseph Mc-

Republic

Mahon, William Murphy, Steve Edwards, Dennis Carlin, Beatrice Ross,
Roberta Daniel and Ed Dowden, on
special assignment in connection with
the New York opening of "The Quiet
Man." Loew executives invited included Joseph Vogel, Oscar Doob,

Eugene Picker, John Murphy, Ernest Emerling and Harry Greenman.

RKO Radio G e t s
'Toilers of the Sea'
RKO Radio will distribute "Toilers
of

the

Sea,"

the

Victor

Hugo

tale,

which David Rose will produce in
Europe, with Yvonne de Carlo and

Hudson in co-starring roles,
E. Depinet, company president,
disclosed yesterday.
Coronado Production, "Toilers
of the Sea" will have color by Technicolor and will start filming August
18 on the Channel Islands, off the
coast of France.
Rock
Ned

A

nounced by Harry Kalmine, of Warner Brothers, chairman of the home
Tickets for
office division of JDA. Leon Goldberg,
'Charley' Screening
Universal Pictures, and Edward L.
Hartford, July 29. A number of
The national trade screening of Fabian, Fabian Theatres, are co- summer theatres in Connecticut, faced
Warner Brother's 'Where's Charley" chairmen of the industry-wide drive. with only fair to better-than-average
Previous meetings in the home of- trade, are offering two admissions for
has been postponed from today to
Monday, the company reported here fice division were held at Universal the price of one several evenings per
and at United Artists.
yesterday.
week.

January 1951.

Istanbul.

Scheuch Succeeds Gerson
Cleveland, July

—

29.
Carl Scheuch,
salesman, has been taken
off the road and appointed office manager-booker succeeding Nate Gerson,
now with Warner Brothers.

Monogram

Two

Mon.
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that good exhibitor

\
)

7

s

relations are just as

important as good
boxoffice product.

We

put a lot of effort

into both and are
gratified to see

it

recognized.

Thanks, Mr. Exhibitor, for your encouraging

vote.

(And thanks, too, to "The Exhibitor" whose annual Laurel
Awards help us to evaluate the results of our constant efforts.)

Keep your eye on

^t5J°H|

•

•

+ 'le

•A

best

f rien

d Y our boxoffice ever had!

;
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Names 12
To Promote Arms
Universal

Universal-International

$4,380,000

'Good' Mex. Films
Mexico

named

has

12 special field exploitation representatives to cover the first 20 key
city dates on "The World in His
Arms," its 40th anniversary year pic-

which is being launched from
Coast to Coast during August following a series of pre-release engagements throughout the Pacific Northture

west.

The

12 are Julian

Set for

Bowes, Maurice

Ben Hill, Duke
Harris, Tom
Hickey, John McGrail, Ben Katz, Ed
Borgan, Joe Blaufox, David Polland,
William Gandall and Robert UngerHarris,

City, July

29.—The

;

;

Toledo Loew's Palace, Memphis Midwest, Oklahoma City Omaha, Omaha Center, Charlotte TennesLoew's Palace, Washsee, Nashville
ington; Des Moines and Ingersoll,
Des Moines Uptown, Tower, Fairway and Granada, Kansas City;
Hippodrome,
Loew's, New Orleans
Rivoli,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

bank, the semiofficial Banco Nacional Cinematografico, has made $4,380,000 available to producers
with the sole condition that
they make really good pictures for the sake of Mexico
and themselves. These pictures, the bank stressed, must
be strictly in accord with
President Miguel Aleman's
demand for films that are entertaining and of high moral
tone.

RiverCircle, Indianapolis
side, Milwaukee
State Lake, Chicago; Loew's, Louisville, and the Ritz at Tulsa.
Loew's,

;

Dayton

;

;

;

To Live For Him!

...

Fear!

straint

16mm.

of
film."

interstate

While

TOA

it

co-conspirator,
from the government's

commerce in
was named a
was excluded
list

JACK

PALME GRAMME
VIRGINIA HUSTON

Produced by

-

•

BENNETT

TOUCH CONNORS

JOSEPH KAUFMAN
DAVID MILLER

Directed by

ScrBcnpfdy bv

LENORE COFFEE

and

ROBERT SMITH

Based on Edna Sherry's Story 'Sudden Fear'

A NEW HIGH

IN

SUSPENSE MELODRAMA!
THIS

IS

;

Aid

Stephen McLon
and
Chaney; "Francis Covers the BigTown," Donald O'Connor; and "Ma
and Pa Kettle Go to Paris," with
Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride.
Boris

Nally,

BRUCE

GLORIA
•

NEWSPAPER AD NO. 106

of defend-

who number 12.
With the board's approval,

ants,

TP Backlog

Green,

with

Paula

Karloff,

Corday

Legion of Decency
Puts 10 in Class A
Latest report of the Legion of Decency places one film, "The Quiet

A

II and
Man," Republic, in Class
The latter
I.
nine films in Class
are: "Fearless Fagan" and "WashM-G-M "Jumping
Story,"
ington
Jacks," Paramount; "Lure of the Wilderness," 20th Century-Fox; "Miracle

A

;

of

Our Lady of Fatima," Warner
"One Minute to Zero," RKO

Brothers

;

RKO

and

Radio's similarly strongcolor page on "The Big Sky" close
by. ^ There is also a "Sex Appeal
Poll"
"what men notice first about

—

women"

—

and while Marilyn Monroe
mentioned, she will be thought
of.
To top it off, a four-page section is titled simply "lana"
with one

isn't

—

page

in color of the

M-G-M

star

her Victorian cradle tub.

And

for

good measure, there is a back-of-thebook serious piece, entitled "Holly(Continued from page 1)
wood Goes TV," by Look's executive
statement expressed TOA's "shock" editor, and an article on "TV BungIt's a lot of
at the Department of Justice's action ling," by Abel Green.
and in its naming of TOA as a co- magazine for the money, with accent
conspirator in "alleged claims of re- on pictures.

TOA

would seek to intervene in the case,
and thereby become one of the defendants.
However, if the government opposed TOA's intervention the
(Continued from page 1)
court would not sanction the organicompleted, Technicolor films include zation's becoming a defendant.
"A Man's Country," starring Audie
TOA "knows no reason at all" why
Murphy, Susan Cabot, Paul Kelly it should have been named a coand Mary Castle; "The Great Com- conspirator by the Justice Department,
Dan Dailey and Diana Levy said. "As general counsel," he
panions,"
Maureen added, "I feel very keenly TOA's and
Kate,"
"Cattle
Lynn;
0~'Hara and Alex Nicol; "The Law- my obligations to our constituents,
less Breed," Rock Hudson and Julia and to the entire industry, to do all
Sea," in our power, by all means available
"City Beneath the
Adams
Robert Ryan, Mala Powers, Anthony to us, to strike down this brazen atQuinn and Suzan Ball; "The Raid- tack. I shall place the entire matter
ers," Richard Conte and Viveca Lind- before our board of directors for full
Jeff discussion at its next meeting in SepBuccaneer,"
"Yankee
fors
Chandler, Scott Brady and Suzan Ball tember, at the annual convention."
Levy said he would ask the board
"Horizons West," Robert Ryan, Julia
Adams and Rock Hudson; "Against to decide whether or not it wishes to
All Flags," Errol Flynn and Maureen take the necessary steps to seek perO'Hara, and "The Duel At Silver mission to be made a party defendant
Creek," starring Audie Murphy, Faith "so that we may better, and to the
fullest possible
extent, combat this
Domergue and Stephen McNally.
include unjustifiable and unwarranted attempt
pictures
Black-and-white
Mauldin's Willie and Joe in on the part of the Federal GovernBill
"Back At the Front," starring Tom ment to invade the motion picture
"Be- industry."
Ewell and Harvey Lembeck
cause of You," Loretta Young, Jeff
Chandler, Alex Nicol and Frances
I nd, Allied
Dee; "Ma and Pa Kettle At Wai(Continued from page 1)
kiki," Marjorie Main and Percy Kil"Bonzo Goes to College," members will
bride;
write letters of protest
Maureen O' Sullivan, Edmund Gwenn, to the Attorney General, U.S. SenaCharles Drake, Gigi Perreau and tors and nominees for the Senate in
Gene Lockhart "It Grows on Trees," the November election. Allied officers
Irene Dunne, Dean Jagger and Joan also will make personal calls on party
Evans; "The Black Castle," Richard leaders, including Democratic national
;

new Look, dated August 12
just received, carries Universal^ full-page, full-color ad on "The
World in His Arms" well up front,

U.S. Suit

.

Joan
Crawford
Sudden

THE
and

in

TOA,

;

presents

Pre-Selling

full

;

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

National

and three other pages of pictures, including one of "The Merry Widow"

;

Cleveland

1952

own

trade's

feld.

The 20 assignments are at the RanAdams,
dolph Theatre, Philadelphia
Keith's Memorial, Boston
Detroit

30,

•
Tide, the advertising

newsmaga-

zine, devoted a recent special article to Irving Manheimer, chairman

of the executive committee of Macfadden Publications, to his extraordinary feat of upping Macfadden
profits by such a phenomenal degree that it rated two-pages of
praise in his trade press. He makes
the point, with regard to fan magazines, that increased fan

magazine

readership means that movies are
really better than ever, for you can't
fool the fans who read all about
them so well in advance. He thinks

magazines are closer to the
public than the studios, and that
we can believe they ara standing
right alongside the fans at the
magazine counter.
o
fan

The second of a series of comic
magazines featuring Paramoimt's cartoon characters has been published bv

Harvey

Publications in Nezv York
on sale through 1,000
wholesalers.
Marilyn Monroe,
star of 20th
Century-Fox's "Don't
and:

now

is

...

Bother

to

Knock,"

covers

of

four

and coming

nciv

is

to

on the
magazines,

also

national

nezt's-stands.

.

.

.

National magazine publicity for 20th
Century-Fox's "What Price Glory"
zdli add up to 115,000,000 impressions
through a tieup with V-8 vegetable
juice advertising.
Seventeen for
.

August

.

.

a giant issue zvitt star 11
entertainment features, including profiles of five of today's top young performers of stage, screen and television.
_

in

Universal 's "The World in His
has been chosen as Seventeen's
"Picture-of-the-Month" for August,
with "Has Anybody Seen My Gal"
chairman Frank E. McKinney. Supgetting a tzvo-column picture reviezu.
port of other trade associations and
•
Chambers of Commerce will be inCollier's for August 9 goes all out
vited.
ATOI will offer to intercede in the for Doris Day with her picture on the
Trueman Rembusch, president, cover and three inside pages devoted
suit,
to a^story on Warner's "April in
said.
The meeting also gave final approv- Paris" Technicolor musical, in which
she stars with Ray Bolger.
al to plans for a motion picture exCiting
hibit at the Indiana State Fair to key 2'0th Century-Fox's "We're Not Mara second "Movietime, U.S.A.," tour ried" as the summer's best film comthe first week in September. Bob Wile, edy, Life magazine, in its July 28th
executive secretary of Ohio Allied, issue, picks the production as its picwas here to exchange ideas on the ture of the week, and gives three
pages to the Nunnally Johnson profair exhibit.
duction, showing five couples reacting
Radio, "World in His Arms," Uni- to> the news that their marriages, perversal; "Pirate Submarine," Lippert, formed by Justice of the Peace Vicand "Rainbow' Round My Shoulder," tor Moore, are not legal.
Columbia.
Walter Brooks
.

.

.

Arms"

.

—

.

.

;

Wednesday, July

30,
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Germans Produced

20th Decides

Mexico City Theatres Averaging
Gross Income of $250,000 Weekly
Mexico City, July
— The 127 theatres operating here are

(Continued from page 1)

saved stockholders the tax on
new stock they received following divorcement by avoiding
the organization of one or more
of the new companies.
the

Rather than delay the reorganizafurther, since it appears to the
that no "spin-off" regulations
will be issued, it was proposed to
proceed with the original plan and
to complete the reorganization on or

tion

company

September

about

27.

Adopted October

The

4

authorized
amendment, also was adopted at the
October 4 meeting.
It contemplates
(a) the organization of a new theatre company, to be called National
Theatres, Inc., which will take over
the

plan,

the

less

interests

Twentieth

of

company which will be incorporated
in
Delaware under the name of
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and which will take over
the balance of the assets of the present company; (c) the dissolution of
the present Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corporation; and (d) the distribution of the stock in the new picture company and the new theatre
company to the stockholders of the
present Twentieth Century-Fox Film

exchange

in

29.

for

their

present shares, on the basis of one
share of stock in each new company
for each present share of the present
company. Both these new companies
have filed applications for the listing
of their stock on the New York Stock

Exchange.

Had

the amendment been adopted,
new theatre company would have
been known as Wesco Theatres.

the

man

will

Y., July

reopen

the

29.— Neil HellRoyal Theatre

Friday. It is the first theatre to be
relighted hereabouts after a summer
darkening. Hellman closed the Royal

and Paramount

from

official figures

:

for half price passes to theatres that should be given gratis. The
trade estimates that this costs it more than $250,030 yearly.

US-UK

200 Films Entered
In Venice Festival

Pact Talks

(Continued from page 1)

—

Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, on a
new film agreement.
of the

Others from the

MPAA

who

Venice, Italy, July 29. Two hundred films from 27 nations have been
entered in the Venice Film Festival,

also

June due

it

is

reported.

—

Washington, July

29.
During the
quarter of 1952 Western German
producers completed 13 feature films,
according to Department of Commerce
film chief Nathan D. Golden.
At present there are about 40 producers of feature films in Germany.
There are 29 studios and 34 stages.
During the first quarter of 1952 a
total of 141 feature films were approved for exhibition by the Voluntary Self Censorship Board, which
censors all films shown in Germany.
Of these 141 features, 120 were foreign
productions, 12 were new German pictures and nine were German films produced prior to 1945. Of the 120 foreign features approved, 81 were United
States films, 12 were French, eight
Italian, five Austrian, five Mexican,
five British, two Swedish, and one
each from Czechoslovakia and Denmark. Six features were rejected by
first

two of which were of
origin, three were United
States films and one British.
Since the German Federal Republic

the

censors,

German

has signed the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, the only possibility
to curtail the showing of foreign films
in Western Germany would be by a
screen quota law. A draft quota law
has been before the Federal Parliament for approximately a year, but no
action has been taken. The practical
value of such a law is questioned in

The United States is presenting 11
on the preliminary talks
are Joyce O'Hara and John G. Mc- films at the Scientific and Art DocuJames Mul- mentary Exhibition, under the ausCarthy, vice-presidents.
vey and Alfred Crown probably will pices of the U. S. State Department,
represent the SIMPP if Ellis G. Ar- and nine other films selected from
nall,
who is on leave as president independent production by the Film several quarters. Film theatre owners
during his service as U. S. Price Council of America, an organization are opposed to it, since it would comStabilizer, has not returned by that appointed by the government to make pel them to reserve a certain amount
will

_

sit

in

this choice.

time.

Arrangements are

made

at the

expected

to

meetings for further

be

talks,

probably in London, at a later date.
The present two-year agreement,
which was renegotiated a year ago,
will expire at the end of September.
It provided for remittances of $17,000,000 and set up a "bonus" arrangement which established some 27

whereby additional remittances could be secured.
These additional remittances are said to have
totaled approximately $4,500,000.

Eighteen other films will

be presented by the U. S. at the Festival of Films for Children.

of

screen

time

for

German produc-

tions, regardless of their quality or
office

box-

appeal, Golden's report said.

NEW TRADE SHOW DATE
For

Paris Talks
(Continued from page 1)

poor
During the interval he inin

doing

which show that their combined
weekly gross averages about $250,000. That income yields the
municipal treasury some $47,300 weekly. Taxes on theatre receipts
are on a sliding scale. Those charging up to 12 cents pay 12.65 per
cent. Those charging more than 12 cents pay 16.10 per cent.
Theatre business here has improved greatly of late because of
the exhibition of rea.ly good U. S., Mexican and foreign pictures,
the Treasury said.
The de luxe Cine Roble, newest first-run theatre, did the biggest business during the first half of th s year, grossing $404,000.
The Cine Alameda, pioneer of Mexican picture houses, was runnerup with a $289,000 gross. Grossing more than $100,000 each were
the Metropolitan, Palacio Chino, Mexico, Olimpia, Real Cinema and
Nacional, all first-run, and the Opera, a subsequent run.
The municipal government is investigating complaints of an
alleged racket prac'iced by minor city employes who are selling
well judging

methods

Albany House Reopening
Albany, N.

13 in 1st Quarter

Century-

Fox Film Corporation in the common stock of Wesco Theatres Corporation and Roxy Theatre, Inc.
(b) the organization of a new picture

Corporation

5

to

Picture Producers some time ago went
and made other on record as unqualifiedly opposed to
improvements. The Paramount, which entering into any agreement that
is undergoing alterations, will reopen
would provide such subsidization.
in a month.
The current talks in Paris were reported to be centering around Article
III of the French government decree,
which article authorizes the issuance
business.
a

stalled

new

floor

only $624* for a

10-DAY

HAWAIIAN

'

VACATION!
Includes Mainliner transportation, hotel

accommodations and sightseeing.
That's just one of United Air Lines' low-

of additional import permits to countries that assist French films.
Some

MPAA

member companies

are

France.
Participating in the current talks
are F. W. Allport, chairman of the
delegation, and the Association's Theodore R. Smith and Gene
Van Dee. It was indicated here that
later on, after clarification of certain
aspects of Article III are arrived at,
the U. S. State Department will be
invited to resume its role in the negotiations, which commenced on the gov-

MPAA

ernment

level.

expense Hawaiian Air Vacations. There
are

others from which to choose,
up to 23 days. Call or write for
a free descriptive folder. * From New York
six

lasting

••

UNITED AIR LINES
(Fares plus tax.)

known

to be willing to sign a subsidy agreement in order to increase exports to

Harrington Leaves
Cleveland, July

29.

— Phil

M-G-M

MGM
Harringexchange

ton, with the local
for the past 18 years, has resigned to
go into the lumber business.
had

He

been booker,

man.

office

manager and

sales-

FORMERLY JULY 30th

NEW DATE
AUG. 4

th

TIMES AND PLACES SAME AS PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

6
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Motion Pictu re Da ilyFeatu re Reviews
it

Woman

Affair in Trinidad

(Columbia)

RETURN
THE
year absence

OF RITA

4

HAYWORTH

to the screen after a threea factor that constitutes good box-office news.
And playing opposite her in this drama of espionage in Trinidad is none
other than her old partner of "Gilda," Glen Ford. More material for exploitation-minded exhibitors to work with are two torrid, native song-dances
which Miss Hayworth delivers in appropriate style.
As lor the story itself, it seems like a compound of routine elements and
situations seen before in many spy melodramas.
Miss Hayworth appears
as an American nightclub entertainer in Trinidad who learns about the unBefore the story is long underway it
accountable suicide of her husband.
appears thai he was actually caught up in the tentacles of a spy ring and
liquidated as a safety measure. It gradually evolves that Alexander Scourby,
a suave man -of-the-world; who is in love with Miss Hayworth, is the head
Action starts to percolate when Ford, brother of the deceased,
of the ring.
In good
arrives on the scene and starts digging at the roots of the murder.
time he fall:-, in love with Miss Hayworth, all of which creates a thorny
is

in

itself

triangle.

Complications and misunderstandings develop to a point where Miss Hayworth, fearing vengeance upon Ford, puts up a strategic act of wild abandon
Ford slaps her sharply and walks out. In the meantime, Miss
at a party.
Hayworth does some private sleuthing and finds evidence which proves a
And just when Miss Hayworth's life is about to be
plot against the U. S.
snuffed out. Ford makes a rescuing entrance.
Others in the cast of Vincent Sherman's production are Valerie Bettis, a
shapely, locpiacious member of the spy ring, and Torin Thatcher, of the
British Colonial

Police.

A

Beckworth Corp. Production, it was directed by Sherman from the
Running time, 98 minutes.
screenplay by Oscar Saul and James Gunn.
Mandel Herbstman
General audience classification. For August release.

"Last Train from
{Columbia)
INDIA IS

Bombay"

THE LOCALE

credulous to a large degree.
Hall, young American diplomat, learns of a plot to blow up a train upon
During the course of his attempts to thwart the plot,
his arrival in India.
His advenhe is innocently accused of murder and hunted by the police.
tures are highlighted by cloak-and-dagger developments, punctuated by dagger-throwing and fisticuffs. In true formula lines, the leader of the terroristic
band is unveiled and Hall marries the girl.
The formula motif of this film, while it may be of some merit to those who
like their story simple, yet action packed, fails to be enhanced either by
good acting or credulous scenery.
The producer is Sam Katzman, while Fred F. Sears directed, from a story
and screenplay by Robert Yale Libott. Others in the cast include Christine
Larson, Lisa Ferraday, Douglas R. Kennedy and Michael Fox.
General adult classification.
For August
Running time, 72 minutes.

Murray Horowitz

release.

Film Censorship

Para. Production
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Technicolor), produced by
Seas"
Joseph Sistrom "Legend of the Inca"
(Technicolor), produced by Mel EpGo" (Technicolor),
stein; "Away

quires submission of films in advance
of exhibition to a censor as an encroachment on constitutional rights to
be guarded against." In the light of
this, he said, none of the seven states

;

We

Donald O'Connor, produced
"Sad Sack," produced by maintaining censor boards have taken
by Dolan
"Conquest of Space" anv action to revise their statutes.
Paul Jones
The industry, armed with the dic(Technicolor), produced by George
tum of the Supreme Court, is deterPal.
(Tech- mined to give battle to censorship
A'sc. "The Parson of Panamint
nicolor), starring Alan Ladd. produced by everywhere it exists, Lust asserted.
starring

;

;

'J,

,

Epstein; "Vanitv Fair" (Technicolor), produced by Pat Duggan; "Papa's Delicate
Condition," produced by Burton Lane; "The

Country Girl " produced by William Perlby George Seaton:
directed
berg and
"Topfv and F-va" (Technicolor), produce 1
Walk"
"Elephant
Tugend;
bv
H-M-rv
(Technicolor) produced by Irving Asher;
"Tur-noil." produced by Duggan; "Follow
the Rainbow " starring Donald O'Connor,
produced by William Hammerstein; "Teachand
Perlberg
by
produced
Pet."
er's
Seaton: "Red Garters" (Technicolor), produced bv Robert Welch and directed by
Frank Tashlin; "Persian Gulf" (Technicolor), produced by Joseph Sistrom.
Also, "Look. Ma, I'm Dancin' " (Tech"Houdini."
nicolor), produced by Dolan;
starring Tonv Curtis and Janet Leigh, produced by George Pal and directed by
George Marshall; "Jamaica Run" (Techstarring Ray Milland, directed by
Lewis R. Foster; "Little Boy Lost," starring Bing Crosby, produced by Perlberg,
Seaton; "Reaching for the
directed by
Stars." starring Ginger Rogers and William Hclden, directed by Julius Epstein,
nicolor),

4

Lust pointed out the safeguards the
industry has against indecency on the
screen. They are the fact that films
are produced by high-minded and honorable men and women and the existence of the Production Code which
"tangibly demonstrates the industry's
recognition of its responsibilities to
the American public."

several favorable qualinot the least of
are the
Minnesota country, enhanced by Trucolor, framed in a fairly interesting, although at times slowmoving, melodramatic story, and a cast containing some pretty marketable
names, including Ruth Hussey, Rod Cameron, John Agar, Gale Storm,
J.
Carrol Naish, Jay Flippen and Grant Withers.
The tale concerns the development of Minnesota's Mesabi iron ore range
at the turn of the century and pits Ruth Hussey, a woman of will and established wealth, against Cameron, rugged upstart out to develop the Mesabi
to the detriment of Miss Hussey's iron holdings.
The advantage held by
Cameron, as title holder to the Mesabi range, is that the ore there lies only
several feet below the surface and can be mined by steamshovel, as against
the conventional and more expensive method of shaft mining.
The screenplay by Norman Reilly Raines depicts Miss Hussey as a beautiful
but power-mad heiress to an established iron empire, the safety of which is
threatened by Cameron's development of the Mesabi.
When Miss Hussey's
out-and-out gangster techniques (carried out by her brother who gets killed
in the process) fail to stop Cameron, she uses beauty to lure him into marriage.
Cameron still doesn't realize that she is out to break him until she
blows up a railroad bridge and later confesses her scheming in the mistaken
notion that she already has forced him into bankruptcy.
bullet fired by a
jealous lover puts an end to her, however, and leaves Cameron to resume with
his first love, Gale Storm, whom he had forsaken for the lady of fortune.
'Miss Hussey is a convincing villainess, giving the character a sort of
sparkling insincerity. Cameron is handy with the fists, if slow on the up-take.
Others in the cast include Jim, Davis, Taylor Holmes, Barry Kelley, Stephen
Bekassy, Howard Petrie, Hank Worden and Virginia Brissac. Joseph Kane
was associate producer-director. The story is by Charles Marquis Warren
and Prescott Chaplin.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
ties,

—

A

20.

"Sea Tiger"
(Monogram)

Hollxzvood, July 29
executive producer, and Wesley E. Barry,
producer, have come up with a tortured tale of chicanery aboard ship
and ashore. This venture into the field of suspense fiction goes all the way
back to the film serials of the industry's unsophisticated infancy ("$1,000,000
Mystery," "Black Box," etc.) for its pattern, and that was going too far. In
those blissful days the rules could be changed in the middle of the game, a
hero made a villain or vice versa, and the destination of the plot revised without notice, but that was long ago. Today is too late for it.
The screenplay by Sam Roeca, from an original by Charles Yerkow, has
to do with an American freighter abandoned by the Japs off New Guinea and
the attempts of a wide variety of individuals to obtain possession of jewels
secreted aboard the craft. The serial technique crops up when, the quest for
the jewels having been on a long while, it comes out that the jewels are just
a front for a fortune in gold bars also aboard. By this time it doesn't matter
whether it's jewels or gold the baddies are after, because credibility went
cut the window long since.
John Archer, Harry Lauter and Marguerite Chapman bear the brunt of an
acting burden that leaves them room for nothing but improvement.
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. July release.

WILLIAM

F.

BROIDY,

"Thundering Caravans"
(Republic)

A WESTERN of standard design and swift pace,
INtriumphs
over a crooked female newspaper publisher.

Allan (Rocky) Lane
Lending a hand with
the fisticuffs and law enforcement are Rocky's old friend, Eddy Waller, the
town sheriff, and Richard Crane, Waller's assistant, who is a reformed badman now on the side of the law.
M. Coates Webster's story casts Rocky in his usual role of U. S. Marshal,
this time assigned to solve a series of ore wagon robberies in the community
r
aller is sheriff.
where
The blame for the robberies has been heaped on the
sheriff, principally as a result of a newspaper campaign instigated by publisher Isabel Randolph. Miss Randolph is the mastermind of the holdup gang
and is maneuvering to put her brother into the sheriff's post.

W

Her nefarious plans include the framing of young Crane in a holdup, to
discredit the incumbent and bring in her brother by acclamation. Rocky eventually discovers the plot and brings all concerned to justice, but not however,
before the usual riding and shooting and a knock-down, drag-out brawl at
the bandits' ghost town retreat.

Mona Knox is Crane's pretty sweetheart while Roy Barcroft upholds the
vvrcng cause, as usual. Rudy Ralston was associate producer. Harry Keller
directed.

Running
produced by Duggan; "Alaskan Seas," produced bv Epstein; "Girls Are Here to
Stay" (Technicolor), starring Bob Hope,
directed by Claude Binyon, produced by
Paul Jcnes.
The following, all in Technicolor, are on
the Pine-Thcmas production slate for 1953:
"These Sisters from Seattle," starring
Rhonda Fleming and Arlene D'ahl; "Sanlaree," directed by Edward Ludwig; "Lost
Treasure of the Andes"; "Hiirh Voltage";
"Brazen," starring John Payne and directed
by Edward Ludwig.

North Country'

COUNTRY" has
\V° MAN 0F THE N0RTH
which
beauteous

August

of this melodrama which pits Jon Hall against
a terroristic Hindu band bent upon creating civil strife there. Youngsters
may find the action in the film- somewhat engrossing", but adults probably will
react unfavorably to the episodic plot contrivances which makes the film in-

of the

(Republic)

time,

54 minutes.

Kodak Awards

General audience classification.

$129,242

—

July release.

Manos Gets Another

—

Toronto, O., July 29.
Rochester, N. Y., July 29. EastGeorge
man Kodak employes received $129,- Manos, president of the Manos cir242 in suggestion awards during the cuit, which operates some 20 theatres
first six months of 1952. That amount in Northern Ohio, will take over the
was nearly $15,000 above the total Maple Grove Theatre, Windham, on
paid in awards during the same period August 1. The theatre was previouslyleased to Mrs. Sue Ramsey.
of 1951.

;
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30,

Puts 25 20th-Fox
US-UK Pact Paramount
On Production

Talks Set to

Open

Schedule for 1953

Sept. 8

Paramount has scheduled 25
filming

for

in

1953,

the

pictures

home

announced yesterday, terming

Lee Will Meet Here with

MPAA, SIMPP

Officials

Initial discussions in the negotianew Anglo-American film

tion of a

agreement are

scheduled

to

place in Washington and
York beginning September 8,
learned here yesterday from

take

New
it

was

film ex-

port sources.

Sir Frank Lee, Undersecretary of the British Board of
Trade, is due in Washington
from London during the first
week of September, the main

purpose of his trip having to
do with international matters
unrelated to the motion picture
He is said to have
business.
indicated, however, that he will
use the opportunity to confer
with Eric A. Johnston, Motion
Picture Association of America
president, and a representative

Films in Backlog
Universal-International has a backlog of 20 pictures completed and in
various stages of editing or awaiting release, the company disclosed
here yesterday.
Eleven of these have color by Technicolor, giving the studio the largest
Technicolor backlog of its history. In
addition, three Technicolor pictures
are
currently
shooting and three
others are being prepared for early
starts.

"Mississippi Gambler," on which shooting has just been
In

addition

to

(Continued on page 4)

Paris Talks Center
On Subsidy Aspects
Talks have resumed in Paris between French government officials and
Motion Picture Association of America representatives, and surrounding
the

new

discussions

is the possibility
leaning toward a
film agreement providing
some form of American subsidy for
French production.
The Society of Independent Motion
(Continued on page 5)

that the
unilateral

MPAA

is

As Defendant
Organize
2 New Firms In U.S. Suit

office

"the
greatest number ever programmed by
the company so far in advance."
Credit was given to Don Hartman,
executive in charge of production, for
the long-range planning.
Y. Frank
Freeman said the number represents
"a record investment and evidences
Paramount' s supreme faith in the future of the motion picture business."
The pictures are "The Big Song
and Dance," starring Donald O'Conit

:

nor and produced by Robert Emmett
Dolan "Rhapsody," produced by Bernard Smith and directed by Charles
Vidor "A New Kind of Love," produced and directed by Billy Wilder
"White Christmas" (Technicolor), co-

Since the U. S. Government has
as yet issued no regulations regarding the proposed tax "spin-off" provisions of the Revenue Act of 1951,
2'0th Century-Fox has decided to revert to its original plan of reorganization
under the
consent
decree,
namely to set up a new theatre company, to be called National Theatres,
and a new picture company, to be

known

as

Levy Will Seek Leaders'
Decision at Sept. Meet
He rman M.
ers of

;

meeting

in

starring Bing

Crosby and Fred Asproduced by Dolan
"South

taire,

;

ber IS to decide
at
that
time
whether or not

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page

Assailed by Lust

Aid to 16mm. Fight
— "All out
Indianapolis, July

liberty,

29.
is

— Censor-

an uncon-

of personal
a curtailment of the public's

choice to

make

an insult

to

own decisions and
intelligence and inherent decencies of the American people, Sidney B. Lust, head of Sidney
Lust
the

its

the

Theatres,

declared

support" was pledged to motion picture producers in fighting the government's suit to force them to sell film to

by the board of directors
Theatre Owners of Indiana, meeting here this afternoon.
Caution was urged, however, against
here before threats to use theatre screens for po-

Kiwanis Club.

Citing the

29.

telecasters

of the Allied

decision

in the "Miracle" case, Lust declared
that the Court "views any law that re-

Levy made

Both the Allied unit and individual

Justice

Department

is

The

to

take

the

working out a plan

initiative

Thorneycroft said he believes the
to be an important factor in

the

well-being of British production.

its

more

clearance between theatre showing and 16mm. showing on television and other media.

in

continue the
Eady tax, Peter Thorneycroft, president of the Board of Trade, told
Commons today in replying to questo

assuring

anti-trust suit to force producers to make
readily available to television is not aimed at
putting theatre owners out of business.
This is the tenor of a letter being sent by acting anti-trust chief
Newell A. Clapp to Robert O'Donnell and other exhibitors who
have protested the suit to the Department. The letter will also
go out to other theatre owners who write in the future.
The letter declares that the Justice Department is well aware
of the competition that theatre owners are getting from television,
and that these problems will be carefully considered in any relief
finally sought from the court if the producers are found guilty
of violating the anti-trust laws.
It promises that the Justice
Department's purpose in bringing the suit is not to deprive
theatre owners of an opportunity to show films for profit, and
calls attention to Paragraph Four of the complaint, which Justice
says proves that the Department means to continue a reasonable

that

films

this disclosure in a state-

—

Eady tax

16mm.

-

Eady Plan Future
Up to UK Industry

TV Suit Not Meant to Exterminate Them
exhibitors

i

(Continued on page 4)

expected

issue.

(Continued on page 4)

— The

t

TV

ment released here yesterday.

tioners.

29.

an
suit

ular theatres.

D of J, Answering Irate Exhibitors, Says
July

ment's

London, July 29. The British inretaliation
or gestures that
would make "free movies" a campaign dustry, rather than the government, is

(Continued on page 6)

Washington,

in the

to
force
the
sale
of 16mm!. films
to
and. other
outlets in competition to reg-

Herman Levy

litical

Supreme Court's

party

defendant

trust

5)

Is 'All Out' Ind. Allied

a

govern-

This would have

Film Censorship
Rockville, Md., July
ship of motion pictures
stitutional
infringement

made

ization plan amendment authorized by a stockholders' meeting
4.

to

TOA

have

was abandoning the reorganOctober

wishes

it

take the necessary
steps
to

The company, in announcing
this yesterday, pointed out that

last

its

Washington on Septem-

Film Corp.

it

counsel, will

ask the organization's board at

Century-Fox

Twentieth

Own-

Levy, Theatre

America general

;

{Continued on page 5)

Universal Has 20

to

New

Device Makes

Dual Sound Track
Toronto, July 29.— The NaFilm Board, Canadian
government film agency, gave
a demonstration here of a
tional

new

projection development
which permits a dual sound
track on film.
Through an attachment to
the projector, a switch can be
made from one track to the
other,

affording

a

choice

of

languages in the commentary,
or a change from voice to
music on the one print.

:
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1951 Year of Progress for
Italian Film Industry

Personal
Mention
LEONARD GOLDENSON,

dent of United Paramount Theand Mrs. Goldenson are due
to return here from Europe on Monday.
•

F. H. Fouor, executive in charge
of production for Filmcraft Productions in Hollywood, will speak at the

semi-annual convention of the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers to be held in Washington in October.
•

72nd

29.

— The

year

1951 was one of progress and prosperity for all segments of Italy's motion picture industry and there are indications that 1952 will bring even
greater developments, the Department
of Commerce reports. The volume
and quality of Italian productions in
1951 reached an all-time high with
record audience acceptance, as reflected in the level of box-office receipts

and the marked increase in exports,
particularly to the United States, it
was said in the report, prepared by
of Louis- Nathan Golden, head of the film sec-

E. McClanahan,
newly-elected president of the
Kentucky Association of Theatre
Owners, plans to call upon every theatre owner in the state within the
next three to four months.
•
ville,

Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio vicepresident and general sales manager,
and S. Barret McCormick, director
have

advertising,

of

Washington, July

presi-

returned

here

from the Coast.
•

Ed Smith, managing
Theatre,
Paramount

director of the
Springfield,

Mass., has returned to his desk following recuperation from a heart attack.

•

at

Flushing,

Flushing Hospital,

N. Y.

Herb Steinberg, Paramount's pub-

an attack of virus pneumonia.
•
L. E. Tillman, Columbia branch
to

in
his

San Francisco,

home with

is

virus

conpneu-

monia.
•

Golin, M-G-M press representative in Des- Moines, will arrive here
from that city next week for a vaca-

Al

•

Louis de Rochemo-nt,- producer,
and his wife will leave here today for
Europe aboard the S.S. Queen Mary.

Asserting that it has become something of a vogue in certain circles to
attack the industry, Pat Duggan, producer of Paramount's "Just for You,"
Technicolor musical with Bing Crosby
and Jane Wyman, declared here yesterday that the trade press is the ideal

medium for answering the attacks.
Duggan said better pictures are

New
A

new

M-G-M

Ash,

auditor,

is

left

of

Hollywood

for

Paris

and

Scheuch Succeeds Gerson
Cleveland, July

—

week contract

cliches.

"Just for You" was brought in at
"around $2,000,000,"- Duggan said. It
was his first production. Next on his
agenda is "Reaching for the Stars," to
start in October.

29.
Carl Scheuch,
salesman, has been taken
off the road and appointed office manager-booker succeeding Nate Gerson,
now with Warner Brothers.

Hvmpics.

NEWS OF THE DAY,
crats

name

Records

set

No. 296— DemoStevenson and
Sparkman.
at Olympics.

PARAMOUNT

NEWS, No. £9-01ympics.
Argentines mourn Eva Peron. Farouk abdicates.
Eisenhower, Stevenson map cam-

WAVES mark 10th anniversary.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 31A— Red

paigns.

meeting.
Old-style
weddings in
Olympics.
Margaret Truman in
Queen Elizabeth presents colorsParis.
Foreign minist?rs meet in Paris.
U.N.
Italy.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
campaign

No.

Korean

news.

SS2— Political
Olympic

front.

games.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Presidential

race.

U.N.

planes

Show on Korean

front.

commonwealth.

Library

youngsters.

101—

No.
in

action.

Puerto Rico now a
loans

Red Cros s meeting.

pets

to

Olympics.

Ford Meets the Press
At Republic Party
Republic honored John Ford, direcof its production,
"The Quiet
Man," at a cocktail-buffet party
yesterday in the Essex House, where
the director greeted representatives of
the trade press. Ford arrived from the
Coast Monday for promotions in connection with the opening of the production at the Capitol Theatre on
tor

August

9

'Lady of Fatima at
N.Y. Astor and Bijou

contract

WNBT

RKO

and

TV

in

includes

10-sec-

one-minute
and participation
several radio programs. With this
20-second

its

an-

the circuit will be conuse of television and radio

WNBT

started with
January 1951.

and

tima,"

21.

executives who attended
reception
included
James R.
Grainger, Walter L. Titus, Jr., James
V. O'Gara, John P. Curtin, Richard
G. Yates, Richard W. Altschuler,
John J. Petrauskas, Jr., Joseph Mc-

Republic

the

RKO Radio Gets

formance

'Toilers of the Sea'
RKO Radio will distribute "Toilers

basis.

for televis-

and
been signed by
was announced by Harry

nouncements on

ond,

King Brothers tinuing

Istanbul.

Monogram

it

agreement,

•

has

has

The new

.

Maurice King

13

Mandel, national advertising director.

•

John

Theatres Signs
TV -Radio Pact

and radio spots on

Lester Zucker, Universal branch
manager in Cleveland, and his wife Theatres,

spending several weeks at the Cleveland branch.

(

"The Miracle of Our Lady of FaWarner Brothers' new picture
attendance in 1951 was estimated at in WarnerColor about the shrine of
Mahon, William Murphy, Steve Ed700 000,000, compared with, 653,000,000 a small town in Portugal, will open
two-theatre
engagement
in
a
New wards, Dennis Carlin, Beatrice Ross,
in 1950, and 607,000,000 in 1949.
York
August
21
at
the
Astor
and Roberta Daniel and Ed Dowden, on
on
feature
for
granted
permits
Import
special assignment in connection with
Bijou
theatres.
A
special
invitation
films in 1951 totaled 342, of which 230
the New York opening of "The Quiet
were for United States films, while in premiere will be held at the Astor on
Man." Loew executives invited in1950 a total of 539 import permits the previous evening.
The Bijou will present "The Mira- cluded Joseph Vogel, Oscar Doob,
were granted, 394 for United States
cle" on a reserved seat basis, with Eugene Picker, John Murphy, Ernfilms.
matinee
performances
Wednesdays, est Emerling and Harry Greenman.
Saturdays and Sundays and evening
performances daily. The Astor will
show the film on a continuous per-

WNBC

are vacationing in Canada.

—

No. 62
Demoand Sparkman.

Stevenson

ticket

bombers raid Pyongyang.

ion

•

rent newsreel highlights. Others items
include a Red Cross meeting and action in Korea.
Complete contents

1946 to 948 contracts in 62 countries ago."
Imports of films, on the other
Citing the importance of the indushand, declined, which was said to in- try. Duggan said that when the hisdicate further the growing audience tory of this century is written, the
acceptance of Italian product. In 1946 "Goldwyns, Mayers, Zukors and others
Italian films represented only 13 per will be high up on the list of industry
cent of the films exhibited in Italy, makers."
against about 30 per cent in 1951, said
Duggan said "Just for You" reflects
Commerce.
the new musicals that will be coming
In 1951 Italian production reached from Paramount in the next few years
its highest level with 110 feature films,
under the influence of Don Hartman,
350 short subjects, and 300 newsreel in charge of production. He outlined
and special event films produced. In them as having more substantial
1951 production activities utilized 80 stories and more substantial characper cent of their capacity, affording terizations rather than merely a series
almost full employment for all film of songs put together around plot

tion potential is now centered in the
Rome area.
Gross box-office receipts in 1951
were estimated at 70,000,000,000 lire,

convention

and the Olympic games are cur-

MOVIETONE NEWS,

in 1951.

RKO

tion.

DEMOCRATIC

pi-IE

Cross

manager, will leave here for compare d with 61,450,000,000 lire in
Hollywood today for meetings with 1950. Approximately 60 per cent or
Teet Carle, studio publicity director. 42,000,000,000 lire came from United
•
States films, 24 per cent from Italian
Phyllis Dezel, wife of Albert films, and 16 per cent from other forDezel, independent distributor in eign films. There are about 10,500
Chicago, is in a rest home following motion picture theatres in Italy, and

fined

r

cratic

licity

manager

Parade

Commerce
coming up all the time and the indusExports of Italian pictures increased try is in better shape today from a
from 121 contracts in 16 countries in product viewpoint than "10 or 12 years

Herbert Gelbspan, Eastern repreand artists.
technicians,
for Hal Roach, and Mrs. workmen,
Gelbspan announce the birth of a About 80 per cent of Italy's produc-

1952

follow

Scored by Duggan

tion of

sentative

girl

Attacks on Industry

30,

Newsreel

-*

atres,

Ralph

Wednesday, July

WNBC

in

RKO

Theatres Will

of

Continuing the series of home ofmeetings in the industry's campaign on behalf of the Joint Defense
Appeal, key executives and other
personnel of
theatres will hold
a meeting today in the company's
fice

RKO

room

here,

it

was

Sea,"

the Victor

Hugo

tale,

David Rose will produce in
Europe, with Yvonne de Carlo and

Hold JDA Meeting

projection

the

which

an-

Rock Hudson

in
co-starring roles,
E. Depinet, company president,
disclosed yesterday.
Coronado Production, "Toilers
of the Sea" will have color by Technicolor and will start filming August
18 on the Channel Islands, off the
coast of France.

Ned

A

nounced by Harry Kalmine, of Warner Brothers, chairman of the home
office division of JDA. Leon Goldberg,
Tickets for
'Charley' Screening
Universal Pictures, and Edward L.
Hartford, July 29. A number of
The national trade screening of Fabian, Fabian Theatres, are co- summer theatres in Connecticut, faced
Warner Brother's "Where's Charley" chairmen of the industry-wide drive. with only fair to better-than-average
Previous meetings in the home of- trade, are offering two admissions for
has been postponed from today to
Monday, the company reported here fice division were held at Universal the price of one several evenings per
and at United Artists.
yesterday.
week.

Mon.

Two

—

One

MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue. Rockefeller Center. New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address; "Quigpubco,
New Yorks-' Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J.
Brady, Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel. Production Manager; Hollvwood Bureau, Yucca-Vine
Building, William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative, 11
North Clark Street, FR-2-2843. Washington, J., A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden S",-. London WI; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter
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Thanks, Mr. Exhibitor, for your encouraging

vote.

(And thanks, too, to "The Exhibitor" whose annual Laurel
Awards help us to evaluate the results of our constant efforts.)
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.
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best friend your boxoffice ever

had
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Names 12
To Promote Arms

National

Universal

Universal-International

$4,380,000

Set for

'Good' Mex. Films
Mexico

named

has

12 special field exploitation representatives to cover the first 20 key
city dates on "The World in His
Arms," its 40th anniversary year pic-

which is being launched from
Coast to Coast during August following a series of pre-release engagements throughout the Pacific North-

ture

west.

The 12 are Julian Bowes, Maurice
Harris, Tom Harris, Ben Hill, Duke
Hickey, John McGrail, Ben Katz, Ed
Borgan, Joe Blaufox, David Polland,
William Gandall and Robert Unger-

City, July

Pre- Selling

29.—The

trade's

own

official

Banco Nacional Cine-

bank, the semi-

THE
and

new Look, dated August 12
just received, carries Universal^ full-page, full-color ad on "The

matografico, has made $4,380,000 available to producers
with the sole condition that
they make really good pictures for the sake of Mexico
and themselves. These pictures, the bank stressed, must
be strictly in accord with
President Miguel Aleman's
demand for films that are entertaining and of high moral

World

;

TOA,

His Arms" well up

front,

Radio's similarly strong
color page on "The Big Sky" close
by.
There is also a "Sex Appeal
Poll"
"what men notice first about
women" and while Marilyn Monroe
isn't mentioned, she will be thought
of.
To top it off, a four-page section is titled simply "lana"
with one
full page in color of the M-G-M star
and three other pages of pictures, including one of "The Merry Widow"
in her Victorian cradle tub.
And for
good measure, there is a back-of-thebook serious piece, entitled "Hollywood Goes TV," by Look's executive
-

—

—

—

tone.

MemOma-

Loew's Palace,

in

RKO

and

feld.

The 20 assignments are at the Randolph Theatre, Philadelphia; Adams,
Keith's Memorial, Boston
Detroit

30, 1952

U.S. Suit

(Continued from page 1)

Toledo
Midwest, Oklahoma City
statement expressed TOA's "shock" editor, and an article on "TV Bungha, Omaha Center, Charlotte TennesIt's a lot of
at the Department of Justice's action ling," by Abel Green.
see, Nashville; Loew's Palace, Washand in its naming of TOA as a co- magazine for the money, with accent
ington; Des Moines and Ingersoll,
conspirator in "alleged claims of re- on pictures.
Des Moines Uptown, Tower, Fair•
commerce in
interstate
straint
of
way and Granada, Kansas City;
While it was named a
16mm.
film."
Hippodrome,
Tide,
the
Orleans
advertising
Loew's, New
newsmagawas excluded zine, devoted a
co-conspirator,
recent special artiCleveland; Loew's, Dayton; Riverthe
government's
list of defendfrom
cle to Irving Manheimer, chairman
Circle, Indianapolis
side, Milwaukee
of the executive committee of MacLoew's, Louis- ants, who number 12.
State Lake, Chicago
With the board's approval, TOA fadden Publications,
to his extraorville, and the Ritz at Tulsa.
would seek to intervene in the case, dinary feat of
upping Macfadden
and thereby become one of the de- profits by
such a phenomenal deHowever, if the govern- gree
fendants.
'U'
that it rated two-pages of
ment opposed TOA's intervention the praise
(Continued from page 1)
in his trade press. He makes
court would not sanction the organithe point, with regard to fan magacompleted, Technicolor films include zation's becoming a defendant.
that increased fan magazine
"A Man's Country," starring Audie
TOA "knows no reason at all" why zines,
readership means that movies are
Murphy, Susan Cabot, Paul Kelly it should have been named a coreally better than ever, for you can't
and Mary Castle; "The Great Com- conspirator by the Justice Department,
Dan Dailey and Diana Levy said. "As general counsel," he fool the fans who read all about
panions,"
Maureen added, "I feel very keenly TOA's and them so well in advance. He thinks
Kate,"
"Cattle
Lynn;
fan magazines are closer to the
O'Hara and Alex Nicol; "The Law- my obligations to our constituents,
public than the studios, and that
less Breed," Rock Hudson and Julia and to the entire industry, to> do all
we
can believe they are standing
Sea,"
the
Beneath
"City
in our power, by all means available
Adams
right alongside the fans at the
Robert Ryan, Mala Powers, Anthony to us, to strike down this brazen atmagazine counter.
Quinn and Suzan Ball; "The Raid- tack. I shall place the entire matter
•
ers," Richard Conte and Viveca Lind- before our board of directors for full
Jeff
Buccaneer,"
meeting
in
at
next
Sep"Yankee
discussion
its
The
fors
second of a series of comic
magazines featuring Paramotmt's carChandler, Scott Brady and -Suzan Ball tember, at the annual convention."
Levy said he would ask the board toon characters has been published by
"Horizons West," Robert Ryan, Julia
Adams and Rock Hudson; "Against to decide whether or not it wishes to Hai-z'cy Publications in Nezv York
All Flags," Errol Flynn and Maureen take the necessary steps to seek per- and, is nozv on sale through 1,000
O'Hara, and "The Duel At Silver mission to be made a party defendant wholesalers.
Marilyn Monroe,
Creek," starring Audie Murphy, Faith "so that we may better, and to the star of 20th Century-Fox's "Don't
fullest
possible extent, combat this Bother to Knock," is also
Domergue and Stephen McNally.
on the
include unjustifiable and unwarranted attempt covers of four national magazines,
pictures
Black-and-white
iMauldin's Willie and Joe in on the part of the Federal Govern- nczo and coming to news-stands.
Bill
"Back At the Front," starring Tom ment to invade the motion picture National magazine publicity for 20th
"Be- industry."
Century-Fox's "What Price Glory"
Ewell and Harvey Lembeck
will add up to 115,000,000 impressions
cause of You," Loretta Young, Jeff
through a tieup with V-8 vegetable
Chandler, Alex Nicol and Frances
.
juice advertising.
Dee; "Ma and Pa Kettle At WaiSeventeen for
(Continued from page 1)
August in a giant issue will star 11
kiki," Marjorie Main and Percy Kilentertainment features, including pro"Bonzo Goes to College,"
bride;

Rivoli,

phis

;

;

;

;

;

;

TOA

;

;

;

;

Backlog

;

;

.

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

presents

.

members will write letters of protest
Maureen O'Sullivan, Edmund Gwenn, to the Attorney General, U.S. Sena-

Drake, Gigi Perreau and
Gene Lockhart "It Grows on Trees,"
Irene Dunne, Dean Jagger and Joan
Evans "The Black Castle," Richard
Green, Boris Karloff, Stephen McLon
and
Corday
Paula
Nally,
"Francis Covers the Big
Chaney
Town," Donald O'Connor; and "Ma
and Pa Kettle Go to Paris," with
Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride.
Charles

;

;

;

BRUCE

GRAHAME

•

BENNETT

CONNORS
JOSEPH KAUFMAN
by DAVID MILLER

VIRGINIA HUSTON -TOUCH

Produced by
Directed

Screenplay by

LENORE COFFEE

and

ROBERT SMITH

Based on Edna Sherry's Story 'Sudden Fear'
,

A NEW HIGH

Dkirtbtrtod

by

IN

ft

K

(

SUSPENSE MELODRAMA!
THIS

IS

.

.

_

with

•

.

Allied Aid

Fear!
PALANCE

.

;

in

GLORIA

.

.

Joan
Crawford
Sudden
JACK

.

NEWSPAPER AD NO. 106

_

Legion of Decency
Puts 10 in Class A
Latest report of the Legion of Decency places one film, "The Quiet

A

II and
in Class
The latter
I.
nine films in Class
are: "Fearless Fagan" and "WashM-G-M; "Jumping
Story,"
ington
Jacks," Paramount; "Lure of the Wilderness," 20th Century- Fox; "Miracle

Man," Republic,

of

A

Our Lady of Fatima," Warner
"One Minute to Zero," RKO

Brothers

;

tors

and nominees for the Senate

in

the November election. Allied officers
also will make personal calls on party
leaders, including Democratic national
chairman Frank E. McKinney. Support of other trade associations and
Chambers of Commerce will be in-

files of five of

young pertelevision.

Universal's "The World in His
Arms" has been chosen as Seventeen's
"Picture-of-the-Month" for August,
.

.

.

My Gal"
two-column picture review.

with "Has Anybody Seen
getting a

•
Collier's for

vited.

today's top

formers of stage, screen and

August

9 goes all out
her picture on the
cover and three inside pages devoted
suit,
to a story on Warner's "April in
said.
The meeting also gave final approv- Paris" Technicolor musical, in which
al to plans for a motion picture ex- she stars with Ray Bolger.
Citing
hibit at the Indiana State Fair to key 2'0th Century-Fox's "We're Not Mara second "Movietime, U.S.A.," tour ried" as the summer's best film comthe first week in September. Bob Wile, edy. Life magazine, in its July 28th
executive secretary of Ohio Allied, issue, picks the production as its picwas here to exchange ideas on the ture of the week, and gives three
pages to the Nunnally Johnson profair exhibit.
duction, showing five couples reacting
Radio, "World in His Arms," Uni- to the news that their marriages, perversal; "Pirate Submarine," Lippert, formed by Justice of the Peace Vicand "Rainbow' Round My Shoulder," tor Moore, are not legal.
Walter Brooks
Columbia.

ATOI

will offer to intercede in the
Trueman Rembusch, president,

for Doris

Day with

.

—

.

.

;
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20th Decides
(Continued from page 1)

saved stockholders the tax on
the new stock they received following divorcement by avoiding
the organization of one or more
of the nsw companies.
Rather than delay the reorganizafurther, since it appears to the
that no "spin-oft"' regulations
will be issued, it was proposed to
proceed with the original plan and
to complete the reorganization on or

tion

company

about September

27.

Adopted October

The

plan,

the

less

It

authorized
at the
contemplates

(a) the organization of a new theatre company, to be called National
Theatres, Inc., which will take over
the interests of Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corporation in the common stock of WescO' Theatres Corporation and Roxy Theatre, Inc.
(b) the organization of a new picture
company which will be incorporated
in
Delaware under the name of

Century-Fox

Twentieth

Film

Cor-

poration and which will take over
the balance of the assets of the present company
(c) the dissolution of
the present Twentieth Century-Fox
Film Corporation; and (d) the distribution of the stock in the new picture company and the new theatre
company to the stockholders of the
present Twentieth Century-Fox Film
;

Corporation

in

exchange

Germans Produced
Mexico City Theatres Averaging
Gross Income of $250,000 Weekly
Mexico City, July
—The 127 theatres operating here are
29.

from

for

their

present shares, on the basis of one
share of stock in each new company
for each present share of the present
company. Both these new companies

have filed applications for the listing
of their stock on the New York Stock

Exchange.

Had

the amendment been adopted,
new theatre company would have
been known as Wesco Theatres.

the

man

29.— Neil Hell-

reopen the Royal

will

Friday.

Y., July

It

is

the

first

Theatre

theatre to be

hereabouts after a

relighted

doing

which show that their combined
weekly gross averages about $250,000. That income yields the
municipal treasury some $47,300 weekly. Taxes on theatre receipts
are on a sliding scale. Those charging up to 12 cents pay 12.65 per
cent. Those charging more than 12 cents pay 16.10 per cent.
Theatre business here has improved greatly of late because of
the exhibition of rea.ly good U. S., Mexican and foreign pictures,
the Treasury said.
The de luxe Cine Roble, newest first-run theatre, did the biggest business during the first half of th's year, grossing $404,000.
The Cine Alameda, pioneer of Mexican picture houses, was runnerup with a $289,000 gross. Grossing more than $100,000 each were
the Metropolitan, Palacio Chino, Mexico, 01imp a, Real Cinema and
Nacional, all first-run, and the Opera, a subsequent run.
The municipal government is investigat'ng complaints of an
alleged racket practiced by minor city employes who are selling
well judging

official figures

for half price passes to theatres that should be given gratis. The
trade estimates that this costs it more than $259,030 yearly.

US-UK

200 Films Entered
In Venice Festival

Pact Talks

(Continued from page 1)
Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, on a

of the

new

film agreement.

MPAA

who also
Others from the
will sit in on the preliminary talks
are Joyce O'Hara and John G. McCarthy, vice-presidents.

James Mul-

vey and Alfred Crown probably will

SIMPP

if Ellis G. Arleave as president
during his service as U. S. Price
Stabilizer, has not returned by that

represent the
nall,

who

on

is

time.

Arrangements are expected to be

made

at the meetings for further talks,
probably in London, at a later date.
The present two-year agreement,
which was renegotiated a year ago,
will expire at the end of September.
It provided for remittances of $17,000,000 and set up a "bonus" arrangement which established some 27

methods

Albany House Reopening
Albany, N.

13 in 1st Quarter

:

4

amendment, also was adopted
October 4 meeting.

5

summer

whereby additional remittances could be secured.
These additional remittances aire said to have
totaled approximately $4,500,000.

—

Washington, July

—

29.
During the
quarter of 1952 Western German
producers completed 13 feature films,
according to Department of Commerce
film chief Nathan D. Golden.
At present there are about 40 producers of feature films in Germany.
There are 29 studios and 34 stages.
During the first quarter of 1952 a
total of 141 feature films were approved for exhibition by the Voluntary Self Censorship Board, which
censors all films shown in Germany.
Of these 141 features, 120 were foreign
productions, 12 were new German pictures and nine were German films produced prior to 1945. Of the 120 foreign features approved, 81 were United
States films, 12 were French, eight
Italian, five Austrian, five Mexican,
five
British, two Swedish, and one
each from Czechoslovakia and Denmark. Six features were rejected by
first

two^ of which
origin,
three were
States films and one British.

the

censors,

German

Since the

were of
United

German Federal Republic

Venice, Italy, July 29. Two hun- has signed the General Agreement on
dred films from 27 nations have been Tariffs and Trade, the only possibility
entered in the Venice Film Festival, to curtail the showing of foreign films
it is reported.
in Western Germany would be by a
The United States is presenting 11 screen quota law. A draft quota law
films at the Scientific and Art Docu- has been before the Federal Parliamentary Exhibition, under the aus- ment for approximately a year, but no
pices of the U. S. State Department, action has been taken. The practical
and nine other films selected from value of such a law is questioned in
independent production by the Film several quarters. Film theatre owners
Council of America, an organization are opposed to it, since it would comappointed by the government to make pel them to reserve a certain amount
this choice. Eighteen other films will of screen time for German producbe presented by the U. S. at the Festi- tions, regardless of their quality or boxval of Films for Children.
office appeal, Golden's report said.

NEW TRADE SHOW DATE
For

Paris Talks

Hellman closed the Royal
(Continued from page 1)
and Paramount in June due to poor
business.
During the interval he in- Picture Producers some time ago went
stalled a new floor and made other on record as unqualifiedly opposed to
improvements. The Paramount, which entering into any agreement that
is undergoing alterations, will reopen
would provide such subsidization.
in a month.
The current talks in Paris were redarkening.

mm™
only $624* for a

Zj

10-DAY

HAWAIIAN
VACATION!

ported to be centering around Article
III of the

which

accommodations and sightseeing.
That's just one of United Air Lines' low-

authorizes the issuance

of additional import permits to countries that assist French films.
Some

MPAA

member companies

are

France.
Participating in the current talks
are F. W. Allport, chairman of the
delegation, and the Association's Theodore R. Smith and Gene
Van Dee. It was indicated here that

MPAA

after clarification of certain

aspects of Article III are arrived at,
the U. S. State Department will be
invited to resume its role in the negotiations, which commenced on the gov-

ernment

level.

expense Hawaiian Air Vacations. There
are

others from which to choose,
up to 23 days. Call or write for
a free descriptive folder. » From New York
six

lasting

•

UNITED AIR LINES
(Fares plus tax.)

known

to be willing to sign a subsidy agreement in order to increase exports to

later on,

Includes Mainliner transportation, hotel

French government decree,

article

Harrington Leaves

—

MGM

Cleveland, July 29. Phil Harrington, with the local M-G-M exchange
for the past 18 years, has resigned to
go into the lumber business. He had

been booker,

man.

office

manager and

sales-

FORMERLY JULY 30th

NEW DATE
th
AUG. 4
TIMES AND PLACES SAME AS PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED
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Motion Picture Daily Feature Reviews
Woman

Trinidad

'Affair in
Columbia)

(

RETURN
THE
year absence

t

HAYWORTH

OF RITA

to the screen after a threea factor that constitutes good box-office news.
And playing opposite her in this drama of espionage in Trinidad is none
other than her old partner of "Gilda," Glen Ford. More material for exploitation-minded exhibitors to work with are two torrid, native song-dances
which Miss Hayworth delivers in appropriate style.
As for the story itself, it seems like a compound of routine elements and
situations seen before in many spy melodramas.
Miss Hayworth appears
as an American nightclub entertainer in Trinidad who learns about the unaccountable suicide of her husband.
Before the story is long underway it
appears that he was actually caught up in the tentacles of a spy ring and
liquidated as a safety measure. It gradually evolves that Alexander Scourby,
a suave man -of-the-world, who is in love with Miss Hayworth, is the head
Action starts to percolate when Ford, brother of the deceased,
of the ring.
In good
arrives on the scene and starts digging at the roots of the murder.
time he falls in love with Miss Hayworth, all of which creates a thorny
is

in

itself

triangle.

Complications and misunderstandings develop to a point where Miss Hayworth, fearing vengeance upon Ford, puts up a strategic act of wild abandon
Ford slaps her sharply and walks out. In the meantime, Miss
at a party.
Hayworth does some private sleuthing and finds evidence which proves a
plot against the U. S.
And just when Miss Hayworth's life is about to be
snuffed out, Ford makes a rescuing entrance.
Others in the cast of Vincent Sherman's production are Valerie Bettis, a
shapely, loquacious member of the spy ring, and Torin Thatcher, of the
British Colonial Police.

A

Beckworth Corp. Production, it was directed by Sherman from the
Running time, 98 minutes.
screenplay by Oscar Saul and James Gunn.
Mandel Herbstman
General audience classification. For August release.

Last Train from Bombay"
(Columbia)
oiumoia
NDIA IS
>

.

THE LOCALE

of this melodrama which pits Jon Hall against
a terroristic Hindu band bent upon creating civil strife there. Youngsters
may find the action in the film somewhat engrossing, but adults probably will
react unfavorably to the episodic plot contrivances which makes the film incredulous to a large degree.
Hall, young- American diplomat, learns of a plot to blow up a train upon
During the course of his attempts to thwart the plot,
his arrival in India.
His advenhe is innocently accused of murder and hunted by the police.
i

tures are highlighted by cloak-and-dagger developments, punctuated by dagger-throwing and fisticuffs. In true formula lines, the leader of the terroristic
band is unveiled and Hall marries the girl.
The formula motif of this film, while it may be of some merit to those who
like their story simple, yet action packed, fails to be enhanced either by
good acting or credulous scenery.
The producer is Sam Katzman, while Fred F. Sears directed, from a story
and screenplay by Robert Yale Libott. Others in the cast include Christine

Larson, Lisa Ferraday, Douglas R. Kennedy and Michael Fox.
For
General adult classification.
Running time, 72' minutes.

August

Murray Horowitz

release.

Film Censorship

Para. Production
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Technicolor), produced by
Seas"
Joseph Sistrom "Legend of the Inca"
(Technicolor), produced by Mel EpGo" (Technicolor),
stein; "Away
starring Donald O'Connor, produced
by Dolan; "Sad Sack," produced by
"Conquest of Space"
Paul Jones

quires submission of films in advance
of exhibition to a censor as an encroachment on constitutional rights to
be guarded against." In the light of
this, he said, none of the seven states

George

The industry, armed with the dictum of the Supreme Court, is determined to give battle to censorship

;

We

maintaining censor boards have taken
anv action to revise their statutes.

;

(Technicolor),

produced

by

Pal.

AUo. "The Parson of Panamint" (Techstarring Alan Ladd, produced by

nicolor),

everywhere it exists, Lust asserted.
Lust pointed out the safeguards the
The industry has against indecency on the

Epstein; "Vanity Fair" (Technicolor) produced by Pat Duggan; "Papas Delicate
Condition," produced by Burton Lane;

Countrv Girl." produced by William PerlGeorge Seaton;
and directed by
"Topsv and Eva" (Technicolor), produced
Walk"
"Elephant
Harry Tugend;
by
(Technicolor) produced by Irving Asher;
"Turmoil." produced by Duggan; "Follow
the Rainbow," starring Donald O'Connor,
produced by William Hammerstein; "Teachand
Perlberg
produced by
Pet,"
er's

screen. They are the fact that films
are produced by high-minded and honorable men and women and the existence of the Production Code which
"tangibly demonstrates the industry's
recognition of its responsibilities to
the American public."

Seaton: '"Red Garters" (Technicolor), produced by Robert Welch and directed by
Frank Tashlin; "Persian Gulf" (Technicolor), produced by Joseph Sistrom.
" (TechAlso, "Look, Ma, I'm Dancin'
"Houclim."
nicolor), produced by Dolan;
starring Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh, produced by George Pal and directed by
George Marshall; "Jamaica Run" (Tech-

produced by Duggan; "Alaskan Seas," produced by Epstein; "Girls Are Here to
Stay" (Technicolor), starring Bob Hope,
directed by Claude Binyon, produced by
Paul Jones.

berg

<

North Country'

MAN ° F THE N0RTH COUNTRY" has
\V°
v
which
beauteous

several favorable quahnot the least of
are the
Minnesota country, enhanced by Tiucolor, framed in a fairly interesting, although at times slowmoving, melodramatic story, and a cast containing some pretty marketable
names, including Ruth Hussey, Rod Cameron, John Agar, Gale Storm, J.
Carrol Naish, Jay Flippen and Grant Withers.
Tha tale concerns the development of Minnesota's Mesabi iron ore range
at the turn of the century and pits Ruth Hussey, a woman of will and established wealth, against Cameron, rugged upstart out to develop the Mesabi
to the detriment of Miss Hussey's iron holdings.
The advantage held by
Cameron, as title holder to the Mesabi range, is that the ore there lies only
several feet below the surface and can be mined by steamshovel, as against
the conventional and more expensive method of shaft mining.
The screenplay by Norman Reilly Raines depicts Miss Hussey as a beautiful
but power-mad heiress to an established iron empire, the safety of which is
threatened by Cameron's development of the Mesabi.
When Miss Hussey's
out-and-out gangster techniques (carried out by her brother who gets killed
in the process) fail to stop Cameron, she uses beauty to lure him into marriage.
Cameron still doesn't realize that she is out to break him until she
blows up a railroad bridge and later confesses her scheming in the mistaken
notion that she already has forced him into bankruptcy.
bullet fired by a
jealous lover puts an end to her, however, and leaves Cameron to resume with
his first love, Gale Storm, whom he had forsaken for the lady of fortune.
Miss Hussey is a convincing villainess, giving the character a sort of
sparkling insincerity. Cameron is handy with the fists, if slow on the up-take.
Others in the cast include Jim Davis, Taylor Holmes, Barry Kelley, Stephen
Bekassy, Howard Petrie, Hank Worden and Virginia Brissac. Joseph Kane
was associate producer-director. The story is by Charles Marquis Warren
and Prescott Chaplin.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
*

ties,

—

A

August

1

of the

(Republic)

20.

"Sea Tiger"
(Monogram)

Hollywood, July 29
executive producer, and Wesley E. Barry,
producer, have come up with a tortured tale of chicanery aboard ship
and ashore. This venture into the field of suspense fiction goes all the way
back to the film serials of the industry's unsophisticated infancy ("$1,000,000
Mystery," "Black Box," etc.) for its pattern, and that was going too far. In
those blissful days the rules could be changed in the middle of the game, a
hero made a villain or vice versa, and the destination of the plot revised without notice, but that was long ago. Today is too late for it.
The screenplay by Sam Roeca, from an original by Charles Yerkow, has
to do with an American freighter abandoned by the Japs off New Guinea and
the attempts of a wide variety of individuals to obtain possession of jewels
secreted aboard the craft. The serial technique crops up when, the quest for
the jewels having been on a long while, it comes out that the jewels are just
a front for a fortune in gold bars also aboard. By this time it doesn't matter
whether it's jewels or gold the baddies are after, because credibility went
cut the window long since.
John Archer, Harry Lauter and Marguerite Chapman bear the brunt of an
acting burden that leaves them room for nothing but improvement.
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. July release.

WILLIAM

it

F.

BROIDY,

Thundering Caravans'

(Republic)

A WESTERN of standard design and swift pace,
INtriumphs
over a crooked female newspaper publisher.

Allan (Rocky) Lane
Lending a hand with
the fisticuffs and law enforcement are Rocky's old friend, Eddy Waller, the
town sheriff, and Richard Crane, Waller's assistant, who is a reformed bad-

man now on

the side of the law.
story casts Rocky in his usual role of U. S. Marshal,
this time assigned to solve a series of ore wagon robberies in the community
where Waller is sheriff. The blame for the robberies has been heaped on the
sheriff, principally as a result of a newspaper campaign instigated by publisher Isabel Randolph. Miss Randolph is the mastermind of the holdup gang
and is maneuvering to put her brother into the sheriff's post.
Her nefarious plans include the framing of young Crane in a holdup, to
discredit the incumbent and bring in her brother by acclamation. Rocky eventually discovers the plot and brings all concerned to justice, but not however,
before the usual riding and shooting and a knock-down, drag-out brawl at
the bandits' ghost town retreat.
Mona Knox is Crane's pretty sweetheart while Roy Barcroft upholds the
wrong cause, as usual. Rudy Ralston was associate producer. Harry Keller

M. Coates Webster's

directed.

Running

time,

54 minutes.

Kodak Awards

General audience

$129,242

—

classification.

July release.

Manos Gets Another

—

Toronto, O., July 29.
Rochester, N. Y., July 29. EastGeorge
The following, all in Technicolor, are on man Kodak employes received $129,- Manos, president of the Manos cirthe Pine-Thomas product'on slate for 1953:
during the cuit, which operates some 20 theatres
"Those Sisters from Seattle," stairing 242 in suggestion awards
nicolor), starring Ray Milland. directed by
amount in Northern Ohio, will take over the
Lewis R. Foster; "Little Boy Lost," star- Rhonda Fleming and Arlene D'ahl; "San- first six months of 1952. That
ring Bing Crosby, produced by Perlberg, garee," directed by Edward Ludwig; "Lost was nearly $15,000 above the total Maple Grove Theatre, Windham, on
Seaton; "Reaching for the Treasure of the Andes"; "Hisrh Voltage";
directed by
paid in awards during the same period August 1. The theatre was previously
Stars," starring Ginger Rogers and Wil- "Brazen," starring John Payne and directed
leased to Mrs. Sue Ramsey.
Edward
Ludwig.
of 1951.
by
Epstein,
Julius
by
directed
Holden,
liam

;

MOTION PICTURE
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Contests Pend

The IATSE convention in Minneapolis next week will differ from
any of the labor union's biennial
conclaves since 1946 in that one or

This
became known here
yesterday when Vincent Jacobi,
president of New York Stage
Hands Local No. 1, which includes motion picture theatres
in

its

jurisdiction,

indicated

that he has dec'ded to run
against James J. Brennan, candidate for reelection as third
vice-president.

31,

—

—

tions.

In Baltimore, business at neighbor-

Philadelphia, July

30.

Is

— The

Cites

'Largest Backlog'

time record heat wave, only slightly

dampened

Hollywood, July

30.

— Monogram

exchanges throughout
the world were advised by
Steve
Broidy, president, by telegraph today
that the companies' "largest backlog
of films ever inventoried by them" is
now on hand and represents the stu
Allied

Artists

"greatest box-office potential."
Broidy,
recently
returned
from
Europe, dispatched the message after
viewing 14 completed features being
readied for release. His message also

dio's

(Continued on page 3)

Schwartz to Become

NY

Justice

Today

Arthur H. Schwartz, partner in the
law firm of Schwartz &
Frohlich, which has many film indus-

New York

try clients,

will

be inducted at cere-

monies here today as a Justice of the
New York Supreme Court, to which
he was appointed by Gov. Thomas E.

Dewey.

the

optimism

of

his

ment.

(.Continued on page 3)

all

Ruinous,

Despite 'Aim'
Bidding Analogy Put to
Government by Brandt
While conceding-

that the Justice

Department's objective

Milwaukee exhibitors report improved business and are optimistic for

in filing its

16mm.

anti-trust suit "is neither to
destroy theatres nor to bar the production of feature films of high quality," Harry Brandt, president of the

Independent
ciation of

Theatre Owners AssoYork, in a letter sent

New

yesterday to the Department contended that, notwithstanding, "these
would be the incidental and most important by-products of a successful
prosecution of this suit."

Brandt's letter, sent in reply

from Newell A.
Clapp, acting Assistant Attorney-General, who has been answering many exhibitor protests against the action, points
out that the complaint calls for
a decree "directing each of the
defendants to grant unrestricted licenses for an unspecified

to one received

(Continued on page 3)

Files Suit to Bar
Competitive Bidding

in the

campaign.

Chicago,

July

30.

was

filed

in

equity

— An
U.

S.

action in
District

John Ford Cited by
Irish Consul Here

Court here today against major distributors and Balaban and Katz based
on the charge that the Oakley Theatre
A citation honoring John Ford for was forced to engage in competitive
"The Quiet Man," Republic produc- bidding against B. and K.'s Biltmore
tion which opens at the Capitol The- Theatre for films for a second outlyOmaha, July 30. Ted Emerson, atre here on August 21, was presented ing run.
The action, filed by attorney SeyTri-States to the director by Garth Healy, Confor
director
publicity
Theatres, who is touring this territory sul General of Ireland, at a press mour Simon, asks the court to direct
serving as substitute manager for va- reception held yesterday at the Essex that the Oakley be permitted to play
day and date with the Biltmore withcationing managers of all of the cir
House here.
The citation commends Ford "for out engaging in competitive bidding.
cuit's theatres, finds farm crops to be
(Continued on page 3)
in very good condition. "It looks like
a prosperous fall season for theatres

a continuance.

Reports Conditions
In Corn Belt Good

—

in

this

area,"

IATSE

Emerson observed.

Jurisdiction

Rackmil Will Start
Meets Aug. 11 Over Set Designers
Rename Irving Mack Coast
The
of a series of Coast stu— Jurisdiction
dio conferences to be conducted by
Head of Filmack
Hollywood, July
first

30.

—

Irving Mack
July 30.
was reelected president of Filmack
Trailor Corp. at a meeting of the

Chicago,

board of directors.
Other officers elected were Joseph
Mack, vice-president Bernard Mack,
secretary, and Donald Mack, treasurer.
John Wenner of Daniel F. Rice and
;

Schwartz, who has been active in
Republican politics for many years,
will fill the vacancy caused by the

with a will to bring about complete

com- unity and cooperation from

Suit

first

organizational meeting to enlist
full support financially for the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations was
held by Philadelphia branch managers
and exchange personnel in the Paralocal

hood motion picture theatres during mount exchange.
Brennan has the support of Richard the past two weeks scored the best
The meeting was presided over by
F. Walsh, "IA" international presi- grosses of any similar period during exhibitor co-chairman Ted Schlanger,
dent. However, during the past three the past year, or more, according to Warner zone manager in the Philadel{Continued on page 3)
Leon B. Back, president of the Allied phia area, and area exchange co-chairMotion Picture Theatre Owners of man Ulrick Smith, local Paramount
Maryland.
branch manager.
The question whether screen attracThe group appeared to have entered
tions drew increased audiences or pa- into the campaign with determination
trons merely sought relief from an all- to fight the Federal admission tax and

Monogram

US

Says

Report Milwaukee, Philadelphia Area
Baltimore Upswing In Tax Campaign
Two more key cities Baltimore
and Milwaukee can be added to the
growing list of those in which exhibitors report improved box-office condi-

TEN CENTS

1952

—

Jacobi Opposes Brennan
In First Test Since '46

tion.

THURSDAY, JULY

Cleveland, July 30. Theatre attendance in a majority of spots in
this territory that started an upswing with the TV Presidential
convention presentations, is holding up, theatre owners report in
the first expression of optimism displayed here in recent months.
It is felt that all houses destined to shutter due to neighborhood
changes, old age or lack of modern equipment, have closed and
that from now on remaining theatres can look for a return to
normalcy.
The excessive heat of June and July drove many into theatres
to cool off. Many, managers report, had not been inside a theatre
in a year or more. They like what they found and came back for
more.
"Now," one of the optimistic exhibitors states, "all we
need is a steady flow of good pictures and we can reestablish our
occasional patrons into permanent patrons."

IATSE

more international officers making up
the "official family" will be compelled
to risk their posts in a balloting elec-

U.S.A.,

"Heat Sent Them to Theatres, Now
They're Coming Back for More'

For Top Posts
In the

YORK,

Co., stock brokers,
ber of the board.

was

elected a

mem-

Milton R. Rackmil since his election
as president of Universal Pictures
start on
Monday, August 11.
will
General policy and production matters
will be formulated during the meetings.

Attending the sessions will be Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
(Continued on page 3)

over studio set designers, illustrators
and model builders formerly held bv
the recently dissolved Local No. 1420
has been won by the IATSE, according to
election results announced here. Local 1420, then under
the Painters Brotherhood, was the
focal point in the early stages of the

NLRB

1945 studio strike, which
by the IATSE.

was opposed

;
;

Motion Picture Daily
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{Paramount)
vice-

and director of adveris due back here from
the Coast next Thursday.
tising-publicity

•

Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theatres
president, and Mrs. Schwartz will
sail from here for Europe Wednesday
aboard the S.S. Queen Elisabeth for
a four-week stay.
•

Lois Lefkowich, daughter of Max
Lefkowich, president of the ComCleveland,

munity
gaged

Circuit in
Dr.
to
of Cleveland.

Daniel

is

en-

Butler

•

Astor Pictures and Atlantic Television, will leave here for Chicago
over the weekend and will return next
week.
of

•

M-G-M studio auarrive here by plane from
the Coast Saturday en route to Nairobi, South Africa.
Jim Hendering,
will

Frank

BING

CROSBY'S

back, and Jane Wyman's got him. The self-styled "old
groauer's" latest for Paramount is a dandy hunk of entertainment and
a distinct credit to the production acumen of Pat Duggan. It is, for the most
part, a frothy affair in color by Technicolor, with a rich cargo of production numbers and a light story in which humor, some mild family anxieties
and song-making intertwine to form a delightful fabric of diversion for
audiences of every composition.
There is a genuine stand-out quality in the production numbers, which
reflects to the credit of director Elliott Nugent, choreographer Helen Tamiris,
cameramen George Barnes, Gordon Jennings, Paul Lerpae and Farciot
Edouart, and art directors Hal Pereira and Roland Anderson. All deserve
mention because their efforts have combined to bring forth a superior piece
of merchandise a picture which should be as easy as pie to sell, and which
should strike a bonanza at the box-office.
The plot Crosby, a stage producer, and Miss Wyman, the star of his new
musical, are in love. Being a busy man, widower Crosby hadn't been able
to give as much attention as he would have liked to his 'teen-aged youngsters,
Robert Arthur, who has fallen victim to the illusion that Miss Wyman is
in love with him, and Natalie. Wood, whose main ambition is to be admitted
to an exclusive girls' school. Papa, faced with Arthur's hostility, when the
truth about Miss Wyman's love interest is exposed, sets things in order with
easy-going grace and uncommonly good understanding of the youngster's
emotional problem. And Bing's well-known way with a song and a wink
so captivates school supervisor Ethel Barrymore that Natalie is allowed to
matriculate despite the trustee's aversion for "theatre people."
Rounding out the amiable, supporting cast are Cora Witherspoon, Ben
Lessy, Regis Toomey, Art Smith, Leon Tyler, Willis Bouchey and Herbert
Vigran. Robert Carson's screenplay was based on the Stephen Vincent Benet

—

:

Jacques Kopfstein, vice-president

ditor,

3

"Just for You"

DIETZ, M-G-M

D. Phelps, labor head of

Warner Brothers

theatre department,
here yesterday for the IATSE
convention in Indianapolis.
•
Dore Schary, M-G-M production
vice-president, is due here from the
Coast late in September or early in
October.
•
left

"Famous."
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience

story,

Franke

30.

—The

produc-

:

"Jeopardy,"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
"Stranglehold," Monogram; "Never
Wave at
Wac" (Independent Artists),

A
RKO

Radio;

"My

Cousin

Rachel," "Taxi" and "60 Saddles for
Gobi,"
"Lone
20th
Century-Fox
Hand,"
Universal - International
;

"His Majesty O'Keefe" and "Back to
Broadway," Warner Brothers.
List Completed Films
Completed
were
"Ambush
at
Tomahawk Gap" and "The Member
of the Wedding," (Kramer) Columbia
"Mesa
Women"
of
Lost
(Howco), and "Bwana Devil" (Arch
Oboler), Independent; "Small Town
:

;

Girl,"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; "Pony

Express," "Scared Stiff" (Hal Wallis),
"Pleasure Island" and "The
Stars Are Singing," Paramount "The
Lady Wants Mink," Republic; "The
(Filmakers), "Murder"
Difference"
and "Blackbeard the Pirate" (Edmund
Grainger),
Radio; "The Farmer
Takes
Wife" and "Niagara," 20th
Century-Fox "Mississippi Gambler,"
;

A

RKO
;

Don Prince on Tour

Lapidus Presides at
Boston Meet Today

With Joan Crawford

Skouras Helps Tent's
Boys Club to Reopen

Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Jules
Los Angeles, July 30. The VariEastern and Canadian division sales
manager, will preside over a meeting ety Boys Club of the Eastside here,
of the company's Eastern district in said to have the largest enrollment
Boston today. Attending will be Nor- among youth-serving agencies on the
man J. Ayers, Eastern district man- West Coast, will re-open Friday, it
ager, with headquarters in New York, was announced by George Bowser,
William chief barker of the Variety Club of
and R. S. Smith, Albany
Twig, Boston C. G. Eastman, Buf- Los Angeles, which first sponsored
falo
Max Birnbaurn, New Haven, establishment of the club in 1942.
Closed for several months to permit
and Ben Abner, New York.
Also attending from the home office redecoration and completion of a fund
will be Bernard R. Goodman, super- raising campaign, the re-opening was
made possible when Charles P.
visor of exchanges.
Skouras, on behalf of Fox West Coast
Theatres, which he heads, assumed reto
sponsibility for any deficit in the club's
operating expenses.
Skouras likewise
spearheaded the fund raising campaign
Eddie Cantor will be honorary among theatres of Southern Calichairman of the national campaign to fornia.
establish
a medical center in the
Bronx under the sponsorship of Yeshiva University, it was announced
by New York State Attorney General Nathaniel L. Goldstin, national
Toronto, July 30. Local Variety
chairman.
Tent
No. 28 is on its way to go over
The University is now seeking to
the top in proceeds for Variety Vilestablish the nation's first non-sec-

—

;

;

;

Two More Showmen Cantor Named

York.
•

B. D. Gordon, Cleve.

Film Lawyer, Dead
Cleveland, July
— Benjamin

D.
Gordon, 60, of the law firm of Ulmer,
Berne, Gordon and Glickman of this
city, died today.
Gordon was one of
30.

the outstanding corporate,
and theatre attorneys of
For many years his firm
sented
Theatres and

real estate

Cleveland.
has repreother circuits and numerous independent the-

RKO

owners

L.

Hollywood, July

tion index showed a six-point drop
for a total of 30 pictures in work, 10
new pictures having been started and
16 completed.
Started were "Street of Shadows"
(Nassour Pictures) United Artists;

Universal-International.

resident

Alfred Hitchcock will arrive in
New York today from Hollywood.

atre

For September

Charles

Don Prince, RKO Radio's Eastern
Joseph Devaney, Mmanager in Chicago, has director of publicity, will accompany
married Mary Carolyn Gwaltney Joan Crawford on a tour of Cleveland,
Toronto, Detroit and Boston in adof Memphis.
•
vance of showings in those cities of
William Miskell, Omaha district Joseph Kaufman's production of "Sudmanager of Tri-States Theatres, has den Fear."
Miss Crawford will visit Cleveland
returned there from a two-weeks' vatoday and tomorrow, returning to New
cation at Lake Okoboji, Iowa.
•
York to attend the world premiere of
Card Walker, Walt Disney Pro- the picture at Loew's State on August
ductions
advertising
director,
has 7. She will be in Toronto on August
returned to the Coast from New York. 11-12; in Detroit, August 13-14, and
•
in Boston on August 16-17.
Irving Ltjbwig, Walt Disney Productions executive, is on vacation from

New

classification.

release.

William

G-M
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Films in
Work on Coast

Review

Personal
Mention
HOWARD
president

Thursday, July

in this area.

Join

Cleveland, July 30.—The 1,300-seat
Garden Theatre here has introduced
vaudeville one night a week as a midweek business booster. Initial program
consisted of three acts with Kousin
Kay as master-of-ceremonies.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Yeshiva Drive Post

and Edgar
Doob of Wilmington, have sent
J.
word to Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the national committee conducting the campaign for reof Cincinnati

of the 20 per cent Federal admission tax, that they will serve as

peal

members

of

campaign committees

of

their states.

Success for Toronto
Tent Benefit Seen

—

Their acceptances raise the total of
with all 48 tarian college of medicine under Jew-

state committeemen to 165,
states represented.

auspices as the first unit of
$25,000,000 national medical center.
ish

Raze Cincinnati House
Cincinnati, July

Orpheum

seat

Vaudeville for Garden

Tax Campaign

Rube Shor

mark

30.

— The

2,100-

Theatre, an old land-

suburban Walnut Hills, is to
be razed and the site used for a large
variety store. Built by private interin

at the turn

of the century, the
subsequently acquired by
as a second-run and was later
taken over by Stanley Cooper, who
negotiated the present deal.
ests

house was

RKO

Cleve.

a

Tax Meet Held

Cleveland, July

—

30.
Before leaving for a vacation in Canada, Lester
Zucker, chairman of the local industry's public relations committee, held
a preliminary anti-Federal tax meeting in the 20th Century-Fox screening room to outline a course for participation in the industry's anti-tax

drive.

vocational school for crippled
boys, through the sixth annual benefit
baseball game scheduled for August
15 between the Toronto and Ottawa
teams of the International League.
Chief Barker R. W. Bolstad, who
is also vice-president of Famous Players, announced that advertising space
in the souvenir program totaling $18,445 had already been sold. Special
donations to the fund had also reached
lage,

$4,732, making a total of more than
with returns from ticket
$23,000,
sales yet to come. The benefit feature
is counted on to raise $50,000.
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IATSE

U.S. Suit

{Continued from page 1)

months leaders in various locals
across the country are known to have
urged Jacobi to make the race. During the past year, it was reported in
labor circles here, there has been a
movement among leaders of locals to
"crack" the "official family" headed
by Walsh. Jacobi returned to New
York yesterday following out-of-town
meetings with opponents of the "official family" and disclosed his intention to run.
Jacobi said he has been pledged sufficient support by delegates from various parts of the country to make him
feel certain he can unseat Brennan, a
long-time rival in contests for the
presidency of Local No. 1, which Jacobi heads. Jacobi has defeated Brenan in the last two elections for the
local's presidency.

Except for the 1946 convention,
when William P. Bennett of Washagainst
unsuccessfully
ran
for the "IA" presidency, the
union's biennial elections have been
voice-vote affairs, with the "official

ington

Walsh

family" winning hands down. Walsh
became president in 1941 following
the Brown-Bioff scandals.

Jacobi's action is expected by other
York locals to encourleaders of
age other aspirants to one or more
of the nine "IA" vice-presidencies to
run. The ninth vice-presidency, held
by Louise Wright of Dallas, is very
likely to be thrown open to balloting,
Balloting
observers.
according
to
could extend the convention from its
scheduled four days to at least six, it

New

was

said.

(Continued from page 1)

"Island of Desire"
(Cororwdo

— United

number of feature films as the
court may deem necessary to

Artists)

PRODUCER DAVID
WHAT
nado

E. ROSE'S "Island of Desire," a Coroproduction, lacks in credulity, is made up aplenty by the engrossing
scenic wonder of the romantic British Indies island of Jamaica, whose long,
entwining, exotic sandy beaches are thrillingly framed in color by Technicolor. For this photographic gem, credit should by given at the outset to
cameraman Arthur Ibbetson who performed under the able direction of Stuart
Heisler.

The latter did the best he could with a somewhat unconvincing tale of a
beautiful woman, in the person of Linda Darnell, who is cast ashore from
the wreck of a ship returning from the Far East with service men and
women that is struck by a mine. Fate and the raging waters throw returning Corporal Tab Hunter on a raft with Linda and the two finally reach
the unpopulated beaches. From that point onward, Hunter, who plays the
part of a very young and unsophisticated soldier, develops a strong affection
for Miss Darnell, who in more or less high sophistication does not return
the affection, taking full cognizance of Hunter's youth.
The lad is really a miracle man in the construction of huts and gadgets
to make life easier on the island. Like the proverbial rabbit in the hat he
creates all kinds of cooking and eating and living utensils without tools or
other implements, and even weaves clothes from plants on the beachside.
happy finale is reached after a plane crashes with Donald Gray, whose
injuries are healed by Army Nurse Darnell. Both fall in love. The inevitable rescue ship steams over the horizon and young corporal Hunter steps
aside as Linda and Gray sail homeward on their romantic way.

A

Others in the cast are John Laurie, Sheila Chong, Russell Waters, Hilda
Fenemore, Brenda Hogan, Diana Decker, Peggy Hassard and Michael
Newell. Stephanie. Nordli wrote the screenplay, from the novel, "Saturday
Island," by Hugh Brooke.

Most audiences

will be entertained,

despite the lack of credulity in spots
and nearly all will be engrossed by the scenic beauty at the oceanside.
Running time, 103 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

August

4.

James

"Beware,

My

—RKO

(Filmakers

Cunningham

P.

Lovely"

Radio)

IDA LUPINO,

as a war widow back in the era of the first World War,
goes through a strange one-day nightmare in "Beware, My Lovely." She
'IA' Convention Preliminaries
hires an itinerant houseworker who turns out to be. a "psycho." Robert Ryan
Set at Board Meet This Week
plays the lead opposite Miss Lupino as the deranged man who holds her
Minneapolis, July 30. Prelimin- captive in her own house.
Both roles are acted with considerable strength and conviction. Although
aries to next week's IATSE convenin
tion here are being disposed of at a there is not much variation to the story, it becomes an unusual exercise
meeting of the organization's general suspense as the tension mounts and the audience, wonders what violence will
befall Miss Lupino.
executive board this week.
Although the screenplay by Mel Dinelli, based on his story and play, does
The "official family" of the Alliance was welcomed to Minneapolis by not clearly outline the nature of Ryan's fitful disturbance, the. whole sequence
of William of events is entirely credible. Exhibitors in general will find audiences coma committee consisting
Ebert
Fred
of Stage pletely engrossed.
Donelly and
The. story builds up gradually to the point where Miss Lupino, to her
Employes Local No. 13, Al Kuiper
and Wallace Yutzy of Moving Pic- horror, learns that she is in the grip of a madman. Subsequent attempts to
ture Machine Operators Local No. flee the house or get out messages seeking help are cunningly frustrated by
219, Elizabeth Marietta of Theatrical Ryan. The picture, concentrates on this interplay between captor and captive,
Wardrobe Attendants Local No. 781 although there are other roles of a secondary nature, played by Taylor
and Nora J. Gaines of Film Exchange Holmes, Barbara Whiting and James Willmas.
The picture ends on a note as unusual as everything that preceded. The
Employes Local No. B-31.
Convention plans will be completed mad mood suddenly leaves Ryan, and forgetting everything as though it
at this week's session of the board, were some passing siege of amnesia, Ryan quietly takes leave of Miss Lupino.
Harry Horner directed and Collier Young produced this Filmakers prewith International president Richard F.
Walsh, of Brooklyn, N. Y., presiding. sentation.
Others in attendance are general secRunning time, 77 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
retary-treasurer William P. Raoul, not set.

—

Atlanta, Ga., and vice-presidents HarCleveland,
Ohio;
land
Holmden,
James J. Brennan, New York City
Roger M. Kennedy, Detroit, Mich.
Felix D. Snow, Kansas City, Mo.
Carl G. Cooper, Los Angeles, Calif
Harry J. Abbott, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Orin M. Jacobson, Tacoma, Wash.,
and Louise Wright, Dallas, Texas.
About 1,200 delegates to the convention will begin arriving this weekend from all parts of the United
States and Canada.

Mandel Hersstman

Register Optical Unit

Monogram Backlog

Albany, N.

(Continued from page 1)

Opticals,

pointed out to the sales force that the
casts of the films reflect the policy, instituted several months ago, of emphasizing the importance of name
players|.

certificate

—

Y., July 30.
Screen
has registered for a
render optical effects

of

this

The Justice Department also asks
for such other relief as the court may
deem appropriate to establish competition in the distribution and exhibition of feature films, Brandt noted.
would like to remind the Jus-

"We

Department," Brandt's letter continued, "that it was a similar request
for relief that first brought competitive bidding into the motion picture
industry.
In seeking this relief, the
tice

Justice Department is proving that it
is not 'cognizant of the problems confronting exhibitors' and that it will
deprive theatre owners of an opportunity to exhibit motion ~ictur.es at a
profit."

In his letters to Brandt and other
exhibitors, Clapp averred that the objective of the suit is not to deprive
theatres of an opportunity to exhibit
films at a profit "nor do we think that
the relief we ask for in the suit is reasonably subject to such an interpretation."

Brandt contended that "if the
court ever directs the compulsory sale of feature films to TV,
it will in effect be a more tragic
error than the court-sponsored
system of competitive bidding,
which was later discredited by
the Supreme Court but nevertheless continues to work severe hardships on innocent bystanders and alleged beneficiaries of the suit the independent exhibitors."

—

Terming the suit ill-advised
contrary to the principle of free
terprise, Brandt's letter stated:
appears to us that this is not a

and
en"It
suit

to protect 16mm. exhibition for shutins,
hospitals, churches, the Armed

Forces and other groups.
Although
they are now being serviced, their in-

makes good 'window dressing.'
real beneficiaries of this suit are
fly-by-night itinerant film mer-

clusion

The
the

chants and the television interests.
are firmly convinced that this suit
would ha *"' been brought for the release of 35mm. prints to
ev^n if
these companies didn't have 16mm.
departments. At least, it would have
been a more honest approach."

We

-

TV

Schwartz to Become
(Continued from page 1)
death of Justice Bernard L. Shientag.
Justice Charles D. Breitel will prethe
side
at
induction
ceremonies,
which will take place at the New

York County Court House.

Rackmil
(Continued from page 1)

to
services to the motion picture indus-

William Goetz, executive in
board
Robert Young
charge of production Edward Muhl,
and Arthur Jacks, New York, and
vice-president and general manager of
Morris H. Jacks, Red Bank, N. J.
David Lipton, vice-presMervin H. Riseman was incorporating the studio
ident in charge of advertising and
attorney.
publicity, and various studio departtry.

Incorporators are

;

:

;

;

List Features

v

Features mentioned in the message
include "Flat Top," with Sterling
Hayden and Richard Carlson; "Down.
(Continued from page 1)
Periscope," with Mark Stevens and
Dorothy Malone; "Battle Zone," with
a
world
over
bringing to people the
jovial interpretation of the essential John Hodiak, Linda Christian and
good humor and spirit of the Irish Stephen McNally, and "Rose Bowl
people aga nst the glorious beauty of Story," with Marshall Thompson and

John Ford

;

their native landscape."

Ltd.,

eliminate the effects
alleged conspiracy."

Vera Miles.

SAG

Meets Producers

The Screen Actors Guild here yesterday held informal talks with independent producers and representatives of advertising agencies regarding proposals covering the use of commercial spots on TV. Formal negotiations will be held in about a month.

mental executives.

Dennison Reopening

—

Cleveland, July 30. The Dennison
Square Theatre, operated by Associated Circuit until it closed a year ago,
will reopen next week under the operation of Ted Dandreo.

's a.

Go -Get-em G

Trail that

lei

CO-STARRING

SCREEN PLAY BY

JAMES ARNESS

JAMES EDWARD GRANT PRODUCED ROBERT
BY

H

Kfor the U.S.A.

on a

V Half-a-World Away!

IN HAWAII!
All of its Excitement
Ancient jungle, modern city, tropic splendor and tropic terror!
Man- hunt off the beaten path to every sinister haunt of the
Islands! Presented by
BrOS.
;

Wamer

7

DISTRIBUTED BY

'O

DIRECTED BY

EDWARD LUDWIG .WAYNE- FELLOWS PRODUCTION

WARNER BROS.

The

HERALD

l

i

INSTITUTE
|

of industry J

*b

Opinion^

il^HEN

the Herald Insti-

tute of Industry Opinion

was

organized in November 1951,
one of its announced purposes was to provide: "A
source of reliably gathered
facts for release to the public
via the press, etc.

— when

in-

correct concepts have

been
published to the detriment of
the industry or to enlighten

—

those

who

write

spread readership.

for
.

.

wide-

."

Reproduced here is a typical
example of the manner in
which the Institute's Reports
are used to refute fallacies.

!

Thursday, July

31,

;
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Program

Children's

FCC Still Silent on
ABC-UPT Merger
Washington,

July

30.

Television — Radio

—

The Federal Communications
Commission held another
closed-door session today on
what to do about the ABCUPT merger, but there was
no indication as to whether
the commissioners had made
up their minds or when a decision would be announced.
The Commission discussed
the matter at two lengthy
sessions last week, as well as
today's session. Most of the
industry lawyers in the case
have been expecting a decision by the end of the week.

Hondouras Has 22
16mm. Theatres
—

Washington, July 30. At present
there are 22 motion picture theatres
in Honduras which exhibit 16mm. entertainment motion pictures, according
to Nathan D. Golden, head of the film
division of the U. S. Commerce Department. However, these houses are
not regular exhibitors in the sense that
they hold regular showings in propTheir pererly constructed theatres.
formances are given spasmodically,
depending upon the weather (many are
held in the open), the time of harvest,
and the amount of money currently
available in the various localities for
entertainment purposes.

ONCE

IN

with Pinky

-

T^LASHBACK.

Herman

Set by British Unit

—

Washington, July 30. The first
annual report of the Children's Film
Ltd.,
shows that the
Foundation,
£159,000 so far made available to the

-

This happened so long ago it seems to go back
days or possibly the neolithic age and yet perYep.
haps it happened in the much later period, the Dark Ages.
that's when it happened, back in the modern Dark Ages, in the
depression year of 1931. Your reporter, during his chores as vaudeville critic on the Motion Picture Herald, had occasion to rave about
the talents of a young comic, fresh from Cleveland named Bob Hope,
discovered by Al Boasberg (then a top scripter for M-G-M), who
left Hollywood and came East to write material for Bob and to lend
the Boasberg wit to radio. During an interview with Boasberg in
his suite at the Essex House, Al told us that he had signed to write
.

.

.

Foundation from
Production Fund,

to the prehistoric

.

.

program, according to Nathan D.
Golden, head of film division of the
U. S. Dept. of Commerce. This pro-

gram

;

adventure story, production of
which is expected to start in August
and an untitled social comedy.
titled

The program also includes a series
of six short stories dealing with a'nimals and children, production of six
magazine one-reelers, and a cartoon.
Associated British

in the

that

,

Kent hop

'

back

to

A GENERATION

UA

.

.

.

.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS

we'll take a short breather
for a bit of refreshment!"

HERBERT

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

J.

•

YATES

Directed by

presents

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

hoped
will

fields.

Re-issues 'Vanishes'

''^SSSSm

1

"Now

It is

theatres

cock's production, will have its first
return engagement under United Artists auspices at the Trans Lux 60th
Street Theatre here tomorrow.

9

.

all

"The Lady Vanishes," Alfred Hitch-

Chicago for Tuesday morning's "Breakfast Club."

.

to

the Foundation has under consideration adventure serial stories in Gibraltar and
South Africa, a slapstick serial, and
features set in New Zealand and the

temporarily replaced Meredith Wilson as panelist on

.

United Kingdom.

distribution

commence in September.
For its 1952-53 program

"The Name's The Same," ABC-TP7 is now a regular member of the shozv.
The young quizmaster thus finds himself appearing on seven radio and TV
programs a iveek.
Johnny Olsen's Kids & Co." sponsored by Red
Starting next week
Goose Shoes, resumes on DuMont Network, Aug. 9.
when he subs for Don McNeill on the ABC "Breakfast Club" stanzas, Peter
Donald' will spend as much time in the air as on it. The carrot-topped
comic, on Mondays, will do the "B.C." show from Chicago, then fly to
Nciv York for his regular "Masquerade Party," NBCommercial and thence
.

Film Distributors

will be responsible for the distribution
of all of the Foundation's 35mm. films

America," respectively.

.

:

;

a sure thing to beat the longevity record of 'M. M. G. R.' not once
but twice and simultaneously. He's now rounding out his 13th year
and 16th year on the "Bell Telephone Hour" and "Cavalcade of

.

includes the following pictures

"John of the Fair" and "The Stolen
Plans," already completed; "Alpine
Rally," now on location
"Johnny on
the Run," awaiting a studio
an un-

new radio series titled, "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" for Blackett
Sample & Hummert and that he needed a songwriter to write a
theme song. That's how come we were assigned to compose the song
of that title (with the melody composed by Gus Haenschen). From
October, 1931, until late in 1949 this composition was broadcast every
Sunday night on a Coast-to-Coast network over NBC. That program,
endured and prospered for a complete radio cycle, bridging the gap
from vaudeville to television. Last week we interviewed Donald
Voorhees in studio 6B at NBC and learned that the maestro seems

who

1951-52

five of the six features in the

.

a

Bill Cullen,

British Film
meet the cost of

the
will

WAS?.

"LURE
IS

t°he

WILDERNESS

OUTCROSSING

"WITH A SONG IN
MY HEART" IN 48
OF ITS FIRST 53

ENGAGEMENTS
INCLUDING
PARAMOUNT,

FOX, Atlanta;

Nashville;

ALABAMA,

Birmingham and IMPERIAL, Asheville!

mum
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NEWS
VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

22

Contests Pend

For Top Posts
In the

IATSE

Jacobi Opposes Brennan
In First Test Since '46
The IATSE convention in Minneapolis next week will differ from
the labor union's biennial
conclaves since 1946 in that one or

any

of

more international officers making up
the "official family" will be compelled
to risk their posts in a balloting election.

became known here
This
yesterday when Vincent Jacobi,
president of New York Stage
Hands Local No. 1, which includes motion picture theatres
in

its

jurisdiction,

indicated

that he has decided to run
against James J. Brennan, candidate for reelection as third
vice-president.

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, JULY

31,

TEN CENTS
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Says

'Heat Sent Them to Theatres, Now
They're Coming Back for More'

Is

—

Cleveland, July 30. Theatre attendance in a majority of spots in
this territory that started an upswing with the TV Presidential
convention presentations, is holding up, theatre owners report in
the first expression of optimism displayed here in recent months.
It is felt that all houses destined to shutter due to neighborhood
changes, old age or lack of modern equipment, have closed and
that from now on remaining theatres can look for a return to

normalcy.
The excessive heat of June and July drove many into theatres
to cool off. Many, managers report, had not been inside a theatre
in a year or more. They like what they found and came back for
more. "Now," one of the optimistic exhibitors states, "all we
need is a steady flow of good p ctures and we can reestablish our
occasional patrons into permanent patrons."
:

—

Two more key cities Baltimore
and Milwaukee can be added to the
growing list of those in which exhibitors report improved box-office condi-

—

tions.'

In Baltimore, business

at

neighbor-

Philadelphia, July

30.

— The

Cites

'Largest Backlog'

time record heat wave, only slightly

dampened

Hollywood, July

30.

— Monogram-

Allied Artists exchanges throughout
Steve
the world were advised by
Broidy, president, by telegraph today
that the companies' "largest backlog
of films ever inventoried by them" is
now on hand and represents the stu-

"greatest box-office potential."
from
returned
recently
Broidy,
Europe, dispatched the message after
viewing 14 completed features beingreadied for release. His message also

dio's

(Continued on page 3)

Schwartz to Become

NY

Justice

Today

Arthur H. Schwartz, partner in the
New York law firm of Schwartz &
Frohlich, which has many film industry clients, will be inducted at ceremonies here today as a Justice of the
New York Supreme Court, to which

the

optimism of

his

ment.

all

in the

campaign.

report imexhibitors
proved business and are optimistic for
a continuance.

Milwaukee

Reports Conditions

Good
—Ted Emerson,

In Corn Belt
Omaha,

July

30.

Tri-States
for
director
Theatres, who is touring this territory
serving as substitute manager for vacationing managers of all of the circuit's theatres, finds farm crops to be
in very good condition. "It looks like
a prosperous fall season for theatres
in this area," Emerson observed.

publicity

John Ford Cited by
Irish Consul Here
A citation honoring John Ford for
"The Quiet Man," Republic production which opens at the Capitol Theatre here on August 21, was presented
to the director by Garth Healy, Consul General of Ireland, at a press
reception held yesterday at the Essex
House here.
The citation commends Ford "for
.(Continued on page 3)

Rackmil Will Start
Meets Aug, 11
Rename Irving Mack Coast
The
of a series of Coast studio conferences to be conducted by
Head of Filmack
first

—

Irving Mack
July 30.
president of Filmack
Corp. at a meeting of the

Chicago,

was

reelected

Trailor

board of directors.
Other officers elected were Joseph
he was appointed by Gov. Thomas E.
Mack, vice-president Bernard Mack,
Dewey.
Schwartz, who has been active in secretary, and Donald Mack, treasurer.
Republican politics for many years, John Wenner of Daniel F. Rice and
will fill the vacancy caused by the
Co., stock brokers, was: ejected a mem;

(Continued on page 3)

with a will to bring about complete

com- unity and cooperation from

ber of the board.

Milton R. Rackmil since his election
president of Universal Pictures
will
start on
Monday, August 11.
General policy and production matters
will be formulated during the meet-

as

ings.

'

•

Attending the sessions will be Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president;
N. J. Blumbergy chairman of the
(Continued on page 3)

Ruinous,
6

Bidding Analogy Put to
Government by Brandt
While conceding that the Justice
Department's objective in filing its

16mm. anti-trust suit "is neither to
destroy theatres nor to bar the production of feature films of high qualHarry Brandt, president of the
Theatre Owners Asso-

Independent
ciation of

New

York,

in

a

letter sent

yesterday to the Department contended that, notwithstanding, "these
would be the incidental and most important by-products of a successful
prosecution of this suit."

first

organizational meeting to enlist
full support financially for the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations was
held by Philadelphia branch managers
and exchange personnel in the Paralocal

hood motion picture theatres during mount exchange.
The meeting was presided over by
Brennan has the support of Richard the past two weeks scored the best
F. Walsh, "IA" international presi- grosses of any similar period during exhibitor co-chairman Ted Schlanger,
dent. However, during the past three the past year, or more, according to Warner zone manager in the PhiladelLeoivB. Back, president, of the Allied phia area, and area exchange co-chair{Continued on page 3)
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of man Ulrick Smith, local Paramount
Maryland.
branch manager.
The question whether screen attracThe group appeared to have entered
tions drew increased audiences or pa- into the campaign with determination
trons merely sought relief from an all- to fight the Federal admission tax and

Monogram

Suit

Despite Aim'

ity,"

Report Milwaukee, Philadelphia Area
Baltimore Upswing In Tax Campaign

US

Brandt's letter, sent in reply
to one received from Newell A.
Clapp, acting Assistant Attorney-General, who has been answering many exhibitor protests against the action, points
out that the complaint calls for
a decree "directing each of the
defendants to grant unrestricted licenses for an unspecified
(Continued on page 3)

mswms
—

AtCHICAGO, July 30.
Simon
toSeymour
torney
Disin
U.
filed
S.
day
trict Court here an action
in equity against the major distributors and Balaban and Katz, based on
the charge that the Oakley
Theatre was forced to engage in competitive bidding against B. and K's
Biltmore for films for a
second outlying run.

—

HOLLYWOOD, July 30.^
According to NLRB election results announced
here, the IATSE has won
jurisdiction over studio
set designers, illustrators and model builders
formerly held by the recently dissolved Local
No* 1420, which was the
focal point in the early
stages of the 1945 strike.

;;
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Just for
vice-

and director of adveris due back here from
the Coast next Thursday.
•
Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theatres
president, and Mrs. Schwartz will
sail from here for Europe Wednesday
aboard the S.S. Queen Elisabeth for
a four-week stay.
tising-publicity

•

Max

Lois Lefkowich, daughter of
Lefkowich, president of the Com-

munity
gaged

Circuit in
Dr.
to

Cleveland,

is

en-

Butler

*Daniel

Films in
Work on Coast

You

{Paramount)

DIETZ, M-G-M

BING

CROSBY'S

back, and Jane Wyman's got him. The self-styled "old
groaner's" latest for Paramount is a dandy hunk of entertainment and
a distinct credit to the production acumen of Pat Duggan. It is, for the most
part, a frothy affair in color by Technicolor, with a rich cargo of production numbers and a light story in which humor, some mild family anxieties
and song-making intertwine to form a delightful fabric of diversion for
audiences of every composition.
There is a genuine stand-out quality in the production numbers, which
reflects to the credit of director Elliott Nugent, choreographer Helen Tamiris,
cameramen George Barnes, Gordon Jennings, Paul Lerpae and Farciot
Edouart, and art directors Hal Pereira and Roland Anderson. All deserve
mention because their efforts have combined to bring forth a superior piece
of merchandise
a picture which should be as easy as pie to sell, and which
should strike a bonanza at the box-office.
The plot Crosby, a stage producer, and Miss Wyman, the star of his new
musical, are in love. Being a busy man, widower Crosby hadn't been able
to give as much attention as he would have liked to his 'teen-aged youngsters,
Robert Arthur, who has fallen victim to the illusion that Miss Wyman is
in love with him, and Natalie Wood, whose main ambition is to be admitted
to an exclusive girls' school. Papa, faced with Arthur's hostility, when the
truth about Miss Wyman's love interest is exposed, sets things in order with
easy-going grace and uncommonly good understanding of the youngster's
emotional problem. And Bing's well-known way with a song and a wink
so captivates school supervisor Ethel Barrymore that Natalie is allowed to
matriculate despite the trustee's aversion for "theatre people.'
Rounding out the amiable supporting cast are Cora Witherspoon, Ben
Lessy, Regis Toomey, Art Smith, Leon Tyler, Willis Bouchey and Herbert
Vigran. Robert Carson's screenplay was based on the Stephen Vincent Benet

—

:

Cleveland.

of

•

Jacques Kopfstein, vice-president
and Atlantic Telehere for Chicago
over the weekend and will return next
week.
•
of Astor Pictures
vision, will leave

M-G-M

Jim Hendering,

studio au-

by plane from
the Coast Saturday en route to Nairobi, South Africa.
•
Frank D. Phelps, labor head of
Warner Brothers theatre department,
ditor,

will arrive here

here yesterday for the
convention in Indianapolis.
left

IATSE

1

"Famous."
Running time, 95 minutes.

story,

General audience classification.

For September

release.

Charles

Dore Schary,

M-G-M

Don Prince on Tour
With Joan Crawford

Don Prince, RKO Radio's Eastern
Joseph Devaney, Mmanager in Chicago, has director of publicity, will accompany
married Mary Carolyn Gwaltney Joan Crawford on a tour of Cleveland,
Toronto, Detroit and Boston in adof Memphis.
•
vance of showings in those cities of
William Miskell, Omaha district Joseph Kaufman's production of "Sudmanager of Tri- States Theatres, has den Fear."
Miss Crawford will visit Cleveland
returned there from a two-weeks' vatoday and tomorrow, returning to New
cation at Lake Okoboji, Iowa.
•
York to attend the world premiere of
Card Walker, Walt Disney Pro- the picture at Loew's State on August
ductions
advertising
director,
has 7. She will be in Toronto on August
returned to the Coast from New York. 11-12; in Detroit, August 13-14, and
in Boston on August 16-17.
Irving Ludwig, Walt Disney Productions executive, is on vacation from
resident

Alfred Hitchcock will arrive in
New York today from Hollywood.

Join

Tax Campaign

and Edgar
Wilmington, have sent
J.
word
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the national committee conducting the campaign for repeal of the 20 per cent Federal ad-

Rube Shor

of Cincinnati

Doob

of
to Col.

B. D. Gordon, Cleve.

Film Lawyer, Dead
Cleveland, July 30. — Benjamin

D.
law firm of Ulmer,
Berne, Gordon and Glickman of this
city, died today.
Gordon was one of
60, of the

the outstanding corporate,
and theatre attorneys of
For many years his firm
sented
Theatres and

real estate

Cleveland.
has repreother circuits and numerous independent the-

RKO

owners

Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Jules
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, will preside over a meeting
of the company's Eastern district in
Boston today. Attending will be Norman J. Ayers, Eastern district manager, with headquarters in New York,
William
and R. S. Smith, Albany
Twig, Boston C. G. Eastman, Buf;

;

—The

produc-

:

"Jeopardy,"
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
"Stranglehold," Monogram
"Never
Wave at
Wac" (Independent Art;

A

ists),

RKO

"My

Radio;

Cousin

Rachel," "Taxi" and "60 Saddles for
Gobi,"
20th
Century-Fox
"Lone
Hand,"
Universal - International
;

"His Majesty O'Keefe" and "Back to
Broadway," Warner Brothers.
List Completed Films
Completed
were
"Ambush at
Tomahawk Gap" and "The Member
of the Wedding," (Kramer) Columbia
"Mesa
Women"
of
Lost
(Howco), and "Bwana Devil" (Arch
Oboler), Independent; "Small Town
:

;

Girl,"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

"Pony

;

Express," "Scared Stiff" (Hal Wallis),
"Pleasure Island" and "The
Stars Are Singing," Paramount "The
Lady Wants Mink," Republic; "The
Difference"
(Filmakers), "Murder"
and "Blackbeard the Pirate" (Edmund
Grainger),
Radio; "The Farmer
Takes
Wife" and "Niagara," 20th
Century-Fox "Mississippi Gambler,"
;

A

RKO

in this area.

Raze Cincinnati House
Cincinnati, July

Vaudeville for Garden
Cleveland, July 30.—The 1,300-seat
Garden Theatre here has introduced
vaudeville one night a week as a midweek business booster. Initial program
consisted of three acts with Kousin
as master-of-ceremonies.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Orpheum

30.

— The

2,100-

Theatre, an old land-

suburban Walnut Hills, is to
be razed and the site used for a large
variety store. Built by private inter-

mark

ests

in

the turn of the century, the
subsequently acquired by
as a second-run and was later

at

house was

RKO

taken over by Stanley Cooper,
negotiated the present deal.

who

—

Los Angeles, July 30. The VariBoys Club of the Eastside here,
to have the largest enrollment
among youth-serving agencies on the
ety
said

West

Coast,

re-open

will

Friday,

it

was

announced by George Bowser,
chief barker of the Variety Club of
Los Angeles, which first sponsored

Max Birnbaumi, New Haven, establishment of the club in 1942.
Closed for several months to permit
and Ben Abner, New York.
Also attending from the home office redecoration and completion of a fund
will be Bernard R. Goodman, super- raising campaign, the re-opening was
made

possible
when Charles P.
Skouras, on behalf of Fox West Coast
Theatres, which he heads, assumed re-

visor of exchanges.

to

sponsibility for

Eddie Cantor will be honorary
chairman of the national campaign to
establish

a

Tax Meet Held

Cleveland, July

—

30.
Before leaving for a vacation in Canada, Lester
Zucker, chairman of the local industry's public relations committee, held
a preliminary anti-Federal tax meeting in the 20th Century-Fox screening room to outline a course for participation in the industry's anti-tax

drive.

deficit in the club's

among

theatres

Southern

of

Cali-

fornia.

a

Bronx under

Cleve.

any

operating expenses. Skouras likewise
spearheaded the fund raising campaign

Yeshiva Drive Post

ish auspices as the first unit of
$25,000,000 national medical center.

states represented.

Skouras Helps TenVs
Boys Club to Reopen

falo;

medical center in the
the sponsorship of Yeshiva University, it was announced
by New York State Attorney Genmission tax, that they will serve as eral Nathaniel L. Goldstin, national
members of campaign committees of chairman.
The University is now seeking to
their states.
Their acceptances raise the total of establish the nation's first non-secstate committeemen to 165, with all 48 tarian college of medicine under Jew-

seat

Kay

Lapidus Presides at
Boston Meet Today

Two More Showmen Cantor Named

York.

•

atre

30.

Universal-International.

William

Gordon,

Franke

Hollywood, July

tion index showed a six-point drop
for a total of 30 pictures in work, 10
new pictures having been started and
16 completed.
Started were "Street of Shadows"
(Nassour Pictures) United Artists;

;

is due here from the
Coast late in September or early in
October.
•

New

L.

production

vice-president,

G-M
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Review

Personal
Mention
HOWARD
president

Thursday, July

Success for Toronto
Tent Benefit Seen
Toronto, July
Tent No. 28 is on

30.

—Local

its

way

to

Variety

go over

the top in proceeds for Variety Village, vocational school for crippled
boys, through the sixth annual benefit
baseball game scheduled for August
15 between the Toronto and Ottawa
teams of the International League.
Chief Barker R. W. Bolstad, who
is also vice-president of Famous Players, announced that advertising space
in the souvenir program totaling $18,445 had already been sold. Special
donations to the fund had also reached
$4,732, making a total of more than
with returns from ticket
$23,000,
sales yet to come. The benefit feature
is counted on to raise $50,000.
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Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

months leaders in various locals
across the country are known to have
urged Jacobi to make the race. During the past year, it was reported in
labor circles here, there has been a
movement among leaders of locals to
"crack" the "official family" headed
by Walsh. Jacobi returned to New
York yesterday following out-of-town
meetings with opponents of the "official family" and disclosed his inten-

U.S. Suit
(Continued from page 1)

"Island of Desire"
{Coronado

— United

number of feature films as the
court may deem necessary to

Artists)

WHAT PRODUCER DAVID

E. ROSE'S "Island of Desire," a Coroeliminate the effects of this
nado production, lacks in credulity, is made up aplenty by the engrossing
alleged conspiracy."
scenic wonder of the romantic British Indies island of Jamaica, whose long,
The Justice Department also asks
entwining, exotic sandy beaches are thrillingly framed in color by Technifor such other relief as the court may
color. For this photographic gem, credit should by given at the outset to
cameraman Arthur Ibbetson who performed under the able direction of Stuart deem appropriate to establish competition in the distribution and exhibiHeisler.
tion of feature films, Brandt noted.
The latter did the best he could with a somewhat unconvincing tale of a
"We would like to remind the Jusbeautiful woman, in the person of Linda Darnell, who is cast ashore from tice Department," Brandt's letter conthe wreck of a ship returning from the Far East with service men and tinued, "that it was a similar request
tion to run.
that is struck by a mine. Fate and the raging waters throw return- for relief that first brought competiwomen
sufpledged
been
Jacobi said he has
ing Corporal Tab Hunter on a raft with Linda and the two finally reach tive bidding into the motion picture
ficient support by delegates from varIn seeking this relief, the
ious parts of the country to make him the unpopulated beaches. From that point onward, Hunter, who plays the industry.
feel certain he can unseat Brennan, a part of a very young and unsophisticated soldier, develops a strong affection Justice Department is proving that it
long-time rival in contests for the for Miss Darnell, who in more or less high sophistication does not return is not 'cognizant of the problems confronting exhibitors' and that it will
presidency of Local No. 1, which Ja- the affection, taking full cognizance of Hunter's youth.
The lad is really a miracle man in the construction of huts and gadgets deprive theatre owners of an opporcobi heads. Jacobi has defeated Brenan in the last two elections for the to make life easier on the island. Like the proverbial rabbit in the hat he tunity to exhibit motion pictures at a
local's presidency.
creates all kinds of cooking and eating and living utensils without tools or profit."
In his letters to Brandt and other
Except for the 1946 convention, other implements, and even weaves clothes from plants on the beachside.
exhibitors,
Clapp averred that the obWashBennett
of
P.
William
when
A happy finale is reached after a plane crashes with Donald Gray, whose
against injuries are healed by Army Nurse Darnell. Both fall in love. The inevit- jective of the suit is not to deprive
unsuccessfully
ington
ran
Walsh for the "IA" presidency, the able rescue ship steams over the horizon and young corporal Hunter steps theatres of an opportunity to exhibit
films at a profit "nor do we think that
union's biennial elections have been aside as Linda and Gray sail homeward on their romantic way.
voice-vote affairs, with the "official
family" winning hands down. Walsh
became president in 1941 following
the Brown-Bioff scandals.
Jacobi's action is expected by other
leaders of New York locals to encourage other aspirants to one or more
of the nine "IA" vice-presidencies to
run. The ninth vice-presidency, held
by Louise Wright of Dallas, is very
likely to be thrown open to balloting,
Balloting
observers.
according
to
could extend the convention from its
scheduled four days to at least six, it

Others in the cast are John Laurie, Sheila Chong, Russell Waters, Hilda
Fenemore, Brenda Hogan, Diana Decker, Peggy Hassard and Michael
Newell. Stephanie. Nordli wrote the screenplay, from the novel, "Saturday
Island," by Hugh Brooke.

was

IDA LUPINO,

said.

Most audiences
and nearly

will be entertained, despite the lack of credulity in

spots

will be engrossed by the scenic beauty at the oceanside.
time, 103 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

all

Running
August 4.

James

"Beware,

My

—RKO

(Filmakers

Cunningham

P.

Lovely*'

Radio)

as a war widow back in the era of the first World War,
goes through a strange one-day nightmare in "Beware, My Lovely." She
'IA' Convention Preliminaries
hires an itinerant houseworker who turns out to be. a "psycho." Robert Ryan
Set at Board Meet This Week
plays the lead opposite Miss Lupino as the deranged man who holds her
Minneapolis, July 30. Prelimin- captive in her own house.
Both roles are acted with considerable strength and conviction. Although
aries to next week's IATSE convenbecomes an unusual exercise in
tion here are being disposed of at a there is not much variation to the story, it
meeting of the organization's general suspense as the tension mounts and the audience wonders what violence will
befall Miss Lupino.
executive board this week.
Although the screenplay by Mel Dinelli, based on his story and play, does
The "official family" of the Alliclearly outline the nature of Ryan's fitful disturbance, the. whole sequence
not
Minneapolis
by
welcomed
to
ance was
of William of events is entirely credible. Exhibitors in general will find audiences coma committee consisting
Donelly and Fred Ebert of Stage pletely engrossed.
The. story builds up gradually to the point where Miss Lupino, to her
Employes Local No. 13, Al Kuiper
and Wallace Yutzy of Moving Pic- horror, learns that she is in the grip of a madman. Subsequent attempts to
ture Machine Operators Local No. flee the house or get out messages seeking help are cunningly frustrated by
Ryan. The picture concentrates on this interplay between captor and captive,
219, Elizabeth Marietta of Theatrical
Wardrobe Attendants Local No. 781 although there are other roles of a secondary nature, played by Taylor
and Nora J. Gaines of Film Exchange Holmes, Barbara Whiting and James Willmas.
The picture ends on a note as unusual as everything that preceded. The
Employes Local No. B-31.
Convention plans will be completed mad mood suddenly leaves Ryan, and forgetting everything as though it
at this week's session of the board, were some passing siege of amnesia, Ryan quietly takes leave of Miss Lupino.
Harry Horner directed and Collier Young produced this Filmakers prewith International president Richard F.

—

Walsh, of Brooklyn, N. Y., presiding.
Others in attendance are general secretary-treasurer William P. Raoul,
Atlanta, Ga., and vice-presidents HarCleveland,
Ohio;
Holmden,
land
James J. Brennan, New York City
Roger M. Kennedy, Detroit, Mich.
Felix D. Snow, Kansas City, Mo.
Carl G. Cooper, Los Angeles, Calif

sentation.

Harry

pointed out to the sales force that the
casts of the films reflect the policy, instituted several months ago, of em-

J. Abbott, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Orin M. Jacobson, Tacoma, Wash.,
and Louise Wright, Dallas, Texas.
About 1,200 delegates to the convention will begin arriving this weekend from all parts of the United

Running
not

time,

77 minutes.

Release date,

General audience classification.

set.

Mandel Herbstman

Monogram Backlog
(Continued from page 1)

Register Optical Unit

—

Albany, N.

Y., July 30.
Screen
has registered for a
certificate
effects
to render optical
services to the motion picture industry. Incorporators are
Robert Young

Opticals,

Ltd.,

the relief we ask for in the suit is reasonably subject to such an interpretation."

Brandt contended that "if the
court ever directs the compulsory sale of feature films to TV,
it will in effect be a more tragic
error than the court-sponsored
system of competitive bidding,
which was later discredited by
the Supreme Court but nevertheless continues to work severe hardships on innocent bystanders and alleged beneficiaries of the suit the independent exhibitors."

—

Terming

the

ill-advised

suit

and

contrary to the principle of free enterprise,
Brandt's letter stated; "It
appears to us that this is not a suit
to protect 16mm. exhibition for shuthospitals, churches, the Armed
ins,

Forces and other groups.
Although
they are now being serviced, their in-

makes good 'window dressing.'
real beneficiaries of this suit are
the fly-by-night itinerant film merchants and the television interests.
clusion

The

We

are firmly convinced that this suit

would hav~ been brought for the

re-

TV

lease of 35mm. prints to
even if
these companies didn't have 16mm.

departments. At least, it would have
been a more honest approach."

Schwartz to Become
(Continued from page 1)
death of Justice Bernard L. Shientag.
Justice Charles D. Breitel will preinduction
side
at
the
ceremonies,
which will take place at the New

York County Court House.

Rackmil
(Continued from page 1)

William G°etz, executive in
board
charge of production Edward Muhl,
York,
and
Arthur
and
Jacks, New
phasizing the importance of name
vice-president and general manager of
Morris H. Jacks, Red Bank, N. J.
players.
David Lipton, vice-presthe studio
Mervin H. Riseman was incorporating
ident in charge of advertising and
Features
List
attorney.
States and Canada.
publicity, and various studio departFeatures mentioned in the message
mental executives.
Meets Producers
include "Flat Top," with Sterling
The Screen Actors Guild here yesHayden and Richard Carlson; "Down
(Continued from page 1)
Dennison Reopening
Periscope," with Mark Stevens and terday held informal talks with inCleveland, July 30. The Dennison
with
and
representadependent producers
bringing to people the world over a Dorothy Malotie; "Battle Zone,"
Theatre, operated by AssociatSquare
and
regardadvertising
agencies
Christian
tives
of
Linda
Hodiak,
John
jovial interpretation of the essential
ed Circuit until it closed a year ago,
good humor and spirit of the Irish Stephen McNally, and "Rose Bowl ing proposals covering the use of comwill reopen next week under the operapeople aga nst the glorious beauty of Story," with Marshall Thompson and mercial spots on TV. Formal negotiation of Ted Dandreo.
about
month.
held
in
a
tions
will
be
Miles.
Vera
their native landscape."

John Ford

;

:

;

;

SAG

—

;

*1

CO-STARRING

SCREEN PLAY BY

NANCY OLSON -JAMES

ARNESS

JAMES EDWARD GRANT PRODUCED ROBERT
BY

F|

for the U. S. A. on
5

a
Half-a-World Away!

HE-SPOT IN HAWAII!
All of its
Ancient jungle, modern city, tropic splendor and tropic terror!
Man- hunt off the beaten path to every sinister haunt of the
Presented by WaTlier Br OS.
Islands
!

DISTRIBUTED BY

DIRECTED BY

EDWARD LUDWIG WAYNE- FELLOWS PRODUCTION
a

WARNER BROS.
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the Herald Institute of Industry Opinion was
organized in November 1951,
one of its announced purposes was to provide: "A
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facts for
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write for
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Program

Children's

FCC Still Silent on
ABC-UPT Merger

Television — Radio

—

Washington, July 30.
The Federal Communications
Commission held another
closed-door session today on
what to do about the ABCUPT merger, but there was
no indication as to whether
the commissioners had made
up their minds or when a decision would be announced.
The Commission discussed
the matter at two lengthy
sessions last week, as well as
today's session. Most of the
industry lawyers in the case

have been expecting a decision by the end of the week.

Hondouras Has 22
16mm. Theatres
—

Washington, July 30. At present
there are 22 motion picture theatres
in Honduras which exhibit 16mm. entertainment motion pictures, according
to Nathan D. Golden, head of the film
division of the U. S. Commerce Department. However, these houses are
not regular exhibitors in the sense that
they hold regular showings in propTheir pererly constructed theatres.
formances are given spasmodically,
depending upon the weather (many are
held in the open), the time of harvest,
and the amount of money currently
available in the various localities for
entertainment purposes.

ONCE

IN

with Pinky

-

ULASHBACK.

Herman

Set by British Unit

—

-

This happened so long ago it seems to go back
days or possibly the neolithic age and yet perYep.
haps it happened in the much later period, the Dark Ages.
that's when it happened, back in the modern Dark Ages, in the
depression year of 1931. Your reporter, during his chores as vaudeville critic on the Motion Picture Herald, had occasion to rave about
the talents of a young comic, fresh from Cleveland named Bob Hope,
discovered by Al Boasberg (then a top scripter for M-G-M), who
left Hollywood and came East to write material for Bob and to lend
the Boasberg wit to radio. During an interview with Boasberg in
his suite at the Essex House, Al told us that he had signed to write
.

.

.

to the prehistoric

.

.

.

Washington, July 30. The first
annual report of the Children's Film
Foundation,
Ltd.,
shows that the
£159,000 so far made available to the
Foundation from
Production Fund,

five of the six features in the

1951-52

Nathan
to
film division of

D.
the
Golden, head of
U. S. Dept. of Commerce. This program includes the following pictures
"John of the Fair" and "The Stolen
Plans," already completed; "Alpine

program,

according

Rally," now on location
"Johnny on
the Run," awaiting a studio
an untitled adventure story, production of
;

;

which is expected to start in August
and an untitled social comedy.

a sure thing to beat the longevity record of 'M. M. G. R.' not once
but twice and simultaneously. He's now rounding out his 13th year

that

and 16th year on the "Bell Telephone Hour" and "Cavalcade
America," respectively.

of

temporarily replaced Meredith Wilson as panelist on

Bill Cullen, zvho

"The Name's The Same," ABC-TV is now a regular member of the show.
The young quizmaster thus finds himself appearing on seven radio and TV
programs a zveck.
Johnny Olsen's "Kids & Co." sponsored by Red
Starting next week
Goose Shoes, resumes on DuMont Nctzvork, Aug. 9.
when he subs for Don McNeill on the ABC "Breakfast Club" stanzas, Peter
Donald, will spend as much time in the air as on it. The carrot-topped
comic, on Mondays, will do the "B.C." show from Chicago, then fly to
New York for his regular "Masquerade Party," NBCommercial and thence
,

.

.

.

.

back

to

.

.

Chicago for Tuesday morning's "Breakfast Club."

.

.

.

The program also includes a series
of six short stories dealing with animals and children, production of six
magazine one-reelers, and a cartoon.
Associated British Film Distributors
will be responsible for the distribution
of all of the Foundation's 35mm. films
in the United Kingdom.
It is hoped
distribution

commence

in

Kent hop

UA

HERBERT

TECHNICOLOR

J.

•

YATES

Directed by

presents

JOHN FORD

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

If
111

theatres

will

Re-issues 'Vanishes'

"The Lady Vanishes," Alfred Hitchcock's production, will have its first
return engagement under United Artists auspices at the Trans Lux 60th
Street Theatre here tomorrow.

" Bon»

^52£
for a bit of refreshment!"

all

fields.

ENTERTAINMENT LIKE THIS

we'll take a short breather

to

September.

For its 1952-53 program the Foundation has under consideration adventure serial stories in Gibraltar and
South Africa, a slapstick serial, and
features set in New Zealand and the

victor

Color by

British Film
meet the cost of

new radio series titled, "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" for Blackett
Sample & Hummert and that he needed a songwriter to write a
theme song. That's how come we were assigned to compose the song
of that title (with the melody composed by Gus Haenschen). From
October, 1931, until late in 1949 this composition was broadcast every
Sunday night on a Coast-to-Coast network over NBC. That program,
endured and prospered for a complete radio cycle, bridging the gap
from vaudeville to television. Last week we interviewed Donald
Voorhees in studio 6B at NBC and learned that the maestro seems
a

A GENERATION

"Now

the
will

!

"LURE £ WILDERNESS"
F
E

IS

OUTCROSSING

"WITH A SONG IN
MY HEART" IN 48
OF ITS FIRST 53

ENGAGEMENTS

—

INCLUDING

PARAMOUNT,

FOX, Atlanta;

Nashville;

ALABAMA,

Birmingham and IMPERIAL, Ashe ville

MOTION PICTURE

Accurate

Concise

and
Impartial

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

23

'IA' Plans

Tax
|

Fight and Aid

A
by

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, AUGUST

1,

TEN CENTS

1952

Call to Arms!

4,958,000
Warner's
9-Month Net

MARTIN QUIGLEY

Is

THE

Government's so-called anti-trust suit, which is an
attempt to force the release of motion pictures to enterprises which seek to compete against the theatres for
Day's public attention, is a challenge that should be answered $5,100,000 Indicated As
Day's Work for
Pay Principle Up, Too
Tax Bite for Period
promptly and forcefully.
The industry is confronted with an attack that leaves no

For Box-office
A

Minneapolis,

for

the

stimulate

to

31.

— Plans

the

of

IATSE members

thousands of
efforts

July

participation

full

in

theatre

at-

tendance and to join in the all-industry campaign to win repeal of the
Federal admission tax have been
formulated by the "IA" executive
board in session here this week.

The programs for both endeavors will be disclosed to the
IA annual convention, which
will open here on Monday.
Also understood to have been

room

or viewpoints.

An

aroused and fully united industry should respond. The development should be met head-on, not with mealy-mouthed and
weak-kneed argument but with an all-out counter attack. Anything less will virtually proclaim that the industry is fair game
a notion which is
for anyone who wishes to take a shot at it
likely enough in face of the do-nothing attitude which has come
to settle upon so many of the industry's problems in recent

—

This

suit,

if

properly dealt with,

blessing to the industry.

On many

may

in

Jacobi-Brennan Tilt
Minneapolis, July

31.

election contest for the

—Next week's
IATSE

urgent need of hearty and thorough-going cooperation among
its various elements. Up to now various petty divergencies of
interests and viewpoints have kept the industry divided and
working at cross purposes.
We are now confronted with an attack that imperils to its

core the commercial industry of motion pictures. The developBren- ment provides ample reason for immediate introduction of that
vice-

presidency occupied by James J.
nan is expected to provide the labor
union's biennial convention here with
more controversy than many an "IA"
convention has engendered. This became apparent today as reports circulating in Minneapolis film labor circles
indicated that Richard F. Walsh,
{Continued on page 6)

Firms in the
Industry, Says U. S.
Washington, July 31.—The
of firms in the motion
picture
industry
remained
steady at about 14,900 in the

number
fourth

quarter

Commerce

of

1951,

Department

kind of cooperation and united front action which is necessary
and is needed as well to deal with many

to defeat the attack

intra-industry problems.

the
an-

nounced.
This was the same figure as
at the end of the third quarter, but below the
second
quarter figure of 15,000.

Film

liabilities.

theatre admissions,
eliminating inter(Continued on page 7)
rentals,

etc.,

after

New

Reorganization

Plan

Due

for

W. B.

The Warner Brothers board of directors is convinced that a new plan
of reorganization will be necessary
for the company under the consent
judgment entered in the industry antitrust suit, it was indicated in a company financial statement issued here
yesterday.
The step would be taken to permit
(Continued on page 7)

This attack should not alone be answered with the slow, tedi-

"IA"

14,900

contingent

prove a well-disguised

fronts the industry stands

in

Walsh 'Neutral'

A

net profit of $4,958,000, after
provision of $5,100,000 for taxes
and $400,000 for contingent liabilities, was reported here yesterday
by Warner Brothers for the nine
months ended May 31.
This compares with a net of $5,808,000 for the corresponding period
last year after provision of $5,800,000
was made for taxes and $500,000 for

sales,

times.

dis-

(Continued on page 6)

for divided or conflicting interests

(Continued on page 3)

Pay

to Actors
On Films Sold to
Hollywood, July 31. —A precedent

First

Budget Cuts Hit

TV CDA TV

considered

far-reachingly

important

By

J.

Washington,

Plans
A.

OTTEN

—

fourteen individual
share in this additional
compensation, which is the first ever
paid an actor under the SAG basic
contract terms covering sales to tele-

July 31. Despite the
marked success of previous experiments with theatre television for civil
defense training work, officials of the
Civilian Defense Administration said
that a budget cut had been so great
they did not know whether they would
be able to carry on further theatre TV
training experiments.
This was revealed in a CDA
report on the 10-city theatre

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 7)

established today when Monogram paid the Screen Actors Guild
$8,000 to be distributed to actors who
appeared in five theatrical films sold
by Monogram to television.

was

One

actors

hundred

will

'Ivanhoe' Opens at
Hall, Takes $23,000
An opening day's gross exceeding $23,000 was reported
Radio City Music Hall
here for M-G-M's "Ivanhoe"
which bowed yesterday at the
theatre along with a new
stage presentation.
Long lines extended from
the theatre's box-offices during most of the day. By four
P.M. the picture had broken
the grossing record of every
previous Metro picture to
play the Hall.

by

American Pictures Corp. presents
'IT

WILL SCARE

THE PANTS OFF

YOU—IT DID ME
^-Hedda Hopper

Directed by Alfred E. Green
Produced by Albert Zugsmith and Robert Smith

;;;
;
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Theatres Nets Vie for Cinerama Deal
,

'Million Dollar'

Bout

TV

Nearly Closed

coming heavyweight

Bidding for the electronics' rights to the
chamArrangements are due to be comWalcott
Rocky
Marciano
pionship
fight
and
already
between
Jersey
Joe
ers
pleted momentarily for leasing of the
has entered upon a spirited but still wide-open stage, with two tele- Broadway Theatre here by Thomasfrom Europe on Tuesday.
•
vision-radio networks and Theatre Network Television pitted against Todd Productions from owners Lee
Howard Strickling, M-G-M stu- each other.
and J. J. Shubert for the initial publicexhibition of Cinerama, "three-dimendio publicity head, Dan S. Terrell,
The International Boxing Club,
exploitation head, and Ernest Emer- sponsor of the bout, has stated it will
sional" sight and sound process, it was
Is
LING, Loew's circuit advertising-pub- accept the best offer from any source
indicated by the Thomas-Todd firm
head, will return here today for the TV rights, whether theatre
licity
yesterday.
from Boston.
The production organization inor home.
•
cludes Frank Smith, Lowell Thomas
The bout, tentatively scheduled for
Herbert Weisner, business agent Sept. 23 at the Yankee Stadium here,
Arkansas is the first state to report and Michael Todd.
of IATSE Motion Picture Home Of- shapes up as one of the biggest at- the organization of its state committee
Terms of the deal, whereby new
fice Employes Local No. H-63, New
three coordinated
tractions of its kind in years. IBC's to campaign for the repeal of the sound apparatus,
York, and Mrs. Weisner, are par- president, James Norris, is freely Federal admission tax and the appoint- projectors and a huge screen will be
ents of a newborn son.
predicting a $1,000,000 gate, "with or ment of committee chairmen for each installed in the now inactivated legitimate stage showcase, call for a run of
without the sale of TV and radio of its Congressional districts.
Walter Mirisch, Monogram-Al- rights." By way of comparison, the
Jack Bomar, chairman of the Ar- the show lease, with 10 weeks guaranlied Artists executive producer, has
Robinson-Maxim bout grossed kansas committee, listed the following teed as minimum playing time and a
last
returned to Hollywood from New
exhibitors as having been appointed tentative opening date of September
$431,000.
York.
to the state committee, reports the 15. The production company will reinvolving
the
unusual
situation
An
e
Council of Motion Picture Organiza- ceive 10 per cent of the total admission
Felix
Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers inability of Walcott's manager,
gross, with a guarantee from 16 weektions
here
Eastern and Canadian division sales Bocchicchio, to obtain a license in
M.
S. McCord, M. J. Pruniski, Roy ly performances of $3,000 on a sliding
past
manager, will return here from Bos- New York State because of a
scale above a possible $30,000 total.
conviction for a felony of which he Cochran and W. B. Sockwell, North
ton over the weekend.
The attraction will be "This Is CinLittle Rock B. F. Busby, James Carmight
pardoned,
subsequently
was
•
erama," a program of short subjects,
bery,
Leon
B.
Catlett,
Wren,
G.
O.
Homer Wall, theatre supervisor possibly force the fight outside New Little Rock; L. G. Renfro, Jr., Holly photographed in color here and abroad
for
Westland Theatres, underwent York and, should TNT be successful Grove; W.
running for "approximately two hours"
S. Talbutt, Rogers; C. B.
surgery at Mary's Help Hospital, San in bidding for the theatre television King, McGehee
and now in the process of final editing
Charles
Bonner,
Pine
rights, New York City's TV-equipped
Francisco.
It will feature
Bluff
Terry Axley, England
Bill and musical scoring.
theatres then would be in on their first
•
two brief intermissions. The top adMalin,
Augusta
Bartus
Gray,
Jr.,
Fred Sawaske, city manager of and biggest TV fight attraction. With Jacksonville Warren Kaufman, Ben- mission price will be $2.40, which "may
Hardy Theatres, Fresno, Cal., was most of the recent bouts available to ton.
be raised."
operated on at St. Agnes Hospital theatre TV having been held in New
Congressional
district chairman are
York, the Metropolitan area was
there.
First District, Orris Collins, Para•
"blacked out" to protect the gate and
gould
Second, K. K. King, Searcy
George A. Hickey, West Coast hence it has been some time since New Third, E. W. Savage, Booneville
able
to
have
been
theatres
York
City
sales manager for M-G-M, was in
Fourth,
Cecil
Cupp,
Arkadelphia
San Francisco from Los Angeles all offer a big scale TV attraction on Fifth, Sam B. Kirby, Little Rock;
their large screens.
week.
Sixth, Travis Arnold, Malvern.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
n
With nearly a dozen large
Rockefeller Center
York
City theatres equipNew
to
Tax Cut Meetings Held
ped with TV, their seating capIn Virginia; Bowden Presides
Robert
Elizabeth
Joan
add
conceivably could
acity
TAYLOR * TAYLOR * FONTAINE
bidding
for
31.
Richmond,
the
Sidney
strength
to
BowJuly
Los Angeles, July 31.
The Los
Color by TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
den conducted the first of the tax cut
theatre TV rights to the WalAngeles Electrical Engineers Associaplus SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Congressional district organizational
cott-Marciano bout. However,
tion today announced a special award
meetings for Virginia at Hampton toif the fight were to be moved
to Warner Brothers' "The Miracle of
*******
WKmi
day with 20 exhibitors from the Tideoutside New York, it would
Our Lady of Fatima" for unusual
lewis
Martin
Peninsula
water
and
Eastern
shore
Metropolitan
the
also open up
lighting effects, reports Howard Matpresent. Plans for the campaign were
, WALLS
area for home TV of the fight
tison, executive secretary of the ordiscussed with G. E. Ward, Jr. of
and that would also strengthen
ganization.
"The intelligent use of
Cape Charles, appointed chairman for
NBC and CBS bidding for the
lighting enhances the new Warnerfirst district and Jeff Hofheimer
the
radio
rights.
TV
and
home
Color," stated Mattison.
of Norfolk chairman for the second.
M.dnight Feotur*
application
an
has
Bocchicchio
Other meetings planned to complete
Nightly
pending for a New York license. If it the statewide organization as quickly
$48,000 for 'Jacks'
is turned down, IBC has indicated the
as possible are as follows
CongresBoston, July 31.
Paramount's
transferred to Boston, sional districts three and four, Hotel
Walt Disney's Story of
"Jumping Jacks," starring Dean Mar- bout would be
Philadelphia or New Jersey. In the Petersburg, Petersburg District Five,
tin and Jerry Lewis, closed its first
York City prob- Old Drewry Place, Martinsville Disweek's engagement at the Metropoli- latter instance, New
Color by TECHNICOLOR
blacked out also be- trict Six, Salem Theatre, Salem Dis-andtan Theatre tonight with an approxi- ably would be
Walt Disney's
Walt
Disney's
mate gross of $48,000. This is $6,000 cause of its close proximity to Jersey trict Seven, Kavenaugh Hotel, Har"LITTLE HOUSE"
WATER
BIRDS
either of which risonburg
Newark,
and
City
Districts Eight and 10,
more than Johnny Ray grossed when
Technicolor Cartoon
A True Life Adventure
trans- Princess Anne Hotel, Fredericksburg
Print by Technicolor—-Distributed by RKO
he made a personal appearance at the would be the likely site for the
COOL
District Nine, Wimpy Jones Cafe,
Metropolitan during the week of July ferred bout.
CRITERION B WAY & 45th St.
Home TV has never yet had a Richlands.
18.
A gross of $75,000 was reached
when Martin and Lewis made a per- fight of the calibre of the Walcottsonal appearance at the same theatre. Marciano affair and can be expected theatre tickets to lesser fights have
to go the limit in the bidding. If suc- been "scalped" at those prices and
cessful, theatres nationally would be higher on a large scale already.
need SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?
The theatres' position presumably
injured seriously the night of the bout.
^IXroumdI
YOU'LL GET IT FROM^l
QUICK \
SERVICE /
Mort Blumenstock, Warner BrothTV-equipped theatres have paid a would be strengthened as it was a
ers vice-president in charge of adver- high of $1.05 per seat for TV rights. year ago when RKO Radio contracted
TREE COPt\
/ FINEST
SERVICE
tising-publicity, is scheduled to arrive They would have to go higher to win independently for the motion picture
\ QUALITY
/
Robinson-Turpin
bout,
here on Monday from his headquar- the Walcott-Marciano TV rights, in- rights to the
BEST
/ TRY US
\ jnA
ters at the Burbank studio for a brief dicating a ticket price scale of $3.50 to should another such large-scale film
ART-WORK /
\ ANO SEE
^SEND US YOUR ORDCRj
home office visit. It will be Blumen- $5. However, the fights draw crowds rights deal help to keep the Walcottstock's first visit to New York since accoustomed to paying a tariff of that Marciano bout away from home TV
transferring to the Coast last spring. kind for what, they want to see and and to deliver it to theatre TV.

WARNER,
JACKvice-president,

Warner Broth-

will arrive here

'
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Industry Leaders at

A

A

TV

members

ers,

leadof the judiciary and the
picture industry leaders
civic

motion
and friends of the newly-appointed
Judge Arthur H. Schwartz, participated in his induction ceremony as a
Justice of the New York State Supreme Court at the New York County
Court House Building here yesterday.
Judge Schwartz, well-known industry attorney and a former partner in
the law firm of Schwartz and Frohlich
which represents many motion picture
industry clients, was appointed by
Governor Thomas E. Dewey to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of the late
Judge Bernard L. Scheintag. Speakwho paid tribute to Judge
ers
Schwartz indicated that he will be a
bar,

candidate in the fall for election for
the full 14-year term in the First JudiDistrict

cial

which includes Manhat-

tan and the Bronx.

Among

who

those

paid

tribute

to

Judge Schwartz were Bethuel M. Webpresident of the Association of
City Bar; Edward M.
Outterbourg, president of the_ New
York County Lawyers Association
Walter Dillon, vice-president of the

ster,

the

New York

Bronx Bar Association Thomas J.
Curran, Secretary of State of New
York; State Senator Walter J. Mahoney and Louis D. Frohlich, senior
partner of Schwartz and Frohlich,

fruitless processes of legal defense.

It

should

whom

Judge Schwartz had been

associated for 25 years.

Supreme Court

Justice

Charles D.

new

Justice with

Breitel, inducted the

Justice Samuel Hoffstatter and Morris
Eder participating.

Among
present

industry leaders

were

Spyros

P.

who were
Skouras,

Emanuel Silverstone, Harry Brandt,
George P. Skouras, Abe Schneider,
Leo Jaffe, Sam Rosen, Saul E. Rogers,
Charles Schwartz, Louis Weber, Arthur Israel,

Jr.,

and others.

SWG

—

:

;

Gran

agement Corp.,

ness, for political purposes.

theatres in Wisconsin, is the leading
stockholder of the new Milwaukee

THE

Area Telecasting Corp. which has ap-

obvious purpose in this high-handed, so-called anti- plied for permission to operate a teletrust suit is a grandstand effort in the midst of a national vision station in Milwaukee.
According to the company's statepolitical campaign to hoodwink gullible people into believing ment filed with the FCC, Gran owns
that a paternal administration is going to get for them all the one-half of the $500,000 stock in the
TV Corporation. He has been chosen
good movies free of charge with their television set, with their general manager of the new firm, and
glass of beer at the neighboring saloon and with the bunch of he indicated he might relinquish some
of his present theatre and other activispinach at the supermarket.
ties if the FCC grants a construction
Together with all these pleasant purposes it will not be over- permit to the new company.
looked that in the background there would be well-served
Sets
various commercial and financial interests who wish to exploit
Bookings for 'Widow'
for their own purposes the motion picture the industry makes.
M-G-M has set a number of adThe gratitude of all such, especially in the midst of a political vance bookings for "The Merry
campaign, is something of course that is not likely to be dis- Widow," which is scheduled for Sep-

MGM

—

—

—

Stout, acquainting him with developments, and also notified all writers
working for television, plus their
agents, to make no agreements with

Alliance
flict

with their

obeying

the

strike

Negotiations broke down when Alliance refused to meet SWG's insistence on a formula providing that
writers receive a minimum plus parConversely,
ticipation in revenues.
had refused to accept a formula similar to recent deals between
Alliance and SAG and SDG, which
provides for re-payment for r.e-use of
television films.
Alliance members
reportedly turn out 85 per cent of the

SWG

television

West.

of forceful statements, proclaiming its case not in the abstruse

films

now

made

in

the

document but

At least five openings will be held
on August 15, in Milwaukee, Kenosha,
Green Bay, LaCrosse and Oskosh, in
Wisconsin. On August 20, pre-release
engagements are

industry
THIS
hopefully
some
can,

for

if it

wishes,

miracle of

back supinely and wait
rescue to come as it has
It can ignore the political
sit

—

But

if

hour to

strike.

this is the course that is followed let

the disaster that will be inevitable

—

no one misjudge
and deserved

Philadelphia,

City,

Roof Falls in, But No
One Seriously Hurt
Austin, July 31.—The roof of the
Queen Theatre here fell in this afternoon during a show attended by hundreds of youngsters, but authorities
report that none of them were seriously injured, although a "dozen or
so" were treated at the scene for cuts
bruises.

Films Sold to

TV

(Continued from page 1)
vision of theatrical
after Aug. 1, 1948:

gotten into the habit of doing lately.
realities of the situation and rely solely upon the tedious processes of legal defense. It can miss, through timidity and uncertainty, the shining

set for

Asbury Park, Miami
Beach and Kansas City.
Atlantic

in the down-to-earth ver-

nacular of the tabloid newspaper.

Advance

tember release.

stances this would involve the responsible leadership of the
industry in immediate plans to go to the public with a series and

members which would con- language of the legal

order.

— The Federal

El Paso, Texas.

Strike vs.

ATFP on Tuesday

July 31.

The three approvals bring to 22 the
and positive use of the industry's own incomparable engine of
total approved since the lifting of the
propaganda the screen itself.
freeze last spring-. The approvals toGore Publishing Co.,
This industry badly needs a renewal of faith, confidence and day went to
Gerico Investment
Ft. Lauderdale
courage. It has become punch-drunk through a succession of
Lauderdale and Roderick
Co.,
Ft.
reverses and disappointments. It has too often had wobbly Broadcasting Corp., El Paso.
The Commission also set down for
leadership when positive, straight-line action was needed. This
hearing competing applications for
suit may prove a heaven-sent test out of which may come a eight other channels in four cities.
Included were competing applications
victory which will restore to the industry confidence in itself
for three channels in Chattanooga,
and reinvigorate and extend public confidence and interest.
where one of the competing applicants
is Southern Television, Inc., controlled
through
any
half-way
measures.
But this is not to be achieved
by Moses Lebovitz and Jay Solomon
If the industry has the necessary leadership, courage and of Independent Theatres.
determination it will have to show it promptly and effectively.
in
There can be no beating about the bush. The Government's Exhibitor
incredible attempt to force the industry to give over to com- Television Business
Milwaukee, July 31. — L. F. Gran,
peting enterprises the product it creates is typical of the New
president of Gran Enterprises, a real
Deal-Fair Deal philosophy, aimed toward the domination and estate and investment firm, and general
Manmanipulation of all elements of American life, including busi- manager of Stanard Theatres
owners of about 30

counted in the gentle art of politics.
This industry over its long history has carefully and rightly
avoided mixing in the arena of partisan politics. If at this
time it could be guided by what seems objectively to be the
Hollywood, July 31. — Strike action
right policy for any and every non-political body, including
against the Alliance of Television
Film Producers probably will be taken commercial organizations and labor unions, it would stay far
by the Screen Writers Guild next clear
of partisan politics. But the question arises as to whether
Tuesday in sequel to the breakdown
last
negotiations
five-month
not
it is now possible for the purpose of survival to do so.
the
or
of
night.
If this new Government attack is not merely a trial balloon,
The SWG television negotiating
already
board,
SWG
half-baked
attempt to gain political propaganda, the industry
the
a
and
committee
authorized to call a strike, will meet
faces the imperative necessity to go to the public
and that
Monday night to formulate a decision.
Authors
telegraphed
means an all-out fight with no holds barred. Under the circumSWG today
League of America president Rex

See

Washington,

Commission today
Communications
under a somehow invigorated leadership be answered as well approved two new television stations
in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and a third in
with an explosion of outraged public opinion, informed by direct

;

with

Station Permits

(Continued from page 1)

New York ous and often

packed courtroom of
and New York city

FCC Appro vesThree

Call to Arms!

Schwartz Induction
state

3
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produced

films

The agreement between Monogram

SAG

called for the former to pay
players 15 per cent of their original
salary in case the film was sold to
television for $20,000 or more, 12^4
Five films
per cent if sold for less.
concerned are from 70 covered in the

and

Monogram-SAG
Titles are
in the Air,"

agreement.

"Rain Maker," "Murder
"The Big Fight," "The

Feathered Serpent," "The
per."

Tuna

Clip-

HOW BIG
FLASH! ALL OPENINGS SENSATIONAL!
Press-Time Figures:

New

All -Time

Record at Music Hall, N. Y.
Atlanta, Evansville

"M-G-M

!

M-G-M

Cleveland, Frisco, Houston,

Make Box -Office

great picture." —LOUELLA PARSONS'

nationally syndicated column

spectacle in a decade."

— LOUIS SOBOL's

WILSON'S

nationally syndicated column

nationally syndicated column

'Quo Vadis\" —Nationally distributed n. y. sunday mirror

"Better than
TTerriflC for

HOPPER'S

nationally syndicated column

"Out-QuO VadiseS 'QUO Vadis\"— EARL

<<

History!

—HEDD A

haS a real hit in 'IvantlOeU*

"Tops 'Quo Vadis\ Greatest

Hon -Holiday

Robert Taylor." —SHEILA GRAHAM'S

"Picture of the

Month." -christian

"Picture of the

Month." -parents' magazine

"Thrilled yOUrS truly." — PRANK

nationally syndicated column

herald

PARRELL's Scripps-Howard column

in

N.

Y.

World-Telegram and Sun

"Clashing tournament scenes are pulse-pounding and the storming of the
castle

"Best

is

as rousing a battle as has

Drama

"Handsome,

"A Movie
loves his

been filmed in recent years."

of the Month." —louella parsons
exciting Technicolor

— LOOK MAGAZINE

in

cosmopolitan

Ma 9 a2jz/ne

Movie." -woman's home companion

of the Month. Robert Taylor fights, rides and

way

"Picture of the

to glory." -American magazine

Month." -redbook magazine

!

EVERY DAY IT GROWS
BIGGER AND BIGGER!
"Sock 4th Week!" SAYS

VARIETY!

After breaking a 23 -year record in its London
World Premiere opening, its business continues

socko

in 5th big

week

THE

HONORS BEGIN!
Christian Herald

[Left]

Award

(Above) Parents' Magazine Medal

PENETRATION TOPS!

PUBLICITY

Film Research Surveys,
"Want-to-see"

total in

Inc. reports

remarkable

public poll in 32

cities

typical of eagerly waiting audiences throughout

the nation.

NEVER

SHOW

A
LIKE

IVAN HOE"!

s
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Walsh

'Neutral'

(Continued from page 1)
international

president,

would

not

support Brennan for reelection.
If Walsh's position on Brennan'
candidacy has not changed by Wednesday or Thursday, when voting for
all officers will begin, the chances of
Vincent Jacobi, president of Local
No. 1, New York, in his bid for Brennan's post will have advanced considerably, observers here believe.
It was said that Walsh and Brennan developed strong differences recently on questions of "IA" policy.
Jacobi, as reported yesterday in
New York, declared himself a candi-

date for
the
vice-presidency after
being urged to do so by a number of
leaders of "IA" locals.
Walsh has not expressed himself on
candidacy.
Jacobi's
The two ran
against each other for the "IA" presidency in 1942 in the first election for
that office following the Brown-Bioff
scandals.

Walsh won, and has been

"IA" president ever

since.

Friday, August

Hoffman Here on 'IA' Meeting
'Hoaxters' Data
(Continued from page
1)

M-G-M's
mentary

feature-length docube released in the fall,

first

will

Herman Hoffman, assistant to Dore
Senary on the latter's personal productions, revealed here yesterday.

Anti-Communist Film

The

film,

newsreel

shots,

ment

an
is
compiled of stock
and governclips,

"The Hoaxters,"

anti-Communist

film,

reels.

Hoffman is here to gether final data
for the film and to check with government authorities on its content. Nar-

cussed at the executive board sessions
was the need for officers of IA locals
to impress on all members of their
unions the necessity for every employee to give a full day's work for a
full day's pay in order to aid every
branch of the industry in adjusting to
changed business conditions.
The latter action is regarded as an
extension of that taken by Richard
Walsh, IATSE president, in Hollywood recently at the behest of Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's-

M-G-M.

Citing the need for the industry to
by Louis Calhern, Robert take up the box-office slack by inEleanor
Parker,
Walter creased efficiency and improved labor,
Taylor,
Piclgeon and James Whitmore. Victor
among other remedial measures,
Lasky and Allen Rivkin wrote the Schenck sought
and was given Walsh's
script.
cooperation in urging upon studio
Hoffman, who made "The M-G-M union workers the necessity for the
Story," will return to the Coast this principle of a full day's work for a full
weekend.
day's pay. The same message reportedly has been given to the executive
board and in all likelihood will be
passed on to convention delegates next
ration

is

week in order that the appeal for increased efficiency shall be made applicable to theatre, exchange and home
office workers, as well as studio employes.

The

programs

of
greater
labor
stimuli for theatre attendance and aid for the admission tax repeal fight all are designed to help
prevent further theatre closings with
consequent loss of jobs to union members in all branches of the industry,
it was indicated.
The IA executive board also was
reported to have canvassed the prospects
of further
expansion by its
unions into television fields both as a
matter of jurisdictional policy and to
provide work for unemployed memefficiency,

bers.

MutuaVs Kerman,
Dietz in Talks Here
III

Jack Dietz, executive producer and
treasurer
Mutual
Productions
of
Corp., will arrive in New York over
the weekend from Hollywood for

Her One Love Shattered
— Her Rival Laughing —
Her Life In Danger—

meetings with Moe Kerman, chief of
the company's distribution setup. On

Wednesday, Dietz, accompanied by his
wife, will leave for Europe on the 5".
5".
Queen. Elisabeth to look over new
product and arrange distribution deals.
The Dietz's will be gone for five
weeks and will visit England, France,
Italy, Sweden and Switzerland.
Dietz has just completed shooting
on "The Monster from Beneath the
Sea," the second release for Mutual's

SHE KNEW WHAT
SHE HAD TO DO!

new

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

distribution unit.

Name Ruth

presents

Joan Crawford
Sudden Fear!

Fountain

Managing Editor
Ruth

Fountain,

assistant

Silver

editor

Screen,

for several years
of Scrccnland
and

has

been

appointed

managing editor of the two publications by J. Fred Henry, publisher.
Also, effective today, Reba and Bonnie Churchill will become associated
with the two magazines as Hollywood
editors.

A NEW HIGH
with

-

IN SUSPENSE

HERBS

GRAHAME * BRUCE BENNETT •
Produced by JOSEPH KAUFMAN
Directed by DAVID MILLER
Screenplay by LENORE COFFEE and ROBERT SMITH

JACK PALANCE

GLORIA

•

THIS

IS

NEWSPAPER AD
NO. 206

MELODRAMA!

Based on Edna Sherry's Story, "Sudden Fear"

Oitlrlbultd

by

IKf

Mott

in

New

Post

Gilbert E. Mott has joined the sales
division of Oberly and Newell Corp.,
makers of lithographs and lobby displays for theatres, as vice-president.

Mott, who has been promotion manager of American Weekly for the past
10 years, will take up his duties today.

1,

1952

"

:

Friday, August
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Compo,StudioHeads
Will Meet Aug. 12
Hollywood, July

31.

— August

12-15

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page

stockholders to take advantage of the
section

"spin-off"

so-called

relating

COMPO's

;

England

;

Trueman Rembusch, head ment
Owners As- U. S.

of the Indiana Theatre
and Robert
sociation,
special counsel.

W.

Coyne,

COMPO

entered on January 5, 1951 in
District Court here provided for
a reorganization plan to be effectuated
on or before April 4, 1953. The plan

Pinanski and Rembusch, together was approved by the stockholders on
with Al Lichtman as the representa- February 20, 1951. Its purpose was to
tive of the Motion Picture Association effect the divorcement of the comAmerica, now head COMPO. pany's theatre assets in the U. S. from
of
Lichtman will not be able to attend its production-distribution assets.
because of pressure of business in the
"Since the adoption of the plan,"
East.
the Warner financial statement said
"Changes have taken place in the inO'Donnell Spokesman
dustry, and in the company's business

O'Donnell, as spokesman for the (including the sale of theatres and
group, has stated that the meeting was other properties and the acquisition of
prompted by a desire on the part of its common stock). Furthermore, the
heads to keep the Holly- evenue Act of 1951 contains a new secthe
wood industry informed at first hand tion commonly called the 'spin-off' sec-

COMPO

of

the

plans

for

COMPO

and

tion,

relating

to'

tax free reorganiza-

"Movietime U. S. A." for 1952-53.
tions.
Under all these circumstances
"We're coming to give," O'Donnell the board is convinced that a new plan

COMPO

aims,
"not to ask.
purposes and plans for the comingseason, one of the most important in
the history of our industry, will be
reviewed and outlined.
"The nationwide campaign for the
repeal of the 20 per cent amusement
tax which is being spearheaded by
will be reported upon.
stated,

COMPO

ONCE

IN

CDA TV

Warner Plan Warner's Net

has been set for a high level executo tax free reorganizations in the Revtive meeting here of Hollywood stuenue Act of 1951. Twentieth Centuryand Council of Motion
dio heads
Fox, which had a similar intention,
leaders.
Picture Organizations
this week reverted to its original reofficials coming here for organization plan because it could no
the meeting will include R. J. O'Don- longer wait for a government "spinboard member and off" regulation to be issued if it was
nell,
director of
national
to complete the reorganization on or
Sam Pinanski, about September 27, as desired.
"Movietime U.S.A."
head of American Theatres of New
In Warner's case the consent judg-

COMPO
COMPO

7

will be necessary."

(Continued from page 1)

1)

company transactions, amounted to
$84,309,000 for the nine months ended
May 31, compared with $84,870,000
for the corresponding period last year.
Included

in the

operating profit for

nine-month period is a
profit of $1,091,000 from sales of capital assets, before provision for Federal
income taxes thereon, which
compares with a profit of $482,000 on
corresponding transactions for the
nine months ended May 26, 1951.
the

latest

Equivalent to $1.03 a Share

The
ded

profit for the nine

May

months en-

31, 1952 is equivalent to

one

dollar per share on the 4,950,600
shares of common stock outstanding
on that date, after deducting shares
held in the treasury. The net for the

corresponding period last year was
equal to 86 cents per share, on the
6,684,700 shares of common then outstanding.

The

financial statement lists current
assets totaling $58,658,-

and working

276, against current liabilities
ing to $32,604,444. Assets

amount-

include
$15,042,030 cash on hand, $11,432,746

U. S. government securities, and
product inventories totaling $26,119,706. Fixed assets are valued at $81,802,718. Total assets are listed as
in

Earned
to $150,493,796.
surplus as of May 31 was $65,554,714.

amounting

"The progress and accomplishments
of

'Movietime U.S.A.' though

still

in

pioneering stage, and its impact
upon the box-office and upon public
its

attitude towards Hollywood
people, will be presented."

A GENERATION

.

.

.

and

its

The company's

net foreign assets
to $12,471,000, of which
$7,755,000 are in the British Isles,
$363,000 are in Canada, and $4,353,000
are in other foreign territories.

amounted

June

26,

and other

Civil

Defense work-

training advice
received
over closed circuit theatre TV.
The official report was very
enthusiastic about the experiment.

The report said that 10,800 persons
attended the June 26 showing, with
attendance
ranging
from standing
room only in Detroit to a not-so-good
250 in Philadelphia. It said reaction
was almost universally favorable, with
over 3,000 persons reporting and nearly everyone saying they were extremely impressed by the experiment.
officials, police officials and others in
charge of the experiment all reported
themselves very well satisfied with the
outcome.
The only criticisms, according to
CDA, were that the show should have
lasted longer, it should have been open
to the general public, and that the
hour should have been later in the
day.
pointed out that this last
change could not have been made,
since the theatres and relay channels
were available only in the morning.

CDA

CDA

"We would

definitely like to do
because we feel the experiment has proven very successful in all
three tries," one official declared. "But
Congress has cut our budget sharply,

more,

and we just don't know at this point
whether we will be able to put on any

more

of these shows."
This official admitted the experiments are very reasonable, with the
charging only a nominal
theatres
amount for cleaning and other costs.
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FCC TO DISREGARD
On Arbitration ANTI-TRUST PAST

See Agreement

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

YORK,

of

*

producer-distributor defendants
in the Justice Department's antitrust suit on behalf of the television
industry is feeding- suspicion and
uneasiness among exhibitors nationally.

In the nearly two weeks which
have passed since the filing of the
suit in Los Angeles Federal Court,
no producer-distributor defendant
has given any official indication
whatever that the politically colored suit is either distasteful or

Outline Wed.
With

the

way

apparently cleared

for reasonably prompt agreement
on the question of competitive bidding, and with little controversy

expected to attend the subject of
award damages, the industry arbitration conference's Continuations Committee of 10, which will reconvene
today at the Hotel Astor here, was
said to be certain to complete by Wedunwelcome.
nesday its analysis of a blueprint for
imThis policy, if not reversed
an industry arbitration system.
mediately and with a show of
The committee spokesmen
leadership unmistakably dedicated
who
on Friday offered this view
to an all-out fight against confisof what could be expected in
cation under the guise of antithe way of accomplishment at
trust prosecution, can end only in
the meetings, hastened to rea divided and suspicion-ridden inmind that confabs on arbitradustry.

Cases Over 3 Years Old

N. F. Independent No Bar
Delay

Theatre Business
Is

—

Up 11 Per Cent

In a
Washington, Aug. 3.
precedent makings-decision, the Fed-

Communications Commission
over the week-end that it
would not consider anti-trust viola-

(See Photo on Page 4)

eral

ruled

Replacing the continuous talk of
improvements in motion picture theatre business, the Independent Theatre
Owners of New York came up at the
weekend with cold facts and figures
which disclosed that during July average attendance figures at independent

tions

The

(Continued on page 4)

If

At TA' Convention

Fabian

number

Theatres

acting

independent exhibitors
evening will witness at the Warner
Theatre here a special closed-circuit
large-screen telecast of Michael Todd's
Jones Beach water extravaganza, 'A
Night in Venice."

Purpose of the telecast

is

to

Studio Heads Accept

Compo's

—

Hollywood, August 3. Heads of all
major studios, with the exception of
Republic president Herbert Yates, who
will be in Europe at the time, have accepted the Council of Motion Picture
Organization's invitation to meet with
that
group's top executives
during
their meetings here August 12-15.
luncheon has been set for the
Beverly Hills Hotel on August 14 for

J.

A.

OTTEN

—

—

its

own

NPA

defendants
Producer-distributor
can afford to waste no more time in
letting it be known on whose side
they are. They must speak out now.
They must act quickly. If they do
not, they will have forfeited their
leadership.

this meeting,
nell,

(Continued on page 4)

it

was based on

political,

—

(Continued on page 2)

O'Don-

W. Coyne

will at-

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 3. "It is
very doubtbful" that any collusion existed between major
film distributors in keeping

rather

than legal, considerations. Further opportunity to study the complaint, he
said, "confirmed that view." The suit,
he stated, "appears to be something
that was hastily whipped up for use
in the coming campaign
a good- will
gesture toward that new and important

J.

Trueman Rem-

Doubts Majors in
Collusion on TV

—

that

which Robert

Pinanski,

tend.

Controls to

affirmed that it would be well into
1953 before it will be able to relax
theatre construction controls.
The Department issued a statement
announcing that critically important
defense projects would get top priority
for construction allotments during the
fourth quarter, even if this involves

Sam

busch and Robert

Continue Into 1953

leadership.

Invitation

give

(Continued on page 4)

industry has at its own
Washington, Aug. 3. Allied States Association general counsel
a medium of communication with the public not available Abram F. Myers let loose with another lengthy blast at the government's
to the A. & P. stores in waging recent anti-trust suit, declaring it 'the most devastating assault on small
its
justified and successful battle
business ever made
In a seven-page statement, Myers
against the Justice Department.
combined a scalding attack on the suit,
That medium the theatre screens
aimed at forcing producers to release
can be enlisted by
of the nation
their films to television, with a legal
producer-distributor leadership, if
analysis of various aspects of the govthat leadership is forthcoming. If it
ernment's case.
is
not,
those screens can and
Washington, August 3. The NaMyers recalled that his first comshould be used by exhibition under tional Production Authority today re- ment on the suit raised the possibility

This

command

—

com-

A

By

—
—

this

substantial victory for the two
(Continued on page 6)

as

owners and
on Thursday

of circuit

An

Suit

started that action.

it

a

made

In the opinion of industry attorneys,
however, the three-year limitation on
anti-trust
involvement represents a

'Assault on
Small Business, 9 Myers Says
U. S.

and publicly discredited Justice Department within a matter of weeks
gave indication that it rued the day

With
host,

Commission

ing of the anti-trust issues involved in the merger.

Closed

Circuit Test Thurs.

—

;

TV

old out-

statement in a decision denying
to United Paramount Theatres
and the American Broadcasting
Co. the dual request for a
speedy decision on the proposed
merger between the two companies and the complete junk-

A

Johnston to Speak Theatre

more than three years

side the field of radio communications
in passing on applications of persons
who are already licensees.

houses in the Metropolitan New York
area were 11 per cent higher than for
the same month last year.
survey of business conditions
among independents in the area con-

(Continued on page 5)

defendants are to content
themselves with going through the
legal motions of filing formal answers and denials, an aroused exhibition branch, with all its allies,
will not be patient. Those to whom
the industry looks for leadership
Minneapolis, Aug 3. Eric A.
will be discredited. War has been Johnston, Motion Picture Association
declared and in it there is no room of America president
Leslie
E.
for reluctant or hesitant captains.
Thompson of RKO Radio; Charles
•
W. Perrine of Minnesota Amusement
This is a battle which must be Co., and Benjamin Berger, North
won. To win it, the fight must be Central Allied president, are scheduled to address the IATSE's 41st concarried to the public. An equally
vention which will get underway here
case
obnoxious
senseless
and
(Contimied on page 5)
brought by the Justice Department
last year against the A. & P. chain
stores was won by the latter by exactly that method. A badly beaten

TV License;
ABC-UPT Merger
to

new product away from teleBen Berger, president
of Central Allied, said in com

vision,

-

1

menting on the action of the
Department of Justice charging conspiracy and filing suit
to force sale of films to TV.

:

Motion Picture Daily
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TV Editor

Fights US Suit
For Silent Film Industry

Personal
Mention
MILTON

R.

RACKMIL,

Univer-

president, will leave here
Wednesday for the Coast, and Alfred
E. Daff, executive vice-president, will
depart Friday for meetings at the
sal

By

SHERWIN KANE

While the industry officially, at least, continues to maintain its illadvised silence on the confiscatory suit brought by the Department of
Justice on behalf of the television industry and campaign year voters
with home
sets, segments of the lay press are not hesitating to say
on the industry's behalf what the in-

TV

studio.

Manning (Tim)

Clagett, Motion dustry should be saying for itself.
The erroneous policy of silence on
of America inhere, will leave the suit, it is learned, has been adWednesday for Toledo to assist in the vocated by company lawyers for reaindustry's preparations for the Ohio sons which appear to be grounded
censorship case which will be heard in more in timidity and indecision than
on sound strategy or coherent thinkMunicipal court there on Friday.
ing. The silent policy of the lawyers
•
being tolerated by some of their
is
Samuel Schneider, Warner Brothexecutive superiors who themselves
ers vice-president, accompanied by his
are genuinely and vigorously opposed
wife, will sail from here on the 5\ 5\
Queen Elizabeth on Wednesday for to the confiscation suit and who favor
Europe. He will be gone about four combating it in the open. How long
Picture Association
formation executive

they will continue to tolerate it
question
urgently in need of

weeks.

Arthur Canton, M-G-M

Herman Hoffman,
sistant to

Eastern

production as-

Dore Schary,

dio

vice-president, left
Coast at the weekend.

M-G-M
here

for

stuthe

New

Europe on Wednesday.

World Premieres

Set by

RKO

Radio

Successive world premieres have
been scheduled by
Radio for
"The Big Sky," "One Minute to Zero"
and "Sudden Fear."

RKO

Following its premiere in Chicago
this week, the first will open in New
York at the Criterion on August 20,
San Francisco at the Fox on August
22, and Los Angeles at the Orpheum
and the Fox Beverly on August 26.
The second will have its premiere
at Colorado Springs on August 12, and
the third will have its premiere at
Loew's State here on August 7.

Lewis Will Promote
'Italian Films Week'
Bernard

Lewis, veteran publicist,
has been appointed publicity and promotion manager of "Salute to Italian

Films Week," a celebration starting
Oct. 6, sponsored and organized by
a committee of which Winthrop Aidrich, president of the Chase National
Bank, is chairman.

able way of achieving that highly desirable end.

Wants Hari-Kari Committed
"Stripped of all the legal phraseology, the practical effect of the move

by Attorney General Joseph McGranery is to ask the film industry
to hurry up and commit hari-kari with
a smile on

its

"Under

face.

today's

economics

in

the

television field, with only 109 stations
in operation, the most that a film can
earn from
fees is in the neighborhood of $25,000. For this paltry sum

TV

the producer presumably is expected
to aggravate the crisis in his own
business that has been caused by
competition.
In addition, he is supposed to be willing to sacrifice the
$200,000 he could probably earn by
showing the film another time in

TV

theatres.

"Under such circumstances Holly-

wood can hardly

be blamed for not
jeopardize its own existence merely to provide an attractive jackpot prize for TV.
Realism
clearly
dictates
a
further waiting

wanting

to

spell.

tomorrow at the Squire
was announced by
it
Saal Gottlieb of Loew's, and David
Levy of Universal, co-chairmen of the

"In short, the Washington agency
seems infected with the fever that
somehow TV has some preordained
right to show on its screen anything
that it wants without regard to the
economic consequences.
Yet in the
long run the interests of neither the
television viewer nor a competitive
economy are going to be served if the
fields which can offer
so much,
such as Hollywood and sports, are
not assured of their own continuing

division.

financial

JDA Exchange
Will Meet

Unit

Tomorrow

A

meeting of key executives of the
exchange division of the industry drive
on behalf of the Joint Defense Appeal
will

be held

Theatre

here,

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

TV

ability."

1

VA

low:

—

MOVIETONE NEWS. No. 63 Eva
Peron lies in state. "Ike" gets set for
campaign. Stevenson back at Springfield.
Olympic competition.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

television."

But merchants are just
ginning to realize

be-

how much

No. lOO-Saucers
up new controversy. Homage to Eva
Peron.
Doll
story.
Stevenson
portrait.
Olympic games in Helsinski.

TELENEWS
Polio

ing.

in

DIGEST, No. 31-B— BoxDallas.

Mourn McMahon. Find

Stevenson

home.

fortune in spinster's

home. Flying saucers.

UNIVERSAL NEWS. No. SS2— Eva
Peron mourned. French liner arrives. Austrian train wreck. Troops arrive in Japan.
Rocket car. Danish King- and Queen in.
Greenland Olympics.

—

WARNER

their
prosperity depends on
successful operation of theatres
in their community and how

PATHE NEWS, No. 102
Flying saucer mystery. Argentina mourns
Eva P'eron. Senator Nixon home. The

much they

Paris.

are

hurt

by

TV,

Myers declared. He predicted
that small business all over
the country would soon realize
that the suit will, if successful,
hurt them, and that the Administration, "thinking to sten on
an anthill, has actually stirred
up a hornets' nest."
Myers pointed

out that practically
the defendants have their principal places of business and the pertinent records in New York, and declared the only reason he could see
for filing the case in California was
that the courts there are less congested
and that "by putting on the pressure,
the Department might be able to force
the case to trial during the political
campaign." He said he could not remember "another instance where the
Department showed such eagerness to
force an anti-trust case, to an early
all of

trial."

The

government's complaint was
also attacked for implying that the
industry is conspiring to deny film
entertainment to the armed services
and veterans hospitals. Myers said
the Attorney General should be informed of the industry's long record
in

DEATH

L
PERON'S
and the
*-i Olympic
games are current newsreel highlights.
Other key items include the Presidential candidates and
train wrecks.
Complete contents fol-

dish

charge or an admission tax.

to see

Parade

enson. Olympic track.

said the suit would enable campaign orators to claim the Administration is taking steps to permit television addicts to see the finest films
without having to pay an admission

the
York Times' television and radio specialist, Jack Gould,
in the issue of Friday, August 1, called
to the attention of television set owners some of the evil aspects of the
Justice Department action which the
industry itself should be pointing out
to the public long before now.

Newsreel

No. 297— Flying
Tapan: Welcome "G.I.'s". Darelevils.
Eva Peron mourned. Eisenhower and Stev-

Suit

medium,

communication

New

Even

TV

1952

NEWS OF THE DAY,

He

an

"Eager as the set owner may be
more of Marilyn Monroe and
York from less of Frankie Darrow, the department's action can hardly be regarded by the layman as a very equit-

Universal film di-

rector, will arrive, in

a

S.

4,

discs.

{Continued from page 1)

Said Gould

•

Arthur Lubin,

is

13.

answer.

press representative, returned here Friday from Boston and will leave tomorrow for Upstate New York.

3

Monday, August

entertaining

the

troops

and

the

Sparkmans

home. Margaret Truman
tank gun. Olympics.

at

New

in

manufacturers of trade-marked items
to set minimum resale prices on their
products.
The Justice suit asks that the companies be enjoined from denying films
to television other than on the basis
of reasonable clearance over theatres.
Myers cited the Supreme Court Paramount case findings on the point of
what constitutes reasonable clearance,
and said that since a television station

showing

films

competes

with

every

theatre in its broadcasting area, the
film rental paid by the station would
have to be pitted against the combined film rentals of all the theatres.
"Unless the Department is going to
switch the rules this late in the game,"
he declared, "the boon which it would
confer on
may be more illusory

TV

than real."

Moreover, Myers stated, when
is considered that TV stations have no admission charges
and go in heavily for giveaways and premiums, "our firm
idea is that judged by approved
it

standards, clearance against
that kind of competition should
be measured in years, not days."

tributes it has received from military
leaders.
"Our boys in Korea have
their movie shows to entertain them."

Finally Myers pointed out that the
asks the court to affirmatively
order the film companies to lease their

he said. "Maybe the Attorney General
will explain what television is doing
for the boys over there."
Another Myers' criticism of the
complaint was the vagueness of the
charges.
He argued that when the
government says the companies refused to license 16mm feature films
to television, it should also have spe-

films to television. This means, he said,
that "if the parties cannot arrive at
an agreement as to rentals, clearance
or any of the many details of film
licensing, the court will have to decide

cified just

where and when

this

hap-

pened. The Allied official defended the
right of the producers, "as a matter
of self-preservation," to refuse to license films to television "for peanuts,"
and asked that the Administration's
stand on this issue be contrasted with
the President's approval of the socalled Fair Trade Bill, which permits

suit

such
this

controversies.
Suppose under
mandatory order, a film company

offers to license a picture to a broadcasting station and the latter complains that the order is being violated
because the terms are too high, the
clearance unreasonable or the picture
is not one of the finer ones. The whole
squabble will be dumped into the
court's lap. It will have to work out
a deal for the parties. And if that
isn't
governmental control with a
vengeance, you name it."
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that ignites the

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade adverWithout that, no exhibitor can be
tising.
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.

motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.
Requisites

THE GREEN CLOVE

Spark

interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

for

successful

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

WE'RE NOT MARRIED.

20th-Fox

vital

WHERE'S CHARLEY?

(8 Pages)

JrW
^

Pictures featured in M. P. Dailyadvertising during past 6 weeks.

Warner

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Its cost is

est results!
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No Wonder

OPENING DAY

the Telecasters

Monday, August

4,

1952

Want Motion Pictures

WAITING

LINES for "Ivanhoe" at Radio City Music Hall extended more than three blocks back from the theaupper left) as partially shown in this panoramic photo. Much of the waiting line was exposed to the
direct rays of a blistering New York sun, and all of it to uncomfortably high humidity for the day, both of which failed to discourage
the thousands who waited for hours for admission to the theatre. The scene was duplicated several times during the ensuing three
days through yesterday.
tre entrance (extreme

N. Y. Business

NPA

Files Charges Closed Circuit

{Continued from page 1)
by

ducted

the

marked upsurge
the

ITOA
in

revealed the
patronage. Said

ITOA:

(Continued from page 1)

Vs. Texas Drive-In
Washington, August

3.

—The

Na-

exhibitors an opportunity to form
opinions concerning the merits of theatre television presentations of attrac-

Authority
has tions such as Todd is offering.
DuMont Television Network will
charged two Texans with using too
tions had no effect on business, as much copper wire to build a drive-in handle the transmission and at the
same time will telefilm the show in
was originally feared, and that the theatre in Amarillo.
heat wave brought many new, and
This is the first non-compliance case case requests are received for a future
many 'lost' customers back to the in the theatre field, according to
telecast of the film record.
luxury and air-conditioned comfort officials.
Fabian Theatres is footing the bill
of the theatres."
The charges were brought against for the Thursday night experiment
Harry Brandt, president of the W. O. Bearden, of Lubbock and I. R. which is expected to be regarded as a
ITOA, commenting on the survey, Doyal of Amarillo, partners doing landmark in the development of theastated
"It must be that people are no business as the Tascosa Drive-in Thea- tre television entertainment.
longer glued to their TV screens. tre in Amarillo. A three-count comThey are escaping the hypnosis in- plaint claims the partners unlawfully
duced by the novelty of the medium used copper wire in excess of authorand are coming back to the theatre ized quantities in constructing the
for
quality
entertainment,
which drive-in. One of the counts charges
Kansas City, Aug. 3. The apHollywood is providing.
Audiences the respondents with furnishing false
pointment of Ray M. Copeland to the
like what they see, and we expect to information regarding the amount of
keep them coming back by presenting copper wire used in its construction. post of branch manager here of Monoa continuous flow of superior motion
The case will be presented before gram-Allied Artists, succeeding H. L.
Frost, who recently resigned, was anpicture programs."
hearing commissioner H. Basnounced at the weekend by Harold
Thomas
com
of
Dallas later this
Western sales manager.
month.
NPA will recommend that Wirthwein,
Copeland will take over the branch
the hearing commissioner issue sus(Continued from page 1)
on August 11.
pension orders denying the firm selfthe deferment of all other industrial certification privileges, priority assisand commercial projects. The state- tance, allocations and allotments, and 'Fatima' Cited
ment did not even mention theatre further prohibiting them from acquirLos Angeles, Aug.3. The Southand other entertainment projects, and ing, using or disposition of controlled ern California Motion Picture Council
NPA officials said that these projects materials.
has voted a special award to Warner
"are just out of the question" except
Brothers "The Miracle of Our Lady
with
on an emergency appeal basis in isoof Fatima," reports Mrs. William A.
lated cases.
Station KFEL-TV, in Denver, is Burk, Council president. A special
Some
officials have indicated the newest affiliate to join the televi- recommendation
for
the
picture's
that it might be spring of next year sion network of American Broadcast- "family" appeal was made by the genbefore theatre controls can be relaxed. ing.
eral council body.

"Optimistic theatre owners reported
unanimously that the political conven-

tional

Production

NPA

:

Appoint Copeland
Mono. K.C. Manager
—

NPA

NPA

Controls

Again

—

KFEL-TV

NPA

ABC

Pascal Says Artist
Has Freedom Here
The European

belief that

Hollywood

does not offer an artist free expression is not true, Gabriel Pascal declared here at the weekend.
Pascal
has completed his first Hollywood
film, "Androcles and the Lion," for

RKO

Radio

"You can make
in

He

distribution.
said,
better artistic pictures

Hollywood than anywhere

else,"

citing the vast technical resources and
the freedom from executive interference.

Pascal's next projects are "The
Devil's Disciple" and "The Life of
Ghandi," the latter to be made in India.
Pascal expects to produce them
independently and very likely will release them through
Radio. Pascal said he made "Androcles" for
$1,600,000.

RKO

Pascal

expressed

enthusiasm

over

"the coming great
medium." He saw it as a boon to production in Hollywood, but hurting extelevision, calling

it

hibition.

While in New York Pascal will
confer with Theatre Guild executives
on a musical based on "Pygmalion"
which he hopes eventually to bring
to the screen.

He praised the Production Code as
"helpful and necessary everywhere,"
but said he thought it should be modernized.
He declared that the Production Code Administration should
consider differently "a picture based
on a masterpiece."

:
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See Agreement on Outline

Meet

5

To
tomorrow

at

the

Municipal Auditor-

ium.

Other speakers before an expected
attendance of some 1,200 delegates
from all over the U. S. and Canada
will include Minnesota's Governor C.

Elmer Anderson, Senator Hubert
Humphrey, Minneapolis' Mayor Eric
G. Hoyer, Police Chief

and Hennepin
Ryan.

County

Thomas Jones

Ed

tion always opened in the past
on a note of optimism only to
degenerate finally into discord
and wrangles. Nonetheless, they
were very hopeful that Wednesday could be devoted to recapitulation following two days of
work on the blueprint.

Beyond

the questions of competitive

submitted for the Department's and
the court's approval, it will have to
be approved by each exhibitor organization and the Distributors' Arbitration Committee, headed by William F.
is

Rodgers.
Following action on the draft by the
constituent groups, Eric A. Johnston,
Motion Picture Association of America president, will call another indus-

and damages lie only the mechanics of a system for the Continua- try arbitration conference, which will
Congressman Roy W. Wier, long- tions Committee to agree upon. "Me- precede the submission of any prostanding
member of Minneapolis chanics" were described as embracing posals to the Justice Department and
Stage Employes Local No. 13 of the such points as the constitution of na- the court.
The Continuations Committee was
"IA," will serve as temporary chair- tional and local arbitration staffs and
man. Richard F. Walsh, "I A" inter- appeal boards, financing of a system, set up on June 18 when the second
national president, will be permanent the role conciliation is to play, etc. industry arbitration conference reached
The outlines of these points were an impasse (distributors versus exhibichairman.
Union leaders to be heard from on agreed to at the initial industry arbi- tors) in analyzing and amending the
Rules Committee's draft of the first
the speakers' program include James tration conference held April 22-25.
Two other items, namely, forcing Conference's accomplishments.
L. McDevitt, director of the Union
On July 2, after meeting two-and-aLabel Trades Department of the of pictures and violations of contracts,
AFL Robert A. Olson, president of also will be dealt with at this week's half days at Fabian Theatres' home
the Minnesota State Federation of meetings. It is understood, however, office here, the Continuations group
Labor Walter Cramond, president of that if the bidding question is settled abruptly adjourned with the exhibitor
the Minneapolis Central Labor Union, to the satisfaction of all, agreement representatives insisting that distribuand William Sinnott, CLU executive. will be forthcoming quickly on points tion presidents be present at future
Additionally, Father F. J. Gilligan in connection with these two addi- discussions relating to biddings and
other knotty subjects.
of St. Paul Seminary will deliver an tional items.
Meanwhile, however, the distributors
It was explained that when the Conaddress entitled, "A Student Looks at
Labor," and George Grim of the Min- tinuations Committee, comprised of five were reported to have reached agreeneapolis Tribune will discuss Korea. representatives each from exhibition ment among themselves to accede to
While most of tomorrow's session and distribution, completes its analy- certain exhibitor demands relating to
and a small portion of the Tuesday sis of the Rules Committee's blueprint bidding and the place it should occupy
and Wednesday sessions will be de- of the first conference's work, a Re- in the arbitration framework. Johnvoted to the speaking program, a drafting Committee will be set up to ston then set today for the Continuamajority of the time throughout the put the Continuations group's concepts tions group's reconvening.
Scheduled to be on hand today are
week will be taken up by business of in the form of written proposals upon
following
From exhibition
the "IA." Fourteen separate district which the Department of Justice and the
conventions were held here Friday, the Statutory Court can pass. How- Abram F. Myers, Wilbur Snaper, Herever, before the re-drafting unit's work man M. Levy, S. H. Fabian, Emanuel
yesterday and today.
Sheriff

Fight

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

bidding"

;

;

:

Move
20% Tax

Wise, and La.

Organizational activities in the field
full-scale attack on
the Federal 20 per cent ticket tax continued at the weekend, with meetings
held in Milwaukee and New Orleans
and a second set for the latter city.
At the meeting held in Milwaukee,
A. Kvool, of Warner Theatres and
Sig Goldberg, Wisconsin Allied presi-

moving toward a

were named exhibitor co-chair-

dent,

men, with Jack Lorentz, 20th Century Fox branch manager, as distribution chairman. On the state committee
are Dick Saeger, Ben Marcus, Harry
Melcher, L. F. Gran, Harry Rosenban and John Schuyler.
The purpose of the meeting was to
set
up district chairmen. Another
meeting will be held in Milwaukee in
two weeks to give instructions to the
district chairmen on how the campaign will be carried out.
A New Orleans meeting on the
Council of Motion Picture Organizadrive to repeal the tax is
scheduled to be held today. Theatre
circuit
independent owners,
heads,
tions'

distributor representatives and members of Allied Theatre Owners and
Mississippi Theatre Owners will be
informed of present
action
and plans in the drive.

COMPO

W

r

Frisch from distribution Robert
Perkins, Adolph Schimel, Al Lichtman, Abe Montague and Rodgers. Due
to attend as ex-officio members of the
committee are
Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr.,
:

;

.

:

MP A A

M.
tion

vice-president, and Henderson
Richey, secretary of the Arbitra-

Conference.

A
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FCC

Licenses

(Continued from page 1)
since the record of the sevenmonth hearing conducted to date on
the merger shows no evidence of antitrust activity since August 7, 1948, the
order.
deadline date set in the

parries,

FCC

Whether the three-year provision can be called a blanket
victory for all industry people
applying for television stations
or theatre television channels
moot, however. Attorneys say
specifically
the provision is
limited in the FCC order to
those who are already licensees,
and only a small fraction of the
industry people who will be

is

FCC

applicants

this class.

is in

ABC-UPT's

request for a
concerned, the Commission's ruling throws the merger
case right back into the lengthy procedural channels the two companies
hoped to avoid. Attorneys involved in
the case estimate from two to three

So

far as

speedy decision

months for

is

filing

proposed

findings,

after the close of the hearing, plus
an additional two months for hearing
examiner Leo Resnick to write an ini-

decision. The Commission's final
decision will follow after this. The
hearing, which has been in recess since
July 3, has not yet closed, but indications are that it will probably not
tial

maining

The few

witnesses

reall pertain to anti-trust activ-

resumed.

be

prior to 1948, hearing attorneys
point out, and in the light of the FCC
order probably will not be called.
Resnick is expected to call a confer-

ity

ence of attorneys some time next week
to decide on the future course of the
hearing.

Many

industry attorneys felt,
however, that the Commission's
feeling about the impracticability of delving into what it
called "the relatively distant
past" was an indication that it
might eventually extend the
anti-trust time limitation to applicants who were not already
licensees, thus benefitting all
the industry.
possible bar to declaring
the hearings closed is the interrupted
wind-up testimony of Arthur Levey,

The only

Affecting

" Caribbean"
IRACY UN THE HIGH SEAS

and love and intrigue on the island
Jamaica in the year of 1728 provide the tone of this spirited William
Made in
Pine and William Thomas action drama in color by Technicolor.
the conventional format, the story has all of the swashbuckling adventure and
excitement that make a hit with the fans. John Payne and Arlene Dahl have
the romantic leads with support coming from Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
of

Francis

S.

Sullivan.

hard but suave captain of the dreaded pirate ship Black
It
Panther, enlists the aid of Payne in a plan to get revenge on Sullivan.
seems that Sullivan, now a ruler of a stronghold in Jamaica, had long been
an enemy of Hardwicke and years previously kidnapped his daughter, Miss
Hardwicke conditions Payne to
Dahl, and reared her as his own child.
impersonate a nephew of Sullivan's, gain admission to the island stronghold,
and eventually pave the way for an attack. Complications develop, however,
when Payne falls in love with Miss Dahl.

Hardwicke,

The screenplay by Frank

Moss and Edward Ludwig

evolves against an
interesting, scenic Jamaican background which delineates native unrest against
the iron rule of Sullivan. Hardwicke finally makes his assault on the island,
but in a touch of irony he is killed by his own daughter, she never knowing
L.

his identity.

The

story,

activities of the parties to
proceeding" which occurred more
than three years before August 7,
1951, the date, upon which the renewal
licenses were originally designated for
hearing."
The Commission order declared that
it
recognized the fact that ABC's
financial position demands a decision
as soon as possible, but declared that
waiving the hearing examiner's initial decision
which
requested would not expedite a quick
decision. "Due to the. examiner's familiarity with the record," the order
stated,
"greater expedition may be
possible in the final determination of
these proceedings if an initial decision

—

—

ABC-UPT

rounding Payne and Miss Dahl.
Running time, 97 minutes. General audience

classification.

For September

Mandel Herbstman

release.

all parties concerned," to expedite the proceedings and declared
that "the examiner may be be relied
upon to secure, the cooperation of all
participants towards this end." It also
said that "limitation of the issues in

ing to

radio communications which occurred
more than three years before the filing
of said applications."
Commissioner Jones dissented from
this portion of the order.
In its order the Commission also
denied petitions for severance from the
hearing, filed some time ago by both
and Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc., also a party to the

manner we have ordered should
bring about a substantially earlier conABC-UPT
clusion of the proceedings."
As one reason for deciding against
waiving the examiner's decision the case.
order stated that "numerous complex
In denying the
issues are raised in this proceeding."
petition for severance, the comSpecifically, it mentioned a point raised
mission declared that the "petiby the chief of the FCC broadcast
tion was improperly premised
the

ABC-UPT

—

bureau "that the credibility of certain
key officials of some of the applicants
may be a vital issue." In its opposition to ABC-UPT's request for waiving the examiner's decision and throwing out the anti-trust issue, the broadcast bureau had declared that there
were conflicts in the testimony of
Leonard Goldenson, UPT president,
and A. H. Blank, a
director.
"The examiner, who heard the witnesses," the FCC order said, "is in the

UPT

best position to pass, at least initially,
credibility of the witnesses."

upon the

Complete Deletion Not Warranted

upon an assumption that the
evidence pertaining to the qualifications of Paramount Pictures, Inc., has no connection
with the qualifications of any of
the parties to the applications
sought to be severed." The order pointed out that Paramount
Pictures, Inc., was the predecessor company of UPT and that
individuals connected with the
former were still connected
with UPT. The order mentioned
the "interrelationship of the
issues and the voluminous evidence necessarily bearing upon
the qualifications of the applicants" and declared that the
process of decision would not
be expedited by severing ABCUPT from the hearing.

HENRY KAHN

—

work

of the French industry.
Another factor is last week's news
that the French government has decided to cut the number of dubbing

visas for foreign films by 26 per cent.
The total is now definitely placed at
138, against a former 186, but will not
include films which win prizes at
Cannes. This is one of the fait accomplis that will face the Americans when
talks are resumed.

cordingly, in general,

we

shall not, in

It is expected to increase its
strength to 500 within the next week
or two. M. Jeanger, one of the union's
officials, told this bureau that the organization was attracting the smaller
technicians in particular and he thought

already.

a very good thing.

this

Hard and Fast Rules
The all-powerful Communist-dominated union is in a serious position.
It is said to be in financial trouble.
Indeed, a sigh of relief has gone up
following the establishment of the new
union which, incidentally, is non-political.

The new group has
hard and

eral

laid down sevfast rules. For one, it

intends protecting the interests of the
French technicians. Also, it will not
tolerate politics. The leaders believe
their best interests are in international
cooperation. For this reason, the union
has started with a profound examination of the Franco-U. S. agreement.

A

meeting with U. S. Embassy offihas been requested. At that time,
union spokesmen will point out that
closer cooperation between France and
America is essential. It will ask the
Americans to try and understand the
French position.
And the union intends to ask the
Americans not to press for free and
unrestricted visas and to accept a cut
if necessary.
In return, the union will
oppose any restriction on the making

cials

of foreign films in France. It will oppose the doubling of production teams,
and it will in fact ask the Americans
to come to France to make their films,

using both exteriors and the French
studios.

Where

the

DuMont

petition for sev

erance was concerned, the Commission
declared that the issues relating to Du
the complete impracticability of try- Mont and its possible control by Para
ing to delve into and evaluate the mount Pictures Corp., could not be
entire history, remote as well as re- severed from the other issues in the
cent, of such applicants' activities in hearing. "The issue of control of Dufields other than radio communications Mont by Paramount Pictures Corp
which may have involved violations has primary significance in this pro
of the anti-trust laws."
ceeding," the order said, "in relation
The report declared that activities to the question of whether Paramount
of "recent vintage" should be consid- Pictures Corp. is qualified to control
ered in determining the applicants' directly or indirectly, radio broadcast
fitness.
"However," the report con- stations in the light of evidence adtinued, "where these activities took duced on the issues concerning the past
place in the relatively distant past and anti-trust conduct of Paramount Pic
have not continued, we are of the tures, Inc., and the possible illegal
opinion that their materiality to a de- transfer of control involved in certain
termination as to the qualifications of acquisitions of properties by Paraan existing licensee is negligible. Ac- mount Pictures Corp. from Paramount

prepared by him." The Commission passing upon applications of persons
went on to say that it was convinced who are already licensees, consider
every possible effort should be made any activities involving possible anti"consistent with a full and fair hear- trust violations not directly involving

is

By

Paris, July 31 (By Airmail ).
ignificant bearing on negotiations for
a new Franco- American film agreement is seen by the emergence of the
new autonomous French Technicians
Union as a power within the frame-

The new group has 300 members
directed by Ludwig, ends on a "happy conventional note sur-

—

this

New

Franco-U.S. Pact

{Paramount)

p

4,
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See French Union

Review

current Skiatron and former Scophony
The commission order stated that
Corp. 'of America head. Testimony on the complete deletion of the anti-trust
Scophony comes within the radio com- issues was not warranted. "However,"
munications field in which the Com- the order went on, "we are of the opinmission order placed no time limita- ion that this proceeding and other
tion.
On the other hand, the order recent experiences of the Commission
declares specifically that "in all fur- have demonstrated, at least with rether proceedings herein no considera- spect to applicants who are existing
tion be given to evidence relating to licensees with records as broadcasters,

any of the

Monday, August

Franco-American features. The creation of the union has somewhat eased
the situation but no visas are given
out for new films.

The way
Americans

it

shapes

the hearing have claimed that the transfer of
control of DuMont from the parent
company to Paramount Pictures, Inc.
in

up

now,

the

will get their 121 visas pro-

vided they help the French industry.
Should they insist on unrestricted
visas and no help, then there will be
trouble. Exhibitors generally side with
the Americans, but they know they
must take a stand along with the rest
of the industry to help save the French
cinema.
.

might be considered

Pictures, Inc."

Commission attorneys

The union also is in favor of coproduction and it suggests that part of
the American earnings in this country
should be used for the production of

illegal since the
request for the transfer was never
properly made to the Commission.
Commissioners Sterling and Hennock
did not participate in the order.

.
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Tradewise
By

SHERWIN KANE

CONTINUED
THE
producer-distributor

silence

of

defendants

in the Justice Department's antitrust suit on behalf of the television

industry is feeding suspicion
uneasiness among exhibitors

U.

S. A.,
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FCC TO DISREGARD
On Arbitration ANTI-TRUST PAST

See Agreement

.

.

YORK,

Outline Wed.

and
na-

tionally.

In the nearly two weeks which
have passed since the filing of the
suit in Los Angeles Federal Court,
no producer-distributor defendant
has given any official indication

With

the

way

apparently cleared

for reasonably prompt agreement
on the question of competitive bidding, and with little controversy

expected to attend the subject of
award damages, the industry arbitration conference's Continuations Comwhatever that the politically col- mittee of 10, which will reconvene
ored suit is either distasteful or today at the Hotel Astor here, was
said to be certain to complete by Wedunwelcome.
nesday its analysis of a blueprint for
imreversed
This policy, if not
an industry arbitration system.
mediately and with a show of
The committee spokesmen
leadership unmistakably dedicated
who
on Friday offered this view
to an all-out fight against confisof what could be expected in
cation under the guise of antithe way of accomplishment at
trust prosecution, can end only in
the meetings, hastened to rea divided and suspicion-ridden inmind that confabs on arbitradustry.

Cases Over 3 Years Old

N. Y. Independent No Bar
Delay

Theatre Business
Is

Up 11 Per Cent

eral

ruled

weekend with cold facts and figures
which disclosed that during July average attendance figures at independent
houses in the Metropolitan New York
area were 11 per cent higher than for
the same

month

last year.

A

survey of business conditions
among independents in the area con(Continued on page 4)

If

Johnston to Speak Theatre
At TA' Convention

stores was won by the latter by exbadly beaten
actly that method.
and publicly discredited Justice Department within a matter of weeks
gave indication that it rued the day

A

it

TV

Closed

Circuit Test Thurs.

—

;

With
host,

a

Fabian

number

independent

Theatres

acting

as

owners and
on Thursday

of circuit

Jones Beach water extravaganza,
Night in Venice."

Purpose of the telecast

is

to

give

(Continued on page 4)

9

started that action.

By

J.

A.

OTTEN

industry has at its own
Washington, Aug. 3. Allied States Association general counsel
command a medium of communication with the public not available Abram F. Myers let loose with another lengthy blast at the government's
to the A. & P. stores in waging recent anti-trust suit, declaring it "the most devastating assault on small
its
justified and successful battle
business ever made."
against the Justice Department.
In a seven-page statement, Myers
combined a scalding attack on the suit,
That medium the theatre screens
aimed at forcing producers to release
can be enlisted by
of the nation
their films to television, with a legal
producer-distributor leadership, if
analysis of various aspects of the govthat leadership is forthcoming. If it
ernment's case.
not,
those screens can and
is
Washington, August 3. The NaMyers recalled that his first comshould be used by exhibition under tional Production Authority today re- ment on the suit raised the
possibility

This

—

NPA

—
—

its

own

_

leadership.

defendants
Producer-distributor
can afford to waste no more time in
letting it be known on whose side
they are. They must speak out now.
They must act quickly. If they do
not, they will have forfeited their
leadership.

Controls to

Continue Into 1953

—

—

—

affirmed that it would be well into
1953 before it will be able to relax
theatre construction controls.
The Department issued a statement

announcing that critically important
defense projects would get top priority
for construction allotments during the
fourth quarter, even if this involves
(Continued on page 4)

who

The Commission made

this

statement in a decision denying
to United Paramount Theatres
and the American Broadcasting
Co. the dual request for a
speedy decision on the proposed
merger between the two companies and the complete junking of the anti-trust issues involved in the merger.

j

In the opinion of industry attorneys,
however, the three-year limitation on
anti-trust involvement
represents a
substantial victory for the two com(Continued on page 6)

"A

An

Suit

on applications of persons
are already licensees.

in passing

exhibitors
evening- will witness at the Warner
Theatre here a special closed-circuit
large-screen telecast of Michael Todd's

'Assault on
Small Business, Myers Says
U. S.

—

Washington, Aug. 3.
In a
precedent making^decision, the Fed-

Communications Commission
over the week-end that it
Replacing the continuous talk of
would
consider anti-trust violanot
improvements in motion picture theatre business, the Independent Theatre tions more than three years old outOwners of New York came up at the side the field of radio communications
(See Photo on Page 4)

{Continued on page 5)

defendants are to content
themselves with going through the
legal motions of filing formal answers and denials, an aroused exhibition branch, with all its allies,
will not be patient. Those to whom
the industry looks for leadership
Minneapolis, Aug 3. Eric A.
will be discredited. War has been Johnston, Motion Picture Association
declared and in it there is no room of
America president
Leslie
E.
for reluctant or hesitant captains.
Thompson of RKO Radio; Charles
•
W. Perrine of Minnesota Amusement
This is a battle which must be Co., and Benjamin Berger, North
won. To win it, the fight must be Central Allied president, are scheduled to address the IATSE's 41st concarried to the public. An equally
vention which will get underway here
case
obnoxious
senseless
and
(.Continued on page 5)
brought by the Justice Department
last year against the A. & P. chain

TV License;
ABC-UPT Merger
to

that it was based on political, rather
than legal, considerations. Further opportunity to study the complaint, he
said, "confirmed that view." The suit,
he stated, "appears to be something'
that was hastily whipped up for use
in the coming campaign— a good-will
gesture toward that new and important
(Continued on page 2)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 3.COMPO'S invitation to
heads of all maj or studios
to meet with its top executives at a luncheon set
for Thursday, August 14
at the Beverly Hills Hotel
has been accepted by all
the invitees except Republic president Herbert
Yates, who will be in
Europe.
COMPO
leaders
will report on plans for
the coming year.

MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 3. Ben Berger, president of
North
Central
Allied,
commenting on the Justice
Department's 16mm. suit,
said that "it is very
doubtful" that any collus i o n
existed
between
major film distributors
in keeping new product
away from distributors.

:
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TV Editor

Fights US Suit
For Silent Film Industry

Personal
Mention
MILTON

R.

RACKMIL,

Univer-

president, will leave here
Wednesday for the Coast, and Alfred
E. Daff, executive vice-president, will
depart Friday for meetings at the

By

SHERWIN KANE

While the industry officially, at least, continues to maintain its illadvised silence on the confiscatory suit brought by the Department of
Justice on behalf of the television industry and campaign year voters
with home
sets, segments of the lay press are not hesitating to say
on the industry's behalf what the in-

TV

studio.

Manning (Tim)

Clagett, Motion dustry should be saying for itself.
The erroneous policy of silence on
the suit, it is learned, has been adWednesday for Toledo to assist in the vocated by company lawyers for reaindustry's preparations for the Ohio sons which appear to be grounded
censorship case which will be heard in more in timidity and indecision than
on sound strategy or coherent thinkMunicipal court there on Friday.
ing. The silent policy of the lawyers
•
Samuel Schneider, Warner Broth- is being tolerated by some of their
executive superiors who themselves
ers vice-president, accompanied by his
are genuinely and vigorously opposed
wife, will sail from here on the S. S.
Queen Elisabeth on Wednesday for to the confiscation suit and who favor
How long
Europe. He will be gone about four combating it in the open.
Picture Association of America information executive here, will leave

they will continue to tolerate it
question
urgently
in
need of

weeks.

is

a

an

answer.

Arthur Canton, M-G-M

Eastern
Even the New York Times' televipress representative, returned here Fri- sion and radio specialist,
Jack Gould,
day from Boston and will leave to- in the issue of Friday, August 1, called
morrow for Upstate New York.
to the attention of television set own-

•

Herman Hoffman,

production as-

M-G-M

sistant to Dore Schary,
dio vice-president, left here

New York

ers some of the evil aspects of
Justice Department action which

the
the

industry itself should be pointing out
the to the public long before now.

stu-

for

Coast at the weekend.
•
Arthur Lubin, Universal film
rector, will arrive, in

Said Gould
di-

from

"Eager as the set owner may be
see more of Marilyn Monroe and
less
of
Frankie Darrow, the de-

to

Europe on Wednesday.

partment's

3 World Premieres
Set by RKO Radio

able way of achieving that highly desirable end.

action can hardly be regarded by the layman as a very equit-

Successive world premieres have
been scheduled by
Radio for
"The Big Sky," "One Minute to Zero"
and "Sudden Fear."

RKO

Following its premiere in Chicago
this week, the first will open in New
York at the Criterion on August 20,
San Francisco at the Fox on August
22, and Los Angeles at the Orpheum
and the Fox Beverly on August 26.
The second will have its premiere
at Colorado Springs on August 12, and
the third will have its premiere at
Loew's State here on August 7.

Lewis Will Promote
'Italian Films Week
9

Bernard Lewis, veteran publicist,
has been appointed publicity and promotion manager of "Salute to Italian
Films Week," a celebration starting
Oct. 6, sponsored and organized by
a committee of which Winthrop Aidrich, president of the Chase National
Bank, is chairman.

JDA Exchange
Will Meet

Unit

Tomorrow

A

meeting of key executives of the
exchange division of the industry drive
on behalf of the Joint Defense Appeal

Wants Hari-Kari Committed
"Stripped of all the legal phraseology, the practical effect of the move

Attorney General Joseph McGranery is to ask the film industry
to hurry up and commit hari-kari with
a smile on its face.
"Under today's economics in the
by

television field, with only 109 stations
in operation, the most that a film can
earn from
fees is in the neighborhood of $25,000. For this paltry sum

TV

the producer
to

aggravate

presumably
the

crisis

is

in

expected
his

own

TV

business that has been caused by
competition.
In addition, he is supposed to be willing to sacrifice the
$200,000 he could probably earn by
showing the film another time in
theatres.

"Under such circumstances Holly-

wood can hardly be blamed

for not
jeopardize its own existence merely to provide an attracRealism
tive jackpot prize for TV.
clearly
dictates
further
waiting
a

wanting

to

spell.

"In short, the Washington agency
seems infected with the fever that
somehow TV has some preordained
right to show on its screen anything
that it wants without regard to the
economic consequences.
Yet in the
long run the interests of neither the
television viewer nor a competitive
economy are going to be served if the
fields which can offer
so much,

tomorrow at the Squire
it
was announced by
TV
Saal Gottlieb of Loew's, and David such as Hollywood and sports, are
Levy of Universal, co-chairmen of the not assured of their own continuing
will

be held

here,

division.
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Neivsreel

Parade
VA PERON'S DEATH and the
Olympic games are current neivsreel highlights.
Other key items include the Presidential candidates and
train wrecks. Complete contents fol1/
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financial

ability."

U. S.

TV

Suit

discs.

Eva

medium,

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 100-Saucers
up new controversy. Homage to Eva
Peron.
Doll
story.
Stevenson
portrait.

1)

dish

television."

said the suit would enable campaign orators to claim the Administration is taking steps to permit television addicts to see the finest films
without having to pay an admission

charge or an admission tax.

But merchants are just beginning to realize how much
their
prosperity depends on
successful operation of theatres
their

community and how

much they

are

Myers declared.

No. 297- Flying
Tapan: Welcome "G.I.'s". Daredevils.
Peron mourned. Eisenhower and Stev-

enson. Olympic track.

He

in

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 61 — Eva
Peron lies in state. "Ike" gets set for
campaign. Stevenson back at Springfield.
Olympic competition.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

(Continued from page

communication

low:

hurt

by

TV,

C'lympic

games

in

TELENEWS
ing.

Polio

in

Helsinski.

DIGEST, No. 31-B— BoxDallas.

Mourn McMahon. Find

Stevenson

home.

fortune in spinster's

home. Flying saucers.

UNIVERSAL NEWS. No. ES2 — Eva
Peron mourned. French liner arrives. Austrian train wreck. Troops arrive in Japan.
Rocket car. Danish King and Oueen in
Greenland Olympics.

—

WARNER

PATHE NEWS, No. 102
Flying saucer mystery. Argentina mourns
Eva P'eron. Senator Nixon home. The
Sparkmans at home. Margaret Truman in
Paris. New tank gun. Olympics.

He

predicted
business all over

that small
the country would soon realize
that the suit will, if successful,
hurt them, and that the Administration, "thinking to stei on
an anthill, has actually stirred
up a hornets' nest."

Myers pointed out

that practically
the defendants have their principal places of business and the pertinent records in New York, and declared the only reason he could see
for filing the case in California was
that the courts there are less congested
and that "by putting on the pressure,
the Department might be able to force
the case to trial during the political
campaign." He said he could not remember "another instance where the
Department showed such eagerness to
force an anti-trust case to an early
all of

trial."

The

government's complaint was
also attacked for implying that the
industry is conspiring to deny film
entertainment to the armed services
and veterans hospitals. Myers said
the Attorney General should be informed of the industry's long record
in
entertaining the troops and the
tributes it has received from military
leaders.
"Our boys in Korea have
their movie shows to entertain them."

he said. "Maybe the Attorney General
will explain what television is doing
for the boys over there."
Another Myers' criticism of the
complaint was the vagueness of the
charges.
He argued that when the
government says the companies refused to license 16mm feature films
to television, it should also have specified just where and when this happened. The Allied official defended the
right of the producers, "as a matter
of self-preservation," to refuse to license films to television "for peanuts,"
and asked that the Administration's
stand on this issue be contrasted with
the President's approval of the socalled Fair Trade Bill, which permits

manufacturers of trade-marked items
to set minimum resale prices on their
products.
The Justice suit asks that the companies be enjoined from denying films
to television other than on the basis
of reasonable clearance over theatres.
Myers cited the Supreme Court Paramount case findings on the point of
what constitutes reasonable clearance,
and said that since a television station

showing

films

competes

with

every

theatre in its broadcasting area, the
film rental paid by the station would
have to be pitted against the combined film rentals of all the theatres.
"Unless the Department is going to
switch the rules this late in the game,"
he declared, "the boon which it would
confer on
may be more illusory

TV

than real."

Moreover, Myers stated, when
is considered that TV stations have no admission charges
and go in heavily for giveaways and premiums, "our firm
idea is that judged by approved
it

standards, clearance against
that kind of competition should
be measured in years, not days."
Finally Myers pointed out that the
asks the court to affirmatively
order the film companies to lease their
films to television. This means, he said,
that "if the parties cannot arrive at
an agreement as to rentals, clearance
or any of the many details of film
licensing, the court will have to decide
suit

such
this

controversies.
Suppose under
mandatory order, a film company

offers to license a picture to a broadcasting station and the latter complains that the order is being violated

because the terms are too high, the
clearance unreasonable or the picture
is not one of the finer ones. The whole
squabble will be dumped into the
court's lap.

It

will

have to work out

a deal for the parties. And if that
isn't
governmental control with a
vengeance, you name it."
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advertising during past 6 weeks.

that ignite! the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade adverWithout that, no exhibitor can be
tising.
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".

RKO

It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.
Requisites

United Artists
Republic
Universal

MGM

for

successful

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

20th-Fox

Warner

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Its cost is
vital

WHERE'S CHARLEY?

The Vital Spark

Artists

RKO

(2 Pages)

SUDDEN FEAR

^

^ri-f&c

(2 Pages)

ROBIN HOOD

Art|#;/-
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ONE MINUTE TO ZERO
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MGM
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Want Motion Pictures

OPENING DAY

WAITING LINES for "Ivanhoe" at Radio City Music Hall extended more than three blocks back from the theaentrance (extreme upper left) as partially shown in this panoramic photo. Much of the waiting line was exposed to the
direct rays of a blistering New York sun, and all of it to uncomfortably high humidity for the day, both of which failed to discourage
the thousands who waited for hours for admission to the theatre. The scene was duplicated several times during the ensuing three
days through yesterday.
tre

N. Y. Business

NPA

Files Charges Closed Circuit
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
by

ducted

the

IT OA

marked upsurge

in

revealed the
patronage. Said

ITOA:

the

Vs. Texas Drive-In
Washington, August

"Optimistic theatre owners reported
unanimously that the political conven-

3.

—The

Na-

Production

Authority
has
charged two Texans with using too
tions had no effect on business, as much copper wire to build a drive-in
was originally feared, and that the theatre in Amarillo.
heat wave brought many new, and
This is the first non-compliance case
many 'lost' customers back to the in the theatre field, according to
luxury and air-conditioned comfort officials.
tional

exhibitors an opportunity to form
opinions concerning the merits of theatre television presentations of attractions such as

Todd

is

offering.

Harry

Brandt,

president of the
the survey,
"It must be that people are no

ITOA, commenting on
stated

:

TV

glued to their
screens.
escaping the hypnosis induced by the novelty of the medium
and are coming back to the theatre
longer

They

are

entertainment,
which
Hollywood is providing.
Audiences
like what they see, and we expect to
keep them coming back by presenting
a continuous flow of superior motion
quality

for

picture programs."

NPA

Controls

(Continued from page 1)
the deferment of all other industrial
and commercial projects. The statement did not even mention theatre
and other entertainment projects, and

NPA

these projects
"are just out of the question" except
on an emergency appeal basis in isoofficials said that

lated cases.

NPA officials have indicated
might be spring of next year
before theatre controls can be relaxed.
Some

that

it

The European

belief that

Hollywood

does not offer an artist free expresTelevision Network will
sion is not true, Gabriel Pascal dehandle the transmission and at the
clared here at the weekend.
Pascal
same time will telefilm the show in
has completed his first Hollywood
case requests are received for a future
film, "Androcles and the Lion," for
telecast of the film record.
Radio distribution. He said,
Fabian Theatres is footing the bill
"You can make better artistic pictures
The charges were brought against for the Thursday night experiment in Hollywood than anywhere else,"
W. O. Bearden, of Lubbock and I. R. which is expected to be regarded as a citing the vast technical resources and
Doyal of Amarillo, partners doing landmark in the development of thea- the freedom from executive interferbusiness as the Tascosa Drive-in Thea- tre television entertainment.
ence.
tre in Amarillo.
three-count comPascal's next projects are "The
plaint claims the partners unlawfully
Devil's Disciple" and "The Life of
used copper wire in excess of authorGhandi," the latter to be made in Inized
quantities
constructing the
in
dia.
Pascal expects to produce them
drive-in.
One of the counts charges
independently
and very likely will re3.
The
Kansas City, Aug.
apthe respondents with furnishing false
Radio. Paspointment of Ray M. Copeland to the lease them through
information regarding the amount of
post of branch manager here of Mono- cal said he made "Androcles" for
copper wire used in its construction.
$1,600,000.
The case will be presented before gram-Allied Artists, succeeding H. L.
Pascal expressed enthusiasm over
Frost, who recently resigned, was anhearing commissioner H. Basnounced at the weekend by Harold television, calling it "the coming great
com Thomas of Dallas later this
medium." He saw it as a boon to proWirthwein, Western sales manager.
month.
will recommend that
Copeland
will take over the branch duction in Hollywood, but hurting exthe hearing commissioner issue sushibition.
on August 11.
pension orders denying the firm selfWhile in New York Pascal will

DuMont

NPA

of the theatres."

Pascal Says Artist
Has Freedom Here

RKO

A

Appoint Copeland
Mono. K.C. Manager
—

RKO

NPA

NPA

privileges, priority assisallocations and allotments, and
further prohibiting them from acquiring, using or disposition of controlled
materials.
certification

tance,

KF EL-TV

with

ABC

Station KFEL-TV, in Denver, is
the newest affiliate to join the television network of American Broadcasting.

'Fatima' Cited Again

—

Los Angeles, Aug.3. The Southern California Motion Picture Council
has voted a special award to Warner
Brothers "The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima," reports Mrs. William A.
Burk, Council president. A special
recommendation

for

"family" appeal was
eral council body.

the

made by

picture's

the gen-

confer with Theatre Guild executives
on a musical based on "Pygmalion"
which he hopes eventually to bring
to the screen.

He praised the Production Code as
"helpful and necessary everywhere,"
but said he thought it should be modernized.
He declared that the Production Code Administration should
consider differently "a picture based
on a masterpiece."

!
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To
(Continued from page

tomorrow

at

Municipal Auditor-

the

ium.

Other speakers before an expected
attendance of some 1,200 delegates
from all over the U. S. and Canada
will include Minnesota's Governor C.
Elmer Anderson, Senator Hubert
Humphrey, Minneapolis' Mayor Eric
G. Hover, Police Chief Thomas Jones
and Hennepin
Ryan.

County

Congressman Roy

W.

Sheriff

Ed

tion always opened in the past
on a note of optimism only to
degenerate finally into discord

and wrangles. Nonetheless, they
were very hopeful that Wednesday could be devoted to recapitulation following two days of
work on the blueprint.
Beyond the questions of competitive
bidding and damages lie only the mechanics of a system for the Continuations Committee to agree upon. "Mechanics" were described as embracing
such points as the constitution of na-

submitted for the Department's and
court's approval, it will have to
be approved by each exhibitor organization and the Distributors' Arbitration Committee, headed by William F.
Rodgers.
is

the

Following action on the draft by the
constituent groups, Eric A. Johnston,

Motion Picture Association

of America president, will call another indus-

try arbitration conference, which will
precede the submission of any proposals to the Justice Department and
the court.

Wier, longMinneapolis
Stage Employes Local No. 13 of the
The Continuations Committee was
"IA," will serve as temporary chair- tional and local arbitration staffs and
man. Richard F. Walsh, "I A" inter- appeal boards, financing of a system, set up on June 18 when the second
national president, will be permanent the role conciliation is to play, etc. industry arbitration conference reached
chairman.
The outlines of these points were an impasse (distributors versus exhibiUnion leaders to be heard from on agreed to at the initial industry arbi- tors) in analyzing and amending the
Rules Committee's draft of the first
the speakers' program include James tration conference held April 22-25.
Two other items, namely, forcing Conference's accomplishments.
L. McDevitt, director of the Union
On July 2, after meeting two-and-aLabel Trades Department of the of pictures and violations of contracts,
AFL Robert A. Olson, president of also will be dealt with at this week's half days at Fabian Theatres' home
the Minnesota State Federation of meetings. It is understood, however, office here, the Continuations group
Labor Walter Cramond, president of that if the bidding question is settled abruptly adjourned with the exhibitor
the Minneapolis Central Labor Union, to the satisfaction of all, agreement representatives insisting that distribuand William Sinnott, CLU executive. will be forthcoming quickly on points tion presidents be present at future
Additionally, Father F. J. Gilligan in connection with these two addi- discussions relating to bidding and
other knotty subjects.
of St. Paul Seminary will deliver an tional items.
Meanwhile, however, the distributors
It was explained that when the Conaddress entitled, "A Student Looks at
Labor," and George Grim of the Min- tinuations Committee, comprised of five were reported to have reached agreeneapolis Tribune will discuss Korea. representatives each from exhibition ment among themselves to accede to
While most of tomorrow's session and distribution, completes its analy- certain exhibitor demands relating to
and a small portion of the Tuesday sis of the Rules Committee's blueprint bidding and the place it should occupy
and Wednesday sessions will be de- of the first conference's work, a Re- in the arbitration framework. Johnvoted to the speaking program, a drafting Committee will be set up to ston then set today for the Continuamajority of the time throughout the put the Continuations group's concepts tions group's reconvening.
Scheduled to be on hand today are
week will be taken up by business of in the form of written proposals upon
following
From exhibition
the "IA." Fourteen separate district which the Department of Justice and the
conventions were held here Friday, the Statutory Court can pass. How- Abram F. Myers, Wilbur Snaper, Herever, before the re-drafting unit's work man M. Levy, S. H. Fabian, Emanuel
yesterday and today.
standing

member

of

;

;

:

ONCE

A GENERATION

IN

Fight

(Continued from page 1)
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Move
20% Tax

Wise, and La.

See Agreement on Outline

Meet

Organizational activities in the field
a full-scale attack on
the Federal 20 per cent ticket tax continued at the weekend, with meetings
held in Milwaukee and New Orleans
and a second set for the latter city.
At the meeting held in Milwaukee,
A. Kvool, of Warner Theatres and
Sig Goldberg, Wisconsin Allied presi-

moving toward

were named exhibitor co-chairwith Jack Lorentz, 20th Century Fox branch manager, as distribu-

dent,

men,

tion chairman. On the state committee
are Dick Saeger, Ben Marcus, Harry
Melcher, L. F. Gran, Harry Rosenban and John Schuyler.
The purpose of the meeting was to

up district chairmen. Another
meeting will be held in Milwaukee in
two weeks to give instructions to the
district chairmen on how the campaign will be carried out.
A New Orleans meeting on the
Council of Motion Picture Organizaset

drive to repeal the tax is
scheduled to be held today. Theatre
circuit
independent
owners,
heads,
tions'

distributor representatives and members of Allied Theatre Owners and
Mississippi Theatre Owners will be
informed of present
action
and plans in the drive.

COMPO

from distribution Robert W.
Adolph Schimel, Al Lichtman, Abe Montague and Rodgers. Due

Frisch

:

;

Perkins,

to attend as ex-efficio

MPAA

M.
tion
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cook, and

Richey, secretary of the ArbitraConference.

and
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"I'll

members
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FCC

(Continued from page 1)

FCC

Whether the three-year provision can be called a blanket
victory for all industry people
applying for television stations
or theatre television channels
moot, however. Attorneys say
specifically
is
provision
the
limited in the FCC order to
those who are already licensees,
and only a small fraction of the
industry people who will be
FCC applicants is in this class.
is

So

far as

ABC-UPT's
is

request for a
concerned, the Com-

mission's ruling throws the merger
case right back into the lengthy procedural channels the two companies
hoped to avoid. Attorneys involved in
the case estimate from two to three
months for filing proposed findings,
after the close of the hearing, plus
an additional two months for hearing
examiner Leo Resnick to write an initial

decision.

The Commission's

final

decision will follow after this. The
hearing, which has been in recess since
July 3, has not yet closed, but indications are that it will probably not
be resumed. The few witnesses re
training all pertain to anti-trust activ
ity prior to 1948, hearing attorneys
point out, and in the light of the FCC
order probably will not be called.
Resnick is expected to call a conference of attorneys some, time next week
to decide on the future course of the

hearing.

Many industry attorneys felt,
however, that the Commission's
feeling about the impracticability of delving into what it
distant
past" was an indication that it
might eventually extend the
anti-trust time limitation to applicants who were not already
licensees, thus benefitting all
the industry.

"the

called

Affecting

Caribbean

panies, since the record of the sevenmonth hearing conducted to date on
the merger shows no evidence of antitrust activity since August 7, 1948, the
order.
deadline date set in the

relatively

The only possible bar to declaring
the hearings closed is the interrupted
wind-up testimony of Arthur Levey,

—

—

1952

New

Franco-U.S. Pact

(Paranvount)

PIRACY UN THE HIGH SEAS

and love and intrigue on the island
Jamaica in the year of 1728 provide the tone of this spirited William
Made in
Pine and William Thomas action drama in color by Technicolor.
the conventional format, the story has all of the swashbuckling adventure and
excitement that make a hit with the fans. John Payne and Arlene Dahl have
the romantic leads with support coming from Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
of

Francis

S.

Sullivan.

hard but suave captain of the dreaded pirate ship Black
It
Panther, enlists the aid of Payne in a plan to get revenge on Sullivan.
seems that Sullivan, now a ruler of a stronghold in Jamaica, had long been
an enemy of Hardwicke and years previously kidnapped his daughter, Miss
Hardwicke conditions Payne to
Dahl, and reared her as his own child.
impersonate a nephew of Sullivan's, gain admission to the island stronghold,
and eventually pave the way for an attack. Complications develop, however,
when Payne falls in love with Miss Dahl.

Hardwicke,

By

HENRY KAHN

—

Paris, July 31 (By Airmail).
significant bearing on negotiations for
a new Franco-American film agreement is seen by the emergence of the
new autonomous French Technicians
Union as a power within the frame-

work

of the French industry.
Another factor is last week's news
that the French government has decided to cut the number of dubbing
visas for foreign films by 26 per cent.
The total is now definitely placed at

former 186, but will not
which win prizes at
is one of the fait accomP'lis that will face the Americans when
talks are resumed.
his identity.
The new group has 300 members
The story, directed by Ludwig, ends on a happy conventional note sur- already. It is expected to increase its
rounding Payne and Miss Dahl.
strength to 500 within the next week
Running time, 97 minutes. General audience classification. For September or two. M. Jeanger, one of the union's
Mandel Herbstman officials, told this bureau that the orrelease.

The screenplay by Frank

Moss and Edward Ludwig

evolves against an
interesting, scenic Jamaican background which delineates native unrest against
the iron rule of Sullivan. Hardwicke finally makes his assault on the island,
but in a touch of irony he is killed by his own daughter, she never knowing
L.

all parties concerned," to expedite the proceedings and declared
that "the examiner may be be relied
upon to secure, the cooperation of all
participants towards this end." It also
said that "limitation of the issues in

ing to

radio communications which occurred
more than three years before the filing
of said applications."
Commissioner Jones dissented from
this portion of the order.
In its order the Commission also
denied petitions for severance from the
hearing, filed some time ago by both
and Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc., also a party to the

the manner we have ordered should
bring about a substantially earlier conclusion of the proceedings."
As one reason for deciding against
waiving the examiner's decision the case.
order stated that "numerous complex
In denying the
issues are raised in this proceeding."
petition for severance, the comSpecifically, it mentioned a point raised
mission declared that the "petibroadcast
by the chief of the
tion was improperly premised
bureau "that the credibility of certain
upon an assumption that the
key officials of some of the applicants
evidence pertaining to the qualmay be a vital issue." In its opposiifications of Paramount Piction to ABC-UPT's request for waivtures, Inc., has no connection
ing the examiner's decision and throwwith the qualifications of any of
ing out the anti-trust issue, the broadthe parties to the applications
cast bureau had declared that there
sought to be severed." The orwere conflicts in the testimony of
der pointed out that Paramount
Leonard Goldenson,
president,
Pictures, Inc., was the predecesand A. H. Blank, a
director.
sor company of
and that
"The examiner, who heard the witindividuals connected with the
nesses," the
order said, "is in the
former were still connected
best position to pass, at least initially,
with UPT. The order mentioned
uppn the credibility of the witnesses."

ABC-UPT

ABC UPT

FCC

—

UPT
UPT

UPT

FCC

Complete Deletion Not Warranted

current Skiatron and former Scophony
The commission order stated that
Corp. of America head. Testimony on the complete deletion of the anti-trust
Scophony comes within the radio com- issues was not warranted. "However,"
munications field in which the Com- the order went on, "we are of the opinmission order placed no time limita- ion that this proceeding and other
On the other hand, the order recent experiences of the Commission
tion.
declares specifically that "in all fur- have demonstrated, at least with rether proceedings herein no considera- spect to applicants who are existing
tion be given to evidence, relating to licensees with records as broadcasters,
any of the activities of the parties to the complete impracticability of trythis proceeding which occurred more
ing^ to delve into and evaluate the
than three years before August 7, entire history, remote as well as re1951, the date upon which the renewal cent, of such applicants' activities in
licenses were originally designated for fields other than radio communications
hearing."
which may have involved violations
The Commission order declared that of the anti-trust laws."
it
recognized the fact that ABC's
The report declared that activities
financial position demands a decision of "recent vintage" should be considas soon as possible, but declared that ered in determining the applicants'
waiving the hearing examiner's ini fitness. "However," the report contial decision
which ABC-UPT re- tinued, "where these activities took
quested would not expedite a quick place in the relatively distant past and
decision. "Due to the. examiner's fa
have not continued, we are of the
miliarity with the record," the order opinion that their materiality to a de
stated,
"greater expedition may be termination as to the qualifications of
possible in the final determination of an existing licensee is negligible. Ac
these proceedings if an initial decision cordingly, in general, we shall not, in
is prepared by him." The Commission
passing upon applications of persons
went on to say that it was convinced who are already licensees, consider
every possible effort should be made any activities involving possible anti"consistent with a full and fair hear- trust violations not directly involving

—

4,

See French Union

Review

Licenses

speedy decision

Monday, August

the "interrelationship of the
issues and the voluminous evidence necessarily bearing upon
the qualifications of the applicants" and declared that the
process of decision would not
be expedited by severing ABCUPT from the hearing.

138, against a

nclude films
Cannes. This

ganization was attracting the smaller
technicians in particular and he thought
this a very good thing.

Hard and Fast Rules
The all-powerful Communist-dominated union is in a serious position.
It is said to be in financial trouble.
Indeed, a sigh of relief has gone up
following the establishment of the new
union which, incidentally, is non-poitical.

The new group has

down

laid

sevone, it
intends protecting the interests of the
French technicians. Also, it will not
tolerate politics. The leaders believe
their best interests are in international
cooperation. For this reason, the union
has started with a profound examination of the Franco-U. S. agreement.
eral

hard and

fast

rules.

For

A

meeting with U. S. Embassy offihas been requested. At that time,
union spokesmen will point out that
closer cooperation between France and
America is essential. It will ask the
Americans to try and understand the
French position.
And the union intends to ask the
Americans not to press for free and
unrestricted visas and to accept a cut
if necessary.
In return, the union will
oppose any restriction on the making

cials

of foreign films in France. It will oppose the doubling of production teams,

and

ask the Americans
to France to make their films,
using both exteriors and the French

to

it

will in fact

come

studios.

Where

the

DuMont

petition for sev-

erance was concerned, the Commission
declared that the issues relating to Du
Mont and its possible control by Para
mount Pictures Corp., could not be
severed from the other issues in the

"The issue of
Mont by Paramount

control of DuPictures Corp
has primary significance in this proceeding," the order said, "in relation
to the question of whether Paramount
Pictures Corp. is qualified to control,
directly or indirectly, radio broadcast
stations in the" light of evidence adduced on the issues concerning the past
anti-trust conduct of Paramount Pic
tures, Inc., and the possible illegal
transfer of control involved in certain
acquisitions of properties by Paramount Pictures Corp. from Paramount

hearing.

Franco-American features. The creation of the union has somewhat eased
the situation but no visas are given
out for new films.

The way
Americans

it

shapes

the hearing have claimed that the transfer of
control of DuMont from the parent
company to Paramount Pictures, Inc.
in

up

now,

the

will get their 121 visas pro-

vided they help the French industry.
Should they insist on unrestricted
visas and no help, then there will be
trouble. Exhibitors generally side with
the Americans, but they know they
must take a stand along with the rest
of the industry to help save the French
cinema.

might be considered

Pictures, Inc."

Commission attorneys

The union also is in favor of coproduction and it suggests that part of
the American earnings in this country
should be used for the production of

illegal since the
request for the transfer was never
properly made to the Commission.
Commissioners Sterling and Hennock
did not participate in the order.
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Cites

Production Abroad

First -runs Is

Production possibilities in
England and Italy for U. S.
exhibition are "lining up very
nicely," Leonard Goldenson,
president of United Paramount Theatres, declared
here yesterday on his return
on the S. S. Queen Elizabeth

Plenty Sturdy
'Ivanhoe' and 'Trinidad'
Heading for Records

after six weeks abroad. He
said some of the films have a

A

mixture of sturdy openings
and strong holdovers attracted the
customers in droves to most of New
York's first-run situations.

good chance of playing UPT.
Goldenson observed that
was off
exhibition abroad
somewhat. He declined comment on developments at
home, declaring he was not
too familiar with them in the

Heading the robust box-office
parade are two newcomers:
"Ivanhoe," which is at Radio
City Music Hall with a stage
presentation,
and "Affair in
Trinidad" at the Victoria. In
the four days at the Hall ending Sunday, "Ivanhoe" set an
all-time non-holiday record for
the period with a gross of $105,000. The film was heading for
an estimated weekly gross of
$175,000, which would be an alltime non-holiday record. "Affair" set a house record at
regular admission prices with
$44,000.

In the second week at the Paramount "Jumping- Jacks" was on the
(Continued on page 6)

Howard, Grainger,
Mandel Are Honored
A

group of friends and associates
were guests of Sol A. Schwartz,

light of his absence.

U. S. Reports

In Admission Taxes

—

Washington, Aug. 4. General admission tax collections in the first six
months of this year were just slightly
over 10 per cent below those for the
same 1951 period, Bureau of Internal
Revenue figures released today show.
Collections for
period, reflecting

last

year.

June

this

RKO

W. Howard, Eddie
Grainger and Harry Mandel in connection with their recent promotions
and appointments in the circuit.
Among those invited were Ben Kalmenson,
Charles
Reagan,
William
Gehring, A. W. Schwalberg, Al Daff,
Abe
Montague,
Robert
Mochrie,
(Continued on page 6)

the January-June
box-office business

through
May,
from
December
amounted to $140,656,958 this year
compared with $156,439,186 last year.
In only one 1952 month, February,
were collections greater than in 1951.
The June figures, reflecting May
business, were also released today and
show a drop of $2,500,000 from June
General tax collections in
year amounted to $23,039,-

(Continued on page 6)

president of
Theatres, at a reception at the 21 Club here yesterday,

given to William

Drop

Walsh Says

He'll

16mm. Films to TV
Would Bankrupt
Theatres: Kirsch
—

Chicago, August 4. Bankrupt theawould follow if 16mm. productions were made available to telecasters, warns Jack Kirsch, president of
Illinois Allied. The organization has
released the text of the following letter sent by Kirsch to U.S. Attorney
General James P. McGranery regarding the Department of Justice's recent
anti-trust suit to compel some producers and distributors to make 16mm.
films available to television
"It is inconceivable that the Government would institute an anti-trust action against major motion picture producers and distributors to compel them
to supply 16 millimeter movies to television, which, by the nature of its free
presentation to the public, would bankrupt the movie theatres of the Nation.
"It is also inconceivable that the
Government should instigate an action
that would compel these producers and
(Continued on page 7)
:

NCA

Tells

US

Meet Off

Good

state-

Start

An

Will Ruin Theatres

beginning

auspicious

was

made here yesterday afternoon by
the Industry Arbitration Conference's Continuations Committee of
10, which reconvened for a three-day
meeting at the Hotel Astor here.

The report of progress was of
special significance in light of
two preceding sessions
which proved fruitless. The
committee will meet again today in an all-day session beginning at about 11:00 A.M.
the

Discussions of "various aspects" of
setting up an arbitration system held
the attention of delegates at yesterday's three-and-a-half hour session,
up< at

5 :30

!

P.M.

Com-

mittee members declined to detail the
discussions, but reported that progress

being made.
Preliminary reports of the threeday agenda indicated that the meetis

—

(Continucd on page 6)

Minneapolis, Aug. 4. Seven-hundred theatres in Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, including the neighborhood suburban houses of Minneapolis
and St. Paul, face the prospect of going into bankruptcy unless the Department of Justice dismisses its pend-

Meet Today on FCC
ParamountHearings

ing suit which would compel the film
companies to release pictures to teleStanley D. Kane, executive
vision,

representing

counsel of North Central Allied, told
James P. McGranery, U. S. Attorney
General, in a letter directed by the
Allied organization's board.
"Television is beset with the problem of poor programs," Kane wrote,

Washington,

Chi. 'Miracle' Test

Postponed by

ACLU

all

Aug.

4.

— Lawyers

parties in the Federal

Communications Commission's Paramount proceedings are slated to meet
tomorrow with hearing examiner Leo
Resnick to work out the future of the
hearing.

Some

of

the

attorneys

meeting will decide to

and

think the
record

call the

time for filing
is, however,
a possibility for a brief reopening of
the hearings for further testimony by
one or two witnesses.
closed

—

to

Report Progress in 1st
Of Three-day Session

which broke

Suit

(Continued cn page 7)

Minneapolis, August 4. Richard
Walsh, president of the IATSE, on

Saturday issued the following
ment

Arbitration

tres

Support Brennan
F.

TEN CENTS

1952

5,

to

set

proposed findings.

a

There

:

Reports of Eight
Film Firms Cited

"An

item published in the July 31

New

issue of Motion Picture Daily,
York City, has come to my attention.
It states that Vincent Jacobi, presiYork Local No. 1, will
dent of
be a candidate for the office of third
vice-president of the I.A.T.S.E. in the

New

From

the 5.000 corporation annual
reports for 1951 rated in the 12th annual survey, eight motion picture companies are being cited with "Merit

—

4.
The American
Union has cancelled a
planned showing of "The Miracle,"

Chicago, August

Civil Liberties

scheduled to be screened for a selected
group of Chicago physicians, clergy-

men, and

civic leaders, as the result of

brate its golden anniversary for 50
years of service on Oct. 1. 1952. The
eight companies are
Columbia Pic-

nan, the incumbent third International
vice-president, for reelection.
"I deplore irresponsible statements
and I assert
of this kind. The fact is

Commissioner
Police
O'Connor to arrest those responsible
for the showing an 1 to cancel the
license of the H. and E. Balaban Surf
Theatre, where the picture was scheduled to be shown tomorrow noon.
still plans to show the
The
picture, but cancelled the Surf showing so as not to endanger the license

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 2)

Award"

certificates

by Weston Smith,
report survey

director of the annual
for Financial

World, which will

:

cele-

election to be held at our convention
here next week. It further states that
Minneapolis
in
circulating
'reports
film labor circles'
I

have indicated that
J. Bren-

would not support James

—

a

threat

by

ACLU

Add Two New UPT

TV
in

Installations

Installation of theatre TV
two additional United Par-

amount Theatres' houses, the
Majestic, in Dallas, and the
Metropolitan, in Houston, is
expected to be completed in
September, it was learned
here yesterday.
The RCA theatre television
equipment is now enroute to
Texas, a UPT official added.

Motion Picture Daily

2

NORTON

V. RITCHEY, Monogram-Allied Artists vice-president in charge of foreign distribution,
scheduled to sail from England for
here tomorrow on the S.S. Libertc.
•
is

Joseph D. Karp of the Warner
Brothers legal department has been
appointed to the committee of trade
regulation and trademarks of the As-

New

Bar

the

of

of

the

City of

York.
•

director of

Matsushita, managing
the Eiga Haikyu Co., Ltd.,

Japanese

distribution

Kenjiro

which

handles

Artists of
York for

organization

Monogram-Allied

all

Japan product, has
Hollywood.

left

New

•

Bob Hope
day from

will arrive here Thursthe Coast and will depart

the following day for London aboard
United States. He will tourthe
England and the Continent for ap-

proximately two months.
•

Robert

W.

counsel,

cial

Coyne,

COMPO

return
where he

will

spe-

here today
attended a

from, Atlanta
meeting of Georgia Theatre Owners
Association yesterday.
•
Virginia Alicoate, daughter of
John W. Alicoate, publisher of Film
Daily] has announced her engagement
to

Lt.

USMC,
•

Theatre

tional

secretary

to

Na-

Cleveland

Supply

Aug.

4.

—Adverse

pub-

for the motion picture industry

Deal Set for Lease
Of Broadway Theatre

Will Address Pasadena Exhibitor
Hits Censor Law
Texas Legion Meet

Executives of Decca Records, Inc.,
Dallas, August 4. William C. McHollywood, Aug. 4. Al O'Keefe, and some of the company's recording
Craw, executive director of Variety operating the Colorado Theatre, Pasa- artists paid tribute to Milton R. Rack-

—

—

International, has made arrangements
through the Texas Council of Motion
Picture Organizations to have George
Murphy give the principal address at
the 34th annual state convention of
the American Legion here on Friday,
which 3,500 Legionnaires and their
wives are expected to attend.
Murphy will be honored Saturday
evening at a banquet attended by state
and national commanders and past

dena, has appealed informally to that
city's board of directors
to nullify
Pasadena's 20-year-old censorship ordinance under which, according to
O'Keefe, "The Miracle," "Latuko,"

and "La Ronde" were disapproved
cently.

re-

In a letter to the city board,

ordinance.

(Continued from page 1)

Kaufman N.
To Handle

of the theatre,
in the dispute.

which

is

not involved

David Wayne.

M-G-M

Al Golin,
field press representative in Omaha and Des Moines,
will leave here for his Nebraska headParamount's Eastern
manager, is
Charlotte branch from
division

York.
•

Bill Lyon of M-G-M's studio publicity department will arrive here from
the Coast for a vacation August 29.

Good, Says Weltner
Business abroad "is very good,"
George Weltner, president of Paramount International, asserted here
yesterday on his arrival on the
Queen Elisabeth following a six-week

release.

Weltner visited England,
Belgium, Germany and Italy.

film

in

Betty Hutton will substitute for
Louella Parsons tonight on her
radio broadcast.

•

Pat Duggan, Paramount

producer,

has returned to Hollywood from

New

York.

Harry Simon, M-G-M
in

San Francisco from

queries

:

"Contrary to several rumors printed in various newspaper columns, I
have no thought of resigning from
Loew's, Inc.

The

reports are untrue

and unfounded."

NEW YORK THEATRES
— RADIO

CITY MUSIC HALL

R

The two

B

Paramount's "Son of Paleface" and Columbia's "The Golden Hawk."
Class

films

are

auditor,

New

York.

is

government.

Joan

Elizabeth

TAYLOR

*

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plus

JENNY

MAOTNlEWlS

France,

Walsh Says

Midnight f«0tu"
Night)*

(Continued from page 1)

'Fatima' to Venice Fete
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima," Warner Brothers' production,
will be entered in the annual Venice
Film Festival at the request of the
board of directors of the international
film event, the company stated here
The festival will be- held
yesterday.
from August 20 to September 10
under the sponsorship of the Italian

"IVAN HOE"
Robert

"routine business trip."

•

CBS

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., yesterday issued the following statement in response to press

Foreign Business

of Decency has placed
Class C (condemned),
two in Class B, seven in Class A-l
and 11 in Class A-II. The condemned
film is "The Strollers," French, a
Corp.
Discina-International
Films

one

Hugh Owen,
the

Legion Puts French
Film in Class C
The Legion

quarters tomorrow.
•

New

Schneider, executive vice-president of
Decca, presented a scroll to Rackmil.
Alfred Daff, executive vice-president
of
Universal,
represented the film

Rockefeller Center

•

visiting

the

Resignation Rumors
Denied by Schenck

Miracle' Test
Y. Office
'Fear'

Decca, at a dinner at
Stork Club here on Friday in
honor of his assuming the presidency
of Universal Pictures.
Leonard W.
mil, president of

O'Keefe argued that the Supreme
Court ruling outlawed the Pasadena company.

RKO

Southern

—

filed

Rackmil Honored by
Decca for 'U' Post

Murphy

branch manager Frank Masek, will
Edward Meyerding, speaking for the
Joseph Kaufman has opened offices
be married to Robert Graham on here to handle contracts, sales, pro- ACLU, said that he would ask Mayor
Sunday, in that city.
motion and special exploitation on Kennelly to reverse the censor Board's
•
"Sudden Fear," his independent pro- ban of the film, but the mayor has inJo Ellen Schwalb, daughter of duction which
Radio is releas- dicated that he will not enter the fight.
Monogram producer Ben Schwalb, ing. He has engaged John Durkin,
Although admission to the screenand Sam Winnikoff, Los Angeles formerly with Samuel Goldwyn and ing was free and by invitation only,
newspaperman, were married Sunday Walt Disney Productions,' as his as- the Commissioner contended that it
in Beverly Hills.
was a public showing and therefore a
sistant.
•
"Sudden Fear" will have world violation of the censor board's banning
Harry Woodson of Falls City The- premieres in New York at Loew's of the picture. O'Connor contends that
atre Equipment Co., Louisville, and
State and at Cleveland's Palace on the movie "ridicules any branch of
his wife announce the birth of a son,
Christianity, not just Catholics."
Thursday.

and

1952

Chicago, Aug. 4. Two suits were
against major film companies and
Tri-States and Central States circuits
may be becoming unfashionable. In
in
Southern Iowa Federal District
any event, it received friendly attenThe conclusion of negotiations for Court by Seymour Simon, Chicago
tion from two Chicago newspapers in
One asks for $450,000
the leasing of the Broadway Theatre film attorney.
as many days.
Yesterday,
Mae Tinee, Chicago here for the public demonstration of treble damages because, the brief aldistributors and the circuits
Tribune film critic, discussed the gov- Cinerama was disclosed yesterday by leges,
ernment's anti-trust suit to obtain a spokesman for Thomas-Todd Pro- conspired from June 5, 1946 until now
films for TV and in doing so, quoted ductions, which controls the "three- to keep first-run films from the Capat length from a Motion Picture Her- dimensional" sound and sight process. itol Theatre at Iowa City.
The second suit says the film comald editorial scoring the government's The formal signing of the lease is due
panies with the exception of United
action in filing the suit.
today.
Terms of the lease, it was learned, Artists and Columbia, along with the
Today, the Daily' Neivs published
an upbeat article on local theatre provide for a 10-week guarantee of same two circuits, conspired to keep
business, citing continuing improve- $3,000 per week against a percentage first-run releases from the Coronet
ment in attendance over a span of of the gross for the owners of the the- Theatre in Davenport, Iowa.
atre, Lee and J. J. Shubert.
more than a month.

Chicago,

licity

John Turley Henningsen, commanders.

Norma Shaw,

5,

Chicago Papers Give Kind Sue Tri- States,
Central States
Words to Film Industry

Personal
Mention

sociation

Tuesday, August

—

so that all will know that vicepresident Brennan has my wholehearted support for reelection. If Vince
Jacobi is nominated, I will be 100 per
cent behind the candidacy of vice-president James J. Brennan. He is part of
our
administration
and has been
throughout the 10 years that I have
served as International president of
the Alliance."
it

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
-and-

Walt Disney's

Walt Disney's
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BIRDS

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

A True

Technicolor Cartoon
Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor- -Distributed by RKO
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PROFITS
FOR

HIGH NOON''
HIGH

reports the

"a b.o. gianf
in

opening:

Pittsburgh, greaf in Boston,

in

Toronto, /offy

a// fh/s

NOON

and terrific

in Philly

in

smash

N. Y."

And

despite the opposition of the Chicago Con-

vention,

and despite

the heat wave!

AND EXHIBITOR CONFIRMATION

/•vv/vvy.*/

IS
"I

POURING

WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT

IN:

ADDITION TO THE TREMEN-

IN

DOUS GROSS NOW BEING WRITTEN AT THE MAYFAIR THEATRE
ON BROADWAY WITH
ING

'HIGH NOON'

OUT OF THE THEATRE

THAT EVERY PATRON COM-

SINGING ITS PRAISES.

IS

I

LOOK

FORWARD TO NOT ONLY A VERY PROFITABLE RUN WITH THIS
PICTURE ON BROADWAY BUT

IN

MY CIRCUIT AS WELL"

-HARRY BRANDT,
" 'HIGH

NOON' BIGGEST MIDWEEK OPENING

SPITE OF 90 DEGREE HEAT.

IN

New York

City

TWO YEARS

IN

PHENOMENAL WEEKEND GROSS

INDICATES ONE OF THE BEST ENGAGEMENTS FOR THIS LONG

RUN HOUSE. CONGRATULATIONS."

-DAN
t

FINN-Astor
••

:

it.

Theatre, Boston
,'•

:

"EXCITED ABOUT 'HIGH NOON' BUSINESS. FIRST THREE DAYS

TORONTO BIGGER THAN ANY PREVIOUS UNITED ARTISTS

PIC-

TURE AND MONDAY GROSSES MORE THAN OPENhNG DAY.
FIRST THREE DAYS CALGARY ALL TIME RECORD FOR THEATRE.

ENTHUSIASTICALLY AWAITING FURTHER 'HIGH NOON' OPEN-

STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS

INGS THROUGHOUT CIRCUIT AS TORONTO CALGARY BUSINESS

present

INDICATES SMASH RESULTS EVERYWHERE."

GARY COOPER

-DAVE GRIESDORF

in

99

SG

HIGH NOON
STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS
with

presents

GARY COOPER

in

"HIGH NOON"

THOMAS MITCHELL LLOYD BRIDGES • KATY JURADQ • GRACE KELLY OTTO KRUGER
•

-

Lon Chaney- Henry Morgan. DIRECTED BY FRED ZINNEMANN • Screen
and Directed by

Dimitri Tiomkin

.

Foreman • Music Composed
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

Play by Carl

Director of Photography Floyd Crosby, A.S.C.

•

Another

BIG

ONE

thru

UA

68
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HUSSEY-RC
CARROL NAIS

.,» J.
Screen Play By NORMAN REILLY RAIN
Associate Producer- Director
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YATES

AMERON JOHN AGAR GALE STORM
•

JIM DAVIS
ry

•

•

JAY
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By CHARLES MARQUIS

FLIPPEN
WARREN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

and

PRESCOTT CHAPLIN
Republic Pictures Corporation

:

Motion Picture daily
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In the

THEATRE

Equipment

Review

with

.

.

.

RAY GALLO
CONTEST

A

in
$50,000 PRIZE
conjunction witli the Damon Runyon Memorial Fund is being sponsored
by Mason, Au & Magenheimer, makers of chocolate mints, one of the more
popiuar candies sold in theatres. The
contest is being publicized in such consumer magazines as True Story, True
Romances, Photoplay, Radio and TV
Mirror, True Love Stories and True
Experience. Theatre managers desiring window streamers, large posters,
counter cards and envelope stuffers to
use in the contest should write to the
company. (P. O. Box 549, Mineola,

Long

{Monogram)

Hollywood, Aug. 4

A LL CONCERNED

with the making of this adventure film about life
in the Arctic
executives, cast and crew journeyed to precisely that
place to film it.
The result of this investment in authenticity is strikingly
shown in the finished product. Although the romantic adventure story played
out by Wayne Morris, Alan Hale, Jr., Carol Thurston and Lola Albright is
a work of fiction, the genuine setting, customs and manners, and the many
Eskimaux seen as participants, give the whole the unmistakable stamp of
reality.
Advertising copy and advance publicity stressing the validity of the
setting, and outlining the production circumstances, can be figured to yield an
extra margin of revenue.
In the screenplay by Robert Hill and George Bricker, from a story by
Ewing Scott, who is associate producer, Morris portrays a bush pilot operating a single-plane line headquartered at Kotzebue, Alaska, and flying passenger and freight as far North as Little Diomede, on the Arctic Circle, but not
to Big Diomede, next door, and across the patrolled Russian border.
An American school teacher (Miss Albright) and a supposed American millionaire (Hale) bring Morris romance and trouble, the latter developing when
lie finds out Hale is a Russian agent smuggling military information to the

—

Apart from a surprise ending,
"Commies" at Big Diomede.
about what would be expected from that beginning, but in view

the story is
of the special

advantages mentioned, that's good enough.
Lindsley Parsons produced, with Morris as his assistant, in addition to
starring.
Lew Landers directed.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
t
October 19.

NY 1st Runs

Drop in Taxes

(Continued from page 1)

way

to a high $102,000, while at the
Roxy, "Dreamboat" was slated for a
RCA
healthy $100,000 for "its second week,
RCA
after drawing a solid $58,000, during
the Friday-through-Sunday period.
RCA
"High Noon" at the Mayfair was
setting a solid pace with $39,500 inAt the
dicated for the second week.
Criterion, Walt Disney's "Story of
Robin Hood" was showing stamina in
possibilities of this new sound resixth week
with an expected
its
cording medium. The 20-page cata$21,000.
prodlog on the company's sound
At the Astor the third week of
(Form 2R-8348) describes "The
ucts
Story of Will Rogers" was seen
more than 50 items of equipment.
chalking up $13,000, a so-so figure.
The third booklet is an illustrated
"Don't Bother to Knock" in its
12-page pamphlet describing RCA
the Globe was
"400" Senior and Junior 16mm third and last week at
"Francis
heading
for a good $14,500.
sound film projectors and accessoGoes to West Point" will bow in Friries. Requests for the brochures on
day.
the magnetic recorder-projector and
Still indicating strength in a third
the 16mm sound film, projectors
at the Capitol is "Carrie" which
week
Visual
the
to
should be addressed
At
expected to show $33,000.
is
Products Section, while the sound
Loew's State, "Glory Alley" was
products booklet is available from
scheduled for a poor $9,000 in its first
the Sound Products Section of the
and final week. "Sudden Fear" opens
company.
Thursday.
The off-Broadway Sutton did a
The Fountain Division of the good $7,600 for the 18th week of "The
Orange-Crush Company of Chicago is Man in the White Suit." At the Norusing the display card shown below mandie, "Encore" in its 17th week also
to publicise its latest merchandising
was heading for a good $6,200.
idea. An offer has been imprinted on
vending cups, telling customers of
premiums they can receive by sending
in two cup labels and 15 cents.

booklets describing features and ap16mm sound
plications of the
16mm
film projectors, the
magnetic recorder-projector and a
sound prodwide variety of
ucts. The brochure on the magnetic
recorder-projector (Form 2R-8330)
tells the story of magnetic stripping
of films and discusses commercial

AMVETS Query
Studios on 'Reds*

Hollywood,
commander of
ans of World

—

Aug. 4. The state
American Veter-

Sells Last

Minneapolis. Aug.

House

—Twin

City
Theatres Corp. has exited from the
film industry with completion of negotiations for the sale of the 500-seat
New States in St. Paul to Don Robertson, who took position of the lastrun house on July 19. The house was
the last. of the company's theatre holdings.

(Continued from page 1)
083,

June,

compared

with

$25,516,809

in

1951.

General admission tax collections
include receipts from taxes on admissions
sports
events,
legitimate
to
theatres, concerts and other general
admission events, as well as motion
picture theatres. They do not, however, include taxes on roof garden
and cabaret bills nor on various seat
leases, brokers' sales and other "overcharges." Total admission tax collections in June this year amounted to
against
in
$26,497,849,
$29,418,229
June, 1951.

would seek to iron out the questions of competitive bidding and damages, in addition to the mechanics of
ing

the proposed arbitration system. The
meetings were also expected to take
up two other items, the forcing of
pictures and violations of contracts.
Attending yesterday's meeting were
From exhibition, Herman Levy, Si

Fabian,
Emanuel
Frisch,
Wilbur
Snaper and Abram F. Myers from
distribution
Robert
Perkins,
Abe
Montague, William F. Rodgers and
Al Schwalberg. Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr.,
Motion Picture Association of America
vice-president,
and Henderson
;

:

Richey, secretary of the Arbitration
Conference,
attended
as
ex-officio
members of the committee.

The

of the committee
July and adjourned
without having made progress on the
issues of competittive bidding, which
also stymied the previous session a
month earlier. Exhibitor members of
the committee felt then that further
meetings would be fruitless unless
they could meet with company presidents or that more authority could be
delegated to the sales executives with
whom the negotiations were being
conducted.
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture As-

Collections in

Chicago Are
Chicago, Aug.

4.

Down

—City

amusement

tax collections for the month of July
(on June receipts) show another decline in theatre business from last
year, with theatre tax collections for
the month being $79,538.84 this year
against $98,389.70 for the same month
last year. Totals for the year to date
are $589,223.80, against $647,061.46

session
in

America president, interthe result that the way
was cleared for distributor agreement
on the' competitive bidding issues and
the current meetings were arranged.
sociation of

ceded with

Howard Honored
(Continued from page 1)

James R. Grainger, James Mulvey,
William Heineman, Morey Goldstein
and Herman Robbins.
Also, Jules Lapidus, Roy Haines,
Norman Moray, Norman Ayres, Ed-

ward

Tax

last

was held early

Arthur ~Silverstone,
Martin Moskowitz,
Abe Dickstein, Walter Branson, Nat
Levy, Phil Hodes, Len Gruenberg,
Charles Boasberg, Louis Weinberg,
Nat Cohen, Rube Jackter, Charles
Feldman, David Levy, William JorEddie

Hinchey,
Aarons,

Ray Moon, Louis Allerhand,
Richard Harper, Herman Ripps, E.
K. (Ted) O'Shea, Hugh Owen, Myron Sattler, Henry Randel, Bernard
Kranze, Fred Meyer, Walter Titus,
O'Gara,
George
Dembow,
James
Budd Rogers, Moe Kerman, Joe
last year.
These figures, for June business, do Felder and Arthur Greenblatt.
From RKO Theatres were Tom
not reflect the solid upturn in business felt throughout the city in July. O'Connor, William Whitman, RobIn contrast to theatre receipts, down ert Sherman, Matty Polon, Harold
Leslie
Thompson, Bob
roughly nine per cent for the year Newcomb,
to date, other amusements are up Miller, Archie Berish, Joe Becker and
Bernie Friedman.
about one per cent.
dan,

the

War II disclosed that
the California division has asked studio
managements for "reassurance" that
persons refusing to answer questions
by legally constituted bodies concerning communistic affiliations shall not
be employed. Studios declined to continent on the matter.

TCTC

1952

(Continued from page 1)

"Arctic Flight"

Island.)

The Engineering Products Department of RCA Victor at Camden, N. J., has issued three new

5,

Arbitration

—

World

Tuesday, August

4.

James Cassidy,

Reports Cited
39,

(Continued from page 1)

Film Producer

tures,
Disney Productions, Loew's,
James B. Cassidy, 39, independent Monogram, Paramount Pictures, Reproducer, died in Memorial Hospital public, 20th Century-Fox and United
here Saturday night. Cassidy had re- Paramount Theatres.
The stockholder reports of these
turned from Norway several weeks
ago after shooting scenes for a film companies thus have become candiversion of Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll's dates for the final judging, and one

House."
rights

He

to

also recently acquired film
of Ibsen's plays except

all

"Peer Gynt." Last year he married
Dale Melbourne, concert pianist and
actress,

who

survives.

He

also leaves

Patrick H. Cassidy of
Mass., and two sisters,
Mrs. James Parnell, also of Springfield,
and Mrs. Frank Roberts of
father,
Springfield,

his

Greenfield, Mass.

be selected for a "Best of Industry" award and presented with
a bronze "Oscar of Industry" at the
report
annual
Financial
World's
awards banquet on Tuesday, October
28, in the Hotel Statler, New York.
A year ago the 1950 annual report of
20th Century-Fox won the trophy for
will

the best report in
fication.

its

industrial classi-

Tuesday, August

5,

16mm.

Motion Picture Daily
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Television

1)

distributors to make available to television their products and stars, which
is the only stock in trade of the movie
industry, for which the movie theatres
have paid hundreds of millions of dollars in film rentals since the founding
of our industry. Television has made
no contribution either artistically, creatively or monetarily to the development and growth of the movies and
it appears that through this action it is
seeking a special privilege without any
inherent right or interest.
"It is a matter of common knowledge that the movie theatres have
suffered tremendously since the advent
of television, particularly from the
free televising of movies over that
medium. In the Chicago area alone,
more than 100 theatres have closed,
due, in large measure, to the free pre-

—
"CTOP THE
^ week, will

sixth

each
Eric

Aug.

"but there is no particular reason in
public interest why it should be
permitted to strengthen its position at
the expense of small independent busiin
nessmen in the theatre field.
the motion picture business feel that
we are engaged in the professional,
business.
legitimate
entertainment
Television is one phase of the advertising business and any entertainment
that creeps onto the television screen
is purely incidental to the huckstering of the sponsor's wares."
the

We

RTMA

to

Talk Color

Washington, Aug.

—

TV

Developments in color television will have a
prominent place on the agenda of the
1952 fall meeting of the Radio-Television Manufacturers Association, the
organization announced. The conference will be held Oct. 20-22 at Syracuse, N. Y.
4.

FP-C Promotes MacCunn

—

Toronto, Aug. 4.
With Famous
Canadian Corp. since 1922,
Angus MacCunn, a board director
and chief of the home office real estate
department for years, has been apPlayers

pointed company secretary, following
the death of Noel G. Barrow.

.

ABC

who

last week delivered a talk on the subject on the
'time Capsule' program, told us and we quote
"As long as
you're not afraid to face realities you can take it from me that
those saucers not only are factual but I believe that they contain inhabitants from another planet, whose civilization transcends our own and who are curiously watching the behavior
Come, come, Jackson, old boy,
of us down here on Earth."
we're not at your Beck and Call. We'll stop all these shenanigans forthwith by snapping our fingers three times, breathing
a couple of Alagazams followed with "Hey Welles, enough is
enough, now stop all that Orsen around."
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Unites Station
Relations Units
A

merger of the radio and television staffs of the station relations department of National Broadcasting

.

was announced here by Harry Bannister, vice-president in

V. S. Becker Productions has produced a series of one-hour programs, "Caiinpiis in Review" which show every promise of hitting
the TV jackpotularity. Each program, filmed at different colleges
and universities, portraying the history, legend, sports and dramatic
activities and, famous alumni, respectively, producer Viola Becker
has a package chuckful of entertainment. However, the cost of this
imposing and ambitious scries calls for sponsorship only by a
national utility or perhaps by a 'pooled' steel or oil combine.
Jack Benny, just back from Europe and Cadillac-ing back to the
Coast, ivill start his 10th semester for Lucky Strike ciggics next
month. He'll do his radio stint once a week and will telecast once a
month.
Jean Martin, singing star of the new Sunday nite
"NBChock Full O' Nuts" series, is as easy on the orbs as on the
.

.

ears.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ft

ft
of the Air," seen Tuesday
on Channel 9 and heard Thursdays via
features Martin
Dishart of the unique Canine University of Queens. Curriculum
is to to study and find ways and means of making "Man more
compatible with his best friend (dogs)." What we really need is
a Universal College whose curriculum is to "find ways and means
to make man more compatible to his fellow man." (sermon
over.)
Merrill E. Joels leaves tomorrow for location at
Chester Springs, Pa., where he'll do the lead, in the role of a

ft

WOR,

.

.

.

Spanish Doctor
.

.

in

Good News Production

the

flicker,

"Bander-

.

ft

ft

ft

outstanding NBC TV programs including
"Your Show of Shows." "Zoo Parade," "Amahl & the Night
Visitors," "Dangerous Assignment," "Toscanini Concerts" and
the Demo & Republiconventions will be screened late this summer at the International Cinema Art Exhibition in Venice, Italy.
John B. Cron and Stanton M. Osgood have been named
by Robert Sarnoff, heads of TV film sales and TV film production, respectively.
Marguerite Piazza, just home from a
European jaunt, will appear on 33 of the 39 "Your Show of
Shows" NBTeleseries this year. Talk has the nightingale set
to co-star with Tony Martin on a radio series for NBC with
Meredith Wilson's Ork.
The Kevin Kennedys (he's the
ace newscaster and announcer) expect their fifth addi-

Seven

.

.

1

is

in

line

recently announced unification of the radio and television net-

works.

Under

the

Hickox,

merger,
formerly

Sheldon

B.

director

of
station
relations,
is
appointed director of station relations,
reporting to Bannister.
Thomas E.
Knode, formerly television station relations contact representative, is appointed manager of station relations,
reporting to Hickox.
Fred Shawn,
formerly director of radio station reJr.,

television

assuming an executive post
radio and television network
production department.
lations, is
in

the

.

Ray Nelson's "Rod and Gun Club

ilia."

charge of the

The merger

department.
with NBC's

.

ft

film prints of

Filmcraft Acquires

Mark Twain Works
Hollywood,

Mark Twain

Aug.

4.

—The

entire

library

has been acquired by Filmcraft Productions from
the estate of Samuel L. Clemens, Isidore Lindenbaum, president and executor producer of the video film firm,
announced.
Including 36 major works, 250 articles, 2,300 published letters and several thousand unpublished letters and
material, the deal gives Filmcraft the
exclusive
and radio rights to the
properties.
The material will be used
in a new video film series.

TV

.

.

.

.

.

MITCHELL MAY,

any

edition.

.

,

Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE

.

•

Specializing

.

ft

ft

ft

LOTSA DOTS. ... If you can concoct interesting and
novel questions or brain teasers, get in touch with Walt Framer at the Hotel Henry in N. Y.
Filmoguls should get
a load of Bill Harrington, singing, talking, playing and emceeing daily over ABC-TV.
.

YOUR ORDER.

arrangements.

NBC

.

.

tion

.(HOUND)

KNOW-HQ*

conn

siavicl

f

IT

leasing-

:

WPIX

need SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?
QUICK

.

With
about flying saucers,
Jackson Beck, whose hobby has always been the study of
heavenly bodies (meteors, comets and shooting stars) and

.

snvict

.

.

ft
ft
all this talk, official and unofficial

Government's action and in the interest of the thousands of persons whose
jobs are at stake, our association, rep-

Suit

.

etc.

.

from the Coast
"Sudden Fear,"

TV

ft

investments in theatre properties are
placed in jeopardy by virtue of the

US

.

with

at a press
interview yesterday that he feels television is a boon to Hollywood.
making the second feature
is
vanish, he says, and has heightened
the competition in Hollywood so that
technicians and talent and writers
must be at their best to produce the
kind of films that will survrive.
Miller revealed that he will shortly
embark on his first independent production, a story of the lives and trials
of 20 young artists striving for success, tentatively entitled "The Paris
Story."
It will be made in France
and partly in England.
The script
will be worked upon when he returns
to the
Coast shortly, after which,
probably in October, he will go to Europe. As for financing, Miller would
disclose nothing beyond the fact that
he has pre-production money. He said
he would make the film without re-

.

.

Miller, here

connection

which he directed, stated

MUSIC"

.

"As independent business men whose

(Continued from page 1)

David
in

Burr Tillstrom's "Kukla Fran and Ollie" starts its
year on TV and beginning Aug. 24, it will be NBTelecast
Prexy
Wednesday from 6:00 to 6:30 P.M. (e.d.s.t.).
Johnston of M.P.A.A. will guestalk about motion pictures
15 on the "Mike and Buff" CBS-TV show.

format

the effect of destroying every vestige
of the profit system in this country.

this respect."

—

Herman

with Pinky

.

ment selling a product at a price,
would have to compete with others
giving that same product away for
nothing? If the Government should
succeed in this instance it would have

resenting more than 100 theatres in the
State of Illinois, begs that the Justice
Department reconsider its action in

— Radio

which leaves the radio-TV scene next
be replaced with another musical, "American
Music Hall," featuring Paul Whiteman's Orchestra, Eileen Barton and Larry Douglas, featured singer in "The King and I."
"The new series will ABCommence Aug. 17, between 8:00 and
9:00 P.M. and will be produced by Leonard (Buzz) Blair with
Moom pitcher scouts are dangling
Joe Graham directing.
lucrative bait before the eyes of Tony Bavaar, handsome young
lark of "Paint Your Wagon."
After several shifts in time,

sentation of movies on television.
"How long could any business survive on an economically sound basis
if, on the one hand, a retail establish-

on

Miller Calls TV
Boon to Hollywood

Suit

(Continued from page

NCA

7

.

.

in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75

3720

Maiden Lane, New York
W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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Those "Gilda"

Stars

Again

AfFair inTrinidad
with ALEXANDER SCOURBY • VALERIE BETTIS • TORIN THATCHER • Screen
Play by Oscar Saul and James Gunn • Produced and Directed by Vincent
Sherman • A Beckworth Corporation Production • A Columbia Picture
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Business at

NY

Plenty Sturdy
'Ivanhoe' and
Heading for Records

'Trinidad'

A

mixture of sturdy openings
and strong holdovers attracted the
customers in droves to most of New
York's first-run situations.

Heading the robust box-office
parade are two newcomers:
"Ivanhoe," which is at Radio
City Music Hall with a stage
and "Affair in
presentation,
Trinidad" at the Victoria. In
the four days at the Hall ending Sunday, "Ivanhoe" set an
all-time non-holiday record for
the period with a gross of $105,000. The film was heading for
an estimated weekly gross of
$175,000, which would be an alltime non-holiday record. "Affair" set a house record at
regular admission prices with
$44,000.

second week at the Paramount "Jumping Jacks" was on the
the

(Continued on page 6)

Howard, Grainger,
Mandel Are Honored
A
were

group of friends and associates
guests of Sol A.
Schwartz,

RKO

president of
Theatres, at a reception at the 21 Club here yesterday,
given to William W. Howard, Eddie
Grainger and Harry Mandel in connection with their recent promotions
and appointments in the circuit.
Among those invited were Ben Kal-

menson,
Charles
Reagan,
William
Gehring, A. W. Schwalberg, Al Daff,
Abe
Robert
Montague,
Mochrie,
(Continued on page 6)

Goldenson

Film Firms Cited
the 5.000 corporation annual
reports for 1951 rated in the 12th annual survey, eight motion picture companies are being cited with "Merit

by Weston Smith,
annual report survey

certificates

World, which will

cele-

brate its golden anniversary for 50
years of service on Oct. 1, 1952. The
eight companies are: Columbia Pic(Continucd on page 6)

—

Chicago, August 4. Bankrupt theatres would follow if 16mm. productions were made available to telecasters, warns Jack Kirsch, president of
1

:

Drop

In Admission Taxes
Washington, Aug.

4.

— General

(Continued on page 7)

ad-

mission tax collections in the first six
months of this year were just slightly
over 10 per cent below those for the
same 1951 period, Bureau of Internal
Revenue figures released today show.
Collections

for
reflecting

Allied. The organization has
released the text of the following letter sent by Kirsch to U.S. Attorney
General James P. McGranery regarding the Department of Justice's recent
anti-trust suit to compel some producers and distributors to make 16mm.
films available to television
"It is inconceivable that the Government would institute an anti-trust action against major motion picture producers and distributors to compel them
to supply 16 millimeter movies to television, which, by the nature of its free
presentation to the public, would bank^
rupt the movie theatres of the Nation.
"It is also inconceivable that the
Government should instigate an action
that would compel these producers and
Illinois

NCA

Tells

US

Will Ruin Theatres

the January-June
box-office business

Walsh Says

He'll

—

Allied organization's board.
"Television is beset with the problem of poor programs," Kane wrote,
(Continued on page 7)

Support Brennan
—

Minneapolis, August 4. Richard
F. Walsh, president of the IATSE, on
state-

Chi. 'Miracle' Test

Postponed by

ACLU

:

"An

item published in the July 31

New

issue of Motion Picture Daily,
York City, has come to my attention.
It states that Vincent Jacobi, presiYork Local No. 1, will
dent of
be a candidate for the office of third
vice-president of the I.A.T.S.E. in the

election to be held at our convention
here next week. It further states that

—

4.
The American
Union has cancelled a
planned showing of "The Miracle,"

Chicago, August

Civil Liberties

O'Connor to arrest those responsible
for the showing and to cancel the
license of the H. and E. Balaban Surf
would not support James J. Bren- Theatre, where the picture was schedI
nan, the incumbent third International uled to be shown tomorrow noon,
The ACLU still plans to show the
vice-president, for reelection.
"I deplore irresponsible statements picture, but cancelled the Surf show-

—

Meet Off

Good

to

Start

Report Progress in 1st
Of Three-day Session
An

auspicious

beginning

was

made here yesterday afternoon by
the Industry Arbitration Conference's Continuations Committee of
10, which reconvened for a three-day
meeting at the Hotel Astor here.

The report of progress was of
special significance in light of
two preceding sessions
which proved fruitless. The
committee will meet again today in an all-day session beginning at about 11:00 A.M.
the

Discussions of "various aspects" of
setting up an arbitration system held
the attention of delegates at yesterday's three-and-a-half hour session,
up' at

5 :30'

P.M.

Com-

mittee members declined to detail the
discussions, but reported that progress
is being made.
Preliminary reports of the threeday agenda indicated that the meet(Continued on page 6)

—

WASHINGTON, Aug. 4.
Hearing examiner Leo Resnick and lawyers representing all parties in the
FCC's Paramount proceedings are slated to meet
tomorrow to work out the
future of the hearing.
the attorneys
Some of
think the meeting will decide to call the record
closed and set a time for
filing proposed findings.
There is, however, the
possibility of a brief reopening of the hearings.

scheduled to be screened for a selected

group of Chicago physicians, clergymen, and civic leaders, as the result of
Commissioner
Police
threat
by
a

Minneapolis
circulating
in
'reports
film labor circles' have indicated that

and I assert
of this kind. The fact is
(Continued on page 2)

Arbitration

which broke

Suit

Minneapolis, Aug. 4. Seven-hunDecember
through
May, dred theatres in Minnesota, North and
from
amounted to $140,656,958 this year South Dakota, including the neighborcompared with $156,439,186 last year. hood suburban houses of Minneapolis
In only one 1952 month, February, and St. Paul, face the prospect of gowere collections greater than in 1951. ing into bankruptcy unless the DeThe June figures, reflecting May partment of Justice dismisses its pendbusiness, were also released today and ing suit which would compel the film
show a drop of $2,500,000 from June companies to release pictures to teleStanley D. Kane, executive
last year. General tax collections in vision,
June this year amounted to $23,039,- counsel of North Central Allied, told
(Continucd on page 6)
James P. McGranery, U. S. Attorney
General, in a letter directed by the
period,

New

From

for Financial

Theatres: Kirsch

after six weeks abroad. He
said some of the films have a
good chance of playing UPT.
Goldenson observed that
was off
exhibition abroad
somewhat. He declined comment on developments at
home, declaring he was not
too familiar with them in the
light of his absence.

U. S. Reports

TEN CENTS

1952

5,

16mm. Films to TV
Would Bankrupt

Cites

Saturday issued the following

Reports of Eight

director of the

TUESDAY, AUGUST

Production possibilities in
England and Italy for U. S.
exhibition are "lining up very
nicely," Leonard Goldenson,
president of United Paramount Theatres, declared
here yesterday on his return
on the S. S. Queen Elizabeth

ment

Award"

U.S.A.,

Production Abroad

First -runs Is

In

YORK,

ing so as not to endanger the license
(Continued on page 2)

It was leared here yesterday that the installation of theatre television in two United Paramount Theatres' houses,
the Majestic, in Dallas,
and the Metropolitan, in
Houston, is expected to be
completed in September.

Motion Picture Daily
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NORTON

V. RITCHEY, Monogram-Allied Artists vice-president in charge of foreign distribution,
scheduled to
here tomorrow

sail

i'.i".

Liberie.

the

Warner

•

Joseph D. Karp

of

Brothers legal department has been
appointed to the committee of trade
regulation and trademarks of the Association

New

of

the

Bar

of

the

City

of

York.
•

Kenjiro
director of

may

Matsushita, managing
the Eiga Haikyu Co., Ltd.,

organization
distribution
Japanese
which handles all Monogram-Allied
Artists of Japan product, has left New
York for Hollywood.
•

—

Aug.

Chicago,
licity

from England for any

on the

1952

5,

Chicago Papers Give Kind Sue Tri- States,
Central States
Words to Film Industry

Personal
Mention
is

Tuesday, August

4.
Adverse pubmotion picture industry
be becoming unfashionable. In

for the

event,

it

tion from two
as many days.

received friendly atten-

Chicago newspapers

in

Mae

Tinee,
Chicago
Tribune film critic, discussed the government's anti-trust suit to obtain

Yesterday,

films for
at length

TV and in doing so, quoted
from a Motion Picture Her-

ald editorial scoring the government's
action in filing the suit.
Today, the Daily Neivs published
an upbeat article on local theatre
business, citing continuing improvement in attendance over a span of
more than a month.

Deal Set for Lease
Of Broadway Theatre
The conclusion of negotiations for
the leasing of the Broadway Theatre
here-for the public demonstration of
Cinerama was disclosed yesterday by
a spokesman for Thomas-Todd Productions, which controls the "threedimensional" sound and sight process.
The formal signing of the lease is due
today.
Terms of the lease, it was learned,
provide for a 10-week guarantee of
$3,000 per week against a percentage
of the gross for the owners of the theatre,

Lee and

J.

J.

—

Chicago, Aug. 4. Two suits were
against major film companies and
Tri-States and Central States circuits
in
Southern Iowa Federal District
Court by Seymour Simon, Chicago
filed

One

film attorney.

asks for $450,000

damages because, the brief aldistributors and the circuits
conspired from June 5, 1946 until now
to keep first-run films from the Capitol Theatre at Iowa City.
The second suit says the film comtreble
leges,

panies with the exception of United
Artists and Columbia, along with the
same two circuits, conspired to keep
first-run releases from the
Coronet

Theatre in Davenport, Iowa.

Shubert.

Murphy

Will Address Pasadena Exhibitor
Hits Censor Law
Texas Legion Meet

Rackmil Honored by
Decca for 'U' Post

Bob Hope will arrive here Thursday from the Coast and will depart
Executives of Decca Records, Inc.,
the following day for London aboard
some of the company's recording
and
4.
William
McAugust
Dallas,
C.
Hollywood,
4.
Aug.
O'Keefe,
Al
the S.S. United States. He will tourartists paid tribute to Milton R. RackEngland and the Continent for ap- Craw, executive director of Variety operating the Colorado Theatre, PasaInternational, has made arrangements dena, has appealed informally to that mil, president of Decca, at a dinner at
proximately two months.
through the Texas Council of Motion city's board of directors to nullify the Stork Club here on Friday in
•
Picture Organizations to have George Pasadena's 20-year-old censorship or- honor of his assuming the presidency
speCoyne,
Robert W.
Murphy give the principal address at dinance under which, according to of Universal Pictures. Leonard W.
cial counsel, will return here today
Schneider, executive vice-president of
from Atlanta where he attended a the 34th annual state convention of O'Keefe, "The Miracle," "Latuko," Decca, presented a scroll to Rackmil.
Friday,
Legion
here
on
American
the
and
"La
Ronde"
were
disapproved
reOwners
meeting of Georgia Theatre
which 3,500 Legionnaires and their cently. In a letter to the city board, Alfred Daff, executive vice-president
Association yesterday.
wives are expected to attend.
O'Keefe argued that the Supreme of Universal, represented the film
•
honored
Saturday
Murphy
will
be
Court
ruling outlawed the Pasadena company.
Virginia Alicoate, daughter of
John W. Alicoate, publisher of Film evening at a banquet attended by state ordinance.
Daily, has announced her engagement and national commanders and past
to Lt. John Turley Henningsen, commanders.

—

—

COMPO

Miracle' Test

USMC.
•

Norma Shaw,

secretary

to.

Na-

Cleveland
Supply
Theatre
tional
branch manager Frank Masek, will
be married to Robert Graham on
Sunday, in that city.
•
Jo Ellen Schwalb, daughter of
Monogram producer Ben Schwalb,
and Sam Winnikoff, Los Angeles
newspaperman, were married Sunday
in Beverly Hills.
•

Harry Woodson

of Falls City Theatre Equipment Co., Louisville, and
his wife announce the birth of a son,

David Wayne.

M-G-M

field press repAl Golin,
resentative in Omaha and Des Moines^
will leave here for his Nebraska head-

New

the

To Handle

of the theatre,
in the dispute.

'Fear'

Paramount's Eastern
manager, is
Charlotte branch from
division

York.

Legion Puts French
Film in Class C
of Decency has placed
Class C (condemned),
two in Class B, seven in Class A-l
and 11 in Class A-II. The condemned
film is "The Strollers," French, a
Corp.
Films
Discina-International
film

in

not involved

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., yesterday issued the following statement in response to press
queries

:

"Contrary to several rumors printed in various newspaper columns, I
have no thought of resigning from
Loew's, Inc.

The

reports are untrue

and unfounded."

NEW YORK THEATRES
U— RA0I0 CITt MUSIC HALL

B

Paramount's "Son of Paleface" and Columbia's "The Golden Hawk."

The two

Class

films

are

Good, Says Weltner
Business

radio broadcast.

•

Pat Duggan, Paramount

producer,

has returned to Hollywood from

New

York.

Harry Simon, M-G-M
San Francisco from

auditor,

New

York.

is

"The Miracle

of

Our Lady

of

Fa-

government.

"is

very

good,"

Robert

Joan

Elizabeth

TAYLOR

*

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plus

JERMV

DEAN

Martin Lewis

D0H

"routine business trip."

00HHILI

England,
Belgium, Germany and Italy.
visited

France,

—

so that all will know
that vicepresident Brennan has my wholehearted support for reelection. If Vince
Jacobi is nominated, I will be 100 per
cent behind the candidacy of vice-president James J. Brennan. He is part of
our
administration
and has been
throughout the 10 years that I have
served as International president of
the Alliance."

,

Midnight Ftotgrt
Nightly

(Continued from page 1)
it

Off/Mi

'Oust

Walsh Says

'Fatima' to Venice Fete
tima," Warner Brothers' production,
will be entered in the annual Venice
Film Festival at the request of the
board of directors of the international
film event, the company stated here
The festival will be held
yesterday.
from August 20 to September 10
under the sponsorship of the Italian

abroad

George Weltner, president of Paramount International, asserted here
yesterday on his arrival on the
Queen Elizabeth following a six-week

•

Betty Hutton will substitute for
Louella Parsons tonight on her

"IVANHOE"

Foreign Business

Weltner

release.

Bill Lyon of M-G-M's studio publicity department will arrive here from
the Coast for a vacation August 29.

in

is

RKO

I

•

CBS

which

Edward Meyerding, speaking for the
Joseph Kaufman has opened offices
here to handle contracts, sales, pro- ACLU, said that he would ask Mayor
motion and special exploitation on Kennelly to reverse the censor Board's
"Sudden Fear," his independent pro- ban of the film, but the mayor has inRadio is releas- dicated that he will not enter the fight.
duction which
Although admission to the screening. He has engaged John Durkin,
formerly with Samuel Goldwyu and ing was free and by invitation only,
Walt Disney Productions, as his as- the Commissioner contended that it
was a public showing and therefore a
sistant.
"Sudden Fear" will have world violation of the censor board's banning
premieres in New York at Loew's of the picture. O'Connor contends that
State and at Cleveland's Palace on the movie "ridicules any branch of
Christianity, not just Catholics."
Thursday.

one

Hugh Owen,
visiting

(Continued from page 1)

N. Y. Office

The Legion

quarters tomorrow.
•

Southern

Kaufman

Rockefeller Center

•

and

Resignation Rumors
Denied by Schenck

Walt Disney's Story of

ROBIN HOOD
Color by

TECHNICOLOR
and-

Walt Disney's

Walt Disney's

WATER

BIRDS

Life Adventure
Print by Technicolor

A True

COOL

"LITTLE

HOUSE"

Technicolor Cartoon
Distributed by RKO
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HIGH PROFITS
FOR
44

HIGH NOON
HIGH

reports the

"a b.o. giant
in

opening:

Pittsburgh, great n Boston,

in

\

Toronto, /or/y

a// fh/s

NOON

and

in Philly

terrific

\

smash

n N. Y."

And

despite the opposition of the Chicago Con-

vention,

and despite

the heat wave!

AND EXHIBITOR CONFIRMATION
•v5

IS
"I

POURING

WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT

IN

IN:

ADDITION TO THE TREMEN-

DOUS GROSS NOW BEING WRITTEN AT THE MAYFAIR THEATRE
ON BROADWAY WITH
ING

'HIGH NOON' THAT EVERY

OUT OF THE THEATRE

PATRON COM-

SINGING ITS PRAISES.

IS

I

LOOK

FORWARD TO NOT ONLY A VERY PROFITABLE RUN WITH THIS
PICTURE ON BROADWAY BUT

IN

MY

CIRCUIT AS WELL."

—HARRY BRANDT,
" 'HIGH

NOON' BIGGEST MIDWEEK OPENING

SPITE OF 90 DEGREE HEAT.

IN

New York

City

TWO YEARS

IN

PHENOMENAL WEEKEND GROSS

INDICATES ONE OF THE BEST ENGAGEMENTS FOR THIS LONG

RUN HOUSE. CONGRATULATIONS.",*

-DAN

FlUN-Astor
*

Theatre, Boston

-\s

it

iy

"EXCITED ABOUT 'HIGH NOON' BUSINESS. FIRST THREE DAYS

TORONTO BIGGER THAN ANY PREVIOUS UNITED ARTISTS^

PIC-

TURE AND MONDAY GROSSES MORE THAN OPENING DAYFIRST THREE DAYS CALGARY ALL TIME RECORD FOR THEATRE.

ENTHUSIASTICALLY AWAITING FURTHER 'HIGH N00N'|0REN-

STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS

INGS

present

THROUGHOUT CIRCUIT AS TORONTO CALGARY BUSINESS

INDICATES SMASH RESULTS EVERYWHERE."

GARY COOPER

-DAVE GRIESDORF

in

99

HIGH NOON
STANLEY KRAMER PRODUCTIONS
with

presents

GARY COOPER

in

"HIGH NOON"

THOMAS MITCHELL LLOYD BRIDGES KATY JURADO GRACE KELLY OTTO KRUGER
-

•

Lon Chaney • Henry Morgan • DIRECTED BY FRED ZINNEMANN • Screen
and Directed by

Dimitri

•

•

Play by Carl

Tiomkin • Director of Photography Floyd Crosby, A.S.C.

Foreman • Music Composed

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

Another

BIG

ONE

thru

6»

0^S
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lOt
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*01
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to
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Hi***
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HERBER
Presi

a
-i.

7^

Starring

Utile*

RUTHHUSSEY-RC
J.

Screen Play By

CARROL NAI

NORMAN REILLY

Associate Producer -Director

RAINf

JOSEPH

KAlf

:

AMERON JOHN AGAR GALE STORM
•

•

JIM DAVIS
pry

•

JAY

C.

By CHARLES MARQUIS

FLIPPEN
WARREN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

and

PRESCOTT CHAPLIN
Republic Pictures Corporation
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

Flight"

Hollywood, Aug. 4 ing would seek to iron out the questions of competitive bidding and damwith the making of this adventure film about life
ages, in addition to the mechanics of
in the Arctic
executives, cast and crew journeyed to precisely that
the proposed arbitration system. The
place to film it.
The result of this investment in authenticity is strikingly
shown in the finished product. Although the romantic adventure story played meetings were also expected to take
up two other items, the forcing of
out by Wayne Morris, Alan Hale, Jr., Carol Thurston and Lola Albright is
pictures and violations of contracts.
3 work of fiction, the genuine setting, customs and manners, and the many
Attending yesterday's meeting were
Kskimaux seen as participants, give the whole the unmistakable stamp of
From
exhibition, Herman Levy, Si
reality.
Advertising copy and advance publicity stressing the validity of the
Fabian,
Emanuel
Frisch,
Wilbur
setting, and outlining the production circumstances, can be figured to yield an
Snaper and Abram F. Myers from
extra margin of revenue.
distribution
Robert Perkins, Abe
In the screenplay by Robert Hill and George Bricker, from a story by
Ewing Scott, who is associate producer, Morris portrays a bush pilot operat- Montague, William F. Rodgers and
Al Schwalberg. Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr.,
ing a single-plane line headquartered at Kotzebue, Alaska, and flying passenMotion Picture Association of Amerger and freight as far North as Little Diomede, on the Arctic Circle, but not
ica
vice-president,
and Henderson
to Big Diomede, next door, and across the patrolled Russian border.
An American school teacher (Miss Albright) and a supposed American mil- Richey, secretary of the Arbitration
Conference,
attended
as
ex-officio
lionaire (Hale) bring Morris romance and trouble, the latter developing when
members
of the committee.
he finds out Hale is a Russian agent smuggling military information to the
The last session of the committee
Apart from a surprise ending, the story is
"Commies" at Big Diomede.
was held early in July and adjourned
about what would be expected from that beginning, but in view of the special
without having made progress on the
advantages mentioned, that's good enough.
Lindsley Parsons produced, with Morris as his assistant, in addition to issues of competittive bidding, which
also stymied the previous session a
starring.
Lew Landers directed.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, month earlier. Exhibitor members of
the committee felt then that further
October 19.
meetings would be fruitless unless
they could meet with company presidents or that more authority could he
1st
delegated to the sales executives with
(Continued from, page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
whom the negotiations were being
conducted.
way to a high $102,000, while at the 083, compared with $25,516,809 in
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture As-

{Monogram)

A LL CONCERNED

—

World

Tuesday, August

—

:

;

CONTEST

A

in
$50,000 PRIZE
conjunction with the Damon Runyon Memorial Fund is being sponsored
by Mason, Au & Magenheimer, makers of chocolate mints, one of the more
popmar candies sold in theatres. The
contest is being publicized in such consumer magazines as True Story, True
Romances, Photoplay, Radio and TV
Mirror, True Love Stories and True
Experience. Theatre managers desiring window streamers, large posters,
counter cards and envelope stuffers to
use in the contest should write to the
company. (P. O. Box 549, Mineola,

Long

Island.)

•

The Engineering Products Department of RCA Victor at Camden, N. J., has issued three new
booklets describing features and applications of the
film projectors,

RCA 16mm sound
the RCA 16mm

magnetic recorder-projector and a
wide variety of RCA sound products. The brochure on the magnetic
recorder-projector (Form 2R-8330)
tells the story of magnetic stripping
of films and discusses commercial
possibilities of this new sound recording medium. The 20-page catalog on the company's sound prod(Form 2R-8348) describes
ucts
more than 50 items of equipment.
The third booklet is an illustrated
12-page pamphlet describing RCA
"400" Senior and Junior 16mm
sound film projectors and accessories. Requests for the brochures on
the magnetic recorder-projector and
the 16mm sound film, projectors
should be addressed to the Visual
Products Section, while the sound

:

NY

Runs

Drop

Roxy, "Dreamboat" was slated for a
its second week,
after drawing a solid $58,000, during
the Friday-through-Sunday period.
"High Noon" at the Mayfair was
setting a solid pace with $39,500 inAt the
dicated for the second week.
Criterion, Walt Disney's "Story of
Robin Hood" was showing stamina in
sixth
its
week with an expected
healthy $100,000 for

$21,000.
At the

Astor the third week of
"The Story of Will Rogers" was seen
chalking up $13,000, a so-so figure.
"Don't Bother to Knock" in its
third and last week at the Globe was
heading for a good $14,500. "Francis
Goes to West Point" will bow in Friday.

indicating strength in a third
week at the Capitol is "Carrie" which
At
expected to show $33,000.
is
Still

Loew's State, "Glory Alley" was
products booklet is available from
scheduled for a poor $9,000 in its first
the
Section
of
the Sound Products
final week. "Sudden Fear" opens
and
company.
Thursday.
•
The off-Broadway Sutton did a
The Fountain Division of the good $7,600 for the 18th week of "The
Orange-Crush Company of Chicago is Man in the White Suit." At the Norusing the display card shoivn beloiv mandie, "Encore" in its 17th week also
to publicize its latest merchandising
was heading for a good $6,200.
id-ea.
An offer has been imprinted on
vending cups, telling customers of

premiums they can receive by sending
in two cup labels and 15 cents.

AMVETS Query
Studios on 'Reds'

—

Hollywood, Aug. 4. The state
commander of the American Veterans of World War II disclosed that
the California division has asked studio
managements for "reassurance" that
persons refusing to answer questions
by legally constituted bodies concerning communistic affiliations shall not
be employed. Studios declined to comment on the matter.

TCTC

Sells Last

Minneapolis, Aug.

•

wSIIIHE

House

— Twin

City
from the

Taxes

1951.

General

admission

tax

sociation of
collections

include receipts from taxes on admissions
to
sports
events,
legitimate
theatres, concerts and other general
admission events, as well as motion
picture theatres. They do not, however, include taxes on roof garden
and cabaret bills nor on various seat
leases, brokers' sales and other "overcharges." Total admission tax collections in June this year amounted to
against
$26,497,849,
$29,418,229
in
June, 1951.

Tax

Chicago Are
Chicago, Aug.

4.

Down

— City

amusement

tax collections for the month of July
(on June receipts) show another decline in theatre business from last
year, with theatre tax collections for
the month being $79,538.84 this year

James Cassidy,

Howard Honored
(Continued from page 1)

James R. Grainger, James Mulvey,
William Heineman, Morey Goldstein
and

Herman

Robbins.
Lapidus,

Roy Haines,
Norman Moray, Norman Ayres, EdAlso,

Jules

Arthur Silverstone,
Martin Moskowitz,
Abe Dickstein, Walter Branson, Nat
Levy, Phil Hodes, Len Gruenberg,
Charles Boasberg, Louis Weinberg,
Nat Cohen, Rube Jackter, Charles
Feldman, David Levy, William JorHinchey,
Aarons,

Eddie

dan,

Reports Cited
39,

Film Producer

(Continued from page 1)
tures,

Disney

Productions,

Loew's,

James B. Cassidy, 39, independent Monogram, Paramount Pictures, Reproducer, died in Memorial Hospital public, 20th Century-Fox and United
here Saturday night. Cassidy had re- Paramount Theatres.
turned from Norway several weeks
The stockholder reports of these
ago after shooting scenes for a film companies thus have become candiversion of Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll's dates for the final judging, and one
House."
rights

He

to

also recently acquired film
of Ibsen's plays except

all

tiations

for the sale of the 500-seat
States in St. Paul to Don Robertson, who took position of the last-

actress,

New

his

who

survives.

He

also leaves

the last of the company's theatre hold-

Patrick H. Cassidy of
Mass., and two sisters,
Mrs. James Parnell, also of Springfield,
and Mrs. Frank Roberts of

ings.

Greenfield, Mass.

The house was

president, inter-

Ray Moon, Louis Allerhand,
Richard Harper, Herman Ripps, E.
K. (Ted) O'Shea, Hugh Owen, Myagainst $98,389.70 for the same month ron Sattler, Henry Randel, Bernard
Kranze, Fred Meyer, Walter Titus,
last year. Totals for the year to date
O'Gara,
George
Dembow,
are $589,223.80, against $647,061.46 James
Budd Rogers, Moe Kerman, Joe
last year.
These figures, for June business, do Felder and Arthur Greenblatt.
From RKO Theatres were Tom
not reflect the solid upturn in business felt throughout the city in July. O'Connor, William Whitman, RobIn contrast to theatre receipts, down ert Sherman, Matty Polon, Harold
Leslie
Thompson, Bob
roughly nine per cent for the year Newcomb,
to date, other amusements are up Miller, Archie Berish, Joe Becker and
Bernie Friedman.
about one per cent.

"Peer Gynt." Last year he married
Dale Melbourne, concert pianist and

19.

America

ceded with the result that the way
was cleared for distributor agreement
on the competitive bidding issues and
the current meetings were arranged.

ward

Collections in

Theatres Corp. has exited
film industry with completion of nego-

run house on July
.:_.!

4.

June,

in

father,
Springfield,

be selected for a "Best of Industry" award and presented with
a bronze "Oscar of Industry" at the
report
annual
Financial
World's
awards banquet on Tuesday, October
28, in the Hotel Statler, New York.
A year ago the 1950 annual report of
20th Century-Fox won the trophy for
will

the best report in
fication.

its

industrial classi-

Tuesday, August

5,

16mm.

Motion Picture Daily
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Television--Radio

(Continued from page 1)

—
«CTOP THE
^ week, will

this respect."

US

Suit

(Continued from page 1)
"but there is no particular reason in
the public interest why it should be
permitted to strengthen its position at
the expense of small independent busiin
nessmen in the theatre field.
the motion picture business feel that
we are engaged in the professional,
entertainment
business.
legitimate
Television is one phase of the advertising business and any entertainment
that creeps onto the television screen
is purely incidental to the huckstering of the sponsor's wares."

We

RTMA

to

Talk Color

Washington, Aug.

—

TV

Developments in color television will have a
prominent place on the agenda of the
1952 fall meeting of the Radio-Television Manufacturers Association, the
organization announced. The conference will be held Oct. 20-22 at Syracuse, N. Y.
4.

FP-C Promotes MacCunn

—

Toronto, Aug. 4.
With Famous
Canadian Corp. since 1922,
Angus MacCunn, a board director
and chief of the home office real estate
department for years, has been apPlayers

pointed company secretary, following
the death of Noel G. Barrow.

.

.

.

sixth

each
Eric

Aug.

QUICK

YOU'U GET

IT

FROM

AU-AKOUNO

"EE COPT

FINEST

SEKVICE

QUALITY

.

etc.

.

.

ABC

|

CHICAGO, 1327

S.

.

WobashAvTNEW YORK, 630

AND

TV

and partly

in

England.

The

script

be worked upon when he returns
to the
Coast shortly, after which,
probably in October, he will go to Europe. As for financing, Miller would
disclose nothing beyond the fact that
he has pre-production money. He said
he would make the film without releasing arrangements.
will

:

NBC

Unites Station
Relations Units

own and who

are curiously watching the behavior
Come, come, Jackson, old boy,
we're not at your Beck and Call. We'll stop all these shenanigans forthwith by snapping our fingers three times, breathing
a couple of Alagazams followed with "Hey Welles, enough is
enough, now stop all that Orsen around."

scends our

of us

down

here on Earth."

.

.

A

merger of the radio and television staffs of the station relations department of National Broadcasting

.

.

.

was announced here by Harry Bannister, vice-president in

.

•A*

V S. Becker Productions has produced a series of one-hour programs, "Campus in Review," which show every promise of hitting
the TV jackpotularity. Each program, filmed at different colleges
and universities, portraying the history, legend, sports and dramatic
activities and, famous alumni, respectively, producer Viola Becker
has a package chuckful of entertainment. However, the cost of this
imposing and ambitious series calls for sponsorship only by a
national utility or perhaps by a 'pooled' steel or oil combine.
Jack Benny, just back from Europe and Cadillac-ing back to the
Coast, will start his 10th semester for Lucky Strike ciggics next
month. He'll do his radio stint once a week and will telecast once a
month.
Jean Martin, singing star of the new Sunday nite
"NBChock Full O' Nuts" series, is as easy on the orbs as on the
.

.

.

.

ears.

.

.

.

ft

ft

ft
of the Air," seen Tuesday
on Channel 9 and heard Thursdays via
features Martin
Dishart of the unique Canine University of Queens. Curriculum
is to to study and find ways and means of making "Man more
compatible with his best friend (dogs)." What we really need is
a Universal College whose curriculum is to "find ways and means
to make man more compatible to his fellow man." (sermon
"Merrill E. Joels leaves tomorrow for location at
over.)
Chester Springs, Pa., where he'll do the lead, in the role of a

WOR,

.

.

.

Spanish Doctor
ilia."

.

.

in

Good News Production

the

flicker,

"Bander-

.

ft

ft

ft

outstanding NBC TV programs including
"Your Show of Shows." "Zoo Parade," "Amahl & the Night
Visitors," "Dangerous Assignment," "Toscanini Concerts" and
the Demo & Republiconventions will be screened late this summer at the International Cinema Art Exhibition in Venice, Italy.
John B. Cron and Stanton M. Osgood have been named
by Robert Sarnoff, heads of TV film sales and TV film producMarguerite Piazza, just home from a
tion, respectively.
European jaunt, will appear on 33 of the 39 "Your Show of
Shows" NBTeleseries this year. Talk has the nightingale set
to co-star with Tony Martin on a radio series for NBC with
The Kevin Kennedys (he's the
Meredith Wilson's Ork.
WPIX ace newscaster and announcer) expect their fifth addi-

Seven

.

.

charge of the
department.
The merger is in line
with NBC's recently announced unification of the radio and television networks.
Under the merger, Sheldon B.
Hickox, Jr., formerly director of
television
station
relations,
is
appointed director of station relations,
reporting to Bannister.
Thomas E.
Knode, formerly television station relations contact representative, is appointed manager of station relations,
reporting to Hickox.
Fred Shawn,
formerly director of radio station relations, is assuming an executive post
in the radio and television network
production department.

.

.

Ray Nelson's "Rod and Gun Club

film prints of

Filmcraft Acquires

Mark Twain Works
Hollywood,

Mark Twain

Aug.

4.— The

entire

library

has been acquired by Filmcraft Productions from
'.he estate of Samuel L. Clemens, Isidore Lindenbaum, president and executor producer of the video film firm,
announced.
Including 36 major works, 250 articles, 2,300 published letters and several thousand unpublished letters and
material, the deal gives Filmcraft the
exclusive
and radio rights to the
properties.
The material will be used
in a new video film series.
_
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With all this talk, official and unofficial about flying saucers,
Jackson Beck, whose hobby has always been the study of
heavenly bodies (meteors, comets and shooting stars) and
who last week delivered a talk on the subject on the
'time Capsule' program, told us and we quote
"As long as
you're not afraid to face realities you can take it from me chat
those saucers not only are factual but I believe that they contain inhabitants from another planet, whose civilization tran-

.

.

any

edition.

.

.

.

MITCHELL MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE

.

•

Specializing

.

ft

ft

ft

LOTSA DOTS. ... If you can concoct interesting and
novel questions or brain teasers, get in touch with Walt Framer at the Hotel Henry in N. Y.
Filmoguls should get
a load of Bill Harrington, singing, talking, playing and emceeing daily over ABC-TV.
.

BEST

ART-WOftK

.

.

ft

ft

Miller, here from the Coast
connection with "Sudden Fear,"
which he directed, stated at a press
interview yesterday that he feels television is a boon to Hollywood.
making the second feature
is
vanish, he says, and has heightened
the competition in Hollywood so that
technicians and talent and writers
must be at their best to produce the
kind of films that will survrive.
Miller revealed that he will shortly
embark on his first independent production, a story of the lives and trials
of 20 young artists striving for success, tentatively entitled "The Paris
Story."
It will be made in France

I

KNOW-HOW]

SERVICE

.

Burr Tillstrom's "Kukla Fran and Ollie" starts its
year on TV and beginning Aug. 24, it will be NBTelecast
Wednesday from 6:00 to 6:30 P.M. (e.d.s.t.).
Prexy
Johnston of M.P.A.A. will guestalk about motion pictures
15 on the "Mike and Buff" CBS-TV show.

format

.

need SPECIAL TRAILERS quick?

David

in

MUSIC"

.

Government's action and in the interest of the thousands of persons whose
jobs are at stake, our association, representing more than 100 theatres in the
State of Illinois, begs that the Justice
Department reconsider its action in

—

Herman

with Pinky

which leaves the radio-TV scene next
be replaced with another musical, "American
Music Hall," featuring Paul Whiteman's Orchestra, Eileen Barton and Larry Douglas, featured singer in "The King and I."
"The new series will ABCommence Aug. 17, between 8:00 and
9:00 P.M. and will be produced by Leonard (Buzz) Blair with
Moom pitcher scouts are dangling
Joe Graham directing.
lucrative bait before the eyes of Tony Bavaar, handsome young
lark of "Paint Your Wagon."
After several shifts in time,

nothing? If the Government should
succeed in this instance it would have
the effect of destroying every vestige
of the profit system in this country.
"As independent business men whose
investments in theatre properties are
placed in jeopardy by virtue of the

on

Miller Calls TV
Boon to Hollywood

Suit

distributors to make available to television their products and stars, which
is the only stock in trade of the movie
industry, for which the movie theatres
have paid hundreds of millions of dollars in film rentals since the founding
of our industry. Television has made
no contribution either artistically, creatively or monetarily to the development and growth of the movies and
it appears that through this action it is
seeking a special privilege without any
inherent right or interest.
"It is a matter of common knowledge that the movie theatres have
suffered tremendously since the advent
of television, particularly from the
free televising of movies over that
medium. In the Chicago area alone,
more than 100 theatres have closed,
due, in large measure, to the free presentation of movies on television.
"How long could any business survive on an economically sound basis
if, on the one hand, a retail establishment selling a product at a price,
would have to compete with others
giving that same product away for

NCA

7

SEI

9th AvT)

.

.

in

requirements of the
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Affair inTrinidad
with ALEXANDER SCOURBY • VALERIE BETTIS • TORIN THATCHER • Screen
Play by Oscar Saul and James Gunn • Produced and Directed by Vincent
Sherman • A Beckworth Corporation Production • A Columbia Picture
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Replies to
Suit

Now

US

Off

Until Oct. 15
of J Grants Delay; No
Trial Before Elections

D

YORK,

U.S.A.,

Agreement
Reached on

of

Justice

has

October
agreed to an extension
15 of the time for filing of answers
by producer-distributor defendants
to

to the government's anti-trust suit designed to force the sale of 16mm. films
to television
users.

and other miscellaneous

Defendants' answers would
have been due next Tuesday.
The extension of time, it was
learned, was requested by attorneys for RKO Pictures and
was granted by the Justice Department without objection. At
the same time, the Department
said the time extension would
apply to all defendants.

Stabilizer

Ellis

—Price

5.

Arnall

Silliphant Resigning,

To Make Louis Film
Eastern publicity manager for 20th Century-Fox,
early next
post
will
resign that
January to produce "The Joe Louis
Story," a screen biography of the
former world's heavyweight chamStirling

Silliphant,

pion.

Films,
new indeFederated
a
pendent company formed here, has
acquired the motion picture and television rights to the Louis life story.
(Continued on page 4)

On

may

tember

By

1.

5.

— Edward

Meyer-

local American Civil Liberties
Union spokesman, commenting on the

ding,

cancellation of the private invitational
showing of "The Miracle," (banned
by the Chicago police censor board)
as a result of the threat by police
Commissioner O'Connor to arrest the
organizers of the showing and revoke
the license of the Surf Theatre, today
"We have tried
said in an interview
(Continued on page 4)
:

MURRAY HOROWITZ

Agreement in principle on all phases of the proposed industrywide arbitration system was reached here yesterday by the Industry
Arbitration Conference's Continuations Committee of 10.
The committee, following an all-day meeting at the Hotel Astor,
announced that it had "completed consideration of all matters involved in the arbitration system." The sub-committee of the Industry

Arnall, on leave as head of
the Society of Independent

Motion Picture Producers,
has an appointment with the
President tomorrow. When he
took the OPS job last February, he told the President
he would only hold it for six
months. The six months will
be up at the end of this
month. Arnall has been reported as anxious to get back
to his law practice for some

$174,802RKO
Theatres Net

time.

RKO

Chaplin, U. A. Close

Consolidated net profit of
Theatres Corp. and subsidiary com-

panies for the first six months of
1952 was $174,802, after taxes and all
(including profit of
other charges,
$16,518 on the sale of capital assets,
before taxes), compared with consoliCharles Chaplin's latest production, dated net profit for the first six
"Limelight," in which he stars as Cal- months of 1951 of $551,639, after taxes
(including
charges,
other
vero, a music hall comedian, goes to and all
United Artists for worldwide distribu- profit of $378,886 on the sale of capannouncement was ital assets, before taxes).
Chaplin's
tion.
Consolidated net profit for the secmade at the conclusion of a meeting in
Beverly Hills home at which ond quarter of 1952 was $36,935, after
his
Arthur Kelly, vice-president of Chap- taxes and all other charges, (includlin
Celebrated Films, was present. ing profit of $9,253 on the sale of cap(Ccntinued on page 2)
(Continued on page 4)

Deal on 'Limelight'

To Ask

FCC

to

End

Its

UPT-ABC

Hearings on
—

5.
The Federal Communications Commission
asked shortly to decide whether or not the United Paramount Theatres— American Broadcasting Co. merger hearings should
close pending the filing of proposed findings or should continue.

will probably be

Extend Para. Plan
To 3 More Films
Paramount's expanded first-run

re-

leasing plan in the Los Angeles area,
which is currently being tested, will
be continued on three additional films,
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., dis-

The

An FCC order issued on Friday cut
out as an issue in the case any antitrust activity prior to August 7, 1948,
outside the field of radio communications. When the hearing recessed on
July 3, however, several witnesses
still remained to be heard on testimony
about Scophony Corp. of America
and its six-year tie-in with Paramount
Pictures.

What

attorneys for all parties in the
ask the Commission is
whether testimony on SCA falls within the field of radio communications,
case

closes.

films

starring

are:

"Just

for

Bing Crosby, Jane
(Continued on page 4)

Conference closed its
one day ahead of schedwhich served as another indica-

Arbitration

'Miracle' in Chi.

Chicago, Aug.

in Principle
Arbitration

President Truman tomorrow that he will resign Sep-

Washington, Aug.

May Be Court Test

TEN CENTS

1952

tell

The

additional time will give defense attorneys further opportunity to
study the government's complaint and
formulate defense strategy. Among
the decisions still to be made are
(Continued on page 4)

6,

Basis Is Set for Agreement on Competitive
Bidding, Damage Awards, Other Difficult
Issues in Swift Day and a Half Meeting

Arnall May Resign
OPS Post Sept. 1
Washington, Aug.

The Department

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

You,"

Wyman

will

(Continued on page 4)

sessions
ule,

tion of the climate of agreement
reached by exhibitor-distributor delegates.

The two-day meeting of the continuations committee brought about
the following results
The appointment of a legal drafting
committee to put in final form the
work thus far completed for submission to the general Arbitration Con(Continued on page 5)

SWG
ATFP

Will Strike
on Monday

Hollywood,
board

Aug.

5.

— The

execu-

the Screen Writers
Guild last night voted unanimously
to strike against the Alliance of Television Film Producers effective one
minute after next Sunday midnight.
The strike action follows five
months of negotiation between
and
for
basic
contract.
a
Breakdown came on Alliance refusal
to consider
demands that payment to television writers be on a
royalty basis
and cover exclusive
television rights only for a seven-year
period.
tive

of

SWG

ATFP

SWG

TOA
Group

Convention
to

Meet

A

meeting of the convention comof the Theatre
Owners of
America, attended by
president
Mitchell Wolfson, will be held in
Washington on August 14, it was

mittee

TOA

learned here yesterday.
Others slated to attend the meeting
include Herman Levy,
general
counsel and Si Fabian. The
convention will be held there.

TOA

TOA

:

;
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JACK WARNER,

returned

from Europe yesterday and
shortly

for

the

Halt

to

here

will leave

United Artists claims the victory of "an important decision" clarifying
the status of residual television rights in motion pictures still in theatrical release by major companies.

Coast.

Harry

Westover

C.

•

Rudolph Allen,
here

industry attorney,
today on the S.S.

Biancomanno,
spending
after
two
months in Europe with his wife on a
combination business-pleasure

trip.

•

Jack Glenn, March

of

Time

di-

rector and head of the Eastern Screen
Directors Guild, returned to New
York yesterday from Detroit.

within the meaning of a 1948 contract
between United Artists and Nasser
Brothers.
The judge's decision overruled a recent decision by Benno M.
Brink, referee in bankruptcy, it was
disclosed by Seymour M. Peyser, vicepresident and general counsel of UA.
As a result, the recent televising of
four Nasser pictures has been ruled
unauthorized and must be discontinued,
said U. A.

"The

•

Joseph Grant, owner

wood

Theatre,

of the

Baltimore,

North-

has

and

arc current
neivsreel highlights.
Other items include people in the nezt's and the
Olympic games. Complete contents
follow

in the

RKORadio-Hartford

return

battle front

in exile

The company reported that Federal Judge
Southern District Court of California
Spyros S. Skouras, executive vice- ruled
yesterday that television dispresident of Skouras Theatres Corp.,
tribution
of
motion pictures origannounces the birth of a daughter to
inally produced for major theatrical
Mrs. Skouras last Sunday at the
release is not a "commercial practice"
Lawrence Hospital, Bronxville, N. Y.
will

1952

6,

Neivsreel

Parade
POLITICAL
rHE
King Farouk

Nasser Film Telecasts

Warner Broth-

vice-president,

ers

Wins Action

U. A.

Personal
Mention

Wednesday, August

left

Union Memorial Hospital there and
convalescing at home.
•
Maurice Silverstein, Loew's International regional director for Latin
America, has left here for the Coast
en route to his Mexico City office.
•
Herb Steinberg, Paramount publicity manager, has returned here from
is

the Coast.

decision

of

Judge Westover

has the effect of settling the television
status of many films still being released by United Artists under contracts executed prior to
February,
1951.
Since that time a new contract
clause has fully clarified the question,"
said U. A.

The law

firm of Wright,

Wright,

Green and Wright argued the petition
review for United Artists.

for

Drive Winners
To Visit Studio

'U'

MOVIETONE NEWS,
Navy tests ships in icy
Truman signs German

ming

victory

umph.

Hollywood, August

5.

— RKO Radio

has completed negotiations with Huntington Hartford for the distribution of
two productions annually for the next
three years to be produced by Hartford's Theasquare Productions, it is
announced by C. J. Tevlin,
Radio vice-president in charge of studio
operations.

RKO

was announced

additionally that
will begin distribution in September of Hartford's already completed feature entitled, "Face to Face."
This is a picturization of two short
stories
"The Secret Sharer," by
It

RKO

:

Joseph Conrad, and "The Bride Comes
to Yellow Sky," by Stephen Crane.

James Mason
of

"Face

stars in the first episode

to Face,"

and Robert Pres-

ton stars in the second.

Dave

64

—

U. S.
President

pact.
Farouk in
Capri. Helicopters end Atlantic flight. U. S.
athletes win Olympics.

NEWS OF THE

Releasing Deal

No.

wastes.

Farouk

DAY,

assures
in

No. ZS^-SwimOlympic tri-

U.

exile.

S.

Navy

recruiting.

Pigeon marathon. Eisenhower. No time for
for Adlai Stevenson, 111.

politics

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
5.

No.

101

— Liner

Queen

Elizabeth brings celebrities.
Farouk in Capri. Political battlefront. Truman signs Bonn treaty. Drought. U. S.
i".

wins Olympics.

—

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 32A
Chinese quit Red Cross parley.
A weekend with candidates. Swimming
champions of 1972? Davis Cup matches in
Drought.

Italy.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No.

S84-Farouk

exile. Maneuvers in Arctic. Queen Juliana in France. Helicopters cross Atlantic

in

Truman

signs Bonn pact.
anniversary. Olympics.

WAVES

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No.

11th

103—

Helicopters cross Atlantic. Farouk. Truman
signs German treaty. Harry M. Warner
dedicates Legion centre. Blind Marine general gets second star. Air vets honored.

New

U. S. High Commissioner
Olympics.

in

Germany.

Cockrill, 54,

Dies Suddenly

German, Sunshine
Head JDA Units

—

The 10 Universal exchange manDenver, Aug. 5. Benjamin D.
Foster M. Blake, Universal Western sales manager, has left here for agers whose branches placed second (Dave) Cockrill, 54, managing dito 11th in the company's recent "N.J. rector of the local Denham Theatre,
Chicago and Des Moines.
Blumberg 40th Anniversary Sales as well as president of the Greater In•
William German, president of W. J.
Ralph PIelow, M-G-M resident Drive," will visit the Universal dianapolis Amusement Co., with four
manager in Pittsburgh, is in New studios for a week starting Monday, theatres there, died here following a German, Inc., and Morton Sunshine,
addition to the cash prizes in heart attack. He had been in Denver executive director
•in
York on vacation.
of the New York
which they shared. Arthur Greenfield, only a few hours when death occurred. Independent Theatre Owners Asso•
manager,
branch
Ore.,
Formerly a film salesman and pub- ciation, have accepted chairmanship
Louis de Rochemont, Columbia Portland,
producer, is in Europe from New whose branch placed first, has been licity man for Universal, and inter- of the laboratories and publicity diawarded a two-week trip to Europe ested in theatres in the East, Cockrill visions, respectively, of the indusYork.
starting August 27.
•
came to Denver in 1934 to operate the try's drive on behalf of the Joint DeThe 10 managers making the studio Denham. He is survived by his widow, fense Appeal. The announcement was
Irving Sochin, Universal short
trip in the order in which they finished
Vera, a daughter, Ann, a sister and made by Leon Goldberg, of Universal
subject sales manager, is on vacation.
in the drive are Don Gillin, Seattle
Pictures, and Edward L. Fabian, of
two brothers.
Jack Langan, Kansas City C. R. Ost,
Fabian Theatres, who are co-chairNew Orleans Ted Reisch, San Franmen of the industry-wide campaign.
cisco R. C. Settoon, Memphis R. N.
The JDA is seeking
in
;

Buffalo Meets on

Tax Repeal Fight
—Managers
Buffalo, Aug.
5.

and Washington

of the sales staffs of all local
exchanges met here yesterday to discuss plans for getting theatres in the
entire
exchange area to join the

Council of Motion Picture Organizafight for the repeal of the
tax. Presiding at the meet-

its

admission
ing were Jack Chinell, manager of the
Radio exchange, who is distributor chairman, and Elmer F. Lux,
general manager of Lazar Theatres,
who is exhibitor chairman. The salesmen will go into the field to get exhibitors to join
and thus aid
in the tax repeal battle.

RKO

COMPO

Jerry

Wald

RKO

Radio

Hollywood, Aug.

5.

declined comment.

Dallas;
J.

W.

Gins,

Theatres Net

Greenleaf, Char-

;

Lieser Forms
Distribution Firm

Lew

Buffalo, Aug.

5.

—Lew Lieser, who

has been manager of the Buffalo and
Albany Lippert exchanges for the
past several years, has purchased the
New York
franchise
for
Lippert
State, outside New York City, and on
Friday will begin business as Lieser
Film Distributing Co., Inc., with
headquarters in the Film Building

the second quarter of 1951 of $109,697, after taxes and all other charges,
(including profit of $8,183 on sale of
capital assets, before taxes).
Profit from operations before taxes

and other charges totaled $1,277,011
for the first six months of 1952, compared with $1,879,982 for the same
period in 1951.
Profit from operations before taxes and other charges
totaled $470,950 for the second quaragainst $786,041
quarter in 1951.
ter,

for

the

second

S.

documentary films on July
S. government agen- Logan he
cies have been selected for showing Gus Sun
at the International Film Festival be- field, O.,
vived by
ing held in Venice.

Department said
produced by U.

13

Prior to coming
was general manager of

27.

$5,000,000
of
the
American Jewish Committee and the
Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai

1952

(Continued from page 1)

Harrv Hynes, St. Louis, and ital assets, before taxes). This comR. Wade", Salt Lake City.
pares with consolidated net profit for

lotte

C.

;

Joseph

here.
Edgar C. Paul, 72
to Leave
Logan, O., Aug. 5. —Edgar C. Paul,
Oct. 31
U.S. Films for Venice
72, manager of the Logan Chakeres
— A spokesman Washington, Aug. —The State Theatre for the past 18 years, died

for Jerry Wald today confirmed published report that the producer will
Radio October 31 on the
leave
expiration of his contract. The studio

RKO

;

;

Wilkinson,

members

tions in

RKO

;

to
the

finance

to

activities

B'rith.

Clagett to Ohio

On Censor Case
Tim

Clagett, press representative of
Picture Association of
America, is due to leave here today
for
Columbus enroute to Toledo,

the

Motion

where

"The

American

Newsreel"

censorship's case will be argued on
Friday.
Clagett will be joined in Columbus
by Robert Wile, executive secretary
of the Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio. Both will be on hand for the

Municipal

Court

hearing

in

Toledo

testing the legality of the Ohio State
censorship law.
The case grew out of the Toledo
Westwood Theatre's exhibition of

Amusement

"The American Newsreel" without

for
the

having been

Co. in Spring18 years.
He is surwidow, Blanche.

its

submitted to the State
Censorship- Division for approval.
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Chaplin,

UA

Court Test

(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)

1)

Wednesday, August

Replies to U.

6,

1952

S. Suit

Representing

United Artists were to work things out without going to
(Continued from page 1)
Krim, president, Arnold court, but we have gotten the runPicker, William J.
Heineman and around from Mayor Kennelly on down whether or not it would be advisable
Some individual defendants, it is
Max E. Youngstein, vice-presidents, and we may be forced to take legal to seek a change of venue from the learned, favor
a change of venue to
and Matthew Fox and Robert Benja- action to place the issue before the Los Angeles Federal court where the the
New York Federal court. Should
min, partners in the organization, all people of Chicago. We do not want to government filed the suit
to the New they prevail, it would be several years
of whom had flown to Hollywood to endanger the license of the Surf The- York Federal court district,
where before the suit could be tried and disattend.
atre, so we are seeking another place the principal
defendants have their posed of. However, other defendants
"Limelight," Chaplin's first film in to screen the picture for a represen- places of business, and whether the
feel that the Los Angeles court may
five years, was produced and directed tative group of leading Chicago citidefendants should endeavor to obtain be more familiar with industry probby him. He also wrote the screenplay zens.
a severance from the joint action and lems involved in the case and that a
and composed the original score.
"The threat to revoke the license contest the government case sep- better understanding of the fatal conClaire Bloom, an
English actress, of the theatre," he continued, "reveals arately.
sequences of

Arthur

B.

the

plays opposite Chaplin, while his son,
Sydney, plays the leading man. Release date details will be determined

the true nature of censorship. People
in whom the public has no reason
to place confidence have power not
only to say what people will or will
not see, but to step in and control
the motion picture industry through
their right to close theatres."

later.

His last production was "Monsieur
Verdoux," which he wrote, produced
and directed, in 1947.

Indications are that if decisions
have not been reached on these and
other issues by October 15, the defendants will seek additional time before filing their answers.

The

government's readiness
agree to the extension of
time for filing answers came
as a surprise to many trade
circles which were convinced
that the television film suit is
basically political in nature and
to

the

that

November

Support for that view was found in
the fact that the Department chose to
file the
suit in Los Angeles rather
than in New York, where the defendants maintain business headquarters.
The only apparent reason for the
government's choice was that the Los

HEARTBREAK
...Poised On A

Angeles

court docket
crowded than in New
circumstance promised

ment the

With

Trigger of Terror!

15

is

much

less

York, which
the govern-

earliest possible trial date.

the time extension to October

having been granted without ob-

jection and with the possibility of further extensions being sought and obtained,
together
with other legal
preliminaries
besides
the filing of
answers certain to arise and to require time for disposition before actual
trial of the government suit could be
begun, legal observers here yesterday
said they saw no possibility whatever
of the suit coming to trial before the

November

ernment,
Coast than here.

Meanwhile, it was learned, at least
one major company defendant is preparing a statement scoring the government suit. It is expected to be released within the week and will be the
first of its kind from any of the producer-distributor defendants since the

two weeks ago. The
,

statement is expected to be of an unequivocal nature certain to be reassuring to exhibitors who, under the defendants' protracted silence on the
suit, have been growing increasingly
uneasy.

effort to force

it to trial before the
elections.

it

filing of the suit

Department

Justice

would bend every

action to the inbe won by the govmight prevail on the West

dustry, should

elections.

FCC Hearings
(Continued from page 1)

which case it must be heard, or
whether it does not, in which case it is
outlawed by the three-year anti-trust
in

limitation
If the

.

Commission

rules that there
should be further SCA testimony estimates are that the hearing will last
another five to seven weeks. The recess
interrupted
the
testimony of
Arthur Levey, former SCA and current Skiatron president, who would
have to continue. He would be followed by Paul Raibourn, Paramount
Pictures director and president of
Paramount Television Productions,
Inc., and Paramount attorneys have
said they would put still other SCA
witnesses on the stand.

The question of asking the Commission to clarify the status of SCA
testimony in the hearing came up today at a conference of attorneys representing all parties in the case. They
expect to meet again tomorrow to decide just how they will ask the FCC

Para. Plan
(Continued from page 1)

and Ethel Barrymore, with a first-run
availability date of
September 10; to clarify the question.
Pine-Thomas' "Caribbean," starring
At today's meeting hearing examJohn Payne and Arlene Dahl, avail- iner Leo
Resnick ruled on several
able September 24, and "Somebody
other, but minor, questionable points
Loves Me," starring Betty Hutton and
in
the Commission's Friday order.
Ralph Meeker, with a date of October
He declared that for the purpose of
1st.
All three have color by Technicolor.

These engagements

will be offered
on the same

in competitive negotiation

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

basis as Cecil B. DeMille's "The
Greatest Show on Earth," Hal Wallis"
"Jumping Jacks" and "Son of Pale-

presents

Joan Crawford
Sudden Fear!
rw,th

JACK PALANCE

•

GLORIA GRAHAME

•

Screenplay by

and

IN SUSPENSE
THIS

IS

first-runs

in

distributor.

(Continued from page 1)

MELODRAMA!

NEWSPAPER AD NO. 205

will play himself in certain
sequences but throughout most
of the film an actor, for whom a
search is now underway, will depict
the former champion.

Louis

by

iir

NEW HIGH

simultaneous

ROBERT SMITH

Based on Edna Sherry's Story, "Sudden Fear"

A

seven

Los Angeles and contiguous municipalities and joint ad campaigns participated in by the theatres and the

Silliphant Resigns

•

LENORE COFFEE

for

BRUCE BENNETT

TOUCH CONNORS
Directed by DAVID MILLER
Produced by JOSEPH KAUFMAN
VIRGINIA HUSTON

Bob Hope-Jane Russell-Roy
Rogers starrer, initial films to be released under the new plan which calls
face,"

fight

the hearing all parties should be regarded as licensees, although technically some of them are not. The FCC
three-year limitation applies only to
applicants who are existing licensees.
Resnick also ruled out the question
of credibility of some of the witnesses
who have already appeared in the
hearing. In its order the Commission
referred to the fact that Commission
counsel had questioned the credibility
of some of the testimony given by
president Leonard Goldenson
and
director A. H. Blank. Since
their testimony covered periods prior
to
1948, Resnick indicated that he
would not look into the question.

UPT
UPT

Finally, in order to expedite an
early decision from the Commission,
Resnick suggested that attorneys file
proposed findings on the issues relating
to Allen B. DuMont laboratories
chief of which is the question of Paramount's control of DuMont within
2Q days.

—

Wednesday, August

6,
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Arbitration

Davis Acquires 12
For U. S. Market

Review

{Continued from page 1)

Row

Park

ference.

ft

(Santuel Fuller—United Artists)

The newly-appointed drafting
committee was also charged

Hollywood., Aug. 5

FT ERE THE SAMUEL FULLER

principle came on
such thorny issues as competitive bidding, forcing of pictures, violation of
contracts, clearances, runs, damages
and procedural matters, including appeals and the setting up of machinery
for arbitration.
Named to the drafting committee,
which is expected to meet in about
10 days,
were Herman Levy and
Abram F. Myers, representing exhibiin

and Robert Perkins and Adolph
Schimel, representing distribution.
As soon as the drafting work is
completed, it was announced, the blueprint will be submitted to the arbitration conference for approval.
tion,

Complete optimism that the newlyformed drafting committee will not hit
any snags was expressed in informed
quarters.
Another indication of confidence is that no date has been set

wrote, produced and directed

through the start of production and afterward, in a one-newspaper-man-toanother promotional campaign without precedent. If ever a picture came to
market with a pre-conditioned press, this is it.
The story which Samuel Fuller, one-time copy boy for the late Arthur
Brisbane and forever a newsman at heart, utilizes to wrap up precedental
incidents and events in the careers of Joseph Pulitzer, Arnold Bennett, Horace
Greeley, Charles A. Dana, Ottmar Mergenthaler and other memorable men
of ink concerns one Phineas Mitchell, who in 1866 launches a newspaper,
without funds but with principle, in competition with the New York Star, a
rich publication owned by Charity Hackett, descendent of great newsmen but
herself a journalistic misfit. The struggle between the newspapers, and between
their publishers, ranges from legitimate competition to violence and riot, with
the romantic element present but kept in the background. The leap of Steve
Brodie from Brooklyn Bridge and the raising of a fund to build a base for the
Statue of Liberty are among the historical incidents dealt with.
Gene Evans, the unforgettable "Steel Helmet" discovery, plays the poor but
principled newspaper man, and Marcy Welch portrays the publisher of the
powerful publication which tries to run him out of business. Others in the cast
are Bela Kovacs, Herbert Heyes, Tina Rome, George O'Hanlon, J. M. Kerrigan, Forrest Taylor, Don Orlando, Neyle Morrow, Dick Elliott, Stuart
Randall, Dee Pollock and Hal K. Dawson.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
August 12.

:

;

DAD AAA SM KIT
TRADE SHOWS
I

W ed nesday, August
•

13th,

1952

•

Rodgers and Al Schwalberg.
Ralph
Hetzel, Jr., Motion Picture Association of America vice-president,
and Henderson Richey, secretary of
D.

the

Arbitration

as ex-officio

L

SULLIVAN

Color by
Directed by

-

WILLARD PARKER

TECHNICOLOR
EDWARD LUDWIG

Written for the Screen by

and EDWARD LUDWIG
From the novel by Ellery H. Clark
Produced by
William H. Pine and William C.Thomas

FRANK

L.

MOSS

Conference,

members

of the

attended

commit-

Arthur Davis, president

Associates, foreign film distributors, has returned from a sixweek trip to Europe where he obtained U. S. distribution rights to 12

new French and

Italian

ALBANY
ATLANTA

two

of

month beginning

a

Septem-

List Italian Films

The

Italian pictures include the

new

De

Sica film, "Buon Giorno,
Elephants!"
("Hello,
Elephant!"),
starring De
Sica with Sabu and
Vittorio

Maria Mercader
"The First Communion" (tentative title), with Aldo
Fabrizzi and Gaby Morlay, and "Don
Camillo and the Mistress of the
Mountains" starring Vivi Gioi.
The French pictures include "La
Beaute Du Diable," written and directed by Rene Clair
"Montmartre,"
;

;

Technicolor
feature
France, produced and directed by

the

first

in
J.

Bernard
"The Seven Capital
C.
Sins," co-directed by Roberto Rossel"Malou of Paris," "Sextette,"
lini,
"Ramuntcho" and others.
;

Fessenden Joins Hacker
Howard

L.

Fessenden has

joined

Samuel Hacker and Co., film industry "CPAs," as head of the foreign
audit division.
Fessenden was manager of the foreign accounting department of Selznick Releasing Corp. from
1947 to 1951. Prior to that, he was
assistant foreign comptroller of United

from 1933

to 1947.

ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
BOSTON
PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BUFFALO
PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
CHARLOTTE
PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHICAGO
PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
CINCINNATI
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
CLEVELAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
DETROIT
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Theo. Bldg
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
LOS ANGELES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PORTLAND
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO... PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
SEATTLE
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
WASHINGTON
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
PROJ.

in

ber.

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

They

films.

are being processed with English subtitles, and will be released at the rate

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY

Arthur

of

Davis

Artists

tee.

.

FRANCIS

"The

Steel Helmet," the first great story of the Korean war, performs those
three services and one more, equally vital, for a composite story of the great
American newspaper and the men who made it great. The fourth Fuller
service performed for this picture was its selling, and the exhibitor is thereby
given, for the first time in his life, a chance to go down to his newspaper
office and ask the editor and publisher about the picture before he plays it!
For the writer-producer-director has been in direct touch with every publisher
and editor in the country for many months, beginning before and continuing

reconvening
for
continuations
the
committee.
meeting climaxed
Yesterday's
months of effort to inaugurate an arbitration system which began in the the Department of Justice for their
spring with the convening of the ar- approval.
bitration conference.
meeting
The hurdles yet
at
yesterday's
Present
to be met include the submission of were
from exhibition, Levy, Si Fathe proposed system to the full arbi- bian, Emanuel Frisch, Wilbur Snaper
tration
individual and Myers
conference,
its
from distribution, Permember organizations, the courts and kins, Abe Montague, William F.

•

who

1 1

with blueprinting a system of
conciliation to supplement the
arbitration system along lines
agreed upon by the continuations committee.

Agreement

5

TIME
2.30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
2 P.M.
70 A.M.
1:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.
8:75 P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
I

P.M.

6 P.M.
I

P.M.

2:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.
72:75 P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.

2 P.M.
1

11

P.M.

A.M.

10:30 A.M.
1

P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.

2 P.M.
I

P.M.

7:30 P.M.

2 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

8 P.M.

—
Sponsored by

W.

J.

GERMAN.

INC.

m
ERf

PROBLEM

To safeguard and protect democratic

BIGOTRY
PREJUDICE
DISCRIMINATION

This

is

your

job

—

This

American regardless of
The

Motion

Picture

Defense Appeal

American

calls

Jewish

is

the

race,

of

of

the

and

the

life.

JOINT DEFENSE APPEAL
Mew York

City

Anti-

B'nai B'rith preserve

Support

Street,

Joint

upon you to help the

defend the American way of

220 West 42nd

every

creed or color.

Division

Committee

Defamation League of

job

liberties

and

MOTION PICTURE

NEWS
WHILE
IT |S

NEWS
VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

26

Replies to
Suit

Now

US

Off

Until Oct. 15
D

of J Grants Delay; No
Trial Before Elections

YORK,

of

Justice

has

agreed to an extension to October
15 of the time for filing of answers
by producer-distributor defendants
to the government's anti-trust suit designed to force the sale of 16mm. films
to television and other miscellaneous
users.

Defendants' answers would
have been due next Tuesday.

The extension of time, it was
learned, was requested by attorneys for RKO Pictures and
was granted by the Justice Department without objection. At
the same time, the Department
said the time extension would
apply to all defendants.

The additional time will give defense attorneys further opportunity to
study the government's complaint and
formulate defense strategy. Among
the decisions still to be made are
(Continued on page 4)

Silliphant Resigning,

To Make Louis Film
Stirling

Silliphant,

licity

manager

will

resign

Eastern

pub-

for 20th Century-Fox,
that
post
early
next

January to produce "The Joe Louis
Story," a screen biography of the
former world's heavyweight champion.

Federated
Films,
a
new independent company formed here, has
acquired the motion picture and television rights to the Louis life story.
(Continued on page 4)

May Be Court Test

On

'Miracle' in Chi.

—

Chicago, Aug. 5. Edward Meyerding, local American Civil Liberties
Union spokesman, commenting on the
cancellation of the private invitational

showing of "The Miracle," (banned
by the Chicago police censor board)
as a result of the threat by police
Commissioner O'Connor to arrest the
organizers of the showing and revoke
the license of the Surf Theatre, today
said in an interview
"We have tried
(Continued on page 4)
:

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

Agreement
Reached on
Stabilizer

Ellis

5.

— Price

Arnall

6,

TEN CENTS

1952

in Principle
Arbitration

Basis Is Set for Agreement on Competitive
Bidding, Damage Awards, Other Difficult
Issues in Swift Day and a Half Meeting

Arnall May Resign
OPS Post Sept. 1
Washington, Aug.

The Department

U.S.A.,

may

President Truman tomorrow that he will resign Sep-

tell

tember

By

1.

MURRAY HOROWITZ

Agreement in principle on all phases of the proposed industrywide arbitration system was reached here yesterday by the Industry
Arbitration Conference's Continuations Committee of 10.
The committee, following an all-day meeting at the Hotel Astor,
announced that it had "completed consideration of all matters involved in the arbitration system." The sub-committee of the Industry

Arnall, on leave as head of
the Society of Independent

Motion Picture Producers,
has an appointment with the
President tomorrow. When he
took the OPS job last February, he told the President
he would only hold it for six
months. The six months will
be up at the end of this
month. Arnall has been reported as anxious to get back
to his law practice for some

$174,802RKO
Theatres Net

time.

RKO

Chaplin, U. A. Close

Consolidated net profit of
Theatres Corp. and subsidiary com-

panies for the first six months of
1952 was $174,802, after taxes and all
(including profit of
other charges,
$16,518 on the sale of capital assets,
before taxes), compared with consoliCharles Chaplin's latest production, dated net profit for the first six
"Limelight," in which he stars as Cal- months of 1951 of $551,639, after taxes
(including
charges,
other
vero, a music hall comedian, goes to and all
United Artists for worldwide distribu- profit of $378,886 on the sale of capannouncement was ital assets, before taxes).
tion.
Chaplin's
Consolidated net profit for the secmade at the conclusion of a meeting in
Beverly Hills home at which ond quarter of 1952 was $36,935, after
his
Arthur Kelly, vice-president of Chap- taxes and all other charges, (includCelebrated Films, was present. ing profit of $9,253 on the sale of caplin

Deal on 'Limelight'

(Ccntinued on page 2)

(Continued on page 4)

To Ask

FCC

Hearings on

to

End

Its

UPT-ABC

5.

Extend Para. Plan
More Films
To

(Continued on page 4)

gates.

The two-day meeting of the continuations committee brought about
the following results
The appointment of a legal drafting
committee to put in final form the
work thus far completed for submission to the general Arbitration Con(Continued on page 5)
:

—

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 5.
Following five months of
negotiations, the executive board of the Screen
Writers Guild last night
voted unanimously for
strike against the Alliance of Television Film
Producers effective one
minute after Sunday midnight
.

— The

Federal Communications Commission
will probably be asked shortly to decide whether or not the United Paramount Theatres— American Broadcasting Co. merger hearings should
close pending the filing of proposed findings or should continue.
An FCC order issued on Friday cut
out as an issue in the case any antitrust activity prior to August 7, 1948,
outside the field of radio communica3
tions. When the hearing recessed on
Paramount's expanded first-run re- July 3, however, several witnesses
leasing plan in the Los Angeles area, still remained to be heard on testimony
which is currently being tested, will about Scophony Corp. of America
be continued on three additional films, and its six-year tie-in with Paramount
A. W. Schwalberg, president of Para- Pictures.
What attorneys for all parties in the
mount Film Distributing Corp., disask the Commission is
case will
closes.
The films are: "Just for You," whether testimony on SCA falls withstarring Bing Crosby, Jane Wyman in the field of radio communications,

Washington, Aug.

Arbitration Conference closed its
sessions one day ahead of schedule, which served as another indication of the climate of agreement
reached by exhibitor-distributor dele-

(Continued on page 4)

•

It was learned here yesterday that a meeting of
the convention committee
of the Theatre Owners of
America, attended by TOA
president Mitchell Wolfson, will be held in Washington on August 14.
Others slated to attend
the meeting include Herman Levy, general counsel, and Si Fabian* The
convention will be held
there September 14-18.

;

U. A.

Personal
Mention
JACK WARNER,

Spyros

S.

here

will leave

Coast.

Southern District Court of California

Rudolph Allen,

industry attorney,
will return here today on the S.S'.
spending
Biancoinanno,
after
two
months in Europe with his wife on a
combination business-pleasure trip,
e

Jack Glenn, March

of

Time

di-

rector and head of the Eastern Screen
Directors Guild, returned to New
York yesterday from Detroit.
•

Joseph Grant, owner
Theatre,

of the

Baltimore,

North-

has

left

Union Memorial Hospital there and
convalescing at home.
•
Maurice Silverstein,

Loew's International regional director for Latin
America, has left here for the Coast
en route to his Mexico City office.

Herb Steinberg, Paramount publicity

manager, has returned here from

the Coast.

inally

that

television disof
motion pictures origproduced for major theatrical

is not a "commercial practice"
w ithin the meaning- of a 1948 contract
between United Artists and Nasser
Brothers. The judge's decision overruled a recent decision by Benno M.
Brink, referee in bankruptcy, it was
disclosed by Seymour M. Peyser, vice-

release

president and general counsel of UA.
As a result, the recent televising of
four Nasser pictures has been ruled
unauthorized and must be discontinued,
said U. A.
"The decision of Judge Westover
has the effect of settling the television
status of many films still being released by United Artists under contracts executed prior to
February,
1951.
Since that time a new contract
clause has fully clarified the question,"
said U. A.
The law firm of Wright, Wright,
Green and Wright argued the petition
for review for United Artists.
9

'U Drive Winners
To Visit Studio

York on

in

vacation.

•

Louis

de

producer,

Rochemont,
in

is

Europe

Columbia
from New

York.

addition

to

the

cash

prizes

in

which they shared. Arthur Greenfield,
manager,
branch
Portland,
Ore.,
whose branch placed first, has been
awarded a two-week trip to Europe

August 27.
The 10 managers making the studio
short
trip in the order in which they finished

Sochin,

Irving

Universal
is

on vacation.

in

the drive are

Don

Gillin,

Seattle

Buffalo Meets on

;

Tax Repeal Fight

;

;

Hollywood, August

5.

— RKO Radio

has completed negotiations with Huntington Hartford for the distribution of
two productions annually for the next
three years to be produced by Hartford's Theasquare Productions, it is
announced by C. J. Tevlin,
Ra-

RKO

dio vice-president in charge of studio
operations.
It was announced additionally that
will begin distribution in Sep-

RKO

tember of Hartford's already completed feature entitled, "Face to Face."
This is a picturization of two short
stories
"The Secret Sharer," by
Joseph Conrad, and "The Bride Comes
to Yellow Sky," by Stephen Crane.
:

James Mason

stars in the first episode

"Face to Face," and Robert Preston stars in the second.

of

Denver, Aug.
(Dave) Cockrill,

5.— Benjamin
managing
54,

D.
di-

rector of the local Denham Theatre,
as well as president of the Greater Indianapolis Amusement Co., with four
theatres there, died here following a
heart attack. He had been in Denver
only a few hours when death occurred.
Formerly a film salesman and publicity man for Universal, and interested in theatres in the East, Cockrill
came to Denver in 1934 to operate the

its

fight for the repeal of the

admission tax. Presiding at the meeting were Jack Chinell, manager of the
Radio exchange, who is distributor chairman, and Elmer F. Lux,
general manager of Lazar Theatres,
who is exhibitor chairman. The salesmen will go into the field to get exhibitors to join
and thus aid
in the tax repeal battle.

RKO

Theatres Net

;

RKO

COMPO

Wald

to Leave
Radio Oct. 31
Hollywood, Aug. 5. — A spokesman

Jerry

RKO

for Jerry Wald today confirmed published report that the producer will
leave
Radio October 31 on the
expiration of his contract. The studio

RKO

declined comment.

—

Lew
who
Buffalo, Aug.
has been manager of the Buffalo and
Albany Lippert exchanges for the
past several years, has purchased the

games.

foil oiv

MOVIETONE NEWS,
Navy tests ships in icy
Truman signs German

No.

64

— U.

S.

President

wastes.

pact.
Farouk in
Capri. Helicopters end Atlantic flight. U. S.
athletes win Olympics.

DAY, No. 2S8— Swim-

S. Olympic triFarouk in exile. Navy recruiting.
Pigeon marathon. Eisenhower. No time for

for Adlai

politics

Stevenson,

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

111.

No.

101

— Liner

Queen

Elizabeth brings celebrities.
Farouk in Capri. Political battlefront. Truman signs Bonn treaty. Drought. U. S.
5.

5".

wins Olympics.

—

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. IZA
Chinese quit Red Cross parley.
A weekend with candidates. Swimming
champions of 1972? Davis Cup matches in
Drought.

Italy.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
Maneuvers

No.

584^Farouk

Arctic. Queen Juliana in France. Helicopters cross Atlantic.
Truman signs Bonn pact.
11th
in

exile.

in

WAVES

anniversary. Olympics.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No.

103—

Helicopters cross Atlantic. Farouk. Truman
signs German treaty. Harry M. Warner
dedicates Legion centre. Blind Marine general gets second star. Air vets honored.

New

U. S. High Commissioner
Olympics.

Germany.

in

German, Sunshine
Head JDA Units
William German, president of W. J.
German, Inc., and Morton Sunshine,
executive director of the

New York

Independent Theatre Owners Association,
have accepted chairmanship
of the laboratories and publicity divisions,

respectively,

of

the

indus-

on behalf of the Joint DeDenham. He is survived by his widow, fense Appeal. The announcement was
Vera, a daughter, Ann, a sister and made by Leon Goldberg, of Universal
Pictures, and Edward L. Fabian, of
two brothers.
Fabian Theatres, who are co-chairmen of the industry-wide campaign.

Lew

tions in

Olympic

Other items innczvs and the
Complete contents

Cockrill, 54,

;

Lieser Forms
Distribution Firm

nczvsreel highlights.
clude people in the

umph.

;

—

battle front and
exile are current

ming victory assures U.

Jack Langan, Kansas City C. R. Ost,
New Orleans Ted Reisch, San Francisco R. C. Settoon, Memphis R. N.
Gins,
Dallas
Joseph
Wilkinson,
(Continued from page 1)
Buffalo, Aug. 5. Managers and Washington J. W. Greenleaf, Charand
Louis,
Hynes,
St.
Harrv
ital assets, before taxes).
members of the sales staffs of all local lotte
This comexchanges met here yesterday to dis- C. R. Wade, Salt Lake City.
pares with consolidated net profit for
the second quarter of 1951 of $109,cuss plans for getting theatres in the
entire
exchange area to join the
697, after taxes and all other charges,
(including profit of $8,183 on sale of
Council of Motion Picture Organiza;

1952

Newsreel

NEWS OF THE

Releasing Deal

Dies Suddenly

starting

subject sales manager,

RKORadio-Hartford

Dave

The 10 Universal exchange manFoster M. Blake, Universal Western sales manager, has left here for agers whose branches placed second
to 11th in the company's recent "N.J.
Chicago and Des Moines.
Blumberg 40th Anniversary Sales
•
Ralph PIelow, M-G-M resident Drive," will visit the Universal
manager in Pittsburgh, is in New studios for a week starting Monday,

6,

Parade
POLITICAL
rHE
King Farouk

United Artists claims the victory of "an important decision" clarifying
the status of residual television rights in motion pictures still in theatrical release by major companies.
The company reported that Federal Judge Harry C. Westover in the

Skouras, executive vice- ruled
yesterday
Skouras Theatres Corp.,
tribution

president of
announces the birth of a daughter to
Mrs. Skouras last Sunday at the
Lawrence Hospital, Bronxville, N. Y.
•

wood

Halt

to

in

returned

from Europe yesterday and
shortly for the

Wins Action

Wednesday, August

Nasser Film Telecasts

Warner Broth-

vice-president,

ers

is

:

Motion Picture Daily

2

capital assets, before taxes).
Profit from operations before taxes

try's drive

The
1952

JDA
to

is

seeking $5,000,000

finance

in

the
American Jewish Committee and the
Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai
activities

of

B'rith.

Clagett to Ohio

On Censor Case

Tim Clagett, press representative of
and other charges totaled §1,277,011
the Motion Picture Association of
for the first six months of 1952, compared with $1,879,982 for the same America, is due to leave here today
for
Columbus enroute to Toledo,
period in 1951.
Profit from operaNew York tions before taxes and other charges where "The American Newsreel"
franchise
for
Lippert
State, outside New York City, and on totaled $470,950 for the second quar- censorship's case will be argued on
Friday will begin business as Lieser ter, against $786,041 for the second Friday.
Clagett will be joined in Columbus
Film Distributing Co., Inc., with quarter in 1951.
by Robert Wile, executive secretary
headquarters in the Film Building
of the Independent Theatre Owners
here.
C. Paul, 72
of Ohio. Both will be on hand for the
Logan, O., Aug. 5. Edgar C. Paul, Municipal Court hearing in Toledo
U.S. Films for Venice
72, manager of the Logan Chakeres testing the legality of the Ohio State
Washington, Aug. 5. The State Theatre for the past 18 years, died censorship law.
Department said 13 documentary films on July 27.
Prior to coming to
The case grew out of the Toledo
produced by U. S. government agen- Logan he was general manager of the Westwood Theatre's exhibition of
cies have been selected for showing Gus Sun Amusement Co. in Spring- "The American Newsreel" without its
He is sur- having been submitted to the State
at the International Film Festival be- field, O., for 18 years.
vived by the widow, Blanche.
ing held in V enice.
Censorship- Division for approval.
5.

Lieser,

Edgar

—

—
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4

Chaplin,

UA

Court Test

(Continued from page

Replies to U.

(Continued from page 1)

1)

Wednesday, August

United Artists were to work things out without going to
Krim, president, Arnold court, but we have gotten the runPicker, William J.
Heineman and around from Mayor Kennelly on down
Max E. Youngstein, vice-presidents, and we may be forced to take legal
and Matthew Fox and Robert Benja- action to place the issue before the
min, partners in the organization, all people of Chicago. We do not want to
of whom had flown to Hollywood to endanger the license of the Surf The-

6,

1952

S. Suit

Representing

Arthur

atre, so

attend.

"Limelight," Chaplin's
five years,

by him.

{Continued from page 1)

B.

first

was produced and

film

we

are seeking another place

to screen the picture for a representative group of leading Chicago citizens.
"The threat to revoke the license
of the theatre," he continued, "reveals
the true nature of censorship. People
in whom the public has no reason

in

directed

He

also wrote the screenplay
the
original
score.
an English actress,
plays opposite Chaplin, while his son,
Sydney, plays the leading man. Release date details will be determined

composed
Claire Bloom,

and

to place confidence have power not
only to say what people will or will
not see, but to step in and control
the motion picture industry through

later.

His last production was "Monsieur
Verdoux," which he wrote, produced
and directed, in 1947.

-

would be advisable
from the
Los Angeles Federal court where the
government filed the suit to the New
York Federal court district, where
whether or not

it

to seek a change of venue

the principal defendants have their
places of business, and whether the
defendants should endeavor to obtain
a severance from the joint action and
the
contest
government case separately.
Indications are that if decisions
have not been reached on these and
other issues by October 15, the defendants will seek additional time before filing their answers.

The

government's readiness
agree to the extension of
time for filing answers came
as a surprise to many trade
circles which were convinced

their right to close theatres."

to

that the television film suit

is

basically political in nature and
that the Justice Department
would bend every effort to force
it to trial before the November
elections.

Support for that view was found in
the fact that the Department chose to
file the
suit in Los Angeles rather
than in New York, where the defendants maintain business headquarters.
The only apparent reason for the
government's choice was that the Los

HEARTBREAK
••Poised On A

court docket is much less
crowded than in New York, which
circumstance promised the government the earliest possible trial date.

Angeles

•

With the time extension to October
IS having been granted without objection and with the possibility of further extensions being sought and obtained,
together
with other
legal
preliminaries
besides the filing
of
answers certain to arise and to require time for disposition before actual

Trigger of Terror!

of the government suit could be
begun, legal observers here yesterday
said they saw no possibility whatever
of the suit coming to trial before the

trial

November

elections.

Para. Plan
(Continued from page 1)

Some individual defendants, it is
learned, favor a change of venue to
the New York Federal court. Should
they prevail, it would be several years
before the suit could be tried and disposed of. However, other defendants
feel

be

that the Los Angeles court may
familiar with industry prob-

more

lems involved in the case and that a
better understanding of the fatal consequences of the action to the industry, should it be won by the government, might prevail on the West
Coast than here.

Meanwhile, it was learned, at least
one major company defendant is preparing a statement scoring the government suit. It is expected to be re-

week and will be the
kind from any of the producer-distributor defendants since the
leased within the

first of its

filing of the suit

two weeks

ago.

The

statement is expected to be of an unequivocal nature certain to be reassuring to exhibitors who, under the defendants' protracted silence on the
suit, have been growing increasingly
uneasy.

FCC Hearings
(Continued from page 1)

which case it must be heard, or
whether it does not, in which case it is
outlawed by the three-year anti-trust
in

limitation
If the

.

Commission

should be further

rules that there

SCA

testimony estimates are that the hearing will last
another five to seven weeks. The recess
interrupted
the
testimony of
Arthur Levey, former SCA and current Skiatron president, who would
have to continue. He would be followed by Paul Raibourn, Paramount
Pictures director and president of

Paramount

Television

Productions,

and Paramount attorneys have
said they would put still other SCA
witnesses on the stand.
Inc.,

The question of asking the Commission to clarify the status of SCA
testimony in the hearing came up today at a conference of attorneys representing all parties in the case. They
expect to meet again tomorrow to decide just how they will ask the FCC

and Ethel Barrymore, with a first-run
availability date of
September 10; to clarify the question.
Pine-Thomas' "Caribbean," starring
At today's meeting hearing examJohn Payne and Arlene Dahl, avail- iner
Leo Resnick ruled on several
able September 24, and "Somebody
other, but minor, questionable points
Loves Me," starring Betty Hutton and
in
the Commission's Friday order.
Ralph Meeker, with a date of October
He
declared that for the purpose of
1st.
All three have color by Technicolor.

These engagements

will be offered
competitive negotiation on the same
basis as
Cecil B. DeMille's "The
Greatest Show on Earth," Hal Wallis'
"Jumping Jacks" and "Son of Palein

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

presents

Joan Crawford
Sudden Fear!
L, JACK PALANCE

•

GLORIA GRAHAME

VIRGINIA HUSTON

•

•

face,"

Rogers

new plan which calls
simultaneous first-runs in
Los Angeles and contiguous municipalities and joint ad campaigns parfor

seven

ticipated in
distributor.

IN SUSPENSE
THIS

IS

by the theatres and the

Silliphant Resigns
(Continued from page 1)
Ditlribvlwi

it

NEW HIGH

Russell-Roy

BRUCE BENNETT

TOUCH CONNORS
• Directed by DAVID MILLER

Based on Edna Sherry's Story, "Sudden Fear"

A

Hope-Jane

starrer, initial films to be re-

leased under the

JOSEPH KAUFMAN
Screenplay by LENORE COFFEE and ROBERT SMITH

Produced by

Bob

MELODRAMA!

NEWSPAPER AD NO. 205

r

will play himself in certain
sequences but throughout most
of the film an actor, for whom a
search is now underway, will depict
the former champion.

Louis

fight

the hearing all parties should be regarded as licensees, although technically some of them are not. The
three-year limitation applies only to
applicants who are existing licensees.
Resnick also ruled out the question
of credibility of some of the witnesses
who have already appeared in the
hearing. In its order the Commission
referred to the fact that Commission
counsel had questioned the credibility
of some of the testimony given by
president Leonard Goldenson
and
director A. H. Blank. Since
their testimony covered periods prior
to
1948, Resnick indicated that he
would not look into the question.

FCC

UPT
UPT

Finally, in order to expedite an
early decision from the Commission,
Resnick suggested that attorneys file
proposed findings on the issues relating
to Allen B. DuMont laboratories
chief of which is the question of Paramount's control of DuMont within
20 days.

—
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Arbitration

5

Davis Acquires 12
For U. S. Market

Review

(Continued from page 1)

Park Row
— United

ference.

Arthur Davis, president of Arthur
Aug. 5
Davis Associates, foreign film disERE THE SAMUEL FULLER who wrote, produced and directed "The tributors, has returned from a sixL JL Steel Helmet," the first great story of the Korean war, performs those
week trip to Europe where he obwith blueprinting a system of
three services and one more, equally vital, for a composite story of the great
tained U. S. distribution rights to 12
conciliation to supplement the
American newspaper and the men who made it great. The fourth Fuller
new French and Italian films. They
arbitration system along lines
service performed for this picture was its selling, and the exhibitor is thereby
are being processed with English subagreed upon by the continuagiven, for the first time in his life, a chance to go down to his newspaper
titles, and will be released at the rate
tions committee.
office and ask the editor and publisher about the picture before he plays it!
of two a month beginning in SeptemAgreement in principle came on For the writer-producer-director has been in direct touch with every publisher ber.
such thorny issues as competitive bid- and editor in the country for many months, beginning before and continuing
List Italian Films
ding, forcing of pictures, violation of through the start of production and afterward, in a one-newspaper-man-tocontracts, clearances, runs, damages another promotional campaign without precedent. If ever a picture came to
The Italian pictures include the new
and procedural matters, including ap- market with a pre-conditioned press, this is it.
Vittorio De Sica film, "Buon Giorno,
The story which Samuel Fuller, one-time copy boy for the late Arthur Elephants!"
peals and the setting up of machinery
("Hello,
Elephant!"),
for arbitration.
Brisbane and forever a newsman at heart, utilizes to wrap up precedental starring De Sica with Sabu and
Named to the drafting committee, incidents and events in the careers of Joseph Pulitzer, Arnold Bennett, Horace Maria Mercader "The First Comwhich is expected to meet in about Greeley, Charles A. Dana, Ottmar Mergenthaler and other memorable men munion" (tentative title), with Aldo
10 days,
were Herman Levy and of ink concerns one Pbineas Mitchell, who in 1866 launches a newspaper, Fabrizzi and Gaby Morlay, and "Don
Abram F. Myers, representing exhibi- without funds but with principle, in competition with the Neiv York Star, a Camillo and the Mistress of the
tion, and Robert Perkins and Adolph
rich publication owned by Charity Hackett, descendent of great newsmen but Mountains" starring Vivi Gioi.
Schimel, representing distribution.
herself a journalistic misfit. The struggle between the newspapers, and between
The French pictures include "La
As soon as the drafting work is their publishers, ranges from legitimate competition to violence and riot, with Beaute Du Diable," written and dicompleted, it was announced, the blue- the romantic element present but kept in the background. The leap of Steve rected
by Rene Clair "Montmartre,"
print will be submitted to the arbitra- Brodie from Brooklyn Bridge and the raising of a fund to build a base for the
the
first
Technicolor
feature
in
Qtiiiwl Fitllev

U

The newly-appointed drafting
committee was also charged

A.vtists)

Hollyzvood-j

;

;

tion

conference for approval.

Complete optimism that the newlyformed drafting committee will not hit
any snags was expressed in informed
quarters.
Another indication of confidence is that no date has been set
reconvening
continuations
the
committee.
Yesterday's
meeting climaxed
months of effort to inaugurate an arbitration system which began in the
spring with the convening of the arbitration conference.
The hurdles yet
to be met include the submission of
the proposed system to the full arbifor

Statue of Liberty are among the historical incidents dealt with.
Gene Evans, the unforgettable "Steel Helmet" discovery, plays the poor but
principled newspaper man, and Marcy Welch portrays the publisher of the
powerful publication which tries to run him out of business. Others in the cast
are Bela Kovacs, Herbert Heyes, Tina Rome, George O'Hanlon, J. M. Kerrigan, Forrest Taylor, Don Orlando, Neyle Morrow, Dick Elliott, Stuart
Randall, Dee Pollock and Hal K. Dawson.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
August 12.

Rodgers and Al Schwalberg.
Ralph
D. Hetzel, Jr., Motion Picture Asmeeting sociation of America vice-president,
yesterday's
at
Present
were from exhibition, Levy, Si Fa- and Henderson Richey, secretary of
bian, Emanuel Frisch, Wilbur Snaper the Arbitration Conference, attended
tration
conference,
its
individual and Myers
from distribution, Per- as ex-officio members of the commitmember organizations, the courts and kins, Abe Montague, William F. tee.
the Department
approval.

of

Justice

for

their

:

;

PARAMOUNT
TRADE SHOWS
Wednesday/August

13th,

1952

CARIBBEAN"
j

Starring

JOHN PAYNE ARLENE DAHL
SIR CEDRIC

HARDWICKE

with

/

France, produced and directed by J.
Bernard
"The Seven Capital
C.
Sins," co-directed by Roberto Rossellini,
"Malou of Paris," "Sextette,"
"Ramuntcho" and others.
;

Fessenden Joins Hacker
Howard L. Fessenden has joined
Samuel Hacker and Co., film industry "CPAs," as head of the foreign
audit division.
Fessenden was manager of the foreign accounting department of Selznick Releasing Corp. from
1947 to 1951. Prior to that, he was
assistant foreign comptroller of United
Artists from 1933 to 1947.

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY
ALBANY
ATLANTA

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BUFFALO
PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
CHARLOTTE
PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHICAGO
PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
CINCINNATI
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
CLEVELAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
DETROIT
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
LOS ANGELES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadwoy (9th Fl.)
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
OMAHA
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
PHILADELPHIA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
SALT LAKE CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
SAN FRANCISCO... PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
SEATTLE
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
WASHINGTON. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

BOSTON

TIME
2.30 P.M.

PROJ.

2.30 P.M.

PROJ.

2:30 P.M.

2 P.M.
JO A.M.

7.30 P.M.

2.30 P.M.
8.15 P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
1

I

L.

SULLIVAN

Color by
Directed

by

-

WILLARD PARKER

TECHNICOLOR
EDWARD LUDWIG

Written for the Screen by

FRANK L MOSS and EDWARD LUDWIG
From the novel by Ellery
Produced by

H. Clark

William H. Pine and William C. Thomas

.

.

P.M.

2:30 P.M.
1:30

P.M

1:30 P.M.
12:15 P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
7

77

.

FRANCIS

P.M.

6 P M.

P.M.

A.M.

70.30 A.M.
7

P.M.

2 P.M.

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
7

P.M.

7:30 P.M.

2 P.M.
7

.30 P.M.

8 P.M.

—
Sponsored by

W.

J.

GERMAN.

INC.
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Report Prices Rembusch Seeks Aid for Para. Earnings
5,000 'Hardship Cases'
Up; Maintains
Not Part of

Arbitration
Restrictions on Bidding
Curb Distributor Action
Distributors have remained adain their refusal to agree to
submit disputes over film prices

mant

and terms to arbitration,
sources indicated yesterday.

company

The fact that an agreement in
principle on all subjects at
issue had been announced at
the close of the two-day arbitration conference here Tuesmany to wonder
led
day
whether or not distributors had
retreated from their position
against the inclusion of price
complaints in any arbitration
system set up for the industry.
Semi-official responses to inquiries indicated they had not.
Allied States is on record as unequivocally asking the inclusion of
among arbitrable
complaints
price
subjects and the Theatre Owners of
(Continued on page 4)

Demand A
Stand on U.

Public
S.

Suit

—A

Cleveland, Aug. 6.
plea that Council of Motion Picture Organizations differences be submerged for industry unity to accomplish repeal
of the Federal admission tax in order to keep open approximately 5,000
hardship-case theatres, was made here at an industry anti-tax meeting,
by
Trueman
Rembusch,
of
the

Johnston Calls On
IA' Membership to
Aid Anti-Tax Drive
4

Minneapolis,

Aug.

6.

— Members

of the IATSE, meeting here at their
41st biennial convention, were urged
today by Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of
America, to lend their wholehearted
support to the industry's campaign to
repeal the 20 per cent Federal admission tax.

The "back-busting

load

of

taxes"

(Continued on page 2)

Walsh Says

'IA'

COMPO

ruling triumvirate.
5,000 hardship cases "can survive only by the repeal of this discriminatory tax," Rembusch stated.

6.

He was

the

New

Owners

Association
has called upon Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, and the
presidents of the motion picture company defendants in the suit commenced
by the Department of Justice, to compel the sale of 16mm. feature films to
television to take a militant public
stand with respect to the litigation.
Said the ITOA yesterday
"This is no time for silence, on the
(Continued on page 4)

GPE

Quarter Net

Rises to $325,452

COMPO

Has Anti-Trust Question

— IATSE has

licked its Communist-infiltration problem, president Richard F. Walsh declared here today in his report to the
41st biennial convention.
He said only two international
unions Local 44, Allied Craftsmen

Washington, Aug.

6.

FCC

— The

anti-

popped up again in the
United Paramount Theatres-American Broadcasting Co. merger case
when hearing examiner Leo Resnick
asked the Federal Communications
Commission today whether evidence
and Local 683, Laboratory Tech- on anti-trust activities after Aug. 7,
nicians in Hollywood remain under 1948, could be put into the hearing"emergency international control."
record.
"Peace and Loyalty have gradually
Resnick also asked the Commission
trust question

(Continued on page 2)

quarter in 1951.

Net

sales

were $11,436,566, com-

pared with $7,654,493

in

the previous

year's quarter.

After provision for preferred stock
(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

Wage Demands of Equity
Cancel Todd TV Show
The experimental theatre telecast of
Michael Todd's "Night in Venice"
show from Jones' Beach, slated for tonight, has been called off due to a lastminute hitch with Actors Equity, it
was learned here yesterday.
Actors Equity, it was reported, had
demanded a full week's salary for each
test,

a consolidated net income of $325,452,
compared with $183,035 for the same

785,000,

which

is

at the rate of $1.19

per share on shares outstanding. Consolidated earnings for the first six
months of 1951 were estimated at
(Continued on page 4)

—

member
General Precision Equipment Corp.
and its subsidiary companies reported
for the three months ended June 30

Maintaining its common stock
dividend annual $2 rate, Paramount
Pictures yesterday announced that
its board had declared a quarterly

accompanied here by Robert
Wile, secretary of the Ohio Independent Theatre Owners.
"It is necessary that industry unity dividend of 50 cents per share. At the
at the local level be established in same time the company reported an
order to accomplish our goal," Rem- increase in earnings in the second
busch told the branch managers, film quarter, ended June 28, to an estisalesmen and exhibitors present. In mated $1,430,000 after provision for
the absence from town of Lester taxes, compared with a net of $1,421,Zucker, local
chairman, I. 000 for the same period in 1951. The
Schmertz
conducted
the general dividend is payable on Sept. 26 to
J.
meeting, which, following Rembusch's stockholders of record on Sept. 12.
The earnings represent 61 cents a
plea for united effort, split into two
meetings, of exchange managers and share on 2,342,096 shares outstandsalesmen, and exhibitors. The exhibi- ing, compared with 62 cents on 2,302,000 shares outstanding one year ago.
(Continued on page 2)
Consolidated earnings for the six
months ended June 28, computed on
the same basis, are estimated at $2,-

—

The board of directors of
York Independent Theatre

$1,430,000 Profit Is
Listed for 2nd Quarter

The

Licked 'Red' Problem Kept Alive by
Minneapolis, Aug.

Dividend Rate

of the cast for the half-hour

arranged

by

Fabian

for tele-screening at the
atre here.
The cost

Theatres,

Warner The-

of paying a
week's salary to over 200 members of
the cast, in addition to reimbursing
members of the orchestra, made the
test economically prohibitive, it was
pointed out.
The hitch developed after invitations had gone out to leading circuit
executives, set manufacturers and pro-

(Continued on page 4)

ALBANY N. Y. Aug. 6.—
An application for a television permit for UHF
Channel No. 23, assigned
to Albany, was filed today
with the Federal Communications Commission in
Washington by the Schineowned Patroon Broadcasting Corp.
operator of
station WPTR since 1948.
Two other local radio stations recently filed for
the same channel.
,

,

,

Outline 'Texas' Tax

Plan at Minn. Meet

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 6. H. A.
Cole
outlined
the
"Texas
plan" to fight the government's 20 per cent admission
tax to 40 guests of North
Central Allied at a luncheon
here today at the Nicollet
Hotel.

Adoption of the plan was
delayed,

it

was reported,

be-

cause primaries in this area
still pend and it would
be
confusing and a waste of effort to buttonhole losing candidates.

•

WASHINGTON, Aug. 6.— Ellis Arnall, Price Stabilizer,
declined comment

today after a talk with
Truman on
whether he had resigned
from his government post
to resume his job as SIMPP
president. He said all
comment would have to come
from the White House.

President

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
WILLIAM
Arnold

HEINEMAN,
Max
Picker,
and
J.

Youngstein, United Artists vicepresidents, and Robert Benjamin, a
partner in the company, arrived here
from the Coast yesterday.
•

(Continued from page
placed on the industry was decried by
Johnston.
He called the heavy tax
load and rising costs "two of the top
reasons" for the weakening of the
movie-going habit of the American
people.
On the cost front, Johnston urged
all segments of the industry
production,
distribution and exhibition to

—

—

eliminate waste and promote efficiency.
The
president acknowledged
Western sales manager H. L. Na- that box-office receipts have declined
thanson and Ted Gould of M-G-M from' 15 to 20 per cent, approximately
Pictures of Canada, and Jay Eisen- $250,000,000, below the 1946 record of
berg, home office attorney, will leave $1,600,000,000,
a figure which
inhere Sunday for Toronto.
cluded the admission tax take. John•
ston pointed out, however, that today
Monsignor John J. McClafferty, the total number of admissions each
clean of Catholic University in Wash- week runs close to 55,000,000, indicatington and former head of the Legion ing the vitality of the industry.
of Decency, was a guest of Italian
He scored "alarmists" who stress
Films Export in a visit to Cinecitta, the number of theatre closings withRome's film city.
out mentioning the hundreds of new
conventional
and drive-in theatres
Mrs. George H. Ornstein, wife which have opened in replacement. He
of the United Artists representative called the growth of drive-ins "one of
and encouraging
in Rome, is in California with her the most dynamic
in
exhibition
in
our
three children visiting Mary Pick- developments
times."
ford, her aunt.
#
Johnston forecast that the period
of transition the industry finds itself
Robert Weitman, United Para- in, highlighted by home
competimount Theatres vice-president, has tion, would be met by the same fortijoined his family at Grossingers in the
tude which licked past industry probCatskills for a vacation.
lems.

MPAA

;

TV

1)

for their patriotism

only is it the workers' right to organize but that they have been good
lor the country because they have
protected it from the spread of Communism.
This, he added, has been
accomplished by a more even distribution of wealth, thereby eliminating
one of the avenues of approach that
Communism .customarily thrives on.
told the convention that
the union "can do a lot to attack the
mistaken belief that the motion picture industry is dying."
Management
and labor will have to cooperate in
convincing the public that theatres
offer the best entertainment.
He
also tackled the problem of government interference, pointing out that
television alone was not entirely responsible for the slump in business,
but that such things as the government's admission tax and the recent

"divorcement"

decree
ing the industry.

were

hamper-

At the conclusion of Thompson's
speech, International president Richard F. Walsh told the delegates that
the union would do its share but that
in his opinion good films, good equipment and good theatres would do
much to cure the industry's ills.
Ben

Berger,

:1

Canada Release Set
Films

COMPO

as

re-releasing

many

Time's short subjects,
French narration.

of March of
several with

Wilbur Snapcr, Allied States presiand Abram F. Myers, chairman

dent,

and general counsel, are scheduled to
confer in Chicago next week with Jack
Kirsch and the Allied convention committee on plans for the organization's
annual convention and equipment exhibit to be held there in November.

$10,462 for Jungle

Dual

—

Cincinnati, Aug. 6. The dual
team of "Watusi" and "Cajun," jungle
stories being distributed nationally by
Home and Dietz, New York, grossed

RKO

a top $10,462 at the
Lyric here
during the week ended last Tuesday,
is

understood.

tors,

and

Plan Allied Convention

it

sell

Rembusch

some 500 or 600 of our legislaSenators and Representatives,
that

is

quite

a

job.

I

think,

gentlemen, it will be well repaid if
you will undertake it."
Cole also told the delegates that
exhibitors face the probable necestelevision in their
theatres within five or 10 years.
"It may take considerable time, not

sity

of

installing

because of the machinery involved,
but because of the fact that programming that will attract customers at a
profit is going to be very, very difficult to work out, but inevitably, sooner or later, we have to be prepared
to install television in many, if not
most of our theatres," Cole said.
At yesterday's session. Rev. F. J.
Gilligan, St. Paul, Minn., and Leslie E. Thompson, labor relations ex-

RKO

Pictures, were the
ecutive for
featured speakers.
Rev. Gilligan commended unions

—

Thompson

NCA

COMPO

Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of America, said that the
exhibitors of Ohio are doing
a "great and grand thing" in
bringing a motion picture exhibit to the Ohio State Fair.
"It means that they are
bringing the story of our industry right where it needs
the telling the grass roots of
America.
That's
where it
reaches the people and I hope
the Ohio example may spread
across the country," Johnston
added.

and said that not

—

MOT
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Johnston Says Ohio
Fair 'Great Thing'

president of North
Central Allied, told the "IA" that
he was "purposely skipping" any deHarry B. French, president of Co!e, Thompson Ask TA' Aid
tailed account of the present plight
of exhibitors in view of the fact the
Minnesota Amusement Co., will arrive in Tax, Business Efforts
subject was covered by C. W. Perhere from Minneapolis on Monday.
Minneapolis, Aug. 6. Coopera- rine, Minnesota Amusement Co. ex•
Leopold Friedman, secretary and tion of all of its members in the nght ecutive in an earlier speech, and that
general counsel for Loew's, has re- to eliminate the 20 per cent Federal Eric Johnston will dwell extensively
admissions tax was urged by H. A. on the theatreman's problems in a
turned here from England.
Cole, co-chairman of the Council of subsequent speech.
•
Nate Spingold, Columbia vice- Motion Picture Organizations' tax
Berger welcomed the delegates on
president, has returned here from the repeal campaign, at the annual con- behalf of
and the Northwest
the
IATSE
being
held
vention of
Coast.
ariety Club and drew a roun
V
of
here this week.
applause when he said that he had
Cole suggested that the IATSE
always enjoyed "the finest relations"
form a small national committee and
with the IA membership in negotiaa state committee in every state, and
tions, both as an individual and as
that state committees should contact
head of the NCA.
committes which are already
The March of Time and Astral
From there, perhaps,
Films Ltd. of Canada jointly an- functioning.
nounced an agreement for the Can- Cole said, IA district members might
district comadian firm to re-release the March of operate with
(Continued from page 1)
Time theatrical films throughout Can- mitteemen who also are already worktors elected Leo T. Jones of Upper
ing.
ada beginning in the early fall.
"In other words," Cole continued, Sandusky chairman of their division.
Astral Films will also release the
features, "The Vatican of Pius XII" "we will have to apply argument, Jones thereupon named district comand the "Golden Twenties," as well persuasion, good common sense, and mittee members.

For

7,

6

on IA' Membership

Calls

Irving Helfont, home office assistant to George A. Hickey, M-G-M

Thursday, August

Industry in New Haven
Area Enters Tax Battle

New Haven,

Aug.

6.

— Some

105

of Connecticut's 192 theatres were represented at a meeting here to enter
the fight for the repeal of the Federal
amusement tax.
Sixty-seven

owners signed the pledges to participate in the movement..^
Charles

McCarthy

of

the

Council

Motion Picture Organizations made
the keynote address, with
Maurice
Bailey and Dr. Jack Fishman of Al-

of

urging every theatre to do its best
contacting members of Congress
Other speakers included
and others.
Al Pickus of Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Connecticut and Carl
lied

in

Reardon, branch manager of UniverInternational, who is in charge of

sal

collections

campaign.

for

participation

in

the

The Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio is sponsoring
a

"Hollywood at the Fair" exthe state fair Aug.

hibit at
22-29.

Predict Top Kramer
Gross for 'Noon'
A

gross in excess of $2,500,000.
highest for any Stanley Kramer production, was predicted by Kramer
spokesmen here yesterday for "High
Noon" on the basis of holdovers in

opening engagements.

its

Distributed by United Artists, the
picture has been given third week
Boston,
Philadelphia,
holdovers in
Pittsburgh, New York, Toronto and
Calgary. Second week holdovers are
set in Buffalo, Minneapolis, Oklahoma
City, Portland, Ote., San Francisco

and Milwaukee.

Walsh Says

'IA'

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood under Roy
Walsh said. (Walsh has
previously
recommended
restoring
home rule to Local 44.) "We are
making good progress cleaning up the
returned

to

Brewer,"

remaining loyalty disturbances and in
a short time expect to restore home
rule to both unions."
and its members
He said
stand committed to do all possible to
help stem the tide of Communism.

IATSE

Krim

to

Europe

Krim,
president
of
Arthur
B.
United Artists, will leave here by
plane tomorrow for a combined threeweek visit in Rome, Paris and London. He will survey branch operations
and independent production in three
capitals and in Paris additionally will
confer with Anatole Litvak,

who

will

"Via Flaminia" for U. A.,
script for which has just been

produce
the

completed.
s

Fatima' Music on Air
Three

themes

from

the

musical

Warner Brothers' "The
Our Lady of Fatima" will
played by the NBC symphony or-

score

of
Miracle of

be
chestra on

its

radio

program on Aug.

Carmen Dragon

will conduct the
orchestra in interpretations of passages from the score composed by
Max Steiner. The orchestra will play
passages of "The Miracle," "The
Credo," and "The Vision."
17.
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WATCH
Charley
WARNERS
wonderful long-running
start at Radio City Music Hall
FTER

3

RAY BOLGER
BOWLS 'EM OVER NATIONALLY
NEXT WEEK IN

ALLYN McLERlE

SC een

ty

JOHN MONK S<

Jr

-

Dance and Produc,ion Numbers Staged by Michael Kidd

Directed by

DAVI D B UTLER

;

4

Motion Picture daily

Anti- trust

Not Part of Arbitration

(Continued from page 1)

America took
specific

a

stand.

be included in the record of the hear-

general

counsel

ing.

Herman

Levy,

In an order issued last Friday the
outlawed as evidence in the case
of any anti-trust involvement occurring
before that date. Since there has been
no development in the hearing record

FCC

any anti-trust activity since

gust,

Au-

1948,
many observers here
that the anti-trust question was

though
a dead duck.

In Resnick's petition he mentioned
three specific anti-trust suits which

Commission counsel thought should be
part of the post- 1948 anti-trust portion
of the record.
They were the government's suit against the Madison
Square Garden Corp., three of whose
directors are directors of Paramount
Pictures
Corp.
the
suit
brought
against National Screen Service and
Paramount Pictures, among others
and the Milgrim Drive-in case where
the final decision gave drive-in theatres the right to bid against indoor
theatres for first-run product.
The request for clarification also
mentioned "a number of pending private anti-trust proceedings which have
not
been
explored
to
determine
whether the anti-trust activities alleged occurred since Aug. 7, 1948."
:

;

Resnick pointed out that Commission counsel proposes to investigate
the anti-trust activities involved in the
government complaints and in several
of the pending private cases.
This
process, he said, would involve a continuance of the hearing to permit the
investigation and then further hearings which might take several months.

The

SCA

question revolved around

FCC

the part of the
order which put
a three-year limitation on anti-trust
activity outside the field of radio communications, and Resnick requested the
Commission to decide whether or not
testimony was within that field.
If the
rules that it is,
witnesses would probably take up from
five to seven weeks of hearing time.
The procedure of a hearing examiner's requesting the Commission for
clarification of an order is rather unusual, but Resnick declared in his
request that he felt it would be more
time-saving than if attorneys for all
the parties filed individual petitions.
The hearing will remain in recess

SCA

SCA

FCC

pending the FCC's

clarification.

Public Stand
(Continued from page 1)
part of industry leaders. This is a suit
calculated to destroy the motion picture industry and it's time for segments other than exhibition to meet
the issue squarely and with forthrightness.
are confident that the defendants will defend themselves to the
hilt in court for vindication on these
preposterous charges but if the industry remains quiet until that time we
will have lost our case with the public.
publicly
"It's high time the
denounced this government action for
what it is a high-handed attempt to
have the industry commit suicide to
give its life blood to a competitive
medium. The film company presidents
must likewise meet the issue squarely
and assure theatrical exhibition that
the television industries are not going
to be ceded public support and our
stock in trade by default. As one board
member remarked, let them stand up
and be counted."

We

MPAA

—

comparable but

Abram Myers,

chairman,

and

less

Allied

and

TOA

are
counsel,
members of the four-man drafting
committee named on Tuesday to comthe
subjects
plete
preparation
of

agreed upon.
The formula for the restriction of
competitive bidding which appears to
have made possible the complete
agreement in principle on Tuesday is
believed to virtually eliminate the
imposition of competitive bidding by
a distributor in any situation in which
It
it may be resisted by exhibitors.
was reported that arbitrary attempts
to impose bidding in such situations
would form the basis for a complaint
by exhibitors involved to have the
distributor's action subjected to arbitration.

No

limitations would apply in situawhere exhibitors request bidding
or where it is not resisted, it is undertions

stood.

such as location and condition of
theatre, its reputation, operating policies,

etc.

Thus, the proposed industry arbitration plan would include such restrictions on bidding as above and make
departures from them subject to arbitration as well as any claims that
there
had been discrimination in
awarding pictures under competitive
bidding and charges that any exhibitor had over-bid or over-paid to deprive a competitor of pictures in bidding. Under such circumstances, the
disputed bids would have to be disclosed to the disputants.

Previously agreed upon also were
arbitration of complaints of forcing or
conditioning, clearance, runs or violations of contracts.
The right to
award damages in arbitration proceedings is recognized. Conciliation, to be
employed prior to arbitration, is approved and the use of lawyers in arbitration proceedings is regulated.

The

drafting committee is expected
to begin its work in about a week and
a general conference meeting will be
set thereafter to consider and approve
the proposals.

Tax Reduction for
Minneapolis House

*

of bids

Minneapolis, Aug. 6.—The Edina
Theatre, Minneapolis suburban house
Ben Friedman, was
operated
by
granted a 20 per cent reduction in
assessed valuation by the Edina board
of review after hearing testimony that
theatre was having rough going
due to the large number of television
the

owned by Edina

residents.

lvanhoe* Gets Unique

Boost from Interstate
Houston,

Aug.

—

6.

M-G-M's

"lvanhoe," having its Southwestern
premiere engagement at Loew's Theatre here, received a unique boost

when

the

competing Interstate The-

atres circuit distributed a flyer saluting "this spectacular attraction, which
is one of the outstanding events in the
motion picture industry."
The flyer added that Interstate was
"proud to be a part of this great in-

Stanley D. Kane, attorney for Friedman at the hearing, explained the
many difficulties that are confronting dustry when we can recommend this
theatre owners throughout the United type of entertainment to our patrons."

Pre-Selling
than
MORE
readers

three-fourths

of Pathfinder

of

the

magazine
wonderful

in
that diverse and
part of America where the trading
centers are towns not larger than
10,000 population.
little more than
half of this great country's whole
population live in places of 10,000 or
fewer people, or the nearby, country.
Among this half of the American
people home ownership runs high,
community spirit is at its best and the
best living standards prevail. It used
to be axiomatic in the film business
that half of the existing theatre situations were in non-competitive areas
of this character.

live

A

•
Ladies' Home Journal for August
chats pleasantly on its "About

Town" page with Joan Crawford,
who has just celebrated her 44th
birthday and the completion of her
newest picture, "Sudden Fear." .
"The Bright Memory," feature article in the August Redbook, recalls
that August day in 1935 when Will
Rogers died, and says "no man in
our times was more beloved; he
still has power to warm our hearts."
Walt Disney's pre-selling is
.
sometimes so spread out you can't
be sure what is past, present or

GPE
Para. Earnings
(Continued from page 1)
$2,832,000, which represented $1.23 per
share.

The earnings reported do not include Paramount's share of net profits
or losses of partially-owned non-consolidated subsidiaries. Such share resulted in net earnings of $48,000 for
the second quarter of 1952, compared
with a net loss of $209,000 for the
same period of 1951 and net earnings
of $217,000 for the first six months of
1952, compared with a net loss of
$4,000 for the same period of time
during 1951.

Todd Show
(Continued from page 1)

Quarter Net

•
Interest in the American Weekly's
special movie issue, to be dated Au-

gust 31, is grozving among important
theatre circuits, and operators are follozving
the
lead of Fox Midwest
Theatres in ordering extra copies for
distribution as the signal for a greater movie season.
The publishers have
arranged for an overrun of 500,000
copies and these will be available to
exhibitors at two
cents per copy.
Cover and contents of the 24-page

Pact Staves Off

Mexican Strike
Mexico City, Aug. — The

—

section, will be de-

films

and promo-

•

strike

threatened against the ChurubuscoAzteca, San Angel Inn and Tepeyac
studios here for tomorrow by the techa test to clarify whether black-and- nical and manual workers' sections of
white entertainment shows are feasible the Picture Production Union to entoday or whether entertainment shows force demands for a 75 per cent wage
would have to wait for the advent of increase and some other economic concolor theatre television.
cessions, was averted by the signing
of a pact to run until July 31, 1953.
The union accepted a five per cent
pay hike but won such concessions as
dividend of 25 cents per share on more paid holidays each worker to
preferred stock, payable on Oct. 1 to have time off on his or her birthday,
stockholders of record on Sept. 12, has workers of more than 15 years' servbeen declared by the board of direc- ice, 25 days vacation yearly, and Good
Friday to be a day off for all.
tors of Republic Pictures.

Republic Dividend Voted
A

future.

tional material for the players.

dividends, the 1952 quarter earnings
were equivalent to 48 cents per share
on 646,087 common shares, against 30
cents per share on 601,087 shares in
1951.
Directors declared a dividend of 25
cents per share on the company's common, payable on Sept. 15 to stockholders of record on Aug. 25. Directors also declared a dividend of
$1.25 per share on the cumulative
preferred, $5 dividend series A, 1952,
for the period ending Sept. 15. This
dividend is also payable on Sept. 15 to
stockholders of record on Aug. 25.

New

.

.

(Continued from page 1)

6.

them

to attend the
inviting
non-exLetters
showing.
hibitor guests heralded the showing as

asking

.

Sunday newspaper
z'oted to upcoming

States.

ducers,

1952

.

may

be subject
to disclosure but indications are there
will
be recognition of distributor's
right to award a picture to other than
the highest bidder for valid reasons,

The terms

sets

7,

National

(Continued from page 1)

to decide whether or not testimony
on Scophony Corp. of America should

of

Thursday, August

Timed
"Les

impending release of
Miserables," 20th Century-Fox
to the

reports a total of 23 separate breaks in
leading fan and national magazines.
The June 7 issue of Saturday Evening
Post and the July issues of Movieland,
Photoplay,
Modern Screen,
Movie Stars Parade, Movielife and
Movie Teen lead the procession,
while
August issues of Filmland,
Movielife, Photoplay, Silver Screen,
Modern Screen, Movie Fan, Movie
Stars Parade, Movicland-, Motion Picture and Movie Spotlight will follow
through.
Presentation of the Parents' Magazine Medal in honor of the
picture took place at the company's
home office and was formally accepted
by Al Lichtman, director of distribution,
and Spyros Skouras, Jr., executive
vice-president
of
Skouras
Theatres, from E. Phillip Willcox,
director of motion picture relations
for the magazine.
•

American magazine for August,

now on

the stands, gives "a peek at
the 'Movies of the Month'" and
nuts "Ivanhop" at the top of a color
cage, with "The Story of Will Rogers" and "The World in His Arms"
as runners-up.
Top billing across
the column goes to "Son of Paleface" with "High Noon" and "One
Minute to Zero" following. A twopage spread is a regular feature.

— Walter Beooks

.

Paramount

I

reports:

C&rrie TAKES

HER PLACE

THE SUN AS THE BIG-MONEY

IN

LOVE STORY OF 1952...
"Carrie" shapes up

magnificently

in

her first dates! Paramount selected them
carefully to prove her magnetic appeal to

mass midsummer audiences who everywhere
PARAMOUNT

LAURENCE

Presents

JENNIFER

are flocking to see her "seething,

Olivier-Jones

passionate love story." (n.y.

And

"Carrie" has those beautiful

boxoffice legs for long

at

New

At
In

Mirror)

ms -fourth big week

York Capitol now.
the Capitol last summer,

The Sun" began

its

"A

Place

climb to the top of

;

1951 's grossers. Today

C

"Carrie"

.WILLIAM WYLEFlS

„„

her dates,

being compared favorably

Production of

with that great money-hit by both the press

MIRIAM HOPKINS
EDDIE ALBERT

and the public.

No

WILLIAM WYLER
AUGUSTUS GOETZ

Produced and Directed Ly
Screenplay Ly

From

is

in all

trie

RUTH

American

by

anJ

Classic,

wonder "Carrie"

is

SISTER CARRIE,

THEODORE DREISER

favorite gal to date today!
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Report Prices Rembusch Seeks Aid for Para. Earnings
5,000 'Hardship Cases'
Up; Maintains
Not Part of

Arbitration
Restrictions on Bidding
Curb Distributor Action
Distributors have remained ada-

mant

in

submit

refusal to agree to
disputes over film prices
their

and terms

to arbitration,
sources indicated yesterday.

company

The fact that an agreement in
principle on all subjects at
issue had been announced at
the close of the two-day arbitration conference here Tuesmany to wonder
led
day
whether or not distributors had
retreated from their position
against the inclusion of price
complaints in any arbitration
system set up for the industry.
Semi-official responses to in-quiries indicated they had not.
Allied States is on record as unequivocally asking the inclusion of
among arbitrable
complaints
price
subj ects and the Theatre Owners of
(Continued on page 4)

Demand A
Stand on U.

Public
S. Suit

—A

Cleveland, Aug. 6.
plea that Council of Motion Picture Organizations differences be submerged for industry unity to accomplish repeal
of the Federal admission tax in order to keep open approximately 5,000
hardship-case theatres, was made here at an industry anti-tax meeting,
Trueman Rembusch, of the
by
.

Johnston Calls On
IA' Membership to
Aid Anti-Tax Drive
4

Minneapolis,

Aug.

6.

—Members

of the IATSE, meeting here at their
41st biennial convention, were urged
today by Eric Johnston, president of
the
Motion Picture Association of
America, to lend their wholehearted
support to the industry's campaign to
repeal the 20 per cent Federal admission tax.

The "back-busting

load

of

taxes"

(Continued on page 2)

Walsh Says

'I A'

COMPO

ruling triumvirate.
5,000 hardship cases "can survive only by the repeal of this discriminatory tax," Rembusch stated.
He was accompanied here by Robert
Wile, secretary of the Ohio Inde-

Minneapolis, Aug.

6.

the

New

Owners

Association has called upon Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, and the
presidents of the motion picture company defendants in the suit commenced
by the Department of Justice, to compel the sale of 16mm. feature films to
television to take a militant public
stand with respect to the litigation.
Said the ITOA yesterday
"This is no time for silence on the
(Continued on page 4)

GPE

Quarter Net

Rises to $325,452

—IATSE has

Washington,, Aug.

6.

FCC

— The

anti-

popped up again in the
United Paramount Theatres-American Broadcasting Co. merger case
when hearing examiner Leo Resnick
asked the Federal Communications
Commission today whether evidence
and Local 683, Laboratory Tech- on anti-trust activities after Aug. 7,
nicians in Hollywood remain under 1948, could be put into the hearing"emergency international control."
record.
Resnick also asked the Commission
"Peace and Loyalty have gradually
trust question

—

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 2)

Wage Demands of Equity
Cancel Todd TV Show
The experimental theatre telecast of
Michael Todd's "Night in Venice"
show' from Jones' Beach, slated for tonight, has been called off due to a lastminute hitch with Actors Equity, it
was learned here yesterday.
Actors Equity, it was reported, had
demanded a full week's salary for each

member
General Precision Equipment Corp.
and its subsidiary companies reported
for the three months ended June 30
a consolidated net income of $325,452,
compared with $183,035 for the same

of the cast for the half-hour
by Fabian Theatres,
for tele-screening at the Warner Theatre here.
The Cost of paying a
week's salary to over 200 members of
the cast, in addition to reimbursing
members of the orchestra, made the

quarter in 1951.

test

Net

sales

arranged

economically prohibitive,

were $11,436,566, com- pointed

pared with $7,654,493

in the

year's quarter.

previous

The

it

was

out.

hitch

1

developed

after

invita-

had gorEe^out to leading circuit
After provision for preferred stock executives/ set manufacturers and pro(Continued on page 4)

tions

(Continued on page 4)

its,

common

stock

COMPO

Has Anti-Trust Question

licked its Communist-infiltration problem, president Richard F. Walsh declared here today in his report to the
41st biennial convention.
He said only two international
unions Local 44, Allied Craftsmen

test,

Maintaining

dividend annual $2 rate, Paramount
Pictures yesterday announced that
its board had declared a quarterly

pendent Theatre Owners.
dividend of 50 cents per share. At the
"It is necessary that industry unity
same time the company reported an
at the local level be established in
order to accomplish our goal," Rem- increase in earnings in the second
busch told the branch managers, film quarter, ended June 28, to an estisalesmen and exhibitors present. In mated $1,430,000 after provision for
the absence from town of Lester taxes, compared with a net of $1,421,Zucker, local
chairman, I. 000 for the same period in 1951. The
Schmertz
conducted
the general dividend is payable on Sept. 26 to
J.
meeting, which, following Rembusch's stockholders of record on Sept. 12.
The earnings represent 61 cents a
plea for united effort, split into two
meetings, of exchange managers and share on 2,342,096 shares outstandsalesmen, and exhibitors. The exhibi- ing, compared with 62 cents on 2,302,000 shares outstanding one year ago.
(Continued on page 2)
Consolidated earnings for the six
months ended June 28, computed on
the same basis, are estimated at $2,-

—

The board of directors of
York Independent Theatre

$1,430,000 Profit Is
Listed for 2nd Quarter

The

Licked 'Red' Problem Kept Alive by
1

Dividend Rate

Outline 'Texas' Tax

Plan at Minn. Meet

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 6. H. A.
Cole
outlined
the
"Texas
plan" to fight the government's 20 per cent admission
tax to 40 guests of North
Central Allied at a luncheon
here today at the Nicollet

Adoption of the plan was
it

was reported,

be-

cause primaries in this area
still pend and it would be
confusing and a waste of effort to buttonhole losing candidates.

which

is

at the rate of $1.19

(Continued on page 4)

Schine Affiliate in
TV Station Bid
Albany,
Schine-owned

6—
WPTR

N. Y. Aug.
The
Patroon Broadcasting

Corp., operator of station
since 1948, today filed with the Federal Communications Commission in

Washington an application for a television permit for
channel No.

UHF

assigned to Albany.
Two other local radio stations re-

23,

cently

filed

for

the

same

channel.

Hearings may start in February. The
Vancurler Broadcasting Corp., a Fabian subsidiary, is one of two applicants for
nectady.

UHF

channel 35

Sche-

in
„

..

Truman Will Report

On

Arnall Status

Washington, Aug.

Hotel.

delayed,

785,000,

per share on shares outstanding. Consolidated earnings for the first six
months of 1951 were estimated at

ilizer Ellis

man today
fir*

nofe

tion',

—

6.
Price StabArnall saw President Tru-

but refused to say, whether
in his" resigna-

he had handed

1

Arnall, on leave as head of the Society of Independent Motion- Picture
Producers, declared that any .comment
on his resignation would have 'to come
from the White House.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
WILLIAM
Arnold
Youngstein,

(Continued from page

vice-

and Robert Benjamin, a
partner in the company, arrived here
from the Coast yesterday.
•
Irving Helfont, home office assistant to George A. Hickey, M-G-M
presidents,

Western

sales

manager

H.

;

thanson and Ted Gould

of

L.

Na-

M-G-M

Pictures of Canada, and Jay Eisenberg, home office attorney, will leave
here Sunday for Toronto.
•

Monsignor John

J.

McClafferty,

placed on the industry was decried by
Johnston.
He called the heavy tax
load and rising costs "two of the top
reasons" for the weakening of the
movie-going habit of the American

—

Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of America, said that the
exhibitors of Ohio are doing
a "great and grand thing" in
bringing a motion picture exhibit to the Ohio State Fair.
"It means that they are
bringing the story of our industry right where it needs
the telling the grass roots of
America.
That's
where it
reaches the people and I hope
the Ohio example may spread
across the country," Johnston
added.

—

dean of Catholic University in Washington and former head of the Legion ing the vitality of the industry.
of Decency, was a guest of Italian
He scored "alarmists" who stress
Films Export in a visit to Cinecitta, the number of theatre closings withRome's film city.
out mentioning the hundreds of new
conventional
and drive-in theatres
Mrs. George H. Ornstein, wife which have opened in replacement. He
of the United Artists representative called the growth of drive-ins "one of
most dynamic and encouraging
in Rome, is in California with her the
in
exhibition
in
our
three children visiting Mary Pick- developments

Robert Weitman, United Paramount Theatres vice-president, has

of

Johnston

joined his family at Grossingers in the
Catskills for a vacation.
•

1)

for their patriotism

—

MPAA

times."
transition

1952

Johnston Says Ohio
Fair 'Great Thing'

and said that not
only is it the workers' right to organize but that they have been good
tor the country because they have
protected it from the spread of Compeople.
munism.
This, he added, has been
On the cost front, Johnston urged accomplished by a more even distriball segments of the industry
produc- ution of wealth, thereby eliminating
tion,
distribution and exhibition to one of the avenues of approach that
eliminate waste and promote efficiency. Communism customarily thrives on.
The
president acknowledged
Thompson told the convention that
that box-office receipts have declined the union "can do a lot to attack the
from 15 to 20 per cent, approximately mistaken belief that the motion pic$250,000,000, below the 1946 record of ture industry is dying."
Management
$1,600,000,000,
a
figure
which in- and labor will have to cooperate in
cluded the admission tax take. John- convincing the public that theatres
ston pointed out, however, that today offer the best entertainment.
He
the total number of admissions each also tackled the problem of governweek runs close to 55,000,000, indicat- ment interference, pointing out that

ford, her aunt.

7,

4

on IA' Membership

Calls

HEINEMAN,
Max

J.

Picker,
and
United Artists

Thursday, August

forecast that the period
the industry finds itself

TV

highlighted by home
competiwould be met by the same fortitude which licked past industry probin,

tion,

alone was not entirely responsible for the slump in business,
but that such things as the government's admission tax and the recent
"divorcement" decree were hampering the industry.

The Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio is sponsoring
a "Hollywood at the Fair" exhibit at the state fair Aug.
22-29.

television

At the conclusion of Thompson's
speech, International president Richard F. Walsh told the delegates that
the union would do its share but that
in his opinion good films, good equipment and good theatres would do
much to cure the industry's ills.

Ben

Berger,

president
told the

of

North

Central Allied,
"IA" that
he was "purposely skipping" any deHarry B. French, president of Cole, Thompson Ask TA' Aid
tailed account of the present plight
Minnesota Amusement Co., will arrive
of exhibitors in view of the fact the
in Tax, Business Efforts
here from Minneapolis on Monday.
subject was covered by C. W. PerMinneapolis, Aug. 6. Coopera- rine, Minnesota Amusement Co. ex•
Leopold Friedman, secretary and tion of all of its members in the tight ecutive in an earlier speech, and that
general counsel for Loew's, has re- to eliminate the 20 per cent Federal Eric Johnston will dwell extensively
admissions tax was urged by H. A. on the theatreman's problems in a
turned here from England.
Cole, co-chairman of the Council of subsequent speech.
•
Columbia vice- Motion Picture Organizations' tax
Nate Spingold
Berger welcomed the delegates on
president, has returned here from the repeal campaign, at the annual con- behalf of
and the Northwest
vention
of the IATSE being held
Coast.
Variety Club and drew a round of
here this week.
applause when he said that he had
Cole suggested that the IATSE
always enjoyed "the finest relations"
form a small national committee and
with the IA membership in negotiaa state committee in every state, and
tions, both as an individual and as
that state committees should contact
head of the NCA.
committes which are already
The March of Time and Astral
Films Ltd. of Canada jointly an- functioning.
From there, perhaps.
nounced an agreement for the Can- Cole said, IA district members might
district comadian firm to re-release the March of operate with
(Continued from page 1)
Time theatrical films throughout Can- mitteemen who also are already working.
tors elected Leo T. Jones of Upper
ada beginning in the early fall.
"In other words," Cole continued, Sandusky chairman of their division.
Astral Films will also release the
features, "The Vatican of Pius XII" "we will have to apply argument, Jones thereupon named district comand the "Golden Twenties," as well persuasion, good common sense, and mittee members.
as re-releasing many of March of sell some 500 or 600 of our legislaTime's short subjects, several with tors, Senators and Representatives, Industry in New Haven
and that is quite a job.
I
think,
French narration.
Area Enters Tax Battle
gentlemen, it will be well repaid if
New Haven, Aug. 6. Some 105
you will undertake it."
Allied
Cole also told the delegates that of Connecticut's 192 theatres were repWilbur Snapcr, Allied States presi- exhibitors face the probable neces- resented at a meeting here to enter
dent, and Abram F. Myers, chairman sity of installing television in their the fight for the repeal of the Federal
amusement tax.
and general counsel, are scheduled to theatres within five or 10 years.
Sixty-seven
confer in Chicago next week with Jack
"It may take considerable time, not owners signed the pledges to particiKirsch and the Allied convention com- because of the machinery involved, pate in the movement.
mittee on plans for the organization's but because of the fact that programCharles McCarthy of the Council
annual convention and equipment ex- ming that will attract customers at a of Motion Picture Organizations made
hibit to be held there in November. profit is going to be very, very diffi- the
keynote address, with Maurice
cult to work out, but inevitably, soon- Bailey and Dr. Jack Fishman of Aler or later, we have to be prepared lied urging every theatre to do its best
$10 f 462 for
to install television in many, if not in contacting members of Congress
Cincinnati, Aug. 6. The dual most of our theatres," Cole said.
and others.
Other speakers included
team of "Watusi" and "Cajun," jungle
At yesterday's session, Rev. F. J. Al Pickus of Motion Picture Theatre
stories being distributed nationally by Gilligan, St. Paul, Minn., and Les- Owners
of
Connecticut
and Carl
Home and Dietz, New York, grossed lie E. Thompson, labor relations ex- Reardon, branch manager of Univera top $10,462 at the
Lyric here ecutive for
Pictures, were the sal International, who is in charge of
during the week ended last Tuesday, featured speakers.
collections for participation in the
it is understood.
Rev. Gilligan commended unions campaign.
lems.

—

Predict Top Kramer
Gross for 'Noon'
A

gross in excess of $2,500,000,
highest for any Stanley Kramer production, was predicted by Kramer
spokesmen here yesterday for "High
Noon" on the basis of holdovers in
its

opening engagements.

Distributed by United Artists, the
picture has been given third week
holdovers
in
Boston,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, New York, Toronto and
Calgary. Second week holdovers are
set in Buffalo, Minneapolis, Oklahoma
City, Portland, Otre., San Francisco

and Milwaukee.

Walsh Says

'IA'

1

(Continued from page 1)

,

NCA

Canada Release Set

For

MOT Films

COMPO

COMPO

Plan

—

Convention

Jungle Dual

—

RKO

Rembusch

RKO

Hollywood under Roy
Walsh said. (Walsh has
previously
recommended
restoring
home rule to Local 44.) "We are
making good progress cleaning up the
returned

to

Brewer,"

remaining loyalty disturbances and in
a short time expect to restore home
rule to both unions."
He said
and its members
stand committed to do all possible to
help stem the tide of Communism.

IATSE

Krim

to

Europe

Arthur
B.
Krim, president
of
United Artists, will leave here by
plane tomorrow for a combined threeweek visit in Rome, Paris and London. He will survey branch operations
and independent production in three
capitals and in Paris additionally will
confer with Anatole Litvak, who will
produce "Via Flaminia" for U. A.,
the script for which has just been
completed.

'Fatima' Music on Air
Three
score

themes

of
Miracle of

from

the

musical

Warner Brothers' "The
Our Lady of Fatima" will

NBC

symphony orbe played by the
chestra on its radio program on Aug.
17. Carmen Dragon will conduct the
orchestra in interpretations of passages from the score composed by
Max Steiner. The orchestra will play
passages of "The Miracle," "The
Credo," and "The Vision."
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wonderful long-running
start at Radio City Music Hall

RAY BOLGER
BOWLS 'EM OVER NATIONALLY
NEXT WEEK IN

;
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Anti- trust

Not Part of Arbitration

(Continued from page 1)

America took

be included in the record of the hear-

general

ing.

Herman

In an order issued last Friday the
FCC outlawed as evidence in the case
of any anti-trust involvement occurring
before that date. Since there has been
no development in the hearing record

any anti-trust activity since Au-

gust,

1948,

many

observers

here

though that the anti-trust question was
a dead duck.
In Resnick's petition he mentioned
three

specific anti-trust suits which
Commission counsel thought should be

part of the post-1948 anti-trust portion
of the record.
They were the government's suit against the Madison
Square Garden Corp., three of whose
directors are directors of Paramount
Pictures
Corp.
the
suit
brought
against National Screen Service and
Paramount Pictures, among others
and the Milgrim Drive-in case where
the final decision gave drive-in theatres the right to bid against indoor
theatres for first-run product.
The request for clarification also
mentioned "a number of pending private anti-trust proceedings which have
not
been
explored
to
determine
whether the anti-trust activities alleged occurred since Aug. 7, 1948."
:

;

Resnick pointed out that Commission counsel proposes to investigate
the anti-trust activities involved in the
in several
of the pending private cases.
This
process, he said, would involve a continuance of the hearing to permit the
investigation and then further hearings which might take several months.

government complaints and

The

SCA

question revolved around

FCC

the part of the
order which put
a three-year limitation on anti-trust
activity outside the field of radio communications, and Resnick requested the
Commission to decide whether or not
testimony was within that field.
witIf the
rules that it is,
nesses would probably take up from
five to seven weeks of hearing time.
The procedure of a hearing examiner's requesting the Commission for
clarification of an order is rather unusual, but Resnick declared in his
request that he felt it would be more
time-saving than if attorneys for all
the parties filed individual petitions.
The hearing will remain in recess
pending the FCC's clarification.

SCA

FCC

SCA

Public Stand
(Continued from page 1)
part of industry leaders. This is a suit
calculated to destroy the motion picture industry and it's time for segments other than exhibition to meet
the issue squarely and with forthrightness.
are confident that the defendants will defend themselves to the
hilt in court for vindication on these
preposterous charges but if the industry remains quiet until that time we
will have lost our case with the public.
"It's high time the
publiclydenounced this government action for
what it is a high-handed attempt to
have the industry commit suicide to
give its life blood to a competitive
medium. The film company presidents
must likewise meet the issue squarely
and assure theatrical exhibition that
the television industries are not going
to be ceded public support and our
stock in trade by default. As one board
member remarked, let them stand up
and be counted."

We

MPAA

—

specific

stand.

a comparable

but less
Myers, Allied

Abram

counsel
Levy,

and

chairman,

and

TOA

counsel,
are
members of the four-man drafting
committee named on Tuesday to comthe
preparation
subjects
plete
of

agreed upon.
The formula for the restriction of
competitive bidding which appears to
have made possible the complete
agreement in principle on Tuesday is
believed to virtually eliminate the
imposition of competitive bidding by
a distributor in any situation in which
be resisted by exhibitors. It
it may
was reported that arbitrary attempts
to impose bidding in such situations
would form the basis for a complaint
by exhibitors involved to have the
distributor's action subjected to arbitration.

No

limitations would apply in situations where exhibitors request bidding
or where it is not resisted, it is understood.
The terms of bids may be subject
to disclosure but indications are there
will
be recognition of distributor's

location and condition of
theatre, its reputation, operating poli-

such

as

cies,

etc.

Thus, the proposed industry arbitration plan would include such restrictions on bidding as above and make
departures from them subject to arbitration as well as any claims that
there
had been discrimination in
awarding pictures under competitive
bidding and charges that any exhibitor had over-bid or over-paid to deprive a competitor of pictures in bidding. Under such circumstances, the
disputed bids would have to be disclosed to the disputants.

Previously agreed upon also were
arbitration of complaints of forcing or
conditioning, clearance, runs or violations of contracts.
The right to
award damages in arbitration proceedings is recognized. Conciliation, to be
employed prior to arbitration, is approved and the use of lawyers in arbitration proceedings is regulated.
drafting committee

is

expected

right to award a picture to other than
the highest bidder for valid reasons,

Tax Reduction for
Minneapolis House

'lvanhoe' Gets Unique
Boost from Interstate

— The

—

Houston, Aug.
6.
M-G-M's
Edina
Theatre, Minneapolis suburban house "lvanhoe," having its Southwestern
Ben Friedman, was premiere engagement at Loew's Theoperated
by
6.

cent reduction in
assessed valuation by the Edina board
of review after hearing testimony that
the theatre was having rough going
due to the large number of television

granted a 20 per

sets

owned by Edina

residents.

Stanley D. Kane, attorney for Friedman at the hearing, explained the
many difficulties that are confronting
theatre owners throughout the United

received a unique boost
competing Interstate Theatres circuit distributed a flyer saluting "this spectacular attraction, which
is one of the outstanding events in the
motion picture industry."
The flyer added that Interstate was
"proud to be a part of this great industry when we can recommend this
type of entertainment to our patrons."
atre

when

here,

the

States.

GPE
Para. Earnings
(Continued from page 1)
$2,832,000,
share.

which represented $1.23 per

The earnings reported do not include Paramount's share of net profits
or losses of partially-owned non-consolidated subsidiaries. Such share resulted in net earnings of $48,000 for
the second quarter of 1952, compared
with a net loss of $209,000 for the
same period of 1951 and net earnings
of $217,000 for the first six months of
1952, compared with a net loss of
$4,000 for the same period of time
during 1951.

Todd Show
(Continued from page 1)

them to attend the
inviting
non-exLetters
hibitor guests heralded the showing as
a test to clarify whether black-andwhite entertainment shows are feasible
today or whether entertainment shows
would have to wait for the advent of
color theatre television.
ducers,

asking

Quarter Net

(Continued from page 1)

Pre-Selling
than
MORE
readers

three-fourths of the
of Pathfinder magazine
diverse and wonderful

live

in that
part of America where the tradingcenters are towns not larger than
10,000 population.
little more than
half of this great country's whole
population live in places of 10|000 or
fewer people, or the nearby country.
Among this half of the American
people home ownership runs high,
community spirit is at its best and the
best living standards prevail. It used
to be axiomatic in the film business
that half of the existing theatre situations were in non-competitive areas
of this character.
•

A

_

Ladies' Home Journal for August
chats pleasantly on its "About

Town" page with Joan Crawford,
who has just celebrated her 44th
birthday and the completion of her
newest picture, "Sudden Fear." . .
"The Bright Memory," feature article in the August Redbook, recalls
that August day in 1935 when Will
Rogers died, and says "no man in
our times was more beloved; he
still has power to warm our hearts."
.
Walt Disney's pre-selling is
sometimes so spread out you can't
be sure what is past, present or
.

.

future.

•
Interest in the American Weekly's
special movie issue, to be dated August 31, is groiving among important
theatre circuits, and operators are following the lead of Fox Midwest
Theatres in ordering^ extra copies for
distribution as the signal for a greater movie season.
The publishers have
arranged for an overrun of 500,000
copies and these will be available to
exhibitors at tzvo cents per copy.
Cover and contents of the 24-page
Sunday newspaper section will be devoted to upcoming films and promotional material for the players.
•

Timed

to the impending release of
Miserables," 20th Century-Fox
reports a total of 23 separate breaks in
leading fan and national magazines.
The June 7 issue of Saturday Evening
Post and the July issues of Movieland,
Photoplay,
Modern Screen,
Movie Stars Parade, Movielifc and
Movie Teen lead the procession,
while
August issues of Filmland,
Movielifc, Photoplay, Silver Screen,
Modem Screen, Movie Fan, Movie
Stars Parade, Moz'ieland, Motion Picture and Movie Spotlight will follow
through.
Presentation of the Parstockholders of record on Aug. 25.
ents' Magazine Medal in honor of the
picture took place at the company's
home office and was formally accepted
by Al Lichtman, director of distribution,
and Spyros Skouras, Jr., executive
vice-president
of
Skouras
Mexico City, Aug. 6. The strike
threatened against the Churubusco- Theatres, from E. Phillip Willcox,

dividends, the 1952 quarter earnings
were equivalent to 48 cents per share
on 646,087 common shares, against 30
cents per share on 601,087 shares in
1951.
Directors declared a dividend of 25
cents per share, on the company's common, payable on Sept. 15 to stockholders of record on Aug. 25. Directors also declared a dividend of
$1.25 per share on the cumulative
preferred, $5 dividend series A, 1952,
for the period ending Sept. 15. This
dividend is also payable on Sept. 15 to

New

"Les

Pact Staves Off

Mexican Strike
—

showing.

Azteca, San Angel Inn and Tepeyac
studios here for tomorrow by the technical and manual workers' sections of
the Picture Production Union to enforce demands for a 75 per cent wage
increase and some other economic concessions, was averted by the signing
of a pact to run until July 31, 1953.
The union accepted a five per cent
pay hike but won such concessions as
dividend of 25 cents per share on more paid holidays each worker to
preferred stock, payable on Oct. 1 to have time off on his or her birthday,
stockholders of record on Sept. 12, has workers of more than 15 years' servbeen declared by the board of direc- ice, 25 days vacation yearly, and Good
Friday to be a day off for all.
tors of Republic Pictures.

Republic Dividend Voted
A

1952

.

The

to begin its work in about a week and
a general conference meeting will be
set thereafter to consider and approve
the proposals.

Minneapolis, Aug.

7,

National

{Continued from page 1)

to decide whether or not testimony
on Scophony Corp. of America should

of

Thursday, August

—

director of motion
for the magazine.

picture

relations

•

American magazine for August,
now on the stands, gives "a peek at
the 'Movies of the Month'" and
puts "lvanhoe" at the top of a color
page, with "The Story of Will Rogers" and "The World in His Arms"
as runners-up.
Top billing across
the column goes to "Son of Paleface" with "High Noon" and "One
Minute to Zero" following. A twopage spread is a regular feiture.

—Walter Bpooks

Paramount I 1 reports:
§H

L

CdTTl€ TAKES

HER PLACE

THE SUN AS THE BIG-MONEY

IN

LOVE STORY OF 1952 ...
H

!

44

II

Carrie" shapes up magnificently

1

in

1
her first dates! Paramount selected

I

mm f

8

P'ove he,

m a g„e.ic

them

appeal

mass midsummer audiences who everywhere

I
PARAMOUNT Preaents

LAURENCE
!

JENNIFER

I1

are flocking to see her "seething,

Olivier-Jones

I1

passionate love story." (N.y.

And

1

^

—

wui,

Production of

^

boxoff ice legs for long runs -fourth big week

1

at

From

trie

American

Ly

and

the Capitol last summer,

The Sun" began

"A Place

climb to the top of

In

I

1951 's grossers. Today

1

"Carrie"

1

with that great money-hit by both the press

is

its

in all

her dates,

being compared favorably

and the public.

No

WILLIAM WYLER
AUGUSTUS GOETZ

Classic,

York Capitol now.

1

Produced and Directed Ly

RUTH

New

At

MIRIAM HOPKINS
EDDIE ALBERT

Screenplay Ly

"Carrie" has those beautiful

I

1

WILLIAM WYLEF[S

Mirror)

wonder "Carrie"

is
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THEODORE DREISER
nm
1111
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Against First

YORK,

Plenty Hurdles Ahead;
Start Drafting Aug. 19
the industry arbitration conference cautioned yesterday against over-optimism concerning final adoption by all parties of
the tentative proposals on the basis of
the agreements in principle reached by

Principals

in

the continuations committee of 10 this

week.

was pointed out that the
concord of this week still reIt

ma ns to be put into formal
phraseology by the drafting
committee of four, which will
begin its work here on Aug. 19.
Past experience in reducing
agreements in principle to writing indicate that the new drafting committee will have a real
task cut out for it.

Assuming

the

—

San Francisco, Aug. 7. Rotus
Harvey, president of the Western
Theatre Owners, today announced his
resignation from that office and gave
the

press

of

S.

16mm.

Industry on

government suit
and other non-theatrical

reproduced herewith, inspired by editorials by Martin Quigley on the government action which
appeared, in Motion Picture Daily and Motion Picture Herald last meek.

Spyros Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, one of the defendant
companies, wrote Quigley
"This (editorial) is the type we need to bring home to us all the
necessity of decisive, concerted action against this suit which, if successful, would prove disastrous to our entire industry.
"Naturally, we intend to fight it with all our might and it is heartening to know that we have the active support of every branch of the
industry in this fight. Exhibitors and exhibitor organizations everywhere
have protested vigorously against this suit and have pledged their
support in helping us to fight it. Indeed, we must fight it because the
very existence of all of us is threatened."
Milton R. Rackmil, president of Universal Pictures, also a defendant, wrote: "I sincerely hope that all elements in our industry show the
(Continued on

page 6)

Zanuck Labels US Texas Compo Maps
Wire Drive

Suit Political
7.

— Darryl

F. Zanuck,

production vice-president of 20th Century-Fox, in a telegram to Robert J.
O'Donnell of Interstate Theatres and

COMPO

co-chairman of Texas
Showmen, stated
"Congratulations on bringing out in
the clear air the truth about the Government suit against major film companies in connection with withholding
(Continued on page 6)

vs. Suit

Dallas, Aug. 7.— At least 22,000
protesting the Department of
Justice suit to force the sale of 16mm.
films to television and other non-theatrical users will be sent to Washington from Texas alone, E. H. Rowley,
president of Rowley United Theatres
and chairman of the Texas COMPO
committee to

The

fight the suit, said today.
plan of action set up by Row-

(Continued on page 6)

Iannuzzi Promoted

James S. Abrose, Warner Brothers
branch manager in Cincinnati, has
been promoted to Central district manager by Ben Kalmenson, distribution
vice-president. Abrose succeeds F. D.
( Dinty )
Moore, resigned. Abrose will
have headquarters in Cincinnati. Robert H. Dunbar, Jacksonville branch
manager, is promoted to branch manager in Cincinnati.
also announced the proIannuzzi, branch
of Ralph
(Continued on page 4)

San Mateo Times

as a salute to the

motion picture industry from its publisher. The ad was completely unsolicited and was done at no cost what-

tage to itself
theatre page.

in

promoting

its

own

The whole situation can be pinpointed to the fact that Neides, after
achieving his goal in getting lower
advertising rates for theatremen, did
not take it as a personal victory, but
followed through with a letter of appreciation on behalf of his company
and then increased Blumenfeld ads 30
per cent for its two Peninsula houses,
the Manor at San Mateo, and the

to showmen. "Any Night Is Belmont at Belmont. Other showmen
Movie Night for the Whole Family," followed suit. Westland Theatres, instead of carrying two inches each day
it said, and followed up with the advice to check the Times nightly for all for the Laurel at San Carlos, trippled

soever

Peninsula theatre

Neides' reaction to this is that the paper has
come to the realization of the importance of the part played by theatres
in the community where in the past
they were taken for granted, and with
this realization, the paper sees advanlistings.

Stand

Pass Resolution at 53rd
National Encampment
Los Angeles, Aug.
tion

7.

—A

resolu-

passed by the

encampment

of

53rd national
the Veterans of

Wars

Embassy
at the
Hotel here lauds the motion picture
Foreign

its
fight against ComThe resolution reads
"Whereas hearings before a Com-

industry

for

munism.

mittee of the United States Congress
have disclosed that infiltration of the
motion picture industry has been and
a primary objective of the Comis
munist Party, and
"Whereas the motion picture industry has by its co-operation with the

Congressional committee and by its
acts placed itself in the forefront

own

of the fight against
United States, and

Communism

in the

"Whereas the motion picture industry has taken extraordinary financial
(Continued on page 4)

ITOA, Brandt Sign
First

ASCAP

Deals

The Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York yesterday
became the first exhibitor organizamaster
tion to sign the new
agreement which provides for graduated payments by theatres for recorded non-film music.

ASCAP

PAPER CUTS RATES, THEN RUNS
FREE AD PLUGGING THEATRES

Abrose, Dunbar and

'Red'

wires

personal

—

Kalmenson

TEN CENTS

1952

public reaction of producers-distributors to the

Harvey, who also resigned six
weeks ago from the presidency of the
Independent
Theatre
Owners
of
Northern California, is an executive
of
Westland Theatres, with headquarters in San Francisco.
San Francisco, Aug. 7. Benefits
He was one of the original group to Northern California theatremen are
(Continued on page 4)
still being felt as a result of Hal D.
Neides' (Blumenfeld Theatres) successful campaign for lower newspaper
advertising rates in San Mateo.
Neides presented as evidence of this
a quarter page ad which ran in the

motion

8,

Suit

to force the sale of 16mm. films to television
users are contained in letters, some of which are

Dallas, Aug.

Rotus Harvey Quits
WTO Presidency

FRIDAY, AUGUST

'

committee

drafting

(Continued on page 4)

as his reason
business.

T?IRST

U.S.A.,

Company Statements VFW Lauds

Over-optimism Score U.

On Arbitration

:

Signing for ITOA was Harry
Brandt, president, who forecast
that theatremen throughout the
country will follow suit. In addition to inking the contract for
ITOA, Brandt also signed a
(Continued on page 6)

Allied of Illinois

Maps Tax Action
Chicago, August
directors
nois met
up by a
including

7.

— The

board of

Allied Theatres of Illihere and approved plans set
group of leading exhibitors,
Jack Kirsch, Dave Wallerof

Edwin

Silverman, Al Kvool,
Schoenstadt, John Jones, and
increased the space also for the Broad- Jack Rose, to support the Council of
way at Burlingame the Fox at San Motion Picture Organizations' fight
Mateo, and the Baywood at Baywood. against the 20 per cent Federal admisThese theatres were actually down to sion tax.
a directory ad most of the time prior
It
was resolved that "it is the
to the rate reduction.
(Continued on page 6)

the space.

stein,

Fox West Coast Theatres Arthur
;

Motion Picture Daily

2

'King Kong' Sparks Business
Upswing at Chicago lst-runs

Personal
Mention
HOWARD
president
tising-publicity,

DIETZ, M-G-M!

viceof adverreturned here yester-

and director

day from the Coast.
•
Leonard Levy, associated in New
Haven law practice with Herman
Levy, general counsel of the Theatre
Owners of America, has been nominated for the Connecticut State Senate on the Republican ticket.
•
Douglas M. Kirby, Southern division credit manager for Altec Service
Corp., will fly to Chicago today to
attend the wedding of his daughter,
Joan, to Robert Comstock of the

U.

S.

Air Corps.
•

Melman,

Murray

to
assistant
short sub-

Maurice Grad, Columbia's

manager, and Mrs. Melannounce the birth of a second
a girl, Robin Ellen.

jects sales

man
child,

•
E. Shea, Jr., has resigned
as advertising and publicity manager
Counterpoint magazine in San
of
Francisco, and will shortly leave for
a trip East.
•
Bernie Evens, M-G-M press representative in the Kansas and Mis-

Thomas

souri
pital,

den

territory, is in Research HosTopeka, recovering from a sud-

Chicago, Aug.

7.

— The

sensational

opening of "King Kong" at the Balaban and Katz United Artists Theatre
here yesterday highlighted a resurgence of business at Chicago first-runs
that has local theatre executives taking out their books to compare current
receipts with those of top-grossing
pictures of the past few years.
By the time the United Artists box-

opened yesterday morning at
8:45 over 500 persons were waiting
office

to

buy

tickets,

and

later in the

morn-

ing the hold-out line extended three
abreast from the front of the theatre
to State Street, a full block away.
Irv Kupcinet, local newspaper columnist, and several local news commentators last night mentioned on
their radio programs the excitement
created by the opening.
Returns from outlying houses are
David Wallerstern, of B.
mixed.
& K., said today that their neighborhood houses are doing better than
they were at this time last year. Other
and independents are running

circuits

year, although
better than it had
been before the recent pick-up, in
Chances are, however, that
July.
most outlying theatres will start racking up bigger grosses as the product
now playing the Loop start their sub-

a little
business

behind
is

last

much

sequent runs.

illness.

•

Mike Simons,

M-G-M

Richey,

assistant to H. M.
exhibitor relations

head, will attend a meeting of Warner theatre managers in Pittsburgh on

Chicago Church to

Show The

Miracle'

Tuesday.
•

Mrs. Joseph Freiberg, wife of Colsales accounting department
manager, gave birth to a girl on Wednesday at Lebanon Hospital here.

umbia's

•

Ray Richmond,
Service
will

salesman

in

National Screen
San Francisco,

marry Pauline Spaner

of

Oak-

Ed Harrison, manager of the Bijou Theatre, Springfield, Mass., is on
Ralph Carenza
a leave of absence.
manager.

Jack

Lewis,

Universal
student
Cleveland, has been assigned to the Pittsburgh branch in a

salesman

in

sales capacity.

Herman

•
Ripps,

field

Jack Byrne, M-G-M's

assistant to
Eastern sales

manager, will return here today from
Buffalo.

•

Jack Shaindlin, musical director
of Filmusic, will leave here today to
visit his branch office in Hollywood.
•

Isador

M.

Rappaport,

exhibitor, and his wife
Europe for a month.

Baltimore
are touring

•

Richard Harper,

M-G-M

sales representative, has been

circuit

named

a

Kentucky Colonel.
E. M. Saunders, M-G-M assistant
general sales manager, is vacationing
in

Maine.

in its determination to screen "The
Miracle," banned from public exhibition here by the Chicago Police Censor board, the American Civil Liberties Union has scheduled two showings at the First Unitarian Church of
Hyde Park, next Friday and Mon18,

Edward H. Meyerding,

ACLU

•

relief

Chicago, Aug. 7.— Carrying through

day Aug.

land on Aug. 31.

is

Friday, August

executive director for Illinois,
announced here today.
Admission will be by invitation only
and a representative group of clergymen, physicians, and civic leaders is

expected to attend. The two showings
have been arranged to replace the
screening originally scheduled for the
Surf Theatre last Tuesday, but cancelled after the commissioner of police
threatened to revoke the theatre's
license.

Goldwyn Sails for
Europe Tomorrow

New

'Hall'

Record

8,

1952

Correct View on
Ohio Sales Tax
Columbus,

O.,

Aug.

7.

— Ohio

state sales taxes on concession stand sales must be paid
on each transaction over 40

cents

Set by 'Ivanhoe'
M-G-M's
week

at

"Ivanhoe" in its first
Radio City Music Hall, set

an all-time non-holiday record for the
house by grossing $176,000.
In pre-release engagements in outof-town situations the picture also is
setting house records, it was said.
Only two pictures at the Music Hall
have ever topped "Ivanhoe" in grosses.
"I'll See You in My Dreams," which
played over the New Year's holiday
of 1952, did $180,000 in its opening
The film played five shows a
week.
"Ivanhoe" is playing four.
day.
During the Easter holiday of this
year,
five
its

"Singin'

in

the

Rain," playing

shows a day, grossed $178,500

in

opening week.

'Dreamboat' Heading for
$103,000 in 2nd Week
By 3:00 P.M. yesterday 20th Century-Fox's "Dreamboat" was heading
for a second week's gross at the New
York Roxy Theatre of $103,000, according to David T. Katz, executive
director of the theatre. Earlier in the

afternoon the picture was $400 ahead
of the previous week's take when the
picture reached $102,000 after setting
a new non-holiday weekend record for
"Dreamthe theatre in over a year.
boat" is not only being held a third
week, but will have its engagement
extended through Aug. 19.

unless the concession
stand is operated by someone
other than the exhibitor, said
Robert Wile, executive secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio in an
ITO bulletin. This is a correction of a statement in a
previous bulletin, he said.

many Ohio

The

rule affects
drive-ins.

"In other words," continued
Wile, "if you run your own
concession stand, people are

consuming

food on

your

premises.
If
someone else
runs the stand, people buy
food on their premises and
consume it on yours. In the
first case, the sales tax must
be collected; in the latter
case it does not."

FCC

Hearings May
Wind Up on Tuesday
—

Washington, Aug. 7. If by next
Tuesday the Federal Communications
Commission gives a negative answer
to hearing examiner Leo Resnick's
query yesterday as to whether antitrust activity since 1948 and testimony
on Scophony Corp. of America can be
introduced in the United Paramount
Theatres-American Broadcasting Co.

hearing, Resnick will probably close
'Sudden Fear' Opens Big
up the record after "loose end" exAt Loew's State Here
hibits have been introduced, FCC at"Sudden Fear," which opened at torneys believe.
Loew's State here yesterday was
If the Commission rules the admisheading at 5:00 P.M. for a robust sability of SCA and post-1948 antiopening day's figure of $10,000._ Joan trust evidence, the next session of the
Crawford, who stars in the picture, merger hearing, which is set for Tuespersonally greeted the first 3,308 pa- day, will probably swing right into

trons with autographed portraits.
Setting a record at the house, 1,148
persons entered the theatre in the first
40 minutes after the box-office opened,

according to

RKO

Radio.

those

fields.

Upstate House Reopens

One Year to Prepare

—

The
N. Y., Aug. 7.
Schenectady reopened tonight after a five-week shut-down.
It is operated by Syd Dwore.
Albany,

Cameo

in

'Commandments'
Pre-production work on "The Ten
Commandments," Cecil B. DeMille's
next production, for Paramount release, will require at least a year, he
estimates, with actual shooting scheduled to start late in 1953.

Samuel Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldwyn
It will have color by Technicolor,
will sail from here tomorrow aboard and, according to a joint statement
the 5". 5". Conte Biancamano for a issued here yesterday, "it will be promonth's vacation in Europe. They will duced on the same lavish scale as 'The
visit England, France, Germany and Greatest Show on Earth' and 'SamAustria, returning here around Sept. son and Delilah,' with a cast of outstanding stars, and will be budgeted
8, and will be in New York briefly
before returning to the Coast.
to possess the quality and spectacular
First prints of Goldwyn's "Hans value that have earned for De Mille
title
of
'Hollywood's
Master
Christian Andersen" are scheduled for the
"
delivery here early in September. A Showman.'
De Mille's silent "Ten Commandseries of private screenings will be
held then prior to screenings for re- ments," produced in 1923, was the first
feature to be filmed in Technicolor.
viewers and the trade.
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HOW

BIG

is

IVANHOE'?
Cleveland, Houston, San Francisco,
Evansville, Atlanta give the
answer to this question!

First

4 days

First

4 days

Opening

First

4 days

First

4 days

45%

38%

21%

22%

BIGGER

BIGGER

BIGGER

BIGGER

Than

Than

Than

Than

SHOW

BATTLE-

QUO

GONE

BOAT"

GROUND

VADIS"

WITH

MUSIC

THE

HALL, N. Y.

WIND"

BIGGEST

NON-HOLIDAY
GROSS IN
HISTORY OF
(JO year

M-G-M

attendance record!)

the Biggest Attraction in M-G-M history! It is Big
for the entire Industry which it has lifted to the skies!
Th is

is

M-G-M presents

Sir Walter Scott's "IVANHOE" starring Robert Taylor • Elizabeth Taylor • Joan Fontaine • George Sanders
»
Color by Technicolor • Screen Play by Noel Langley • Adaptation by A Eneas MacKenzie
Directed by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Pandro S. Berman

Emlyn Williams
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(Continued from page 1)
can agree to
language, its

its

own

work

satisfaction

still

on

must be ap-

proved by the arbitration conference
committee. That is where the last
draft effort ran into its greatest difficulties and brought the entire arbitration effort to a temporary stalemate.
However, should the draft clear the
arbitration conference hurdle, it was
pointed out, it still must have the approval of the individual principals concerned

—individual

companies as well

individual exas distribution, per se
hibitor organizations, through action
by their boards of directors or membership, as each may decide.
If it is approved by the principals
it
will then require the approval of
;

the Department of Justice and the
three-judge Federal statutory court
veto by any of these could
here.
wreck the plan, it was pointed out.

A

Abram F. Myers, Allied States
board chairman and general counsel,
a participant in the continuacommittee's sessions here this
week and is a member of the fourman drafting committee which starts
work August 19, said yesterday
its
that, "speaking only for myself, I repudiate the stories that 'agreements'
were reached. My personal concern is
that I do not want Allied members to
think their representatives have committed them to anything without the
approving action of the board of directors. There can be no agreements ex-

who was
tions

as the governing bodies of the
organizations represented at the conference may approve the final draft of

cept

an arbitration plan."

Cautious Viewpoint
disclosed that because of this
cautious viewpoint, the continuations
committee had instructed that the word
"agreement" be stricken from the press
release issued last Tuesday. The continuations committee obviously was in
accord on what should be incorporated
in a draft for consideration by the

Myers

committee later but, it was
one faction, which included
Myers, was opposed to saying that this
even
"agreement"
an
constituted
full

learned,

—

among members

of the

NSS Handling

Reviews

Arbitration

committee.

"Rainbow 'Round

Rotus Harvey

My Shoulder"

—

Boston, Aug. 7. National Screen
Service is again handling the New Engsome
Hollywood plus
land distribution of the "Jimmy Fund"
as Frankie Laine and trailer, which will be shown in
theare
These
Shoulder."
atres in New England to

(Columbia)

A PEEK BEHIND

the movie-making scenes in
rousing vocalizing by such popular song stylists
Billy Daniels are offered in "Rainbow 'Round My
factors which in themselves will exert strong appeal to many filmgoers.
Color by Technicolor provides an added attraction.
The story is about the discovery of a young messenger girl in a film studio
Charlotte Austin plays the
and her subsequent rise to fame on the screen.
young lady, who, through mistaken identity, is auditioned for a part in one
love with
of Laine's pictures. Arthur Franz, of the music department, falls in
Miss Austin and thus a romantic element is developed in the screenplay,
written by Blake Edwards and Richard Quine.
Difficulties arise when Miss Austin's grandmother, who dislikes the film
industry, learns about the budding theatrical career of Miss Austin. She
immediately stamps her foot down. Since she is the legal guardian of Miss
Austin, she brings her motion picture career to an end by refusing to give

"The Kid from Broken Gun"
(

WTO

CHARLES STARRETT,
himself in

once again doubling as The Durango Kid, proves
"The
the great outdoors as well as in a courtroom interior.

Kid From Broken Gun" stands up quite satisfactorily in the genre, for its acAlso on hand to
tion is ample and the developments reasonably interesting.
Smiley Burnette.
partner,
old
film
Starrett's
relief
is
comic
of
touches
provide
The thing that gets Starrett going in this one is a murder charge that is
pinned on Jack Mahoney. Bound up with the murder is the theft and mysterious disappearance of an iron box of gold coins. As the story proceeds it becomes apparent that Mahoney is innocent, and Starrett goes about proving it.
This involves the usual gunplay, fisticuffs and encounters with skullduggery.
woman lawyer defending Mahoney, is acIt develops that Angela Stevens, a
outlaw gang. By the time the film runs
the
part
of
and
murderer
tually the
this fact successfully to the surface. Also
its brisk 56 minutes, Starrett brings
villainess.
in the cast is Helen Mowery, a pretty
Colbert Clark produced and Fred F. Sears directed, from a screenplay by
Barry Shipman and Ed Earl Repp.
Running time, 56 minutes. General audience classification. August release.

....

M. Herbstman

Set Photo Equipment

Expansion Goal
— The
Washington, Aug.
7.

WB

or chairman of the board. When the
office of president was initiated two
years ago, he was elected and has remained at the helm of the association
ever since.
WTO's new president will be elected at the next board of trustees
meeting, the date of which has not
been set.

chairman of the

campaign,

re-

ports.

The

trailer, entitled,

"The Wonder-

Ones," starring Loretta Young,
was produced by Hy Fine at the Republic Coast studio.

ful

De- manager

fense Production Authority has set an
goal of $8,600,000 as the
expansion desired in motion
of
amount
and still photographic equipment pro-

interim

DP A

can
goal is necessary so that
provide government assistance to firms
wanting to expand production. Most
of the $8,600,000 expansion in the film
equipment field has already been taken

in Atlanta, to

branch mana-

ger in Boston, replacing George

W.

Horan, who is on an indefinite leave
of absence due to illness. Charles T.
Jordan, Jr., Atlanta salesman, was
named Jacksonville branch manager.
The post of branch manager in At-

up,

DPA

officials indicated.

Francis Bruised
Francis the mule and star of the
Francis series of motion pictures produced by Universal International suscuts and bruises of the legs
the trailer in which he was
riding jack-knifed on the road be-

tween

Starting

Cincinnati,

RKO

Aug.

7.

—The

Film

eight-

Lyric Theatre, store and

building in the heart of the
downtown business sector, will be razed
after January 1, and the site used for a
parking lot, it was disclosed here by
Milton L. Maier, general manager of
Theatres, owners
real estate for
Built primarily for
of the property.
the Shubert interests approximately
50 years ago to compete with Klaw
and Erlanger's Grand Opera House
across the street, the house switched
from legitimate attractions to pictures
shortly after World War I.
office

RKO

Although collection in theatres will
not begin until the last week in August, Ben Rosenwald, of M-G-M, and
Hatton Taylor, of
Radio, chairman and co-chairman of the salesmen's drive unit, have thus far secured more than 600 pledges from
exhibitors throughout New England
to take up audience collections.

RKO

VFW Lauds
(Continued from page 1)

and legal risks in eliminating Communists from the industry and at great
cost has eliminated identified subversives from the ranks of its employees,

and

"Whereas the motion picture industry has defeated the objectives of the

ber of anti-Communist films,
"Therefore be it resolved that the
53rd national encampment of the
commend the motion picture
industry for its example in fightingCommunism and pledge full support
to the industry's conof the
tinuing battle against subversive persons and activities and that the
strongly affirms its intention to utilize
every weapon of public protest and action to rout Communists from other
branches of the entertainment industry
and all other areas of American life

VFW

VFW

VFW

which have been
munism.

"Be

infiltrated

by Com-

resolved that the
other industries and
organizations which also have placed
themselves in the forefront of the fight
against Communism."

VFW

it

further

commends

Postpone

WTO

Meeting

—

The board
Francisco', Aug. 7.
of directors of the Western Theatre
Owners has postponed the 1952 annual
Feather
for
scheduled
convention
River Inn in Northern California
Sept. 2-6. The new date will be an-

San

'Fatima' Music Cited

nounced soon.

Los Angeles, August 7. The Los
Angeles Music Trade Association announces a special award for Warner

30-City N.E. Opening Set

—

Friday.

New deRochemont

To Raze RKO's Lyric
story

RKO

Communist Party in Hollywood, and
"Whereas the motion picture industry has produced a considerable num-

Promotions
(Continued from page 1)

when
(formerly

eral

activities.

Columbia)

Providence and New York.
today the mule will make
the PCCITO) in 1939, and since that
the Globe Theatre
at
appearances
time has held either the post of trushere. "Francis Goes to West Point,"
tee for the Northern California unit
his next, will open at that house next

which formed the

help raise
funds for the Children's Cancer Research Foundation, the local industry's charity, Arthur Lockwood, gen-

Meanwhile, Ben Domingo of the
Keith Memorial Theatre; Dan
Finn of the B. and Q. Theatres Association,
and Edward Cantor of
her permission to work.
Someone cooks up the idea of proving to grandmother, played by Ida American Theatres Corp., have been
Moore, that show people are really very nice. So a lot of performers rally appointed theatre chairmen for the
That, of course, Boston campaign.
together and appear at grandmother's favorite charity ball.
does the trick and there is a very happy ending.
Dates Sept. 1-14
Jonie Taps produced and Quine directed.
The official dates of the drive are
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For September
Mandel Herbstman September 1-14, but many theatre
release
chairmen and salesmen throughout
New England have already begun

tained

(Continued from page 1)

N. E.

'JimmyFund'Trailer

Although that view eventually prevailed, it certainly did not leave committee members in disagreement on the
duction by Jan. 1, 1954.
subjects which had been discussed.
This increase is over Jan. 1, 1951
All promolanta will be set later.
Myers' insistence upon the technicapacity. DP A officials said they had
tions take effect immediately.
calities is ascribed in some quarters to
was
capacity
the
what
of
no estimate
the absence from the proposed arbitraEstablishment of the
that date.
submission on
tion plan of provision for
of complaints concerning film prices
and terms to arbitration, a subject that
both the Allied national convention
and the board of directors are on
record as favoring.
generally believed, however,
It
is
that price complaints of some types
will be accepted under the conciliation
plan to be established as an auxiliary
of the arbitration plan.

1952

8,

—

Boston, Aug. 7. "Sudden Fear"
Richard deRochemont who recently Brothers' "The Miracle of Our Lady will open in 30 key cities in the New
joined Transfilm, Inc., has announced of Fatima," according to Ralph Grass- England area in a saturation booking
that he will produce Henry James' inueck, vice-president of the associa- on August 20. The film will be ex"The Ambassadors." The picture will tion, who cited the musical score of ploited exclusively on television stathe production.
tions in New England.
be filmed in London studios.

—

GOOD-BYE!

HELLO!
It

won't be long

now—

Football fever will again

sweep

the nation!

M-G-M's ready with

a sock football short subject,

Pete Smith's "Football

Thrills"

Packed with the high -spots

of last season's top

games,

Thirteen spine-tingling contests in capsule form.

Book
It's

it

now and be

live-wire

ready

showmanship

when
to

the time

play

comes!

"FOOTBALL

THRILLS''.

:;

Friday, August
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(Continued from page 1)

1)

with a matter which hits at the very core
and on the score of injustice has, in my opinion,
no parallel in this or any other country."
Steve Broidy, president of Monogram-Allied Artists, wrote: "I have
heard much comment recently regarding the government's latest antitrust suit which threatens our entire industry. In no discussions has
there been such a forceful and sensible denunciation of the government's
stand as contained in your editorial."
Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president of Universal, said: "For
once, I am sure, our industry will be united in a fight and I hope that
the conduct of our defense will be such as to discourage any further
vicious attacks on private enterprise and the whole structure of an
industry that has served its government so well and received so little
recognition for what it has done.
"We have, in the past, been almost defenseless in our attitude toward vicious attacks from all quarters, but perhaps this latest outrage

same forcefulness
of

in dealing

free enterprise,

will spur our industry to the offensive rather than a passive defensive
policy which seemed to have governed us in the past."
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president of Paramount Pictures, not a

defendant in the government suit, wrote: "I heartily concur with the
views you express in your editorial, 'A Call to Arms.' (M. P. Daily

—

Aug. 1)
Numerous other expressions were
.

HEARTBREAK
poised on a
trigger of
. . .

Dresents

Joan
Crawford
Sudden
Fear!
with

VIRGINIA

BRUCE

GLORIA

JACK

PALANCE

GRAHAME

BENNETT
HUSTON .TOUCH CONNORS
•

Produced by

committee calls for protests to
Attorney General, Texas Congressmen and the President by every
Texas exhibitor and theatre employee.
In addition, every exhibitor is pledged
to enlist a minimum of 10 business
men, civic leaders, mayors and Cham-

of product from television. I am convinced that your position is correct
and actually I anticipated this type of
pressure from the present Administration. When I accepted joint chairmanship with Samuel Goldwyn and Jack
Warner of the "Eisenhower-for-President" movement in Southern California some of my Democratic friends
pointedly told me that I was making a
mistake and when I took several stars
with me to attend the Eisenhower
rally in Denver I was again advised
that this action on my part would not
find favor with either the Taft forces

bers of

Commerce

officials

to join in

forwarding protests.
Kyle Rorex, executive director of
Texas COMPO, announced that the
district organizations in Texas which
have been set up to work for the repeal of the 20 per cent Federal amusement tax will be used to further combat the government suit. Aiding in the
campaign planning in addition to
Rowley and Rorex are: H. A. Cole,
R. J. O'Donnell, Claude Ezell, H. J.
Griffith, Phil Isley and Paul Short.

or

the

filing

Administration. The
preposterous and unsuit indicates that appar-

present
of

American

this

my

Democratic friends knew
what they were talking about."

ently

JOSEPH KAUFMAN
DAVID MILLER

Scr66npldy by

and ROBERT SMITH
Based on Edna Sherry's Story 'Sudden Fear'

(Continued from page 1)
opinion of this board that when and if
the tax is finally repealed, the decision

whether to retain the savings or
on to the public should rest
with each individual theatre owner."
Payments by individual theatres
range from $10 for theatres with under
as to

pass

it

500 seats to $100 for theatres with
over 2,500 seats, plus one cent per seat
to the local campaign.

Connecticut

A THRILLING NEW HIGH IN
SUSPENSE MELODRAMA!
NEWSPAPER AD NO. 107

circuit of 115 theatres.

ITOA

Under the
agreement, it was
explained, individual members of the
organization can elect to sign or not
sign the yearly contract. It was made
however, by J. M. Collins,
sales manager, that ASCAP
would guard against any infringement
of music copyrights by theatres playing
recordings during intermission
clear,

ASCAP

hours, or at other times.
It was acknowledged that during
the last eight months of negotiations
with theatre executives, the playing
of
non-film, recorded music
without compensation had occurred.
Brandt, hailing the new agreement,
said that theatres now need not be
dependent on music in the public domain.
The
president said he
soon would begin talks with
on music rights in vaudeville houses.
Brandt also saw the new pact as
opening the way for the wide use of
music in the promotion of
pictures, citing his utilization of the
songs in "High Noon" to sell that film
to the public.
ASCAP's Collins pointed out that
the new master agreement was a voluntary contract, that exhibitors not
wishing to play
music need
not do so.
Collins declined to estimate the yearly revenue to
from this source, explaining that this
year would be the first time the
schedule of payments would be in

ASCAP

ITOA

ASCAP

ASCAP

ASCAP

effect.

On the licensing agreements with
major producers, Collins said that
most production companies either have
signed or are in the process of signing a new contract covering a 12month period with ASCAP. Among
others present at the signing of the
contracts
was Otto A. Harbach,

ASCAP
The

Showmen

ously in

—

Springfield, 111., August 7.
Gov.
Adlai Stevenson, Democratic nominee
for President, was told here yesterday
that he is "well supported" in Holly-

wood.
advice came from M-G-M writers
Leonard Spigelgass and Allen Rivkin,
who called at the Governor's mansion
and had a half-hour session with Stevenson. They said they told him the
film colony was divided about 50-50
between the two contenders.

The

$30,000 for Gleason

The following
Hartford, Aug. 7.
on the Connecticut COMPO
20 per cent tax campaign committee
Harry F. Shaw, Loew's Poli-New
Harry Feinstein,
England Theatres
Morris Bailey,
Warner Theatres
Dr. Jack Fishman,
Bailey Theatres

Boston, Aug. 7. Jackie Gleason,
appearing
at
the
Boston
Theatre, will end a week's engagement tonight with a gross of $30,000.
Gleason worked on a 50 per cent-ofthe-house basis and no guarantee.

—

;

;

— RKO

;

Fishman Theatres; Albert M. Pickus,

TOA

regional vice-president of the
Herman Levy, executive secretary of

MPTO

the
of Connecticut and genState Treaseral counsel of the
urer Joseph A. Adorno, son of Sal
Adorno, Sr., general manager of M.
D. Theatres, and John Pavone of

TOA

;

&

Monogram.

Kansas City Territory
Meets on Tax Drive

—

yearly

rates

for

which was reported previMotion Picture Daily, fol-

Four-wall theatres Up to 600
$15; 601 to 1,200 seats, $24;
1,201 to 1,600 seats, $36; over 1,600
seats, $48.
Drive-in theatres
Up to
350 cars, $36; 351 to 650 cars, $48;
over 650 cars, $60'.
:

:

seats,

Name Tax Committee
will serve

president.
of

schedule

theatres,

lows
Tell Stevenson He is 'Well
Supported' in Hollywood

Allied of Illinois

own

separate contract for his

ASCAP

vein.

•

LENORE COFFEE

IS

same

(Continued from page 1)

Directed by

THIS

,

the

(Continued from page 1)

the

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

.

Zanuck Labels

Texas Compo
ley's

terror I

m

1952

ASCAP

Company Statements
(Continued from page

8,

City exchange area met here and set
up the assignments for collecting contributions for the campaign aimed at
elimination of the admission tax. William Gaddoni, distributor chairman,
presided.
Representatives of the exhibitor group were present, reporting
plans for making contacts with exhibitors and promoting the project, including setting up committees in all
towns and interviewing congressmen.
The exhibitor committee present in-

Branch cluded Jay Wooten, Jack Braunagle
Kansas City, August 7.
managers and salesmen of the Kansas and Richard Brous.

:

RKO

Radio Sues Writers

RKO

Radio has brought suit in Federal District Court in New York
against writers James H. Montgomery and Harry Tierney, alleging that
they failed to deliver the motion picture

RKO

rights to their play, "Irene."
stated that the writers breached

a contract signed by them and asked
the court for a judgment calling upon
the defendants to deliver the assignment to the play.

Dunlap Gets 'Pocahontas'
Hollywood, Aug.

7.

— Scott R. Dun-

"Pocahontas" for
Allied Artists in color, with James S.
Burkett directing. The story, by Stephen B. Worth, was acquired June 6,
lap

will

produce

the studio revealed.
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Motion Picture Daily

Film Imports by
Canada Increase

7

Production Spurts,
36 Before Cameras

Television-Radio

Ottawa, Aug. 7.— The Canadian government reports imports of films into Canada advanced slightly in the first

with Pinky
N ORDER

months of 1952, rising to
from $2,479,000 in
the same period of 1951. May
imports amounted to $573,000,
against $498,000 in the same
month a year ago.

five

$2,564,000

Hollywood, Aug.
index showed

Herman
TV
NBC

schedule and at
T
to streamline at least part of its
* the same time cut down production cost,
is telecasting its
morning programs back to back using the newly constructed
sudios located at 67th St. & Columbus Ave. in New York.
And a little .child (children) shall lead them. Femcee Pat Meikle
Delightful kideo
didn't know what kind of set to build for her
series, "Magic Cottage." However, Pat asked her moppets and as
a result she uses a Fairyland cottage instead of a real one, with
excellent scenic results.
F. Hugh Herbert's "Meet Corliss
Archer" returns to the AB Cycles Oct. 3 with Janet Waldo again in
the lead role which she's portrayed for a decade or more. Scripts are
by Jerry Adelman and Michael Cramoy with N. W. Ayer, the

WOR-

TV

.

.

WAB

New NBC TV Film
Division Is Set

.

.

.

"agency.
top organization for the newlyNational
of
division
film
Broadcasting has been set by Robert
W. Sarnoff, vice-president in charge
of the division, who reports that John
B. Cron, formerly manager of film
syndication sales, has been named
manager of television film sales in the

new

unit.

M. Osgood, formerly

Stanton

ex-

assistant to the director of
television operations, was appointed
manager of television film production.
Cron and Osgood will report to Sar-

ecutive

noff.

W.

John
tant
units,

to

Kiermaier, formerly assisdirector of production

the

was named

television film
ing to Osgood.

of

Benjamin Raub

assistant

production,
of the

manager
report-

NBC

legal

department, and Robert Anderson of
the controller's office, have been assigned to the new film division,

produc-

.

pleted.

"The Sword and
were
Rose" (Walt Disney British pro"The Monster from Beneath
duction
"Battles of Chief
the Sea," Mutual
"Return to
Pontiac," Jack Broder
"Battle
Paradise," Aspen Pictures
Circus" and "Vaquero," Metro-GoldStarted

:

the

)

,

;

;

;

- Mayer;
"Brazen" (PineThomas) Paramount; untitled musical,
Republic
"Column South" and

wyn

;

Go

"Abbott and Costello

to

Mars,"

Universal-International.

The

created

— The

7.

a five-point increase this week, for a total of 36
Ten new pictures
pictures in work.
were started and four were comtion

TV

Governor

Show"

jk

in ten television

sists of 26 episodes.

to release to

.

.

.

markets via

its

"Papa Bear News Reel

ABC-TV

Armand Schenck

West Coast

Alan Ladd. A.

TV

series conhas completed plans
.

.

.

station, "Hell's Devils," starring

Productions is currently arranging release
Maybe he's
schedules for Eastern and Southern markets.
doing too many shows and is just tired but on his five minute
"Sports cast" via NBC-TV Wednesday nite, Buster Crabbe
fluffed repeatedly and then wound up his tribute with, and we
quote "To Leo Durocher I take off my hand" unquote
Gabe Heatter's contract at Mutual has been renewed and the
optimistic WORdslinger will be around right through 1958.
... It isn't news that ABC's ace announcer-narrator-newscaster George Ansbro made the round trip on the liner United
States (for we hear tell that quite a few other fortunate showfolk also honored Capt. Harry Manning with their company)
but this IS news. George proved as adept with his feet as
with his speech when he copped first prize in the Viennese
waltz contest on board. His partner was ABChief of the literary department, Margaret Marnell.
S.

.

:

:

Love Melvin,"
"Kansas PaArtists)
and "Down

Completed were

ik

Attractions has set

.

.

:

.

.

.

:

"I

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

;

(Allied
(Allied Artists-Lindsley
Periscope"
Monogram; "Seminole,"
Parsons),
Universal-International.

cific"

500

Attend

'4

A'

Merger Meeting
The merger plan of the "4A's" as
drawn up by experts from the University of California and Cornell was outlined here yesterday at a membership
meeting at the Park Sheraton Hotel,
attended by 500.

Boards of the American Guild of
Variety Artists, the American Federation of Radio Artists, Actors Equity
and Chorus Equity will now take up
the proposal to pass the plan on to
their respective memberships for adoption or rejection.

Back of
£2

HOWARD HUGHES
presents

"AND _ SHOWMANSHIP
NATIONAL ADS!f

F ' Ve difTerent st y |es of ful1

Page ads— one

full

page

in Life,

Ebony, Am. Legion Magazine, V.F.W. Magazine— This

American Weekly supplement

in

22

cities

Look,

S. E. P., Collier's,

Week Sunday

Time, Newsweek;

supplement in 31 cities and
FOR A SMASHING TOTAL OF 42,387,769 CIRCULATION!

~

.
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Tradewise
By

.

MEMBERS

of the continuations
committee of the industry ar-

in
were
conference
bitration
spirited disagreement at the close
of their successful two-day meeting here last week over the weighty
issue of whether or not they should
use the word "agreement" in their
press release to describe the meet-

minds
ing
of
achieved.

that

had

been

YORK,

Scores
rJ^HE

following

appeared

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, AUGUST

in

the

editorial,

entitled

"TV

New York Times

and.

the

of Friday,

Movies,"
8. Be-

Aug.

it presents so lucidly for public understanding of the Times'
leadership some of the fallacies of the government's illadvised anti-trust suit to force the sale of 16 mm, films to television, Motion Picture Daily reprints the editorial in full, by

special permission of the

New York

when

the committee's statement to
press meticulously refrained
from mentioning anything that had

(Continued on page 4)

industry

disclosing.
is

fully

Moreover, the

aware

of the entire

procedure for approval which must
be pursued before any agreement
on arbitration becomes binding.
•

Despite the committee's overcautious stand, reportorial persistence brought to light the agreement in principle, meaning only a

meeting of minds of committee
members, that had been reached at
week's sessions. When this
last

TOA

Sets

Nominators and

Morris Loewenstein, of Oklahoma
has been appointed chairman
of the 1952 nominating committee of
the Theatre Owners of America, it
was reported Friday by Mitchell
Wolfson, TOA president.
Other members of the committee
are
R. B. Wilby, Elmer Rhoden,
Minneapolis, Aug. 10. The two Al Pickus, Sam Kirby, M. A. Lightfirst
the man, Sr., Henry Reeve, Mack Jackcontested
elections,
in
IATSE official family since 1946, son, George Kerasotes and Tom
ended in victories for both incumbents, Ribble.
James J. Brennan, president of Local
The committee will present its slate
No. 1, Stage Hands union, New of officers at the 1952 convention and
York and Felix D. Snow of Kansas trade show, Sept. 14-18 at the ShoreCity, both IATSE vice-presidents for ham Hotel in Washington.
many years.
Final plans and agenda for busi-

Fri-

Smith, the defendant in whose
Theatre here the
newsreel at issue was shown,
entered a plea of not guilty.

Westwood

The major

portion of Friday's hear-

was taken up by Walton C.
Ament, vice-president and general
manager of Warner News, Inc., called
ing

Ament on

the stand outnewsreels, their.
(Continued on page 2)

history of

City,

Brennan Reelected

:

—

;

ness sessions of the convention will be
set at an all-day meeting Thursday
(Continued on page 4)

'Kilimanjaro' Set Arbitration May
For Pre -Release
Lead Allied Agenda
"The Snows

of Kilimanjaro," pro-

duced by Darryl F. Zanuck as

his only

technical

man,

preferred by

"unconstitutional"

Posts Are Defeated;

What seems to rankle is that
despite all these precautions, some
facts manage to emerge, free of the
colorations

labeled

4

Challengers for IA'

personal production for 1952, will be
made available by 20th Century-Fox
for pre-release engagements to a number of selected theatres in a limited
number of large cities beginning early
in October.
The announcement by Al Licht-

some.

laws,

day by exhibitor Martin G. Smith's,
counsel in the Municipal Court hearing on the newsreel test case, brought
about through the cooperation of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
and the Motion Picture Association
of America.

witness.
lined the

A

ticipants.

Toledo, Aug. 10. The attorneygeneral of Ohio was given two
weeks within which to file a brief
defending the State's censorship

by the defense as an expert newsreel

Pre - convention Session

fact was duly reported, it was reThe unsuccessful contestants for the
pudiated by some committee memBrennan and Snow posts were Vinbers and the hassle among others
(Continued on page 4)
was resumed.
The fault, if any, lies with the
press policy espoused by the arbitration
conference.
Its
sessions

from the start have been closed to
the press.
No provision is made
for interrogation of participants.
carefully censored handout is prepared for the press after the sessions and formal agreements not
to talk are entered into by the par-

Attorney-General Given
Two Weeks to Reply

—

Times.

the

of

Speech Denial

cause
vast

Even though the 10-man group
The Department of Justice has started an anti-trust suit against
had reached agreement on the mat- a number of Hollywood motion picture producers for the express
ters which should be incorporated
purpose of forcing them to make their films available to television.
in a draft, work on which is schedIn our opinion it is a suit born of fuzzy bureaucratic thinking that
uled to start here next week, those
opposed to so informing the press clearly flouts economic reality.
The department is asking the producers to sell to television the
argued that there can be no agreements until the principals have ap- 16mm. duplicate prints of the 35 mm. films normally shown in the
proved.
nation's picture houses. Traditionally, these prints have been shown
The "nays" had it and their po- in churches, clubs and military service camps, and the producers
sition became even more vacuous understandably have imposed restrictions on their use lest they

been agreed upon.
Thus an effort was made to withhold from the industry the news
that an accord had been reached
in committee for fear that someone
might mistakenly suppose it constituted an "agreement" on something the committee had no inten-

TEN CENTS

1952

11,

Times Editorially Ohio Censors
U. S. 16mm. Suit
Hit for Free

Y.

TV.

.

SHERWIN KANE

tion

AIR
MAIL

director of distribution,
(Continued on page 4)

marks

Washington, Aug.

10.

— Considera—

(Continued on page 2)

Wayne

Township,

Pa.,

$13,848; Little Flower
Drive-in Theatre, Ottawa,
0..,

$15,000

;

Albert

Rains, Houston, $50,000;
and Golden Spike Drivein Theatre Corp., two
drive-ins at Omaha at a
total cost of $19,000.
•

HARTFORD, Aug. 10.—
Boxoffice receipts in
many independent and circuit theatres throughout
Connecticut were sent
soaring in the past several days as a result of
Abram the rainy weather, some
putting up the SR0 sign.

tion of an arbitration plan
if one is
ready— will probably lead the agenda
of Allied States' November convention, along with plans to aid the Council of Motion Picture Organizations'
tax fight, and discussion of the 16 mm.
anti-trust suit.
In an announcement made over the

weekend Allied General counsel

WASHINGTON, Aug. 10.
construction of the
following five drive-in
theatres was approved by
the NPA over the weekend:
Blatt Brothers'
Mercer
County Theatre Corp.,
The

Motion Picture Daily

2

Uses Fight Theatre Telecast as
Argument in Ohio Censor Case
Toledo, Aug. 10. — The new medium of theatre television

SKOURAS,

tomorrow.
•

Frank

Y.

Freeman,
and

president

Paramount

studio
head, arover the weekend

York

from Hollywood

for conferences with

He was

Barney Balaban.

Y. Frank
accompanied by
Freeman, Jr., associate producer of
George Pal's "Houdini."
•
Monroe R. Goodman, executive asson,

his

W.

Schwalberg, presisistant to A.
dent of Paramount Film. Distribution
Corp., will return here today from a
two-week vacation.

Parade
rpHE POLITICAL SPOTLIGHT

high-

and fighting in Korea are current nezvsreel highlights. Other items
include the end of the Olympics and
King Farouk. Complete contents fol-L

lighted the defense brief submitted Friday in Municipal Court here
in the newsreel censorship test case.
The brief pointed out that the Robinson-Maxim bout was seen
via theatre TV at the Albee Theatre, Cincinnati, without prior
censorship or being subjected to taxation. "If the same prize-fight
had been recorded on film and shown the same day or the next
day in the same theatre, then the Division of Film Censorship
would have insisted on licensing and collection of fees," the brief
stated.
The defense also pointed out that "a film can be run in a television studio any place in the country and reproduced in every
home in Ohio that has a television set and there is no attempt at
censorship or taxation."

president
P.
of 20th Century-Fox, is scheduled
to leave here for the Coast today or

vice-president
rived in New

low

No. 6S— Spotlight
Eisenhower and King' Farouk. Russell
calls on Stevenson.
Drought in Southland.
Miss Texas. Olympics end.
on

NEWS OF THE DAY,
King

Farouk lost
Korea. Record jet
in

office

COMPO Dues Drive To Map

'Movietime'

vacation.

Tours This Week

Gets Head Start
Advance work by

forces

sales

opens

today

and

•

Jack Warner, Warner

Brothers
for

production head, left here
Coast over the weekend.
•

M-G-M

the

field rep-

due here to-

•

head of M-G-M's
music subsidiaries, has returned here
from the Coast.
o
Ralph Pielow, M-G-M Pittsburgh
manager, left here over the weekend

Abe Olman,

continues

for that city.

that salesmen in making their rounds
last week were able to begin the collection and pledge solicitation work
several days in advance of the official
opening of the drive, with the result
that it already has achieved considerable momentum. With the cooperation
of all distribution companies, sales
forces have been instructed to devote
all of their time if necessary, or as
much as may be required, to complete
the solicitation

work

week.

this

To Match Exhibitors
dollar subscribed by exmake a
will
distribution
matching contribution to
While the bulk of the membership
dues payments will help finance the
all-industry campaign for repeal of

For every

hibitors,

,

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
said that an arbitration plan
ripe for consideration" at
that time and that Allied's board of
directors may seek the advice of the

Myers
"may be
F.

convention before acting on it.
Pointing out that the convention

Myers

the

follow
said

it

national

would go

election,

into plans for

bringing to the attention of a new^ administration and a new Congress "the
strange attitude of the Department of
Justice toward the motion picture industry."
The convention's advisory committee will meet in Chicago Wednesday
and Thursday on planning the program. On the committee are general
convention chairman Jack Kirsch, Allied

president

Wilbur

Snaper,

Ben

Marcus, Stanley D. Kane and Myers.
The convention will be held Nov.
17 18 and 19 at the Morrison Hotel
in Chicago, in conjunction with the
TESMA trade show.

COMPO

COMPO

COMPO

week is being
counted upon to remedy that deficiency
as well as to provide financing for
national dues drive this

the industry's anti-tax effort.

of Dallas and Pat
Denver, co-chairmen of the
tax campaign, synchronizing their national organizing effort with
headquarters here, no action has been
taken to date on the long-contemplated
designation of a campaign co-ordina-

With H. A. Cole
of

COMPO

a full-time paid post. Under consideration for the office have been H.
M. Richey of Loew's, Paul Short of
Screen Service, Maurice
National
of Universal and Sam Shain,
Bergman
- r
Unavailabilpublic relations adviser
a
ity of several of them has delayed
tor,

Tosenh

Sommer

father

gene a manner
sommer,
Sommer B«p«*iJ«^
»

of
of

Arthur
Brandt

died Friday at the age of
Services were held yesterday at

Theatres
70.

Beth David Cemetery, Long Island.

tours

fall

mapped

be

will

"Movietime, U.S.A."

week

this

in

Top

Hollywood.

executives of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations will begin conferences there tomorrow with major studio heads on
the tours. The meetings are slated to
be held through Friday.
Another topic to be discussed is the
campaign to repeal the 20
per cent Federal admission tax.
will be represented by
Sam Pinanski and Trueman T. Rembusch, members of the governing triumvirate, and Robert J. O'Donnell,

COMPO
COMPO

Full

Award

Jolson

Berlin.

32-B
Red
Rain maker beats drought.

Truman

Margaret

—

DIGEST, No.
in

Switzerland.
sister.

Truman

Interof

Films

-

No. 5S5

Korea
Miss

votes in Missouri.

Alpine troops. Ann Blyth looks
at lingerie.
Olympics windup.
Universe.

WAFNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 104— Tke

outlines campaign. Fighting in Korea. Truman in the spotlight. Changing of the
guard at War Crimes Prison. Tokyo ragpickers' town.
Olympic end.

Hit Ohio Censors
(Continued- from page 1)

expected to be named for Al
Lichtman, another member of COMPO's triumvirate. Robert W. Coyne,
special counsel, also will not

coverage, their worldwide facilities
and the role they played during the
war.
In a brief submitted by Robert P.
Golden,
counsel
for
the
defense,
prior censorship of newsreels was hit
as a clear violation of the Federal
and State contitutional guarantees of
free speech and free press. The tax

attend.

imposed by Ohio on motion pictures,

head of "Movietime, U.S.A."
ternate

An

al-

is

COMPO

Schimel Not Going

including newsreels, was
"unduly discriminatory."

also

called

Schimel, vice-president and
Universal, has
counsel of
called off his scheduled trip to Geneva, Switzerland, where he was to
U. S. delegate to the
serve as
inter-governmental conference on copyrights.
Herman Finkelstein, general counsel for ASCAP, left here at the weekend for the conference, which starts

The brief also charged that
the Ohio censorship rules are
"so vague and indefinite and
leave so much to the judgment
and discretion of the particular
censors, that they cannot be
upheld." It also claimed that
the U. S. Supreme Court had
upset the Ohio law in the "Miracle" and "Pinky" cases and
asked the Ohio court to declare
that the censorship of newsreels is specifically unconstitu-

today.

tional.

To

UNESCO

Due

Meet

to pressure of business affairs,

Adolph

general

UNESCO

SWG

ATFP

toll old

Strike Rally Tonight

—

Hollywood, Aug. 10. The Screen
Writers Guild has completed plans for
a rally tomorrow night for
against the Alliance of
Film Producers. At the
will formally propose
ment of one per cent on the

SWG
its

members working

in

the strike
Television
rally the

an assesssalaries of

motion pic-

ture studios to finance the strike.

During Friday's morning court sesMunicipal Court Judge Frank
W. Wiley witnessed a screening of
"The American Newsreel," in addition to the short trailer announcing
that it had not been submitted for
It was this newsprior censorship.
reel which led to Smith's arrest on
sion,

when he exhibited
Westwood Theatre.

July 17

it

in

the

Following the filing of a brief by
Attorney-General William O'Neil, the
defense is expected to be given a week
within which to reply.

-

_

choice,

is

it

said.

COMPO

,„
dues plan is as folThe
seats, $10
lows: theatres up to 500 seats
annually; 750 seats, $15; 1,000, $25;
2 500, <p
$50 over- 2,500, $100, and for
_• capacity
,
tv
$10
an
$10 andrive-ins: 300-car ranar
$15; 600, $25; over
nually
500,
,

Joseph Sommer, 70

COMPO.

the 20 per cent Federal admission tax,
is
drive
a. general
the
Little in
financing project, as well.
the way of dues payments has made
treasury
its
way into the
in recent months to finance all of the
activities, and the
normal

McGee

Plans for

in

many parts of the country has given
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive for dues, which
officially

would

TELENEWS
rally in

fighting.

substantial head
William Pine, producer, arrived in through the week, a
start, it is learned.
the
from
weekend
New York over the
So effectively was the drive organCoast and today will go to Philadelized in many exchange territories

phia.

—

No. 10?

candidates.

for

view with Stevenson's
Farouk's ouster.

as-

Ruby Berger,
sistant
to
Southern sales manager, is due back
here today from a New Hampshire

is

Olympics end.

FARAMCUNT NEWS,
steam ahead

Ike

flight.

spotlight.

Action in
and Adlai

goes to Bob Hope. Pacific Defense Alliance.
Battle in Korea. Olympic windup.

M-G-M

Charles Dietz,

political

299-How

No.

throne.

his

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

Leonard Hirsch, home

resentative in Detroit,
day for a vacation.

:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

•
'

1952

11,

Newsreel

Personal
Mention
SPYROS

Monday, August

;

>

.

_

;

600, $50.

m

.,.

;

Heineman Drive
Rounds 1st Lap

branches have been

classified,

it

was

announced by vice-president Max E.
Dallas New Or- Youngstexn who »dnTC gptaji.
United Artists' Dallas,
There will be two additional laps
leans and Montreal exchanges have
running six weeks and the other
one
first
sixtaken first-prize money in the
Heine- seven, all in honor of William J.
week lap
an of the company's "Bill Heine
man Sales Drive," winning against Heineman UA's distribution viceall president
which
into
groups
exchange
1

l^ffiK^S^^S fete a mar ««
the act of

March

3.

1879.

copies. 10c.
Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single

—

Stars

——

.

must be glamorous — always
Everybody loves the

•

star.

She's the darling of the

box

apple of the

office ... the

producer's eye. Her glamour
is

everybody's good fortune

an

inspiration to writers,

directors,

cameramen

a responsibility to technicians.

In

the studio, technicians

frequently collaborate with
representatives of the Eastman
Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film

.

.

.

consider the

best type of film, black-and-white

or color, to use ... to set
control systems for the laboratory

that assure standards of high

image

made

quality.

are

is

also

available for exchanges,

exhibitors to
prints

Help

make

sure that

and theater equipment

right for finest projection

that every foot of film

gets the star the best

.

possible showing.

To maintain
the Eastman

this service,

Kodak Company has

branches at strategic centers
invites inquiry

of

film use
?ie

on

from

all

all

.

phases

members

industry. Address:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York

17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago % Illinois

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica

Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

.

;

4

Motion Picture daily

fl

Convention in
Tribute to DeForest

'IA'

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 10. The
annual convention
here voted to express its apI

ATSE

preciation and commendation
to Dr. Lee DeForest for his

developments and
contributions to the motion
picture industry, and for the
economic strides all "IA"
members have made as a re-

scientific

sult of his inventions.

N. Y.

In the

(Continued from page 1)
cent Jacobi of

Hathaway

of

All other officers of "IA," headed
by Richard Walsh, president, were reelected by acclamation, and without
opposition, earlier. The contests for
the fourth and sixth vice-presidencies,
held by Brennan and Snow, respectively, forced a ballot for those offices
which resulted in their reelection.
Walsh's reelection gives him his sixth
consecutive term.
Hugh J. Sedgwick, secretary-treasurer of the Ontario, Canada, Provincial Federation of Labor, was elected a vice-president to fill the vacancy
created by the death of William P.

reelected

included

Holmden,
Harland
Roger M. Kennedy, Carl G. Cooper,
Harry J. Abbott, O. M. Jacobson and
Louise Wright.

Equipment

tions.

World

TV

The basic absurdity of the suit is its assumption that Hollywood
not only must accommodate its chief competitor but do so on terms
ruinous to itself. At its present stage of development television as
a whole can afford to pay a total of about $25,000 in rental fees for
Hollywood

film

made some

of

with

.

.

RAY GALLO

may mean

$200,000.

To

this

must

A FULL LINE

of

vending

bags

be added the further fact that TV does not charge the public for its
for drive-in theatres has been
shows, yet the motion picture exhibitors must ask admission fees. developed by the Rex Specialty Bag
By the Justice Department's line of reasoning, in short, the pub- Corp. of Brooklyn, N. Y. It consists
of the followlisher of a best-selling novel would be obligated to make his proping
a hot dog
erty available to a free "throw-away" pamphlet financed by adverand hamburger
tisements of local merchants and accept whatever remuneration the
sandwich
bag
both
regular
pamphlet's owner could pay. Application of the anti-trust laws must
and slit
style
be tempered with a little more horse sense.
on one side), a
When television gains its full economic stature with the conFrench fry bag
struction of many more stations, both the Hollywood producers
both small and
large sizes), an
and the video broadcasters will find it mutually advantageous to
,easy-stack, pilwork out an accord. Indeed, there hardly could be a better example
low - type
dry
of the elasticity of our economy than the adjustment to the upw a x popcorn
bag, and a bag
heaval in show business brought about by television.
for hot buttered
It is in the public interest that both TV and the motion picture
Irving
corn.
Irving Singer
industry should flourish and they must have time to learn to live
Singer,
vicetogether. The Department of Justice is ill-advised in prematurely president and general sales manager
of Rex, reports the company plans to
trying to tip the scales to one side's advantage.
expand its lines even further,
(

(

Merian Cooper Is TOA Nominators
(Continued from page
Loaned to Cinerama
Washington
convention
1)

cheap production and labor costs, and
approving an "IA" part in the in-

A

loan arrangement has been effect-

by Cinerama Productions Corp.
with Argosy Pictures Corp. whereby
Merian C. Cooper, president of Argosy, will be loaned to Cinerama to
serve as general manager in charge

ed

was disclosed at
dustry's campaign to obtain repeal of
the weekend by Lowell Thomas, Cinethe 20 per cent Federal amusement
rama Productions' board chairman.
tax.
The loan-out, which is non-excluThe convention instructed the Inter- sive, will begin following the complenational president to take whatever
precautionary steps necessary to prevent the illegal use of the "IA" emblem, and the executive board, as well,
to take necessary steps to prevent the
exhibition in theatres, on television or
elsewhere of films made under substandard working conditions which
carry the "IA" label without being
qualified or authorized to do so.
The convention referred to the International president for further consideration a proposal that the "IA"
enlist in the industry fight against the
government suit to force the sale of
16mm. feature films to television and
other non-theatrical users. No action
was taken on proposals that "IA" aid
in the drive to win patronage for
theatres, Walsh having expressed the
informal opinion to the convention
that while the union was willing to do
its share, he felt that good films, good

equipment and good theatres would
have to provide the basic solution.
Other resolutions adopted by the
convention were primarily of a political
rather than trade character,
meticulously adhering to the AFL
political action line.

Defeat Tax Proposal
Detroit, Aug. 10. Voters at Ann
Arbor turned out in record numbers
to defeat decisively a proposal to levy
a city tax on films, sports events and
other forms of entertainment.

of

the

committee, headed by A. Julian Bry-

1,200

"I A" delegates adjourned at the weekend after adopting resolutions protesting production of films abroad for
U. S. consumption for tax-saving
purposes, or to take advantage of

—

.

.

.

years ago, whereas showing the same

another run in theatres

in

The week-long convention

THEATRE

:

New York and Charles
Oklahoma City.

Others
Covert.
vice-presidents

1952

jeopardize business at theatre box-offices. Now the department
demands the removal of those restraints so that the
broadcasters can have access to Hollywood's reservoir of feature attrac-

a

Meet

Times Editorial

11,

(Continued from page 1)

film for

'IA'

Monday, August

of all

production,

it

of Argosy's next production for
Republic Pictures, "The Sun Shines
Bright," which John Ford, Cooper's
partner in Argosy, will direct begin-

tion

ning Aug.

18.

Cinerama Productions'

lawski.

New York TOA

who

staffers

will

attend are
Gael Sullivan, executive
director
Dick Pitts, executive assistant Herman M. Levy, general coun-

Equipment Corp. of Whitestone, N. Y.
Designated model No. 530, the turn--

;

has a clutch for shifting to speeds
l
33 /3,
45 and 78.26 during operation.
•

table
of

;

sel

Chick

;

Lewis,

convention

and

trade show advisor and from Miami,
Mitchell Wolfson.
Members of Brylawski's committee scheduled to attend the meeting
include
Sidney Lust and Morton
;

,

Thalhimer, co-chairmen
Frank La
Falce and Frank Boucher, coordinators Jerry Adams, exchanges
Harry
;

;

;

Bachman, reservations and registrations
Baker,
exposition
Jerome
Boucher,
entertainment; George

Orville
Crouch, distinguished guests
George
Crouch, dinner committee
Dorsey, newsreels
Jack Fbxe, pubPhilip F. Harling, budget colicity
Morton Gerber, decoraordinator
year, Thomas said.
Thomas explains that Cinerama Pro- tions Vincent Iorio, transportation
Fred Kogod, reception; Mrs. Sidney
ductions Corp- is an entirely separate
Lust
and Mrs. Frank Boucher, ladies'
Cinecorporation from Cinerama, Inc.
activities
Victor Orsinger, arrangerama Productions was formed to proGerald Wagner, printing and
ments
Cinerama
for
the
duce entertainment
Lloyd Wineland, Sr.,
medium, while Cinerama, Inc., is an badges;
Annette Moffitt, secretary.
finances
organization headed by H. E. Reeves,

Cinerama," will be shown for
the first time in New York late in
September. The company will probably produce at least two pictures a
"This

A

:

;

first picture,

e
turntable designed, to
provide for all three record speeds
without attachments has been announced by the Fairchild Recording

non-sync

;

Is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Theatre patrons who buy and eat
popcorn are going to be given a
chance to vote in a Gallup-and-

Roper type poll to predict the outcome of the nation's up-coming
presidential election. To be known
as the "Presidential Popcorn Poll,"
this new plan to boost popcorn sales
will be conducted by the Blevins
Popcorn Co., Popcorn Village, Nashville, with the cooperation of selected dealers and theatre circuits.
Bulletins covering results of the
poll

week-by-week

will be released

to news and wire services and radio
stations, direct from Popcorn Village. Local releases will feature the
resu.ts at the local theatre. The
company will also furnish point-ofsale material to be used to promote

the idea to theatre patrons and to
post results as the poll progresses.
•

;

which controls and supplies technical
guidance and materials necessary to
produce motion pictures in the new

medium.

'Kilimanjaro'
(Continued, from page 1)

More Have Contracted
Fifteen additional equipment manufacturers and concession companies
have contracted to exhibit at the convention, it was reported at the weekserend by Howard L. Bryant,
vice coordinator in charge of booth

TOA

sales.

the climax of five years of script and
production effort on Ernest Hemingway's short story. The picture marks
the fourth association of Zanuck, director Henry King and star Gregory

Peck.
said the company will
"the most extensive,
film
most penetrating advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign" ever
lavished on a picture.

Lichtman

give

the

The new

trade

show exhibitors

in-

William Wrigley, Jr., American Chicle Co., Levin Associates,
West Coast Sheet Metal Work, Electric-Aire Engineering Co., Spacarb,
Products Corp., RCA,
Inc.,
Cole
Cretors Corp., Walter H. Johnson
Candy Co., National Carbon Co.,
Berlo Vending Co., Schutter Candy
Division, Laura Lee Candy Co. and

A

popcorn test kit designed to provide an accurate analysis of a representative sample of raw popcorn shipments has been announced by the National Association of Popcorn Manufacturers. It was developed as part of
an industry program to set up sanitary
standards of acceptance. The kit contains chemicals and equipment with
complete instructions for use.

clude

Charm

Sales.

Contracts totalling $6,000,000 for
the production of 16 millimeter sound
motion picture projection equipment
for the Armed Forces have been
awarded the D'e Vry Corp., Chicago.
Announcement of the joint ArmyNavy order was made by IV. C. DeVry, president.

The film industry's greatest concentration of

BUY INC
PO E R

W

Witt ATTEND THE 1952

^

^LFannual
SEPTEMBER

convention
and trade show

14-18

•

SHOREHAM HOTEL

•

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

an outstanding opportunity for equipment manufacturers
and concession dealers to meet America's leading theatre owners
and purchasing agents.
Here

is

Between 8,000 and 9,000 theatres

be represented. Buyers of
circuits, large and small, as well as hundreds of individual theatre
owners and buyers will attend the 1952 TOA Trade Show.
will

Every supplier to the exhibitors of America owes it to himself, and
to his company, to participate in this vital conference, and to meet
the heaviest concentration of buying power in the history of the

A

JP^^ ™

industry.

Show your

product and

Write

•

•

.

.

sell!

Wire

THEATRE
1501

BROADWAY

•

.

.

.

•

Telephone!

OWNERS
OF AMERICA
LACKAWANNA
NEW YORK
4-4947

•

36, N. Y.
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

MEMBERS

.

.

KANE
of the continuations

committee of the industry arin
were
conference
bitration
spirited disagreement at the close
of their successful two-day meeting here last week over the weighty
issue of whether or not they should
use the word "agreement" in their
press release to describe the meetminds that had been
ing
of

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, AUGUST

TEN CENTS

1952

11,

N. Y. Times Editorially Ohio Censors
Hit for Free
Scores U. S. 16mm. Suit
HTHE
^

following

appeared

in

the

editorial,

"TV

entitled

New York Times

and.

Speech Denial

Movies"

the

of Friday,

Aug.

Be-

8.

it presents so lucidly for public understanding of the Times'
leadership some of the fallacies of the government's illadvised anti-trust suit to force the sale of 16 mm, films to television, Motion Picture Daily reprints the editorial in full, by

cause

Attorney-General Given
Two Weeks to Reply

vast

special permission of the

New York

—

Toledo, Aug. 10. The attorneygeneral of Ohio was given two
weeks within which to file a brief
defending the State's censorship

Times.

achieved.

Even though the 10-man group
The Department of Justice has started an anti-trust suit against
had reached agreement on the mat- a number of Hollywood motion picture producers for the express
laws, labeled "unconstitutional" Friters which should be incorporated
purpose of forcing them to make their films available to television. day by exhibitor Martin G. Smith's
which
is
schedon
work
in a draft,
In our opinion it is a suit born of fuzzy bureaucratic thinking that counsel in the Municipal Court hearweek, those

uled to start here next
opposed to so informing the press
argued that there can be no agreements until the principals have ap-

proved.

The "nays" had
sition

it

and

their po-

became even more vacuous

economic reality.
The department is asking the producers

clearly flouts

16mm. duplicate

prints of the 35

mm.

to sell to television the

films normally

shown

in the

nation's picture houses. Traditionally, these prints have been shown
in churches, clubs and military service camps, and the producers
understandably have imposed restrictions on their use lest they

when

the committee's statement to
press meticulously refrained
from mentioning anything that had

(Continued on page 4)

the

been agreed upon.
Thus an effort was made to withhold from the industry the news
that an accord had been reached
in committee for fear that someone
might mistakenly suppose it constituted an "agreement" on something the committee had no intention of disclosing. Moreover, the
industry

is

fully

aware

of the entire

procedure for approval which must
be pursued before any agreement

on arbitration becomes binding.

TOA

Sets

Nominators and
4

Posts Are Defeated;

Brennan Reelected

•

Minneapolis,

Aug.

10.

—The

;

was duly reported, it was re- many years.
The unsuccessful contestants for the
pudiated by some committee memBrennan and Snow posts were Vinbers and the hassle among others
(Continued on page 4)
was resumed.
The fault, if any, lies with the
fact

Morris Loewenstein, of Oklahoma
City, has been appointed chairman
of the 1952 nominating committee of
Theatre Owners of America, it
was reported Friday by Mitchell
Wolfson, TOA president.
Other members of the committee
are
R. B. Wilby, Elmer Rhoden,
Al Pickus, Sam Kirby, M. A. Lightman, Sr., Henry Reeve, Mack Jackson,
George Kerasotes and Tom
the

ticipants.

What seems to rankle is that
despite all these precautions, some
facts manage to emerge, free of the
technical colorations preferred by
some.

portion of Friday's hear-

was taken up by Walton C.
Ament, vice-president and general
manager of Warner News, Inc., called

Ament on the stand outhistory- of newsreels, their.
(Continued on page 2)

Construction of 5
Drive-ins Okayed
Washington, August

The committee

will present its slate

of officers at the 1952 convention and
trade show, Sept. 14-18 at the Shore-

ham Hotel

Washington.
plans and agenda for busiin

Final
ness sessions of the convention will be
set at an all-day meeting Thursday
(Continued on page 4)

Washington, Aug.

of Kilimanjaro," prohis only

tion of

—

10.

— Considera— one

an arbitration plan

if

is

probably lead the agenda
November convention, along with plans to aid the Council of Motion Picture Organizations'
tax fight, and discussion of the 16 mm.
ready

personal production for 1952, will be
made available by 20th Century-Fox
for pre-release engagements to a number of selected theatres in a limited
number of large cities beginning early
in October.
The announcement by Al Lichtman, director of distribution, marks

In an announcement made over the
weekend Allied General counsel Abram

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 2)

of

tional

10.

will

Allied

States'

anti-trust suit.

— The

Na-

Production Authority approved

over the weekend the construction of
five

drive-in theatres.

They

Ribble.

A

"The Snows

The major
ing

witness.
lined the

'Kilimanjaro' Set Arbitration May
For Pre -Release
Lead Allied Agenda
duced by Darryl F. Zanuck as

Smith, the defendant in whose
Theatre here the
newsreel at issue was shown,,
entered a plea of not guilty.

Westwood

:

two

Despite the committee's overthe
first
in
contested
elections,
cautious stand, reportorial persis- IATSE official family since 1946,
tence brought to light the agree- ended in victories for both incumbents,
ment in principle, meaning only a James J. Brennan, president of Local
meeting of minds of committee No. 1, Stage Hands union, New
members, that had been reached at York and Felix D. Snow of Kansas
sessions. When this City, both IATSE vice-presidents for
last week's

press policy espoused by the arbitration
conference.
Its
sessions
from the start have been closed to
the press. No provision is made
for interrogation of participants.
carefully censored handout is prepared for the press after the sessions and formal agreements not
to talk are entered into by the par-

Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
and the Motion Picture Association
of America.

by the defense as an expert newsreel

Pre -convention Session
Challengers for IA'

ing on the newsreel test case, brought
about through the cooperation of the

are
Blatt Brothers' Mercer
County Theatre Corp., Wayne Township,
Pa.,
Little
$13,848;
Flower
:

Drive-in Theatre, Ottawa, O., $15,000
Albert Rains, Houston, $50,000: and
Golden Spike Drive-in Theatre Corp.,
;

two drive-ins at
cost of $19,000.

Omaha

at

a

total

NPA

also approved construction of
an addition to the Star Theatre at
Limestone, Me., at a cost of $10,750.

Connecticut

Houses

Wave SRO Banners

—

Hartford, Aug. 10.
Rainy
weather of the past several

days sent box-office receipts
soaring in many independent
and circuit theatres throughout Connecticut. Numerous
houses reported putting up
the SRO sign for the first
time in weeks.

Motion Picture Daily
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Uses Fight Theatre Telecast as
Argument in Ohio Censor Case

SKOURAS.

tomorrow.
•
Y.

Frank

Freeman,
and

York

from Hollywood
president

Paramount

head, arstudio
over the weekend

for conferences with

He was

Barney Balaban.

Y. Frank
Freeman, Jr., associate producer of
George Pal's "Houdini."
•
Monroe R. Goodman, executive assistant to A. W. Schwalberg, presi-

accompanied by

his

son,

dent of Paramount Film Distribution
Corp., will return here today from a

two-week

Parade
rpHE POLITICAL SPOTLIGHT

—

president
P.
of 2'0th Century-Fox, is scheduled
to leave here for the Coast today or

vice-president
rived in New

vacation.

Toledo, Aug. 10. The new medium of theatre television highlighted the defense brief submitted Friday in Municipal Court here
in the newsreel censorship test case.
The brief pointed out that the Robinson-Maxim bout was seen
via theatre TV at the Albee Theatre, Cincinnati, without prior
censorship or being subjected to taxation. "If the same prize-fight
had been recorded on film and shown the same day or the next
day in the same theatre, then the Division of Film Censorship
would have insisted on licensing and collection of fees," the brief

and fighting in Korea are current nezvsreel highlights. Other items
include the end of the Olympics and
King Farowk. Complete contents folJ-

low

No. 65— Spotlight
on Eisenhower and King Farouk. Russell
calls on Stevenson.
Drought in Southland.
Miss Texas. Olympics end.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

stated.

King

The defense

also pointed out that "a film can be run in a television studio any place in the country and reproduced in every
home in Ohio that has a television set and there is no attempt at
censorship or taxation."

COMPO Dues Drive To Map

in

sales

forces

many

parts of the country has given
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive for dues, which

opens

officially

today

and

phia.

•

Jack Warner, Warner Brothers
production head, left here for the
Coast over the weekend.
•
Charles Dietz, M-G-M field representative in Detroit, is due here to-

continues

day for a vacation.

M-G-M's

music subsidiaries, has returned here
from the Coast.

that salesmen in making their rounds
last week were able to begin the col-

Ralph Pielow, M-G-M
left

solicitation

work

several days in advance of the official
opening of the drive, with the result
that it already has achieved considerable momentum. With the cooperation
of all distribution companies, sales
forces have been instructed to devote
all of their time if necessary, or as
much as may be required, to complete
the solicitation

•

manager,

and pledge

lection

work

this

week.

'Movietime'

TELENEWS
rally in Berlin.

here over the weekend

dollar subscribed by exwill
make a
distribution
matching contribution to
While the bulk of the membership
dues payments will help finance the
all-industry campaign for repeal of

For every

hibitors,

COMPO.

for that city.

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
plan
F. Myers said that an arbitration
at
consideration"
for
ripe
be
"may
that time and that Allied's board of
directors may seek the advice of the
convention before acting on it.
Pointing out that the convention
would follow the national election,
Myers said it would go into plans for
bringing to the attention of a new^ administration and a new Congress "the
strange attitude of the Department of
Justice toward the motion picture in_

dustry."
The convention's advisory committee will meet in Chicago Wednesday
and Thursday on planning the program. On the committee are general

convention chairman Jack Kirsch, AlSnaper, Ben
lied president Wilbur
Marcus, Stanley D. Kane and Myers.
The convention will be held Nov.
17, 18 and 19 at the Morrison Hotel
in Chicago, in conjunction with the
trade show.

TESMA

the 20 per cent Federal admission tax,
a general
drive is
the
Little in
financing project, as well.
the way of dues payments has made
treasury
its way into the
in recent months to finance all of the
activities, and the
normal

COMPO

COMPO

COMPO

week is being
counted upon to remedy that deficiency
as well as to provide financing for
national dues drive this

the industry's anti-tax effort.

With H. A. Cole of Dallas and Pat
McGee of Denver, co-chairmen of the
tax campaign, synchronizing their national organizing effort with
headquarters here, no action has been
taken to date on the long-contemplated

COMPO

designation of a campaign co-ordinaUnder contor, a full-time paid post.
sideration for the office have been H.
M. Richey of Loew's, Paul Short of
Screen Service, Maurice
National
Bergman of Universal and Sam Shain,
Unavailabilpublic relations adviser.
ity of several of them has delayed a
choice,

it

is

said.

COMPO

70.

Theatres, died Friday at the age of
Services were held yesterday at

dues plan is as foltheatres up to 500 seats, $10
lows
annually; 750 seats, $15; 1,000, $25;
2,500, $50; over 2,500, $100, and for
drive-ins: 300-car capacity, $10 annually;
500,
$15; 600, $25; over

Beth David Cemetery, Long Island.

600, $50.

The

Joseph Sommer, 70
Sommer, father
Sommer, general manager
Joseph

Olympics end.

—

—

DIGEST, No. 32-B
Red
Rain maker beats drought.

Truman

Margaret

Switzerland.
InterStevenson's sister. Films of
in

view with
Farouk's ouster.

:

of
of

Arthur
Brandt

tours

fall

mapped

be

will

"Movietime, U.S.A."
this

week

in

Top

Hollywood.

executives of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations will begin conferences there tomorrow with major studio heads on
the tours. The meetings are slated to
be held through Friday.
Another topic to be discussed is the
campaign to repeal the 20
per cent Federal admission tax.
will be represented by
Sam Pinanski and Trueman T. Rembusch, members of the governing triumvirate, and Robert J. O'Donnell,

COMPO
COMPO

head of "Movietime, U.S.A." An alternate is expected to be named for Al
Lichtman, another member of COMPO's triumvirate. Robert W. Coyne,

COMPO

special counsel, also will not

Truman

Universe.
at

Alpine

lingerie.

—

No. 5S5

Korea
Miss

votes in Missouri.
troops.

Ann

Blyth looks

Olympics windup.

WAFNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 104— Ike

outlines campaign. Fighting in Korea. Truman in the spotlight. Changing of the
guard at War Crimes Prison. Tokyo ragpickers' town. Olympic end.

Hit Ohio Censors
(Continued- from page 1)

coverage, their worldwide facilities
and the role they played during the
war.
In a brief submitted by Robert P.
the
Golden,
counsel
for
defense,
prior censorship of newsreels was hit
as a clear violation of the Federal
and State contitutional guarantees of
free speech and free press. The tax

imposed by Ohio on motion pictures,

attend.

To Match Exhibitors
Pittsburgh

Plans for

in

ZS9— How
Action in
and Adlai

FARAMOUNT

fighting.

Advance work by

William Pine, producer, arrived in through the week, a substantial head
it is learned.
New York over the weekend from the start,
So effectively was the drive organCoast and today will go to Philadelized in many exchange territories

of

spotlight.

political

Ike

NEWS, No. 102
Full
steam ahead for candidates. Jolson Award
goes to Bob Hope. Pacific Defense Alliance.
Battle in Korea. Olympic windup.

as-

vacation.

•
head

flight.

jet

No.

throne.

his

lost

Record

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
office

Rudy Berger, M-G-M
to
sistant
Southern sales manager, is due back
here today from a New Hampshire

Abe Olman,

Farouk

Korea.

Tours This Week

Gets Head Start

:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

•

Leonard Hirsch, home

1952

11,

Newsreel

Personal
Mention
SPYROS

Monday, August

Schimel Not Going

including newsreels, was
"unduly discriminatory."

also

called

Schimel, vice-president and
counsel of Universal, has
called off his scheduled trip to Geneva, Switzerland, where he was to
U. S. delegate to the
serve
as
inter-governmental conference on copyrights.
Herman Finkelstein, general counsel for ASCAP, left here at the weekend for the conference, which starts

The brief also charged that
the Ohio censorship rules are
"so vague and indefinite and
leave so much to the judgment
and discretion of the particular
censors, that they cannot be
upheld." It also claimed that
the U. S. Supreme Court had
upset the Ohio law in the "Miracle" and "Pinky" cases and
asked the Ohio court to declare
that the censorship of newsreels is specifically unconstitu-

today.

tional.

To

UNESCO

Due

Meet

to pressure of business affairs,

Adolph

general

UNESCO

SWG

to

ATFP

Hold

Strike Rally Tonight

—

Hollywood, Aug. 10. The Screen
Writers Guild has completed plans for
a rally
against

tomorrow night

SWG
its

members working

Television
rally the

to the short trailer announcing
that it had not been submitted for
It was this newsprior censorship.
reel which led to Smith's arrest on
July 17 when he exhibited it in the

an assess-

Westwood

for the strike

Alliance of
Film Producers. At the
will formally propose
ment of one per cent on the
the

in

During Friday's morning court sesMunicipal Court Judge Frank
W. Wiley witnessed a screening of
"The American Newsreel," in addision,

salaries of
motion pic-

ture studios to finance the strike.

Heineman Drive
Rounds 1st Lap

tion

Theatre.

Following the filing of a brief by
Attorney-General William O'Neil, the
defense is expected to be given a week
within which to reply.
branches have been

classified,

it

was

Max

announced by vice-president

E.

United Artists' Dallas, New Or- Youngstein, who is drive captain.
There will be two additional laps,
leans and Montreal exchanges have
taken first-prize money in the first six- one running six weeks and the other
week lap of the company's "Bill Heine- seven, all in honor of William J.
man Sales Drive," winning against Heineman, UA's distribution viceall president.
which
into
groups
exchange

Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc.,
Jr., Vice-President
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Herbert
V. Fecke,
News Editor;
»Krctary, James P. Cunningham,
"Rradv
Brady, Secretary;
°

Leo J.
Theo J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, \ ice-PresidentYucca-Vine
Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau.
Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel
Urben Farley Advertising Representative
Rj Weaver Ed t o r Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street,
Washington D C. London Bureau, 4 0-<
North Clark Street FR-2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club,
published 13 times a year as
Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theat res and Theatre Sales, each
ble address. "Quigpubco, London."
York. N. Y., under
office
Sept" 21, ,938.^ tie
_

i

;

.

=T^=n=.

the act of

March

3.

1879.

Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies. 10c.

——

.

Stars must be glamorous -always

Everybody loves the

•

star.

She's the darling of the

box

apple of the

office ... the

producer's eye. Her glamour
is

everybody's good fortune

an

inspiration to writers,

directors,

cameramen

—

.

a responsibility to technicians.

In

the studio, technicians

frequently collaborate with
representatives of the Eastman
Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film

.

.

.

consider the

best type of film, black-and-white
or color, to use ... to set
control systems for the laboratory

that assure standards of high

image

made

quality.

are

is

also

available for exchanges,

exhibitors to
prints

Help

make

sure that

and theater equipment

right for finest projection

that every foot of film

gets the star the best
possible showing.

To maintain
the Eastman

this service,

Kodak Company has

branches at strategic centers
invites inquiry

on

of film use from

all

all

.

phases

members

;ofJ^e industry. Address:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coasl Division

Midwest Division

Wast Coast Division

342 Madi*o» Avenue

137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

6706 Sonta Monica

New York 17, N.Y.

Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

.

;;
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Convention in
Tribute to DeForest

'IA'

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 10. The
annual convention
here voted to express its ap-

I

ATSE

preciation and commendation
to Dr. Lee DeForest for his

developments and
contributions to the motion
picture industry, and for the
economic strides all "IA"
members have made as a re-

scientific

sult of his inventions.

'IA'

Meet

cent Jacobi of New York and Charles
Hathaway of Oklahoma City.

All other officers of "IA," headed
by Richard Walsh, president, were reelected by acclamation, and without
opposition, earlier. The contests for
the fourth and sixth vice-presidencies,
held by Brennan and Snow, respectively, forced a ballot for those offices
which resulted in their reelection.
Walsh's reelection gives him his sixth
consecutive term.
Hugh J. Sedgwick, secretary-treasurer of the Ontario, Canada, Provincial Federation of Labor, was elected a vice-president to fill the vacancy
created by the death of William P.
Others
reelected
included
Covert.
Harland
Holmden,
vice-presidents
Roger M. Kennedy, Carl G. Cooper,

Louise

J.

W

Abbott, O.

Times

Editorial

M. Jacobson and

1952

THEATRE

In the
(Continued from page 1)

jeopardize business at theatre box-offices. Now the department
demands the removal of those restraints so that the
broadcasters can have access to Hollywood's reservoir of feature attrac-

Equipment

tions.

World

TV

The basic absurdity of the suit is its assumption that Hollywood
. .
.
not only must accommodate its chief competitor but do so on terms
ruinous to itself. At its present stage of development television as
. . with
a whole can afford to pay a total of about $25,000 in rental fees for
a Hollywood film made some years ago, whereas showing the same
film for another run in theatres may mean $200,000. To this must
FULL LINE of vending bags
be added the further fact that TV does not charge the public for its
for drive-in theatres has been
shows, yet the motion picture exhibitors must ask admission fees. developed by the Rex Specialty Bag
By the Justice Department's line of reasoning, in short, the pub- Corp. of Brooklyn, N. Y. It consists
of the followlisher of a best-selling novel would be obligated to make his proping: a hot dog
erty available to a free "throw-away" pamphlet financed by adverand hamburger
tisements of local merchants and accept whatever remuneration the
sandwich
bag
both
regular
pamphlet's owner could pay. Application of the anti-trust laws must
style
and
slit
be tempered with a little more horse sense.
on one side),, a
When television gains its full economic stature with the conFrench fry bag
struction of many more stations, both the Hollywood producers
(both small and
large sizes), an
and the video broadcasters will find it mutually advantageous to
ieasy-stack, pilwork out an accord. Indeed, there hardly could be a better example
low - type
dry
of the elasticity of our economy than the adjustment to the upwax popcorn
bag, and a bag
heaval in show business brought about by television.
for hot buttered
It is in the public interest that both TV and the motion picture
Irving
corn.
Irving singer
industry should flourish and they must have time to learn to live
Singer,
vicetogether. The Department of Justice is ill-advised in prematurely president and general sales manager
of Rex, reports the company plans to
trying to tip the scales to one side's advantage.

RAY GALLO

right.

(

expand

Merian Cooper Is TOA Nominators
(Continued from page
Loaned to Cinerama
Washington
convention
1)

in

The week-long convention

of 1,200
"I A" delegates adjourned at the weekend after adopting resolutions protesting production of films abroad for
U. S. consumption for tax-saving
purposes, or to take advantage of
cheap production and labor costs, and
approving an "I A" part in the industry's campaign to obtain repeal of
the 20 per cent Federal amusement
tax.
The convention instructed the International president to take whatever
precautionary steps necessary to prevent the illegal use of the "IA" emblem, and the executive board, as well,
to take necessary steps to prevent the
exhibition in theatres, on television or
elsewhere of films made under substandard working conditions which
carry the "IA" label without being
qualified or authorized to do so.
The convention referred to the International president for further consideration a proposal that the "IA"
enlist in the industry fight against the
government suit to force the sale of
16mm. feature films to television and
other non-theatrical users. No action
was taken on proposals that "IA" aid
in the drive to win patronage for
theatres, Walsh having expressed the
informal opinion to the convention
that while the union was willing to do
its share, he felt that good films, good
equipment and good theatres would
have to provide the basic solution.
Other resolutions adopted by the
convention were primarily of a political
rather than trade character,
meticulously adhering to the
political action line.

AFL

Defeat Tax Proposal

—

11,

A

(Continued from page 1)

Harry

N. Y.

Monday, August

Detroit, Aug. 10. Voters at Ann
Arbor turned out in record numbers
to defeat decisively a proposal to levy
a city tax on films, sports events and
other forms of entertainment.

of

the

committee, headed by A. Julian Bry-

A

loan arrangement has been effect-

ed by Cinerama Productions Corp.
with Argosy Pictures Corp. whereby
Merian C. Cooper, president of Argosy, will be loaned to Cinerama to
serve as general manager in charge
of all production, it was
the weekend by Lowell Thomas, Cine-

disclosed at

rama Productions' board chairman.
The loan-out, which is non-exclusive, will begin following the completion of Argosy's next production for
Republic Pictures, "The Sun Shines
Bright," which John Ford, Cooper's
partner in Argosy, will direct beginning Aug. 18.
Cinerama Productions' first picture,
"This Is Cinerama," will be shown for
the first time in New York late in
September. The company will probably produce at least two pictures a

Thomas said.
Thomas explains that Cinerama Pro-

year,

ductions Corp. is an entirely separate
corporation from Cinerama, Inc. Cinerama Productions was formed to produce entertainment for the Cinerama
medium, while Cinerama, Inc., is an
organization headed by H. E. Reeves,
which controls and supplies technical
guidance and materials necessary to
produce motion pictures in the new

medium.

'Kilimanjaro'
(Continued, from page 1)

lawski.

New York TOA

who

staffers

will

attend are
Gael Sullivan, executive
director
Dick Pitts, executive assistant Herman M. Levy, general coun:

Peck.
said the company will
give the film "the most;- extensive,
most penetrating advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign" ever
lavished on a picture.

Lichtman

lines

even further,
e

A

turntable designed- to
all three record speeds

non-sync

provide for
without attachments has been announced by the Fairchild Recording
Equipment Corp. of Whitestone, N. Y.
Designated model No. 530, the turntable has a clutch for shifting to speeds
of 33^, 45 and 78.26 during operation.

;

•

;

Chick

Lewis, convention and
trade show advisor and from Miami,
sel

;

;

Mitchell Wolfson.

Members

of Brylawski's commitscheduled to attend the meetinginclude
Sidney Lust and Morton
Thalhimer, co-chairmen
Frank La
Fake and Frank Boucher, coordinators Jerry Adams, exchanges Harry
Bachman, reservations and registraBaker,
tions
Jerome
exposition
Boucher,
entertainment; George
Orville
Crouch, distinguished guests
Crouch, dinner committee
George
Dorsey, newsreels
Jack Foxe, pubPhilip F. Harling, budget colicity
ordinator
Morton Gerber, decorations
Vincent Iorio, transportation
Fred Kogod, reception Mrs. Sidney
Lust and Mrs. Frank Boucher, ladies'
activities
Victor Orsinger, arrangements Gerald Wagner, printing and
Lloyd Wineland, Sr.,
badges;
tee

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

finances

;

Annette

Moffitt,

Theatre patrons who buy and eat
popcorn are going to be given a
chance to vote in a Gallup-and-

Roper type poll to predict the outcome of the nation's up-coming
presidential election. To be known
as the "Presidential Popcorn Poll,"
this
will

to boost popcorn sales
be conducted by the Blevins

Popcorn
ville,

Fifteen additional equipment manufacturers and concession companies
have contracted to exhibit at the convention, it was reported at the weekserend by Howard L. Bryant,
vice coordinator in charge of booth

TOA

poll

week-by-week

trade

Levin Associates,
West Coast Sheet Metal Work, Electric-Aire Engineering Co., Spacarb,
RCA,
Cole Products Corp.,
Inc.,
Cretors Corp., Walter H. Johnson
Candy Co., National Carbon Co.,

•

popcorn test kit designed to provide an accurate analysis of a representative sample of raw popcorn shipments has been announced by the Na-

Popcorn Manuwas developed as part of
an industry program to set up sanitary
standards of acceptance. The kit contional Association of

facturers.

It

chemicals

and equipment with

instructions for use.

•

Co.,

.

Berlo

will be released

to news and wire services and radio
stations, direct from Popcorn Village. Local releases will feature the
results at the local theatre. The
company will also furnish point-ofsale material to be used to promote
the idea to theatre patrons and to
post results as the poll progresses.

tains

Chicle

Popcorn Village, Nash-

lected dealers and theatre circuits.
Bulletins covering results of the

show exhibitors in- complete
clude William Wrigley, Jr., American

Co.,

with the cooperation of se-

A

More Have Contracted

The new

new plan

secretary.

sales.

the climax of five years of script and
production effort on Ernest Hemingway's short story. The picture marks
the fourth association of Zanuck, director Henry King and star Gregory

its

Vending

Division, Laura
Charm Sales.

Co.,.

Schutter

Candy

Lee Candy Co. and

Contracts
$6,000,000 for
the production of 16 millimeter sound
motion picture projection equipment
for the Armed Forces have been
awarded the D'e Vry Corp., Chicago.
Announcement of the joint ArmyC. DeNavy order was made by
Vry, president.
totalling

W

.

The film industry's greatest concentration of

BUYING

POW ER
WILL ATTEND THE 1952

A
TDA ANNUAL CONVENTION

AND TRADE SHOW
SEPTEMBER

14-18

•

SHOREHAM HOTEL

•

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

an outstanding opportunity for equipment manufacturers
and concession dealers to meet America's leading theatre owners
and purchasing agents.
Here

is

Between 8,000 and 9,000 theatres will be represented. Buyers of
circuits, large and small, as well as hundreds of individual theatre
owners and buyers will attend the 1952 TOA Trade Show.

J

l|

Every supplier to the exhibitors of America owes it to himself, and
to his company, to participate in this vital conference, and to meet
the heaviest concentration of buying power in the history of the
industry.

Show your

product

Write

.

.

and

•

.

sell!

Wire

THEATRE
1501

BROADWAY

•

.

•

.

.

Telephone!

OWNERS OF AMERICA
LACKAWANNA
YORK
4-4947

•

NEW
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Rains Swell 'U Reveals Provisions of Exhibitors to
Coffers of
Rackmil, Blumberg Pacts
Meet in D.C.
9

NY

lst-Runs

Milton R. Rackmil's contract as president of Universal is for seven
years beginning last July 15 at a salary of $1,538.50 per week, the
company has informed the Securities & Exchange Commission. The

'Ivanhoe,' 'Jacks/ 'Fear,' amended employment agreement

'Dreamboaf Lead Parade
Rains over the weekend swelled
box-office grosses of New York
first-run theatres, sending- the sum-

mer

business

spiral

Mayer Selected for
Annual Guild Award

climbing to

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Mayer will be honored

sturdy heights.

Exceptionally good product
along Broadway was also credited for the lively upswing,

which saw thousands of New
Yorkers, confined by the weather to the city, flock to theatres.

Outstanding business was done by
such films as "Ivanhoe," "Dreamboat," "Sudden Fear," and "Jumping
Jacks."

of

cipient of the annual
ers Guild "Milestone
con"historic
tributions to the

— Louis

B.

the

re-

as

Screen Produc-

Award"

for his

American

motion picture,"
it

made

was

known

to-

night by Sol. C.
presi-

Siegel,

dent

the
A smash opening week of $66,000
at
a
was forecast for "Sudden Fear" at Guild,
quarterly memLoew's State. At Radio City Music
bership
meetHall, a terrific $175,000 was seen for
ing.
The prethe second week of "Ivanhoe," aided
by the Hall's regular stage show. The
Hall's second week forecast about
equals the business done in the non(Continued on page 3)

of

at

Belittles TV As
'Movie' Competitor
The

TV

industry estimates that be-

tween 50 and 70 per cent of all TV
shows will eventually be on film
perhaps by next spring, the current
issue of

Newsweek

reports.

The award,

estab'\~.hed last year,

!

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association

of

company
Legion

is

ent Theatre

America president, and
met with American

Silver to Preside
At Pittsburgh Meet
—

11.
Aug.
Warner
Theatres' home office and zoiie execu-

Pittsburgh,

Owners Association

New York

also would be
represented, but confirmation
of this could not be secured
at a late hour yesterday.
of

It was regarded as certain, however,
that Allied States Association would
(Continued on page 8)

officials

officers

at

the

Astor

Hotel

here yesterday to exchange views
concerning the Hollywood "Red" situation in anticipation of a report on
the subject to the American Legion
national convention here beginning
-

(Continuid on page 6)

Aug. 25.
Representing the Legion at the
meeting were National Commander
Donald R. Wilson and the Legion's
director
O'Neill,

of
publications,
James
editor of the American

F.

TOA

Unit Asks U.S.

To Abandon
Washington,

MPTO

the
has asked the
to

of

not one new show that can
keep people out of movie houses."

Hollywood, the

article

points

out,

has the best chance of becoming the
film production in the
center of

TV

future.

See $4-Million House
In 'Frisco for FWC
San Francisco, Aug.
West Coast Theatres

11.

—

Fox

plans to build a
$4,000,000 theatre on the site adjoining Loew's Warfield here, which is
now occupied by the 325-seat Foxoperated Cinema Theatre it was disclosed by Edward D. Keil, the company's attorney.
The proposal came out during a discussion of a lease-purchase arrangepresident Charles
ment which
Skouras will broach to the city later
this month for the Fox Theatre.

FWC

and representatives of 96 of the circuit's houses for Warner's Pittsburgh
and Cleveland zone 1952 "Atomic
Showmanship Drive" meeting. Zone
head M. A. Silver will preside and
Jack Hahn and Phil Katz of the
Pittsburgh office will officiate at various of the many activities scheduled.
Territory covered includes Western
(Continued on page 3)

Connecticut Industry
Will Golf Today

—

Hartford, August 11. The annual
gold tournament of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Connecticut will
be held tomorrow at the Racebrook
Country Club at Orange, with an attendance of upwards of 150 expected.
Co-chairmen are George H. Wilkinson, Jr. of the Wilkinson Theatre,

MPTO

of Connecticut
(Continued on page 6)

Wallingford,

(Continued on page 6)

File

$2,700,000

Baltimore Suit

—

Baltimore, Aug. 11. The Hippodrome and the Town theatres here
have

filed an anti-trust suit against
distributors, asking trebled dam
ages of $2,700,000 and charging that
fur many years the defendants conspired to shut off first-run competition

five

in

Baltimore.

The suit also asks for an injunction
against the distributor defendants to
force them to disclose to the plaintiffs
the terms upon which a first-run picture was awarded, when the plaintiff's
bid for the picture had been rejected
Named in the complaint are Loew's,
(Continued on page 3)

A

11.

of

'— The

Columbia

jts

:

'sleeper,'

Suit

Department of Justice
16mm. anti-trust suit
producers and distributors.

"abandon"

against

Aug.
District

LeCommenting on the quality of sum- tives will assemble at the Roosevelt
Weekly which last winter pub- The organization
mer TV fare, Neivsweck says "So Hotel here tomorrow with managers gion
Theatre Owners
lished attacks on alleged Hollywood
far the season has not seen one filmed

Federal

Talk Tomorrow

Aides

Film 'Red' Report

geles.

MMPTA,

TOA,

the

Guild's
yearly
Louis B. Mayer
dinner on Oct.
22 at the Statler Hote in Los An-

Gov't Suit

Nate J. Blumberg, who recently
resigned as president to become board
to
chairman, covers a period of eight
and-a-half-years at compensation of
Leaders of at least two major ex$1,500 per week from last July 15 to
Dec. 31, 1955, and $1,000 per week hibitor associations will
meet in
from Jan. 1, 1956, to Dec. 31, 1960, Washington tomorrow with govwhen the contract will expire, the ernment officials in what was deSEC also was informed.
scribed as an attempt to win sympathy
Blumberg's agreement, which amends for the industry's
fight against the
a long-term contract dated July 1,
Department of Justice's 16mm. anti1950, specifies that it is subject to aptrust suit.
proval by the stockholders of UniOrganizations
named here
versal not later than the next annual
yesterday as scheduled to send
meeting, which is scheduled for March
representatives to the parley
11, 1953.
are the Theatre Owners of
Both Rackmil and Blumberg are
America and the Metropolitan
given virtual carte blanche with reMotion Picture Theatres Assospect to traveling, entertainment and
ciation.
There was said to be
(Continued on page 6)
a possibility that the Independ-

MP A, Legion Meet on

sentation will be

made

On

resolution

with the
America.
unanimously adopted
is

affiliated

of

by the organization said that if the
suit should succeed, it "would inevitably spell the death knell of motion
picture theatres."
It emphasized the
"billions of dollars" investment of exhibitors and declared that since "you
cannot sell to people that which they
can get free," the release of -the films
(Continued on page 8)

Arbitration, US Suit
On NJ Allied Agenda
The board and membership

of Allied

Jersey will meet in New York
today for a discussion of arbitration
of

New

development to date and the government's anti-trust suit to force the sale
and other outof 16mm. films tolets in competition to regular theatres,
Wilbur Snaper, president, disclosed
yesterday. Snaper also is president of

TV

national Allied.

Tuesday, August

Motion Picture Daily

2

MPAA

Personal
Mention
GEORGE

Para-

mount's Western division manaleft here over the weekend for
Portland and Seattle.

Meyer Hutner,

press contact here
for 2'0th Century-Fox, announces the
birth of a son, William Bogart, to

Hutner

at

Avenue

Madison

Hospital yesterday.
•

Grant, owner of
Joseph
Northwood Theatre, Baltimore, refrom Union
cently returned home

the

Memorial Hospital there, is now a paJohns Hopkins Hospital.

tient at

•

Adolf

R.

Schwartz,

Westrex

Corp.'s equipment manager, has been
transferred to Australia to assume duties as managing director of Westrex
Australia, Pty, Ltd.

•

James V. Frew, Universal Southern district manager, and Mrs. Frew
have returned to Atlanta from a vacation in Jamaica, B.W.I.
•

Billy Wilder, Paramount producer-director, will arrive in

New York

today from Europe aboard the

5.5".

Libcrtc.

•

Wirthwein,

Harold
Allied
ger,

Artists

Western

Monogramsales

mana-

yesterday arrived in Hollywood

from Kansas

City.

Hy Chapman,

Columbia

branch

Minneapolis, is convalescing at University Hospital there
following an operation.
•
Radio's
Leon J. Bamberger,
sales promotion chief, has returned to
his desk here following a vacation in
Minnesota.
e
Isidore Lindenbaum, president and
executive producer of Filmcraft Productions, has returned to Hollywood
in

RKO

from

New

York.

•
Arthur Krolick, United Paramount Theatres general manager in
Buffalo and Rochester, is on vacation
at Cape Cod, Mass.

MPAA

Brazil's list of "essential" imports. Joaquin Rickard,
sentative in Latin America, arrived here at the weekend
Janeiro for conferences with John

McCarthy,

MPAA

di

vision chief.

Press dispatches from Rio de Jahas
Brazil
that
disclosed
dropped motion pictures from the list
of "essential" imports for which import licenses will be granted. United
States newsreels ceased coming in
here seven months ago, and this new
move, if unchanged, will mean the
United
disappearance
of
complete
States films from Brazilian screens.
neiro

The

dispatches

repre-

from Rio de

G

international

11.

receipts

five

stated further

that

11.

— The

Na-

Production Authority has acted
to permit manufacturers of theatre and
film equipment and other "B" prod-

United States motion-picture officials
here are more worried about the stoppage than about the lack of newsreels, on which they did not expect to
make much profit anyway, but from aluminum from the NPA may
autothe general point of view of the
matically allot himself,- starting with
newsof
United States the absence
the first three months of next year,
reels is really more important.
up to 100 per cent of his third quarter
The reason for the stoppage of im- allotment of copper and aluminum,
port licenses was not given by the
providing this does not exceed 40,000
government, but it is believed to be
pounds of copper and 60,000 pounds of
intensified
propart of its constantly
aluminum, and up to 60 per cent of the
tectionist policy. A United States mothird quarter steel allotment, providtion-picture executive said today it
ing this does not exceed 500 tons of
was not calculated to conserve Bra- carbon steel, 90 tons of alloy steel and
zil's scanty supply of dollars because
10,0(10 pounds of nickel-bearing stainmovie companies have never pressed
liquidation of their balances here
when dollars were unavailable.
There is reason to believe it is the
beginning of an effort to force them
to have their prints made here to give
work to Brazilian laboratories, but
that has been tried in the past and
dropped because the work of the local
laboratories was unsatisfactory.
Import licenses already issued will
cover the normal importation of films

less steel.

inde-

to
the public a first-run
double feature show, and used
cooperative newspaper advertising to announce the policy,
the features and the names of
the
theatres
participating.

tional

ucts to calculate their own allotments
and write priorities for them without
applying to the government.
The change will take place beginning with the first quarter of 1953.
Any manufacturer who got a third
quarter allotment of steel, copper and

at

on a permanent basis.
The five subsequents combined their
resources and
launched a program offering

Equipment Makers
May Set Allotments
Washington, Aug.

— Box-

Minneapolis, Aug.

pendently owned neighborhood houses in St. Paul
skyrocketed when a new program policy was tried out for
the first time and was so successful that it will continue

The Motion Picture Association of America indicated here yesterday
that it was making plans to win reinstatement of motion pictures on

The

Astor,

are:

five

Dale,

Hollywood, Mounds and Royal.

Yorke

League Meet

Little
Motion

to Preside at
and television

picture, radio

executives and trade press representatives, along with sports writers, and
others, will attend a luncheon-meeting at Toots Shor's here on Friday to
launch plans for the forthcoming annual Little League baseball world
series to be played at Williamsport,
Pa.
Emerson Yorke, official league film,
radio and
co-ordinator, will preside at the luncheon.

TV

Firms without third quarter allotments may self-authorize purchase
Titles 3
orders up to 25 tons of carbon steel,
Herman G. Weinberg has completone ton of alloy steel, 500 pounds of
nickel-bearing stainless, 10,000 pounds ed the English titles for three new
films, from Sweden, France and Italy,
of copper and 20,000 pounds of aluminum. Other firms must apply to the for release in the U.S. this autumn.
They are
"One Summer of HappiNPA for allotments.
ness," a Times Film Corp., release,
from Sweden, a prize-winner at the
recent Cannes Film Festival
"The
for the next couple of months, but
French Way," a Manor Films release,
from France, starring Josephine Baunless some new agreement is reached
before that the entry of United States
ker, and "Rome, 11 O'Clock," an AFE
Ira Meinhardt, of Film Carriers,
pictures will halt.
release from Italy.
has accepted the chairmanship of the

Praise Murphy for
Texas Legion Talk

•

Weinberg

:

Meinhardt and Perse
To Aid Joint Appeal

film delivery division of the industry's
drive on behalf of the Joint Defense
Appeal, and Benjamin Perse, of Capitol Motion Picture Supply Corp., will
serve in a similar capacity in the
equipment supply division, it was an-

nounced by Leon Goldberg, of UniDallas, Aug. 11. George Murphy versal Pictures, and Edward L. Fawas credited with engendering a bian, of Fabian Theatres Corp., co"greater affinity between the Americhairmen of the industry-wide JDA
vice.
can Legion and the (motion picture) campaign.
•
industry" by his message to the LeEdward L. Hyman, vice-president gion's state convention here in which
of United Paramount Theatres, Inc., he denounced Communism.
is on vacation at Murray Bay, Quebec.
Praise for Murphy's address at the 4
•
weekend came from William C. Mcfor
Don Hartman, Paramount produc- Craw, executive director of Variety
Booking of the new Slavenskation head, has returned to the studio International, chairman of the Texas
following a two-week vacation.
Council of Motion Picture Organiza- Franklin Ballet Co. for its New Jersey
and New York theatres in October
•
tions' speakers bureau and past deChester Erskine, RKO Radio di- partment commander of the Legion. was announced by Walter Reade Therector, has returned here from a fourMcCraw's commendation was second- atres, giving- the circuit a lineup of
month tour of Europe.
ed by G. Ward Moody who com- for stage attractions for its motion
mented, "we are deeply indebted to picture theatres this fall and early
Mr. Murphy for expressing his views winter.

Norman

Paul Cooperative

for

•

manager

St.

Is Successful
office

ger,

Mrs.

Seek Return of

Brazilian Import Rights

SMITH,

A.

to

1952

12,

concessions
manager at the Pike Drive-In, Newington, Conn., has left for Army ser-

Stage Attractions
Set
Reade Houses

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 11. The World
Theatre, first-run Loop house in St.
Paul, was reopened, completely redecorated, under the new management
of Ted Mann and George Granstrom.

Mrs. Robert hanger Dies
Atlanta,

Aug.

11.

—Mrs.

Robert

(Jerry) Langer, wife of the National
Screen Service executive here, died
at her home on Friday.

—

Turgeon,

Another House Reopens

;

they parallel
against Communism
the attitude taken by the Legion."
Other favorable comments came
from Robert J. O'Donnell and Col.
.

H.

A.

Cole,

COMPO.

.

.

co-chairmen

of

Texas

The

with the
Theatre Guild's production of "Oklahoma" in early September, follow it
in late September with "Mr. Roberts,"
the ballet in October, and the Trapp
Family Singers in December.
circuit

will

lead

off

NEW YORK THEATRES
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Coming

Baltimore Suit

File

Warner Brothers
ing Corp.,

— COMPO

Pictures Distribut-

Paramount Film Distribut-

Co., Universal and United Artists.
Three other Warner Companies are
named also
arner Brothers TheaPictures, and
Circuit
Aug. 13 Cinema Stamp Club meet- tres,
Corp.
Management
York.
Astor,
New
ing, Hotel
The suit charges that from 1943 to
Aug. 22-29 Independent Theatre 1948 the distributor defendants conOwners of Ohio-sponsored indus- spired with each other and affiliated

meetings
12-15
with studio heads, in Hollywood.

ing"

WB

—

—W

WB

—

try

Ohio State

exposition,

Fair,

—

Aug. 29-Sept. 5 Indiana Alliedexposition,
industry
sponsored
Indiana State Fair, Indianapolis.

— Allied

Theatre Owners of

Iowa-Nebraska luncheon-meeting
for local newspaper executives,
Des Moines.

14-18— Theatre Owners of
America convention and trade
show, Shoreham Hotel, Wash-

Sept.

ington, D. C.

RKO

Theatres Gets

Two Former Houses
Washington, Aug.

11.

— The

two divested

cinnati.

The

theatres

—

—the

theatres in Cin-

Capitol

and the

RKO

Shubert were sold under the
consent decree some time ago. However, the two principal purchasers
have died and their estates have notiTheatres that they cannot
fied
carry out the purchase contract nor
pay rent, according to Justice officials.
Theatres is under
As a result,
liabilities,"
contingent
"tremendous
according to Justice, and so the govtake
ernment has agreed to let
back the two theatres subject to a
requirement that they must be divested
again within six months.

RKO

RKO

RKO

The

Justice

favor of affiliated thea-

in

Department

also

and that the effect of the conspiracy was to exclude from first-run
competition in Baltimore any of the
pictures distributed by the defendants.
The best first-run Loew's films, the
complaint said, went to the Century
and the Valencia theatres, both owned complaint alleged.
The complaint also declared that
50 per cent by Loew's and 50 per cent
by United Artists Theatre Circuit. The the Town Theatre was not permitted
best Warner films went to the Stan- to compete with all first-run theatres
for some of the distributors' films. It
ley, a Warner theatre, the complaint
charged. For a period of time half of added, however, that the defendants
the best Paramount films went to the will not disclose the terms of winning
Stanley and half of the best Universal bids and that therefore, the Town
films to the Century and Valencia, the does not know which, if any theatres
complaint charged.
are bidding against it. Unless it is
The complaint said that from 1947 given an opportunity to inspect the
to 1951 the Town and the Hippodrome bids made by the Valencia, Century
were forced to exhibit inferior films, and the Stanley, the complaint says,
while "by far the larger number of the Town is "threatened with irrepaleading box-office attractions each year rable inury from continued secret diswere made available to theatres ope- crimination."

Today for
Walter T. Freeman
— Funeral services
Boston, Aug.
11.

Truman to Decide
On Arnall Shortly
Washington, Aug.

11.

—The

resig-

nation of Ellis Arnall as Price Administrator is
reported to be on
President Truman's
desk,
with a
Presidential decision as to whether
or not to accept it due later this

week.
Arnall reportedly made his resignaSept. 1, to give the
President time to find a replacement.
If his resignation is accepted, as is
likely, he might take a brief vacation
before returning to his duties as head
of the Society of Independent Motion
according
Picture
Producers,
to
friends here.
effective

tion

re-

RKO

Theatres
vealed it had notified
that the government has no objection
to the company's selling its stock in
a third Cincinnati theatre, the Times.
The company has held an interest in
the theatre with another firm, Gift,
Inc., and had agreed to sell its interest providing the government agreed.

Services

(Continued from page

rated by Loew's and Warner Brothers.
During this period, the complaint alleges, the Hippodrome's business was
reduced about 57 per cent and it earned
some $500,000 less than it would have
earned if given a normal supply of
product. Also during those years, the
complaint continued, both theatres operated at a loss of more than $240,000.
The Hippodrome was forced to close
for two months in the summer of
1950 and for three months in the summer of 1951, the complaint went on,
due to lack of product. In April, 1952,
the theatre was damaged by fire, and
since there was not sufficient capital
to pay for repairs it is still closed, the

De-

partment of Justice has agreed to permit RKO Theatres to reacquire temporarily

exhibitors
tres,

Columbus.

Sept. 5

N. Y. Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

Events
Aug.

3

Albany

in

Tax Meet

Aug. 11.— "Talk the
amusement tax repeal
the
drive to every account you visit this
week get him to make a donation of
not less than $10 or to sign a pledge
card and transfer it to the account's
favorite salesman," Leo Greenfield,
distributor chairman, urged today at

Albany, N.

Y.,

COMPO
;

a -meeting in the
projection room.

20th

after

a

On

the

basis

of

first

grosses

ported on Joseph Kaufman's "Sudden
Fear,"
Radio officials here are
estimating a gross of between four
and five million dollars on the Joan

RKO

Crawford
First

New

starrer.

four

days

at

Loew's

to

discussion,

Glory"

to Aug. 22.
Another high grosser which will be
held over is "Jumping Jacks" at the
Paramount, which headlines Don Cor,
nell on stage.
For the third week, a

brisk $95,000 is forecast.
At the Victoria, a fine $35,000 is due
for the second round of "Affairs of
State," while at the Mayfair a sturdy
$39,000 is seen for 'High Noon.'

Also doing

Hood"

fine is

"Story of Robin

where $21,000
the seventh week.
The final round of "Don't Bother to
Knock" at the Globe is expected to
hit a nice $14,500 for the fourth week.
"Francis Goes to West Point" bows
there on Friday.
"Carrie" at the Capitol is doing
well, with $28,000 seen for the fourth
stanza.
The gross of "The Story of
Will Rogers" at the Astor is expected
to climb in the current fourth week,
with a solid $17,000 estimated.
"King Kong," reissue, returned to
the
Palace, giving that house
the best business since May of 1949,
with the exception of a two-a-day
interlude.
On the basis of a terrific
$22,300 over the weekend, a big $37,000 for the initial and only week is
forecast. "Son of Ali Baba" will have
its premiere there
Friday.
is

at the Criterion,

estimated

State,

York,

including the weekend,
saw the picture take in over $45,000,
to give the theatre its best business
in three years, it was said. Executives
look for a gross of better than $66,000
for the first week. The picture is also
doing top business in out-of-town engagements, they added. At the Palace,
Cleveland, with a big weekend, it took
in $12,400 in four days, and will do
about $18,000 in its first week. The
Apollo, Atlantic City, reports over
$9,000 for the weekend, with the picture grossing 75 per cent of major
"A" product in recent months. The
Casino in Wildwood, N. J., reported a
take of $6,000 from Thursday through
Sunday, for the biggest gross in the
history of the theatres, it was said.

Silver to Preside
(Continued from page 1)

accept

Walter T. Freeman, 54, stage man- $10 in installments, but not to take
ager at the RKO Boston Theatre for less, from very small and part-time
the past five years and for 35 years theatre operations.
was reassociated with theatres, will be held ported to have collected the most
with a Solemn High Mass of Requiem pledges to date.
at St. Ann's Church in Manchester,
New Hampshire, tomorrow.
Freeman, who died Friday, is sur- Bogeaus to Reorganize
11.
Benedict
Hollywood,
Aug.
vived by three brothers and two sisBogeaus Pictures, Inc., today filed a
ters, all of Manchester.

holiday record-breaking opening week.
At the Roxy, which also features
a stage show, the third week of
"Dreamboat" is expected to top the
healthy grosses experienced in the first
two weeks.
Over the weekend, the
film did a big $6-2,000, topping the
weekend take of the initial stanza.
For the third week, a robust $106,000
is
estimated.
"Dreamboat" will be
held for another week, pushing back
the opening day of "What Price

for

RKO

re-

Century-Fox

The salesmen and branch managers
voted,

Estimate $4-Million
Gross for 'Fear"

1)

Rivoli Reopening

The
of

Rivoli, shuttered at the advent
will reopen Thursday with

summer,

"Les Miserables."
Among off-Broadway houses, a

fine

indicated for the 19th week
of "The Man in the White Suit" at
the Sutton. Another hold-over doing
good business is "Encore" at the Normandie, where $6,200 is seen for the
19th stanza.

$7,Z0O

is

open Monday

"Ivory Hunter" will
Trans-Lux 52nd
ing "High Treason."
which ended Sunday,

at the

Street, replac-

For

the week
the 12th session, a fairly good $3,500 was registered
"High Treason."
by
The
seventh and final week of "Island Rescue" at the Park Avenue is expected
to hit a nice $4,200.
"Brandy for the
Parson" will have its premiere there
on Saturday.

for

MGM

—

voluntary petition in Federal Court
here for reorganization under Chap-

Hike Price ter 11, Bankruptcy Act. Petition
Cleveland, Aug. 11. Theatres lo- showed liabilities $221,117;
assets
cated on the west side are trying out $529,000.
a policy of a 5 cent advance in price
for children and juniors. New scale
City Theatre to
is 15 cents for children and 35 cents
Bergholz, O., Aug. 11. The City
for juniors. Adult admission is held to
50 cents. Theatres experimenting with Theatre, closed all summer, has been
the boost are the Fairview, Riverside, taken over by Jerry Mathews who
Beachcliffe, Hilliard Square, Home- also has the Port Theatre at Freeport,
and is operating it on a full-time basis.
stead and Granada.
Cleve.

Houses

—

Mathews

—

.

Pennsylvania,

all

of

West Virginia

and Ohio, and Southwestern New
York. The drive is described as the
most ambitious business promotion
planned by the circuit on anything but
a national level.

Guest speakers will include Jerry
Pickman, Paramount advertising-publicity
vice-president
Sterling Silliphant, Eastern publicity manager for
20th Century-Fox, and Mike Simons,
M-G-M industry relations executive.
;

Harry Kalmine, Ben Wirth and
Harry Goldberg will attend from the
home office.
The drive will run from Sept. 1 to
and will feature $3,500 in
prizes for managers and tieups, special promotions and giveaways to the
public ranging all, the way from automobiles to. a house and lot with a cairn a garage and furniture.
Nov.

29

'Paleface' to N. Y.

Paramount

"Son of Paleface," musical Western comedy starring Bob Hope, Jane
Russell and Roy Rogers and his horse,
Trigger, has been booked by the Paramount Theatre here for early fall, it
was jointly announced yesterday by the
management of the theatre and Paramount Pictures. The picture also
marks the debut of Rogers in a nonformula Western. It is his 89th film,
and his first with color by Technicolor.

'Jacks' in $28,000
Boston, August

11.

Week

— Paramount's

"Jumping Jacks," starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, ended its second
week at the Metropolitan Theatre here
with a gross of $28,000.
gross was $48,000.

First week's

THE HAPPY

POURS

IN

NEWS
AND SHOWMEN

REJOICE! DATE AFTER DATE AFTER

DATE SETS HOLDOVER AFTER
HOLDOVER AFTER HOLDOVER!

RUNAWAY RECEIPTS FROM
WARNERS RIGHT ON TOP OF
"SHE'S WORKING HER WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE"! ^—^^5

:
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Blumberg

Bregstein Sets Rackmil,

7 for Release

(Continued from pane
other business expenses for the dura-

foreign origin, will be released nation-

1952-1953 by Herbert
film
disCoast

during

ally

West

Bregstein,

tributor, be disclosed.

Bregstein,

who

recently joined with

Peter Horner to organize Union Film
Distributors, which will handle the
releases in

New

York,

California and
supervise distribution.

tween

will shuttle be-

New York

to

Include Richardson Film
pictures include a Ralph Richardson starrer, "Secret Flight," and
"Affairs of A Model," Swedish pro-

The

duction, now at the Rialto. The remaining five are Alexander Brothers
productions
"Seven Ravens," a feature-length puppet film based on a
Grimm fairy tale "The Villain Still
Pursued Her," starring Hugh Herbert,
Anita Louise, Alan Mowbray and
:

;

Keaton

Buster

"Amazon

;

Tom

Quest,"

The SEC was apprised also of a
new one-year employment agreement
signed with David Lipton, national diof Universal advertising-publicity.
Dated Jan. 1, 1952, Lipton's
contract stipulates a salary of $900 per
week, and specifies that in addition to
his
services under it the company
rector

"shall own and you hereby sell, assign,
grant, transfer and set over to us all
rights of every kind in and to all of
and proceeds of your
results
the
services hereunder."
Rackmil, under his agreement, is to
act as the chief executive officer of

Universal

"One

Our

of

Neal

film.

the
Bregstein distribution
units will supervise the California and
New York releases, the films also
will be released in Boston by Ruff and

Farber in Detroit and Milwaukee by
Indianapolis and
Albert Dezell
in
Cincinnati by Edward Salzberg, in
;

;

Washington by Equity Films and

Tower
unit

in

Pictures. Bregstein's
is

Beverly

Pictures

super-

pact

states that he shall not directly
or indirectly be interested in or
be connected or concerned with
competitive
business or
any
pursuit during the term of his
employment, except that he may
serve as officer of or consultant
to Decca and its subsidiaries
or for "not more than one-third
of his business time."

While

Dallas by
California
Corp.

general

Universal

Rackmil's

;

Aircraft Is Missing," a

Powell-Presburger war

have

vision of the business and affairs of
company and its subsidiaries.
the
Rackmil continues as president of
Decca Records. It has not yet been
indicated officially whether any change
has been made in the salary he receives from that company.

"Pimpernel
Smith," the last production in which
the late Leslie Howard starred, and
starring

and

Rackmil also "may continue to hold
any directorship, trusteeship; or executorship which he now has but he
shall

not,

without

first

obtaining the

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PAT H E

Universal Pictures Board Chairman
Nate •!. Blumberg says
4
'

We have an exclusive

contract

with Pathe Labs for the processing of all our black and white

They give us what we

pictures.

want, when we want
No

processing job

None
is

is

too small.

is

it.

too large for Pathe.
only

requirement

that each be of the highest quality.

Perhaps yon would

like details

benefits of an exclusive

Universal board, asobligations in any such
capacity, except such additional directorships of subsidiaries and affiliates of
Decca as shall be appropriate to his
continuing relationship with that comthe

of

on the

pany."

any person, firm or corporation engaged in any competitive business.
The same limitation is put on his
having financial interest in competitive

but

enterprises,

all

restrictions

would automatically terminate

listed

the event of the failure of the
stockholders to continue Blumberg
as a director or in the event of the
failure of the board to continue him
in

office

in

may,

as

chairman.
Blumberg
acquire and own in-

its

however,
in

the securities of any

Both Rackmil and Blumberg
were granted 31-day vacations
annually, and the vacation of
either may be cumulative from
year to year.
Provision for reduced salary payis made for both executives in
the event of prolonged illnesses. The
services of both are described in the
contracts as "special, unique, unusual,
extraordinary and intellectual character,
which give them peculiar
value."
Breach of contract by Rackmil would entitle Universal to injunctive and other equitable relief, and
breach by Blumberg would have to
be taken to arbitration in accordance
with American Arbitration Associa-

ments

tion rules.

Until the stockholders' approval of
new contract is given, Blumherg's
July 1, 1950, pact "shall continue in
full force and effect."
Provision is made under the new
agreements for salary payments to
survivors of Rackmil and Blumberg
The latter's agreein event of death.
ment stipulates that he "shall act in
a consultative and advisory capacity
to the directors and officers of Universal and its subsidiaries on a nonexclusive basis."

Al Pickus of the Strat-

TOA

ford Theatre, Stratford, regional
vice-president.
The general committee handling the tournament is composed of James Bracken, Warner circuit
tre,

;

James Darby, Paramount Thea-

New Haven; Ted

Jacocks, Bran-

Harry F. Shaw of
Loew's Poli-New England Theatres.
The distribution committee consists of
Ben Simon, 20th Century-Fox Henry
Germaine, Paramount, and John PaMonogram. Other committee
vone,
heads Invitations, Herman M. Levy,
ford Theatre, and

•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

COLOR

•

is a

•

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE

subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

executive

committee

in

mately 200 studio people being apprised by their employers of the
Legion's suspicions regarding their
personal records and activities, and
their

being

given an

opportunity

answer them. As a result,
relatively few are reported

to

but a

all

have

to

offered explanations adequate to clear
them of suspicion of Communist membership or sympathies.

The Legion had accused Hollywood
studios

of

failing

to

take

a

deter-

com-

Pathe contract.

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory

MPAA

mined stand in eliminating suspected
panies listed or traded on any public Communists from studio payrolls. The
stock exchanges.
Should Blumberg actual facts and the action taken in
elect not to continue as a director recent months to discredit the Legion's
or
board
chairman,
however,
he charges would appear to leave no
would not be relieved of the re- basis for any justified report critical
strictions under the agreement.
of the industry to the Legion convenBlumberg, who will headquarter in tion, observers believe.
California, is entitled under the pact
Last week, the 53rd National Ento offices on both coasts, and may campment of the Veterans of Foruse his discretion as to how, when eign Wars in Los Angeles adopted
and where he shall spend his time in a resolution which warmly combehalf of the company.
He also is mended the industry for its fight
entitled to warrants or options to against Communism.
purchase company securities comparable to those granted "the most fato
vored officer."
terests

president, and

New

led to the picketing of
pictures by Legion memseveral
sections
of
the

Wilson and O'Neill also were the
two Legion officials who met with
the

(Continued from page 1)

35MM

Reds which
individual
bers
in
country.

Blumberg agreed that only until Washington last March 31 to discuss
Dec. 31, 1955, would he not become the Legion's charges against Hollyan officer, director or employee of wood.
The meeting led to approxi-

Connecticut Industry

Both

1952

(Continued from page 1)

1)

his

5 '

The

consent

12,

MPA-Legion

sume any new

tion of their contracts.

Seven features, including several of

Tuesday, August

'Holders Sue
Void
Mayer Settlement
A

second stockholder action was
U. S. District Court here yesterday to secure the negation of
Loew's $2,750,000 settlement with
Louis B. Mayer, upon his resignation
as M-G-M production vice-president,
filed in

for the residual rights in his contract
with the company. Instituted by Daisy
Dietsch, who^ owns 25 shares of Loew's
stock, and Frank and Margaret McMullin, who own 150 shares, the new
derivative action in behalf of Loew's

names Mayer, Nicholas M. Schenck,
president, and top directors of the
company.
Like another action filed a few
months ago by a holding corporation,
charges
the Dietsch-McMullin
suit
that the settlement
the Securities and
1934.

Mayer

was a violation of
Exchange Act of

Selected

(Continued, from page 1)

bestowed upon individuals whose
and achievements constitute

forts

milestone
his

the industry.
announcement, stated
in

ef-

a

Siegel, in

that

the

Screen Producers Guild was doubly
fortunate in being able to honor Mayer
for he has been the industry leader
who more than any other person has
been responsible for the establishment
of the creative producer system as it
exists today.
Mayer's selection, it was said, honors a pioneer whose background includes experience beginning in 1907 as
an exchange man, a theatre operator,
an independent producer, and his tenure for a quarter of a century as head
of the M-G-M studios.
Jesse L. Lasky received the initial
"Milestone Award" last year.

;

:

TOA

counsel

;

treasurer,

Sam

W

eber,

Rosen's Film Delivery, and publicity,

Lou Brown, Loew's Poli-New England circuit.

!

Excitingly filmed in outdoor

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR
as

DENBOW

KIRK

Half of Texas in
his grasp... its

dangerous
in his

as

most

woman

arms!

JANE STEVENS
She married one

Denbow
life.

to

save his

..loved another

to save her

as

own!

GLENN DENBOW
Took anything
that got

in his

way...

with a bullet or
a kiss!

^

LOTTIE'

os

Easy to meet...

hard to forget...

V

man-trouble
all

SCREENPLAY

fly

A

Universal-International Picture

the

way

Tuesday, August

Motion Picture Daily

s

Meet

Showmen Figure

in D. C.

not be represented at the meeting since
both Wilbur Snaper, president, and
Abram F. Myers, general counsel,
to be in Chicago tofor an Allied convention planning conference. Myers has his headquarters in the nation's capital.

were scheduled

morrow

On

July 28, Motion Picture Daily
reported that the belief was widespread in the industry here at that
time that the defendants in the government's suit soon would attempt to
persuade Congressmen and perhaps
Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer, and other Federal officials, of the
A, while
"injustice" of the action.
cited as a co-conspirator in the government's complaint, was not listed as
Whether any of the 12
a defendant.
defendats, including major producerdistributors, would be represented at
the meeting tomorrow either in person or by proxy was not determinable
yesterday.
The government's suit, filed July
22 in Los Angeles, is designed to force

TO

the sale of 16mm. films to TV" and
other outlets in competition to regular theatres.
delegates to the parley
The
Mitchell
include
to
expected
are
Wolf son, president Gael Sullivan, exand Herman M.
ecutive director,
is
Levy, general counsel.

TOA

ODO

.

.

#

.

.

was

after

called

the

nine months of negotiations between the writers and the
Alliance which refused to discuss the
Minimum
Guild's demands including
advance payments against a percentage of gross revenue to be paid after
the producer has recouped his budleasing rather
geted negative cost
than an outright sale of material, with
the leases being on a seven-year renewable basis and reservation of the
writer's rights, meaning that a writer
working in television retains all but
his television rights and that other
rights must be acquired separately.
of

:

;

;

TOA

Unit Asks

on television would

kill

theatre busi-

ness.

Copies went to Attorney General
McGranery, the anti-trust division,
President Truman and Senate Small
Business Committee chairman Sparkman.

a

WHENEVER
YOU NEED

SPECIAL
TRAILERS
1327

S.

WABASH AV*

CHICAGO

3,

ILLINOIS

also set for hearing on
television applications
Portland, Ore., Canton, O. and

.

.

.

channels assigned to Buffalo.
In addition to Kallet, the group includes W. T. McNeilly of Oneida, associated with Kallet. McNeilly declares that the group is "strongly considering" Buffalo as "a likely location" for which to apply for a
channel. He said the group is conducting engineering and other surveys
for the station. Three other cities also
are being considered, he said.

.

TV

68 Features Sold to
Television by PSI
Sale of a package of 68 features to
seven new
markets by P SI-TV,
Inc.,
producers and distributors of

TV

television

Jaeger
sales

yesterday

here

for

a

will visit all

TV

stations in

PSI Appoints Kingsley

.

.

.

.

left

the area.

.

.

re-

swing through the Mid West

where he

or

lachrymose wailings on platters, have been signed by Mitch (the
Beard) Miller to wax several sides of their own.
Two comics,
Alan Young and Red Buttons, have been CBSigned to telecast
opposite Milton Berle's 8:00 to 9:00 slot Tuesdays starting at the
end of September 1, with Alan seen during the 8:00 to 8:30 period
and Red the second half hour. Alternating- with "Amos 'N' Andy"
starting Thursday September 25 will be a new dramatic series on
film produced by Robert Florey. CBS-TV has also signed Eddie
Albert's "Leave It To Dad" and Jane Froman to star in a new
TVehicle, "USO Center."
Freddie Robbins' Allnite WOR-TV
series,; produced and directed by Hank Leeds, is catching on and
Charlie
several sponsors are ready to feather the 'Robbins' nest.'
Mann has been doing a whale of a job as script editor at DuMont.
Maestro Paul Taubman has composed a beautiful composition titled,
"You Are So Lovely," which producer Walt Framer may adopt as
sotto voce to Glenn
the musical theme for "The Big Payoff."
Rowell contact Bill Grey at the Lambs Club. He's got a fine idea
for a TV series and Ray Nelson and yours truly suggested that
you're his man.
.

programming, was

said.

The Four Lads, who made their TV debut on a
Perry Como program and who back up Johnny Ray's

.

film

vealed by Andrew Jaeger, vice-president. Total new business from these
markets is in excess of $150,000, he

LOTSA DOTS.

.

40

a circuit of about

WKTV

.

film making, theatrical, non-theatrical, TV, commercial
industrial, should obtain a copy of this handbook.

Inc.,

and head of Copper City
Broadcasting Corp., which owns and
operates station
on channel
No. 13 in Utica, heads a group "investigating" the possibility of competing for one of the additional television
theatres,

advantage, defining technical terms in language understandable by the layman. To this observer, everyone interested in

.

FCC

same date

Theatres,

.

businessman will have a better understanding of what can
and what cannot be done and how best to do it in this ever
expanding field."
The author utilizes graphs, charts and illustrations to fine

.

is

Metro-

—

We've just finished reading a most interesting booklet (53
pages) titled, "Handbook of Motion Picture Technique for
Business Men," written by Charles Curran, prexy of Times
Square Productions. The first line which we quote reveals the
purpose of the author. "If you're thinking of making films, the
purpose of this handbook is to take some of the mystery and
hocus-pocus out of motion picture production so that the

.

Hope

Buffalo, Aug. 11. Myron J. Kallet
N. Y., president of Kallet

and namesake of the internationally famous

:

Intermountain. Bob
stockholder in

of Oneida,

Lola Montez, associate producer of WOR-TV's
"Broadway TV Theatre," is the granddaughter

.

controlled

Kallet May Bid for
Buffalo TV Station

.

.

is

Waterbury, Conn.

.

(Continued from page 1)

The
the
in

dancer and actress of the 1880's (and just as beautiful).

recent

Television

principal
politan.

the

Sandy" and "Junior Texas Ranger" series,
Arthur W. Kelly TV Productions has signed
scripter Frank P. Donovan's latest series of adventure films "The Cactus Kid," to be filmed on
location in Arizona starting next month.

—

Hollywood.
strike

.

Fox

of

&

.

TV

Denver Television Co.

WABD

Ralph Paul

The

.

Denver

the

by Harris and John Wolfberg, Denver exhibitors. Aladdin is controlled
by Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., president
of Fox Intermountain Theatres, and
Harry Huffman, retired city manager

fantasy. "Magic Cottage,"
ducer of the
leaves for England on Sept. 1 where he'll produce George Bellak's new drama, "The Trouble
Makers," scheduled for a Brighton tryout Sept.
8.
Gratified with the results of the "Texas

ATFP Under Way

breakdown

#

are

Aladdin Radio and Television
Co. and Metropolitan Television Co.

i

Strike Against

11.
For the first
16-year history, the Screen
Writers Guild has gone on strike. Today the 6,000 members of the Guild
struck the Alliance of Television Film
Producers, a group that includes 13 of
in
film producers
the largest

They
Co.,

That handsome new face seen substituting for the energetic
emcee Randy Merriman on the "Big Payoff," NBContestant
series, belongs to Ralph Paul who is the regular announcer on the
"Strike It Rich" program. Incidentally, poor Bess Myerson had to
model a mink coat on the program during that
heat last week. ( Beauty and the Beast-ly
ii
ii i
Hal Cooper, scripter and proweather.)

expected to be represented by S. H.
Fabian and Emanuel Frisch.

its

announced.

.

.

— Three

1, the FedCommunications Commission has

eral

.

.

11.

television

for hearings on Oct.

set

.

.

Aug.

station applications
involving industry interests have been

an exclusive arrangement with the Armed Services, will
telecast important inter-service football games between
the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines. Coverage will take place
starting Sept. 20 and will run right through the schedule ending
Dec. 6, according- to Sig Michelson, director of CBS-TV news and
After a successful year on the ABC-TV channel
special events.
George Foley's "Tales of Tomorrow,'' science-fiction series, will do
a "repeat" performance. Unusual event will take place next Friday
at 9:30 P.M. when "A Child Is Crying," co-starring Robin Morgan
and Bert Lytell discuss the "possible attack on the Earth by another
planet," a timely bit of fiction in view of the current "frying
Screen star John Carradine, when he guestalks
saucerumors."
on the Arthur Van Horn-Bill Berns ABCurrent events show, "Time
Capsule," will decry and deplore the modern trend to change, revise
and alter Shakespeare's classics.

MMPTA

Hollywood, Aug.

Washington,

in

.

in

Applications

Denver

Herman

with Pinky

;

time in

TV

Television -Radio

(Continued from page 1)

SWG

1952

12,

.

Robert J. Kingsley, formerly chief
of production for the Associated Press
"Spotnews" television newsreel, has
been appointed production supervisor

PSl-TV it was announced by
Paul White, president. Kingsley also
will serve as director of the company's
for

new

film center here.

McCall Doing

TV
—

Script

Hollywood, Aug. 11. Mary McCall, Hollywood screen writer and
president of the Screen Writers Guild,
was signed by Screen Gems, Columbia
subsidiary, to write the script on "Life,
Liberty and Orin Dooley," for the
Ford Theatre series for TV.

.

Set Regular Canadian
Ottawa,

Aug.

.

11.

—First

TV

regular

Canadian
Telecast
will
start
in
Montreal on Sept. 1 and in Toronto
on Sept. 8, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. announces.

\

H
11

1
\

wMifi

I

HAYWORTH
GLENN FORD

RITA

Those "Gilda"

Stars

Again

in.

Affair inTrinidad
with

ALEXANDER SCOURBY • VALERIE BETTIS • TORIN THATCHER

•

Screen

James Gunn • Produced and Directed by Vincent
A Beckworth Corporation Production • A Columbia Picture

Play by Oscar Saul and

Sherman

•

/

w

—
is

mm
.(•'.

of recent or forthcoming

.•.iW-

J

releases featured in advertising in

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
(alphabetically by

title)

Distributor

Title

AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD
BIG JIM

McLAIN

Columbia

(2 Pages)

(3 Pages)

.

Warner

.

BLACKHAWK

Columbia

CARIBBEAN

Paramount
if

CARRIE

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK

20th-Fox

(4 Pages)

FOOTBALL THRILLS

.

.

SHOW ON EARTH
GAL?

(3 Pages)

MCM

Paramount
;gW

(6 Pages)

M

MY

HAS ANYBODY SEEN
HIGH NOON

.(»•'

Paramount

(2 Pages)

GREATEST

55*

M#

p^

-

i

Universal

United Artists

(2 Pages)

that ignites the

ISLAND OF DESIRE

IVAN HOE

|t?

(9 Pages)

JUMPING JACKS

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO

Paramount
20th-Fox

(2 Pages)

.M

(2 Pages)

.JpUnited Artists
gf.

(2 Pages)

(2

0'.:

Pages)

.0

.

WORKING HER WAY THROUGH COLLEGE

SON OF PALEFACE

THE BIG SKY

THE WORLD

(9 Pages)

IN HIS

.

ARMS

WASHINGTON STORY

Warner
Paramount

RKO

-

M
M Jf.
(6 Pages)

can flame into that
enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade adverWithout that, no exhibitor can be
tising.
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
tures, so that

obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper

Republic

Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:

Universal

MCM

(2 Pages)

—

messages.

20th-Fox

soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.
(1) Start

20th-Fox

WHERE'S CHARLEY

Warner

(6 Pages)

OF THE NORTH COUNTRY

4
Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
J

m.1

1

j

;

.

£L

l__

(2 Pages)

.

.

Republic

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Its cost is

vital

_

it

Soundly planned trade advertising

WE'RE NOT MARRIED

WOMAN

it

RKO

Mi-

GAUCHO

OF A

RKO

.

.Jet'

WAY

'M-W>

'

MAN

.

J§.M

,

SUDDEN FEAR

THE QUIET

interest of exhibitors for specific pic-

It is

ROW

ROBIN HOOD
SHE'S

MCM

(2 Pages)

LURE OF THE WILDERNESS

PARK

United Artists

M'J^-

est results!

Mr. Exhibitor:
If

YOU

recordings, you

are performing copyrighted

will

want to obtain the

music on the films exhibited
or distributor.

in

in

your theatre by means of

ASCAP

license necessary for your protection.

theatres

This, of course,

music

cleared through the motion picture producer

is

does not give you the right to perform

ASCAP

music

by any other means.

An ASCAP
for

license gives

the entertainment of your

authors and 350 publishing firms

ASCAP

making

is

its

you the right to perform the
patrons

—

in

An ASCAP

representative

plete information concerning an

a single

license

industry, both for four-wall theatres

—the

and

for

finest music available

works of over 2,500 composers and

package.

non-film

uses

available

to

the

theatre

drive-ins, at a very low fee.

will visit

ASCAP

you

license

in

the near future to give you com-

and the rate for your theatre.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575

MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK

22, N. Y.

Sensational First Week!

Week Outqrossmq Second
Week!

Week CDmNtq Of

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

30

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, AUGUST

12,

TEN CENTS

1952

Rains Swell 'U Reveals Provisions of Exhibitors to
Coffers of
Rackmil, Blumberg Pacts
Meet in D.C.
9

NY

Ist-Runs

Milton R. Rackmil's contract as president of Universal is for seven
years beginning last July 15 at a salary of $1,538.50 per week, the
company has informed the Securities & Exchange Commission. The

'Ivanhoe,' 'Jacks/ 'Fear,' amended employment agreement

'Dreamboaf Lead Parade
Rains over the weekend swelled
box-office grosses of New York
first-run theatres, sending the summer business spiral climbing to
sturdy heights.

Exceptionally good product
along Broadway was also credited for the lively upswing,
which saw thousands of New
Yorkers, confined by the weather to the city, flock to theatres.
Outstanding business was done by

American

Nate J. Blumberg, who recently
resigned as president to become board
chairman, covers a period of eight
and-a-half-years at compensation of
$1,500 per week from last July 15 to
Dec. 31, 1955, and $1,000 per week
from Jan. 1, 1956, to Dec. 31, 1960,
when the contract will expire, the
SEC also was informed.
Blumberg's agreement, which amends
a long-term contract dated July 1,
1950, specifies that it is subject to approval by the stockholders of Universal not later than the next annual
meeting, which is scheduled for March

motion picture,"

11,

Mayer Selected for
Annual Guild Award
Hollywood, Aug.
—Louis
honored as the recipient of the annual Screen Producers Guild "Milestone Award" for his
be

will

con"historic
tributions to the

it

known

night by Sol. C.
Siegel,

as

for

presi-

(Continued on page 3)

made

at

Rackmil

6

Film Red' Report

the

Guild's
yearly
dinner on Oct.
22 at the Statler

Hotel

Los An-

in

estab ,: ;hed last year,

Silver to Preside
At Pittsburgh Meet
—

:

Pittsburgh,
Theatres'

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 11.
D. Keil, attorney for Fox West Coast
Theatres, has disclosed
plans for the circuit to
build a $4,000,000 theatre on the site adjoining
Loew's Warfield here,
which is now occupied by
the 325-seat Fox-operated
Cinema Theatre.

11.
Aug.
Warner
and zone execu-

office

tives will assemble at the Roosevelt
Hotel here tomorrow with managers
and representatives of 96 of the circuit's houses for Warner's Pittsburgh
and Cleveland zone 1952 "Atomic
Showmanship Drive" meeting. Zone
head M. A. Silver will preside and
Jack Hahn and Phil Katz of the
Pittsburgh office will officiate at vari-

ous of the many activities scheduled.
Territory covered includes Western

•

— Edward

home

(Continued on page 3)

Connecticut Industry
Will Golf Today

—

Hartford, August 11. The annual
gold tournament of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Connecticut will

tomorrow at the Racebrook
Country Club at Orange, with an attendance of upwards of 150 expected.
Co-chairmen are George H. Wilkinson, Jr. of the Wilkinson Theatre,

be held

Wallingford,

MPTO

of

Connecticut

(Continued on page 6)

sociation

of

company
Legion

is

(ContiniaJ on page 6)

Commenting on the quality of summer TV fare, the
current issue of Newsweek
comments "So far the season has not seen one filmed 'sleeper,' not one new
show that can keep people
out of the movie houses."
The magazine also reports
that the TV industry estimates that 50 to 75 per
cent of all TV shows will
eventually be on film,
perhaps by next spring.

the
anti-

at a late hour yesterday.
It was regarded as certain, however,
that Allied States Association would
(Continued on page 8)
i

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture As-

Louis B. Mayer

geles.

The award,

against

16mm.

Organizations
named here
yesterday as scheduled to send
representatives to the parley
are the Theatre Owners of
America and the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Association.
There was said to be
a possibility that the Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York also would be
represented, but confirmation
of this could not be secured

MP A, Legion Meet on

sentation will be

industry's fight
Justice's

trust suit.

.

by the Hall's regular stage show. The
Hall's second week forecast about
equals the business done in the non-

the

Department of

given virtual

dent of the
smash opening week of $66,000
Guild,
at
a
was forecast for "Sudden Fear" at
quarterly memLoew's State. At Radio City Music
bership
meetHall, a terrific $175,000 was seen for
ing.
The
pre"Ivanhoe,"
aided
of
the second week

A

Leaders of at least two major exassociations will meet in
Washing-ton tomorrow with government officials in what was described as an attempt to win sympathy
hibitor

and Blumberg are
carte blanche with respect to traveling, entertainment and
(.Continued on page 6)

to-

Gov't Suit

TOA, MMPTA, Federal
Aides to Talk Tomorrow

1953.

Both

made

was

Jacks."

films

B.

11.

Mayer

"Ivanhoe," "Dreamboat," "Sudden Fear," and "Jumping

such

of

On

America president, and
met with American

officials

officers

at

Astor

the

Hotel

here

yesterday to exchange views
concerning the Hollywood "Red" situation in anticipation of a report- on
the subject to the American Legion
national convention here beginning

Aug. 25.
Representing the Legion at the
meeting were National Commander
Donald R. Wilson and the Legion's
director
O'Neill,

gion
lished

of
publications,
James F.
editor of the American Le-

Weekly

which

last

winter pub-

attacks on alleged Hollywood
{Continued on page 6)

File

$2,700,000

Baltimore Suit

—

Baltimore, Aug. 11. The Hippo
drome and the Town theatres here
have

anti-trust suit against
five distributors, asking trebled dam
ages of $2,700,000 and charging that
for many years the defendants conspired to shut off first-run competition
in Baltimore.
The suit also asks for an injunction
against the distributor defendants to
force them to disclose to the plaintiffs
the terms upon which a first-run picfiled

an

ture was awarded, when the plaintiff's
bid for the picture had been rejected.
Named in the complaint are Loew's,
(Continued on page 3)

TOA

Unit Asks U.S.

To Abandon
Washington,

MPTO

Aug.

Suit
11.

—

The

the District of Columbia
has asked the Department of Justice
to "abandon" its 16mm. anti-trust suit
against
producers and distributors.
The organization is affiliated with the
of

Theatre Owners of America.
A resolution unanimously adopted
by the organization said that if the
suit should succeed, it "would inevitably spell the death knell of motion
picture theatres."
It emphasized the
''billions of dollars" investment of exhibitors and declared that since "you
cannot sell to people that which they
can get free," the release of the films
(Continued on page 8)

Arbitration, US Suit
On NJ Allied Agenda
The board and membership

of Allied
Jersey will meet in New York
today for a discussion of arbitration
development to date and the government's anti-trust suit to force the sale
and other outof 16mm. films to
lets in competition to regular theatres,
Wilbur Snaper, president, disclosed
yesterday. Snaper also is president of.
I

of

New

TV

national Allied.

Tuesday, August
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MPAA

Personal
Mention
SMITH,
A.
mount's Western division manager, left here over the weekend for
Portland and Seattle.
•
Mi-.yer Hutnek, press contact here
for 2'0th Century-Fox, announces the
birth of a son, William Bocakt, to
Mrs. Hutnek at Madison Avenue

Hospital yesterday.
•

owner

the

of

Theatre, Baltimore, refrom Union
cently returned home
Memorial Hospital there, is now a patient at Johns Hopkins Hospital.
•

Northwood

Adoilf

R.

Westrex

Schwartz,

Corp.'s equipment manager, has been
transferred to Australia to assume duties as managing director of Westrex
Australia, Pty, Ltd.

•

James V. Frew, Universal Southern district manager, and Mrs. Frew
have returned to Atlanta from a vacation in Jamaica, B.W.I.
•

Billy Wilder, Paramount producer-director, will arrive in

New York

today from Europe aboard the

S.S".

Liberte.

•

ger,

Monogram-

Wirthwein,

Harold
Allied

Artists

Western

yesterday arrived

from Kansas

manaHollywood

sales

in

City.

•

Hy Chapman,

Columbia

branch

Minneapolis, is convalUniversity Hospital there

manager

in

escing at
following an operation.

Leon

J.

RKO

Bamberger,

Radio's

sales promotion chief, has returned to
his desk here following a vacation in

Minnesota.

•
Isidore Lindenbaum, president and
executive producer of Filmcraft Productions, has returned to Hollywood

from

New

•

Arthur

Para-

Krolick,
mount Theatres general manager in
Buffalo and Rochester, is on vacation
at Cape Cod, Mass.

MPAA

Brazil's list of "essential" imports. Joaquin Rickard,
sentative in Latin America, arrived here at the weekend
Janeiro for conferences with John G.

McCarthy,

MPAA

international

port licenses will be granted. United
States newsreels ceased coming in
here seven months ago, and this new
move, if unchanged, will mean the

disappearance

complete

of

United

States films from Brazilian screens.
The dispatches stated further that
United States motion-picture officials
here are more worried about the stoppage than about the lack of newsreels, on which they did not expect to
make much profit anyway, but from
the general point of view of the
United States the absence of newsreels is really more important.
The reason for the stoppage of import licenses was not given by the
government, but it is believed to be
part of its constantly intensified proUnited States motectionist policy.
tion-picture executive said today it
was not calculated to conserve Brazil's scanty supply of dollars because

A

movie companies have never pressed
for liquidation of their balances here
when dollars were unavailable.
There is reason to believe it is the

Praise Murphy for
Texas Legion Talk

—

can Legion and the (motion picture)
industry
by his message to the Legion's state convention here in which
he denounced Communism.
Praise for Murphy's address at the

Edward
is

L.

-

Hyman,

vice-president

•

Mc-

Don Hartman, Paramount

produc-

tion head, has returned to the studio
following a two-week vacation.

Radio difrom a four-

Another House Reopens
11.

—The World

Theatre, first-run Loop house in St.
Paul, was reopened, completely redecorated, under the new management

Ted Mann
MOTION PTCTTTRF DAILY
*

of

weekend came from William C.
Craw, executive director of Variety
International, chairman of the Texas
Council of Motion Picture Organizaspeakers bureau and past department commander of the Legion.
McCraw's commendation was seconded by G. Ward Moody who commented, "we are deeply indebted to
Mr. Murphy for expressing his views
they parallel
against Communism
the attitude taken by the Legion."
Other favorable comments came
tions'

RKO

rector, has returned here
month tour of Europe.

Minneapolis, Aug.

inde-

repre-

from Rio de

on a permanent basis.
The five subsequents comresources and
bined their
launched a program offering

Equipment Makers
May Set Allotments

to

a

public

the

first-run

Production Authority has acted
to permit manufacturers of theatre and
film equipment and other "B" prod-

double feature show, and used
cooperative newspaper advertising to announce the policy,
the features and the names of
participating.
theatres
the

ucts to calculate their own allotments
priorities for them without

Hollywood, Mounds and Royal.

Washington, Aug.

11.

— The

Na-

tional

The

and write

applying to the government.
The change will take place beginning with the first quarter of 1953.
Any manufacturer who got a third
quarter allotment of steel, copper and
aluminum from the
may automatically allot himself, starting with
the first three months of next year,
up to 100 per cent of his third quarter
allotment of copper and aluminum,
providing this does not exceed 40,000
pounds of copper and 60,000 pounds of
aluminum, ana up to 60 per cent of the
third quarter steel allotment, providing this does not exceed 500 tons of
carbon steel, 90 tons of alloy steel and
10,000 pounds of nickel-bearing stain-

NPA

less steel.

are:

five

Yorke

Dale,

to Preside at

League Meet

Little
Motion

Astor,

picture, radio

and television

executives and trade press representatives, along with sports writers, and
others, will attend a luncheon-meeting at Toots Shor's here on Friday to
launch plans for the forthcoming annual Little League baseball world
series to be plaved at Williamsport,
Pa.
Emerson Yorke, official league film,
radio and
co-ordinator, will preside at the luncheon.

TV

film delivery division of the industry's
drive on behalf of the Joint Defense
Appeal, and Benjamin Perse, of Capitol Motion Picture Supply Corp., will
serve in a similar capacity in the
equipment supply division, it was an-

nounced by Leon Goldberg, of Universal Pictures, and Edward L. Fabian, of Fabian Theatres Corp., cochairmen of the industry-wide JDA
campaign.

;

Mrs. Robert hanger Dies
Aug.

Atlanta",

11.

—Mrs.

Robert

(Jerry) Langer, wife of the National
Screen Service executive here, died
at her home on Friday.

NEW YORK THEATRES

'

United Paramount Theatres, Inc.,
on vacation at Murray Bay, Quebec.

Chester Erskine,

— Box.-

Meinhardt and Perse
To Aid Joint Appeal

vice.

•

11.

five

:

Dallas, Aug. 11. George Murphy
was credited with engendering a
"greater affinity between the Ameri-

Turgeon,

at

Firms without third quarter allotments may self-authorize purchase
Weinberg Titles 3
orders up to 25 tons of carbon steel,
Herman G. Weinberg has completbeginning of an effort to force them one ton of alloy steel, 500 pounds of
to have their prints made here to give nickel-bearing stainless, 10,000 pounds ed the English titles for three new
work to Brazilian laboratories, but of copper and 20,000 pounds of alumi- films, from Sweden, France and Italy,
that has been tried in the past and num. Other firms must apply to the for release in the U.S. this autumn.
They are
"One Summer of Happidropped because the work of the local NPA for allotments.
ness," a Times Film Corp., release,
laboratories was unsatisfactory.
from Sweden, a prize-winner at the
Import licenses already issued will
"The
recent Cannes Film Festival
cover the normal importation of films
French Way," a Manor Films release,
for the next couple of months, but
from France, starring Josephine Baunless some new agreement is reached
ker, and "Rome, 11 O'Clock," an AFE
before that the entry of United States
Ira Meinhardt, of Film Carriers, release from Italy.
pictures will halt.
has accepted the chairmanship of the

concessions
manager at the Pike Drive-in, Newington, Conn., has left for Army ser-

of

receipts

pendently owned neighborhood houses in St. Paul
skyrocketed when a new program policy was tried out for
the first time and was so successful that it will continue

di-

vision chief.
Press dispatches from Rio de Jahas
Brazil
that
disclosed
neiro
dropped motion pictures from the list
of "essential" imports for which im-

•

Norman

Minneapolis, Aug.

The Motion Picture Association of America indicated here yesterday
that it was making plans to win reinstatement of motion pictures on

York.

United

Paul Cooperative

office

Para-

Grant,

St.

1952

Is Successful

Brazilian Import Rights

GEORGE

Joseph

Seek Return of

to

12,

and George Granstrom.

.

from Robert
H. A. Cole,

COMPO.

.

.

O'Donnell and Col.
co-chairmen of Texas

J.

Stage Attractions
Set for Reade Houses

4

Booking of the new SlavenskaFranklin Ballet Co. for its New Jersey
and New York theatres in October
was announced by Walter Reade Theatres, giving the circuit a lineup of
for stage attractions for its motion
picture
winter.

theatres

this

fall

and

early

The circuit will lead off with the
Theatre Guild's production of "Oklahoma" in early September, follow it
in late September with "Mr. Roberts,"
the ballet in October, and the Trapp
Familv Singers in December.

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
"IVANHOE"

f]

H

Rockefeller Center

Robert

TAYLOR

*

Elizabeth

Joaa
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12,

Coming

(Continued from page 1)

— COMPO

12-15

with studio heads,

Aug. 13

in

22-29

Aug.

meetings
Hollywood.

— Cinema Stamp

New

Hotel Astor,

ing,

Club meetYork.

— Independent

Theatre

Owners
try

of Ohio-sponsored indusexposition, Ohio State Fair,

Columbus.

—

Indiana AlliedAug. 29-Sept.
exposition,
industry
sponsored
Indiana State -Fair, Indianapolis.
5

Sept. 5

—Allied

Theatre Owners of

Iowa-Nebraska luncheon-meeting
for local newspaper executives,
Des Moines.

14-18—Theatre Owners of
America convention and trade
show, Shoreham Hotel, Wash-

Sept.

ington, D. C.

RKO

Theatres Gets

Two Former Houses
11.

— The

RKO

two divested

cinnati.

The

theatres

—

— the

theatres in Cin-

Capitol and the

RKO

Shubert were sold under the
consent decree some time ago. Howthe two principal purchasers
ever,
have died and their estates have notiTheatres that they cannot
fied
carry out the purchase contract nor
pay rent, according to Justice officials.
Theatres is under
As a result,
liabilities,"
contingent
"tremendous
according to Justice, and so the govtake
ernment has agreed to let
back the two theatres subject to a
requirement that they must be divested
again within six months.

RKO

RKO

RKO

The

Justice

Department

also

RKO

providing the government agreed.

Today for
Walter T. Freeman
— Funeral services
Boston, Aug.

Services

11.

Walter T. Freeman, 54, stage manager at the RKO Boston Theatre for
the past five years and for 35 years
for

associated with theatres, will be held
with a Solemn High Mass of Requiem

Ann's Church in Manchester,
New Hampshire, tomorrow.
Freeman, who died Friday, is survived by three brothers and two sisters, all of Manchester.

at

WB

Management Corp.
The suit charges

that from 1943 to
distributor defendants con-

1948 the

spired with each other and affiliated
exhibitors in favor of affiliated theatres, and that the effect of the conspiracy was to exclude from first-run
competition in Baltimore any of the
pictures distributed by the defendants.
The best first-run Loew's films, the
complaint said, went to the Century
and the Valencia theatres, both owned
50 per cent by Loew's and 50 per cent
by United Artists Theatre Circuit. The
best Warner films went to the Stanley, a Warner theatre, the complaint
charged. For a period of time half of
the best Paramount films went to the
Stanley and half of the best Universal
films to the Century and Valencia, the

Houses Hike Price

Cleveland, Aug.

11.

complaint alleged.
The complaint also

brisk $95,000 is forecast.
At the Victoria, a fine $35,000 is due
for the second round of "Affairs of
State," while at the Mayfair a sturdy
$39,000 is seen for 'High Noon.'

declared that
the Town Theatre was not permitted
to compete with all first-run theatres

Truman to Decide
On Arnall Shortly

Estimate $4-Million
Gross for 'Fear'

Washington, Aug.

11.

—The

resig-

Arnall as Price Adreported to be on
Truman's desk, with a

nation of Ellis
ministrator
is

President

Presidential decision
or not to accept it

as

to

due

whether
later

this

week.
Arnall reportedly made his resignagive the
President time to find a replacement.
If his resignation is accepted, as " is
likely, he might take a brief vacation
before returning to his duties as head
of the Society of Independent Motion
according
Producers,
to
Picture
Sept.

effective

tion

1,

to

'

friends here.

Albany

in

Tax Meet

Aug. 11.— "Talk the
amusement tax repeal
the
drive to every account you visit this
week get him to make a donation of
not less than $10 or 'to' sign, a pledge
card and transfer it to the account's
Leo Greenfield,
favorite salesman,"

Albany, N.

Y.,

COMPO
;

distributor

chairman, urged today at
20th Century-Fox

a meeting in the
projection room.

The salesmen and branch managers
voted, after a discussion, to accept
$10 in installments, but not to take
less, from very small and part-time
was retheatre operations.
ported to have collected the most

MGM

pledges, .to date.

St.

Cleve.

holiday record-breaking opening week.
At the Roxy, which also features
a stage show, the third week of
"Dreamboat" is expected to top the
healthy grosses experienced in the first
two weeks.
Over the weekend, tine
film did a big $62,000, topping the
weekend take of the initial stanza.
For the third week, a robust $106,000
is
estimated.
"Dreamboat" will be
held for another week, pushing back
the opening day of "What Price

leading box-office attractions each year
were made available to theatres ope-

Town and the Hippodrome
were forced to exhibit inferior films,
while "by far the larger number of
to 1951 the

— Theatres

lo-

cated on the west side are trying out
a policy of a 5 cent advance in price
New scale
for children and juniors.
is 15 cents for children and 35 cents
for juniors. Adult admission is held to
50 cents. Theatres experimenting with
the boost are the Fairview, Riverside,
Beachcliffe, Hilliard Square, Homestead and Granada.

On

the

basis

of

first

grosses

ported on Joseph Kaufman's "Sudden
Fear,"
Radio officials here are
estimating a gross of between four
and five million dollars on the Joan

RKO

Crawford
First

New

starrer.

four

days

at

Loew's

Hollywood,

Reorganize

to

Aug.

11.

— Benedict

Inc., today
voluntary petition in Federal
here for reorganization under

Bogeaus Pictures,

ter

11,

showed

Bankruptcy
liabilities

filed

a

Court
Chap-

State,

Silver to Preside
(Continued from page 1)
Pennsylvania,

all

of

West Virginia

and Ohio, and Southwestern New
York. The drive is described as the
most ambitious business promotion
planned by the circuit on anything but

Petition
Act.
assets
$221,117;

$529,000.

City Theatre to

Mathews

Guest speakers will include Jerry
Pickman, Paramount advertising-pubphant,

Also doing

Hood"

fine

is

"Story of Robin

where $21,000
the seventh week.
The final round of "Don't Bother to
Knock" at the Globe is expected to
hit a nice $14,500 for the fourth week.
"Francis Goes to West Point" bows
there on Friday.
"Carrie" at the Capitol is doing
well, with $28,000 seen for the fourth
stanza.
The gross of "The Story of
Will Rogers" at the Astor is expected
to climb in the current fourth week,
with a solid $17,000 estimated.
"King Kong," reissue, returned to
the
Palace, giving that house
the best business since May of 1949,
with the exception of a two-a-day
interlude.
On the basis of a terrific
$22,300 over the weekend, a big $37,000 for the initial and only week is
forecast. "Son of Ali Baba" will have
its premiere there
Friday.
at the Criterion,

estimated

is

York,

including the weekend,
saw the picture take in over $45,000,
to give the theatre its best business
in three years, it was said. Executives
1qo1< for a gross of better than $66,000
for the first week. The picture is also
doing top business in out-of-town engagements, they added. At the Palace,
Cleveland, with a big weekend, it took
in $12,400 in four days, and will do
about- $18,000 in its first week. The
Apollo, Atlantic City, reports over
$9,000 for the weekend, with the picture grossing 75 per cent of major
"A" product in recent months. The
Casino in Wildwood, N. J., reported a
take of $6,000 from Thursday through
Sunday, for the biggest gross in the
history of the theatres, it was said.

licity

to Aug. 22.
Another high grosser which will be
held over is "Jumping Jacks" at the
Paramount, which headlines Don Cornell on stage.
For the third week, a

Glory"

for

RKO

re-

a national level.

Bogeaus

1)

rated by Loew's and Warner Brothers.
During this period, the complaint alleges, the Hippodrome's business was
reduced about 57 per cent and it earned
some $500,000 less than it would have
earned if given a normal supply of
product. Also during those years, the
complaint continued, both theatres operated at a loss of more than $240,000.
The Hippodrome was forced to close
for two months in the summer of
1950 and for three months in the summer of 1951, the complaint went on,
due to lack of product. In April, 1952,
the theatre was damaged by fire, and
since there was not sufficient capital
to pay for repairs it is still closed, the

for some of the distributors' films. It
added, however, that the defendants
will not disclose the terms of winning
bids and that therefore, the Town
does not know which, if any theatres
are bidding against it. Unless it is
given an opportunity to inspect the
bids made by the Valencia, Century
and the Stanley, the complaint says,
the Town is "threatened with irreparable inury from continued secret discrimination."

re-

Theatres
it had notified
that the government has no objection
to the company's selling its stock in
a third Cincinnati theatre, the Times.
The company has held an interest in
the theatre with another firm, Gift,
Inc., and had agreed to sell its intervealed

est

—

WB

(Continued from page

De-

partment of Justice has agreed to perTheatres to reacquire temmit
porarily

Warner Brothers Pictures Distributing Corp., Paramount Film Distributing Co., Universal and United Artists.
Three other Warner Companies are
named also Warner Brothers Theatres,
Pictures, and
Circuit

complaint charged.
The complaint said that from 1947

Washington, Aug.

N. Y. Grosses

Baltimore Suit

File

Events
Aug.

3

vice-president
Sterling SilliEastern publicity manager for
;

20th Century-Fox, and Mike Simons,
industry relations executive.

M-G-M

Harry Kalmine, Ben Wirth and
Harry Goldberg will attend from the
home office.
The drive will run from Sept. 1 to

Nov. 29 and will feature $3,500 in
Bergholz^ O., Aug. 11.— The City- prizes for managers and tieups, speTheatre, closed all summer, has been cial promotions and giveaways to the
taken.. over by Jerry Mathews who public ranging all the way from auto
also has the Port Theatre at Freeport, mobiles to a house and lot with a caiand is operating it on a full-time basis. rn a garage and furniture.

Rivoli Reopening

The

Rivoli, shuttered at the advent
of summer, will reopen Thursday with

"Les Miserables."
Among off-Broadway houses, a

fine

indicated for the 19th week
of "The Man in the White Suit" at
the Sutton.
Another hold-over doing
good business is "Encore" at the Normandie, where $6,200 is seen for the
19th stanza.

$7,200

is

"Ivory Hunter" will
Trans-Lux 52nd
ing "High Treason."
which ended Sunday,

at the

open Monday
Street, replac-

For

the week
the 12th session, a fairly good $3,500 was registered
by "High Treason."
The
seventh and final week of "Island Rescue" at the Park Avenue is expected
to hit a nice $4,200.
"Brandy for the
Parson" will have its premiere there
on Saturday.

'Paleface' to N. Y.

Paramount

"Son of Paleface," musical Western comedy starring Bob Hope, Jane
Russell and Roy Rogers and his horse,
Trigger, has been booked by the Paramount Theatre here for early fall, it
was jointly announced yesterday by the
management of the theatre and Paramount Pictures. The picture also
marks the debut of Rogers in a nonformula Western. It is his 89th film,
and his first with color by, Technicolor.

'Jacks' in $28,000
Boston, August

11.

Week

— Paramount's

"Jumping- Jacks," starring Dean Marand Jerry Lewis, ended its second
week at the Metropolitan Theatre here
with a gross of $28,000. First week's
gross was $48,000.
tin

THE HAPPY NEWS
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AND SHOWMEN

REJOICE! DATE AFTER DATE AFTER

DATE SETS HOLDOVER AFTER
HOLDOVER AFTER HOLDOVER!

RUNAWAY

RECEIPTS

FROM

WARNERS RIGHT ON TOP OF

MARY WICKES STEVE BRODIE

-

PINKY TOMLIN and

SCREEN PLAY BY

FRANK DAVIS and STANLEY ROBERTS

based on THE SATURDAY.

;

UNCLE CLEM'S BOY" BY MRS. WILL ROGERS
nnnrnr inrinin
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Bregstein Sets

Rack mi I, Blumberg

7 for Release

{Continued from page

tion of their contracts.

sume any new

The SEC was apprised also of a
new one-year employment agreement

1952-1953 by Herbert
film
disCoast

signed with David Lipton, national diof Universal advertising-publicity.
Dated Jan. 1, 1952, Lipton's
contract stipulates a salary of $900 per
week, and specifies that in addition to
his
services under it the company

during

West

Bregstein,

tributor, be disclosed.

Bregstein,

who

recently joined with

Peter Horner to organize Union Film
Distributors, which will handle the

New York,
tween California and
releases in

will shuttle be-

New York

to

supervise distribution.

Include Richardson Fi'm
pictures include a Ralph Richardson starrer, "Secret Flight," and
"Affairs of A Model," Swedish pro-

The

at the Rialto. The reare Alexander Brothers
productions
"Seven Ravens," a feature-length puppet film based on a
Grimm fairy tale "The Villain Still
Pursued Her," starring Hugh Herbert,
Anita Louise, Alan Mowbray and
"Amazon Quest,"
Buster Keaton

duction,

now

maining

five
:

;

;

Tom

starring

Neal

rector

"shall own and you hereby sell, assign,
grant, transfer and set over to us all
rights of every kind in and to all of
results
and proceeds of your
the
services hereunder."

Rackmil, under his agreement, is to
as the chief executive officer of
Universal and have general supervision of the business and affairs of
the
company and its subsidiaries.
act

Rackmil continues as president of
Decca Records. It has not yet been
indicated officially whether any change
has been made

Smith," the last production
the

Leslie Howard
Our Aircraft Is Missing," a

late

"One

of

Powell-Presburger war

film.

While

Bregstein distribution
the
units will supervise the California and
New York releases, the films also
will be released in Boston by Ruff and
Detroit and Milwaukee by
Indianapolis and
Dezell
in
Cincinnati by Edward Salzberg, in

Farber
Albert

in

;

;

Washington by Equity Films and

Tower

Dallas by
California
Corp.

unit

in

Pictures. Bregstein's
is

Beverly

Pictures

in

the

salary

he re-

from that company.

ceives

"Pimpernel
in which
starred, and

;

Rackmil also "may continue to hold
any directorship, trusteeship or executorship which he now has but he
"

not,

without

first

obtaining the

contract

Pa the Labs for the processof all our black and white
They give us what we

want, when we want
processing job

None
is

is

too small.

is

5 '

it.

too large for Pathe.

The

only

requirement

that each be of the highest quality.

Perhaps you would

on the

like details

benefits of an exclusive

individual
bers
in
country.

pany."

the

any person, firm or corporation engaged in any competitive business.
The same limitation is put on his
having financial interest in competi-

as a director or in the event of the
failure of the board to continue him
in office as its chairman.
Blumberg

may, however, acquire and own interests in the securities of any companies listed or traded on any public
stock exchanges.
Should Blumberg
not

elect

to

board

or

behalf of the company.
to warrants or

He

also is
options to

purchase company securities comparable to those granted "the most favored officer."

Both Rackmil and Blumberg
were granted 31-day vacations
annually, and the vacation of
either may be cumulative from

is

made

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

is

a subsidiary of

mately

prised,

them of suspicion

of

Communist mem-

bership or sympathies.
The Legion had accused Hollywood
studios of failing to take a determined stand in eliminating suspected
Communists from studio payrolls. The
actual facts and the action taken in
recent months to discredit the Legion's
charges would appear to leave no
basis for any justified report critical
of the industry to the Legion convention, observers believe.
Last week, the 53rd National Encampment of the Veterans of Foreign Wars in Los Angeles adopted
which warmly comresolution
a
mended the industry for its fight
against Communism.

'Holders Sue to Void
Mayer Settlement
A

filed in

and intellectual char- stock, and Frank and Margaret Mcwhich give them peculiar Mul'lin, who own 150 shares, the new
value."
Breach of contract by Rack- derivative action in behalf of Loew's
mil would entitle Universal to injunc- names Mayer, Nicholas M. Schenck,
tive and other equitable relief, and president, and top directors of the
breach by Blumberg would have to company.
acter,

be taken to arbitration in accordance
with American Arbitration Association rules.
Until the stockholders' approval of
his new contract is given, Blumberg's
July 1, 1950, pact "shall continue in
full force and effect."
Provision is made under the new
agreements for salary payments to
survivors of Rackmil and Blumberg
The latter's agreein event of death.
ment stipulates that he "shall act in
a consultative and advisory capacity
to the directors and officers of Universal and its subsidiaries on a nonexclusive basis."

Pathe contract.

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

in

for the residual rights in his contract
with the company. Instituted by Daisy
Dietsch, who owns 25 shares of Loew's

Al Pickus

of the Strat-

James Darby, Paramount TheaHaveii; Ted Jacocks, Branford Theatre, and Harry F. Shaw of
Loew's Poli-New England Theatres.
The distribution committee consists of
Ben Simon, 20th Century-Fox Henry
Germaine, Paramount, and John Pavone,
Monogram. Other committee

tre,

COLOR

committee

the event of prolonged illnesses. The
services of both are described in thfe
contracts as "special, unique, unusual,

Provision

ments

cuit

•

executive

for reduced salary payfor both executives in

year to year.

TO

16MM

MPAA

second stockholder action was
U. S. District Court here yesterday to secure the negation of
Loew's $2,750,000 settlement with
Louis B. Mayer, upon his resignation
as M-G-M production vice-president,

A
ford Theatre, Stratford, regional
The general commitvice-president.
tee handling the tournament is composed of James Bracken, Warner cir-

•

Wilson and O'Neill also were the
two Legion officials who met with

200 studio people being apby their employers of the
Legion's suspicions regarding their
personal records and activities, and
tive enterprises, but all restrictions their being given an opportunity to
listed would automatically terminate answer them.
As a result, all but a
in
the event of the failure of the relatively few are reported to have
stockholders to continue Blumberg offered explanations adequate to clear

president, and

New

led to the picketing of
pictures by Legion memseveral
sections
of
the

Blumberg agreed that only until Washington last March 31 to discuss
Dec. 31, 1955, would he not become the Legion's charges against Hollyan officer, director or employee of wood.
The meeting led to approxi-

(Continued from page 1)

35MM

1)

Reds which

obligations in any such
capacity, except such additional directorships of subsidiaries and affiliates of
Decca as shall be appropriate to his
continuing relationship with that com-

Connecticut Industry

Both

1952

extraordinary

with

No

as-

entitled

We have an exclusive

pictures.

board,

to Decca and its subsidiaries
or for "not more than one-third
of his business time."

Universal Pictures Board Chairman
Nate J. Blumberg says

ing

Universal

continue as a director
chairman,
however,
he
would not be relieved of the restrictions under the agreement.
Blumberg, who will headquarter in
California, is entitled under the pact
to offices on both coasts, and may
use his discretion as to how, when
and where he shall spend his time in

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE

'

the

of

Rackmil's Universal pact
states that he shall not directly
or indirectly be interested in or
be connected or concerned with
competitive
business or
any
pursuit during the term of his
employment, except that he may
serve as officer of or consultant

shall

'

(Continued from page

consent

12,

MPA-Legion

1)

other business expenses for the dura-

Seven features, including several of
foreign origin, will be released nationally

Tuesday, August

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries,

Inc.

;

New

Like

another

action

filed

a

few

months ago by a holding corporation,
charges
suit
the Dietsch-McMullin
that the settlement was a violation of
the Securities and Exchange Act of
1934.

Mayer Selected
(Continued, from page 1)

bestowed upon individuals whose
and achievements constitute

forts

milestone in the industry.

ef-

a
Siegel, in

announcement, stated that the
Screen Producers Guild was doubly
fortunate in being able to honor Mayer
for he has been the industry leader
who more than any other person has

his

been responsible for the establishment
of the creative producer system as it
exists today.
Mayer's selection, it was said, honors a pioneer whose background includes experience beginning in 1907 as
an exchange man, a theatre operator,
an independent producer, and his tenure for a quarter of a century as head
of the M-G-M studios.
Jesse L. Lasky received the initial
"Milestone Award" last year.

;

heads

TOA

:

Invitations, Herman M. Levy,
counsel treasurer, Sam Weber,
;

Rosen's Film Delivery, and publicity,

Lou Brown, Loew's Poli-New England circuit.

—

m

B

-^-rp-release

taV/ngfy ///metf

ensational

ements
engagement
e

~7-

most situations

w ott/te COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR
as

DENBOW

KIRK

Half of Texas in
his grasp...

dangerous

most

arms!

in his

as

its

woman

JANE STEVENS
She married one

Denbow
life...

to save

as

to

save his

loved onother

her own!

GLENN DENBOW
Took anything

^Jl

that got

in his

way...

with a bullet or
a kiss!

LOTTIE
Easy to meet...

hard to forget...

V

man-trouble
all

DIRECTED

Iff

SCREENPLAY BY

GE

GWENN BAGNI

•

produced by

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

•

A

Universal-International Picture

the way!

-
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Meet

be in Chicago tomorrow for an Allied convention planning conference. Myers has his headquarters in the nation's capital.
On July 28, Motion Picture Daily
reported that the belief was widespread in the industry here at that
time that the defendants in the government's suit soon would attempt to
to

persuade Congressmen and perhaps
Secretary of Commerce Charles Saw-

and other Federal' officials, of the
A, while
"injustice" of the action.
cited as a co-conspirator in the government's complaint, was not listed as
Whether any of the 12
a defendant.
yer,

TO

including major producer
distributors, would be represented at
the meeting tomorrow either in person or by proxy was" "not determinable
yesterday.
The government's suit, filed July
22 in Los Angeles, is designed to force
and
the sale of 16mm, films to
other outlets in competition to regude'fehdats,

TV

theatres.

'

i

TO4

delegates to' the parley
Mitchell
include
to
Wolf son, president;.. Gael Sullivan, ex-

The

are

-

expected

.

.

.

#

Herman

and

.

Fabian and Emanuel Frisch.

ATFP Under Way
Hollywood, Aug.
•

11.

— For

the first

time in its 1.6-year history, the Screen
Writers Guild lias gone on strike. Today '.the 6,000 members of the Guild
struck the Alliance of Television Film

Denver Television Co.

Harry Huffman,

is

controlled

retired city

Intermountain. Bob
principal stockholder in

the

manager

Hope

is

Metro-

politan.

The
the
in

&

FCC

also set for hearing on
television applications
Portland, Ore., Canton, O. and

same date

Waterbury, Conn.

Kallet May Bid for
Buffalo TV Station

—

Buffalo, Aug. 11. Myron J. Kallet
N. Y., president of Kallet

of Oneida,

.

WABD

.

-

.

.

.

WKTV

Utica, heads a group "investigating" the possibility of competing for one of the additional television
channels assigned to Buffalo.
In addition to Kallet, the group includes W. T. McNeilly of Oneida, associated with Kallet. McNeilly declares that the group is "strongly considering" Buffalo as "a likely location" for which to apply*- for a
channel. He said the group, is conducting engineering and other surveys
for the station. Three other cities also
are being considered, he said.

No.

.

.

Theatres, Inc., a circuit of about 40
and head of Copper.. City
Broadcasting Corp., which owns and
operates station
on channel
theatres,

Makers," scheduled for a Brighton tryout Sept.
Gratified with the results of the "Texas
Sandy" and "Junior Texas Ranger" series,
Arthur W. Kelly TV Productions has signed
scripter Frank P. Donovan's latest series of adventure films "The Cactus Kid," to be filmed on
location in Arizona starting next month.
Lola Montez, associate producer of WOR-TV's
Ralph Paul
"Broadway TV Theatre," is the granddaughter
and namesake of the internationally famous
dancer and actress of the 1880's (and just as beautiful).
.

Television

Fox

of

leaves for

.

Denver

the

by Harris and John Wolfberg, Denver exhibitors. Aladdin is controlled
by Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., president
of Fox Intermountain Theatres, and

fantasy. "Magic Cottage,'^'
England on Sept. 1 where he'll produce George Bellak's new drama, "The Trouble

ducer of the

8.

SWG Strike Against

.

are

Aladdin Radio and Television
Co. and Metropolitan Television Co.

That handsome new face seen substituting for the energetic
emcee Randy Merriman on the "Big Payoff," NBContestant
series, belongs to Ralph Paul who is the regular announcer on the
"Strike It Rich" program. Incidentally, poor Bess Myersoh had to
model a mink coat on the program during that
heat last week. (Beauty and the Beast-ly
weather.)
Hal Cooper, scripter and pro-,

M.

,MMPTA

They
Co.,

.

ik

the Fed-

1,

announced.

'.

.

Oct.

Communications Commission has

eral

.

.

— Three

11.

television

for hearings on

set

in

.

Aug.

station applications
involving industry interests have been

'?

*

is
Levy, general counsel.
expected to be represented by S. H.

Washington,

an exclusive arrangement with the Armed Services, will
telecast important inter-service football games between
the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines. Coverage will take place
starting Sept. 20 and will run right through the schedule ending
Dec. 6, according to Sig Michelson, director of CBS-TV news and
special events.
After a successful year on the ABC-TV channel
George Foley's "Tales of Tomorrow," science-fiction series, will do
a "repeat" performance. Unusual event will take place next Friday
at 9:30 P.M. when "A Child Is Crying," co-starring Robin Morgan
and Bert Lytell discuss the "possible attack on the Earth by another
planet," a timely bit of fiction in view of the current "flying
saucerumors."
Screen star John Carradine, when he guestalks
on the Arthur Van Horn-Bill Berns ABCurrent events show, "Time
Capsule," will decry and deplore the modern trend to change, revise
and alter Shakespeare's classics.

CBS

in

Applications

Denver

Herman

with Pinky

>

director,'

ecutive;

TV

Television-- Radio

1)

not be represented at the meeting since
both Wilbur Snaper, president, and
Abram F. Myers, general counsel,

were scheduled

1952

12,

Showmen Figure

in D. C.

(Continued from page

lar

Tuesday, August

.

13

in

.

TV

.

•

Producers; a group that includes 13 of
the largest TV film producers in

Hollywood.

The

'

was

the
ne'breakdown of nine
gotiations between the writers and the
Alliance which refused to discuss the
Minimum
Guild's demands; including
advance payments against a percentage of gross revenue to be paid after
strike

after
of

called

months

:

.

The producer has recouped

his budleasing rather
geted negative cost
than an, outright sale of material, with
the leases -being on a seven-year renewable basis and reservation of the
writer's rights, meaning that a writer
working in "television retains all but
his television rights and that other
rights must be accmired separately.
;

;

We've just finished reading a most interesting booklet (53
pages) titled, "Handbook of Motion Picture Technique for
Business Men," written by Charles Curran, prexy of Times
Square Productions. The first line which we quote reveals the
purpose of the author. "If you're thinking of making films, the
purpose of this handbook is to take some of the mystery and
hocus-pocus out of motion picture production so that the

Unit Asks

ik

ik

{Continued from page 1)

on television would

kill

theatre busi-

ness.

Copies went to Attorney General
McGranery, the anti-trust division,
President Truman and Senate Small
Business Committee chairman Spark-

man.

TV

television

Jaeger left here yesterday for a
swing through the Mid West
where he will visit all TV stations in
the area.

PSI Appoints Kingsley

lachrymose wailings on platters, have been signed by Mitch (the
Beard) Miller to wax several sides of their own.
Two comics,
Alan Young and Red Buttons, have been CB Signed to telecast
opposite Milton Berle's 8:00 to 9:00 slot Tuesdays starting at the
end of September 1, with Alan seen during the 8:00 to 8:30 period
and Red the second half hour. Alternating with "Amos 'N' Andy"
starting Thursday September 25 will be a new dramatic series on
film produced by Robert Florey. CBS-TV has also signed Eddie
Albert's "Leave It To Dad" and Jane Frofnan to star in a new
Freddie Rqbbihs \AIlni_te WOR-TV
TVehiele, "USO Center."
series; produced arid directed by Hank Leeds, is catching on 'Sh'd
.

.

.

several sponsors are; ready; to feather the 'Robbins' nest.'
Charlie
Mann has been doing a whale of a job as script editor at DuMont.
Maestro Paul Taubman has composed a beautiful composition titled,
.

.

.

.

"You Are So Lovely," which producer Walt Framer may adopt

.

TV

.

.

.

.

Robert J. Kingsley, formerly chief
of production for the Associated Pfess
"Spotnews" television newsreel, has
been appointed production supervisor
for PSl-TV it was announced by
Paul White, president. Kingsley also
will serve as director of the
new film center here..

McCall Doing

company's

TV
—

Script

Hollywood, Aug. 11. Mary McCall, Hollywood screen writer and
president of the Screen Writers Guild,
was signed by Screen Gems, .Columbia
subsidiary, to write the script on "Life,
Liberty and Orin Dooley," for the
Ford Theatre series for TV.

.

as

sotto voce to Glenn
the musical theme for "The Big Payoff."
Rowell: contact Bill Grey at the Lambs Club. He's got a fine, idea
series and Ray Nelson and yours truly suggested that
for a
you're his man.
.

re--,

sales

The Four Lads, who made their TV debut on a
Perry Como program and who back up Johnny Ray's

.

programming, was

said.

LOTSA DOTS.

.

film

vealed by Andrew Jaeger, vice-president. Total new business from these
markets is in excess of $150,000, he

ik

.

.

Sale of a package of 68 features to
seven new
markets by PSI-TV,
Inc.,
producers and, distributors of

businessman will have a better understanding of what can
and what cannot be done and how best to do it in this ever
expanding field."
The author utilizes graphs, charts and illustrations to fine
advantage, defining technical terms in language understandable by the layman. To this observer, everyone interested in
film making, theatrical, non-theatrical, TV, commercial or
industrial, should obtain a copy of this handbook.

recent

TOA

68 Features Sold to
Television by PSI

Set Regular Canadian
Ottawa,

Aug.

.

11.

—First

TV

regular

Canadian
Telecast
will
start
in
Montreal on Sept. 1 and in Toronto
on Sept. 8, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. announces.

Mr. Exhibitor:
|f

YOU

recordings, you

are performing copyrighted

will

want to obtain the

music on the films exhibited
or distributor.

in

in

your theatre by means of

ASCAP

license necessary for your protection.

theatres

This, of course,

music

cleared through the motion picture producer

is

does not give you the right to perform

ASCAP

music

by any other means.

An ASCAP
for

license gives

the entertainment of your

authors and 350 publishing firms

ASCAP

making

is

its

you the right to perform the
patrons

—

in

An ASCAP

representative

plete information concerning an

music available

works of over 2,500 composers and

a single package.

license

industry, both for four-wall theatres

—the

finest

and

for

non-film

uses

available

to

the

theatre

drive-ins, at a very low fee.

will visit

ASCAP

you

license

in

the near future to give you com-

and the rate for your theatre.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575

MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK

22,

N. Y.

......

.

.......

.

.

.

..

...

.

.

-

2m Week, Roxy, NY. Top
Sensational First Week!

M

Week Outqrosstoq Second
Week!

WeekCominqUf

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

72.

DAILY
NEW

31

Credit Films'
Quality for

YORK,

Cincinnati,

N.Y. Summer High Point
Reported by the MMPTA

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

Upward Trend Moves
On in Cincinnati
days"

Peak Business

U.S.A.,

Aug.

12.

—"Dog

and

traditional
the
slump in theatre attendance
often characteristic of this
period, appears to be working in reverse here, as elsewhere, with grosses continuing to show sustained improvement,
particularly
at

13,

SKOURAS BLASTS
U.

S.

TRUST SUIT
Defendant to
Speak Out, Says Suit
Findings Would Destroy Industry

20-30Days to Submit
Para. Case

first-runs.

Grosses are at their highest peak
of the summer for Metropolitan

Currently, "Jumping Jacks"
gave the RKO Albee a ter-

New York

rific

theatres and the credit
to the quality product that has emanated from Hollywood, the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association asserted
yesterday.
for this

is

due

An earlier report by the Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York indicated
that July average attendance
at independent houses
here were 11 per cent above
those for the same month last

figures

MMPTA

year.
The
points to the
this
month's
greatly exceed

disclosure
likelihood that

average
that

will

for

Aug.,

1951.

"The

careful planning of motion
features
to
attract
varied
tastes, produced in the highest quality
(Continued on page 4)

picture

Plans Theatre TV
Of G. & S. Operettas
S. M. Chertok, producer of Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas in America, has
opened
negotiations
with
Actors
Equity for the possible theatre telecast
of productions which he plans to open
on Broadway late this fall.
It was also learned that Chertok

has contacted theatre television interests and outlined his plans. Efforts to
reach Chertok yesterday for comment

were unavailing.

$28,000 on its first week.
at this
house is

Average

Other grosses are
registering considerably above
average.
$11,000.

Oholer Forms
Distribution

Own

Firm

The formation of Arch Oboler Productions,
distribution
a
company
which will handle. Oboler's new fea^
ture-length three-dimensional picture,
"Bwana Devil," and other Oboler
films, was disclosed here yesterday by
Sid Pink, associate producer and sales
manager for Oboler.
At the same time Pink disclosed
( Continued on page 5 )

Washington,

—

12.
Federal
Aug.
Communications Commission hearing
examiner Leo Resnick, presiding over
the Paramount hearings, today moved
to speed a final decision on the com-

plicated case.

At a meeting of the various parties,
Resnick ruled that all parties must
submit proposed findings on the issues
within 20 to 30 days of the time the
record is finally closed.
This is an
unprecedentedly short time for a
hearing of the scope and importance
Previously
of the Paramount case.
it had been assumed that the parties
would get 60 or 90 days to submit
Resnick said findings
their findings.
on the issue of Paramount' s control

—

$7,000,000

the

amount

out-

All
on the debt.
[cans under the agreement
mature on July 31, 1958.

standing

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, yesterday released a spirited attack on the antitrust suit filed by the Department
of Justice to compel the industry
to sell feature films to television.
His four - page
statement
tacking

at-

the

government action,
which is
printed in full
n
adjoiningcolumns, is the
first public reaction
the
defendant
i

from

production

- distribution
com.=
panies pledging
an all-out fight
against the suit
since
it

Dumont must

be submitted within
20 days of the close of the hearings,
and proposed findings on the American Broadcasting Co. -United Paraof

Spyros Skouras

(Continued on page 5)

was

Los Angeles Federal District

court on July 22.

The

Skouras Statement
rp HE FOLLOWING STATEMENT

by Spyros P. Skouras,
Corp.,
was made here
Film
president
20th
Century-Fox
of
j_
yesterday morning to the company's entire executive personnel.
Immediately following the statement, Skouras left for Hollywood
where he will confer zuith studio management and studio executives.

With all the emphasis that I am
demn the action of the Department of

vigorous

statement

from

(Continued on page 4)

Three From D. of J.
To Meet Exhibitors
Washington, Aug.

12.

—Three

top

of the Justice Department's
anti-trust division will meet with Theatre Owners of America and other exhibition spokesmen tomorrow to disofficials

capable of, I wish to concuss the Department's 16mm. antiJustice to force our company
trust suit.
to sell feature motion pictures to television companies and adverThe three are Newell Clapp, actingtisers.
is

a threat to the very existence of the motion picture indus-

try of America.

Washington, Aug. 12. Columbia P.'ctures last month
repaid an additional $700,000
to four banks under a $12,000,000 loan agreement dated
Aug. 1, 1950, the company has
informed the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
The July repayment cuts to

First

filed in

This

Columbia Cuts Bank
Debt to %7-Million

TEN CENTS

1952

We

head- of the anti-trust division; VicKramer, head of the litigation section, and Perry Epes, Kramer's as-

tor

sistant.

must understand the

crisis that

we and

the public face and

All three claimed they did not know
(Continued on page 4)
meet with it with deadly earnestness.
The Department of Justice must be persuaded as must every
member of the Senate and every member of the House of Representatives, and even the President of the United States himself, that
this suit is not in the interest of the American public.
Pittsburgh
Indeed, it is not in the public interest to endanger the economy
of the United States by destroying the theatres which are the
Pittsburgh, Aug. 12.— More than
heartbeat of every American Community and deprive the public 100 Warner
Brothers theatre manaof the continuation of the production of American motion pictures gers
from Western Pennsylvania,
as it now knows them. Our government can spend billions and yet West Virginia and New York State
never repair the injury that this will bring to the American attended an "Atomic Showmanship"
drive meeting held in the Roosevelt
economy.
Hotel here today.
In the public interest and in the interest of common justice,
Between the morning and after-

100 Managers atWB

Meet

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page

5)
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No Video—N. Y. Yankees'
Game Draws Record Crowd

Personal
Mention
HATHAWAY,
HENRY
and
Century-Fox
director,

Contributions
20th

F'redthe 56".

•

Mel Jolley, manager of the Tivoli
Theatre, Hamilton, Out, his wife and
two children were reported seriously
injured in a traffic accident in Virginia, where they were vacationing.
•
Morgan Hudgins

of

the

M-G-M

studio publicity department, will arrive
here from Hollywood on Monday en
route to England.

Bill Lyons of the M-G-M Coast
publicity department is scheduled to
leave on Aug. 30 for a three-week vacation in Europe.
e
Arthur C. Bromberg, president of
Monogram Southern exchanges, Atlanta,

has returned there from a Flor-

ida fishing trip.

•

Samuel

Fine, a Toronto partner

Famous Players Canadian

of

Corp.,

Toronto General Hospital.

in

is

•

M-G-M

studio
Marjorie Thorsen,
story department executive, has arrived back in Hollywood after a vacation in

Europe.

•
Jimmy Hobbs, branch manager of
Monogram Southern exchanges, Atlanta, has returned there from Birmingham, Ala.
•

Shulman

Shulman Theatres, Hartford, and Mrs. Shulman
have returned from a three-month EuJoseph

ropean vacation

of

trip.

•
Rose,
manager of the
Loew's Poli Majestic Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., and Mrs. Rose are vaca-

Harry

tioning in Florida.

•

Clover Johnson, Centre, Ala., theand his family have returned home from a motor trip to Anchorage, Alaska.
•

Dick Pitts and Howard Bryant
Theatre Owners of America head-

quarters here will be in Washington
today.

•
Joel Preston, industry

publicist, is

here from Hollywood for two weeks.
•
Joseph Sistrom. Paramount producer, has returned to Hollywood

from Europe.
•

Doug V. Rosen,
International

of

Ltd.,

Toronto,

is

general manager

Film

Distributors,
hospitalized there.
•

Charles Vidor, Paramount direchas returned to Hollywood from

tor,

Europe.
a
D. Boone, manager of the Gables
Theatre in Coral Gables, Fla., has resigned to enter the insurance business.
•

Dave Phillips, Columbia booker

in

Charlotte, has returned from a vacation.

telecasts of
league ball clubs

free

home games

of major
to attendance declines at ball parks

was

pinpointed Monday night when the
game between the Yankees and Boston Red Sox, blacked out for TV,

drew 51,005 paid customers to the
Yankee Stadium, highest attendance
It

was the

first

TV

entered the
televised since
Stadium in 1948. Attendance has been
on the decline since then, as it has at
the Polo Grounds and Ebbetts Field
not

also.

Monday's

Walcott-Marciano
Deal in Offing
Hope was expressed by an
national

TV

black-out

was

made

possible because it was not a
regularly scheduled game but a playoff of last Friday night's postponed
game. TV, therefore, had no claim to
the Monday night encounter.
The Yankees' management declined
blackout as a "test"
to classify the
and would not comment on the significance of the record attendance. However, reports have been that some of
the major league clubs, alarmed at the
continuing drop in attendance, have
been considering the elimination of

TV

telecasts of home games and restricting them to road games.
Most of the big league clubs have
been reluctant to curb their telecasts
despite the drop in attendance inas-

as they receive approximately
rights.
$500,000 per season for the
They are in the position of having to
weigh the cash-in-hand against the
possibility of drawing the equivalent
in added paid attendance at their parks.

much

TV

Inter-

Boxing Club spokesman here

game there.
yesterday
Yankee home game projected

of the year for a single

that

the

principals

in

the

Joe Walcott-Rocky
Marciano heavyweight title bout will
be signed this week.
The fight, considered a plum by
Jersey

both theatre television and home video
broadcasting interests, is tentatively
slated for September 23 at an East
Coast site other than New York City.
Currently
under consideration are
Boston, Jersey City, Philadelphia and

Washington.

The strength of theatre television,
represented in these negotiations by
Nate Halpern, president of Theatre
Network Television, would be con-

Parade
POLITICIANS

12.

Sol

Screen Producers Guild

Lesser

told
members at

a meeting held here last night.
reiterated earlier estimates made

He

by
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America, president.
Appearing as a guest speaker,

Lesser, who recently acquired a halfinterest in 17 Pacific drive-in theatres,
said that "in 1946 there were only 155
drive-ins in the United States, and
today there are 4,830." Weather permits them to operate on an average of
eight

months per year.

Officials

f
Clear 20th s 'Zapata'

talking politics are

items

MOVIETONE

NEWS, No. 66— Eisenmeets
American Indians.
Adlai
Stevenson at fair. Street cave-in in Philadelphia.
Rhee wins in Korean voting.
Gromyko presents credentials in London.
Trotting races.
Soap-box derby.
Boat
hower

racing.

Water

skiing.

NEWS OF THE
wins

election.

DAY,

Korea,

No.

3<K>-Rhee

sea

a

mud.

of

Eisenhower and Stevenson. Rush from Red
tone. Waiters' race. Speed boating. Soapbox derby.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 103— Election
Korea. Books of Freedom. Eisenhower
and Stevenson.
Boat racing.
Baseball.
Soap-box derby. Diaper Derby.
in

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 33A — New

Democratic chairman.
dians.
New suntan

Eisenhower with Infashions.
Exclusive
films of "wetback" labor problem.
Windsors in Rome.
Danish royalty in Greenland.
Motor boat racing.

COMPO Coast Meets

tres here.

Manheim, industry veteran, who has
been in retirement, died here yesterday morning. He was 62 years old.
Manheim was with the Shubert
years, until
the war he
joined Universal as a film salesman,
later becoming assistant general sales
manager, short subject sales manager,
general service manager in the distribution division, and then general
sales manager of the foreign department, a post which he held for some
15 years. He retired 10 years ago to
theatrical

interests

World War

for

After

Los Angeles.

Will Begin Today
Hollywood, Aug.

12.

tives of the Council of

—Top

execu-

Motion Picture

Organizations arrived here today prepared to begin tomorrow conferences
with major studio heads on plans for
autumn "Movietime U.S.A." tours.

COMPO

The

campaign to repeal the
20 per cent Federal admission tax also
will be discussed.
Samuel Pinanski, Trueman T. Rembusch and Robert J. O'Donnell are the

COMPO

who

officials

will

meet with

the studio executives.

Eshelman, McManus,
Gauld in New Posts
Toronto, Aug.
— James H. Eshel12.

man, former United Paramount Theason, Henry Lee, and two grand- tres general manager in Buffalo and

live in

A

I.

children survive.

Mexican

main

in
most current
newsreels, all of which contain a zvide
diversity of items on more or less normal subjects, such as trotting races,
soap-box derbies, boat racing, a waiters' race, speed boating, diaper derby,
baseball and similar summer activities.

the

TV

12.

theatres this year will account for 20
per cent of total domestic film rentals,

1952

siderably broadened if the site finally
agreed upon is not Jersey City, it is
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No, 5S6— Soap-box
believed. This would allow nearly a
derby.
Korea voting.
Rainy season in
dozen large New York City theatre Korea. Flying saucers. Weight reducing.
eqiupped houses to enter the pic- French chappeaus. Motor boat racing.
ture, bolstering the bidding of theatre
WARNER FATHE NEWS, No. 10S—
television interests, it is argued.
War in the rain in Korea. Rhee wins elecIn the past, all except one fight tion. Hiroshima remembers A-bomb. Trutheatre telecast was blacked out for man signs books for German University.
Truman in Germany. Red Rally
New York theatres because most of Margaret
fails in Germany.
Windsor ill. Boat racThe
ing.
Diaper derby. Soap-box derby.
them were staged in the city.
selection of Jersey City, it is believed,
would also bar a fight telecast in thea-

Lesser Emphasizes N. L. Manheim, 62
Industry Veteran
Role of Drive-ins
— Drive-in Los Angeles, Aug. — N. L.
Hollywood,
Aug.
producer-exhibitor

atre owner,

of

of

13,

Newsreel
*

March will be aboard
Liberie leaving here for Europe today.
ric

Wednesday, August

Events Mark Opening
Here of 'Miserables'

Rochester, has been appointed supervisor of Northern and Eastern Ontario houses for Odeon Theatres, Ltd.
Eshelman has been city supervisor for
will
Odecn in Hamilton, Ontario.
operate from the Odeon headoffice
here and will have a dozen theatres
under his supervision.

He

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Viva Zapata" will be released in Mexico on
French dignitaries and stars
of
Nov. 20, it was announced here stage, screen and TV will join at the
from Rivoli Theatre here tomorrow evenews
following
yesterday
Steve McManus, previously manaMexico City that government film ning in a special ceremony marking ger of the Odeon at Fort Williams and
censors had approved the film as a the opening of "Les Miserables," and supervisor of Lakehead theatres, has
succeeded Eshelman.
"dignified and historically accurate the reopening of the theatre.
picture."

the picture was
announced by Jesus Castillo Lopez,
head of the government censorship offollowing "premature" reports,
fice,
that the film had been banned, 20thFox's home office reported.

The approval

of

Participating in the salute to the
150th anniversary of Victor Hugo's
birth will be Jean F. Charvet, acting

Donald Gauld, supervisor of theatres
the headoffice of Odeon, has been
transferred to Northwestern Ontario

French Consul General in New York,
and French United Nations representatives with guests from other inter-

with

national delegations.

at

He

headquarters

at

Fort William.

a member of the board of directors of the Motion Picture Theatres
Association of Ontario.
is
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20th's 'Kilimanjaro'

Premiere on Sept. 18

3

National

Reviews

Pre-Selling

The Devil Makes Three
The world premiere

of

"The Snows

Kilimanjaro," 20th Century-Fox,
been set for Thursday evening
18
New York's Rivoli
at
Sept.
Theatre.
The American debut will start a
series of world wide premieres to be
held in principal cities of Europe,
Asia, Australia and North and South

of

has

America.
The Technicolor picture, Darryl F.
personally-produced
Zanuck's
sole
feature of 1952, will be unveiled before

comprised of stars of
stage, screen, radio and television, as
well as celebrities from the fields of
and intersociety
politics,
sports,
national affairs. The opening will be
covered by newsreels, television and
an

audience

radio.

KC

Dickinson Heads

Compo Committee
—A

Kansas City, Aug. 12.
committee to carry on Council of Motion
Picture Organizations activities in the
area, particularly and immediately participation in the campaign for admission tax repeal, was set up at a meeting of exhibitors here on Monday.
Glen Dickinson, Sr. was named gen-

chairman for COMPO in this
and with him Elmer Rhoden,
Sr.,
Jay Wooten, president of the
Kansas-Missouri Allied unit, Beverly
Miller,
Biechele and Jack
R. R.
Braunagle. Other organizational steps
will be taken, including appointment
Congressional
of committees when
Another
certified.
candidates
are
meeting will be held before long.

eral
area,

KATO Head Names
Tax Drive Chairmen
—

Louisville, August 12.
With the
Theatre
Association
of
Owners going all out in behalf of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive to repeal the 20 per cent
Federal tax on admissions,
president Ralph McClanahan has appointed chairmen in each of the five
film exchange areas serving Kentucky,
who in turn will appoint committees
The chairmen
to work with them.
are
Ned Greene, Memphis W, E.
Horsefield, St. Louis Joe Isaac, Cincinnati
D. Irving Long, Indianapolis,
and Clyde Marshall, Atlanta.

Kentucky

KATO

:

(JlIetro-Goidzvyn-AIayer)

A FILM

of the break-up of a ring of German nationalists out to prepare
for another German Reich, this is a very exciting, romantic drama pegged
on a very topical theme. The semi-documentary direction of Andrew Marton
gives the film added impact.
The picture, which was produced by Richard

Goldstone, was filmed in Germany.
"The Devil Makes Three" is acted by an impressive cast headed by Gene
Kelly, who here deserts his dancing shoes to take a straight dramatic part,
and Pier Angeli who is lovely and quite convincing as the German girl who
helps the neo-Nazis smuggle gold across the border so as to be able to make
a living in the difficult days in the Munich of 1947.
Jerry Davis wrote a very fine screenplay which pulls no punches on either
side.
It's all there
the bombed out homes, the bitterness, the German selfpity, the fight for survival.
The picture is slow in starting but during its
second half the pace accelerates until there is the smashing, thrilling chase
climax which finally finds the Nazi leader trapped in the ruined desolation of
Hitler's Beichtesgaden Eagle's Nest.

—

Much

of the picture's effects, including the shots at Salzburg and the little
local touches such as the scene in the Mozarteum, are heightened by the fact
that the film was photographed on location.
There is an air of realism and
complete believability as Kelly's car speeds down the Autobahn, and in the
"
unique, tense and exciting end.

The supporting cast, headed by Richard Rober, Richard Egan and a number
of very good German actors including Wilfried Seyferth and Claus Clausen,
gives the picture an even more authentic atmosphere.
Almost all characters
speak English and if they do not, the screen does the translating for them.
Kelly as Capt. Jeff Eliot, who returns to Germany for a visit to see a
family which once saved his life, finds only Pier alive and working in a
cabaret. When he discovers that she is involved in smuggling activities, he
helps Military Intelligence nab the Nazi leader by playing along with her.
A romantic fadeout follows on the climactic finale.
Others in the cast include Margot Hielscher, Annie Rosar, Harold Benedict, Otto Gebuehr, Gertrud Wolle, Heinrich Gretler, Charlotte Flemming
and Charles Gordon.
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. For September
:

release.

Son of Ali Baba
(

Universal-International

BEREFT OF

;

release.

;

13 Films for
Shooting of the

TV

First

TV

first 13 films

for the

"China Smith,"
has been completed in Hollywood, it
was announced here by Manny Reiner,
vice-president in charge of sales of
film series,

PSI-TV, Inc., producers and distributors of television film programs.
in the cutting stage, the first
three films of the series will be ready

Now

in

New York

The

on Monday, Reiner said.
is September 15.

release date

Golding to Europe
David Golding, Samuel Goldwyn
Productions advertising-publicity director, will leave here today by plane
for a two weeks vacation in France.
He will accompany Joseph Belfort,
Pictures general European manager, who is returning to his Paris
headquarters following a home office

RKO
visit.

.

.

.

.

.

.

piece by Marilyn Monroe on "How to
Walk." She says, "The secret is to
meet all possible requirements without
strain."
And no strain on the eyes,
either.

.

.

.

"Movie Review"

Look's

praises Bob Hope and friends in "Son
But M-G-M's ad on
of Paleface."
"Ivanhoe" in the same issue suffers
from juxtaposition, a disease known
to the advertising agencies.
Joan
"Robin Hood's" "new girl
Rice,
friend" has the front cover of Life this
week she's a honey.
.

.

.

;

The Wichita Beacon is reprinting
Will Rogers' newspaper columns of
two decades ago and the comment
is regarded as timely today as when
it was written. In particular, former
columns of the philosopher-humorist are as appropriate and newsworthy as comments on the recent
political conventions, which haven't
changed much since his day. In fact,
the New York Times syndicate
might reissue much of Will Rogers'
truth and wit, and find it as much
appreciated by a new generation

who were around when

as by those

he was a national figure. It makes

marvelous pre-selling
Will Rogers Story."

for

"The

Terry

Turner, exploitation chief
Radio, says that television is
a poiverful ally, not an enemy of
motion pictures, and he points to his
TV advertising campaign on the
rerelease of "King Kong." He brought
the 18-year-old spine tingler out of

for

RKO

mothballs, gave it a saturation
treatment and shook the film industry
to its foundations, with an expected
gross of $3,000,000 in domestic release
the

•

Untamed Women
(Jezt'ell

PSI-TV Shoots

leads in the
current Esquire with "Underwater
Box-Office'' in which she shows to
sea
advantage through inches of
water.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, is the
"Personality-of-the-Week" in the current Time magazine, but more, and
better, could be written by intimates.
The new Look, out today, has a

alone.

;

;

new

AND

LOGIC
SENSE, this Leonard Goldstein production is
nonetheless the kind of lighthearted entertainment that will fully satisfy
seekers after vicarious adventure in the form of sprightly derring do.
Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie have the leads and they make an attractive
couple in their exotic costumes.
If neither excels in acting, the "unreal"
Many of the
screenplay by Gerald Drayson Adams may be responsible.
lines, however, carry good laughs.
Kurt Neumann directed with an awareness of the impact of color and specThe Ali Baba label on the film is
tacle, intrigue and action in old Bagdad.
hkely to bring in a lot of customers who know precisely what to expect.
Susan Cabot is pretty as Curtis' bow-and-arrow girl Victor Jory makes a
fine heavy, and so does Hugh O'Brian, his son, who engages in glittering
sword-play with Curtis. Morris Ankrum has dignity as the aged Ali Baba
and Gerald Mohr impresses as Capt. Youssef. Curtis plays a Persian Military Academy cadet, and Miss Laurie is a runaway slave-girl who encourages his heroics.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For September

ESTHER WILLIAMS

Montague Salmon, managing

Enterprises-United Artists)

THE

accent of this film, which concerns itself with the fate of five men on
a prehistoric island occupied only by women, is on action. The situation
of a group of downed airmen held captive by Amazon women, lends itself to
many absurd incidents and double entendres, some of which are in dubious
taste.

The story line borders on the incredible and is not aided by the cast,
most members of which perform their roles perfunctorily.
The film takes its audience back to the age of the Druids, when the earth
was populated by fierce, gargantuan animals and plants, now extinct. It is
the shots of the U. S. airmen battling dinosaurs and other weird pre-historic
mammals which are the most exciting.
Richard Kay produced, while W. Merle Connell directed, from a screenplay
Associate producer was Harry L. Rybnick.
by George W. Sayre.
Cast
includes Mike! Conrad, Doris Merrick, Richard Monahan, Mark Lowell,
Morgan Jones and Midge Ware.
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not

Murray Horowitz

set.

Isacson,

Malkan Unite

with
Stein, special counsel for
the motion picture industry, has become associated with Arnold Malkan
who has figured prominently in anti-

David H.
Sargoy and

Isacson,

formerly

trust litigation in the. appliance industry.

Studio Craft Wages Rise

—

tne

Rivoli

tor

of

be

breaking

tives

of the

other

direc-

Theatre here, will

bread

with

representa-

French government and

distinguished

guests
at
the
of
"Les
Miserables"
on
Broadway today, and such a loaf of
oread
It
took 10 of Hanscom's
bakers 14 hours to ferment and mix
the gigantic loaf of French bread,
which
measures
eight
feet
long,

opening
!

weighs 30 pounds and required three
hours baking time. Experts estimate
it would require an average American
four months to consume the loaf, but
an average Frenchman, such as Jean
v alj ean, who was condemned to the
gaileys for the theft of a loaf of
bread, might eat this enormous loaf
in a single month.
The pre-selling
forces
at
20th
Century-Fox have
launched a radio drive on four upcoming pictures, with huge magazine publicity arranged for "The Snows of

Hollywood, Aug. 12. Studio craft
workers averaged $113.68 per week
"O.
Henry's
Full
during June, according to the Cali- Kilimanjaro,"
fornia Department of Industrial Re- House," "Ruby Gentry" and "The
all scheduled
lations monthly report. The figure Farmer Takes a Wife"
compares with $112.61 averaged in fo/ fall release.
May, and $104.79 in June of last year.
Walter Brooks

—

—

—
Motion Picture daily
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Skouras Blasts Skouras Statement
{Continued, from page 1)

(Continued jrom page

Skouras recognizes that the suit is
not the. concern of exhibition alone
but rather of the entire industry.
"Without product," he said, "the
theatres would close and without the
revenue the theatres can afford to
pay, the producers no longer would
be able to turn out fine attractions.
The preeminence of American motion
pictures

would be destroyed."

bid for the aid of
their employes in
opposing the government suit, pointing out its confiscatory nature, and its
catering to special interests which, he
contended, "is a threat to every one
Moreof them, as well as to us."
over, he asserted, merchants of every
community and their employes and all
real
estate
concerned with
those
values should join with the industry
in opposing an action which, if sucwould close theatres and
cessful,

Skouras

business

also

men and

neighboring
merthereby
deprive
chants and their shops of the benefits
theatre-drawn
from
they
derive
shoppers.

Skouras's statement indicated
that he believes the government
action to have been inspired by
manufacturers
television
set
and the big advertisers using
television as a sales medium.

"With

all

the emphasis that

I

am

capable of," he said, "I wish to conaction of the Department of
Justice to force our company to sell
feature motion pictures to television
companies and advertisers."

demn

Later on in his statement, Skouras
"If the government can force
says
us to sell our finest pictures to television companies and advertisers at a
ridiculously small price, this would be
practically confiscatory and ruinous."
In mentioning" those who would
benefit from a successful prosecution
of the suit, observers believe Skouras
was indicating where he thinks the
pressure was exerted which resulted
:

in

its

filing.

The Skouras statement also
hinted that the 20th-Fox president is displeased with the
absence of adverse reaction to
the government suit by Hollywood guilds and unions.

"The

and unions of HollySkouras said, "representing
the actors, writers and directors and
other crafts, in their own interest and
in the public interest should have a
full appreciation of the danger this
action has brought upon us.
"They, too, by their thorough unguilds

wood,"

derstanding
of
this
crisis
should
demonstrate that they have the vision
to cooperate for their own ultimate
benefit just as they did in the infancy
of
the
motion picture and radio
industries.

"If the motion picture theatres are destroyed, the guilds
will suffer more than any other
group in the industry, because
the principal income of their

members comes from

the thea-

which are the life stream
of the motion picture industry.
The present level of income
cannot be maintained by the
advertising medium."
tres,

The Skouras statement points out
several of the respects in which he
believes the government suit is not in
the public interest.

Wednesday, August

1952

Peak Business
(Continued from page

1)

American business men and

13,

1)

their employes in every community
should join in a rising tide of protest on the ground that this
effort to force us to turn over our product to special interests for
their selfish purposes, is a threat to everyone of them as well as to

to bear
against competition of outdoor
entertainment and the other usual
attractions available to the public in
the
summer,"
according
to
the

us.

MMPTA.

the government can force us to sell our finest pictures to
television companies and advertisers at a ridiculously small price,
this would be practically confiscatory and ruinous.

continued:
"Good
presented in such
features as, 'Carrie,' 'The Story of
Will Rogers,' 'Sudden Fear,' 'Clash
by Night,' 'Encore,' and 'High Noon,'
as well as comedies and musicals,
such as 'Pat and Mike,' 'Jumping
Jacks,'
'Dreamboat,'
'We're
Not
Married,' and 'Lovely to Look At,'
and such spectacles as 'Ivonhoe,'
'King Kong,' 'The Greatest Show on
Earth,' and 'Robin Hood,' though each
appealing to different segments of the
public have with equal compulsion
drawn the public out of their homes

If

Without product the theatres would close and without the revenue the theatres can afford to pay, the producers no longer
would be able to turn out fine attractions. The pre-eminence of
American motion pictures would be destroyed.

As the New York "Times" points out
"By the Justice Department's line of

editorially:

reasoning, in short, the
publisher of a best-selling novel would be obligated to make his
property available to a free "throw-away" pamphlet financed by
advertisements of local merchants and accept whatever remuneration the pamphlet's owner could pay. Application of the anti-trust
laws must be tempered with a little more horse sense."
The merchants of every community and their employes recognize the importance to them of the community theatre which brings
direct benefit to every transportation agency, every tire and gasoline station, every restaurant, every grocery, every drugstore, every
novelty shop, every newsstand, every shoe shop, department store,
dry goods store and garment shop, and particularly real estate
values. Every business organization and every civic institute in
every community, as well as the press, the pulpit and the professional men, ought to cry out against this attempt to deaden the
core of American life by closing the doors of the American motion
picture theatres.

Hollywood manner, has begun

fruit

The

MMPTA

dramatic material

to

neighborhood and Broadway movie

houses.

"The weather this summer has
been varied too, with hot spells, dry
spells and wet spells, but the old
theory of the weather influencing the
movie-going public has been thrown
out this summer and producers and
theatre owners are convinced that a
concentration of their efforts to give
the public interesting, stimulating and
amusing quality movies is all the invitation necessary to the people to come
to view their films.
This has become the keynote in the selection and
production of motion pictures for the

movie-going public.
"The balance
of
the
summer
Especially should the women of America and their organizations
help to preserve their time tried right to choose the kind of enter- promises continued favorable movie
fare
with features such as 'The
tainment their children should see.
Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima,' 'The
It is certainly not in the public interest to destroy the theatres Quiet
Man,'
'Where's
Charlie?,'
and thereby wreck a business which, throughout the years, has 'What Price Glory,' and 'Crimson
responded instantly to every call of our government for help, with- Pirate,' and with films such as 'The
Merry Widow,' 'Son of Paleface,' 'Les
out recompense, in the emergencies of war and peace.
Miserables,'
for
'Just
You,' 'Park
It is not in the public interest for our government, which rep- Row,' and 'Way of a Gaucho,' openresents the world's hope of freedom, to close a channel of communi- ing the fall season, movie-goers can
cation historically noted for promoting the democratic way of continue to look forward to exciting
entertainment and producers and exlife throughout the world and acquainting the world with American
hibitors to a continued strengthening
progress.
and vitality in the movie business."
It is not in the public interest to harass and threaten an industry,
which has signally promoted the public welfare, instead of encour- $27,000 for 'His Arms'
Boston,
Aug.
aging and cherishing it as an instrument of freedom.
12.— Universal's
must point out to our government that this medium of "Tine World in His Arms" at the
RKO Memorial
communication is so valuable to democracy throughout the world the first week's Theatre here ended
engagement tonight
that Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin banned American motion pic- with an estimated gross of $27,000.
tures because they feared them. Yet our own government would
risk the destruction of this instrument.
D. of J.,
The guilds and unions of Hollywood, representing the actors,
(Continued from page 1)
writers and directors and other crafts, in their own interest and in
the purpose of the meeting. They said
the public interest should have a full appreciation of the danger this TOA officials had asked
for the meetaction has brought upon us.
ing and that the Department, follow-

We

Exhibitors

They, too, by their thorough understanding of this crisis should ing long-standing policy of meeting
demonstrate that they have the vision to cooperate for their own with any parties involved or interested
in anti-trust suits, agreed.
ultimate benefit just as they did in the infancy of the motion picture
and radio industries.
Brandt to Represent ITOA
If the motion picture theatres are destroyed, the guilds will At Capital Trust Suit Meet
suffer more than any other group in the industry, because the
The exhibition mission to Washingprincipal income of their members comes from the theatres, which ton today to forestall the Department
of Justice's 16mm. anti-trust suit defiare the life stream of the motion picture industry. The present
nitely will include Independent Thealevel of income cannot be maintained by the advertising medium of tre Owners Association of New York
television.
representation, it was learned here yesIt is economically impossible for the advertisers to meet the huge terday.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president, will
grosses the motion pictures attain in the theatres in America. The
interrupt a Lake George vacation to
government's action would be ruinous to the exhibitors and in turn join the exhibition delegates from the
would be destructive to an industry which must and does employ Theatre Owners of America and the
the greatest creative and artistic talent in the world in order to Metropolitan Motion Picture Thea-

For

demand

for this superior theatre entertainment.
Twentieth Century-Fox and my associates, I pledge myself

satisfy the public's

(Continued on page

5)

tres Association in

an attempt to win

the support of government officials in
the fight against the action, an

ITOA

spokesman

said.

;;

;
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Editing Six,

Two

Others Start

5

NBC

Oboler Forms Company

TV

Unites

And Radio

Nets

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood,

Aug.

12.

— Warner

Brothers studio has six films in various stages of editing and two new
pictures on which editing assignments
were announced.
All are in color,
five in Technicolor and three in WarnerColor.

Now

in cutting

in Paris," starring

rooms are "April
Doris Day and Ray
by
Irene
Morra;

Alan Crosland "The Desert Song"
Gordon
starring Kathryn Grayson,
MacRae and Steve Cochran, edited by
William Ziegler "Stop, You're Killing Me," starring Broderick Crawford and Claire Trevor, and "Back
starring
Virginia
to
Broadway,"
Mayo, Steve Cochran, Frank Lovejoy, Gene Nelson and Patrice Wymore, edited by Folmar Blangsted.
The pictures soon to start are "The
;

;

:

Jazz Singer," starring Danny Thomas
and Peggy Lee, with Alan Crosland
as film editor, and "By the Light of
the Silvery Moon," starring Doris
Day and Gordon MacRae, with Irene
as film editor.

Complete 26 Italian
Films, 30 in Work
Washington, August
first

12.

— In

the

months of 1952, 26 Italian
were completed and 30 more

five

films

in production or being edited,
according to Commerce Department
film head Nathan D. Golden.

were

Seven of the films were ItalianFrench co-productions and one was a
Spanish-Italian co-production, Golden
said.

Golden also reported that Unitalia,
a semi-official organization concerned
with the worldwide promotion of Italian films, is scheduling Italian film
weeks for New York, Montreal and
Madrid in October and November.

The first "Italian Film Week" was
held in London June 16-22, with eight
productions exhibited.

O'Donnell on Coast
Lining Up Premier
Aug.

Hollywood,

12.

—Robert

Theatres of
O'Donnell of
Texas, is in Hollywood this week, for
Radio studio
conferences at the
with Jerry Wald and other executives
pertaining to the world premiere in
Dallas of "The Lusty Men," a rodeo
Interstate

RKO

done

both the Paramount in

in

color.

will

It

open

Downtown

Los Angeles and the Paramount in
Hollywood on October 16, he stated.

who is here to set openings in
York, Boston and Washington,
Oboler plans to produce three

Pink,

New
said
films

per

year.

"Twonkey"

Currently,

Oboler's

planned for release in
November. Filming of another Oboler
three-dimensional production, "Spear
in the Sand," is expected to be started
in November on location in Bermuda.
is

The new company. Pink

explained,
will have distribution points in New
York, New Orleans, Charlotte, Dallas,
Chicago and San Francisco. Although
currently only Oboler films are expected to be distributed by the new

Robert
nedy.

Plans for the opening include an entertainment unit from Hollywood of
20 Texas-born screen and rodeo stars,
as well as an advance promotion tour
throughout the state by Wald, director
Nicholas Ray, Mitchum, Arthur Hunnicutt, Eleanor Todd and screenwriter

Horace McCoy. "The Lusty Men"
for

a

Texas following

saturation
its

release

is

in

Pink said other producers would
be welcomed to use its facilities. Tied
in with the new company will be the
physical facilities of the National Film
Carriers Association, it was added.
firm,

Road-show engagements with raised
admission prices are planned for the
first 250 showings of "Bwana Devil,"
which Pink said cost in excess of
$400,000. Oboler's sales terms, it was
explained, call for a guarantee and the
handling of all promotion and exploitation of the film by an Oboler advertising department, yet to be set up.

He said the theatre will pay for the
special polarized lenses necessary to
obtain the three-dimensional effect.
The cost of the lenses was placed at
about eight cents each now, but the
price is expected to decline to about
four cents when greater quantities are
ordered, Pink explained.

We

believe this undertaking to be in the public interest because
this superior entertainment will enable them to continue to serve
their communities and because their continuation is vital to the
American economy and American culture.

Therefore, in a new crisis of this kind threatening the existence
the theatres we cannot bow or surrender or hesitate for a
moment if we are to continue to serve America and mankind.
are willing to rest our faith in the fairmindedness of the
American public and its institutions.
of

We

to

Submit Pittsburgh Meet

(Continued, from page 1)

(Continued, from page 1)

mount Theatres merger and other issues within 30 days of the close of the
hearings.
Just when the hearings will be officially closed, however, is still undeterrninued.
Resnick has asked the commission to guide him on whether to
exclude testimony on two key points

noon sessions Blossom Seeley and her

:

Paramount's activities on Scophony,
and anti-trust activities of the comIf the
August, 1948.
Commission shoudl say that such testimony is okay, further hearings must

panies

since

to be another meeting of the parties
to declare the record officially closed.

$500,000 Deal for
J.

of

House

—

Portland, Ore., Aug. 12. The J.
Parker interests, joint operators
the Mayfair Theatre here, have

their share in the theatre
$500,000 to Evergreen Theatres,
the sole operator of the house.

sold

for

now

husband, Benny Fields, entertained at
a luncheon get-together with songs

from the picture "Somebody Loves
Me," which is the story of Blossom
Seeley.

Among those attending were Saal
Bragin, chief booker of Warners here,
Harry Kalmine, president of Warner
Theatres
Harry Goldberg, national
advertising director, and Ben Wirth,

Meyers Gets Bagdad

national

real

estate

manager

;

;

go on the nation's screens.
M. A. Silver read a telegram of congratulations from Walter Brooks of
to

the

them. One of these, the Bagdad,
leading suburban house was recently
purchased by A. R. Meyers.

of

TV

promotion manager Fred Veit, formerly TV art director, is now manager of art, production and graphics,
and Gerald Pat Steele and Frank McMahon are promoted to advertising
and copy coordinators.
Reporting to Nelson will be Clyde
Clem, supervisor of radio audience
promotion John F. Hurlbut, supervisor of TV audience promotion, and
Richard Blake, supervisor of on-theair promotion. Clem and Hurlbut will
;

supervise the staff of audience promoand Blake will supervise
the on-the-air promotion writers.
John Porter, new supervisor of
Robert Hitchens,
promotion
sales
supervisor of radio sales promotion
Edward Vane, supervisor of program
tion writers,

TV

;

and Enid Beaupre, sales
librarian all will report to Fuller.

promotion,

Italy May Dub Here
At $250,000 Studio
Washington, August

12.

— Italian

Films Export is considering setting
up a dubbing studio in New York City,
according to Commerce Department
film chief Nathan D. Golden.
Estimated cost of such a venture
would be about $250,000, Golden said.
Although Italian films have been
dubbed into English in Italy, IFE feels
that increased earning capacity and
audience appeal would result froTi
dubbing in New York. To date IFE
has spent $360,000 on promotion here.

TO LOS ANGELES*
ON

UNITED AIR LINES!
De

luxe

'I A'

Cleared

—

IATSE

of

unfair

labor

charges brought by the
ters Union.

AFL

aloft,

Mainliner

including

meals

at

no

extra cost. Three flights to choose

12:45

Fairbanks,

service

delicious

from leaving af 9 am, noon, and

Motion Picture Herald.

—

to salesman and assigned
Albany by 20th Century-Fox. He
succeeds Fred Miller, resigned.

be James Nelson, formerly manager
advertising and promotion, who
of
is now advertising manager
John G.
Fuller, formerly supervisor of
program sales development, now is sales

;

—

salesman

TV

Mike

Simons,
M-G-M executive Jerry
Pickman, national advertising director
for Paramount
Jacques Kahn, Warners publicity director here, and Sterling Silliphant, National publicity director for 20th Century-Fox.
Simons, Pickman and Silliphant all
discussed the product from their various companies which is about ready

Portland, Ore., August 12. Jones
Washington, Aug. T2. The NaPantages to Albany
Theatre Enterprises, which some years tional Labor Relations Board has
Albany, Aug. 12. Clayton Pan- ago took over Ted Gamble theatres in upheld a trial examiner's decision
tages has been promoted from student Oregon, have gradually been disposing clearing Jerry Fairbanks, Inc. and the
to

of economic studies, is now director
of research and planning, and Robert
W. McFayden, formerly manager of
sales planning and research was
named director of development. All
will report directly to Lawrence.
Reporting to Jacob A. Evans will

;

Dallas premiere in

October.

TV

;

to this cause and to unceasing vigilance to resist this ruinous plan
which the Department of Justice insists upon.
This company already has demonstrated its interest in preserving
and perpetuating the theatres of America by a large investment of
energy, time and money in pioneering the development of large
screen theatre television with color as a means of telecasting live
shows of the finest obtainable quality to many theatres simultaneously to supplement motion pictures.

Days

NBC

TV

(Continued from page 4)

20-30

In a move to streamline and faciliinner policy and bring about
closer co-ordination between the networks' many departments, Ruddick C.
Lawrence, director of promotion, planning and development for
has
united the hitherto separate radio and
networks. Jacob A. Evans, formerly manager of radio advertising
and promotion has been appointed director of advertising and promotion
Hugh M. Neville, formerly director
tate

;

Skouras Statement

Hayward, be held. Even if the Commission says
starring
Susan
Mitchum and Arthur Ken- the testimony is out, there would have

drama

slated

Ansco

is

at

:

Bolger,
edited
"Springfield
Rifle,"
starring
Gary
Cooper, edited by Robert Swanson
"The Iron Mistress," starring Alan
Ladd and Virginia Mayo, edited by

Morra

for "Bwana
the Natural
Vision three-dimensional process and

the first two bookings
Devil," which utilizes

practice

Carpen-

am

(DST).

Mainliners

all

You

fly

big DC-6

the way.

UNITED AIR LINES
IF

THE SCHEDULED AIRLINES
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CbMWial-dppm
s
movie?

Currently advertised
in

the

The Merry

Companion

COMPANION

Widow

MGM

Because You're Mine

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

Ivanhoe

MGM

readers are always choosy about their entertainment;

Over 4,250,000 discriminating women count on the Companion
for timely, factual movie news. That's why Hollywood
has invested more money in the Companion during
the past six years than in any other monthly magazine.*
^Except of course the fan magazines.

THE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY- PUBLISHERS OF COLLIER'S, THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE, WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

—
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Credit Films'
Quality for

N.Y. Summer High Point
Reported by the MMPTA

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

Upward Trend Moves
On in Cincinnati
Cincinnati,

Aug.

12.

—"Dog

and

days"

Peak Business

YORK,

traditional
the
theatre attendance
often characteristic of this
period, appears to be working in reverse here, as elsewhere, with grosses continuing to show sustained im-

slump

in

provement,

particularly

13,

SKOURAS BLASTS
U.

S.

TRUST SUIT
First

Currently, "Jumping Jacks"
gave the RKO Albee a ter-

New York

rific

$28,000 on its first week.
at this
house is

Average

Other grosses are
registering considerably above
average.

$11,000.

sociation of New York indicated
that July average attendance
figures at independent houses
here were 11 per cent above
those for the same month last
disclosure
year.
The
points to the likelihood that

MMPTA

this

greatly

will
month's
average
exceed that for Aug.,

1951.

"The

careful planning of motion
attract
picture
features
to
varied
tastes, produced in the highest quality
(.Continued on page 4)

Washington,

—

12.
Federal
Aug.
Communications Commission hearing
examiner Leo Resnick, presiding over
the Paramount hearings, today moved
to speed a final decision on the com-

plicated case.

of Arch Oboler Prodistribution
company
which will handle Oboler's new feature-length three-dimensional picture,
"Bwana Devil," and other Oboler
films, was disclosed here yesterday by
Sid Pink, associate producer and sales
manager for Oboler.
At the same time Pink disclosed

At a meeting of the various parties,
Resnick ruled that all parties must
submit proposed findings on the issues
within 20 to 30 days of the time the
This is an
record is finally closed.
short
time for a
unprecedentedly
hearing of the scope and importance
Previously
of the Paramount case.
it had been assumed that the parties
would get 60 or 90 days to submit
Resnick said findings
their findings.
on the issue of Paramount's control
of Dumont must be submitted within
20 days of the close of the hearings,
and proposed findings on the American Broadcasting Co. -United Para-

(.Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 5)

yesterday.

Oboler Forms
Distribution

Own

Firm

The formation

ductions,

a

Skouras Statement
HE FOLLOWING STATEMENT

by Spyros P. Skouras,
was made here
Film
Corp.,
Century-Fox
president
20th
of
j_
yesterday morning to the company's entire executive personnel.

rjl

It was learned here yesterday that S. M. Chertok,
Immediately follozving the statement, Skouras left for Hollywood
producer of Gilbert and
where
Sullivan operettas in tives. he will confer zmth studio management and studio execuAmerica, has opened negotiations with Actors
With all the emphasis that I am capable of, I wish to conEquity for the possible
demn
the action of the Department of Justice to force our company
theatre telecast of proto sell feature motion pictures to television companies and adverductions which he plans to
open on Broadway late this tisers.
This is a threat to the very existence of the motion picture indusfall, and that he has contacted theatre TV inter- try of America.
We must understand the crisis that we and the public face and
ests to outline his plans.
•

WASHINGTON, Aug. 12.
Columbia Pictures has informed the Securities and
Exchange Commission that
last month it repaid an
additional $700,000 to
four banks under a $12,000,000 loan agreement
dated Aug. 1, 1950. The
July repayment cuts to
:$7,000,000 the amount
outstanding on the debt.

to

at

Grosses are at their highest peak
of the summer for Metropolitan

An earlier report by the Independent Theatre Owners As-

Defendant

2 0-30 Days to Submit Speak Out, Says Suit
Para. Case Findings Would Destroy Industry

first-runs.

theatres and the credit
for this is due to the quality product that has emanated from Hollywood, the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association asserted

TEN CENTS

1952

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, yesterday released a spirited attack on the antitrust suit filed by the Department
of Justice to compel the industry
to sell feature films to television.
His four - page
statement
tacking

at-

the

government acwhich is
tion,
printed in full
n
adjoining-

i

columns,

the.

is

public reaction
the
defendant
production - distribution
comfirst

from

pledging
an all-out fight

panies

Spyros Skouras

against the suit
since
it
a s
filed in Los Angeles Federal District
court on July 22.
The
vigorous
statement
from

w

(Continued on page 4)

Three From D. of J.
To Meet Exhibitors
Washington, Aug. 12.— Three

top

of the Justice Department's
anti-trust division will meet with Theatre Owners of America and other exhibition spokesmen tomorrow to discuss the Department's 16mm. antitrust suit.
officials

The

three are Newell Clapp, acting-

head of the anti-trust division Victor Kramer, head of the litigation section, and Perry Epes, Kramer's as;

sistant.

All three claimed they did not know
(Continued on page 4)
meet with it with deadly earnestness.
The Department of Justice must be persuaded as must every
member of the Senate and every member of the House of Repreat
sentatives, and even the President of the United States himself, that
this suit is not in the interest of the American public.
Pittsburgh
Indeed, it is not in the public interest to endanger the economy
of the United States by destroying the theatres which are the
Pittsburgh, Aug. 12.— More than
heartbeat of every American Community and deprive the public 100 Warner Brothers theatre
manaof the continuation of the production of American motion pictures gers from
Western Pennsylvania,
as it now knows them. Our government can spend billions and yet West Virginia and New York State
never repair the injury that this will bring to the American attended an "Atomic Showmanship"
drive meeting held in the Roosevelt
economy.
Hotel here today.
In the public interest and in the interest of common justice,
Between the morning and after-

100 Managers WB
Meet

(.Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page

5)
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20th
TJENRY HATHAWAY,
and Freddirector,

ric March will be aboard the >S".S\
Liberie leaving here for Europe today.

Mel Jolley, manager of the Tivoli
Theatre, Hamilton, Ont, his wife and
two children were reported seriously
injured in a traffic accident in Virginia, where they were vacationing.
•
Morgan Hudgins of the M-G-M
studio publicity department, will arrive
here from Hollywood on Monday en
route to England.
e

Bill Lyons of the M-G-M Coast
publicity department is scheduled to
leave on Aug. 30 for a three-week vacation in Europe.
•

Arthur C. Bromberg, president of
Monogram Southern exchanges. Atfrom a Flor-

ida fishing trip.

•

Samuel

Fine, a Toronto partner
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
is in Toronto General Hospital.
•

Marjorie Tho<rsen,

M-G-M

studio
story department executive, has arrived back in Hollywood after a vacation in Europe.

•
Jimmy Hobbs, branch manager of
Monogram Southern exchanges, Atlanta, has returned there from Birmingham, Ala.
•

Shulman

Shulman Theatres, Hartford, and Mrs. Shulman
have returned from a three-month EuJoseph

ropean vacation

of free telecasts of
of major league ball clubs
to attendance declines at ball parks was

Contributions

home games

Walcott-Marciano

pinpointed Monday night when the
game between the Yankees and Boston Red Sox, blacked out for TV,

Deal in Offing

drew 51,005 paid customers to the
Yankee Stadium, highest attendance
of the

year for a single

game

of

trip.

TV

Polo Grounds and Ebbetts Field

the
also.

TV

Monday's

black-out

was

possible because it was not a
regularly scheduled game but a playoff of last Friday night's postponed
game. TV, therefore, had no claim to

•

Monday night encounter.
The Yankees' management

the

declined
blackout as a "test"
to classify the
and would not comment on the significance of the record attendance. However, reports have been that some of
the major league clubs, alarmed at the
continuing drop in attendance, have
been considering the elimination of

manager of the
Rose,
Loew's Poli Majestic Theatre-- Bridgeport, Conn., and Mrs. Rose are vacationing in Florida.

•

Clover Johnson, Centre, Ala., theatre owner, and his family have returned home from a motor trip to Anchorage, Alaska.
•

Dick Pitts and Howard Bryant
of Theatre Owners of America headquarters here will he in Washington
today.
•
Joel Preston, industry publicist, is
here from Hollywood for two weeks.
•
Joseph Sistrom. Paramount producer, has returned to Hollywood

from Europe.
•
general

manager

Film Distributors,
International
of
Ltd., Toronto, is hospitalized there.
•

Charles Vidor, Paramount director, has returned to Hollywood from
Europe.
a

D. Boone, manager of the Gables
Theatre in Coral Gables, Fla., has resigned to enter the insurance business.
•

Dave Phillips, Columbia booker
Charlotte, has returned

in

from a vaca-

^

Inter-

Boxing Club spokesman here

yesterday that the principals in the
projected Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky
Marciano heavyweight title bout will
be signed this week.
The fight, considered a plum by
both theatre television and home video
broadcasting interests, is tentatively
slated for September 23 at an East
Coast site other than New York City.
under consideration
are
Currently
Boston, Jersey City, Philadelphia and

Washington.

The strength of theatre television,
represented in these negotiations by
Nate Halpern, president of Theatre
Network Television, would be considerably broadened if the site finally
agreed upon is not Jersey City, it is
believed. This would allow nearly a
dozen large New York City theatre
telecasts of home games and restricteqiupped houses to enter the picing them to road games.
ture, bolstering the bidding of theatre
Most of the big league clubs have television interests, it is argued.
been reluctant to curb their telecasts
In the past, all except one fight
despite the drop in attendance inas- theatre telecast was blacked out for
much as they receive approximately New York theatres because most of
rights.
$500,000 per season for the
them were staged in the city. The
They are in the position of having to selection of Jersey City, it is believed,
weigh the cash-in-hand against the would also bar a fight telecast in theapossibility of drawing the equivalent
tres here.
in added paid attendance at their parks.
_

TV

TV

Lesser Emphasizes N. L. Manheim, 62
Industry Veteran
Role of Drive-ins
Hollywood',

Aug.

12.— Drive-in

theatres this year will account for 20
per cent of total domestic film rentals,
producer-exhibitor Sol Lesser told

Screen Producers Guild members
a meeting held here last night.
reiterated earlier estimates made

at

He
by

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America, president.
speaker,
guest
a
as
recently acquired a halfinterest in 17 Pacific drive-in theatres,
said that "in 1946 there were only 155
drive-ins in the United States, and
today there are 4,830." Weather permits them to operate on an average of
eight months per year.

Appearing

Lesser,

who

Mexican

Officials

Clear 20th 's 'Zapata'

—

Los Angeles, Aug. 12. N. L.
Manheim, industry veteran, who has
retirement, died here yesterHe was 62 years old.
Manheim was with the Shubert
theatrical interests for years, until
World War I. After the war he
joined Universal as a film salesman,
later becoming assistant general sales
manager, short subject sales manager,
general service manager in the distribution division, and then general
sales manager of the foreign department, a post which he held for some
15 years. He retired 10 years ago to

been

in

day morning.

live in

A

The approval

of

the

picture

was

announced by Jesus Castillo Lopez,
head of the government censorship offollowing "premature" reports,
fice,
that the film had been banned, 20thoffice

reported.

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 66— Eisenhower
meets
American Indians.
Adlai
Stevenson at fair. Street cave-in in Philadelphia.
Rhee wins in Korean voting.
Gromyko presents credentials in London.
Trotting races.
Soap-box derby.
Boat
Water

racing.

son,

skiing.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. Zni~ Rhee
of
Korea,
sea
mud.
Eisenhower and Stevenson. Rush from Red
zone. Waiters' race. Speed boating. Soapbox derby.
wins

election.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. lOS-Election
Korea. Books of Freedom. Eisenhower
Boat racing.
Baseball.
and Stevenson.
Soap-box derby. Diaper Derby.
in

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 33A

Democratic chairman.
dians.
New suntan

Eisenhower

Infashions.
Exclusive
labor problem.
Wind-

"wetback"
Rome. Danish royalty
Motor boat racing.

films of
sors in
land.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
Korea

derby.

voting.
Flying saucers.

Korea.

— New

witli

in

Green-

No. ESS-Soa'P-box
Rainy season in

Weight reducing.
Motor boat racing.

French chappeaus.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
War
tion.

No. 105—
Rhee wins elecHiroshima remembers A-bcmb. Tru-

in

the rain in Korea.

man

signs books
Margaret Truman
fails in Germany.
ing.

German

for

University.

Germany. Red Rally
Windsor ill. Boat racDiaper derby. Soap-box derby.
in

COMPO Coast Meets
Today

Will Begin
Hollywood, Aug.

12.

— Top

execu-

Motion Picture

tives of the Council of

Organizations arrived here today prepared to begin tomorrow conferences
with major studio heads on plans for
autumn "Movietime U.S.A." tours.

The

COMPO

campaign to repeal the
20 per cent Federal admission tax also
will be discussed.
Samuel Pinanski, Trueman T. Rembusch and Robert J. O'Donnell are the

COMPO

officials

who

will

meet with

the studio executives.

Eshelman, McManus,
Gauld in New Posts

—

Toronto, Aug. 12. James H. Eshelman, former United Paramount TheaHenry Lee, and two grand- tres general manager in Buffalo and

children survive.

Rochester, has been appointed super-

Events Mark Opening
Here of 'Miserables'

visor of Northern and Eastern Ontario houses for Odeon Theatres, Ltd.
Eshelman has been city supervisor for
Odecn in Hamilton, Ontario. He will
operate from the Odeon headoffice

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Viva Zaof
French dignitaries and stars
will be released in Mexico on
Nov. 20, it was announced here stage, screen and TV will join at the
from Rivoli Theatre here tomorrow evenews
following
yesterday
Mexico City that government film ning in a special ceremony marking
censors had approved the film as a the opening of "Les Miserables," and
"dignified and historically accurate the reopening of the theatre.
picture."

talking politics are
the main items in most current
netvsreels, all of tvhich contain a zvid-e
diversity of items on more or less normal subjects, such as trotting races,
soap-box derbies, boat racing, a ivaiters' race, speed boating, diaper derby,
baseball and similar summer activities.

Los Angeles.

pata"

Fox's home

tion.

Hope was expressed by an
national

TV

Harry

Doug V. Rosen,

there.

the first Yankee home game
entered the
not televised since
Stadium in 1948. Attendance has been
on the decline since then, as it has at

was

It

made

lanta, has returned there

1952

No Video—N. Y. Yankees' Newsreel
Parade
Game Draws Record Crowd POLITICIANS

Personal
Mention
Century-Fox

13,

here and will have a dozen theatres

under his supervision.
Steve McManus, previously manager of the Odeon at Fort Williams and

supervisor of Lakehead theatres, has
succeeded Eshelman.
Donald Gauld, supervisor of theatres
Participating in the salute to the
150th anniversary of Victor Hugo's at the headoffice of Odeon, has been
birth will be Jean F. Charvet, acting- transferred to Northwestern Ontario
French Consul General in New York, with headquarters at Fort William.
and French Lmited Nations represen- He is a member of the board of directatives with guests from other inter- tors of the Motion Picture Theatres
Association of Ontario.
national delegations.
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20th's 'Kilimanjaro'

rremiere on hept. lo
The world premiere

of

"The Snows

Kilimanjaro," 20th Century-Fox,
been set for Thursday evening18
New York's Rivoli
at
Sept.
Theatre.
The American debut will start a
series of world wide premieres to be
held in principal cities of Europe,
Asia, Australia and North and South
America.
The Technicolor picture, Darryl F.
personally-produced
sole
Zanuck's
feature of 1952, will be unveiled before
an audience comprised of stars of
of

has

stage, screen, radio and television, as
well as celebrities from the fields of
society
and interpolitics,
sports,
national affairs. The opening will be
covered by newsreels, television and

radio.

Dickinson Heads

KC

Compo Committee
—

City, Aug. 12. A committee to carry on Council of Motion
Picture Organizations activities in the
area, particularly and immediately participation in the campaign for admission tax repeal, was set up at a meeting of exhibitors here on Monday.
Glen Dickinson, Sr. was named gen-

Kansas

chairman for COMPO in this
and with him Elmer Rhoden,
Sr.,
Jay Wooten, president of the
Kansas-Missouri Allied unit, Beverly
Biechele and Jack
Miller,
R. R.
Braunagle. Other organizational steps
will be taken, including appointment
Congressional
of committees when
certified.
Another
candidates
are
meeting will be held before long.

eral
area,

KATO Head Names
Tax Drive Chairmen
—

Louisville, August 12.
With the
Theatre
Association
of
Owners going all out in behalf of the
Council of Motion Picture Organiza
tions' drive to repeal the 20 per cent
Federal tax on admissions,
president Ralph McClanahan has ap
pointed chairmen in each of the five
film exchange areas serving Kentucky,
who in turn will appoint committees
The chairmen
to work with them.
are
Ned Greene, Memphis W. E.
Horsefield, St. Louis Joe Isaac, Cincinnati
D. Irving Long, Indianapolis
and Clyde Marshall, Atlanta.

Kentucky

KATO

;

;

13 Films for
Shooting of the

first

Pre-Selling

(Metro-Gokkvyn-Maycr)

A FILM

of the break-up of a ring of German nationalists out to prepare
for another German Reich, this is a very exciting, romantic drama pegged
on a very topical theme. The semi-documentary direction of Andrew Marton
gives the film added impact.
The picture, which was produced by Richard

ESTHER WILLIAMS

Goldstone, was filmed in Germany.
"The Devil Makes Three" is acted by an impressive cast headed by Gene
Kelly, who here deserts his dancing shoes to take a straight dramatic part,
and. Pier Angeli who is lovely and quite convincing as the German girl who
helps the neo-Nazis smuggle gold across the border so as to be able to make
a living in the difficult days in the Munich of 1947.
Jerry Davis wrote a very fine screenplay which pulls no punches on either
It's all there
the bombed out homes, the bitterness, the German selfside.
pity, the fight for survival.
The picture is slow in starting- but during its
second half the pace accelerates until there is the smashing, thrilling- chase
climax which finally finds the Nazi leader trapped in the ruined desolation of
Hitler's Beichtesgaden Eagle's Nest.
Much of the picture's effects, including- the shots at Salzburg and the little
local touches such as the scene in the Mozarteum, are heightened by the fact
that the film was photographed on location.
There is an air of realism and
complete believability as Kelly's car speeds down the Autobahn, and in the
unique, tense and exciting end.
The supporting- cast, headed by Richard Rober, Richard Egan and a number
of very good German actors including Wilfried Seyferth and Claus Clausen,
gives the picture an even more authentic atmosphere.
Almost all characters
speak English and if they do not, the screen does the translating- for them.
Kelly as Capt. Jeff Eliot, who returns to Germany for a visit to see a
family which once saved his life, finds only Pier alive and working in a
cabaret. When he discovers that she is involved in smuggling- activities, he
helps Military Intelligence nab the Nazi leader by playing along with her.
A romantic fadeout follows on the climactic finale.
Others in the cast include Margot Hielscher, Annie Rosar, Harold Benedict, Otto Gebuehr, Gertrud Wolle, Heinrich Gretler, Charlotte Flemming
and Charles Gordon.
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. For September

—

.

.

.

.

by Marilyn Monroe on "How to
Walk." She says, "The secret is to
meet all possible requirements without
strain."
And no strain on the eyes,
Look's "Movie Review"
either.
praises Bob Hope and friends in "Son
of Paleface."
But M-G-M's ad on
"Ivanhoe" in the same issue suffers
from juxtaposition, a disease known
tp the advertising agencies.
Joan
Rice,
"Robin Hood's" "new girl
piece

.

.

.

.

.

.

friend" has the front cover of Life this

week

she's a honey.

;

The Wichita Beacon is reprinting
Will Rogers' newspaper columns or'
two decades ago and the comment
is regarded as timely today as when
it was written. In particular, former
columns of the philosopher-humorist are as appropriate and newsworthy as comments on the recent
release.
political conventions, which haven't
changed much since his day. In fact,
the New York
Times syndicate
might reissue much of Will Rogers'
( U niversal-J ntcrnational
truth and wit, and find it as much
OF LOGIC
SENSE, this Leonard Goldstein production is appreciated by a new generation
nonetheless the kind of lighthearted entertainment that will fully satisfy as by those who were around when
he was a national figure. It makes
seekers after vicarious adventure in the form of sprightly derring do.
Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie have the leads and they make an attractive marvelous pre-selling for "The
Will Rogers Story."
If neither excels in acting, the "unreal"
couple in their exotic costumes.
screenplay by Gerald Drayson Adams may be responsible.
Many of the
lines, however, carry good laughs.
Terry Turner, exploitation chief
Kurt Neumann directed with an awareness of the imoact of color and specRadio, says that television is
The Ali Baba label on the film is for
tacle, intrigue and action in old Bagdad.
a powerful ally, not an enemy of
hkely to bring in a lot of customers who know precisely what to expect.
Susan Cabot is pretty as Curtis' bow-and-arrow girl Victor Jory makes a motion pictures, and he points to his
TV advertising campaign on the
fine heavy, and so does Hugh O'Brian, his son, who engages in glitterins
sword-plav with Curtis. Morris Ankrum lias dignity as the aged Ali Bab" rerelease of "King Kong." He brought
and Gerald Mohr impresses as Capt. Youssef. Curtis plays a Persian Mili- the 18-year-old spine tingler out of
tary Academy cadet, and Miss Laurie is a runaway slave-girl who encour- the mothballs, gave it a saturation
treatment and shook the film industry
ages his heroics.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. For September to its foundations, zvith an expected
gross of $3,000,000 in domestic release
release.
:

"Son of Ali Baba"
BEREFT

AND

RKO

;

1

alone.

•

Untamed Women

Montague Salmon, managing

(Jewell Enterprises-United Artists)

THE

direc-

Rivoli Theatre here, will
be breaking bread with representatives of the French government and
other
distinguished
guests
the
at
tor

of

tne

Broadway

The story line borders on the incredible and is not aided by the cast,
most members of which perform their roles perfunctorily.
The film takes its audience back to the age of the Druids, when the earth
was populated by fierce, gargantuan animals and plants, now extinct. It is
the shots of the U. S. airmen battling dinosaurs and other weird pre-historic
mammals which are the most exciting.
Richard Kay produced, while W. Merle Connell directed, from a screenplay
Associate producer was Harry L. Rybnick.
by George W. Say re.
Cast
includes Mikel Conrad, Doris Merrick, Richard Monahan, Mark Lowell,
Morgan Jones and Midge Ware.
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

oread
It
bakers 14 hours to ferment and

Now

on Monday, Reiner said.
is September 15.

release date

Golding to Europe
David Golding, Samuel Goldwyn
Productions advertising-publicity director, will leave here today by plane
for a two weeks vacation in France.
He will accompany Joseph Belfort,
Pictures general European manager, who is returning to his Paris
headquarters following a home office

RKO

.

.

taste.

TV

New York

leads in the
current Esquire with "Underwater
Box-Office" in which she shows to
sea
of
advantage through inches
water.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, is the
"Personality-of-the-Week" in the current Time magazine, but more, and
better, could be written by intimates.
The new Look, out today, has a

TV

tors of television film programs.
in the cutting stage, the first
three films of the series will be ready

visit.

"The Devil Makes Three

13 films for the

First

film series, "China Smith,"
has been completed in Hollywood, it
was announced here by Manny Reiner,
vice-president in charge of sales of
PSI-TV, Inc., producers and distribu-

The

National

accent of this film, which concerns itself with the fate of five men on
a prehistoric island occupied only by women, is on action. The situation
of a group of downed airmen held captive by Amazon women, lends itself to
many absurd incidents and double entendres, some of which are in dubious

PSI-TV Shoots

in

ReV leWS

;

:

new

3

not

Murray Horowitz

set.

Isacson,

Malkan Unite

Isacson, formerly with
Stein, special counsel for
the motion picture industry, has become associated with Arnold Malkan
who has figured prominently in antitrust litigation in the appliance indus-

David H.
Sargoy and

try.

Studio Craft Wages Rise

—

Hollywood, Aug. 12. Studio craft
workers averaged $113.68 per week
during June, according to the California Department of Industrial Relations monthly report. The figure
compares with $112.61 averaged in
May, and $104.79 in June of last year.

opening
;

the

of

"Les

Miserables"

on

today, and such a loaf of
took 10 of Hanscom's

gigantic

mix

French

bread,
which
measures
eight
feet
long,
weighs 30 pounds and required three
hours baking time. Experts estimate
it would require an average American
four months to consume the loaf, but
an average Frenchman, such as Jean
valjean, who was condemned to the
gaJeys for the theft of a loaf of
bread, might eat this enormous loaf
in a single month.
The pre-selling
forces
at
20th
Century-Fox have
launched a radio drive on four upcoming pictures, with huge magazine pubi.eity arranged for "The Snows of
loaf

of

Kilimanjaro,"
"O.
Henry's
House," "Ruby Gentry" and

Farmer Takes a Wife"

—

all

Full

"The

scheduled

for fall release.

— Walter

Brooks

Motion Picture daily
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Skouras Blasts Skouras Statement
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

American business men and

their employes in every community
should join in a rising tide of protest on the ground that this
effort to force us to turn over our product to special interests for
their selfish purposes, is a threat to everyone of them as well as to

men and

their

employes

MMPTA.

continued:
"Good
presented in such
features as, 'Carrie,' 'The Story of
Will Rogers,' 'Sudden Fear,' 'Clash
by Night,' 'Encore,' and 'High Noon,'
as well as comedies and musicals,
such as 'Pat and Mike,' 'Jumping
Jacks,'
'Dreamboat,'
'We're
Not
Married,' and 'Lovely to Look At,'
and such spectacles as 'Ivonhoe,'
'King Kong,' 'The Greatest Show on
Earth,' and 'Robin Hood,' though each
appealing to different segments of the
public have with equal compulsion
drawn the public out of their homes

in

—

As the New York "Times" points out editorially:
"By the Justice Department's line of reasoning, in short, the
publisher of a best-selling novel would be obligated to make his

property available to a free "throw-away" pamphlet financed by
advertisements of local merchants and accept whatever remuneration the pamphlet's owner could pay. Application of the anti-trust
laws must be tempered with a little more horse sense."
The merchants of every community and their employes recognize the importance to them of the community theatre which brings
direct benefit to every transportation agency, every tire and gasoSkouras's statement indicated
line station, every restaurant, every grocery, every drugstore, every
that he believes the government
novelty shop, every newsstand, every shoe shop, department store,
action to have been inspired by
manufacturers
set
television
dry goods store and garment shop, and particularly real estate
and the big advertisers using
values. Every business organization and every civic institute in
television as a sales medium.
every community, as well as the press, the pulpit and the profes"With all the emphasis that I am sional men, ought to cry out against this attempt to deaden the
capable of," he said, "I wish to con- core of American life by closing the doors of the American motion
demn action of the Department of
picture theatres.
Justice to force our company to sell
Especially should the women of America and their organizations
feature motion pictures to television
companies and advertisers."
help to preserve their time tried right to choose the kind of enterLater on in his statement, Skouras tainment their children should see.
"If the government can force
says
It is certainly not in the public interest to destroy the theatres
us to sell our finest pictures to teleand
thereby wreck a business which, throughout the years, has
advertisers
at a
vision companies and
ridiculously small price, this would be responded instantly to every call of our government for help, withpractically confiscatory and ruinous." out recompense, in the emergencies of war and peace.
In mentioning those who would
It is not in the public interest for our government, which repbenefit from a successful prosecution
resents
the world's hope of freedom, to close a channel of communiof the suit, observers believe Skouras
was indicating where he thinks the cation historically noted for promoting the democratic way of
pressure was exerted which resulted life throughout the world and acquainting the world with American
values should join with the industry
in opposing an action which, if sucwould close theatres and
cessful,
neighboring
merdeprive
thereby
chants and their shops of the benefits
theatre-drawn
from
they
derive
shoppers.

:

in its filing.

hinted that the 20th-Fox president is displeased with the
absence of adverse reaction to
the government suit by Hollywood guilds and unions.

and unions of HollySkouras said, "representing
the actors, writers and directors and
other crafts, in their own interest and
in the public interest should have a
full appreciation of the danger this
action has brought upon us.
"They, too, by their thorough unguilds

wood,"

derstanding
of
this
crisis
should
demonstrate that they have the vision
to cooperate for their own ultimate
benefit just as they did in the infancy
of
the
motion picture and radio
industries.

"If the motion picture theatres are destroyed, the guilds
will suffer more than any other
group in the industry, because
the principal income of their

members comes from the

The

MMPTA

dramatic

to

material

neighborhood and Broadway movie

houses.

"The weather this summer has
been varied too, with hot spells, dry
spells and wet spells, but the old
theory of the weather influencing the
movie-going public has been thrown
out this summer and producers and
theatre owners are convinced that a
concentration of their efforts to give
the public interesting, stimulating and
is all the invitation necessary to the people to come
to view their films.
This has become the keynote in the selection and
production of motion pictures for the

amusing quality movies

movie-going public.

"The balance
of
the
summer
promises continued favorable movie
fare
with features such as 'The
Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima,' 'The
Quiet
Man,'
'Where's
Charlie?,'
'What Price Glory,' and 'Crimson
Pirate,' and with films such as 'The
Merry Widow,' 'Son of Paleface,' 'Les
Miserables,'
for
'Just
You,' 'Park
Row,' and 'Way of a Gaucho,' opening the fall season, movie-goers can
continue to look forward to exciting
entertainment and producers and exhibitors to a continued strengthening

progress.

The Skouras statement also

"The

to bear
against competition of outdoor
entertainment and the other usual
attractions available to the public in
the
summer,"
according
to
the

the government can force us to sell our finest pictures to
television companies and advertisers at a ridiculously small price,
this would be practically confiscatory and ruinous.
If

suit, point-

contended, "is a threat to every one
Moreof them, as well as to us."
over, he asserted, merchants of every
community and their employes and all
real
estate
concerned with
those

Hollywood manner, has begun

fruit

us.

Without product the theatres would close and without the revenue
the theatres can afford to pay, the producers no longer
opposing the government
ing out its confiscatory nature and its would be able to turn out fine attractions. The pre-eminence of
catering to special interests which, he American motion pictures would be destroyed.
business

thea-

which are the life stream
of the motion picture industry.
The present level of income
cannot be maintained by the
advertising medium."

tres,

The Skouras statement points out
several of the respects in which he
believes the government suit is not in
the public interest.

1952

Peak Business

(Continued from page 1)

Skouras recognizes that the suit is
not the concern of exhibition, alone
but rather of the entire industry.
"Without product," he said, "the
theatres would close and without the
revenue the theatres can afford to
pay, the producers no longer would
be able to turn out fine attractions.
The preeminence of American motion
pictures would be destroyed."
Skouras also bid for the aid of

13,

and vitality in the movie business."
not in the public interest to harass and threaten an industry,
which has signally promoted the public welfare, instead of encour- $27,000 for 'His Arms'
Boston,
Aug.
aging and cherishing it as an instrument of freedom.
12—Universale
"The
World
His Arms" at the
We must point out to our government that this medium of RKO Memorialin Theatre
here ended
communication is so valuable to democracy throughout the world the first week's engagement
tonight
that Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin banned American motion pic- with an estimated gross of $27,000.
tures because they feared them. Yet our own government would
risk the destruction of this instrument.
D. of J., Exhibitors
The guilds and unions of Hollywood, representing the actors,
(Continued from page 1)
writers and directors and other crafts, in their own interest and in
the purpose of the meeting. They said
the public interest should have a full appreciation of the danger this TOA officials had asked for
the meetaction has brought upon us.
ing and that the Department, followThey, too, by their thorough understanding of this crisis should ing long-standing policy of meeting
demonstrate that they have the vision to cooperate for their own with any parties involved or interested
in anti-trust suits, agreed.
ultimate benefit just as they did in the infancy of the motion picture
and radio industries.
Brandt to Represent ITOA
If the motion picture theatres are destroyed, the guilds will At Capital Trust Suit Meet
suffer more than any other group in the industry, because the
The exhibition mission to Washingprincipal income of their members comes from the theatres, which ton today to forestall the Department
of Justice's 16mm. anti-trust suit defiare the life stream of the motion picture industry. The present
nitely will include Independent Thealevel of income cannot be maintained by the advertising medium of tre Owners Association of New York
representation, it was learned here yestelevision.
It is economically impossible for the advertisers to meet the huge terday.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president, will
grosses the motion pictures attain in the theatres in America. The
interrupt a Lake George vacation io
government's action would be ruinous to the exhibitors and in turn join the exhibition delegates from the
would be destructive to an industry which must and does employ Theatre Owners of America and the
the greatest creative and artistic talent in the world in order to Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association in an attempt to win
satisfy the public's demand for this superior theatre entertainment.
the support of government officials in
For Twentieth Century-Fox and my associates, I pledge myself the fight against the action, an ITOA
It is

(Continued on page 5)

spokesman

said.

;

Wednesday, August

13,

;;
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WB

Editing Six,

Two

Others Start
Aug.

12.

— Warner

nerColor.

Now

in

cutting

rooms are "April
Doris Day and Ray
by
Irene
Morra;
:

Bolger,
edited
"Springfield
Rifle,"
starring
Gary
Cooper, edited by Robert Swanson
"The Iron Mistress," starring Alan
Ladd and Virginia Mayo, edited by

Alan Crosland; "The Desert Song"
starring Kathryn Grayson,
Gordon

MacRae and

Steve Cochran, edited by

William Ziegler "Stop, You're Killing Me," starring Broderick Crawford and Claire Trevor, and "Back
Virginia
Broadway,"
starring
to
Mayo, Steve Cochran, Frank Lovejoy, Gene Nelson and Patrice Wymore, edited by Folmar Blangsted.
;

The pictures soon to start are "The
Jazz Singer," starring Danny Thomas
and Peggy Lee, with Alan Crosland
as film editor, and "By the Light of
the Silvery Moon," starring Doris
Day and Gordon MacRae, with Irene
:

Morra

as film editor.

TV

Unites

And Radio

Brothers studio has six films in various stages of editing and two newpictures on which editing assignments
were announced.
All are in color,
five in Technicolor and three in War-

in Paris," starring

NBC

Oboler Forms Company
(Continued from page

Hollywood,

5

Nets

1)

"Bwana

firm, Pink said other producers would
In a move to streamline and faciliNatural be welcomed to use its facilities. Tied tate inner policy and bring about
Vision three-dimensional process and in with the new company will be the closer co-ordination between the netIt will open physical facilities of the National Film
works' many departments, Ruddick C.
is done in Ansco color.
Lawrence, director of promotion, planat both the Paramount in Downtown Carriers Association, it was added.
Road-show engagements with raised ning and development for NBC has
Los Angeles and the Paramount in
Hollywood on October 16, he stated. admission prices are planned for the united the hitherto separate radio and
Pink, who is here to set openings in first 250 showings of "Bwana Devil,"
networks. Jacob A. Evans, forNew York, Boston and Washington, which Pink said cost in excess of merly manager of radio advertising
said Oboler plans to produce three $400,000. Oboler's sales terms, it was and promotion has been appointed diCurrently, Oboler's explained, call for a guarantee and the rector of advertising and promotion
films per year.
"Twonkey" is planned for release in handling of all promotion and exploi- Hugh M. Neville, formerly director
November. Filming of another Oboler tation of the film by an Oboler ad- of economic studies, is now director
three-dimensional production, "Spear vertising department, yet to be set up. of research and planning, and Robert
in the Sand," is expected to be started He said the theatre will pay for the W. McFayden, formerly manager of
TV sales planning and research was
in November on location in Bermuda. special polarized lenses necessary to
The new company, Pink explained, obtain the three-dimensional effect. named director of development. All
will have distribution points in New The cost of the lenses was placed at will report directly to Lawrence.
Reporting to Jacob A. Evans will
York, New Orleans, Charlotte, Dallas. about eight cents each now, but the
Chicago and San Francisco. Although price is expected to decline to about be James Nelson, formerly manager
currently only Oboler films are ex- four cents when greater quantities are of TV advertising and promotion, who
is now advertising manager
John G.
pected to be distributed by the new ordered, Pink explained.
Fuller, formerly supervisor of TV program sales development, now is sales
promotion manager Fred Veit, for-

the first two bookings
Devil," which utilizes

for
the

TV

;

Skouras Statement

;

merly

TV

art director,

is

now man-

ager of art, production and graphics,
and Gerald Pat Steele and Frank McMahon are promoted to advertising

(Continued from page 4)

and copy coordinators.

and to unceasing vigilance to resist this ruinous plan
Reporting to Nelson will be Clyde
which the Department of Justice insists upon.
Clem, supervisor of radio audience
This company already has demonstrated its interest in preserving promotion John F. Hurlbut, superand perpetuating the theatres of America by a large investment of visor of TV audience promotion, and
Richard Blake, supervisor of on-theenergy, time and money in pioneering the development of large air promotion. Clem and Hurlbut will
to this cause

;

Complete 26 Italian
Films, 30 in Work
Washington, August
first

12.

— In

the

months of 1952, 26 Italian
were completed and 30 more

five

films

were in production or being edited,
according to Commerce Department
film head Nathan D. Golden.
Seven of the films were ItalianFrench co-productions and one was a
Spanish-Italian co-production, Golden
said.

Golden also reported that Unitalia,
a semi-official organization concerned
with the worldwide promotion of Italian films, is scheduling Italian film
weeks for New York, Montreal and
Madrid in October and November.

The first "Italian Film Week" was
held in London June 16-22, with eight
productions exhibited.

O'Donnell on Coast
Lining Up Premier
Aug.

Hollywood,

12.

— Robert

O'Donnell of Interstate Theatres of
Texas, is in Hollywood this week, for
conferences at the RKO Radio studio
with Jerry Wald and other executives
pertaining to the world premiere in
Dallas of "The Lusty Men," a rodeo
Susan
Hayward,
starring
drama
Robert Mitchum and Arthur Kennedy.

Plans for the opening include an entertainment unit from Hollywood of
20 Texas-born screen and rodeo stars,
as well as an advance promotion tour
throughout the state by Wald, director
Nicholas Ray, Mitchum, Arthur Hunnicutt, Eleanor Todd and screenwriter
Horace McCoy. "The Lusty Men" is
saturation release in
Texas following its Dallas premiere in
October.
slated

for

a

Pantages
Albany,

to

Albany

—

screen theatre television with color as a means of telecasting live supervise the staff of audience promoshows of the finest obtainable quality to many theatres simul- tion writers, and Blake will supervise
the on-the-air promotion writers.
taneously to supplement motion pictures.
John Porter, new supervisor of TV
public
undertaking
in
interest
because
believe this
to be
the
promotion
Robert Hitchens,
sales
this superior entertainment will enable them to continue to serve supervisor of radio sales promotion
their communities and because their continuation is vital to the Edward Vane, supervisor of program
promotion, and Enid Beaupre, sales
American economy and American culture.

We

;

Therefore, in a new crisis of this kind threatening the existence
of the theatres we cannot bow or surrender or hesitate for a
moment if we are to continue to serve America and mankind.
We are willing to rest our faith in the fairmindedness of the
American public and its institutions.

20-30

Days

to

Submit Pittsburgh Meet

(Continued, front page 1)

(Continued, from page

1]

is-

noon sessions Blossom Seeley and her

sues within 30 days of the close of the
hearings.
Just when the hearings will be officially closed, however, is still undeterminued. Resnick has asked the commission to guide him on whether to
exclude testimony on two key points

husband, Benny Fields, entertained at
a luncheon get-together with songs

mount Theatres merger and other

:

Paramount's activities on Scophony,
and anti-trust activities of the comIf the
panies since August, 1948.
Commission shoudl say that such testimony is okay, further hearings must
be held. Even if the Commission says
the testimony is out, there would have
to be another meeting of the parties
to declare the record officially closed.

from the picture "Somebody Loves
Me," which is the story of Blossom
Seeley.

Among those attending were Saal
Bragin, chief booker of Warners here,
Harry Kalmine, president of Warner
Theatres
Harry Goldberg, national
advertising director, and Ben Wirth,
national

real

estate

manager

;

;

for

Paramount

;

Jaccpues

Kahn, War-

ners publicity director here, and Sterling Silliphant, National publicity director for 20th Century-Fox.

—

Meyers Gets Bagdad

the

Motion Picture Herald.

Fairbanks,

—

Oregon, have gradually been disposing
One of these, the Bagdad,
leading suburban house was recently
purchased by A. R. Meyers.

of them.

11

12.

— Italian

'I A'

Cleared

—

clearing Jerry Fairbanks, Inc. and the
IATSE of unfair labor practice
charges brought by the
Carpen-

AFL

ters

Union.

HRS. ONESTOP

TO LOS ANGELES

4

ON

UNITED AIR LINES!
De luxe

service

delicious

Mainiiner

aloft,

including

meals

at

no

extra cost. Three flights to choose

from leaving at 9 am, noon, and
12:45

Portland, Ore., August 12. Jones
Washington, Aug. 12. The NaTheatre Enterprises, which some years tional Labor Relations Board has
Pan- ago took over Ted Gamble theatres in upheld a trial examiner's decision

Aug. 12. Clayton
tages has been promoted from student
salesman to salesman and assigned
He
to Albany by 20th Century-Fox.
succeeds Fred Miller, resigned.

Washington, August

Films Export is considering setting
up a dubbing studio in New York City,
according to Commerce Department
film chief Nathan D. Golden.
Estimated cost of such a venture
would be about $250,000, Golden said.
Although Italian films have been
dubbed into English in Italy, IFE feels
that increased earning capacity and
audience appeal would result fro^i
dubbing in New York. To date IFE
has spent $360,000 on promotion here.

Mike

Simons,
M-G-M executive Jerry
Pickman, national advertising director

House

$500,000 to
the sole operator of the house.

Italy May Dub Here
At $250,000 Studio

;

Simons, Pickman and Silliphant all
Portland, Ore., Aug. 12. The J. discussed the product from their various companies which is about ready
Parker interests, joint operators
J.
to go on the nation's screens.
of the Mayfair Theatre here, have
ML A. Silver read a telegram of consold their share in the theatre for
gratulations from Walter Brooks of
Evergreen Theatres, now

$500,000 Deal for

librarian all will report to Fuller.

am

(DST).

Mainliners

all

You

fly

big DC-6

the way.

UNITED AIR LINES
IF

THE SCHEDULED AIR

IS

Currently advertised
in

the

The Merry

Companion

COMPANION

Widow

MGM

Because You're Mine

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

Ivanhoe

MGM

readers are always choosy about their entertainment;

Over 4,250,000 discriminating women count on the Companion
for timely, factual movie news. That's why Hollywood
has invested more money in the Companion during
the past six years than in any other monthly magazine.*
"Except of course the fan magazines.

THE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY— PUBLISHERS OF COLLIER'S. THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE, WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

;:
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NO.

72.
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Adult Ticket
Prices Hit

An

All -Time

High

13.

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

— Adult

admission prices in large cities rose
to
an all-time high during the
second quarter of this year, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
today.

Admission prices for children
dropped during the April-June
period, but this was more than
offset by the adult admission
price rise, and as a result, the
combined adult-children price
index also hit an all-time peak.

member companies will
meet tomorrow at the MPAA
office here for a rundown on
arbitration developments to
date and to brief distribution
arbitration drafting committee members Robert Perkins
and Adolph Schimel preparaica

Washington, Aug.
Department

consider

to

three months collects price figures in 18 large cities
and weights them to represent price
trends in the 34 largest cities.
The Bureau said that at the end of
June, the adult price index was 79.6
(Continued on page

tory to the initial convening
of the entire drafting committee here on Tuesday.
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA
president, is expected to be
on hand for tomorrow's meet-

3)

Theatres Holds

Parley Here Today

Washington, Aug.
tion

13.

—The

their

Picture Association of America

request to the

American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Co. for detailed
information on A. T. and T. theatre

MPAA

and

NETTC

formation for use
theatre

Communications

TV

requested

time that exhibitor spokesmen
met face to face with Depart-

office today.

managers
D.

Kvool,

;

will

Chicago;

Harry

Damis,
Charles A. Smakwitz, Al;

Schlanger,

in

June A. T. and T.

A. Silver, Pittsburgh
George
A. Crouch, Washington.
Film buyers who will attend are
;

(Continued on page 3)

Join

nouncement of
and Paramount completes the lineup
of displays set for "Hollywood at the
Faid" at the Ohio State Fair here
Aug. 22-29. The exhibit is sponsored
by the Independent Theatre Owners

Theatre Tie-up in

TV.

F. C.

Plans for one of the most extensive mutual promotion campaigns
between motion picture theatres and the radio and television industry
were outlined here yesterday by WNBC-WNBT, which is in the process
of signing a pact with the Organization of the Motion Picture Industry

ITO

(Continued on page 3)

utilize

colin

theatres throughout the country to
aid the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Fund were outlined here by Joseph Vogel, chairman of the hospital
coin boxes committee.
Plans for the 1952 campaign were
discussed at a meeting of the newly
(Continued on page 3)

Washington

possibility of a dollar
if effected, could be
instrumental in bringing about
reinstatement of films and certa'n commodities on the "essential"

imports

list.i

—

(Continued on page 3)

box for concession counters

left

13.
Aug.
Anexhibits from M-G-M

O.

Plan Extensive Radio, TV,

lection

Merwin Bohan has

Am-

Department's

(Continued on page 3)

Columbus,

New York

of

13.
O.,
cision in the industry action to test
the legality of Ohio's newsreel censorship statute may be handed down
about Oct. 1, Robert Wile, secretary of the
of Ohio, who is active
in the test case, reports in the organization's current bulletin. Wile points
out the decision will be delayed be-

State

Meanwhile, the American distributors' foreign managers, fearful that

Ohio Film Fair

(Continued on page 6)

Expect Ohio Censor New Drive Material
Ruling About Oct. 1 For Rogers Fund
— A de- Plans to
Columbus,
August
a new type of

the

loan which,

Philadelphia

Moe

Equipped with the rank of
bassador,

ment the

be

New Haven Frank

Newark
bany
Ted
;

attending

want the incoming FedCommission

M-G-M

Para.,

Ambassador Off for Rio;
Companies to Meet Today

The report was accompanied
by the suggestion that Bohan,
who will examine as well Brazilian-American trade problems
in general, may be prepared to
discuss with the Vargas govern-

films more readily available to television. The suit has
stirred up a storm of exhibitor
protest, but this was the first

1

hearings. They originally
the
information
some

months ago, and

Theatres, will preside at a meeting of
the company's zone managers at the

in the

Acts In

for Rio de Janeiro to investigate
the recent removal of motion pictures
from Brazil's list of "essential" imports for which import licenses will
be granted, film export sources reported here yesterday.

Mo-

and the National Exhibitors Theatre
Television Committee today renewed

Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of Warner Brothers

Alfred

exhibitor

carefully

mm.

Data from A.T.&T.

eral

Feinstein,

—Justice

The promise was given as
four top officials of the antitrust division met with spokesmen for three theatre owner
associations to discuss the government's anti-trust suit aimed
at forcing producers to make 16-

MPAA, NETTC In
New Bid for Cost

television transmission costs.

Zone

13.

today promised

(Continued on page 3)

The Bureau each

home

officials

views as to what might constitute
"reasonable" clearance between showing of films in theatres and 16mm.
showings on television.

the index.

WB

TEN CENTS

1952

Brazil Film
Promise in
Meet with J. D. Import Crisis

Sales managers of Motion
Picture Association of Amer-

ing.

The adult price trend was surprising in that the second quarter of the
year usually sees a seasonal drop in

14,

Exhibitors Get U. S.

Arbitration

Meeting Tomorrow

Second Quarter Period
Is Usually Off, Says US
Washington, Aug.

MPAA

YORK,

OMAHA, Aug. 13. -A meeting with Nebraska's representatives in Congress
has been scheduled by exhibitors in this territory for Monday at the

Blackstone Hotel here to
discuss the industry's
tax problem, in what was
thought to be the first
such meeting yet to be set
by exhibitors with their
Congressmen.

City.

The campaign, which

will

involve

•

WASHINGTON, Aug. 13. Federal CommunicaCommission today
wholly devoted to boosting films, and tions
trailers in theatres and lobby displays gave permission to buy AM
boosting radio and TV programs and and FM stations in Portstars.
land, Ore., and Seattle
Cooperating in the campaign are
two companies in which
to
500 independent and circuit theatres
exhibitor
Ted Gamble is a
which are members of the New York
theatre
group,
spokesman
a
for major
stockholder.
In
WNBC-WNBT stated. The spokes- both cases the stations
man called the projected tie-up the
would be bought from Marfirst of its kind in the country and
shall Field.
Continued on page 6)
no exchange of money,

is

slated

underway Sept. 8, featuring
and
radio
programs partially
get

<

to

TV The
or

Motion Picture Daily
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Losers May Examine UA
Bid After One Week Wait

Personal
Mention
CHARLES

J.

FELDMAN,

Uni-

versal general sales manager, will
leave New York tomorrow for an
extended trip through the Midwest

and Far West.
e

Salamis,

Basil C.

Montreal
18th

the

attended

hibitor,

Red Cross conference

tional

exInternain

To-

delegate of the
Greek Red Cross. He is secretary of
Greek War Relief Fund of
the

ronto

as

an

official

Canada.
•

Frank

Y.

Paramount

Freeman,

vice-president and studio head, returned to the Coast yesterday from

New

York.
•

Andrew

J.

Grainger,

Butterfield

Theatres executive, and Mrs. Grainger announce the birth of a daughter,
Michele Ann, on Saturday.
•
Luke Strager, Herbert Lane and
E. V. McDermott, Universal auditors, are in the San Francisco office.

•

Walter Griswolf, former buyer
and booker for the Lam Amusement
Co., Rome, Ga., has joined Republic
Pictures, Atlanta.
•

Wenschek

Favorite
Films of California, Inc., is at Mt.
Zion Hospital, San Francisco, for sur-

Magda

Thursday, August

of

Losing bidders for United Artists
pictures may examine the winning offers by making a request to do so in
writing or in person at local branches
seven days after the deadlines for bids,
according to a new policy adopted by
J.

Hollywood, August

Heineman, distribution

vice-president,

said

where the producer

that
of a

in

instances

UA-distribu-

rejected all bids and
negotiation is instituted
the
negotiation and
in
losers
the
bidding are entitled to examine the
winning terms under the new policy.
In no case, however, he emphasized,
can bid or award winners examine
losing offers.
In the current negotiations looking
to the establishment of an industry
system of arbitration, all distributors

ted picture has

competitive

have agreed to show winning bids to
losing bidders. If the plan is incorporated in any system agreed upon,
disclosure of winning bids will become
common practice in the industry.
decided to adopt
Heineman said
its new policy after a number of complaints had been received from exhibitors against the practice of not disclosing bids.

UA

Leaves

Delihridge

Own Firm

13.

of Hollywood's foreign production units and
European producers and directors. He
also interviewed foreign moviegoers in

countries showing American films. He
visited Cannes, Florence, Rome, Naples,
London, Paris, Frankfurt and
Berlin.

Emory

Austin,

M-G-M

ern publicity head, has arrived back
in Atlanta from a Florida vacation.

—

Pickman to Coast
To View 3 Films

Diplomats to See 'Fatima'
The invitational world premiere of
Warner's "The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima" on Wednesday evening,
Aug. 20, at the Astor Theatre here
will have an audience composed of representatives of the international diplo-

matic corps, society leaders, civic and
church notables and leaders of govern-

ment and business.

13.

cil

of

Calls Roxy Notices
'Precautionary'
Notices of possible dismissal received by the personnel of the New
York Roxy were described yesterday
as "purely precautionary" by David
T. Katz, the theatre's managing director.

Katz, pointing to the projected takeover of the Broadway show case by
Westco, the new corporate name of
National Theatres, said it was the
usual thing for new owners to send

Katz said, howknowledge the same per-

out dismissal notices.

expected to be retained when
assumes operation of the
theatre in accordance with 20th Century-Fox consent decree. The target
date for the take-over is Sept. 27, the
date of the planned divorcement of
sonnel

is

Westco

the

company.

Tidwell Is Named
2lih-Fox Manager
T. P. Tidwell, salesman in the Dalbranch of 20th Century-Fox, has

las

been promoted to branch manager of
the company's Jacksonville exchange,
by Al Lichtman, director of distribution.

He

replace Marvin Doris,
resigned, effective in Sep-

will

who has
tember.
Tidwell,

pany

in

who started with the com1931, has served in many ca-

in various of the company's
having been salesman, office
manager, sales manager and head

pacities

offices,

booker.

New

-

;

Theatres,

who

agents, and

heads

IATSE

up

leaders

Herman Gelber
Jacobi who will serve
tha,

purchasing-

Tom Mur-

and Vincent
as co-chairmen

of the labor division.

party later in the day.

of

Trio will confer Friday with the executive committee of the Motion Picture Industry Council.

A

at

a

cocktail

WB

Name

Forms Non-profit Unit
13.

— Sol

Lesser

formed the International DocuWeinberg, Actor, 86 mentary Film Foundation, a non-profit
Gus Weinberg, film actor, play- corporation which will donate 16mm.
wright and song-writer, died in Port- copies of documentary adventure fear
land, Me. Monday at the age of 86, tures to qualified scientific and educaaccording to news reports from that tional organizations throughout the
city.

Meet Today With
Studio, Guild Heads
Hollywood, Aug.
— The Coun-

of the expansion.

all

'Coronet' Film Plan
Motion Picture Organizations'
Sam Pinanski, Trueman Rembusch
Starting with the September issue,
and Robert O'Donnell will meet with Coronet magazine will inaugurate a
studio heads at a luncheon tomorrow new method of recommending motion
They are: Benjamin Sherman of at the Beverly Hills Hotel, and with
to its readers. Instead of reABC Vending Corp., who will be talent guild executives and others ac- pictures
lying upon the selections of its own
chairman of the drive's concessions
tive in "Movietime, U. S. A." work board of review, it will have a member
division
Martin Levine of Brandt

Hollywood, Aug.

Gus

Jerry

president

Appoint More
IDA Drive Posts

Five >more names have been added
to the long list of those who have accepted key positions in the industry's
Ted Galantar, M-G-M publicist in
drive on behalf of the Joint Defense
to
San Francisco, has been confined
Appeal, it was announced here by
his home with illness.
Leon Goldberg and Edward L. Fabian,
•
of the industry-wide JDA
Sam Engel, producer, left here for co-chairmen
campaign.
yesterday.
the Coast

most

ever, to his

Pickman, Paramount vicecharge of advertisingin
Nashville, August 13. Thomas E. publicity, will leave here today for the
gery.
Delibridge,
associated with
Loew's Coast studio where he will screen
•
Theatres for the past 19 years and three productions, George Stevens'
manager
I. Coval, Toronto branch
manager of the Nashville house for "Shane," Hal Wallis' "Come Back,
of Warner Brothers, has been or- the past 10 years, has resigned and has Little
Sheba," and Billy Wilder's
dered to take a two months' rest fol- gone to Florida where he plans an "Stalag 17." Following the screenlowing a heart attack.
entertainment promotion organization ings, he will meet with studio execu•
of his own. He was succeeded by Bu- tives to set national promotion camas
post
Joe Scott has resigned his
ford Cranch, with Loew's State, New paigns for the three.
booker for the Martin Theatre, At- Orleans, as assistant manager for the
En route to Hollywood, Pickman
lanta.
past five years, who was, connected will stop off in Chicago for meetings
•
with the Nashville theatre before.
with Bill Hollander, advertising head
Charles Kessnich, M-G-M Southof Balaban and Katz, to set up the
to
returned
ern district manager, has
world premiere of "Somebody Loves
his Atlanta office from Milwaukee,
Me" at the Chicago Theatre on Sep5
to
e
tember 5.
South-

Loew's for

and paper industry had
been set at $22,000,000 capital
investment in added production capacity above Jan. 1,
1951 levels.
This goal is to
be reached by June 1, 1953,
the DPA said, adding that
projects have already been
approved accounting for al'ilm

Holden, who
extended trip

exchange managers, heads

—

The
Admin-

13.

istration said its goal for expansion of the photographic

— American

The Paramount star, a former vicepresident of the Screen Actors Guild,
will include this observation in a detailed report he is preparing for use
by studio executives and officials of
motion picture guilds and unions.
Holden spent much of his time on
the Continent visiting with American

-Million Set

Washington, Aug.
Defense Production

pictures that stress visual action rather
than lengthy dialogue, thus minimizing
the need for sub-titles, are in heavy
demand on the European film market,

according to William
has returned from an
abroad.

1952

For Film Expansion

Minimize Dialogue
For Europe: Holden

the sales department.

William

$22

14,

has

world.

Carter
Atlanta Manager

—

Memphis, Aug. 13. Frank Carter,
Memphis branch manager for War-

the film industry give his choice.
short profile of the guest reviewer
will be included in each issue.
The
first guest will be
Stanley Kramer,
and the two films he has selected are
"Charley's Aunt" and "The Story of

Robin Hood."

AMPA

Meeting Today

The Associated Motion Picture Ad-

Brothers, has been promoted to
of the Warner exchange in
Atlanta.
Succeeding Carter here will be Joe
Young, a
arner film salesman in

vertisers' board of directors and board
of trustees will hold their first meeting
of the season today at the Abbey Hotel here, it was reported yesterday by

Memphis.

liams.

ner

manager

W

AMPA

president

Harry " K. McWil-
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Exhibitors Get Promise

Brazil
(Continued from page 1)

may destroy an $11,market, will meet at the
Motion Picture Association of America here today with John G. Mcinternational diviCarthy,
sion chief, and Joaquin Rickard, Association
representative
in
Latin
America, to devise a course of action
for the latter to follow when he returns shortly to Rio de Janeiro.
It was indicated that the State Department has taken the view that films
have been removed from the list of
items which can get exchange at the
This means that film
official rate.
companies could still get some exchange, but only in the free market
State reat a substantial discount.
portedly is seriously worried and has
said that if this is true, it would be
"quite a serious development."
The present official rate of exchange
The Brais 19 pesos to the dollar.
said, has
zilian parliament, it was
before it bills which would legalize
the establishment of two rates of exchange the present one and one for
tourists and special capital transactions at the rate of 35 pesos to a
Enactment of such legislation,
dollar.
would hasten the reit
is believed,
turn of films to the list which can
action

Brazil's

000,000

MPAA

:

get exchange at the 19-to-l rate.
U. S. companies several months ago
stopped shipping newsreels to Brazil
because of the Brazilian government
decree requiring them to buy and export Brazilian newsreels and documentary films equivalent to 10 per cent
of the footage imported into Brazil.
The rule had the double purpose of
aiding Brazilian producers and of creating propaganda abroad for Brazil.

U. S. Ambassador Herschel Johnson
in Rio has been unsuccessful in his attempts to get the Vargas government
to

Rogers Memorial
(Continued from page 1)
organized finance and fund raising
committee of the Variety Clubs-Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital, held at
Also
Fabian Theatres' board room.
attending were Fred Schwartz, chair;

Abe Montague, Herman Rob-

Sam

Charles Feldman,
William German, Si Fabian, Eugene

bins,

Picker,
grue.

Rosen,

Sam Switow

and

(Continued from page

ment

officials since the suit

was

Ned Shu-

Feldman, national distributor chairman, and Sam Switow, national exhibitor chairman, reported to the committee that plans are advanced to the
stage where all drive materials, including Christmas scrolls, will be in
the hands of volunteers before Nov. 1,
the starting date of the 1952 "Christmas Salute" campaign.

Saves Postage, Too

Anticipating the inevitable request,
Justice officials opened the conference
by stating flatly that the suit could
not and would not be dropped and
that the conference should proceed
on that assumption.
The Justice position, boiled down,
was that the Government still feels
there is an illegal conspiracy to keep
films from television and that it must
go through with the suit, but that it
realizes the serious consequences tor
the theatre business and wants the
advice and help of exhibitors in de-

termining what

relief

can be obtained

to solve the problem and help television get films without hurting theatre owners too much.

The Government

officials

at

the meeting were Newell Clapp,
acting chief of the anti-trust
division; Victor Kramer, head
of the division's litigation section; Perry Epes, Kramer's assistant; and George Schueler,
one of the attorneys who prepared the suit. From exhibitor
ranks were Mitchell Wolfson,
president of the Theatre Owners of America; Si Fabian, chairman of TOA's executive committee; TOA general counsel,
Herman Levy; Harry Brandt,
head of the Independent Theatre Owners Association; and
Emanuel Frisch of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association.

The importance

the government at-

tached to the conference was evidenced
it lasted over one and
by two facts
one-half hours, unusually long, and

tion not only now, but if and
case, before

any

decree

final

interrupted his vacation to
attend.
Both Justice and exhibitor
officials seemed well pleased with the
results of the exploratory meeting and
indicated other meetings would take
place later to discuss the suit further.
The exhibitor leaders placed heavy
emphasis on the serious consequences
the suit could have on theatre owners
and on the impracticality of the relief
They
sought by the Government.
stressed again and again the difficulty
of determining what constituted "reasonable" clearance between theatre
showing, citing past experiand
ence in trying to fix reasonable clear-

TV

However, the Justice

officials

Justice officials said they admitted that they saw the difficulties in such a determination,
and that they were happy to
have any help exhibitors might
give them on this score. They
said they wanted this informa-

hrs.

LOSANGELES
THE MERCURY-DC-6 SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
Lv. I h2Q-n.ml EST-Ar. 7.15 a.m. PST

to force the sale of
films to television and
requesting their support in
the industry's fight to obtain
repeal of the Federal 20 per
cent admission tax.

suit

16mm.

TOA

and the government to estabthe ultimate status of both."

interests
lish

TOA officials said they felt
they had done a good job in
bringing the exhibitor viewpoint to the attention of the
Department a job that could
be done far better in person
than in letters and wires.

—

It was learned that there had been
some discussion of the possibility of

asking for the right
the case as "friends of
the court." At present,
is named
as a co-conspirator, which gives it no
right at all to present its views to the
court. There had originally been consideration of asking the right to be
named as a defendant, which would
confer rights to call witnesses, crossexamine and otherwise take full part
in fighting the suit. Apparently, however, this has been toned down to the
point where only an "amicus curiae"
role is under discussion.
the

exhibitors

to appear,

in

TOA

Pronv'nent Place on TOA Agenda
Set for U. S. Anti-Trust Suit
Washington, Aug. 13. Discussion
of what the Theatre Owners of America should do about the Government's
16mm. anti-trust suit will have a
prominent place on the Agenda of
TOA's convention here next month,

—

Wolfson

president Mitchell

WB

said today.

Theatres
(Continued from page 1)

Halperin,
Chicago
Dick
Wright, Cleveland Joe Minsky, New
Haven Arnold Jordan and Arnold
Michaelson, Newark; Larry Lapidus,

Alex

;

;

Albany
ster,

;

Ted Minsky and Dan

Philadelphia

burgh

and

L.

;

F.

TrieSaul Bragin, PittsRibnitzki,

Wash-

ington.

Home office executives scheduled to
attend are Miles Alben, Max BlackFrank Cahill, Nat Fellman,
Harry Goldberg, Louis K. Kaufman,
Herman R. Maier, Frank Marshall,
W. Stewart McDonald, Frank Phelps,
man,

Bernard Rosenzweig, Carl
Louis Siegel and Ben Wirth.

Siegel,

55 min.

AMERICAN.

letter
denouncing to Congressmen the government's

said,

even while they realized the difficulties of solving the problem, they could
not condone what they feel is an illegal conspiracy creating the problem.
The official
statement dwelt
on this question of "reasonable" clearance, and then went on to say
"The spokesmen for the Department stated that they realize and appreciate the competitive status of the
motion picture industry and television,
and that it will take considerable constructive effort on the part of both

;

ance between different theatres.

—

entered by

is

the court.

:

10

to

Des Moines, Aug. 13.— The
current bulletin of Iowa-Nebraska Allied urges its members to kill two birds with one

1)

when they win the

filed.

Kramer

withdraw the decree.

man

3

Ticket Prices
(Continued from page 1)
per cent above the 1935-39 average,
compared to 77.1 per cent at the end
of March and a previous high of 78
per cent at the end of March 1951.
The children's price index dropped
from 52.5 per cent at the end of
March this year to 49.5 per cent at
the end of June.
The combined index
rose from 73.8 per cent at the end of
March to 75.6 per cent at the end of
June.

Schine Convention
Set for Aug. 19-20
Albany,

N.

Y.,
Aug. 13.— The
of Gloversville, will
hold a convention of zone, district and
house managers at the Ten Eyck
Hotel Aug. 19-20 for an all-over sur-

Schine

circuit

vey

the

and
is

of

motion

picture

circuit's part in

the,,

it.

business
Meeting-

the

the

and

first of the kind conducted by
Schine organization in 11 years

the

largest

circuit

affair

yet

scheduled for Albany.
One hundred
fifty are expected to attend.

Mono. Sets Weekend
Sales Meet in Chi.
Hollywood Aug.
— Monogram13.

1

,

Allied

Artists

vice-president

Harold

Mirisch announced a two-day sales
meeting for Saturday and Sunday at
the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
In addi-

Morey

tion to Mirisch,

Goldstein, L.

E. Goldhammer, James Pritchard and

Harold Wirthwein

will attend.

Ohio Fair
(Continued from page 1)
of

Ohio and includes displays from

Columbia, United Artists, 20th Century-Fox,
Pictures, Walt Disney and Paul Terry.

RKO

The Paramount

exhibit includes

an

array of costumes from "The Greatest

Show on Earth" wigs and Mexican
masks from Bing Crosby's "Just for
You," Dorothy Lamour's sarong from
"The Road to Bali," Jane Russell's
two-gun holster and Roy Rogers'
guitar from "Son of Paleface."
The

M-G-M

exhibit

includes

cos-

tumes from "The Plymouth Adventure," Esther Williams' bathing suits
and a life-sized rubber kangaroo from
"Million
Dollar Mermaid," Nero's
lyre and throne from "Quo Vadis,"
two fencing foils from "The Prisoner
of Zenda," "Oscars" used in "The
Bad and the Beautiful," figurines from
"The Story of Three Loves" and an
Aztec figure from "Sombrero."

Censor Ruling
(Continued from page 1)
cause the presiding judge before whom
the case was heard last Friday will
eave on a vacation after the reply
briefs have been filed by both sides.
The bulletin cites as "the most interesting item" coming out of the hearing last week the testimony of Walton
Ament, vice-president and general

manager

of

Warner-Pathe News,

that

each newsreel print averages $21 of
revenue and that there are 62 Warner
newsreel prints distributed in Ohio. If
:he newsreels average 750 feet, a print
costs $14.60 and Ohio censorship $3,
leaving $3.33 for production costs.

SHOW

Cecil B.DeMilles

the
Color by

Starring

WILDE HESTON
-

Never such

DOROTHY

CHARLTON

CORNEL

BETTY

•

L

GLORIA

and

JAMES

GRAMME STEWART

From big cities
"Samson and Delilah" on an average

a ticket-selling attraction!

giant figures of

TECHNICOLOR
•

to small towns,

of

230% and

it's

outgrossing

often up to 500%.

JAWET

HOPE RUSSELL ROGERS
•

TRIGGER

OF

Paleface
COU3K. By

TECHNICOLOR
We made

make more money for
you than "Paleface." And its first

300 immediate key dates coming up Ask
your Paramount exchange about its exciting

dates

Dollars- For-Showmen Promotion Contest.

all

AND

it

to

prove that

it

will

do just that.

!

THE PARADE WILL CONTINUE RIGHT THRU '52 WITK

Confidence

in

the all-time biggest product

from the Paramount Studio — confidence
exhibitors to back
ship, keynotes

it

with

all

in

showman-

their

our Forward-March together

toward ever increasing boxoffice returns!

DEAN

MAfflM - Lewis
•

HAL

WALUS

Jumping Jacks
Her

long runs are catching
every showman's eye. Get your date set
up with this glamor gal.
terrific legs for

f

m

C/

It's

jumping the

boxoffice

160% of "Sailor Beware" which was
the boys' biggest

in

color bv

'til

this

m

TECHNICOLOR

"Spectacular production numbers add up to solid hit"
reports Hollywood Reporter on Bing's biggest musical.

W. SOMERSET

MAUGHAM'S
"Smash"

— "hefty" — "strong" ace the words Variety

uses to headline the business of this mass-appeal

so

jack up to

hit.

came

along.

:
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TV Tie-up
was designed

to bring about a
"new understanding among the three
niedias of entertainment."
spokesman for the Organization
of the Motion Picture Industry of
New York City, when asked whether
the pact had been sealed, commented
that it had "not been finalized" but
that
negotiations
were proceeding.
However, the radio and television interests stated that a verbal agreement
existed between the parties and within
two weeks the understanding would

said

it

A

be formalized.

with Pinky
T£ RAFT FOODS CO.

Herman

"The Great Gildersleeve," starring Willard Waterman as
Throckmorten P. Gildy. The radio series will be heard Wednesdays
at 8:30 P.M. (E.D.T.) NBCommencing Aug. 31. Agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby.
After a three-week vacation in London and
Copenhagen, Ed CBSullivan will resume his "Toast of the Town"
telecasts Sunday Aug. 24. The "Smiling" Irishman will undoubtedly
introduce to America several new Continental acts.
Don't be
surprised to see a new "Double or Nothing" format soon with Bert
Parks the emcee and Walt Framer, the producer.
NBC is cutting
a series of ET's titled, "Womens' Prison," a female "gangbuster."
The half-hour dramatic series, scripted by Chuck Kebbe, is based
on actual case histories from the files of Agnes Henderson, chief
corrective officer of the State Womens' House of Detention. Miss
Henderson will narrate the series, a Moe Gale package.
.

.

.

.

.

Highlights Listed

Under

the terms of the understandof
highlights
are
the
these
WNBC-YV NBT's promotional role:
Skitch Henderson will kick off the
campaign on Sept. 8 with a listing of
current and popular films at theatres
ing,

on his morning show over WNBC.
A "Hollywood, U. S. A." weekly
variety show will be inaugurated over

WNBC.
The

radio station will also feature
a documentary series of six or seven
programs dramatizing film industry
personalities such as producers and
directors.

WNBC

will also initiate a

"Youth

Discovers Hollywood" contest.

Over

television out-

time will be devoted to
listing of current films at

daily

a

New York

the

WNBT,

let,

New York

theatres,

addition

to
In addition, acin

spot announcements.
cording to a station spokesman, beginning Sept. 15, there will be a fiveprogram five days per
minute
week featuring interviews with stars

TV

and

clips

from forthcoming pictures.
motion picture theatres

New York
in

according to a WNBCspokesman, will show trailers
the end of their coming attractions
turn,

WNBT
at

boosting radio and television stars of
the stations, in addition to station
programs. Lobby displays and advertisements enclosed in the mail to theatre patrons, boosting the stations'
programs and personalities, will be another obligation of the theatres.

Boost 'Off-Hour' Shows
It is understood that the New York
theatres in their trailers and promoprotion are seeking to boost
stars appearing during
grams and
"off" theatre hours.
Another feature of the experimen-

TV

TV

mutual promotion program, initiated by Ted Cott, vice-president and
and
manager of
general
WNBT, is a tie-in with super-marSelected representatives of such
kets.
tal

WNBC

stores will be invited to special previews and will be asked to vote for
"the super movie of the month."
The tie-up is expected to continue
until late fall, a station spokesman
stated.

For

New

the

fourth

Yorkers

will

successive
see all

year,

Larry Schwab,

WOR-TV,

WOR-TV's

telecasts will begin dur-

ing the

week

first

WOR

in

October.

will be the only

New York

providing coverage of the
station
series on both television and radio,
since WOR-Mutual will have exclusive radio broadcasts of the series for
the 14th season.

.

.

.

produce-direct a feature length flicker,
on a story by J. Alvin Kugelmass and published by Messner. Schwab plans to use his
television "lights and shadows" technique throughout and
hopes to sign Jean Pierre Aumont as the star. Filming will
take place either in Paris or New York, starting on Jan. 1,
1953.
Peggy Wood, whose CBScintillating role as "Mama"
earned her a medal from the Norwegian Government "for
fostering and presenting Norwegian culture to the American
people," will visit King Haakon and personally thank him for
the citation.
STORY: Captain A. C. Hadley,
son of "Hap" Hadley, (one of show biz's most famous artists)
is back from that war-torn land and now attends the Columbia "U," majoring in international relations for the Army.
J. Fred Coots, Jr., son of the writer of a score of song hits,
upon his return from Korea and a subsequent honorable
discharge, decided upon a career as TV producer. So the
smart lad got himself a job with Walt Framer, one of the most
successful independent TV producers in the country.
Sgt.
Jerome Herman, son of this scribbler, returned home on rotation after a year in Korea has been honorably discharged
and has resumed his studies at NYU.

"Window

.

.

Jr., will

for the Blind," based

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MPAA, NETTC
replied, giving various reasons for not

supplying the information.
and
In
letter,
today's
termed the phone company's
reasons "wholly unsatisfactory." They
took up each of A. T. and T.'s reasons for not supplying the information, and answered it. Then they concluded by saying that the only valid
reason they could see for not having
the information earlier was that the
hearings were not slated to start until
January. Now that the hearings have
been moved up to October, the two
organizations said that the A. T. and
T. excuse is gone, and "in view of the
imminence of the Oct. 20 hearings,
we renew our request for a speedy
response to our questions."

MPAA

NETTC

Has an Outing

Over 750 members and guests of the
20th Century-Fox Family Club sailed
up the Hudson yesterday on their
annual outing to Bear Mountain.
Harry Reinhardt was the chairman.

Lehman, Rudisill Resign
13.

.

.

.

.

.

.

— Rudy

Commission decision in
the Paramount hearings, charging that
the Commission had "unduly and arbitrarily" interfered with the actions
of its hearing
examiner and had
otherwise violated the Administrative
Procedures Act.
The FCC, in an order issued Aug. 1,
said anti-trust violations more than
th ree years old should not be considered in passing on the qualifications
of existing licensees.
DuMont argued
that this ruling by the Commission,
which laid down rules quite different

from those being followed by the parties to the hearing, was aimed at expediting approval of the proposed merger between American BroadcastingCo. and United Paramount Theatres.
said

It

and

Lehman,

representative, and Rudy Rudibranch manager of the Kay exchange here, have resigned.
sill,

to

UA-TV

Orville Lawson and Ralph Pryce
have been appointed sales representatives for United Artists Television in
Minneapolis and Omaha, respectively.

it

UPT

was highly unfair
were the only ones

ABC

if

to bene-

fit
from this "extraordinary procedural action" and urged the Commission to rule that the question of
whether Paramount controls DuMont
also be determined under the same
three-year time limit.

'Dangerous Precedent'
also

It

ABC-UPT
isting

that the merged
company was not an ex-

claimed

licensee,

and that applying the
it
was extending

three-year limit to

the policy to "new applicants, a dangerous precedent." It asked that this
be clarified.
DuMont also urged the
Commission to reconsider its refusal
to sever the DuMont- Paramount control issue from the other proceedings.
Finally, DuMont said, if the Commission will not grant any of these
requests, it should find that its Aug. 1

order

Hartford, Aug. 13. Industry leadhave been invited to serve on a
committee with Harry F. Shaw, division manager of Loew's-New England
Theatres,

rescinded.

To Conn. Dedication
—

ers

for

the

official

dedication

and opening of the new $2,000,000
Terminal Building at state-ownedand-operated Bradley Field.
Shaw,
conference with Francis
S.
Murphy, publisher of the Hartford
Times, and chairman of the State
Aeronautics Commission, and Allen
at

a

M. Widem, Times motion

picture edidisclosed that the following have
been invited
Eric A. Johnston, Joseph R. Vogel,
tor,

Oscar A. Doob, John Murphy, Ernie
Emerling,
Howard
Dietz,
Jack
Byrne, Dan Terrell, Ned E. Depinet,
S. Barret McCormick, Terry Turner,
Nate J. Blumberg, Charles Simonelli,
Alfred Schwalberg, Jerry Pickman,
Sid Mesibov, Ben Kalmenson, Mort
Blumenstock, Larry Golob, Spyros P.
Skouras, Rodney Bush, Charles Eirifeld,

Harry

Harry McWilliams,

Colin,

Arthur B. Krim,
Mori Krushen.

Max

Youngstein and

CBS-TV Names
Herbert O.
rector for

Phillips

former art diand Universal* has

Phillips,

M-G-M

been appointed executive art director

CBS

teleof the scenic division of the
vision network operations department,
it
was disclosed here by Frank B.
Falknor,
vice-president.

CBS-TV

is

tradictory,

Film Boom Through
TV, Says Magazine
Hollywood

sees

visions

heyday for the industry

of

a

new

the light
of television, Business Week reports.
"More and more studios are seeing
and are
their bread buttered with
quietly going into the business of producing films for television," the magazine says.
predicted that by fall all
"It's
tieup of one
majors will have a
sort or another.
given
obviously
has
"Television
Hollywood a vast new market for its
feature pictures. But video people are
even more anxious to get films
specially tailored for the new medium
27-minute films to fill half-hour
in

TV

TV

—

sales

Lawson, Pryce

munications

"vague, indefinite and conan unreasonable and late
modification of essential issues, an undue and arbitrary interference with
the rules of evidence and the proceedings governing the determination
of the assigned examiner," and otherwise in violation of the Administrative
Procedure Act.
This means, DuMont said, the Aug. 1 order should be

Invite Film Leaders

(Continued from page 1)

Atlanta, Aug.

Washington, Aug. 13— Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories today bitterly
attacked the recent Federal Com-

KOREA

World

chanSeries contests over
nel No. 9, according to an announcement by R. C. Maddux, vice-president
in charge of sales for the station.

.

.

.

.

20th Club

World Series Over
WOR and WOR-TV

In Para. Hearings

will sponsor for the 12th consecutive year,

IV

1952

DuMont Attacks
FCC Decision

Television-Radio

{Continued, from page 1)

14,

spots, allowing time for commercials.
shows are
"Already, half of all

TV

expects that
ultimately maybe as much as 80 per
For
cent will be canned, or filmed.
one thing, the quality of the showgoing out on film is better than 'live'

on

film

fare,"

it

;

the

was

industry

said.

;
:

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

Accurate

IN

Concise

FILM

and

NEWS

Impartial

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

32

Adult Ticket
Prices Hit

An

All -Time

High

Second Quarter Period
Is Usually Off, Says US

—

Washington, Aug. 13. Adult
admission prices in large cities rose
to an all-time high during the
second quarter of this year, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
today.

Admission prices for children
dropped during the April-June
period, but this was more than
offset by the adult admission
price rise, and as a result, the
combined adult-children price
index also hit an all-time peak.

The

adult price trend was surprising in that the second quarter of the
year usually sees a seasonal drop in
the index.
The Bureau each three months collects price figures in 18 large cities
and weights them to represent price
trends in the 34 largest cities.
The Bureau said that at the end of
June, the adult price index was 79.6
{Continued on page

3)

MPAA

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Meeting Tomorrow
Sales managers of Motion
Picture Association of Amer-

member companies will
meet tomorrow at the MPAA
office here for a rundown on
arbitration developments to
date and to brief distribution
arbitration drafting committee members Robert Perkins
and Adolph Schimel preparaica

tory to the initial convening
of the entire drafting com-

mittee here on Tuesday.
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA
president, is expected to be
on hand for tomorrow's meeting.

New Bid for

In

Cost

DatafromA.T.&T.
Washington, Aug.
tion

13.

— The

Theatres Holds

Parley Here Today
Harry M. Kalmine, president and
general manager of Warner Brothers
Theatres, will preside at a meeting of
the company's zone managers at the
home office today.
Zone managers attending will be
Alfred

D.

Feinstein,

Kvool,

Chicago;

Harry

New Haven Frank

Damis,
Charles A. Smakwitz, Al;

Newark
bany
Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia
Moe A. Silver, Pittsburgh George
;

Washington, Aug. 13.— Justice
Department

officials

today promised

to
consider
carefully
exhibitor
views as to what might constitute
"reasonable" clearance between showing of films in theatres and 16mm.
showings on television.

The

promise

was

given as
the antitrust division met with spokesmen for three theatre owner
associations to discuss the government's anti-trust suit aimed
at forcing producers to make 16mm. films more readily available to television. The suit has
stirred up a storm of exhibitor
protest, but this was the first
time that exhibitor spokesmen
met face to face with Departfour top

officials

of

Mo-

Picture Association of America

and the National Exhibitors Theatre
Television Committee today renewed
their

request to the

American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Co. for detailed
information on A. T. and T. theatre

MPAA

and

NETTC

want the information for use in the coming Federal
Communications
Commission

TV

hearings. They originally
the
information
some
months ago, and in June A. T. and T.
{Continued on page 6)
theatre

requested

Para.,

M-G-M

Join

Ohio Film Fair

I

A. Crouch, Washington.
Film buyers who will attend are
{Continued on page 3)

{Continued on page 3)

Theatre Tie-up in N.

of

cision in the industry action to test
the legality of Ohio's newsreel censorship statute may be handed down

about Oct. 1, Robert Wile, secretary of the ITO of Ohio, who is active
in the test case, reports in the organization's current bulletin. Wile points
out the decision will be delayed be{Continued on page 3)

utilize

box for concession counters in
theatres throughout the country to
aid the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Fund were outlined here by Joseph Vogel, chairman of the hospital
coin boxes committee.
Plans for the 1952 campaign were
discussed at a meeting of the newly
{Continued on page 3)
lection

the

State

Merwin Bohan has

of

Am-

Department's

left

Washington

for Rio de Janeiro to investigate
the recent removal of motion pictures
from Brazil's list of "essential" imports for which import licenses will
be granted, film export sources reported here yesterday.

The report was accompanied
by the suggestion that Bohan,
who will examine as well Brazilian-American trade problems
in general, may be prepared to
discuss with the Vargas govern-

ment the

possibility of a dollar
if effected, could be

loan which,

instrumental in bringing about
reinstatement of films and certa'n commodities on the "essential" imports list.
Meanwhile, the American distributors' foreign managers, fearful that

New York

First Meeting with

Congressmen on Tax
Omaha, Aug.

Y. C.

City.

The campaign, which will involve
no exchange of money, is slated to
underway Sept. 8, featuring TV
and radio programs
partially
or
wholly devoted to boosting films, and
trailers in theatres and lobby displays
boosting radio and TV programs and

—

13.
Exhibitors in
territory have scheduled a meeting with representatives of the state
in Congress for Monday at the Blackstone Hotel to discuss the industry

this

tax problem.

So

Plans for one of the most extensive mutual promotion campaigns
between motion picture theatres and the radio and television industry
were outlined here yesterday by WNBC-WNBT, which is in the process
of signing a pact with the Organization of the Motion Picture Industry

13.

Equipped with the rank
bassador,

—

13.
Columbus,
Aug.
AnO.
nouncement of exhibits from M-G-M
and Paramount completes the lineup
of displays set for "Hollywood at the
Faid" at the Ohio State Fair here
Aug. 22-29. The exhibit is sponsored
by the Independent Theatre Owners

Plan Extensive Radio, TV,

Expect Ohio Censor New Drive Material
Ruling About Oct. 1 For Rogers Fund
— A de- Plans to
Columbus, O., August
a new type of col-

Ambassador Off for Rio;
Companies to Meet Today

{.Continued on page 3)

;

;

Acts In

Brazil Film
Promise in
Meet with J. D. Import Crisis

{Continued on page 3)

television transmission costs.

WB

TEN CENTS

1952

Exhibitors Get IL S.

Arbitration

MPAA, NETTC

14,

known, this is the first
set by exhibitors with
their Congressmen in the industrywide campaign to bring about the refar as

is

meeting to be

of the Federal 20 per cent tax
on admissions.

peal

Two Gamble Firms
Get FCC Permits

get

stars.

Cooperating in the campaign are
500 independent and circuit theatres
which are members of the New York
theatre

a
spokesman
for
stated.
The spokesthe projected tie-up the
kind in the country and

group,

WNBC-WNBT
man
first

called
of its
(Continued on page 6)

—

Washington, Aug. 13. Two comin which Ted Gamble is a

panies

major stockholder today got Federal
Communications Commission permission to buy
and FM stations in
Portland, Ore., and Seattle.
Mount Hood Radio and Television

AM

Corp.

asked

AM

permission

to

acquire

and FM, in Portland, for
and the Mount Rainier
$700,000,
Radio and Television Corp. asked
authority to buy KJR in Seattle for

JOIN,

$800,000.
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Losers May Examine UA
Bid After One Week Wait

Personal
Mention
CHARLES

J.

FELDMAN,

Uni-

versal general sales manager, will
leave New York tomorrow for an
extended trip through the Midwest

and Far West.
•

Montreal

Salamis,

Basil C.

ex-

18th International Red Cross conference in Toronto as an official delegate of the
Greek Red Cross. He is secretary of
Greek War Relief Fund of
the
hibitor,

the

attended

Canada.
•

Y.

Frank

Paramount

Freeman,

vice-president and studio head, returned to the Coast yesterday from

New

York.
•

Andrew

J.

Grainger,

Butterfield

Theatres executive, and Mrs. Grainger announce the birth of a daughter,
Michele Ann, on Saturday.
•
Luke Strager, Herbert Lane and
E. V. McDermott, Universal auditors, are in the San Francisco office.

•

Walter Griswolf, former
and booker for the
Co., Rome, Ga., has
Pictures, Atlanta.

buyer

Lam Amusement

Losing bidders for United Artists
may examine the winning offers by making a request to do so in
writing or in person at local branches
seven days after the deadlines for bids,
according to a new policy adopted by

pictures

William

J.

Heineman, distribution
said

that

where the producer

of a

vice-president,

in

instances

UA-distribu-

rejected all bids and
negotiation is instituted
the negotiation and
in
losers
the
bidding are entitled to examine the
winning terms under the new policy.
In no case, however, he emphasized,
can bid or award winners examine
losing offers.
In the current negotiations looking
to the establishment of an industry

ted picture has

competitive

system of arbitration, all distributors
have agreed to show winning bids to
losing bidders. If the plan is incorporated in any system agreed upon,
disclosure of winning bids will become
common practice in the industry.
decided to adopt
Heineman said
its new policy after a number of complaints had been received from exhibitors against the practice of not disclosing bids.

UA

Wenschek

Favorite

of

Delibridge
Loew's for

Leaves
Own Firm

13.

exchange managers, heads

of Hollywood's foreign production units and
European producers and directors. He
also interviewed foreign moviegoers in

countries showing American films. He
visited Cannes, Florence, Rome, NaLondon, Paris, Frankfurt and
ples,
Berlin.

Pickman to Coast
To View 3 Films

Mt.

—

Jerry

.

president

Appoint More
JDA Drive Posts

Meet Today With
Studio, Guild Heads
—

;

resentatives of the international diplo-

matic corps, society leaders, civic and
church notables and leaders of govern-

ment and business.

of the labor division.

Forms Non-profit Unit
Hollywood, Aug.

13.

— Sol

Lesser

formed the International DocuWeinberg, Actor, 86 mentary Film Foundation, a non-profit
Gus Weinberg, film actor, play- corporation which will donate 16mm.
wright and song-writer, died in Port- copies of documentary adventure fealand, Me. Monday at the age of 86, tures to qualified scientific and educaaccording to news reports from that tional organizations throughout the

Gus

city.

WB

Name

has

world.

Carter
Atlanta Manager

film and paper industry had
been set at $22,000,000 capital
investment in added production capacity above Jan. 1,
1951 levels.
This goal is to
be reached by June 1, 1953,
the DPA said, adding that
projects have already been
approved accounting for al-

—

ner

Brothers,
of

has been promoted to

the

most

Warner exchange

all

of the expansion.

Calls Roxy Notices
'Precautionary'
Notices of possible dismissal received by the personnel of the New
York Roxy were described yesterday
as "purely precautionary" by David
T. Katz, the theatre's managing director.

Katz, pointing to the projected takeover of the Broadway show case by
Westco, the new corporate name of
National Theatres, said it was the
usual thing for new owners to send
out dismissal notices. Katz said, however, to his knowledge the same personnel is expected to be retained when
Westco assumes operation of the
theatre in accordance with 20th Century-Fox consent decree. The target
date for the take-over is Sept. 27, the
date of the planned divorcement of
the

company.

Tidwell Is

Named

Wth-Fox Manager
T. P. Tidwell, salesman in the Dalbranch of 20th Century-Fox, has
been promoted to branch manager of
the company's Jacksonville exchange,
by Al Lichtman, director of distribution. He will replace Marvin Doris,
who has resigned, effective in September.
Tidwell, who started with the company in 1931, has served in many capacities in various of the company's
offices, having been salesman, office
las

manager,

sales

manager

and

head

booker.

New

'Coronet' Film Plan

Starting with the September issue,
Coronet magazine will inaugurate a

new method

of recommending motion
pictures to its readers. Instead of relying upon the selections of its own
board of review, it will have a member
of the film industry give his choice.
short profile of the guest reviewer
will be included in each issue.
The
first guest will be
Stanley Kramer,
and the two films he has selected are
"Charley's Aunt" and "The Story of

A

Robin Hood."

Memphis, Aug. 13. Frank Carter,
Memphis branch manager for Warmanager

—

The
Admin-

13.

istration said its goal for expansion of the photographic

— American

The Paramount star, a former vicepresident of the Screen Actors Guild,
will include this observation in a detailed report he is preparing for use
by studio executives and officials of
motion picture guilds and unions.
Holden spent much of his time on
the Continent visiting with American

1952

-M illion Set

Washington, Aug.
Defense Production

Holden, who
extended trip

according to William
has returned from an
abroad.

14,

For Film Expansion

pictures that stress visual action rather
than lengthy dialogue, thus minimizing
the need for sub-titles, are in heavy
demand on the European film market,

Pickman, Paramount vicein
charge of advertisingNashville, August 13. Thomas E. publicity, will leave here today for the
gery.
Loew's Coast studio where he will screen
Delibridge, associated with
^
Theatres for the past 19 years and three productions, George Stevens'
manager manager of the Nashville house for
I. Coval, Toronto branch
"Shane," Hal Wallis' "Come Back,
of Warner Brothers, has. been or- the past 10 years, has resigned and has Little
Sheba," and Billy Wilder's
dered to take a two months' rest fol- gone to Florida where he plans an "Stalag 17." Following the screenlowing a heart attack.
entertainment promotion organization ings, he will meet with studio execu•
of his own. He was succeeded by Bu- tives to set national promotion camJoe Scott has resigned his post as ford Cranch, with Loew's State, New paigns for the three.
booker for the Martin Theatre, At- Orleans, as assistant manager for the
En route to Hollywood, Pickman
lanta.
past five years, who was connected will stop off in Chicago for meetings
•
with the Nashville theatre before.
with Bill Hollander, advertising head
Charles Kessnich, M-G-M Southof Balaban and Katz, to set up the
ern district manager, has returned to
world premiere of "Somebody Loves
Milwaukee.
from
office
his Atlanta
Me" at the Chicago Theatre on Septo
5
•
tember 5.
Emory Austin, M-G-M Southback
arrived
has
ern publicity head,
Five more names have been added
in Atlanta from a Florida vacation.
to the long list of those who have accepted key positions in the industry's
Ted Galantar, M-G-M publicist in drive on behalf of the
Joint Defense
Hollywood, Aug. 13. The CounSan Francisco, has been confined to Appeal, it
was announced here by cil of Motion Picture Organizations'
illness.
his home with
Leon Goldberg and Edward L. Fabian, Sam Pinanski, Trueman Rembusch
•
of the industry-wide JDA
and Robert O'Donnell will meet with
Sam Engel, producer, left here for co-chairmen
campaign.
studio heads at a luncheon tomorrow
the Coast yesterday.
They are: Benjamin Sherman of at the Beverly Hills Hotel, and with
be
Corp.,
who
will
Vending
ABC
guild executives and others acDiplomats to See 'Fatima' chairman of the drive's concessions talent
tive in "Movietime, U. S. A." work
Martin Levine of Brandt
The invitational world premiere of division
at a cocktail party later in the day.
Warner's "The Miracle of Our Lady Theatres, who heads up purchasing Trio will confer Friday with the exof Fatima" on Wednesday evening, agents, and IATSE leaders Tom Mur- ecutive committee of the Motion PicAug. 20, at the Astor Theatre here tha, Herman Gelber and Vincent ture Industry Council.
will have an audience composed of rep- Jacobi who will serve as co-chairmen
at

Films of California, Inc.,
Zion Hospital, San Francisco, for suris

$22

Minimize Dialogue
For Europe: Holden
Hollywood, August

the sales department.

joined Republic

•

Magda

Thursday, August

in

Atlanta.

Succeeding Carter here will be Joe
Young, a Warner film salesman in
Memphis.

AMPA

Meeting Today

The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' board of directors and board
of trustees will hold their first meeting
of the season today at the Abbey Hotel

here,

AM PA

it was reported yesterday by
president Harry K. Mc Wil-

liams.
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Exhibitors Get Promise

Brazil

{Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)

may destroy an $11,market, will meet at the
Motion Picture Association of America
here today with John G. Mcinternational diviCarthy,
sion chief, and Joaquin Rickard, AsLatin
sociation
representative
in
America, to devise a course of action
for the latter to follow when he returns shortly to Rio de Janeiro.
It was indicated that the State Department has taken the view that films
have been removed from the list of
items which can get exchange at the
This means that film
official rate.
companies could still get some exchange, but only in the free market
State reat a substantial discount.
portedly is seriously worried and has
said that if this is true, it would be
"quite a serious development."
The present official rate of exchange
The Bra19 pesos to the dollar.
is
said, has
zilian parliament, it was
action

Brazil's

000,000

MPAA

before it bills which would legalize
the establishment of two rates of exchange the present one and one for
tourists and special capital transactions at the rate of 35 pesos to a
:

dollar. Enactment of such legislation,
reis believed, would hasten the
it
turn of films to the list which can
get exchange at the 19-to-l rate.

U.

S.

companies several months ago

stopped shipping newsreels to Brazil
because of the Brazilian government
decree requiring them to buy and export Brazilian newsreels and documentary films equivalent to 10 per cent
of the footage imported into Brazil.
The rule had the double purpose of
aiding Brazilian producers and of creating propaganda abroad for Brazil.
U. S. Ambassador Herschel Johnson
in Rio has been unsuccessful in his attempts to get the Vargas government
to

Rogers Memorial
(Continued from page 1)
organized finance and fund raisingcommittee of the Variety Clubs-Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital, held at
Also
Fabian Theatres' board room.
attending were Fred Schwartz, chair;

Abe Montague, Herman Rob-

Sam

Charles Feldman,
William German, Si Fabian, Eugene

bins,

Picker,
grue.

ment

officials since the suit

Rosen,

Sam Switow and Ned Shu-

feldman, national distributor chairman, and Sam Switow, national exhibitor chairman, reported to the committee that plans are advanced to the
stage where all drive materials, including Christmas scrolls, will be in
the hands of volunteers before Nov. 1,
the starting date of the 1952 "Christmas Salute" campaign.

Anticipating the inevitable request,
Justice officials opened the conference
by stating flatly that the suit could
not and would not be dropped and
that the conference should proceed
on that assumption.

The

Justice

position,

boiled

was that the Government
there

Saves Postage, Too
Des Moines, Aug. 13— The
current bullet'n of Iowa-Nebraska Allied urges its members to kill two birds with one

1)

tion not only now, but if and
case, before

when they win the

is

an

illegal

still

down,
feels

conspiracy to keep

from television and that it must
go through with the suit, but that it

films

realizes the
the theatre

serious consequences lor
business and wants the
help of exhibitors in de-

advice and
termining what relief can be obtained
to solve the problem and help television get films without hurting theatre owners too much.

any

acting chief of the anti-trust
division; Victor Kramer, head
of the division's litigation section; Perry Epes, Kramer's assistant; and George Schueler,
one of the attorneys who prepared the suit. From exhibitor
ranks were Mitchell Wolfson,
president of the Theatre Owners of America; Si Fabian, chairman of TOA's executive committee; TOA general counsel,

Herman Levy; Harry Brandt,
head of the Independent Theatre Owners Association; and
Emanuel Frisch of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association.
the government attached to the conference was evidenced

The importance

by two facts
one-half

:

it

lasted over one
unusually long,

and
and

hours,
interrupted his vacation to
Both Justice and exhibitor
attend.
officials seemed well pleased with the
results of the exploratory meeting and
indicated other meetings would take
place later to discuss the suit further.
The exhibitor leaders placed heavy
emphasis on the serious consequences
the suit could have on theatre owners
and on the impracticality of the relief
They
sought by the Government.
stressed again and again the difficulty
of determining what constituted "reasonable" clearance between theatre
showing, citing past experiand
ence in trying to fix reasonable clear-

TV

ance between different theatres.

Justice officials said they admitted that they saw the difficulties in such a determination,
and that they were happy to
have any help exhibitors m'ght
give them on this score. They
said they wanted this informa-

hrs.

55 min.

AMERICAN.
LOSANGELES
THE MERCURY-DC-6 SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
Lv. 1 7 .-20 n.m.i EST—Ar. 7:15 a.m. PST

final

decree

—

entered by

is

letter
denouncing to Congressmen the government's

the court.

However, the Justice

officials

to force the sale of
films to television and
requesting their support in
the industry's fight to obtain
repeal of the Federal 20 per

suit

said,

even while they realized the difficulties of solving the problem, they could
not condone what they feel is an illegal conspiracy creating the problem.
The official
statement dwelt
on this question of "reasonable" clearance, and then went on to say
"The spokesmen for the Department stated that they realize and appreciate the competitive status of the
motion picture industry and television,
and that it will take considerable constructive effort on the part of both

16mm.

TOA

and the government to estab-

interests

ultimate status of both."

lish the

TOA

officials said they felt
they had done a good job in
bringing the exhibitor viewpoint to the attention of the
Department a job that could
be done far better in person
than in letters and wires.

The Government officials at
the meeting were Newell Clapp,

10

it>

was

filed.

Kramer

withdraw the decree.

man

3

—

It was learned that there had been
some discussion of the possibility of

exhibitors asking for the right
appear, in the case as "friends of
the court." At present,
is named
as a co-conspirator, which gives it no
right at all to present its views to the
court. There had originally been consideration of asking the right to be
named as a defendant, which would
confer rights to call witnesses, crossexamine and otherwise take full part
in fighting the suit. Apparently, however, this has been toned down to the
point where only an "amicus curiae"
the

to

TOA

role

TOA

Agenda

Set for U. S. Anti-Trust Suit
Washington, Aug. 13. Discussion
of what the Theatre Owners of America should do about the Government's
16mm. anti-trust suit will have a
prominent place on the Agenda of
TOA's convention here next month,

—

Wolfson

president Mitchell

WB

said today.

Theatres
(Continued from page 1)

Chicago
Dick
Joe Minsky, New
Haven Arnold Jordan and Arnold
Michaelson, Newark; Larry Lapidus,
Albany Ted Minsky and Dan Trie-

Alex

Halperin,
right, Cleveland

;

;

;

;

ster,

Schine Convention
Set for Aug. 19-20
Albany,

—

Aug. 13. The
Y.,
of Gloversville, will
hold a convention of zone, district and
house managers at the Ten Eyck
Hotel Aug. 19-20 for an all-over surN.

Schine

circuit

vey

the

of

and the
is

the

the

and

motion

picture

circuit's part

first

in

business

Meeting
by

it.

of the kind conducted

Schine organization

in

years

11

the

largest
circuit
affair yet
scheduled for Albany.
One hundred
fifty are expected to attend.

Mono. Sets Weekend
Sales Meet in Chi.
Hollywood, Aug.
—Monogram13.

Allied

Artists

vice-president

Harold

Mirisch announced ...a two-day sales
meeting for Saturday and Sunday at
the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
In addiMirisch, Morey Goldstein, L.
E. Goldhammer, James Pritchard and

tion to

Harold Wirthwein

will attend.

under discussion.

is

p rom"nent Place on

W

cent admission tax.

Philadelphia

burgh

and

L.

;

F.

Saul Bragin, PittsRibnitzki,

Wash-

ington.

Home office executives scheduled to
attend are Miles Alben, Max BlackFrank Cahill, Nat Fellman,
Harry Goldberg, Louis K. Kaufman,
Herman R. Maier, Frank Marshall,
W. Stewart McDonald, Frank Phelps,
man,

Bernard Rosenzweig, Carl
Louis Siegel and Ben Wirth.

Siegel,

Ohio Fair
(Continued from page 1)
of

Ohio and includes displays from

Columbia, United Artists, 20th Century-Fox,
Pictures, Walt Disney and Paul Terry.
The Paramount exhibit includes an
array of costumes from "The Greatest
Show on Earth" wigs and Mexican
masks from Bing Crosby's "Just for
You," Dorothy Lamour's sarong from
"The Road to Bali," Jane Russell's
two-gun holster and Roy Rogers'

RKO

guitar from "Son of Paleface."
The M-G-M exhibit includes

cos-

tumes from "The Plymouth Adventure," Esther Williams' bathing suits
and a life-sized rubber kangaroo from
"Million
Dollar Mermaid," Nero's
lyre and throne from "Quo Vadis,"
two fencing foils from "The Prisoner
of Zenda," "Oscars" used in "The
Bad and the Beautiful," figurines from
"The Story of Three Loves" and an
Aztec figure from "Sombrero."

Censor Ruling
(Continued from page 1)

cause the presiding j udge before whom
the case was heard last Friday will
eave on a vacation after the reply
(Continued from page 1)
briefs have been filed by both sides.
per cent above the 1935-39 average,
The bulletin cites as "the most incompared to 77.1 per cent at the end teresting item" coming out of the hearof March and a previous high of 78 ing last week the testimony of Walton
per cent at the end of March 1951.
Ament, vice-president and general
The children's price index dropped manager of Warner- Pathe News, that
from 52.5 per cent at the end of each newsreel print averages $21 of
March this year to 49.5 per cent at revenue and that there are 62 Warner
the end of June. The combined index newsreel prints distributed in Ohio. If
rose from 73.8 per cent at the end of :he newsreels average 750 feet, a print
March to 75.6 per cent at the end of costs $14.60 and Ohio censorship $3,
June.
leaving $3.33 for production costs.

Ticket Prices

—

Cecil B.DeMilles

^

Starring

HUTTON WILDE
•

Never such

mill

•

-

HESTON

•

ROGERS

TECHNICOLOR
GLORIA

andJAMES

LAMOUR GRAMME STEWART
-

a ticket-selling attraction!

giant figures of

HOPE

DOROTHY

CHARLTON

CORNEL

BETTY

Color by
*

From

big cities to small towns,

"Samson and Delilah" on an average

of

230% and

it's

outgrossing

often up to 500%.

Cm
starring

JTOH3ST

OF

Paleface

it

to

make more money

its first

300 immediate key dates compg up Ask
your Paramount exchange aboiit its exciting

do just that.

Dollars- For-Showmen Promotion Contest.

you than "Paleface." And
dates

all

prove that

it

will

SII^CEDI^IC

HMMCKE

TECHNICOLOR
We made

AF^LENE

for

!

—

AND

THE PARADE WILL CONTINUE RIGHT THRU '52

Win

:
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Thursday, August

TV Tie-up
said

was designed

it

medias of entertainment."
spokesman for the Organization
of the Motion Picture Industry of
New York City, when asked whether
the pact had been sealed, commented
that it had "not been finalized" but

A

negotiations
were proceeding.
However, the radio and television interests stated that a verbal agreement
existed between the parties and within
two weeks the understanding would
be formalized.
that

with Pinky
iy"

IV

RAFT FOODS

CO.

Herman

will sponsor for the 12th consecutive year,

"The Great Gildersleeve," starring Willard Waterman as
Throckmorten P. Gildy. The radio series will be heard Wednesdays
at 8:30 P.M. (E.D.T.) NBCommencing Aug. 31. Agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby.
After a three-week vacation in London and
Copenhagen, Ed CBSullivan will resume his "Toast of the Town"
telecasts Sunday Aug. 24. The "Smiling" Irishman will undoubtedly
introduce to America several new Continental acts.
Don't be
surprised to see a new "Double or Nothing" format soon with Bert
Parks the emcee and Walt Framer, the producer.
NBC is cutting
a series of ET's titled, "Womens' Prison," a female "gangbuster."
The half-hour dramatic series, scripted by Chuck Kebbe, is based
on actual case histories from the files of Agnes Henderson, chief
corrective officer of the State Womens' House of Detention. Miss
Henderson will narrate the series, a Moe Gale package.
.

.

.

.

.

Highlights Listed

Under

the terms of the understandof
highlights
are
the
these

ing,

WNBC-VVNBT's

promotional role:
Skitch Henderson will kick off the
campaign on Sept. 8 with a listing of
current and popular films at theatres
on his morning show over WNBC.
"Hollywood, U. S. A." weekly
variety show will be inaugurated over

A

WNBC.
The

radio station will also feature
a documentary series of six or seven
programs .dramatizing film industry
personalities such as producers and
directors.

WNBC

"Youth

will also initiate a

Discovers Hollywood" contest.

Over
a

New York

the

television out-

WNBT,

let,

time will be devoted to
listing of current films at

daily

New York

theatres,

addition

to
In addition, acin

spot announcements.
cording to a station spokesman, beginning Sept. 15, there will be a fiveprogram five days per
minute
week featuring interviews with stars
and clips from forthcoming pictures.
New York motion picture theatres
according to a
turn,
in
spokesman, will show trailers
at the end of their coming attractions
boosting radio and television stars of

TV

WNBC-

WNBT

the stations,

in

addition

to

station

Lobby displays and adver-

programs.

tisements enclosed in the mail to theatre patrons, boosting the stations'
programs and personalities, will be another obligation of the theatres.

Boost 'Off-Hour' Shows
It is understood that the New York
theatres in their trailers and promoprotion are seeking to boost

TV

grams and
"off"

TV

theatre

stars appearing during

hours.

Another feature of the experimenmutual promotion program, inital
tiated by Ted Cott, vice-president and
and
manager of
general

WNBC

WNBT,

a tie-in with super-marSelected representatives of such
kets.
stores will be invited to special previews and will be asked to vote for
"the super movie of the month."
The tie-up is expected to continue
until late fall, a station spokesman
is

stated.

For

the

fourth

Yorkers

will

successive year,
see all World

WOR-TV,

chanSeries contests over
nel No. 9, according to an announcement by R. C. Maddux, vice-president
in charge of sales for the station.
WOR-TV's telecasts will begin during the

first

WOR

week

in

October.

will be the only

New York

providing coverage of the
station
series on both television and radio,
since WOR-Mutual will have exclusive radio broadcasts of the series for
the 14th season.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

&

Larry Schwab,

produce-direct a feature length flicker,
on a story by J. Alvin Kugelmass and published by Messner. Schwab plans to use his
television "lights and shadows" technique throughout and
hopes to sign Jean Pierre Aumont as the star. Filming will
take place either in Paris or New York, starting on Jan. 1,
1953.
Peggy Wood, whose CBScintillating role as "Mama"
earned her a medal from the Norwegian Government "for
fostering and presenting Norwegian culture to the American
people," will visit King Haakon and personally thank him for
the citation.
STORY: Captain A. C. Hadley,
son of "Hap" Hadley, (one of show biz's most famous artists)
is back from that war-torn land and now attends the Columbia "U," majoring in international relations for the Army.
J. Fred Coots, Jr., son of the writer of a score of song hits,
upon his return from Korea and a subsequent honorable
discharge, decided upon a career as TV producer. So the
smart lad got himself a job with Walt Framer, one of the most
successful independent TV producers in the country.
Sgt.
Jerome Herman, son of this scribbler, returned home on rotation after a year in Korea has been honorably discharged
and has resumed his studies at NYU.

"Window

.

.

Jr., will

for the Blind," based

.

.

.

.

MPAA, NETTC
replied, giving various reasons for not

supplying the information.
letter,
today's
In

MPAA

and
termed the phone company's
reasons "wholly unsatisfactory." They
took up each of A. T. and T.'s rea-

NETTC
for

not

.

.

.

.

.

.

Invite Film Leaders

(Continued from page 1)

sons

Washington, Aug. 13.— Allen B.
DuMont Laboratories today bitterly
attacked the recent Federal ComCommission decision in
Paramount hearings, charging that
Commission had "unduly and ar-

munications
the

the
bitrarily"

interfered with the actions
hearing examiner and had
otherwise violated the Administrative
Procedures Act.
The FCC, in an order issued Aug. 1,
said anti-trust violations more than
three years old should not be considered in passing on the qualifications
of

its

of existing licensees.
DuMont argued
that this ruling by the Commission,
which laid down rules quite different

from those being followed by the parties to the hearing, was aimed at expediting approval of the proposed merger between American Broadcasting
Co. and United Paramount Theatres.
said

It

and

it

UPT

supplying the informa-

and answered it. Then they concluded by saying that the only valid
tion,

reason they could see for not having
the information earlier was that the
hearings were not slated to start until
January. Now that the hearings have
been moved up to October, the two
organizations said that the A. T. and
T. excuse is gone, and "in view of the
imminence of the Oct. 20 hearings,
we renew our request for a speedy
response to our questions."

Has an Outing

Over 750 members and guests of the
20th Century-Fox Family Club sailed
up the Hudson yesterday on their
annual outing to Bear Mountain.
Harry Reinhardt was the chairman.

To Conn. Dedication
—

Hartford, Aug. 13. Industry leadhave been invited to serve on a
committee with Harry F. Shaw, division manager of Loew's-New England
ers

Theatres,

for

the

official

dedication

and opening of the new $2,000,000
Terminal Building at state-ownedand-operated Bradley Field.
Shaw,
conference with Francis
S.
Murphy, publisher of the Hartford
Times, and chairman of the State
Aeronautics Commission, and Allen
a

at

M. Widem, Times motion picture

Oscar A. Doob, John Murphy, Ernie
Emerling,
Howard
Dietz,
Jack
Byrne, Dan Terrell, Ned E. Depinet,
S. Barret McCormick, Terry Turner,
Nate J. Blumberg, Charles Simonelli,
Alfred Schwalberg, Jerry Pickman,
Sid Mesibov, Ben Kalmenson, Mort
Blumenstock, Larry Golob, Spyros P.
Skouras, Rodney Bush, Charles Ein-

ABC

if

to bene-

'Dangerous Precedent'
also

It

that the merged
company was not an ex-

claimed

ABC-UPT

isting licensee, and that applying the
three-year limit to it was extending
the policy to "new applicants, a dangerous precedent." It asked that this
be clarified.
DuMont also urged the
Commission to reconsider its refusal
to sever the DuMont-Paramount control issue from the other proceedings.

Finally, DuMont said, if the Comwill not grant any of these
requests, it should find that its Aug. 1
order is "vague, indefinite and contradictory, an unreasonable and late
modification of essential issues, an un-

mission

due

and arbitrary

the

rules

interference with
and the proceedings governing the determination
of the assigned examiner," and otherwise in violation of the Administrative
Procedure Act.
This means, DuMont said, the Aug. 1 order should be
rescinded!

evidence

of

Film Boom Through
TV, Says Magazine

edi-

disclosed that the following have
been invited
Eric A. Johnston, Joseph R. Vogel,
tor,

was highly unfair
were the only ones

fit
from this "extraordinary procedural action" and urged the Commission to rule that the question of
whether Paramount controls DuMont
also be determined under the same
three-year time limit.

KOREA

.

.

.

20th Club

World Series Over
WOR and WOR-TV
New

In Para. Hearings

to bring about a

"new understanding among the three

1952

DuMont Attacks
FCC Decision

Television- Radio

{Continued, from page 1)

14,

Hollywood

sees

visions

heyday for the industry

in

of

a

new

the light

Week reports.
studios are seeing

of television, Business

'More and more

TV

and are
their bread buttered with
quietly going into the business of producing films for television," the magazine says.
predicted that by fall all
"It's
tieup of one
majors will have a

TV

sort or another.

has

"Television

obviously

given-

Hollywood a vast new market for its
feld, Harry Cohn, Harry McWilliams,
pictures.
But video people are
Lehman, Rudisill Resign Arthur B. Krim, Max Youngstein and feature
even more anxious to get films
Atlanta, Aug. 13. Rudy Lehman, Mori Krushen.
specially tailored for the new medium

—

representative, and Rudy Rudisill, branch manager of the
Kay exchange here, have resigned.

—27-minute

sales

Lawson, Pryce
Orville

to

UA-TV

Lawson and Ralph Pryce

have been appointed sales representatives for United Artists Television in
Minneapolis and Omaha, respectively.

CBS-TV Names
Herbert O.
rector for

Phillips

former art diand Universal, has

Phillips,

M-G-M

been appointed executive art director
teleof the scenic division of the
vision network operations department,
it
was disclosed here by Frank B.
Falknor,
vice-president.

CBS

CBS-TV

films

to

fill

half-hour

spots, allowing time for commercials.
shows are
"Already, half of all

TV

industry expects that
ultimately maybe as much as 80 per
For
cent will be canned, or filmed.
one thing, the quality of the show
going out on film is better than 'live'

on

film

fare,"

it

;

the

was

said.

VOL.

NO.

72.

TEN CENTS
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Says Majors
100% Behind
'Mo vietime'
O'Donnell Reports Studio
Sentiment at Coast Meet
Hollywood,

Aug.

14.

—

"I

can

say
the
eight
major
'Movietime,
studios
are
behind
U. S. A.' 100 per cent," director
Bob O'Donnell said today following a
meeting with major studio production
heads at the Beverly Hills Hotel here,
attended also by Sam Pinanski and
Trueman Rembusch, and presided over
Radio president.
by Ned Depinet,
O'Donnell's comment followed assurances by studio executives that

honestly

RKO

they will personally

make

AMPA

Industry School
Initiate Courses Sept. 24

The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' board yesterday set Sept.
24 for the opening of an AMP A school to train future industry advertising, publicity and exploitation specialists and to provide others in the
industry with an opportunity to increase their knowledge of promotional
work, Harry K. McWilliams, AMPA
president,

Brandt, Frisch Head

N.Y. Tax Repeal Unit
Harry Brandt, president of the Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York, and Emanuel Frisch,
chairman

of the tax repeal committee
Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association, have been named
co-chairmen of the tax repeal campaign committee for the New York

the

of

sure stars
fully in the

City exchange area, it was disclosed
here yesterday by the Council of Motion Picture Organizations.

Pinanski, in a report to the meeting

Their appointment was made at a
meeting in the
offices of exhibitors comprising the New York
area repeal committee. They set Oct.

and others will cooperate
"Movietime" tours.

COMPO

(Continued on pane 4)

FCC FurtherLim its

15 as a deadline for obtaining

New York

downstate

ments

Qu ick Action Again

TOA Meet Agenda

—

14.
The FedCommunications Commission today limited still further the amount of
additional evidence which can be put

from

reported.

McWilliams said, a
"faculty" consisting of top executives
in motion picture advertising will be
established to deliver the first course.
Courses will run for 12 weeks and
tuition of $15
per course will be
charged, McWilliams said.
Lectures
will be delivered and lessons will be
given in film company home office
presiscreening rooms.
The
dent said Columbia, United Artists
Radio already have offered
and
to make their screening rooms availSuch commitment
able to the school.
is needed from only one more company, he said, explaining that then it
will be necessary to use each screening room only three times during a
Wednesday evenings were
course.
selected for classes.

AMPA

RKO

AMPA

(Continued on page 2)

Theatres
the
informed
that he will pay the tuition

Washington, August
tion, repeal of the

mount hearings

the

another

Asked following his return
here yesterday from Washington for comment on the
meeting there Wednesday between exhibition representatives

and Justice Department

connection with
the government's 16mm. antitrust suit, Emanuel Frisch of
officials

government's

—

Arbitraadmissions tax and
16

14.

mm.

anti-trust

for the convention,

which

is

to be held

at the Shoreham Hotel from Sept. 1418.
Officials said the all-day session

(Continued on page 4)

FCC Okays

Amusement

said

the report of the meeting
published yesterday in Motion
Picture Daily was complete to
the last detail and that he
could add nothing to it.
Frisch represented the Metropolitan
Motion
Picture
Theatres Association at the

Washington meeting.

film agreement, including
provision for American industry subsidization of French production was
pointed out yesterday following a
meeting here of the Motion Picture
Export Association.

Heretofore the State Departwould
it
sign no foreign trade agreements providing for subsidiza-

ment indicated that

tion of foreign industries. However, the Department was said
to have been "vacillating" lately
(Continued on page 4)

'Streamlining' of

—

Charlotte, Aug. 14. District Court
Judge George Bell Timmerman has
dismissed, with the consent of

Television Permits
Washington, Aug.
eral

facili-

of distribution will command the
attention of sales managers of Motion
Picture Association of America member companies at their meeting today
office here.
at the
It was indicated that the meeting,
ties

all

par-

ment.

The defendants included Greenville
Enterprises, Inc., which operated three
(Continued on page 2)

MPAA

over which Alfred
chairman of the

W.

MPAA

Schwalberg,
distribution

committee, will preside, will devote
more time to ironing out kinks in the
"streamlining" plans than to a discussion of developments looking to the
establishment of an industry system
of arbitration, heretofore understood
to be the principal reason for calling
(Continued on page 4)

6 More Trust Action Names

in

Randforce

would
American

Suit Is Settled

Paramount
Pictures, suit will head the agenda of the an-, ties, the $5,500,000 trust suit filed in
United
Paramount
Theatres
and nual convention of the Theatre Own- 1947 against major distributors and
ers of America here next month, it others by Fred S. and James W.
American Broadcasting Co.
Taking up a "request for clarifica- was decided at a meeting of top TOA Curdts operating an independent theaofficials and the Washington conven- tre circuit out of Greenville,
S. C.
(Continucd on page 4)
tion committee.
The plaintiffs received damages, but
The group met here today to com- die court order did not state the
plete, so far as possible, arrangements amount and attorneys declined to com-

Story Told
Everything : Frisch

existence of a definite possithat the State Department
be willing to sign a Franco-

5,500,000 Trust Be Discussed Today

for

'Daily's'

The
bility

Plans for "streamlining" the

into the record of the catch-all Para-

— apparently

See State Dept. Willing
To Make the Concession

Distribution to

eral

victory

French Pact
Subsidy Deal

RKO

(Continued on page 4)

Nearly Completed

US May Okay

Meanwhile,

William Howard,
commit- vice-president,
has

Para. Hearing;A sks

Washington, Aug.

to

14.

— The

Fed-

Communications Commission

to-

day granted construction permits for

N. Y. Herald Tribune

6 Theatre Lessors
Two

The
Queens

companies
charged in a complaint filed in U. S.
District Court here yesterday that the
theatre

six more commercial television stations lessors of five theatres in that borand two more educational TV stations. ough violated the anti-trust laws by
"price-fixing"
Grants were issued for two proposed including
admission
commercial stations in Scranton, Pa., clauses in the leases.
and for one station each in El Paso,
Plaintiffs in the action are InterTex., Ashland, Ky., Bridgeport, Conn., county Theatre Corp. and Linden Opand Baton Rouge, La.
erating Corp. Defendants are DayThe Commission granted permits wood Realty Corp., Triland Realty
for educational TV stations in New
Golden Park, Inc., Estate
Corp.,
(Continued on page 2)

Criticizes U. S. Suit

(Continued on page 2)

Herald
added

influential

New York

Tribune

yesterday

voice to
the swelling chorus of criticism against the Department
of Justice's anti-trust suit to
force the sale of films to
editorial

its

television.

The
torial

text of the edireprinted on page

full
is

four of this issue of Motion
Picture Daily.

—

,

Friday, August
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Over Half of Films Shown Sees

Personal
Mention

In Austria

LORBER, head of Universale
BEN
has
insurance department,
re-

New York

turned to

from the Coast.

•

Mandel Herbstman

of Motion
Picture Daily's editorial staff suffered a broken arm and lacerations in

an automobile accident in Virginia this
week while on vacation. He is scheduled

return

to

New York

to

weekend following treatment

this

the

at

Petersburg, Va., Hospital.
•
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, has been selected to receive "The
City of Hope" award, granted by the

Medical Center Aides of Los Angeles
for his promotion of the American

way

of

life.

•

Oropall,

Robert

assistant

mana-

ger of the Universal service depart-

ment here, was married

Margaret
mooning

in

week

this

They

Fiorelli.

to

are honey-

Canada.
•

Harry French,

president

Minnesota Amusement

Co.,

the

of

left

here

yesterday for Minneapolis, followingconferences with United Paramount
Theatres executives.
•
Martin Michel, 20th Century-Fox

radio-TV
the birth

publicity chief,
a son, Dee

of

Mrs. Michel

at

Lutheran

announced

Andy,

_

to

Hospital

"^Killer Innes, executive assistant
Paramount's
to Russell Holman,
Eastern production manager, left here
for Hollywood yesterday.
Billy Wilder, Paramount produc
left here for Hollywood
his return from
yesterday followin

er-director,

Europe.

Milton Baron, general manager of
Jose Ferrer Productions, will leave
here by plane tomorrow for London
•

RKO

John Cassidy,
home office publicity
vacation at Southold,

special

executive, is
Long Island.

on

Orchestra

symphonic

orchestra,

NBC

Symphony Orthe
the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra and the New York Philharmonic, has been assembled to complete the orchestral score for "This
Is Cinerama," first production in the

drawn from

of

the

95

pictures released
the first quarter

in

of
Austria during
1952 were U. S. films, according to
Nathan D. Golden, head of the Commerce Department's film section. Of
the 49 U. S. films released, 11 were

chestra,

new multi-dimensional, curved-screen
motion picture medium, which will
have its first public demonstration in
New York late next month.
Under the supervision of Louis
Forbes, music director for Cinerama
the score will be recorded by the new "stereophonic"
sound technique, which utilizes seven
different sound-tracks and as many
separate speakers to provide an audial
three-dimensional illusion to match the
visual effect on the screen.

Productions,

& T.

FCC Hearing

Judge Is Tough on
Theatre Rowdies
Wilmington, Del., Aug. 14.
Adhering to a policy of not
tolerating rowdyism by juveniles in theatres, Judge Francis Reardon of Family Court
15 - year - old
committed
a
youth to the Ferris School for

Assurances that the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. will
respond to the industry's request

for detailed information regarding
transmission costs in time for the
Federal Communications Commission
hearings in October came from an
A. T. & T. spokesman here yesterday.
juvenile delinquents following
days.
The spokesman said that A. T. & T.
Golden
1952,
of
quarter
Theaan attack on a Queen
In the first
engineers and technicians have been
attendance in Austria
tre usher, who is crippled
said, theatre
working on the information requested
from polio and received a
rose from 4,142,535, the figure for
by the Motion Picture Association of
the final 1951 quarter, to 4,567,961,
broken arm in the attack.
America and the National Exhibitors
in spite of increased admission prices
Judge Reardon said he comTheatre Television Committee, reconbusiness
stagnant
generally
and
mitted the youth as a delingarding the cost of setting up a theatre
ditions.
quent because he has a record
network.
During the first 1952 quarter the
of juvenile offenses.
He said A. T. & T.'s reply would
Austrian film industry completed three
"It is also a continuation of
be forwarded to the
and
Three others were in
feature films.
the policy of this court, which
"in the near future." Asked
were
others
production and four
will not tolerate rowdyism by
to define what he meant by the "near
scheduled for the second quarter.
juveniles in theatres," Judge
future," the A. T. & T. spokesman
Reardon added.
said he presumed "within a month,"
or before the opening of the FCC's
theatre
hearings Oct. 20.
The
spokesman said that he did not know
what will be contained in the A. T.
Boston, Aug. 14.— "Jumping Jacks"
{Continued- from page 1)
& T.'s response, or whether it will
ended a three-week engagement at the
answer all of the questions about costs
Metropolitan Theatre here tonight
York
City
and
Binghamton,
N.
Y.
propounded by the industry. He did
with a total gross of $93,000. The Both would
be operated by the New
express assurance, however, that the
first week's gross was $48,000, second
York State Board of Regents, bring$17,000.
week's,
industry's cost structure bid would not
third
week's, $28,000,
ing to five the number of permits algo unanswered.
ready awarded the board. Three more
$41,000 for 'High Noon'
applications from' the Board of ReBoston, Aug. 14.— "High Noon" gents are still pending.
ended a three-week engagement at
The FCC told applicants for other
(Continued from page 1)
the Astor here tonight with a gross channels in Portland, Ore., Sacrawith
led
off
of $41,000. The first week
mento, Cal., and Scranton that they Homes
Corp.,
Engineering'
State
a $17,000 draw, followed by $14,000 would have to go through hearings.
Corp., and Higbee Springfield Corp.
in the second week and $10,000 in the
With today's grants, the CommisThe action was instituted, accordthird.
sion has issued permits for 36 new ing to the complaint, in consequence
commercial and educational
sta- of an attempt by the defendant comtions, and has worked its way through panies to terminate leases covering
the first 19 communities on its priority the Cambria, Garden, Main Street and
St. Albans theatres.
list of areas without television.
These houses
and the State were named in the comMiraWith Warner Brothers' "The
plaint as being covered by the leases
cle of Our Lady of Fatima," schedIs
in question.
uled to begin its dual premiere at the
The plaintiffs have asked the court
(Continued from page 1)
Astor and Bijou Theatres here on
to restrain the defendants from ejectThursday, following an invitational theatres here in 1947 Wilby-Kincey ing them from the theatres. They ask
premiere at the Astor the evening be- Service Corp., Loew's, Inc., 20th Cen- also that allegedly illegal clauses be
fore, requests for tickets for over 50 tury-Fox,
Warner Brothers,
removed from the leases and that the
theatre parties have been received, Pictures, United Artists, Paramount, documents otherwise be continued in
Warner reported yesterday.
Universal, Columbia, and Republic.
force for their 20-year terms.
color.

in

Golden also reported that in the
same period 13 U. S. pictures played
in the Russian zone of Austria for 43

TV

TV

MPAA

NETTC

3-Week Boston Gross
For 'Jacks/ $93,000
FCC Okays

TV

6 Lessors

TV

Block Sales Heavy
For WB's 'Fatima'

Suit

Settled
;

Theatre;

For Cinerama Film
A

Washington, Aug. 14.— More than
half

1952

Reply Before

in U. S.

Names

here yesterday.

Special

Made

A. T.

15,

RKO

Schary Says America Brandt, Frisch
(Continued, from page
Is Against Realism
— Dore Schary, Congressmen to vote for repeal
Hollywood, Aug.

NEW YORK THEATRES

1]

14.

M-G-M

and producvice-president
tion head, told a meeting of the Harvard Club of Los Angeles that "television is inheriting most of Hollywood's mediocrity."
He also declared that America is a
happy-ending nation and that "we
tried realism at the insistence of the
intellectuals, but we certainly heard
from the plain people about it."
*

Warning' Date Delayed

Warning," which was
scheduled to open at the Palace Thea
tre here on Aug. 22, has had its date
delayed to permit United Artists to
develop a more extensive publicity and

"Without

exploitation campaign.

of the

Federal 20 per cent admission tax and

made arrangements

for

the

ment of Congressional

appoint-

district

— RADIO

II

U.K. 16mm. Field

— RKO

Radio enLondon, Aug. 14.
tered the 16mm. film market here with
the announcement today of the first 20
features, plus numerous short subjects,
that it has made available on subOutlets for 16mm.
standard film.
films here include about 10,000 nontheatrical institutions, 50 sub-standard
theatres and numerous mobile units.
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CLEVELAND: First week, all-time high except
"Quo Vadis" at Thanksgiving.

in

SAN FRANCISCO:

ATLANTA:

First

week,

"Quo Vadis"

at Thanksgiving.

EVANSVILLE:

First

all-time high

HOUSTON:

except

First

week topped

only by

"GWTW

entire history of house.

First

week

sets

new

all-time high

topping

even holiday weeks.

week 3000 admissions ahead

NEW YORK:

of

"Quo Vadis."

sets

new

Lines three blocks long as Music Hal

record.

The Show That's Bringing Back Bigger Crowds!

ALL-TIME RECORDS COAST-TO -CO AST!
Press -Time
First 11

Days,

Cleveland, Houston,

San Francisco,
Atlanta,
Evansville

make
box-office
history!

43%

40%

13%

BIGGER

BIGGER

BIGGER

Than

Than

in

SHOW

BATTLE-

than

BOAT"

GROUND

QUO

Paid

Admissions

VADIS"

47%

BIGGEST
First 11

days

(non-holiday)

BIGGER

in history of

Than

MUSIC HALL

AN

Biggest 2nd Sunday

AMERICAN
IN PARIS"

of

any M-G-M

Picture, 12-year

M-G-M
record!

attendance

M-G-M presents Sir Walter Scott's
Famed Novel "IVANHOE"
starring

ROBERT TAYLOR

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

FONTAINE
SANDERS

.

•

•

JOAN

GEORGE

EMLYN WILLIAMS

Color by Technicolor • Screen
Play by Noel Langley • Adaptation
by AEneas MacKenzie • Directed
by Richard Thorpe • Produced
by Pandro S. Berman
,

Friday, August

Motion Picture daily
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FCC

filed by hearing examiner Leo
Resnick, the Commission ruled that
testimony relating to Paramount's activities in Scophony Corp. should not
also said
It
be considered further.
that the FCC staff and other parties
should not be given too much additional time to dig up and present evi-

Hits U. S.

TV Films

Suit

tion"

dence as to the anti-trust activities of
the companies since 1948. But it tossed
back to Resnick the responsibility of
deciding just how much more evidence
should be allowed on this all-important

TTNDER THE HEADING
U
New York Herald-Tribune

"Another Administration Mistake," the

yesterday editorially scored the govforce producer-distributors to sell
their feature films to television. The Independent Theatre Owners
Association of Nezv York contributed information to the neivspaper
concerning the suit. The editorial hereivith is reprinted in full with

ernment anti-trust

suit

seeking

to

the permission of the Herald-Tribune.

The politically tinged Department of Justice has shown time and
time again in its interpretation and administration of the anti-trust
law that it ;;imply does not understand the basic economics of the
point.
business world today. In some actions the Department has been
See Another Hearing
able to justify its complaint but in many others it seemed that
Resnick indicated he would have the Department was seeking
to penalize efficiency or "bigness."
another hearing next Tuesday or
recent
foray
Its most
into the field of profits and losses (an unWednesday to get the views of the
would
and
familiar
place
for
many
government agents), provides a strikpoint
too
various parties on this
probably rule then on the matter.
ing illustration of the inability or unwillingness of this arm of the
In its August 1 order, the Com- national administration
to understand the free enterprise system
mission had said that evidence relating
and
the
daily
problems
that
must be overcome if red ink or bankto anti-trust activities not directly inshould
avoided.
The
motion-picture industry, the experts
ruptcy
is
communications
to
be
volving radio
be limited to activities since 1948. Res- in Washington seem to have decided, must be compelled to commit
nick had asked whether activities in economic suicide. This industry, which represents an investment
the field of manufacturing radio apof more than two and a half billion dollars, should not be perparatus "directly involved" radio comtestithen
mitted
to protect the investment against its closest and yet most
did,
If
they
munications.
mony on Paramount's activities in demanding relative, the television industry. It should ma'ie availScophony would be in order.
able to this competitor, according to Mr. McGranery and his helpers
The commission said it meant the
three-year limit to apply to any activities not directly involving radio communication services the flow of advertising or programs to broadcast
It said the three-year limit
stations.
should apply to activities in the radio

—

manufacturing field, since this affected
radio communications only indirectly.
This means that no testimony can be
considered on the Scophony situation
for periods prior to August, 1948. All
the testimony so far in the record or
contemplated dealt with earlier years,
and so is excluded.
Resnick also had told the Commission that the FCC's broadcast bureau
wanted to start an investigation into
the companies' activities since August,
1948, including the Milgram anti-trust
the Government suit against National Screen Service and other desuit
fendants, and the government
against Madison Square Garden Corp.,
suit,

directors

include three

Para-

officials.

He said such an investigation would
involve a delay in resuming hearings
and then another lengthy hearing

Department, the motion pictures that it now releases
only to theatres around the country. Examined from any point of
view, this is a most unrealistic attitude. A film can bring in $25,000.
perhaps $50,000, from the 109 TV stations across the country. Yet
it costs many times $50,000 to produce an ordinary Hollywood film
and only by showing these films in motion-picture houses can the
producer recover the investment.
One of the worrying aspects of this case is the calm assurance
given by Mr. McGranery's department that they recognize the
desirability of a "reasonable" clearance period between the showing
of a film in a theatre and over TV. This suggests that the Justice Department is prepared to exercise maximum control over
an industry which demands the highest order of business acumen
and skill.
believe the problem is one to be worked out between
the two industries with only a minimum of government interference. The interests of neither the motion-picture industry nor
the television industry will be served if the government insists on
destroying property rights. By the same token, even the innocent
bystander, the television viewer, will suffer if the government persists. The Justice Department should study more carefully and
more patiently every point of view before proceeding precipitately.
in the Justice

We

termination, however, we believe that
question if any participant desires to present
any evidence which has thus far not
of granting a delay in hearings or
presented, but which is now beholding the record open was primarily been
lieved to be important in light of our
and
decide
examiner
to
one for the
August 1 order, such participant
that "we do not wish to hamper that
should have reasonable opportunity
discretion, even at the request of the
present that evidence and other
to
examiner." However, it said, the Auparticipants should have appropriate
gust 1 commission order did urge the
opportunity to rebut it."
proceedings "be expedited." ConcludFCC officials have indicated that
ed the commission today, tossing the
they doubt they can put together in a
ball right back to Resnick
"A further extensive investigation hurry any great amount of information
and the prolonged continuance which about the post- 1948 activities of the
companies.
that would entail would scarcely be
consistent with the objective of a
speedy determination of the proceeding. Consistent with such speedy de-

period.

The Commission

said the

:

AMP A

School

(Continued from page 1)

RKO

of any
employes who wish to
take the course, McWilliams said.
Edgar Goth,
secretary,
was named school treasurer.

WHENEVER;
YOU NEED

AMPA

SPECIAL

Koehel Quits 'Journal'

TRAILERS

Columbus,

O.,

Mary McGavran

1927

5.

WABASH AV.

CHICAGO

3,

ILUNCHS

630 NINTH AVfNUf

NEW YORK
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Herald-Tribune Editorial French Pact

Limits

(Continued from page 1)

whose
mount

15,

34, N. t.

August
Koebel,

14.

— Mrs.

nine
years theatre editor of the Ohio State
Journal, has resigned, effective Sept. 1.
for

TOA

Meet Agenda

(Continued from page 1)

w:th respect to motion pictures
in this connection, the reason
being that in international trade
films are in a "special category."

No

action

MPEA

was taken

at yesterday's

meeting on the French question.
Another meeting on it will be
held early next week.
Meanwhile,
negotiations
in
Paris between the
U. S. and French governments were
said to be "progressing."

MPEA,

The
while reportedly disinclined to encourage the inclusion of a
subsidy provision in the new FrancoAmerican

pact,
would nevertheless
"go along," it was said, with such an
agreement in the face of French insistence.
The Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, on the

other hand,

would

has

stated

flatly

that

it

under any circumstances,
accept a subsidy agreement, which
would mean that the burden of subsidization would fall entirely on the
not,

MPEA.
Other

countries discussed at the
parley were Brazil and MexThe former has removed motion

MPEA
ico.

from its list of "essential"
and the State Department's
Merwin Bohan has left Washington
for Rio de Janeiro to investigate.
Bohan, the MPEA meeting learned,
pictures

imports

thoroughly briefed on
motion picture problem.

has been

the

'Movietime, U.S.A.'
(Continued from page 1)

on the drive for admission tax repeal,
stated that the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' machinery now
going into operation at the local level
across the land, indicates the constructive power the industry can wield
when properly coordinated.
Rembusch told the meeting that the
$300,000,000 being siphoned off annually by the tax represents the difference between failure and survival for
6,000 smaller theatres, and that the
failure of these would be reflected tenfold on the fortunes of the industry as
a whole.
At the suggestion of studio heads,
representatives
will
take
steps to insure more frequent exhibitor-producer meetings in Hollywood,
with three to four annually deemed
appropriate.
Studio executives present were Dore Schary of M-G-M,

COMPO

Harry Cohn of Columbia, Y. Frank
Freeman of Paramount, C. J. Tevlin
made very good progress in tying up of RKO Radio, Darryl Zanuck of
loose ends on the mechanics of the 20th Century-Fox, Jack Warner of
convention, such as registration, trans- Warner Brothers, William Goetz of
portation, women's activities and other Universal, and Jack Baker, represent(Continued from page 1)

and had also done well in laying
out a tentative agenda.
They explained that a final agenda could not
be announced because speaking dates
and other arrangements still had to be
confirmed.

topics,

On Monday

night, it was announced,
the delegates will see the world premiere of a top new feature. The name
was not revealed.

The convention committee is headed
by A. Julian Brylawski, president of
the Washington Theatre Owners Association. Meeting with him and with
practically his entire committee were

TOA

these top
officials
President
Mitchell Wolfson, executive committee chairman
Si Fabian, executive
director Gael Sullivan, general counsel
Herman Levy, service co-ordinator,
Howard Bryant, and Sullivan's assistant,

Dick

Pitts.

:

ing Republic's Herbert Yates.

'Streamlining'
(Continued- from page 1)
the meeting. Eric A. Johnston,
president, will be present.

MPAA

Today's

"streamlining" discussion
be a climactic one, in that definite arrangements for taking the necessary steps toward improving distribution facilities may be announced.
During the past few months
statisticians have been compiling comparative figures that are said to emphasize the disadvantages of duplication by the various companies in their
distribution of product. Film carrier
firms, meanwhile, are understood to be
prepared to cooperate in every way
possible toward advancing "stream-

may

MPAA

lined" operations.
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M-G-M presents Lana Turner as "THE MERRY
Una

Merfeel

•

Richard Haydn

•

voice

Wid OW.

IT, witk music.
WIDOW co-starring Fernando Lamas 'with

Thomas Gomez Color hy Technicolor • Screen Play hy Sonya
•

Levien and William Ludwig • Based on the Operetta Written hy Composer Franz Lehar and

Authors Victor Leon and Leo Stein • Directed hv Curtis Bernhardt • Produced hv Toe Pasternak
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AMPA

Says Majors
100% Behind
'Mo vietime'

Industry School to US May Okay
French Pact
Initiate Courses Sept. 24
The
Subsidy Deal
AMPA

O'Donnell Reports Studio
Sentiment at Coast Meet

See State Dept. Willing
To Make the Concession

Hollywood,

Aug.

14.

— "I

can

the
eight
major
say
studios
are
behind
'Movietime,
U. S. A.' 100' per cent," director
Bob O'Donnell said today following a
meeting with major studio production
heads at the Beverly Hills Hotel here,
attended also by Sam Pinanski and
Trueman Rembusch, and presided over
Radio president.
by Ned Depinet,
O'Donnell's comment followed assurances by studio executives that
they will personally make sure stars
and others will cooperate fully in the
"Movietime" tours.
Pinanski, in a report to the meeting

honestly

RKO

president,

Brandt, Frisch Head

FCCFu rtherL im its
Para. Hearing;Asks

QuickAction Again
—

14.
The FedCommunications Commission today limited still further the amount of
additional evidence which can be put

reported.

McWilliams said, a
"faculty" consisting of top executives
in motion picture advertising will be
established to deliver the first course.
Courses will run for 12 weeks and
tuition of $15
per course will be
Meanwhile,

N.Y. Tax Repeal Unit

Harry Brandt, president of the In- charged, McWilliams said. Lectures
Theatre Owners Associa- will be delivered and lessons will be
tion of New York, and Emanuel Frisch, given in film company home office
chairman of the tax repeal committee screening rooms. The AMPA presidependent

the Metropolitan
Theatres Association,
co-chairmen of the
paign committee for
of

Motion Picture dent
have been named and

Columbia, United Artists
Radio already have offered
tax repeal cam- to make their screening rooms availthe New York able to the school.
Such commitment
City exchange area, it was disclosed is needed from only one more com-

Mo-

here yesterday by the Council of
tion Picture Organizations.

mount hearings
victory

United

— apparently

another

Paramount
Pictures,
Paramount
Theatres
and
for

American Broadcasting Co.
Taking up a "request for

clarifica-

(Continucd on page 4)

Story Told
Everything : Frisch
'Daily's'

Their appointment was made at a
meeting in the
offices of exhibitors comprising the New York selected for classes.
area repeal committee. They set Oct.
Theatres
William Howard,
15 as a deadline for obtaining commit- vice-president,
the
informed
has
ments from downstate New York
that he will pay the tuition

AMPA

(Continued on page 2)

connection with
the government's 16mm. antitrust suit, Emanuel Frisch of

(Continued on page 4)

Amusement

said

the report of the meeting
published yesterday in Motion
Picture Daily was complete to
the last detail and that he
could add nothing to it.
Frisch represented the Metropolitan
Motion
Picture
Theatres Association at the

Washington meeting.

of

American industry subFrench production was

out yesterday following a
here of the Motion Picture
Export Association.
pointed

meeting

Heretofore the State Depart-

ment indicated that

it

would

no

foreign trade agreements providing for subsidization of foreign industries. However, the Department was said
sign

to

have been "vacillating" lately
(Continued on page 4)

'Streamlining' of
Distribution to

$5,500,000 Trust Be Discussed Today

Nearly Completed

Suit Is Settled
Plans for "streamlining" the

Washington, August

14.

— Arbitra-

—

Officials

said

the

all-day

session

committee, will preside, will devote
more time to ironing out kinks in the
"streamlining" plans than to a discussion of developments looking to the
establishment of an industry system
of arbitration, heretofore understood
to be the principal reason for calling

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

FCC Okays

eral

14.

—The

W.

Schwalberg,

MPAA

distribution

N. Y. Herald Tribune

6 Theatre Lessors
Two

Fed-

Communications Commission

theatre

companies

in

six more commercial television stations
and two more educational TV stations. ough violated the anti-trust laws by
"price-fixing"
Grants were issued for two proposed including
admission
commercial stations in Scranton, Pa., clauses in the leases.
and for one station each in El Paso,
Plaintiffs in the action are InterTex., Ashland, Ky., Bridgeport, Conn., county Theatre Corp. and Linden Opand Baton Rouge, La.
erating Corp. Defendants are DayThe Commission granted permits wood Realty Corp., Triland Realty
for educational TV stations in New
Golden Park, Inc., Estate
Corp.,
-

(Continued on page 2)

Criticizes U. S. Suit
The

Queens

a complaint filed in U. S.
District Court here yesterday that the
lessors of five theatres in that bor-

charged

to-

day granted construction permits for

-

which Alfred
chairman of the
over

More Trust Action Names

6

Television Permits
Washington, Aug.

MP A A

the $5,500,000 trust suit filed in
1947 against major distributors and
others by Fred S. and James W.
Curdts operating an independent theaS. C.
tre circuit out of Greenville,
The plaintiffs received damages, but
the court order did not state the
amount and attorneys declined to comment.
The defendants included Greenville
Enterprises, fnc, which operated three
ties,

TOA

facili-

of distribution will command the
attention of sales managers of Motion
Picture Association of America member companies at their meeting today
at the
office here.
It was indicated that the meeting,
ties

Charlotte, Aug. 14. District Court
Judge George Bell Timmerman has
dismissed, with the consent of all par-

repeal of the admissions tax and
the government's 16 mm. anti-trust
suit will head the agenda of the annual convention of the Theatre Owners of America here next month, it
was decided at a meeting of top
officials and the Washington convention committee.
The group met here today to complete, so far as possible, arrangements
for the convention, which is to be held
at the Shoreham Hotel from Sept. 14tion,

in

Randforce

sidization

TOA Meet Agenda

18.

officials

provision for

RKO

Asked following his return
here yesterday from Washington for comment on the
meeting there Wednesday between exhibition representatives and Justice Department

existence of a definite possithe State Department
would be willing to sign a FrancoAmerican film agreement, including
that

said

eral

into the record of the catch-all Para-

The

bility

RKO

pany, he said, explaining that then it
will be necessary to use each screening room only three times during a
Wednesday evenings were
course.

COMPO

(Continued on page 4)

Washington, Aug.

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' board yesterday set Sept.
school to train future industry adver24 for the opening of an
tising, publicity and exploitation specialists and to provide others in the
industry with an opportunity to increase their knowledge of promotional
work, Harry K. McWilliams, AMPA

(Continued on page 2)

Herald
added

influential

New York

Tribune

yesterday

editorial

its

voice

to

the swelling chorus of criticism against the Department
of Justice's anti-trust suit to
force the sale of films to
television.

The
torial

text of the edireprinted on page

full
is

four of this issue of Motion
Picture Daily.

—

Motion Picture Daily

2

Over Half of Films Shown Sees

Personal
Mention
B EN LORBER, head

of

In Austria
Washington, Aug.

Universale

insurance department,
has
returned to New York from the Coast.
•

Mandel Herbstman

of Motion
Picture Daily's editorial staff suffered a broken arm and lacerations in

the

of

half

return to New York this
weekend following treatment at the
Petersburg, Va., Hospital.
•

same period

Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, has been selected to receive "The
City of Hope" award, granted by the
Medical Center Aides of Los Angeles
for his promotion of the American

way

of

•
assistant manaservice departmarried this week to

Oropall,

ger of the Universal

ment here, was

Margaret
mooning

Canada.
•

Harry French, president of the
Minnesota Amusement Co., left here
yesterday for Minneapolis, following
conferences with United Paramount

Theatres executives.
•

20th Century-Fox

Martin Michel,
radio-TV publicity
Mrs.

chief,

Michel

at

announced

Dee Andy,

a son,

the birth of

"

Hiller Innes, executive

assistant

Holman,

Paramount's
Eastern production manager, left here

Russell

to

for

also reported that in the
13 U. S. pictures played
in the Russian zone of Austria for 43

Golden

quarter of 1952, Golden
attendance in Austria
said, theatre
rose from 4,142,535, the figure for
the final 1951 quarter, to 4,567,961,
in spite of increased admission prices
and generally stagnant business con-

In the

first

Hollywood yesterday.

ditions.

Three others were in
were
others
production and four
scheduled for the second quarter.

feature films.

Europe.

Milton Baron, general manager of
Jose Ferrer Productions, will leave
here by plane tomorrow for London.
•

John
home

RKO

Cassidy,

office

Theatres

publicity executive, is
Long Island.

on

vacation at Southold,

Special

Orchestra

For Cinerama Film
A

special

symphonic

orchestra,

NBC

Symphony Ordrawn from the
chestra, the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra and the New York Philharmonic, has been assembled to complete the orchestral score for "This
Is Cinerama," first production in the
new multi-dimensional, curved-screen
motion picture medium, which will
have its first public demonstration in

New York

late

next month.

Under the supervision of Louis
Forbes, music director for Cinerama
Productions, the score will be recorded by the new "stereophonic"
sound technique, which utilizes seven
different sound-tracks and as many
separate speakers to provide an audial
three-dimensional illusion to match the
visual effect on the screen.

who
and

crippled
received a

is

broken arm in the attack.
Judge Reardon said he committed the youth as a delinquent because he has a record

TV

(Continued from page 1)
ended a three-week engagement at the
Metropolitan Theatre here tonight
York City and Binghamton, N. Y.
with a total gross of $93,000. The
Both would be operated by the New
second
first week's gross was $48,000,

$41,000 for 'High

Noon'

—

Boston, Aug. 14. "High Noon"
ended a three-week engagement at
the Astor here tonight with a gross
of $41,000. The first week led off with
a $17,000 draw, followed by $14,000
in the second week and $10,000 in the

MPAA

NETTC

Reardon added.

week's, $28,000, third week's, $17,000.

transmission costs in time for the
Federal Communications Commission
hearings in October came from an
A. T. & T. spokesman here yesterday.
The spokesman said that A. T. & T.
engineers and technicians have been
working on the information requested
by the Motion Picture Association of
America and the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee, regarding the cost of setting up a theatre
network.
He said A. T. & T.'s reply would
be forwarded to the
and
"in the near future." Asked
to define what he meant by the "near
future," the A. T. & T. spokesman
said he presumed "within a month,"
or before the opening of the FCC's
theatre
hearings Oct. 20.
The
spokesman said that he did not know
wh?t will be contained in the A. T.
& T.'s response, or whether it will
answer all of the questions about costs

TV

of juvenile offenses.
"It is also a continuation of
the policy of this court, which
will not tolerate rowdyism by
juveniles in theatres," Judge

3-Week Boston Gross
For 'Jacks/ $93,000
FCC Okays
Boston, Aug. 14—"Jumping Jacks"

third.

Billy Wilder, Paramount producer-director, left here for Hollywood
yesterday following his return from

TV

an attack on a Queen Theausher,
polio

& T.

A. T.

Assurances that the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. will
respond to the industry's request
for detailed information regarding

Wilmington, Del., Aug. 14.
Adhering to a policy of not
tolerating rowdyism by juveniles in theatres, Judge Francis Reardon of Family Court
committed
15 - year - old
a
youth to the Ferris School for

tre

1952

FCC Hearing

Judge Is Tough on
Theatre Rowdies

from

15,

Reply Before

in U. S.

juvenile delinquents following

days.

to

Lutheran Hospital

here yesterday.

=

in

They are honey-

Fiorelli.

in

—More than

During the first 1952 quarter the
Austrian film industry completed three

life.

Robert

14.

pictures released
the first quarter

color.

in

to

95

Made

of
Austria during
1952 were U. S. films, according to
Nathan D. Golden, head of the Commerce Department's film section. Of
the 49 U. S. films released, 11 were

an automobile accident in Virginia this
week while on vacation. He is scheduled

Friday, August

York

State Board of Regents, bringto five the number of permits already awarded the board. Three more
applications from' the Board of Regents are still pending.
The
told applicants for other
channels in Portland, Ore., Sacramento, Cal., and Scranton that they
would have to go through hearings.
With today's grants, the Commission has issued permits for 36 new
ing"

FCC

propounded by the industry. He did
express assurance, however, that the
industry's cost structure bid would not
go unanswered.

Names

6 Lessors

(Continued from page 1)

Homes

Corp.,

Engineering

State

and Higbee Springfield Corp.
The action was instituted, accord-

Corp.,

ing to the complaint, in consequence
commercial and educational TV sta- of an attempt by the defendant comtions, and has worked its way through panies to terminate leases covering
the first 19 communities on its priority the Cambria, Garden, Main Street and
list of areas without television.
St. Albans theatres.
These houses
and the State were named in the comWith Warner Brothers' "The Miraplaint as being covered by the leases

Block Sales Heavy
For WB's 'Fatima'
Our Lady

of Fatima," scheddual premiere at the
Astor and Bijou Theatres here on
Thursday, following an invitational
premiere at the Astor the evening before, requests for tickets for over 50
theatre parties have been received,
Warner reported yesterday.
of

cle

uled to begin

its

Suit Is Settled
(Continued,

from page

in question.

1)

here in 1947
Wilby-Kincey
Service Corp., Loew's, Inc., 20th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers,
theatres

;

RKO

United Artists, Paramount,
Universal, Columbia, and Republic.
Pictures,

Schary Says America Brandt, Frisch
(Continued, from page 1)
Is Against Realism
Schary,
Dore
—
Hollywood, Aug.
Congressmen to vote for repeal of
14.

M-G-M

vice-president

and

produc-

tion head, told a meeting of the Harvard Club of Los Angeles that "television is inheriting most of Holly-

The plaintiffs have asked the court
to restrain the defendants from ejecting them from the theatres. They ask
also that allegedly illegal clauses be
removed from the leases and that the
documents otherwise be continued in
force for their 20-year terms.

NEW YORK THEATRES
the

Federal 20 per cent admission tax and
for the appointment of Congressional district com-

made arrangements

— RADIO

f]

He

also declared that America is a
nation and that "we
tried realism at the insistence of the
intellectuals, but we certainly heard
from the plain people about it."

'Warning' Date Delayed
Warning," which was
scheduled to open at the Palace Theatre here on Aug. 22, has had its date
delayed to permit United Artists to
develop a more extensive publicity and

"Without

exploitation campaign.

Robert

RKO

Radio Enters

U.K. 16mm. Field

—RKO

London, Aug. 14.
Radio entered the 16mm. film market here with
the announcement today of the first 20
features, plus numerous short subjects,
that it has made available on substandard film.
Outlets for 16mm.
films here include about 10,000 nontheatrical institutions, 50 sub-standard
theatres and numerous mobile units.

[\
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CLEVELAND: First week, all-time high except
"Quo Vadis" at Thanksgiving.

in

SAN FRANCISCO:

ATLANTA:

"Quo Vadis"

First

week,

all-time high

HOUSTON:

except

First

week topped

only by

"GWTW"

entire history of house.

First

week

sets

new

all-time high

topping

even holiday weeks.

at Thanksgiving.

LO EW'S

EVANSVILLE:

First

week 3000 admissions ahead

NEW

of

"Quo Vadis."

sets

YORK: Lines
new record.

three blocks long as Music Hal

The Show That's Bringing Back Bigger Crowds!

ALL-TIME RECORDS COAST-TO -COAST!
Press -Time
First 11

Days,

Cleveland, Houston,

San Francisco,
Atlanta,
Evansville

make

43%

40%

13%

BIGGER

BIGGER

BIGGER

Than

Than

in

SHOW

BATTLE-

than

BOAT"

GROUND

QUO

Admissions

box-office
history!

Paid

VADIS"

47%

BIGGEST
First 11

BIGGER
Than

AN
AMERICAN
IN PARIS"

days fnon-fio//dayJ

in history of

MUSIC HALL
Biggest 2nd Sunday
of

any M-G-M

Picture, 12-year

M-G-M
record!

attendance

M-G-M presents Sir Walter Scott's
Famed Novel "IVANHOE"
starring

ROBERT TAYLOR

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

FONTAINE
SANDERS

•

•

•

JOAN

GEORGE

EMLYN WILLIAMS

Color by Technicolor • Screen
Play by Noel Langley • Adaptation
by AEneas MacKenzie • Directed
by Richard Thorpe • Produced
by Pandro S. Berman
,
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FCC

(Continued- from page 1)
filed by hearing examiner Leo
Resnick, the Commission ruled^ that
testimony relating to Paramount's activities in Scophony Corp. should not
also said
It
be considered further.
that the FCC staff and other parties
should not be given too much additional time to dig up and present evidence as to the anti-trust activities of
the companies since 1948. But it tossed

TV Films

Hits U. S.

Suit

(Continued from page 1)

w

tion"

back to Resnick the responsibility of
deciding just how much more evidence
should be allowed on this all-important
point.

See Another Hearing
Resnick indicated he would have
another hearing next Tuesday or
VVednesday to get- the views of the
various parties on this point and would
probably rule then on the matter.
In its August 1 order, the Commission had said that evidence relating
to anti-trust activities not directly involving radio communications should
be limited to activities since 1948. Resnick had asked whether activities in
the field of manufacturing radio apparatus "directly involved" radio communications. If they did, then testi-

mony on

Paramount's activities in
Scophony would be in order.
The commission said it meant the
three-year limit to apply to any activities not directly involving radio com-

—the

flow of advertising or programs to broadcast
It said the three-year limit
stations.
should apply to activities in the radio

manufacturing field, since this affected
radio communications only indirectly.
This means that no testimony can be
considered on the Scophony situation
for periods prior to August, 1948. All
the testimony so far in the record or
contemplated dealt with earlier years,
and so is excluded.
Resnick also had told the Commission that the FCC's broadcast bureau
wanted to start an investigation into
the companies' activities since August,
1948, including the Milgram anti-trust
the Government suit against National Screen Service and other desuit
fendants, and the government
suit,

against

Madison Square Garden Corp.,

whose
mount

directors

include three

Para-

officials.

He said such an investigation would
involve a delay in resuming hearings
and then another lengthy hearingperiod.

The Commission said the question
granting a delay in hearings or
holding the record open was primarily
one for the examiner to decide and
that "we do not wish to hamper that
discretion, even at the request of the
examiner." However, it said, the August 1 commission order did urge the
proceedings "be expedited." Concluded the commission today, tossing the
ball right back to Resnick
of

:

"A
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Herald- Tribune Editorial French Pact

Limits

munication services

15,

further extensive investigation
and the prolonged continuance which
that would entail would scarcely be
consistent with the objective of a
speedy determination of the proceeding. Consistent with such speedy de-

th respect to motion pictures
connection, the reason
being that in international trade
films are in a special category."
in this

fjNDER THE HEADING
U
New York Herald-Tribune

"Another Administration Mistake,"

the

yesterday editorially scored the government anti-trust suit seeking to force producer-distributors to sell
their feature films to television. The Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York contributed information to the_ newspaper
concerning the suit. The editorial herewith is reprinted in full with
the permission of the Herald-Tribune.

The politically tinged Department of Justice has shown time and
time again in its interpretation and administration of the anti-trust
law that it simply does not understand the basic economics of the
business world today. In some actions the Department has been
able to justify its complaint but in many others it seemed that
the Department was seeking to penalize efficiency or "bigness."
Its most recent foray into the field of profits and losses (an unfamiliar place for too many government agents), provides a striking illustration of the inability or unwillingness of this arm of the
national administration to understand the free enterprise system
and the daily problems that must be overcome if red ink or bankruptcy is to be avoided. The motion-picture industry, the experts
in Washington seem to have decided, must be compelled to commit
economic suicide. This industry, which represents an investment
of more than two and a half billion dollars, should not be permitted to protect the investment against its closest and yet most
demanding relative, the television industry. It should make available to this competitor, according to Mr. McGranery and his helpers
in the Justice Department, the motion pictures that it now releases
only to theatres around the country. Examined from any point of
view, this is a most unrealistic attitude. A film can bring in $25,000.
perhaps $50,000, from the 109 TV stations across the country. Yet
it costs many times $50,000 to produce an ordinary Hollywood Sim
and only by showing these films in motion-picture houses can the
producer recover the investment.
One of the worrying aspects of this case is the calm assurance
given by Mr. McGranery's department that they recognize the
desirability of a "reasonable" clearance period between the showing
of a film in a theatre and over TV. This suggests that the Justice Department is prepared to exercise maximum control over
an industry which demands the highest order of business acumen
and skill. We believe the problem is one to be worked out between
the two industries with only a minimum of government interference. The interests of neither the motion-picture industry nor
the television industry will be served if the government insists on
destroying property rights. By the same token, even the innocent
bystander, the television viewer, will suffer if the government persists. The Justice Department should study more carefully and
more patiently every point of view before proceeding precipitately.
termination, however, we believe that
desires to present
if any participant
any evidence which has thus far not
been presented, but which is now believed to be important in light of our
August 1 order, such participant

TOA Meet Agenda

'

No

was taken at yesterday's
meeting on the French question.
Another meeting on it will be
held early next week.
Meanwhile,
negotiations
in
Paris between the
U. S. and French governments were
action

MPEA

said to be "progressing."

MPEA,

The
while reportedly disinclined to encourage the inclusion of a
subsidy provision in the new FrancoAmerican

would

pact,

nevertheless

"go along," it was said, with such an
agreement in the face of French insistence.
The Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, on the
other hand, has

would

stated

flatly

that

it

under any circumstances,
accept a subsidy agreement, which
would mean that the burden of subsidization would fall entirely on the
not,

MPEA.
Other

countries discussed at the
parley were Brazil and MexThe former has removed motion

MPEA
ico.

pictures

imports

from its list of "essential"
and the State Department's

Merwin Bohan has
Rio de
Bohan, the

for

has been

Janeiro

left

Washington

to

investigate.

MPEA

meeting learned,
thoroughly briefed on the

motion picture problem.

'Movietime, U.S.A.'
(Continued from page 1)

on the drive for admission tax repeal,
stated that the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' machinery now
going into operation at the local level
across the land, indicates the constructive power the industry can wield
when properly coordinated.
Rembusch told the meeting that the
$300,000,000 being siphoned off annually by the tax represents the difference between failure and survival for
6,000 smaller theatres, and that the
failure of these would be reflected tenfold on the fortunes of the industry as
a whole.
At the suggestion of studio heads,
representatives
will
take
steps to insure more frequent exhibitor-producer meetings in Hollywood,
with three to four annually deemed
appropriate.
Studio executives present were Dore Schary of M-G-M,

COMPO

Harry Cohn of Columbia, Y. Frank
Freeman of Paramount, C. J. Tevlin
made very good progress in tying up of RKO Radio, Darryl Zanuck of
loose ends on the mechanics of the 20th Century-Fox, Jack Warner of
convention, such as registration, trans- Warner Brothers, William Goetz of
opportunity
portation, women's activities and other Universal, and Jack Baker, represent-

should have reasonable
present that evidence and other
participants should have appropriate
opportunity to rebut it."
to

FCC officials have indicated that
they doubt they can put together in a
hurry anj' great amount of information
about the post-1948 activities of the

and had also done well in laying
out a tentative agenda.
They explained that a final agenda could not
be announced because speaking dates
and other arrangements still had to be
confirmed.
topics,

On Monday

night, it was announced,
the delegates will see the world premiere of a top new feature. The name
was not revealed.

companies.

AMPA

(Continued from page 1)

School

(Continued from page 1)

The convention committee is headed
by A. Julian Brylawski, president of
of any RKO employes who wish to
the Washington Theatre Owners Astake the course, McWilliams said.
sociation. Meeting- with him and with
Edgar Goth,
secretary,
practically his entire committee were

AMPA

was named school

treasurer.

TOA

Koebel Quits 'Journal'
Columbus,

Mary

O.,

McGavran

August
Koebel,

14.

— Mrs.

nine
years theatre editor of the Ohio State
Journal, has resigned, effective Sept. 1.
for

these top
officials
President
Mitchell Wolfson, executive committee
chairman Si Fabian, executive
director Gael Sullivan, general counsel
Herman Levy, service co-ordinator,
Howard Bryant, and Sullivan's assistant,

Dick

Pitts.

:

ing Republic's Herbert Yates.

streamlining'
(Continued- from page 1)
the meeting. Eric A. Johnston,
president, will be present.

MPAA

Today's

"streamlining" discussion
be a climactic one, in that definite arrangements for taking the necessary steps toward improving distribution facilities may be announced.
During the past few months
statisticians have been compiling comparative figures that are said to emphasize the disadvantages of duplication by the various companies in their
distribution of product. Film carrier
firms, meanwhile, are understood to be
prepared to cooperate in every way
possible toward advancing "stream-

may

MPAA

lined" operations.

he Merry

nam

W

Widow

Ratker

tlian

Keep you

7

in suspense

As to what happens
To Lana Turner, as

77

nice.

"The Merry

At

Wid ow,

the hands of that

Unseen

sweetheart,

Let us £ive

e very noia
Is

man

Fernando Lamas,

Hot-hlooded Latin

Who

will excite

women

With his looks and
In M-G-M' s supern

voice

"Tke Merry Widow."
Tkis
M-G-M

presents Lana Turner as

Una Merhel

•

Richard Haydn

•

is

"THE MERRY

IT, witk music.
WIDOW co-starring Fernando Lamas 'witk

Thomas Gomez Color hy Technicolor • Screen Play by Sonya
•

and William Ludwig • Based on the Operetta Written hy Composer Franz Lehar and
Authors Victor Leon and Leo Stein • Directed hv Curtis Bernhardt • Produced hy Joe Pasternak
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9

'Streamlining Of
Distribution Still
9

In 'Talking Stage

Justice Hits
Back at Critics
Of 16mm. Suit

which
Several more meetings on the subnewspapers and
ject of distribution "streamlining" will
other publications throughout the
be necessary before plans for improvecountry citing" some of the dangers
With only a short additional ments could be put in force, it was Repeats It Recognizes
of the government's suit to force clean-up drive
for Council of Mo- indicated on Friday following discusNeeds of Theatremen
the sale of films to television.
tion Picture Organizations dues ex- sion of the subject by the Motion PicThose numerous published ex- pected to be needed following the ture Association of America distribuThe
Washington, Aug. 17.
pressions have been uniformly on major campaign conducted last week tion committee at the MPAA office
answered
Department
today
Justice
the industry's side and critical of throughout the country, the industry here.
Friday's meeting, a spokesman said, the critics of its 16 mm. anti-trust
the Department of Justice's action. agency's treasury is said to be well
They are of great value to the in- stocked with "ammunition" for coming delved into some of the data compiled suit, declaring that its case rests

and columnar
have appeared

expressions

in

—

dustry in counter-acting the impression left with the public by the
filing of the suit that a benevolent

and

government is
obtain the finest motion

paternalistic

about to

battles in behalf of
its rights.

Results of last week's drive
be tabulated today when
distribution and exhibitor area

committees meet with film
salesmen in each of the 33 exchange cities.

pictures for their living rooms.
Even those timid, shallow-think-

Why,

outs.

WB

Now

Color Films

in Production

then, should not those ex-

pressions favorable to the industry
its case be made known to the
of
the
greater audience
vastly
screen? If their circulation among
the limited, local readership of individual publications is important
to the industry, then how much
more important could they become
if
presented to the theatres' national audience.
The material is at hand, supplied
by many fair-minded, clear-thinking writers and their publications.
Much more of it is on the way. The
industry needs only to make use of
it to have its story known widely.
Excerpts from those valuable published expressions can be reproduced in a series of 60- to 90-second
trailers and, shown regularly in
every theatre in the land, can do
much to overcome the fallacious
public thinking that the finest motion pictures are about to be added
to the endless list of Federal hand-

and

COMPO

officials here reported that
spot checks over the weekend indicated "excellent progress" was being
made and that widespread enthusiasm
existed among field personnel conduct(Continued on page 7)

7

Hollywood, Aug.
peak

in

17.

—An

all-time

Warner

Brothers' color proseven features before

duction, with
the
WarnerColor and Technicolor
cameras, was disclosed here by the

company.

The

latest

Texas," which

to
is

"Come In,
being filmed in Warstart

is

nerColor, and stars Randolph Scott,
under the direction of Andre De Toth,
with David Weisbart producing.
Also in production are: "By the
(Continued on page 7)

Francis Will Head
Short Subjects

WB

Hollywood, Aug.

17.

—The

promo-

tion of Cedric Francis to the post of
short subjects
production head at

Warner Brothers

was disclosed
Warner, executive

studios

here by Jack L.
producer.
Francis was formerly assistant to
the late Gordon Hollingshead, who
held the post as
short subjects
head.
He has been in the employ of
for the past 15 years.

WB

WB

by

MPAA

statisticians

concerning the

more "streamlined" operations.
It was pointed out that some
MPAA member companies are not

merits of

will

-

ing individuals among us who
shrink from the suggestion of using the theatre screens to bring the
industry's side of the case before
the public are agreed with the rest
of us that the published editorials
and signed columns exposing some
of the folly of the government suit
are of great value to the industry in
its opposition to the action.
•

the industry and

yet entirely convinced that "streamlining" is the solution to many distri-

bution problems.
Presided over by Alfred W. Schwalberg, Paramount Distributing Corp.
president, and chairman of the
distribution
committee, the Friday

MPAA

(Continued on page 7)

Harvey Calls for

entirely
spiracy

on

an

among

In an

alleged illegal
the producers.

official

con-

statement aimed

at producers, exhibitors, newspapers and others criticizing
the Department's action, acting
anti-trust chief Newell Clapp
said the Department feels producers must be required to sell
their films to all purchasers,
including television, until the

"pattern established by the
conspiracy has been dispelled."
He reiterated, however, that the
(Continued on page 7)

'Modern' Policies
San Francisco, Aug.

17.

— Increas-

ing amusement opportunities available
to the public make it imperative that
all branches of the industry set its
house in order or court a self-made
depression,
Rotus Harvey, retired
president of Western Theatre Owners,
writes in the organization's current
bulletin.

Harvey indicates he believes production has made the greatest progress in putting its house in order for
(Continued on page 7)

FWC

Puts 9 Decree

Houses on Sale

California theatres on sale.
Offered are the Alpha, Bell; Melrose and Belmont, Los Angeles Fox,
;

Turlock; Hi-Ho, Paso Robles; Avalon,

Wilmington; Egyptian, San Diand Fox and Tower, Santa Paula.

W. H.

Lollier, the circuit's
(Continued on page 7)

real

Para.

HearingsWednesday
—

17.
The FedCommission's
Communications
Paramount hearings will reopen Wed-

Washington, Aug.

eral

nesday so that attorneys for the various parties can give their views as to
how much evidence should be allowed
on post-1948 anti-trust activities of the
companies.
Hearing examiner Leo Resnick indicated he would rule as soon as the

argument

is

concluded.

MPEA

Hollywood, Aug. 17.— In accordance with the Government's divorceFox West Coast
decree,
ment
Theatres over the weekend placed nine

ego,

FCC Reopens

Meets Today

On French Setup
With

Fayette

W.

Allport,

MPAA
tive,

European representadue from Paris to report

on the status of the Franco-

American

film

pact negotia-

Motion Picture Export Association will convene
here today for a complete review of the French situation.

tions, the

:

motion Picture daily
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Personal
Mention
ALFRED

NY Mirror Promotes
New

Fall Product
yesterday's New York

SCHWALBERG

W.

Paramount

Distributing
Corp.
president, is on an upstate New York
tour and will return to New York on

Thursday.
•

Thomas Edward
home

Trans-Lux The-

of

staff

office

Rodgers, on the

atres here and son of William F.
Rodgers, Loew's vice-president, has

become engaged

In
Mirror, motion picture editor
Frank Quinn hopped on the
"New Movie Season" bandwagon with a full page of editorial comment and art on the
important fall product from

major distributors.
Ernie Emerling and Carl
Fishman of Loew's Theatres
arranged with Quinn to develop this upbeat feature.

Charlotte Brey-

to

er VanBomel of this city. The wedding will take place in November.

•
E. Lopert, president of Lopert
Films Distributing Corp., accompaI.

nied by

Mrs. Lopert and

Tanya,

ter,

will

return

in

Europe

weeks

eight

their

daugh-

from
tomorrow

•

Boyce Nemec, SMPTE executive
secretary, became a father Thursday
when his wife, Nancy, gave birth to
a son, David Edward, at New York
Hospital here.

•
Jones,

Loyd A.

head of the
physics division of Kodak Research
Laboratories, on Saturday night received the Photographic Society of
America's 1952 Journal Award.
•
E. K. O'Shea, vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
will return to New York today from
Detroit and Cleveland.
•
Robert Weitman, United Paramount Theatres vice-president, will
celebrate a birthday today at his Catskill

vacation retreat.

Leon Roth, United

Artists

home

today begin a twoweek Massachusetts vacation with his

office publicist, will

family.

•

Ted Spiegel of Columbia's exploitation department announced the birth
of a first child, Dale Karen, to Mrs.
Spiegel on Wednesday.
•

Henry King,

20th Century-Fox director, will arrive here from the Coast
today.

•

Wilbur Snaper,
tional

Allied,

has

president

returned

of
to

na-

New

York from Chicago.

Lee Koken,
ing

head,

is

RKO
in

Family Night Plan

here

aboard the S.S. United States.

Dr.

Minneapolis Sets

Theatres vendBoston from New

—A

family
Minneapolis, Aug. 17.
night promotion designed to stimulate
business for the loop theatres, retail
stores and the local transit company,
will be launched here Thursday evening, Robert Karatz, co-owner of the
Gopher Theatre, first run loop house,
and a member of the downtown
theatre committee, disclosed at the

weekend.
The Minneapolis

Street Railway
Co. will offer free rides one way on
buses and street cars to all adults and
children going into the loop between
the hours of seven and nine P. M.
All adults and children leaving the
buses and street cars in the loop, will
receive a numbered coupon similar
looking to a transfer and if the coupon corresponds with one of the ap-

proximately one-thousand numbers to
be posted in theatre lobbies, they will
be admitted free of charge.
The promotional program will be
sponsored jointly by the loop theatres,
stores and the transit company
and will be all inclusive. This will include screen trailers, lobby displays,
newspaper, radio and television advertising, window cards and displays -in
downtown stores, and display cards
all
in
street cars and buses. The
family night promotion is expected to
return business to the loop which is
now going in greater strength to the
shopping centers in the suburbs.
Besides Karatz, other members of
the downtown theatre committee are
Harry Weiss, division manager,
retail

RKO

Robert

Theatres,

RKO

Whalen,

manager,

Seibel and Don
Alexander of the advertising department of the Minnesota Amusement
Co.

Orpheum, E.

York.

Kramer Due Here
Today from Europe

Date for
Next Compo Seminar
— February
Hollywood, Aug.
See

Feb.

17.

Stanley Kramer, independent producer now releasing through Columbia Pictures, is due to arrive here
today from Europe aboard the S.S.

appeared to be the preferred date for
the next exhibition-production seminar
as Council of Motion Picture Organi-

Queen

Trueman

Elisabeth.

On

his trip, Kramer visited London, Paris, Rome and Zurich and
travelled to Israel to look over location sites for his forthcoming produc-

"The Juggler," which is to
Kirk Douglas and the new Italian

tion,

ress,

Milly Vitale.

star
act-

zations'

executives

Sam

Pinanski,

Monday, August

NEWS
in Brief
Chicago, Aug.

17.

.

.

— Industry

.
arbi-

Mo-

Picture Organizations' campaign
for elimination of the 20 per cent Federal admissions tax and the government's anti-trust suit to force the sale
of 16mm. films to television and other
non-theatrical users will be on the
agenda for discussion at Allied States'
annual convention at the Morrison
Hotel here, Nov. 17-19.
The convention planning committee,
which met here last week, also confirmed Nov. 15-16 as the dates for the
pre-convention meeting here of Altion

board of directors.

A TESMA

show will be held in conjuncwith the convention.
•
New York's Little Carnegie Theatre
has been selected as the showcase to
house the first festival of Italian films
ever held in the United States, it was
trade

tion

reported by Winthrop W. Aldrich,honorary chairman of "Salute to Italian

Films Week."
Seven top Italian films will be presented during the week of Oct. 6-12,
one each evening.
•
The date of the fourth annual mo-

New

York
tion picture edition of the
Daily Neivs, which will contain a full
Sunday magazine section devoted to
the industry, has been set for Nov.
16.
The readership of the Sunday
Daily News is about 4,000,000.

Parade
7 HE DEVELOPING

NCA's Berger Sets
Regional Tax Meets
—

Minneapolis, Aug. 17. Plans for
an all-out industry fight to eliminate
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax
will be highlighted at a series of regional meetings set by North Central

Allied president Ben Berger, and executive counsel Stan Kane, for Duluth,
Falls, Bismarck and Fargo.
will be luncheon meetings, timed
for the state primaries.
The
strategy on the tax fight

Sioux

They

NCA

on a "buttonhole"
campaign on the local level with sucwill be concentrated

candidates

in

the

primaries,

based on the theory the tax elimination strength will have to come from
the grass roots.
First of the Berger-Kane meetings
will be held at the Duluth Hotel, Duluth, Aug. 26, with all exhibitors in
the Duluth- Superior area invited to
attend. Roy Prytz and Clarence Kaake
are local chairmen.
South Dakota

and Southwestern Minnesota exhibitors will meet with the NCA executives at the Carpenter Hotel, Sioux
Falls, on Aug. 27.
North Dakota
meetings have been set for the Pat-

BATTLE

for the White House occupies
appropriate footage in current newsreels. Presented also are shots of the
young King of Iraq on his U. S. visit,

Anthony Eden and his bride, Koreans
President Rhee honoring Gen. Van
Fleet, and sundry other happenings in
various parts of the world. Complete
synopses follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. 67— Gov. StevWhite House. Stassen
Anthony Eden weds
Churchill's niece. King of Iraq. Drought
haunts Southland. Rhee decorates Gen. Van
Fleet. Princess Anne makes a debut. Mail
enson

calls

on

calls

at

the

Eisenhower.

by rocket

— almost.

Florida

scenery gets a

boost.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 301—Iraq's
boy king in New York. Gen. Ridgeway
warns of Red peril. Eden takes a bride.
British Royal Family on vacation. Political
snap-shots of Stevenson, and Eisenhower.
PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

104— Mar-

garet Truman in Germany. Queen Elizabeth in Scotland. University of Iowa band
in London. Back-to-school fashions. Stev-

enson sets campaign strategy. Young Kins
of Iraq.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 33-B — BelNATO training. Schuman plan

gium cuts

1

United States of Europe. Models
protest Russian fur shipment. Russian car
smuggled into U. S. World pipe-smoking
hastens

German

contest.
disc.

refugee

tells

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,
U.

flying

of

Texas beats heat wave.

S.

political

Rhee and Van
phans'

outing.

and riders

highlights.
Fleet. Tax

Footwear

—

No.

JOT
of Iraq.
collectors. Or-

King

for

fall.

Loggers

spectators.

thrill

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No.
for the

cessful

1952

Newsreel

tration prospects, the Council of

lied's

18,

2— Battle

White House. Schuman Plan under-

way. Royal youngsters in Scotland. Korea's
President decorates
at

Brooklyn

Van

Fleet. Iraq's

King

game. Refuge for skiers
Blanc. Miss Canada of 1952.
ball

on Mount
Toddler fashions. Bobby Shantz, "pitcher

of

the year."

Jacobs to Promote
Producers Guild
Hollywood, Aug.

17.

—The

Arthur

P. Jacobs office has been named public
relations and publicity consultants to
the Screen Producers Guild, it was
announced by Sol C. Siegel, president
of the Guild. The Jacobs organization

has been representing the guild on a
temporary basis for the past three

months.
Jacobs will work with the public relations committee of the Guild, headed
by temporary co-chairmen Jerry Wald
and William H. Wright, who are
filling

in

for

permanent public

rela-

tions chairman Samuel G. Engel, currently out of town on an assignment.

Yorke Holds Meetings
Emerson Yorke, in charge of motion picture, radio and television coverage of the "Little League" baseball
met here yesterday with representatives of the various media to plan
coverage of the "Little League" series
series,

terson

in

Williamsport, Pa., during the week

and

of

Aug.

Hotel at Bismarck, Sept. 3,
at Fargo, Sept. 4, at a hotel yet
to be selected.

25.

Rembusch,
Robert
J.
'Kilimanjaro' Date
and Rotus Harvey sat
down to weekend roundtable discus- Floyd Rice Resigns
The invitational world premiere of
sion of this and other matters with the
Atlanta, Aug. 17.
Floyd Rice, "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," 20th
Motion Picture Industry Council ex- manager of the Rebel Poster Exchange, Century-Fox, will be held on Wednesecutive committee. Complete outcome owned
by Wilby-Kincey Theatres, day night Sept. 17 at the Rivoli
of the roundtable deliberations was Atlanta, has resigned from the com- Theatre here, instead of Thursday
not immediately available.
pany to enter business for himself.
night Sept. 18, previously set.

New

O'Donnell

—
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PROB

THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT

STATEM ENT
YOU WILL READ
THIS YEAR!

.

Last week

—

saw the motion

I

picture screen achieve
heights of greatness

"The Snows

new
saw

... I

of Kilimanjaro

Rarely does a motion picture comprise, simultaneously, such a wealth
of elements that insure stirring, unforgettable "entertainment with such

unlimited boxoffice potential,

A

Great

Title : Widely

among young and

known

in every

old. It

land

.

.

.

has

.

.

conjuring up a

vastness of scope, an aura of mystery, the tingle of anticipation.

A

Great Author

;

based on one of Ernest Hemingway's most

js

it

celebrated, most compelling masterpieces.

Great Stars Gregory

Hayward and Ava Gardner
Leo G. Carroll, Torin Thatcher, Ava

Peck, Susan

:

supported by Hildegarde Neff,

Norring, Helene Stanley and Vicente Gomez.

A

Great Producer

F.

Zanuck,

who

:

lt

gave

has been personally produced by Darryl

you

such

outstanding

entertainments

as

"David and Bathsheba," "All About Eve," "12 O'Clock High,"
"Gentleman's Agreement" and "Pinky."

A

Great Director

:

jt

has been directed by

Henry King, who

brought you "David and Bathsheba," "Song of Bernadette" and "12

O'Clock High."

V i'vV*

A Great Photo gra pher;

Filmed

unenvisioned splen-

in heretofore

dors of Technicolor by three-time

Academy Award winner Leon

Shamroy, who photographed "David and Bathsheba," "Cheaper By

The Dozen," "Wilson" and "Leave Her To Heaven."

A Great Campai gn: The
rising, publicity

It

moves across

and Spain and

the

most extensive, most penetrating adver-

and exploitation campaign

to the

Wisconsin of America's Middle West
to

of the bull-ring in Madrid.

It

France

— from the heady

and the spectacular excitement

has a hyena that produces the greatest animal

excites with the

It

to

history.

hippopotami-teeming waters of

the throbbing jungle. It has unrivalled scenery

ever filmed.

our company's

world on the broadest of canvases from Africa

wine and tender hours of Parisian nights

thrill

in

menace of

and the vulture

the lion

— and the furious charge of the rhinoceros.
"

The Snows of Kiliman aro " is the
ever seen — and in my opinion the finest
j

love story

greatest

I

have

motion picture our company

has ever produced.
It will

be available for pre-release engagements in a

in a limited

number

World Premiere
18th.

of selected theatres

of large cities beginning early in October, following

Presentation at the Rivoli Theatre,

The tremendous

engagements

number

will give

New

exploitation penetration accruing
u

its

York, on September

from

these pre-release

The Snows of Kilimanjaro" word-of-mouth publicity

seldom before attained by any motion picture.

Very soon, we

will

announce trade showings.

I

urge every exhibitor

to be sure to attend.

AL LfCHTMAN

.

.

.

20th Century-Fox

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
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James Frank Leaves
NPA Deputy Post
— James "The Happy Time"
Washington, Aug.

Reviews

Jr.,

director

of

Authority's

resigned as deputy
the National Production
director
film
branch,

has

Nathan D. Golden announced.

The

resignation

effective Friday.
sales executive

is

Frank has accepted a

position with a firm distributing con-

sumer durable goods
Golden said.
Frank joined the

New

in

NPA

Orleans,

Nov.,

in

1950. Prior to that he had been associated for over 20 years with the
photographic
picture
and
motion
equipment industries as president of
United Photo Supply Corp. of AtYork branch manager of
lanta,
National Theatre Supply, and assistant
Photophone sales manager
to the

New

RCA.

of

RCA

Synchro-Screen

For 'Fatima' Opening
A new RCA "synchro-screen" has
been installed in the Bijou Theatre
here for the showing of Warner
Brothers' "The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima." The picture, which will
have a special invitation premiere at
the Astor Theatre on Wednesday
evening, will be shown at the Bijou
on a reserved seat basis and at the
Astor on a continuous performance

Equipment

The synchro-screen

features panels
four sides which pick up and
reflect diffused light from the picture.
"This imparts to the patron a new and
dramatic sense of realism by making
the action on the screen appear to occupy a larger portion of his field of
vision," according to Warner.

on

Kramer Productions-Columbia)

ENTERTAINING,
AVERY Richard
Rodgers-Oscar

well-macle film

of the

A

is

Stanley Kramer's version

Hammerstein stage

play,

"The Happy

World

uniformly giving .excellent performances, is headed by
Charles Boyer and Louis Jourdan and includes Marsha Hunt, Kurt Kasznar,
. . .
Linda Christian, Bobby Driscoll, Marcel Dalio and others.
The story of the joys, troubles and eccentricities of an unconventional
. with
family of French Canadians in the 1920's is smoothly told under the direction .
long
run
that
made
it
a
ingredients
the
story
and
all
of
Fleischer
of Richard
stage hit are deftly emphasized herein to produce strong box-office entertainment.
inW.
Boyer brings an engaging sincerity to his role of the father of Bobby
dustrial design organization of DeDriscoll, whose emergence from adolescence is accompanied by familiar troit
has been appointed product
problems of confused emotions. Jourdan, as the traveling salesman with a stylist for Mills Industries, Inc., Chiweakness for pretty faces, the wine-bibing Kasznar with the problem of an cago, according to an announcement
unmarried and unattractive daughter, both brothers of Boyer's, and their from A. E. Tregenza, Mills' execufather, Dalio, cheerfully romancing himself toward an elusive grave, are the tive vice-president.
The Walker orchief eccentrics of the family and a prolific source of amusement.
ganization will restyle Mills' line of
Miss Hunt, as Boyer's wife, a down-to-earth Scotch woman who inex- automatic machines which range from
plicably has become a part of the turbulent Gallic environment, and Miss counter
dispensing
types
floor
to
Christian, as the out-of-work vaudevillian for whom they make a place in candy, gum
carbonated drinks and
their home, complete the domestic scene.
In addition Mills mancitrus juices.
The story, for the most part in humorous vein, shows how the problems ufactures refrigeration equipment and
of Bobby's growing-up and his fancied infatuation for Miss Christian are ice cream freezers.
met. Also resolved along the way is the solid romance between Jourdan and
•
Miss Christian following a succession of setbacks and the finding in Richard
John D. Warfield, Jr., formerly
Erdman of a suitor for Kasznar's daughter, Ann Faber. No solution is
of the Warfield Co., has
president
found for Kasznar's wine drinking from a water cooler nor for Grandpere
Dalio's unquenchable yearning after the female of the species.
Some of the been appointed vice-president of
Chicago, in
dialogue concerning the latter runs to the risque but manages to avoid being Cook Chocolate Co.,
charge of a new chocolate coating
offensive.
and bulk chocolate specialties deExcellent in lesser parts are Marlene Cameron as Bobby's girl friend
expandJack Raine as a stern school principal Kathryn Sheldon as a teacher Will partment. The Cook firm is
Wright as the family doctor Jeanette Nolan as Kasznar's wife and Gene ing its bulk products operations and
Ed Opler, president, is now in EuCollins as Bobby's schoolroom nemesis.
Earl Felton did the screen play, based on Samuel Taylor's stage play and rope negotiating for the latest
Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned Washington con- chocolate equipment there.
the book by Robert Fontaine.
•
tributed a song, "The Happy Time."
Running time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
John MacNellis, who has acquired
Sherwin Kane
not set.
ownership and control of Best

Time."

fine

cast,

RAY GALLO

THE GEORGE

WALKER

,

;

;

;

Thursday.

basis beginning

(Stanley

1952

THEATRE

the

17.

Frank,

18,

all

full

Devices Co., Inc., Cleveland, has announced removal of that firm to its
own factory building at 10921 Briggs
Best Devices manufactures
Road.

"O. Henry's Full House"
(20th Century- Fox)

MMPTA

OF AMERICA'S favorite short stories are contained in this omnibus
Takes Space SOME
production, highlighted by a galaxy of stars, including Charles Laughton,
In Compo Suite Here Fred Allen, Anne Baxter, Marilyn Monroe and Dale Robertson.

porthole
drive-ins

shutters for theatres and
and also carbon saver de-

fire

vices.

For the first time, audiences throughout the country will be able to see
The Metropolitan Motion Picture
presentation of O. Henry's works come to life on the screen.
Showing (in photo below) Berndtmulti-storied
a
Theatres Association, made up of cirthe factor of a star-studded cast, Bach, Inc.'s new Auricon "Super
cuits and independent theatres in the The ready-made receptive audience, plus
1200" 16mm. studio and TV producNew York area, has turned over to the should make this film a good box-office grosser.
Of the five stories offered, two are warm-hearted sentimental gems— tion camera, which features three
Theatre Owners of America the office
space it occupied on the fourth floor of "The Gift of the Magi" and "The Last Leaf." The entertainment quality of separate finder systems, 1,200-foot
the Paramount Building here, and has
rented space in the 21st floor suite
occupied by the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
and
were co-tenants of a fourth floor
suite for the past four years.

MMPTA

TOA

Edward Rugoff

MMPTA's

is

dent, and D. John Phillips
ecutive director.

presi-

its

is

ex-

N. Brunswick Paper
Gives Ad Rate Cut
Through

the

efforts

Edward

of

Sniderman, division manager; Thomas
Wright, city manager, and Ward Farrar,

publicist,

RKO

New

theatres in

Brunswick, N. J., have been able to
obtain a reduction in advertising rates

from

the

New

Brunswick

Home

News.

The newspaper dropped

its

local

theatre rate from $1.65 per column
inch to $1.55. The new rate applies
to local motion picture advertising
and does not change the rate for other

types of amusements.

17.

—"Props"

by Walter Bullock.
The most disappointing story to this reviewer was "The Ransom of Red
Chief," which stars Fred Allen and Oscar Levant. Although it does contain a
few laughs, the story never becomes alive, nor does it overcome plot contrivances to show the truly humorous situation of kidnapers being conquered by
10-yeai-old prey.
Howard Hawks directed.
Charles Laughton "struts and frets his hour upon the stage" in "The Cop
and the Anthem," directed by Henry Koster from a screenplay by Lamar
Trotti.
His is an effective, if somewhat flamboyant, portrayal of the skid
row character who tries his best to land in jail in order to escape the winter
cold.
Marilyn Monroe has her brief appearance in this sequence.
The other story is "The Clarion Call," directed by Henry Hathaway from a
screenplay by Richard Breen, featuring Dale Robertson and Richard Widmark. This should find its audience among the action fans.
Others in the cast include David Wayne, Joyce MacKenzie and Lee
Aaker.
Running time, 117 minutes. General audience classification. For September
their

release.

Universal 'Props'
To Ohio's Fair
Columbus, Aug.

the remaining stories are uneven, yet the poorest in comparison contains a
chuckle or a tear. There is enough in this film to please most any taste and
individuals will differ and argue which vignette is the best.
The stories are tied together by the narration of novelist John Steinbeck.
Andre Hakim produced.
Anne Baxter, Jean Peters and Gregory Ratoff play the leads in "The Last
Leaf," under the direction of Jean Negulesco, from a screenplay by Ivan Goff
and Ben Roberts. The plot situation concerns two sisters, one heartbroken
and sick, both of whom are befriended in their Greenwich Village apartment
by a warm-hearted artist, Gregory Ratoff.
"The Gift of the Magi" is part of America's folklore. The story of a young
married couple and their self-sacrifice, in a Christmas holiday setting, stars
Jean Crain and Farley Granger. Henry King directed from a screenplay

have been added to the announced Robert Wile, secretary
"Hollywood at the Fair" exhibit for the Independent Theatre Owners
the Ohio State Fair here Aug. 22-29, Ohio, sponsors of the exhibit.
pictures

from

a score of past and present Universal

Murray Horowitz
of
of

magazines for 33 minutes of continuous shooting, internal rackover with reflex viewer; automatic
turret, and a manual or automatic
Shown at the
dissolving shutter.
left of the camera during a recent
demonstration is Walter Bach, vicepresident of Berndt-Bach, and at
the right is Joseph A. Tanney, president of S. O. S. Cinema Supply
Corp., distributor of the new camera.
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Justice Hits

7

World-Telegram Calls U. S. Harvey
TV Film Suit 'Outrageous'

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued, from page 1)

Department recognizes the exproblem and that the
court would set "reasonable

He is less
the new economic period.
sure about both exhibition and distri-

hibitor's

clearance"
owners.

theatre

protect

to

Clapp said he was issuing the statement to clear up misunderstanding as
to the objectives of the case and the
applicable anti-trust laws, and that
while he was going to discuss the
objectives and nature of the suit, he
was not going to discuss the evidence,
which would be presented to the court
in due time.
Specifies Offense

The
make

Clapp

laws,
anti-trust
perfectly legal
it

dividual producer,
refuse to have his

said,

for any inacting alone, to

product exhibited
on television. "It is not lawful, however," he stated, "for him to agree
with his competitors that neither he
nor they will let their product get on
This is the ofthe television screen.
fense charged here."

had been
said
it
Clapp
claimed that it was perfectly
natural for producers to re-

TV showings of their
films in order not to undermine
their business with theatres.
"The government suit does not
attack this practice," he said,
returning to the illegal conspiracy theme. "The suit attacks
combination or
alleged
the
strict

agreement among the defendants that none of them will
allow its product to be shown

on TV."
If the Department is successful in
establishing a conspiracy, Clapp said,
it believes that in order to effectively
terminate the conspiracy "producers
must not only be prohibited from continuing the combination but each producer should also be prevented from
conducting itself in the manner agreed
on in the course of the conspiracy.
In order to accomplish this, the Department believes producers should be
required to sell their products to all
producers, including television stations,
until such time as the pattern established by the combination has been

dispelled."

The complaint

recognizes, Clapp demust have reason-

clared, that theatres

TV

able clearance over
showings,
land that the courts will set just what
constitutes "reasonable" clearance.
It

has been charged, the state-

ment continued,
wood would ruin
ing to

its chief

that

FOLLOWING
rHE government
action

by

sell-

competitor. This

incorrect, Clapp said.
He
declared this charge overlooks
the fact that the complaint
specifically says there should

be reasonable clearance between
theatres and television.
clear that
the Department recognizes the problem confronting the motion picture industry in this period of adjustment
to new technological
development,"

Clapp stated.

"But

if

it

we

are to con-

tinue to preserve a climate of economic
freedom, which is in large measure responsible for our technological progress,

we must

ever be

alert

against

agreements among competitors seek-

ing to stifle the new order. Men of
good will may differ as to the methods
by which the entertainment industry
is to accommodate itself to television.
But they will unite in condemning
!

commended on the
is
what Harvey says he "has

Production
basis

of

seen and heard" of new product which,
he believes will include a "great number of well-made, entertaining pictures which the public will want to
buy."
He adds that the public is demanding all pictures in color and he
congratulates the progress studios are
making in meeting that demand.

New York

World-Telegram and Sun on Friday, Aug. 15, under
title "A Phony Anti-trust Suit." Some of the information concerning the government action was furnished the W. T. & S. by the
Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York. The editorial
is reprinted in full here by permission of the World-Telegram & Sun.
the
the

of doing something for shut-ins, hosOf distribution, Harvey says, mainchurch and club groups and members of the Armed
tenance of a set national sales policy
Forces, the Department of Justice has filed an antitrust suit against
on pictures is "stupid and criminal"
a number of film companies. It wants the courts to compel them to and part of an era that no longer
That policy, he says, desell 16mm. film to all comers virtually without strings attached. obtains.
Actually this suit strikes us as being as phony as a $3 bill. The prives many fine pictures of their maximum sales and imposes, in turn, a
film companies already are well looking after the interests of those

Under the laudable pretext

pital patients,

burden on production by depriving

it

with a legitimate stake in the 16mm films. They are not, and for of revenue that could be obtained by
perfectly obvious reasons, looking after the interests of the tele- more modern sales policies.
He scores exhibition for slip-shod
vision industry and the fly-by-night film peddlers. On the contrary,
operating
and housekeeping policies,
they are trying to keep these from killing the movie theatres which
for double featuring, for bidding befurnish film makers with the big bulk of their income.
tween non-competitive theatres, for
True, theatres use 35mm, not 16mm films. But most movie makers ads which "lie" to the public and for
shoot both sizes simultaneously. If they have to throw the narrower tolerating the Federal admission tax.
print onto the open market, what's to prevent TV from snapping it
Color
up and showing it in competition with the theatre offering?
(Continued from page 1)
The Department of Justice says it would not object to providing
"reasonable clearance periods between runs of a particular feature Light of the Silvery
Moon," Tech-

WB

Films

motion picture in a theatre and exhibitions (including telecasts) nicolor, starring Doris Day and Gordon MacRae. David Butler is directsame motion picture on 16mm film."
But who's to determine what constitutes a "reasonable period"? ing, with William Jacobs producing.
"The
Singer," Technicolor,
Some films too few, we'll admit attain immortality. Brought back starring Jazz
Danny Thomas

of the

—

—

they can fill theatres years after their first showing. Is it for some
bureaucrat rather than the makers themselves to say how long such
pictures should not be allowed to compete with' theatres?
Few people are going to pay to see a picture in a theatre when
they can see the same thing, or one of equal entertainment value,
for free at home or over a couple of beers in some neighboring
tavern. Theatre owners are sufficiently hit by present TV competition, even with those outrageous Westerns without having involuntarily to provide it with topflight material for its shows.
More than a year ago when the Federal Communications Commission threatened reprisals against the film industry in this controversy, we said, "It certainly is not in the public interest to have
a bunch of bureaucrats threatening one industry for refusing to

down

for a rival."
This is just as true today of the Department of Justice's suit. It
is perfectly proper for
and the movies to be battling for the
public's attention. It is outrageous, however, for the government,
theoretically the referee in any conflict between rival interests, to
lay

its life

TV

sneak across a kidney punch on one of the contestants. For such
an action the government should be hooted out of the ring.

and Peggy

Lee. Michael Curtiz

is

directing, with

F. Edelman producing.
"Back to Broadway," musical in
WarnerColor, starring Virginia Mayo,
Steve Cochran and Frank Lovejoy,
with Gordon Douglas directing and
Henry Blanke producing.
"Stop, You're Killing Me," Warner-

Louis

Color

musical,

Crawford

Roy Del
F.

starring
Broderick
and Claire Trevor, with
Ruth directing and Louis

Edelman producing.
"The Master of Ballantrae," which

stars Errol Flynn,

Technicolor,

is being filmed in
with William Keighley

directing.

"His Majesty O'Keefe," which stars
Burt Lancaster, a Technicolor production under the direction of Byron
Haskin.

Michigan Exhibitors
Protest 16mm. Suit
Detroit, Aug. 17.— Protests against
U. S. suit to force the sale of
16mm. films to television and pledges
of full support to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive to
repeal the Federal 20 per cent admission tax were voiced at a meetingheld in Traverse City attended by 40independent exhibitors. L. G. Griffin
the

Houses on Sale
(Continued, from page 1)

is

"This language makes

bution.

hard-hitting, outspoken editorial characterising
to force the sale of films to television and
the
other non-theatrical users as an "outrageous" action was published in

Holly-

itself

Calls

department head, said "only
proposals from exhibitors or those intending to engage in the exhibition
business in the operation of motion
picture theatres will be given conestate

sideration."
Land, building,

(Continued, from page 1)

ing the drive.
will
probably

A
be

short clean-up drive

launched

in

each

exchange territory to collect COMPO
dues from theatres or circuits that
might have been missed in last week's
canvass.

equipment and leases

are offered in all but two cases. In
these the Belmont, Los Angeles and
Tower, Santa Paula land and equipment only are for sale.

—

Compo Dues Meet

—

Reports of the drive results will
be wired to
headquarters
here by the exchange area committees
following their meetings today.
Topping COMPO's agenda for fall

COMPO

activities is the industry drive to
repeal of the 20 per cent tax.

agreements among competitors restricting
competition among themselves and with the television industry.
The 16mm. case charges that
such an agreement exists.
The objectives of the suit are in accord with
the basic philosophy upon which our
economic institutions rest."

win

Manta

of

City,

Mich.,

directed

Plans for regular monthly meetings
were discussed. So far meetings of the
group are set for Aug. 28 and Sept.

'Caribbean' Sturdy
Philadelphia, Aug. 17.— An
week's gross of a big $28,000

(Continued,

from page

1)

is

initial

fore-

"Caribbean" at the Fox
Theatre, which nearly hit a sturdy
$5,000 on its opening day. Harold W.
cast

streamlining'

the

meeting.

for

Seidenberg, managing director of the

meeting was a short one that touched Fox, said that on the basis of current
on no subject apart from "streamlin- business the film will be held over for
ing," informants said.
at least an extra week.
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NEW 9 mm

"SUPREX"
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By

far the greatest

the line

improvement in "Suprex" carbons

was introduced

is

National Carbon's

since

NEW 9 mm

"Suprex" projector carbon for mirror-type lamps. Used in
place of the present 9

mm
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• MORE LIGHT AT
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it
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ance at lower cost

is

this

National Carbon's

improved perform-

NEW composition,
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you of operating advantages and picture quality not obtainable from any other brand.

The terms "National" and "Suprex" are
trade-marks of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
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A
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30 East 42nd Street,
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New

York

17, N. Y.

District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,
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City,
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York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
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L

Limited, Montreal, Toronto,

Winnipeg
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Tradewise
SHERWIN KANE
THE ENTIRE industry

.

.

By

comed

the

numerous

has weleditorial

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, AUGUST

Meet Today to
Record Compo
Dues Progress

18,

TEN CENTS

1952

'Streamlining'

Of

Distribution Still

In 'Talking' Stage

Justice Hits
Back at Critics
Of 16mm. Suit

and columnar expressions which
Several more meetings on the subhave appeared in newspapers and
ject of distribution "streamlining" will
other publications throughout the
be necessary before plans for improvecountry citing- some of the dangers
With only a short additional ments could be put in force, it was Repeats It Recognizes
of the government's suit to force clean-up drive
for Council of Mo- indicated on Friday following discusthe sale of films to television.
tion Picture Organizations dues ex- sion of the subject by the Motion Pic- Needs of Theatremen
Those numerous published ex- pected to be needed following the ture Association of America distribupressions have been uniformly on major campaign
conducted last week tion committee at the MPAA office
Washington, Aug. 17.
The
the industry's side and critical of throughout the country, the industry here.
Justice Department today answered
Friday's meeting, a spokesman said,
the Department of Justice's action. agency's treasury is said to be well
the critics of its 16 mm. anti-trust
They are of great value to the in- stocked with "ammunition" for coming delved into some of the data compiled
suit, declaring that its case rests
by
MPAA
statisticians
concerning
the
battles
in
behalf
the
of
industry
imand
the
dustry in counter-acting
entirely
on an alleged illegal conmerits
of
more
"streamlined"
operapression left with the public by the its rights.
tions.
It was pointed out that some spiracy among the producers.
filing of the suit that a benevolent
Results of last week's drive
MPAA member companies are not
In an official statement aimed
will be tabulated today when
and paternalistic government is
yet entirely convinced that "streamat producers, exhibitors, newsdistribution and exhibitor area
about to obtain the finest motion
lining" is the solution to many distripapers and others criticizing
committees meet with film
pictures for their living rooms.
bution problems.
the Department's action, acting
salesmen
in
each
of
the
33
exPresided over by Alfred W. SchwalEven those timid, shallow-thinkanti-trust chief Newell Clapp
change
cities.
berg, Paramount Distributing Corp.
ing individuals among us who
said the Department feels pro-

—

shrink from the suggestion of using the theatre screens to bring the
industry's side of the case before
the public are agreed with the rest
of us that the published editorials
and signed columns exposing some
of the folly of the

government

suit

are of great value to the industry in
its opposition to the action.

•

Why, then, should not those expressions favorable to the industry
and its case be made known to the
of
the
greater audience
vastly
screen? If their circulation among
the limited, local readership of individual publications is important
to the industry, then how much
more important could they become
if
presented to the theatres' national audience.
The material is at hand, supplied
by many fair-minded, clear-thinking writers and their publications.
Much more of it is on the way. The
industry needs only to make use of
it to have its story known widely.
Excerpts from those valuable published expressions can be reproduced in a series of 60- to 90-second
trailers and, shown regularly in
every theatre in the land, can do
much to overcome the fallacious
public thinking that the finest motion pictures are about to be added
to the endless list of Federal handouts.

COMPO

officials here reported that
spot checks over the weekend indicated "excellent progress" was being
made and that widespread enthusiasm
existed among field personnel conduct(Continued on page 7)

WB

7

Now

Color Films

in

Production

Hollywood, Aug.
peak

17.

—An

all-time

Warner

Brothers' color proseven features before

in

duction, with
the
WarnerColor and Technicolor
cameras, was disclosed here by the

company.

The

latest

Texas," which

to
is

"Come In,
being filmed in Warstart

is

nerColor, and stars Randolph Scott,
under the direction of Andre De Toth,
with David Weisbart producing.
Also in production are
"By the
:

(Continued on page 7)

Francis Will Head
Short Subjects

WB

Hollywood, Aug.

17.

—The

promo-

tion of Cedric Francis to the post of
short subjects
production head at

Warner Brothers

studios was disclosed
here by Jack L. Warner, executive
producer.
Francis was formerly assistant to
the

Gordon

president, and chairman of the
distribution
committee,
the
(Continued on page

ducers must be required to sell
their films to all purchasers,
including television, until the
"pattern established by the
conspiracy has been dispelled."
He reiterated, however, that the
(Continued on page 7)

—

San Francisco, Aug. 17. Increasing amusement opportunities available
to the public make it imperative that
all branches of the industry set its
house in order or court a self-made
depression,
Rotus Harvey, retired
president of Western Theatre Owners,
writes in the organization's current
bulletin.

Harvey indicates he believes production has made the greatest progress in putting its house in order for
(Continued on page 7)

FWC

Puts 9 Decree

Houses on Sale
—

Hollywood, Aug. 17. In accordance with the Government's divorceFox West Coast
decree,
ment
Theatres over the weekend placed nine
California theatres on sale.
Offered are the Alpha, Bell; Melrose and Belmont, Los Angeles Fox,
;

Turlock; Hi-Ho, Paso Robles; Ava-

Wilmington Egyptian, San Diand Fox and Tower, Santa Paula.
W. H. Lollier, the circuit's real

lon,

ego,

WB

7)

'Modern' Policies

who

Hollingshead,

WB

Friday

Harvey Calls for

held the post as
short subjects
head.
He has been in the employ of
for the past 15 years.

late

MPAA

;

(Continued on page 7)

WASHINGTON. Aug. 17.—
The Paramount hearings
will reopen Wednesday before the FCC so that attorneys for the various
parties can give their
views as to how much evidence should be allowed on
post-1948 anti-trust acthe comtivities of
panies.
The Motion Picture Export Association will
convene here today for a
complete review of the
Franco-American film pact
situation. MPA European
representative Fayette
Allport was due from Paris
to report on the negotiations. MPA president Eric
Johnston will preside.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
:

Personal
Mention
ALFRED

NY Mirror Promotes
New

Fall Product
yesterday's New York

In
Mirror, motion picture editor
Frank Quinn hopped on the

SCHWALBERG

W.

"New Movie Season" band-

Paramount

Distributing
Corp.
president, is on an upstate New York
tour and will return to New York on
•

wagon with a full page of editorial comment and art on the
important fall product from

Thursday.
•

Thomas Edward
home

office

major distributors.
Ernie Emerling and Carl
Fishman of Loew's Theatres
arranged with Quinn to develop this upbeat feature.

Rodgers, on the

Trans-Lux The-

staff of

here and son of William F.
Rodgers, Loew's vice-president, has
atres

become engaged

to Charlotte Breyof this city. The wedding will take place in November.

VanBomel

er

E.

I.

•
Lopert, president

of

Lopert

Films Distributing Corp., accompanied by Mrs. Lopert and their daughter,
Tanya, will return here from
eight
weeks in Europe tomorrow
aboard the S.S. United States-.
•

Boyce Nemec, SMPTE executive
secretary, became a father Thursday
when his wife, Nancy, gave birth to
a son, David Edward, at New York
Hospital here.

Dr.

•
Jones,

Loyd A.

head of the
physics division of Kodak Research
Laboratories, on Saturday night received the Photographic Society of
America's 1952 Journal Award.
•
E. K. O'Shea, vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
will return to New York today from
Detroit and Cleveland.
•

Robert Weitman, United Paramount Theatres vice-president, will
celebrate a birthday today at his Catskill

vacation retreat.
•

Leon Roth, United

Artists

home

today begin a twoweek Massachusetts vacation with his
office publicist, will

family.

•

Ted Spiegel

of Columbia's

exploitation department announced the birth
of a first child, Dale Karen, to Mrs.

Spiegel on Wednesday.
•

Henry King,

20th Century-Fox difrom the Coast

rector, will arrive here

today.

•

Wilbur Snaper,

president of nareturned to New

has
York from Chicago.

tional

Allied,

Lee Koken,
ing

head,

is

RKO
in

Theatres vendBoston from New

Minneapolis Sets
Family Night Plan

Today from Europe
Stanley Kramer, independent producer now releasing through Columbia Pictures, is due to arrive here
today from Europe aboard the 5". 5".
Queen. Elizabeth.

On

his

trip,

Kramer

visited

Lon-

don, Paris, Rome and Zurich and
travelled to Israel to look over location sites for his forthcoming production, "The Juggler," which is to star
Kirk Douglas and the new Italian actress, Milly Vitale.

NEWS
in Brief

.

.

.

17.

— Industry

tration prospects, the Council of

arbi-

Mo-

Picture Organizations' campaign
for elimination of the 20 per cent Federal admissions tax and the government's anti-trust suit to force the sale
of 16mm. films to television and other
non-theatricai users will be on the
at Allied States'

annual convention at the Morrison
Hotel here, Nov. 17-19.
The convention planning committee,
which met here last week, also confirmed Nov. 15-16 as the dates for the
pre-convention meeting here of Al-

board of directors.

lied's

trade show will be held
tion with the convention.

A TESMA
in

conjunc-

•
York's Little Carnegie Theatre
Minneapolis, Aug. 17. A family
has been selected as the showcase to
night promotion designed to stimulate
house the first festival of Italian films
business for the loop theatres, retail
ever held in the United States, it was
stores and the local transit company,
reported by Winthrop W. Aldrich.honwill be launched here Thursday evenorary chairman of "Salute to Italian
ing, Robert Karatz, co-owner of the
Films Week."
house,
Gopher Theatre, first run loop
Seven top Italian films will be preand a member of the downtown sented during the week of Oct. 6-12,
theatre committee, disclosed at the
one each evening.
weekend.
•
The Minneapolis Street Railway
The date of the fourth annual moCo. will offer free rides one way on tion picture edition of the New York
buses and street cars to all adults and Daily Nezt's, which will contain a full
children going into the loop between Sunday magazine section devoted to
the hours of seven and nine P. M. the industry, has been set for Nov.

—

All adults and children leaving the
buses and street cars in the loop, will
receive a numbered coupon similar
looking to a transfer and if the coupon corresponds with one of the ap-

proximately one-thousand numbers to
be posted in theatre lobbies, they will
be admitted free of charge.
The promotional program will be
sponsored jointly by the loop theatres,
stores and the transit company
and will be all inclusive. This will include screen trailers, lobby displays,
newspaper, radio and television advertising, window cards and displays in
downtown stores, and display cards
in all
street cars and buses. The
family night promotion is expected to
return business to the loop which is
now going in greater strength to the
shopping centers in the suburbs.
Besides Karatz, other members of
the downtown theatre committee are
Harry Weiss, division manager,
retail

RKO

Robert Whalen, manager,
Orpheum, E. Seibel and Don

Theatres,

RKO

Alexander of the advertising department of the Minnesota Amusement
Co.

Date for
Next Compo Seminar
— February
Hollywood, Aug.
See

Feb.

17.

appeared to be the preferred date for
the next exhibition-production seminar
as Council of Motion Picture Organizations'

Trueman

executives

Sam

Pinanski,

HE DEVELOPING BATTLE

-*

tion

agenda for discussion

readership of the Sunday
Daily News is about 4,000,000.
16.

The

NCA's Berger Sets
Regional Tax Meets
—

Minneapolis, Aug. 17. Plans for
an all-out industry fight to eliminate
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax
will be highlighted at a series of regional meetings set by North Central

Allied president Ben Berger, and executive counsel Stan Kane, for Duluth,
Falls, Bismarck and Fargo.
They will be luncheon meetings, timed
for the state primaries.
The
strategy on the tax fight

Sioux

NCA

will be concentrated

campaign on the

1952

Parade
y

Chicago, Aug.

18,

Newsreel

New

York.

Kramer Due Here

Monday, August

on a "buttonhole"
with suc-

local level

candidates in the primaries,
based on the theory the tax elimination strength will have to come from
the grass roots.
First of the Berger-Kane meetings
will be held at the Duluth Hotel, Duluth, Aug. 26, with all exhibitors in
the Duluth- Superior area invited to
attend. Roy Prytz and Clarence Kaake
are local chairmen.
South Dakota
cessful

and Southwestern Minnesota exhibitors will meet with the NCA executives at the Carpenter Hotel, Sioux
Falls, on Aug. 27.
North Dakota
meetings have been set for the Patterson Hotel at Bismarck, Sept. 3,
and at Fargo, Sept. 4, at a hotel yet
to be selected.

the

for

House

White

occupies
current newsreels. Presented also are shots of the
yotmg King of Iraq on his U. S. visit,

appropriate footage

in

Anthony Eden and his bride, Korea's
President Rhee honoring Gen. Van
Elect, and sundry other happenings in
various parts of the world. Complete
synopses follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,
enson
calls

No.

67

Gov. Stev-

White House. Stassen
on Eisenhower. Anthony Eden weds
calls

at

Churchill's

the

niece.

Kins:

Drought

Iraq.

of

haunts Southland. Rhee decorates Gen. Van
Fleet. Princess Anne makes a debut. Mail
by rocket almost. Florida scenery gets a

—

boost.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 301—Iraq's
boy king in New York. Gen. Ridgeway
warns of Red peril. Eden takes a bride.
British Royal Family on vacation. Political
snap-shots of Stevenson and Eisenhower.
PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

104— Mar-

garet Truman in Germany. Queen Elizabeth in Scotland. University of Iowa band
in London.
Back-to-school fashions. Stev-

enson sets campaign strategy. Young King
of Iraq.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 33-B — BelNATO training. Schuman plan

gium cuts

1

United States of Europe. Models
protest Russian fur shipment. Russian car
smuggled into U. S. World pipe-smoking
hastens

contest.

German

refugee

tells

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL.
U.

of

flying

Texas beats heat wave.

disc.

S.

political

Rhee and Van
phans'

outing.

and riders

highlights.
Fleet. Tax

Footwear

thrill

No.

—

587
of Iraq.
collectors. Or-

King

for

fall.

Loggers

spectators.

WARNER

PATHE NEWS, No. 2-Battlc
for the White House. Schuman Plan underway. Royal youngsters in Scotland. Korea's
Van Fleet. Iraq's King
game. Refuge for skiers
Blanc. Miss Canada of 1952.

President decorates

Brooklyn

at

ball

on Mount
Toddler fashions. Bobby Shantz, "pitcher

of

the year."

Jacobs to Promote
Producers Guild
Hollywood, Aug.

17.

— The

Arthur

P. Jacobs office has been named public
relations and publicity consultants to

Screen Producers Guild, it was
announced by Sol C. Siegel, president
the

The Jacobs organization
has been representing the guild on a
temporary basis for the past three
of the Guild.

months.
Jacobs will work with the public relations committee of the Guild, headed
by temporary co-chairmen Jerry Wald
and William H. Wright, who are
filling in for permanent public relations chairman Samuel G. Engel, currently out of town on an assignment.

Yorke Holds Meetings
Emerson Yorke, in charge of motion picture, radio and television coverage of the "Little League" baseball
series, met here yesterday with representatives of the various media to plan
coverage of the "Little League" series
in Williamsport, Pa., during the week
of Aug. 25.

Rembusch,
Robert
J.
O'Donnell and Rotus Harvey sat
'Kilimanjaro' Date
down to weekend roundtable discus- Floyd Rice Resigns
The invitational world premiere of
sion of this and other matters with the
Atlanta, Aug. 17.
Floyd Rice, "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," 20th
Motion Picture Industry Council ex- manager of the Rebel Poster Exchange, Century-Fox, will be held on Wednesecutive committee. Complete outcome owned
by Wilby-Kincey Theatres, day night Sept. 17 at the Rivoli
of the roundtable deliberations was Atlanta, has resigned from the com- Theatre here,
instead of Thursday
not immediately available.
pany to enter business for himself.
night Sept. 18, previously set.

New

—
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PROBABLY

THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT

STATEM ENT
YOU WILL READ
THIS YEAR!

—

.

ast

week

saw the motion

I

new

picture screen achieve
hei g hts of greatness ...

"The Snows

saw

I

I

of Kilimanjaro'

Rarely does a motion picture comprise, simultaneously, such a wealth
of elements that insure stirring, unforgettable entertainment with such

unlimited boxoffice potential,

A

Great

Title : Widely

among young and

known

old. It

in every land

.

.

.

has

.

.

conjuring up a

vastness of scope, an aura of mystery, the tingle of anticipation.

A

Great Author:

it

j

based on one of Ernest Hemingway's most

s

celebrated, most compelling masterpieces.
I

Great Stars: Gregory

Peck, Susan

Hayward and Ava Gardner

supported by Hildegarde Neff, Leo G. Carroll, Torin Thatcher,

Ava

Norring, Helene Stanley and Vicente Gomez.

A
F.

Great Producer:
Zanuck,

who

lt

gave

has been personally produced by Darryl

you

such

outstanding

entertainments

as

"David and Bathsheba," "All About Eve," "12 O'Clock High,"
"Gentleman's Agreement" and "Pinky."

A

Great Director:

lt

has been directed by

Henry King, who

brought you "David and Bathsheba," "Song of Bernadette" and "12

O'Clock High."

A Great Photo gra pher;

Filmed

unenvisioned splen-

in heretofore

Academy Award winner Leon

dors of Technicolor by three-time

Shamroy, who photographed "David and Bathsheba," "Cheaper By

The Dozen," "Wilson" and "Leave Her To Heaven."

A

Great Campai gn: The most

and exploitation campaign

tising, publicity

It

moves across

and Spain and

the

extensive,

to the

our company's history.

Wisconsin of America's Middle West
to

of the bull-ring in Madrid.

France

— from the heady

and the spectacular excitement

has a hyena that produces the greatest animal

It

excites with the

It

to

hippopotami-teeming waters of

the throbbing jungle. It has unrivalled scenery

ever filmed.

in

world on the broadest of canvases from Africa

wine and tender hours of Parisian nights

thrill

most penetrating adver-

menace

and the vulture

of the lion

— and the furious charge of the rhinoceros.
"

The Snows of Kiliman aro "
j

ever seen

— and

in

my

is

opinion the

the

finest

love story

greatest

I

have

motion picture our company

has ever produced.
It will

be available for pre-release engagements in a

in a limited

number

World Premiere
18th.

of selected theatres

of large cities beginning early in October, following

Presentation at the Rivoli Theatre,

The tremendous

engagements

number

New

exploitation penetration accruing

will give "The

Snows

of Kilimanjaro"

its

York, on September

from

these pre-release

word-of-mouth publicity

seldom before attained by any motion picture.

Very soon, we

will

announce trade showings.

I

urge every exhibitor

to be sure to attend.

AL LICHTMAN

.

.

.

20th Century-Fox

—
;

Motion Picture daily

6

Monday, August

James Frank Leaves
NPA Deputy Post
— James "The Happy Time"
Washington, Aug.

Reviews

Jr.,

director

of

Authority's

resigned as deputy
the National Production
director
branch,
film

has

Nathan D. Golden announced.

The

effective Friday.
sales executive
position with a firm distributing con-

resignation

is

Frank has accepted a

sumer durable goods
Golden said.
Frank joined the

New

in

NPA

Orleans,

Nov.,

in

19S0. Prior to that he had been associated for over 20 years with the
photographic
and
picture
motion
equipment industries as president of
United Photo Supply Corp. of AtYork branch manager of
lanta,
National Theatre Supply, and assistant
Photophone sales manager
the
to

New

of

RCA.

RCA

Synchro-Screen

For 'Fatima' Opening
RCA

A

"synchro-screen" has
new
been installed in the Bijou Theatre
here for the showing of Warner
Brothers' "The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima." The picture, which will
have a special invitation premiere at
the As tor Theatre on Wednesday
evening, will be shown at the Bijou
on a reserved seat basis and at the
Astor on a continuous performance
basis beginning Thursday.
The synchro-screen features panels
on all four sides which pick up and
reflect diffused light

from the

picture.

"This imparts to the patron a new and
dramatic sense of realism by making
the action on the screen appear to occupy a larger portion of his field of
vision," according to Warner.

(Stanley

Equipment

Kramer Productions-Columbia)

AVERY

ENTERTAINING, well-made film is Stanley Kramer's version
of the Richard Rodgers-Oscar Hammerstein stage play, "The Happy
lime." A fine cast, uniformly giving excellent performances, is headed by
Charles Boyer and Louis Jourdan and includes Marsha Hunt, Kurt Kasznar,
Linda Christian, Bobby Driscoll, Marcel Dalio and others.
The story of the joys, troubles and eccentricities of an unconventional
family of French Canadians in the 1920's is smoothly told under the direction
of Richard Fleischer and all of the story ingredients that made it a long run
stage hit are deftly emphasized herein to produce strong box-office entertainment.
role

of the

father

of

Bobby

is
accompanied by familiar
problems of confused emotions. Jourdan, as the traveling salesman with a
weakness for pretty faces, the wine-bibing Kasznar with the problem of an
unmarried and unattractive daughter, both brothers of Boyer's, and their
father, Dalio, cheerfully romancing himself toward an elusive grave, are the
chief eccentrics of the family and a prolific source of amusement.
Miss Hunt, as Boyer's wife, a down-to-earth Scotch woman who inexplicably has become a part of the turbulent Gallic environment, and Miss
Christian, as the out-of-work vaudevillian for whom they make a place in
their home, complete the domestic scene.
The story, for the most part in humorous vein, shows how the problems
of Bobby's growing-up and his fancied infatuation for Miss Christian are
met. Also resolved along the way is the solid romance between Jourdan and
Miss Christian following a succession of setbacks and the finding in Richard
Erdman of a suitor for Kasznar's daughter, Ann Faber. No solution is
found for Kasznar's wine drinking from a water cooler nor for Grandpere
Dalio's unquenchable yearning after the female of the species.
Some of the
dialogue concerning the latter runs to the risque but manages to avoid being

offensive.

Excellent in lesser parts are Marlene Cameron as Bobby's girl friend
Jack Raine as a stern school principal Kathryn Sheldon as a teacher Will
Wright as the family doctor Jeanette Nolan as Kasznar's wife and Gene
Collins as Bobby's schoolroom nemesis.
Earl Felton did the screen play, based on Samuel Taylor's stage play and
Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned Washington conthe book by Robert Fontaine.
tributed a song, "The Happy Time."
Running time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
;

;

;

Sherwin Kane

set.

with

.

.

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

W. WALKER
THE GEORGE
design organization
Deof

dustrial

troit

been

has

appointed

product

Mills Industries, Inc., Chicago, according to an announcement
from A. E. Tregenza, Mills' execuThe Walker ortive vice-president.
ganization will restyle Mills' line of
stylist for

automatic machines which range from
counter to floor types dispensingcarbonated drinks and
candy, gum
In addition Mills mancitrus juices.
ufactures refrigeration equipment and
,

ice

cream

freezers.

•

John D. Warfield, Jr., formerly
president of the Warfield Co., has
been appointed vice-president of
Cook Chocolate Co., Chicago, in
charge of a new chocolate coating
and bulk chocolate specialties department. The Cook firm is expanding its bulk products operations and
Ed Opler, president, is now in Europe negotiating for the latest
chocolate equipment there.
•
John MacNellis, who has acquired
ownership and control of Best

full

Devices Co., Inc., Cleveland, has announced removal of that firm to its
own factory building at 10921 Briggs
Best Devices manufactures
Road.

"O. Henry's Full House"
(20th Century-Fox)

MMPTA

World

in-

Boyer brings an engaging sincerity to his
Driscoll, whose emergence from adolescence

not

THEATRE

In the

17.

Frank,

18, 1952

OF AMERICA'S favorite short stories are contained in this omnibus
Takes Space SOME
production, highlighted by a galaxy of stars, including Charles Laughton,
In Compo Suite Here Fred Allen, Anne Baxter, Marilyn Monroe and Dale Robertson.

porthole
drive-ins

shutters for theatres and
and also carbon saver de-

fire

vices.

For the first time, audiences throughout the country will be able to see
The Metropolitan Motion Picture
Showing (in photo below) BerndtTheatres Association, made up of cir- a multi-storied presentation of O. Henry's works come to life on the screen.
the factor of a star-studded cast, Bach, Inc.'s new Auricon "Super
cuits and independent theatres in the The ready-made receptive audience, plus
1200" 16mm. studio and TV producNew York area, has turned over to the should make this film a good box-office grosser.
warm-hearted
sentimental
gems
offered,
two
are
stories
five
camera, which features three
the
Of
tion
Theatre Owners of America the office
space it occupied on the fourth floor of "The Gift of the Magi" and "The Last Leaf." The entertainment quality of separate finder systems, 1,200-foot
the Paramount Building here, and has
rented space in the 21st floor suite
occupied by the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
and
were co-tenants of a fourth floor
suite for the past four years.

MMPTA

TOA

Edward Rugoff
dent,

MMPTA's

is

and D. John Phillips

presi-

its

is

ex-

ecutive director.

N. Brunswick Paper
Gives Ad Rate Cut
Through

the

efforts

of

Edward

Sniderman, division manager; Thomas
Wright, city manager, and Ward Farrar,

publicist,

Brunswick, N.

RKO
J.,

theatres in

New

have been able to

obtain a reduction in advertising rates
from the New Brunswick Home
Nezvs.

The newspaper dropped

its

local

theatre rate from $1.65 per column
inch to $1.55. The new rate applies
to local motion picture advertising
and does not change the rate for other
types of amusements.

the remaining stories are uneven, yet the poorest in comparison contains a
chuckle or a tear. There is enough in this film to please most any taste and
individuals will differ and argue which vignette is the best.
The stories are tied together by the narration of novelist John Steinbeck.
Andre Hakim produced.
Anne Baxter, Jean Peters and Gregory Ratoff play the leads in "The Last
Leaf," under the direction of Jean Negulesco, from a screenplay by Ivan Goff
and Ben Roberts. The plot situation concerns two sisters, one heartbroken
and sick, both of whom are befriended in their Greenwich Village apartment
by a warm-hearted artist, Gregory Ratoff.
"The Gift of the Magi" is part of America's folklore. The story of a youngmarried couple and their self-sacrifice, in a Christmas holiday setting, stars
Jean Crain and Farley Granger. Henry King directed from a screenplay
by Walter Bullock.
The most disappointing story to this reviewer was "The Ransom of Red
Chief," which stars Fred Allen and Oscar Levant. Although it does contain a
few laughs, the story never becomes alive, nor does it overcome plot contrivances to show the truly humorous situation of kidnapers being conquered by
their 10-yeai-old prey.
Howard Hawks directed.
Charles Laughton "struts and frets his hour upon the stage" in "The Cop
and the Anthem," directed by Henry Koster from a screenplay by Lamar
Trotti.
His is an effective, if somewhat flamboyant, portrayal of the skid
row character who tries his best to land in jail in order to escape the winter
cold.
Marilyn Monroe has her brief appearance in this sequence.
The other story is "The Clarion Call," directed by Henry Hathaway from a
screenplay by Richard Breen, featuring Dale Robertson and Richard Widmark. This should find its audience among the action fans.
Others in the cast include David Wayne, Joyce MacKenzie and Lee
Aaker.
Running time, 117 minutes. General audience classification. For September

Murray Horowitz

release.

Universal 'Props'
To Ohio's Fair

pictures

Columbus,. Aug. 17. "Props" from
a score of past and present Universal

"Hollywood at the Fair" exhibit for
the Ohio State Fair here Aug. 22-29,

—

have

been

added

to

the

announced Robert Wile, secretary
the Independent Theatre Owners
Ohio, sponsors of the exhibit.

of
of

magazines for 33 minutes of continuous shooting, internal rackover with reflex viewer; automatic
turret, and a manual or automatic
Shown at the
dissolving shutter.
left of the camera during a recent
demonstration is Walter Bach, vicepresident of Berndt-Bach, and at
the right is Joseph A. Tanney, president of S. O. S. Cinema Supply
Corp., distributor of the new camera.

Monday, August

18,
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World- Telegram Calls U. S. Harvey
TV Film Suit 'Outrageous' new

Justice Hits
(Continued, front page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

the
economic period. He is less
sure about both exhibition and distri-

Department recognizes the exproblem and that the
court would set "reasonable
hibitor's

clearance"
owners.

FOLLOWING
rHE government

hard-hitting, outspoken editorial characterizing
action to force the sale of films to television and
other non-theatrical users as an "outrageous" action zvas published in
York World-Telegram and Sun on Friday, Aug. 15, under
the
the title "A Phony Anti-trust Suit." Some of the information concerning the government action ivas furnished the W. T. & 5". by the

theatre

protect

to

New

of the case and the
anti-trust laws, and that

to the objectives

applicable

was going
and nature

discuss the
the suit, he
objectives
was not going to discuss the evidence,
which would be presented to the court
in due time.

while

.

he

\

anti-trust
laws,
perfectly legal
it

dividual producer,
refuse to have his

Clapp said,
any in-

for

acting

alone,

to

product exhibited

on television. "It is not lawful, however," he stated, "for him to agree
with his competitors that neither he
nor they will let their product get on
This is the ofthe television screen.
fense charged here."

I

|

Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York. The editorial
is reprinted in full here by permission of the World-Telegram & Sun.

to
of

Specifies Offense

The
make

been
had
said
it
Clapp
claimed that it was perfectly
natural for producers to reof their
strict TV showings
films in order not to undermine
their business with theatres.
"The government suit does not
attack this practice," he said,
returning to the illegal conspiracy theme. "The suit attacks

i

The complaint

recognizes, Clapp dehave reason-

clared, that theatres must
able clearance over

TV

showings,
'and that the courts will set just what
constitutes "reasonable" clearance.
j

;

It

has been charged, the state-

ment continued,
wood would ruin

that

of the

—

itself

voluntarily to provide it with topflight material for its shows.
More than a year ago when the Federal Communications Com-

mission threatened reprisals against the film industry in this controversy, we said, "It certainly is not in the public interest to have
a bunch of bureaucrats threatening one industry for refusing to
lay

down

by

sell-

incorrect, Clapp said.
He
declared this charge overlooks
the fact that the complaint

says there should
be reasonable clearance between
theatres and television.
specifically

"This language makes it clear that
the Department recognizes the problem confronting the motion picture industry in this period of adjustment
to

j

new

technological

development,''
Clapp stated. "But if we are to continue to preserve a climate of economic
freedom, which is in large measure responsible for our technological progress, we must ever be alert against
agreements among competitors seeking to stifle the new order.
Men of
good will may differ as to the methods
by which the entertainment industry
to accommodate itself
But they will unite in
is

its life

for a rival."

just as true today of the Department of Justice's suit. It
is perfectly proper for
and the movies to be battling for the
public's attention. It is outrageous, however, for the government,
is

TV

any

theoretically the referee in

conflict

between

rival interests, to

sneak across a kidney punch on one of the contestants. For such
an action the government should be hooted out of the ring.

to television.

condemning

the

(Continued from page 1)
Light of the Silvery
nicolor, starring Doris

Moon," TechDay and Gor-

don MacRae. David Butler is directing, with William Jacobs producing.

"The Jazz Singer," Technicolor,
starring Danny Thomas and Peggy
Lee. Michael Curtiz is directing, with
Louis F. Edelman producing.
"Back to Broadway," musical in
WarnerColor, starring Virginia Mayo,
Steve Cochran and Frank Lovejoy,
with Gordon Douglas directing and
Henry Blanke producing.
"Stop, You're Killing Me," WarnerColor musical, starring Broderick
Crawford and Claire Trevor, with
Roy Del Ruth directing and Louis
F.

Edelman producing.
"The Master of Ballantrae," which

stars Errol Flynn,

Technicolor,

is being filmed in
with William Keighley

directing.

"His Majesty O'Keefe," which stars
Burt Lancaster, a Technicolor production
under the direction of Byron
Haskin.

Michigan Exhibitors
Protest 16mm. Suit
Detroit, Aug. 17.— Protests against
U. S. suit to force the sale of
16mm. films to television and pledges
of full support to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' drive to
repeal the Federal 20 per cent admission tax were voiced at a meeting
held in Traverse City attended by 40
independent exhibitors. L. G. Griffin
the

Compo Dues Meet

Houses on Sale
(Continued, from page 1)

is

|

—

Holly-

ing to its chief competitor. This

commended on

WB

of Justice says it would not object to providing
"reasonable clearance periods between runs of a particular feature
motion picture in a theatre and exhibitions (including telecasts)

This

dispelled."

is

what Harvey says he "has

seen and heard" of new product which,
he believes will include a "great number of well-made, entertaining pictures which the public will want to
buy."
He adds that the public is demanding all pictures in color and he
congratulates the progress studios are
making in meeting that demand.

The Department

same motion picture on 16mm film."
But who's to determine what constitutes a "reasonable period"?
Some films too few, we'll admit attain immortality. Brought back
they can fill theatres years after their first showing. Is it for some
bureaucrat rather than the makers themselves to say how long such
pictures should not be allowed to compete with theatres?
If the Department is successful in
Few people are going to pay to see a picture in a theatre when
establishing a conspiracy, Clapp said,
it believes that in order to effectively
they can see the same thing, or one of equal entertainment value,
terminate the conspiracy "producers
for free at home or over a couple of beers in some neighboring
must not only be prohibited from continuing the combination but each pro- tavern. Theatre owners are sufficiently hit by present TV comducer should also be prevented from petition, even with those outrageous Westerns without having inconducting itself in the manner agreed
on in the course of the conspiracy.
In order to accomplish this, the Department believes producers should be
required to sell their products to all
producers, including television stations,
until such time as the pattern established by the combination has been

of

of doing something for shut-ins, hosOf distribution, Harvey says, mainchurch and club groups and members of the Armed
tenance
of a set national sales policy
Forces, the Department of Justice has filed an antitrust suit against
on pictures is "stupid and criminal"
a number of film companies. It wants the courts to compel them to and part of an
era that no longer
sell 16mm. film to all comers virtually without strings attached. obtains.
That policy, he says, deActually this suit strikes us as being as phony as a $3 bill. The prives many fine pictures of their maximum sales and imposes, in turn, a
film companies already are well looking after the interests of those
burden on production by depriving it
are
not,
and for of revenue that could be obtained by
with a legitimate stake in the 16mm films. They
perfectly obvious reasons, looking after the interests of the tele- more modern sales policies.
He scores exhibition for slip-shod
vision industry and the fly-by-night film peddlers. On the contrary,
operating and housekeeping policies,
the
movie
theatres
which
from
killing
they are trying to keep these
for double featuring, for bidding befurnish film makers with the big bulk of their income.
tween non-competitive theatres, for
True, theatres use 35mm, not 16mm films. But most movie makers ads which "lie" to the public and for
shoot both sizes simultaneously. If they have to throw the narrower tolerating the Federal admission tax.
print onto the open market, what's to prevent TV from snapping it
up and showing it in competition with the theatre offering?
Color Films

Under the laudable pretext

combination
or
agreement among the defendants that none of them will
allow its product to be shown
on TV."

;

Production
basis

pital patients,

alleged

the

bution.

the

Clapp said he was issuing the statement to clear up misunderstanding as

:

Calls

(Continued- from page 1)

department

head, said "only
proposals from exhibitors or those intending to engage in the exhibition
business in the operation of motion
picture theatres will be given conestate

sideration."
Land, building, equipment

will

probably

and leases

—

among

competitors

stricting
competition among
selves and with the television
try.

such

The 16mm.
an agreement

case

re-

themindus-

charges

exists.

The

that

ob-

jectives of the suit are in accord with
the basic philosophy upon which our

economic institutions

rest."

be

short clean-up drive

launched

in

each

exchange territory to collect COMPO
dues from theatres or circuits that
might have been missed in last week's
Reports of the drive results will
be wired to
headquarters
here by the exchange area committees
following their meetings today.

COMPO

Topping

of

Manta

City,

Mich.,

directed

the

meeting.

Plans for regular monthly meetings
were discussed. So far meetings of the
group are set for Aug. 28 and Sept.

COMPO's

agenda for fall
the industry drive to win
repeal of the 20 per cent tax.

activities

agreements

A

canvass.

are offered in all but two cases. In
these
the Belmont, Los Angeles and
Tower, Santa Paula land and equipment only are for sale.

—

ing the drive.

is

'Caribbean' Sturdy
Philadelphia, Aug. 17.—An

initial

week's gross of a big $28,000 is forecast
for
"Caribbean" at the Fox
Theatre, which nearly hit a sturdy
(Continued, from page 1)
$5,000 on its opening day. Harold W.
Seidenberg, managing director of the
meeting was a short one that .touched Fox, said that on the basis
of current
on no subject apart from "streamlin- business the film will be
held over for
ing," informants said.
at least an extra week.

'Streamlining'

By

far the greatest

the line

improvement

was introduced

is

in "Suprex" carbons since

National Carbon's

NEW 9 mm

"Suprex" projector carbon for mirror-type lamps. Used in
place of the present 9

mm

"Suprex" carbon,

• MORE LIGHT AT

LESS

• UNSURPASSED ARC

it

gives you:

CURRENT

STABILITY

• COOLER OPERATING LAMPS
• REDUCED MAINTENANCE

SEE
IT

LET

ACTIONYOUR OWN

IN

EYE BE THE

JUDGE

ALL AT LOWER
An

CARBON COST/

important factor in achieving

ance at lower cost

never before

is

improved perform-

this

National Carbon's

tised in lighting carbons.

NEW composition,

This feature assures

you of operating advantages and picture quality not obtainable from any other brand.

The terms "National" and "Suprex" are
trade-marks of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A

Division of Union Carbide

30 East 42nd Street,

and Carbon Corporation

New

York

17,

N. Y.

District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,

Kansas

IN CANADA:

City,

New

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
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35

YORK,

20th Weighs
Reorganization

Pension Plan
Assumed No Obligation to
Continue Present Setup
While the accrued

benefits

under

At New

in July

& Exchange Commission

Securihas been

in

Julv,

picture

registration

for

cation

reported

1951.

company,
Twentieth Century - Fox Film
Corp., disclosed this in an appli-

new

Department

:33,506,000

769,486 shares of

of

common

TV

2,-

stock

Rights to Phila.

Heavyweight Title

on the New York Stock Exchange under the reorganization plan. What will be the
former parent company will exchange for each outstanding
share of common one share of
new picture company's
the
common and one share of the

Bout
Despite

the

Herman

Arbitration Draft

announcement

by

Taylor, co-promoter of the
alcott-Rocky Marciano
Jersey Joe
heavyweight title fight, that there
would absolutely be no home television of the bout and that it will be on
theatre television, no deal has been
made yet by Theatre Network Tele-

F.

Myers, representing exhibition, and
Robert Perkins and Adolph Schimel,
representing distribution, are scheduled
to begin today the drafting of a plan of
industry arbitration-conciliation which,
when completed, will be mimeographed and sent to the Industry
Arbitration Conference delegates for
examination preparatory to the reconvening of the conference.

For the

first

time in its advertising
Brothers has set

plans to promote a film through the
medium of television by inaugurating
an extensive saturation campaign on
for the opening of
station
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima"
at the Bijou and Astor Theatres here.
They have concentrated their adver-

WNBT

on channel No.

Hollywood,

Aug.

18.

— Following-

TV

Hearst Newspapers Score
U.S.

16mm.

Suit Editorially

fTEARST NEWSPAPERS

around the country arc adding their strong
editorial voices to the growing newspaper criticism of the Department of Justice, action to force the sale of feature films to television and.
other non-theatrical users. In Nezv York, separate editorials appeared in
the Journal-American of Aug. 16 and the Daily Mirror of yesterday. The
Journal-American editorial is being reprinted in Hearst papers elsewhere.
The
of Nezv York supplied some of the information on which the
editorials are based. Excerpts from both editorials are reprinted herewith.

Splurge

(Continued on page 6)

4,

Net. Sen. Butler, Others?
Li

— U.

Omaha, Aug. 18.
Hugh Butler

tor

Congressmen,

all

S. Senathree
and
of Nebraska, have

pledged to vote for the elimination
of the 20 per cent Federal admissions
tax, thus becoming one of the first
group of Federal legislators to publicly line themselves up with the cur-

rent industry-wide anti-tax campaign
conducted under the auspices of the

Council of Motion Picture Organizations.

Notification of their stand against
the 20 per cent excise tax, including

the one on admissions, was received by
the Nebraska Theatre Association today.
The Congressmen were A. L. Miller, Kimball; Robert Harrison, Norfolk
and Carl Curtis
Minden. In
addition, two Republican candidates,
;

ITOA

allo-

N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN
(Movies and TV): "A statement a
few days ago by Spyros Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., points up as flagrant and absurd an example of governmental
bureaucratic interference as we
have come across in quite a while.
.

.

.

that

The government

TV

is

demanding

have access to Hollywood's
(Continued on page 2)

Dwight Griswold
the

-I J-

Warner

tising efforts

Years'

(Continued on page 7)

For 'Fatima' Here
history,

Many

{Continued on page 6)

attorneys were instructed

TV

'Best in

Taylor said arrangements for the
bout to be held in Philadelphia's
Municipal Stadium, Sept. 23, will be
completed today or tomorrow.
He

(Continued on page 7)

in

Tax Battle

:

Says Fighting Spirit

industry promotional sessions with
studio heads, Robert O'Donnell, Sam
Pinanski and Trueman Rembusch of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, before leaving here for
their homes, declared that the industry
has sound reasons for confidence.
Pinanski said "It can well be that
suit is a blessing
the government's

title

WB

Music Hall where $101,000
City
grossed Thursday through Sunday
indicates a huge $170,000 for a third
week.
Another virile holdover is "Sudden Fear", accompanied by sporadic
personal appearances by its star, Joan
Crawford, at Loew's State where the
second week looks like a big $48,000.
Equal box-office vigor is being recorded at the Paramount where the
combination of "Jumping Jacks" and

W

vision.

Seen Ready Thurs.

The four

TEN CENTS

;

{Continued on page 7)

Herman M. Levy and Abram

virtually all.
the prosperity parade is
and a stage bill at Radio

(Continued on page 7)

Open

Still

of

Leading
"Ivanhoe"

— The

18.'

dend payments of $3,194,090
in Julv of 1952, compared with

informed.

The

opinion

reported today that motion picture companies paid cash divi-

which will become effective Sept.
assumed no contractual obliga-

EDITION

ntinues
OFS
ei£is
usiness
York^s First-Runs
Pledge Ticket

Washington, Aug.

Commerce

I

MAIL

1952

still

Payments

27 has
ties

19,

are creasing the faces of New York's first-run theatre
managers as prosperity continues its welcome siege of Times Square
area houses. The weather, be it rainy or sunny and hot, appears to be
less a factor determining the extent of business than the likelihood that
television is losing its grip on entertainment seekers, many managers believe.
Top quality product from
$3,194,000 Dividend
Hollywood has done the job, in the

Smiles

20th Century-Fox's employes'
tirement plan will in some manner
be preserved, the new picture company resulting from the reorganiza-

tion to continue the plan, the

TUESDAY, AUGUST

U.S.A.,

re-

tion

AIR

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR (Blundering Bureaucrats): "The anti-trust
laws were created to curb business
pirates who got together in the dark
to eliminate competition by criminal means. They were not devised
to arbitrarily coerce one industry

to turn over its basic property
rights to a competitive industry at
a gigantic, possibly a ruinous, loss.
(Continued on page 2)

of

Scottsbluff,

for

and Roman Hruska of
for Congressman, said they

Senate

Omaha

(Continued on page 2)

HARTFORD Aug. 18.— The
film industry's continual
need of developing new
producing, directing,
writing and acting talent
to cope with competitive
,

entertainment

was

stressed here today by
Henderson M. Richey, public relations director of
M-G-M.
Richey also said
that Hollywood was getting rid of "deadweight
star material.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 18.—
Sale of the controlling
interest in K-B Theatres,
was announced here by Fred
Kogod and Max Burka. They
said they have sold their
interests to Marvin Goldman and Fred Burka.
The
latter is Max Burka s sonin-law, while Goldman is
Kogod 's son-in-law.
*

2
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New Pact

Proposals Will
Come from French Thurs.

Personal
Mention
DEPINET
NED
RKO Radio

The French Government on
Thursday will submit to American

here from Hollywood.
•

negotiators in Paris new proposals
for a Franco- American film agreement, Fayette W. Allport, Motion
Picture Association of America European
representative,
yesterday
informed Eric A. Johnston,

E.

president of
Pictures, has returned

Louis Wolf, Brandt
booker and president
Picture Bookers Club
has announced his

Theatres buyer-

Motion
New York,
engagement to
Betty Boverman, general manager of
Kaybern Theatres.
of the
of

•

MPAA

president, and the distribution
panies' foreign managers.

com-

•

"Nobody knows what the
proposals will be," Allport was
quoted as saying, but acknowledgement was made that
the action by the French could
mark the beginning of concrete
progress in the negotiations.

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, is in Boston today and is

Allport was prepared yesterday to
back to Paris "within the next
couple of days." He arrived here at

Cecil B. DeMille and Mrs. Detheir golden wedding
anniversary over the weekend at their
Hollywood home. With them were
their four children and 11 grandchil-

Mille celebrated

dren.

scheduled to return to
the end of the week.
o

New York

at

the

International publicist will leave here
Friday aboard the S.S. United States
for a three-week vacation in Europe.

England.
e

ern sales manager, has left here for
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Denver.

•
president

of

In-

dependent Theatres, Inc., Chattanooga,
is in Miami on a business trip.

Harry Thomas, Souvaine Selective
Pictures sales head, has arrived here
from the Coast.

Ticket

Tax Fight

(Continued from page 1)

would support such action.
Every Congressional district in the
state was represented by the large
turnout of 250 exhibitors. The three
Congressmen volunteered before the
meeting was opened that they would
be for the complete elimination of the

18.

— The

port Association on the twists and
turns the negotiations between the two
governments had taken up to last

annual re-

unworkable.

Schine Convention

Opens

in

Albany, N.

Albany
Aug.
— Schine

Y.,

J.

Myer Schine

A

number

of industry people from
York, as well as branch man-

New

agers here, are scheduled to attend a

Form New Mexican Firm
S.

—

A produccompany, Producciones Tepeyac,

Mexico City, Aug.
capitalized

A.,

18.

for

$590,000,

has
trade

The American premiere of "Casque been organized here by such
d'Or," new French film, took place leaders as Gen. Abelardo L. Rodthe Paris Theatre here yesterday.
Produced and directed by Jacques
Becker from the screenplay on which

P. Reston

Funeral services for Henry P.
Reston, co-owner of City Engraving
Co., New York, which numbers many
motion picture companies among its
will be held tomorrow at the
Fliedner Funeral Home, Great Neck,
Long Island. Reston, who died Sunday, had been a member of the Motion
Picture Pioneers.

Jacob Estey, 57
Boston, Aug. 18.— Funeral services

make for Jacob Poor Estey, 57, president
Ten Eyck and treasurer of the Estey Organ

Hotel at 10:00 A.M. tomorrow. Si
Seadler of M-G-M will speak at two.

tion

at

of Michigan.

will

"backed away."
party and reception Wednesday eveAbsence of advance information on
ning.
Press headquarters have been
the forthcoming French proposals has
opened and displays are being arranged.
left the American companies' foreign
managers wondering if the French

French Film Premiere

of Northern Caland Allied Theatres

18.

executives and managers checked in
here today for the Circuit's convention
the opening address, in the

will make a new request for American
subsidization of French production.

Owners

ifornia,

Henry
figures

President

pointed out to the meeting yesterday that tentative agreement on a
pact appeared within reach more than
once but each time the French nego-

tre

British Film Producers
reveals that defaults of

clients,

week.

He

with the filing of protests
with the Department of Justice by the Independent Thea-

Association
supporting program quotas among exhibitors here increased from 1,381 for
the 1949-50 year to 2,340 for the year

is

tiators

Foster M. Blake, Universal West-

the

are
regarded
as
strengthening
exhibitor
contentions
that the 25 per cent supporting quota

Explains Talks

studio
publicist,
will leave Hollywood for
New York on Thursday en route to

of

The

weekend from the French capital
report to the Motion Picture Ex-

•

Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M

London, Aug.

Corp. of Brattleboro, Vt., who died
Friday, were held today in that city.
Surviving are his widow, the former
Edith Tyler.

Earl Boles, 46
San
Boles,

Francisco,

Death came

Dauphin.

disclosed.

company

reportedly

will

take

Cincinnati, Aug. 18.— The 2,000seat Capitol Theatre, a Mid-States operation, which was closed early in
to

Aug. 29 with "Don't
Knock".

over

NEW YORK THEATRES

— RAOIO

R

tions

(Continued from page

and
Robert Livingston, Lincoln
William Miskell, Omaha, were cochairmen, Joe Scott, of 20th CenturyFox, represented distribution firms.

ruin.

Livingston, association president, contacted the Congressmen, who came to
the meeting at their own expense.
Heavy applause greeted the Nebraska delegation's stand.

movies as we know them today.
In effect, the movie producers and
exhibitors would be forced into a
relationship
with their
suicidal

;

.

.

.

"If this thing should go

through

not wild-eyed alarm to say
that it could mean the end of the
it

is

.

chief competitor.

.

.

TAYLOR

1)

.

.

Joan

Elizabeth
*

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by

"The motion picture theatre industry
has found it would be
committing hari-kari by releasing

plus

.

its costly films for cheap televised
showing and destroying their value
for theatre exhibition. This would
appear to be a sound decision made
by men who don't want to see the

essential product of their industry
confiscated by government fiat.
"What kind of 'conspiracy' do the
busy-body government lawyers see

"The suit, of course, will be
fought and probably will drag out in that sane business policy?"
Cleveland, Aug. 18. In line with for a long time. But that does not
at Ohio Fair
the
stand taken by the
National alter the pretentious and dangerous Miss
Columbus, O., Aug. 18. Marjorie
IATSE, local 160 here has stated folly inherent in the Government's
that it will do whatever it can to as- assumption of the right to throw its Main, starred with Percy Kilbride in
sist
the industry in the campaign weight around to the advantage of "Ma and Pa Kettle at Waikiki," will
aimed at the elimination of the 20 one great industry and the disad- appear at the "Hollywood at the Fair"
vantage of another."
exhibit at the Ohio State Fair here.
per cent Federal admission tax.

To Aid Tax Fight

—

f]

"IVAN HOE"
Robert

tax.

Means Committee.

CITY MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

Hearst Editorials
attractions under condithat practically guarantee

Wednesday.

Capitol to Reopen

Bother

"Robinson Crusoe," which Luis Bunul
is producing here in English, it was

feature

last

July, will reopen

Mexico, TheoDancingers,
Oscar
Jaime Menasce and Miguel Bujazan.
Dancingers is general manager. The

18.—Earl

of the Mecca, Crescent
City, Cal., and the newly-opened Pic
Theatre here, died at the age of 46.

riguez, ex-President of

Gildred,

Aug.

owner

dore

he collaborated with Jacques Companeez, this Discina International release has a cast headed by Simone
Signoret, Serge Reggiani and Claude

Butler is fourth ranking member
on the Senate Finance Committee and
Curtis is fifth on the House Ways and

1952

The vigorous complaints
from all over the industry,
and outside, too, against the
government suit to force the
sale of films to TV and other
media have grown further

Second Feature
Quota Defaults Up
port

19,

Complaints Widen
Against Gov't Suit

UK

1950-51.

fly

to

Herbert Jaffey, 20th Century-Fox

Moses Lebovitz,

Tuesday, August

Main

—

MaotnIewis

Midnight

ttoW*

NigMlv

HOWARD HAWKS'

THE BIG SKY
co-starring

KIRK DOUGLAS
DEWEY MARTIN
ELIZABETH THREATT
-

ARTHUR HUNNICUTT

CRITERION

B"
Distributed

by

RKO

way &

45 St.

Radio Pictures
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BIGGEST CROWDS SINCE 1949!
FIRST THREE OPENINGS SENSATIONAL!! . . . Loew's State,
N. Y., hits highest gross in three years! • • • Palace, Cleveland, and Apollo, Atlantic City, doing the kind of business
that the cry-babies moaned was gone forever! . . Same
kind of news due soon from openings in Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Pittsburgh and Detroit,
to prove that "Sudden Fear" means sudden wealth for
any theatre! • • • Top reviews! Top audience satisfaction!
.

Top money everywhere!

"Brings suspense and excitement back to the

and a

screen with a capital S

capital E!

Joan Crawford's best acting." Highest Rating.

- N.
"One

DAILY

V.

NEWS

of the screen's all-time thrillers.

Reaches a

new

height

- N.

in

suspense melodrama."

DAILY MIRROR

Y.

"Exciting entertainment. Doesn't miss

a

trick.

Tense, polished, absorbing.

There's no letdown in the tension."

- N. Y.

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"Brings you to the edge of your seat

and keeps you there
suspense."
tt

_ N>

.

.

.

The height of

Y POST
.

Ranks with the best."

— N. y.
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one

is

of the sen-
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m&mrice walsh

ith great

pride

Republic Pictures

announces the
pre-release premiere

engagement
Capitol

at the

Theatre,

New York, August 21
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TV

Fight

{Continued- from page

1

Wales, Aug. 18.—
high-powered
television stations to be completed by British Broadcasting Co. was opened at Wenvoa
near here at the weekend.
Lord De La Warr, Postmaster General, who presided
at the opening ceremonies,
said the new station meant
around 80 per cent of the
British people, or about 40,000,000 are now within TV reception areas, compared with
about 50 per cent in the
United States.
Cardiff,

that while the fight will be on
Philadelphia and
theatre television,
England theatres will not be persaid

TV

in
see
it
on
New EngLnd
theatres.
The International Boxing Club,
which is putting on the bout with
Taylor, called the latter s announcement that the fight would be on theatre
"premature." l\o deal has
been closed yet with T. N. T„ it was
stated, but a decision may be reached
in the next few days.
Transfer of the fight from NewYork to Philadelphia is understood to

TV

A ND NOW
alities of

been

.

Boccicchio,
not have a

Donald.

in the

Dykeman.

.

in

for

.

a fellow

is

.

.

.

named Jimmy Demaret.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.ft

ft
ft
won't go into details but there have been many famous sayings in our time. One of the most famous of course being President Coolidgc's "I do not choose to run," Mel Allen's "Hozv about
that" Joe Painter's "Wanna buy a duck." Jack Pearl's "Vas you
derc, Sharlief" to mention a few.
we find Jackie Gleason's
"And azvay we go" starting to catch on.
The 20,000,000
readers of the forthcoming new issue of "Look" magazine will
learn from Stephen White's article that Dave Garroway is, and
we quote, "the best television master of ceremonies in the business."
Sidney Linnet, director of "Danger," CBS-TVehiclc
will step over to the other side of the cameras to star in the Aug.
25 episode of the series, "The Face of Fear."
When Bud

We

Now

)

.

.

.

Barry was veep

be

NBC, Bud

tomorrow evening.

Sunday,

at the

New York,

he persuaded

.

Sammy Kaye

swing

to

Now

that he's a topper at
bill of goods and starting

has again sold Sammy a
Kaye's music and poetry will
ft

Crosby

Opens the 1952-53 Season

ABC

.

more stem from

once

NBC.'.

for Crosby

"LA FORZA DEL DESTINO"

at

"Sunday Serenade," from NBC.

his

IMMORTAL OPERA

.

.

invitation world premiere
staged at the Astor Theatre

has announced his intentions of deferring his appearance on home television for another year. His present
radio and film commitments were said
to keep him too busy.

.

.

special

Metropolitan Opera House,
Nov. 10th, 1952

.

Governor

.

motion pictures.

VERDI'S

and

.

area in an all-out endeavor to prove
the success of television promotion for

— Bing

.

.

eating to this station approximately
75 per cent of the total expenditure
public
campaign
planned
for
the
locally. The remainder of the money
will be spread around to the other
television stations in the New York

18.

CBShow

Godfrey
.

—TV

Hollywood, Aug.

.

Neither Presidential
Adlai Stevenson.
candidate has yet accepted prexy Joe McConnell's invitation to debate their platforms or campaign issues via the facilities of
NBC and or NBT.
Gerald Light, Director of Advertising and Promotion for
Bernice Coe
CBS-Columbia, is on a road trip preparatory
to launching a national campaign to 'sell'
the CBS-Columbia story "not only as sets but in modern
terms of engineering know-how and performance."
Imogene Coca, just back from a European vacation, will do the
Helen Hayes role in "Happy Birthday" which opens this
week at the Phode Island Playhouse in Newport.
Sid
Caesar? Oh he's taken up golf up at the Concord at Kiamesha
Lake and in but six months, consistently breaks 90. His tutor

TV

No TV Now

.

Arthur

lost

1

.

.

TV-blacked

(Continued from page

Television Co. has
charge of TV station sales.
educational films, the TV station
in

Fairbanks-NBC
Set TV Film Deal
—

London, Aug. 18. Douglas Fairbanks has signed a £300,000 ($840,000) contract with National Broadcasting Co. for the prduction here of
39 half-hour television films for syndication on American stations.
The contract, claimed to be the

major program secured

first

ope for

:

Believed to be holding up the thedeal is the undoubtedly high
being asked by the promoters,
would have to be added
to which
T. N. T.'s fee.

'Fatima'

M

-A>

Sterling

of

over the directorial NBChores for the MilAdd
ton Berle telecasts next month.
Tenoriole Frank Parker of the
lookalikes

box-offices that
the night ot

theatre

16mm

1949 to

M

j^r

.

has jumped from 5 per cent of the
company's gross to almost 80 per cent today.
Greg Garrison, who last year was TV director of the "Kate Smith Show." will take

the fight.

will

.

ft

.ft

SPECIAL DELIVERY— TO STANLEY
months

WOLF:

J.

For two

you and tip you off to the fact
but you were
that 'something was up' regarding "Space Cadet,"
too busy to pick up the phone.
TO J. FRED COOTS Annabelle Lee, blonde and lovely lyric soprano whom you discovered on
one of the cruise shows vou emcee, is headed for big things in opera,
TO C. C. MOSKOWITZ: Of the 200 'mostradio and TV.
played records' spun nationally by disk jockeys during the past
month, Victor pressed 27 Decca, 23 Capitol, 27 Columbia. 48 and
MGM, 12 (perhaps you should receive a few more letters from
music publishers similar to one you received some months ago.)
TO GARRY MOORE: While you were vacationing, your gal
Friday, Elizabeth 'Biz' Bennett, went and got herself married to
Maurice J. Downey of Radio Free Europe.
this reporter tried to contact

.

.

.

.

—

:

.

.

;

.

.

;

;

last of five

.

.

sales

and from the public, trade
ranging around $5 for the
latter.
However, keeping the fight
from home TV is expected to save

A

.

Limited

the rights

atre
price

are David Ross and Peter
Raitt, singing
to star in a new musical

W

is

otherwise would be

with

The Kudner Agency has signed John

The Board of Directors
named Bernice Coe veepee

estimates

millions

.

A new
Mogen David Wines

produced by Gary Stevens. ...

.

expected to be one of
ihe top fistic attractions in years with
gate forecast by the
a $1, 000,000
promoters. If it is obtained for theatre TV it is expected to command
a premium price per seat, both for
fight

much

of "Carousel" and "M.agdalena"
The Rex
TVehicle for Buick Motors starting late next month.
(Suspense) Marshalls have welcomed a future announcer, Jeffrey,
at the Greenwich (Conn.) Hospital. Mother is the former Barbara

out aiea.

The

.

.

is

star

mission license and declined to apply
for one.
The transfer would give
large screen TV-equipped theatres in
New York one of their rare fight attractions because, most previous bouts
having been staged in New York, the

wtre

spend

.

WABDebut Sept. 2
Two of the panelists

panel program will
picking up the tab.

New York Boxing Com-

local theatres

.

—

The MBSwell program

Felix
manager, does

VValcott's

the potenti-

to

Pyle, as a personal emissary to deliver to "20 Questions," a citation
"
" 'top combination entertainment
educational program on Radio.'

because

required

announcements and are going

spot

moola with key video stations to plug its latest production, "'The
Deejay Dick Gilbert of staMiracle of Our Lady of Fatima."
tion KTYL, Phoenix, Arizona, was sent East by Governor Howard

-

have

Warner Bros, who have recognized

it's

TV

The

Herman

with Pinky

New

mitted to receive it.
Blacking- out of Philadelphia theatres is in hue with the practice of
protecting the gate which has prevailed in previous fight telecasts. -Exblack-out to
New
tension
the
of
England is more unusual but for the
same purpose. Marciano's home town
is Brockton, Mass., and the promoters
feel that many ring tans from New
England will make the trip to Philadelphia to see the fight if they cannot

1952

Britain Nearing
TV Saturation

Television-Radio

)

19,

TV

18 months
tion and negotiation
by
with NBC. The films will

.

.

Fairbanks
have Euro-

pean backgrounds but the present series
is
concerned mainly with the
Foreign Legion and is regarded as
the pilot effort, with a further series
planned as soon as American audience
reaction has been ascertained.
Both
Fairbanks
Romney
and
Wheeler, NBC representative here,
expressed the hope the project would

become a valuable "dollar-earning"
enterprise for Britain.

TV Producers Here
Name Negotiators
Producers of TV films in New
York, representatives of advertising
agencies and station representatives
have appointed the following committee to negotiate with the Screen Actors Guild on a proposed contract for
the production of television films
Pete Mooney, Dave Pincus, Ed
:

Lamm, Walter Lowendahl, Leslie
Rousch, Mel Gold, Ralph Cohn.

Deal for 'Hans'
Hollywood, Aug.

18.

TV Series

— Negotiations

have been completed between G. Ralph
Branton, president of Interstate Television Corp., and Karl E. Moseby,
head of
Pictures, under which
the former company will distribute the

KEM

"Hans

Christian

Andersen"

telefilm

series in this country.

Reopens Lake Theatre
Cleveland, Aug. 18.— The 1,800Lake Theatre is back on a full
time schedule following a week-end
policy during the summer.
seat

WHENEVER
YOU NEED

SPECIAL
TRAILERS

.

.'

Eur-

in

film production, follows
of experimental produc-

1327

5.

W ABASH AV„

CHICAGO

%.

ILLINOIS

.
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N.Y. Grosses
(Continued from page 1)

Don Cornell on stage is
bringing $71,000 for the fourth stanza.
At the Victoria, "Affair in Trinidad" continues to draw heavy attendance, with the third week set for a
vocalist

handsome

$29,000.

with $30,000_ indicated
for the fourth inning is "High Noon"
at the Mayfair, while at the Rivoli
solid,

Still

20th-Fox's "Les Miserables" chalked
up $18,000 Thursday through Sunday
for a certain first week's gross of
$27,000.

A

gratifying fourth week's take of
$78,000 was signified for "Dreamboat" and a stage bill at the Rpxy
which is scheduled to take on "What
Price Glory" on Friday following a
The Roxy
couple of postponements.
recorded $47,000 Friday through Sunday.

7

Review

20th-Fox
(Continued from page 1)

"My Man and I"

new

theatre company's common. Twentieth-Fox stockhold-

(Metro-Goldzi'yn-Mayer)

ENGROSSING ENTERTAINMENT

along a somewhat different tract
with a mighty competent cast, consisting of the marketable names ot
Shelley Winters, Ricardo Montalban, Wendell Corey and Claire Trevor, is
offered in this M-G-M vehicle.

The theme spotlights Montalban as a Mexican working in the Southern
California farm area and his fond feeling for his newly-acquired American
citizenship, a warm and touching tale. The respectful Montalban is aided
impressively by Miss Winters, who appears as a jaded, wine-guzzling dance
hall girl whose face does not yet reflect her barroom type of conversation.
Responsible for the film's most brutal and realistic moments are Corey and
Miss Trevor, a pair of bitter and loveless ranchers who frame Montalban
on an assault charge leading to the loss of his citizenship.

ers

number

25,000.

Twentieth-Fox has had a retirement
plan since 1946 covering all of its employes and all of the employes of its
subsidiaries. Included are officers and
directors and those directors who are
also employes, excepting Spyros P.
Skouras, president who is not eligible.
The entire cost of the plan is borne
by 20th-Fox and its subsidiaries, the
SEC was informed. No contribution
is made and no benefits paid on the
part of employe's compensation in excess of $50,000 per year as to past
service or $30,000 as to current serv-

There is material enough for two films in the Mexican's rehabilitation of
Miss Winters and the story of how Corey and Miss Trevor ever reached
their state of complete, degredation. The thread of continuity tying up the
two elements Montalban's rehabilitation of the pair and his eventual re- ice.
instatement as a citizen seems somewhat arbitrary in view of the characters
Employes reaching the age of 65 are
of the people involved. However, it is always interesting and occasionally eligible for benefits.
Total contribuextremely affecting. It has wry, tough humor in Miss Winters and some tions to the plan last year amounted to
raucous though non-patronizing laughs in the scenes involving the Mexican $832,713. At the end of last year the
'Fatima' Bow
remaining payments for past service
farm laborers.
Tomorrow will mark the opening
The
script, by John Fante and Jack Leonard, shows Montalban taking a benefits as recalculated by the actuof
Lady
Our
Miracle
of
"The
of
aries were estimated at $5,210,000,
Fatima" at the Astor, with the Bijou job on Corey's ranch where he is accosted by the slovenly ranch wife and plus interest
payable over the next 34
optimism.
When
refuses
to
his
impossible
Corey
alienates
both
generally
by
around the corner to reopen with the
Payments for past service
judgment
against the rancher who, years.
Montalban
gets
court
pay
him
his
wages,
a
dual
for
a
Thursday
on
picture
same
benefits for the six years up to the
"The Story of Will Rogers" in turn, accuses the Mexican of assault when he is accidently shot in a periodic end of 1951 amounted
run.
to $3,018,000, of
against
Montalban
and
only
reverses
will end its fifth and final week at scuffle with his wife. The jury decides
which $46,000 was made in 1951 and
belated
pangs
conscience.
Miss
Trevor
suffer
of
when
Corey
and
decision
its
nice
$11,500.
with
today
a
the Astor
$327,000 in 1950. Payments for past
The off-Broadway Park Avenue
Paralleling these events is Montalban's pursuit of the dance hall girl,
service benefits are in excess of the
Theatre is having a first-rate first who first scoffs at him and then comes to love him. A warmly patriotic note amount required
under the plan, the
Parson,"
the
for
week with "Brandy
is struck throughout in the Mexican's respect for a letter he has received
SEC
was told.
with $8,300 signified.
from the President of the U.S., congratulating him on his citizenship.
The exact form in which the plan
"Carrie" will wind up its fifth and
Director William A. Wellman has obtained fine performances from his can be continued and the steps necestomorrow
final week at the Capitol
stars and character people and at the same time kept the story elements sary to continue it after reorganizawith a good $21,000, and "The Quiet moving smoothly. Stephen Ames produced. Others in the cast are Robert
tion have not been fully determined,
Man" will take over on Thursday. Burton, Jose Torvay, Jack Elam, Pascual Gracia Pena, George Chandler, it was pointed out. Other companies
will
"Francis Goes to West Point"
Juan Torena and Carlos Conde.
reorganized in consequence of the inbow at the Globe on Friday following
time, 99 minutes. General audience classification. For September dustry anti-trust suit have evolved new
Running
to
Bother
"Don't
a five-week run of
retirement and pension plans.
Knock" which betokens a nice $10,000 release.
As the reorganization date apAnother newfor the final stanza.
proaches, 20th-Fox and its subsidiaries,
which
took
Hunter,"
comer is "Ivory
including Wesco Theatres
(as the
File
Spirit
over at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street

—

—

Percentage

Fighting

yesterday.

The enduring "Man

in

{Continued from page 1)

White

the

Suit" at the Sutton and "Encore" at
the Normandie are doing well. With
both in their 20th week, $7,000 is seen
for "Man in the White Suit," and
$5,000 for "Encore."

in disguise.

The manner

in

which

Suits
all

(Continued- from page 1)
to create the draft out of the "mass
of suggestions, the compromises and
the agreements and non-agreements"

which resulted from recent meetings
of the Arbitration Conferences' Continuations Committee of 10.
It was regarded as "highly probdraftingattorneys'
the
able"
that

Columbia,

W. H. Hall
C, Aug.
— Seven

S.

18.

said "We will win the
the response of exhibitors
and the support of Hollywood studio
heads being overwhelmingly gratifying.
Elimination of the 20 per cent
tax will mean between $100,000,000
and $150,000,000 to production alone,
which in turn means more and bigger
pictures, more jobs and more security

percentage actions were filed in Federal Court here against William Harold Hall for damages based on alleged under-reporting of receipts at
Hall's Drive-in Theatre and the Dixie
Theatre in West Columbia, S. C. The
actions were by Paramount, Loew's,
20th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers,
United Artists, Universal and Columbia.
C. T. Graydon and Augustus T.
Graydon, of Columbia, represent the
distributors with Sargoy and Stein,

for everyone concerned."

New

branches of the industry are rallying
to its defense under the leadership of
indicates a fighting spirit
not shown by us in many years."

COMPO

Rembusch

Arbitration Draft

vs.

tax

fight,

York, of counsel.

new

theatre company will be known)
are involved or may have a liability in
approximately 190 anti-trust proceedings brought by private persons, with

damages, when trebled, specified at
$405,000,000, according to the report
to the SEC.
Other distributors and
exhibitors generally are co-defendants
in the actions.

The new

picture company will asthe liabilities, if any, of 20thFox in these civil anti-trust actions,
and it is expected that any liabilities
involving Wesco or its theatres will
be allocated between the new picture
company and
esco in substantially
the same manner as in the past.

sume

W

meetings would encompass three days,

which means that the document would
mimeographing on
ready
for
be
Thursday. At this rate, the Arbitration Conference could be reconvened
within a month, it was said.

Entertainment values increase

with the good sound

from

.

.

The attorneys are general counsels

TOA

Myers,
Levy, the
Warner
Perkins,
Allied
States
Brothers, and Schimel, Universal. All
were members of the Continuations

as follows

:

;

;

Committee.

Loudspeaker Systems
Scotia to Weisz
Albany,
Scotia,

in

N. Y., Aug. 18.—The
Schenectady
Scotia, the

now being booked and diAled Weisz, of the Crane,
that city. He assumed operation from
Val Richey who had conducted the
suburb, is
rected by

theatre since 1948. Richey is currently
working for General Electric Co.
Weisz also had the Lincoln, Schenectady, until its recent sale for conversion into a store.

161 Sixth Avenue

New York

13, N.Y.

9356 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

LEADING THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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20th Weighs Solid Business Continues 4 Legislators
Reorganization

At New York's First-Runs

Pension Plan

managers

Assumed No Obligation to
Continue Present Setup

New

York's first-run theatre
are creasing the faces of
as prosperity continues its welcome siege of Times Square
area houses. The weather, be it rainy or sunny and hot, appears to be
less a factor determining- the extent of business than the likelihood that
television is losing its grip on entertainment seekers, many managers beSmiles

still

Dividend
Payments in July

lieve.

$3,194,000
While the accrued benefits under
20th Century-Fox's employes' re-

& Exchange Commission

$3,506,000
1951.

has been

informed.

new

The

Twentieth

picture

Century

-

company,
Fox Film

TV

Corp., disclosed this in an application for registration of 2,769,486 shares of common stock

plan.

What

will

be

reported

in

July,

former parent company will exchange for each outstanding
share of common one share of
the
new picture company's
common and one share of the

Arbitration Draft
Seen Ready Thurs.

the

F.

Myers, representing exhibition, and
Robert Perkins and Adolph Schimel,
representing distribution, are scheduled
to begin today the drafting of a plan of
industry arbitration-conciliation which,
completed,

will
be
sent to the

graphed

tor

second week looks like a big $48,000.
Equal box-office vigor is being recorded at the Paramount where the
combination of "Jumping Jacks" and

tions.

and
Industry
Conference delegates for

examination preparatory to the reconvening of the conference.

4

Best in

Many

Years'

—

bout to be held in Philadelphia's
Municipal Stadium, Sept. 23, will be
completed today or tomorrow. He
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 7)

vision.

Taylor said arrangements

for

the

TV

Hearst Newspapers Score
U.S.

16mm.

Suit Editorially

editorial voices to

J- J.

around the country are adding their strong
the growing newspaper criticism of the Depart-

of Justice action to force the sale of feature films to television and.
other non-theatrical users. In New York, separate editorials appeared in
the Journal- American of Aug. 16 and the Daily Mirror of yesterday. The
Journal-American editorial is being reprinted in Hearst papers elsewhere.
The ITOA of New York supplied some of the information on which the
editorials are based. Excerpts from both editorials are reprinted herewith.

Splurge

history,

time in its advertising
Warner Brothers has set

plans to promote a film through the

medium

by inaugurating
an extensive saturation campaign on
station
for the opening of
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima"
at the Bijou and Astor Theatres here.
They have concentrated their advertising efforts on channel No. 4, alloof television

WNBT

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 2)

Kogod, Burka Sell
Their K-B Circuit
Washington, Aug.
and

Max Burka

18

—Fred Kogod

have announced the

of

their controlling interest, in
Theatres, one of this city's most
progressive circuits.
The two men have been in exhibition since the early 1920's. They said
they had sold their interests to Marvin

Goldman and Fred Burka. The latter
is
Max Burka's son, while Goldman
Kogod's son-in-law.
six-theatre neighborhood group
will continue under its present narne
and with the same headquarters at

is

TTEARST NEWSPAPERS

instructed

first

;

K-B

For 'Fatima' Here
For the

Kimball; Robert Harrison, Norfolk
and Carl Curtis
Minden. In
addition, two Republican candidates,
Dwight Griswold of Scottsbluff, for
the Senate and Roman Hruska of
Omaha for Congressman, said they
ler,

TV

ment

in

of

all

Notification of their stand against
the 20 per cent excise tax, including
the one on admissions, was received by
the Nebraska Theatre Association today.
The Congressmen were A. L. Mil-

sale

(Continued on page 7)

WB

Congressmen,

S. Senaand
three
Nebraska, have

:

Says Fighting Spirit

mimeo-

Arbitration

The four attorneys were

— U.

Omaha, Aug-. 18.
Hugh Butler

the

Hollywood, Aug. 18. Followingindustry promotional sessions with
studio heads, Robert O'Donnell, Sam
Pinanski and Trueman Rembusch of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, before leaving here for
their homes, declared that the industry
has sound reasons for confidence.
Pinanski said "ft can well be that
the government's
suit is a blessing

title

when

from
in

;

announcement
by
Herman Taylor, co-promoter of the
Jersey Joe Walcott- Rocky Marciano
heavyweight title fight, that there
would absolutely be no home television of the bout and that it will be on
theatre television, no deal has been
made yet by Theatre Network TeleDespite

{Continued on page 7)

Herman M. Levy and Abram

job,

(Continued on page 7)

Open

Still

product

Neb. Sen. Butler, Others,
Line-up in Compo Drive

pledged to vote for the elimination
of the 20 per cent Federal admissions
tax, thus becoming one of the first
group of Federal legislators to pubAnother virile holdover is "Sud- licly line themselves up with the curden Fear", accompanied by sporadic rent industry-wide anti-tax campaign
personal appearances by its star, Joan conducted under the auspices of the
Crawford, at Loew's State where the Council of Motion Picture Organiza-

Rights to Phila.

Bout

the

quality

Tax Battle

opinion of virtually all.
Leading the prosperity parade is
"Ivanhoe" and a stage bill at Radio
Music Hall where $101,000
City
grossed Thursday through Sunday
indicates a huge $170,000 for a third
week.

Heavyweight Title

on the New York Stock Exchange under the reorganization

—

Commerce

tion to continue the plan, the Securi-

Top

Hollywood has done the

The
18.
Department reported today that motion picture companies paid cash dividend payments of $3,194,000
in July of 1952, compared with
Washington, Aug.

tirement plan will in some manner
be preserved, the new picture company resulting from the reorganization which will become effective Sept.
27 has assumed no contractual obligaties

Pledge Ticket

N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN
(Movies and TV): "A statement a
few days ago by Spyros Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., points up as flagrant and absurd an example of governmental
bureaucratic interference as we
have come across in quite a while.
.

.

.

that

The government

TV

is

demanding

have access to Hollywood's
(Continued on page 2)

N. Y. DAILY MIRROR (Blundering Bureaucrats): "The anti-trust
laws were created to curb business
pirates who got together in the dark
to eliminate competition by criminal means. They were not devised
to arbitrarily coerce one industry
to turn over its basic property
rights to a competitive industry at
a gigantic, possibly a ruinous, loss.
(Continued on page 2)

The

the

Apex

Theatre.

Says Films Set to
Meet Competition
Hartford, Aug.
Richey,

public

18.

—Henderson

relations

director

M.
of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

here
from
New York, declared in an interview
that "Hollywood is not so blind as not
it must continually develop new producing, directing, writing and acting talent to cope with
competitive entertainment."

to realize that

2

Motion Picture Daily

New Pact

Proposals Will
Come from French Thurs.

Personal
Mention
DEPINET
NED
RKO Radio

The French Government on
Thursday will submit to American

here from Hollywood.
•

negotiators in Paris

Louis Wolf, Brandt Theatres buyerbooker and president of the Motion
Picture Bookers Club of New York,
has announced his engagement to

ment, Fayette W. Allport, Motion
Picture Association of America European
representative,
yesterday
informed Eric A. Johnston,
president, and the distribution companies' foreign managers.

E.

president of
Pictures, has returned

Betty Boverman, general manager
Kaybern Theatres.

of

•

MPAA

"Nobody knows what the
proposals will be," Allport was
quoted as saying, but acknowledgement was made that
the action by the French could
mark the beginning of concrete
progress in the negotiations.

Cecil B. DeMille and Mrs. Decelebrated their golden wedding
anniversary over the weekend at their
Hollywood home. With them were
their four children and 11 grandchildren.

•

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, is in Boston today and is
scheduled to return to New York at
the end of the week.
o

Herbert Jaffey, 20th Century-Fox
International publicist will leave here
Friday aboard the
United States
for a three-week vacation in Europe.

the
to

weekend from the French capital
report to the Motion Picture Ex-

port Association on the twists and
turns the negotiations between the two
governments had taken up to last

week.

England.
•

He pointed out to the meeting yesterday that tentative agreement on a
pact appeared within reach more than
once but each time the French nego-

Foster M. Blake, Universal Western sales manager, has left here for
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Denver.

•

Moses

Lebovitz, president of Independent Theatres, Inc., Chattanooga,
is in Miami on a business trip.
Selective

Pictures sales head, has arrived here
from the Coast.

Tax Fight

will make a new request for American
subsidization of French production.

would support such action.
Every Congressional district in the
state was represented by the large
turnout of 250 exhibitors. The three
Congressmen volunteered before the
meeting was opened that they would
be for the complete elimination of the

Schine Convention

Opens

in

Albany, N.

Albany
Aug.
— Schine

Y.,

Paris Theatre here yesterday.
Produced and directed by Jacques
Becker from the screenplay on which
at the

collaborated with Jacques Companeez, this Discina International release has a cast headed by Simone
Signoret, Serge Reggiani and Claude

Dauphin.

P. Reston

Funeral services for Henry P.
Reston, co-owner of City Engraving
Co., New York, which numbers many
motion picture companies among its

President J. Myer Schine will make
the opening address, in the Ten Eyck
Hotel at 10:00 A.M. tomorrow. Si
Seadler of M-G-M will speak at two.

A

number

New

of

industry people from

York, as well as branch man-

agers here, are scheduled to attend a

Form New Mexican Firm

—

A produccompany, Producciones Tepeyac,
18.

$590,000, has
been organized here by such trade
leaders as Gen. Abelardo L. Rodriguez, ex-President of Mexico, Theodore
Gildred,
Oscar
Dancingers,
capitalized

A.,

will be held tomorrow at the
Fliedner Funeral Home, Great Neck,
Long Island. Reston, who died Sunday, had been a member of the Motion
Picture Pioneers.

18.

executives and managers checked in
here today for the Circuit's convention.

S.

The American premiere of "Casque
d'Or," new French film, took place

of Northern Caland Allied Theatres
of Michigan.

clients,

Mexico City, Aug.

he

(Continued from page 1)

unworkable.

tion

French Film Premiere

Owners

ifornia,

Henry

"backed away."
party and reception Wednesday eveAbsence of advance information on
ning.
Press headquarters have been
the forthcoming French proposals has
opened and displays are being arranged.
left the American companies' foreign
managers wondering if the French
tiators

tre

Association reveals that defaults of
supporting program quotas among exhibitors here increased from 1,381 for
the 1949-50 year to 2,340 for the year

is

Explains Talks

studio
publicist, will leave Hollywood for
New York on Thursday en route to

London, Aug. 18.— The annual reof the British Film Producers

are
regarded
as
strengthening
exhibitor
contentions
that the 25 per cent supporting quota

Allport was prepared yesterday to
back to Paris "within the next
couple of days." He arrived here at

with the filing of protests
with the Department of Justice by the Independent Thea-

port

figures

for

Jacob Estey, 57
Boston, Aug. 18.— Funeral services
Jacob Poor Estey, 57, president
and treasurer of the Estey Organ
Corp. of Brattleboro, Vt, who died
Friday, were held today in that city.
Surviving are his widow, the former
Edith Tyler.
for

Earl Boles, 46
San

Francisco,

Aug. 18.—Earl
Mecca, Crescent
City, Cal., and the newly-opened Pic
Theatre here, died at the age of 46.
Boles,

owner

Death came

company

reportedly

will

take

and
Robert Livingston, Lincoln
William Miskell, Omaha, were cochairmen, Joe Scott, of 20th CenturyFox, represented distribution firms.
;

Cincinnati, Aug. 18.— The 2,000seat Capitol Theatre, a Mid-States operation, which was closed early in
July, will reopen Aug. 29 with "Don't
Bother to Knock".

NEW YORK THEATRES
— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL Rockefeller Center

Hearst Editorials

"I
TAYLOR

(Continued from page 1)

ruin.

.

.

.

VAN HOE"

.

.

.

through its costly films for cheap televised
not wild-eyed alarm to say showing and destroying their value
that it could mean the end of the for theatre exhibition. This would
appear to be a sound decision made
Livingston, association president, con- movies as we know them today.
tacted the Congressmen, who came to In effect, the movie producers and by men who don't want to see the
the meeting at their own expense. exhibitors would be forced into a essential product of their industry
Heavy applause greeted the Ne- suicidal relationship with their confiscated by government fiat.
"What kind of 'conspiracy' do the
braska delegation's stand.
chief competitor.
"The suit, of course, will be busy-body government lawyers see
fought and probably will drag out in that sane business policy?"
Fight
Cleveland, Aug. 18. In line with for a long time. But that does not
at Ohio Fair
the
stand taken by the National alter the pretentious and dangerous Miss
Columbus, O., Aug. 18. Marjorie
IATSE, local 160 here has stated folly inherent in the Government's
that it will do whatever it can to as- assumption of the right to throw its Main, starred with Percy Kilbride in
sist
the industry in the campaign weight around to the advantage of "Ma and Pa Kettle at Waikiki," will
aimed at the elimination of the 20 one great industry and the disad- appear at the "Hollywood at the Fair"
vantage of another."
exhibit at the Ohio State Fair here.
per cent Federal admission tax.
is

.

To Aid Tax

—

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

.

Elizabeth

*

Joia

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by

"The motion picture theatre industry
has found it would be
committing hari-kari by releasing

"If this thing should go

it

Wednesday.

Capitol to Reopen

Robert

Means Committee.

last

over

"Robinson Crusoe," which Luis Bunul
is producing here in English, it was
disclosed.

feature attractions under conditions that practically guarantee

of the

Jaime Menasce and Miguel Bujazan.
Dancingers is general manager. The

tax.

Butler is fourth ranking member
on the Senate Finance Committee and
Curtis is fifth on the House Ways and

1952

The vigorous complaints
from all over the industry,
and outside, too, against the
government suit to force the
sale of films to TV and other
media have grown further

Second Feature
Quota Defaults Up

The

19,

Complaints Widen
Against Gov't Suit

UK

1950-51.

fly

•

Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M

Ticket

new

proposals
for a Franco-American film agree-

Mille

Harry Thomas, Souvaine

Tuesday, August

.

Main

—

m
plus

Maotniewis

Midnight FcotW*
Nightly

HOWARD HAWKS'

THE BIG SKY
co-starring

KIRK DOUGLAS - DEWEY MARTIN
ELIZABETH THREATT

ARTHUR HUNNICUTT

CRITERION
way &
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RKO
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45 St.
Radio Pictures
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Sundays and

holidays,

BIGGEST CROWDS SINCE 1949!
FIRST THREE OPENINGS SENSATIONAL!! . . . Loew's State,
N. Y., hits highest gross in three years! . . . Palace, Cleveland, and Apollo, Atlantic City, doing the kind of business
that the cry-babies moaned was gone forever! . . Same
kind of news due soon from openings in Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Pittsburgh and Detroit,
to prove that "Sudden Fear" means sudden wealth for
any theatre! • . • Top reviews! Top audience satisfaction!
.

Top money everywhere!

"Brings suspense and excitement back to the

and a

screen with a capital S

capital E!

Joan Crawford's best acting." Highest Rating.

- N.
"One

Y.

DAILY

NEWS

of the screen's all-time thrillers.

Reaches a

new

height

- N.

Y.

in

suspense melodrama."

DAILY MIRROR

"Exciting entertainment. Doesn't miss

a

trick.

Tense, polished, absorbing.

There's no letdown in the tension."

- N.

Y.

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

"Brings you to the edge of your seat

and keeps you
suspense."

there

_N

.

.

.

The height of

y POSr

"Ranks with the best."

- N.

y.

This
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presents
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ith great pride

Republic Pictures

announces the
pre-release premiere

engagement

at the

Capitol ilp. Theatre,

New York, August
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Council

Year

—

Hollywood, Aug. 19. The Los
Angeles City Council yesterday
unanimously adopted a resolution,
proposed by Councilman Ed J.

19.

— Gross

Harper Leaves MGM Confidence Keynote
For New Shea Post Of Schine Meeting
has

resigned

A.
executive duties at M-G-M
to
become executive assistant to
Gerald Shea, president of Shea Enhis

sales

terprises,

it

announced

was
here

yesterday.
For the past
several years
Harper has been
circuit sales repfor
resentative

producing companies, suggested
industry confer with the
(Continued on page 4)

M-G-M
assistant

Arbitration Draft

and an
to

W.

F. Rodgers and

Charles M'. Rea-

Work Resumes

gan.

He

M-G-M

joined
here in

1946 after World

The

Arbitration
Condrafting committee of four
attorneys from distribution and exhibition today will put in its second
successive day of work here on drawing up the document containing the
provisions for a projected industry

Industry

system of arbitration-conciliation.
Asked if provision was being made
in the draft for handling film rental
disputes under an arbitration plan, a
spokesman for the committee replied
that the group yesterday put on paper
(Continued on page 5)

Richard A. Harper

War

II

service

representative, later
representative.

becoming

circuit

Tops Hall
Three-week Record
"Ivanhoe,"

now completing

third week at Radio City
Music Hall, has racked up the
top three-week gross in the
its

history of the Hall. With at
least $170,000 forecast for the
third week, which ends tonight, the gross tally for the
three weeks will total a terrific $520,300.

Adopts View of SIMPP
On Eve of French Offer
Motion Pictures Association of
America member companies have
decided against accepting a Franco-

American

film deal that would call
for subsidization of French production
by the U. S. companies, it was learned

Incomplete reports thus far received
Motion Picture Organizations' headquarters here indicate
that

the

COMPO

campaign for collection of
dues from exhibitors, which

was conducted throughout the country
last week by film salesmen, will prove
successful.

many

areas salesmen making the
which will be matched by
distributors when complete, have not
yet handed in their reports. Final results will not be available for several
days. In addition to meeting normal
operations, the colcosts of
lections also will help finance the industry effort for repeal of the Federal
In

collections,

COMPO

admission tax.

export

film

sources

MPAA

This finally puts the
comwhich have vacillated on the
subsidy question during the negotiations which have been going on in
panies,

squarely alongside the Society

MPAA

years, told 150 of the circuit's
executives, managers and department
heads at the first business session at
the Ten Eyck Hotel here today.
Schine said that "those of little
faith" had long ago sold out their
interest in our business. He was inin

11

troduced by Louis W. Schine, who
presided at the session.
Seymour Morris described future
product available to the circuit and
presented a six-point merchandising
program based on attractions that can
be merchandised campaigns that "tell
service and comfort that
and sell"
;

;

(Continued on page 4)

Notables to Attend
Fatima' Premiere

Success Seen for

COMPO Dues Drive

from

here.

Y.,

4

at the Council of

'Ivanhoe'

Subsidy Setup

Independent Motion Picture ProAug. 19.— History of
ducers
in opposition to such assistance
proves that the industry always has
weathered its crises, J. Meyer Schine, for French production.
It was indicated that the
keynote speaker at the first Schine
showmanship meeting to be convened now feels that a Franco-American

Albany, N.

with the Navy.
After serving in several M-G-M exchanges he was made a special sales
sales

Rejects

French Pact

Paris,

Harper

Richard

the

ference's

MPAA

yesterday

resolution, copies of which were
sent to Eric Johnston and presidents

that

TEN CENTS

1952

Eighteen standard theatres and 11 drive-ins were opened during
the first half of this year, bringing the total number of theatres
in operation to 1,867 standard theatres and 89 drive-ins. It was
also reported that 41 theatres, including 18 drive-ins, are now under
construction, Golden stated.

The

of all

20,

box-office receipts of Canadian motion picture theatres are expected to hit a record $100,000,000
(Canadian dollars) this year, according to Nathan D. Golden, U.S.
Commerce Department film chief.
Golden said receipts, which have been increasing steadily since
1945, were reported at $86,700,000 for 1950, and that the upward
trend has continued since.
It is estimated, Golden said, that about 90 per cent of Canadian
screen time is devoted to U.S. films, and that about 90 per cent of
the box-office receipts are derived from U.S. films.

Warns Against Threat
Of 'Socialized' Radio-TV

This was the first legislative
body to so act since the suit
was filed here on July 22. The
anti-trust action was designed
to force the sale of 16mm. films
to TV and other outlets competing with regular theatres.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

$100,000,000 Box-Office
Indicated for Canadian Houses

Washington, Aug.

Vs. U.S. Suit

industry."

U.S.A.,

A Record

Joins Fight

Davenport, branding the government's
16 mm. suit a threat to "our American way of life and individual freedom, which we are confident no good
American wants to trade for a free
pass to a movie over his television set
at the expense of destroying a great

YORK,

film pact providing for reduced exports to France and no subsidy is
preferable to a pact with no reduction
in exports and a subsidy, or "discount"
as the French have termed it.
Thus, in line with the recent French

(Continued on page 4)

A $2,250,000 anti-trust
suit was filed in Federal
court here yesterday
against the eight major
distributors, Skouras
Theatres Corp. Metropolitan Playhouses Inc., and
their subsidiaries by the
which
Leff Meyers Corp.
operates the De Luxe Theatre, Bronx, N. Y. The complaint charges that the
defendants conspired and
discriminated against the
plaintiff's theatre, the
De Luxe, since November,
,

,

Numerous

diplomatic

representatives and social, civic and entertainment leaders will comprise the audience
for
invitational
the
world

premiere of Warner's
of

Our Lady

of

"The Miracle

Fatima"

at the

Astor

here tonight. The picture will begin
its premiere engagement tomorrow at
the Astor on a continuous policy and
at the Bijou on a reserved seat policy.
Sherry Jackson, 10-year-old actress
who plays a leading role in the film,
will attend tonight's premiere, as will
Ambassador" Luis Esteves Fernandes
of Portugal and Portuguese Consul
General Jose Manuel da Silva Bettencourt Ferreira.
Other members of the diplomatic
corps who will attend the premiere include Ambassador Ali Gholi Ardalan
of

Iran,

Ambassador Luis
(Continued on page 5)

Padilla

1951.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Aug.
Eastman Kodak today
reported gross sales of
$249,924,131 during the
first half of the year,
about two per cent less
than the $254,623,707 for
the same time last year.
19.

—

,

Motion Picture Daily

2

New

Personal
Mention
SPYROS

P.

SKOURAS,

'Red' Unit to Control

president

•

on an eight-week tour of U'-I branches
in the Far East and will hold conferences with U-I European executives
returning

to

New

York.
•
C. McCraw, Variety
Club International's executive director, will be a guest speaker at the
Massachusetts Chiefs of Police annual

Col.

William

dinner in Cohasset, Mass., on Aug. 27.
•

Moe Kerman,

president of Mutual

Productions, and Joe Felder, vicepresident, have left here for Chicago,
and are slated to return in about 10
days.

•

Nat Weiss, 20th Century-Fox press
book editor, sails from here for Europe
on Friday aboard the 5.5". United
States on business.
•

Fayette W. Allport, Motion Picture Association of America London
representative, left here yesterday for
Paris by plane.

•

Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, will
leave here today for Spokane and will
return on Sept. 2.

Joseph

Kaufman,

yesterday

here

for

producer,

Detroit,

left

Chicago

and Hollywood.

2 Became 'Reds' on
Roosevelt's Death
Washington, Aug.

19.

—Hollywood

screen writer Bernard C. Schoenfeld
today told the House Un-American
Activities committee that the "shock"
of President Roosevelt's death impelled him into joining the Communist

Party

Sweeping supervision

of every facet of motion picture industry activity
Eastern Germany will be vested in a central film committee to be set
up under the Soviet-controlled political administration, it was announced
this week in East German newspapers, according to the Motion Picture

at

his

own

request, he
screen writer,

another
that
Stanley Roberts, joined along with him
for the same reason. Schoenfeld said

added

that he and Roberts became disillusioned and quit the party in 1947.

Committee counsel Frank Tavenner
reporters that he expected no
other Hollywood witnesses to appear
before the committee until it opened
hearings in Hollywood on Sept. 29.
told

O'Hara andMcLaglen
Promote 'Quiet Man'
Maureen O'Hara and Victor McLaglen, starring in Republic's "The
Quiet Man,'' will each make two perappearances at the
sonal
Capitol
Theatre here tomorrow, the opening
day. Miss O'Hara will be in the
theatre at 9 :00 A.M. and at 6 :00 P.M.

McLaglen
and

increase

the utilization of films for
propaganda purposes."
Specific functions of the committee,
the announcement said, will be to
"guide the production, sale and distribution of films, issue' film licenses,
draft film laws and control the administration of motion picture theatres."

The committee

will also "provide
for the production of films which
mobilize the mass of population in
the fight for national liberalization,
and for the construction and defense
of the German Democratic Republic."

insure compliance with the new
regulations, artists in Eastern Germany will be required to belong to
councils organized under DEFA, the
Soviet-supervised film company.
The rigid controls over the motion
picture industry in Eastern Germany,
following the pattern of the film
monopolies in all of the Soviet satelcountries, will also extend aplite
parently to the content of film reviews,
Newspapers
reported.
the
were "instructed" to overcome the
tendency to write reviews "in the style
of bourgeois journalism."

To

at 8 :30

will

appear

P.M. Both

at 1 :00 P.M.
stars will pre-

sent autographed photographs.

F.

Hugh Herbert's

Tax Claim Upheld
Hollywood, Aug. 19— The Internal
Revenue Department's failure to oppose a motion for dismissal of the
government's appeal from Judge Leon
Yankwich's decision upholding the legality of one-picture corporations is
being interpreted here as an indication that collapsible corporations are

have smooth sailing hereafter.
The government's appeal from the
Yankwich decision, which held F.
Hugh Herbert and his wife were ento

Eisenhozver and
Stevenson and their Presidential
campaigns will grow in importance

Youngstein Touring
For Sales Drive
Max

Youngstein, vice-president
of United Artists, is on a week's tour
of the company's Omaha, Minneapolis
E.

to meet
with branch personnel in connection
Sales
Heineman
"Bill
the
with
Drive," of which Youngstein is cap-

and

Milwaukee

He

exchanges

accompanied by James
Velde, UA Western division manager.
The drive, named for William J.
Heineman, vice-president in charge of
distribution, will wind up its ninth
tain.

week

Tribute Dinner to
Mayer Is Set Back

16mm. Suit on MPIC
Meeting Agenda
Hollywood, Aug.
— The Govern19.

ment's 16mm. suit will be a topmost
matter on the agenda of the Motion
Picture Industry Council which meets
tomorrow night. Also on the agenda

63-Eisen-

NEWS OF THE
from Korea.

DAY,

No. 302— Report
Aly

"Iron Curtain" crashers.

Khan visits Rita Hayworth. Iraq's
Welcome Archbishop of Canterbury.
thony
freed.

Eden

kine.

An-

weds.
Progressive
hopeful
Eisenhower. Democratic parley. Foot-

ball.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

1— Eisen-

No.

hower and Stevenson. Archbishop of Canterbury. Madam Chiang Kai Shek back in
U. S'. Bob Hope. Anthony Eden marries.
Aly Khan and Rita Hayworth. Football.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 34A— Eden-

a discussion of the possibility of
using $40,000 left over from the exhibition of the "Movies and You" short
subjects as starting capital for the production of a new series of the same

ball.

UNIVERSAL

NEWS,

Koreans

weds.

No.
588— Eden
Madame Chiang.
Greenland. Baby parade.

freed.
in

Football.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Eden weds.

thony
Italian

peak.

Italian

Airlifft

saves

3—An-

No.

troops conquer
sheep. Arch-

bishop
of
Canterbury arrives.
Madame
Chiang. Mrs. Mark Clark visits U. N.
wounded. Will Rogers Skvwav. Football.
"Mr. Football" is 90.

SPG

Sets College

Film-Making Award

is

type.

Johnston Sees Truman
Washington, Aug.

19.

— Eric

Tohnston, president of the Motion Picture
Association of America, visited President Truman today, but they did not
discuss motion pictures. As chairman

Development Advisory Board, Johnston went over the
Point 4 program with the President.
of the International

Lunch

RKO

No.

Warren. Stevenson on "capFrank Costello goes to jail. Czech
refugees arrive. Madam Chiang. Anthony
Eden weds. Football.
sees

tives".

the Ninth U. S. Court of ApSan Francisco, yesterday, and
was dismissed when the government
failed to oppose the dismissal motion.
trial in

peals in

—

—

MOVIETONE NEWS,
hower

Danish royalty

Hollywood, Aug. 19. Plans for the
annual Screen Producers Guild "Mile- Schlaifer to Preside
stone Dinner," which this year will
Charles Schlaifer, advertising agency
honor Louis B. Mayer, has been and chairman of the National Mental
switched to Nov. 12 and will be held Health Committee, will leave here toBiltmore Bowl, it was an- day for Lake Tarleton, N. H., where
at the
nounced by Buddy Adler, chairman of he will be chairman of the final week
the committee.
of the "Festival of the Seven Arts."
Originally set for Oct. 22 at the He will also speak on mental health.
new Statler Hotel, the SPG board felt
that due to the Presidential campaign,
for Iannuzzi
November would be a more desirable
Boston, Aug. 19. Ralph Iannuzzi,
time for the function. George Jessel
newly appointed Boston branch manwill be master-of-ceremonies.
ager for Warner, who was transferred
here from Atlanta, was introduced to
local theatre men at a luncheon at the
Hollywood, Aug. 19. Sol Lesser Statler Hotel here today. Jules Lapihas announced the formation of Jungle dus, Eastern and Canadian division
Adventure Pictures, Inc., to produce manager for Warner, and Norman
one "Sheena, Queen of the Jungle" Ayers, Eastern district manager, atPictures.
tended.
feature annually for

Lesser-RKO Deal

footage length in all of the
from nozv on in to the November elections. Other current subjects feature Anthony Eden and his
bride, Madam Chiang Kai Shek, the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Aly Khan,
Pita Hayworth, and others.
in

nezvsrcels

Churchill wedding. Czech refugees here. Aly
Khan. Madame Chiang. Iraq's king. Foot-

is

tonight.

and

recover $198,515 paid as personal income tax after the government
had denied the right to file proceeds
from their production, "Kiss and Tell"
on a capital gains basis, came up for
titled to

MPAA

in 1945.

Testifying

Newsreel
J S EXPECTED,

in

Americo Aeoaf, vice-president and Association of America.
general sales manager of UniversalPrimary reason for the creation of
International, will leave here Friday the committee, it was stated, is "to

before

1952

S2

Century-Fox, is due back
here today from the Coast.

Paris

20,

Parade

East German Industry

of 20th

in

Wednesday, August

—

Hollywood, Aug. 19.— Establishment of an annual intercollegiate film
award to be presented to the best
student-produced film turned out by
69 colleges and universities which include film and drama classes in their
curricula, was announced here by Sol
C.
Siegel,
president.

Screen

Each school

Producers

will be

Guild

asked to select

own

best film, and a viewing committee composed of
members will
sift these selections to a final number
which will be screened for the entire
membership for a vote on the
its

SPG

SPG

winner.
The student considered most instrumental in the production of the winning film will be an SPG guest here
for a week.
Siegel said the purpose is both to
recognize student interest in film study
and to encourage a broader participation

in

the picture industry's

Zanuck

On

to

future.

Europe

'Tightrope'

Hollywood,

—

Aug. 19. Darryl F.
Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox production
head, will leave Friday night by plane
for New York and Europe. After a
week-end of conferences with home
office executives,
he will leave by
plane on Monday for Munich to go
over final plans with Elia Kazan for
the filming of "Man on a Tightrope."
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contains over
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section
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'American Weekly'
Critics Select

'Greatest Show'
DeMille's "The Greatest
Earth," has been voted the
most enjoyable motion picture of the
1951-1952 season in the American
Weekly's first annual motion picture
awards.
The poll, conducted among the
film critics of the twenty-three metroCecil

B.

Show on

politan

newspapers

distributing

the

American Weekly was to determine
the ten most enjoyable pictures, and
the five most enjoyable performances
turned
during

by actresses and actors
the period from September,
in

August 1952.
Other award winning films

1951 to

in

American Weekly poll are
American In Paris," "A Place

the

"An
in the

Sun," "A Streetcar Named Desire,"
"African Queen," "Detective Story,"
"Death of a Salesman," "The River,"
"Singing in the Rain," and "Five
Fingers."
Vivien Leigh for her performance in
"A Streetcar Named Desire," was accorded top honors among the actresses. Frederick March for his performance in "Death of a Salesman" was
the critics'
ing honors.

first

choice for male act-

Ernest V. Heyn, editor of the
American Weekly is now in Hollywood where he will make several
award presentations. The awards are
p'art of an all-film issue the American Weekly is releasing Aug. 31.

Weeks

5

for Para's

'Jumping Jacks'
Hal Wallis' "Jumping Jacks," Paramount release, today became the first
film in more than three years to play
five weeks at the Paramount Theatre
here.

Paramount's "Sorrowful Jones,"

June, 1949, was
to play five weeks.
in

the

last

picture

"Jumping Jacks" finished its four
weeks at the Paramount with a total
gross of $379,000, the top gross for a
four week period since "Samson and
Delilah" in 1949.
$22,000 for 'Trinidad';

Cincinnati Grosses

Cincinnati,
patrons

here

Up

Aug.
are

u

fully

RKO

High Grosses Are Reported
For Kaufman's 'Sudden Fear'

(Paramount)

Hollywood, Aug. 19
(T1IVE BETTY HUTTON 15 of Blossom Seeley's grand old songs, stand
her in front of a Technicolor camera with leave to give 'em the full
treatment, and what can you come up with but a good picture. That's what's
been done here. It figures to do all right.
As produced by William Perlberg and George Seaton, with Irving Brecher
doing the writing and directing for them, the story of the life and times of
Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields stacks up as something less than their contemporaries might wish it to have been, and yet as a tunefilm the young folk
who buy most of today's admission tickets may consider it a money's worth.
Certainly Betty gives it her best, which is plenty good, but she gets no help
from an actor named Ralph Meeker, in the Fields role, and little from anyone
else, on screen or off. Even Jack Benny, who's pitched into the thing late in
the proceedings and for an indecisive sequence, isn't equal to salvaging the
project in the time at his disposal. Robert Keith, Adele Jergens, Billie Bird,
Henry Slate and Sid Tomack are members of the principal cast.
The script picks up Blossom as a cafe singer in 'Frisco when the quake of
1906 strikes (quite convincingly, too) and follows her up the ladder of vaudeville fame, picking up Fields on the way, to the point where, it says, Fields
confesses he married her for her money and is determined to cut loose from
her and make good on his own. Along about here the picture stops being a
musical and turns dramatic, which is quite a trial for all hands, including the
star whose bubbling personality and wise way with a song are what the picture's got to carry it. In the finale Meeker, as Fields, tries to make it a musical again, but only Fields himself could have done it by then. In addition to
the 15 old songs from the Seeley past there are three new ones by Jay
Livingston and Ray Evans.
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience classification. For October

William

release.

R.

Weaver

Hollywood, Aug. 19

(Lippert)

XPLOITATION ACCESSORIES

furnished with this feature detail such
items as fights between tiger and bear, leopard and wart hog, mongoose
and cobra, et al. These fights the picture provides in ample measure. And
India, the film's setting, is an eyeful for almost any theatregoer any time.
Rod Cameron, Cesar Romero and Marie Windsor supply substantial
marquee material with which to focus attention on this exploitation attraction produced and directed in India by William Berke (with the facilities
But the star of the picture is
of Modern Theatres, Ltd., Salem, India).
India, brilliantly photographed by Clyde DeVinna and processed in dramatic
sepia-tone.
The story, played out by the three name-players is strictly
coincidental to the presentation of Indian scenes, customs, ceremonies,
animals and people. Whether an exhibitor should exploit the attraction^ on
the strength of the Cameron-Romero- Windsor trio or the roar of the tiger,
or both the job
the hiss of the serpent and the trumpeting of the elephant
Audiences
of entertaining the customers is India's first, last and always.
made acquainted with that fact in advance are likely to like the picture best.
The original screenplay by Carroll Young concerns an American big-game
hunter, in bad with the population of an Indian community for having gotten
10 of the local hunters killed by elephants which he maintains are mammoths,
and his undertaking to prove to the princess regent and her chief aide that
his story about the mammoths is true. This sets up the reason for the three
and some hundreds of natives to set off across the country toward the jungle,
and this journey enables the cameraman to pick up fine shots of the countryside, exciting incidents of combat between wild animals, and finally the
It's not much of a story, but it needn't be, for the
elephants in question.
purpose it serves.
Running time, 74 minutes. General audience classification. August release

—

L.A. Council

—

Select 'River' for

(Continued, from page 1)

Council on means for opposing the
"bureaucratic decree unheard of outside of dictator countries" and one
that would "inevitably hurry the day
when a hard corps of socialistic planners in Washington will attain their
goal of placing radio and television
under government ownership and operation".

day run which saw a new record for
the first week. A move-over to the
Strand takes place there today. In
Toronto, at the Tivoli and University
Fear"
theatres,
"Sudden
grossed
$6,200 in its first two days, to what is
considered the best business for

tives report, disclosing that the picture

houses,

heading for $10,000 at the Palace,
Cleveland, following a $4,200 weekend
at the theatre. At the Apollo, Atlantic
City, the picture closed with over
$9,000 for the last five days of a 12-

The premiere run in New York
goes into its third week at Loew's
tomorrow, with the second
State
week's estimate at $48,000, the best
gross in three years at the State.

it

was

both

said.

.

keep them coming; reviving the

chil-

dren's

film-going habit
community
activities for every manager, and sensible economical operations.
Most speakers at the Schine circuit
convention expressed confidence that
strong product, vigorous showmanship, hard work and unflinching faith
will enable motion picture theatres to
withstand the competition from television, installment buying, technological
changes, high living costs and
soaring taxes.
;

Industry UnitySeadler,
M-G-M advertisingmanager, said that not only are "all
companies" releasing better pictures
but also that industry "unity" is improving. Seadler declared the industry
has no place for the prophets of doom.
G. David Schine stated that lie
talked recently with David Sarnoff,
board chairman. The discussion,
held in Europe, Schine said, convinced
him that the television industry is not
trying to put motion picture theatres
out of business. He pointed to RCA's
large stake in film houses, via the development, manutacture and sale of
theatre equipment.
Si

RCA

Theatres can "harness" television to
their operation, declared Schine, as he

The Jungle

The second week's grosses for
Joseph Kaufman's "Sudden Fear" are
proving excellent,
Radio execu-

RKO

1952

(Continued, from page 1)

Somebody Loves Me

Y

20,

Schine Meet

Reviews

19.— Theatre

conscious of
the fact that "Rita is back," and are
welcoming Miss Hayworth to the tune
of an estimated $22,000 for "Affair in
Trinidad," at the 2,700-seat
Palace, exactly double the average
and the best week's gross at this house
in many months.
It will hold for a
second week.
Other grosses are registering considerably above average for the current week, reflecting the general improvement in theatre business which
became manifest here some time ago.

is

Wednesday, August

Edinburgh Festival
Kenneth

McEldowney's,

"The

River" has been selected as one of
five nominees for the 1952 "Silver
Laurel Award," which will be presented to the producer of the winning
film by the Earl of Rosebery during
the Sixth
International
Edinburgh
Film Festival on Aug. 24 at the Caley
Picture House,
Edinburgh, United

discussed large screen TV. He likewise spoke of third dimension processes and Arch Oboler's coming proauction. Schine hit at tne 20 per cent
admission tax, calling it the theatres'
mam operational problem.
Circuit publicity director Morris in
a survey of releases said they seemed
to be "unsurpassed."
Commenting on
Universal-International releases, Morris remarked that "we owe that company a debt of gratitude for the consistant flow of bread-and-butter pictures."

Opening the meeting, Louis W.
Schine expressed the belief that "people are

becoming tired

of television,"

although he warned they "are not going to stop looking at it." He called
for alerter showmanship and harder
work.
Myer Schine observed that Holly-

wood had awakened

last year, after
business hit a very low in 1950, to the
fact that the lush days were over, that
waste had to be eliminated and that

hard work was essential. Hollywood
promised better pictures and it has
"made good the promise," he continued.
Theatres have the responsibility of
selling these fine pictures, he added.
Schine underlined that "bad as business was in 1951, people of the nation
spent on films one billion, three hundred million dollars, which constituted
several times more than the total for
all other types of entertainment.

French Pact
(Continued from page 1)

some 90 film import permits
be granted to U. S. companies, both majors and independents,
against the 121 of last year. AddiArtists, distributor of the film, dis- tionally, the U. S. companies are inclosed.
tent on getting remittances of over
The other four pictures are "Cry, $1,000,000 a year at the legal rate of
the Beloved Country," "I Believe in exchange
while the remainder of
You," "The Lavender Hill Mob" and their earnings would come through
"The Man in the White Suit." Only at a somewhat less favorable rate, acBritish productions shown publicly be- cording to reports.
tween May 31, 1951 and May 31, 1952
The French are due to put forth
are eligible for the award.
"The new pact proposals when negotiations
River" qualifies as a British quota pic- resume in Paris tomorrow. It is unture because it was filmed entirely in known whether these new proposals
India.
contain subsidy provisions.
decree,

would

;

Wednesday, August

20,

1952

Motion Picture Daily

National

Review

Pre-Selling

"The Stranger
(J.

McCALL'S

A

Arthur Rank

in

5

Advance

Sale for
'Fatima' Sets Record

Between"

To

— Universal-International)

date, 67 theatre parties

have been subscribed for at
the Bijou Theatre here where
Warner's "The Miracle of Our
Lady of Fatima" will begin a
reserved seat long - run engagement tomorrow. The picture also will open at the
Astor on a continuous performance policy tomorrow,

FIRST-RATE

suspense drama done in the British "tradition," this
Arthur Rank production is equally admirable for its imaginative use of
authentic locales and brilliant character acting by a large cast. The story is
direct, believable and always compelling, although a little long in its unfolding.
Its star is Dirk Bogarde, a young man who should be building quite a
Widow," "Because You're Mine" and following here in the 'teen-age set. Sharing top honors is newcomer Jon
"Plymouth Adventure" for the Fall. Whiteley, a six-year-old who gives one of the finest performances by a child
McCall's front-of-the-book selection, to be seen hereabouts in many months. The former, an escaping murderer,
following its inv'tational pre"McCall's Goes to the Movies" names and the latter, his more than willing hostage, carry -the entire film which is
miere there tonight.
M-G-M's "Ivanhoe" as the top choice simply the account of their flight overland from London to Scotland.
In addition to the theatre
Things get underway when the little boy, running away from the wrath of
of the month, with reference to "Son
party
subscriptions, some 800
of Paleface," "Sudden Fear" and "Af- his foster father, inadvertently stumbles upon Bogarde, a merchant sailor, in a
individual requests for reA ruined warehouse where a murder has just taken place. Further along in the
fair in Trinidad" as runners-up.
served seats for performances
feature article is "Gordon McCrea film it is learned that the victim was the lover of the sailor's faithless wife.
at the Bijou have been reGives a Party." And isn't it obvious Although no blanket justification of the deed is attempted, one's sympathies
ceived through coupons carthat just any model (anonymous) ) is are with Bogarde almost from the outset.
ried in opening advertising,
advertising
page
interesting
an
on
less
Fearing the little boy will tell on him, the hunted man takes him along on
Warner reported. The adthan a Hollywood star whom millions his escape to Scotland. The adventures that befall them make up the bulk of
vance sale, the company said,
of people will recognize and feel they the story and reach their climax in a small fishing village after Bogarde's
represents a record for a
know because they've seen her in pic- brother has refused them shelter. Bogarde steals a herring boat for the final
motion picture.
Ray Bolger dances off with dash to freedom but has to turn back to shore and the police when the
tures?
new honors as "Where's Charley" is little boy falls ill.
named picture-of-the-month in the
The variety of views of English and Scottish countrysides, beautifully photoSeptember Redbook.
graphed by Eric Cross, do much to sustain the mood of the piece. Whiteley's
o
performance natural, wistful and occasionally hilarious gives the film real
(Continued from page 1)
Look magazine and Parade plan distinction, without being either "arty" or sentimentally pathetic. Julian Wintle
the screenplay by Jack Whittingham.
to use major picture layouts based produced and Charles Crichton directed
Among a host of supporting players are Elizabeth Sellers, Kay Walsh, Nervo of Mexico, Brig. Gen. Carlos P.
on material which their correspondStewart, Geoffrey Keen and Romulo of the Philippines, Dr. Farid
ents obtained on a 12,000-mile jun- Frederick Piper, Julian Somers, Jane Aird, Jack
Zeineddine of Syria, Ambassador L.
White.
Leonard
ket to attend the world premiere of
N. Palar of Indonesia, Ambassador
classification.
Release
audience
date,
General
minutes.
time,
84
Running
"The World in His Arms" at the
Mahmoud Fawzi Bey of Egypt, AmFourth Avenue Theatre, Anchorage, Aug. 19.
bassador Emilio Nunez-Portuondo of
Alaska, a month ago. In addition
Cuba, Ambassador Joao Carlos Muniz
to these pulicity payoffs, Collier's
of Brazil and Ambassador Hernan
for
and Family Circle are planning feaSanta Cruz of Chile.
tures, and Seventeen, Cosmopolitan,
2
Woman's Home Companion, AmerOthers Attending
Washington, Aug. 19. The Fedican magazine, Quick and Redbook
Also,
James
A, Farley, Joseph Kennedy,
eral Communications Commission has
are among those who have named
Grover Whalen. Mrs. Douglas Mac-Arthur,
granted
construction
permits
for
two
Herman Sartorius, Michael Grace, Col.
the picture as their choice of the
Hollywood, Aug. 19. Monogram- new television stations and advised Serge Obolensky, Morton Downey, Lady
month's film product. The fan magaall-time
an
Armstrong,
Mrs. George Washington KavAllied Artists will hit
six other applicants that their applizines are generally devoting large
anaugh, Mrs. Lenore Warner, Ceil Chapproduction peak for a four-month cations
would be designated for man, Maggi McNellis, Fanny Hurst,
blocks of editorial and picture space
period beginning Sept. 2, executive hearing.
Madame Jolie Gabor, James Barton, Bert
to Ann Blyth and Gregory Peck, inproducer Walter Mirisch announced
The two grants were to Pursely Lytell, Count Adelberg, Mrs. C. Ruxton
cluding covers in August and SepLord, Mr. and Mrs. E. Douglas Madden,
for September features
strong, colorful, actionable, "Movie-of-the-Month" calendar weli up front in preferred position,
with want-to-see copy for "The Merry

M-G-M's

.

.

J.

—

.

—

—

'Fatima' Premiere

—

Mono.- AA to Hit Grant Permits
New TV Stations
—
Production Peak
—

tember

today.

issues.

will
go before
pictures
cameras during that time, the production chief said, with five starting in
September, five in October, three in
November and two in December. In
line with recently instituted company
policies, Mirisch said emphasis will
be on name-player power, color and
sepia tone throughout the list. With
"Royal Mounted Police" now in its
shooting stage and 23 features completed heretofore, the companies will

Fifteen

•

The September Cosmopolitan, under

Ruth Herbert's "Assignment in Hollyzvood," recommends "Sudden Fear"
and "We're Not Married" for adults,
in the departments of drama and comedy, while "High Noon," "Lure of
the Wilderness," "Son of Paleface,"
"Washington Story" and "The Big
Sky" are recommended for the it/hole
family. Walt Disney's "Water Birds"
is cited for children.
This monthly wind up with a
list
coming in for some special during 1952.
is
handling

advertising to the trade
to the public in the immediate future. The issue also contains "Cosmopolitan Movie Citations,"
by Louclla 0. Parsons, under the top-

total of 39 productions

in

and directly

"Nezv Young Blood in Hollywood," and "Mister Box-Office" a
line,

special

—

storv

on

Henry

Fonda,

by

Evan M. Wylic.

Arbitration Draft
(Continued from page

only what had been taken up by the
Continuations Committee of 10 which

met
film

Ernie Emerling and Carl Fishman,
Loew's Theatres, put their promotional efforts to good advantage in
the production of a full-page New
Movie Season story which Frank
Quinn by-lined in Sunday's Nezv York
Mirror, under the title "Films Very
Much Alive Despite Its Mourners."
Piece will go through Hearst syndiof

cate outlets, elsewhere.
Starting
with the September issue, Coronet inaugurates a new and novel method of
recommending the best films. Instead
of relying on the makazine's own
critics, a guest editor selected from
motion picture industry will give his
choice for the month.
.

.

.

—Walter Brooks

1)

recently.
rentals

It

was

is

understood

not

subject

a

that

on

which agreement was reached by the
Continuations Committee.

Committeemen who did the drafting
yesterday at the Hotel Astor and will
convene there again this morning are
Herman M. Levy, of
Abram F.
Myers,
Allied
Robert
Perkins,
Warner, and Adolph Schimel, Universal.
Present
also
were Ralph
Hetzel, Jr., Motion Picture Associa-

TOA

;

Broadcasting Service, Mobile, Ala.,
and Hawaiian Broadcasting System,
Ltd., Honolulu.
Those designated for
hearing were the Mount Hood Radio
and Television Broadcasting Corp.,
Portland, Ore.: Smith Radio Co., Port
Arthur, Tex.
Tom Potter, Chattanooga
Television
Broadcasters,
Beaumont, Tex., and KTBS, Inc., and
the Southland Television Co., both of
;

;

Shreveport, La.

America
vice-president
Henderson M. Richey, Arbitration
Conference secretary, and William F.
of

Rodgers, Loew's.
It was regarded as possible that the
drafting would be completed today.
If not, it is likely that no more than
one more day will be needed for the
work, it was said.

Also,
Arlene Francis, Una O'Connor,
Hattie Carnegie, Eloise McElhone, Mr. and
Mrs. Blaine Faber, Mr. and Mrs. William
Carter, General John M. Franklin, Henry
Buhl, George LeBranch, Mr. and Mrs. E.
H.
Simmons, Edward Perona, Madame
Louis Arpels and Mr. and Mrs. Earl T.
Smith, and Lt. Gen. Willis D. Crittenberger, commanding general of the First
Army, will be the ranking military officer
at the premiere.

Mindlin to Manage Kalmine Reports
Progress on Drive
Theatre for Lopert
Chicago, Aug. 19.— Fred Mindlin,
veteran member of the Chicago motion picture industry, and for many
years associated with National Screen
Service here, has been appointed manager of Lopert's Ziegfeld Theatre, succeeding Art Steagall who resigned to
manage a guest ranch for Beatrice
Kay. The Ziegfeld, which has been
closed for the summer, will reopen on
Friday, Aug. 29 with its third showing of "Tales of Hoffman," this time
at popular prices.

Sunday Films Ban Stays

—

;

tion

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Barry, Bert Parks and
Mrs. Rhinelander Thomas.

With
versal,

—

three major companies
United Artists and

— Uni-

RKO

Pic-

tures
in the home office division of
the industry's Joint Defense Appeal
drive already having held meetings,
and others reporting extensive activity, the industry's 1952 JDA-campaign is meeting with increasing success, it was disclosed here by Harry
Kalmine of Warner Brothers, chairman of the division. Kalmine is being
assisted by Harry Goldberg, also of
Warner Brothers. Co-chairmen of the
industry effort are Leon Goldberg, of
Universal Pictures, and Edward L.
Fabian of Fabian Theatres.

Cedartown, Ga., Aug. 19. By a
unanimous vote the Cedartown City
Sues
Commission rejected the Lam AmuseHollywood, Aug. 19. Los Angeles
ment Co. petition to show Sunday
films here. Under the law Sunday films attorney Martin Gang filed a suit
are legal in Georgia, but the operator asking damages aggregating $800,000
must secure a permit from the city from Howard Hughes, RKO pictures
governing body. The petitioner can and Carl Byoir & Associates, alleging

Gang

by getting at least 25 per cent of the
registered

voters to sign
bring this case up again,
plained by officials.

a
it

petition,

Hughes

—

that they issued statements derogatory
to Gang's professional reputation dur-

was ex- ing the recent Jean Simmons-Stewart
Granger litigation.

;

;
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Geneva Meetl'Featherbedding' Case Goes Ohio Censor
To U.S. Supreme Court
Fight Brews
Gets Started
Washington,

Aug.

19.

—Another

Washington, Aug.
tional

culties overseas.

peals
held

The State Department, in announcing the conference, said it represents
"the culmination of five years of work
on an international copyright arrangement," under the guidance of UNESCO. It pointed out that
copyright experts met in Paris in
June 1951 and worked out a proposed
convention, and that this was subsequently gone over by the individual
governments. This draft, with proposed revisions submitted by the individual governments, will serve as the
basis for the work of the conference

19.

— The

Na-

Board has
S. Supreme Court to
finding that the American

Labor
asked the U.

conference
copyright
international
has opened in Geneva, with hopes
of reaching final agreement on a new
universal copyright convention. Film
industry officials have long been watching the progress toward such a convention, hoping that it might solve
many of their present copyright diffi-

Relations

uphold its
Federation of Musicians did not en"featherbedding"
illegal
in
gage
against a

Gamble Enterprises

theatre

Akron.

in

Circuit Court of Apthe Board and upunfair labor practice charges
by the
brought against the

The Sixth

overruled

AFM

Gamble circuit.
The high court

Exhibition Changes
In San Francisco
San Francisco, Aug.

19.

—The pic-

theatres changing hands or
policies during the last few days in
Northern California shows the 450seat Peralta, Oakland, closed by William Garren on June 21, reopened by
Robert Wells. A. W. Southwick sold
his 270-seat lone in that town to V. A.
Sebastion.
The
2,135-seat
State
(United Paramount), San Francisco,
will revert to a first-run policy on
Thursday with the first picture under
the new setup to be "Miss Julie."

ture

of

—

Columbus, O., Aug. 19. Dr. Clyde
Hissong, chief state film censor, was
given until Sept. 13 by Judge Edward
S. Matthias of the Ohio Supreme Court
to file an answer to the mandamus action brought in the court by Superior
Films, Inc., Hollywood, which would
force the Ohio censor board to view
the film, "M" again. The board originally rejected the film for showing in
Ohio on April 23, 1951 when it was
submitted by Columbia Pictures.
Hissong said he had advised Superior
Films that the board did not plan to
see the film again because it had been
rejected and that "merely because
another firm had acquired distribution
rights" was no reason for a second
viewing. Superior's counsel said that
the request was based on the fact that
the film has been cut to conform with

is expected to rule
on the appeal soon after it starts its
new session in October.
For several years before the passage of the Taft-Hartley Law in 1947,
the Palace Theatre in Akron paid
minimum fees to local musicians each
N. P. (Red) Jacobs, president of
time an out-of-town name band apFavorite Films of California, closed censorship requirements wherever it
peared on the stage, even though the
a deal for a precedental run in had been submitted. These "material
local men did not actually work. The
Taft-Hartley law made such feather- this city in that it marks the first time changes" warrant a second viewing in
manager Jack Allen's swank Stage Ohio, the distributor claims.
bedding illegal, and after its passage,
in Geneva.
Door Theatre has day-and-dated with
issong said "M" was banned beChairman of the U. S. delegation is the union tried to negotiate an agree- two other houses. It will show Joseph
"it
permeated with crime,
cause
is
local
circuit
to
have
ment
with
the
Congress.
Librarian
of
Evans,
Luther
Burstyn's "Tomorrow Is Too Late," evinced lack of confidence in law enCongressional advisers are Reps. Bry- bands actually play before and after together
with the Clay and the Larkin
son of South Carolina and Crum- out-of-town name bands. The chain, around Sept. 1. Henry Pincus will forcement agencies and portrayed a
child killer in complete perversion."
of
however,
it
did
want
the
exsaid
not
members
Other
packer of Indiana.
handle publicity on the film for the
the U.S. delegation are Herman Fink- tra music and refused to agree to any
three theatres.
such practice.
elstein, general counsel of ASCAP
The Golden State circuit has put the
of
Some time later, when Gamble
Sydney Kaye, general counsel
John Schul- made arrangements for a name band 1,179-seat Gateway, at Oakland, and
Broadcast Music, Inc.
to play the Palace,
boss James the 1,402-seat Rivoli at Berkeley on a
man, attorney for the Author's League
has closed
Arthur Fisher, registrar of copyrights C. Petrillo ordered the band not to weekend only policy and
the 956-seat Capital, Oakland and the
Arthur
Congress
there
unless
the
circuit
local
go
used
of
Library
at the
Farmer, general counsel of the Amer- musicians before and after. Gamble 850-seat Rio at San Leandro.Miss May F. Quirk, manager of
ican Book Publishers' Council, and then brought the unfair labor practice
the Victoria Theatre at Mt. Carmel,
Roger C. Dixon of the State Depart- charges, claiming the union violated
Pa., has been declared winner of the
the featherbedding ban of the Taftment.
first prize of $500 in M-G-M's second
Hartley law.
"Promotion Prize of the Month" con-

UNESCO

H

Miss Quirk,

;

AFM

;

Win

MGM

Miller,

Prizes

;

Many New Drive-ins

New RCA
Third
The
N.

J.,

RKO

Screen for

RKO

RKO

House

Trent Theatre, Trenton,

will be the third theatre in the
circuit to install one of the new

"Son

NLRB

threw out the comsaying
that
featherbedding
meant being paid without working,
and that the local musicians were perfectly willing to work for their money.
The Appeals Court, however, disagreed with the Board.

RCA

Synchro
dimensional
third
Screens, it was announced.
Installation will be completed by next
Wednesday when the Trent will begin the premiere Trenton showing of
the

The

plaint,

of Paleface."

The screen

is

RKO

81st
being used at the
Street Theatre, Manhattan, and the
Albee Theatre, Brooklyn.

how

RKO

Reopen Old Howard

Set 'Loves' Premiere
Chicago, Aug.

19.

planning to bring Blossom
is
Seeley and her husband, Benny Fields,
as well as Betty Hutton, to Chicago
for the world premiere of "Sometures

life

of

Miss

at the Chi-

—

Boston, Aug. 19. The Howard
Theatre here will be reopened Saturday with a film and burlesque policy
by Frank Bryant and Frank Ingalls,
who acquired it recently from Al
Somerby.

Drive-in for Walk-ins
'

Omaha, Aug.

19.

— Omaha

area's

drive-in, tentatively named the
Lake, also will accommodate walk-in
patrons, owner Oscar Johnson of Falls
Capacity of the
City, Neb., reports.
drive-in will be 550 automobiles. The

1

Reopens, 2 Close

—

Chicago, Aug. 19. The Prospect
Theatre, Mt. Prospect, 111., will be
reopened soon. The Lux, East Peoria,
111.,
and the Skokie Hi-Way Drivein near here have been closed. The
latter was operated by Smith & Glenn,

who

acquired

it

spring.

last

fifth

Ballantyne Co. of
theatre.

Omaha
-

-

designed the

Rowden Theatre

Service,

has opened his
buying service here.

Christmas Seal Trailer

19.

Archibald, recently resigned from
cisco,

-

—Abbott

Own Firm
Aug.
—George

Archibald Has
San Francisco,

Minneapolis, Aug.

19.

—The

con-

tinued growth of drive-ins in this area
is evidenced by the numerous outdoor
theatres now being planned or under
construction.
for new outdoor theatres inPaul Perrizo,
the following:
operator,
four-walled
Twin - City
plans a drive-in between Winnebago
and Blue Earth, Minn. the Welworth
circuit plans one at Montevideo and
at .New Ulm, Minn., and Devils Lake
and Langdon, N. D., to mention a few.
Among situations reportedly lined
up for new outdoor theatres are the
Shakopee-Chaska area, AnnandaleNorthfield-Faribault
district,
Lake
Litchfield-Hutchinson- Winsted
zone,
area, all in Minnesota, and the Hud
son district in Wisconsin.
Sites

—Paramount Pic-

Loves Me,"" based on the
Seeley. The picture opens
cago Theatre Sept. 5.

In Minnesota Area

Ed

San Fran-

own booking and

clude

;

19.

and

;

;

;

N. Y.
Judges in the contest were Chester
Friedman, of Boxoffice
Tom Kennedy, of Showmen's Trade Revieiv,
and Walter Brooks, editor of the
Round Table Section of Motion Pic;

ture Herald.

Richard

Theatre Books
'Finian's Rainbow'

Carlson, Ivan Tours and Curt Siodmak have announced the formation of
"A Men Productions" to produce films
primarily for theatres, dealing with
The anscience-adventure subjects.
nouncement said that United Artists
will release and is participating in the

Hartford, Aug. 19.— The 2,000seat first -run Allyn Theatre, part of
the
England Theatres Circuit,
has booked the stage musical, "Finian's Rainbow," as first of a proposed
series of one-day stage engagements,
for Thursday, Sept. 18.

financing.

Ray McNamara, theatre manager,
announced
"If successful, the September boking will be followed by an

Forms

'A Men'
Aug.

Hollywood,

Firm
19.

—

N.E.

New

:

Conn. Tourney Winners

—

Panaria Names Salemson

Hartford, Aug. 19. Winners in
Costello and Charles Laughton star
Harold J. Salemson has been named the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
in the 1952 "Christmas Seal" trailer, public relations representative in the of Connecticut golf tournament were
secretary
executive
by
which has been completed at Warner United States by Panaria Film of announced
First
Brothers. All three are soon to be Rome, the company reports. Panaria Herman M. Levy, as follows
seen in "Abbott and Costello Meet is currently completing "The Golden low gross, R. Trento, Marcel Fasano,
first
low net, Jack
Captain Kidd," a Woodley production Coach," said to be the first color film Tiny Rogovin
Post, Bill Sonka, Al Pickus.
to be made in Italy,-'
for Warner.

Hollywood, Aug.

"Just This Once."
Curtis H. Miller, general manager
of the Claughton Theatres operating
the State Theatre at Tampa, Fla., has
been selected winner of the second
prize amounting to $250.
Five other awards of $50 each were
given to Ralph L. Puckhaber, Jr.,
manager, Palms Theatre, W. Palm
Beach, Fla. H. F. Borresen, manager
of the State Theatre, Winona, Minn.
Ike Hoig, city manager of the Stuart
Theatre, Lincoln, Nebr.
Lou Cohen
and Norn Levinson, Poli Theatre,
Hartford, Conn. and John M. Langford,
Strand Theatre, Ogdensburg,
test picture,

:

;

number

one-night pertop
Broadway
productions.
will interrupt our
film policy occasionally for only the
better shows. On Sept. 18, we plan to
show our regular film attraction during the day, ending the performances
at about 6 P.M. and present 'Finian's
unlimited

formances

of

featuring

We

Rainbow'

at

one show about 8

:30."

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

72.

NO.

DAI LY
NEW

36

Council

L. A.

Accurate

YORK,

U.S.A.,

A Record

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

Year Indicated for Canadian Houses
Washington, Aug.
— Gross box-office receipts of Canadian

joins Fight

mk

j
TEN CENTS

1952

20,

MPAA

Box-Office

$100,000,000

M

19.

Rejects

French Pact

mo-

picture theatres are expected to hit a record $100,000,000
(Canadian dollars) this year, according to Nathan D. Golden, U.S.

tion

Vs. U.S. Suit

Commerce Department

Warns Against Threat
Of 'Socialized' Radio-TV
Hollywood, Aug.

19.

—The

Los

Angeles City Council
unanimously adopted a resolution,
proposed by Councilman Ed J.

American wants to trade for a free
pass to a movie over his television set
at the

expense of destroying a great

industry."

This was the first legislative
body to so act since the suit
was filed here on July 22. The
anti-trust action was designed
to force the sale of 16mm. films
to TV and other outlets competing with regular theatres.

of all

that

A. Harper has resigned
executive duties at M-G-M
to
become executive assistant to
Gerald Shea, president of Shea En-

Richard

his

sales

terprises,

it

announced

resolution, copies of

W

producing companies, suggested
the industry confer with the
{Continued on page 4)

here

to

W.

F. Rodgers and

Charles

Work Resumes

gan.

M. Rea-

He

M-G-M

joined
here in

1946 after World

The

Industry

Con-

Richard A. Harper

War

II

service

with the Navy.
committee of four
After serving in several M-G-M exattorneys from distribution and exhichanges he was made a special sales
bition today will put in its second
representative, later becoming circuit
successive day of work here on drawsales representative.
ing up the document containing the
drafting

ference's

provisions

'

for

projected

a

industry

system of arbitration-conciliation.
Asked if provision was being made
in the draft for handling film rental
disputes under an arbitration plan, a
spokesman for the committee replied
that the group yesterday put on paper
{Continued on page

5)

Tops Hall
Three-week Record

'Ivanhoe'
"Ivanhoe,"

now completing

week

Radio City
Music Hall, has racked up the
top three-week gross in the
its

third

at

history of the Hall. With at
least $170,000 forecast for the
third week, which ends tonight, the gross tally for the
three weeks will total a terrific $520,300.

decided against accepting a Franco-

American

years, told 150 of the circuit's
executives, managers and department
heads at the first business session at
11

the

Ten Eyck Hotel here

Schine

said

today.
"those of little
ago sold out their

that

faith" had long
interest in our business.

W.

He was
Schine,

COMPO

COMPO

admission tax.

This
panies,

puts the MPAA comwhich have vacillated on the
finally

subsidy question during the negotiations which have been going on in
Paris, squarely alongside the Society
of Independent Motion Picture Producers in opposition to such assistance
for French production.
It

now

was indicated
feels

that

a

that

the

MPAA

Franco-American

pact providing for reduced exports to France and no subsidy is
preferable to a pact with no reduction
in exports and a subsidy, or "discount"
as the French have termed it.
Thus, in line with the recent French
film

{Continued on page 4)

in-

presided at the session.
Seymour Morris described future
product available to the circuit and
presented a six-point merchandising

program based on

attractions that can
be merchandised campaigns that "tell
service and comfort that
and sell"
{Continued on page 4)

Leff Meyers Files

$2,250,000 Suit

;

;

Notables to Attend
'Fatima' Premiere
Numerous
tives

and

diplomatic

representa-

and entertainment leaders will comprise the audifor
the
invitational
world
ence
Incomplete reports thus far received premiere of Warner's "The Miracle
at the Council of Motion Picture Or- of Our Lady of Fatima" at the Astor

ganizations' headquarters here indicate
that the campaign for collection of
dues from exhibitors, which
was conducted throughout the country
last week by film salesmen, will prove
successful.
In many areas salesmen making the
collections, which will be matched by
distributors when complete, have not
yet handed in their reports. Final results will not be available for several
days. In addition to meeting normal
costs of
operations, the -collections also will help finance the industry effort for repeal of the Federal

here.

who

Success Seen for

COMPO Dues Drive

call

French production
by the U. S. companies, it was learned
yesterday from film export sources

weathered its crises, J. Meyer Schine,
keynote speaker at the first Schine
showmanship meeting to be convened
in

would

film deal that

for subsidization of

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 19— History
proves that the industry always has

and an troduced by Louis

assistant

Arbitration Draft

was

yesterday.
For the past
several y e a r >
Harper lias been
circuit sales representative
for

M-G-M

Arbitration

Motion Pictures Association of
America member companies have

Harper Leaves MGM Confidence Keynote
For New Shea Post Of Schine Meeting

which were
sent to Eric Johnston and presidents

The

Adopts View of SIMPP
On Eve of French Offer

trend has continued since.
It is estimated, Golden said, that about 90 per cent of Canadian
screen time is devoted to U.S. films, and that about 90 per cent of
the box-office receipts are derived from U.S. films.
Eighteen standard theatres and 11 drive-ins were opened during
the first half of this year, bringing the total number of theatres
in operation to 1,867 standard theatres and 89 drive-ins. It was
also reported that 41 theatres, including 18 drive-ins, are now under
construction, Golden stated.

yesterday

Davenport, branding the government's
16 mm. suit a threat to "our American way of life and individual freedom, which we are confident no good

Subsidy Setup

film chief.

Golden said receipts, which have been increasing steadily since
1945, were reported at $86,700,000 for 1950, and that the upward

social,

civic

here tonight. The picture will begin
premiere engagement tomorrow at
the Astor on a continuous policy and
at the Bijou on a reserved seat policy.
Sherry Jackson, 10-year-old actress
who plays a leading role in the film,
will attend tonight's premiere, as will
Ambassador Luis Esteves Fernandes
of Portugal and P'ortuguese Consul
General Jose Manuel da Silva Bettencourt Ferreira.
Other members of the diplomatic
corps who will attend, the premiere include Ambassador Ali Gholi Ardalan
Ambassador Luis Padilla
of Iran,
its

{Continued on page

5)

A

$2,250,000 anti-trust suit was filed
Court here yesterday
against eight distributors,
Skouras
Theatres Corp., Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., and their subsidiaries, by
the Leff Meyers Corp., which operates
the De Luxe Theatre, in the Bronx.
The complaint charges that the defendants conspired and discriminated
Since
against the plaintiff's theatre.
Nov., 1951, the complaint alleged, the
defendants have forced the plaintiff to
bid against the Loew's Elsmere.
in

Federal

Eastman Six Months
Net, $18,178,388
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 19.—

Eastman Kodak today

reported gross sales of $249,924,131
during the first half of the
year, about two per cent less
than the $254,623,707 for the

same time

last

year.

Net

earnings of $18,178,388 were off
21 per cent from the $23,111,078 net for the first half of
last year.
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New

Personal
Mention
SPYROS

president

is

due back

Americo Aboaf, vice-president and
sales manager of Universal-

general

International, will leave here Friday
on an eight-week tour of U-I branches
in the Far East and will hold conferences with U-I European executives

Paris

before

returning

to

New

York.
•
C. McCraw, Variety
Club International's executive director, will be a guest speaker at the

Col.

William

Massachusetts Chiefs of Police annual
dinner in Cohasset, Mass., on Aug. 27,
•

Moe Kerman,

president of Mutual

Productions, and Joe Felder, vicepresident, have left here for Chicago,
and are slated to return in about 10
days.

e
Nat Weiss, 20th Century-Fox press
book editor, sails from here for Europe
on Friday aboard the 6". S. United
States on business.
•
Fayette W. Allport, Motion Picture Association of America London
representative, left here yesterday for
Paris by plane.
•
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, will
leave here today for Spokane and will
return on Sept.

2.

•

Joseph
here

Kaufman,

yesterday

for

producer,

left

Chicago

Detroit,

and Hollywood.
9

Became 'Reds on

2

Roosevelt's Death
Washington, Aug.

19.

20, 1952

Newsreel

Parade
A S EXPECTED,

Eisenhower and
Stevenson and their Presidential
campaigns will grozv in importance

SI

here today from the Coast.

in

'Red' Unit to Control

East German Industry

SKOURAS,

P.
of 20th Century-Fox,

Wednesday, August

—Hollywood

Sweeping- supervision of every facet of motion picture industry activity
Eastern Germany will be vested in a central film committee to be set
up under the Soviet-controlled political administration, it was announced
this week in East German newspapers, according to the Motion Picture
Association of America.
Primary reason for the creation of
the committee, it was stated, is "to
F.
in

Hugh Herbert's

increase

the utilization of films for
propaganda purposes."
Specific functions of the committee,
the announcement said, will be to
"guide the production, sale and distribution of films, issue film licenses,
draft film laws and control the administration of motion picture theatres."

The committee

will also "provide
the production of films which
mobilize the mass of population in
the fight for national liberalization,
and for the construction and defense
of the German Democratic Republic."
To insure compliance with the new
regulations, artists in Eastern Germany will be required to belong to
councils organized under DEFA, the
Soviet-supervised film company.
The rigid controls over the motion
picture industry in Eastern Germany,
following the pattern of the film
monopolies in all of the Soviet satelcountries, will also extend aplite
parently to the content of film reviews,
Newspapers
reported.
the
were "instructed" to overcome the
tendency to write reviews "in the style

for

Tax Claim Upheld
Hollywood, Aug. 19— The Internal
Revenue Department's failure to oppose a motion for dismissal of the
government's appeal from Judge Leon
Yankwich's decision upholding the legality of one-picture corporations is
being interpreted here as an indication that collapsible corporations are
to have

smooth

sailing hereafter.

The government's appeal from
Yankwich decision, which held

the
F.
Hugh Herbert and his wife were entitled to recover $198,515 paid as personal income tax after the government
had denied the right to file proceeds
from their production, "Kiss and Tell"
on a capital gains basis, came up for
trial in the Ninth U. S. Court of Appeals in San Francisco, yesterday, and

was dismissed when the government
failed to

oppose the dismissal motion.

MPAA

of bourgeois journalism."

Youngstein Touring
For Sales Drive
Max

E. Youngstein, vice-president
of United Artists, is on a week's tour
of the company's Omaha, Minneapolis
and Milwaukee exchanges to meet
with branch personnel in connection
Sales
Heineman
"Bill
the
with
Drive," of which Youngstein is cap-

He

16mm. Suit on MPIC
Meeting Agenda
Hollywood, Aug.
— The Govern19.

ment's 16mm. suit will be a topmost
matter on the agenda of the Motion
Picture Industry Council which meets
tomorrow night. Also on the agenda
is
a discussion of the possibility of
using $40,000 left over from the exhibition of the "Movies and You" short
subjects as starting capital for the production of a new series of the same
type.

accompanied by James
screen writer Bernard C. Schoenfeld Velde, UA Western division manager. Johnston
Sees
today told the House Un-American
The drive, named for William J.
Washington,
Aug. 19. Eric John"shock"
that
the
Activities committee
Heineman, vice-president in charge of ston, president of the Motion Picture
of President Roosevelt's death im- distribution, will wind up its ninth
Association of America, visited Presipelled him into joining the Communist
week tonight.
dent Truman today, but they did not
Party in 1945.
discuss motion pictures. As chairman
Testifying at his own request, he
of the International Development Adadded that another screen writer,
to
visory Board, Johnston went over the
Stanley Roberts, joined along with him
tain.

is

Truman

—

for the same reason. Schoenfeld said
that he and Roberts became disillusioned and quit the party in 1947.

Committee counsel Frank Tavenner
reporters that he expected no
other Hollywood witnesses to appear
before the committee until it opened
hearings in Hollywood on Sept. 29.
told

O'Hara andMcLaglen
Promote 'Quiet Man'
Maureen O'Hara and Victor McLaglen, starring in Republic's "The
Quiet Man," will each make two personal
appearances at the
Capitol
Theatre here tomorrow, the opening
day. Miss O'Hara will be in the
theatre at 9 :00 A.M. and at 6 :00 P.M.
McLaglen will appear at 1 :00 P.M.
and at 8:30 P.M. Both stars will present autographed photographs.

Tribute Dinner
Mayer Is Set Back

Point 4 program with the President.

—

Hollywood, Aug. 19. Plans for the
annual Screen Producers Guild "Mile- Schlaifer to Preside
stone Dinner," which this year will
Charles Schlaifer, advertising agency
honor Louis B. Mayer, has been and chairman of the National Mental
switched to Nov. 12 and will be held Health Committee, will leave here toBowl, it was an- day for Lake Tarleton, N. H., where
at the Biltmore
nounced by Buddy Adler, chairman of he will be chairman of the final week
the committee.
of the "Festival of the Seven Arts."
Originally set for Oct. 22 at the He will also speak on mental health.

new

SPG

board felt
Statler Hotel, the
that due to the Presidential campaign,
November would be a more desirable
time for the function. George Jessel

Lunch for lannuzzi

and

footage length

in

in

all

of

the

from now on- in to the November elections. Other current subjects feature Anthony Eden and his
bride, Madam Chiang Kai Shek, the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Aly Khan,
Rita Hayworth, and others.
neivsreels

MOVIETONE NEWS,
hower

No. 68— EisenWarren. Stevenson on "capFrank Costello goes to jail. Czech

sees

tives".

refugees arrive. Madam
Eden weds. Football.

Anthony

Chiang.

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 302— Report
from Korea. "Iron Curtain" crashers. Aly
Khan visits Rita Hayworth. Iraq's king.
Welcome Archbishop of Canterbury. Anthony
Eden weds. Progressive hopeful
freed. Eisenhower. Democratic parley. Football.

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 1— Eisenhower and Stevenson. Archbishop of Canterbury. Madam Chiang Kai Shek back in
U. S. Bob Hope. Anthony Eden marries.
Aly Khan and Rita Hayworth. Football.
TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 34A— Eden-

Churchill wedding. Czech refugees here. Aly
Khan. Madame Chiang. Iraq's king. Football.

UNIVERSAL
weds.

NEWS,

Koreans

Danish royalty

freed.
in

No.

Madame

588— Eden

Chiang.
Greenland. Baby parade.

Football.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
thony

Eden weds.

No.

3—An-

troops conquer
saves sheep. Arch-

Italian

Italian

peak. Airlifft
bishop
of
Canterbury arrives.
Madame
Chiang. Mrs. Mark Clark visits U. N.
wounded. Will Rogers Skyway. Football.
"Mr. Football" is 90.

SPG

Sets College

Film-Making Award
Hollywood, Aug. 19.— Establishment of an annual intercollegiate film
award to be presented to the best
student-produced film turned out by
69 colleges and universities which include film and drama classes in their
curricula, was announced here by Sol
C.
Siegel,
president.

Screen

Producers

Guild

Each school

will be asked to select
best film, and a viewing committee composed of
members will
sift these selections to a final number
which will be screened for the entire
membership for a vote on the
its

own

SPG

SPG

winner.
The student considered most instrumental in the production of the winning film will be an SPG guest here
for a week.
Siegel said the purpose is both to
recognize student interest in film study
and to encourage a broader participation in the picture industry's future.

Zanuck

On

to

Europe

'Tightrope'
Boston, Aug. 19. Ralph lannuzzi,
newly
appointed
Hollywood,
Boston
branch
manAug. 19. Darryl F.
will be master-of-ceremonies.
ager for Warner, who was transferred Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox production
here from Atlanta, was introduced to head, will leave Friday night by plane
Deal
local theatre men at a luncheon at the for New York and Europe. After a
Hollywood, Aug. 19. Sol Lesser Statler Hotel here today. Jules Lapi- week-end of conferences with home
has announced the formation of Jungle dus, Eastern and Canadian division office executives, he will leave by
Adventure Pictures, Inc., to produce manager for Warner, and Norman plane on Monday for Munich to go
one "Sheena, Queen of the Jungle" Ayers, Eastern district manager, at- over final plans with Elia Kazan for
tended.
feature annually for RKO Pictures.
the filming of "Man on a Tightrope."

Lesser-RKO

—

—

—
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Indexed

No

other

Who's

publication
contains this
valuable
information*

•

•

Who
Corps.

Codes
Circuits

Cov. Case
Drive-Ins

WHO

section alone—
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the
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indexed sections of the ALMANAC
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formation.
contains
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The

over

executives,

of

and Radio
Pictures

WHO section

WHO'S
12,000

Television

Great
Britain
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producers,

per-
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and
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Services

television.

the

It is

these

Press

ONLY WHO'S
and

fields,

it

is

WHO

in

Equipment
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ably enlarged for the 1952-53 edition of
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Organizations
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biographies and career credits.
of additional

Also,

TV

the
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World
Market
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data section has been expanded to

include a wealth of additional information for

many

purposes, in
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'American Weekly'
Critics Select

'Greatest Show'
DeMille's "The Greatest
Earth," has been voted the
most enjoyable motion picture of the
1951-1952 season in the American
eekly's first annual motion picture
awards.
The poll, conducted among the
film critics of the twenty-three metroB.

Cecil

Show on

W

newspapers

politan

American Weekly

distributing the
was to determine

the ten most enjoyable pictures, and
the five most enjoyable performances
turned in by actresses and actors
during the period from September,
1951 to August 1952.
Other award winning films in the
American Weekly poll are "An
American In Paris," "A Place in the
Sun," "A Streetcar Named Desire,"
"African Queen," "Detective Story,"
"Death of a Salesman," "The River,"
"Singing in the Rain," and "Five
Fingers."
Vivien Leigh for her performance in
"A Streetcar Named Desire," was accorded top honors among the actres-

Frederick March for his performance in "Death of a Salesman" was
ses.

the critics'
ing honors.

Ernest

choice for male act-

first

V.

Heyn,

editor

of

the

American Weekly is now in Hollywood where he will make several
award presentations. The awards are
part of an all-film issue the American Weekly is releasing Aug. 31.

Weeks

5

for Para's

'Jumping Jacks'
Hal Wallis' "Jumping Jacks," Paramount release, today became the first
film in more than three years to play
five weeks at the Paramount Theatre
here.

Paramount's "Sorrowful Jones,"

in June, 1949, was
to play five weeks.

the

last

picture

"Jumping Jacks" finished its four
weeks at the Paramount with a total
gross of $379,000, the top gross for a
four week period since "Samson and
Delilah" in 1949.

Cincinnati Grosses

Cincinnati,
patrons

here

fully

RKO

second week.

Other grosses are registering considerably above average for the current week, reflecting the general improvement in theatre business which
became manifest here some time ago.

High Grosses Are Reported
For Kaufman's 'Sudden Fear'
second

week's

William

release.

Weaver

R.

The Jungle
Hollywood, Aug. 19

(Lippert)

XPLOITATION ACCESSORIES

furnished with this feature detail such
*-> items as fights between tiger and bear, leopard and wart hog, mongoose
and cobra, et al. These fights the picture provides in ample measure. And
India, the film's setting, is an eyeful for almost any theatregoer any time.
Rod Cameron, Cesar Romero and Marie Windsor supply substantial
marquee material with which to focus attention on this exploitation attraction produced and directed in India by William Berke (with the facilities
But the star of the picture is
of Modern Theatres, Ltd., Salem, India).
India, brilliantly photographed by Clyde DeVinna and processed in dramatic
The story, played out by the three name-players is strictly
sepia-tone.
coincidental to the presentation of Indian scenes, customs, ceremonies,
animals and people. Whether an exhibitor should exploit the attraction on
the strength of the Cameron-Romero- Windsor trio or the roar of the tiger,
or both the job
the hiss of the serpent and the trumpeting of the elephant
Audiences
of entertaining the customers is India's first, last and always.
made acquainted with that fact in advance are likely to like the picture best.
The original screenplay by Carroll Young concerns an American big-game
hunter, in bad with the population of an Indian community for having gotten
10 of the local hunters killed by elephants which he maintains are mammoths,
and his undertaking to prove to the princess regent and her chief aide that
his story about the mammoths is true. This sets up the reason for the three
and some hundreds of natives to set off across the country toward the jungle,
and this journey enables the cameraman to pick up fine shots of the countryside, exciting incidents of combat between wild animals, and finally the
It's not much of a story, but it needn't be, for the
elephants in question.

—

serves.
time, 74 minutes.

General audience classification.

—

August release

19.— Theatre

conscious of
the fact that "Rita is back," and are
welcoming Miss Hayworth to the tune
of an estimated $22,000 for "Affair in
Trinidad," at the 2,700-seat
Palace, exactly double the average
and the best week's gross at this house
in many months.
It will hold for a

The

Hollywood, Aug. 19
(TJ.IVE BETTY HUTTON 15 of Blossom Seeley's grand old songs, stand
her in front of a Technicolor camera with leave to give 'em the full
treatment, and what can you come up with but a good picture. That's what's
been done here. It figures to do all right.
As produced by William Perlberg and George Seaton, with Irving Brecher
doing the writing and directing for them, the story of the life and times of
Blossom Seeley and Benny Fields stacks up as something less than their contemporaries might wish it to have been, and yet as a tunefilm the young folk
who buy most of today's admission tickets may consider it a money's worth.
Certainly Betty gives it her best, which is plenty good, but she gets no help
from an actor named Ralph Meeker, in the Fields role, and little from anyone
else, on screen or off. Even Jack Benny, who's pitched into the thing late in
the proceedings and for an indecisive sequence, isn't equal to salvaging the
project in the time at his disposal. Robert Keith, Adele Jergens, Billie Bird,
Henry Slate and Sid Tomack are members of the principal cast.
The script picks up Blossom as a cafe singer in 'Frisco when the quake of
1906 strikes (quite convincingly, too) and follows her up the ladder of vaudeville fame, picking up Fields on the way, to the point where, it says, Fields
confesses he married her for her money and is determined to cut loose from
her and make good on his own. Along about here the picture stops being a
musical and turns dramatic, which is quite a trial for all hands, including the
star whose bubbling personality and wise way with a song are what the picture's got to carry it. In the finale Meeker, as Fields, tries to make it a musical again, but only Fields himself could have done it by then. In addition to
the 15 old songs from the Seeley past there are three new ones by Jay
Livingston and Ray Evans.
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience classification. For October

it

grosses

for

Joseph Kaufman's "Sudden Fear" are
proving excellent,
Radio execu-

RKO

tives report, disclosing that the picture
is heading for $10,000 at the Palace,

Cleveland, following a $4,200 weekend
at the theatre. At the Apollo, Atlantic
City, the picture closed with over
$9,000 for the last five days of a 12-

keep them coming; reviving the

chil-

dren's

film-going habit; community
activities for every manager, and sen-

economical operations.
at the Schine circuit
convention expressed confidence that
strong product, vigorous showmanship, hard work and unflinching faith
will enable motion picture theatres to
withstand the competition from telesible

Most speakers

installment buying, technologichanges, high living costs and
soaring taxes.
vision,

cal

Industry Unity
Seadler,

Si

M-G-M

advertising

manager, said that not only are "all
companies" releasing better pictures
but also that industry "unity" is improving. Seadier declared the industry
nas no place for the prophets of doom.
G. David hchine stated that he
talked recently with David Sarnoff,

RCA

board chairman. The discussion,

held in Europe, Schine said, convinced
him that the television industry is not
trying to put motion picture theatres
out of business. He pointed to RCA's
large stake in film houses, via the development, manufacture and sale of
theatre equipment.
Theatres can "harness" television to
their operation, declared Schine, as he
discussed large screen TV. He likewise spoke of third dimension processes and Arch Oboler's coming production, ischine hit at the 20 per cent
admission tax, calling it the theatres'
main operational problem.
Circuit publicity director Morris in
a survey of releases said they seemed
to be "unsurpassed." Commenting on
Universal-International releases, Morris remarked that "we owe that company a debt of gratitude for the consistant flow of bread-and-butter pictures."

Opening the meeting, Louis W.
Schine expressed the belief that "people are

becoming tired

of television,"

although he warned they "are not going to stop looking at it." He called
for alerter showmanship and harder
work.
Myer Schine observed that Holly-

wood had awakened

last year, after
business hit a very low in 1950, to the
fact that the lush days were over, that
waste had to be eliminated and that

hard work was
promised better

essential.

Hollywood

and it has
"made good the promise," he continued.
Theatres have the responsibility of
pictures

these fine pictures, he added.
Schine underlined that "bad as business was in 1951, people of the nation
spent on films one billion, three hundred million dollars, which constituted
several times more than the total for
selling

L.A. Council

Select 'River' for

(Continued- from page 1)

Council on means for opposing the
"bureaucratic decree unheard of outside of dictator countries" and one
that would "inevitably hurry the day
when a hard corps of socialistic planners in Washington will attain their
goal of placing radio and television

under government ownership and operation".

day run which saw a new record for
the first week. A move-over to the
Strand takes place there today. In
Toronto, at the Tivoli and University
Fear"
grossed
theatres,
"Sudden
$6,200 in its first two days, to what is
considered the best business for both
houses, it was said.

The premiere run

1952

(Continued, from page 1)

MeJ9

(Paramount)

Running

Up

Aug.
are

Somebody Loves

20,

Schine Meet

Reviews

purpose

$22,000 for 'Trinidad';

Wednesday, August

in

New York

goes into its third week at Loew's
State
tomorrow, with the second
week's estimate at $48,000, the best
gross in three years at the State.

Edinburgh Festival
Kenneth

McEldowney's,

all

"The

other types of entertainment.

River"

has been selected as one of
nominees for the 1952 "Silver
Laurel Award," which will be presented to the producer of the winning
film by the Earl of Rosebery during
the Sixth
International
Edinburgh
Film Festival on Aug. 24 at the Caley
Picture House, Edinburgh, United
five

Artists,

distributor

of

the

film,

dis-

closed.

The other four pictures are "Cry,
the Beloved Country," "I Believe in
You," "The Lavender Hill Mob" and
"The Man in the White Suit." Only
British productions shown publicly between
are

May

31, 1951 and
eligible
for the

May

31,

1952

award. "The
River" qualifies as a British quota picture because it was filmed entirely in
India.

French Pact
(Continued from page 1)

some 90 film import permits
be granted to U. S. companies, both majors and independents,
against the 121 of last year. Additionally, the U. S. companies are intent on getting remittances of over
$1,000,000 a year at the legal rate of
exchange while the remainder of
their earnings would come through
at a somewhat less favorable rate, acdecree,

would

cording to reports.

The French are due to put forth
new pact proposals when negotiations
Paris tomorrow. It is unthese new proposals
contain subsidy provisions.

resume

in

known whether

;

Wednesday, August

20,

1952
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National

Review

Pre-Selling

"The Stranger in Between"
Arthur Rank — Universal-International)

5

Advance

Sale for
'Fatima' Sets Record
To

McCALL'S

A FIRST-RATE

suspense drama done in the British "tradition," this
Arthur Rank production is equally admirable for its imaginative use of
authentic locales and brilliant character acting- by a large cast. The story is
direct, believable and always compelling, although a little long in its unfolding.
Its star is Dirk Bogarde, a young man who should be building quite a
Widow," "Because You're Mine" and following here in the 'teen-age set. Sharing top honors is newcomer Jon
"Plymouth Adventure" for the Fall. Whiteley, a six-year-old who gives one of the finest performances by a child
McC all's front-of-the-book selection, to be seen hereabouts in many months. The former, an escaping murderer,
"McCall's Goes to the Movies" names and the latter, his more than willing hostage, carry the entire film which is
M-G-M's "Ivanhoe" as the top choice simply the account of their flight overland from London to Scotland.
Things get underway when the little boy, running away from the wrath of
of the month, with reference to "Son
of Paleface," "Sudden Fear" and "Af- his foster father, inadvertently stumbles upon Bogarde, a merchant sailor, in a
A ruined warehouse where a murder has just taken place. Further along in the
fair in Trinidad" as runners-up.
feature article is "Gordon McCrea film it is learned that the victim was the lover of the sailor's faithless wife.
Gives a Party." And isn't it obvious Although no blanket justification of the deed is attempted, one's sympathies
that just any model (anonymous)) is are with Bogarde almost from, the outset.
less interesting on an advertising page
Fearing the little boy will tell on him, the hunted man takes him along on
than a Hollywood star whom millions his escape to Scotland. The adventures that befall them make up the bulk of
of people will recognize and feel they the story and reach their climax in a small fishing village after Bogarde's
know because they've seen her in pic- brother has refused them shelter. Bogarde steals a herring boat for the final
Ray Bolger dances off with dash to freedom but has to turn back to shore and the police when the
tures?
new honors as "Where's Charley" is little boy falls ill.
named picture-of-the-month in the
The variety of views of English and Scottish countrysides, beautifully photoSeptember Redbook.
graphed by Eric Cross, do much to sustain the mood of the piece. Whiteley's
•
performance natural, wistful and occasionally hilarious gives the film real
without being either "arty" or sentimentally pathetic. Julian Wintle
distinction,
plan
magazine
and
Parade
Look
Crichton directed the screenplay by Jack Whittingham.
to use major picture layouts based produced and Charles
Among a host of supporting players are Elizabeth Sellers, Kay Walsh,
on material which their correspondAird, Jack Stewart, Geoffrey Keen and
ents obtained on a 12,000-mile jun- Frederick Piper, Julian Somers, Jane
ket to attend the world premiere of Leonard White.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
"The World in His Arms" at the
Fourth Avenue Theatre, Anchorage, Aug. 19.
Alaska, a month ago. In addition
to these pulicity payoffs, Collier's
for
and Family Circle are planning feao.tures, and Seventeen, Cosmopolitan,
for September features
strong, colorful, actionable, "Movie-of-the-Month" calendar weli up front in preferred position,
with want-to-see copy for "The Merry

M-G-M's

.

.

J.

—

Woman's Home Companion, American magazine, Quick and Redbook
are among those who have named
the picture as their choice of the
month's film product. The fan magazines are generally devoting large
blocks of editorial and picture space
to Ann Blyth and Gregory Peck, including covers in August and Sep-

tember issues.
•

The September Cosmopolitan, under
Ruth Herbert's "Assignment in Hollyivood," recommends "Sudden Fear"
and "We're Not Married" for adults,
in the departments of drama and comedy, while "High Noon," "Lure of
the Wilderness," "Son of Paleface,"
"Washington Story" and "The Big
Sky" are recommended for the whole
family. Walt Disney's "Water Birds"
is cited for children.
This monthly
list
coming in for some special
is
handling

advertising to the trade
to the public in the immediate future. The issue also con-

—

AA

Mon

to Hit Grant Permits
2

Production Peak
Hollywood, Aug.

19.

producer

executive

today.

in

"Cosmopolitan Movie Citations,"
by Louella O. Parsons, under the topline, "Neiv Young Blood in Hollywood," and "Mister Box-Office" a
special story on Henry Fonda, by
Evan M. Wylie.

—

Ernie Emerling and Carl Fishman,
Loew's Theatres, put their promotional efforts to good advantage in
the production of a full-page New
Movie Season story which Frank
Quinn by-lined in Sunday's New York
Mirror, under the title "Films Very
Much Alive Despite Its Mourners."
Piece will go through Hearst syndiof

hearing.

The two grants were
Broadcasting

will
go before
pictures
Fifteen
cameras during that time, the production chief said, with five starting in
September, five in October, three in
November and two in December. In
line with recently instituted company
policies, Mirisch said emphasis will
be on name-player power, color and
sepia tone throughout the list. With
"Royal Mounted Police" now in its
shooting stage and 23 features completed heretofore, the companies will
wind up with a total of 39 productions
during 1952.

;

;

only what had been taken up by the
Continuations Committee of 10 which
It

was

is

understood

that

on
which agreement was reached by the
Continuations Committee.
not

a

subject

Committeemen who did the draftingyesterday at the Hotel Astor and will
convene there again this morning are
Herman M. Levy, of
Abram F.
Robert
Perkins,
Myers,
Allied
Warner, and Adolph Schimel, Uniwere Ralph
versal.
Present
also
Hetzel, Jr., Motion Picture Associa-

TOA

;

;

motion picture.

'Fatima' Premiere
(Continued from page 1)

Nervo of Mexico, Brig. Gen. Carlos P.
Romulo of the Philippines, Dr. Farid
Zeineddine of Syria, Ambassador L.
N. Palar of Indonesia, Ambassador
Mahmoud Fawzi Bey of Egypt, Ambassador Emilio Nunez- Portuondo of
Cuba, Ambassador Joao Carlos Muniz
of

Brazil

and Ambassador

Hernan

Santa Cruz of Chile.

Others Attending
Also, James A. Farley, Joseph Kennedy,
Grover Whalen, Mrs. Douglas MacArthur,
Sartorius,
Michael Grace, Col.
Serge Obolensky, Morton Downey, Lady
Armstrong, Mrs. George Washington Kavanaugh, Mrs. Lenore Warner, Ceil ChapFanny Hurst,
man,
Maggi McNellis,
Madame Jolie Gabor, James Barton, Bert
Lytell, Count Adelberg, Mrs. C. Ruxton
Lord, Mr. and Mrs. E. Douglas Madden,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Barry, Bert Parks and
Mrs. Rhinelander Thomas.
Also,
Arlene Francis, Una O'Connor,
Hattie Carnegie, Eloise McElhone, Mr. and
Mrs. Blaine Faber, Mr. and Mrs. William
Carter, General John M. Franklin, Henry
Buhl, George LeBranch, Mr. and Mrs. E.
H. Simmons, Edward Perona, Madame
Louis Arpels and Mr. and Mrs. Earl T.
Smith, and Lt. Gen. Willis D. Critten-

Herman

commanding general

berger,

Army,

of

the

First

be the ranking military officer
at the premiere.
will

Mindlin to Manage Kalmine Reports
Progress on Drive
Theatre for Lopert
19.

— Fred

Mindlin,

member of the Chicago mopicture industry, and for many
years associated with National Screen
Service here, has been appointed manager of Lopert's Ziegfeld Theatre, succeeding Art Steagall who resigned to
manage a guest ranch for Beatrice
Kay. The Ziegfeld, which has been
closed for the summer, will reopen on
Friday, Aug. 29 with its third showing of "Tales of Hoffman," this time
tion

(Continued from page 1)

recently.
rentals

Pursely

veteran

Arbitration Draft

film

to

Mobile, Ala.,
and Hawaiian Broadcasting System,
Ltd., Honolulu.
Those designated for
hearing were the Mount Hood Radio
and Television Broadcasting Corp.,
Portland, Ore.; Smith Radio Co., Port
Arthur, Tex.
Tom Potter, Chattanooga
Broadcasters,
Television
Beaumont, Tex., and KTBS, Inc., and
the Southland Television Co., both of
Shreveport, La.
Service,

Chicago, Aug.

met

19.

granted construction permits for two
new television stations and advised
six other applicants that their applications
would be designated for

Walter Mirisch announced

and directly
tains

—The

Federal Communications Commission has

an all-time
four-month
2,

New TV Stations

Washington, Aug.

— Monogram-

Artists

will hit
production peak for a
period beginning Sept.

Allied

following its inv'tational premiere there tonight.
In addition to the theatre
party subscriptions, some 800
individual requests for reserved seats for performances
at the Bijou have been received through coupons carried in opening advertising,
Warner reported. The advance sale, the company said,
represents a record for a

—

—

.

date, 67 theatre parties

have been subscribed for at
the Bijou Theatre here where
Warner's "The Miracle of Our
Lady of Fatima" will begin a
reserved seat long - run engagement tomorrow. The picture also will open at the
Astor on a continuous performance policy tomorrow,

(J.

at

popular prices.

Sunday Films Ban Stays

—

With
versal,

—

—

three major companies UniUnited Artists and RKO Pic-

tures
in the home office division of
the industry's Joint Defense Appeal
drive already having held meetings,
and others reporting extensive activity, the industry's 1952 JDA-campaign is meeting with increasing success, it was disclosed here by Harry
Kalmine of Warner Brothers, chairman of the division. Kalmine is being
assisted by Harry Goldberg, also of
Warner Brothers. Co-chairmen of the
industry effort are Leon Goldberg, of
Universal Pictures, and Edward L.
Fabian of Fabian Theatres.

Cedartown, Ga., Aug. 19. By a
unanimous vote the Cedartown City
Sues
Commission rejected the Lam AmuseHollywood,
ment
Co.
petition
to
show
Sunday
Aug. 19. Los Angeles
cate outlets, elsewhere.
Starting tion
vice-president
of
America
with the September issue, Coronet in- Henderson M.
Richey, Arbitration films here. Under the law Sunday films attorney Martin Gang filed a suit
augurates a new and novel method of Conference secretary, and William F. are legal in Georgia, but the operator asking damages aggregating $800,000
must secure a permit from the city from Howard Hughes, RKO pictures
recommending the best films. Instead Rodgers, Loew's.
governing body. The petitioner can and Carl Byoir & Associates, alleging
of relying on the makazine's own
It was regarded as possible that the
-critics, a guest editor selected from
drafting would be completed today. by getting at least 25 per cent of the that they issued statements derogatory
motion picture industry will give his If not, it is likely that no more than registered voters to sign a petition, to Gang's professional reputation durchoice for the month.
one more day will be needed for the bring this case up again, it was ex- ing the recent Jean Simmons-Stewart
Granger litigation.
plained by officials,
—Walter Brooks work, it was said.
.

.

.

Gang

Hughes

—

;

;

Wednesday, August
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Geneva Meet 'Featherbedding' Case Goes Ohio Censor
To U.S. Supreme Court
Fight Brews
Gets Started
Washington,

Aug.

19.

—Another

conference
with hopes
has opened
of reaching final agreement on a new
universal copyright convention. Film
industry officials have long been watching the progress toward such a concopyright
Geneva,
in

international

hoping that

might

vention,
many of their present copyright
culties overseas.
it

solve
diffi-

The State Department, in announcing the conference, said it represents
"the culmination of five years of work
on an international copyright arrangement," under the guidance of UNESCO. It pointed out that
copyright experts met in Paris in
June 1951 and worked out a proposed
convention, and that this was subsequently gone over by the individual
governments. This draft, with proposed revisions submitted by the individual governments, will serve as the
basis for the work of the conference

UNESCO

Geneva.

in

of the U. S. delegation is
Luther Evans, Librarian of Congress.
Congressional advisers are Reps. Bry'son of South Carolina and Crumpacker of Indiana. Other members of
the U.S. delegation are Herman Fink-

Chairman

CAP

counsel of AS
Sydney Kaye, general counsel of
John SchulBroadcast Music, Inc.

general

elstein,

;

man, attorney for the Author's League

;

Arthur Fisher, registrar of copyrights
Arthur
at the Library of Congress
Farmer, general counsel of the American Book Publishers' Council, and
Roger C. Dixon of the State Depart;

ment.

Washington, Aug. 19.—The NaBoard has
S. Supreme Court to
finding that the American

Labor
asked the U.
tional

Relations

uphold its
Federation of Musicians did not en"featherbedding"
illegal
in
gage
against a
in

Gamble Enterprises

Exhibition Changes
In San Francisco

theatre

San Francisco, Aug.

Akron.

The Sixth

Court

Circuit

of

overruled the

held

unfair labor practice
against the

AFM

brought

— The pic-

theatres changing hands or
during the last few days in
Northern California shows the 450seat Peralta, Oakland, closed by William Garren on June 21, reopened by
Robert Wells. A. W. Southwick sold
his 270-seat lone in that town to V. A.
ture

Ap-

of

policies

Board and up-

peals

19.

charges
by the

Gamble circuit.
The high court

is expected to rule
on the appeal soon after it starts its
new session in October.

The

Sebastion.

2,135-seat
State
San Francisco,
)
will revert to a first-run policy on
Thursday with the first picture under
the new setup to be "Miss Julie."
(

For several years before the passage of the Taft-Hartley Law in 1947,
the Palace Theatre in Akron paid
minimum fees to local musicians each
time an out-of-town name band appeared on the stage, even though the
local men did not actually work. The
Taft-Hartley law made such featherbedding illegal, and after its passage,
the union tried to negotiate an agreement with the circuit to have local
bands actually play before and after
out-of-tqwn name bands. The chain,
however, said it did not want the extra music and refused to agree to any
such practice.
Some time later, when Gamble
made arrangements for a name band
to play the Palace,
boss James
C. Petrillo ordered the band not to
go there unless the circuit used local
musicians before and after. Gamble
then brought the unfair labor practice
charges, claiming the union violated
the featherbedding ban of the Taft-

United Paramount

,

N. P. (Red) Jacobs, president of
Favorite Films of California, closed
a deal for a precedental
run in
this city in that it marks the first time
manager Jack Allen's swank Stage
Door Theatre has day-and-dated with
two other houses. It will show Joseph
Burstyn's "Tomorrow Is Too Late,"
together with the Clay and the Larkin
around Sept. 1. Henry Pincus will
handle publicity on the film for the

Third
The
N.

J.,

RKO

Screen for

The Golden State circuit has put the
1,179-seat Gateway, at Oakland, and
the 1,402-seat Rivoli at Berkeley on a
weekend only policy and has closed
the 956-seat Capital, Oakland and the
850-seat Rio at San Leandro.

AFM

RKO

RKO

House

Trent Theatre, Trenton,

will be the third theatre in the
circuit to install one of the new

RCA

Synchro
dimensional
third
Screens, it was announced.
Installation will be completed by next
Wednesday when the Trent will begin the premiere Trenton showing of
of Paleface." The screen is
81st
now being used at the
Street Theatre, Manhattan, and the

the

"Son

RKO

RKO

Albee Theatre,

Brooklyn.

The

Many New Drive-ins

NLRB

—

Minneapolis, Aug. 19. The conmoney. tinued growth of drive-ins in this area
The Appeals Court, however, disa- is evidenced by the numerous outdoor
greed with the Board.
theatres now being planned or under

work

for their

construction.
for new outdoor theatres inPaul Perrizo,
the following
operator,
four- walled
Twin - City
plans a drive-in between Winnebago
and Blue Earth, Minn. the Welworth
circuit plans one at Montevideo and

Set 'Loves' Premiere
Chicago, Aug.

19.

Sites

clude

— Paramount Pic-

planning to bring Blossom
is
Seeley and her husband, Benny Fields,
as well as Betty Hutton, to Chicago
for the world premiere of "SomeLoves Me," based on the life of Miss
Seeley. The picture opens at the Chitures

cago Theatre Sept.

Reopen Old Howard

In Minnesota Area

threw out the comsaying
that
featherbedding
meant being paid without working,
and that the local musicians were perplaint,

fectly willing to

Drive-in for Walk-ins
Omaha, Aug.

19.

— Omaha

area's

drive-in, tentatively named the
Lake, also will accommodate walk-in
patrons, owner Oscar Johnson of Falls
Capacity of the
City, Neb., reports.
drive-in will be 550 automobiles. The

New Ulm, Minn., and Devils Lake
and Langdon, N. D., to mention a few.

at

Among

reportedly lined
theatres are the
Shakopee-Chaska area, AnnandaleNorthfield-Faribault
district,
Lake
Litchfield-Hutchinson- Winsted
zone,
area, all in Minnesota, and the Hudson district in Wisconsin.

5.

up for

1 Reopens, 2 Close

—

Chicago, Aug. 19. The Prospect
Theatre, Mt. Prospect, 111., will be
reopened soon. The Lux, East Peoria,
111.,
and the Skokie Hi-Way Drivein near here have been closed. The
latter was operated by Smith & Glenn,
who acquired it last spring.

Ballantyne Co. of

Omaha

designed the

Rowden Theatre

has opened his
buying service here.
cisco,

theatre.

Christmas Seal Trailer

—Abbott

Men' Firm

Hollywood,

Own Firm
Aug.
—George
19.

Service,

'A

Aug.

19.

—

Richard

Carlson, Ivan Tours and Curt Siodmak have announced the formation of
"A Men Productions" to produce films
primarily for theatres, dealing with
The anscience-adventure subjects.
nouncement said that United Artists
will release and is participating in the

Archibald Has
San Francisco,

situations

new outdoor

Forms

fifth

Archibald, recently resigned from

:

;

—

Boston, Aug. 19. The Howard
Theatre here will be reopened Saturday with a film and burlesque policy
by Frank Bryant and Frank Ingalls,
who acquired it recently from Al
Somerby.

Ed

San Fran-

own booking and

financing.

and

Costello and Charles Laughton star
in the 1952 "Christmas Seal" trailer,

Conn. Tourney Winners

—

Panaria Names Salemson
Harold

Hissong said "M" was banned because "it is permeated with crime,
evinced lack of confidence in law enforcement agencies and portrayed a
child killer in complete perversion."

Miss Quirk,

Win
Miss

MGM
May

Miller,

Prizes
manager

Quirk,

F.

J.

:

;

{

of

the Victoria Theatre at Mt. Carmel,
Pa., has been declared winner of the
first prize of $500 in M-G-M's second
"Promotion Prize of the Month" contest picture, "Just This Once."
Curtis H. Miller, general manager
of the Claughton Theatres operating
the State Theatre at Tampa, Fla., has
been selected winner of the second
prize amounting to $250.
Five other awards of $50 each were
given to Ralph L. Puckhaber, Jr.,
manager, Palms Theatre, W. Palm
Beach, Fla.; H. F. Borresen, manager
of the State Theatre, Winona, Minn.
Ike Hoig, city manager of the Stuart
Theatre, Lincoln, Nebr.
Lou Cohen
and Norn Levinson, Poli Theatre,
Hartford, Conn. and John M. Langford,
Strand Theatre, Ogdensburg,
;

;

N. Y.
Judges in the contest were Chester
Friedman, of Boxoffice
Tom Kennedy, of Showmen's Trade Review,
and Walter Brooks, editor of the
Round Table Section of Motion Picture Herald.
;

Theatre Books
'Finian's Rainbow'

N.E.

Hartford, Aug. 19.—The 2,000seat first -run Allyn Theatre, part of
the
England Theatres Circuit,

New

has booked the stage musical, "Finian's Rainbow," as first of a proposed
series of one-day stage engagements,
for Thursday, Sept. 18.
Ray McNamara, theatre manager,
announced
"If successful, the September boking will be followed by an
unlimited number of one-night performances featuring top Broadway
productions.
will interrupt our
film policy occasionally for only the
better shows. On Sept. 18, we plan to
show our regular film attraction during the day, ending the performances
at about 6 P.M. and present 'Finian's
:

Hartford, Aug. 19. Winners in
Salemson has been named the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
public relations representative in the of Connecticut golf tournament were
secretary
executive
which has been completed at Warner United States by Panaria Film of announced by
First
Brothers. All three are soon to be Rome, the company reports. Panaria Herman M. Levy, as follows
seen in "Abbott and Costello Meet is currently completing "The Golden low gross, R. Trento, Marcel Fasano,
low net, Jack
first
Captain Kidd," a Woodley production Coach," said to be the first color film Tiny Rogovin
Post, Bill Sonka, Al Pickus.
to be made in Italy.
for Warner.

Hollywood, Aug.

19.

Films, Inc., Hollywood, which would
force the Ohio censor board to view
the film, "M" again. The board originally rejected the film for showing in
Ohio on April 23, 1951 when it was
submitted by Columbia Pictures.
Hissong said he had advised Superior
Films that the board did not plan to
see the film again because it had been
rejected and that "merely because
another firm had acquired distribution
rights" was no reason for a second
viewing. Superior's counsel said that
the request was based on the fact that
the film has been cut to conform with
censorship requirements wherever it
had been submitted. These "material
changes" warrant a second viewing in
Ohio, the distributor claims.

three theatres.

Hartley law.

New RCA

—

Columbus, O., Aug. 19. Dr. Clyde
Hissong, chief state film censor, was
given until Sept. 13 by Judge Edward
S. Matthias of the Ohio Supreme Court
to file an answer to the mandamus action brought in the court by Superior

We

Rainbow'

at

one show about 8

:30."

VOL.

72.

NO.

NEW

37

Makes Decision Possible
Some Time in November

—

TEN CENTS

1952

Two 'Streamlined Finish

consumer buying power and

dent in charge of
yesterday.

will be

a definite help to

—

Chicago, Aug. 20.
Rep.
Margaret Stitt Church (R.,
has
111.)
informed
Sam
Meyers, owner of Teatro del
Lago in suburban Wilmette,

tinuous hearing.

part of her district, that she
will support efforts to repeal
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax, Jack Kirsch, co-

The way was thus paved

for a
decision,
commission
speedy
which attorneys in the case expect will come sometime in

chairman with David Waller-

November.

COMPO

stein of the local
tax
repeal campaign committee,
has been advised.

At

Distribution Years

Pay Offjor

the public."

Commission closed finally today
seven months of almost con-

the final meeting this morning
hearing examiner Leo Resnick ruled
against introducing as evidence alleged anti-trust activity on the part
Paramount Pictures
or
of
Corp. Since Aug. 7, 1948. This was
the only question remaining as to the
close of the hearing, since the commission, in an Aug. 1 order and a
subsequent clarification outlawed from
the hearing pre-1948 anti-trust evi(Continued on page 3)

21,

Boston, Aug. 20.— Sen. William Nixon (R., Cal.), Republican Vice-Presidential nominee, interviewed here today
stated: "I am in favor of the
repeal of the 20 per cent Federal admission tax. Its elimination definitely will increase
it

The

American Broadcasting Co.-United
Paramount Theatres merger hearing before the Federal Communications
after

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Sen. Nixon, Church
For U.S. Tax Repeal

Merger Ended

20.

U.S.A.,

9

FCC Hearings
On ABC-OPT

Washington, Aug.

YORK,

U.

A.

United Artists' two-year experience
with
centralized
"streamlined"
or
physical distribution has demonstrated
that "appreciable

William

ble,

J.

savings" are possi-

Heineman, vice-presidistribution,

said

While the rest of the industry has
been mulling the pros and cons of distribution "streamlining," U. A. has
been observing its workings day by

—and,

day

Heineman

reported,

is

thoroughly satisfied with the results.
U. A.'s physical distribution is handled
by Clark Film Service of Philadelphia, which provides all of the "back
room" functions, such as inspection,
shipping, storage, etc.
Preparations for a test of the centralized system for the rest of the industry are being advanced by the distribution committee of the Motion
Picture Association of America, under
(Continued on page 6)

UPT

Skiatron Stock Issue Report RKO May Do
Said to Be Assured Title Fight Film
Approval of Skiatron's new stock
issue to finance its projected subscription-television test in
York City

New

Seek Cut

in

NY

Assessment Tax
New York independent theatre
owners, encouraged by prospects for
reduced theatre tax assessments in
Cincinnati, Omaha, Nashville and Chicago, yesterday took steps toward
achieving similar realty tax gains
here.

A

appears assured, Arthur Levey, Skiatron president, disclosed here yesterday on the eve of today's special
stockholders meeting called to authorize the issuance of some 100,000' common stock shares for about $270,000.
Levey based his assurance on the

Trade reports that

RKO

Of Rules

Arbitration
Conciliation Set Also at

Day-and-Night Meet
The drafters of a document setting forth the principles of a projected industry arbitration system
met at the Hotel Astor here all day
yesterday and until a late hour last
night to complete their work.
It was the second successive
day of drafting and admittedly
a grueling one. Had the committee of four exhibition and

distribution attorneys not encountered a stumbling block in
the form of a disagreement over

phrasing during mid-afternoon
the draft would have been completed around 5:00 P.M. As it
turned out it was long after
nightfall when the group adjourned.

By late afternoon the final task,
drafting of a plan of conciliation, had
not been commenced. However, the

is

RKO

(Continued on page 6)

Film SellingWill
Keynote K-M Meet

vice-president.

Mochrie made the arrangements by

(Continued on page 3)

for

committee expressed determination to

Radio

considering handling a film of the
Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
heavyweight title bout at Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium on Sept. 23
could not be confirmed here yesterday
in the absence from the city of Robert
Mochrie,
Radio distribution
_

Draft

(Continued on page 2)

"The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima"

—

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 20. The
board of directors of the KansasMissouri Theatre Association decided
that the selling of motion pictures will
be the keynote topic of the annual convention slated for Sept. 30-Oct.

Kansas

1

at

City.

The main event will be dramatic
demonstrations of promotions of new
products. The convention will also take
New
Warner Brothers]
by board chairman David Weinstock [
action to cooperate with the Council
(Continued on page 3)
religious event that took place on the outskirts of Motion Picture Organizations and
committee in the
of the little Portuguese village of Fatima in the year of 1917 has the area
been transferred to the screen with great warmth and appeal. The campaign, for repeal of admission tax.
film will have a simultaneous world premiere here today at the Astor
and the Bijou, running on a continuous performance policy at the former
house and a reserved seat policy at the latter.
As the story of a child, who with two of her playmates beholds a
Few world premieres in New York vision of "The Lady" on a little country hilltop, and then goes through
in the past decade so resembled a big an ordeal of travail and scorn, "The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima" is
gala Hollywood opening as the glitter- suffused with a luminous spiritual quality that will send
Memphis was the first exchange
many patrons
ing event at the Astor Theatre here
out of the theatre with a glow of inspiration and emotion.
area to surpass its quota in the Counlast night which heralded the doubleThe picture, which follows in the footsteps of the commercially suc- cil of Motion Picture Organizations
barrelled
engagement
of
Warner
cessful
predecessor, "Song of Bernadette," has been put together with dues collection drive, it was reported
Brothers' WarnerColor production of
yesterday at
headquarters
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima," technical proficiency. Color by WarnerColor is on a high order and here. Indianapolis
was
second.
which begins today at both the Astor frames some of the scenic effects beautifully.
While no figures were announced, it
and Bijou theatres on Broadway.
Underlying the story of a little girl fired with religious dedication is was revealed that each of
the two
The crowds assembled early and a lesson of burning contemporary application. In symbols for all to behold exchanges exceeded its
quota by sevspecial real estate committee of
the Independent Theatre Owners Association of
York was appointed

AN HISTORICAL

'Fatima'

COMPO

Premiere

Was A Gala Event

Memphis 1st to Top
Compo Dues Quota

_

COMPO

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)

eral

hundred

dollars.

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention

Importance of Candy

Sales in Theatres in 'SI

Sales Is Cited
A survey of candy sales con-

Theatres and amusement places

manager for 20th Centurycurrently on a business trip to
Chicago, Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis and St. Louis. He will return
to his headquarters in New York on

constitute the fifth largest dispenser
of candy and confectionery products in the country, selling $149,040,000 of the sweet stuff last year, it
is disclosed in a new survey charting
the candy and confectionery buying

EDWIN
sales

Fox,

is

Monday.
•

Edward Selzer, head of Warner
Brothers cartoon production, and his
wife have left on an Alaskan cruise.
The couple will celebrate their 25th
wedding anniversary aboard ship on
Monday.
•

Robert Graham, Paramount's managing director for Argentina, will sail
for Buenos Aires today aboard the
Argentine following a 10-day
visit in New York.
•

the American consumer,
made by the National Association of
Tobacco (and candy) Distributors.
Harden E. Goldstein, director of
market research of the association reported that theatres and amusement
places accounted for 9.2 per cent of
candy and confectionery sales last
year,
running fifth to independent
food stores, ($335,340,000 gross sales,
representing 20.7 per cent)
drug
stores, including chains, ($262,440,000
16.2 per cent)
chain supermarket
food stores, ($231,660,000, 14.3 per
cent) ; cigar stores, stands, stationery
stores, ($157,140,000, 9.7 per cent).
The selling groups below theatres
are
Vending machines, ($77,760,000,
4.8 per cent)
military installations,
depart($55,080,000, 3.4 per cent)
ment and variety stores, ($53,460,000,
3.3
per cent)
restaurants,
eating
places,
($43,740,000, 2.7 per cent)
gasoline service stations,
including
roadstands,
1.2
per
($19,440,000,
cent)
all
other outlets, including
manufacturers selling through their
own retail outlets, ($234,900,000, 14.5
per cent).
The dollar candy and confection
sales volume last year totaled $1,620,000,000. Per capita consumption of
candy during the year touched a high
of $10.72.
In nearly all instances, the report
continued,
motion picture theatres
throughout
the
country
dispensed
candy in one form or another. Not
included in the figure cited for this
group, however, was candy dispensed
habits

of

;

;

H. Donald Hunter, Paramount's
Trinidad manager, arrived here yesterday for meetings with home executives.

•

11 from

will return here today from Albany.

Ginsberg Expanding
In Films-TV Fields

—

Henry GinsHollywood, Aug.
television film consultant
berg,
and former Paramount production
20.

NBC

will open offices in Beverly
Hills Sept. 2, preliminary to engaging
in the creation and development of
motion picture and television projects.
The whole field of film and televichief,

sion entertainment is encompassed by
Ginsberg's new plans for financing,

managing and heading up production
Ginsberg- said, "I feel

development of closer
coordination and cooperation between
two important entertainment
these
media can achieve benefits of great

;

;

;

;

through automatic vending machines.

value to both."

Fight Film

{Continued from page 1)

RKO

which

Turpin

Radio handled the films
and Robinsonlast year, both of which

Sadler-Pep

the

of

fights

aided materially in keeping the fights
and clearing them for
from home

TV

Should an RKO
Radio deal for the Walcott-Marciano

theatre

it

television.

materialize, observers feel
clinch the deal for theatre
of the fight, now being contested
Gillette Safety
Razor for free

fight

film

would

TV
by

home

Hope Film to
Compete on B'way

Crosby,

RKO

in

Next Four Months
Of 11 productions set for release
during the last four months of the
year, M-G-M has included six Techniproductions.
These are "The
(Sept. 5)
"Because
You're Mine", (Oct. 3)
"Everything
I Have Is Yours",
(Oct. 31)
"The
Prisoner of Zenda",
(Nov.
14)

color

Merry Widow",

;

;

;

telecast.

Contracts for the bout were signed
Philadelphia
yesterday
in
by the

champion and the challenger. Whether
the telecast rights will go to home
or Theatre Network Television
is expected to be determined here today or tomorrow. TNT's bid for the
telecast reportedly ranges from $1.15
to $1.35 per seat, sold or unsold, for
houses of 1,000 to 2,000 seats and
over. To this theatres must add telephone line charges, TNT's fee, taxes
and other costs, indicating minimum
ticket prices of around $5, tax included.

TV

-

ducted by the ^National Association of Tobacco (and
candy) Distributors stated,
"as a fixture in the modern
movie theatre, has in some
instances provided sufficient
revenue to offset a portion of
the operating losses incurred
by the primary business interest. The boost given candy
sales by this particular type
of retail outlet is as important as it is unique to the
previous retail sales pattern
enjoyed by the industry."

;

"Plymouth Adventure", (Nov. 2'8),
and "Million Dollar Mermaid" (Dec.
26).

The balance

the scheduled refollowing:
"The
Devil Makes Three",
(Sept.
12)
"My Man and I", (Sept. 26);
"Apache War Smoke", (Oct. 17)
"The Hour of 13", (Nov. 21), and
"Sky Full of Moon", (Dec. 12).

leases

include

of

the

•

11 from 20th-Fox
In Final Quarter

•

Heavy Grosses
and 'Zero'

for

'

Eleven productions, five of which
have color by Technicolor, will
be released by 20th Century-Fox durwill

ing the final quarter of ly52, it was
reported here yesterday by director of
distribution Al Lichtman, following a
revision of the schedule for October,

Howard Hawks' Winchester Pro- November and December.

;

in both fields.
that ultimate

M-G-M

:

A. W. Schwalberg, president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,

21, 1952

Report $149,040,000 Candy

Western

W. AARON,

Thursday, August

duction,

Radio

"The

release,

Big Sky," an RKO
Included in the line-up is Darryl
brought business back F. Zanuck's Technicolor production,

1949 peak level at the Criterion
here Tuesday when it grossed $7,874

to a

"The Snows

of

Kilimanjaro,"

star-

Gregory Peck, Susan riayward
on its opening day. Theatre executives and Ava Gardner, which will have
reporting this to be the biggest mid- pre-release showings starting in Oc-

week opening

RKO

in the last three years.

ring

tober.

Radio said the opening gross
The October line-up continues with
was the biggest mid-week figure
"My Wife's Best Friend," starring
reached by any RKO release at the
Anne Baxter and Macdonald Carey,
house.
produced by Robert Bassler and di"One Minute to Zero," produced by rected by Richard Sale "Way of A
Edmund Grainger, grossed $21,000 in Gaucho," Technicolor, starring Rory
its first week at the Orpheum, Denver,
Calhoun and Gene Tierney, produced
for the best business any RKO Radio
by Philip Dunne and directed by
picture has done there in over two
Jacques Tourneur, and "Something
-

;

years, officials report.

'DreamboaV

for the Birds,"
ture,
Patricia

Sets

3-Year Roxy Record
A

three-year record of $380,000 for

starring Victor

Ma-

Neal and Edmund
Gwenn, produced by Samuel G. Engel
and directed by Robert Wise.

November Releases

four-week engagement can be set
November releases are "Night
today with the close of the run of Without Sleep," starring Linda DarFor the first time in their long film 2'0th Century-Fox's
"Dreamboat" at nell, Gary Merrill and Hildegarde
careers, Bing Crosby and Bob Hope the Roxy
here, David T. Katz, ex- Neff, produced by Robert Bassler and
shortly will be starring in pictures on ecutive director,
"Steel Trap,"
said yesterday.
It directed by Roy Baker
Broadway in direct competition to scored $102,000,
$102,000 and $98,000; a Bert Friedlob production starring
each other, Paramount, the distribu- respectively, in
the first three weeks Joseph Cotten and Teresa Wright,
tor of both pictures, pointed out yes- of its run,
Damon
with $78,000 expected for directed by Andrew Stone
terday.
its fourth.
Runyon's "Bloodhounds of BroadCrosby's "Just for You" has been
way,"
Technicolor,
starring
Mitzi
booked by the Capitol, and Hope's
Gaynor and Scott Brady, produced by
'Hunter'
Grosses
"Son of Paleface" is scheduled for the
George Jessel and directed by Harmon
"Ivory Hunter," Universal-InternaParamount Theatre, in October.
Jones, and "Pony Soldier," Technitional's American release of the
J. color,
starring Tyrone Power, proArthur Rank Organization Royal
duced
G. Engel and diCommand Performance picture, is said rected by Samuel M.
by Joseph
Newman.
to have set a new opening day house
December releases are "Thief of
record at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street
Theatre here, grossing $1,970 on Mon- Venice," a R. Haggiag production
A contingent of stars will be on day,
and bettering that figure on Tues- starring Maria Montez, Paul Christhand for today's two-theatre premiere
ian and Faye Marlowe, directed by
day with a gross of $2,270.
in Kingston, N. Y. of Paramount's
J. Brahm; "Top Man," starring Rich"Caribbean." The premiere is being
ard Widmark, Joanne Dru, and Audan uck at 'Snows'
held in conjunction with that city's
rey Totter, produced by Stanley Rubin
300th anniversary celebration.
Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in and directed by Robert Parrish, and
Flying in from the Coast to attend charge of production for 20th Cen- John Philip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes
the openings at the Kingston and tury-Fox,
will
attend
the
world Forever," Technicolor, starring ClifBroadway theatres will be William premiere of his only personal produc- ton Webb and co-starring Debra
Bendix, Wanda Hendrix, Lon McAl- tion of the year, Ernest Hemingway's Paget, Robert Wagner and Ruth
lister,
Lydia Clarke and William "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" on the Hussey, produced by Lamar Trotti
Thomas, co-producer of the film.
night of Sept. 17 at the Rivoli.
and directed by Henry Koster.
a

"

;

;

High

_

Stars Aid Premiere
Of 'Caribbean' Today

Z

Bow

Building, William R. Weaver, Editor.

Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz Editorial Representative 11
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under
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M. Schine Cites
Circuit's Employees

J.

At Albany Meeting
—Veteran
Albany, N. Y., Aug.

3

"The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima"
(Continued from page 1)

20.

employes of the circuit were cited by
Meyer Schine, president of Schine
Chain Theatres, for their "unsurpassed loyalty and untiring efforts",
at a dinner honoring them in the
Ten Eyck Hotel here tonight. Eightyseven, including 21 with 25 or more
years of service were presented with
pins by Donald Schine, son of Louis
J.

W.

Schine.

Home

office

executives

John May, George Lynch, William
Kraemer, Seymour Morris and Bernard Diamond were in the group.
Meyer Schine emphasized that
group insurance, hospitalization service and pensions had been a part of
the Schine circuit operation for years.
Promotion of children's patronage,
motion picture advertising in newsand other media,
papers, radio,
merchandising candy and popcorn, and
screen advertising were among the
subjects discussed in the morning and
afternoon meetings at the Schine circuit convention.
A. W. Schwalberg, president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
spoke at the evening- dinner session.
suggestion that theatres approach
newspapers for a reduction in the
amusement rate held to be too high
—was favorably received. President
Schine said that a survey of motion
picture advertising is needed to make
it more effective and economical.

TV

A

—

Morris
director
publicity
commented that "perhaps our adverhas become too routinized".
tising
Circuit

One

thing, he thought, should be conwas a reappraisal of Saturday

sidered

the picture projects the timeless struggle between Christ and Caesar. It also
effects a current-event timeliness in background references to the Communist
infiltration that was plaguing Portugal at the time.
Eleven-year-old Susan Whitney gives unassailable authenticity to her
characterization of the little girl who moves from trial and anguish to vindica-

aided ably by her mates Sherry Jackson and Sammy Ogg.
Roland turns in a portrait of rare quality in a role that is filled
with sly humor and probably was designed to give the picture an added
measure of popular appeal. He plays a roving, genial village vagabond who
gleefully boasts his cynicism and lack of faith till the final sight of the
tion

and

is

Gilbert

miracle

changes his ways.

THE
consolidation

picture's

background concerns

itself

with the grinding

of an anti-religious group of
put the province in the grip of dictatorship.

Red

tactics of self-

revolutionists

who have

ers,

RKO

Times' of Edison
Milton J. Salzburg, president of Pictorial Films, has
signed a contract with the
Thomas Alva Edison Foundation, Inc., for the production
of a motion picture based on
the life and times of Edison.
The picture will be the first
in a series by Pictorial Films,
Inc., on "Men of Science" and
will be available for general
release before the end of 1952.
Special permission is being
given Pictorial to photograph
the replica of the original
Black Maria that Edison used
in the production of his first

motion pictures.

the three children announce they have seen the vision, fear spreads
will give the authorities further excuse to throttle the church.
In the meantime the news of the vision reaches out and people
descend upon the town in locust hordes, causing complications and exigencies.
Frank Silvera, as the cruelty-loving Communist administrator, resorts to a
thousand devices to extirpate religious feeling in the people, including the
closing of the church, arresting of Fatima's priest, Richard Hale, and the
jailing of the children in an effort to wrench a false confession from them.
Little Miss Whitney surmounts a thousand obstacles till finally the miracle
promised by the "vision" takes place in the form of a plunging spin of the
sun earthward, and its last-minute recession. All doubters are now convinced.
The film closes with scenes of the gathering of a million people at Fatima
on Oct. 13, 1951, the 35th anniversary of the miracle.
The screenplay by Crane Wilbur and James O'Hanlon follows closely the
known and recorded facts of the extraordinary incident.
John Brahm has directed reliably for producer Bryan Foy. Running time,
102 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Oct. 11.

news

Mandel Herbstman

ABC-UPT
(Continued from page 1)

Tatima'
(Continued from page 1)

jam-packed the sidewalk in front of
the Astor a full hour before the announced 8:30 P.M. premiere time, to
secure vantage points to glimpse the
arrival of notables. Special application
was made for bleachers in nearby

Duffy Square but they could not be
erected in time. The event was one of
the plushiest seen on Broadway in
years, with a huge turnout of guests,
including leading members of international diplomatic corps, society, civic
and entertainment notables and leaders in the world of fashion.

"Fatima" will begin its regular engagement today with a continuous run
policy at the Astor and reserved seat
performances evenings daily and matiAtlanta, Aug. 20.—A three-alarm nees on Wednesday, Saturady and
fire following an explosion caused exSunday at the Bijou.
tensive damage to the Kay Exchange
The advance ticket sale at the Bijou
on Film Row here today. Other film is said to have established a record
offices in the same building suffered for a motion picture with 73 theatre
considerable
water
damage.
Katz parties already subscribed to, in addiBrothers, owners of the Kay Ex- tion to over 800 requests for individual
change, said that many records were seats. Requests for reservations have
destroyed and that the loss would be been pouring in by way of clipped
heavy, although an accurate estimate coupons carried in initial newspaper
could not be made in advance of in- advertising on the engagement.

Atlanta Exchange

Damaged By

N. Y. Tax

Skiatron

and

'Life

When

that the
It does.

Fire

dence and testimony relating to Scoincluding general manager Gus phony Corp. of America. All other
Lampe, strongly urged "spot satura- testimony had been finished by the end
Lampe of June.
tion" in radio advertising.
of
selection
Resnick made his ruling over the
also recommended the
for
such an- arguments of commission attorneys,
choice "adjacencies"
would need
they
estimated
nouncements, pointing out that time who
near the Arthur Godfrey morning another two months of hearings to deshow had proved one of the best. Si velop several anti-trust cases involvSeadler, M-G-M advertising manager, ing the Paramount companies brought spection of the premises.
advanced the same point yesterday.
after the cut-off date.
Meyer Schine stressed that "strong
In addition, Resnick ordered the
interest" should be attached to the record closed over the objections of
(Contin ued from page 1)
concession phase of the chain's opera- attorneys for Allen B. Du Mont, who
tions.
Candy and popcorn executives claimed that closing the record now to make a survey of theatre realty
discussed merchandising, location dis- would nullify a Du Mont petition filed conditions in the Metropolitan
area.
play and sales techniques.
last week and on which the commis- The ITOA indicated it was
confident
sion has not yet acted. Du Mont had the survey would result in data
supasked the FCC to rescind the Aug. 1 porting claims that assessments on
order or to apply the three-year cut- New York theatre properties are con(Continued from page 1)
off date to the question of Du Mont's siderably higher than they should
be.
Two factors, namely, prevailing inmajority of proxies already received control by Paramount.
Resnick set at 20 days from today dustry economic conditions and the
in favor of the issue.
The Skiatron president acknowl- the final date for filing proposed find- motion picture theatre's value to comedged that the majority of film com- ings on the Du Mont control issue and munity business in general, were
panies are still adverse to giving Ski- at 30 days the time for filing proposed viewed as likely to bring about sharp
atron product for the test, now post- findings on the merger and other is- reductions in New York theatre tax
assessments.
sues involved in the case.
poned until January.
Resnick himself will probably take
Heading the realty committee is
Since his last canvass of major comabout a month after that to write his J. J. Goldberg, Raybond Theatres'
panies, which indicated that only
Radio Pictures and Paramount would initial decision. Following this the executive. Other members are Ben
consider lending product for the test, parties then have 20 days to file ex- Knobel, Sam Freedman, Julius Sanone other company has
informed ceptions to the examiner's decision, ders, Martin Levine, Murray Schoen
Levey that it may offer its product, but it is expected that in this case the and Edith Marshall.
Weinstock and Morton Sunshine,
it was disclosed.
The Skiatron presi- commission will shorten the period.
dent refused to name the company Next step is the commission's final ITOA executive director, will attend
and added that the additional offer decision, and although there's no the meeting today of the Combined
was hedged with a request for film telling how long the commission will Public Utilities Committee at the Biltrental payments and with a stipula- take to get out of its final order, its more Hotel. They will be "observers."
The provisional public utilities comtion that the films be about three years recent actions in the case indicate
strongly that it will whip out a de- mittee was formed by real estate and
old.
commercial interests to oppose inLevey, who described his efforts to cision in record time.
procure films for programming as
Besides the decision on the merger creased electric rates granted to the
"delicate," said his Washington at- and on the Paramount-Du Mont con- Consolidated Edison Co. The meeting
torney was keeping the Department trol question, there are several other will present a picture of the situation
of Justice informed of Skiatron's ne- issues involved in the case, it was and the effect of the rate increase on
gotiations with the film companies.
substantial users of electrictity.
pointed out.

newspaper advertising. Several speak-

To Film

Warner's Television Promotion
Of 'Fatima' in N. Y. Is Underway

Warner

Brothers'

campaign

for

"The

Miracle
of
Our Lady of
Fatima," opening at the Astor and
Bijou theatres here today, include, in
addition to extensive normal expenditures, inaugural plans to promote the
film through the medium of television,
in a full saturation promotion on station WNBT, which is now under way.
These promotional efforts on TV, the
in New York for Warner, are
said to be in the nature of a test of
the medium and supplement the large
first

expenditure allocated to other advertising media. Warner has concentrated
its
advertising efforts on Channel
allowing to this station approxi4,
mately 75 per cent of the total airtime allotment planned for the campaign. The remainder of the budget
will be spread around to other "television stations in the New York area
in an all-out endeavor to prove the

TV

i

success

of

television

promotion

for

motion pictures.

Bash

to Italy to

Produce

John M. Bash

of Constellation Pictures will leave here for Italy Sept. 3,
where he will produce "The Ninth

Man", starring Errol Flynn. The

pic-

Eastman-Color, is slated to
go into production about Oct. 18 and
will be written bv Milton Krims.
ture,

in

99
mm*

day

plungfed

toward
the earth.
ILLIONS

HAVE AGREED THAT

THIS

STORY OF THE YOUNG GIRL OF

FA1

EW UORK SKY IS BRIGHT

Fhe

WITH

ARNER
ros:

ONDROUS
ORLD
1

Premiere
AT TWO
HEATRES!
A

IS

THE GREAT STORY OF THIS CENTURY

!

CONTINUOUS AT THE

£\STOR

YOFFatima

I

-^WarnerColor
PRODUCED BY
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DIRECTED BY
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Industry Payrolls Were
Up in 1951, U.S. Reports

Unique Theatre Aid

From

Capital 'Star'

—

Washington, Aug. 20. The
Washington Star has started
the practice of carrying at the
top of the columns of paid
neighborhood theatre advertisements a box listing films

Washington, Aug.

Running

it as a public serthe Star calls the list
"Films of More Than Routine
Merit." Some six or seven
pictures are generally listed
each day, with a one-line description of each. The Star,
an evening paper, selects and
describes the films.

vice,

M. Giannini Dies
On Coast At 57

L.

Aug.

20.

pic-

Service Payroll
figure for service was
$35,681,000, with the 1950 figure at
For theatres, including
$33,676,000.
vaudeville, the figure was $316,349,000
in 1951 and $320,912,000 in 1950. Total
figures in these fields have been up
and down since 1946.
The figures include all employes
covered by state unemployment insurance. Labor defines the service cat-

— Law-

rence Mario Giannini, 57, president of
the Bank of America, died of a heart
attack following a lengthy illness at
Franklin Hospital here last night.
Giannini, well known to leaders of
the motion picture industry in Holly-

wood and New York, had been

—Motion

then.

The

Francisco,

20.

ture industry payrolls in 1951 for employes covered by unemployment insurance rose about $25,000,000 over
the 1950 figure, the Department of
Labor reported today.
The 1951 figure for total payrolls
in all branches of the industry was
$651,792,000. The figure for 1950 was
$635,721,000.
The break-down figure for payrolls
in the production-distribution field for
1951 snowed a rise for the first time
The payroll figure for
since 1946.
The 1950
was $299,762,000.
1951
figure was $281,133,000. In 1946 the
figure
production - distribution
was
$361,668,000, with a steady drop since

of note.

San

presi-

1951

world's largest private
founded
by his
concern,
father, the late Amadeo P. Giannini,

egory as including such miscellaneous
items as processing, renting and repair
of equipment and casting bureau exsince 1936. Prior to that he had been penses. The theatres category covers
chairman of the board of the Bank of all motion picture houses, including
America and president of Trans- their expenses for vaudeville. It does
america Corp. The Giannini bank for not include legitimate theatres or those
years was one of the chief sources of with vaudeville only, the Department
film production financing.
of Labor explained.
dent

of

the

banking

PARAMOUNT
TRADE SHOWS
August 25th and 26th, 1952
•

•

•

Thursday, August

UA

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
continue at work until the conciliation
plan was entirely put on paper rather''
than meet again today for only a few*
hours for that purpose.

'Streamlining'
(Continued from page 1)

Conciliation Plan

the chairmanship of A. W. Schwalberg of Paramount Pictures. The
committee is scheduled to meet again
today and reportedly may consider
setting a place and date for the start
of a test of the centralized handling
of film for all distributors. It would
also designate an agency to conduct
the test. National Screen Service, as
well as Clark Film Service, is understood to have expressed interest in

providing

facilities.

The conciliation plan is being set up:,
to
accommodate disputes over filmi:
1

and other non-arbitrable sub-'
Disputes in connection with:;
other trade practices, such as competitive bidding and clearances and!
rentals

jects.

runs,

will

go

directly

RALPH

BETTY

HUTT0N MEEKER
•

in

':

1

Front office functions, such as sales,
booking and billing will not be affected, it is understood. Also, the bulk
of "back room" employes would be
absorbed in the new system, it was
Principal economies to be realsaid.
ized would be in shipping costs, vault
maintenance and ultimately in rents
and overhead on exchange buildings

in

the

industry anti-trust suit for
18 months period.

Production

'SOMEBODY
LOVES ME"
with

Robert Keith

Adele Jergens
and the Chez Paree Adorables
Color by

"

TECHNICOLOR

Produced by

re-

The drafting committee included
Herman M. Levy and Abram F.,1

Work Abroad

Myers, for exhibition, and Robert W. I
Perkins and Adolph Schimel, for dis- 1
tribution. Others attending the draft- 1
ing sessions were Ralph D. Hetzel,
Motion Picture Association of J
Jr.,

1

single-purpose units are
placed by ordinary office space.
as

the

Darnell to

Latest to join the growing

American

film

stars

making

?

list of
pictures

Italy is Linda Darnell, it was announced here by Italian Films Export.
Flying from Hollywood, Miss Darnell
in

New York today for a
week's stay before flying to Rome
for pre-production discussions.
The
star is under contract for a picture to
be produced later this year by Giuseppe Amato.
will arrive in

-1

America vice-president

ALBANY
ATLANTA

TIME
2:30 P.M.

ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
BOSTON
PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BUFFALO
PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
CHARLOTTE
PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHICAGO
PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
* CINCINNATI
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
CLEVELAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
DETROIT
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 800 Wyandotte Street
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
LOS ANGELES
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
* MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
OMAHA
PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
PARAMOUNT
PHILADELPHIA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
SEATTLE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
WASHINGTON
PROJ.

.

* Screening

and

BENNY

FIELDS

iilllSiSSSII

to

William F.

finish the arbitration-conciliation draft.

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

;

Rodgers, chairman of the distributors'
negotiating committee, and Henderson
M. Richey, secretary of the arbitration Conference.
If the group meets again today it
will be only for the purpose of gathering together a "few loose ends" to

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY

Suggested by the careers of

BLOSSOM SEELEY

a,

Drafting Group

.

WILLIAM PERLBERG and GEORGE SEATON
Written and Directed by IRVING BRECHER

1

minimum

1

A PERLBERG-SEATON

arbitration,

to

under the plan which must be approved by (1) constituent members
of the Industry Arbitration Conference (2) the conference as a whole,,
(3) the Department of Justice, and
(4) the New York Statutory Court.,!
Upon completing these four hurdles,
the arbitration-conciliation plan would!'
be incorporated in the consent decrees

.

°
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be held Tuesday, August. 26th, 1952
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Boston, Aug. 20.— Sen. William Nixon (R., Cal.), Republican Vice-Presidential nominee, interviewed here today
stated: "I am in favor of the
repeal of the 20 per cent Federal admission tax. Its elimination definitely will increase
consumer buying power and
it will be a definite help to
the public."

Makes Decision Possible
Some Time in November

—

The

American Broadcasting Co.-United
Paramount Theatres merger hearing before the Federal Communications Commission closed finally today
after seven months of almost con-

Chicago, Aug.

Margaret

Stitt

20.

—

Church

Rep.
(R.,

has
informed
Sam
Meyers, owner of Teatro del
Lago in suburban Wilmette,
part of her district, that she
will support efforts to repeal
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax, Jack Kirsch, cochairman with David Wallerstein of the local COMPO tax
repeal campaign committee,
has been advised.
111.)

tinuous hearing.

The way was thus paved

for a
commission decision,
speedy
which attorneys in the case expect will come sometime in

November.

At the final meeting this morning
hearing examiner Leo Resnick ruled
against introducing as evidence alleged anti-trust activity on the part
Paramount Pictures
of
or
Corp. Since Aug. 7, 1948. This was
the only question remaining as to the
close of the hearing, since the commission, in an Aug. 1 order and a
subsequent clarification outlawed from
the hearing pre-1948 anti-trust evi-

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Sen. Nixon, Church
For U.S. Tax Repeal

Merger Ended

20.

U.S.A.,

21,

TEN CENTS

1952

Two 'Streamlined Finish
9

FCC Hearings
On ABC-UPT

Washington, Aug.

YORK,

Distribution Years

Pay Off for

U. A.

United Artists' two-year experience
with
centralized
"streamlined"
or
physical distribution has demonstrated
that "appreciable savings" are possi-

William

ble,

J.

Heineman, vice-presi-

dent in charge of distribution, said
yesterday.
While the rest of the industry has
been mulling the pros and cons of distribution "streamlining," U. A. has
been observing its workings day by

—and,

day

Heineman

reported,

is

thoroughly satisfied with the results.
U. A.'s physical distribution is handled
by Clark Film Service of Philadelphia, which provides all of the "back
room" functions, such as inspection,
shipping, storage, etc.
Preparations for a test of the centralized system for the rest of the industry are being advanced by the distribution committee of the Motion
Picture Association of America, under
(Continued on page 6)

UPT

(Continued on page 3)

Skiatron Stock Issue Report RKO May Do
Said to Be Assured Title Fight Film
Approval of Skiatron's new stock
issue to finance its projected subscription-television test in
York City

New

NY

appears assured, Arthur Levey, Skiatron president, disclosed here yesterday on the eve of today's special
stockholders meeting called to authorize the issuance of some 100,000' common stock shares for about $270,000.
Levey based his assurance on the
New York independent theatre
owners, encouraged by prospects for
(Continued on page 3)
reduced theatre tax assessments in
Cincinnati, Omaha, Nashville and Chicago,
yesterday took steps toward
achieving similar realty tax gains

Seek Cut

in

Assessment Tax

here.

A

special real estate committee of
the Independent Theatre Owners Association of
York was appointed

New

by board chairman David Weinstock
(Continued on page 3)

'Fatima'

Premiere

Was A Gala Event

Trade reports that

RKO

premieres in New York
in the past decade so resembled a big
gala Hollywood opening as the glittering event at the Astor Theatre here
last night which heralded the double-

is

considering handling a film of the
Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
heavyweight title bout at Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium on Sept. 23
could not be confirmed here yesterday
in the absence from the city of Robert
Mochrie,
Radio distribution

RKO

vice-president.

Mochrie made the arrangements by
(Continued on page 2)

"The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima"

of her playmates beholds a
vision of "The Lady" on a little country hilltop, and then goes through
an ordeal of travail and scorn, "The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima" is
suffused with a luminous spiritual quality that will send many patrons
out of the theatre with a glow of inspiration and emotion.

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)

of

Warner

WarnerColor production

"The Miracle of Our Lady

of
of Fatima,"

Arbitration
Conciliation Set Also at

Day-and-Night Meet
The drafters of a document setting forth the principles of a projected industry arbitration system
met at the Hotel Astor here all day
yesterday and until a late hour last
night to complete their work.
It was the second successive
day of drafting and admittedly
a grueling one. Had the committee of four exhibition and

distribution attorneys not encountered a stumbling block in
the form of a disagreement over

phrasing during mid-afternoon
the draft would have been completed around 5:00 P.M. As it
turned out it was long after
nightfall when the group adjourned.

By late afternoon the final task,
drafting of a plan of conciliation, had
not been commenced. However, the
(Continued on page 6)

KANSAS CITY, Mo.

Aug.
at the Phillips Hotel, the board of
directors of The Kansas-

20— Meeting

,

AN

which begins today at both the Astor
and Bijou theatres on Broadway.
The crowds assembled early and

engagement

for

Missouri Theatre Association today decided that
the selling of motion pictures will be the keynote
of the annual convention,
{Warner Brothers']
Sept. 30-0ct. 1, at Kansas
HISTORICAL religious event that took place on the outskirts City. The convention will
of the little Portuguese village of Fatima in the year of 1917 has also take action to
cobeen transferred to the screen with great warmth and appeal. The operate with COMPO
and the
film will have a simultaneous world premiere here today at the Astor
area COMPO anti-tax comand the Bijou, running on a continuous performance policy at the former
mittee. C. E. Cook, preshouse and a reserved seat policy at the latter.
ident, presided.
As the story of a child, who with two

The picture, which follows in the footsteps of the commercially successful predecessor, "Song of Bernadette," has been put together with
technical proficiency. Color by WarnerColor is on a high order and
frames some of the scenic effects beautifully.
Underlying the story of a little girl fired with religious dedication is
a lesson of burning contemporary application. In symbols for all to behold

barrelled
Brothers'

Of Rules

committee expressed determination to

Radio

_

Few world

Draft

•

Memphis
and
Indianapolis were first and second, respectively, of the
exchange areas to surpass
their quotas in the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' dues collection drive, it was reported here yesterday.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
E DWIN

AARON,

W.

Monday.
•

Edward Selzer, head of Warner
Brothers cartoon production, and his
wife have left on an Alaskan cruise.
The couple will celebrate their 25th
wedding anniversary aboard ship on
Monday.
•

Robert Graham, Paramount's managing director for Argentina, will sail
for Buenos Aires today aboard the
Argentine following a 10-day
S.S.
visit in New York.
•
H. Donald Hunter, Paramount's
Trinidad manager, arrived here yesterday for meetings with home executives.

•

W. Schwalberg,

A.

Paramount Film
will return here

president of
Distributing Corp.,

today from Albany.

Sales in Theatres in '51

Sales Is Cited
A survey of candy sales con-

Theatres and amusement places
of

Hollywood, Aug.

NBC

berg,

— Henry

film

Paramount

former

and

20.

television

Ginsconsultant
production

Beverly
in
will open offices
Hills Sept. 2, preliminary to engaging
in the creation and development of
motion picture and television projects.
The whole field of film and televichief,

sion entertainment is encompassed by
Ginsberg's new plans for financing,

managing and heading up production
in

both

fields.

Ginsberg

said,

"I feel

ultimate development of closer
coordination and cooperation between
two important entertainment
these
media can achieve benefits of great
value to both."
that

RKO

ucts in the country, selling $149,C40.000 of the sweet stuff last year, it
is disclosed in a new survey charting
the candy and confectionery buying
habits of the American consumer,
made by the National Association of
Tobacco (and candy) Distributors.
Harden E. Goldstein, director of
market research of the association reported that theatres and amusement
places accounted for 9.2 per cent of
candy and confectionery sales last
running fifth to independent
year,
food stores, ($335,340,000 gross sales,
drug
representing 20.7 per cent)
stores, including chains, ($262,440,000
ld.2 per cent)
chain supermarket
food stores, ($231,660,000, 14.3 per
cigar stores, stands, stationery
cent)
stores, ($157,140,000, 9.7 per cent).
The selling groups below theatres
are: Vending machines, ($77,760,000,
military installations,
4.8 per cent)
($55,080,000, 3.4 per cent); department and variety stores, ($53,460,000,
restaurants,
eating
3.3
per cent)
places,
($43,740,000, 2.7 per cent)
including
gasoline service
stations,
roadstands,
1.2
per
($19,440,000,
all
cent)
other outlets, including
;

;

;

;

;

;

manufacturers

own

retail

selling

outlets,

through

($234,900,000,

their
14.5

per cent).

The

dollar

candy

and confection

included in the figure cited for this
group, however, was candy dispensed
through automatic vending machines.

Hope Film to
Compete on B'way

For the first time in their long film
Radio handled the films careers, Bing Crosby and Bob Hope
Sadler-Pep and Robinson- shortly will be starring in pictures on
the
of
Turpin fights last year, both of which Broadway in direct competition to
aided materially in keeping the fights each other. Paramount, the distribu-

RKO

and clearing them for tor of both pictures, pointed out yesShould an RKO terday.
Crosby's "Just for You" has been
Radio deal for the Walcott-Marciano
booked by the Capitol, and Hope's
fight film materialize, observers feel

from home
theatre

it

TV

television.

would clinch the deal

TV
by

theatre
of the fight, now being contested
Gillette
Safety Razor for free

home

for

telecast.

Contracts for the bout were signed
Philadelphia
yesterday
the
by
champion and the challenger. Whether
in

the

telecast

TV

rights

will

go to home

or Theatre Network Television
is expected to be determined here today or tomorrow. TNT's bid for the
telecast reportedly ranges from $1.15
to $1.35 per seat, sold or unsold, for
houses of 1,000 to 2,000 seats and
over. To this theatres must add telephone line charges, TNT's fee, taxes
and other costs, indicating- minimum
ticket prices of around $5, tax included.

"as a fixture in the modern
movie theatre, has in some
instances provided sufficient
revenue to offset a portion of
the operating losses incurred
by the primary business interest. The boost given candy
sales by this particular type
of retail outlet is as important as it is unique to the
previous retail sales pattern
enjoyed by the industry."

Next Four Months
Of

productions set for release
last four months of the
year, M-G-M has included six Technicolor productions.
These are "The
erry Widow", (Sept. 5); "Because
You're Mine", (Oct. 3)
"Everything
I
Have Is Yours", (Oct. 31) "The
Prisoner
of
Zenda",
(Nov.
14)
11

during

the

M

;

;

;

"Plymouth Adventure", (Nov. 28),
and "Million Dollar Mermaid", (Dec.
26).

The balance

of

the

scheduled releases include the following
"The
Devil Makes Three",
(Sept.
12)
"My Man and I", (Sept. 26)
"Apache War Smoke", (Oct. 17)
:

"The Hour of 13", (Nov.
"Sky Full of Moon", (Dec.

21),
12)

Heavy Grosses
'Sky' and 'Zero'

and

for

11 from 20th-Fox
In Final Quarter
Eleven productions, five of which
have color by Technicolor, will
be released by 20th Century-Fox durwill

ing the final quarter of 1^52, it was
reported here yesterday by director of
distribution Al Lichtman, following a
revision of the schedule for October,

Howard Hawks' Winchester Pro- November and December.
duction,

Radio

Big Sky," an RKO
Included in the line-up is Darryl
brought business back F. Zanuck's Technicolor production,

"The

release,

1949 peak level at the Criterion
here Tuesday when it grossed $7,874

"The Snows

week opening

tober.

to a

of

Kilimanjaro,"

star-

Gregory Peck, Susan _nayward
on its opening day. Theatre executives and Ava Gardner, which will have
reporting this to be the biggest mid- pre-release showings starting in Oc-

RKO

in the last three years.

ring

;

{Continued from page 1)

which

in

Radio said the opening gross
The October line-up continues with
sales volume last year totaled $1,620,- was
the
biggest
mid-week figure "My Wife's Best Friend," starring
000,000. Per capita consumption of reached by any RKO release at the
Anne Baxter and Macdonald Carey,
candy during the year touched a high house.
produced by Robert Bassler and diof $10.72.
"One Minute to Zero," produced by rected by Richard Sale "Way of A
In nearly all instances, the report Edmund Grainger, grossed $21,000 in
Gaucho," Technicolor, starring Rory
continued,
motion picture theatres its first week at the Orpheum, Denver, Calhoun and Gene Tierney, produced
throughout
the
country
dispensed for the best business any RKO Radio
by Philip Dunne and directed by
candy in one form, or another. Not picture has done there in over two Jacques Tourneur, and "Something

Crosby,

Fight Film

M-G-M

11 from

ducted by the INational Association of Tobacco (and
candy) Distributors stated,

candy and confectionery prod-

;

Ginsberg Expanding
In Films-TV Fields

1952

Importance of Candy

constitute the fifth largest dispenser

is

21,

Report $149,040,000 Candy

Western

currently on a business trip to
Chicago, Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis and St. Louis. He will return
to his headquarters in New York on

Fox,

Thursday, August

"Son of Paleface" is scheduled for the
Paramount Theatre, in October.

years, officials report.

'Dreamboat' Sets
3-Year Roxy Record

the Birds,"
Patricia

its

fourth.

'Hunter* Grosses
_

Ma-

are
"Night
November
releases
Without Sleep," starring Linda Darnell,
Gary Merrill and Hildegarde
Neff, produced by Robert Bassler and
directed by Roy Baker "Steel Trap,"
;

Bert Friedlob production starring
Joseph Cotten and Teresa Wright,
directed by Andrew Stone
Damon
Runyon's "Bloodhounds of BroadTechnicolor,
starring
way,"
Mitzi
Gaynor and Scott Brady, produced by
a

;

George Jessel and directed by Harmon
and "Pony Soldier," Technithe J. color, starring Tyrone Power, proRoyal duced by Samuel G. Engel and diis said
rected by Joseph M. Newman.

"Ivory Hunter," Universal-InternaJones,

tional's

American

Rank

release

have

set a

record at the

of

Organization

Command Performance
to

High

Victor

November Releases

A

three-year record of $380,000 for
a four-week engagement can be set
today with the close of the run of
20th Century-Fox's "Dreamboat" at
the Roxy here, David T. Katz, executive director, said yesterday.
It
scored $102,000, $102,000 and $98,000;
respectively, in the first three weeks
of its run, with $78,000 expected for

starring

Neal and Edmund
Gwenn, produced by Samuel G. Engel
and directed by Robert Wise.
ture,

Arthur

Stars Aid Premiere
Of 'Caribbean' Today

for

picture,

new opening day house
Trans-Lux 52nd Street
grossing $1,970 on Mon-

Theatre here,
A contingent of stars will be on day,
and bettering that figure on Tueshand for today's two-theatre premiere
day with a gross of $2,270.
in Kingston, N. Y. of Paramount's
"Caribbean." The premiere is being
at 'Snows'
held in conjunction with that city's
300th anniversary celebration.
Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in
Flying in from the Coast to attend charge of production for 20th Centhe openings at the Kingston and tury-Fox,
will
attend
the
world
Broadway theatres will be William premiere of his only personal producBendix, Wanda Hendrix, Lon McAl- tion of the year, Ernest Hemingway's
lister,
Lydia Clarke and William "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" on the
Thomas, co-producer of the film.
night of Sept. 17 at the Rivoli.

Zanuck

Bow

December

releases

are

"Thief

of

Venice," a R. Haggiag production
starring Maria Montez, Paul Christian and F'aye Marlowe, directed by
J. Brahm; "Top Man," starring Richard Widmark, Joanne Dru, and Audrey Totter, produced by Stanley Rubin
and directed by Robert Parrish, and
John Philip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes
Forever," Technicolor, starring Clifton
Webb and co-starring Debra
Paget,
Robert Wagner and Ruth
Hussey, produced by Lamar Trotti
and directed by Henry Koster.
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M. Schine Cites

J.

Employees
At Albany Meeting
Circuit's

3,

"The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima"

To Film

and
Times' of Edison

the picture projects the timeless struggle between Christ and Caesar. It also
effects a current-event timeliness in background references to the Communist
infiltration that was plaguing Portugal at the time.
Eleven-year-old Susan Whitney gives unassailable authenticity to her
characterization of the little girl who moves from trial and anguish to vindication and is aided ably by her mates Sherry Jackson and Sammy Ogg.
Gilbert Roland turns in a portrait of rare quality in a role that is filled
with sly humor and probably was designed to give the picture an added
measure of popular appeal. He plays a roving, genial village vagabond who
gleefulty boasts his cynicism and lack of faith till the final sight of the

Milton J. Salzburg, president of Pictorial Films, has
signed a contract with the
Thomas Alva Edison Foundation, Inc., for the production
of a motion picture based on
the life and times of Edison.
The picture will be the first
in a series by Pictorial Films,
Inc., on "Men of Science" and
will be available for general
release before the end of 1952.
Special permission is being
given Pictorial to photograph

miracle changes

the

(Continued from page 1)
Y., Aug. 20.—Veteran
employes of the circuit were cited by
Schine
J. Meyer Schine, president of
Chain Theatres, for their "unsurpassed loyalty and untiring efforts",

Albany, N.

honoring

dinner

a

at

Ten Eyck Hotel here

them

in

the

tonight. Eighty-

seven, including 21 with 25 or more
years of service were presented with
pins by Donald Schine, son of Louis
W, Schine. Home office executives

John May, George Lynch, William
Kraemer, Seymour Morris and Bernard Diamond were in the group.
Meyer Schine emphasized that
group insurance, hospitalization service and pensions had been a part of

THE
consolidation

picture's

his

ways.

background concerns itself with the grinding tactics of selfof an anti-religious group of Red revolutionists who have

Gus

including general manager
Lampe, strongly urged "spot saturaLampe
tion" in radio advertising.

ers,

also

recommended

near

the

selection of
the
such anfor
choice "adjacencies"
nouncements, pointing out that time

Godfrey

Arthur

morning

show had proved one

of the best. Si
advertising manager,
Seadler,
advanced the same point yesterday.
Meyer Schine stressed that "strong
interest" should be attached to the
concession phase of the chain's operations.
Candy and popcorn executives
discussed merchandising, location display and sales techniques.

M-G-M

Skiatron
(Continued from page 1)
majority of proxies already received
in favor of the issue.
The Skiatron president acknowledged that the majority of film companies are still adverse to giving Skiatron product for the test, now postponed until January.
Since his last canvass of major companies, which indicated that only
Radio Pictures and Paramount would
consider lending product for the test,
one
other
company has informed

RKO

Levey that
it

was

dent

it

may

disclosed.

refused

to

offer

its

product,

The Skiatron presiname the company

and added that the additional offer
was hedged with a request for film
rental payments and with a stipulation that the films be about three years
old.

Levey, who described his efforts to
procure films for programming as
"delicate,"

torney

said

his

was keeping

of Justice
gotiations

Washington atthe Department

informed of Skiatron's newith the film companies.

ABC-UPT

secure vantage points to glimpse the
arrival of notables. Special application
was made for bleachers in nearby
Duffy Square but they could not be
erected in time. The event was one of
the plushiest seen on Broadway in
years, with a huge turnout of guests,
including leading members of international diplomatic corps, society, civic
and entertainment notables and leaders in the world of fashion.
"Fatima" will begin its regular engagement today with a continuous run
policy at the Astor and reserved seat
performances evenings daily and matinees on Wednesday, Saturady and
Sunday at the Bijou.
The advance ticket sale at the Bijou
is
said to have established a record
for a motion picture with 73 theatre
parties already subscribed to, in addition to over 800 requests for individual
seats. Requests for reservations have
been pouring in by way of clipped
coupons carried in initial newspaper
advertising on the engagement.

Atlanta Exchange

Damaged By

(Continued from page 1)

to the

Row

Kay Exchange

here today. Other film
offices in the same building suffered
considerable
water
damage.
Katz
Brothers, owners of the Kay Exchange, said that many records were
destroyed and that the loss would be
heavy, although an accurate estimate
could not be made in advance of inspection of the premises.

Resnick made his ruling over the
arguments of commission attorneys,
who estimated they would need
another two months of hearings to develop several anti-trust cases involving the Paramount companies brought
after the cut-off date.
In addition, Resnick ordered the
record closed over the objections of
attorneys for Allen B. Du Mont, who
claimed that closing the record now
would nullify a Du Mont petition filed
last week and on which the commission has not yet acted. Du Mont had
asked the FCC to rescind the Aug. 1
order or to apply the three-year cutoff date to the question of Du Mont's
control by Paramount.
Resnick set at 20 days from today
the final date for filing proposed findings on the Du Mont control issue and
at 30 days the time for filing proposed
findings on the merger and other issues involved in the case.
Resnick himself will probably take
about a month after that to write his
initial
decision. Following this the
parties then have 20 days to file exceptions to the examiner's decision,
but it is expected that in this case the
commission will shorten the period.
Next step is the commission's final

and

damage

tensive

on Film

of June.

how

three-al arm

following an explosion caused ex-

fire

dence and testimony relating to Scophony Corp. of America. All other
testimony had been finished by the end

decision,

Fire

Atlanta, Aug. 20'.—A

Warner's Television Promotion
Of 'Fatima' in N. Y. Is Underway

N. Y. Tax
(

to

a

ITOA

the survey

porting

survey of theatre realty
the Metropolitan area.

in

indicated

it

was confident

would

result in data supthat assessments on

factors, namely, prevailing in-

dustry

for

economic conditions and the first in New York for Warner, are
motion picture theatre's value to com- said to be in the nature
of a test of
munity business in general, were the medium and supplement
the large
viewed as likely to bring about sharp expenditure allocated
to other adverreductions in New York theatre tax tising media.
Warner has concentrated
assessments.
its TV advertising efforts on Channel
Heading the realty committee is 4, allowing to this station approxiGoldberg, Raybond Theatres' mately 75 per cent of the total airJ.
J.
executive.
Other members are Ben time allotment planned for the camKnobel, Sam Freedman, Julius San- paign. The remainder of the
budget
ders, Martin Levine, Murray Schoen will be spread around
to other televiand Edith Marshall.
sion stations in the New York area
Weinstock and Morton Sunshine, in an all-out endeavor to prove the
ITOA executive director, will attend success of television promotion for
no the meeting today of the Combined motion pictures.

although there's
long the commission will

Public Utilities Committee at the Bilttake to get out of its final order, its more Hotel. They will be "observers."
recent actions in the case indicate
The provisional public utilities comstrongly that it will whip out a de- mittee was formed by real estate and
cision in record time.
commercial interests to oppose inBesides the decision on the merger creased, electric rates granted to the
and on the Paramount-Du Mont con- Consolidated Edison Co. The meeting
trol question, there are several other will present a picture of the situation
issues involved in the case, it was and the effect of the rate increase on
substantial users of electrictity.
pointed out.

telling

campaign

Miracle
of
Our Lady of
Fatima," opening at the Astor and
Bijou theatres here today, include, in
addition to extensive normal expenditures, inaugural plans to promote the
film through the medium of television,
in a full saturation promotion on station WNBT, which is now under way.
These promotional efforts on TV, the

claims
theatre properties are considerably higher than they should be.

New York

Two

Brothers'

"The

conditions

The

Warner

Contin ued from page 1)

make

original

jam-packed the sidewalk in front of
the Astor a full hour before the announced 8:30 P.M. premiere time, to

—

Morris
director
publicity
that "perhaps our adverhas become too routinized".
tising
One thing, he thought, should be considered was a reappraisal of Saturday
newspaper advertising. Several speak-

the

(Continued fr om page 1)

A

Circuit

of

'Fatima'

TV

commented

replica

Black Maria that Edison used
in the production of his first
motion pictures.

put the province in the grip of dictatorship.
When the three children announce they have seen the vision, fear spreads
that the news will give the authorities further excuse to throttle the church.
years.
for
operation
circuit
Schine
the
It does. In the meantime the news of the vision reaches out and people
Promotion of children's patronage,
descend upon the town in locust hordes, causing complications and exigencies.
motion picture advertising in newsand other media, Frank Silvera, as the cruelty-loving Communist administrator, resorts to a
papers, radio,
religious feeling in the people, including the
merchandising candy and popcorn, and thousand devices to extirpate
closing of the church, arresting of Fatima's priest, Richard Hale, and the
screen advertising were among the
jailing of the children in an effort to wrench a false confession from them.
subjects discussed in the morning and
Little Miss Whitney surmounts a thousand obstacles till finally the miracle
afternoon meetings at the Schine cirpromised by the "vision" takes place in the form of a plunging spin of the
cuit convention.
sun earthward, and its last-minute recession. All doubters are now convinced.
A. W. Schwalberg, president of
The film closes with scenes of the gathering of a million people at Fatima
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
on
Oct. 13, 1951, the 35th anniversary of the miracle.
session.
dinner
eveningspoke at the
The screenplay by Crane Wilbur and James O'Hanlon follows closely the
suggestion that theatres approach
the extraordinary incident.
newspapers for a reduction in the known and recorded facts of
reliably
for producer Bryan Foy. Running time,
Brahm
has
directed
John
high
too
be
held
to
amusement rate
was favorably received. President 102 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Oct. 11.
Mandel Herbstman
Schine said that a survey of motion
picture advertising is needed to make
it more effective and economical.

—

'Life

1

Bash

to Italy to

Produce

John M. Bash

of Constellation Pictures will leave here for Italy Sept. 3,
where he will produce "The Ninth

Man", starring Errol Flynn. The
|

pic-

Eastman-Color, is slated to
go into production about Oct. 18 and
will be written by Milton Krims.
ture,

in

day
the

sun
plunged

toward
the earth...
ILLIONS

HAVE AGREED THAT

THIS STORY OF THE

YOUNG

GIRL OF FA"

A

WRITTEN FOR THE SCREi

GILBERT ROLAND -ANGELA CLARK and The Children SUSAN WHITNEY SHERRY JACKSON

SAMMY OGG CRANE WILBUR

Ihe
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WITH
IRNER

-

)ROS'.

ONDROUS

WORLD
±

REMIERE
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YOFFatima

I

^^WarnerColor
PRODUCED BY
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DIRECTED BY
•
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Industry Payrolls Were
Up in 1951, U.S. Reports

Unique Theatre Aid

From

Capital 'Star'

—

Washington, Aug. 20. The
Washington Star has started
the practice of carrying at the
top of the columns of paid
neighborhood theatre advertisements a box listing films

Washington, Aug.

of note.

Running

as a public serStar calls the list
it

the
"Films of More Than Routine
Merit." Some six or seven
pictures are generally listed
each day, with a one-line description of each. The Star,
an evening paper, selects and
describes the films.
vice,

Thursday, August

M. Giannini Dies
On Coast At 57

L.

20.

—Motion

pic-

ture industry payrolls in 1951 for employes covered by unemployment insurance rose about $25,000,000 over
the 1950 figure, the Department of
Labor reported today.
The 1951 figure for total payrolls
in all branches of the industry was
$651,792,000. The figure for 1950 was
$635,721,000.
The break-down figure for payrolls
in' the production-distribution field for
1951 showed a rise for the first time
The payroll figure for
since 1946.
The 1950
1951
was $299,762,000.
figure was $281,133,000. In 1946 the
figure
was
production - distribution
$361,668,000, with a steady drop since
then.

Service Payroll

1951 figure for service was
$35,681,000, with the 1950 figure at
San Francisco, Aug. 20. Law-, $33,676,000. For theatres, including
rence Mario Giannini, 57, president of vatidt'viile. the figure was $316,349,000
the Bank of America, died of a heart In 1951 and $320,912,000 in 1950. Total
attack following a lengthy illness at figures in these fields have been up
Franklin Hospital here last night.
and down since 1946.
Giannini, well known to leaders of
The figures include all employes
the motion picture industry in Holly- covered by state unemployment insurwood and New York, had been presi- ance. Labor defines the service catdent of the world's largest private egory as including such miscellaneous
by
his items as processing, renting and repair
founded
banking concern,
father, the late Amadeo P. Giannini. i>ji equipment and casting bureau exsince 1936. Prior to that he had Been penses. The theatres category covers
chairman of the board of the Bank of all -motion picture houses, including
America and president of Trans- their expenses for vaudeville. It does
america Corp. The Giannini bank for not include legitimate theatres or those
years was one of the chief sources of with vaudeville only, the Department
-film production financing".
Jj-of, Labor explained.

The

—

^

PARAMOUNT
TRADE SHOWS
August 25th and 26th, 1952
RALPH

BETTY

UA

'Streamlining'

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
continue at work until the conciliation
plan was entirely put on paper rather
than meet again today for only a few
hours for that purpose.

{Continued from page 1)

W.

chairmanship of A.

the

berg

Conciliation Plan

Schwal-

The
Pictures.
scheduled to meet again

Paramount

of

committee
today and

is

reportedly

may

consider

setting a place and date for the start
of a test of the centralized handling
of film for all distributors. It would
also designate an agency to conduct
the test. National Screen Service, as

well as Clark Film Service, is understood to have expressed interest in

providing

facilities.

other

film

)

Drafting Group

Work Abroad

Myers, for exhibition, and Robert W.
Perkins and Adolph Schimel, for distribution. Others attending the drafting sessions were Ralph D. Hetzel,

stars

making

list of
pictures

Linda Darnell, it was announced here by Italian Films Export.
Flying from Hollywood, Miss Darnell
Italy

Disputes in connection with
trade practices, such as competitive bidding and clearances and
runs, will go directly to arbitration
under the plan which must be approved by (1) constituent members
of the Industry Arbitration Conference (2) the conference as a whole,
the Department of Justice, and
3
(4) the New York Statutory Court.
Upon completing these four hurdles,
the arbitration-conciliation plan would
be incorporated in the consent decrees
in the industry anti-trust suit for a
minimum 18 months period.
jects.

The drafting committee included
Herman M. Levy and Abram F.

Latest to join the growing
in

conciliation plan is being set up
accommodate disputes over film
rentals and other non-arbitrable sub-

re-

as the single-purpose units are
placed by ordinary office space.

American

The

to

(

Front office functions, such as sales,
booking and billing will not be affected, it is understood. Also, the bulk
of "back room" employes would be
absorbed in the new system, it was
Principal economies to be realsaid.
ized would be in shipping costs, vault
maintenance and ultimately in rents
and overhead on exchange buildings

Darnell to
is

arrive in New York today for a
week's stay before flying to Rome
for pre-production discussions.
The
star is under contract for a picture to
be produced later this year by Giuseppe Amato.
will

Motion Picture Association of
America vice-president
William F.
Rodgers, chairman of the distributors'
negotiating committee, and Henderson
Jr.,

;

M. Richey,

secretary of the arbitraConference.
If the group meets again today it
will be only for the purpose of gathering together a "few loose ends" to
tion

finish the arbitration-conciliation draft.

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY
ALBANY
AT^uNTA

21, 1952

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

TIME
2:30 P.M.

ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
2 P.M.
ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
2 30 P.M.
BUFFALO
PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
.......2 P.M.
CHARLOTTE
JO A.M.
PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHICAGO
1:30 P.M.
PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
* CINCINNATI
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
2:30 P.M.
CLEVELAND
8.15 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
2 P.M.
DENVER
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
P.M.
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
2:30 P.M.
DETROIT. f£li
.PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue..
P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS
.PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
2:30 P.M.
JACKSONVILLE
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Theo. Bldg
2 P.M.
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
J.-30 P.M.
LOS ANGELES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
J2.)5 P.M.
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
2 P.M.
* MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
8 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
2 P.M.
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
2 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
2:30 P.M.
NEW YORK CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
10.30 A.M.
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
P.M.
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
OMAHA
P.M.
Street
2
North
12th
248
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
PHILADELPHIA
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PITTSBURGH
7:30 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PORTLAND
J
P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
ST. LOUIS
P.M.
Street
1:30
South
East
1st
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270
SALT LAKE CITY
P.M.
Ave.
2
Gate
Golden
ROOM,
205
PROJ.
.PARAMOUNT
SAN FRANCISCO.
1.30 P.M.
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
SEATTLE
8:30 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
WASHINGTON

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

BOSTON

PROJ.

PROJ.

J

HUTT0N MEEKER
•

in

A PERLBERG-SEATON

Production

SOMEBODY
LOVES ME"
with

Robert Keith

*

TECHNICOLOR

Produced by

Suggested by the careers of

and

.

.

WILLIAM PERLBERG and GEORGE SEATON
Written and Directed by IRVING BRECHER

BLOSSOM SEELEY

1

I

Adele Jergens
and the Chez Paree Adorables
Color by

.

BENNY

FIELDS

*

Screening to be held Tuesday, August. 26th, 1952
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Labor Viewed 'Will Films Sell Tickets?' Senate Prober
As Advocating Now Hollywood Yardstick Of Complaints
—
To Coast Soon
Streamlining' Albany,
Hollywood today, thanks to the "influence
and their box-offices, recognizes only one
"
yardstick by which pictures should be measured will they 'sell tickets ?'
So declared A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film DisN. Y., Aug. 21.
of exhibitors of the country

'

:

Distribution Cost-Saving
Seen Benefiting Workers
Management and

labor apparently see eye to eye on the need for
and desirability of "streamlined"
physical distribution throughout the
industry, according to the comments
yesterday of both distribution and
union representatives.

executive who
is familiar with labor-management relations regarding front-

An

IATSE

and back-room exchange
workers said he foresaw greater advantages, in terms of both
wages and working conditions,
for
such workers under a
office

"streamlined" setup.

tributing Corp., at a banquet of Schine -~
Chain Theatres last night in the Ten
Eyck Hotel. Closed division managers

meetings with managers today ended
a three-day Schine convention.

"The day of making pictures to
gratify personal likes, personal ambitions, is gone," said Schwalberg.
"So are the premieres that I attended in California years ago when the
great god genius who made a picture
received all the applause and the backslapping of his assistants and associates.
I think that today Hollywood
knows a picture has to be viewed in
the light of whether a patron does or
does not buy a ticket. Hollywood today is listening and thirsting for
knowledge.

"Never
pictures,

Distributors acknowledge and union
representatives say it is their understanding that savings are envisaged in
terms of real estate and shipping costs.
This means that while the distributors
would share storage and shipping fa-

in
in

the

my

history of motion
opinion," continued

Schwalberg, "have East and West
been closer together than they are today. Speaking for Paramount, I can
tell you that no project will be under(Continued on page 4)

20th-Fox Net for
Months

First Six

Put

at

$962,493

Consolidated net earnings after
charges for the six months ended June 28 were reported by 20th
Century-Fox yesterday at $962,493.
The result compares with a consoliall

dated net of $1,071,113 for the corresponding period a year ago.

Amis in Capitol Tells
Of Exhibitor Visit
Washington, Aug.

21.

—William

D. Amis, investigator for the Senate Small Business Committee, will
return to the West Coast shortly to
continue his investigation of independent exhibitor complaints.

Amis, who just returned from
Los Angeles, said today he
would leave as soon as possible
for San Francisco. His return
was sparked, he explained, by
a visit today from Palo Alto
exhibitor Guy W. Meek, who
brought with him "considerable

Second quarter earnings this
year amounted to $928,492, compared with $34,001 for the first
quarter of the year and $196,337 for the second quarter of

evidence of possible violations
of the consent decree and the
anti-trust laws" on the part of
some of the major companies.

1951.

tioned

Because of the divorcement of 20th-

Among

the majors Amis menwere Fox West Coast,
Paramount and KKO.

Meek

(Continued on page 2)

operates the four-house

Meek

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 2)

Cinecolor Control Col. Sets Biggest
Forecasts Industry Acquired By Donner
Arbitration Copies
Program of Shorts
Boom in Europe
Ready Next Week
—The DonLos Angeles, Aug.
Highlighted
new one-reel
21.

A

boom

motion picture
production and exhibition aboard was
forecast yesterday by I. E. Lopert,
president of Lopert Films Distributing
definite

in

Corp., who returned this week from
a European business tour.
Lopert
said
that
producers
in
France, Italy and Germany are organizing for future distribution of
their films in Europe. He expressed
the belief that the film business in
Europe would be good for another
couple of years, until television makes
Germany, he added, is
its inroads.
becoming a big market for films.
(Continued on page 2)

MPA A

Waiting Word
From Paris on Talks
Contrary to expectations, the Motion Picture Association of America
did not receive from Paris yesterday
word as to the nature of the new proposals for a Franco-American film

agreement which French government
negotiators were scheduled to present
to U. S. State Department representatives.

MP A A
they
today.

executives said they hoped
would have cabled information

ner Corp. of Philadelphia has acquired
Corp.
Cinecolor
control
of
legal
through exercise of its undertaking
to purchase new five per cent sinking
fund debentures with common stock
attached
which
purchase warrants
were not subscribed for by Cinecolor
stockholders.
Under the current financing plan
offered to Cinecolor stockholders on
July 22, the latter subscribed for ap(Continued on page 4)

by a

se-

devoted to talented animals, the
1952-53 short subject program being
prepared by Columbia is the largest in
the company's history, totaling 26
two-reelers, 27 one-reel cartoons, 54
other one-reelers and four serials. The
total is 26 shorts more than the comries

pany had

this year.

The new

series,

entitled

"Animal

present outstanding
(Continued on page 4)

Cavalcade,"

will

Following the completion Wednesday night at the Hotel Astor here of
the draft of rules for an industry
system of arbitration, Ralph D. Hetzel,

Jr.,

Motion

Picture

Association

of America vice president, assumed
responsibility for having the draft
mimeographed so that each delegate
Industry Arbitration Conto
the
ference could be supplied with a copy.
Indications yesterday were that the

mimeographing work would be com-

11 Coast Groups, Largest Block to
Date, Enlist in Drive to Fight Suit

—

Hollywood, Aug. 21. All 11 organizations comprising the membership of the Motion Picture Industry Council will oppose with
their full membership and full resources the government's attempt
to force the industry to sell 16mm. prints of its features to television and other competitors, it was voted at last night's regular
monthly MPIC meeting.
Enlistment of the 11 organizations in the battle against the government suit is the largest block to act in that direction.
The membership agreed that a more incisive effect can be
achieved by allowing each constituent organization to adopt the
means most appropriate to it in campaigning against the suit.
Under MPIC's semi-annual rotating presidency system, Steve
Broidy last night succeeded Gunther Lessing in that office.

pleted early next week.
will be made at that time

A

decision

whether to

mail copies to the delegates forthwith
or distribute the document to them
when the Conference reconvenes, perhaps in a month.
(Continued on page 4)

Senate Group Plans
16mm. Suit Probe
Washington, Aug.

—

21.
The SenSmall Business Committee expects
to check into exhibitor complaints on
the 16mm. anti-trust suit, a committee

ate

investigator said today.
The committee is currently investigating complaints about possible discrimination against small independent
exhibitors.

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention

20th-Fox 1st Half Net
Fox

ROY

NT

was

directors of National Theatres also is
expected to meet Sept. 29 to consider

E. K. O'Shea, vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp., dividend

action.

McCall Flies Here

On TV

(Continued from page 1)

production-distribution from exfor
scheduled
operations,
hibition
DISNEY, president of Walt Sept. 27, the company's board of diDisney Productions, has arrived rectors yesterday announced that divihere from the Coast.
dend action will be taken by the new
20th-Fox corporation at a special
Oscar Morgan, general sales man- meeting to be held Sept. 29. Manageager of short subjects and Paramount ment will recommend to the board a
News, will leave here Sunday for Des dividend payment of 25 cents per share
Moines on the first of a scheduled for the third quarter, with payment to
series of branch city tours.
be made in the latter part of October.
•
The dividend will be half that
Abe Berenson, president of Allied formerly payable prior to the divorceT. O. of the Gulf States will be con- ment of the exhibition operations.
fined to Touro Hospital, New Orleans,
Board
New
He suffered a
for another month.
heart attack three weeks ago.
It
stated that the new board of

•

Friday, August 22, 1952

Funded debt agree-

Requests Opening of
'Fatima' in Fatima
Officials of

Portugal have requested

Warner Brothers
premiere

Lady

of

of

to

"The

set

Fatima" on Oct. 13

Portugal,

a

from Lisbon,

a

Miracle
at

foreign
of

Our

Fatima,

village about 100 miles
disclosed here yes-

WB

Strike Plans

—

Hollywood, Aug. 21. Screen
Writers Guild president Mary
C. McCall, Jr., flies tomorrow
to New York to confer with
Authors League of America
president Rex Stout on means
of coordinating efforts in connection with the SWG strike
against the Alliance of Television Film Producers, now

two weeks

old.

terday.

The date specified is Fatima's annual festival and draws hundreds of
thousands of spectators from all over
Europe. Last year's, which attracted
1,300,000 persons, was photographed
by Warner's for the picture, thus giving it the largest cast ever seen on
the screen, said WB.

today for Buffalo for ments restrict dividend payments to a
meetings with branch managers. He maximum of 50 per cent of the conwill leave here

Louis Fight Tour
Timed with Film

"The Joe Louis Story," Federated
Films projected "biopic" of the exboxing
life-story
and
champion's
here career, will be ready for release in

Capacity Business

Meanwhile, the film opened
yesterday to capacity business at the July, 1953, and will move into the
year when such earnings are below Astor and Bijou theatres,
according foreign market directly after its do$3,000,000. Accordingly, the new the- to
officials.
Crowds began lining mestic premiere, it was stated here
atre company is restricted during this up at the
Astor at 9:00' A. M., with yesterday following a press interview
year to maximum dividend payments the doors opening at 9 :45
A. M. Over with Louis.
of approximately $1, 150,000; of which 800 admissions
were sold during the
The "Brown Bomber" told of a con$500,000 has already been declared and first hour after the box-office
opened. templated foreign boxing exhibition
paid during the year to the parent Initial reserved seat
performance last tour, timing his appearances with the
Robert H. O'Brien, United Para- company, 20th-Fox.
night at the Bijou Theatre was also release of the picture for exploitation
mount Theatres secretary-treasurer, is
During the first half of 1952, conimpetus in Europe and South America.
vacationing in Butte, Mont., and will solidated income amounted to $78,- completely sold out, said Warner.
Louis is planning to go into training
return here after Labor Day.
044,664, of which $43,988,793 was in
•
at a California ranch before the end
film rentals, and $27,614,580 was in
of 1952 to prepare for the fight seDick Pitts, Theatre Owners of theatre receipts. For the correspond(Continued- from page 1)
quences in the film.
America's assistant executive director, ing period last year, film rentals agStirling Silliphant, who will prois in Washington from New York.
gregated $42,566,350, and theatre re- cilities they would continue to main•
duce "The Louis Story", told the press
tain
their
own
private
billing,
booking
ceipts
All
$28,741,913.
consolidated
conference of his plans to devote full
Charles Levy, Disney Eastern pub- income for the first half of last year and sales structures.
here
returned
has
representative,
licity
The IATSE executive described ex- time in the fall of 1953 to traveling
amounted to $77,466,470.
with the picture in foreign markets.
from Canada.
Net for the six months this year is change wages as "unfavorable" and
•
Production is scheduled to get underequivalent to 35 cents per share on blamed this for what he described as
Harold Mirisch, Monogram-Allied the 2,769,485 shares of common out- the "huge turnover" each year in ex- way soon after Jan. 1, with an extended ad campaign building toward
Artists vice-president, has returned to
standing, compared with 30 cents per change labor across the country. Once
the July premiere.
Hollywood from Chicago.
share
on
the 2,769,320' shares out- savings are effected in real estate and
e
Silliphant, Eastern publicity manstanding at the end of the first half shipping costs, he reasoned, the comRadio PicCarl Peppercorn,
panies might be in a position to in- ager for 20th Century-Fox, will leave
last year.
tures Canadian district manager, is
crease wages to the extent that turn- that position for the Louis assignment
visiting in New York.
overs can be eliminated and work can next January.

expects to return Monday.
•
Hiller Innes, executive assistant
Paramount's Eastern production
to
manager, Russel Holman, has returned here following a 10-day visit
to the Coast studio.
•

solidated net earnings of the previous

WB

'Streamlining'

RKO

•

Rickey to Coast for
Talks with Showmen

20th-Fox Short Wins
Venice Award

"Light in the Window," Art Films
Production dealing with the life and

Henderson M. Richey, M-G-M's ex- paintings

of

Vermeer, was

awarded

hibitor relations head, will leave here first prize in the art shorts division
Monday for a series of informal meet- of the current Venice Film Festival,
ings with Western Theatre Owners it was announced here yesterday. It
members in Seattle, Portland and San was photographed in Technicolor in
Francisco. Richey, who is also secre- Holland, and is a 20th Century-Fox
tary of the Industry Arbitration Con- release. It is one of a series of seven
ference, will discuss business problems shorts in color dealing with the lives
in general with the theatremen and of
renowned artists, photographed
inform them of late developments in abroad under supervision of associate
the industry's efforts to establish a producer Marilyn Silverstone, who
system of arbitration.
also did the research for the scripts,
The M-G-M executive will spend written by Mildred Barish Vermont.
two days in each city. He will be ac- The series was produced by Boris
companied on the trip by Sam Gard- Vermont and directed by Jean Oser.
sales manager for the
Richey is
territory.
scheduled to return here Sept. 4.
ner,

assistant

Los

Angeles

.

Approximately 80 per cent
tron stockholders voted in
the new stock issue to raise
for the company's projected

of Skiafavor of
$270,000

subscrip-

tion television test, Skiatron president
Arthur Levey disclosed here yesterday.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

'Quiet'

Bow

the

personal

appearance

Maureen O'Hara, who flew

in

of

from

Coast for the opening of "The
Quiet Man." Miss O'Hara made
another appearance at 6 :00 P.M. Vic-

the

tor

McLaglen,

also

starred

in

John Ford production, appeared
1:00 P.M. and also at 8:30 P.M.

the
at

efficiently as a re-

Committee

The Motion

Picture Association of
distribution
committee,

America's
under the chairmanship of Alfred W.
Schwalberg, met again yesterday to
discuss

plans for

tribution.

It

"streamlining"

dis-

NEW YORK THEATRES
-RADIO

the meeting that a city for testing the
workability of "streamlining" has not
yet been selected. The companies are
not unanimous in advocating "streamlining", some being described as desirous of weighing the proposal further before committing themselves to
the project.

CITY MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

was reported following

"I

VAN HOE"

Robert

TAYLOR

*

Elizabeth

Join

TAYLOR

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plus

MAIfflNlEWfS

Lopert Says
(Continued,

The Donegal Pipers' Band was on
hand yesterday at the Capitol here to
greet

more

MPAA

O'Hara, McLaglen

Aid
Skiatron 'Holders
Okay Stock Issue

be performed
sult.

from page

1)

Lopert also disclosed that he has
closed deals with the Alexander Korda
Organization for releasing rights in
the U. S. to "Sound Barrier," a David
Lean production, and "Gilbert and
Sullivan," a Launder-Gilliat production in color by Technicolor. He also
said that negotiations were completed
for distribution rights of a new Carol
Reed film, as yet untitled, which is
expected to be ready for release next

Midnight F«»tv*»
Nightlv

HOWARD HAWKS'

THE BIC SKY
co-starring

KIRK DOUGLAS - DEWEY MARTIN
ELIZABETH THREATT

ARTHUR HUNNICUTT

CRITERION

B'way & 45
Distributed

by

RKO

St.

Radio Pictures

fall.
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THE BLACK

THE BLACK
KNIGHT!

NIGHTIE!

IVANHOE

THE MERRY

riding

to glory

WIDOW''
is M-G-M's

from

next

Coast-

box-office

to-Coast!

bonanza!

is

"How BIG
first

in

Cleveland, Houston, San Francisco

40%

Boat";

48%

it is

44%

"Quo

Y.,

"Show

Vadis."

its first

in

Taylor

•

Elizabeth Taylor
•

•

new

"IVANHOE"

Joan Fontaine

Adaptation by AEneas MacKenzie

Hall,

all-time

•

starring Robert

George Sanders

•

Emlyn

Screen Play by Noel Langley
•

and influence your

them

"THE MERRY

WIDOW," M-G-M's

newest musical,

box-office? Give

the gayest, the sauciest of

them

all.

The

romance between luscious Lana Turner

palpitating.

Directed by Richard Thorpe

Produced by Pandro S. Berman

Franz Lehar's love songs!

Eye-filling Technicolor beauty!

A

story

naughty but nice! That's dough!

that's

•

friends

Fernando Lamas, will have the fans

18 days set

Color by Technicolor

win

paid admissions

At the Music

presents Sir Walter Scott's

Williams

to

and the new sensation, hot-blooded Latin

non- holiday records.
M-G-M

How

Paris."

"An American In

11% bigger

is

bigger than

bigger than "Battleground";

bigger than

than

N.

In the

18 days of its extended engagements

and Atlanta,

It

'IVANHOE'?"

is

Lana Turner as "THE MERRY WIDOW"
Fernando Lamas • with Una Merkel • Richard Haydn
Thomas Gomez • Color by Technicolor • Screen Play by Sonya
Levien and William Ludwig • Based on the Operetta Written
by Composer Franz Lehar and Authors Victor Leon and Leo
Stein • Directed by Curtis Bernhardt • Produced by Joe Pasternak

M-G-M

presents

co-starring

As the fame of "IVANHOE" sweeps the nation"THE MERRY WIDOW" gayly arrives to date you!

—
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Yardstick

Review

Complaints

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
theatres,

consisting

of

drive-ins

and

subsequent-run indoor theatres.
Amis said Meek claimed that the
majors were practicing "discrimination" against him and that unless he
could obtain product he would be
forced out of business.

To

Visit Chicago

Amis will stop at Chicago either on
way out to California or on his
way back, he said, to investigate comfrom the Chicago

area.

(Commander Films

While

out on the West Coast, he said, he
intended to look into other situations
where exhibitors have made complaints similar to Meek's.
Amis said he would probably take
Meek over to talk to Justice Department attorneys about his complaints.
Amis added that complaints from
independent exhibitors have come in

committee from Alabama, New
York, Michigan, Louisiana, Baltimore,
Omaha and Washington, D. C. He
said he would check these complaints
but didn't know if he would do it in

to the

person.

THE
drama which

box-office

possibilities

Hollywood, Aug. 21
of "Hellgate" are splendid, and so is the

it unfolds, in a starkly realistic, brutish fashion, powerfully
depicting the turmoil of life in a prison hellhole the Hellgate of Civil War
days, where army incorrigibles were incarcerated and frequently tortured.
There is no fun in this production, but there is plenty to hold high interest.

—

story is based on fact, concerning the famous Gil Hanley case of circumstantial evidence, drawing from that circumstance the unmistakable vigor
of veracity. Yet, the picture is handled with the freedom of fictional narrative
and with the outcome of the forceful plot unrevealed until the final moments.
Sterling Hayden, Joan Leslie and Ward Bond, a trim trio of marquee
names, top a strong cast effectively directed by Charles Marquis Warren in
their enactment of his own script.

Produced for Commander Films by John C. Champion, the film tells the
story of an innocent man's imprisonment in Hellgate, the old desert installation
maintained by the U. S. Army. Hayden plays the wrongfully convicted
prisoner with becoming restraint, and Ward Bond, the commandant who believes him a guerilla and tries to break him physically, mentally and spiritually,
turns in a portrayal of villainy such as hasn't been seen in a long time.

Others in the cast are Jim Arness, Marshall Bradford, Peter Coe, Richard
Paxton, John Pickard, Pat Coleman, Bob Wilke, Richard Emory, Sheb
Wooley, Kyle Anderson, Rory Mallinson, Ed Hinton, Timothy Carey,
William Hamel, Stanley Price, Rod Redwing.

Running

General audience classification.

time, 87 minutes.

For September

release.

(Continued- from page 1)

expected that the copies
would be mailed to the delegates at
once since "further steps must await

was

or(participating)
the reaction of
ganizations," according to a formal
statement issued yesterday by the
drafting committee.

Reactions Needed

N, Gumhiner, Chicago Columbia Shorts

Theatreman, Is Dead
— Nate Gumbiner,
Chicago, Aug.
21.-

54,

industry veteran

who

Commodore

operated the
here for 25

Theatre
years,
died suddenly at his home
yesterday of a heart attack. Gumbiner,

who

that until the reactions of the individual organizations are ascertained
and their suggestions carried into a

dore

sold his interest in the
last year, is survived

(Continued-

widow and one son. Interment
at Rosemont Cemetery.

training and the

his
will be

BIJOU THEATRE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR PREVIEWS!

from page

1)

work

of the animals.

be produced and directed by
Harry Foster, who makes his headquarters in New York.
It

will

Comic Shorts

by

draft, "there is and can be no
agreement on an arbitration system."
Final touches will be put on a con- were Herman M. Levy, Abram F.
ciliation plan next week. The commit- Myers,
Robert
W. Perkins and
Also attending the
tee expects that it will be a short, Adolph Schimel.
concise document of about three para- drafting sessions were William F.
graphs.
Rodgers, Henderson M. Richey and
Members of the drafting- committee Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr.

Now

York's

finest

appointed theatres

available for previews and screenings on

Mondays,

Tuesdays,

the future of this industry," stated the
speaker. "I liked that spirit because I,
too, am not afraid. In fact, with five
children, I can't afford to be afraid.
Sure, we have competition.
had
competition from radio.
have it
from television, from baseball and
football, from the highways and the
beaches. Your competitor is sunshine,
too. There is, however, only one thing
that I recognize
people like to gather
around other people. I dont care what
you give them in any other way the
little lady of the house will want to
get out after she has been in it day
after day, week after week. The motion picture theatre is the place she

We

Thursdays

&

Columbia's
two-reel series, will furnish the same
number of subjects as in the 1951-52
program. There will be eight shorts
featuring the "Three Stooges," six
"All- Star" comedies starring Andy
Clyde, Joe Besser, Wally Vernon and
Eddie Quillan and 12 reprints issued
under the "Assorted Comedies" and
"Comedy Favorites" banners.
Cartoons will show an increase of
five for a total of 27 on the new pro
gram. There will be six each in the
"Mr. Magoo" and "Jolly Frolics" series, produced by United Productions
of America, an increase of one in
each group. Among the highlights in
the latter series will be "Madeline,'
based on the Ludwig Bemelmans
in

children's classic, and "Gerald's Sym
phony," the sequel to "Gerald
Boing Boing" of two seasons ago.
"Color Favorites," reprints of old animated subjects, will be increased by
three to a total of 15 on the upcoming schedule.

SCREEN YOUR PRODUCT
IN AIR-CONDITIONED

'Candid Microphone'

Fridays!

COMFORT

AND THE FINEST SURROUNDINGS!

will

go

to."

Referring to "dire predictions" that
were made when radio blossomed
forth, and again when night baseball
came on the scene, Schwalberg said
"we have had competition before.

call:

MR. PETER R. FINK
JUdson 6-0540
BIJOU THEATRE, 45th St. & BVay
-

in

this

I

room

see

the

I

know

confident
that no

matter what the problem is, it will be
solved, as it has been in the past. You
cant limit the brains, ingenuity and
know-how, the type that is represented in this room. I have never been
more optimistic than I am today."

The Paramount

official stressed the
contributions that motion pictures have made to education and to a

great

standard

"The

living.

of

commented, "has sold more
goods than any other instrumentality,
more than all of them put together."
screen," he

The united front that the industry
instantly developed in the face of the
government's television anti-trust suit
was cited by Schwalberg as evidence
of its inherent cohesiveness.

Brooks,

A

Contest Judge

Brooks, of the Managers
Round Table of Motion Picture
Herald-, Charles Alicoate, of The Film
Daily, and Burton Robbins, of National
Screen Service, have been
named judges for a national exploita-

Walter

tion

campaign contest

for theatre

playing the Dietz
combination program of
and "Cajun".
agers

man-

& Horne
"Watusi"

Cinecolor Control
(Continued from page 1)
proximately $175,000 of the $452,350
debenture offering. The balance was
purchased by the Donner Corp., com-

Allen Funt will again be represented by six "Candid Microphone" pleting the financing.
Since the debentures are entitled to
entries and Ralph Staub will be back
with the 32nd edition of "Screen elect a majority of the Cinecolor board
Snapshots," said to be the oldest of directors, legal control passes to
Donner Corp., Karl Herzog, Cineshorts series being produced. "Snap
shots" will open its 12-subject season color president, stated.
with Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
in

For Information

We

;

higher

Comedy, as displayed

Mc

New

anybody else.
"David
( Schine
who introduced
Schwalberg) expressed confidence in

faces

animal acts and will show both the

Commo-

final

of

—

However, when

The drafting committee emphasized

One

taken unless East and West see eye
to eye on its possibilities
possibilities
to sell tickets. I don't profess to predict that every motion picture made
under these auspices will turn out to
be a bonanza. But I believe that we
are closer to the public pulse than

:

Brutishly persecuted by Bond, Hayden is instrumental, ultimately, in obtaining a supply of water for the prison when typhus threatens its total
destruction, and achieves an ending which is not telegraphed by the script and
needn't be here.

Arbitration Copies
It

—Lippcrt)

The

his

plaints

"Hellgate"

"Hollywood Fun Festival."
"World of Sports," with Bill Stern

returning as commentator, will be represented 12 times on the program, an
increase of three over last year. There
will be eight miscellaneous one-reelers grouped under the "Topnotcher
banner, and a like number of musical
re-releases
issued
as
"Thrills
of
Music."

^WHENEVERTV
f

FROM

YOU NEED

RELIABLE

SPECIAL
TRAILERS
»M7 I. WAMA1H AY,
CMCaoO », lUiNOB

FAST

Avonn
vena
niw ran M,
tie ninth

ii

I
I
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YOU CAN DO

IT

TOO!

20 Dates is Outgrossing "Carbine
Williams", "The Wild North" and "Angels In The Outfield"
following closely "Pat and Mike" and "Westward The Women"

"Fearless

Fagan"

in First

YOU CAN DUPLICATE
•

Tie up with the

LIONS CLUB

[Fagan himself is an honorary member

This

is

a good newspaper feature, actually a stand-

by in promotions.

"Fagan" makes

it

tie-in

angle for Supermarket advertising.)

Pin - the -Tail- on - the - Lion Stunt for
Playgrounds

•

Sheet Music Windows on Janet
Leigh's Singing of ''What Do You
Think I Am? (Just A Baby')"

•

Janet Leigh Tie-up with Sunbeam
Bread

•

Dairy Co-op with Still of Fearless
Fagan Drinking Milk

•

Newsstand Cards with LIFE Magazine where Story of Fearless Fagan
Appeared

•

One-Sheet LIFE Blow-up

Lion Street Ballyhoo
(Usher in a lion suit gets plenty of attention.)

•

•

timely again.)

Merchants Co-op Ads<Tm Not A Tion'- These Prices
Are Really LOW!" "A Lion's Share
of Bargains"
(Good

•

Pet Parade in Public Parks

Most Unusual Pets Contest
(

•

•

in

California.

•

TEST- DATE ACTIVITIES:

Cartoon Heralds

Sell

(Kids go for these heralds

• Plastic

Comedy Angle
and

take them home.)

Stick-Ons Available as Teasers

(Another item that

gets plenty

of attention.)

(Photo story of the Lion's career.)

********
3t A

GREGORY PECK
"The

WORLD

with
Directed by

in

ANN BLYTH

•

HIS ARMS"

ANTHONY QUINN JOHN

RAOUL WALSH

•

*

Screenplay ty

in

j

******

o^°

Rex Beach's

color by Technicolor

MclNTIRE

BORDEN CHASE •

•

ANDREA KING

Produced by

AARON ROSENBERG

|OU»

%

.

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

39

Tradewise

.

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, AUGUST

25,

Newsreels, Newspapers Are\ See Agreement
Different, Ohio Contends

MAY

BE assumed that it has
escaped the notice of no one in
Toledo, O., Aug. 24. Without backing up its contention with "evithe industry that the continuing dence," the City of Toledo, acting in behalf of the Ohio attorney-general,
improvement at the nation's box- at the weekend asserted in a brief filed in the Ohio newsreel censorship
offices is being accompanied by the case that newsreels are different from magazines, newspapers and other
presence there of a greater number
periodicals and therefore can be made
subject to censorship
of fine pictures than have been
The brief was intended to defend
available to the public at one time
White
Visit
the State's censorship laws, labeled
in man)' months.
"unconstitutional" by exhibitor Martin
Wives
Set for
It may be assumed also that the
TT

—

House

TO A

trade is well aware that equally fine
pictures and in substantial volume
have been completed and are awaiting release. Their number is sufficient to sustain the box-offices well
into the fall and, there is good
reason to believe, the same type of
product in comparable numbers will
continue to issue from Hollywood.
Today there must be many willing to go along with the recent
statement of H. V. Harvey of San
Francisco crediting production with
having made the greatest strides of
branches of industry
the three
toward meeting the new economic
and competitive orders. Not that
all of production's problems have
been met and solved, but simply because there is so much evidence of
improvement at hand, Hollywood is
deserving of industry commendation.

Few
wood
when

—

Washington, Aug. 24. President and Mrs. Truman will
meet at the White House all
of the wives of

the

ticket-choppers

were

members

at-

tending the Theatre Owners
of America convention to be
held here the week of Sept.
15, TOA announced over the
weekend.
The President and his wife
will meet the TOA wives in
the Rose Garden on Wednesday morning, Sept. 17 and will
conduct them on a tour of the
White House.

Equity to Review
Theatre
The

may

TV

take

meeting here tomorrow
up the request of Fabian

its

Court's decision in the "Miracle" case
did not apply in any way to the newsreel case since there is no question as
to
whether newsreels are "sacriligious."
The defendant now has a week in
which to reply to the City's assertions.
It is

expected that another brief will
(Continued on page 3)

Grainger to Coast
To View Product

to reconsider its action of
several weeks ago in asking payment
of a week's salary to all members of
the cast of Mike Todd's Jones Beach

quotes Stanley
saying of his new
production, "The Happy Time",:
"It is the coming of age of a teen
age boy, his first reaching for maturity on everything from the intellectual plane to the first sex
manifestations. Further, we strive
to illustrate the frank, above-board
viewpoint on things basic, such as
sex by the continental mind as conmaterial
as

Don't

let

FIGHT AGAINST REDS' WILL
NEVER CEASE, SAYS FREEMAN

and

guilt

Picture Export As-

the U. S. negotiators "beat them
to the punch" by submitting
their

own new

proposals.

Subsidy references were conspicuously absent from the American proposals. In brief, the U. S. companies
accepted a French decree cutting film
exports to France to 92 features from
last year's 121, and suggested setting
by negotiation the steps to be followed
(Continued on page 3)

"The fight to rid the industry of
known Communists or fellow travelers
will never cease," declares Y. Frank

Fifty producers of motion pictures in the New
York area were notified by
the Screen Actors Guild
that it will cancel existing contracts as of Oct.
23 if by that date these
producers have not signed
the Guild's new "Codified
Agreement of 1952" and the

television supplement
thereto. Negotiations

have been proceeding for
several months between
the Guild and the Film
fellow travelers because of their membership in certain organizations which, Producers' Association of
after they joined were subsequently New York.

Freeman, Paramount studio head in declared subversive by the Attorney
Hollywood, in an article by John General. Where these people are innoGunther which will be featured in an cent of having any Communist sym-

The Ameri- pathies, we are receiving excellent
can Weekly to be sent next Sunday support from public opinion groups in
readers through a circu- clearing them completely of any taint
Stanley discourage you. to 30,000,000

trasted to the hush-hush
school of thought."

The Motion

James R. Grainger, Republic execu-

rest of us.

Kramer

U. S. Submits New Offer;
Accepts Export Decrease

Theatres

tive vice-president in charge of sales
And perhaps to some purlight.
and distribution left here at the weekpose, judging by the evidence now
marine spectacle, "A Night in Ven- end for the Coast on the first stopover
current. Today, it would seem, she ice," for an experimental telecast of on a trip which will
take him to San
is beginning to show the rest of the show to the screen of the Warner
Francisco and Denver prior to his rethe industry the way.
Theatre here.
turn to New York on Sept. 17.
The experiment, planned by Fabian
Let's give the little girl a bigWhile on the Coast Grainger will
hand. And listen attentively when for an invited audience of exhibitors review "Thunderbirds," starring John
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
she tells us what's wrong with the

PRESS

Imminent On
A French Pact

sociation at the weekend expected
G. Smith's counsel at a hearing earlier that a Franco-American film agreethis month in the newsreel test case,
ment would be signed in Paris "bebrought about with the cooperation
fore the end of this month." It based
Theatre
of
of the Independent
Owners
this
view on developments which
Ohio and the Motion Picture Associatranspired since last Thursday in the
tion of America.
Paris negotiations between the French
Signed by John J. McCarthy, direcand U. S. governments.
tor of law of the City of Toledo, and
The principal development was
Louis R. Young, assistant director,
this: contrary to expectations,
but known to contain the views of
the French did not submit new
the State's attorney-general, the brief
proposals on Thursday; rather,
also held that the U. S. Supreme

Test

council of Actors Equity Asso-

ciation at

of us hesitated to let Hollyhave it, no punches pulled,

TEN CENTS

1952

all-film industry issue of

because they belonged to such organilation of 9,500,000.
There's nothing clinical about "The
The article, which deals with vari- zations. We will continue this proen
solid
Happy Time." It's good,
ous economic, production and policy gram."
tertainment when not being too aspects of the studios, quotes Freeman
All in all, the industry will get a
broad, and impishly amusing even as observing, "There are some people big boost in the first annual "movie
in our industry who have been labeled
(Continued on page 3)
then.
_

•

The recently-completed
draft of rules for an industry arbitration system
will be reviewed here tomorrow at a meeting of the
Motion Picture Association of America distributors' committee.

Motion Picture Daily
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Mexican Production Costs
Increase 25 Per Cent

Personal
Mention
ALFRED

W. DAFF,

Universal ex-

ecutive vice-president, will return
here from the Coast today and next
weekend will leave for a European
business trip, visiting London and the
Continent.

Cv

Etc h man, director of advertis-

ing and publicity for Astor Pictures,
father for the second
time. The new baby boy, Scott Fred-

has become a

weighed nine-and-one-half pounds,
and was born at Kew Gardens Genrick,

week.

eral Hospital last

Monday, August

•

David Weinstock, board chairman

Mexico City, Aug.

24.

— Production

costs have increased 25 per cent since
1950 "without any logical reason as
the studios' tariffs continue about the
National
the
same", according
to

Cinematographic Board, which functions under the Interior Ministry.
Picture-making cost some $6,930,000
in 1950, but this year indications are
that the costs will be close to $8,760,000, the Board said.
In 1949, it cost $5,250,000 to make
109 pictures, of which eight are still
unreleased. In 1950, the record-high
of 125 films were produced, of which
21 are still unreleased. The cost last

Warner Launches

—

Hollywood, Aug. 24. Cedric
Franeis, new head of Warner
Brothers' short subjects department, is preparing a tworeel color by Technicolor film,
"Land of the Free," as the
the Warner series of
patriotic shorts conceived by
Harry M. Warner and the late
first in

in 1936.
will de-

importance of American
freedoms, particularly
that of freedom of enterprise
and will show the development of individual prosperity
pict the

tage.

New

York this
Pa., is in
television and film business.

•

Frank

J.

presented

Mooney,

Chales Boasberg,

assistant

to

RKO Radio North-

South division manager, has

left

on a

vacation in Ireland.

•

Lee Koken,

Rainbow' to
13 N.E. Film Stands
Chicago Court to
Boston, Aug. 24. — The musical
Hear Film Cases
comedy, "Finian's Rainbow," will be
'Finian's

•

D. Tohn Phillips, executive director of Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association, will spend this
week on vacation at Armonk, N. Y.

RKO

Theatres vending department head, left here on Saturday for Cincinnati, Dayton, and
Columbus.

in

13

theatres of the

England Theatres

circuit next

New
month

an experimental policy, largest of
its kind for so elaborate a stage production, to be undertaken in New Engin

land film houses. If the policy is successful other stage shows will be pre-

sented subsequently.

Theatres which will present the production are
Olympia, New Bedford,
Brockton, Brockton, Sept. 9
Sept. 8
Strand,
Capital, Worcester, Sept. 10
Haines, Waterville,
Lowell, Sept. 11
Me., Sept. 12 Opera House, Bangor,
Colonial, Haverhill, Sept.
Sept. 13
15; Paramount, Lynn, Sept. 16; Paramount, Springfield, Sept. 17; Allyn,
Hartford, Sept. 18; Paramount, Rutland, Vt., Sept. 19; Empress, South
Norwalk, Conn., Sept. 20, and Paramount, New Haven, Sept. 22.
:

;

;

Joel Preston,
has
returned
to
New York.

industry

publicist,

Hollywood

from

;

;

;

•

;

Loli Rachmil, producer,
today from Hollywood.

is

due here

Stage Shows for Lincoln
The legitimate stage shows "Oklahoma" and "Mr. Roberts" have been

RKO

Lincoln Theatre in
the
Trenton, N. J. "Oklahoma," now on
Lincoln Montour, will play the
set for

RKO

Consolidated

Names

Robeck Gen'l Mgr.

day and Tuesday nights, Sept. 8 and
Peter M. Robeck has been appointed
with a cast comprised of the
9,
general manager of Consolidated TeleTheatre Guild's national company.
vision Sales, it was announced by
"Mr. Roberts" will be presented at
Norman Chandler, president of the
matinee and evening' shows Tuesday,
Los Angeles Times-Mirror Co.
Sept. 30. All seats will be reserved
Robeck was formerly national sales
for both shows.
manager of Consolidated, which earlier this month completed a series of
merger agreements with Jerry Fairon
Oct. 5
banks, Inc., changing its name to the
Comedian Jack Benny will open his
present one.
Robeck will have his
third season on the CBS television
offices in New York and Hollywood.
network on Sunday Oct. 5, with an
expanded schedule which will bring
Premiere
him before the TV cameras once a Set 'Park
month during 1952-53.
"Park Row," Samuel Fuller's production of the birth and growth of
American journalism, will have its
to Direct '9th
world premiere on Sept. 1 in Los An"The Ninth Man," starring Errol geles at the Chinese, Loyola and Globe
Flynn, which will be produced by John theatres of Fox West Coast, and the
Bash in Italv in October, will be di- independent Paradise Theatre, it was
rected by Milton Krims and will be announced by William J. Heineman,
released through United Artists.
vice-president of United Artists.

Benny

TV

Row'

Krims

Man*

Chicago, Aug.
activity

24.

—In

marking the end

pronouncements by Prcsicandidates,

the

carrier

England make current headlines.
Other subjects covered include Ba-

Carnegie,

week on

J^ECENT
in

Patriotic Series

under this system. The second short in this series, soon
to go into production, will be
"The Flag Speaks," a historical film of the American heri-

the

Parade
U.S.S. Boxer explosion and flash floods

year for 106 pictures was $6,112,000,
Independent Theatre Owners
of which all were released.
Association of New York, has been
The 55 pictures made this year up
appointed to the Combined Public
to July 31 cost $3,810,000. The board,
Committee of New York, more hopeful than the trade, estimates
Utilities
which is investigating commercial 110 pictures will be produced in 1952,
electricity rates.
and it reckons this year's costs at the
•
new high of $8,760,000. The trade
James Stewart, president of James doesn't expect production this year to
A. Stewart Co., advertising agency of exceed 100.
of

1952

Newsreel

deutial

Gordon Hollingshead
"Land of the Free"

25,

ruch's birthday bench, Churchill's new
grandchild and a Medal of Honor
presentation.

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 6»— Eisenhower says middle-of-the-road is the best
LT. S. policy. Margaret Truman on tour in
Sweden. New Churchill grandchild. U.S.S.
Boxer blast.
Flash
floods
in
England.
Baruch's new park bench. Stevenson takes
brief vacation. Walcott-Marciano bout set.
Racing cars in England.

NEWS OF THE

DAY,

No.

301-Fatal

carrier explosion. Campaign notes. Tribute
to Eva Peron. Rhee's inaugural. Korea.
Baruch honored on 82hd birthday. "Winnie"
welcomes new grandchild. National water
ski classic.

PARAMOUNT

NEWS, No. Z— Disasters:
U.S.S. Boxer, aircraft carrier, and British
flash floods. Elder statesmen in the news:
Churchill and Baruch. Eva Peron rites.
Stevenson in Wisconsin. Eisenhower in
Idaho.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 34B— Polish
Stevenson vacations in Wisconsin. New Jordan king in Switzerland.
Ethiopia's emperor approves new Constitution.
Syngman Rhee inaugural. Off-shore
oil search in California. Eva Peron funeral.
youth

rally.

Luna Park.

Italy's

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
blast.

a flurry of
of the sum-

No. 589— Carrier
Medal of Honor. Carnival in
Korea showers. Sky blazers. National

Floods.

Spain.

water ski tournament.

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 4

—Eisenmer hiatus the Federal courts here hower wants middle way for America.
Cave
have scheduled hearings on a number explorer dies. U.S.S. Boxer blast. Eva
of industry cases.

Warners' request for extended playing time, beyond the two-week limit
imposed on "affiliated" theatres by the
Jackson Park decree for "The Miracle
of Our Lady of Fatima" has been
scheduled for hearing on Sept. 8 by
Federal Judge Michael Igoe. The
Winston Theatre case, in which the
RKO Grand is asking exemption from
the limitations of the Jackson Park
decree on grounds that RKO Pictures
and RKO Theatres have been divorced,
will be heard by Judge Igoe Sept. 9.
The request for a change of venue to
Milwaukee by defendants in the Viking
Theatre case will be heard on Sept. 22.

40 Films Entered at

Venice Film Fete
Venice, Aug.

24.

— Forty

films

from

15 nations are to be exhibited in the
15th annual film festival here, which
opened with the showing of Italy's

"Other Times."
The folowing countries besides Italy
are represented at the festival United
:

Argentine,
States,
Philippines, France,

Belgium,

India,

Germany, Japan,

Great Britain, Mexico, Norway, Spain,
and Sweden.

D. W. Chamberlain, 83
Minneapolis, Aug.
Chamberlain, retired
one-time owner of

Amusement

Co.,

now

24.

—Daniel

W.

exhibitor
and
the
American
a part of the
Co., died here

Peron's remains viewed by crowds. Baruch's
bench. Medal of Honor for Major. Churchill
at christening. Children at a show.

Golf Tournaments in
and Minneapolis

NY

The Variety Clubs of New York
City and Minneapolis at the weekend
set industry golf tournaments for their
respective territories.
Ed Fabian, chairman of the committee, announced the inauguration of an

New

A^ariety Club of
York
outing, to be held this year on Thursday, Sept. 11th, at Vernon Hills Country Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y. The event,
will include golf for "hackers" and
"aces" with an equal chance for all to
share the prizes and surprises, plus the
usual indoor activities.
large crowd is expected to attend
the annual golf tournament of the
Varietv Club of Minneapolis on Friday afternoon at the Golden Valley
Country Club in that city.

annual

A

Showmen's Contest
For 'Caribbean'
Paramount has announced a $1,000
prize contest for theatre managers submitting the best exploitation campaigns
for "Caribbean." Prizes of $200 savings bonds will be awarded for best
newspaper advertising, lobby displays,
theatre fronts, window displays and

promotions. Contestants must play the
before Nov. 30 and the contest will close Dec. IS.
Judges are Walter Brooks, Motion
Picture Herald,- Frank P. McCord,

Minnesota Amusement
last week at the age of 83.
Funeral
services were held in St. Cecilia's
Roman Catholic Church, St. Paul,
with burial in Lakewood cemetery,

picture

Minneapolis.

ter

& Presby Ad Agency, and ChesFriedman, Boxofficc.

Cecil
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French Pact

Review

(Continued from page 1)

the theme of many a Western action production dealt with
the debate over the speed of a fast horse versus the automobile. In "old
Oklahoma Plains," screenwriter Milton Raison (working from Albert DeMond's story), director William Whitney, associate producer Edward White,
and star Rex Allen capably pool their efforts and come up with a new slant
the speed of a fast horse versus an army tank. The new twist adds immeasurably to the otherwise standard Western.
Those claiming superior speed for the tank claim it could easily replace
cavalry and set out to prove their theory, shortly after World War I, in an
area where ranchers are raising horses and cattle.
One rancher, who is making a fortune selling horses to the army, is interested in seeing the tank discredited and he talks the other ranchers into trying
to force the army away from the testing ground. Allen, an ex-army man, is
called in.
The story develops at a good pace and is climaxed by a race between the
cavalry and a tank. Before this there are plenty of gun fights and fist battles
and Allen, and his friend, Slim Pickens, do their best to see that the experiment is a success. Also, Pickens and Allen sing a few numbers.
"Old Oklahoma Plains" is a nicely made Western with an easy-to-follow
story. Allen and the rest of the cast do competent jobs. Elaine Edwards is
the feminine lead. Others in the cast are Roy Barcroft, John Crawford, Joel
Barston, Russell Hicks, Fred Graham, Stephen Chase and the Republic Rythm

offer is similar, practically
to a previous French offer.
If the French do decide to submit
their proposals, it is expected the
Americans would receive them this

week.

Two

of the 92 features for which
licenses would be granted are required
to be films shown at the current film
festival in Venice.

Equity
(Continued from page 1)

an effort to determine whether or
not stage spectacles in black and white
constitute adequate large screen theain

tre TV attractions, or whether they
need to be in color, had been scheduled for Aug. 7 and had to be cancelled because of Equity's salary stand,
which would have involved a cost of
around $30,000 for what might prove
to be an inconclusive test.
Asked to reconsider, Equity has
placed the matter on the council's
agenda and it may be reached tomorrow. An Equity official said the Fabian request is only one of several now
before it and that the Council must
not only decide whether it should cooperate in theatre
tests of the kind,
but if so, which one it should approve.

Judge Frank

will

30,000,000

weigh

those being pro-

Films Lead Others
In Argentine Income
for

motion

pictures
led
all
other revenues for public
amusements in Argentina in 1951, according to dispatches from Buenos
Aires.

More than 65,000,000 persons paid a
total of 140,000,000 pesos ($10,150,000)
motion pictures during the year,
according to Argentine figures.

to see

John

Barrymore, Jr., and
"Ride the Man
Down," starring Brian Donlevy, Rod
Cameron, Ella Raines and Forrest
Tucker; "The Lady Wants Mink,"
starring Dennis O'Keefe, Ruth Hussey and Eve Arden and "The Wac
From Walla Walla," starring Judy
Canova, with Stephen Dunne, George
Cleveland and June Vincent.

Freeman

;

ruled.

Because the State Legislature did
exempt newsreels from censorship
in 1935 when a movement for removal
of bans of this kind existed the Legislature thereby gave tacit approval of

not

film censorship, the brief reasoned.

Set Mono.- A A Sales
Drive for November

Nafl 'Fatima' Screening
Warner
Our Lady

Brothers' "The Miracle of
of Fatima" will be nationally trade screened on Sept. 10. The
picture,

done

in

WarnerColor,

will
11.

"ask all of you in
and motion pictures

Blind Drive

to

San Francisco, Aug.

24.

— Republic

Pictures president Herbert J. Yates
has donated 132 prints of an aid to
the blind trailer which will be shown
in Northern California theatres from

Wednesday

to Sept. 13.

National

24.

be

—-MonogramSteve Broidy

multi-million
receive
through its newspapers, several theatre circuits are distributing some half
a
million copies
directly
to
their
patrons.
_

will

Ascap Publishes 4th
Copyright Law Book
Burkan Memorial Competition, was
announced here by Herman Finkel-

Two Firms
N. Y., Aug. 24. — Long

ITO Board

Aug.

24.

— Members

of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
sponsor of the "Hollywood at the
Fair" exhibit at the Ohio State Fair,
will inspect the display on Tuesday.
board meeting will also be held here

A

Tuesday.

Orphanages
A

Y., Aug. 24.—
surplus of 50,000 candy bars sent here by
manufacturers for advertising purposes at the convention of Schine

Theatres

Inc.

will be distributed to
nine Albany orphanages
and hospitals, G. David Schine, executive vice-president, disclosed at the
in

weekend.

Sugrances and Geri
Promoted by W.B.

Jose Sugrances, Warner manager in
Ecuador, has been named Southern
district manager in Brazil, with headlate Nathan Burkan, former ASCAP quarters in Sao Paulo, and Hugo
Geri,
general counsel, the symposium was Warner booker and assistant manager
not published during World War II, in Panama, has been named manager
but publication is resumed with the for Ecuador, with headquarters in
current volume.
Guyaquil, it was announced here by
Wolfe Cohen, president of Warner In-

Albany,
O.,

9

Albany, N.

ASCAP

Beach Drive-in Theatre Corp. has reg-

of the board of directors

To

general attorney.
Inaugurated in 1938 in honor of the

stein,

Register

View Fair

Schine Candy Goes

children

said.

to

and

prints

Publication of the "Fourth Copyright Law Symposium," containing
four papers submitted in the Nathan

has announced a "Morey
(Razz)
Goldstein Drive" to be conducted during November in tribute to the vicepresident and general manager.
The drive was suggested by the
sales force in the field to honor the
32-year-old veteran executive
who
joined the company in 1945, Broidy

Columbus,

nationally distributed on Oct.

to
television

Aid

"How Are Your Movie Manners?"

In addition, to
the
the
issue
"confiscatory" because no court has so circulation

Allied Artist president

(Continued from page 1)

Mona

brief held that the $3 fee for
censoriug reels could not be termed

Hollywood, Aug.

Grainger
Derek,

papers

Screen Service gave 75
Alexander Film Service
gave 50. The campaign is under the
MotionPicture Daily on Aug. 20. auspices .of Variety Club, Tent No.
News, that he knew of only one in
Each article in the issue deals in 32. .which aims to raise $100,000 to
stance where the State felt compelled
some way with the business itself. finance its Blind Babies
to censor newsreels, the City's brief
Foundation.
contended that this was proof that The food feature is titled "Five
restraint" is .exercised under Favorite Hollywood Dishes," and the
"little
regular
Emily Post feature asks,
the Ohio law.

The

Expenditures

for

Yates, NSS Join

Readers

~

it

"Hollywood

to collaborate in spreading Adlai
Stevenson's philosophy and ideals and
methods to the end that November
may bring victory to the men and
ideas that best represent the free spirit
and choice of America."

a

Through the special issue the 30,000,000 readers will also obtain a preview of the film fare Hollywood is
Refers to Ament
preparing for them for the comingReferring to testimony given earlier season. Also, critics' choices for the
top pictures and best performances of
by Walton C. Ament, vice-president
and general manager of Warner Pathe the year are listed, as reported in

was not

tests as

W. Wiley

The American Weekly on
with its release to 23 disnewspapers. Editor Ernest

reports that this is the first
publication the size of the
weekly has thrown open its entire
editorial section to the film industry.

time

itself

...

the evidence presented in the "battle
and give his decision.

must devise special terms, fair to performers and experimenters, for such

TV

billing

Stevenson-Sparkman," with Roy M.
Brewer, Will Rogers, Jr., and George
Jessel as co-chairmen, and Representative Clyde Doyle as honorary chairman, used advertising space in local

of the briefs"

disclosed.
said the proposed
tests also will be informative to Equity
since it has no regulations at present
governing telecasts from stage to
screen and ultimately will have to for

theatre
posed.

24.

ization

(Continued from page 1)

the State's attorney-general.
There will be no further hearings
in
the action in Municipal Court.
After Smith's additional reply is filed

official

feels

To Aid Stevenson
Hollywood, Aug.
—An organ-

Freeman Says

be forthcoming from Smith's counsel issue" of
by Friday. Under Ohio law, the city Aug. 31
wherein censorship violations occur is tributing
empowered to prosecute in behalf of V. Heyn

identity of the other petitioners
for approval of a theatre telecast of a

it

Form Coast Group

trade

(Continued from page 1)

The

Currently,

—

General audience classification.

Ohio Contends

24.

producer will appear in person instead of Miss Dahl."

radio,

TV

some.

time, .60 minutes.

Aug.

—

Riders.

Running

Y.,

forced
to cancel
a pre-advertised
personal appearance at the
Kingston Theatre here last
week, the public was advised
of it via ads in the Kingston
Daily Freeman in this wise:
"Due to unavoidable circumstances, William Bendix, Lydia
Clark, William Thomas Paramount stars and 'Caribbean'

(Republic)

identical,

mulate

Kingston, N.

When Arlene Dahl was

YEARS AGO

American

The Equity

Oops!

"Old Oklahoma Plains"

for the unfreezing of $6,000,000 in
blocked American earnings.
It was said to be likely that the
French would refrain from submitting
their own new proposals and accept
the American's as a starting point in
The
the resumption of negotiations.

stage attraction

3

istered

a certificate to conduct busi-

ness with offices in Farmingdale, Nassau County. Incorporators are
Kendrick C. Smith, Levittown
Florence
Kiendle and attorney Howard Y. Hogan, Farmingdale.
Rockaway Drive-in Theatre Corp.
also registered a certificate with the
same incorporators.
:

;

ternational.

Crosby

to

France

Bing Crosby is scheduled to sail for
France on Sept. 12 to start work on
his new Paramount film, "Little Boy
Lost,"
a William
Perlberg-George
Seaton production, which goes before
the cameras in Paris on Sept. 20.
Thus far only Crosby and Claude
Dauphin have been cast for the top
roles.

^JBK.

IB

,,,
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9 A. M. OPENING DAY
PRE-RELEASE ENGAGEMENT
CAPITOL THEATRE N. Y.

—

m
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of recent or forthcoming
releases featured in advertising in

if

MOTION PICTURE DAILY * W
(alphabetically

by

f

title)

P

—

Distributor
"

Title

AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD
Bid JIM McLAIN

coi^ibl
r
r.

Pages)

(3

(3 Pages) ..

r<*e>
5*.

BONZO GOES TO COLLEGE

$n#ersal

CARIBBEAN

Paramount,

"A*

&

fx

CARRIE

i'il

.m>

(2 Pages)

J?

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK

/.»>•' , J£»

(4 Pages

DREAMBOAT
FEARLESS

.IS*

FAGAN

(2 Pages

FOOTBALL THRILLS

HAS ANYBODY SEEN
HIGH NOON

:2

MY

GAL?

(3

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO

United, Artists

JpG

JtlSi -Fox'

(2 Pages)

(2 Pages)

.

.S'jWKO
United Arfes

(2 Pages)

WORKING HER WAY THROUGH Cj)LI^GE Warner
SOMEBODY LOVES ME
Paramount
Jjjt $f.
SUDDEN FEAR (2 Pages)
S. J?
RKO
SHE'S

.

;

.#

MAN (11
THE MERRY WIDOW

Pages)

THE MIRACLE OF OUR

LADY;j

THE QUIET

Republic

ur.u
MGM

.#
A
(3

THE STORY OF WILL ROjH
IN HIS

.#"

.-*'?

THE SNOWS OF KILIMANiAR
THE WORLD

ARpS
as

mS

(2 Pages)

.

20th-Fcx

Wa rner

(4 Pages)

Pages)

.

.

M

WOMAN

*t*

OF

TE

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertised during past 6 weeks.

.

Universal

20th -Fox
20th- Fox

6 Pages)

WH COUNTRY

.

Universal

MARAa^

WHERE'S CHARL

Warner

.

Pages)

UNTAMED FRONTSER^
WAY OF A CAUCH^ .M
WE'RE NOT

#

The

UniteJ&r$£ts

r

(10 Pages)

ROW

Universal

&

LURE OF THE WILDERNESS

PARK

tSW'

|yf

Pages)

ISLAND OF DESIRE

IVANHOE

P>

Warner
(2 Pages)

Republic

Vital

Spark

that ignites the

interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade adverWithout that, no exhibitor can be
tising.
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.

—

There never was a greater need for good
There never was a greater interest

product.

among

exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There

never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.
Its cost is dimes that bring dollars. It is the
vital

spark for the power that produces great-

est results!

.

MOTION PICTURE
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39
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the continuing
improvement at the nation's boxoffices is being accompanied by the
presence there of a greater number
of fine pictures than have been
available to the public at one time
that

subject to censorship.

White House Visit
Set for TO A Wives

—

Washington, Aug. 24. President and Mrs. Truman will
meet at the White House all

have been completed and are awaiting release. Their number is suffi-

of the wives of

members

at-

tending the Theatre Owners
of America convention to be
held here the week of Sept.
15, TOA announced over the
weekend.
The President and his wife
will meet the TOA wives in

cient to sustain the box-offices well

the fall and, there is good
reason to believe, the same type of
product in comparable numbers will
continue to issue from Hollywood.
Today there must be many willing to go along with the recent
statement of H. V. Harvey of San
Francisco crediting production with
into

having made the greatest strides of
industry
of
three branches
toward meeting the new economic
and competitive orders. Not that
all of production's problems have
been met and solved, but simply be-

the Rose Garden on Wednesday morning, Sept. 17 and will
conduct them on a tour of the
White House.

the

is

so

much

evidence of

Equity to Review
Theatre

Hollywood is
deserving of industry commenda-

Few

The

TV

may

take

meeting here tomorrow
up the request of Fabian

its

Theatres to reconsider its action of
several weeks ago in asking payment
And perhaps to some pur- of a week's salary to all members of
light.
the cast of Mike Todd's Jones Beach
pose, judging by the evidence now
marine spectacle, "A Night in Venshe
seem,
current. Today, it would
ice," for an experimental telecast of
is beginning to show the rest of the show to the screen of the Warner
the industry the way.
Theatre here.
Let's give the little girl a bigThe experiment, planned by Fabian
hand. And listen attentively when for an invited audience of exhibitors
(Continued on page 3)
she tells us what's wrong with the

wood
when

the

was intended

a

week

in

which to reply to the City's assertions.
It is

On

Fl*enctl f^clCt
U. S. Submits New Offer;
Accepts Export Decrease

defend

to

-

expected that another brief will
(Continued on page 3)

Grainger to Coast
To View Product
James R. Grainger, Republic execu-

were

ticket-choppers

brief

Test

council of Actors Equity Asso-

ciation at

of us hesitated to let Hollyhave it, no punches pulled,

The

the State's censorship laws, labeled
"unconstitutional" by exhibitor Martin
G. Smith's counsel at a hearing earlier
this month in the newsreel test case,
brought about with the cooperation
of the Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio and the Motion Picture Association of America.
Signed by John J. McCarthy, director of law of the City of Toledo, and
Louis R. Young, assistant director,
but known to contain the views of
the State's attorney-general, the brief
also held that the U. S. Supreme
Court's decision in the "Miracle" case
did not apply in any way to the newsreel case since there is no question as
to
whether newsreels are "sacriligious."

The defendant now has

at hand,

tion.

Imminent

—

also that the
trade is well aware that equally fine
pictures and in substantial volume

improvement

TEN CENTS

1952

Toledo, O., Aug. 24. Without backing up its contention with "evidence," the City of Toledo, acting in behalf of the Ohio attorney-general,
at the weekend asserted in a brief filed in the Ohio newsreel censorship
case that newsreels are different from magazines, newspapers and other
periodicals and therefore can be made

many months.
It may be assumed

cause there

25,

Different, Ohio Contends

assumed that it has
escaped the notice of no one in
industry

U.S.A.,

Newsreels, Newspapers Are See Agreement

MAY BE

the

in

YORK,

The Motion

Picture Export As-

sociation at the weekend expected
that a Franco-American film agreement would be signed in Paris "before the end of this month." It based
this
view on developments which
transpired since last Thursday in the
Paris negotiations between the French
and U. S. governments.

The principal development was
contrary to expectations,
the French did not submit new
proposals on Thursday; rather,
the U. S. negotiators "beat them
to the punch" by submitting
their own new proposals.
this:

Subsidy references were conspicuously absent from the American proposals. In brief, the U. S. companies
accepted a French decree cutting film
exports to France to 92 features from
last year's 121, and suggested setting
by negotiation the steps to be followed
(Continued on page 3)

SAG

Sets Oct. 23
Pact Deadline Here

tive vice-president

in charge of sales
and distribution left here at the weekend for the Coast on the first stopover
on a trip which will take him to San
Francisco and Denver prior to his return to New York on Sept. 17.
While on the Coast Grainger will
review "Thunderbirds," starring John

(Continued on page 3)

The Screen Actors Guid here
weekend

notified

at the

some 50 producers of

motion pictures in the New York area
that it will cancel existing contracts as
of Oct. 23 if by that date these producers have not signed the Guild's new
Basic

"Codified

Agreement

1952"

of

and the television supplement thereto.

rest of us.

"DRESS material quotes
^Kramer as saying of

FIGHT AGAINST REDS' WILL
NEVER CEASE, SAYS FREEMAN

Stanley
his

new

production, "The Happy Time",:
"It is the coming of age of a teen
age boy, his first reaching for maturity on everything from the intellectual plane to the first sex
manifestations. Further, we strive
to illustrate the frank, above-board
viewpoint on things basic, such as
sex by the continental mind as con-

_

in

our industry

who have been

labeled

(Continued on page 3)

Arbitration

Review Tomorrow
The Motion Picture Association of America distributors'
committee

"The fight to rid the industry of fellow travelers because of their memknown Communists or fellow travelers bership in certain organizations which,
will never cease," declares Y. Frank after they joined were subsequently
Freeman, Paramount studio head in declared subversive by the Attorney
Hollywood, in an article by John General. Where these people are innoGunther which will be featured in an cent of having any Communist symtrasted to the hush-hush and guilt all-film industry issue of The Ameri- pathies, we are receiving excellent
can IVeeklv to be sent next Sunday support from public opinion groups in
school of thought."
through a circu- clearing them completely of any taint
Don't let Stanley discourage you. to 30,000,000 readers
because they belonged to such organilation of 9,500,000.
"The
There's nothing clinical about
The article, which deals with vari- zations. We will continue this proHappy Time." It's good, solid en- ous economic, production and policy gram."
tertainment when not being too aspects of the studios, quotes Freeman
All in all, the industry will get a
broad, and impishly amusing even as observing, "There are some people big boost in the first annual "movie
then.

MPAA

will

meet here

to-

morrow

to review the recently-completed draft of rules
for an industry arbitration

system.
sists

of

The committee con-

member companies'

sales managers.

Industry Arbibtration Conference delegates and Others
are due to receive copies, of
the draft in today's mail.
Ralph Hetzel, Jr., MPAA vicepresident, sent the copies out
at the weekend.

'
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Mexican Production Costs
Increase 25 Per Cent

Personal
Mention

Mexico

ALFRED

Warner Launches

Gordon Hollingshead
"Land of the Free"

•
D. Toi-in Phillips, executive director of Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association, will spend this
week on vacation at Armonk, N. Y.
•

Frank J. Mooney, assistant to
Chales Boasberg, RKO Radio Northleft

on a

vacation in Ireland.
©

RKO

Theatres vending department head, left here on Saturday for Cincinnati, Dayton, and
Columbus.

Lee Koken,

•

Lou Rachmil,

due here

today from Hollywood.

presented in 13 theatres of the New
England Theatres circuit next month
in an experimental policy, largest of
its kind for so elaborate a stage production, to be undertaken in New England film houses. If the policy is successful other stage shows will be presented subsequently.
Theatres which will present the proOlympia, New Bedford,
duction are
Sept. 8; Brockton, Brockton, Sept. 9
Strand,
Capital, Worcester, Sept. 10
Haines, Waterville,
Lowell, Sept. 11
Me., Sept. 12 Opera House, Bangor,
Colonial, Haverhill, Sept.
Sept. 13
15; Paramount, Lynn, Sept. 16; ParaAllyn,
mount, Springfield, Sept. 17
Hartford, Sept. 18; Paramount, Rut:

;

;

;

;

Empress, South
Vt., Sept. 19
Norwalk, Conn., Sept. 20, and Paramount, New Haven, Sept. 22.

land,

Stage Shows

for Lincoln

The legitimate stage shows "Oklahoma" and "Mr. Roberts" have been

RKO

Lincoln Theatre in
the
Trenton, N. J. "Oklahoma," now on
Lincoln Montour, will play the
set for

RKO

;

Consolidated Names
Robeck Gen' I Mgr.

day and Tuesday nights, Sept. 8 and
Peter M. Robeck has been appointed
with a cast comprised of the general manager of Consolidated Tele9,
Theatre Guild's national company. vision Sales, it was announced by
"Mr. Roberts" will be presented at Norman Chandler, president of the
matinee and evening shows Tuesday,
Los Angeles Times-Mirror Co.
Sept. 30. All seats will be reserved
Robeck was formerly national sales
for both shows.
Consolidated, which ear-

manager
lier this

Benny on TV
third

season

on

the

open his

will

CBS

of

month completed

a series of

merger agreements with Jerry Fair-

Oct. 5

Comedian Jack Benny

television

banks, Inc., changing
Robeck
present one.
in

New

its

name

to the

have his
York and Hollywood.
will

network on Sunday Oct. 5, with an
expanded schedule which will bring
him before the TV cameras once a

offices

month during

"Park Row," Samuel Fuller's production of the birth and growth of
American journalism, will have its
world premiere on Sept. 1 in Los An-

Krims

1952-53.

to Direct '9th

candidates,

Man'

Set 'Park Row' Premiere

water

Idaho.

TELENEWS
youth

rally.

DIGEST, No. 34B— Polish
Stevenson vacations in Wis-

consin. New Jordan king in Switzerland.
Ethiopia's emperor approves new Constitu-

Syngman Rhee inaugural. Off-shore
search in California. Eva Peron funeral.
Italy's Luna Park.

tion.
oil

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
'blast.

Floods.

Spain.

Medal

of

mer

hower wants middle way

Federal courts here
have scheduled hearings on a number
the

of industry cases.

Warners' request for extended playing time, beyond the two-week limit
imposed on "affiliated" theatres by the
Jackson Park decree for "The Miracle
of Our Lady of Fatima" has been
scheduled for hearing on Sept. 8 by
Federal Judge Michael Igoe. The
Winston Theatre case, in which the
is

asking exemption from

of the Jackson Park
decree on grounds that
Pictures
and
Theatres have been divorced,
will be heard by Judge Igoe Sept. 9.
The request for a change of venue to
Milwaukee by defendants in the Viking
Theatre case will be heard on Sept. 22.

limitations

RKO

RKO

40 Films Entered at

Venice Film Fete
Venice, Aug.

24.

—Forty films

from

15 nations are to be exhibited in the
15th annual film festival here, which
opened with the showing of Italy's

"Other Times."
The folowing countries besides Italy
are represented at the festival United
Argentine,
Belgium, India,
States,
Philippines, France, Germany, Japan,
Great Britain, Mexico, Norway, Spain,
and Sweden.
:

D. W. Chamberlain, 83
Minneapolis, Aug.
Chamberlain, retired
one-time owner of
Co.,

now

24.

—Daniel

W.

exhibitor and
American
the
a part of the
Co., died here

Minnesota Amusement
"The Ninth Man," starring Errol geles at the Chinese, Loyola and Globe last week at the age of 83. Funeral
Flynn, which will be produced by John theatres of Fox West Coast, and the services were held in St. Cecilia's
Bash in Italv in October, will be di- independent Paradise Theatre, it was Roman Catholic Church, St. Paul,
rected by Milton Krims and will be announced by William J. Heineman, with burial in Lakewood cemetery,
released through United Artists.
Minneapolis.
vice-president of United Artists.

No. 589— Carrier
Honor. Carnival in

Korea showers. Sky

water ski tournament.

Amusement

National

PARAMOUNT

—

Grand

3J3-FataI

NEWS, No. 2—Disasters:
U.S.S. Boxer, aircraft carrier, and British
flash floods. Elder statesmen in the news:
Churchill and Baruch. Eva Peron rites.
Stevenson in Wisconsin. Eisenhower in

Chicago, Aug. 24. In a flurry of
activity marking the end of the sum-

RKO

carrier

ski classic.

tage.

the

No.

welcomes new grandchild.

"The Flag Speaks," a historical film of the American heri-

hiatus

the

carrier explosion. Campaign notes. Tribute
to Eva Peron. Rhee's inaugural. Korea.
Baruch honored on 82nd birthday. "Winnie"

Rainbow' to
Chicago Court to
IS N.E. Film Stands
Boston, Aug. 24. — The musical
Hear Film Cases
comedy, "Finian's Rainbow," will be

;

is

pronouncements by Presi-

NEWS OF THE DAY,

in 1936.
will de-

'Finian's

;

Joel Preston, industry publicist,
Hollywood from
returned to
has
New York.
c
producer,

J3EC ENT

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 69— Eisenhower says middle-of-the-road is the best
U. S. policy. Margaret Truman on tour in
Sweden. New Churchill grandchild. U.S.S.
Boxer blast.
Flash
floods
in
England.
Baruch's new park bench. Stevenson takes
brief vacation. Walcott-Marciano bout set.
Racing cars in England.

importance of American freedoms,
particularly
that of freedom of enterprise
and will show the development of individual prosperity
under this system. The second short in this series, soon
to go into production, will be

New

York this
Pa., is in
television and film business.

South division manager, has

Parade

presentation.

pict the

Independent Theatre Owners
of which all were released.
Association of New York, has been
The 55 pictures made this year up
appointed to the Combined Public to July 31 cost $3,810,000. The board,
Committee of New York, more hopeful than the trade, estimates
Utilities
commercial 110 pictures will be produced in 1952,
investigating
which
is
electricity rates.
and it reckons this year's costs at the
new high of $8,760,000. The trade
James Stewart, president of James doesn't expect production this year to
A. Stewart Co., advertising agency of exceed 100.
Carnegie,

— Cedric

Francis, new head of Warner
Brothers' short subjects department, is preparing a tworeel color by Technicolor film,
"Land of the Free," as the
first in the Warner series of
patriotic shorts conceived by
Harry M. Warner and the late

the

week on

24.

1952

U.S.S. Boxer explosion and flash floods
in England make current headlines.
Other subjects covered include Baruch's birthday bench, Churchill's new
grandchild and a Medal of Honor

Patriotic Series
Hollywood, Aug.

25,

Newsreel

dential

City, Aug. 24.— Production
W. DAFF, Universal ex- costs have increased 25 per cent since
return
will
vice-president,
ecutive
1950 "without any logical reason as
Here from the Coast today and next the studios' tariffs continue about the
weekend will leave for a European same", according to the National
business trip, visiting London ami die Cinematographic Board, which funcCOntinent.
tions under the Interior Ministry.
•
Picture-making cost some $6,930,000
advertisCy Eichman, director of
in 1950, but this year indications are
ing and publicity for Astor Pictures,
that the costs will be close to $8,760,has become a father for the second 000, the Board said.
time. The new baby boy, Scott FredIn 1949, it cost $5,250,000 to make
rick, weighed nine-and-one-half pounds,
109 pictures, of which eight are still
GenGardens
and was born at Kew
unreleased. In 1950, the record-high
eral Hospital last week.
of 125 films were produced, of which
•
21 are still unreleased. The cost last
David Weinstock, board chairman year for 106 pictures was $6,112,000,
of

Monday, August

blazers. National

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 4for

EisenAmerica. Cave

U.S.S. Boxer blast. Eva
explorer dies.
Peron's remains viewed by crowds. Baruch's
bench. Medal of Honor for Major. Churchill
at christening. Children at a show.

Golf Tournaments in
and Minneapolis

NY

The Variety Clubs of New York
City and Minneapolis at the weekend
set industry golf tournaments for their
respective territories.

Ed

Fabian, chairman of the commitannounced the inauguration of an
annual V ariety Club of New York
outing, to be held this year on Thursday, Sept. 11th, at Vernon Hills Country Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y. The event,
will include golf for "hackers" and
"aces" with an equal chance for all to
share the prizes and surprises, plus the
tee,

usual indoor activities.
large crowd is expected to attend
the annual golf tournament of the
Variety Club of Minneapolis on Friday afternoon at the Golden Valley
Country Club in that city.

A

Showmen's Contest
For 'Caribbean'
Paramount has announced a $1,000
prize contest for theatre managers submitting the best exploitation campaigns
for "Caribbean." Prizes of $200 savings bonds will be awarded for best
newspaper advertising, lobby displays,
theatre fronts, window displays and
promotions. Contestants must play the
picture before Nov. 30 and the contest will close Dec. 15.
Judges are Walter Brooks, Motion
Picture Herald; Frank P. McCord,

& Presby Ad Agency, and ChesFriedman, Boxoffice.

Cecil
ter
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French Pact

Review

(Continued from page 1)
for the unfreezing of $6,000,000
blocked American earnings.

3

in

Oops!
Kingston, N. Y., Aug. 24.—
When Arlene Dahl was forced
to cancel
a pre-advertised
personal appearance at the
Kingston Theatre here last
week, the public was advised
of it via ads in the Kingston
Daily Freeman in this wise:
"Due to unavoidable circumstances, William Bendix, Lydia
Clark, William Thomas Paramount stars and 'Caribbean'
producer will appear in person instead of Miss Dahl."

"Old Oklahoma Plains"
(Republic)

was said to be likely that the V/" EARS AGO the theme of many a Western action production dealt with
•1
French would refrain from submitting
the debate over the speed of a fast horse versus the automobile. In "old
their own new proposals and accept Oklahoma Plains," screenwriter Milton Raison (working from Albert Dethe American's as a starting point in Mond's story), director William Whitney, associate producer Edward White,
the resumption of negotiations.
The and star Rex Allen capably pool their efforts and come up with a new slant
American offer is similar, practically the speed of a fast horse versus an army tank. The new twist adds immeasuridentical, to a previous French offer. ably to the otherwise standard Western.
If the French do decide to submit
Those claiming superior speed for the tank claim it could easily replace
their proposals, it is expected the cavalry and set out to prove their theory, shortly after World War I, in an
Americans would receive them this area where ranchers are raising horses and cattle.
week.
One rancher, who is making a fortune selling horses to the army, is interTwo of the 92 features for which ested in seeing the tank discredited and he talks the other ranchers into trying
licenses would be granted are required to force the army away from the testing ground. Allen,
an ex-army man, is
to be films shdwn at the current film called in.
festival in Venice.
The story develops at a good pace and is climaxed by a race between the
cavalry and a tank. Before this there are plenty of gun fights and fist battles
and Allen, and his friend, Slim Pickens, do their best to see that the experiment is a success. Also, Pickens and Allen sing a few numbers.
(Continued from page 1)
"Old Oklahoma Plains" is a nicely made Western with an easy-to-follow
story. Allen and the rest of the cast do competent jobs. Elaine Edwards is
in an effort to determine whether or
not stage spectacles in black and white the feminine lead. Others in the cast are Roy Barcroft, John Crawford, Joel
constitute adequate large screen thea- Barston, Russell Hicks, Fred Graham, Stephen Chase and the Republic Rythm
Riders.
tre TV attractions, or whether they
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification.
need to be in color, had -been scheduled for Aug. 7 and had to be canIt

—

—

Form Coast Group
To Aid Stevenson
Hollywood, Aug.
— An organ-

Equity

celled because of Equity's salary stand,
which would have involved a cost of
around $30,000 for what might prove
to be an inconclusive test.
Asked to reconsider, Equity has
placed the matter on the council's

Freeman Says

Ohio Contends

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

be forthcoming from Smith's counsel
by Friday. Under Ohio law, the city
agenda and it may be reached tomor- wherein censorship violations occur is
row. An Equity official said the Fa- empowered to prosecute in behalf of
bian request is only one of several now the State's attorney-general.
There will be no further hearings
before it and that the Council must
not only decide whether it should co- in the action in Municipal Court.

TV tests

operate in theatre
but if so, which one

of the kind,

After Smith's additional reply

should approve.
The identity of the other petitioners
for approval of a theatre telecast of a
stage attraction was not disclosed.
The Equity official said the proposed
tests also will be informative to Equity
since it has no regulations at present
it

governing telecasts from stage to
screen and ultimately will have to formulate some. Currently, it feels it
must devise special terms, fair to performers and experimenters, for such
theatre
posed.

TV

tests as

those being pro-

Judge Frank

W. Wiley

will

is

issue"

time

(Continued from page 1)
Derek,

Mona

_

John Barrymore,
Freeman
"Ride
;

Jr.,

the

and

Man

Down," starring Brian Donlevy, Rod
Cameron, Ella Raines and Forrest
Tucker; "The Lady Wants Mink,"
starring Dennis O'Keefe, Ruth Hussey and Eve Arden and "The Wac
From Walla Walla," starring Judy
Canova, with Stephen Dunne, George
Cleveland and June Vincent.

Editor

to

30,000,000

knew

News,

that he

stance

where the State

of only one infelt

compelled

censor newsreels, the City's brief
contended that this was proof that
"little
restraint" is exercised under

to

Ohio law.

brief held that the $3 fee for
censoring reels could not be termed

"confiscatory" because no court has so

Ernest

ruled.

Set Mono.-AA Sales
Drive for November
24.

—Monogram-

Allied Artist president Steve Broidy
has announced a "Morey
(Razz)
Goldstein Drive" to be conducted during November in tribute to the vicepresident and general manager.
The drive was suggested by the
sales force in the field to honor the
32-year-old veteran
executive who
joined the company in 1945, Broidy

ITO Board

multi-million
receive
through its newspapers, several theatre circuits are distributing some half
a
million
copies
directly
to
their
patrons.
_

to

View Fair

will

Wednesday

— Republic

Ascap Publishes 4th
Copyright Law Book
Publication of the "Fourth Copyright Law Symposium," containing
four papers submitted in the Nathan
_

Burkan Memorial Competition, was
announced here by Herman Finkel-

ASCAP

general attorney.
Inaugurated in 1938 in honor of the

ASCAP

general counsel, the symposium was
not published during World War II,
but publication is resumed with the
current volume.

to Sept. 13.

National

Screen Service gave 75
Alexander Film Service
gave 50. The campaign is under the
auspices of Variety Club, Tent No.
32. which aims to raise $100,000 to
finance its Blind Babies Foundation.

prints

and

Schine Candy Goes
To 9 Orphanages
Albany, N. Y., Aug.
—A
plus
24.

sur-

of 50,000

candy bars sent here by

manufacturers

for advertising purconvention of Schine

poses

the

at

Theatres

Inc.

will be distributed to
nine Albany orphanages
and hospitals, G. David Schine, executive vice-president, disclosed at the

children

Nathan Burkan, former

24.

Pictures president Herbert J. Yates
has donated 132 prints of an aid to
the blind trailer which will be shown
in Northern California theatres from

"How Are Your Movie Manners?"

late

Blind Drive

to

San Francisco, Aug.

Favorite Hollywood Dishes," and the
regular
Emily Post feature asks,

in

weekend.

Sugrances and Geri
Promoted by W.B.
Jose Sugrances, Warner manager in
Ecuador, has been named Southern
district manager in Brazil, with headquarters in Sao -Paulo, and

Warner booker and
in

Hugo

Geri,

manager
Panama, has been named manager

for

Ecuador,

Guyaquil,

it

with

assistant

headquarters

in

was announced here by

Wolfe Cohen, president of Warner In-

Register

said.

Aid

Motion Picture Daily on Aug. 20.
Each article in the issue deals in
some way with the business itself.
The food feature is titled "Five

stein,

for

Y ates, NSS Join

entire
industry.

Readers

In
addition to
the
circulation
the
issue

"Hollywood

and choice of America."

its

the film

itself

ideas that best represent the free spirit

dis-

Through the special issue the 30,000,000 readers will also obtain a preview of the film fare Hollywood is
Refers to Ament
preparing for them for the comingReferring to testimony given earlier season. Also, critics' choices for the
by Walton C. Ament, vice-president top pictures and best performances of
and general manager of Warner Pathe the year are listed, as reported in

Hollywood, Aug.

Grainger

23

to

thrown open

section

weigh

film censorship, the brief reasoned.

according to Argentine figures.

has

editorial

Because the State Legislature did
motion pictures not exempt newsreels from censorship
led
all
other revenues for public in 1935 when a movement for removal
amusements in Argentina in 1951, ac of bans of this kind existed the Legiscording to dispatches from Buenos lature thereby gave tacit approval of

More than 65,000,000 persons paid a
total of 140', OOO'.OOO pesos ($10,150,000)
to see motion pictures during the year,

release

reports that this is the first
publication the size of the

filed

for

Aires.

a

weekly

The

Expenditures

Heyn

V.

its

newspapers.

tributing

billing

Stevenson-Sparkman," with Roy M.
Brewer, Will Rogers, Jr., and George
Jessel as co-chairmen, and Representative Clyde Doyle as honorary chairman, used advertising space in local
trade papers to "ask all of you in
radio, television and motion pictures
... to collaborate in spreading Adlai
Stevenson's philosophy and ideals and
methods to the end that November
may bring victory to the men and

the evidence presented in the "battle
of the briefs" and give his decision.

the

Films Lead Others
In Argentine Income

The American Weekly on

of

Aug. 31 with

24.

ization

Two Firms

ternational.

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 24. —Long
Beach Drive-in Theatre Corp. has registered

Crosby

to

France

Bing Crosby is scheduled to sail for
conduct busiColumbus, O., Aug. 24. Members ness with offices in Farmingdale,
Nas- France on Sept. 12 to start work on
'Fatirna' Screening of the board of directors of the In- sau County. Incorporators are Ken- his new Paramount film, "Little Boy
dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio, drick C. Smith, Levittown
Florence Lost," a William Perlberg-George
Warner Brothers' "The Miracle of sponsor of the "Hollywood
at the Kiendle and attorney
Howard Y. Ho- Seaton production, which goes before
Our Lady of Fatirna" will be nation- Fair" exhibit
at the Ohio State Fair, gan, Farmingdale.
the cameras in Paris on Sept. 20.
ally trade screened on Sept. 10.
The will inspect the display on Tuesday. A
Rockaway Drive-in Theatre Corp. Thus far only Crosby and Claude
picture, done in WarnerColor, will be
board meeting will also be held here also registered a certificate
with the Dauphin have been cast for the top
nationally distributed on Oct. 11.
Tuesday.
same incorporators.

—

_

a certificate to

Nafl

:

;

roles.

-

.

—

'
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of recent or forthcoming
releases featured in advertising in

MOTION PICTURE DAILY*
by

(alphabetically

t<r..J

title)

4<

r

Distributor

Title

AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD

Columb

Pages)

(3

.4,".*

3V
ate

Jf',.<
.5''

BIG JIM McLAIN

(3 Pages)

rrter
.}»*•

BONZO GOES TO COLLECE

.'Universal
t-i

CARIBBEAN
CARRIE

.

.

.

.

U

Paramount

.dt.

(2 Pages)

DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK

(4 Pages
,.31

DREAM BOAT

Fox
rf>*

FEARLESS FACAN

HAS ANYBODY SEEN

MY

W.

GAL?

,<

SOMEBODY LOVES ME.

THE

•

(2 Pages)

MAN (11
MERRY WIDOW

Pages)

•

#
•

Warner

.

Paramount

•

RKO
Republic

.

.

<>JL'

THE SNOWS OF KILIMANjARg/

THE STORY OF WILL R0jlER^(4
IN HtS

United Artists

i*.

ft*

-.if

MGM

..v-isp

THE MIRACLE OF OUR LADY FATIMA

THE WORLD

-ft?

:$\J§ko

(2 Pages)

WORKING HER WAY THROUGH ,CJDL^GE

THE QUIET

Aitists

Ml&fo-Fox

(2 Pages)

(2 Pages)

SUDDEN FEAR

s

.

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO

SHE'S

'

(3

(2 Pages)

Warner

.

Pages)

20th-Fox

Warner

Pages)

Pages)

U niversal

UNTAMED FRONTIER^. ,0
WAY OF A GAUCHot: J|
WE'RE NOT MAR^iED^
WHERE'S CHARLj!&|fp Pages)
WOMAN OF THE NORTH COUNTRY

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertised during past 6 weeks.

Universal

20th- Fox
20th- Fox

Warner
(2 Pages)

.

Republic

Vital

Spark

that ignites the

interest of exhibitors for specific pic-

rtrSrs

Ui^d
a$*

The

f

(10 Pages)

ROW

Uni

W.
W

LURE OF THE WILDERNESS

PARK

Universal

.

4fK

2 Pages)

ISLAND OF DESIRE

IVAN HOE

s „5^fe>

(2 Pages)

FOOTBALL THRILLS

HIGH NOON

a}?'

tures, so that

it

can flame into that

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade adverWithout that, no exhibitor can be
tising.
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.
It is

—

There never was a greater need for good
There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper

product.

messages.
Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.
Its cost is dimes that bring dollars. It is the
vital

spark for the power that produces great-

est results!

s
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40

Family Night'

N.T.

On

Promotion a A
Hit in Mpls.

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, AUGUST

Mass. Congressman
Against Ticket Tax

Maintenance of

Boston, Aug.

Retirement Setup

By

ARTHUR

G.

PATTERSON

Minneapolis, Aug.

25.

— Oper-

ators of Loop theatres and retail
stores here and the local transit
company are united in proclaiming
the first family night promotion held
here last Thursday a solid success,
one they hope not only to continue
and to be joined in by St. Paul, but
also one they recommend to exhibitors

and merchants

districts

in

other

in central business
cities

around

Commission

reserving the
discontinue
its
co-operative employes retirement
plan following completion on Sept. 27
of the two companies' divorcement and
reorganization.
This information was contained in
a document registering 2,769,486 shares
of N. T. common stock on the New
York Stock Exchange. Par value is
$1 per share.
Under the plan of reorganization,
National Theatres (to be known as
Wesco Theatres) in exchange for the
transfer of the common stock of Wesco
that'

right to change,

— Represen-

Goodwin

Mass.) stated here that if he
reelected to Congress he
will support legislation for
repeal of the 20 per cent Federal admissions tax as he has
done in the past.
Goodwin said that as a
member of the House Ways
and Means committee two
years ago he favored repeal
of the tax.

British Gross

and

Attendance Up in
First '52

Quarter

country.

Exhibitors report that paid
admissions to Loop theatres
on the night of the family
promotion skyrocketed to new
all-time highs with an estimated 10,000 additional persons
drawn to the area by the promotion.

According to Don Alexander of the
advertising department of Minnesota
Amusement Co. and a member of the

Holds Providence
Censorship
Providence, R.

25.

— Mo-

Mayor

Reynolds.

McCabe, however, expressed
lief that

Pioneers Will Hold

Dinner on Nov. 25
The

13th annual dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers, to be known
as "The Jubilee Dinner," will be held
Nov. 25 at the Hotel Astor here, Jack
Cohn, Pioneers president and executive
vice-president of Columbia, announced
yesterday.
In connection with preparations for
the dinner, Cohn appointed David A.
Bader publicity director of the Pioneers. Bader will work in co-operation with Harry J. Takiff, organiza(Continued on page 4)

Resume TV Program
—The

the bethe high court decisions have
(Continued on page 4)

Add

to

Howard Hughes Gets
Legion Press Award

sub-committee investigating television

Press Association President's

and radio program content will reopen
hearings here Sept. 16 and 17.
Following that, the Harris sub-committee of the House interstate commerce committee announced it would

award for

26.

The National Association
(Continued on page 5)

of

Radio

quarter is estimated at £28,953,000
($81,068,400), compared with £27.115,000
($75,922,000)
for the final
1951 quarter. Attendance for the 1952
quarter is placed at 345,596,000, compared with 324,301,000 for the final
1951 quarter. The survey says the aver-

Legion Praise
Resolutions on Films
Tabled for Added Study
The progress the motion picture
industry has made in ridding itself
of alleged Communists and the cooperation of the industry with the
American Legion won the commendation yesterday of a top Legion official
at the opening day of the Legion's
four-day national convention here at
Madison Square Garden.
The Legion

fight against
his contributions to national defense in
aviation. Lieut. Gen. Ira Eak-

his

Communism and

vice-president of the
Hughes Tool Co., accepted the
award for Hughes at the Aser,

sociation's 25th annual dinner
here Sunday night.

official,

who asked

that his name be withheld, has
been intimately concerned with
alleged Communist activities in
Hollywood. He said that it is
recognized that studios have
been putting their shoulder to
the wheel in order to eliminate

any "Red"
they have

taint,

made

adding that
remarkable

progress.

The
was

sentiment of the Legion official
reflected in yesterday's report of

the Legion's Committee on American(Contimied on page 3)

Col. Stockholders

(Continued on page 4)

Most new films bowed strong this week at New York first-runs, with
excellent grosses being piled up by such pictures as "The Quiet Man,"
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima," and "What Price Glory."
Such outstanding hold-overs, as "Ivanhoe," "Sudden Fear," and
"Jumping Jacks" also< racked up robust
grosses. Credit for the maintenance of
the business upswing along Broadway

awarded the American Legion

and

estimated

Sturdy Grosser

dio

hold hearings in New York Sept. 23
and 24 and then return to Washington
to wind up its inquiry on Sept. 25

— Both

Stand Wins

Hearing Sept. 22
Justice Morris

was attributed by most theatremen to
good product available. Some theatre managers also felt that the current
American Legion convention,
which brought an estimated 125,000
the

New York, aided business.
"The Quiet Man" opened to a fine
first week's business of $66,000' at the
The initial seven days of
Capitol.
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima"
at the Astor is expected to hit a
healthy $41,000, while the same film
at the two-a-day Bijou is forecast to
do a capacity $9,300.

Eder has

set a

hear-

New York Supreme

Court for
Sept. 22 to consider approval of a
settlement of a Columbia Pictures'
stockholders action alleging waste by
various officers and directors of the
corporation. The settlement proposed
by Harry Cohn, Columbia president,
already has been recommended as fair
and in the best interests of the company by Arthur G. Klein, referee.
The suit -charged directors were
dominated by Cohn when they approved an employment contract for
him in 1949 and that the company had
paid legal fees of $40,000 which should
have been paid by Cohn. All of the
allegations were denied by the deing in

House

25.

25.

theatre gross and attendance figures
for the first quarter of 1952 showed
an increase over the last cjuarter of
1951, according to the Board of Trade's
latest statistical survey.
t
Box office gross for the first 1952

New Films Along B'way

Howard Hughes, RKO Raproduction head, was

Hearings in Sept.
Washington, Aug.

Aug.

tion picture censorship as practiced by
this city is no longer legal, in the
light of the "Pinky" and "Miracle"
decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court,
City Solicitor William E. McCabe

has advised

{Continued on page 4)

I.,

Illegal

London, Aug.

Studios' RecT

(R.,

is

amend or

(Continued on page 4)

the

25.

tative Angier L.

is

it

TEN CENTS

1952

;

Uncommitted

Following the example of 20th Century-Fox, National Theatres has informed the Securities and Exchange

Theatres, Shops, Transit
Join to Draw Throngs

26,

fendants.

visitors to

At the Roxy, now featuring its ice
revue, "What Price Glory," is due to
hit a solid $90,000 for its first stanza.
(Continued on page 4)

US Films Hold Lead
Among Mex. Imports
—

Mexico City, Aug 25. Hollywood
continues to lead in Mexico.
Of the
120 foreign pictures released during
the first quarter of this year, 81 were
American. France was the runnerup
with

12.

Italy

was next with

eight.

and Austria contributed
each and Switzerland two.
Britain

five

n

:

Tuesday, August
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Daily News,
Owner; Blasts

Personal
Mention
KAY

HARRISON,

managing

di-

rector of Technicolor, Inc., and
Mrs. Harrison will arrive here today
from Europe aboard the S.S. Queen

Mary.
•

Bert Schoon maker, owner

World Theatre
Schoonmaker

of the

Toledo, and Mrs.

in

travel to Alaska
Day closing of their

will

after the Labor
summer resort at Clarke Lake, Michi-

gan.

•

Bernard Robinson, formerly assismanager of the Paramount Theatre, New Haven, has been named man-

tant

Holyoke,

ager of the Strand,

Bernard Goffin

Mass.

Richard Brandt, Trans-Lux Theatres vice-president, and Mrs. Brandt
became the parents of a daughter,
Claudia Gusti, Sunday at Doctors

The

grandfather is
Harry Brandt- of Brandt Theatres.
•
Charles J. Feldman, Universal
sales manager, and Manie Gottlieb,
here.

Chicago

manager,

district

were

in

Minneapolis.
•

Adam Goelz, former manager of the
Town Theatre, Baltimore, has been
appointed manager of the State Theatre in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
•
Edgar Lynch has resigned as manager of the Warner Brothers Commodore Hull Theatre in Derby, Conn., to
take up residence in California.
•

Arthur

C.

Bromberg, Monogram

Southern exchanges, has returned to
his Atlanta office

from Mobile, Ala.
•

Leo Greenfield, Universal branch
manager

in

Albany,

vacationing in

is

Canada.
•

George A. Hickey,
ern sales manager,

M-G-M

is in

West-

J.

said in part "The U. S.
Department of Justice has done some
strange things in recent years, but offhand we can't think of anything
queerer than its latest attack on the
movie industry."
After detailing some of the aims and
probable results of the suit, the edi-

The Nezvs

:

"The McGranery scheme,

:

therefore, boils down to a plan to destroy the movies, though the Attorney
General himself may not realize it.
Obviously, when a new picture can be
for nothing, very few
seen on
people will pay money to see it in
theatres. If the new films become availimmediately on release, the
able to
movie industry will go bust in a hurry,
and so will the thousands of movie
theatres around the country."
After citing the government's contention that the industry would be
"protected" if the suit is won by establishment of reasonable clearance beshowings of
tween theatre and
films, the Nezvs editorial points to the
current box office experience of the

TV

TV

TV

19-year old

Kong."

RKO

Radio

film,

"King

concludes
"The whole business strikes us as
an ill-considered, probably political attempt to interfere with economic principles as they operate in the movie industry. It can mean literally the death
It

of that industry.
hope that McGranery will
think better of it and withdraw the
suit, or that it will lose out in the
courts, or that Congress will kill it off
if the courts don't."
The News illustrated its editorial

"We

a huge gorilla. The
"This is Kingpicture caption read
Kong, not the Attorney General."
As in the case of earlier New York
newspaper editorials on the suit, some
of the information for the News editorial was supplied by the Independent
Theatre Owners Association of New
still

Lawrence Schanberger, owner

Baltimore, is
Theatre,
Keith's
of
spending two weeks in Atlantic City.
•

of

Lou Weinberg, Columbia home ofand Ben Marcus, York.

fice representative,

division manager,

were

in Minneapolis.

•

H. T. Spears, president

of

Bailey

Theatres, Atlanta, has entered a hospithere for surgery.
•
Sochin, Universal short
Irving
subject sales manager, has returned
here from a Canadian vacation.

tal

Chamberlain Estate
Valued at $210,000
— The late
Minneapolis, Aug.
25.

W.

Chamberlain, retired exhibitor and former head of the old
Daniel

of the
an estate

amounting

The bulk
niece,

SEG

Gets $750,000
In Retroactive Pay

—

Hollywood, Aug. 25. Extra players will receive $750,000 in retroactive pay under terms of the new contract between the majors and Screen
Extras Guild, the latter revealed today following receipt of Wage Stabilization Board approval of the pact.
Increases were retroactive to Oct. 25
last year.

Albany's $1,050 Is
1st Compo Report

of

the

to $210,000.
estate goes to

W

a
alker

public report by an exchange area on the results of the drive
for dues which is being conducted by
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations has been made by the Albany
first

exchange.

A
sive

of $1,050, which is excludonations by larger circuits,

total

of

has been forwarded from the Albany
exchange district as exhibitors' con-

or loyalties to the Communist
Party."
Specific reference was made to "Encounter," made in Rome, which Brewer said United Artists is contemplating releasing here, and which, the letter stated, represents the work of four
Americans who either are or were
Communists or are refugees from
House committee subpoena. Persons
named in this connection are John

Weber, Bernhard Vorhaus, Joseph
Losey and Ben Barzman.
The letter calls on the committee
Albany yesterday, when branch managers and salesmen analyzed accounts to set up legislation which will prooutstanding. In Albany it is hoped to tect the. country against the import
collect from $500 to $1,000 additional of films made by persons excluded
by the end of this week when the ex- from the American industry for subversive
connections
tended campaign will officially end.
or
affiliations.
Several major companies obtained Also, it stated that the AFL Film
donations from 75 per cent of the ac- Council will ask United Artists to
This was revealed

at

a meeting in

while others
estimated that
about 40 per cent of the Albany exchange exhibitors solicited have concounts

had

assigned

less

success.

them,
It

is

tributed to date. Larger circuit collections are being handled from New

York.

COMPO

reported

here

yesterday

that indications are that the drive will
be a complete success when this week's

"clean-up" drive is completed, according- to reports received thus far from
the 33 exchanges.

forego releasing the film, will ask all
exhibitor organizations to refuse to
book if offered, and, if these measures
fall short, will ask all projectionists
to refuse to show it.

Walsh

to U.K.

Sudmin

to

20th' s L.A.

Manage

president
of

Survivors include his widow and
sons.

the

of

Boston.
thre<;

IATSE

interpresident, is en route from
York to London on the Queen
Elizabeth. He will represent the American Federation of Labor as fraternal

national

New

ish

Union

Trades

opens Sept.

at

1

Congress,

which

Margate, England.

Branch
—

San Francisco, Aug. 25. Morris
Sudmin has been promoted to manage the Los Angeles branch of 20th
Century-Fox, Herman Wobber, Western 20th-Fox division manager, dis-

NEW YORK THEATRES

closed here.

n

Sudmin, with 20th-Fox the past 20
years, replaced Alex Harrison, who
has been called to the home office.
He is expected in New York sometime
in September when he will assume
an executive position, the title of
It
which has yet to be announced.
was also announced that Rev Kniffin,
former assistant branch manager in
San Francisco, will become Sudmin's

— RADIO

CITY MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

—

"IVAN HOE"
Robert

TAYLOR

Elizabeth
*

Joan

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plus

MAffilHEWIS

Los Angeles.
Salesman Paul Schmuck was promoted to the post of assistant to San
Francisco manager Jack Erickson,
while Joseph Flannigan, will return
to the San Francisco territory as a
assistant in

Midnight Ft»h»**

HOWARD HAWKS'

—

He was

Meet

Richard F. Walsh,

delegate at the convention of the Brit-

Joseph Undang Dead

Aetna Maintenance Corp.

— Hollywood

tribution to the drive.

salesman.

tenance.

25.

Film Council chairman Roy M.
Brewer tonight dispatched a letter to
Congressman John W. Wood, chairman of the House. Committee on UnAmerican Activities, urging that the
committee immediately initiate legislation banning the import of features
made abroad by members of the American film industry "with membership

THE BIG SKY
co-starring

Co.,

Mrs. Mabel Chamberlain

of St. Paul.

Hollywood, Aug.

AFL

in

The

Boston, Aug. 25. Funeral services Bellman to Resign
now a part were held here yesterday for Joseph
Jack Bellman will resign as branch
Minnesota Amusement Co., left Undang, 62, specialist in theatre main- manager of Realart Film Exchange of

American Amusement

Urges Ban on Films

York Daily News, with

:

•

U.S. Suit

in

"killed."

1952

Made in Europe
By American 'Reds'

New

Chicago from with a

the Coast.

Station

the largest circulation of any daily
the country and itself the owner of television station
W'i'IX, editorially scored the government's suit to force the sale of
York news16mm. films to television yesterday It was the sixth
paper to take an editorial stand against
the Department of Justice action and,
in doing so, urged that the suit be

The

newspaper

torial states

replaces him.

•

Hospital

New

TV

26,

New

York, effective Saturday,

it

was

disclosed here yesterday. Al Broder
will take over as manager of the ex-

change.

KIRK DOUGLAS • DEWEY MARTIN
ELIZABETH THREATT

ARTHUR HUNNICUTT

CRITERION
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MMPTA

in Rogers'

Hospital

Fund Drive

The board of directors of
the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association has
recommended that its member theatres use Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital fund drive
displays and coin collection
containers in lobbies and
other strategic places for an
extended period.
Distribution of the displays
and coin receptacles will be
started this week by National
Screen Service in the metropolitan area.

Legion Praises

Review

3

Sets 'Dine Out, See
A Movie' Campaign
Cleveland, Aug. 25.— A "Dine

The Ring
(United Artists— King Brothers)

Out and See a Movie" advertising campaign has been instituted here by the Meyers

AGAINST

the background of Mexican life in Los Angeles, a believable,
effective off-beat boxing story has been fashioned by King Brothers Pro"The. Ring," despite a number of "unprofessional" performances
ductions.
and its low budget, has a fine authenticity.

The chief protagonist is a young Mexican, Lalo Rios, the son of a poor but
proud family who takes to the ring to earn money and respect for himself
and his people. The difference, here, however, is that Rios is not a particuAfter a promising start, he soon reaches
larly able or intelligent fighter.
a stage where, even when he follows his manager's advice to the letter, he
cannot hope to better himself. After taking some terrific lickings, he learns
to accept his lot and the fact that he doesn't have, to beat the ears off the
world to win its respect.
The screenplay, by Irving Shulman, based on his own novel, tells the simple
story in a good, straightforward manner. The plight of the Mexicans in the

Meat

Co., wholesale meat suppliers to restaurants, with the

cooperation of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of
Cleveland.

Window streamers and
transportation advertising
proclaim the thinking behind
the message: that people will
welcome the opportunity to
exchange an ordinary evening
of kitchen chores and television for a delicious dinner
and an enjoyable motion picture.

big California city is sympathetically portrayed, although, oddly enough, some
Mexicans seen are the shiftless, lazy kind, the stereotype of which is
responsible for much anti-Mexican feeling.

of the

(Continued from page 1)
ism. All State resolutions dealing with
the issue of alleged Communism in
motion pictures were referred to the

Standing Commission on Americanism.

The referral was a proposal by the
convention committee and it was considered unlikely that any state delegawould seek to override the committee and take up a fight on the
convention floor seeking approval of
its resolution dealing with the industion

The boxing sequences are excitingly photographed. Director Kurt Neumann
has paced the whole production so that it packs a single neat dramatic punch.
Besides Rios, Gerald Mohr and Robert Osterloh do well in the roles of
Rita Moreno is the fighter's pretty
fight manager and trainer, respectively.
Maurice
girl friend and young Robert Altuna is his admiring little brother.
and Frank King are the producers.
Others

in the cast include

Running

time, 79 minutes.

Martin Garralaga, Jack Elam and Peter Brocco.
General audience classification. Release date,

Sept. 26.

Selznick

Award

to 'Cry'

won
"Cry, the Beloved
1952 David O. Selznick Silver
Laurel award for English films at the
International Film Festival held in
Edinburgh in conjunciton with the
Country"

the

Edinburgh Festival of Drama and
Music, according to news reports from

Scotland. The picture was made by
London Films and is distributed here
by United Artists. The Silver Laurel
try.
Communist has participated (South industry (Kentucky); American Le- award enables the film to compete for
Urge entire entertainment gion Magazine renew fight on Com- the Selznick Golden Laurel award in
In effect, the action of the Commit- Carolina)
tee on Americanism tables the resolu- industry not to employ supporters of munism in entertainment field (Wash- New York in October.
tions bearing on the industry as far as Communist causes (Illinois); Amer- ington
The contents of the resolutions were
convention action goes. Five resolu- ican Legion Magazine list motion pictions which were thus referred to the tures tainted with subversive influ- not made available to the press.
the above resolutions as recommended
The Standing Commission on Amer- by the Legion's Americanism CommitStanding Commission on Americanism ences (Ohio) American Legion Magcame under the following headings azine keep constant supervision over icanism, which probably will be tee, is slated to meet in Indianapolis
Motion Pictures in which any known subversive trends in motion picture charged with studying and acting upon sometime in October.
'

;

)

;

;
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In the three years 1949-1951,
National Theatres and its
subsidiaries spent close to
$11,000,000 for candy, popcorn,
soft drinks and other confections for sale in their
theatres, the company stated
in a report to the Securities

and Exchange Commission.
The yearly expenditures for
confections are broken down
follows:

1949, $3,920,000,
1950, $3,619,000, 1951, $3,388,000.

(Continued from page 1)

"Big Jim McLain"
(

— Wayne-F ellows)

Warner Brothers

CTRONG
gredients

and sharp action are the principal

topical interest, suspense
of this Wayne-Fellows

(Continued- from page 1)

and Roxy Theatre,

Nancy Olson.
The story opens on a familiar note The
of the Un-American Activities Committee.

is

scene is Washington at a hearing
suspected Communist, tracked
clown by Wayne and his partner James Arness, is challenged with a pertinent
question about his alleged Red affiliations and as have many others on similar occasions
balks at answering on grounds of the Fifth Amendment.
:

A

—

—

This infuriates the. two investigators but they accept another assignment to
probe a Red cell in Hawaii a vital link to the Orient where Communist
sabotage and trouble making in labor unions can prove very harmful to the

as the new picture company
2,769,486 shares of its common stock
and Fox will then distribute to its
shareholders the common of National
on the basis of one share of the new

Fox

—

1

Wayne's

nation's defense efforts.
office

will issue to 20th-

in-

Production about an investigator for
the House Un-American Activities Committee. John Wayne, who repeatedly
registers high in the Motion Picture Herald-Fame exhibitors' poll of moneymaking stars, has the title role. The picture was shot in Hawaii. Co-starring

—

N. T. Uncommitted

where Miss Olson

From

that point on,

becomes involved

is

first

lead

comes from a

visit to a doctor's

secretary.

Wayne and Arness

in fights

26, 1952

N.Y. Grosses

Review

NT's $11,000,000
Candy-Popcorn Bill

as

Tuesday, August

trace a

track

down

other tips and leads
official of the

Hawaiian who was once an

The
record-breaking
business
of
"Ivanhoe" at the Radio City Music
Hall continues. For its fourth week, a
terrific $165,000 is seen, topping off a
three week gross of $520,000, the
largest in the Hall's history. The Hall,
to accommodate Labor Day audiences,
will open its doors at 7 :45 A.M. Monday, allowing the house an extra per-

formance.

The

fifth

and

final

week

of

"Jump-

ing Jacks" at the Paramount is estimated to gross a robust $67,000. "The
Crimson Pirate" opens there tomor-

row.

A

good $38,000 is seen for the third
inning of "Sudden Fear" at Loew's
State, while a fine $25,000 is estimated
for the fifth week of "High Noon" at
the Mayfair.
.

"The Big Sky" opened to a very
party but is now sick and discarded by his colleagues and finally round up nice $40,000 for its first week at the
the group with the help of the Hawaiian police after Wayne's partner has Criterion. The initial seven days of
been murdered.
"Francis Goes to West Point" was a
While, generally interesting, "Big Jim McLain" seems overlong and awk- bit disappointing at $9,500. It will be
picture company's common and one wardly edited in certain spots.
However, the action and theme offer consid- replaced at the Globe on Friday with
share of the new theatre company's erable compensation. Robert Fellows produced, Edward Ludwig directed and "Devil Makes Three."
common for each share of' the present James Edward Grant wrote the original screenplay. Others in the cast are
"Affairs of Trinidad" is holding up
picture company.
Alan Napier, Veda Ann Borg, Gayne Whitman and Hal Baylor.
at the Victoria with a sturdy $27,500
The consideration for the issuance
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date estimated for its fourth week. A modto Fox of the shares of the common
erately good $19,000 is forecast for the
Aug. 30.
National registered will be the
transfer by Fox to the theatre company of all the capital stock of Wesco
consisting of 1,000 shares of common
without par value and all of the common stock of Roxy consisting of
10,000 shares without par value.
The report states that while it is the
intention of National to continue the
retirement plan and to continue to make

;

;

of

contributions thereto, there is no contractual obligation to do so and the
right is retained to change, amend or
discontinue the plan. No change or
discontinuance, however, will affect
the retirement income already purchased by employes' contributions and

contributions made by the company
prior to any change or discontinuance.
Roxy participates in Fox's retirement plan, and such participation will
be discontinued after Sept. 27.
The report states that Wesco, its
subsidiaries and affiliates as of July
interest in 510 U. S. theatres,
of which must be divested
under the consent decree.
Theatres in which National will be
1

had an

certain

.

through Wesco and Roxy
range in type and size from small
houses with as few as 250 seats to
large, deluxe theatres of from 2,000 to
more than 5,000 seats, the majority
having between 750 and 1,500 seats.
Most exhibit double feature programs,
interested

the report said.
At the end of last year, Wesco and
its subsidiaries had 8,200 employes, including executives and 2,300 part-time
employes, the report stated. At the

beginning of last May Roxy employed
about 236.
In 1950 and 1951, Wesco and subsidiaries paid $4,800,000 in film rentals
to Fox, and in 1949 the payments totaled $5,750,000, according to the report.

of

Of the

total film rental

Wesco and

going averaged

payments

subsidiaries, the
26 per cent.

fore-

'Family Night' a Mpls. Hit
(Continued from page 1)

Downtown Theatres Committee, the idea has resulted in editors of eight
greatest stimulant to assure success of national magazines inquiring for dethe promotion was a free ride given tails about the promotion."
Tomorrow,
one way to all adults and children
Alexander, Harry
going into the Loop on the buses and Weiss, division manager of
street cars of the Minneapolis Street Theatres, Ted Mann, Co-operator of
Railway Co. between the hours of the World, first run Loop house, St.
(Continued, from page 1)
Paul, and Ray Wroble, manager of
seven and nine P.M.
Adults and children leaving the the
Orpheum; St. Paul Tran- age admission price remained unbuses and street cars in the Loop sit officials and representatives of St. changed during the two periods at 20.1
were offered numbered coupons and Paul Loop stores will meet with Matt pence.
During the first quarter of 1952,
Thompson, secretary of the St. Paul
if a number corresponded with one of
the approximately 1,000 numbers post- Association of Commerce to discuss theatres paid £10,139,000 in entertained in their lobbies they were ad- a similar promotion for St. Paul with ment tax and £772,000 in Eady levy.
mitted free of charge. However, bus the view to making- Thursday eve- Net takings amounted to £18,042,000,
compared with £16,880,000 in the
and street car operators ran out of nings a joint Twin City affair.
coupons. Because of the huge demand
The Minneapolis Loop promotion previous quarter. Film rentals were
it
was estimated that eight persons was launched in an effort to recap- £6,380,000, leaving as the exhibitors'
compared with
£11,662,000,
out of every 100 holding coupons were ture business
that
heretofore has share
vast been going in greater strength to the £11,078,000 in the previous quarter.
admitted free to the theatres.
Included in the survey for the first
majority of the others paid their way. shopping centers in the suburbs. The
Many Loop stores which had re- promotion included an extensive pub- time are the costs and revenues of
British films 6,500 feet or over during
mained closed during previous Thurs- licity campaign.
There were 61 films in this
1950.
day Evenings stayed open and all
category, of which only eight were
stores cooperated by offering bargains
produced without distributors' finanfor the family night promotion.
In the
cial assistance or guarantee.
The crowds brought into the Loop
(Continued from page 1)
case of seven films, distributors prowere an increase of 6,500 persons over
the previous all-time high of 3,500 not ruled out film censorship as such vided or guaranteed the whole cost.
In 1950, British producers received
persons for a Thursday night. Tine and that carefully worded ordinances
for their films from abroad.
£228,000
will
held
every
week
promotion
be
can be drawn to prevent the showing
From the home market in the same
from now on.
of films on grounds that they are
Fred A. Ossanna, president of the "obscene, indecent, immoral or pro- year British producers got £4,540,000,
with an additional £104,000 from outtransit firm, said: "We hope this ex- fane."
There was no Eady dissales.
periment will show other cities that
McCabe offered to prepare such an right
in
tribution
1950, so the aggregate
across
the
by sitting and talking
ordinance and expressed the opinion
taken by British producers
table they can cooperate to solve their that films cannot be censored on other amount
own Loop problems. The promotion grounds. He revealed that his pro- that year was around £7,000,000.
posed ordinance would merely give the
licensing bureau legislation specifically
to
authorizing it to censor motion pic(Continued, from page 1)
Buffalo, Aug. 25. Marvin Jacobs, tures in the four fields he prescribed.
eldest of the Jacobs Brothers, who
McCabe explained that his report tion secretary-treasurer, and Marvin
Sportservice,
concession and recommendations were based on Kirsch, vice-president.
operate
a
Cohn said the Astor was selected
firm, will retire on Sept. 15. Jacob's the belief that the high court rulings,
younger brothers, Charles and Louis while they make films a means of com- for the dinner rather than the Hotel
M., will assume full operation. Mar- munication rather than entertainment, Waldorf-Astoria, dinner site in previn began Sportservice here more than still did not leave the way open for vious years, because the former could"
all
subjects. supply larger facilities, required in
40 years ago in the old Academy absolute freedom on
in
the mo- light of the extent to which attendcourt
decisions
used
Other
Theatre.
The organization serves
theatres, drive-ins, race tracks, ball tion picture cases support that view, ance at the dinners has mounted over
the years.
he said.
parks, football stadiums and airports.

RKO

Hollywood, Aug.

25.

—Walter Lantz

will increase his schedule of animated
cartoon films with color in technicolor
for Universal-International from six
to 13, beginning with the 1952-53 sea-

Number
son, Lantz revealed today.
will consist of seven "Woody Woodpeckers" and six specials.

British Gross

RKO

A

Providence

Marvin Jacobs

—

Lantz Increases Schedule

second inning of "Les Miserables" at
the Rivoli.
Among off-Broadway houses, a
sturdy $6,600 is indicated for the 21st
stanza of the "Man in the White Suit"
at the Sutton, while a fine $5,000 is
seen for the 21st week of "Encore" at
the Normandie.
At the Park Avenue, a good $5,600
forecast for the second week of
is
"Brandy for the Parson."

Retire

Pioneers Dinner

:

Tuesday, August

Motion Picture Daily
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Seek Receivership
For Scophony Corp.
Three stockholders of the old Scophony Corp. of America yesterday
filed in New York Supreme Court a
suit asking that a temporary receiver
be set up for the company. The request was accompanied by the allegation that Arthur Levey, president of
Skiatron Electronics and Television
_

Corp., unauthorizedly received returns

PreProductions and
British Scophony preparatory to the
formation of Skiatron.
The suing stockholders are John A.
Stephen, Otto Augstein and Hans L.
Kraft who, according to the complaint
held a total of 250 Scophony shares
and invested $90,000 in the processing
of old patents by the now defunct

from settlements with General
Television

cision,

company.
On Friday

approximately 80 per
cent of Skiatron stockholders voted in
favor of a new stock issue to raise
$270,000 for the company's projected
subscription television test.

To Film Eleven

Games

for Video

An

agreement between leading collegiate organizations and Sportsvision,
Inc. and Consolidated Television Sales
to film a leading college football game
each week of the season for home
distribution was disclosed here yester-

TV

day by Peter M. Robeck, general manager of Consolidated Television Sales.

The program,

Game

ican

of

titled

the

"The All AmerWeek," will be

shown on days subsequent to the event.
The announcement, which stated that
the program would be sold to individual stations rather than networks,
said it would be a partial answer to
curtailment program of the
the
National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

TV

tion.

Somervell Leaving
U.K. Board of Trade
London, Aug.

25.

— Rupert

Somer-

under-secretary of
the Board of Trade Sept. 30 and will
be succeeded by Sidney Golt, present
head of the Board's films division.
Somervell has participated in most
of the previous British government
negotiations with the American film
industry on remittance of earnings and
restrictions on blocked funds. Because
of his impending retirement, he will
not accompany Sir Frank Lee and Golt
to Washington next month, where
vell

will

retire as

discussions on the

new Anglo-Ameri-

can remittance agreement will be
augurated.

in-

Tent 31 Benefit Bouts

WANTED

TexasShowmenBack
Hospital Fund Drive

Television-Radio
\ yf D

—

Herman

with Pinky

p

(Milton Berle's Comedy) resumes at NBC Tuesday, Sept.
16, and will be telecast three weeks for Texaco, every
fourth week of the Tues. 8:00 to 9:00 P.M. slot to be carried by
Buick Motors. New format will have less guest artists and no emcee
on the "Texaco Star Theatre." Kudner Agency handles both segs.
Radio artists who feel completely lost without a script and TV
personalities who likewise feel ill at ease before the cameras, may
do well to watch and study Dr. Bruno Furst, foremost authority
on memory training, who will present a special 15-minute program,
Monday, Sept. 6, at 11:15 P.M. over WABD. American Chicle is
tickled about Aleen Leslie's "Date With Judy" ABC-TVehicle which,
after but six weeks, has earned a Nielson of 12.5 as compared to
22.3 for Groucho Marx and 14.3 for Burns & Allen, competitors on
Tom Slater (R & R Veep)
the Thursday (7:00-8:00 P.M. slot.)
and his charming wife, Helen, will pinch hit for Dorothy & Dick
Kurt
on their daily WORning and noon series, starting Sept. 15.
Jadassohn, gen. mgr. of Sesac, showed us some amazing music retail
figures compiled by music pubs in the Mid-West and deep south,
most of whom never heard of Tin Pan Alley and vice versa. After
13 weeks in the East, the "Al Pearce CBS-TV Show" will fade
from the scene Sept. 26.
ft
ft
ft
As exclusively reported here seven weeks ago, Max Liebman will produce a top-budgeted film for 20th Century-Fox,
starring Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca. The story will be written by Nunnally Johnson and shooting will start early in June,
1953, while "Your Show of Shows" vacaFellow Ortions from the NBChannel.
ganists including Jack Ward, Arlo, Rosa Rio,
ifPHRP^
Johnny Winters, John Gart, Paul Taubman
mm
BP
and others are forming a Leo Weber Club
in memory of 'a grand fellow, great musician and real pal,' who passed away two
weeks ago. (If columnists are eligible to
join please count us in.)
Scripter Alan
Sands submits, and we quote: " 'The history
"
of the world extends from Adam to Atom.'
unquote. True, true, but we hasten to add,
"If Adam doesn't learn to live in peace and
Max Uebman
harmony with his fellow man and should
resort to the use of the Atom, then our world will resemble
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

\

.

AtomATO." (sermon

TV when

a

.

.

over.)
Joan Davis will debut on
situation comedy series, "I Married Joan,"

new

.

NBCommences Wed.,

.

8:00-8:30 P.M., Oct.

15.

Jim Backus

play opposite Joan in this new filmed series.
Bob
will become a regular when the "Colgate Comedy Hour"
returns to
starting Sunday Sept. 21, and will rotate with
Martin & Lewis, Abbott & Costello, Eddie Cantor and Donald
O'Connor. Sam Fuller is executive producer for the series.
.

.

.

Hope

NBT

ft

ft

ft

Clock sign located above the Waldorf Restaurant on Sixth Ave. & 50th St. smack-dab under the zvindows of
NBTop Execs' offices reads: "For the best in Television all the
time see Channel 2" {a/rent they the CBSly ones?) .... TV
actress Mary Leader, just back from a successful summer stock
Electric

engagement in "The Happy Time" and "Street Car Named Demaking the rounds with a woman's TVehicle that could
click.
Add look alikes: Ethel (WABD) Thorsen and screen
star Joan Caul field. Jack (ace organist) Ward and Leo (composer) Robin.
Lourdcs Froes, radio and TV lovely, seen in
"Lights Out," "Martin Kane," "City At Midnite" and others, has
been signed for an important role in "Taxi," the current Fox
Tom
flicker that Gregory Rat off is filming in New York.
Milana, youngster who started, the practice of filming TV shows
in California, prior to the development of kinescope, has opened
sire," is
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV

his own firm in New York, designed to supply info on
films
available for the nets and indie market.
In distributing a
market, compiled by Unity
50-page catalog on films for the
Television Corp., prexy Arche Mayers explains, and we quote,
" 'It is my belief that nezv stations in their first few months of
operation will have to depend on film packages for as much as
from 50 to 70 per cent of their total air time.' " Unquote.
ft
ft
ft
.

.

.

TV

'

Films for Italian

Distribution

Cash or Participation
BOX 414. MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270

-

6th

Avenue,

New York

20,

N.

Y.

LOTSA DOTS.
around the corner,

.

.

.

With

Warm

for the benefit of the Gonzales
Springs Foundation to he held Aug.
31 through Sept. 6. Practically all the
exhibitors in the state have pledged
to exhibit a special trailer and take up
theatre collections.
Texas
will present a special award for distinguished service to
the showman who makes the outstanding showing in the drive in relation
to the size of his community.
The trailer which features Joan
Crawford, a native Texan, and Beverly Mills of Smiley, Texas, a young
girl who has been successfully treated
at the Foundation, was directed by
David Miller and produced in the studios of RKO. O'Donnell made special

COMPO

arrangements with

who

Herman Robbins

turn made National Screen
Service production facilities available
at cost.
NSS in Dallas under Paul
Short, divisional manager, will make
distribution at no cost to the Foundain

tion.

Ezell, Griffith

Head

Texas Vote Drive
Dallas, Aug. 25. — Claude C.
and H.

Ezell

Griffith have been appointed
co-chairnien of the Texas Council of
J.

Motion Picture Organizations' "Get
Out the Vote" campaign designed to
stimulate voting throughout Texas,

it

was disclosed by Kyle Rorex, the organization's executive director.

A

series
of
trailers
has
been
screened for use in the campaign, and
will be made available to exhibitors

anywhere

in the

U.

S. at costs.

TV Program
(Continued, from page 1)

.

will

The

Dallas, Aug. 25. Robert J. O'Donand H. A. Cole, co-chairmen of
Texas COMPO Showmen, have been
selected to head the 1952 Texas Theatres Crippled Children's Fund Drive
nell

IV-llJvJ

.

—

Hartford, Aug. 25. Variety Club
of Connecticut, Tent 31, and the New
Haven Evening Register sponsored a
10-bout, all-amateur boxing show at
the West Haven Municipal Stadium
tonight for the benefit of The Register's Fresh Air Fund. Variety cochairmen were Ray Wylie and Harry
F. Shaw.

5

the

'back-to-school'

movement

WORkers John Gambling and Ray

just

Heatherton's
friendly advice to the little ones on how to take care of themselves in
the streets and at home may well be emulated.

and Television Broadcasters will complete its testimony on the first two
days of hearing. Other testimony on
that day will be given by the American Broadcasting Co., Mutual Broadcasting System and Allen B. Du Mont
network. New York witnesses will include National Broadcasting Co., Columbia Broadcasting System and the
National Television Film Council.
Witnesses who will be heard when
the committee returns to Washington
will represent the United States Brewers Foundation, American Civil Liberties Union, National Association of
Gagwriters, National Association of
Catholic Men and the Federal Com-

Commission, which will
on the commission's role in regard to TV and radio programming.

munications
testify

25c W.B. Dividend
At

special meeting at the home
yesterday,
Warner Brothers
board of directors declared a dividend
of 25 cents per share on the common
stock, payable Oct. 4 to holders of

a

office

record on Sept.

5.

|

1

EXTRA

let!tat

FLASH

THE HOTTEST HITS
IN THE INDUSTRY!
DREAMBOAT

DON'T BOTHER

Ginger

Clifton

TO KNOCK

WEBB ROGERS
3 Kear record

My,

Richard

Milwaukee, Buffalo,

San Francisco, Houston!

GLORY

WIDMARK- MONROE
ion^esf

Hew

rt//j

of the year, Globe,

York. Three

weeks Atlantic

Los Angeles and Philadelphia!

LURE OF THE
WILDERNESS
Tecfon/co/or

PETERS

HUNTER
Constance SMITH
Jeffrey

Victor Hugo's

LES

MISERABLES
All mew, all
Packing them

thmung/
in at

Premiere engagement,

Outgrossing"WithA
In

My Heart"

Technicolor

Marilyn

City! Held over, San Francisco,

Song

PRICE

/Y. K.

S/nas/j Cleveland,

Jean

WHAT

Everywhere!

World

Rivoli,

H.Y.!

Set for big openings, Boston,
Washington, Detroit, Cincinnati!

James

Corinne

Dan

CAGNEYCALVETDAILEY
Topping 20th 's biggest
at Roxy, H.

Y.,

Atlantic City,

Portland, Nashville!

s
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'Family Night'

N.T.

On

Promotion a A
Hit in Mpls.
Theatres, Shops, Transit
Join to Draw Throngs
By

ARTHUR

PATTERSON

G.

Minneapolis, Aug.

25.

— Oper-

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, AUGUST

Uncommitted

Maintenance of

Retirement Setup

Following the example of 20th Century-Fox, National Theatres has informed the Securities and Exchange
Commission that it is reserving the
right to change, amend or discontinue
its
co-operative employes retirement
plan following completion on Sept. 27
of the two companies' divorcement and
reorganization.

This information was contained in
ators of Loop theatres and retail
stores here and the local transit a document registering 2,769,486 shares
company are united in proclaiming of N. T. common stock on the New
York Stock Exchange. Par value is
the first family night promotion held
$1 per share.
here last Thursday a solid success,
Under the plan of reorganization,
one they hope not only to continue
National Theatres (to be known as
and to be joined in by St. Paul, but
Wesco Theatres) in exchange for the
also one they recommend to exhibitors

and merchants

districts

in

other

in central business
cities

around

the

transfer of the common stock of
(Continued on page 4)

Wesco

26,

TEN CENTS

1952

Mass. Congressman
Against Ticket Tax
Boston, Aug.

25.

—Represen-

tative Angier L. Goodwin (R.,
Mass.) stated here that if he
is reelected to Congress he
will support legislation for
repeal of the 20 per cent Federal admissions tax as he has
done in the past.

Goodwin

member
and

said
of the

Means

that

as

years ago he favored repeal
of the tax.

and

Attendance Up in
9

First 52

Quarter

country.

Exhibitors report that paid
admissions to Loop theatres
on the night of the family
promotion skyrocketed to new
all-time highs with an, estimated 10,000 additional persons
drawn to the area by the promotion.

According
advertising

to

Don Alexander

of the

department of Minnesota

Amusement Co. and

a

member

of the

(Continued on page 4)

Holds Providence
Censorship
Providence, R.

Dinner on Nov. 25

Aug.

25.

—Mo-

tion picture censorship as practiced by
this city is no longer legal, in the
light of the "Pinky" and "Miracle"
decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court,
City Solicitor William E. McCabe

has advised

Mayor Reynolds.

McCabe, however, expressed
lief

Pioneers Will Hold

I.,

Illegal

the bethat the high court decisions have
(Continued on page 4)

Stand Wins

Legion Praise
Resolutions on Films
Tabled for Added Study

a

House Ways
committee two

British Gross

Studios' 'Red'

—

London, Aug. 25.
Both estimated
theatre gross and attendance figures
for the first quarter of 1952 showed
an increase over the last quarter of
1951, according to the Board of Trade's
latest statistical survey.
Box office gross for the first 1952
quarter is estimated at £28,953,000
($81,068,400), compared with £27115,000
($75,922,000) for the final
1951 quarter. Attendance for the 1952
quarter is placed at 345,596,000, compared with 324,301,000 for the final
1951 quarter. The survey says the aver(Continued on page 4)

New Films Along B'way

The progress the motion picture
industry has made in ridding itself
of alleged Communists and the cooperation of the industry with the
American Legion won the commendation yesterday of a top Legion official
at the opening day of the Legion's
four-day national convention here at
Madison Square Garden.
The Legion

official,

who asked

that his name be withheld, has
been intimately concerned with
alleged Communist activities in
Hollywood. He said that it is
recognized that studios have
been putting their shoulder to
the wheel in order to eliminate
any "Red" taint, adding that

they

have

made

remarkable

progress.

The sentiment
was reflected in

of the

Legion

official

yesterday's report of

the Legion's Committee on American(Continued on page 3)

A hearing to consider approval of a settlement
The 13th annual dinner of the Moof a Columbia Pictures'
tion Picture Pioneers, to be known
stockholders action alto
as "The Jubilee Dinner," will be held
leging waste by various
Nov. 25 at the Hotel Astor here, Jack
officers and directors of
Cohn, Pioneers president and executive
vice-president of Columbia, announced
Most new films bowed strong; this week at New York first-runs, with the corporation was set
yesterday.
excellent grosses being- piled up by such pictures as "The Quiet Man," for Sept. 22 in New York
In connection with preparations for "The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima," and "What Price Glory."
Supreme Court by Justice
the dinner, Cohn appointed David A.
Such outstanding hold-overs, as "Ivanhoe," "Sudden Fear," and Morris Eder.
The settleBader publicity director of the Pio"Jumping Jacks" also racked up robust ment has already been recneers. Bader will work in co-operagrosses. Credit for the maintenance of
tion with Harry J. Takiff, organizafair and in
the business upswing along Broadway ommended as
(Contintted on page 4)
Howard Hughes Gets
was attributed by most theatremen to the best interests of
the good product available. Some thea- the company by Arthur G.
Legion Press Award
Program
tre managers also felt that the curResume
Klein, referee.
rent
American Legion convention,
Howard Hughes, RKO RaHearings in Sept.
•
which brought an estimated 125,000
dio production head, was
visitors to New York, aided business.
Washington, Aug. 25. —The House
awarded the American Legion
MEXICO CITY, Aug. 25.—
"The Quiet Man" opened to a fine
sub-committee investigating television
Press Association President's
Of
the 120 foreign pic$66,000'
the
first
week's
business
at
of
and radio program content will reopen
against
award for his fight
Capitol.
The initial seven days of tures released during the
hearings here Sept. 16 and 17.
Communism and his contribu"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima"
Following that, the Harris sub-comtions to national defense in
first quarter of this
at the Astor is expected to hit a
mittee of the House interstate comaviation. Lieut. Gen. Ira Eakyear, 81 were from the
healthy
while
the
film
same
$41,000,
merce committee announced it would
er, vice-president of the
is forecast to United States. France was
at
the
two-a-day
Bijou
hold hearings in New York Sept. 23
Hughes Tool Co., accepted the
do a capacity $9,300.
and 24 and then return to W ashington
the runnerup with 12 and
award for Hughes at the AsAt the Roxy, now featuring its ice Italy next with
to wind up its inquiry on Sept. 25
sociation's 25th annual dinner
eight.
revue, "What Price Glory," is due to
and 26.
here Sunday night.
hit a solid $90,000 for its first stanza. Britain and Austria conThe National Association of Radio
tributed five each.
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
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TV

Sturdy Grosser

^

1

:

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
KAY

HARRISON,

managing

the

of the

in

Toledo, and Mrs.

said in part: "The U. S.
Department of Justice has done some
strange things in recent years, but ofthand we can't think of anything
cmeerer than its latest attack on the
movie industry."
After detailing some of the aims and
probable results of the suit, the edi-

•

Bernard Robinson, formerly assismanager of the Paramount Theatre, New Haven, has been named man-

tant

Mass.

torial states

Bernard Goffin

became the parents of a daughter,
Claudia Gusti, Sunday at Doctors

take up residence in

California.

•

Arthur

C.

TV

The

grandfather is
Harry Brandt of Brandt Theatres.
•
Charles J. Feldman, Universal
sales manager, and Manie Gottlieb,
Chicago district manager, were in
Minneapolis.
•
Adam Goelz, former manager of the
Town Theatre, Baltimore, has been
appointed manager of the State Theatre in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
•
Edgar Lynch has resigned as manager of the Warner Brothers Commodore Hull Theatre in Derby, Conn., to

Monogram

Bromberg,

"The McGranery scheme,

:

therefore, boils down to a plan to destroy the movies, though the Attorney
General himself may not realize it.
Obviously, when a new picture can be
for nothing, very few
seen on
people will pay money to see it in
theatres. If the new films become available to
immediately on release, the
movie industry will go bust in a hurry,
and so will the thousands of movie
theatres around the country."
After citing the government's contention that the industry would be
"protected" if the suit is won by establishment of reasonable clearance beshowings of
tween theatre and
films, the Nczvs editorial points to the
current box office experience of the
Radio film, "King
19-year old

Richard Brandt, Trans-Lux Theatres vice-president, and Mrs. Brandt

here.

Department of Justice action and,
so, urged that the suit be

TV

TV

RKO

Kong."

concludes
"The whole business strikes us as
an ill-considered, probably political attempt to interfere with economic principles as they operate in the movie industry. It can mean literally the death
It

Southern exchanges, has returned to
of that industry.
his Atlanta office from Mobile, Ala.
"We hope that McGranery will
•
think
better of it and withdraw the
branch
Leo Greenfield, Universal
manager in Albany, is vacationing in suit, or that it will lose out in the
courts, or that Congress will kill it off
Canada.
if the courts don't."
•
'

M-G-M

George A. Hickey,
ern sales manager,

is

in

the Coast.

still

illustrated its editorial
of a huge gorilla. The

"This is King
picture caption read
Kong, not the Attorney General."
As in the case of earlier New York
newspaper editorials on the suit, some
of the information for the News editorial was supplied by the Independent
:

•
J.

The Neivs

West-

Chicago from with a

Lawrence Sch'anberger, owner

is
Baltimore,
Theatre,
Keith's
of
spending two weeks in Atlantic City.
•

Lou Weinberg, Columbia home of- Theatre Owners
fice representative, and Ben Marcus, York.
division manager,

were

in

Chamberlain Estate
Valued at $210,000
— The
Minneapolis, Aug.
25.

Chamberlain, retired exand former head of the old

hibitor

SEG

Gets $750,000
In Retroactive Pay
Hollywood, Aug.

25.

—Extra

play-

ers will receive $750,000 in retroactive pay under terms of the new contract between the majors and Screen

Albany's $1,050 Is
1st Compo Report
public report by an exchange area on the results of the drive
for dues which is being conducted by
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations has been made by the Albany
first

exchange.

A

which is excluby larger circuits,
has been forwarded from the Albany
exchange district as exhibitors' consive

of $1,050,

total

of

donations

tribution to the drive.

This was revealed at a meeting in
Albany yesterday, when branch managers and salesmen analyzed accounts
outstanding. In Albany it is honed to
collect from $500 to $1,000 additional
by the end of this week when the extended campaign will officially end.
Several major companies obtained
donations from 75 per cent of the accounts assigned them, while others
had less success. It is estimated that
about 40 per cent of the Albany exchange exhibitors solicited have contributed to date.
tions

are

being

Larger circuit collechandled from New

York.

COMPOi

reported

here

yesterday

that indications are that the drive will
be a complete success when this week's
"clean-up" drive is completed, according to reports received thus far from
the 33 exchanges.

Sudmin

to

Manage

San Francisco, Aug.

25.

Sudmin has been promoted

to

man-

services

replaced Alex Harrison, who
has been called to the home office.
He is expected in New York sometime
in September when he will assume
an executive position, the title of
which has yet to be announced.
It
also announced that Rev Kniffin,
former assistant branch manager in
San Francisco, will become Sudmin's
assistant in Los Angeles.
Salesman Paul Schmuck was pro-

niece,

the

change.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

from the American industry

for subversive
connections
or
affiliations.
Also, it stated that the
Film
Council will ask United Artists to
forego releasing the film, will ask all
exhibitor organizations to refuse to
book if offered, and, if these measures
fall short, will ask all
projectionists
to refuse to show it.

AFL

Walsh

to U.K.

Richard F. Walsh,

Meet
IATSE

interpresident, is en route from
York to London on the Queen
Elisabeth. He will represent the American Federation of Labor as fraternal
delegate at the convention of the Brit-

national

New

ish

Trades

Union

opens Sept.

1

at

Congress, which
Margate, England.

NEW YORK THEATRES
CITT MUSIC HALL

-

Rockefeller Center

"IVAN HOE"
Robert

TAYLOR

Elizabeth
*

TAYLOR

Joan
*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plat

MAOTlHEWIS

Midnight t**t*m

HOWARD HAWKS'

to

Resign

tenance.
He was president of the New York, effective Saturday, it was
Aetna Maintenance Corp. of Boston. disclosed here yesterday. Al Broder
Mrs. Mabel Chamberlain Walker Survivors include his widow and thre«; will take over as manager of the exsons.

country against the import
made by persons excluded

Joseph Flannigan, will return
San Francisco territory as a

Bellman

a

of St. Paul.

the.

films

moted to the post of assistant to San
Francisco manager Jack Erickson,

Co.,

to $210,000.
of the estate goes to

of

was

amounting

The bulk

tect

years,

while

— Funeral

Weber, Bernhard Vorhaus, Joseph
Losey and Ben Barzman.
The letter calls on the committee
to set up legislation which will pro-

Sudmin, with 20th-Fox the past 20

to

25.

or loyalties to the Communist
Party."
Specific reference was made to "Encounter," made in Rome, which Brewer said United Artists is contemplating releasing here, and which, the letter stated, represents the work of four
Americans who either are or were
Communists or are refugees from
House committee subpoena. Persons
named in this connection are John

-RADIO

closed here.

last year.

Boston, Aug.

— Hollywood

— Morris

age the Los Angeles branch of 20th
Century-Fox, Herman Wobber, Western 20th-Fox division manager, dis-

Extras Guild, the latter revealed today following receipt of Wage Stabilization Board approval of the pact.
Increases were retroactive to Oct. 25

Joseph Undang Dead

25.

Film Council chairman Roy M.
Brewer tonight dispatched a letter to
Congressman John W. Wood, chairman of the House, Committee on UnAmerican Activities, urging that the
committee immediately initiate legislation banning the import of features
made abroad by members of the American film industry "with membership

20th 's L.A. Branch

now a part were held here yesterday for Joseph
Jack Bellman will resign as branch
Minnesota' Amusement Co., left Undang, 62, specialist in theatre main- manager of Realart Film Exchange of

of the
an estate

Hollywood, Aug.

AFL

in

The

salesman.

late

W.

American Amusement

New

Minneapolis.

H. T. Spears, president of Bailey
Theatres, Atlanta, has entered a hospital there for surgery.
•
Irving Sochin, Universal short
subject sales manager, has returned
here from a Canadian vacation.

Daniel

Association of

1952

Made in Europe
By American 'Reds'

York Daily News, with

doing

26,

Urges Ban on Films

in

The News

gan.

Hospital

New

"killed."

travel to Alaska
Day closing of their

will

Strand, Holyoke,
replaces him.
•

U.S. Suit

W

after the Labor
summer resort at Clarke Lake, Michi-

ager of the

Owner, Blasts

Station

the largest circulation of any daily
the country and itself the owner of television station
r
PIX, editorially scored the government's suit to force the sale of
16mm. films to television yesterday. It was the sixth New York newspaper to take an editorial stand against

•
in

TV

newspaper

Marx.

World Theatre
Schoon maker

Daily News,
The

di-

rector of Technicolor, Inc., and
Mrs. Harrison will arrive here today
Queen
from Europe aboard the

Bert Schoon maker, owner

Tuesday, August
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MMPTA

in Rogers*

Hospital

Fund Drive

The board of directors of
the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association has
recommended that its member theatres use Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital fund drive
displays and coin collection
containers in lobbies and
other strategic places for an
extended period.
Distribution of the displays
and coin receptacles will be
started this week by National
Screen Service in the metropolitan area.

Legion Praises
{Continued from page 1)
ism. All State resolutions dealing with
the issue of alleged Communism in
motion pictures were referred to the

Standing Commission on Americanism.

The

referral was a proposal by the
convention committee and it was considered unlikely that any state delegation would seek to override the committee and take up a fight on the
convention floor seeking approval of
its resolution dealing with the industry.

In

.
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effect, the action of the

Review

Standing Commission on Americanism
came under the following headings
Motion Pictures in which any known

Sets 'Dine Out, See
A Movie' Campaign
Cleveland, Aug.

"The Ring
{United Artists—King Brothers)

25.

— A "Dine

Out and See a Movie" advertising campaign has been instituted here by the Meyers
Meat Co., wholesale meat sup-

AGAINST

the background of Mexican life in Los Angeles, a believable,
effective off-beat boxing story has been fashioned by King Brothers Pro"The. Ring," despite a number of "unprofessional" performances
ductions.
and its low budget, lias a fine authenticity.

pliers to restaurants, with the
cooperation of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of
Cleveland.

The chief protagonist is a young Mexican, Lalo Rios, the son of a poor but
proud family who takes to the ring to earn money and respect for himself
and his people. The difference here, however, is that Rios is not a particuAfter a promising start, he soon reaches
larly able or intelligent fighter.
a stage where, even when he follows his manager's advice to the letter, he
cannot hope to better himself. After taking some terrific lickings, he learns
to accept his lot and the fact that he doesn't have to beat the ears off the
world to win its respect.
The screenplay, by Irving Shulman, based on his own novel, tells the simple
story in a good, straightforward manner. The plight of the Mexicans in the

Window streamers and
transportation advertising
proclaim the thinking behind
the message: that people will
welcome the opportunity to
exchange an ordinary evening
of kitchen chores and television for a delicious dinner
and an enjoyable motion picture.

big California city is sympathetically portrayed, although, oddly enough, some
Mexicans seen are the shiftless, lazy kind, the stereotype of which is
responsible for much anti-Mexican feeling.

of the

The boxing sequences are excitingly photographed. Director Kurt Neumann
has paced the whole production so that it packs a single neat dramatic punch.
Besides Rios, Gerald Mohr and Robert Osterloh do well in the roles of
Rita Moreno is the fighter's pretty
fight manager and trainer, respectively.
and young Robert Altuna is his admiring little brother. Maurice
and Frank King are the producers.
Others in the cast include Martin Garralaga, Jack Elam and Peter Brocco.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
girl friend

Sept. 26.

Award

Selznick

Edinburgh

Festival

(South
participated
entire entertainment

industry not to employ supporters of
AmerCommunist causes (Illinois)
ican Legion Magazine list motion pictures tainted with subversive influences (Ohio) American Legion Magazine keep constant supervision over
subversive trends in motion picture
;

;

industry ( Kentucky)
American Legion Magazine renew fight on Communism in entertainment field (Washington )
The contents of the resolutions were
not made available to the press.
;

The

picture

Drama and
was made by

distributed here
by United Artists. The Silver Laurel
award enables the film to compete for
the Selznick Golden Laurel award in

New York

in

is

October.

the above resolutions as recommended
the Legion's Americanism Committee, is slated to meet in Indianapolis

The Standing Commission on Amer- by
icanism,
which probably will
be
charged with studying and acting upon

of

Music, according to news reports from
Scotland.

;

to 'Cry'

"Cry, the Beloved Country" won
the 1952 David O. Selznick Silver
Laurel award for English films at the
International Film Festival held in
Edinburgh in conjunciton with the

London Films and

Communist has
Commit- Carolina) Urge

tee on Americanism tables the resolutions bearing on the industry as far as
convention action goes. Five resolutions which were thus referred to the

3

sometime

in

October.

~
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$11,000,000
Candy-Popcorn Bill

sale

(

— Wayne-Fellows)

Warner Brothers

CTRONG

^

gredients

topical interest, suspense
of this Wayne-Fellows

and sharp action are the principal

company stated

in a report to the Securities

—

—

1950, $3,619,000, 1951, $3,388,000.

This infuriates the two investigators but they accept another assignment to
probe a Red cell in Hawaii a vital link to the Orient where Communist
sabotage and trouble making in labor unions can prove very harmful to the

—

N. T. Uncommitted

office

Theatre, will issue to 20th-

company

picture
its

common

stock

and Fox will then distribute
shareholders the common of National
on the basis of one share of the new
picture company's common and one
to

share of the

new

theatre

its

company's

common

for each share of the present
picture company.
The consideration for the issuance
to Fox of the shares of the common
National registered will be the
of
transfer by Fox to the theatre company of all the capital stock of Wesco

consisting of 1,000 shares of common
without par value and all of the common stock of Roxy consisting- of
10.000 shares without par value.
The report states that while it is the
intention of National to continue the
retirement, plan and to continue to make
contributions thereto, there is no contractual obligation to do so and the
right is retained to change, amend or
discontinue the plan. No change or

discontinuance,
the fetirement

however,

will

affect

incon\e. already purchased by employes' contributions and

contributions made by the company
prior to any change or .discontinuance.
Roxy participates in Fox's retirement plan, and such participation will
be discontinued after Sept. 27. ,4
The" report states that Wesco, fe
subsidiaries and affiliates as of July
1 had an interest in 510 U. S. theatres,
certain of which must be divested
under the consent decree.
'-

Theatres in which National will be

where Miss Olson

From

that point on,

—

Wayne's

nation's defense efforts.

{Continued- from page 1)

as the new
2,769,486 shares of

is

first

lead comes from a visit to a doctor's

secretary.

Wayne and Arness

track

down

other tips and leads

;

Hawaiian who was once an official of the
party but is now sick and discarded by his colleagues and finally round up
the group with the help of the Hawaiian police after Wayne's partner has

becomes involved

in fights

;

trace a

;

been murdered.
While, generally interesting, "Big Jim

wardly edited

in certain spots.

McLain" seems overlong and awk-

However, the action and theme

offer consid-

sidiaries paid $4,800,000 in film rentals
to Fox, and in 1949 the payments totaled $5,750,000, according to the re-

'Family Night' a Mpls. Hit
(Continued from page

Downtown Theatres Committee,

the
greatest stimulant to assure success of
the promotion was a free ride given
one way to all adults and children
going into the Loop on the buses and
street cars of the Minneapolis Street
Railway Co. between the hours of

1)

idea has resulted in editors of eight
national magazines inquiring for details about the promotion."

Tomorrow,

Alexander,

admitted free to the theatres.

Weiss,

25.

—Walter Lantz

-

;

m

the Normandie.
At the Park Avenue, a good $5,600
forecast for the second week of
is
"Brandv for the Parson."

division

Gross

A

vast

been going

in

greater strength to the

mained closed during previous Thursday Evenings stayed open and all
stores cooperated by offering bargains

licity

for the family night promotion.
The crowds brought into the Loop
were an increase of 6,500 persons over
the previous all-time high of 3,500
persons for a Thursday night. The
promotion will be held every week
from now on.
Fred A. Ossanna, president of the
transit firm, said:
hope this experiment will show other cities that
by sitting and talking across the
table they can cooperate to solve their

Providence

"We

own Loop

problems.

Buffalo, Aug.

Hollywood, Aug.

Among off-Broadway houses, a
sturdy $6,600 is indicated for the 21st
stanza of the "Man in the White Suit"
at the Sutton, while a fine $5,000 is
seen for the 21st week of "Encore" at

'

Marvin Jacobs

will increase his schedule of animated
cartoon films with color in technicolor
for Universal-International from six
to 13, beginning with the 1952-53 seaNumber
son, Lantz revealed today.
will consist of seven "W oody Woodpeckers" and six spesialM*

"The Big Sky" opened to a very
nice $40,000 for its first week at the
Criterion.
The initial seven days of
"Francis Goes to West Point" was a
bit disappointing at $9,500. It will be
replaced at the Globe on Friday with

Harry
manager of RKO
Theatres, Ted Mann, Co-operator of British
the World, first run Loop house, St.
(Continued, from page 1)
Paul, and Ray Wroble, manager of
seven and nine P.M.
Adults and children leaving the the RKO Orpheum; St. Paul Tran- age admission price remained unbuses and street cars in the Loop sit officials and representatives of St. changed during the two periods at 20.1
were offered numbered .coupons and Paul Loop stores will meet with Matt pence.
During the first quarter of 1952,
Thompson, secretary of the St. Paul
if a number corresponded with one of
the approximately 1,000 numbers post- Association of Commerce to discuss theatres paid £10,139,000 in entertained< in their lobbies they were ad- a similar promotion for St. Paul with ment tax and £772,000 in Eady levy.
mitted free of charge. However, bus the view to making Thursday eve- Net takings amounted to £18,042,000,
compared with £16,880,000 in the
and street car operators ran out of nings a joint Twin City affair.
coupons. Because of the huge demand
The Minneapolis Loop promotion previous quarter. Film rentals were
it
was estimated that eight persons was launched in an effort to recap- £6,380,000, leaving as the exhibitors'
compared with
£11,662,000,
out of every 100 holding coupons were ture business
that
heretofore has share

The promotion

the total film rental payments
of Wesco and subsidiaries, the fore-

Lantz Increases Schedule

A

good $38,000 is seen for the third
inning of "Sudden Fear" at Loew's
State, while a fine $25,000 is estimated
for the fifth week of "High Noon" at
the Mayfair.

the Rivoli.

Of

going averaged 26 per cent.

row.

Robert Fellows produced, Edward Ludwig directed and "Devil Makes Three."
James Edward Grant wrote the original screenplay. Others in the cast are
"Affairs of Trinidad" is holding up
Alan Napier, Veda Ann Borg, Gayne Whitman and Hal Baylor.
at the Victoria with a sturdy $27,500
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date estimated for its fourth week. A moderately good $19,000 is forecast for the
Aug. 30.
second inning of "Les Miserables" at

Wesco and Roxy majority of the others paid their way. shopping centers in the suburbs. The
and size from small Many Loop stores which had re- promotion included an extensive pub-

range in type
houses with as few as 250 seats to
large, deluxe theatres of from 2,000 to
more than 5,000 seats, the majority
having between 750 and 1,500 seats.
Most exhibit double feature programs,
the report said.
At the end of last year, Wesco and
its subsidiaries had 8,200 employes, including executives and 2,300 part-time
employes, the report stated. At the
beginning of last May Roxy employed
about 236.
In 1950 and 1951, Wesco and sub-

Crimson Pirate" opens there tomor-

erable compensation.

interested through

port.

three week gross of $520,000, the
largest in the Hall's history. The Hall,
to accommodate Labor Day audiences,

Nancy Olson.
will open its doors at 7 :45 A.M. MonThe story opens on a familiar note: The scene is Washington at a hearing day, allowing the house an extra perof the Un-American Activities Committee. A suspected Communist, tracked formance.
down by Wayne and his partner James Arness, is challenged with a pertinent
The fifth and final week of "Jumpquestion about his alleged Red affiliations and as have many others on simi- ing Jacks" at the Paramount is estimated to gross a robust $67,000. "The
lar occasions
balks at answering on grounds of the Fifth Amendment.

The yearly expenditures for
confections are broken down
as follows: 1949, $3,920,000,

Fox

The
record-breaking
business
of
"Ivanhoe" at the Radio City Music
Hall continues. For its fourth week, a
terrific $165,000 is seen, topping off a

is

and Exchange Commission.

and Roxy

in-

Production about an investigator for
the House Un-American Activities Committee. John Wayne, who repeatedly
registers high in the Motion Picture Herald-Fame exhibitors' poll of moneymaking stars, has the title role. The picture was shot in Hawaii. Co-starring

their

in

(Continued from page 1)

"Big Jim McLain"

In the three years 1949-1951,
National Theatres and its
subsidiaries spent close to
$11,000,000 for candy, popcorn,
soft drinks and other con-

26, 1952

N.Y. Grosses

Review

NTs

fections for
theatres, the

Tuesday, August

25.

fa Retire

—Marvin Jacobs,

the Jacobs Brothers, who
concession
Sportservice,
a
firm, will retire on Sept. 15. Jacob's
younger brothers, Charles and Louis
M., will assume full operation. Marvin began Sportservice here more than
40 years ago in the old Academy
Theatre.
The organization serves
theatres, drive-ins, race tracks, ball
p^rks, football stadiums and airports.
eldest

operate

of

campaign.

£11,078,000 in the previous quarter.
Included in the survey for the first
time are the costs and revenues of
British films 6,500 feet or over during
1950.

There were 61 films in this
of which only eight were

category,

(Continued from page 1)
not ruled out film censorship as such
and that carefully worded ordinances
can be drawn to prevent the showing
of films on grounds that they are
"obscene, indecent, immoral or profane."

McCabe

offered to prepare such an
ordinance and expressed the opinion
that films cannot be censored on other
grounds. He revealed that his proposed ordinance would merely give the
licensing bureau legislation specifically
authorizing it to censor motion pictures in the four fields he prescribed.
McCabe explained that his report

and recommendations were based on
the belief that the high court rulings,
while they make films a means of communication rather than entertainment,
still
did not leave the way open for
freedom on all subjects.
absolute
Other court decisions used in the motion picture cases support that view,

he said.

distributors' finanIn the
assistance or guarantee.
case of seven films, distributors provided or guaranteed the whole cost.
In 1950, British producers received
£228,000 for their films from abroad.
From the home market in the same
vear British producers got £4,540,000,
with an additional £104,000 from out-

produced without
cial

right sales.
tribution in

There was no Eady

dis-

so the aggregate
amount taken by British producers
that year was around £7,000,000.
1950,

Pioneers Dinner
(Continued from page 1)
secretary-treasurer, and Marvin
Kirsch, vice-president.
Cohn said the Astor was selected
for the dinner rather than the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, dinner site in previous years, because the former could
supply larger facilities, required inlight of the extent to which attendance at the dinners has mounted over
the years.
tion

Tuesday, August
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TexasShowmenBack
Hospital Fund Drive

Seek Receivership
For Scophony Corp.
Three stockholders of the old Scophony Corp. of America yesterday
filed in New York Supreme Court a
suit asking that a temporary receiver
be set up for the company. The request was accompanied by the allegation that Arthur Levey, president of
Skiatron Electronics and Television
Corp., unauthorizedly received returns

PreProductions and
British Scophony preparatory to the
formation of Skiatron.
The suing stockholders are John A.
Stephen, Otto Augstein and Hans L.
Kraft who, according to the complaint
held a total of 250 Scophony shares
and invested $90,000 in the processing
of old patents by the now defunct

from settlements with General
cision,

'

Television

company.
On Friday

approximately

80

per

cent of Skiatron stockholders voted in
favor of a new stock issue to raise
$270,000 for the company's projected
subscription television test.

To Film Eleven

Games

Television-Radio
(Milton Beiie's Comedy) resumes

\/T
IVllJO

.

.

16,

and

TV

.

Tom Slater (R & R Veep)
Thursday (7:00-8:00 P.M. slot.)
and his charming wife, Helen, will pinch hit for Dorothy & Dick
Kurt
on their daily WORning and noon series, starting Sept. 15.
Jadassohn, gen. mgr. of Sesac, showed us some amazing music retail
figures compiled by music pubs in the Mid-West and deep south,
most of whom never heard of Tin Pan Alley and vice versa. After
13 weeks in the East, the "Al Pearce CBS-TV Show" will fade
from the scene Sept. 26.
the

.

&

.

"If

Avenue,

New York

20,

N.

.

.A.

-K

*tK

Electric Clock sign located above the Waldorf Restaurant on Sixth Ave. & 50th St. smack-dab under the windows of
NBTop Execs' offices reads: "For the best in Television all the
time see Channel 2" (aren't they the CBSly ones?) ....
actress Mary Leader, just back from a successful summer stock
engagement in "The Happy Time" and "Street Car Named Desire," is making the rounds with a woman's TVehicle that could
click.
Add look alikes: Ethel
Thorsen and screen
star Joan Caul field. Jack (ace organist) Ward and Leo (coinLourdes Froes, radio and
poser) Robin.
lovely, seen in
"Lights Out'' "Martin Kane," "City At Mid nit e" and others, has
been signed for an important role in "Taxi," the current Fox
York.
flicker that Gregory Ratoff is filming in
Tom
Milana, youngster who started, the practice of filming
shozvs
in California, prior to the development of kinescope, has opened
his own firm in Neiv York, designed to supply info on
films
available for the nets and indie market.
In distributing a
market, compiled by Unity
50-page catalog on films for the
Telez'ision Corp., prexy Arche Mayers explains, and we quote,:
" 'It is my belief that new stations in their first few months
of
operation will have to depend on film packages for as much as
from 50 to 70 per cent of their total air time.' " Unquote.
it
'it
it

TV

.

.

(WABD)

.

.

Y.

.

The

-

.

TV

.

New

.

.

.

TV

TV

—

COMPO

Herman Robbins

arrangements with

who

turn

in

made National Screen

Service production
at

NSS

cost.

in

facilities

available

Dallas under Paul

Short, divisional manager, will make
distribution at no cost to the Foundation.

Ezell, Griffith

.

.

.

TV

Texas Vote Drive
Dallas, Aug.
— Claude C.
25.

around the corner,

.

.

.

With

Ezell

and H. J. Griffith have been appointed
co-chairmen of the Texas Council of
Motion Picture Organizations' "Get
Out the Vote" campaign designed to
stimulate voting throughout Texas, it
was disclosed by Kyle Rorex, the organization's executive director.
series
of
trailers
has
been
screened for use in the campaign, and
will be made available to exhibitors
anywhere in the U. S. at costs.

A

TV Program
(Continued, from page 1)

and Television Broadcasters will complete its testimony on the first two
days of hearing. Other testimony on
that day will be given by the American Broadcasting? Co., Mutual Broadcasting System and Allen B. Du Mont
network. New York witnesses will include National Broadcasting Co., Columbia Broadcasting System and the
National Television Film Council.
Witnesses who will be heard when
the committee returns to Washington
will represent the United States Brewers Foundation, American Civil Liberties Union, National Association of
Gagwriters, National Association of
Catholic Men and the Federal Communications Commission, which will
testify on the commission's role in regard to TV and radio programming.

25c W.B. Dividend
At

a special meeting at the home
yesterday,
Warner Brothers
board of directors declared a dividend
of 25 cents per share on the common
stock, payable Oct. 4 to holders of
record on Sept. 5.
office

„

LOTSA DOTS.

Head

.

NBT

—

6th

.

.

Tent 31 Benefit Bouts

-

harmony

TV

under-secretary of
Sept. 30 and will
be succeeded by Sidney Golt, present
head of the Board's films division.
Somervell has participated in most
of the previous British government
negotiations with the American film
industry on remittance of earnings and
restrictions on blocked funds. Because
of his impending retirement, he will
not accompany Sir Frank Lee and Golt
where
to Washington next month,
discussions on the new Anglo-American remittance agreement will be inaugurated.

1270

we hasten to add,
doesn't learn to live in peace and
with his fellow man and should
.

as

Cash or Participation
BOX 414. MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Adam

resort to the use of the Atom, then our world will resemble
AtomATO." (sermon over.)
Joan Davis will debut on
when a new situation comedy series, "I Married Joan,"
NBCommences Wed., 8:00-8:30 P.M., Oct. 15. Jim Backus
will play opposite Joan in this new filmed series.
Bob
Hope will become a regular when the "Colgate Comedy Hour"
returns to
starting Sunday Sept. 21, and will rotate with
Martin & Lewis, Abbott & Costello, Eddie Cantor and Donald
O'Connor. Sam Fuller is executive producer for the series.

Somer-

Distribution

.

unquote. True, true, but

Trade

Films for Italian

.

:

Somervell Leaving
U.K. Board of Trade

WANTED

.

and real pal,' who passed away two
weeks ago. (If columnists are eligible to
join please count us in.)
Scripter Alan
Sands submits, and we quote " 'The history
"
of the world extends from Adam to Atom.'
Max Liebman

Hartford, Aug. 25. Variety Club
of Connecticut, Tent 31, and the New
Haven Evening Register sponsored a
10-bout, all-amateur boxing show at
the West Haven Municipal Stadium
tonight for the benefit of The Register's Fresh Air Fund. Variety cochairmen were Ray Wylie and Harry
F. Shaw.

.

sician

tion.

of

it

.

TV

retire

.

exclusively reported here seven weeks ago, Max Liebproduce a top-budgeted film for 20th Century-Fox,
starring Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca. The story will be written by Nunnally Johnson and shooting will start early in June,
1953, while "Your Show of Shows" vacaFellow Ortions from the NBChannel.
ganists including Jack Ward, Arlo, Rosa Rio,
Johnny Winters, John Gart, Paul Taubman
and others are forming a Leo Weber Club
in memory of 'a grand fellow, great mu-

the program would be
vidual stations rather than networks,
said it would be a partial answer to
curtailment program of the
the
National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

will

it

.

Warm

for the benefit of the Gonzales
Springs Foundation to he held Aug.
31 through Sept. 6. Practically all the
exhibitors in the state have pledged
to exhibit a special trailer and take up
theatre collections.
Texas
will present a special award for distinguished service to
the showman who makes the outstanding showing in the drive in relation
to the size of his community.
The trailer which features Joan
Crawford, a native Texan, and Beverly Mills of Smiley, Texas, a young
girl who has been, successfully treated
at the Foundation, was directed by
David Miller and produced in the studios of RKO. O'Donnell made special

will

stated that
sold to indi-

Board

.

As

man

The announcement, which

vell

.

.

day by Peter M. Robeck, general manager of Consolidated Television Sales.
The program, titled "The All American Game of the Week," will be
shown on days subsequent to the event.

the

Tuesday, Sept.

WABD.

to film a leading college football game
each week of the season for home T\
distribution was disclosed here yester-

— Rupert

NBC

will

tickled about Aleen Leslie's "Date With Judy" ABC-TVehicle which,
after but s.x weeks, has earned a Nielson of 12.5 as compared to
22.3 for Groucho Marx and 14.3 for Burns & Allen, competitors on

An agreement between leading collegiate organizations and Sportsvision,
Inc. and Consolidated Television Sales

25.

at

Dallas, Aug. 25. Robert J. O'Donand H. A. Cole, co-chairmen of
Texas COMPO Showmen, have been
selected to head the 1952 Texas Theatres Crippled Children's Fund Drive
nell

be telecast three weeks for Texaco, every
fourth week of the Tues. 8:00 to 9:00 P.M. slot to be carried by
Buick Motors. New format will have less guest artists and no emcee
on the "Texaco Star Theatre." Kudner Agency handles both segs.
Radio artists who feel completely lost without a script and
personalities who likewise feel ill at ease before the cameras, may
do well to watch and study Dr. Bruno Furst, foremost authority
on memory training, who will present a special 15-minute program,
American Chicle is
Monday, Sept. 6, at 11:15 P.M. over

for Video

London; Aug.

—

with Pinky Herman

the

'back-to-school'

movement

just

WORkers John Gambling and Ray

Heatherton's
friendly advice to the little ones on how to take care of themselves in
the streets and at home may well be emulated.
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THE HOTTEST HITS

THE IHDUSTRY!

IH

DREAMBOAT

DON'T BOTHER

Ginger

Clifton

H.

Richard

Milwaukee, Buffalo,

San Francisco, Houston!

WIDMARK- MONROE
Longest run of the year, Globe,

Hew

York. Three

weeks Atlantic

City! Held over, San Francisco,

Los Angeles and Philadelphia!

LURE OF THE
WILDERNESS
Technicolor

Victor Hugo's

LES

Jean

PETERS

MISERABLES

Jeffrey

HUNTER

ALL NEW, ALL THRfLUNG/

SMITH

Packing them

in at

Premiere engagement,
Outcrossing "With A

Song

In

My Heart"

Technicolor

Marilyn

Y.

Big Smash Cleveland,

Constance

PRICE

GLORY

TO KNOCK

WEBB ROGERS
3 Year record Roxy,

WHAT

Everywhere!

World

Rivoli,

H.Y.!

Set for big openings, Boston,
Washington, Detroit, Cincinnati!

James

Dan

Corinne

CAGNEY'CALVET'DAILEY
Topping 20th's biggest

atRoxy,H.Y., Atlantic

City,

Portland, Hashville!
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Distributors' Rachmil Says Showmen

Action Pends
TOA

Convention Agenda
Waits Decision on Draft

afternoon meeting here yesterday of a Motion Picture Association of America sales
managers sub-committee on the new
draft of a projected industry arbitraall

tion system, it was reported that the
draft soon will be presented to all the
companies for approval, amendment
or rejection.

The companies are expected
to act on the document within
the next two weeks. Actually,
the

have three
which to signify acceptance of an arbitration draft
if Theatre Owners of America
is to have a chance to vote on it
at the organization's annual
convention in Washington Sept.
distributors

weeks

in

14-18.

The sub-committee

Owe NPA

met yesterday included William F. Rodgers of
Loew's, chairman of the distributors'
that

(Continued on page 4)

1,050,000 Trust
Action Names Five

By CHARLES

FRANKE

Theatre owners throughout the U. S. who have not redecorated their
houses in the past 10 to 20 years owe it to themselves to visit New York's
Radio City Music Hall to determine the extent to which they have been
lax in offering their customers necessary comforts and service, Lewis
Rachmil, Hollywood producer, de-

Johnston

Speak

to

At President's
Banquet of TOA
—

Motion
America presi-

Washington, Aug.

26.

Picture Association of
dent Eric Johnston will address the
president's banquet at the Theatre
Owners of America convention to be
held here at the Shoreham Hotel,
Sept.

14-18.

the estimated 700
members and guests who are
expected to be present at the banquet,
many company presidents and other industry leaders have been invited to
attend.
president
At the same, time,
Mitchell Wolfson disclosed a letter
members,
he has sent out to all
pointing out the significance of the
convention, which he called "the most
important ever held."
Company presidents who have been
invited to attend are Harry M.
ar-

In

addition

to

TOA

The

Screen

Producers

Guild

is

fearful that before long there will be
a shortage of producers in Hollywood
for the making of product for theatres,
considering the rate at which many

film-makers are turning to producing
for television, according to Rachmil.
(Continued on page 3)

Technicolor Half
Year Profit Steady

W

Consolidated net profit of TechniBrothers
Milton R. color, Inc., for the six months ended
Rackmil, Universal Arthur B. Krim, June 30 was estimated by the company
United Artists Nicholas M. Schenck, yesterday at $1,025,420, after taxes.
Loew's
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th The result compares with net profit
:

ner,

Warner

;

RKO

Court here by Lavellon

Amusement

Corp., operator of the Criterion, East
Rockaway, L. I.
The complaint charges that the
defendants-distributors
discriminated
against the Criterion by giving pre(Continued on page 4)

Krim Asked

to

Rule

In 'Encounter'

Row

Robert

Benjamin,

United

Artists

for the first half of 1951 of $1,061,395,
with taxes for the 1951 period adpublic
Pictures
Ned
justed to the effective rate paid for
(Continued on page 3)
the entire year.
Technicolor's consolidated net for
the second quarter of the current year
is estimated to be $506,472, compared
with $571,624 for the correspondingquarter last year.
Profit for the first half of this year
is equivalent to $1.10 per share comWashington, Aug. 26.
Senate pared with earnings of $1.14 per share
Judiciary sub-committee declared to- for the corresponding period last year.
day that the Radio Writers Guild is
controlled by a pro-Communist faction.
At the same time Judiciary

Century-Fox

;

Herbert
;

J. Yates, ReE. Depinet,

Senate Group Calls

RWGRedControlled
—A

Committee Chairman Pat McCarran
(D., Nev.
declared in a statement
that since the Radio Writers Guild

Monogram Buys

may

Hollywood, Aug. 26. Monogram has purchased Monogram franchise-operated ex-

)

"obtain jurisdiction" over the
writers, "Television must

television

partner, said yesterday that he has
sent to Arthur B. Krim, company
president, currently visiting Paris, a

keep

respect

screen-writer.

house clean."
Named by both McCarran and the
sub-committee as a leader in the procommunication asking his advice on Communist group was Millard Lamhow the company should proceed with pell, who was, briefly, a Hollywood
to

its

distribution

deal

for

its

"Encounter," which the Hollywood
The information was contained in
AFL Film Council has charged was a report issued by the Judiciary submade abroad by members of the committee which held intermittent
American film industry "with mem- hearings over the past year and a
(Continued on page 3)
half on subversive infiltration.
_

to

Drive-in Building

—

proven. The new order would
permit theatre builders to apply
for

NPA

authorization in the
as any other

manner

same
builder.

i

In the opinion of Nathan D. Golden,
film chief, the amount of controlled materials which may be selfauthorized
will
assure
substantial
building of drive-in theatres. He declared, however, that the self-authorized amounts would not be sufficient
(Continued on page 4)

NPA

TV "Awf

;

;

$1,050,000 triple-damage antitrust action naming
Pictures,
Warner Brothers, 20th Century-Fox,
Universal and Century Theatres yesterday was filed in U. S. District

Golden Sees Prod

NPA

TOA
TOA

After April 1

clared here yesterday.
The
Washington, Aug. 26.
Rachmil said that while Hollywood
National Production Authority tohas been doing its part during the past
announced it would remove the
year to put the industry again on the day
ban on theatre building after April
trail to prosperity by producing larger numbers of top-quality films, ex- 1 and would permit limited amounts
hibitors in general have not taken the of controlled materials to be selftrouble to win increased patronage by authorized after that date.
setadding to theatre comforts and imUnder the current
proving service. Architectural
imup there is no self-authorizaprovements, in particular, are needed
tion for theatre building and
in many of the theatres he has visited,
theatre construction may be auRachmil said.
thorized only after hardship is

;

A

to Lift

Better Films Better Houses Building Ban

Arbitration

Following an

TEN CENTS

1952

2

LOS ANGELES Aug. 26.—
Anti-trust action seeking
$927,000 in damages from
major distributors and
from Griffith circuit,
operating theatres in
Texas, Oklahoma and New
Mexico, was filed today
in Albuquerque by attorneys Weller & Corinblit
and Kenny & Morris on behalf of Mary E. Traub and
El Capitan Theatre, Roswell, N. M.
,

Mandel Exchanges

—

changes in Chicago and Indianapolis from Irving Mandel,
with the operation effective
Tuesday. Acquisition gives
Monogram a total of 15 company-owned exchanges in the
U. S., with 16 others franchise-owned.

Fabian Theatres' bid to
telecast Mike Todd's "A
Night in Venice" show from
Jones Beach's Marine Stadium failed to come up for
discussion at yesterday's
council meeting of Actors
Equity. Talks on wage demands were said to be continuing, however.

-
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Factor of N. Y. Telecast
Enters IBC-TNT Talks

Personal
Mention
War-

vice-president in
charge of advertising-publicity, will
leave here by plane for the Coast today.

Harry Feinstein, zone manager in
New Haven for Warner Brothers
Corp., and
Feinstein have returned there
a vacation trip to Maine and

Management

Mrs.
from
Cape

Cod.

Sperie Perakos, general manager
Perakos Theatres, New Britain,
Conn., will be married to Miss Nicki
Pappas in Detroit on Oct. 11. His
father, Peter, is head of the circuit.
•

of the

Whether

St.

Luke's

to his wife at
Hospital there.

•

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
and general manager of Technicolor
Corp., will arrive here from Europe
S. Liberte.
today aboard the
•

Mike Newman, Columbia

publicist,

has fully recovered from surgery and
has returned to the studio from San
Francisco.
•

Vincent Capuano, manager
Elm Theatre, West Hartford,
is

2nd Hartford Paper
Holds Ad Rate Line

TV

amusement

ad charge, the
Hartford Courant, which will
have a general rate raise
Monday, will leave its amusement ad rate the same as it
has been since December,

York

theatres than elsewhere, if they
are included in the deal.
Herman Taylor, co-promoter of the
bout, already has called for a theatre

siderably

strengthen

the

hand

your

difficulties."

Parade
A

believed.
The possibility that the bout, considered one of the top fistic attractions in years with a $1,000,000 gate
forecast, will go to home television

Lauritz Garman, owner of the Uptown Theatre, Baltimore, is vacationing at Ocean City, Md.

Film Personalities
—

Taylor's
proposed
"blackout"
Mass.,
area
would affect four TV-equipped theatres
in Eastern New England, with a seating capacity of 9,225. The theatres
are: Pilgrim, Boston; Loew's State

Brockton,

and

Paramount,

Lynn,

Mass.

;

and

Carleton, Providence. There is a poshowever, that the latter would
be exempt from the New England
"blackout."

See %2-Million Profit
For B & K's WBKB

—

Washington, Aug. 2'6.
WBKB,
Balaban and Katz's Chicago television
station,

top television outlets, outranked only by the key network sta-

nation's

New

tions in
York City.
The station's 1952 gross is expected
to be about $4,000,000.
will be sold to the Columbia Broadcasting- System if the pro-

WBKB

Eisen-

contents follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No.

7tt-Ike

ad-

American Legion. Korean righting.
Turkish beauty is "Miss Europe." Another

dresses

California

earthquake. Golf. Tennis.

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 3©4^Eisen.
Legion convention. American Legion fun-making. "Miss Europe." Japanese
carnival. California 'quake. Rodeo.
hower

at

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
quake

No.

3— Earth-

India celebrates IndeAmerican Legionaires hold

California.

in

pendence Day.
convention in New York. Rodeo.

TELENEWS
Stevenson's

DIGEST, No. 3S-A— Gov.

New

stand.

earthquake

in

California. Reds hold U. S. citizen seven
years. Coal strike looms. Ship survivors.

Tennis.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 590—American
and hears Eisenhower.
California 'quake. American fleet docks in
Portugal. "Miss Europe" named. Rodeo.
Legion

parades

No. 5
California
Legion address.
'quake. American Legion parades. Developments in Korea. Tito's Olympians stay.
Rodeo. Golf. Tennis.

Censorship Ruling
A Boon: Preminger

The application was made in a letter
underway until Saturday.
from J. M. Hone, executive secretary
The Hollywood delegation, accordof the exhibitor group, to Robert W.
ing to ATOI secretary William A.

will not get

Coyne,

COMPO

special counsel.

Takes Peron Film
Polio Closes Theatre
Portland,

Ojre.,

Aug.

26.

—

RKO

that are required now.

—

tive."

TV

Station on Full-Time
City, Aug. 26.
channel 5, the third

tion here,

A

business in many years, producerdirector
Otto Preminger predicted
here yesterday. Preminger, who recently completed "The Murder," at
Radio, is currently in New
York to find a play to be produced

—

XHGC,

strong $13,500 was registered
for the first week of "Ivory Hunter"
at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street, the
theatre
management reported here
yesterday. The figure is within a few
hundred dollars of the house record
set last year.

rulings restrict-

motion picture censorship will
prove the biggest boon to the film

"Freedom from censorship doesn't
Video Corp. has applied to the Federal mean we have a right to make pictures
Communications Commission for a in bad taste. I don't mean pictures
license to construct a commercial tele- should be dirty
or that books should
vision station in Asbury Park, N. J., be, either, for that matter
but we've
on Channel 58. Principal stockholder got to get away from the standardized
in the company is Walter Reade, Jr. plots, and this will give us the incen-

Mexico

$13,500 for 'Ivory'

The Supreme Court
ing

posed merger between the American
Broadcasting Co. and United Para- here.
"In time," he said, "there will be
mount Theatres is approved by the
Federal Communications Commission. as little censorship in the movies as in
the theatre. That will be healthy for
the picture business. It will give us
an opportunity to get away from the
hackneyed plots and stilted endings

Northwest Exhibitors Reade Co. Seeks
Seek
Join COMPO Video License
Washington, August 26. — Atlantic

COMPO

R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures Corp. has announced the
closing of a distribution deal with
Brais of Argentina, for "The
Juan
Eva Peron Story," a three-reel film.

Gen.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

This places the station as one of the

actively negotiating for the event.

Indianapolis, Aug. 26.
Marjorie
Main, Rex Allen, Forrest Tucker,
Tony Romano and Bill Shirley are
to
expected here late this week as HollyApplication for membership in the
wood's goodwill ambassadors to the
Council of Motion Picture Organizafilm exhibit, sponsored by the Allied
tions has been made by the Theatre
Theatre Owners of Indiana, which
Owners of Washington, Northern
will be displayed in conjunction with
Idaho and Alaska, it was announced
the State Fair. While the Fair opens
yesterday by
headquarters.
Thursday, the motion picture exhibit

Carroll, will greet visitors in the film
tenthouse museum, which will feature
displays furnished by the studios. They
also are in demand already for guest
appearances on radio broadcasts.
The fair and the film exhibit will
continue through Sept. 6, to be followed the next week by another statewide "Movietime, U.S.A." drive.

including

hoivcr's address, are reported in virtually all current newsreels. Presented
also are scenes of the disaster left by
the recent California} earthquake, the
"Miss Europe" bathing beauty contest
and a variety of sport items. Complete

of

sibility,

Ind. Fair

M ERICAN LEGION convention
activities,

Eisenhower's

of

Theatre Network Television in keeping the bout off home television, it is

Co-promoter

•

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

1950. In a letter to theatre
advertisers, John L. Coughlin, advertising director, said:
"I want you to know that we
are trying to help you out of

Meanwhile, Robert Mochrie, RKO
Radio distribution vice-president, said
he expects to have an announcement
regarding film rights to the bout later
in the week. The entrance of RKO
Radio into the negotiations would con-

is expected to show a profit
more
than $2,000,000 in 1952, inwas not discounted by an IBC spokesConn.,
man, who said the networks still are formed sources revealed today.

recuperating from auto accident in-

A

allowed to

factor in the negotiations being conducted by Theatre Network Teleand the International Boxingit
was learned here yesterday.
The proximity of New York to the
site of the bout leads the IBC to feel
that if the title match is telecast in
nearly a dozen theatres here, the gate
Hartford, Aug. 26.— Followat Philadelphia would suffer. It was
ing
the precedent set by the
has
that
the
IBC
explained, however,
Hartford Times which raised
not called for a "blackout" in New
its advertising rates generYork theatres, but is seeking a higher
ally, but did not touch the
rights in New
price for theatre

of the

juries.

To Aid

will be

vision
Club,

Ben L. Ogron, head of Ohio The- television "blackout" in Philadelphia
and the area around Marciano's home
atre Supply Co., Cleveland, became a
town in Brockton, Mass.
when
boy,
third
time
a
the
father for
Larry Eliot, was born

New York

television equipped theatres in

telecast the Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight championship bout, slated for Sept. 23 in Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium, is a

27, 1952

Newsreel

SI.

BLUMEN STOCK,
MORT
ner Brothers

Circuit

Wednesday, August

is

now

— Station
TV

sta-

in full service. It is

owned and operated by

Preminger said that the industry's
Production Code was not as

strict as
interpretation
but that on the
other hand there was a definite swing
toward more freedom. "For instance,
'Detective Story' could not have been
made several years ago. But it was
its

;

Ing. Guillermo
Gonzalez Camarena, TV inventor,
and is claimed to be the only Mexican station with equipment entirely handled well, and no one found it
made in Mexico, invented and manu- objectionable."
Boxoffice receipts during the past
factured by Camarena.

few months are proof that Hollywood
is making pictures more to the public's
Schine Promotes
liking, the producer said. "That crisis
Buffalo, Aug. 26. Norman Wolk we underwent last year was a good
Ever- has been named city manager for thing for our business," he said.

epidemic has temporarily closed the
Dianne, the only theatre in this town
of approximately 200 people.

—

Wolk

Schine theatres in Rochester. He
formerly was manager of Schine's
Riviera in the same city.

"When 'anything went', business got
out of hand. Now we're taking a more
realistic

attitude."
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Reviews

20th Will Release 40
Short Subjects in '53
Twentieth Century-Fox

manager.

color by Technicolor, spinning along at a fast and

The line-up will consist of
26 new Terrytoons and four

their pirate ship.

why, he explained, the Guild
established an annual intercolis

legiate film award to be presented to
the best student-produced film turned
out by 69 colleges and universities.

student-producers could
be recruited by Hollywood, he intimated.
Rachmil, who himself received his
education at
film producing
early
Yale, is confident the awards plan will
succeed in bringing new talent to
Hollywood. His latest picture is G. B.
Shaw's "Androcles and the Lion,"
produced in conjunction with Gabriel
Radio. He termed
Pascal for
it a picture that has "popular appeal"

The winning

RKO

but which, nevertheless, qualifies for
pre-pre-release and pre-release engagements before its general run.
will fly

back to Hollywood

next Tuesday.

Johnston at

scheduled

himself announces at the start, the film is the story of the
last cruise of the Crimson Pirate, wherein Lancaster in the title role gets
involved in a war of rebellion on the part of a Caribbean people against their
European king. It begins innocently when the pirate captures a king's ship
whose only cargo is guns. Lancaster plans to sell these to the rebels and then
make a double haul by selling the rebels to the king. Eva Bartok, lovely
daughter of the rebel chief, however, appears to complicate his mercenary
motives. The climax finds Lancaster and Cravat, sold out by their pirate crew,
rescuing Miss Bartok from a fate worse than death and then winning back

(Continued from- page 1)

Rachmil

merry pace from beginning

As Lancaster

Rachmil Says

TOA

Sept. 1

G. Arnall, who has
been on leave from the presidency of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers during the past several months while serving as
U. S. Price Stabilizer, is
Ellis

to end.

reissues, all in color by Technicolor; six Movietone sport
reels; two Movietone specials
(single reels); and two Lew
Lehr reissues.

has

SIMPP

solid,
adventure picture with plenty of exploitation angles on which to exercise their talents for promotion in "The
Crimson Pirate." Burt Lancaster and his foil, Nick Cravat, keep the film, in

here yesterday by
Peter G. Levathes, short sub-

nounced

That

Arnall Returns to

"The Crimson Pirate"
(Warner Bros. — Norman Prod.)
well-done
SHOWMEN have a

will

release a total of 40 short
subjects in 1953, it was an-

jects sales

3

The climax is a masterpiece of colorful action and special effects. Under
the directon of a not-so-crack-pot scientist, James Hayter, the rebels build
repeating cannons, TNT, a balloon for high-level
and use to good effect
bombing and one of the world's first submarines.
:

The film is perhaps a bit too long, but director Robert Siodmak has done
an admirable job in keeping the action of the Roland Kibbee screenplay in
hand. Lending good support to the star are Torin Thatcher as a mutinous but
ethical pirate and Leslie Bradley as the chief enforcement officer of the king.
Harold Hecht produced for Norman Productions.
Running
September

time, 104 minutes.

General audience

classification.

Release date,

27.

Hollywood, August 26

(Monogram)

GOOD

any season but

his

was

Arnall, a former governor
of Georgia who also has a law
practice in Atlanta, is expected to serve SIMPP in the
future out of that city, with
visits to New York and Hollywood as required.

'Encounter'

Row

(Continued, from page 1)
bership

in

or

loyalties

to

the

Com-

munist Party."

Benjamin and William

UA

J.

Heineman,

distribution vice-president, said
the distribution deal for the picture
was made over a year ago. They were
at a loss to state whether or not it
would be possible for
to withdraw
from the contract in light of the hostility the film has aroused.

UA

"The Rose Bowl Story"
approaching football season
is this solid, entertaining story in which the annual Pasadena Rose Bowl
classic figures, but not to the exclusion of the story line and the personalities
involved in it. It's sensible, human and humorous a bright, ticket selling
attraction for exhibitors everywhere.
in

to return to
post on Sept. 1, it
learned here yesterday.

SIMPP

ideal for the rapidly

—

Sent Letter to

Wood

In a letter to Congressman John

W.

Wood, chairman of the House Committee on
Un-American Activities,
M.
Roy
Brewer,
chairman of the Holan ambitious

Filmed in Cinecolor, it has Marshall Thompson in the role of
big-time grid star for a Midwestern college who comes to Pasadena for the
New Year's Day classic. He dates a mink-coated girl who turns out to have
borrowed the garb and to be the plain daughter of some working folks. Small,
unsensational incidents much more like life than fiction lead to his realization
that his money-ridden ideas about football and love were both wrong. To this
mainline of story are appended subordinate threads that round out a completely satisfying whole.

lywood Council, urged that the committee immediately initiate legislation
banning the import of motion pictures such as "Encounter" is alleged
to be.

"Encounter"
was
described
by
Brewer in his letter as the work of
four Americans who either are or
RKO Radio Pictures; Barney BalaThompson handles the top acting job with effective restraint, and Vera were Communists or are refugees from
Harry Cohn, Colban, Paramount
Miles, Natalie Wood, Keith Larsen and James Dobson supply convincing
House committee subpoena. Named in
umbia, and Steve Broidy, Allied Artsupport. The gridiron teams are composed of some of the best professional
this connection are John Weber, Bernists.
and collegiate football players in the country, although they go unbilled, as hard Vorhaus,
Joseph Losey and Ben
Other leaders in the film industry
do the teams they represent. That happy arrangement makes the attraction Barzman.
who have been invited to attend are as appropriate for one part of the country as another.
Benjamin said UA executives have
Joseph R. Vogel, Harry Kalmine,
Richard Heerman produced for Walter Mirisch, executive producer, and not yet viewed "Encounter."
Oscar A. Doob, John Murphy, Sol
Warner, Meyer William Beaudine gave it one of his finest directorial handlings. Charles R.
Albert
Schwartz,
(Continued from page 1)

;

Schine, Abe Montague, Charles Reagan, Alfred W. Schwalberg, Robert

Al
Grainger,
R.
Mochrie, James
Heineman,
William
Lichtman,
J.
Charles Feldman and Benjamin Kalmenson.

Martin did the writing.

Running
August 28.

time, 73 minutes.

TRIP!*
pe-

UNITED AIR LINES
80

of The Scheduled Airlines of the U. S.
E.

1

6-day

42nd St., call AAUrray Hill 2-7300.
New York. Via Air Tourist to California.
limit

on

Excursion
fed.

tax.

tickets.

Fares

to

prospects in the States aren't bright.

1st class comfort, service, meals.
"Package" tours available, too.

*From

this

—

Luxury nights from California to
Hawaii have been substantially reduced

One

TERRIFIC!

British-made melodrama is a little like working a crosswhich no one tells you until you're finished there's no
answer. When the British go in for deep-dyed villainy and deeply-hidden
motivation they go deep indeed, often, as in this instance, so deep that the
bottom arrived at seems hardly to have warranted the digging. Specifically,
the handicap the audience carries in its contemplation of the intricate and
dastardly goings-on here is its lack of knowledge as to the identity of the
referred to steadily and always as "the organization"
sinister organization
which goes to fantastic lengths to involve a couple of orphanned sisters in
assassinations (assignations, too) and other illegal activities.
The picture's

SAVE $48 ON
EXCURSION
FARES TO
HAWAII!

plus

TRUE-TIMELY

Hollytvood, Aug. 26

(Lippert-Ealing)

word puzzle

in fare during United's Excursion
riod of Oct. 1 to Dec. 10, 1952.

Release date,

"Secret People"

WATCHING

ONLY $438 ROUND

General audience classification.

In the screenplay by Thorold Dickinson and Wolfgang Wilhelm, Valentina
Cortesa and Audrey Hepburn portray sisters, possibly Italian, maybe not, who
come to London when an unidentified tyrant kills their father, evidently a
liberalist leader, and in seven years (by 1937, that is) become naturalized
citizens.
About then a former sweetheart of the elder shows up, whereupon
they renew what seems to have been a completely informal romance, which
goes well until he ropes her into taking a bomb to a party which a confederate uses for an assassination attempt that kills the wrong victim.
She confesses her complicity to Scotland Yard, her former pals try to kill her but
fail, and the Yard fixes her up with a new identity which she wears until,
finding her former lover trying again with her sister, she reveals her identity
and gets killed by his pal, who happens to be standing by with a convenient
it should).
knife.
(If this sounds complicated

THC

EVA
PERON

STORY

THE GIRL WHO ROSE
FROM RAGS TO RICHES
{Screentime 30 Minutes)

BOOK NOW
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

—

The name of the producer is Sidney Cole, and the direction is by the
Thorold Dickinson who collaborated on the script.
Running time, 88 minutes. Adult audience classification'.
Release date
not

set.

ASTOR PICTURES CORP.
130

West 46th

St.,

New York

36,

N.Y.

;

;

;;

Wednesday, August

Motion Picture Daily

Arbitration
In the

THEATRE

NPA

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

committee
Abe Montague of Columbia, and attorneys of tbese and other companies.
some changes
It is understood that
minor charin the. draft of a relatively
negotiating

arbitration

A

acter were made at their meeting.
lawyers' drafting committee consisting

Herman M. Levy

of

F Myers

of

Equipment

World

TOA, Abram

with

Adolph Schimel

of Allied,

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

Perkins
of Universal and Robert W.
here
draft
the
prepared
Warners,
of
last

AN

week.

expansion

of

activity

in

the

The drafting committee members
theatre equipment business is remay be asked meanwhile to initial ported by Motiograph, manufacturers
whatever changes were made in the of motion picture proecjtors and sound
document, but clarification on this systems. The company reveals its propoint is expected to be made today.
duction of 16mm sound projection

TOA

indicated yesterday that it is equipment is at a peak. Orders also
anxiously awaiting word of" the dis- reflect much activity in drive-in contributors' action on the draft in order struction.
•
to know whether or not arbitration
can be put on the organization's conA new catalogue describing its
membervention agenda. The
line of drive-in theatre equipment
the
of
memberships
the
like
bership,
has just been released by the Balother organizations and groups which
lantyne Co. of Omaha. This is the
participated in the Industry Arbitrafirst catalogue to describe the new
the
draft.
ratify
tion Conference, must
Boyer pre-fabricated
"Ez-Erect"
But the distributors must do so first,
screen tower, which Ballantyne dispreviousarrangement
an
according to
tributes exclusively. The tower has
ly made. Allied' s convention and board
a picture size with two-foot maskmeeting, Nov. 15-19, also is scheduled
ing of 35 by 48 feet; withous maskto act on the draft.
by 52 feet. Overall dimenMoreover, the Industry Arbitration ing, 39
of the tower is 52 feet wide
sion
original
the
according
to
Conference,
and 56 feet high. A picture size of
plan, will have to reconvene, to discuss
feet is also available. All
and pass on a draft. When this would 43 by 56
Douglas Fir, and hardare
timbers
arbe was not clear in the minds of
ware and Transite screen facing are
bitration conferees yesterday. Finally,
included. Complete plans are furof course, the Department of Justice
erection.
.and the U. S. Statutory Court would nished for
•
have to approve the draft for it to be

TOA

included in the industry anti-trust suit
decree.

The draft stipulates that following
approval by all participating groups,
a three-month period will be used to
set up arbitration machinery on national and exchange area bases. It
states also that a test period of 18
months will follow to determine the
workability of the system agreed upon.
Bidding, it was pointed out yesterday, would be arbitrated under the
draft on virtually an "all-inclusive"
_basis. Excluded, in this connection,
.are any controversies arising out of
pricing of films.

Put Pidgeon in Line
To Succeed Reagan
Hollywood, Aug.
—The Screen
26.

Actors

Guild nominating committee
tonight placed Walter Pidgeon in line
for election to the presidency, to suc-

who

has decided
to retire from that office after a five
year occupancy. Reagan will continue
as

a

member

of

the

Reelect Pat Somerset
Santa Barbara, Aug.

26.

—

The

California State Theatrical Federation,
comprising 56,000 members of
guilds and unions in the entertainment
industry, elected Pat Somerset to the
presidency, for the fifth term.

AFL

WANTED
Films for Italian

1270

Distribution

Cash or Participation
414, MOTION PICTURE DAILY
-

6tti

Avenue,

Cushion-Seal Holder," the unit seals
the lamp low at its neck and exposes
its hot spot area to open air cooling.
It

adapts

PAR-3&

to fit all RAO and
whether long, short
By cradling the lamp in

itself

lamps,

oroff -center.
a rubber cushion

grip,
protect the

the

Cushion-

lamp against
vibration, pole sway, and shock.

Seal helps

The manufacturer points out that light
weight holders of this type provide
for large areas
while single lamp units make supplementary highlighting for outdoor dis-

New York

20,

N.

Y.

to build indoor theatres.

play.

•

Joseph Schlig has been promoted to
advertising and sales promotion manager for the electronic tube division
of Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Poblocki and Sons, Milwaukee,
has installed new Permascreens in
two drive-ins in Johnson City, Tenn.
They are Bernie Wylie's Tri-City
Drive-in and his new King Spring
Drive-in. Permascreen consists of
steel plates with a surface of vitre
ous enamel fused on for mounting
on existing or new drive-in towers
It was developed to eliminate paint
as the light reflecting material.
•

NPA

The

order also declared that
apply to
for conexcess of the
trolled materials
in
amounts they are permitted to self-

NPA

may

builders

National
Pre-Selling
annual movie
THE
American Weekly, released

of

.edition

first

;

;

no mention of Roy Rogers Riders

With the April

effective date,
Golden declared, theatre builders have plenty of time to buy,
plan and grade their sites, be-

fore beginning construction. The
order stated that selfauthorizing builders may place
their purchase orders up to the
amount specified at any time

NPA

between now and April 1, but
they may not have delivery be-

Clubs, or the movies, in this adverIt's a costly outlay, but the
theatres are not even catching a

tising.

Roy is coming to Madison
Square Garden with his own in-person Rodeo show, Sept. 24 through
Oct. 19, and tickets are already on
sale, priced at $1.75 to $6.00, with
ride.

half-price

children

at

Wednesday

and Friday matinees.
•

fore then.

Look, dated Sept. 9, and out today,
adsaid it would review the con- features a double-truck, center-fold
wild,
roRepublic's
vertisement
for
struction situation again at the end of
October with an eye to fixing an effec- mantic comedy, "The Quiet Man"
There's
t&hich dominates the book.
tive date earlier than April 1.
"Hollywood On Its
The
order grew out of a a two-page story
ballet in six new
meeting today between the construc- Toes" describing the
"American
In Paris" to
from
films,
tion industry advisory committee and
"Hans Christian Andersen" with picofficials.
tures of Leslie Caron, Jeanmarie and

NPA

NPA

NPA

Moira

Action

Names

Five

(Continued from page 1)
ferential bookings to

Shearer,

MGM's

in

RKO

Criterion.

who

is

starred

in

"Story of Three Loves."

.

Those Woman's Home Companion
approved movies for September, and
no error in judgement on the part of
Hartung, are "The Quiet
Phillip
"The World
"Ivanhoe"
Man"
In His Arms" and "Sudden Fear" with
a round dozen of runners-up, and
MGM's "Movie Calendar of the
Month" on a near-by color page.
Redbook nominates "Where's Charley" as its September candidate for the
Silver Cup, with "Ivanhoe" "The
Happy Time" "Son of Paleface" and
It's
"The Big Sky" as runners-up.

Century theatres
surrounding areas which are not in
competition with the plaintiff. Under
product split, the plaintiff
the
contends, the Criterion should get
seven days clearance, but instead has
been pushed over to 14 days.
A new circular describing its line Last year Lavellon filed a similar
of floor machines for floors, rugs and suit charging it was discriminated
carpets has been issued by the Hild against in terms of clearance under
Floor Machine Co., Chicago. Specifi the Loew's split. The action was discations for six different models are continued on the condition that seven- not too
described, including attachments and day clearance would be accorded the pictures
special parts available.

1952

next
Sunday through Hearst newspapers to
authorize.
30,000,000 readers, has met with great
Under the order theatre builders enthusiasm on the part of both large
will be able to self-authorize in each and small theatre circuits and opquarter up to five tons of carbon steel, erators, throughout the country.
The
not to include more than two tons of entire press overrun of 600,000 copies
all types of structural steel shapes
be distributed in non-Hearst
will
500 pounds of copper and copper base areas, with Fox Midwest leading the
alloys and 300 pounds of aluminum.
with a purchase of 200,000
field,
Until now, Golden pointed out, no copies.
Others who have bought are
aluminum was permitted in theatre Interstate Theatres, 95,000 copies
construction.
Florida State Theatres, 50,000 copies
Wilby and Kincey Theatres (via
In addition, the NPA order
Exchange)
Poster
40,000
Rebel
said that self-authorizing buildcopies
Cooper Foundations Theatres,
ers may use in each project up
amounts
for
other
with
20,000;
to $15,000 worth of building
Loew's, Walter Reade, Minneapolis
equipment and materials which
Amusement, Penn Paramount, Interneed a rating authority. Such
mountain and Tri-State Theatres.
materials do not include conThe Fox Midwest house organ,
trolled items. Builders may also
Contact, says "when the advance copy
use up to $5,000 for production
of this brilliant issue reached our diviequipment and machinery per
sion office, it received a more enthusiproject without authorization.
astic response from district managers
and bookers than any piece of printed
It will be possible, Golden said, for
it is a
matter ever before put out
theatre builders wishing to use more
The issue
potent boost for pictures."
than the self-authorized amounts of
contains the first listing of winners in
controlled materials permitted in each
the new American Weekly Motion
quarter to do so by slowing down the
Picture Awards, with "The Greatest
construction process. Thus, he pointed
Show On Earth" leading 10 top
out, a theatre owner wishing to con
pictures and performances. There are
struct a small drive-in may do so with
full-page, full-color ads for Mario
the amounts of materials he can auLanza in "Because You're Mine" and
thorize in one quarter. An exhibitor
the new Technicolor production of
wishing to build a larger drive-in may
"What Price Glory."
start his construction with his self•
authorized amount for one quarter,
Roy Rogers appears in a string of
keep down the pace of construction
and then add to the structure the full-page, full-color ads across the
amounts of materials he can authorize country, notably in the 4,000,000for the following quarter. It would be circulation Sunday News in New
possible, Golden said, to use in this York, to offer kids who read the
fashion for one theatre the amount of comics a chance to "win your own
materials the exhibitor may authorize palomino pony" with the sponsorship of General Foods Corp. There's
for four quarters.

brilliant floodlighting

board and the

executive committee.

BOX

A new outdoor lamp holder making
use of a high temperature, silicon rubber cushion-seat designed to withstand
both heat and adverse weather conditions has been announced by the
Stonco Electric Products Co. of Kenilworth, N. /. Known as the "Stonco
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AAmerican
Weekly
PROUDLY PRESENTS
THE

"
READ IT AUGUST 31,
in any of these great Sunday newspapers
f

Baltimore American

New Orleans Item
New York Journal-American

Boston Advertiser

Philadelphia Bulletin

Buffalo Courier-Express

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph

Chicago Herald-American

Portland Oregonian

Cincinnati Enquirer

St.

Albany Times-Union

FIRST ANNUAL MOVIE ISSUE
to

be published by a general mass maga-

zine.
try,

it

Devoted
is

further evidence of

Weekly's

9V2

entirely to the

alert editing for

million

families ...

and

movie indus-

The American
its

its

more than
continued

Paul Pioneer Press

Cleveland Plain Dealer

San Antonio

Detroit Times

San Francisco Examiner

Los Angeles Examiner

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

interest

Light

Miami Herald

Syracuse Herald-American

Milwaukee Sentinel

Washington, D. C. Times-Herald

5

in

motion

picture
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Distributors' Rachmil Says Showmen

Action Pends
TOA

Convention Agenda
Waits Decision on Draft
all

afternoon meet-

ing here yesterday of a Motion Picture Association of America sales
managers sub-committee on the new
draft of a projected industry arbitration system, it was reported that the
draft soon will be presented to all the
companies for approval, amendment
or rejection.

The companies are expected
document within

to act on the

the next two weeks. Actually,
the
distributors
have three

weeks

Owe NPA

to Lift

Better Films Better Houses Building Ban

Arbitration

Following an

TEN CENTS

1952

which to signify acceptance of an arbitration draft
if Theatre Owners of America
is to have a chance to vote on it
at the organization's annual
convention in Washington Sept.
in

14-18.

By CHARLES

FRANKE

Theatre owners throughout the U. S. who have not redecorated their
houses in the past 10 to 20 years owe it to themselves to visit New York's
Radio City Music Hall to determine the extent to which they have been
lax in offering their customers necessary comforts and service, Lewis
Rachmil, Hollywood producer, de

Johnston

Speak

to

At President's

Banquet of TOA
Washington, Aug.

26.

—

Motion

Picture Association of America president Eric Johnston will address the
president's
Owners of

held

here

Sept.

14-18.

In

banquet

addition

TOA

the

at

Theatre

America convention to be
Shoreham Hotel,
at the
to

the

estimated

700

members and guests who are

expected to be present at the banquet,
presidents and other industry leaders have been invited to

many company
attend.

TOA

$1,050,000 Trust
Action Names Five

to

—

NPA

The

Screen

Producers

Guild

is

fearful that before long there will be
a shortage of producers in Hollywood
for the making of product for theatres,
considering the rate at which many

film-makers are turning to producing
for television, according to Rachmil.
(Continued on page 3)

TOA

that met yesterday included William F. Rodgers of
Loew's, chairman of the distributors'
(Continued on page 4)

Golden Sees Prod
Drive-in Building

clared here yesterday.
The
Washington, Aug. 26.
Rachmil said that while Hollywood
National Production Authority tohas been doing its part during the past
remove the
year to put the industry again on the day announced it would
ban on theatre building after April
trail to prosperity by producing larger numbers of top-quality films, ex- 1 and would permit limited amounts
hibitors in general have not taken the of controlled materials to be selftrouble to win increased patronage by authorized after that date.
adding to theatre comforts and imUnder the current
setproving service. Architectural
imup there is no self-authorizaprovements, in particular, are needed
tion for theatre building and
in many of the theatres he has visited,
theatre construction may be auRachmil said.
thorized only after hardship is

president
At the same, time,
Mitchell Wolf son disclosed a letter
he has sent out to all
members,
pointing out the significance of the
convention, which he called "the most,
important ever held."
Company presidents who have been
Consolidated net profit of Techniinvited to attend are Harry M. Warner,
Warner Brothers
Milton R. color, Inc., for the six months ended
Rackmil, Universal Arthur B. Krim, June 30 was estimated bv the company
United Artists Nicholas M. Schenck, yesterday at $1,025,420^ after taxes.
Loew's
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th The result compares with net profit
triple-damage anti- Century-Fox Herbert J. Yates, Re- for the first half of 1951 of $1,061,395,
$1,050,000
Pictures, public
trust action naming
Pictures
Ned E. Depinet, with taxes for the 1951 period adjusted to the effective rate paid for
Warner Brothers, 20th Century-Fox,
(Continued on page 3)
the entire year.
Universal and Century Theatres yesTechnicolor's consolidated net for
terday was filed in U. S. District
the second quarter of the current year
Court here by Lavellon Amusement
is estimated to be $506,472, compared
Corp., operator of the Criterion, East
with $571,624 for the correspondingRockaway, L. I.
quarter last year.
The complaint charges that the
Profit for the first half of this year
defendants-distributors
discriminated
is equivalent to $1.10 per share comagainst the Criterion by giving preWashington, Aug. 26.
Senate pared with earnings of $1.14 per share
(Continued on page 4)
Judiciary sub-committee declared to- for the corresponding period last year.
day that the Radio Writers Guild is
controlled by a pro-Communist faction.
At the same time Judiciary

The sub-committee

After April 1

Technicolor Half
Year Profit Steady

:

;

;

proven. The new order would
permit theatre builders to apply
for NPA authorization in the
same manner as any other
builder.
In the opinion of Nathan D. Golden,
film chief, the amount of controlled materials which may be selfauthorized
will
assure
substantial
building of drive-in theatres. He declared, however, that the self-authorized amounts would not be sufficient
(Continued on page 4)

NPA

927,000 Trust
Suit in New Mexico

File $

;

;

A

;

RKO

;

Senate Group Calls

RWGRedControlled
—A

Krim Asked

to

Rule

In 'Encounter'

Row

Robert

Benjamin,

United

Artists

partner, said yesterday that he has
sent to Arthur B. Krim, company
president, currently visiting Paris, a

Committee Chairman Pat McCarran
(D., Nev.
declared in a statement
that since the Radio Writers Guild

Monogram Buys

may

Hollywood, Aug. 26. — Monogram has purchased Monogram franchise-operated ex-

)

"obtain jurisdiction" over the
writers, "Television must

television

keep

house clean."
both McCarran and the
sub-committee as a leader in the procommunication asking his advice on Communist group was Millard Lamhow the company should proceed with pell, who was, briefly, a Hollywood
respect

to

its

distribution

deal

for

its

Named by

screen-writer.

"Encounter," which the Hollywood
The information was contained in
AFL Film Council has charged was a report issued by the Judiciary submade abroad by members of the committee which held intermittent
American film industry "with mem- hearings over the past year and a
(Continued on page 3)
half on subversive infiltration.

2

Mandel Exchanges

changes in Chicago and Indianapolis from Irving Mandel,
with the operation effective
Tuesday. Acquisition gives
Monogram a total of 15 company-owned exchanges in the
U. S., with 16 others franchise-owned.

— An

Los Angeles, Aug. 26.
antitrust action seeking $927,000 in treble
damages has been filed against major
distributors and the Griffith circuit in
Federal court at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on behalf of Mary E. Traub and the
El Capitan Theatre, Roswell, N. M.,
it was revealed here today by Weller
& Corinblit and Kenny & Morris,
counsel for the plaintiffs.
In addition to damages, the suit
seeks to require Griffith to dispose of
six theatres in Roswell which, it is
alleged, the circuit acquired through
monopoly and illegal use of its circuit

buying power.

Equity Talks on
Todd ShowContinue
Talks on establishing an Actors
Equity wage pattern for the projected
experimental theatre telecast of Mike
Todd's "A Night in Venice" show
were said yesterday to be continuing.
An Equity spokesman said Todd
representatives and Equity delegates
were meeting on the problem.

d
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Factor of N. Y. Telecast
Enters IBC-TNT Talks

Personal
Mention
BLUMENSTOCK,
MORT Brothers

War-

vice-president in
charge of advertising-publicity, will
leave here by plane for the Coast today.

Whether

New York

television equipped theatres in

will be allowed to

telecast the Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight championship bout, slated for Sept. 23 in Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium, is a

factor in the negotiations being conducted by Theatre Network Teleand the International Boxing
Club, it was learned here yesterday.
The proximity of New York to the
site of the bout leads the IBC to feel
that if the title match is telecast in
nearly a dozen theatres here, the gate
Hartford, Aug. 26.— Followat Philadelphia would suffer. It was
the precedent set by the
ing
explained, however, that the IBC has
Hartford Times which raised
not called for a "blackout" in New
its advertising rates generYork theatres, but is seeking a higher
ally, but did not touch the
rights in New
theatre
vision

Harry Feinstein, zone manager in
for Warner Brothers

New Haven

Mrs.
from
Cape

Corp., and
Feinstein have returned there
a vacation trip to Maine and

Management

Circuit

Cod.

Sperie Perakos, general manager
Perakos Theatres, New Britain,
Conn., will be married to Miss Nicki
Pappas in Detroit on Oct. 11. His
father, Peter, is head of the circuit.
•
of the

Ogron, head of Ohio Theatre Supply Co., Cleveland, became a

Ben

L.

father for the third time when a boy,
Larry Eliot, was born to his wife at

2nd Hartford Paper
Holds Ad Rate Line

TV

price for
York theatres than elsewhere,
are included in the deal.

if

amusement

ad charge, the
Hartford Courant, which will
have a general rate raise

they

Herman

Taylor, co-promoter of the
bout, already has called for a theatre
television "blackout" in Philadelphia
and the area around Marciano's home
town in Brockton, Mass.

Monday, will leave its amusement ad rate the same as it
has been since December,
1950. In a letter to theatre
advertisers, John L. Coughlin, advertising director, said:
"I want you to know that we
are trying to help you out of

Meanwhile, Robert Mochrie, RKO
distribution vice-president, said
Radio
there.
Hospital
St. Luke's
he expects to have an announcement
•
regarding film rights to the bout later
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president in the week. The entrance of RKO
and general manager of Technicolor Radio into the negotiations would conCorp., will arrive here from Europe
today aboard the 5". 6". Liberte.

•

Mike Newman, Columbia

publicist,

has fully recovered from surgery and
has returned to the studio from San
Francisco.
•

Vincent Capuano, manager
Elm Theatre, West Hartford,

of the

Conn.,
recuperating from auto accident in-

juries.

strengthen the hand of
siderably
Theatre Network Television in keeping the bout off home television, it is

Lauritz Garman, owner of the Uptown Theatre, Baltimore, is vacationing at Ocean City, Md.

Film Personalities
Ind. Fair

—

your

difficulties."

See $2-Million Profit
For B & K's WBKB
Washington, Aug. 26.
WBKB,
Balaban and Katz's Chicago television

was not discounted by an IBC spokes-

of

who

said the networks still are
actively negotiating for the event.

man,

Taylor's
proposed
"blackout"
Mass.,
area
would affect four TV-equipped theatres
in Eastern New England, with a seating capacity of 9,225. The theatres
are: Pilgrim, Boston; Loew's State

Brockton,

and

Paramount,

Lynn,

Mass.

and

;

—

is expected to show a profit
more than $2,000,000 in 1952, in-

station,

formed sources revealed today.
This places the station as one

of the
top television outlets, outranked only by the key network sta-

nation's

New

tions in
York City.
The station's 1952 gross is expected
to be about $4,000,000.
will be sold to the Columbia Broadcasting System if the pro-

WBKB

Northwest Exhibitors Reade Co. Seeks
Seek
Join COMPO Video License

—

COMPO

underway until Saturday.
from
The Hollywood delegation, accord-

will not get

ATOI

to
secretary William A.
Carroll, will greet visitors in the film
tenthouse museum, which will feature
displays furnished by the studios. They
also are in demand already for guest

appearances on radio broadcasts.

The

fair

and the film exhibit will

continue through Sept. 6, to be followed the next week by another state-

wide "Movietime, U.S.A."

drive.

J.

M. Hone, executive

secretary

of the exhibitor group, to Robert
Coyne,
special counsel.

COMPO

W.

R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures Corp. has announced the
closing of a distribution deal with

A

A MERICAN LEGION

convention

including Gen. Eisenhoiver's address, are reported in virtually all current nezvsreels. Presented
also are scenes of the disaster left by
the recent California earthquake, the
"Miss Europe" bathing beauty contest
and a variety of sport items. Complete
contents follow-'

Brais of Argentina, for "The
Story," a three-reel film.

Eva Peron

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No.

70-Ike adKorean fighting.
"Miss Europe." Another

dresses American Legion.

Turkish beauty

is

California earthquake.

Tennis.

Golf.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 304^EisenLegion convention. American Legion fun-making. "Miss Europe." Japanese
carnival. California 'quake. Rodeo.

hower

at

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
quake

No.

3-Earth-

India celebrates IndeAmerican Legionaires hold

California.

in

pendence Day.
convention in New York. Rodeo.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 35-A— Gov.

New earthquake in
California. Reds hold U. S. citizen seven
years. Coal strike looms. Ship survivors.

Stevenson's

stand.

Tennis.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 59ft—American
Eisenhower.
hears
California 'quake. American fleet docks in
Portugal. "Miss Europe" named. Rodeo.

Legion

and

parades

PATHE NEWS, No. 5
California
address.
Eisenhower's Legion
'quake American Legion parades. Developments in Korea. Tito's Olympians stay.
Rodeo. Golf. Tennis.

r

Censorship Ruling
A Boon: Preminger
The Supreme Court

rulings restrict-

motion picture censorship will
prove the biggest boon to the film
ing

business in many years, producerOtto Preminger predicted
director
here yesterday. Preminger, who recently completed "The Murder," at
Radio, is currently in New
York to find a play to be produced
here.

RKO

$13,500 for 'Ivory'

A

Ojre.,

Aug.

26.

City, Aug. 26.
channel 5, the third
is

now

— Station
TV

sta-

in full service. It is

owned and operated by

—

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

—or

doesn't
pictures
pictures

that books should
matter but we've
got to get away from the standardized

should be dirty
be,

—

either, for that

plots,

and

this will give us the incen-

Preminger said that the industry's
Production Code was not as

strict as
interpretation
but that on the
other hand there was a definite swing
toward more freedom. "For instance,
'Detective Story' could not have been
made several years ago. But it was
its

;

Ing. Guillermo
Gonzalez Camarena, TV inventor,
and is claimed to be the only Mexican station with equipment entirely handled well, and no one found it
made in Mexico, invented and manu- objectionable."
Boxoffice receipts during the past
factured by Camarena.
few months are proof that Hollywood

Buffalo, Aug.

26.

— Norman

is

making

liking, the

pictures

more

producer

Wolk we underwent

been named city manager for
Schine theatres in Rochester. He
formerly was manager of Schine's
Riviera in the same city.

Ever- has

epidemic has temporarily closed the
Dianne, the only theatre in this town
of approximately 200 people.

"Freedom from censorship
mean we have a right to make
in bad taste.
I don't mean

Station on Full-Time

Mexico

Schine Promotes Walk

Polio Closes Theatre
Portland,

TV

tion here,

strong $13,500 was registered
for the first week of "Ivory Hunter"
at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street, the
theatre
management reported here
yesterday. The figure is within a few
hundred dollars of the house record
set last year.

that are required now.

tive."

XHGC,

Takes Peron Film

Juan

Parade

posed merger between the American
Carleton, Providence. There is a posBroadcasting Co. and United Parasibility, however, that the latter would
"In time," he said, "there will be
mount Theatres is approved by the
be exempt from the New England
Federal Communications Commission. as little censorship in the movies as in
"blackout."
the theatre. That will be healthy for
the picture business. It will give us
an opportunity to get away from the
hackneyed plots and stilted endings

Indianapolis, Aug. 26.
Marjorie
Main, Rex Allen, Forrest Tucker,
Tony Romano and Bill Shirley are
to
expected here late this week as HollyWashington, August 26. Atlantic
Application for membership in the
wood's goodwill ambassadors to the
Council of Motion Picture Organiza- Video Corp. has applied to the Federal
film .exhibit, sponsored by the Allied
Commission for a
tions has been made by the Theatre Communications
Theatre Owners of Indiana, which
Owners of Washington, Northern license to construct a commercial telewill be displayed in conjunction with
Idaho and Alaska, it was announced vision station in Asbury Park, N. J.,
the State Fair. While the Fair opens
yesterday by
headquarters. on Channel 58. Principal stockholder
Thursday, the motion picture exhibit
The application was made in a letter in the company is Walter Reade, Jr.
ing

1952

Newsreel

WARNER

believed.
The possibility that the bout, considered one of the top fistic attractions in years with a $1,000,000 gate
forecast, will go to home television

Co-promoter

•

To Aid

27,

activities,

ner

is

Wednesday, August

to the public's

said.

"That

crisis

year was a good
thing for our business," he said.
"When 'anything went', business got
out of hand. Now we're taking a more
realistic

last

attitude."
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Twentieth Century-Fox

manager.

The line-up will consist of
26 new Terrytoons and four

As Lancaster himself announces

at the start, the film is the story of the
Pirate, wherein Lancaster in the title role gets
involved in a war of rebellion on the part of a Caribbean people against their
European king. It begins innocently when the pirate captures a king's ship
whose only cargo is guns. Lancaster plans to sell these to the rebels and then
make a double haul by selling the rebels to the king. Eva Bartok, lovely
daughter of the rebel chief, however, appears to complicate his mercenary
motives. The climax finds Lancaster and Cravat, sold out by their pirate crew,
rescuing Miss Bartok from a fate worse than death and then winning" back
their pirate ship.

reissues, all in color by Technicolor; six Movietone sport
reels; two Movietone specials
(single reels); and two Lew
Lehr reissues.

Rachmil Says
has

1)

why, he explained, the Guild
established an annual intercolis

legiate film award to be presented to
the best student-produced film turned
out by 69 colleges and universities.

student-producers could
be recruited by Hollywood, he intimated.
Rachmil, who himself received his
early film producing education at
Yale, is confident the awards plan will
succeed in bringing new talent to
Hollywood. His latest picture is G. B.
Shaw's "Androcles and the Lion,"
produced in conjunction with Gabriel
Radio. He termed
Pascal for
it a picture that has "popular appeal"

The winning

RKO

but which, nevertheless, qualifies for
pre-pre-release and pre-release engagements before its general run.

Rachmil

will fly

back to Hollywood

next Tuesday.

Johnston at
(

Continued,

TOA

from page

1

RKO Radio Pictures; Barney BalaHarry Cohn, Colban, Paramount
umbia, and Steve Broidy, Allied Art;

ists.

Other leaders

who have been

cruise of the

last

in the film industry
invited to attend are

Joseph R. Vogel, Harry Kalmine,
Oscar A. Doob, John Murphy, Sol
Warner, Meyer
Albert
Schwartz,
Schine, Abe Montague, Charles Reagan, Alfred W. Schwalberg, Robert
Mochrie, James R. Grainger, Al
Heineman,
William
Lichtman,
J.
Charles Feldman and Benjamin Kalrhenson.

Crimson

The climax is a masterpiece of colorful action and special effects. Under
the directon of a not-so-crack-pot scientist, James Hayter, the rebels build
and use to good effect
repeating cannons, TNT, a balloon for high-level
bombing and one of the world's first submarines.
:

The

perhaps a bit too long, but director Robert Siodmak has done
an admirable job in keeping the action of the Roland Kibbee screenplay in
hand. Lending good support to the star are Torin Thatcher as a mutinous but
ethical pirate and Leslie Bradley as the chief enforcement officer of the king.
Harold Hecht produced for Norman Productions.
film

General audience classification.

Release date,

(Monogram)

Hollyzwood, August 26

any season but ideal for the rapidly approaching football season
is this solid, entertaining story in which the annual Pasadena Rose Bowl
classic figures, but not to the exclusion of the story line and the personalities
involved in it. It's sensible, human and humorous a 'bright, ticket selling
attraction for exhibitors everywhere.
Filmed in Cinecolor, it has Marshall Thompson in the role of an ambitious
big-time grid star for a Midwestern college who comes to Pasadena for the
New Year's Day classic. He dates a mink-coated girl who turns out to have
borrowed the garb and to be the plain daughter of some working folks. Small,
unsensational incidents much more like life than fiction lead to his realization
that his money-ridden ideas about football and love were both wrong. To this
mainline of story are appended subordinate threads that round out a com-

—

pletely satisfying whole.

Thompson handles the top acting job with effective restraint, and Vera
Miles, Natalie Wood, Keith Larsen and James Dobson supply convincingsupport. The gridiron teams are composed of some of the best professional
and collegiate football players in the country, although they go unbilled, as
do the teams they represent. That happy arrangement makes the attraction
as appropriate for one part of the country as another.
Richard Heerman produced for Walter Mirisch, executive producer, and
William Beaudine gave it one of his finest directorial handlings. Charles R.
Martin did the writing.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
August 28.

OH

ONLY $438 ROUND

prospects in the States aren't bright.

TRIP!*

in fare during United's Excursion period of Oct. 1 to Dec. 10, 1952.
1st class comfort, service, meals.

"Package" tours available,

too.

UNITED AIR LINES
The Scheduled Airlines of the U.

S.

42nd St., call MUrray Hill 2-7300.
*From New York. Via Air Tourist to California.
E.

limit

Row

from page

1)

bership

in

or

loyalties

to the

Com-

munist Party."

Benjamin and William

UA

J.

Heineman,

distribution vice-president, said
the distribution deal for the picture
was made over a year ago. They were
at a loss to state whether or not it
would be possible for
to withdraw
from the contract in light of the hostility the film has aroused.

Sent Letter to

Wood

Congressman John W.
Wood, chairman of the House Committee on Un-American Activities,
Roy M. Brewer, chairman of the Hollywood Council, urged that the comIn a

letter to

mittee immediately initiate legislation
banning the import of motion pictures such as "Encounter" is alleged
to be.
"Encounter"
was
described
by
Brewer in his letter as the work of
four Americans who either are or
were Communists or are refugees from
House committee subpoena. Named in
this connection are John Weber, Bern-

hard Vorhaus, Joseph Losey and Ben

Barzman.
Benjamin said UA executives have
not yet viewed "Encounter."

TRUE-TIMELY
TERRIFIC!

—

Luxury flights from California to
Hawaii have been substantially reduced

16-day

(Continued,

Secret People

Hollywood, Aug. 26
this British-made melodrama is a little like, working a crossword puzzle to which no one tells you until you're finished there's no
answer. When the British go in for deep-dyed villainy and deeply-hidden
motivation they go deep indeed, often, as in this instance, so deep that the
bottom arrived at seems hardly to have warranted the digging. Specifically,
the handicap the audience carries in its contemplation of the intricate and
dastardly goings-on here is its lack of knowledge as to the identity of the
referred to steadily and always as "the organization"
sinister organization
which goes to fantastic lengths to involve a couple of orphanned sisters in
assassinations (assignations, too) and other illegal activities.
The picture's

EXCURSION
FARES TO
HAWAII!

80

^Encounter'

(Lippert-Ealing)

^ SAVE $48

of

lywood as required.

in

WATCHING

One

Arnall, a former governor
of Georgia who also has a law
practice in Atlanta, is expected to serve SIMPP in the
future out of that city, with
visits to New York and Hol-

UA

The Rose Bowl Story

66

idency of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers during the past several months while serving as
U. S. Price Stabilizer, is
scheduled to return to his
SIMPP post on Sept. 1, it was
learned here yesterday.

is

Running time, 104 minutes.
September 27.

GOOD

Sept. 1

Ellis G. Arnall, who has
been on leave from the pres-

solid,
adventure picture with plenty of exploitation angles on which to exercise their talents for promotion in "The
Crimson Pirate." Burt Lancaster and his foil, Nick Cravat, keep the film, in
color by Technicolor, spinning along at a fast and merry pace from beginning
to end.

here yesterday by
Peter G. Levathes, short sub-

That

SIMPP

(Warner Bros.

nounced

from page

Arnall Returns to

The Crimson Pirate"
—Norman Prod.)
well-done
SHOWMEN have a

will

release a total of 40 short
subjects in 1953, it was an-

{Continued,

3

Reviews

20th Will Release 40
Short Subjects in '53

jects sales

—

:

on

Excursion tickets.
fed. tax.

Fares

plus

In the screenplay by Thorold Dickinson and Wolfgang Wilhelm, Valentina
Cortesa and Audrey Hepburn portray sisters, possibly Italian, maybe not, who
come to London when an unidentified tyrant kills their father, evidently a
liberalist leader, and in seven years (by 1937, that is) become naturalized
citizens.
About then a former sweetheart of the elder shows up, whereupon
they renew what seems to have been a completely informal romance, which
goes well until he ropes her into taking a bomb to a party which a confedShe conerate uses for an assassination attempt that kills the wrong victim.
fesses her complicity to Scotland Yard, her former pals try to kill her but
fail, and the Yard fixes her up with a new identity which she wears until,
finding her former lover trying again with her sister, she reveals her identity
and gets killed by his pal, who happens to be standing by with a convenient
it should).
knife.
(If this sounds complicated

THe

EVA
PERON

STORY
THE GIRL WHO ROSE
FROM RAGS TO RICHES
(Screentime 30 Minutes)

BOOK NOW
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

—

The name of the producer is Sidney Cole, and the direction is by the
Thorold Dickinson who collaborated on the script.
Running time, 88 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date
not

set.

ASTOR PICTURES CORP.
130

West 46th

St.,

New York

36,

N.Y.

;

Motion Picture Daily

4

Arbitration
In the

NPA
THEATRE

committee
Abe Montague of Columbia, and attorneys of these and other companies.
It is understood that some changes
in the. draft of a relatively minor character were made at their meeting. A
lawyers' drafting committee consisting
negotiating

arbitration

Herman M. Levy

of

Equipment

World

TOA, Abram

with

F. Myers of Allied, Adolph Schimel
of Universal and Robert W. Perkins
of Warners, prepared the draft here
last

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

expansion

of

activity

in

the

The drafting committee members
theatre equipment business is remay be asked meanwhile to initial ported by Motiograph, manufacturers
whatever changes were made in the of motion picture proecjtors and sound
document, but clarification on this
point is expected to be made today.
indicated yesterday that it is
anxiously awaiting word of the distributors' action on the draft in order
to know whether or not arbitration
can be put on the organization's conmembervention agenda. The

TOA

TOA

memberships of the
other organizations and groups which

•

like

the

participated in the Industry Arbitration Conference, must ratify the draft.
But the distributors must do so first,
according to an arrangement previous-

made. Allied' s convention and board
meeting, Nov. 15-19, also is scheduled
to act on the draft.
Moreover, the Industry Arbitration
Conference, according to the original
plan, will have to reconvene, to discuss
.and pass on a draft. When this would
be was not clear in the minds of arbitration conferees yesterday. Finally,
of course, the Department of Justice
and the U. S. Statutory Court would
have, to approve the draft for it to be
included in the industry anti-trust suit
ly

:

decree.

The draft stipulates that following
approval by all participating groups,
a three-month period will be used to
set up arbitration machinery on national and exchange area bases. It
states also that a test period of 18
months will follow to determine the
workability of the system agreed upon.
Bidding, it was pointed out yesterday,
draft

would be arbitrated under the

on virtually an "all-inclusive"
Excluded, in this connection,
are any controversies arising out of

basis.

pricing- of

films.

Put Pidgeon in Line
To Succeed Reagan
Hollywood, Aug. 26.— The Screen
Actors

Guild nominating- committee
tonight placed Walter Pidgeon in line
for election to the presidency, to succeed Ronald Reagan, who has decided
to retire from that office after a five
year occupancy. Reagan will continue
as a member of the board and the
executive committee.

Reelect Pat Somerset
Santa Barbara, Aug.

26.

—

The

California State Theatrical Federation,

comprising 56,000 members of AFL
guilds and unions in the entertainment
industry, elected Pat Somerset to the
presidency for the fifth term.

WANTED
Films for Italian

Distribution

Cash or Participation
BOX 414. MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270

-

6th Avenue,

New York

20,

N. Y.

Pre-Selling

to build indoor theatres.

The
order also declared that
builders may apply to
for controlled materials in excess
of
the

NPA

amounts they are permitted

1952

National

to Lift

NPA

27,

to

annual movie
THE
American Weekly, released

edition of

first

next

Sunday through Hearst newspapers to
authorize.
30,000,000 readers, has met with great
Under the order theatre builders enthusiasm on the part of both large
will be able to self-authorize in each and small theatre circuits and opquarter up to five tons of carbon steel, erators, throughout the country. The
not to include more than two tons of entire press overrun of 600,000 copies
self-

types of structural steel shapes
will
be distributed in non-Hearst
500 pounds of copper and copper base areas, with Fox Midwest leading the
alloys and 300 pounds of aluminum.
field,
with a purchase of 200,000
Until now, Golden pointed out, no copies.
Others who have bought are
aluminum was permitted in theatre Interstate Theatres, 95,000 copies

all

AN

week.

bership,

Wednesday, August

{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

of

;
;

;

systems. The company reveals its production of 16mm sound projection
equipment is at a peak. Orders also
reflect much activity in drive-in construction.

A new

catalogue

describing

its

of drive-in theatre equipment
has just been released by the Ballantyne Co. of Omaha. This is the
first catalogue to describe the new
line

"Ez-Erect"
Boyer pre-fabricated
screen tower, which Ballantyne distributes exclusively. The tower has
a picture size with two-foot masking of 35 by 48 feet; withous masking, 39 by 52 feet.
Overall dimension of the tower is 52 feet wide
and 56 feet high. A picture size of
43 by 56 feet is also available. All
timbers are Douglas Fir, and hardware and Transite screen facing are
included. Complete plans are furnished for erection.
•

A new outdoor lamp holder making
use of a high temperature, silicon rubber cushion-seal designed to withstand
both heat and adverse weather conditions has been announced by the
Stonco Electric Products Co. of Kenilworth, N. J. Known as the "Stonco
Cushion-Seal Holder," the unit seals
the lamp low at its neck and exposes
its hot spot area to open air cooling.
It adapts itself to fit all i?-40 and
PAR-38 lamps, whether long, short
oroff -center. By cradling the lamp in
a rubber cushion grip, the CushionSeal helps protect the lamp against
traffic vibration, pole sway, and shock.
The manufacturer points out that light
weight holders of this type provide
brilliant floodlighting for large areas
while single lamp units make supplementary highlighting for outdoor display.

•

Joseph Schlig has been promoted to
advertising and sales promotion manager for the electronic tube division
of Westinghouse Electric Corp.
•

Poblocki and Sons, Milwaukee,
has installed new Permascreens in
two drive-ins in Johnson City, Tenn.
They are Bernie Wylie's Tri-City
Drive-in and his new King Spring
Drive-in. Permascreen consists of
steel plates with a surface of vitreous enamel fused on for mounting
on existing or new drive-in towers.
It was developed to eliminate paint
as the light reflecting material.
•

construction.

Florida State Theatres, 50,000 copies

Wilby

and

Rebel

Poster

Kincey Theatres
(via
Exchange)
40,000
Cooper Foundations Theatres,
copies
other
with
amounts
20,000;
for
Loew's, Walter Reade, Minneapolis
Amusement, Penn Paramount, Intermountain and Tri-State Theatres.
The Fox Midwest house organ,
Contact, says "when the advance copy
of this brilliant issue reached our diviequipment and machinery per
sion office, it received a more enthusiproject without authorization.
astic response from district managers
and bookers than any piece of printed
It will be possible, Golden said, for
matter ever before put out
it is a
theatre builders wishing to use more
potent boost for pictures."
The issue
than the self-authorized amounts of
contains the first listing of winners in
controlled materials permitted in each
the new American Weekly Motion
quarter to do so by slowing down the
Picture Awards, with "The Greatest
construction process. Thus, he pointed
Show On Earth" leading 10 top
out, a theatre owner wishing to conpictures and performances. There are
struct a small drive-in may do so with
full-page, full-color ads for Mario
the amounts of materials he can auLanza in "Because You're Mine" and
thorize in one quarter. An exhibitor
the new Technicolor production of
wishing to build a larger drive-in may
In addition, the NPA order
said that self-authorizing builders may use in each project up
to $15,000 worth of building
equipment and materials which
need a rating authority. Such
materials do not include controlled items. Builders may also
use up to $5,000 for production

;

;

start

his

construction

authorized

amount

down

keep

the

for

pace

with his selfone quarter,

of

construction

and then add to the structure the
amounts of materials he can authorize
for the following quarter. It would be
possible, Golden said, to use in this
fashion for one theatre the amount of
materials the exhibitor
for four quarters.

With the April

may

authorize

effective date,

Golden declared, theatre builders have plenty of time to buy,
plan and grade their sites, before beginning construction. The

NPA

order stated that selfauthorizing builders may place
their purchase orders up to the

amount

specified at any time
between now and April 1, but
they may not have delivery be-

fore then.

NPA

said it would review the construction situation again at the end of
October with an eye to fixing an effective date earlier than April 1.

The NPA order grew out of a
meeting today between the construction industry advisory committee and

NPA

officials.

Action

Names

Five

{Continued from page 1)
ferential bookings to

"What

Price Glory."

•

Roy Rogers appears

in a string of
full-page, full-color ads across the
country, notably in the 4,000,000circulation Sunday News in New
York, to offer kids who read the
comics a chance to "win your own

palomino pony" with the sponsorship of General Foods Corp. There's
no mention of Roy Rogers Riders
Clubs, or the movies, in this adverIt's a costly outlay, but the
theatres are not even catching a
tising.

Roy is coming to Madison
Square Garden with his own in-person Rodeo show, Sept. 24 through
Oct. 19, and tickets are already on
sale, priced at $1.75 to $6.00, with
ride.

children

half-price

at

Wednesday

and Friday matinees.
•

Look, dated Sept. 9, and out today,
features a double -truck, center-fold advertisement for Republic's mild, romantic comedy, "The Quiet Man"
There's
which dominates the book.
a two-page story "Hollywood On Its
Toes" describing the ballet in six new
films, from "American In Paris" to
"Hans Christian Andersen" with pictures of Leslie Caron, Jeanmarie and
Moira Shearer, who is starred in
MGM's "Story of Three Loves."
Those Woman's Home Companion
approved movies for September, and
no error in judgement on the part of
Hartung, are "The Quiet
Phillip
Man"
"Ivanhoe"
"The World
In His Arms" and "Sudden Fear" with
a round dozen of runners-up
and
MGM's "Movie Calendar of the
Month" on a near-by color page.
Redbook nominates "Where's Charley" as its September candidate for the
Sih'cr Cup, with "Ivanhoe" "The
Happy Time" "Son of Paleface" and
"The Big Sky" as runners-up. It's
.

.

.

Century theatres
surrounding areas which are not in
competition with the plaintiff. Under
the
product split, the plaintiff
,
contends, the Criterion should get
seven days clearance, but instead has
been pushed over to 14 days.
A new circular describing its line Last year Lavellon filed a similar
of floor machines for floors, rugs and suit
charging it was discriminated
carpets has been issued by the Hild against in terms of clearance under
Floor Machine Co., Chicago. Specifi- the Loew's split. The action was discations for six different models are continued on the condition that seven- not too difficult to pick
a handful of
described, including attachments and day clearance would be accorded the pictures in these
months.

—

—

in

RKO

.

Criterion.

.

—

—

special parts available.

.

—Walter

Brooks
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THE
(5173)

(5144)

min.

COUNTRY

Waller

Allen

OKLAHOMA

J
<

Hussey

Pickens

7/30/52)

7/30/52)

Cameron

OF

90
REPUBLIC

THUNDERING

CARAVANS

(Color)

PLAINS
"Rocky"

min.

min.

S/25/52)

Rex
Eddy

Slim

(Rev.

0—54

Ruth

fiO

0— (Rev.

(Rev.
WOMAN

Rnd OD—
NORTH

OLD
Alan

(5123)

(5129)

EARTH

(5122)

YOU

(5121)

JACKS

min.

(5124)

(5202)

Olivier

Hutton

GREATEST

Johns

Stewart

1/2/52)

Martin

4/1/52)

Walsh

Lewis

6/4/52)

Glynis

Betty James

153

Kay

(Rev.

90

Dean Jerry

(Rev.

90

(5201)

M—

(Color)
CARIBBEAN

SON
118

(Color)

min.

min.

Jennifer
Laurence

(Rev.

FOR

8/4/52)

Payne

PALEFACE

min.

min.

Dahl
7/31/52)

Crosby

(Color)

CARRIE

min.

95

Wyman

7/14/52)

Russell

Hope

ENCORE

min.

OF

6/9/52)

(Color)

ON

PARA.

Releases)

Jones

Releases)

Release*)

Bob

Arlene

95

Jane

(Rev.

John

Bing Jane

(Rev.

(Rev.

JUMPING

97 (Rev.
—

CD—
JUST

(July

(Sept.

THE
SHOW

D—

(Aug..

C—

D—

D

C—
D—

1

Brown

(5253)

Chapman

CO
(5226)

(5204)

(5210)

(5243)
Elliott

(5218)

Thompson

GOLD

FLIGHT

MAN'S

Morris

Wilson

TIGER

Grant

7/30/52)

Archer

BOWL

8/5/52)

(5221)

°CM

zue
a So

Mack
TRAIL

(Color)

MONTANA

min.

MONO.

71

John

SEA

Whip

(Rev.

Marguerite

Wayne

54

78 (Rev.

YUKON

Kirby

D

min.

71

ROSE

ARCTIC

0—59

—

UJ

Johnny

O

D—

1>

D

liO—70

1
ME

FAGAN
Taylor

Lamas

Carpenter

Neal

min.

Wynn
min.

Taylor

min.

7/23/52)

Greer

Leigh

6/25/52)

min.

THREE

AND

min.

Lawford

mini.
6/27/52)
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DEVIL
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Turner
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min.
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Montalban
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Young
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(Color)
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(Color)
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MAN

—
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Keenan

Gig

Van
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FOR

D

Peter

CD

YOU

Robert

Janet
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(Rev.

FEARLESS
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C

Lana
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(Rev.

D

(Rev.

Pier

D
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MAKES
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(Rev.

Shelley
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MY

i
1
!-!!;.!
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1
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Cast

MAN
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III.
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min.

min.

min.

.

Special
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Cesar
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AMERICAN
PROUDLY PRESENTS
THE

READ IT AUGUST 31,
in any of these great Sunday newspapers
Baltimore American

New Orleans Item
New York Journal-American

Boston Advertiser

Philadelphia Bulletin

Buffalo Courier-Express

Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph

Albany Times-Union

Chicago Herald-American

Portland Oregonian

Cincinnati Enquirer

St.

Cleveland Plain Dealer

San Antonio

Detroit Times

San Francisco Examiner

Los Angeles

Examiner

Paul Pioneer Press
Light

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Miami Herald

Syracuse Herald-American

Milwaukee Sentinel

Washington, D. C. Times-Herald

IRST ANNUAL
ANNIIAI MM/IF
ISSIII
FIRST
MOVIE ISSUE
to

be published by a general mass maga-

zine.

Devoted

entirely to the

movie indus-

\^

I

—

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

Accurate

Concise

I

FILM

and

NEWS

Impartial

.......

VOL.

J

..

NO.

72.

NEW

42

COMPO

Faces

3 Months of

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Sets National Sales

Meet for September

Monogram-Allied Artists will hold
a three-day national sales convention
at
the Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago,
Sept. 24-26, Morey Goldstein, vicepresident and general sales manager,
announced yesterday.
The meeting, first of its kind to be
The Council of Motion Picture convened by the company since 1946,
Organizations estimates that three will be attended by all of the commonths of intensive research work pany's bookers, salesmen, branch manlie ahead if it is to be properly agers, franchise holders and company

Wants Facts

About Admissions Levy'

equipped with evidence designed to
convince Congress that repeal of the
20 per cent Federal admissions tax is
imperative. That work stands as the
principal job facing COMPO's headquarters office here.
of

COMPO

headquarters has assembled some 30 or 40 questions that it
{Continued on page

SAG

5)

Will Bid

AFL

Probe 16mm. Suit
Hollywood, Aug.

27.

executives.

Goldstein
sales staff
fully about

"ft

will

give

our

an opportunity to learn
our program which offers

Finish Goldwyn
Deposition in Month

San Francisco, Aug. 27.
The deposition of Samuel
Goldwyn in his anti-trust suit
against Fox West Coast Theatres and 11 other companies,
which was not completed
when taken here shortly after
the suit was filed, will be
finished within the next month
or two in this city, it is
reported.

Starr,

Rhoden Due

For Top

TOA

Posts

Theatre Owners of America's top
echelon quartet for 1952-53 is virtually
Among those attending the conven- certain to consist of Alfred Starr as
tion will be
Steve Broidy, Harold
Elmer C. Rhoden, board
president
Mirisch, G. Ralph Branton, Edward
chairman
Si H. Fabian, executive
Morey, George D. Burrows, Walter
committee chairman, and Gael SulliMirisch, Norton V. Ritchey, Harold
van, executive director.
Wirthwein, James Pritchard, L. E.
This was indicated yesterday as
Goldhammer and John C. Flinn.
word was received here that Mitchell

— The board of

Guild
today formally condemned the Federal
government's 16 millimeter suit and
declared it will ask the national execu-

:

;

;

Wolf son, incumbent

In Next 4 Months
Paramount has set nine productions,
seven of them in color by Technicolor,
for release during the remaining four
months of 1952.
"Son of Paleface," is scheduled to
open early in October at the Paramount Theatre here, and "Just for
You," is slated for the Capitol here,
also in early October.
Both are in

AFL

council of the
to "investigate this action by the Department of
Justice, with a view to protecting the
jobs of
members in the motion
(Continued on page 5)

AFL

Tent Puts Off Golf
Tourney to Sept. 25
The date of the annual golf
tournament and party of the
Variety Club of New York,
Tent No. 35 at the Vernon
Hills Country Club has been
changed from Sept. 11 to
Sept. 25. The committee declares it felt "this advisable
in view of the conflict with
the Warner Club outing of
Sept. 12, to which many of
our barkers are invited."

Acquires

Rights to

Walcott Bout
Cancellation

Possible

Under Guarantee Clause
Theatre television rights

the

to

ano heavyweight

box office potential ever
presented by Monogram-Allied Art-

Para, to Release 9

TNT

Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marci-

the greatest

president,

would

title bout, slated
for Sept. 23 in Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium, have been acquired
by Theatre Network Television, it
was disclosed here yesterday jointly
by James D. Norris, president of the
International Boxing Club, and Nathan Halpern,
president.

TNT

Acquisition of the exclusive
theatre
TV rights, it was
learned, is subject to a contract
provision for an option exercisable by the IBC to cancel theatre TV if the number of theatres taking the bout does not
reach a certain level. In that
event, IBC could elect to use
home
television
and
radio
broadcasting.

be unable to serve another term because of the pressure of his personal
business. He is a Florida theatre cirThe contract, it was further learned,
cuit owner and has a Miami television
"blackout" in
station.
Starr was said to be wholly calls for a theatre
(Continued on page 4)
receptive to the suggestion that he succeed Wolfson and is understood to
be favored for the post in practically
every
quarter. Starr is a Tennessee theatre operator.
Charles P. Skouras, incumbent board
chairman, is president of National
Theatres which is being reorganized
into Wesco Theatres in connection
Mexico City, Aug. 27. It is rewith the divorcement from 20th Cen- ported here that Columbia Pictures is
(Continued on page 5)
negotiating for the purchase of
Pictures' interest in the ChurubuscoAzteca studio, Mexico's leading production lot. Local officials of neither

TV

Report Col. Seeks

TOA

Mex. Studio Share

—

RKO

(Continued on page 5)

directors of the Screen Actors

tive

said:

May

ists."

the

industry
agency emphasize that while it
is equally important for exhibitors and distribution representatives in every section to
enlist the support of Congressmen and Senators for the showdown battle, the House Ways
and Means and Senate Finance
committees are going to call for
facts and figures at hearings
on the question.
Officials

TEN CENTS

1952

Mono.-Allied Artists

Tax Research
'Congress

28,

Te le-Sess ionsBroadens Scope
Of Theatre Video Medium

company would comment.
It was reported some time ago

RKO

that

Pictures had sold its interest to
Mexican partners in the studio but
more recently it was understood that
had retained part of its interest
in the studio.

RKO

Broadening the scope of sponsored theatre television programming,
through a tie-up with NBC-TV, was revealed here yesterday by Victor
M. Ratner, director of theatre Tele-Sessions, a division of Theatre

Network

Start Installation of

Cinerama Here
The Broadway Theatre here
the

playhouse
Cinerama, the

first

install

in

the

will be

world to

new multi-dimen-

motion picture projection techCinerama, Inc. reports. Work
has already begun under the direction
of William R. Latady, vice-president
in charge of technical development and
sional
nique,

(Continued on page

5)

Television.
Ratner, in a brochure currently
being distributed among advertisingagencies, outlined the plan by which
a commercial organization can have
outlets in "all cities on the coaxial
cable," which would add 28 cities to
the 40 key communities throughout
the country which now have television-equipped theatres.
The newly-appointed head of TeleSessions described the response of
advertising agencies to the medium as
very encouraging. He also pointed out
that the projected use of hotels or

TV

(Continued on page 4)

for

$2.40

Bout

Walcott

in Baltimore

—

Baltimore, Aug. 27. Frank
Durkee's State Theatre has
contracted for the telecast of
the Walcott-Marciano bout,
to be fought in Philadelphia,
Sept. 23.

According to
C.
Elmer
Nolte, general manager, the
entire house will be sold at
$2.40 admission with no reserved seats.

;
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Expect Allport to Report on
French Pact Next Week

Personal
Mention
FRANK LEE, who scheduled
SIR
to inaugurate talks with industry
is

leaders in

Washington

Thursday, August

Sept. 8 on the

reopening of the Anglo-U.S. film remittance agreement, is scheduled to
arrive here from London, accompanied
by Sidney Golt of the British Board
of Trade, early next week.
•

The Motion Picture Export Association reported yesterday that it
expecting to receive information

was
not

or Tuesday from
in Paris on the
Fayette W.
status of Franco-American film pact
negotiations which are going on there.
The Association conceded the possibility that, with the U. S. negotiaPlanck,
Ohio
George
owner of the
tors having accepted France's cut in
Theatre in Loudenville, O., became a imports from 121 to 90, the talks until
grandfather for the first time when
early next week will center on the
his daughter, Eleanor Jones, gave
whereby remittances of
procedure
birth to a boy in Ann Arbor, Mich.
American earnings, past and present,
•
will be made, and also whether deals
Jerry Lipow, who resigned as an separate and apart from the official
M-G-M salesman, has gone into part- agreement could be made for subnership with Justin Spiegle of Road- sidization of French production by
shows, distributing exploitation pic- American distributors who chose to
tures.

earlier than

Allport

do

•

Monday

Nick Tronolone
Business for Self

Nick Tronolone, who resigned

is

re-

cently from Pathe Laboratories after
15 years as director and vice-president
in charge of laboratory operations and
sales,

has opened

own

his

offices

here and will act
as

special

sales

representative
for DeLuxe Laboratories

and

consultant to
producers

the
non

-

t

to Fill 3,500

Seats at 85 Cents

—

Cleveland, Aug. 27. Again
demonstrating the old ones
will still pay off, Jack Silverthorne booked "Ghost of
Frankenstein" and "Bride of
Frankenstein" for a midnight
horror show at the Hippodrome here after last Saturday's
regular
performance.
His ads did not mention the
films' titles but suggested the
"spook" angle.
The 3,500 seat house was
sold out at 85 cents per seat,
and police had to help handle
the crowds at the two box
offices.

o

theatrical,
theatrical

and

television
film fields.

one of the Association's

Clayton Eastman, manager of the observers at the negotiations, which
Warner Brothers exchange in Buffalo, are being conducted on the interis ill and confined to the Millard Fillgovernmental level. The Society of
more Hospital there.
Independent Motion Picture Produc-

1952

and

distributors

so.

Allport

in

How

28,

$60,000 to Toronto
Tent's Charity
Toronto, Aug.

27.

— From

Toronto

Tronolone, an Variety Tent No. 28 has come the deNick Tronolone
industry veteran, layed information that the club benestarted with Bi- fitted to the extent of approximately
•
ers and the U. S. State Department ograph in 1904. For 14 years he was $60,000 from the recent annual baseMargaret Macsay Svegel, Repub- have indicated they would not agree in charge of laboratory operations for
ball exhibition at the local ball park
lic booker in Cleveland, gave birth to
to an official pact that stipulated sub- Consolidated Film Industries. He su- in aid of Variety Village Vocation
a daughter, Roberta, in Deaconess
Pic- School for Crippled Children.
sidization of French production. How- pervised construction of the
Hospital in that city.
ever, it was expected that if individual tures laboratory at Churubusco, MexiThe formal announcement will be
•
member companies chose to co, and was consultant for CBS.
made
at a tent business meeting here
M. L. Simons, home office assistant go for subsidization on their own
Friday night along with the news that
to H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
they could thereby acquire additional
Chief Barker R. W. Bolstad and his
relations head, will return from vacaFrench import permits.
executive committee will now proceed
tion on Monday.
with expansion plans for the project.
•
More than half of the game proceeds
Walter Morris, owner of theatres
Washington, Aug. 27. Ellis Ar- came from the souvenir program and
in Knoxville, Tenn., is recuperating
nall, who will resume the presidency special donations in connection with
from surgery performed there.
of the Society of Independent Motion the benefit game.
•
Eleven additional dates for "Ivan- Picture Producers next month, plans
Louis S. Shecter, Baltimore adver- hoe" have been scheduled by M-G-M to return to his Atlanta law practice
tising and theatre executive, has re- for September in Loew's theatres. The immediately after Monday. He said he
turned home from a European tour.
picture is currently playing at four would come back to Washington to
•
Loew's houses and the Radio City represent SIMPP in the British talks,
Marilyn Monroe will make a spe- Music Hall here.
scheduled to begin Sept. 8, since
The first anToronto, Aug. 27.
cial personal appearance at the Roxy
The 1 1 additional dates are Palace SIMPP had requested him to do so. nual Canadian Picture Pioneers film
evening.
Theatre here this
Theatre, Washington, D. C, Sept. 17
The retiring Price Stabilizer added, industry golf tournament at the Up•
State and Orpheum, Boston, Buffalo, however, that he would probably hold lands course Tuesday was captured by
Jeff Livingston, Universal Eastern Buffalo; Loew's, Indianapolis; Mid- the SIMPP job "part time for a Famous Players Canadian in team
advertising manager, was in Cincin- land, Kansas City Palace, Memphis
while," and that a definite arrange- play for the Nat Taylor trophy. The
nati yesterday from New York.
Poli, New Haven
State, New Or- ment for the future would be worked J. Arthur Rank foursome was runner•
leans
Perm, Pittsburgh
and State, out after he met with the SIMPP up.
Bill Horne, of Dietz and Home, St. Louis, Sept. 25.
board, of directors on the Coast, probThe Famous Players' foursome conleft here yesterday for Washington.
ably sometime in October.
sisted of L. I. Bearg, Bob Eaves and
the brothers Jim and George Georgas.
Jean Hersholt arrived here from
Winner of the Famous Players' trophy
Hollywood yesterday.
for individual low gross was Fred
Haidee "Bebe," daughter of Mrs. Cross of the Studio Theatre. W. C.
Jane Wyman, co-star with Bing
Haidee Fried and Mort Blumenstock, Tyers of Canadian Odeon took the
'U'
Crosby in Paramount's "Just for You,"
Warner Bros, vice-president in charge projectionists' trophy for low gross in
has sent a letter to trade press and
flight.

RKO

MPEA

Part-Time S1MPP
Basis for Arnall

Set 11 New Dates
For 'Ivanhoe'

—

FPC Wins Canadian
Pioneers' Tourney

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

Wyman

Schedules
Vacation for Press

Shorts Sales
Set
Drive Starting Oct. 1
San Francisco, Aug.

27.

—A

newspapermen all
country inviting them to
be a name drawing which

versal short subject sales drive, to
as the "National Short Drive,"
is set to start Oct. 1, it is reported
here.
The drive, open to Universal
bookers only, will be headed by Irving
Sochin, chief of the company's short
subject department. The set-up so far
calls for three winning branches (one
from each district), with the bookers
in the winning branch, each receiving
a 14-karat gold wrist watch, it is said.

known

Frank Bonoma Dead
Albany/ Aug.

27.

— Frank

who

Bonoma,

for many years
did work for local theatres, died yesterday in Albany Hospital at the age of

commercial

other

Uni-

across the
register for
will

provide

the winner with an all expenses paid
vacation next summer at Lake Arrowhead.
The drawing will take place Sept.
6 at Lake Arrowhead, date and place
of the premiere of "Just for You."

W. B. Charlotte Changes

—

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 27. R. T.
Belcher has resigned as booker at Republic Pictures exchange here and

Warners in the same capacity.
"Mac" McAfree was moved up from

joined

head booker to sales representative at
Warner's, succeeding Marsh Funderburke, who died recently. Bob Heff51, following a brief illness. Services ner was shifted to the head booker's
spot and Belcher was made booker.
will be conducted in New Rochelle.
artist

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Miss Blumenstock Weds

of advertising and publicity, was married yesterday to Major Marvin Daniel
Perskie, U.S.M.C., at the SherryNetherlands Hotel here. Major Perskie had five years of service in the
Marine Corps, beginning at Guadalcanal, and subsequently served for one
year with the Israeli Army.
After a wedding trip, the couple will
make their home in San Diego, California. The bridegroom will be stationed at Fort Joseph Pendleton, Cali-

"B"

Canadian Theatres

May Get More Steel
Ottawa, Ont., Aug.

CPP

fornia.

Ferrer for 'Matador'

27.

— Though

presently prohibited, Canadian theatres
may get the necessary steel for construction purposes early in 1953, Canadian government officials hint.

Banquet Nov.

4

—

Toronto, Aug. 27. Canadian Picture Pioneers, headed by N. A. Tay-

—

London, Aug. 27. Jose Ferrer has lor, is preparing to hold a banquet
been signed to star in Barnsby Con- Nov. 4 at which the "Pioneer of the
rad's "Matador," which John Huston Year" will be named. An office of the
will film in Spain following comple- unit has been opened here, where section of "Moulin Rouge," now shoot- retary Archie Laurie is now estabing.

lished.
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GILBERT ROLAND ANGELA CLARK
•

and The Children

SUSAN WHITNEY- SHERRY JACKSON SAMMY OGG

CRANE WILBUR..JAMES O'HANLON

DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

WRITTEN FOR THE SCREEN BY
•

BRYAN FOY

•

JOHN BRAHM

Music by

MAX STEINER
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New Color Method
Uses TV Cameras
Washington, Aug. 27.— The

Thursday, August

patent acquired by Lauriston E.
Clark, director of research and engineering of the Technicolor Motion
Picture Corp.
In his patent, the three benefits
forecast by Clark for his system are:
the noises made by the video camera
are off in another room and do not
get into the microphone picking up
the actors' voices; the lights need not
be so bright and through the use of
a monitor television screen, the director has before him a picture of
exactly what will appear on the film

a

Radio

Television

(Continued, from page 1)

with Pinky

Philadelphia,
Camden, Chester
the
Boston- Providence New

Herman

A LTHOUGH

it
will be nationally known as a two-day telethon
when Garry Moore (accompanied by Denise Lor, Ken Carson
and Durward Kirby) go to WHAS-TV, Louisville, Ky., to raise funds

for the United Cerebral Palsy Fund, Sept. 13 and 14, the crew-haircut comic of CBS will really be on a 'two-week telethon.' From Mon-

later.

Tele-Sessions

"Your Show of Shows" may get the juicy terp part in the forthcoming nicker version of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" by 20th Century-

cities

non-theatre TV-equipped
in
was a stop-gap measure until

Tele-Sessions

outlets in "theatre" and
its
"cable" cities with a classification
called "kinescope" cities, according to
Ratner. He explained that theatre
Tele-Sessions for company field personnel, dealers, professional groups, or
any other organization can also be
held in all other U. S. cities, off the
cable, within a day or two of the
"live" meeting, by use of Kinescopes
taken of the original meetings.
Among the facilities and services
offered in the brochure with every
theatre Tele-Session contract were:
facilities for
The use of
pickups. In New
originations and
York, it was pointed out, the origination of the program can be from the
Center Theatre, International Theatre
studios.
or other
The handling of all technical details
cameras
such as providing
and technical crews.

tello,

.

close,

1270

6th

Cash or Participation

.

.

OOPS

—

.

.

.

.

ft

ft

.

.

.

.

—

N. Y.

ft

.

111.

20,

ft

scheduled for rehersal and tryout in Hollyzt'ood and is planned
bow into the Broadway scene sometime in November.
After 15 years as Director and Veep at Pathe Laboratories, Nick
Tronolone, who is also a consultant for CBS, has opened his own
offices and will function as special TV and film consultant to the
industry. One of the industry's most popular figures, Nick started
his colorful career with Biograph in 1904.
Screen star and
former quiz kid, Vanessa Brown will grace the "Twenty Questions," panel Friday at 8:30 P.M. over WABDuMont net, produced by Gary Stevens and directed by Harry Coyle.

Drive-In

Avenue, New York

NBCos-

York. Recently when

to

closed

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

New

is

for the season here are scheduled to
reopen. Two reopenings announced today are the Charm, Chicago, and Rudd

-

in

"Red Skelton Show," "Danny Thomas Show" and others, has
returned East after three years in Hollywood for an important
role in Doc Bender's forthcoming musical, "Saddle & Go." With
Eddie Foy, Jr. and Betty & Jane Kean already signed, the show

for the

414.

for Republic

GREAT

—

Films for Italian Distribution

manager

DEAR

Chicago, Aug. 27.
The Chelten
Theatre here will be taken over by
Charles and James Fitch, newcomers
to the industry, on Monday. The
house, formerly in the Gollos Circuit,
has been operated by Norman Stone
in recent months. Si Griever will book

BOX

announcer and newscaster

.

Chelten in Chicago
Goes to New Owners

WANTED

district

Michael. Minth, Jr., formerly with Gene Autry and Aspen Productions has resigned to join the film editing staff of Filincraft
Productions.
DEP'T. The phone rang and a sweet (too
boy this is
sweet, in fact) voice softly said, "You dear,
Lola Montez. Your recent item was slightly erroneous. Yo.u see,
the beautiful dancing star of the 1880^ was not my Grandmother
Grandmother.''' Before you point that loaded
but my
musket, Lola dear, you must admit we at least spelled the name
Don DeLeo, seen on many video shows including
right.)

NBC-TV

.

.

Maxim

fight.

was

learned, however, that the
pricing formula for the Walcott bout
It

most probably allow TV-equipped

will

theatres to charge patrons between $3
and $3.60, including admissions tax.

Expect $1,000,000 Gate

ft

.

.

.

The

.

.

those days our immigration laws weren't as strict."

gate,

fight,

likely

the largest
said its
network will extend to all theatres
with
installations which can be
reached by the long line facilities of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., with the exception of
"blacked out" areas.
The guarantee to the IBC and the
principal
fighters
for
theatre
rights was said to be the largest for
any event to date.
is

to

theatre television

attract

net.

TNT

TV

TV

Halpern

is
expected to leave here
for the Coast on a combination business and pleasure trip, returning after the Labor Day weekend.

tomorrow

As to the film rights to the
bout, an IBC spokesman said
that no deal has been set as yet.
William

J.

Heineman,

United

Artists distribution vice-president, confirmed that
has
made an offer to the IBC to
film the bout for theatrical
distribution. It is understood
that
Radio Pictures is
also negotiating with the IBC
for film rights.

UA

RKO

The offer made by Harry Brandt,
of Brandt Theatres, and Joe Roberts
for theatre
and film rights has

TV

apparently

been

TNT-IBC

by

scotched

the

contract.

TV-Radio for

'Paleface'

Paramount will launch a television
and radio campaign for "Son of Paleface" today on the Roy Rogers NBC
radio show and Saturday on Rogers'
TV network show. Rogers, in the
picture's cast, also will plug

show appearances,
Madison Square Garden

rodeo

it on his
starting at

here

next

month.

.

For an easy to listen to quarter hour of music and song, tune in
Sundays at 7:15 P.M. to "Mac Perrin's Tune Room," on Channel 9.
Lovely Jayne Meadows has been CB Signed as a regular panelist
on the Goodson-Todman "I've Got a Secret" TV series as a result of
her excellent work on previous semesters as guest panelist.
The
first of Peter Arnell's new ideas for CBS audience-participation shows
since he became consultant there, will debut Monday, Sept. 29, when
"Wheel of Fortune," with Tod Russell emceeing takes over the 3 :304:00 P.M. slot. A Ted Ashley package
Red Benson, emcee of
"Take a Number," WOR-MBShow recently quipped, "Never brag
about your ancestors coming over on the Mayflower. Remember, in
.

TV

considered the greatest in
a decade with an expected $1,000,000

ft

ft

is

ft

land area. New
be "blacked-out," allowing nearly a
dozen large New York theatres to
participate in the projected network
for one of the rare occasions involving a popular bout.
Halpern, queried as to the number
of theatres required to assure keeping
the event off home
or the sum of
money needed as a guarantee, declined
comment. The tab to theatres was
also not immediately divulged, but it
is believed that theatres will be asked
to pay more than the 75 cents to
$1.05 per seat paid for the Robinson-

.

Jack visited his native Minnesota, he spent a great deal of
time with his old pal Morris and when ready to leave asked
him how he could reciprocate for the wonderful time Steinman showed him. Steinman replied, "Please don't think it
strange, but I drive a car quite extensively and I'd appreciate
On his
it if you'd send me a St. Christopher's medallion."
arrival home, Jack purchased a St. Christopher's medallion
and also a St. Genesius medallion (patron saint of actors)
and sent them to his friend. In return Morris sent Jack a
Mezuzeh (ancient Hebrew Mosaic Law charm) which he carries with him at all times.

NBC

ElizaLouisville, Ky., Aug. 27.
bethtown Amusements will construct a
700-car drive-in on a 13-acre tract
near Ft. Knox, Ky., Robert Enoch,
president, announced.

.

Pictures with headquarters in Minneapolis, and Jack

TV

New

.

men, Morris Steinman, formerly

NBC-TV

Plans

.

well known that racial discrimination and religious
intolerance is non-existent in Show Business, a fact that we
are justifiably proud of and glory in. We've just learned of
the following which involves two well-known and admired
It

ments

Lohrenz's Kee, Kewanee,

.

ft

program aug-

new operators.
With summer drawing to a
many houses which have been

.

.

theatres in those localities are equipped with large-screen television. In
addition, it was pointed out that the
Tele-Sessions' approach increases the
choice of cities to a sponsor.

The

.

Sotto voce to Roxanne. Don't get mad, 'Beat the clock,' nor
beat anything nor anyone else, for we'll keep secret the fact that you
are taking dramatic lessons.

Fox.

(Continued from page 1)
studios

.

and

EngYork City would not

day thru Friday Garry emcees his own afternoon TV series. Thursdays
he's a regular on "I've Got a Secret" and directly following the Louisville stint, will again have his regular weekly routine. (Bill Bratter
says, "Well, the Moore the merrier.") George Crook, 70 years young
organist, featured with Toscanini's NBC Symphony and heard by
millions for the past 17 years via his NBC Sunday Organades, started
as a boy pianist-organist at the New Grand Central Theatre in St.
Rod Alexander &
Louis, later coming to New York for Roxy.
Bambi Lynn, the sensash dance team signed by Max Liebman for his

;

1952

Walcott Bout

use of

television cameras and receivers in the
making of both color and black and
white theatrical films is envisaged in

28,

.

EXPERIENCED FILM
BUYER WANTED
A

rare

man

to

opportunity
join

a

Applicants

.

their

-for

the right

top theatre chain.
should

qualifications

state
fully.

BOX 416
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Protests U.S.

16mm. TV Film
Columbus,

Aug.

27.

Suit

— "Emphatic

protest" against the Government's 16
suit was voiced in a resolution
passed at a meeting here of the board
of directors of Independent Theatre

s

Review

Firm Thinks
20th-Fox Has It

Oil

Montana Incident

Los Angeles, Aug.

{Monogram)

RUNNING

to formula lines, "Montana Incident" shapes up as a standard
Western which puts Whip Wilson and his partner, Rand Brooks through
routine exercises as railroad surveyors in freeing a small Montana town from
economic domination by a family ruled principally by Peggy Stewart, comely
Owners of Ohio.
daughter. She tries to bribe Whip and Rand to reroute the
"No 'reasonable' amount of clear- but icy elder
railroad, in order to keep the unhappy homesteaders dependent on her various
ance as asked by the government be-

mm.

tween theatrical showings of these pictures and their free showings on television or by other competitive enterprises would protect the theatres' investments," said the resolution.
"This suit is an unjust and unreasonable attempt by the Government to
give one industry an advantage over
another," added the statement.
ITO offered its aid to producers and
distributors who are defendants in the
anti-trust action. The board pointed
out that Ohio theatremen are especially concerned because there are now 13
stations operating in Ohio, more
than in any other state.

When they refuse her offer, she resorts to force which, in turn,
the opposition. The latter includes Miss Stewart's pretty younger
sister, Noel Neill, and eventually the girl's father, Hugh Prosser.
After several minor skirmishes, the fight between the opposing parties
leads to an attempted ambush of the surveyors by Miss Stewart and hired
thugs. Her plans thwarted by the intervention of her father, she ultimately
The story on the whole is short on action and
is murdered by her fiance.
suspense. Lewis Collins directed and Vincent M. Fennelly produced from the
screen play by Dan Ullman.
Running time, 54 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
enterprises.
unifies

August

SAG WiUBid AFL
{Continued, from page 1)
picture

industry

throughout

the

na-

tion."

The statement, which declares that
the action "jeopardizes the livelihood
of 250,000 workers in the film industry," asserts that the "guild board has
been informed that lobbyists for competing interests persuaded the Department of Justice to file this most unfair suit" and that the "guild will
make sure that all factors in the bringing of the suit eventually are brought
to light."
The board's statement says, "If this
suit should succeed, a great many of
22,000 motion picture theatres would
be forced to close, and film producers

— Uni-

low ground.

Para. Sets 9
{Continued from page 1)
Technicolor.

The

first,

a

Bob Hope

starrer, and the second a Bing Crosby
picture, will put the two in direct competition with each other for the first

17.

COMPO

TV

27.

versal Consolidated Oil Co.
has applied to the City Planning Commission for permission to sink a 5,000-foot test
shaft on 20th Century-Fox's
200-acre back lot, using soundproof drilling equipment and,
found, will inis
if
oil
stall pumping equipment be-

Faces

Rhoden

Starr,

{Continued, from page 1)

time on Broadway.

Hutton

{Continued, from page 1)

in

October

Completing the October releases are
believes
must be answered if in- tury-Fox. The work of reorganization "Somebody Loves Me," Betty Hutton
dustry
representatives
are
to
be is expected to monopolize Skouras' atmusical, and Nat Holt's "Hurricane
properly equipped to testify at the tention, thereby making it impossible Smith,"
both in color by Technicolor.
Congressional hearings. These relate for him to accept another term as head
For September, the Pine-Thomas
to the exact number of theatres now of the TOA board. Rhoden, head of
"Caribbean" is on the schedule, also
operating, their grosses, their picture
policies, the impact they have on other
businesses in their areas, production
and distribution costs, etc.
Highly important in this research
will be the determination of the extent to which the Government itself
could gain from repeal of the tax.
Factors such as personal and corporate iaxes that would be sustained if
theatres themselves are not taxed out
of business are regarded as having
the makings of rich evidence in the
3.nti _ t*ix

Elections Sept. 14-18

in

Technicolor.

November will see the release of
"The Turning Point" and "The Savage,"

take place at the
annual convention in Washing-

Elections

TOA

ton Sept.

will

the

latter

in

Technicolor,

and

December there will be "Road to
Bali" and "The Blazing Forest," both
in

in Technicolor.

14-18.

Fabian now is executive committee
chairman and is seen due for reelec- him readily accessable for consultation,
tion on the basis of his performance since TOA's headquarters also are
Sullivan has served as TOA
in the post and because his headquar- here.
ters are in New York, which makes executive director for several years.

belt tic

COMPO
COMPO

special
W. Coyne,
urged at the last
board meeting that the statistical rethen would not have enough monetary search facilities of one or more colqualmaking
of
finance
the
returns to
leges or universities be employed for
ity theatrical pictures in which hunthe purpose of gathering such infordreds and sometimes thousands of mation. The idea received only a lukeemployed."
American workmen are

Robert

counsel,

warm

Fox Midwest Theatres, appears to be
the general choice as his successor.

reception at the time, but that

ANSWER
TO YOUR

was before the decision was made by

Natural Vision to
Use Bonded Theatre
Bonded Film Storage's Film Center
theatre here has been selected as exclusive viewing headquarters for tridimensional films produced by Natural
Vision Corp., it was announced here
yesterday.

The Natural Vision tri-dimensional
is used by Arch Oboler on his
film "Bwana Devil," yet to be re-

process
leased.

COMPO

to

initiate

an all-out fight

for tax repeal.
It has yet to be determined whether
itself could accomplish the
research in the time it has allotted
itself. If not, the
board may
be called upon to decide whether professional researchers should be employed.

COMPO

in

is

world

cil

Cinerama,"

first

new medium,

the

premiere

tember.
In the

way

there

production

will
late

have
in

its

Sep-

of structural changes to
the theatre, two 'boxes have been
eliminated to make way for the curved
screen.
It is six times the conventional size, 64 feet wide and 23 feet
high. Three projection booths are being installed back of the orchestra to
center, right and left, with the three
images combined into one on the
Cinerama screen.
The stereophonic sound that is said
to give such a high degree of reality
to Cinerama performances will be projected from 10 amplifiers, five of them
from behind the screen, four in the
orchestra and one back of the theatre.

. .

COMPO

—

City, Aug. 27. The CounMotion Picture Organizations'
unit for the Kansas City exchange
{Continued- from page 1)
area met yesterday and named chairmanager of the company. men and committees for each congresgeneral

"This

PROBLEMS

Unit
Pushes Tax Fight
K.C.

Kansas

Cinerama

TECHNICAL

COMPO

of

sional district of the area for makingcontacts with Senators and Representatives, and candidates, regarding proposed abolition of the 20 per cent admissions tax. The district committees
so named will add exhibitors to the
committees as deemed advisable.

Appel Is
Toronto,

Named
— The

Aug.

27.

Motion

Picture Industry Council of Canada,
of which J. J. Fitzgibbons is president, has appointed C. J. Appel to the
chairmanship of the council's public
relations committee until the annual
meeting Oct. 27-29 at Ottawa. Appel
is executive secretary of the Motion
Picture Distributors Association of

Canada.

The Altec
Service

Man and

the organization

behind him

.ALTEC
161 Sixth Avenue,

New York

13,

N. Y.

PROTECTING THE THEATRE - FIRST PLACE IN ENTERTAINMENT

——

—

Stars

.

must be glamorous — always
Everybody loves the

•

star.

She's the darling of the

box

office

.

.

.

the apple of the

producer's eye. Her glamour
is

everybody's good fortune

an

inspiration to writers,

directors,

cameramen

a responsibility to technicians.

In

the studio, technicians

frequently collaborate with
representatives of the Eastman
Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film

.

.

best type of

.

consider the

film,

black-and-white

or color, to use ... to set
control systems for the laboratory

that assure standards of high

image

made

quality.

are

is

also

available for exchanges,

make

exhibitors to
prints

Help

sure that

and theater equipment

right for finest projection

that every foot of film

gets the star the best
possible showing.

To maintain

this service,

the Eastman

Kodak Company has

branches at strategic centers
invites inquiry

on

of film use from

all

all

.

phases

members

afjlfee industry. Address:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Const Division

342 Madison Avenue

New

York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago S, Illinois

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica

Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

.

;

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

43

Universal Will

Produce 36
In Next Year
in Technicolor
Rackmil Is Optimistic
Hollywood, Aug.

28.

—Univer-

reported

sal-International

it

will

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, AUGUST

of

16mm.

Compo

films

television

to

Meet
3 Weeks on Tax
to

in

Fight, Other Plans

record 26 will
be in color by
Technicolor.
The schedule
was decided up-

Important decisions with respect to
the handling of a number of Council
of Motion Picture Organizations projects will be made in about three

of
at

COMPO's

governing

committee, administrative officials and
tax committee co-chairman will meet
again in New York.
Foremost among the questions to be
dealt with is whether
should

studio

the

when

weeks

series

a

at

meetings

among Milton
Rackmil,
R.
N.
president;

COMPO

(Continued on page 2)

Blumberg,
J.
board chairWilliam
man
;

Milton Rackmil
produchead; Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president
Goctz,

tion

studio vice-president,
(Continued on page 4)

Edward Muhl,

Action
In

light

vs.
of

the

States'

Censors

New

Haven, Aug.

28.

— Loew-Poli

plans for an extensive promotion drive were discussed at a
conference yesterday of Loew's thea-

New

tre managers of
Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, Meriden, Norwich,
Springfield, Worcester and Water-

Loew division manager Harry
Shaw presided.
The campaign will be launched Sept.
their own
11 to promote the new film season in
to repeal

Supreme Court's bury.

"Miracle" and "Pinky" case decisions,

and municipalities of
volition should take steps
their censorship laws if they offend
the principles laid down by the court,
states

according

to

Herman

M.

and other non-theatrical users, the
current issue of
Exhibition,
by
disapproves that
If the fight is
an overwhelming
branches of the
use of both the

the

a

Herald
small

reports.

majority,

each

city.

Parades

of

floats,

(Continued on page 2)

bands,

cial

bulletin

this assertion in a spemembers, in
to

TOA

is virtually unanimous in feeling that "determined, industry-wide
opposition" to the suit is called for.
However, even on that point, 7.5 per
cent of production and 1.1 per cent of
exhibition voted in the negative. Distribution is 100 per cent for it.
On the question of carrying the industry's side to the public, the vote
for was: production, 79.1 per cent;
(Continued on page 2)

dustry

Paramount's "Greater Confidence
Parade of 1952" sales drive will get
under way on Sunday with the official
launching of Paramount Week, traditional seven-day period during which
the company's sales force seeks to
place a Paramount feature, short or
newsreel in every theatre in the country.

Labeled "the most important sales
drive in the history of the company"
by A. W. Schwalberg, president of
(Continued on page 2)

New W.
Going

(Continued on Page 4)

FCC Approves

of 3

More TV Take-overs
—

28.
The FedCommunications Commission today approved two commercial television stations and a non-commercial

Washington, Aug.

eral

educational television station.

The two commercial approvals were
to West Central Broadcasting Company, Peoria, 111., and the South Bend
Tribune, South Bend, Ind. The noncommercial grant was to the University

of

Hancock

Southern California, Allen
Foundation, Los Angeles.
(Continued on page

2~)

Contract
Shortly,

Be Signed

to

IBC

Discloses

Film rights to the Jersey Joe
Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight title bout, to be fought in
theatre screens and Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium
newspapers to tell the industry's story. on Sept. 23, will go to RKO Pictures,
The poll also revealed that the in- the International Boxing Club, co-

Theatre Owners of America general

Levy made

RKO

to

taken to the public,
majority of all three
industry favors the

Levy,

counsel.

Go

course.

Loew-Poli Circuit Launch Para. Sales
Plans Fall Drive
Drive on Sunday
Circuit

Levy Urges

TEN CENTS

1952

A majority in production and distribution polled by Motion Picture
Herald's Institute of Industry Opinion favors presentation to the public
of the industry's views of the government's anti-trust suit to force the

produce 36 top-budget features during the fiscal year beginning Nov.
Of these a
1.

on

29,

Favor Taking Films' Side Walcott Bout
Film Rights
Of U.S. Suit to Public
sale

Be

26 to

—

;

Y. Post' Survey Finds Industry
Forward in Healthy Condition

promoters of the event, disclosed here
yesterday.

An IBC spokesman said terms of
the agreement for theatrical distribution of the film have been reached
and the only remaining "formality"
was the drawing up and signing of
a contract.
The spokesman, who declined to
divulge how much will be paid for
the film rights, did stress that there
were no guarantee contingencies in
the projected contract which could
possibly result in no fight film being
made.
Disclosure of the sale of film rights

came on

the heels of Theatre
(Contiuued on page 2)

Net-

Extend Time for

UPT

Divestiture

—

Washington, Aug. 28.
United
Paramount Theatres will be granted
an extension of time until Dec. 3

which to divest

in

of one-third of
its remaining theatres, a Justice Department official said today.
itself

Last April the New York statutory
court set as Sept. 3 the deadline for
to divest itself of 60 theatres
one third of its remaining 180.
has only been able to dispose of about
(Continued on page 4)

UPT

UPT

In what the trade regards as a move to repair injustice done the
industry in a New York Post article last July by economics writer
Sylvia Porter, that newspaper yesterday published an enthusiastic
survey of present industry conditions and future prospects.
Written by Post film critic Irene Thirer, yesterday's article,
entitled "The Movies Carry On— and Nobly," said "TV never will
replace the motion picture— even though, it is admitted, there was
a dip in film business after the war years, and up to July 1 of this

Await Decision In
Ohio Censor Case

year."

W. Wiley

Continued the long Thirer article: "We find television great in
newsreels, forums, quizzes, coverage of important events.
However, if ever it offered a threat to the movie theatre, it must
have been because film producers were curtailing. They were too
worried to know what to do. Then they caught on."
Published in consequence of efforts of the Organization of the
Motion Picture Industry of New York City, the article lists current
and forthcoming pictures and names many of the stars who will
be seen in them.

morrow will
for exhibitor

its place;

Toledo, O., Aug. 28.— Judge Frank
of Municipal Court to-

is

receive from attorneys
Martin G. Smith what

expected to be the

final brief in the

Ohio newsreel censorship

case.

The

judge's decision as to the constitutionality of the State's censoring of newsreels is likely to be rendered around
Oct. 1 as Judge Wiley will leave
soon on vacation.

The Smith

brief,

prepared with the

(Continued on page 4)

:

:

;

Motion Picture Daily

2

Film Rights to Walcott Bout

Personal
Mention
LEON
Radio

sales

Regulation."

•
G. McCarthy, Motion Picture Association of America international division chief, will return to his
desk on Tuesday after a week's vaca-

John

tion.

•

Russell M. Moss, executive vicepresident of IATSE Motion Picture
Home Office Employes Local No. His

confined to his

home with

illness.
,

•

Major Harry W. Miller, assistant
to William B. Zoellner, head of

M-G-M
sales,

is

short subjects
vacationing.

and newsreel

publicist
Cliff Brown,
on leave for Navy duty, will return
to the company soon upon discharge.

TV

it

TNT

contract. It was authoritatively
learned that the bout will not appear
on home television or be radio broadcast in the event that a sufficient number of theatres is not obtained for the
event.
The contingency provision of the
contract, as disclosed Wednesday, allows the IBC to cancel the sale
of theatre
if an
rights to
undisclosed sufficient number of television-equipped theatres fail to book
the fight. In that event, an authoritative source said that no medium, neither home television or radio, will be
utilized by the IBC.

TNT

TNT

TV

The pricing formula under which
the bout will be sold to theatres was
learned from trade quarters. Theatres

Eight

Started, Six

Completed on Coast
— Eight picHollywood, Aug.
28.

Trotti Dies

At 53 on Coast
—Funeral servHollywood, Aug.
28.

Tuesday morning at
Albans Episcopal Church, West-

ices will be held
St.

Lamar
producer-writer
for
wood,
Trotti, 53, who died of a heart attack
early today.
Trotti began his Hollywood career
in 1933, when he wrote "Men
Dared" in collaboration with Dudley
Nichols. His recent films include

Who

"My Blue Heaven," "You're My
Everything," "Cheaper by the Dozen,"
"American Guerilla in the Philippines," "I'd Climb the Highest Mountain" and "Will You Love
in

Me

tures were started and six others were
finished in a week of average activity.
Starting pictures were: "By the
Light of the Silvery Moon" and "I
"InvitaConfess," Warner Brothers
tion to the Dance," M-G-M; "Man
"Serfrom the Alamo," Universal
pent of the Nile" and "Story of a
"The Sun
Bad Girl," Columbia
and "The
Shines Bright," Republic
Scarlet Spear," Breakston-Stahl.
Completed, as to shooting, were
;

;

;

a son and a daughter

"My Mother

and Mr. McChesney"
and "Sombrero," M-G-M;
"Lone
Hand" and "Desert Legion," Universal
"On Top of Old Smokey,"
Columbia
and "The Monster from
Beneath the Sea," Mutual.
;

;

Launch Para. Drive
(Continued from page 1)

Young Services Today
Baltimore, Aug.

28.

—Funeral serv-

tomorrow for Joseph
Young, 55, who died suddenly Tuesday from a heart attack. At the time
of his death he was advertising and
ices will be held

publicity director for the Ritz Enter-

Previously he had been with
the sales force of Universal-Internaprises.
tional,

United Artists and Monogram.

Roxy

Sets Extra

Shows

Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
the drive will continue for 13 weeks

—

of Monogram Pictures
Corp. will be held Sept. 7, at
the company's studio headquarters, following a stockholders meeting the same
morning.

tors

seats of a theatre, from $1.15 to $1.35
per seat sold, whichever is the highest
in comparison to the 90 cents mini-

mum.
For theatres with fewer than 1,500
payment of

seats, the plan calls for a

$1.15 per seat sold, or 90 cents per
seat for every seat in the theatre,
whichever is the highest.
For 1,500-2,000 seaters, the per seat
sold figure is $1.25, while for a
theatre which has a capacity of over
2,000 seats, the per seat sold figure
is

The

current 90 cents to
is higher than the 75 cents
to $1.05 formula paid for the Robinson-Maxim bout, but less, as far as
the guarantee for the Robinson-Tur-

formula

pin bout,

FCC Approves
(Continued from page 1)

At

the

same time

Commission

the

approved the sale of KOA, KOAFM, Denver, and nine remote pick-up
stations
to
Metropolitan Television

Company, whose principal stockholder
Bob Hope. Metropolitan will pur$1.50
chase the group from the National

$1.35.

which was

is

Broadcasting Company for $2,250,000.

FCC Okays Permits
For 3 TV Stations

$1.05.
eral

COMPO to Meet

—

A

employ a professional research organization to gather the vast amount of
data deemed necessary for the waging The third was to Chattanooga T-V,
of a successful campaign in Congress Inc., for a Chattanooga station.
against the 20' per cent Federal admisThe commission also authorized
sions tax. The alternative to employ- construction of a non-commercial eduing a professional research outfit is cational television station at Houston,
for COMPO itself, with possibly an Tex., by the University of Houston
increased staff, to uncover the neces- and the Houston Independent School
sary information.

District.

Drive Ends Today

Name Nat Nathanson

This decision will be influenced primarily by the results of COMPO's
nationwide dues collection drive which
ran two weeks, the second of which,
Nat Nathanson has been named a
ending today, was devoted to a "clean- Monogram sales executive with headup" campaign. The industry agency's quarters in New York, it was anadministrative officials will begin tab- nounced here yesterday by vice-presiulating the returns from exhibitors on dent Morey Goldstein.
Tuesday, and shortly thereafter will
be in a position to recommend alloca-

To Mono. Sales Post

tions
cipal

for

specific

projects,

the

prin-

A

NEW YORK THEATRES

A

fl— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

one being the anti-tax

fight.

(Continued, from page 1)

Pat McGee of Denver and Col.
H. A. Cole of Texas are the cochairmen of the COMPO tax com-

No Paper Monday

Motion Picture Daily will
not be published Monday,
Sept. 1, Labor Day, a legal

—

*

Elizabeth

JoiB

TAYLOR

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by

^Iancaster.

pirate

Loew-Poli Circuit
(Continued from page 1)

dnight Feotur*

banners

;

:

House

TAYLOR

Crimson

full-page newspaper pages
school contests radio and
stunts
special electrical theatre decorations
and other exploitation plans are included in the campaign.
Ore.
Attending today's meeting were
Portland, Ore., Aug. 28. Ever- Ernie Emerling, Loew advertising
green Theatres has acquired sole own- head, and Oscar A. Doob, circuit
ership of the Mayfair Theatre here executive. Another meeting will be
and plans to spend $250,000 in remod- held Tuesday to which distributor adeling the 1,800-seat house.
vertising men have been invited.

To Remodel

"IVANHOE"
Robert

mittee.

;

;

Rockefeller Center

plat

ski.

Favor Taking

28.
The FedCommunications Commission has

authorized the construction of three
other commercial television stations.
Two construction permits were
granted to Tom Potter for stations in
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Austin, Tex.

(Continued from page 1)

co-ordinator for the anti-tax campaign also is expected to be named at
through Nov. 29.
the meeting.
total of approximately $40,000 in
definite date for the meeting is
prize money is being offered to win- expected to be set shortly
by Robert
ners of the drive, with an additional W. Coyne, special counsel, following
$5,000 to be split among members of consultation with the governing comnon-winning branches, who display mittee made up of Al Lichtman, Trueoutstanding individual effort.
man T. Rembusch and Samuel Pinan-

Over the Labor Day weekend, Saturday through Monday, the Roxy distribution, 66.7 per cent exhibition,
Theatre will open its doors early and 45 per cent.
give special extra performances of the
On the media (screen and newsscreen attraction, "What Price Glory" papers)
for
telling
the
industry's
and the ice and stage revues, execu- story: screens 33.3, 35 and 18.2 for
tive director David T. Katz reports.
production, distribution and exhibition,
respectively
newspapers 4.8, 5 and
16.8, respectively. For a combination
of both: 61.9, 60 and 65 per cent.

holiday.

Sept. 7

Hollywood, Aug. 28.
The
meeting of the board of direc-

booking the bout, according to informed sources, will be required to
pay a minimum guarantee of 90 cents
per seat. The pricing formula is
graduated according to the number of

;

December?"

The widow,

On Coast

Washington, Aug.

•
Universal

Lamar

Television announcement that
rights
has acquired the theatre
to the bout, considered one of the most
popular title matches in a decade.
Clarification was obtained yesterday
on the contingency provision of the

work

promotion chief, will
speak before the annual convention of
the West Virginia Allied Theatres
Association in Clarksburg on Sept. 10
on the subject of "Censorship vs. Self-

63 here,

Mono. Board Meets

(Continued from page 1)

BAMBERGER, RKO

J.

Friday, August 29, 1952

;

TV

;

HOWARD HAWKS'

THE BIG SKY
co-starring

KIRK DOUGLAS - DEWEY MARTIN
ELIZABETH THREATT

ARTHUR HUNNICUTT

CRITERION

B'way & 45
Distributed

by

RKO

St.

Radio Pictures
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Levy Urges
(Continued from page 1)

which he reviewed the court's opinion
and commented on its implications.

TOA

attorney held that the
governments should either analyze
their laws and repeal them if they

The

offend the principles, or, jointly with
"exhibitor and/or distributor groups,
seek the advice of courts as to constitutionality through suits in the nature of declaratory judgment, or other

appropriate procedure."
Levy advised local exhibitor leaders
to "bring this to the attention of their
governments in the hope that favorable action will be taken, and that,
expensive and debilitating
thereby,
litigation may be avoided." Further
Levy stated, in instances where censors are operating under statutes or
ordinances "that are clearly offensive
to the principles" and those censors
are being paid out of public funds or
otherwise, refusal or neglet to repeal
"is inexusable and unjustifiable."
He reminded, however, that in extending the privileges of the free
to
protection
Constitutional
press
Supreme Court had not
films, the
invalidated all censorship, per sc, nor
had it found that all films are entitled to exhibition without prior scru'

tiny.

cooperation of the Motion Picture Association of America, is intended to
destroy each of the arguments in defense of censorship which city attorneys set forth in a brief filed a
week ago.
The city's contention that newsreels cannot be equated with newspapers and periodicals in general and
therefore do not qualify for the constitutional guarantees against censorship is said to be the target of heavily
documented counter arguments in the
Smith reply. So also are the city's assertion that "little restraint" is exercised under the Ohio newsreel censorship law, and its contention that
fees for censoring reels are not "confiscatory."

Maine House Destroyed

— The Rudy Thea

tre in Caribou, Me., owned and op
erated by William Flora, was com
pletely destroyed when a fire burned
out the whole block on which the

house was located.

Commonwealth Meet

A

STRONG

—

fall

star

ture

Leonard

Spigelgass

affords

EXPERIENCED FILM
BUYER WANTED
a

Applicants
their

top theatre chain.
should

qualifications

state
fully.

Morrow

calculated to

make

audiences

remember

her.

Whitmore's comedy

relief

schedule stipulates eight
features in color by Technicolor
than were produced by the company
during the current year. The company
said this will make it the leading producer of Technicolor films for the
third year in succession.
On the 1952-53 schedule are such
Technicolor films as "Against All
Flags,"
"City
Beneath the Sea,"
"Meet
at the Fair," "Mississippi

more

is

Me

Gambler,"

"Desert Legion," "Lone
Hand," "Man From the Alamo,"
"Thunder Bay," "Vermilion O'Toole"
and "Law and Order."
Black and white films will include
"It Grows on Trees," "Because of
You" and "Back at the Front."

.

to College"

Universal-International)

44DONZO GOES TO COLLEGE"

by virtue

box-office

is

of

highly

approaching opening of schools
and football kick-offs and a promise to the paying customers of an hour-and-awhich a really eduhalf of solid entertainment— almost always funwise— for
degree
cated chimpanzee with a pronounced personality is to a large

AJ

exploitable qualities of cast, the timely

responsible.

,''

,

.

X7
T
neighUniversal "sneaked" this one recently before a typical New York
theatres
the
when
borhood cross-section audience, at the end of a hot day
and Jane.
cooling system was the looked-for relief of many a jaded Jim
The "cooler inside" atmosphere was enjoyable. Director Frederick de Cordova's production was even more enjoyable.
Bonzo runs away from a carnival, wanders into the small-town residence
Maureen O'Sullivan) and daughof the Malcolm Drews (Charles Drake and
father (Edmund Gwenn). The
Malcolm's
and
Perreau),'
ter Betsy (Gigi
complications leading up to the adoption of Bonzo as Gigi's "baby brother"
grandfather (Gene
are hilarious, and lead to a visit by Betsy's very wealthy
arrival
of a "baby
the
announcing
letter
Gigi's
answering
Lockhart), who,
being
brother," expects to find just that. His reactions to the discovery of
expect
to tickle
one
would
what
exactly
are
chimp
a
of
"grandfather"
the
.

.

,

,

NEW YORK

20

the

The new

3.

"Bonzo Goes
(

.

in

history.

its

MGM

,

,

V
.
,
the risibilities no end.
Gwenn is the coach of the local Pawlton College football team, which is
when
dated to play the rival Owens College. Pawlton is on the losing side
Bonzo, a full-accredited student and team member, makes several miraculous
Bonzo enters college and his
plays and carries the team to victory.
Guidance of the chimp is
appreciated.
seen
to
be
be
antics in school must
really remarkable.
,
Production credit goes to Ted Richmond, with merit. Leo Lieberman and
satisfactorily suited to, and for
quite
Jack Henley wrote the screenplay,
Bonzo 'Twas Lieberman's story, based upon the character "Bonzo," created
by Raphael David Blau and Ted Berkman. Others in the cast are Irene
Guy Williams, John Miljan, David Janssen, Jerry Paris and Frank-

How

Legion Reviews 9;
All in Class
Nine

A

were reviewed this week
by the National Legion of Decency,
all of which were put in Class A.
Under Section 1, Class A were: "Because You're Mine," M-G-M "Bonzo
Goes to College," Universal-International; "Old Oklahoma Plains," Republic; and "Wagon Team," Columfilms

;

bia.

The

following were under Section
Class A: "Captain Black Jack"
(British), Classic Pictures; "Caribbean," Paramount "The Devil Makes
Three," M-G-M
"Eight Iron Men,"
11,

;

;

Columbia
tween,"

;

and "The Stranger

(British),

in

Be-

Universal-Interna-

tional.

To Open House on
San Francisco, Aug.

28.

Guam
— Guam

Theatres, Inc., owned by Pedro
Leon Guerrero, will open a theatre
the Island of Guam within a month
two. Ed Rowden Theatre Service
this city will do the booking.

B.

on
or
of

Ryan,

•

time,

Extend

79^4 minutes.

General audience

1

T

1

classification.

James

UPT

one- half of the 60 to date, the Justice
Department spokesman said, and has
therefore requested an extension of

A

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
SIXTH AVE.,

president expressed
future of the industry. He emphasized that there will
be no change in the production policies of the studio, in effect for the
past few years. As an indication of
the company's confidence in the future,
Rackmil pointed out that the U-I
Technicolor commitments for the coming fiscal year will be the highest in

engaging and his contributions to story progress are substantial
style.
The Joe Pasternak production is in the traditional lavish
Alexander Hall directed for the most effective display of the talents being
put on view.
,,
,
,.
Running time, 103 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

time.

BOX 416
1270

The new U-I

confidence

'

opportunity for the right
join

her

of

selections,
servings of his vocal talent. He is provided with more than 15
"Cavallena
and
Trovatore"
"II
"Norma,"
operas
the
from
arias
including
and
Rusticana." There are also the title song, "Granada," "Lee-ah-Loo
several satirized singing commercials.
proDecorative Paula Corday as an impish opera diva, and with voice
Miss
vided by Peggy Bonini, does several operatic duets with Lanza.
fashion
offers "Be My Love" and "You Do Something to Me" in

(Continued, from page 1)
to

exercise

full

.

September.

man

the

for

no opportunity

...
obvious talents.
experience, will
Exhibitors, particularly those with happy "Great Caruso
this
in
them
fully appreciate the strong box office possibilities being offered
color by Technicolor.
first Lanza release in more than a year, which is in
The story, from an original bv Ruth Brooks Fhppen and Sy Gomberg,
"greetings.
follows a popular opera star into the Army after he receives his
fan
James Whitmore plavs the top-sergeant who is also an enthusiastic
whom Lanza uses
of the opera star. Miss Morrow is the sergeant's sister,
first, and later comes
as a convenient means of obtaining weekend passes, at
Complications invade the romance momentarily near the end but
to love.
are resolved to the satisfaction of audiences eventually.
Lanza is in excellent voice for this one and audiences are offered generous

Running

rare

in this

a showcase for the popular

new Mario Lanza starring vehicle. It
signififrom beginning to end but its appeal and strength are fortified
came
who
Morrow,
Doretta
comeliness
of
and
talents
cantly by the fresh
Her
King and 1.
to popular attention only recently in the stage hit, "The
motion picvoice and beguiling mannerisms are certain to win her a large
Tunberg and
following, despite the fact that the screenplay by Karl
is

Nelson.

A

showmen

follow-up on "The Great Caruso" awaits

,

City, Mo., Aug. 28. The
meeting of the Commonwealth
Theatres will be held here Sept. 9-10
at the Hotel Muehlebach.

Kansas

and David A. Lipton, advertisingpublicity vice-president.
Rackmil, who will return to New
York on Tuesday, said he was "highly
gratified by the efficient and effecttive operation of the studio. The best
evidence of it is the number of successful pictures the studio is producing. The studio is operating under a
realistic policy in which I wholly concur," he said.

(M etro-G oldivyn-Mayer)

Oct.

(Continued from page 1)

28.

(Continued from page 1)

"Because You're Mine"

....

Ohio Censor Case

Boston, Aug.

Universal

Reviews

court order granting the extension will be necessary, but the Department will make no objection to it, he
added. The deadline now set for the
divestiture of the second third of the
180 theatres is March 3, 1953.

2

Reopen

in

Hartford, Aug.

P.

T>

1
Release
in

Cunningham

show, please send

Hartford
28.

— Changes

in the

status of two Hartford theatres are
reported. The Hartford Theatre Circvuit will resume a first-run, foreign
film policy at its 750-seat Art Theatre
on Sunday. Closed since mid- June, the
house will be managed by Joseph Dolgin, succeeding Henry L. Needles, resigned. This territory's only theatre
with vaudeville, the 4,200-seat State,

summer months

as

usual, will resume operations with
regular policy on Sept. 6.

its

closed during the

NEWSREEL FOOTAGE?
Wanted: Newsreel {ootage covering 1920
through 1940. If available for network TV

BOX

415.

full details

immediately.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

1270 Sixth Avenue,

New York

20,

N. Y.

IVANHOE
Within

IS

just a year, hitting the

good not only

M-G-M's

M-G-M

for

"IVANHOE"

QUOLOSSALS

BIG JACKPOT

twice

is

an achievement

that's

customers but for the entire industry.

continues

its

phenomenal

course.

IMAGINE! One

out of every seven persons in Cleveland, Houston, Frisco and Atlanta saw
its

first

25 days, and

it's

persons saw the picture in
carry back to their
sets a

new

home

rolling merrily along. In
its first

25 days.

Many

New

any picture

at the

City, 533,182

who will
"IVANHOE", which

Music Hall

in a similiar period.

You'll soon be able to answer for yourself:

HOW

BIG

.s

in

of these are visitors

towns, word-of-mouth praise of

all-time gross for

York

it

IVANHOE

?

Results are in on the

dates of
Bob's biggest ever!

first fifty

Check with showmen

who've already grabbed
it. They have the proof
that

it

"leaves the cash

register with that

full,

and
a clean sweep

satisfied feeling"

"registers

at the nation's boxoffices

—just as M.

P.

Herald and

Showmen's Trade Review
predicted

JANE

Produced by ROBERT
Directed by

L.

it

would!

ROY

WELCH

FRANK TASHLIN

Written by Frank Tashlin,
Robert L. Welch and Joseph Quillan

and

VPdleface
W
Color By

r

TECHNICOLOR

.

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

HOW

KANE

WELL

the

New York

Times' editorial writers

Arnall, president of the Soof Independent Motion Pic-

ture

Producers,

is

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Theatre

TV

immaterial

Net for Bout

in

known Arnall well for the four
years in which he has been president of SIMPP marvelled out loud
at what they regarded as the accuracy of the Times' portrayal of
the Arnall personality.
"Mr. Arnall's formula for keeping in the public eye," said the
Times, "by issuing dire and quite
unsupportable prophecies of ruinous
inflation in the offing, was unique
and highly successful in his case.
He reinforced the already
widely held conviction that the
job of price controller has some
kind of magnetic attraction for
.

TEN CENTS

1952

Company Heads

to

Meet Thursday on
French,

view of the observations they had
Negotiations looking toward the
to make of him last week in com- formation of the largest theatre
menting upon his retirement as television network to date will get
Federal Price Stabilizer.
underway here today with the reThe Times' editorial indicated turn from the Coast of Nathan Halthe writer had been reviewing Ar- pern, president of Theatre Network
activities
and pronounce- Television, the company which has acnall's
ments only since last February quired the theatre TV rights to the
when he accepted the Federal post. Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
heavyweight title bout.
Yet many in the industry who have

.

2,

UK

Deals

know

ciety

Ellis

YORK,

Seek Biggest

. .

.

:

.

'colorful' personalities.

Arnall had the faculty
making statements with which
few agreed and which outraged
many. But it was also completely in

"Mr.

The presidents and foreign managers of the Motion Picture Associaof America member companies
meet here Thursday to vote on
acceptance of a proposed new FrancoAmerican film agreement and outline

tion
will

for themselves the position the companies will take in the negotiations
for a new U. S. -British pact which
will get underway here or in Wash-

ATT

Replies
To MPA's TV
Cost Request
Response Leaves Many
Questions Begging
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
The American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. has mailed

its

an-

ington next Monday.
the Motion Picture AssoFayette W. Allport, who has been swer to
attending the inter-government nego- ciation of America's request for
tiations in Paris, will bring to the theatre television transmission cost inTalks are due to begin here with Thursday meeting a deal with France formation.
The six-page response, while it does
such circuits as Loew's, United Para- that now is being completed in the
give copious cost data, leaves many
mount Theatres, Warner Brothers and
(Continued on page 3)
questions begging, it was learned, and
Theatres.
Due to the proximity of the date of
it is an open question whether the industry will feel the response is ade(Continued on page 5)
quate.
The request for the data also
was made by the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee.
The contents of the letter, sought
before the
and
General by
Washington, Sept. 1.
admission tax collections in July, re- opening of the Federal Communicahearings
flecting June box-office business, were tions Commission theatre
Terms of an agreement adjusting a the highest of any 1952 month, the in October, were not disclosed.
clearance complaint by Skouras The- Bureau of Internal Revenue reported. spokesman for A.T.&T. said, however,
atre Circuit and Loew's governing a The real upturn in the industry, still that a diligent attempt was made to
group of Skouras and Loew's Metro- in progress, was not in full swing answer everything which the company
felt
could be worked out with the
politan houses here were completed until July.
He
last week.
Collections this July were $28,369,- specifications forwarded to it.
(Continued on page 5)
Lender the agreement, which will 934, compared with $28,620,413 a year

RKO

Report June B.O.

Skouras, Loew's Set Highest in '52

—

Move-up Agreement

MPAA

NETTC

TV

A

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 3)

of

tradition of his predecessors,
and a tribute to his evident good
intentions, that no matter how mad
his critics may have got at Mr.
Arnall's statistics, they rarely if
ever thought of getting mad at the
author himself."
That seems to be the same impression of Arnall which prevails
in a large part of the industry. The
Times' editorial served to remind
many of the latter that much of Arnall's particular value to SIA1PP
lies in his ability to make those
quite unsupported statements which

the

outrage many, leaving them madder
at the statements than at Arnall.

T

TNIVERSAL'S

domestic billings week before last reached
the magnificent total of $950,000,
compared with a fine recent average of around $750,000.

There

was

progress
count for

no

sales

nothing

drive

in

special to acit. Just a lot of "corny"
pictures in release which some
other studios say they will produce
no more of because the market for
;

them has "disappeared."

Reels Censorship Is Worst
Kind, Ohio Court Is Told
—

Toledo, O., Sept. 1. Several hard-hitting anti-censorship arguments,
topped with the assertion that censorship of newsreels is "censorship in
its most objectionable form," were contained in the final reply brief filed
at the weekend by attorneys for exhibitor Martin G. Smith in the industry's campaign to wipe out newsreel censorship in Ohio.

N. Y. Theatre TV
Fight Sale at $4.20

1st

The 50th Street Guild Theatre in Rockefeller Center here
was the

first in

New York

to

put reserved seats for the
theatre telecast of the Walcott-Mareiano heavyweight title fight in Philadelphia, Sept.
dozen other TV23, on sale.

A

equipped metropolitan houses
still are dickering on terms.
All seats in the 450-seat
house are priced at $4.20, including tax. Seat sale was
opened last Friday and demand was reported good from
the start.

Received in Toledo Municipal Court
by Judge Frank W. Wiley, who will
rule on the test case around Oct. 1,
the Smith brief stated
"The import of the decisions of the
U. S. Supreme Court (in the "Pinky"
and "Miracle" cases) is to impose
upon the state responsibility for justifying the restraint in the censorship of
newsreels, for the state has such responsibility when rights protected by
the First and 14th Amendments to the
Constitution are affected."
The final reply brief, prepared with
the cooperation of the Motion Picture
Association of America which joined
with the Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio in initiating the court test,
holds also that the brief filed by the
city
attorneys "overlooks the real
meaning of the Burstyn ("Miracle")
(Continued on page 4)

For the three months
ended June 28 the operations of RKO Pictures
Corp. and subsidiary companies resulted in a net
after
loss (unaudited)
all charges, of $1,756,181. This compares with a
profit of $351,645 for the
,

corresponding quarter
last year.
•

WASHINGTON, Sept. 1.—
Loew's and United Artists

Theatre Circuit were
given another brief extension of the deadlines
for terminating joint interests in a few remaining theatres. The Justice
Department says the companies now have until
Sept. 6 to submit a dissolution plan or until Sept
13 to start action.

Motion Picture Daily

2

'Research'

Personal
Mention
DAVID

GOLDING,

return here today
plane from France.

or

Samuel

of

scheduled to

is

tomorrow

by

•

Henderson

M-G-M

Richey,

M.

head, will return
following two weeks of

exhibitor

relations

here Thursday
meetings with Western Theatre

members in
and Washington
ers

Own-

Oregon

California,
State.

•
L. H. (Lew) Francis prominent in
Eastern theatre equipment circles as
sales representative for many years in

New York

for

Heywood-Wakefield

vacationing on
his mother's farm in Creswell, Ore.
•
Co., Gardner, Mass.,

is

Jack Keppner, son of Morris Keppner, partner in the Burnside Theatre,
East Hartford, Conn., has been appointed assistant chief of the service
staff at Loew's Poli, Hartford.
•

William

C.

MacMillen,

Jr.,,

Ignored In

Is

TOA

Meeting

2,

1952

Newsreel

Parade
STEVENSON
GOV.
current newsreels'

occupies the

political spot-

advertising-

director

publicity

Goldwyn Productions,

Outline of

Tuesday, September

Contrary

TOA

publicity that
top priority would be given at the
forthcoming Theatre Owners of America annual convention to a program
of scientific research for the industry,
an outline by Mitchell Wolfson, president, to members of the top subjects
to be discussed and acted upon makes
no mention whatever of scientific research.
The outline, contained in a letter
sent at the weekend, lists these major
convention topics: (1) 16mm., (2)
arbitration, (3) elimination of the 20
per cent Federal tax, and (4) theatre

Conciliation

Panel for Memphis
MEMPHIS, Sept. 1.— Establishment of a Theatre Owners of America conciliation
panel for the Memphis ex-

change area was announced at
the weekend by M. A. Lightman, Jr., president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee.
The panel, which will hear
exhibitor trade practice comHerbert
includes:
plaints,

Kohn

(chairman),

indicated that Wolfson
the final arbitration draft,
which the distributors have not offi-

expected

Nathan

Flexer, Jack Bomar, Terry
Axley, R. B. Cox, T. E. Williams and R. X. Williams (alternate). After hearings the

Regal Theatre, Hartford.
•

for

as

would "be
and approval."

yet,

discussion

was agreed during the drafting that
would not act on the document until the distributors had ap-

panel will take up the com-

proved it.
Wolfson's

Appeal to Mayor on

Ban

—

The American
Sept. 1.
Civil Liberties Union today appealed
to Mayor Kennelly to reverse the Chicago police censor board's ban on
"The Miracle," An earlier appeal to
Chicago,

approved

ready

exhibition

•

Elizabeth Bonturi has been named
manager of the Warner
assistant

cially
It

plaints with distributors.

Chi. 'Miracle'

earlier

television.
The letter

pres-

Chesapeake Industries (formerly Pathe Industries), will return
to New York today following a threeweek vacation at Saratoga, New York.
ident of

to

also that
"there must be a thorough investigation of the problems and latest developments in all phases of exhibition, including concessions, drive-ins,
etc." by the convention, which will be
held Sept. 14-18 in Washington. "You
must help us solve our mutual problems by attending all business sessions
and by giving your voice and counsel"
on the topics listed, Wolfson adletter

stated

monished.
The convention will
Herman M. Levy,

light to the exclusion of all other candidates.
Additional subjects covered

include the Berlin Catholic Congress,
testing of a new American submarine,
fighting and football practice
at Annapolis. Complete synopses fol-

Korean
low:

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 71-American
Legion parades on Fifth Avenue. Gov.
Stevenson addresses Legion. U. S. Navygets big new submarine. Foreign attaches
hear big guns. Virgil Trucks in baseball's
Hall of Fame.

Navy

gridders get in shape.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 201— Leon parade. Stevenson addresses
Legion on Red issue. German Catholic
Congress. Civil Defense rescue work. Test
new
submarine.
Fighting
on
Korea's
gionaires

Bunker

Hill.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
ing of faith in Berlin.

No. 4-Outpour"Greatest Show on

Earth" voted most enjoyable film. American Legion's New York show. Legionaires
hear address
by Democratic candidate
Stevenson.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 35-B— Stevenson makes Legion speech. New sub on
trial run. Kentucky cigarette poll smokes
out presidential winner. Germany mourns
Schumacher's death. Jet aces at air show.
Civil Defense training.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 591—
American Legion parade. Stevenson talks
to
Legionaires.
Submarine
"Trigger."
Korea's Battle of Bunker Hill. Navy football training starts.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No.

6—

Battle of Bunker Hill, 1952. American Legion hears Stevenson and parades in New
York. New super-"sub" joins Navy. Berlin
Catholic mass defies Reds. Canadian national exhibition. Navy gridders train.

be asked by
TOA counsel, to
Commissioner O'Connor had
AAU
been turned down, and according to decide whether or not it wishes to take diving championships.
7.
city ordinance, the final decision rests the necessary steps to have TOA
made a party defendant in the governMarcia Tenzer, Columbia contract with the mayor.
Schneider Returns
Civil Liberties Union has in- ment's 16mm. anti-trust suit to force
The
married
clerk in Cleveland, has been
Samuel
Schneider, Warner Brothers
the
sale
such
films
and
other
of
to TV
timated that should the mayor refuse
to Philip Tartaglio.
vice-president,
accompanied by his
their request, legal action, based on outlets competing with theatres. While
•
wife, flew into New York over the
it
named
co-conspirator
in
the
was
forbidthe Supreme Court decision
Hal Wallis is scheduled to arrive ding censorship on religious grounds, government's complaint, TOA was not weekend from Paris. Schneider was
abroad four weeks, during which time
here from the Coast tomorrow.
will be taken to assure exhibition of included among the defendants. The
latter included only producer-distribu- he visited the company's offices in
the picture.
London, Rome and Paris.
The appeal was signed by Leon M. tors.
The
Pierre
Balmain
American
coland
ACLU,
Despres, counsel for the
lection will be shown in a world preCharles Liebman, attorney.
Mtg. Sept. 9
The A. Teitel Film Co. holds distri- miere to the wives of TOA members
The meetings of Monogram-Allied
campaign to establish a Harold bution rights to the picture in this attending the convention. The collecArtists stockholders and board of diRodner Research Section in the Will exchange area.
tion will be presented by Julius Garrectors will be held in Hollywood on
Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac
finckel and Co., on Sept. 16, at the
Lake, N. Y., is being organized under
ladies luncheon.
Also on the TOA Sept. 9, instead of Sept. 7, as erronef
f
the
Warner
calendar will be a "Southern hospital- ously reported here last week.
sponsorship
four
of
Brothers executives. Members of the
ity" brunch to all members and their
Schneider,
committee
are
Samuel
wives on Sept. 15. Other social events
chairman Ben Kalmenson, Harry M.
Hollywood, Sept. 1. Universal-In- will include a reception by President
Kalmine and Herman Starr. Max B. ternational studios and Robert Gold- Truman, card parties, swimming, a
Blackman of Warner's real estate de- stein, executive in charge of talent, Coca-Cola Showboat Party to Mount
partment is secretary-treasurer.
mutually agreed to abrogate their con- Vernon, a dinner sponsored by PepsiHarold Rodner, Warner executive tract, effective immediately.
Cola and a cocktail party sponsored f]
BAOIO CITY MUSIC HALL f]
who died recently, had devoted a large
Schenley's. The final evening will
Rockefeller Center
by
servjoined
U-I
in
Goldstein
1946,
part of his life to the maintenance and ing as studio representative in the feature the president's banquet.
development of the institution at Sar- New York office. He came to the
A. Julian Brylawski is convention

Joanne Linger, Columbia

biller in

Cleveland, will be married to
Mishne of that city on Sept.
•

Merle

Police

Sam

Plan Rodner Unit
At Rogers Hospital

Mono. Board

A

U, Robert Goldstein

Abrogate Contract
—

;

NEW YORK THEATRES

—

"IVANHOE"

anac Lake.

studio
1950.

Galaxy of Fox Stars
To 'Snows' Premiere
Hollywood,
Sept.
—Twentieth
1.

Century-Fox

will

rearrange shooting

plans to enable a large number of its
stars to fly en masse to the world
premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The

Snows

of

Kilimanjaro"

at

New

York's Riyoli Theatre, Sept. 17. Zannow in Europe, will fly back for

uck,

in

an

executive

capacity

in

chairman.

TAYLOR

Joan

Elizabeth

*

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by

RKO

the premiere.

Robert

Radio Detroit
Manager Resigns

The stars' contingent will make the
Coast-to-Coast trip by special plane,
Murray Devaney has resigned hi's
Radio branch manager
which will permit them only a few post as
hours in New York for the opening. for Detroit, Robert Mochrie, viceHowever, Ava Gardner, one of the president and general sales manager,
picture's leading players, will arrive announced here at the weekend.
Devaney was succeeded by Otto N.
in New York from Hollywood Sept.
Ebert, Jr., salesman from the Indian10, one week before the invitational
premiere.
apolis exchange.

RKO

plus

^UHCASTER

Crimson
pirate
Midnight Feature
Nightly
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Coming

Mpls. Neighborhood Houses 250,000 See

Events

Fight Loop's Trade Bid

— Allied

Theatre Owners of
Iowa- Nebraska luncheon-meeting
for local newspaper executives,
Des Moines.

Sept. 5

Minneapolis' COMPO
Fund Drive Succeeds

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 1.
Almost
The- unanimous exhibitor support was giv-

—

Commonwealth
Sept. S-10
atres fall meeting, Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City.

in this zone to the Council of Motion Picture Organizations dues collections drive, which terminated Fri-

en

—

Sept. 10 West Virginia Allied The- day.
According to W. H. Workman, actatres Association annual convenStonewall Jackson Hotel, ing distributor committee chairman
tion,
here, a number of small town exhibiClarksburg.
tors as well as some in larger situaOwners of tions have voluntarily made larger
14-18 Theatre
Sept.
America convention and trade contributions than the committee had
show, Shoreham Hotel, Washing- recommended to the salesmen-solicitors.
When donations were made they
ton, D. C.
were made wholeheartedly, he said.
Monogram-Allied Art- He termed the donations evidence of
Sept. 24-26
convention, the seriousness with which exhibitors
sales
national
ists
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago:
view COMPO's No. 1 project: repeal
of the 20 per cent Federal admissions
Kansas-Missouri
Sept. 30-Oct. 1
tax.

—

—

—

Theatre Association annual convention, Hotel President, Kansas
City.

Oct.

6-7

— Motion

Owners

Picture

Theatre

of Eastern Missouri, St.

Louis and Southern
nual meeting, Chase

Illinois

an-

Hotel,

St.

Louis.

—

Oct. 6-10 Society of Motion PicEngineers
ture and Television
72nd semi-annual convention, Ho-

Berger Expanding
Mpls. Operations

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 1. The Jeub
estate, owners of the Paradise Theatre here, has taken under consideration an offer for the house by Ben
Berger, Minneapolis circuit operator.
No price has been revealed, but reports estimate it at just below $60,000.

Film Exhibit
—

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 1. Neighborhood Minneapolis independent theatre
owners are calling on outskirt business associations to lead an attack in

Columbus, O., Sept. 1. Biggest
"boxoffice" attraction here last week
was the "Hollywood At The Fair"
exhibit at Ohio State Fair, sponsored

opposition to the plan launched recently by the Street Railway company
and downtown theatres to carry passengers free into the loop on Thurs-

ITO

by the Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio, according to Robert Wile,
executive

who

secretary,

esti-

mated that total attendance for the
day evenings between 7 and 9 P.M. week was over 250,000.
as part of a plan to bolster business
Marjorie Main, was the stellar atthere.
traction at the exhibit. She also apOne protest meeting was held last peared in several fair parades and was
Monday at the instigation of Martin presented to grandstand crowds.
Lebedoff, northside exhibitor, but acColumbus theatremen manned the
tion was postponed. Lebedoff contends fair during the week, aided by salesthe free rides into the loop are un- men from the Cincinnati exchanges.
lawful and he proposed counsel should The list of workers included Arthur
be hired by the neighborhood business Miller, Miles circuit Lee Hofheimer
groups, including theatremen, to take and Charles Sugarman, H. and S.
action to halt the practice on legal theatres
Charles Fisher, Neth Thea:

;

;

grounds.

tres
cuit
tres

Ups Transit Patronage

;

Milton Yassenoff, Academy

;

C.

Harry

Schreiber,

RKO

cir-

thea-

William Queen, Bernard Ginley

Meantime, the street car company
and Lou Holleb, independents, and
reports the initial tryouts of the free
Walter Kessler and Fred Oestreicher,
rides resulted in an overall increase
Loew's.
cf three and a half times in patronage
Cincinnati salesmen included Dave
for the 7-9 hour into and out of the
Loop. Some Loop theatres, however,
reported they could see "no appreci-

;

Little,

RKO

M-G-M

;

Fox James

able" increase in ticket sales for the
free ride period. Nevertheless, the
neighborhood theatres are fighting the
plan as being injurious to their busi-

Radio; Arthur Adams,
Weiss, 20th Century-

Sam

;

Gentile,

Paramount Rob;

Dave
Burns, Warner Brothers
Stenger, Columbia and James Grady,
Universal.
ert

;

The whole

ness.

exhibit

was moved

to the

The streetcar company, which also Indiana State Fair, Indianapolis, Satunderstood Berger will comtel Statler, Washington, D. C.
operates
in
St.
Paul, will extend urday. William A. Carroll, secretary
pletely remodel and re-equip the Paradise if his bid is accepted.
The house the free ride plan into the loop there of Indiana Allied and William Green,
the
has recently been operated by Clyde between 7 and 9 P.M., starting Sept, exploitation representative, visited
here.
4.
exhibit
Cutter on a week-to-week basis. The
{Continued, from page 1)
Paradise was operated by Berger in
French capital. Before the State De- partnership with the late Al Steffes a
partment can accept the deal as a final number of years ago. Berger also rePICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PAT H E
agreement, the American companies cently acquired the Aster Theatre
property, closed, which is under lease
must ratify it.
Having accepted the French decree to Minnesota Amusement Co. until
slashing imports of American pictures Oct. 31, 1953.
from 121 to 90, the American negotiators in recent days have been aimto
ing at an arrangement that would
:
most favorably serve the U. S. com- So.
panies in the remittance of earnings
Minneapolis, Sept. 1.
R.

French,

UK

It

is

Deals

GREAT MOTION

O'Donnell

Address

Dakota Showmen
—

Independent Producer

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr., says

J.

some $6,000,000.
O'Donnell is expected to reveal plans
The French issued their decree by for a new "Movietime, U.S.A." cammaking use of an escape clause in the paign at the South Dakota Exhibitors
international General Agreement on meeting in Huron on Thursday. In adTrades and Tariffs. The French gov
dition to a speech on the Compo fight
said to total

ernment, in other words, escaped the

obligation to refrain from cutting im
ports by citing its present unfavorable
This compelled the
position.
fiscal
Motion Picture Export Association to

repeal

to
the 20 per cent admission
tax, O'Donnell may report on details
of the progress made at the recent

66

1 never take a

chance on any

phase ofproduction. Thafs why I insist upon laboratory work by Pathe'."

Compo

conferences in Hollywood with
production executives, in which he

would like to make sure
work and processing meet

If you, too,

accept what to it is an anathema, participated.
namely an out-and-out quota restriction.
Hence, the U. S. negotiators
took the position that they were en(Continued from page 1)
titled to be compensated for this with
a remittance deal that the American
companies could look upon as "favor- reportedly go into effect shortly, the
playing time of a group of Skouras
able," it was said.
Allport will remain here to partici- theatres, said to number between six
and nine, has been moved up, allowpate with Eric A. Johnston,
ing them the same day and dates for
officials
Association
president, other
and Ellis G. Arnall, president of the product as an equal number of Loew's
Society of Independent Motion Pic- Metropolitan theatres.

your lab

Skouras, Loew's

every requirement of your creative
staff,

why

not specify Pathe Labs

on your next picture?

MPAA

Producers, in the negotiations
with Sir Frank Lee, Undersecretary
of the British Board of Trade. Johnston will be present at the Thursday

The pact, apparently the culmination
of months of negotiations, came on
the heels of a threatened multi-million
dollar suit by Skouras Theatres. Also

meeting.

RKO

ture

Ed

Levin to Universal

—

involved in the Skouras complaint was
Theatres here, with which no
settlement has been reached yet.
The move-up affects product of
major distributors played by Loew's
here, such as M-G-M, Paramount,

Chicago, Sept. 1. Ed Levin of the
Balaban and Katz advertising and
publicity department will join the ad- United Artists and Columbia.
UniversalLoew's and Skouras executives deof
vertising department
International
on the West Coast clined to comment on the settlement
Sept. 15.

details.

Both

New

35MM

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

COLOR

•

is

•

a subsidiary of

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
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Censorship

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)
the overruling of the
in holding that motion
pictures are within the protection of
the First Amendment to the Constitution and are within the guarantees
provided in that Amendment for freedom of speech and the press."
The basic premise of the city's brief,
which reflected the views of the Ohio
attorney-general, was that there is
"little restraint" on the showing of
newsreels in Ohio. In that particular
quote, the Smith reply asserted, is
testimony that "restraint exists in
every case whether or not a deletion

which
Mutual case

case,

This restraint, continued
the rehas "two aspects
quirement of prior submission of every
film to the censors, and exaction of a
tax on every newsreel print shown in
Ohio. The prior restraint is apparent.
The number of deletions has no relevance in determining the existing of a
the reply,

:

prior restraint."
The defense stated also that "The
state has made no move to demonr
strate that the censorship of newsreels
under the standards imposed by the
Ohio statute is justified for any purpose."

The Smith brief also charged
that the censorship fee in Ohio
is a "flat license tax imposed on
the exercise of a Constitutional
right." Even if the Constitutional immunity from censorship provided by the First
Amendment was not involved in
this case, it continued, "the
state would have the burden of
showing that the license fee
was sufficient only to defray
the expense of licensing. This
the state could not do because
the Ohio statutes and the evidence in this case show conclusively that the censorship
charges are manv times in excess of the cost."
The final brief derided the claim
that the defense would have to show
that the tax was "confiscatory."
On the question whether newsreels
could

equated

be

with

newspapers,

"The court
the evidence showed

Smith replied

will recall
that newsreels are prepared in much the same
way as the news is gathered by newspapers and that newsreel cameramen
have the same privileges as newspaper
reporters.
It is apparent that news-

that

reels

tures

:

news through

disseminate

and sound

disseminate news

form and

that

In the

"Monkey Business"

•

is

made."

is

just as newspapers
in print and pictorial

in

a

functional

(20th Ccntury-Fo.r)

V" OUTH APPEARS TO BE

sense

Jr.

CO., INC.

ous tale of a chemist in search of a youth serum.

and

Specializing
requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
75

the

Howard Hawks

directed the lively series of incredible events.

Dorothy Altmann

lease.

Casque d'Or

2,
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THEATRE

Equipment

World

Sol C. Siegel produced

Grant, absent-minded but charming research chemist, is blessed with an
understanding wife, Miss Rogers, who patiently puts up with her husband's
peculiarities while he is absorbed in the problem of discovering a formula that
will cancel the infirmities of age and which his boss, Coburn, is impatiently
waiting to sample as well as to market. Grant decides to try the mixture on
himself. Unknowingly, he washes it down with water into which an imitative
chimpanzee has poured a less-scientific but more effective concoction, whereupon he experiences a temporary rejuvenation during which he gets a crew
haircut, buys a loud sports jacket and an equally loud car, and rollerskates
with Miss Monroe, the boss' beautiful-but-dumb secretary. Successively, the
same water source is tapped by Miss Rogers, by Grant and Miss Rogers
together and by Coburn and his entire board of directors with equally ludicrous
results. Coburn, while under the influence of the mixture, makes Grant chief
researcher of the company for life, so that when everyone returns to his
original age one bit of permanent good has resulted even though only the
chimp knows what the highly-effective formula contained.
The screen play by Ben Hecht, Charles Lederer and I. A. L. Diamond, from
a story by Harry Segall, is sprinkled with much very adult double entendre
and an equal amount of extremely juvenile slapstick, a most unusual combination.
Grant, Coburn and Miss Rogers enter into the proceedings wholeheartedly but seem a trifle wasted in such obvious roles. Miss Monroe performs adequately in a rather slim part. Supporting roles are well cast, most
noteworthy being Hugh Marlowe as a former beau of Miss Rogers; the bassvoiced child, George Winslow, and Peggy, the chimp.
Running time, 97 minutes. General audience classification. September re-

with

.

.

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

INSTALLATION

of
Motiograph
large screen television
equipment in the Paramount theatre
at Lynn, Mass., has been announced

I "Trad" dual

by George Hornstein, president of Joe
Hornstein, Inc.,
of

tives

The

New York

Motiograph,

representaChicago.

Inc.,

Paramount is owned by
England Theatres, Inc., a division of United Paramount Theatres,
2500-seat

New

Inc.

A "mechanical hand" designed for
changing attraction board letters
at heights that cannot be reached
without use of a ladder, has been
developed by Wagner Sign Service,

Chicago. The device
both
10-and-14-foot
lengths. It is designed to grasp the
letter and takes it completely away
or to place it elsewhere on the sign
face by use of a tensioning lever at
the end of the handle. The unit can
be used only with Wagner letters.
Inc.,

comes

in

(Discina)

performances by a
headed by Simone Signoret and Claude
GOOD
overcome the near-depressing sordidness
Dauphin
much
cast

of
of this
film of lust and murder in the Paris of a half-century ago. It is strictly adult
fare for the houses specializing in imported film fare. The English subtitles
are adequate for the French production of the Frenchman's preoccupation.
As the "moll" of a small-time Parisian mobster, Mile. Signoret first attracts
the attention of Serge Reggiani, a carpenter who is goaded into murdering
her boy friend for her affections. Once done, the couple are able to spend
several days in a tryst outside Paris,- but return when one of Reggiani's pals
gives himself up, only to escape to
is picked up on the murder charge.
seek revenge on the informer who, like all the other men in the cast, also has
designs on Mile. Signoret. The carpenter pays for his deeds on the guillotine
and Mile. Signoret goes on, presumably, sadder and wiser.
Jacques Becker directed the screenplay which he wrote in collaboration with
fail to

He

Jacques Companeez. Production was supervised by Henri Baum.
Running time, 96 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release

Aug.

A

new twin-head, tivo-flavor continuous freezer for frozen custard and
all types of soft frozen products has
_

been added

to the line of Mills IndusChicago. Among the new
features of the unit are fully automatic
performance of both barrels, and independent action by each barrel. Floor
and counter models are available, ivith
a choice of three condensing unit sizes.
Frozen custard capacity is up to 10
gallons_ of finished product per hour,
depending upon temperature, mix and
condensing unit used.
tries,

Inc.,

date,

18.

Cinerama Promotes
Latady and Fling

June Box-office
(Continued, from page 1)
figure was
only $23,039,083 and the previous
highest 1952 month was April, with
earlier.

The June

1952

$25,787,461.

Total admission tax collections, including general admission taxes, roof
garden and cabaret taxes and various
overcharges, were up over last July.

They amounted

to

$32,692,511,

com-

William R. Latady, who has been
in charge of technical development for
Cinerama, Inc., owners of the new
multi-dimensional motion picture process, has been made vice-president and
general manager of the firm. Latady
will handle installation of Cinerama
equipment in theatres showing the
new medium.
In

another

organizational change,
Wentworth Fling, formerly director
of sound development for Cinerama,
has been made vice-president in charge
of engineering.
Fling just finished
directing the sound recording of "This
Is
Cinerama," its first production,
which will be shown at the Broadway Theatre here this month.

Meanwhile, the Census Bureau reported over the weekend that amusement taxes collected by states during fiscal 1952 reached a total of $13,940,000, topping- the 1951 figures by a
little more than a million dollars.
Collections for licenses in the amusement field were $5,044,000 in 1952, the
bureau said, a small drop from the
1951 total of $5,066,000. Amusement
tax figures for both years included 32 thought other taxes accounted for the
states. The license figures for the two bulk of the totals in most states.
For
vears covered 37 states.
example, they said, gambling taxes acBureau spokesmen said that al- counted for by far the largest part of
though they had no. figure on how the Nevada totals, and horse racingmuch theatre admissions taxes or taxes bulked largest in the Kentucky
motion picture theatre licenses repre- totals. The figures cover the
1952
sented in the total tax collections, they fiscal year, ending last June.
_

INSURANCE

life, if

zany goings-on in Howard Hawks' "Monkey Business" are any criterion.
Cary Grant, Ginger Rogers and Charles Coburn turn back the clock and revert
from well-adjusted maturity to irresponsible, scatterbrained youth while
Marilyn Monroe looks on wide-eyed, with all her assets visible, in this hilari-

pared with $32,454,427.

MITCHELL MAY,

a particularly unattractive time of

pic-

newsreels are as much the press as
To impose
newspapers themselves.
prior restraint and a performance tax
on only one form of news dissemination is obviously discriminatory and
unlawful."

in

Tuesday, September

A

convention-type, dry insecticide
vaporizer for insect eradication has
been announced by the Lindavap Cor-

Ann Arbor, Mich. Called the
"Bug-git," the unit consists of a shallow perforated retaining cup for pellets of "Lindane" (rather than granules). The unit is hung on the wall
poration,

and plugged into an

electrical outlet.

Plastic upholstery material with
a backing of nylon and virgin wool
designed
to
produce
uniform
stretchability in all directions has

been placed on the market by Bolta
Products Sales, Inc., Lawrence,
Mass.
Trade-named
"Nylonized
Boltaflex," the material has been
developed to avoid stiffness, strikethrough and directional tearing. Because of its pliancy, the manufacturer states, it fits easily around
the corners of furniture and provides a cushioned appearance even
when the material goes over a
sharp, wooden corner. The face
sheet of the material is standard
20-gauge Boltaflex plastic while
the back has ten component parts,
primarily nylon and virgin wool.

Tuesday, September

Theatre

2,

the fight, slated for Sept. 23 in Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium, commitments by theatres will have to be made
shortly.
availability of the bout to tele-

vision equipped theatres in New York
just about offsets the number of theatres lost due to the "black-out" in
Philadelphia, Chester, Camden and the
There are
Boston-Providence area.
about a dozen theatres in the New
York area equipped with theatre TV.

The Robinson-Maxim

bout last June
in 24
cities, is expected to be surpassed by
the upcoming Walcott bout, considered
one of the greatest in the last decade
and which is expected to draw a
$1,000,000 gate.
Like the Robinson-Maxim bout little possibility was seen that the Walcott bout could be made -available to
23,

which attracted 38 theatres

West Coast TV-equipped
lack

the

to

of

firmed that

it

theatres due

American Telephone

and Telegraph long
Meanwhile, RKO

Radio has conacquired the motion pic-

to

VFDp
1>J_>VJ

and CBS are once again reported to be bidding for the
dark Warner's Strand Theatre on Broadway in New
York. This would be an important addition to a net's telecasting
Robert G. Hamilton has been named to head the
operations.
radio and TV sales division of Sylvania Electric Products by John
Danny Leeds Production has
K. McDonough, general manager.
.

.

.

.

.

.

TV

systems, it was disclosed.
of the response, it was
further learned, dealt with a statement
of charges for theatre television program transmission systems computed
in accordance with Bell System tariffs.

The A.T.&T. response was mailed
Thursday and should have been
received in Washington headquarters
and
over the
of
late

NETTC

MPAA

weekend.

Balks Video Test
Mike Todd's "A Night

in Venice"

show, staged at Jones Beach's Marine
Stadium, N. Y., will close Saturday,
thus killing the possibility of it being
utilized as an experimental theatre
television program as envisioned by
Si Fabian of Fabian Theatres.

According to a Todd spokesman the
closing forestalls any possible success
of negotiations with Actors Equity. It
was Equity's demand for a full week's
wage for every member of the cast
which blocked the original plan to
theatre telecast a part of the show at
the
arner Theatre here.

W

Launch New Radio
D.C.-N.Y. Link
Outside construction work on a new
chain of radio-relay stations between
New York City and Washington,
D. C, has been completed by the long
lines
department of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.

.

.

.

.

.

ft

ft

Several years ago we toured the South and spent some time
in Nashville doing a couple of columns on "Grand Ole Opry"

and

its

singer

colorful artists. A young cowboy
named Pee Wee King took us in

hand and helped us considerably in getting
to see the right people and right places.
Since then the good-looking and talented
lad has branched out as a top Victor Recording Artist and composer of "Tennessee
Waltz" and "Slow Poke." He went to the
Coast to appear in Gene Autry's "Goldmine In The Sky" flicker and returned to
Louisville to head "The Pee Wee King
Show," a new NBCountry-style radio series starting Sat. Sept. 6, 9:00-9:30 P.M. Pee
Wee in name but Big Time in talent, personality and character.
.

Pee IVee King:

.

ft

ft

.

ft

Dick Haymes will portray a harassed and disgruntled, husband in the forthcoming Screen Gem telefilm production,
"National Honeymoon," for the "Ford Theatre Hour," adapted
by Betty Reinhardt from a "Collier's" story by Paul
organ.
This humorous episode is produced by Jules Brie ken with direction
by James Neilson.
A new George Foley package, "The
Herman. Hickman Show," with Rex Marshall as the ex-Yale
football mentor's 'straight man' will have its kickoff Friday. Oct.
3, at 7:15-7:30 P.M., via NBC-TV. Deal was set by Donahue
and Coe and the sponsor of the 52-week program is Robert Burns
Cigars.
LIKE: Fred Vandeventer's MBSmooih and

H

.

.

.

.

.

.

WE

TV

authoritative neivscasts.
Bill Harrington's daily
songfests
via ABCycles.
Randy Merriman's free and easy chatter which
seems to calm excited and nervous hubbies seeking to win "The
Big Payoff" for their wives.
Stan Fritts' Korn Kobblers,
currently regaling Herman Amron's customers at Jack Dempsey's
Restaurant on Broadway. What's the matter with
execs over.

.

Todd Show's Closing

.

.

Responds

Four pages

.

TV

MPAA

theatre

.

series, "Passport
acquired American release rights to a new film
To Danger," written by George and Gertrude Pass, authors of the
popular "Foreign Intrigue" episodes. Starred in the new; program is
The
George Nader. The reels were shot in Stockholm, Sweden.
WOR-Mutual radio whodunit, "The Shadow," will observe its 20th
year on the air, Sept. 14. Title role featured in the two decades of
production, Orson Welles, John Carradine, Bill Johnstone, James
Meighan and the present startist, Bret Morrison, who first donned
Thomas B. McFadden has appointed
the black cloak in 1943.
Joseph Goodfellow eastern manager of NBC's spot sales. With NBC
since 1949, Goodfellow was formerly acc't. exec, at KIGI, Des
Moines, and later manager of KSJB, Jamestown, N. D.

(Continued, from page 1)

added that many price quotations
sought could not be forwarded.
and NETTC in their letter
to A.T.&T. sought cost data especially
on a projected theatre television network between New York and Washington, D. C, in addition to other networks throughout the country.
Based upon present charges, A.T.
&T. responded to "several" projected

Herman

with Pinky

RKO

ATT

Greshler In 3-Way
Activity Expansion

Television-Radio

line facilities.

the -bout: :but declined
to disclose terms or the basis on which
the fight film will be sold to theatres.
For the Robinson-Turpin fight film
Radio posted a sublast year,
stantial guaranty and asked exhibitors
to close contracts for the film in ad-

ture rights

5

TV

(Continued from page 1)
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood
producer
Abner
J.
Greshler who is visiting here, disclosed expansion of his activities on
three separate planes.
He has (1) acquired world rights to
"Emergency Call" from Butchers
Films of England and has purchased
rights for all world markets for several other Butchers' productions
(2)
purchased a collection of short subjects produced as far back as 1895 and
will edit these into a 40-minute subject; (3) arranged to produce 14 features in Great Britain with casts of
;

American stars.
Here from the Coast

to

arrange a

distribution
deal
for
"Emergency
Call," Greshler reminded that he is
committed also to produce the next
Martin and Lewis picture for Paramount. It is scheduled to be finished
before February, 1953. He is credited
with having "discovered" the comedy
team for pictures.
The first three of the 14 he will

make in England are titled "Paul
Temple Returns," "Love Is a Luxury," and "Madam Louise."
Robert
Parish and Lewis Gilbert have been
engaged to direct them.
Included in the collection of short
subjects Greshler has purchased for
welding into a single subject are some

starring John Bunny, Roland

Young

and Walter Huston. Many of them
were made in Italy, Spain, France,
Portugal and Great Britain. Merian
Cooper will collaborate on the editing.

Denied

FPC

TV

License,

Gets Telemeter

Toronto, Sept. 1.— Famous Players
Canadan Corp. will compete with the
government television monopoly, about
to be operated by Canadian Broadcasting Corp., with the use of Paramount's Telemeter device for which
wired programs would be sent out.

Famous Players has signed a 25year contract for all Canadian rights,
including manufacture of equipment.
The Federal Department of Transport, which has jurisdiction over all
broadcasting in Canada, has ignored
the application of Famous Players for
a television license and the theatre
chain has now gone ahead with;, the

Telemeter circuit system for the -Dominion, which will not require a
broadcasting license as the programs
will not go over the air.

TV

TV

looking this aggregation which

is

definitely

made

order for

to

TV?
ft
ft
ft
ancient automobiles, Deejay Joe Franklin
collects recordings, some of our best songs are collecting dust on
music pubs' shelves, Uncle Sam just collects and collects, but Gene
Autry's collections seem the oddest of all. Trigger's gum chewing
( Wrigley's-free
ad) pal of the range has just acquired his tenth
authentic stage coach, a Concord model that was built in 1732 and
recently unearthed in an old barn in Hopkinton, Mass.
Thomas
Edison, when he invented the electric light, did more to prevent
crime than any one man in history. In 1904 he built the old Bedford
Park Film Studios, where strangely enough the Fall
series of
"Man Against Crime," CB Starring Ralph Bellamy, is now being
filmed.
One can't help but get a lift after watching and listening
to the youthful octogenarians on the unusual "Life Begins At
Eighty," WABD-DuMontage, narrated by Jack Barry and Directed
by David Lowe.
Don Bishop succeeds Allen Kalmus as
manager of the
press department, with Aeriel Macfie taking
over as magazine editor. Kalmus resigned to head the press department at Lever Bros.
Tenoriole Jimmy Carroll resumes his
song series today for Wise Potato Chips. Tony Mottola's Trio will
supply background music.

James Melton

collects

.

.

.

TV

.

.

'

Andr odes' Ads Set

For 40 Magazines
About 40 national magazines with
combined circulation of over- 70
million, are being used by RKO Radio
to promote Gabriel Pascal's "Androcles and the Lion," S. Barret McCora

_

mick, director of advertising, has announced.

The campaign

gets under way in the
of the magazines Sept. 4 and will

first

run through September, October and

November.

into

.

.

TV

.

.

NBC
.

.

WOR

.

.

.

.
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WHO
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over
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WHO

section
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producers,

per-
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WHO
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to include hundreds
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Also,

TV
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many
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

HOW

KANE

WELL

the

New York

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Theatre

TV

Arnall, president of the Soof Independent Motion Pic-

ture

Producers,

immaterial

Net for Bout

in

Talks are due to begin here with
such circuits as Loew's, United Parayears in which he has been presi- mount Theatres, Warner Brothers and
dent of SIMPP marvelled out loud
Theatres.
Due to the proximity of the date of
at what they regarded as the ac{Continued on page 5)
curacy of the Times' portrayal of
the Arnall personality.
"Mr. Arnall's formula for keeping in the public eye," said the
Times, "by issuing dire and quite
unsupportable prophecies of ruinous
inflation in the offing, was unique
Terms of an agreement adjusting a
and highly successful in his case.
.
He reinforced the already clearance complaint by Skouras Thewidely held conviction that the atre Circuit and Loew's governing a
well

for

the

four

RKO

to

Meet Thursday on

UK

Deals

The presidents and foreign managers of the Motion Picture Association of America member companies
will meet here Thursday to vote on
acceptance of a proposed new FrancoAmerican film agreement and outline
for themselves the position the companies will take in the negotiations
for a new U. S. -British pact which
will get underway here or in Wash-

ATT

Replies
To MPA's TV
Cost Request
Response Leaves Many
Questions Begging
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
The American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. has mailed

its

an-

ington next Monday.
Fayette W. Allport, who has been swer to the Motion Picture Assoattending the inter-government nego- ciation of America's request for
tiations in Paris, will, bring to the theatre television transmission cost inThursday meeting a deal with France formation.
The six-page response, while it does
that now is being completed in the
give copious cost data, leaves many
{Continued on page 3)
questions begging, it was learned, and
it is an open question whether the industry will feel the response is adequate.
The request for the data also
was made by the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee.
The contents of the letter, sought
before title'
Washington, Sept. 1.
General by
and
admission tax collections in July, re- opening of the Federal Communicahearings
flecting June box-office business, were tions Commission theatre
the highest of any 1952 month, the in October, were not disclosed.

Report June B.O.

Skouras, Loew's Set Highest in '52

-

Move-up Agreement

.

TEN CENTS

1952

Company Heads
French,

view of the observations they had
Negotiations looking toward the
to make of him last week in com- formation of the largest theatre
menting- upon his retirement as television network to date will get
Federal Price Stabilizer.
underway here today with the reThe Times' editorial indicated turn from the Coast of Nathan Halthe writer had been reviewing Ar- pern, president of Theatre Network
activities
and pronounce- Television, the company which has acnall's
ments only since last February quired the theatre TV rights to the
when he accepted the Federal post. Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
Yet many in the industry who have heavyweight title bout.

known Arnall

2,

know

ciety

is

YORK,

Seek Biggest

. .

Times' editorial writers

Ellis

:

.

group of Skouras and Loew's Metrojob of price controller has some
politan houses here were completed
kind of magnetic attraction for
last week.
'colorful' personalities.
Under the agreement, which will
"Mr. Arnall had the faculty
{Continued on page 3)
of making statements with which
few agreed and which outraged
many. But it was also completely in
tradition of his predecessors,
tribute to his evident good
intentions, that no matter how mad
his critics may have got at Mr.
Arnall's statistics, they rarely if
ever thought of getting mad at the
author himself."

the

and a

—

MPAA

NETTC

TV

A

of Internal Revenue reported.
The real upturn in the industry, still
in progress, was not in full swing
until July.
Collections this Julv were $28,369,-

Bureau

934,

spokesman for A.T.&T.

said,

however,

that a diligent attempt was made to
answer everything which the company
felt could be worked out with the
He
specifications forwarded to it.

compared with $28,620,413 a year

{Continued on page 5)

{Continued on page 4)

Reels Censorship Is Worst
Kind, Ohio Court Is Told

RKO Pictures 6 Mos.
Loss

Is

$3,712,834

Operations of

RKO

Pictures Corp.

and subsidiary companies for the three
1.
Toledo, O., Sept.
Several hard-hitting anti-censorship arguments, months ended June 28 resulted in a
loss (unaudited), after all charges,
topped with the assertion that censorship of newsreels is "censorship in net
The result compares
of $1,756,181.
That seems to be the same im- its most objectionable form," were contained in the final reply brief filed with profit of $351,645 for the correpression of Arnall which prevails at the weekend by attorneys for exhibitor Martin G. Smith in the in- sponding quarter last year.
dustry's campaign to wipe out newsin a large part of the industry. The
For the six months ended June 28,
reel censorship in Ohio.
RKO Pictures' operations resulted in
Times' editorial served to remind
Received in Toledo Municipal Court a net loss
(unaudited), after all
many of the latter that much of Ar1st N. Y. Theatre
by Judge Frank W. Wiley, who will charges, of $3,712,834, which comnall's particular value to SIMPP
rule on the test case around Oct. 1, pares with a loss of $734,720 for the
Fight Sale at $4.20
lies in his ability to make those
the Smith brief stated
same period of 1951.
The 50th Street Guild Theaquite unsupported statements which
"The import of the decisions of the
tre in Rockefeller Center here
U. S. Supreme Court (in the "Pinky"
outrage many, leaving them madder
was the first in New York to
and "Miracle" cases) is to impose
at the statements than at Arnall.
put reserved seats for the
upon the state responsibility for justi•
•
theatre telecast of the Walfying the restraint in the censorship of
T TNIVERSAL'S domestic billcott-Marciano heavyweight tinewsreels, for the state has such reings week before last reached
tle fight in Philadelphia, Sept.
sponsibility when rights protected by
the magnificent total of $950,000,
23, on sale. A dozen other TVthe First and 14th Amendments to the
Washington, Sept. 1. The Justice
compared with a fine recent averequipped metropolitan houses
Constitution are affected."
has given Loew's and
Department
brief,
age of around $750,000.
The
final
reply
prepared
with
still are dickering on terms.
Circuit
Theatre
Artists
the cooperation of the Motion Picture United
All seats in the 450-seat
There was no sales drive in
another brief extension of the deadAssociation
America
which
of
joined
inhouse
are
priced
at
$4.20,
progress
nothing special to acwith the Independent Theatre Owners lines for terminating joint interests in
cluding tax. Seat sale was
count for it. Just a lot of "corny"
of Ohio in initiating the court test, a few remaining theatres.
opened
last Friday and depictures in release which some
The companies now have until
holds also that the brief filed by the
from
mand was reported good
other studios say they will produce
city
attorneys "overlooks the real Sept. 6 to submit a dissolution plan
the start.
no more of because the market for
meaning of the Burstyn ("Miracle") or until Sept. 13 to actually start
court action to dissolve the interests.
them has "disappeared."
{Continued on page 4)

—

TV

Loew's,

More

UATC

Split-up

—

;

Get

Time

,
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'Research'

Personal
Mention
DAVID

GOLDING,

advertising-

director

publicity

Goldwyn Productions,
return here today
plane from France.

or

Outline of

exhibitor

M.

relations

head,

members in
and Washington

return
weeks of

will

Own-

Oregon

California,
State.

Heywood-Wakefield

•
Jack Keppner, son of Morris Keppner, partner in the Burnside Theatre,
East Hartford, Conn., has been appointed assistant chief of the service
staff at Loew's Poli, Hartford.
C.

MacMillen,

Jr.,,

ident, to

Regal Theatre, Hartford.
•
biller in

Cleveland, will be married to
of that city on Sept.

Mishne

Merle
7.

The

indicated that Wolfson
the final arbitration draft,
which the distributors have not officially approved as yet, would "be
ready for discussion and approval."
It was agreed during the drafting that
exhibition would not act on the document until the distributors had ap-

Ban

•

Marcia Tenzer, Columbia contract
clerk in Cleveland, has been married
to

Philip Tartaglio.

•
Hal Wallis is scheduled to arrive
here from the Coast tomorrow.

Plan Rodner Unit
At Rogers Hospital

Commissioner

O'Connor

had
to

city ordinance, the final decision rests
with the mayor.
The Civil Liberties Union has in-

timated that should the mayor refuse
their request, legal action, based on

also that
"there must be a thorough investigation of the problems and latest developments in all phases of exhibition, including concessions, drive-ins,
etc." by the convention, which will be
held Sept. 14-18 in Washington. "You
must help us solve our mutual problems by attending all business sessions
and by giving your voice and counsel''
on the topics listed, Wolfson adletter

stated

monished.
The convention will
Herman M. Levy,

asked by

be

TOA

counsel,

to

decide whether or not it wishes to take
the necessary steps to have
made a party defendant in the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit to force
the sale of such films to
and other

partment

secretary-treasurer.

development of the institution at Saranac Lake.

Galaxy of Fox Stars
To 'Snows' Premiere
Hollywood, Sept.
— Twentieth
1.

Century-Fox

will rearrange

plans to enable a large

shooting

number

of its

stars to fly en masse to the world
premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro" at New
York's Rivoli Theatre, Sept. 17. Zanuck, now in Europe, will fly back for

Hall of Fame.

Navy

gridders get in shape.

NEWS OF THE

DAY,

No. 201— LeStevenson addresses
on Red issue. German Catholic
Congress. Civil Defense rescue work. Test
new
submarine.
Fighting
on
Korea's
gionaires

on

parade.

Bunker

Hill.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 4-Outpour-

ing of faith in Berlin. "Greatest Show on
Earth" voted most enjoyable film. American Legion's New York show. Legionaires
hear address
by Democratic candidate
Stevenson.

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 35-B_Stevenson makes Legion speech. New sub on
trial run. Kentucky cigarette poll smokes
out

Germany mourns

winner.

presidential

Schumacher's death. Jet aces at
Defense training.

air

show.

Civil

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 591—
American Legion parade. Stevenson talks
to
Legionaires.
Submarine
"Trigger."
Korea's Battle of Bunker Hill. Navy football training starts.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
Bunker

Battle of

Hill,

6-

No.

American Le-

1952.

gion hears Stevenson and parades in New
York. New super-"sub" joins Navy. Berlin
Catholic mass defies Reds. Canadian national exhibition. Navy gridders train.
diving championships.

AAU

TV

outlets

competing with theatres. While

Sam

Schneider Returns

Samuel Schneider, Warner Brothers
vice-president,
accompanied by his
wife,

flew

New York

included among the defendants. The
latter included only producer-distribu-

over the
Schneider was
abroad four weeks, during which time
he visited the company's offices in

The appeal was signed by Leon M.
Despres, counsel for the ACLU, and
Charles Liebman, attorney.
The A. Teitel Film Co. holds distribution rights to the picture in this

tors.

London,

The Pierre Balmain American collection will be shown in a world premiere to the wives of TOA members
attending the convention. The collec-

Mono. Board Mtg. Sept. 9

forbid-

area.

it

was named co-conspirator

in

TOA was

the
not

tion will be presented by Julius Garfinckel and Co., on Sept. 16, at the
ladies luncheon.
Also on the
calendar will be a "Southern hospitality" brunch to all members and their
wives on Sept. 15. Other social events
will include a reception by President

TOA

Robert Goldstein
Abrogate Contract

'U,'

—

is

—

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 71 American
Legion parades on Fifth Avenue. Gov.
Stevenson addresses Legion. U. S. Navy
gets big new submarine. Foreign attaches
hear big guns. Virgil Trucks in baseball's

government's complaint,

Supreme Court decision

;

Harold Rodner, Warner executive
who died recently, had devoted a large
part of his life to the maintenance and

low:

TOA

Ben Kalmenson, Harry M.
Hollywood, Sept. 1. Universal-InKalmine and Herman Starr. Max B. ternational studios and Robert Gold- Truman, card parties, swimming, a
Blackman of Warner's real estate de- stein, executive in charge of talent, Coca-Cola Showboat Party to Mount

chairman

the
spotlight to the exclusion of all other candidates.
Additional subjects covered
include the Berlin Catholic Congress,
testing of a new American submarine
Korean fighting and football practice
at Annapolis. Complete synopses fol-

ding censorship on religious grounds,
will be taken to assure exhibition of
the picture.

the

A campaign to establish a Harold
Rodner Research Section in the Will exchange
Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., is being organized under
sponsorship
four
Warner
the
of
Brothers executives. Members of the
Samuel
Schneider,
committee
are

—

The American
Sept. 1.
Civil Liberties Union today appealed
to Mayor Kennelly to reverse the Chicago police censor board's ban on
"The Miracle." An earlier appeal to
Police

letter

expected

Appeal to Mayor on

Newsreel

Legion

television.

proved it.
Wolfson's

been turned down, and according

of the top subjects

The outline, contained in a letter
sent at the weekend, lists these major
convention topics: (1) 16mm., (2)
arbitration, (3) elimination of the 20
per cent Federal tax, and (4) theatre

plaints with distributors.

Chicago,

members

search.

•

Elizabeth Bonturi has been named
manager of the Warner
assistant

Joanne Linger, Columbia

that
the

and acted upon makes
no mention whatever of scientific re-

Axley, R. B. Cox, T. E. Williams and R. X. Williams (alternate). After hearings the
panel will take up the com-

Chi. 'Miracle'

at

to be discussed

pres-

Chesapeake Industries (formerly Pathe Industries), will return
to New York today following a threeweek vacation at Saratoga, New York.

would be given

forthcoming Theatre Owners of Amer-

•
ident of

priority

ica annual convention to a program
of scientific research for the industry,

change area was announced at
the weekend by M. A. Lightman, Jr., president of the Mo»
tion Picture Theatre Owners
of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee.
The panel, which will hear
exhibitor trade practice comHerbert
includes:
plaints,
Kohn (chairman), Nathan
Flexer, Jack Bomar, Terry

Co., Gardner, Mass., is vacationing on
his mother's farm in Creswell, Ore.

William

publicity

an outline by Mitchell Wolfson, pres-

L. H. (Lew) Francis prominent in
Eastern theatre equipment circles as
sales representative for many years in
for

earlier

lishment of a Theatre Owners of America conciliation
panel for the Memphis ex-

•

New York

to

M-G-M

here Thursday following two
meeting's with Western Theatre
ers

Contrary

2,

STEVENSON occupies
GOV.
current newsreels' political

by

scheduled to

tomorrow

Richey,

Meeting

top

•

Henderson

TOA

1952

Parade

Conciliation
Panel for Memphis
MEMPHIS, Sept. 1.— Estab-

Samuel

of

is

Ignored In

Is

TOA

Tuesday, September

mutually agreed to abrogate their coneffective immediately.
Goldstein joined U-I in 1946, serv-

tract,

ing

as

studio

New York
studio
1950.

in

representative

in

He came

to

office.

an

executive

capacity

the
the
in

Vernon, a dinner sponsored by PepsiCola and a cocktail party sponsored
by Schenley's. The final evening will
feature the president's banquet.
A. Julian Brylawski is convention

chairman.

into

weekend from

Paris.

Rome and

Paris.

The meetings of Monogram-Allied
Artists stockholders and board of directors will be held in Hollywood on
Sept. 9, instead of Sept. 7, as erroneously reported here last week.

NEW YORK THEATRES

— BA010 CITY MUSIC HALL
"IVANHOE"

U

Rockefeller Center

Robert

TAYLOR

*

Elizabeth

Joaa

TAYLOR

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by

RKO

the premiere.

.

Radio Detroit
Manager Resigns

The stars' contingent will make the
Coast-to-Coast trip by special plane,
Murray Devaney has resigned his
Radio branch manager
which will permit them only a few post as
hours in New York for the opening. for Detroit, Robert Mochrie, viceHowever, Ava Gardner, one of the president and general sales manager,
picture's leading players, will arrive announced here at the weekend.
Devaney was succeeded by Otto N.
in New York from Hollywood Sept.
Ebert, Jr., salesman from the Indian10, one week before the invitational
apolis exchange.
premiere.
.

plus

RKO

rim son
pirate
m»>t

TECHNICOLOI
Midnight Fcotgna
Nightly
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Coming

Mpls. Neighborhood Houses 250,000 See

Events

Fight Loop's Trade Bid

— Allied

Theatre Owners of
Iowa-Nebraska luncheon-meeting

Sept. 5

local newspaper
Des Moines.

for

executives,

Minneapolis' COMPO
Fund Drive Succeeds

—

Film Exhibit

—

Columbus, O., Sept. 1.— Biggest
"boxoffice" attraction here last week
was the "Hollywood At The Fair"
exhibit at Ohio State Fair, sponsored

Minneapolis, Sept. 1. Neighborhood Minneapolis independent theatre
owners are calling on outskirt business associations to lead an attack in

Minneapolis, Sept. 1.
Almost opposition to the plan launched re- by the Independent Theatre Owners
unanimous exhibitor support was giv- cently
by the Street Railway company of Ohio, according to Robert Wile,
TheCommonwealth
Sept. S-10
en in this zone to the Council of Mo- and
downtown
theatres to carry pas- ITO executive secretary, who estiatres fall meeting, Hotel Muehletion Picture Organizations dues colsengers free into the loop on Thurs- mated that total attendance for the
bach, Kansas City.
lections drive, which terminated Friday evenings between 7 and 9 P.M. week was over 250,000.
Sept. 10— West Virginia Allied The- day.
as part of a plan to bolster business
Marjorie Main, was the stellar atAccording to W. H. Workman, act- there.
atres Association annual conventraction at the exhibit. She also apStonewall Jackson Hotel, ing distributor committee chairman
tion,
One protest meeting was held last peared in several fair parades and was
here, a number of small town exhibiClarksburg.
Monday at the instigation of Martin presented to grandstand crowds.
tors as well as some in larger situanorthside exhibitor, but acColumbus theatremen manned the
Owners of tions have voluntarily made larger Lebedoff,
14-18 Theatre
Sept.
tion was postponed. Lebedoff contends fair during the week, aided by salesAmerica convention and trade contributions than the committee had the free rides into the loop are unmen from the Cincinnati exchanges.
show, Shoreham Hotel, Washing- recommended to the salesmen-solici- lawful and he proposed counsel
should The list of workers included Arthur
tors.
When
donations
were made they
ton, D. C.
be hired by the neighborhood business Miller, Miles circuit; Lee Hofheimer
were made wholeheartedly, he said.
Monogram-Allied Art- He termed the donations evidence of groups, including theatremen, to take and Charles Sugarman, H. and S.
Sept. 24-26
convention, the seriousness with which exhibitors action to halt the practice on legal theatres Charles Fisher, Neth Theasales
national
ists
grounds.
Milton Yassenoff Academy cirtres
Chicago.
Blackstone Hotel,
view COMPO's No. 1 project: repeal
cuit
C. Harry Schreiber, RKO theaUps Transit Patronage
of the 20 per cent Federal admissions
Kansas-Missouri
Sept. 30-Oct. 1
tax.
Meantime, the street car company tres William Queen, Bernard Ginley
Theatre Association annual conLou Holleb, independents, and
reports the initial tryouts of the free and
vention, Hotel President, Kansas
Walter
Kessler and Fred Oestreicher,
resulted
in
rides
an overall increase

—

—

:

—

;

;

—

;

Berger Expanding

City.

Oct.

6-7

— Motion

Owners

Picture

Theatre

of Eastern Missouri, St.

Louis and Southern
nual meeting, Chase

Illinois

an-

Hotel,

St.

Louis.

—

Oct. 6-10 Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
72nd semi-annual convention, Hotel Statler,

French,

,

;

Washington, D.

C.

UK Deals

(Continued, from page 1)

Loew's.

of three and a half times in patronage
Cincinnati salesmen included Dave
for the 7-9 hour into and out of the
Radio; Arthur Adams,
Loop. Some Loop theatres, however, Little,
Minneapolis, Sept. 1. The Jeub
reported they could see "no appreci- M-G-M; Sam Weiss, 20th Centuryestate, owners of the Paradise Theable" increase in ticket sales for the Fox James Gentile, Paramount Robatre here, has taken under considerafree ride period. Nevertheless, the ert Burns, Warner Brothers ; Dave
tion an offer for the house by Ben
neighborhood
theatres are fighting the Stenger, Columbia and James Grady,
Berger, Minneapolis circuit operator.
plan as being injurious to their busi- Universal.
No price has been revealed, but reness.
The whole exhibit was moved to the
ports estimate it at just below $60,000.
The streetcar company, which also Indiana State Fair, Indianapolis, SatIt
is
understood Berger will comSt.
Paul, will extend urday. William A. Carroll, secretary
pletely remodel and re-equip the Para- operates in
dise if his bid is accepted.
The house the free ride plan into the loop there of Indiana Allied and William Green,
visited the
has recently been operated by Clyde between 7 and 9 P.M., starting Sept exploitation representative,
4.
exhibit here.
Cutter on a week-to-week

Mpls. Operations

RKO

—

;

;

-

basis.

The

Paradise was operated by Berger in
French capital. Before the State De- partnership with the late Al Steffes a
partment can accept the deal as a final number of years ago. Berger also reagreement, the American companies cently acquired the Aster Theatre
property, closed, which is under lease
must ratify it.
Having accepted the French decree to Minnesota Amusement Co. until
slashing imports of American pictures Oct. 31, 1953.
from 121 to 90, the American negotiators in recent days have been aimto
ing at an arrangement that would
most favorably serve the U. S. companies in the remittance of earnings,
Minneapolis, Sept. 1.
R.

O'Donnell

So.

.

Address

Dakota Showmen
—

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PAT H E

Independent Producer

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. Jr., says:

J.

some $6,000,000.
O'Donnell is expected to reveal plans
The French issued their decree by for a new "Movietime, U.S.A." cammaking use of an escape clause in the paign at the South Dakota Exhibitors
international General Agreement on meeting in Huron on Thursday. In adTrades and Tariffs. The French gov- dition to a speech on the Compo fight
said to total

ernment, in other words, escaped the to repeal the 20 per cent admission
obligation to refrain from cutting im- tax, O'Donnell may report on details
ports by citing its present unfavorable of the progress made at the recent
This compelled the Compo conferences in Hollywood with
position.
fiscal
Motion Picture Export Association to production executives, in which he
accept what to it is an anathema, participated.
namely an out-and-out quota restricHence, the U. S. negotiators
tion.
took the position that they were en(Continued from page 1)
titled to be compensated for this with
a remittance deal that the American
reportedly
go into effect shortly, the
companies could look upon as "favorplaying time of a group of Skouras
able," it was said.

"I never

MPAA

Ed

Levin to Universal

—

them the same day and dates

your lab

every requirement of your creative
staff,

why

not

specify

Pathe Labs

on your next picture?

PROc*.

for

product as an equal number of Loew's
Metropolitan theatres.
The pact, apparently the culmination

months of negotiations, came on
the heels of a threatened multi-million
dollar suit by Skouras Theatres. Also
involved in the Skouras complaint was
of

RKO

Theatres here, with which no

settlement has been reached yet.

The

move-up

affects

product

of

Chicago, Sept. 1. Ed Levin of the major distributors played by Loew's
Balaban and Katz advertising and here, such as M-G-M, Paramount,
publicity department will join the ad- United Artists and Columbia.
Loew's and Skouras executives devertising department of UniversalInternational
on the West Coast clined to comment on the settlement
Sept. 15.

would like to make sure
work and processing meet

If you, too,

theatres, said to number between six
and nine, has been moved up, allow-

ing

any

phase ofproduction. Thafs why I insist upon laboratory work by Pathe'"

Skouras, Loew's

Allport will remain here to participate with Eric A. Johnston,
president, other Association officials
and Ellis G. Arnall, president of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, in the negotiations
with Sir Frank Lee, Undersecretary
of the British Board of Trade. Johnston will be present at the Thursday
meeting.

take a chance on

details.

Both

New

3JMM

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

COLOR

•

is

•

a subsidiary of

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

'
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Censorship

Reviews

(Continued, from page 1)

which is the -overruling of the
Mutual case in holding that motion

case,

pictures are within the protection of
the First Amendment to the Constitution and are within the guarantees
provided in that Amendment^ for freedom -of .speech and the press."
The basic premise of the city's brief,
which reflected the views of the Ohio
attornev-general, .was that there is
"little restraint" on the showing of
newsreels in Ohio. In that particular
quote, the Smith reply asserted, is
testimony that "restraint exists in
every case whether or not a deletion
.

This restraint, continued
the rethe reply, has "two aspects
quirement of prior submission of every
film to the censors, and exaction of a
tax on every newsreel print shown in
Ohio. The prior restraint is apparent.
The number of deletions has no relevance in determining the existing of a
is

made."

:

prior restraint."
The defense stated also that "The
state has made no move to demonstrate that the censorship of newsreels
under the standards imposed by the
Ohio statute is justified for any purpose."

The Smith

brief also

charged

that the censorship fee in Ohio
is a "flat license tax imposed on
the exercise of a Constitutional
right." Even if the Constitutional immunity from censorship provided by the First
Amendment was not involved in
this case, it continued, "the
state would have the burden of
showing that the license fee
was sufficient only to defray
the expense of licensing. This
the state could not do because
the Ohio statutes and the evidence in this case show conclusively that the censorship
charges are manv times in excess of the cost."

The final brief derided the claim
that the defense would have to show
that the tax was "confiscatory."
On the question whether newsreels
could

equated

be

with

Tuesday, September

newspapers,

(20th Century-Fox)

V" OUTH APPEARS TO BE

a particularly unattractive time of life, if the
zany goings-on in Howard Hawks' "Monkey Business" are any criterion.
Cary Grant, Ginger Rogers and Charles Coburn turn back the clock and revert
from well-adjusted maturity to irresponsible, scatterbrained youth while
Marilyn Monroe looks on wide-eyed, with all her assets visible, in this hilarious tale of a chemist in search of a youth serum. Sol C. Siegel produced
and Howard Hawks directed the lively series of incredible events.
Grant, absent-minded but charming research chemist, is blessed with an
understanding wife, Miss Rogers, who patiently puts up with her husband's
peculiarities while he is absorbed in the problem of discovering a formula that
will cancel the infirmities of age and which his boss, Coburn, is impatiently
waiting to sample as well as to market. Grant decides to try the mixture on
himself. Unknowingly, he washes it down with water into which an imitative
chimpanzee has poured a less-scientific but more effective concoction, whereupon he experiences a temporary rejuvenation during which he gets a crew
haircut, buys a loud sports jacket and an equally loud car, and rollerskates
with Miss Monroe, the boss' beautiful-but-dumb secretary. Successively, the
same water source is tapped by Miss Rogers, by Grant and Miss Rogers
together and by Coburn and his entire board of directors with equally ludicrous
results. Coburn, while under the influence of the mixture, makes Grant chief
researcher of the company for life, so that when everyone returns to his
original age one bit of permanent good has resulted even though only the
chimp knows what the highly-effective formula contained.
The screen play by Ben Hecht, Charles Lederer and L A. L. Diamond, from
a story by Harry Segall, is sprinkled with much very adult double entendre
and an equal amount of extremely juvenile slapstick, a most unusual combination.
Grant, Coburn and Miss Rogers enter into the proceedings wholeheartedly but seem a trifle wasted in such obvious roles. Miss Monroe performs adequately in a rather slim part. Supporting roles are well cast, most
noteworthy being Hugh Marlowe as a former beau of Miss Rogers; the bassvoiced child, George Winslow, and Peggy, the chimp.
Running time, 97 minutes. General audience classification. September re-

"Casque d'Or"

in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
75

.

Motiograph

of

large screen television
equipment in the Paramount theatre
at Lynn, Mass., has been announced
by George Hornstein, president of Joe
Hornstein, Inc., New York representaof

tives

The

New

Motiograph,

2500-seat

Chicago.

Inc.,

Paramount

is

owned by

England Theatres, Inc., a diviUnited Paramount Theatres,

sion of
Inc.

•

A "mechanical hand" designed for
changing attraction board letters
at heights that cannot be reached
without use of a ladder, has been
developed by Wagner Sign Service,

Inc.,

Chicago.

The

device

comes

in
both
10-and-14-foot
lengths. It is designed to grasp the
letter and takes it completely away

He

Cinerama Promotes
Latady and Fling

In
re-

another

organizational

change,

Wentworth

Fling, formerly director
sound development for Cinerama,
has been made vice-president in charge
of engineering.
Fling just finished
directing the sound recording of "This
Is
Cinerama," its first production,
Collections for licenses in the amuse- which will be shown at the Broadment field were $5,044,000 in 1952, the way Theatre here this month.
bureau said, a small drop from the

ported over the weekend that amusement taxes collected by states during fiscal 1952 reached a total of $13,940,000, topping the 1951 figures by a
little more than a million dollars.

1951 total of $5,066,000. Amusement
tax figures for both years included 32
states. The license figures for the two
vears covered 37 states.

Bureau spokesmen said that although they had no figure on how
theatre

Wagner

letters.

•

of
of this
fail to
film of lust and murder in the Paris of a half-century ago. It is strictly adult
fare for the houses specializing in imported film fare. The English subtitles
are adequate for the French production of the Frenchman's preoccupation.
As the "moll" of a small-time Parisian mobster, Mile. Signoret first attracts
the attention of Serge Reggiani, a carpenter who is goaded into murdering
her boy friend for her affections. Once done, the couple are able to spend
several, days in a tryst outside Paris, but return when one of Reggiani's pals
gives himself up, only to escape to
is picked up on the murder charge.
seek revenge on the informer who, like all the other men in the cast, also has
designs on Mile. Signoret. The carpenter pays for his deeds on the guillotine
and Mile. Signoret goes on, presumably, sadder and wiser.
Jacques Becker directed the" screenplay which he wrote in collaboration with

much

.

RAY GALLO

INSTALLATION

a cast

of

_

Specializing

.

l"Trad" dual

(Discina)

headed by Simone Signoret and Claude
performances by
GOOD
much
overcome the near-depressing sordidness
Dauphin

Meanwhile, the Census Bureau

INSURANCE

with

.

.

be used only with

pared with $32,454,427.

CO., INC.

World

to place it elsewhere on the sign
face by use of a tensioning lever at
the end of the handle. The unit can

June

Jr.

Equipment

Dorothy Altmann or

lease.

was supervised by Henri Baum.
Smith replied: "The court will recall Jacques Companeez. Production
Adult
audience classification. Release date,
minutes.
96
time,
Running
that the evidence showed that newsreels are prepared in much the same Aug. 18.
way as the news is gathered by newspapers and that newsreel cameramen
Box-office
have the same privileges as newspaper
It is apparent that newsreporters.
(Continued- from page 1)
reels disseminate news through picWilliam R. Latady, who has been
The June 1952 figure was
tures and sound just as newspapers earlier.
disseminate news in print and pictorial only $23,039,083 and the previous in charge of technical development for
form and that in a functional sense highest 1952 month was April, with Cinerama, Inc., owners of the new
multi-dimensional motion picture procnewsreels are as much the press as $25,787,461.
To impose
Total admission tax collections, in- ess, has been made vice-president and
newspapers themselves.
prior restraint and a performance tax cluding general admission taxes, roof general manager of the firm. Latady
on only one form of news dissemin- garden and cabaret taxes and various will handle installation of Cinerama
ation is obviously discriminatory and overcharges, were up over last July. equipment in theatres showing the
They amounted to $32,692,511, com- new medium.
unlawful."

MITCHELL MAY,

1952

THEATRE

In the

"Monkey Business"

2,

admissions

taxes

or

motion picture theatre licenses represented in the total tax collections, they

thought other taxes accounted for the
bulk of the totals in most states. For
example, they said, gambling taxes accounted for by far the largest part of
the Nevada totals, and horse racing
taxes bulked largest in the Kentucky
totals.
The figures cover the 1952
fiscal year, ending last June.

A

new twin-head, two-flavor continuous freezer for frozen custard and
all types of soft frozen products has
been added to the line of Mills Industries, Inc., Chicago. Among the new
features of the unit are fully automatic
performance of both barrels, and independent action by each barrel. Floor
and counter models are available, zoith
a choice of three condensing unit sizes.
Frozen custard capacity is up to 10
gallons of finished product per hour,
depending upon temperature, mix and
condensing unit used.
_

•

A

convention-type, dry insecticide
vaporizer for insect eradication has
been announced by the Lindavap Corporation, Ann Arbor, Mich. Called the
"Bug-git," the unit consists of a shallow perforated retaining cup for pellets of "Lindane" (rather than granules). The unit is hung on the wall

and plugged

into

an electrical

outlet.

Plastic upholstery material with
a backing of nylon and virgin wool
designed
to
produce
uniform
stretchability in all directions has

been placed on the market by Bolta
Products Sales, Inc., Lawrence,
Mass.
Trade-named
"Nylonized
Boltaflex," the material has been
developed to avoid stiffness, strikethrough and directional tearing. Because of its pliancy, the manufacturer states, it fits easily around
the corners of furniture and provides a cushioned appearance even
when the material goes over a
sharp, wooden corner. The face
sheet of the material is standard
20-gauge Boltaflex plastic while
the back has ten component parts,
primarily nylon and virgin wool.

Tuesday, September

2,

Motion Picture Daily
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(Continued from page 1)

Television-Radio

the fight, slated for Sept. 23 in Phila-

shortly.
The availability of the bout to teleYork
vision equipped theatres in
just about offsets the number of theatres lost due to the "black-out" in

New

Philadelphia, Chester, Camden and the
There are
Boston- Providence area.
about a dozen theatres in the Nevy

York area equipped with theatre TV.
The Robinson-Maxim bout last June
in 24
expected to he surpassed by
the upcoming Walcott bout, considered
one of the greatest in the last decade
and which is expected to draw a

which attracted 38 theatres
is

$1,000,000 gate.
Like the Robinson-Maxim bout little possibility was seen that the Walcott bout could be made available to
West Coast TV-equipped theatres due
to the lack of American Telephone
and Telegraph long line facilities.
Radio has conMeanwhile,
firmed that it acquired the motion picture rights to the bout but declined
to disclose terms or the basis on which
the fight film will be sold to theatres.
For the Robinson-Turpin fight film
Radio posted a sublast year,
stantial guaranty and asked exhibitors
to close contracts for the film in advance.

RKO

\T T) Z"

and CBS are once again reported to be bidding for the
dark Warner's Strand Theatre on Broadway in New
York. This would be an important addition to a net's telecasting
Robert G. Hamilton has been named to head the
operations.
radio and TV sales division of Sylvania Electric Products by John
Danny Leeds Production has
K. McDonough, general manager.
acquired American release rights to a new film TV series, "Passport
To Danger," written by George and Gertrude Pass, authors of the
popular "Foreign Intrigue" episodes. Starred in the new program is
The
George Nader. The reels were shot in Stockholm, Sweden.
WOR-Mutual radio whodunit, "The Shadow," will observe its 20th
year on the air, Sept. 14. Title role featured in the two decades of
production, Orson Welles, John Carradine, Bill Johnstone, James
Meighan and the present startist, Bret Morrison, who first donned
1

.

.

.

.

the black cloak in 1943.
Joseph Goodfellow eastern

TV

systems, it was disclosed.
of the response, it was
further learned, dealt with a statement
of charges for theatre television program transmission systems computed
theatre

Four pages

accordance with Bell System tariffs.
The A.T.&T. response was mailed
late Thursday and should have been
received in Washington headquarters
over the
and
of
weekend.
in

NETTC

MPAA

Todd Show's Closing
Balks Video Test
Mike Todd's "A Night

in Venice"

show, staged at Jones Beach's Marine
Stadium, N. Y., will close Saturday,
thus killing the possibility of it being
utilized as an experimental theatre
television program as envisioned by
Si Fabian of Fabian Theatres.
According to a Todd spokesman the
closing forestalls any possible success
of negotiations with Actors Equity. It
was Equity's demand for a full week's
wage for every member of the cast
which blocked the original plan to
theatre telecast a part of the show at
the Warner Theatre here.

Launch New Radio
D.C.-N.Y. Link
Outside construction work on a new
chain of radio-relay stations between
New York City and Washington,
D. C, has been completed by the long
department of the American
lines
Telephone & Telegraph Co.

.

.

.

Thomas

.

B.

McFadden

.

.

has appointed

manager of NBC's spot sales. With NBC
since 1949, Goodfellow was formerly acc't. exec, at KIGI, Des
Moines, and later manager of KSJB, Jamestown, N. D.
.

we toured

Several years ago

.

some time
"Grand Ole Opry"
A young cowboy
King took us in

the South and spent

in Nashville doing a couple of columns on
and its colorful artists.

named Pee Wee

singer

.

ft

ft

ft

hand and helped us considerably in getting
to see the right people and right places.
Since then the good-looking and talented
lad has branched out as a top Victor Recording Artist and composer of "Tennessee
Waltz" and "Slow Poke." He went to the
Coast to appear in Gene Autry's "Goldmine In The Sky" flicker and returned to
Louisville to head "The Pee Wee King
Show," a new NBCountry-style radio series starting Sat. Sept. 6, 9:00-9:30 P.M. Pee
Wee in name but Big Time in talent, personality and character.
.
.

Responds

MPAA

.

.

(Continued from page 1)

added that many price quotations
sought could not be forwarded.
and NETTC in their letter
to A.T.&T. sought cost data especially
on a projected theatre television network between New York and Washington, D. C, in addition to other networks throughout the country.
Based upon present charges, A.T.
&T. responded to "several"- projected

three separate planes.

rN£>VJ

RKO

ATT

Hollywood
producer
Abner
J.
Greshler who is visiting here, disclosed expansion of his activities on

Herman

with Pinky

delphia's Municipal Stadium, commitments by theatres will have to be made

cities,

Greshler In 3-Way
Activity Expansion

TV

Theatre

23,

s

Pee Wee King

He

rights for all world markets for several other Butchers' productions
(2)
purchased a collection of short subjects produced as far back as 1895 and
will edit these into a 40-minute subject; (3) arranged to produce 14 features in Great Britain with casts of
;

American stars.
Here from the Coast

to arrange a
distribution
deal
for
"Emergency
Call," Greshler reminded that he is
committed also to produce the next
Martin and Lewis picture for Paramount. It is scheduled to be finished
before February, 1953. He is credited
with having "discovered" the comedy
team for pictures.
The first three of the 14 he will

make in England are titled "Paul
Temple Returns," "Love Is a Lux-

ft

ft

Dick Haymes zvill portray a harassed and disgruntled, husband in the forthcoming Screen Gem telefilm production,
"National Honeymoon," for the "Ford Theatre Hour," adapted
by Betty Reinhardt from a "Collier's" story by Paul Horgan.
This humorous episode is produced by Jules Bricken with direction
by James Neilson.
A new George Foley package, "The
Herman Hickman Show," with Rex Marshall as the ex-Yale
football mentor's 'straight man' will have its kickoff Friday, Oct.
3, at 7:15-7:30 P.M., via NBC-TV. Deal was set by Donahue
and Coe and the sponsor of the 52-week program is Robert Burns
Cigars.
LIKE Fred Vandeventer's MBSnwoth and
authoritative newscasts.
Bill Harrington's daily TV songfests
via ABCycles.
Randy Merrinmn's free and easy chatter which
seems to calm excited and nervous hubbies seeking to win "The
Big Payoff" for their wives.
Stan Fritts' Korn Kobblers,
currently regaling Herman Amron's customers at Jack Dempsey's
Restaurant on Broadway. Wliat's the matter with TV execs overlooking this aggregation zvhich is definitely made to order for
TV? ....
.

.

.

.

.

.

WE

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ft
ft
ft
ancient automobiles, Deejay Joe Franklin
collects recordings, some of our best songs are collecting dust on
music pubs' shelves, Uncle Sam just collects and collects, but Gene
Autry's collections seem the oddest of all. Trigger's gum chewing
pal of the range has just acquired his tenth
( Wrigley's-free ad)
authentic stage coach, a Concord model that was built in 1732 and
recently unearthed in an old barn in Hopkinton, Mass.
Thomas
Edison, when he invented the electric light, did more to prevent
crime than any one man in history. In 1904 he built the old Bedford
Park Film Studios, where strangely enough the Fall
series of
"Man Against Crime," CBStarring Ralph Bellamy, is now being
filmed.
One can't help but get a lift after watching and listening
to the youthful octogenarians on the unusual "Life Begins At
Eighty," WABD-DuMontage, narrated by Jack Barry and Directed
by David Lowe.
Don Bishop succeeds Allen Kalmus as
manager of the
press department, with Aeriel Macfie taking
over as magazine editor. Kalmus resigned to head the press department at Lever Bros.
Tenoriole Jimmy Carroll resumes his
song series today for Wise Potato Chips. Tony Mottola's Trio will
supply background music.

James Melton

collects

.

.

.

TV

.

.

and

ury,"

"Madam

Louise."

Robert

Parish and Lewis Gilbert have been
engaged to direct them.
Included in the collection of short
subjects Greshler has purchased for
welding into a single subject are some
starring John Bunny, Roland

Young

and Walter Huston. Many of them
were made in Italy, Spain, France,
Portugal and Great Britain. Merian
Cooper will collaborate on the editing.

Denied

FPC

TV

License,

Gets Telemeter

Toronto, Sept.

.

ft

has (1) acquired world rights to

"Emergency Call" from Butchers
Films of England and has purchased

1.

— Famous

Players

Canadan Corp. will compete with the
government television monopoly, about
to be operated by Canadian Broadcasting Corp., with the use of: Paramount's Telemeter device for which
wired programs would be sent out.
Famous Players has signed a 25year contract for all Canadian rights,
including manufacture of equipment.

The Federal Department

of Transwhich has jurisdiction over all

port,

broadcasting in

Canada, has ignored

the application of Famous Players for
a television license and the theatre
chain has now gone ahead with the
Telemeter circuit system for the Dominion, which will not require a
broadcasting license as the programs
will not go over the air.

TV

Androcles' Ads Set
For 40 Magazines
'

About 40 national magazines with
combined circulation of over: 70
million, are being used by RKO Radio
to promote Gabriel Pascal's "Androcles and the Lion," S. Barret McCora

mick, director of advertising, has announced.

The campaign
first of

gets under way in the
the magazines Sept. 4 and will

run through September, October and
into

November.

.

.

.
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.
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The Industry's Most -Wanted,
Most-Often-Used Reference Book
Thumb

No

Indexed

other

.

Who

Who's

publication
contains this
valuable
information*
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Corps.

Codes
Circuits

Gov. Case
Drive-Ins

* The
which

WHO'S

WHO

section

but one of the

is

15

alone—
thumb-
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ALMANAC

indexed sections of the
is worth several times the price of the
complete volume of highly useful in-

The

formation.

over

contains

phies

of

WHO'S
12,000

executives,

Pictures

WHO section

Great
Britain

concise biogra-

producers,
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and
*

Services

television.
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It is
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Press
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and

it

is
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in

Equipment

being consider-

ably enlarged for the 1952-53 edition of
the ALMANAC, to include hundreds

Organizations

of additional names, with up-to-date

World
Market

biographies and career credits.

thumb-indexed
TV data section has been expanded to
include a wealth of additional informa-

Also,

the

tion for

separately

many

purposes, in
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Offer Is Less Than
to Original Proposal

Grosses

Summer High
Weekend Records Scored
At Para., Astor, Capitol
The

of
combination
along Broadway

strong
and a

product
rainy Labor Day weekend sent
first-run grosses to a summer high.
One showman's description of the
weekend business was "an exhibitor's
dream come true." It was backed up
by record-breaking weekend reports
from the Capitol, Astor and ParaOther outstanding grosses
mount.
were reported by Radio City Music
Hall, Criterion, Loew's State, Mayfair and Roxy.
The opening week of "The Crimson Pirate," coupled with Louis Armstrong and Gordon Jenkins' orchestra
on stage at the Paramount is expec:

ted to hit a sturdy $102,000. The
$23,800 grossed at the Paramount on
Sunday was described as a new record for Sunday business.

The meeting here tomorrow of the
presidents and foreign managers of
Motion Picture Association of America member companies will wrestle
with the problem of whether to accept
or reject remittance proposals from
France that fall considerably short of
the kind of deal the companies had
sought.
Not only is the French offer said
to be below what the companies and
the State Department aimed at in the
Paris negotiations it is described also
as representing less than the remittance proposal made by France in the
early stages of the talks.
In the interim, moreover, France by decree
slashed American film imports from
121 to 90 annually.
Fayette W. Allport, who has been
(Continued on page 4)
;

—

due to rack up a healthy $42,000, to be released this week, are expected
to show another marked improvement
following a weekend which saw the
in the company's fiscal recovery.
(Continued on page 4)
Last year's accounts disclosed that
the Organization's bank indebtedness
is

US,

UK

Commend

Product

Washington,
(

Canada

Sept.

2.

— The

On-

)

released

20

in their entirety,
(Continued on page 4)

Runs As High As
$207,000 A Month

Information on Costs

$125,076

Award

Blumberg's

Damage

to Lebedoffs

Minneapolis,
Sept.
Nordbye today awarded
Martin Lebedoff $41,692

2.

S.

—

Judge
G. and

in triple

dam-

ages totalling $125,076 in the -suit
charging six major distributors and
Minnesota Amusement Co. with conspiring to deprive their Homewood of
runs in favor of the Paradise, operated by the late Al Steffes.
Distributor defendants were Paramount,
Loew's,
Warner Brothers,

20th

Century-Fox,

Universal

(Continued on page 4)

an-

Monthly charges for projected theanetworks between New
York and Washington, D. C, would
vary from about $48,000 to $207,000,
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. has informed the Motion
Picture Association of America and
the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee.
A. T. & T.'s breakdown of cost data,
however, was predicated on its regular
tre television

(Continued on page 5)

The public's response to the scheduled theatre telecast of the WalcottMarciano heavyweight bout was described yesterday as "the best" of any
previous fights by Walter Reade, Jr.,
head of the circuit bearing his name.
He said that inquiries were heavy
at the
St. James Theatre,
Asbury

and

J.

for

OTTEN

A.

Sept. 2.

— Industry

spokesmen here today termed "comj

pletely

unsatisfactory"

the

reply

from the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. to the industry's refor financial data on various
proposed theatre television systems.
_

quest

They said they had not decided
what their next move would be
but that they would probably
write again to the company or to>
the Federal Communications Commission or to both. Their attitude
is that while A. T. and T. did give
some information in its letter,
received over the weekend, it did
not give very much of the information sought by the industry,
and that "they have no business
telling us what information we
ought to have."
Significantly, the

was dated Aug.

28,

A.T. and T. reply
the very day that

(Continued on page 5)

9\

(Continued on page 4)

Is

Named

Pioneer of the Year,
of

the

true

leaders

"Nate Blumberg

we
of

recognize one
our industry.

a true Pioneer,
business in 1912
formally obwhen all the attributes of a real pioserved
the
at
neer meant so much to the advanceannual
dinnerment of our industry.
meeting of the
"His devotion and adherence to the
Pioneers to be
principles of the motion picture busiheld
at
New
ness, together with his significant conYork's
Hotel
tributions and constructive participaAstor on Tuestion in all its branches, exemplify all
day
evening,
that we mean by a pioneer.
Nov. 25.
This
"His rise from poster clerk to the
year's event has
chairmanship of the board of UniverN. J. Blumberg:
been designated
sal
Pictures Company, is really a
as the "Jubilee Dinner."
thrilling American success story.
On behalf of the board of the Pio"His career may well serve as evineers,
Cohn issued the following dence that America is a land of opporstatement
tunity."
selection will be

By

Washington,

Film 'Pioneer of the Year'

president,

Press

Industry

Blumberg

nounced.

May
Company, FCC

NY-DC TV Net Cost

merce Department reports.
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the board of directors of Universal PicFilm chief Nathan D. Golden said tures, who is currently observing
his 40th anniversary in the motion
that during the year ending March 31,
picture business, has been unanimously selected as the "Motion Picture
1952, the board reviewed 556 features,
Pioneer of the Year 1952" by the board of directors of the Motion Picof which 461 were U. S., 61 were
Pioneers,
ture
British
and 34 were from other
"In honoring Nate Blumberg as the
Of the U. S. films, 404 Jack Cohn,
countries.
we're

TV DATA

T.

'UNSATISFACTORY

(Continued on page 4)

TV. /•

Censorship Board has
praised recent film productions from
the U.S. and Britain, the U.S. Com-

tario

&

A. T.

TEN CENTS
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Rank's Report Due; Reade Finds Public
Improvement Seen Receptive to Bout

London, Sept. 2. Preliminary figThe second week of "The Miracle ures for the year's operations of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization, scheduled
of Our Lady of Fatima" at the Astor

Censors

3,

having entered

is

WASHINGTON, Sept. 2.—
Kenneth Clark, MPAA information chief, will
head a delegation of MPA
officials that will meet
tomorrow with Senate
Small Business Committee
investigators Gillis W.
Long and William D. Amis
to discuss the committee's investigation of
film industry trade practices.

this

WASHINGTON, Sept. 2.—
TOA convention chairman
A. Julian Brylawski has
announced that theatre
managers and other theatre and exchange employes
can register for the coming TOA convention at a
reduced rate
that is,
$20 instead of the usual
$40. The meet will be held
here Sept. 14-18.

—

;

Motion Picture Daily
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today on the

from a three-month

As Film Pact Talks Near

G. Smith, Toledo exhiband board chairman of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, and
Mrs. Smith became grandparents
when their daughter-in-law, Mrs.
James Smith, gave birth to a girl
on Thursday in the United States

Martin

itor

Camp

Hospital at

By

Independence

trip abroad.

•

Army

Polk, La.

Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, was
in New York yesterday from Washington, to where he was scheduled to
He will be here
return last night.
again tomorrow.
•
James A. Fitzpatrick, producer of
M-G-M's "Traveltalks," left here yesterday for Lisbon. He will also visit
Spain before returning to the Coast
studio.

•

Commons last month.
To some extent, the improvement,
said,

is

is

due

to

non-recurring

the speeding up in foreign payments for British exports.
However, there are other factors
which have not yet made their full
impact on the U. K. accounts; notably
the import cuts and the improvement
in the terms of trade which have been
greater than was forecast in the Budget speech.
F. W. Allport, Motion Picture Association of America representative
here, is scheduled to leave for the
States by plane today and will be on
hand for the monetary talks next
factors,

E. K. O'Shea, vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
was in Buffalo from New York over
the Labor Day weekend.

•
William Riter, manager of the
Norval Theatre in Cleveland, and
of

a

Sir Frank Lee and Sidney Golt,
will represent Britain in the
will leave here by plane on

•

Arthur Canton, M-G-M
division

press

William
president,

Eastern

representative,

Boston yesterday from

New

was

in

York.

F. Rodgers, Loew's vicehere yesterday for

left

Washington.

Kalmenson Returns

From Coast Confabs
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
charge of distributo the company's
home office from Burbank, where he
conferred with Harry M. and Jack L.
Warner, Steve Trilling, William Orr,
vice-president

has

Both parties persist in their refusal
to afford information on the talks but

in

returned

Walter MacEwen, Mort Blumenstock
and Alex Evelove.
The confabs were alternated with
screenings of six future Warner reincluding "Springfield Rifle,"
starring Gary Cooper, in WarnerColor
"Operation Secret," starring
leases,

permitted

Allport

ment

:

"The

talks

himself the comhave always been

tough but on each previous occasion

we have broken up

—

O'Brien

—

Slated

Cornel Wilde, Steve Cochran, PhylThaxter and Karl Maiden "The
Iron Mistress," starring Alan Ladd
and Virginia Mayo, with color in
Technicolor
"April In ParisJ' starring Doris Day and Ray Bolger, in
Technicolor "The Deserf 'Song," starring Kathryn Grayson, Gordon MacRae and Steve Cochran, in Technicolor, and "Stop, You're Killing me,"
starring
Broderick
Crawford and
Claire Trevor, in WarnerColor.
;

;

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

—

Washington,

Sept. 2.
U. S. exmotion picture films and
equipment during the first six months
of 1952 were about seven per cent below the shipments in the first half of
last year, in terms of dollar value, the

ports

of

Commerce Department reported today.
Nathan D. Golden, department film
said shipments in the first half
of this year were valued at $13,229,329, compared with 1951 first half exports of $14,207,967.
Nearly all categories of films and equipment shared
in the drop, although a few groups increased.
Shipments of exposed feature film
rose in terms of linear feet but fell
in dollar value.
In the first half of
1951, shipments were 153,972,897 feet,
valued at $4,980,456, while this year
the six months total was 157,514,536
feet, valued at $4,830,212.
Increases were in the 16mm. negative and positive groups, while 35mm.
negative and positive exposed film
shipments fell considerably in terms of
dollar value.
Raw stock shipments were put at
146,184,313 feet, valued at $3,453,737
in the first half of last year, and were
142,444,688 feet, valued at $3,166,601 in
the January-June period this year.
chief,

to

Vene-

Venezuelan

mark

from

oil

the

sea.

Jap Reds

30th birthday.

NEWS

OF THE DAY, No. 202— Political
roundup.
Airlift
for pilgrims.
Venezuela
Legion's new head. Bicycle classic.

oil.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
Rare art

India.

in

No. 5— Flood in
Canada. Big 1952 cam-

paign kickoff.

TELENEWS DIGEST,
can

fleet

in

Valencia.

No. MA-AmeriPeacetime Messer-

schmitts. Tiny raft sails for Canary Islands.
Fall leather fashions.
West Coast battles

Venezuela

disease.

oil.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. 592-Political
roundup. Butter statue of Queen Elizabeth.
Lourdes pilgrimage. New Legion head.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

7—

No.
Political kick off: Truman, Eisenhower, Stevenson. Olympic champion home. New British
jet flying boat.
New jeep. Gen. Vandenberg welcomed back.
Queen Elizabeth
sculptured in butter. Nancy Olson named
"Miss Stereo."

Showmen Find 18%
Of Films Are Hits
Detroit, Sept. 2.— Of 339 features
released since last September, 63 or
better than 18 per cent were outstanding hits and more than 50 per cent
achieved substantial success, according
to a survey made by a local exhibitors'
fact-finding committee.

The

according to the survey,

result,

compares with 6.1 per cent of novels
published which made the best-seller
class, and 13.1 per cent of stage plays
produced which were in the hit category.

The

film record for the year was the
a decade, the committee said.
Members of the committee are Earl
J. Hudson, president of United Debest

in

:

troit Theatres; Lou Wisper of W. &
Theatres David M. Idzal, man;
equipment dropped from $2,670,200
aging director of the Fox; Irving
worth in the first half of last year to
Goldberg of Community Theatres
London, Sept. 2.
Tom O'Brien, $2,379,561 in the first half of 1952.
Carl L. Buermele of General Theatre
general secretary of the National AssoService Corp. Allan Dowzer of MuKine
Emof
Theatrical
and
ciation
tual Theatres
Samuel Barrett and
ployees, is slated for the presidency of
David Newman of Cooperative Thethe Trades Union Congress, whose
atres
Richard Sloan of the Mercury
84th annual meeting opened at MarTheatre Fred De Lodder of De Lodgate yesterday.
Dallas, Sept. 2.
Phil Isley has
Richard Walsh, IATSE president, been appointed chairman of the Texas den Theatres, and Oscar Gorelich of
the Carmen.
is attending the Congress as a deleStar Tours Committee, it was disgate and will address it on behalf of closed here by Robert J. O'Donnell
American trade-unions.
and Col. H. A. Cole, co-chairman of

Head Trades Union

W

;

—

;

Will Handle
Texas Star Tours

Isley

;

;

—

the

;

lis

Film, Equipment
Exports Drop 7%

better friends than
ever. I don't see why that shouldn't
happen this time."
Commenting- on the talks the politically
well-informed News of the
orld newspaper with the largest
circulation in the world says that the
likely outcome of the parley is that,
following tough talks with Sir Frank,
the American industry will agree to
Shipments of 35mm. positive raw
a reduction in the basic permitted restock rose sharply and those of 8mm.
mittances with an increase in the
negative raw stock rose slightly, but
amount devoted to British production.
all other groups fell off.
The only alternative would be an imThere were 8,782 cameras, valued
port quota which neither the Ameriat $731,801, shipped in the first six
cans nor British exhibitors want, the
months of this year, compared to 8,newspaper adds.
886 cameras, valued at $801,659 last
year. Projector exports dropped from
11,594 units, valued at $2,301,915, to
9,473, valued at $2,121,154.
Other

W

son.

personalities, aviation

activities, the oil industry in

zuela and sports predominate as current newsreel topics. The politicos in
the spotlight, of course, are Eisen-

like

Friday.

Louis.

tion,

PETER BURNUP

—

manweek.
ager of short subjects and Paramount
who
News, returned here yesterday from
talks,
Des Moines, Kansas City and St.
sales

Mrs. Riter annouce the birth

POLITICAL

London, Sept. 2. The United Kingdom's balance of overseas payments, key to the pattern of the talks to be held in Washington next hower, Stevenson and Truman. Comweek on a new monetary agreement between Britain and the American plete synopses follow:
film industry, is undergoing an unexpected but marked improvement;
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 72— Eisengreater even than suggested by the
hower speaks in New York, Stevenson in
Detroit, Truman in Milwaukee. U. S. fliers
Chancellor of the Exchequer's preairlift pilgrims.
Louis Gough heads Legion.
liminary estimates to the House of

it

•

Oscar Morgan, general

1952

Parade
L

will return here

5.6".

3,

U. K. Fiscal Status Better Newsreel

Personal
Mention
WALT DISNEY

Wednesday, September

Sturdy $8,000 for
'Monkey Business'
Atlantic City, Sept. — A sturdy
2.

registered by "Monkey
Business" at the Stanley Theatre for
the Labor Day weekend.

$8,000

The

was

picture,

which had

its

world

premiere here on Friday, was aided
by the personal appearance of Marilyn
Monroe on the opening day.

Texas Council of Motion Picture

Organizations.

The tours, which are scheduled for
the latter part of October, are being
arranged by Isley, who is now on the
West Coast.
Isley, who operates theatres in Texas and California, was selected for this
post "in view of the fact that he did
such an excellent job as chairman of
the Star Tours in Texas last year and
the War Bond Drives held in previous
years," it was stated.

;

Michigan Allied Bids
Solons to Convention

—

Detroit, Sept. 2. Michigan Congressmen will be luncheon guests at the
Allied Theatres of Michigan annual
convention, to be held Oct. 20-22 at
the Tuller Hotel here, Robert Pennell,

convention chairman, announced.
Speakers will include Wilbur Snaper, national Allied president

;

Abram

Myers,

chairman of the board and
general counsel, and H. M. Richey of

M-G-M.

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor.
Published daily, except Saturdays,
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French Pact

Hits U.S. 16mm. Suit

(Continued from page 1)
Paris negotiations
for the MPAA, will arrive here today
by plane with the report the companies
If the comwill weigh tomorrow.
panies accept the report the State Department negotiators would proceed at
once to sign the agreement; if they
reject it in whole or in part the negotiations are .expected to continue.
France's earlier proposal was for remittance of $1,200,000 at the official
rate of exchange, and the remainder
of some $6,000,000 at the capital account rate, which is somewhat less

on

in

sitting

—

favorable.

16mm. anti-trust

suit.

"on shaky ground."

Receptive to Bout

Proposal Rejected

(Continued from page 1)

French subsidy proposal, which
has been rejected by both the
and the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, provided for a 12^4
per cent discount on earnings already
frozen in France. There has been conjecture, meanwhile, that while subsidy
provisions will not be embodied in the
some
official Franco-American pact

Park, following an announcement Saturday that the theatre will carry the
bout, slated for Sept. 23. Tickets are
being scaled from $4.80, which includes the admission tax, for loge
seats, and $3.60 for orchestra seats.
Reade said that he expects all tickets
to be sold within two weeks.
Meanwhile, the 50th Street Guild
Theatre in Rockefeller Center has
jumped its prices for the event from
$4.20 to $4.80, including tax. Norman

of "What Price
Glory," coupled with a stage show
featuring an ice revue, at the Roxy,
is
due to chalk up a solid $95,000.
This sum, like most of the figures for
outstanding product on Broadway, is
higher than the sturdy grosses of the
previous week.
very good $30,000 is seen for the
second stanza of "The Big Sky" at
the Criterion. Also doing fine is "Sud-

Elson, head of the circuit, said the
theatre received over 200 phone calls
and inquiries with only a sign outside
the theatre heralding the telecast. So
far, he added, about 40 tickets have

$38,000

been sold, with 410 to go to fill all
Elson said the increased price
seats.
was warranted by the smallness of the
theatre, which, said he, offers a ringside seat to the patrons watching the

in

A

MPAA

;

MPAA

companies may "go
the
for" such an arrangement on j their
own as a means of securing additional
of

import licenses.

Rank Report
(Continued from page 1)

had been reduced from £16,300,000

to
anticipated that an
even greater reduction will be recorded this year, due partly to non-recurring factors like the sale of the Universal Pictures common stock to Decca
Records and the sale of other assets,
and also the economy measures adhered to throughout the Organization.
John Davis, managing director, recently stated that current, operations
show a profit. Arrears on Odeon's
preferred stock are in process of being
In the market over the last
met.
month, Odeon's ordinary ; shares have
appreciated steadily.
£9,200,000.

It

is

'Glory' Solid

A

den

Fear" at Loew's State, where
is due for its fourth week.
A non-holiday second week house
record of $12,300 was set by "Ivory
Hunter" at the Trans-Lux 52nd

He is
New York

tonight.

Many

complete

arrival to
for the bout.
his

S^OOO

awaiting

negotiations

22nd week,

its

G.

Commend

(Continued,

from page

I

release, 28 were
classified "adult," seven were classified
and "treated," and two were rejected.

The

last

two were characterized

report

as

third-rate

in

productions

based on chorus girls and burlesque.
According to Golden, the board said
the films reviewed during the year
"attained a high level in good taste
and skillful handling of adult themes.
Less material of an objectionable
character was observed than ever before.
It
reflects an impressive development in the maturity of consideration given to production in the U. S.
and the United Kingdom."

'Movie

Memory

Club'

Formed by Franklin
A

"Movie Memory Club"

for

the

purpose of screening old-time silent
films Saturday evenings at the President Theatre here starting this Saturday has been formed by Joe Franklin,

radio-TV

"disc jockey."

The

first

two- hour, two-feature program will
include "Peck's Bad Boy," made in
1920, and "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde,"
produced in the same year.

Ten per

of the net proceeds
will be donated to the Freda Whitaker Foundation, a charitable group set
up to help underprivileged youngsters,
it

was

said.

cent

Sponsor
Eleven Games

Fine Arts
lent

—

the

Detkoit, Sept. 2. General Motors
has concluded a deal with NBC-TV
and the National Collegiate Athletic
Association for the sponsorship of 11
football games this fall, to run each
consecutive Saturday over the entire
NBC-TV network.

is

Films Week Plans
Plans for the
of

visit

Italian

here of a large
producers,

stars,

directors and gove r nment dignitaries,
for Salute to Italian Films Week,
Oct. 6-12, were discussed in Rome by
E. R. Zorgniotti, U. S. representative
of Italian Films Export, in a series of

meetings

IFE

with

board members.

Zorgniotti has returned to New York,
following a six weeks' visit in Rome.

Mother of P.T. Dana

its

for

second week.

At

a very good $4,100
the third inning of

the weekend. Funeral services will be
held today in Newark.

'Streamlining,'

the funeral.

Vetluguin to

CBS-TV

Voldemar Vetluguin,

writer-editor

and former special story asisstant to
Louis B. Mayer, has been appointed
script consultant on CBS-TV's dramatic series, "Studio One," Hubbell
Zabel, Fox West Coast executive, on Robinson,
Jr., vice-president in charge
National's take-over of the house on of
CBS-TV programming, disclosed.
Sept. 27 from 20th Century-Fox under
the divorcement and reorganization
plans of the companies. Katz reported
to
that under NT the immediate aim will
(Continued,
page

;

Award

NBC

be to "streamline" the organization of
the Roxy and effect changes in personnel in order to effect economies in

operation.
The future policy of the Roxy is not
yet determined, Katz indicated.
The
present stage policy will be continued
for at least three or four months to

Sole

of Essanjay
B.

for

New York's Roxy Theatre, has
returned here following conferences in
Los Angeles with Charles P. Skouras,
National Theatres president, and Ed

Mich., Oct. 11
Army vs. Navy at
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.
Unlike last year's schedule, which
was on an experimental basis, there
will be no "blackouts" this year and
all contests will be televised nationally
on the full
network. No team
will be televised more than once during the season.

— Leo

Italian

of

;

Sept. 2
joint owner

Advance

Mrs. Frances Dana, mother of P. T.
Between" at the Dana, Universal Pictures' Eastern
sales manager, died in Newark over
predicted to do an excel-

David P. Katz, executive director

;

Chicago,

Lippert.
The transaction was made in Kansas
City with Dezel, Lippert and Lippert
executives
Arthur Greenblatt and
Harris Dudelson present. Dezel said
the office staff in Detroit will remain
the same.

in

Economies Indicated

;

Owner

indicated

due to rack up a

is

Park Avenue,

Roxy

:

Now

is

$7,200

—

Detroit, Sept. 2. Albert Dezel of
Dezel Productions, which has offices
in several cities, has purchased the
Lippert exchange here from Robert

"Brandy for the Parson," while a Louis Edelman's Father
good $3,000 is seen for the third week
Simon Edelman, father of Warner
of "The Strange Ones" at the Bar- producer Louis F. Edelman, died here
onet.
late Thursday following a long illness.
Louis Edelman is in New York for

Among the games for which television arrangements have been completed are
Texas Christian vs. Kansas at Lawrence, Kan., Sept. 20
Columbia vs. Princeton at New York,
Sept. 27
Stanford vs. Michigan at
Stanford, Oct. 4
Michigan State vs.
Texas A. & M. at East Lansing,

Joseph

for 'Devil'

"The Stranger

to

NCAA

)

were "treated" before

the

M.

Albert Bezel Buys
Lippert Exchange

number

nice $22,000 is seen for the opening week of "Devil Makes Three" at
the Globe, while a fair $14,000 is
forecast for the third inning of "Les
Miserables" at the Rivoli.
Among off-Broadway houses, the
long-standing "Man in the White
Suit" is expected to hit a solid $7,500
for its 22nd week. "Encore," also in
fine $6,500.

Censors

at

A

tomorrow.

circuit executives are

Trinidad"

stanza.

expected to reoffice

promised to keep open minds
on the subject.
Wile said replies from additional incumbents and candidates are expected soon.

drawing strong

is "Affair
the Victoria, with
$21,000 forecast for its fifth week, and
"High Noon" at the Mayfair, where
$26,000 is indicated for the sixth

Street. Still

TV

turn to his

Columbus, O., Sept. 2.— Of
the first 14 Ohio Congressmen
and candidates for election to
reply to queries concerning
their stand on repeal of the
20 per cent Federal admission
tax, put by the ITO of Ohio,
11 said they would support
repeal, Robert Wile, ITO secretary, reported.
The other
three were noncommittal but

The second week

large-screen telecast.
~ It was learned, in the meantime, that
Nathan Halpern, president of Theatre
Network Television, which acquired
the
rights for the bout, has delayed his departure from the Coast
until

1952

Favor Tax Repeal

largest attendance at the theatre in
three years. The picture is also doing
fine a,t the two-a-day Bijou,
with
$7,500 forecast there.
At the Capitol, "The Quiet Man" is
expected to hit a very big $72,000 for
its third week, highlighted by a record Labor Day weekend attendance.
"Terrific" still describes the grosses of "Ivanhoe" at Radio City Music
Hall, which sees $173,000 for the fifth
inning of the picture. The pace of
business at the Hall, which also features its regular stage show, is record-breaking.

In a piece in Sunday's Star,
MacArthur said it seemed to
him that the Department was

3,

11 of 14 O. Solons

(Continued from page 1)

Washington, Sept. 2. Harry
MacArthur, film critic for the
Washington Star, has added
his voice to the chorus of
newspaper criticism against
the Justice Department's

the

Y. Grosses

IN.

Washington Critic

Wednesday, September

Salkin,

provide an opportunity to formulate
formerly
with Irwin S. new stage show ideas.
Also under
Joseph of Essanjay Films here, has consideration is the refurbishing and
sold his interest in the company in "glamorizing" of the theatre.
Zabel
order to devote himself to his theatri- will come to New York shortly for
cal agency.
Joseph is now the sole discussions with Katz on future picowner.
ture policies for the theatre.
'

Lebedoffs
from

1)

RKO

Pictures.
Lee Loevinger was
attorney for the Lebedoffs, Mandt

Torrison represented Maco and Paramount, and David Shearer represented
the other five distributors.
Suit was filed over four years ago

asking $500,000

in triple

damages with

trial starting last

ending

Dec.

Oct. 31 and hearings
29.
Nordbye has had

the case under advisement about 90
days. Decision was handed down late
today and text of judgment could not
be obtained.
Defense attorneys were
not available for comment.

)

;

Wednesday, September

TV

3,

:
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Net Cost

A. T.

5

& T. on Theatre TV Cost Set

Tax Repeal

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Heads of Minn.
Fight

—

Picture Association of
inter-city channel service and would the Motion
National
Exhibitors
and
not apply to the 10 megacycle band America
Committee had
Television
cost structure requested by the indus- Theatre
try. A. T. & T. spokesmen described written a letter to the FCC complaintheir regular inter-city band as a three ing about the phone company's failure
remegacycle one, while industry spokes- to reply to the
men place it in the four megacycle quests for information. Obviously, the
phone company letter had been withband classification.
The monthly charge of an estimated out any knowledge of the industry
$48,000 was submitted by A. T. & T. complaint to the FCC, but the industry
for a New York-Washington trans- complaint did show that it wants inmission system which would have one formation badly and means to get it.
The basic industry dissatisfaction
Southbound channel and one Northbound channel, serving New York, with the A.T. and T. response, accordTrenton, Philadelphia, Atlantic City, ing to industry spokesmen, is that the
plans are
Wilmington, Baltimore and Washing- film industry's theatre
ton. The system would also have one built around a 10 megacycle channel
channel to Reading and Allentown, width and it had asked for financial
estimates based on such a channel.
Pa., from Philadelphia.
For the same network of cities with The phone company's reply gave varithree Southbound channels and one ous figures for a 4 mc channel, but
Northbound channel, the monthly said it could not give figures for a 10
charge would be about $102,000. This mc channel, as requested.

conclusion," the phone company ^conMinneapolis, Sept. 2. Council of
tinued, "that prices for the trans- Motion Picture Organizations' Minmission service specified in the Toep- nesota tax repeal committee last week
pen study cannot be quoted at this made public through North Central
time for the reasons outlined below. Allied executive counsel Stan Kane
As you will appreciate, the pricing of the first list of political action comsuch service requires consideration of mittee chairmen and members on the
many factors, including the cost of state's congressional district level. The
designing, developing, manufacturing, committee
comprises
Ben Berger,
installing and maintaining the required Harry B. French, E. R. Ruben, Ted
equipment.
Without considering the Mann and Charles Perrine, all of
question of whether the transmission Minneapolis.
characteristics and requirements speciThe senatorial committee consists
fied are in all respects necessary or of the state tax repeal committee as
practical for satisfactory theatre
a whole, plus E. O. Olson, Northfield.
transmission,
our technical people,
Congressional district committeemen
after careful study of the specification, are
point out that certain basic features
First: Ben Friedman, Minneapolis; Will
of the proposed system require equip- Glaser (chairman), Faribault; E. O. Olson,
Northfield; Al Smith, Winona; Ed Swanment which is not at present available son, Red Wing. Second George Gould
from any source and for which cost in- (chairman), Glencoe; Robert Pfau, Manformation is therefore not attainable." kato. Third: Berger, Kane, Mann, Ruben,
Fourth: George Granstrom and
The company said the specification Perrine.
Mandt Torreson, both of St. Paul. Fifth:
and
originally is based on a 10-megacycle transmis- Ruben, Perrine. Sixth: Cal Nygaard, BrainThe
requested the information from the sion system, but declared that "as a erd; Bert Parsons, Springfield; Lowell
Little Falls. Seventh: John Cliplef,
phone company on April 10. The com- practical matter," the bandwidth would Smoots,
Montevideo; M. R. Debbaut, Minnesota;
pany, on June 12, replied that since have to be even wider to get the re- Guy Hower, Worthington. Eighth: Al Anson and George Brown, Duluth; Bob Berhearings would not sults the specification envisages.
the theatre
quist, Chisholm; Lewis Deutsch, Virginia;
start until Jan., 1953, it felt it should
Need More Experience
Bill
Holisky (chairman). Two Harbors.
wait before supplying the information.
district:
Ray,
Hanson,' Fertile;
"Just how much wider the most Ninth
On Aug. 12,
and
Ernotte Hiller. Crookston; Charles Vondra,
practical frequency band would need Mahnomen; Kane.
said they would like the information
to be to give this response," the comright away, since the start of the
pany declared, "and how costly the
hearings had been advanced to Oct. 20.
Then on Aug. 28, the two orginiza- required equipment might be, are questions to which the answers cannot be
tions wrote the Commission asking it
obtained without further experience in
"to advise and urge the Telephone
Minneapolis, Sept. 2. Minnesota
Company, as a common carrier hold- this field."
The
company
then gave "an esti- Amusement Co. will discontinue outing itself out for public service, to
mate of the charges under our present state division headquarters at Rochespromptly furnish the specific answers
offering applicable for several ar- ter, Minn., and Sioux Falls, S. D. and
to the questions propounded to it in
rangements of network service con- the district office at Duluth and a disour letter of April 10, 1952."
The letter to the Commission said necting the points you have desig- trict branch at the State Theatre here,
nated." These estimates covered trans- Harry B. French, Maco president, has
that if the industry does not get the
mission between New York and Wash- announced.
information it needs from A.T. and
ington and various side-points, with
In a major shift of manpower, the
T., it would not be able to give the
varying numbers of channels.
Howresult of an attempt to streamline the
FCC "a careful comparative analysis ever, according to film industry spokescompany's operations and bring all
of cost data," and that this would also
men, they are based on a 4 mc band- division
and
district
management
result in a "substantial delay" in the
width.
under
the more direct coordination of
hearings since considerable cost data
"That's like telling us the price of the home office in Minneapolis, Al
which should be given in the hearings
oranges when we're trying to buy Anson has been retired from his post
starting Oct. 20 might have to be
bananas," said one company lawyer. as manager of the Northern division
repeated or elaborated in the hearings
"It's no use at all."
at his own request, and Frank Steffy,
starting Jan. 12, whereas this phase
The A.T. and T. letter concluded currently managing director of the
should be completed in October.
by pointing out that Bell System ex- Radio City here, will be given a new
The A.T. and T. reply, also dated
perts are working closely with thea- assignment.
Aug. 28, said it had been giving "caretre industry
technicians to develop
ful consideration" to the industry's renew transmission methods. It declared
quest for cost data based upon the
that both the TD-2 radio system and
specification prepared by the Toeppen
the new L-3 coaxial system can be
Co. ( Industry officials said this speciadapted to provide broader bands, and
fication
revolved around a 10 mc
Minneapolis, Sept. 2. An experisaid the company was "confident that,
band.
as experience with theatre television ment in higher admission prices for
"Our consideration has led to the
increases and the requirements, both children confined only to Loop theaintercity and local, become progres- tres for the present, pending a study
sively clearer, we will be able to meet of results
has been launched here by
those requirements."
Minnesota Amusement Co. The rate
The letter was signed by Ernest D. for children at the Maco Loop houses
North, general attorney for the com- has been increased to 20 cents, a hike
Mitchell Wolfson, Theatre Owners pany's Long Lines Department.
of eight cents.
of America president, is in New York
from Miami for discussions with other
officials concerning organization
affairs, particularly plans for the annual
convention in Washington,
rs.
Sept. 14-18. He will return to Miami

MPAA-NETTC

TV

TV

hypothetical transmission network also
features three channels each to Reading and Allentown from Philadelphia.

9-City

Net

$207,000

to
about $207,000 for the nine-city network when the system contains six

Southbound channels and two Northbound ones. In this system, the number of trunk outlets to Reading and
Allentown from Philadelphia are also
increased.

The A. T. & T. response

also gave
cost data for local theatre television

networks in Washington. The monthly
charge for the inter-city network
varied from $6,900 to $9,800, with the

number of theatres in the projected
Washington net varying from 15 to
17.

The reply pointed out that charges
for video inter-exchange channels and
station connections cover service for
eight consecutive hours daily and were
based under present Bell System service for video and audio channels. It
was also pointed out that the cost
schedules were based upon the specifications drawn up by the Toeppen Co.
for
and NETTC. However,
the reply stated, "substantial reductions in these charges could be effected

MPAA

through rearrangements which might
be entirely practicable in meeting acservice requirements."
of transmitting and receiving outlets for each of the nine
cities in the projected nets
varied.
Under the $48,000 system, for instance,
there were seven transmitting and 13
receiving station connections, while
under the $207,000 classification there
tual

The number

receiving-

connections.

Howard Meets with
Division
William

Howard,

MPAA

NETTC

District Operations

Realigned by Maco

—

Maco

Tests Hike in
Children's Prices

—

—
—

TOA

Leaders Confer
Here on Convention

TOA

Heads

W.

NETTC

TV

The monthly charge goes up

were 27 transmitting and 58

MPAA

:

RKO

TOA

Theatres' vice-president in charge of
operations, has been conducting a setomorrow.
ries of home office meetings with outWolfson met here yesterday with
of-town division managers. Discus- Gael Sullivan,
executive director
S.
sions covered bookings, advertising,
H. Fabian, executive committee chairmaintenance, labor relations and con- man Herman M.
Levy, general councessions, with heads of the various
sel,
and Dick Pitts and Howard
home office departments taking part. Bryant, administrative assistants.
Among those who have been in
town for the meetings are Jerry Shinbach, Midwest division Harry Weiss,
Minnesota-Iowa division; Jay Golden,
Washington, Sept. 2. Milton R.
New England-Upper New York Rackmil, Universal president, bought
Russ Emde, Newark-Washington, and 1,000 shares of the company's common
Edward Sniderman,
Trenton-New stock in July, the Securities and ExBrunswick.
change Commission has been informed.
;

10 h
55

AMERICAN

;

;

Rackmil Buys Shares

—

7b
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Holiday Sends French Rem ittance

NY

Offer Is Less Than
to Original Proposal

Grosses

Summer High
Weekend Records Scored
At Para., Astor, Capitol
The

strong

of
combination
along Broadway

The meeting here tomorrow
and

presidents

foreign

of the
of

managers

Motion Picture Association of America member companies will wrestle
with the problem of whether to accept
or reject remittance proposals from
France that fall considerably short of
the kind of deal the companies had

sought.
and a
product
Not only is the French offer said
rainy Labor Day weekend sent to be below what the companies and
first-run grosses to a summer high. the State Department aimed at in the
One showman's description of the Paris negotiations it is described also
weekend, business was "an exhibitor's as representing less than the remitdream come true." It was backed up tance proposal made by France in the
In the inby record-breaking weekend reports early stages of the talks.
from the Capitol, Astor and Para- terim, moreover, France by decree
mount. Other -outstanding grosses slashed American film imports from
were reported by Radio City Music 121 to 90 annually.
Fayette W. Allport, who has been
Hall, Criterion, Loew's State, May;

:

fair

of Fatima" at the Astor
due to rack up a healthy $42,000,

Our Lady

following a weekend which

saw

the

(Continued on page 4)

Censors
US,

UK

Washington,

Commend
Product
Sept.

&

T.

2.

On-

(Canada) Censorship Board has
praised recent film productions from
the U.S. and Britain, the U.S. Comtario

$125,076

Award

Damage

to Lebedoffs

Minneapolis,
Sept.
Nordbye today awarded
Martin Lebedoff $41,692

2.

S.

—

Judge
and

G.

in triple

Press

Runs As High As
$207,000 A Month

Information on Costs

Monthly charges for projected

thea-

networks between New
York and Washington, D. C, would
vary from about $48,000 to $207,000,
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. has informed the Motion
Picture Association of America and
the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee.
A. T. & T.'s breakdown of cost data,
however, was predicated on its regular

tre television

(Continued on page 5)

Rank's Report Due; Reade Finds Public
Improvement Seen Receptive to Bout
London,

Sept.

2.

— Preliminary

fig-

ures for the year's operations of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization, scheduled
to be released this week, are expected
to show another marked improvement
in the company's fiscal recovery.
Last year's accounts disclosed that
the Organization's bank indebtedness

The public's response to the scheduled theatre telecast of the WalcottMarciano heavyweight bout was described yesterday as "the best" of any
previous fights by Walter Reade, Jr.,
head of the circuit bearing his name.

He
at

said that inquiries

the

(Continued on page 4)

St.

James

were heavy
Asbury

Theatre,

(Continued on page 4)

Blumberg

Is

for

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Sept. 2. Industry

—

spokesmen here today termed "comthe

unsatisfactory"

pletely

reply

from the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. to the industry's refor financial data on various
proposed theatre television systems.
quest

They said they had not decided
what their next move would be
but that they would probably
write again to the company or to
the Federal Communications Commission or to both. Their attitude
that while A. T. and T. did give
some information in its letter^
received over the weekend, it did
not give very much of the information sought by the industry,
and that "they have no business
telling us what information we
ought to have."
Significantly, the

was dated Aug.

Business Probers,
to

Meet Today

Washington,

Film 'Pioneer of the Year

'

ture

Pioneers,

'
.

Jack

C o h n,
president,
an-

nounced.

Blumberg's
selection will be

formally
served
annual

ob-

the
dinnermeeting of the
at

Pioneers

dam- held

at

to'

be

New

Hotel
ages totalling $125,076 in the suit York's
charging six major distributors and Astor on Tuesevening,
Minnesota Amusement Co. with con- day
This
spiring to deprive their Homewood of Nov. 25.
runs in favor of the Paradise, oper- year's event has
N. J. Blumberg
been designated
ated by the late Al Steffes.
Parathe
as
"Jubilee Dinner."
Distributor defendants were
On behalf of the board of the PioWarner Brothers,
Loew's,
mount,
Universal
and neers, Cohn issued the following
20th
Century-Fox,
statement
(Continued on page 4)

A.T. and T. reply
very day that

28, the

(Continued on page 5)

Named MPA

merce Department reports.
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the board of directors of Universal PicFilm chief Nathan D. Golden said tures, who is currently observing his 40th anniversary in the motion
that during the year ending March 31,
picture business, has been unanimously selected as the "Motion Picture
1952, the board reviewed 556 features,
Pioneer of the Year 1952" by the board of directors of the Motion Picof which 461 were U. S., 61 were
British
and 34 were from other
Of the U. S. films, 404
countries.
were released in their entirety, 20
(Continued on page 4)

May
Company, FCC

Industry

is

TV. /.

— The

TV DATA

NY-DC TV Net Cost

"The Crim-

of

son Pirate," coupled with Louis Armstrong and Gordon Jenkins' orchestra
on stage at the Paramount is expected to hit a sturdy $102,000. The
$23,800 grossed at the Paramount on
Sunday was described as a new record for Sunday business.
The second week of "The Miracle
is

TEN CENTS

1952

'UNSATISFACTORY'

(Continued on page 4)

and Roxy.

The opening week

of

A. T.

3,

Sept.

2.

— Officials

of

Motion Picture Association of
America are scheduled to meet tomorthe

row with

investigators of the Senate
to discuss
the committee's investigation of film
industry trade practices.
Kenneth Clark,
information
chief, will head a delegation of "three
officials to talk over
or four"
the committee's work with committee
investigators Gillis W. Long and Wil-

Small Business Committee

MPAA

MPAA

"In honoring Nate Blumberg as the
Pioneer of the Year, we recognize one
liam D. Amis.
The
visit is
of the true leaders of our industry.
taken as indication of growing indus"Nate Blumberg is a true Pioneer,
try interest in the group's work.
having entered this business in 1912

MPAA

when

the attributes of a real piomuch to the advancement of our industry.
"His, devotion and adherence to the
principles of the motion picture business, together with his significant contributions and constructive participation in all its branches, exemplify all
that we mean by a pioneer.
"His rise from poster clerk to the
chairmanship of the board of Universal
Pictures Company, is really a
thrilling American success story.
"His career may well serve as evidence that America is a land of opporall

neer meant so

tunity."

Cut Rate at TOA
Meet for Workers

—

Washington, Sept. 2. Theatre and
film exchange employes can register
for the coming convention of the
Theatre Owners of America at a reduced

rate,

convention

chairman A.

Julian Brylawski has announced.
This offer is open to theatre managers, film salesmen, bookers, office
managers and other theatre and ex-

change workers.

These employes can

register for $20, instead of the usual
$40.

;
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U. K. Fiscal Status

Personal
Mention
WALT DISNEY

today on the 5.5. Independence
trip abroad.
•
Martin G. Smith, Toledo exhibitor and board chairman of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, and
Mrs. Smith became grandparents
when their daughter-in-law, Mrs.

Thursday

on

the

in

\rniy Hospital at

a girl
States

to

United

Camp

Polk, La.

By

Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, was
in New York yesterday from Washington, to where he was scheduled to
He will be here
return last night.
again tomorrow.
•
James A. Fitzpatrick, producer of
M-G-M's "Traveltalks," left here yesterday for Lisbon. He will also visit
Spain before returning to the Coast
studio.

•

manager of short subjects and Paramount
News, returned here yesterday from
Des Moines, Kansas City and St.
sales

Louis.

PETER BURNUP

Commons last month.
To some extent, the improvement,
due to non-recurring
factors, like the speeding up in foreign payments for British exports.
However, there are other factors
which have not yet made their full
impact on the U. K. accounts; notably
the import cuts and the improvement
in the terms of trade which have been
greater than was forecast in the Budget speech.
F. W. Allport, Motion Picture Association of America representative
here, is scheduled to leave for the
States by plane today and will be on
hand for the monetary talks next
week. Sir Frank Lee and Sidney Golt,
who will represent Britain in the
talks, will leave here by plane on
Friday.
said,

is

:

•

Riter. manager of the
Norval Theatre in Cleveland, and
Mrs. Riter annouce the birth of a

I

happen

don't see

why

Arthur Canton, M-G-M Eastern
press

representative,

Boston yesterday from

William
president,

New

was

in

York.

F. Rodgers, Loew's vicehere yesterday for

left

Washington.

Kalmenson Returns

From Coast Confabs
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
charge of distributo the company's
home office from Burbank, where he
conferred with Harry M. and Jack L.
Warner, Steve Trilling, William Orr,
Walter MacEwen, Mort Blumenstock
and Alex Evelove.
The confabs were alternated with
vice-president

has

in

returned

that shouldn't

this time."

Commenting on

—

O'Brien

Slated

to

Head Trades Union
London,

— Tom

O'Brien,
general secretary of the National Association of Theatrical and Kine Employees, is slated for the presidency of
the Trades Union Congress, whose
84th annual meeting opened at Margate yesterday.
Sept.

2.

Richard Walsh, IATSE president,
screenings of six future Warner re- is attending the Congress as a deleleases, including "Springfield Rifle," gate and will address it on behalf of

Gary Cooper, in Warner- American trade-unions.
Color
"Operation Secret," starring
Cornel Wilde, Steve Cochran, Phyllis Thaxter and Karl Maiden
"The
Iron Mistress," starring Alan Ladd
and Virginia Mayo, with color in
Technicolor
"April In Paris," starAtlantic City, Sept. 2. A sturdy
ring Doris Day and Ray Bolger, in $8,000 was registered by "Monkey
Technicolor "The Desert Song," star- Business" at the Stanley Theatre for
ring Kathryn Grayson, Gordon Mac- the Labor Day weekend.
Rae and Steve Cochran, in TechniThe picture, which had its world
color, and "Stop, You're Killing me," premiere here on Friday, was aided
starring
Broderick
Crawford and by the personal appearance of Marilyn
Claire Trevor, in WarnerColor.
Monroe on the opening day.
starring
;

;

;

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

—

Washington,

Sept. 2.
U. S. exmotion picture films and
equipment during the first six months
of 1952 were about seven per cent below the shipments in the first half of
last year, in terms of dollar value, the

ports

of

Commerce Department reported today.
Nathan D. Golden, department film
said shipments in the first half
of this year were valued at $13,229,329, compared with 1951 first half exports of $14,207,967. Nearly all categories of films and equipment shared
chief,

in the drop,

although a few groups in-

creased.

Shipments of exposed feature film
rose in terms of linear feet but fell
in dollar value.
In the first half of
1951, shipments were 153,972,897 feet,
valued at $4,980,456, while this year
the six months total was 157,514,536
feet, valued at $4,830,212.
Increases were in the 16mm. negative and positive groups, while 35mm.
negative and positive exposed film
shipments fell considerably in terms of
dollar value.
Raw stock shipments were put at
146,184,313 feet, valued at $3,453,737
in the first half of last year, and were
142,444,688 feet, valued at $3,166,601 in
the January-June period this year.
Shipments of 35mm. positive raw
stock rose sharply and those of 8mm.
negative raw stock rose slightly, but

the talks the politiwell-informed Nezvs of the
cally
World newspaper with the largest
circulation in the world
says that the
likely outcome of the parley is that,
following tough talks with Sir Frank,
the American industry will agree to
a reduction in the basic permitted remittances with an increase in the
amount devoted to British production.
all other groups fell off.
The only alternative would be an imThere were 8,782 cameras, valued
neither
the
Ameriquota
which
port
at $731,801, shipped in the first six
cans nor British exhibitors want, the
months of this year, compared to 8,newspaper adds.
886 cameras, valued at $801,659 last
year. Projector exports dropped from
11,594 units, valued at $2,301,915, to

—

son.

tion,

ever.

Film, Equipment
Exports Drop 7%

is

E. K. O'Shea, vice-president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
was in Buffalo from New York over tough but on each previous occasion
the Labor Day weekend.
we have broken up better friends than

division

Newsreel

Parade
POLITICAL

personalities, aviation

Vene-

zuela and sports predominate as current newsreel topics. The politicos in
the spotlight, of course, are Eisen-

—

Both parties persist in their refusal
to afford information on the talks but
Allport permitted himself the comment "The talks have always been

William

1952

London, Sept. 2. The United Kingdom's balance of overseas payments, key to the pattern of the talks to be held in Washington next hower, Stevenson and Truman. Comweek on a new monetary agreement between Britain and the American plete synopses follow:
film industry, is undergoing an unexpected but marked improvement;
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 7Z— Eisengreater even than suggested by the
hower speaks in New York, Stevenson in
Detroit, Truman in Milwaukee. U. S. fliers
Chancellor of the Exchequer's preairlift pilgrims.
Louis Gough heads Legion.
liminary estimates to the House of

it

•

Oscar Morgan, general

3,

actk'ities, the oil industry in

from a three-month

birth

Better

As Film Pact Talks Near

will return here

James Smith, gave

Wednesday, September

Sturdy $8,000 for

'Monkey Business'
—

Venezuelan

mark

from

oil

the

sea.

Jap

Reds

30th birthday.

NEWS

CF THE DAY, No. Z02— Political
roundup.
Airlift
for pilgrims.
Venezuela
oil.
Legion's new head. Bicycle classic.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
Rare art in
kickoff.

India.

paign

No, 5— Flood in
Canada. Big 1952 cam-

TELENEWS DIGEST,

No.

36A—Ameri-

can

fleet in Valencia.
Peacetime Messerschmitts. Tiny raft sails for Canary Islands.
Fall leather fashions.
West Coast battles

disease.

Venezuela

oil.

UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 592— Political
Butter statue of Queen Elizabeth.
Lourdes pilgrimage. New Legion head.

roundup.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 7— PolitiTruman, Eisenhower, StevenOlympic champion home. New British
jet flying boat.
New jeep. Gen. Vandenberg welcomed
back.
Queen Elizabeth
cal

kick off:

son.

sculptured in butter.
"Miss Stereo."

Nancy Olson named

Showmen Find 18%
Of Films Are Hits
Detroit, Sept. 2.—Of 339 features
released since last September, 63 or
better than 18 per cent were outstanding hits and more than 50 per cent
achieved substantial success, according
to a survey made by a local exhibitors'
fact-finding committee.
The result, according to the survey,
compares with 6.1 per cent of novels
published which made the best-seller
class, and 13.1 per cent of stage plays
produced which were in the hit category.
The film record for the year was the
best in a decade, the committee said.
Members of the committee are Earl
J. Hudson, president of United De:

troit Theatres
Lou Wisper of W. &
valued at $2,121,154.
Other
W.
Theatres David M. Idzal, manequipment dropped from $2,670,200
aging director of the Fox
Irving
worth in the first half of last year to
Goldberg of Community Theatres
in
the
first half of 1952.
$2,379,561
Carl L. Buermele of General Theatre
Service Corp. Allan Dowzer of Mutual Theatres
Samuel Barrett and
David Newman of Cooperative Theatres
Richard Sloan of the Mercury
Theatre Fred De Lodder of De LodDallas, Sept. 2.
Phil Isley has
der Theatres, and Oscar Gorelich of
been appointed chairman of the Texas
the Carmen.
Star Tours Committee, it was disclosed here by Robert J. O'Donnell
and Col. H. A. Cole, co-chairman of
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
to
Organizations.
Detroit, Sept. 2. Michigan CongThe tours, which are scheduled for
the latter part of October, are being ressmen will be luncheon guests at the
arranged by Isley, who is now on the Allied Theatres of Michigan annual
convention, to be held Oct. 20-22 at
West Coast.
Isley, who operates theatres in Tex- the Tuller Hotel here, Robert Pennell,
as and California, was selected for this convention chairman, announced.
Speakers will include Wilbur Snapost "in view of the fact that he did
such an excellent job as chairman of per, national Allied president Abram
the Star Tours in Texas last year and Myers, chairman of the board and
the War Bond Drives held in previous general counsel, and H. M. Richey of
;

9,473,

;

;

;

Will Handle
Texas Star Tours

Isley

;

;

—

;

Michigan Allied Bids
Solons
Convention
—

;

years,"

it

was

stated.
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French Pact

Hits U.S. 16mm.

(Continued from page 1)
negotiations
will arrive here today
for the
by plane with the report the companies
If the comwill weigh tomorrow.
panies accept the report the State Dein

sitting

on

the

Paris

MPAA,

partment negotiators would proceed at
if they
once to sign the agreement
reject it in whole or in part the nego-

Washington, Sept.

2.

Suit

suit.

tiations

are .expected to continue.

France's earlier proposal was for remittance of $1,200,000 at the official
rate of exchange, and the remainder

some $6,000,000
count rate, which
of

at

the capital ac-

is

somewhat

less

favorable.

In a piece in Sunday's Star,
MacArthur said it seemed to
him that the Department was

ses of

"on shaky ground."

Hall,

A French subsidy proposal, which
has been rejected by both the
and the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, provided for a 12^4
per cent discount on earnings already
frozen in France. There has been conjecture, meanwhile, that while subsidy
provisions will not be embodied in the
some
official Franco-American pact

MPAA

;

MPAA

companies may "go
of the
for" such an arrangement on_ their
own as a means of securing additional
import licenses.

Rank Report
(Continued- from page 1)

had been reduced from £16,300,000 to
It is anticipated that an
£9,200,000.
even greater reduction will be recorded this year, due partly to non-recurring factors like the sale of the Universal Pictures common stock to Decca
Records and the sale of other assets,
and also the economy measures adhered to throughout the Organization.
John Davis, managing director, recently stated that current operations
show a profit. Arrears on Odeon's
preferred stock are in process of being
In the market over the last
met.
month, Odeon's ordinary shares have
appreciated steadily.

and $3.60 for orchestra
said that he expects all

—

seats.

tickets

A

Meanwhile, the 50th Street Guild
Theatre in Rockefeller Center has
its prices for the event from
$4.20 to $4.80, including tax. Norman
Elson, head of the circuit, said the
theatre received over 200 phone calls
and inquiries with only a sign outside
the theatre heralding the telecast. So
far, he added, about 40 tickets have
been sold, with 410 to go to fill all
Elson said the increased price
seats.
was warranted by the smallness of the
theatre, which, said he, offers a ringside seat to the patrons watching the
large-screen telecast.
It was learned, in the meantime, chat
Nathan Halpern, president of Theatre
Network Television, which acquired
the
rights for the bout, has delayed his departure from the Coast
until tonight. He is expected to return to his New York office tomorrow.
Many circuit executives are awaiting
his arrival to complete negotiations
for the bout.

jumped

Trinidad"

nice $22,000

NCAA

(Continued, front page 1)

were "treated" before

release,

28 were

were classified
and "treated," and two were rejected.
The last two were characterized in

classified "adult," seven

report as third-rate productions
based on chorus girls and burlesque.
According to Golden, the board said
the films reviewed during the year
"attained a high level in good taste
and skillful handling of adult themes.
Less material of an objectionable
character was observed than ever beIt
fore.
reflects an impressive development in the maturity of consideration given to production in the U. S.
and the United Kingdom."
the

'Movie

Memory

Club'

Formed by Franklin
A

"Movie Memory Club"

for

the

purpose of screening old-time silent
films Saturday evenings at the President Theatre here starting this Saturday has been formed by Joe Franklin,

radio-TV

"disc jockey."

The

first

two- hour, two-feature program will
include "Peck's Bad Boy," made in
1920, and "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde,"
produced in the same year.

22nd week,

Ten per cent of the net proceeds
will be donated to the Freda Whitaker Foundation, a charitable group set
up to help underprivileged youngsters,

Sponsor
Eleven Games

Fine Arts

is

was

said.

Films Week Plans
Plans for the
of

visit

Italian

here of a large
producers,

stars,

directors and government dignitaries,
for Salute to Italian Films Week,
Oct. 6-12, were discussed in Rome by
E. R. Zorgniotti, U. S. representative
of Italian Films Export, in a series of

meetings

with

IFE board members.

Zorgniotti has returned to New York,
following a six weeks' visit in Rome.

Mother of P.T. Dana

Mrs. Frances Dana, mother of P. T.
Between" at the Dana, Universal Pictures' Eastern
sales manager, died in Newark over
predicted to do an excelin

for

indicated

for

its

the

third

inning

of

"Brandy for the Parson," while a Louis Edelman's Father
good $3,000 is seen for the third week
Simon Edelman, father of Warner
of "The Strange Ones" at the Bar- producer Louis F. Edelman, died here
onet.
late Thursday following a long illness.
Louis Edelman is in New York for

Roxy 'Streamlining/
Economies Indicated

:

David P. Katz, executive director

;

New

of

New

;

Zabel, Fox West Coast executive, on
National's take-over of the house on
Sept. 27 from 20th Century-Fox under
the divorcement and reorganization
plans of the companies. Katz reported
that under
the immediate aim will
be to "streamline" the organization of
the Roxy and effect changes in personnel in order to effect economies in
operation.
The future policy of the Roxy is not
yet determined, Katz indicated.
The
present stage policy will be continued
for at least three or four months to

NT

NBC

Sole

of Essanjay

—

the funeral.

Vetluguin to

CBS-TV

Voldemar
York's Roxy Theatre, has and former

returned here following conferences in
Los Angeles with Charles P. Skouras,
National Theatres president, and Ed

;

Vetluguin, writer-editor
special story asisstant to
Louis B. Mayer, has been appointed
script consultant on CBS-TV's dramatic series, "Studio One," Hubbell
Robinson, Jr., vice-president in charge
of

CBS-TV

Award

programming,

disclosed.

to Lebedoffs

(Continued, from page 1)

RKO

Pictures.
Lee Loevinger was
for the Lebedoffs,
Mandt

attorney

Torrison represented Maco and Paramount, and David Shearer represented
the other five distributors.
Suit was filed over, four years ago
asking $500,000 in triple damages with
trial starting last Oct. 31 and hearings

Chicago, Sept. 2 Leo B. Salkin, provide an opportunity to formulate
formerly joint owner with Irwin S. new stage show ideas.
Also under ending Dec. 29. Nordbye has had
Joseph of Essanjay Films here, has consideration is the refurbishing and the case under advisement about 90
sold his interest in the company in "glamorizing", of the theatre.
Zabel days. Decision was handed down late
order to devote himself to his theatri- will come to New York- shortly for today and text of judgment could not
cal agency.
Joseph is now the sole discussions with Katz on future pic- be -obtained.
Defense attorneys were
owner.
ture policies for the theatre.
not available for comment.
.

it

Italian

the weekend. Funeral services will be
second week. At
held today in Newark.
the Park Avenue, a very good $4,100

Among the games for which television arrangements have been completed are
Texas Christian vs. Kansas at Lawrence, Kan., Sept. 20
Columbia vs. Princeton at
York,
Sept. 27
Stanford vs. Michigan at
Stanford, Oct. 4
Michigan State vs.
Texas A. & M. at East Lansing,
Mich., Oct. 11; Army vs. Navy at
Philadelphia, Nov. 29.
Unlike last year's schedule, which
was on an experimental basis, there
will be no "blackouts" this year and
all contests will be televised nationally
on the full
network. No team
will be televised more than once during the season.

Owner

is

$7,200

lent

—

Now

seen for the open-

due to rack up a

is

"The Stranger

Detroit, Sept. 2. General Motors
has concluded a deal with NBC-TV
and the National Collegiate Athletic
Association for the sponsorship of 11
football games this fall, to run each
consecutive Saturday over the entire
NBC-TV network.

Joseph

is

ing week of "Devil Makes Three" at
the Globe, while a fair $14,000 is
forecast for the third inning of "Les
Miserables" at the Rivoli.
Among off-Broadway houses, the
long-standing "Man in the White
Suit" is expected to hit a solid $7,500
for its 22nd week. "Encore," also in

to

Advance
number

S?2 000 for 'Devil'

A

its

M.

at

stanza.

TV

G.

Commend

drawing strong

is "Affair
the Victoria, with
$21,000 forecast for its fifth week, and
"High Noon" at the Mayfair, where
$26,000 is indicated for the sixth

Street. Still

in

fine $6,500.

Censors

dates are expected soon.

Albert Dezel Buys
Lippert Exchange

two weeks.

to be sold within

promised to keep open minds
on the subject.
Wile said replies from additional incumbents and candi-

The second week of "What Price
Glory," coupled with a stage show
featuring an ice revue, at the Roxy,
is
due to chalk up a solid $95,000.
This sum, like most of the figures for
Detroit, Sept. 2. Albert Dezel of
outstanding product on Broadway, is
higher than the sturdy grosses of the Dezel Productions, which has offices
in several cities, has purchased the
previous week.
very good $30,000 is seen for the Lippert exchange here from Robert
second stanza of "The Big Sky" at Lippert.
The transaction was made in Kansas
the Criterion. Also doing fine is "Sudden Fear" at Loew's State, where City with Dezel, Lippert and Lippert
executives
Arthur Greenblatt and
$38,000 is due for its fourth week.
A non-holiday second week house Harris Dudelson present. Dezel said
record of $12,300 was set by "Ivory the office staff in Detroit will remain
Hunter" at the Trans-Lux 52nd the same.

bout, slated for Sept. 23. Tickets are
being scaled from $4.80, which includes the admission tax, for loge

Reade

three were noncommittal but

'Glory' Solid

Park, following an announcement Saturday that the theatre will carry the

seats,

reply to queries concerning
their stand on repeal of the
20 per cent Federal admission
tax, put by the ITO of Ohio,
11 said they would support
repeal, Robert Wile, ITO secretary, reported.
The other

"Ivanhoe" at Radio City Music
which sees $173,000 for the fifth

(Continued from page 1)

Proposal Rejected

Columbus, O., Sept. 2.— Of
first 14 Ohio Congressmen
and candidates for election to

the

inning of the picture. The pace of
business at the Hall, which also features its regular stage show, is record-breaking.

Receptive to Bout

1952

11 of 14 O. Solons

largest attendance at the theatre in
three years. The picture is also doing
Bijou, with
fine at the two-a-day
$7,500 forecast there.
At the Capitol, "The Quiet Man" is
expected to hit a very big $72,000 for
its third week, highlighted by a record Labor Day weekend attendance.
"Terrific" still describes the gros-

;

3,

Favor Tax Repeal

(Continued from page 1)

— Harry

MacArthur, film critic for the
Washington Star, has added
his voice to the chorus of
newspaper criticism against
the Justice Department's

16mm. anti-trust

Y. Grosses

IN.

Washington Critic

Wednesday, September

'

)

;

Wednesday, September

TV

3,

:

Motion Picture Daily

1952

Net Cost

5

& T. on Theatre TV Cost Set

A. T.

Tax Repeal

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Heads of Minn.
Fight

—

Association of
inter-city channel service and would the Motion Picture
National
Exhibitors
and
not apply to the 10 megacycle band America
Television Committee had
cost structure requested by the indus- Theatre
try. A. T. & T. spokesmen described written a letter to the FCC complaintheir regular inter-city band as a three ing about the phone company's failure
remegacycle one, while industry spokes- to reply to the
men place it in the four megacycle quests for information. Obviously, the
phone company letter had been withband classification.
The monthly charge of an estimated out any knowledge of the industry
$48,000 was submitted by A. T. & T. complaint to the FCC, but the industry
for a New York-Washington trans- complaint did show that it wants inmission system which would have one formation badly and means to get it.
The basic industry dissatisfaction
Southbound channel and one Northbound channel, serving New York, with the A.T. and T. response, accordTrenton, Philadelphia, Atlantic City, ing to industry spokesmen, is that the
plans are
Wilmington, Baltimore and Washing- film industry's theatre
ton. The system would also have one built around a 10 megacycle channel

conclusion," the phone company conMinneapolis, Sept. 2. Council of
tinued,
"that prices for the trans- Motion Picture Organizations' Minmission service specified in the Toep- nesota tax repeal committee last week
pen study cannot be quoted at this made public through North Central
time for the reasons outlined below. Allied executive counsel Stan Kane
As you will appreciate, the pricing of the first list of political action comsuch service requires consideration of mittee chairmen and members on the
many factors, including the cost of state's congressional district level. The
designing, developing, manufacturing, committee
comprises
Ben Berger,
installing and maintaining the required Harry B. French, E. R. Ruben,
Ted
equipment.
Without considering the Mann and Charles Perrine, all of
question of whether the transmission Minneapolis.
characteristics and requirements speciThe senatorial committee consists
fied are in all respects necessary or of the state tax repeal committee
as
practical for satisfactory theatre
a whole, plus E. O. Olson, Northfield.
transmission,
our technical people,
Congressional district committeemen
after careful study of the specification, are
First: Ben Friedman, Minneapolis; Will
width and it had asked for financial point out that certain basic features
estimates based on such a channel. of the proposed system require equip- Glaser (chairman), Faribault; E.. O. Olson,
Northfield; Al Smith, Winona; Ed SwanThe phone company's reply gave vari- ment which is not at present available son, Red Wing.
Second: George Gould
ous figures for a 4 mc channel, but from any source and for which cost in- (chairman). Glencoe; Robert Pfau, Mankato.
Third:
Berger,
Kane, Mann, Ruben.
said it could not give figures for a 10 formation is therefore not attainable."
Fourth: George Granstrom and
The company said the specification Perrine.
mc channel, as requested.
Mandt Torreson, both of St. Paul. Fifth:
The
and
originally is based on a 10-megacycle transmis- Ruben, Per.rine. Sixth: Cal Nygaard, Brainrequested the information from the sion system, but declared that "as a erd; Bert Parsons, Springfield; Lowell
phone company on April 10. The com- practical matter," the bandwidth would Smoots, Little Falls. Seventh: John Cliplef,
Montevideo; M. R. Debbaut, Minnesota;
pany, on June 12, replied that since have to be even wider to get the re- Guy Hower, Worthington. Eighth: Al Anson and George Brown, Duluth; Bob Berhearings would not sults the specification envisages.
the theatre
quist, Chisholm; Lewis Deutsch, Virginia;
start until Jan., 1953, it felt it should
Need More Experience
Bill
Holisky (chairman). Two Harbors.
wait before supplying the information.
district:
Ray Hanson, Fertile;
"Just how much wider the most Ninth
On Aug. 12,
and
Ernotte Hiller. Crookston; Charles Vondra,
practical frequency band would need Mahnomen; Kane.
said they would like the information
to be to give this response," the comright away, since the start of the
pany declared, "and how costly the
hearings had been advanced to Oct. 20.
Then on Aug. 28, the two orginiza- required equipment might be, are questions to which the answers cannot be
tions wrote the Commission asking it
obtained without further experience in
"to advise and urge the Telephone
Minneapolis, Sept. 2. Minnesota
Company, as a common carrier hold- this field."
The
company
then
gave
"an
esti- Amusement Co. will discontinue outing itself out for public service, to
mate of the charges under our present state division headquarters at Rochespromptly furnish the specific answers
offering
applicable for several
ar- ter, Minn., and Sioux Falls, S. D. and
to the questions propounded to it in
rangements of network service con- the district office at Duluth and a disour letter of April 10, 1952."
The letter to the Commission said necting the points you have desig- trict branch at the State Theatre here,
nated." These estimates covered trans- Harry B. French, Maco president, has
that if the industry does not get the

MPAA-NETTC

TV

TV

to Reading and Allentown,
from Philadelphia.
For the same network of cities with
three Southbound channels and one
Northbound channel, the monthly
charge would be about $102,000. This
hypothetical transmission network also
features three channels each to Reading and Allentown from Philadelphia.

channel
Pa.,

9-City

Net

$207,000

to
about $207,000 for the nine-city network when the system contains six

Southbound channels and two Northbound ones. In this system, the number of trunk outlets to Reading and
Allentown from Philadelphia are also
increased.

The A. T. & T. response

also gave
cost data for local theatre television

networks in Washington. The monthly
charge for the inter-city network
varied from $6,900 to $9,800, with the
theatres in the projected
net varying from 15 to

17.

The

NETTC

TV

The monthly charge goes up

number of
Washington

MPAA

reply pointed out that charges

for video inter-exchange channels and
station connections cover service for
eight consecutive hours daily and were

based under present Bell System service for video and audio channels. It
was also pointed out that the cost
schedules were based upon the specifications drawn up by the Toeppen Co.

MPAA

for
and NETTC. However,
the reply stated, "substantial reductions in these charges could be effected

through rearrangements which might
be entirely practicable in meeting actual

service requirements."
of transmitting and receiving outlets for each of the nine
cities in the projected nets
varied.
Under the $48,000 system, for instance,
there were seven transmitting and 13
receiving station connections, while
under the $207,000 classification there
were 27 transmitting and 58 receiving
connections.

The number

MPAA

NETTC

District Operations

Realigned by Maco

—

mission between New York and Wash- announced.
it
needs from A.T. and
ington and various side-points, with
In a major shift of manpower, the
would not be able to give the
varying numbers of channels.
Howresult of an attempt to streamline the
FCC "a careful comparative analysis ever, according to film
industry spokes- company's operations and bring all
of cost data," and that this would also
men, they are based on a 4 mc band- division
and
district
management
result in a "substantial delay" in the
width.
under the more direct coordination of
hearings since considerable cost data
"That's like telling us the price of the home office in Minneapolis, Al
which should be given in the hearings
oranges when we're trying to buy Anson has been retired from his post
starting Oct. 20 might have to be
bananas," said one company lawyer. as manager of the Northern division
repeated or elaborated in the hearings
"It's no use at all."
at his own request, and Frank Steffy,
starting Jan. 12, whereas this phase
The
A.T. and T. letter concluded currently managing director of the
should be completed in October.
The A.T. and T. reply, also dated by pointing out that Bell System ex- Radio City here, will be given a new
Aug. 28, said it had been giving "care- perts are working closely with thea- assignment.

information

T.,

it

consideration" to the industry's request for cost data based upon the
specification prepared by the Toeppen
Co.
( Industry officials said this
specification
revolved around a 10 mc
band.
"Our consideration has led to the
ful

TOA

Leaders Confer
Here on Convention
Owners
America president, is in New York
from Miami for discussions with other
Mitchell Wolfson, Theatre

Howard Meets with
Division
William

Howard,

RKO

officials

affairs,

technicians

to
It

develop
declared

that both the TD-2 radio system and
the new L-3 coaxial system can be
adapted to provide broader bands, and
said the company was "confident that,
as experience with theatre television
increases and the requirements, both
intercity and local, become progressively clearer, we will be able to meet

those requirements."
The letter was signed by Ernest D.
North, general attorney for the company's Long Lines Department.

Maco

Tests Hike in
Children* s Prices
Minneapolis, Sept. 2.^An experiment in higher admission prices for
children confined only to Loop thea-

—
—

tres for the present, pending a study
of results
has been launched here by
Minnesota Amusement Co. The rate
for children at the Maco Loop houses
has been increased to 20 cents, a hike
of eight cents.

concerning organization

particularly plans for the an-

TOA

nual
convention in Washington,
Theatres' vice-president in charge of
Sept. 14-18. He will return to Miami
operations, has been conducting a setomorrow.
ries of home office meetings with outWolfson met here yesterday with
of-town division managers. DiscusGael Sullivan, executive director
S.
sions covered bookings, advertising,
H. Fabian, .executive committee chairmaintenance, labor relations and conman; Herman M. Levy, general councessions, with heads of the various
sel,
and Dick Pitts and Howard
home office departments taking part. Bryant, administrative assistants.
Among those who have been in
town for the meetings are Jerry Shinbach, Midwest division Harry Weiss,
Minnesota-Iowa division; Jay Golden,
Washington, Sept. 2. Milton R.
New England-Upper New York Rackmil, Universal president, bought
Russ Emde, Newark-Washington, and 1,000 shares of the company's common
Edward
Sniderman,
Trenton-New stock in July, the Securities and ExBrunswick.
change Commission has been informed.
;

;

industry

of

TOA

Heads

W.

tre

new transmission methods.

Rackmil Buys Shares

—

10 hrs.
55 min.

AMERICAN
io
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Engineers to Propose Films, TV and
Radio in Pact
Raise Fire
Next A. T. & T. Till Move
from
move
The
Vs. Gov't Suit American
recommenda- For Mutual Aid

Aims

to

MPAA

to obtain theatre television transmission costs

next

See Defendant Status Bid

Evoking Company Blasts
Theatre Owners of America leadorganization's forthcoming convention will
advocate TOA's becoming a voluntary defendant in the government's
ers

anticipate

that

the

16mm. anti-trust action in the belief
that the boldness of such a move will
inspire other presidents of major distributor-defendants
to
speak
out
against the suit as did Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president.
This, of course, is only one
reason it is expected the Sept.
14-18 convention in Washington
will favor the move. Another is
that a bid for defendant status
will underscore the indignation
expressed by exhibitors in gen(Continued on page 5)

Garbose $3,000,000
Trust Suit Settled
Boston,

Sept.

3.— The

$3,000,000

brought by Abraham,
Jacob and Samuel Garbose of Athol,
Mass., in Federal District court here
anti-trust

suit

in 1948 against major
including Republic and

distributors,

Monogram,
and Maine and New Hampshire The-

the

Telephone and Telegraph Co. will depend on the
tions of the engineers hired by the Motion Picture Association of
America, James T. Fly, special TV counsel of the MPAA, said here
yesterdav.

MPA

Offers to Aid

Senate Probers

Of Trade Practices
Washington,
—The MoSept.

3.

Picture Association of America
today offered its fullest cooperation
to the Senate Small Business Committee in the committee's current inexhibitor complaints
vestigation
of
about distributor trade practices.
In a two and a half hour meeting,
held at the request of MPAA, committee investigators questioned
tion

MPAA

{Continued on page 2)

Olympic Film on
20th -Fox Program
A

special short subject "revealing
the excitement and color" of American participation in the recent Olympic games in Helsinki has been added
to 20th Century-Fox's 1952-53 schedule, it was announced here yesterday
by Peter Levathes, short subjects sales

manager.
Entitled

"U.

S.

Olympic

Cham-

Without further study of A. T. & T.'s
it would be very difficult to
say what course of action will be
response,

Long in the discussion stage, a
adopted by the MPAA, Fly explained. pact was formalized here yesterday
He added, however, that an analysis which will bring motion pictures,
of A. T. & T.'s six-page answer would
and sub- radio and television together for the
probably be made by
mitted to the Federal Communications mutual promotion of the economic and
goodwill interests of each.
Commission.
An agreement was signed ceSi Fabian, chairman of the National
menting plans for a reciprocal
Exhibitors Theatre Television Compromotion project between stamittee, could not be reached yesterday
and the
tions
for comment on A. T. & T.'s response,
called "completely unsatisfactory" by
Organization of the Motion Picindustry spokesmen in Washington. It
ture Industry of the City of

MPAA

WNBC-WNBT

(Continued on page

Portuguese Picture
Gets

MPAA

Assist

The Motion Picture Association

casting.
of

America's Foreign Films Advisory
Unit today will add one more country
list of those whose pictures it
helping to promote in the U. S. The
step will be marked by an Advisory
Unit-sponsored preview of Felipe de
Solms'
"Chikewembo,"
Portuguese
language melodrama filmed in Portuguese Africa.
The screening, which in effect will
be the picture's world premiere, will

a

—

ners.

Now

that the First Lady
has indicated she would be
pleased to receive the TOA
wives, the TOA planners must
arrange to supply White
House guards and attendants
with 15 copies of a list of
names of the visitors. This
must be done for "security
reasons." As many as 100 TOA
wives are expected to make
the visit. The big problem is
to get the names in advance.

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

Profit of $3,438, 722
—

London, Sept. 3. J. Arthur Rank's Odeon Theatres today reported
a net profit of £1,228,1 15 ($3,438,722) for the 53 weeks ended June 28.
The result is after all taxes and other adjustments and includes special
profits arising from the disposal of fixed assets. In the previous fiscal
year Odeon reported a net profit of
£277,980 ($778,344)
Despite the current working profit,
Odeon directors again decided not to
pay a dividend on the ordinary shares,
50 per cent of which are owned by

Storm Fails to
Halt ATO Exhibit

United Artists. However, Rank stated
that subject to unforeseen circumstances, Odeon hopes to meet all arrears on its preferred stock dividends
during the current year.
Odeon's consolidated balance sheet
shows a reduction of bank indebted-

that

ness of £2,437,008 ($6,823,622), leaving a net overdraft of £6,776,738
($18,974,866).
Other loan capital re{Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page

5)

is

White

Washington, Sept. 3 Arranging for the visit to the
White House Sept. 17 by the
wives of Theatre Owners of
America convention delegates
has not been without problems for the convention plan-

In a campaign designed to encourage
new understanding and feeling of
mutual cooperation between the media,
reciprocal cross-promotion plans will

a

to the

Rank's Odeon Has Year's
TOA Has

New York, by Fred J. Schwartz,
chairman of the Organization,
and Ted Cott, vice-president
and general manager of WNBCWNBT, key radio and television
stations
of National Broad-

5)

(Continued on page 4)

House Problem, Too

500 Theatres Involved
In the New York Area

Indianapolis, Sept. 3.— The storm
blew its tent down and caused

considerable damage to displays failed
to stop the state fair exhibit of Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana. Officers cleaned up the debris, obtained a
new tent and it was open to the public again last night, a little more than

24 hours after the blow struck.

There were no injuries, as most of
crowd had just left the tent fol-

the

(Continued on page 4)

—

LOUISVILLE, Sept. 3.
Kentucky Association of
Theatre Owners has mapped
an anti-tax program both
on the state and Federal
level, following a series
of

district exhibitor

meetings held throughout
the state. Program calls
for "wholehearted cooperation" with the COMPO
drive to scrap the 20 per
cent admission tax.
•

The Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers'

plans for their school to
train future industry advertising - publicity-exploitation specialists
will be finalized today at
an AMPA board meeting at
the Lobster Restaurant
here. The Wednesday evening classes are scheduled to begin Sept. 24.

;
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"A ssignment-Paris"
(Columbia)

YOUNGSTEIN,

United
has left

Artists vice-president,
here for Pittsburgh and Cincinnati,
and will return at the weekend.
•

A

serial

topical tale of intrigue dealing with the arrest of an
in

some extent on coincidence in its plot motivation, is not overly complicated
and has strong exploitation angles.
Sam Fine, partner with Sam
Starring are Dana Andrews, Marta Toren and Audrey Totter, lead reporters
Bloom in B. and F. Theatres, To- on the Paris edition of the Nezt> York Herald Tribune, under the astute edironto circuit subsidiary of Famous torial guidance of George Sanders.
Players, continues in a serious condiAndrews, a reporter from the New York office, arrives in Paris and quickly
tion following a cerebral hemorrhage. steals Miss Toren's affections from his editor.
Sanders, in turn, sends him
•
Here Andrews shortly gets
to replace an ailing correspondent in Budapest.
Gladys Zucker, secretary to Ben involved with the Communist government by trying to smuggle out a microMelniker, M-G-M attorney, will be film containing evidence damaging to the regime. For this he is arrested
given a cocktail party and luncheon a "phoney" confession is rigged and he is all set to be hanged until Miss
on Tuesday in advance of her forth- Toren and Sanders come through with a diplomatic rescue.
The latter involves Sandro Giglio, file attendant in the Tribune's Paris
coming marriage.
office, who turns out to be an ex-Hungarian official and has the proof needed
Oliver C. Broughton, M-G-M to substantiate charges of a plot against Stalin on the part of the Hungarians.
"trouble shooter," was in New Haven The Communists thus are persuaded to trade the doomed Andrews for Giglio.
The film moves fairly swiftly with a minimum of rough and tumble action,
yesterday from New York. On Monday he will be in Boston and will then relying mainly for its effects on dialogue, night photography and a suspenseful
Background footage made in Paris, including shots of the Tribune
climax.
head for Albany.
•

offices

John Wayne

has been awarded a
outstanding Americanism
during 1951 by the Sigma Chi fraternity of the University of Southern
citation

for

California.

Coval, branch manager
of Warner Brothers at Toronto, has
been ordered to take a further month's
rest at home because of a heart ailment.

manager, were in
Gloversville yesterday from Albany.

Rosen,

Albany

of M-G-M's home
publicity department will leave
tomorrow by plane for Europe

Mike DeLisio
office

and

Rue de

Berri, adds to the general authenticity of the drama.

screenplay is by William Bowers, from an adaptation by Walter Goetz
and Jack Palmer White.
Samuel Marx and Jerry Bresler produced and Robert Parrish directed.
Others in the cast include Donald Randolph, Herbert Beghof, Ben Astar,
Willis Bouchey and Earl Lee.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For October

The

release.

City Dignitaries at

20 -Cent Quarterly

'Show' Premiere

Loew's Dividend

Martin Moskowitz, 20th CenturyFox division manager, and Nat

here

on the

(Babe)

I.

.will

be gone a month.
•

Weingarten,

Lawrence

•

H. Robertson, co-owner and
manager of the Majestic Theatre in
Springfield, Ky., and Mrs. Robertson
announce the birth of a son.
A.

partner in the
Hartford,
East

Theatre,
Conn., has resumed his duties
recuperating from illness.
•
of the

after

Cam-

den Theatre, Camden, Me., and Mrs.

Holden

are

parents

of

a boy,

their

first child.

•

Arthur

Greenfield,

Universal

manager in Portland, Ore., and Mrs.
Greenfield have left here for Europe.

Marion Lesnik, M-G-M
will sail

publicist,

from here Sept. 12 for Eu-

rope on the

5".

S. Liberte.

•

Hal Wallis, Paramount

Loew's directors yesterday declared
regular quarterly dividend of 20
cents on its common stock, payable
Sept. 30 to stockholders of record on
Sept. 16, it was announced here, following a meeting of the board.
This is the second quarterly divident to be paid at the 2'0-cent rate,
a

accepted the invitation of
20th Century-Fox to attend the world
premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," and will head
a party of city officials to the Rivoli
Theatre here on Sept. 17.
Meanwhile, Lisa Ferraday, of the
cast, has already made 25 radio and
guest appearances in behalf of the
film, with several more set during the
next two weeks.

3.

M-G-M

producer,

formerly in charge of Lippert distribution here and subsequently an EagleLion sales executive in New York,
again has taken the local Lippert franchise.
He will also handle other

yesterday announced abandonment of "The Student Prince," due
persistent failure of Mario
to be its star, to report for the start of the film." Studio
executives said more than $700,000
has thus far been invested in the picture, and that "the company will pursue its legal rights caused by Lanza's
default of his contract," a home office
statement disclosed.

the

Lanza,

who was

product.

The

Souvaine-Selective Pictures branch, which he headed recently, closed several weeks ago.
local

To Re-Open Chicago
Suburban Theatre
'Thief Special Entry Chicago, Sept. —A. Becker, former operator of the Vet Theatre here,
At Venice Festival
will operate the Strand, Brookfield,
3.

Harry M. Popkin's "The Thief," the
"talkless talkie," will be a special entry at the Venice Film Festival, it

111.,

who

for the

his

Texas,"
Warner. Completed were
"Serpent of the Nile" and "Story of a
Bad Girl," Columbia "Royal Mounted Police," Allied Artists; "Sweetheart Time," Republic "Taxi," 20thFox and "Columbia South," Universal;

;

International.

MPA Offers
(Continued from page 1)

and distributor representatives on "the
continual complaints between distributors
and exhibitors," a committee
spokesman said.
and the distributors wanted to give their side
of the story, he said, and the committee people "were glad to hear it."
The industry spokesmen declared
they would be glad to put committee
investigators in touch with anyone in
the distribution field who might be

MPAA

able to give information to the committee and added that they would also
be willing to suggest such people.

Committee

investigators,

who have

only spoken to a handful of distributors to date, said they would certainly
be speaking to more and that the the
committee would hear distributor witnesses if and when hearings on the
subject were begun.
William D. Amis, committee investigator, is scheduled to leave for the
Coast shortly to go into exhibitor
complaints in the San Francisco area.
Amis recently finished an inquiry in
the Los Angeles region.
representatives

MPAA

at

today's

was announced by Arnold M. Picker,
United Artists chief of foreign dis-

trip

'

Radio

assistant

to

the

RKO

manager, Robert Mochrie.
Present for the committee were Gillis
Long and Amis.
sales

Parade

Spark
'Loves' Premiere
to

—A

Chicago, Sept. 3.
parade, featuring many Hollywood personalities,
will herald the premiere of Paramount's "Somebody Loves Me" at the
Chicago Theatre on Friday.
The parade will be led by Betty

Hutton who stars in the film. Others
vanguard will include Blossom
Seeley, Benny Fields, Charlton Hes-

in the
ton,

Rosemary Clooney,

Billy Daniels,

Johny Ray, Lydia Clarke and Charles

suburban house on

Nat Karson Here

tribution.
The film will not be in competition

Zimmerman,

new owner, Arnold Lund, O'Curran.

will reopen the
Sept. 14.

Nat Karson, former producer of the
with the other American and foreign stage show at M-G-M's Leicester
entries, Picker declared, because it Square Empire Theatre in London,
•
will be in a special category due to has arrived here.
He plans to proJules Levey has returned here after the fact that it was not ready in time duce a similar show for a New York
six weeks in Hollywood.
to make it eligible as a regular entry. film theatre.

has postponed indefinitely
here from the Coast.

while six others were completed.
The new undertakings are "Julius
Caesar,"
M-G-M, and "Come On

Loew's having reduced its dividend meeting were Joyce O'Hara, Kenneth
from 37% cents for the previous pay- Clark, Ed Cooper, Sidney Schreiber
ment.
and Cecil Dixon. From the distribution side there were William Rodgers,
Loew's vice-president, and William

Tunick Gets Lippert
'Student Prince' Off, Franchise
in Cincy.
Says Lanza Defaults Cincinnati, Sept. — Gene Tunick,
to

Barney Tarantal,

Ken Holden, manager

York's Mayor Vincent R. Im-

pel litteri has

M-G-M TV

producer and studio executive, is due
to arrive here from Europe on the
S.S. United States on Sept. 16.

Burnside

New

—

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Production
American
Hungary has been adapted from a Saturday Evening took a small sag, with only two picby Paul and Pauline Gallico. The film, although it depends to tures being started in seven days,

NEAT,

newspaperman

Post

1952

4,

Only 2 Films
Begun on Coast

Review

Personal
Mention
MAX

Thursday, September

Studio Craft Wages

—

Up

Weekly earnSept. 3.
ings of studio craft union workers
averaged $118.30 during July, the California Department of Industrial Relations disclosed in the monthly report.
The figure compares with $113.68
Hollywood,

averaged

in

June,

and $105.88 July

year ago.
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Rank's Profit
paid during- the year totalled £1,911,-

275 ($5,351,570).

While the stock market evinced disappointment that no dividend is beingpaid on the Odeon ordinaries, it concedes that a £9,509,843 ($26,627,560)
reduction in Odeon's bank overdrafts
in the past three years has been a
remarkable achievement.
Rank's Gaumont British and subincluding Cinematelevision,
sidiaries,
Ltd., and others, showed a net profit
of £625,384 ($1,751,075) for the year,
compared with net of £711,181 ($1,991,306) for the previous year. Gaumont will pay a 7 2 per cent dividend

/
l

ordinaries,
per cent last year.

on

its

compared with

5

Rank's production company, British
Dominions Film Corp., showed _a
net profit for the year of £157,073
compared with net of
($439,804),

&

the previous
The company's preference diviyear.
dend was continued but nothing was
£151,468

($424,110)

for

paid on the ordinaries.
Full accounts of the Rank Organisation are scheduled to be made public
Sept. 17.

Portuguese Picture
(.Continued from page 1)

home

American

representatives.

office for

Producer de Solms, who is seeking to
to
sell the world distribution rights
the picture, will be present.
De Solms, a Spaniard who specializes in the production of Portuguese
language films, will leave here in about
a week for Hollywood where he will
confer with production executives with

view to co-producing Portuguese
Africa features with American players. He said yesterday that during the
past two years he has turned out 51
Portuguese short subjects and the
feature, "Chikewembo" which, ^freely
translated, means "Witchcraft."
Film-making in Portugal is a difficult business, de Solms said, explaining that native pictures seldom earn
in that country more than $50,000 each.
Hence only five or six features are
a

made

there annually.

He

said

Ameri-

can pictures, on the other hand, are
very popular in Portugal. Portuguesespeaking Brazil, he noted, pays only
$10,000 for each Portuguese picture
imported, which makes the South
American country a distinctly undesirable market.

TV

in
films on
America are generally of low quality,
de Solms wondered if the fact that

Observing

that

Pre-Selling

"The Amazing Monsieur Fabre"
(Walter Fuiter)

A

inspirational film based on the life of France's great "~Y~ IME's cover picture and inside
-I
story on Katharine Hepburn, now
19th Century entomologist, Jean Henri Fabre, "The Amazing Monsieur
on newsstands, is obviously impresFabre" is the product of French and American talent.
Bound to lend impetus to the merchandising of this picture is the endorse- sive to the trade as well as to the
ment given it by the Foreign Film Advisory Unit of the Motion Picture Asso- public, for its sincerity and human indirector of community relations, terest. The 42-year-old star, by her
Arthur DeBra,
ciation of America.
has emphasized the film's values in "thousands of letters" being sent to such own estimate, has earned $3,000,000
"Monsieur Fabre" will on stage and screen, and says of her''opinion makers" as educators and social leaders.
self, "I have an angular face, an anguhave its American premiere Monday at the Park Avenue Theatre here.
The subject of entomology the study of insects may not seem suitable lar body, and I suppose, an angular
material for dramatic fare, but as viewed through the eyes of the great personality which jabs into people."
Newsweek's reviews are well
student-writer-observer, it makes for an exciting and thought-provoking- film,
due in no small part to the excellent scientific photography of Horace Wood- balanced and without bias, a fact apHighlights of the production are those scenes showing the insects' preciated by trade sources, and the
ward.
constant battle for survival and some of their more perverse patterns of weekly issues carry sufficient material
behavior.
to cover current releases. "The Quiet
Produced in France by Walter Futter, from a story and screenplay by Man" comes in for a sympathetic
American playwright Jack Kirkland, the film is in English dialogue spoken treatment of John Ford's rural sheActually it was made in both French and English nanigans, and "The Crimson Pirate"
by an all-French cast.
is described as something nobody will
versions to take the greatest advantage of the two markets.
In the title role, Pierre Fresnay is seen in the somewhat conventional believe, but "it's wonderful, really."
conception of a "man ahead of his time." Living in the South of France in
Marilyn Monroe was grand marthe middle of the last century, Fabre eked out a meagre existence for his shall at the annual American Beauty
huge family as a mathematics instructor, with time off for the study of insects. Parade at Atlantic City, and attractRecognition of Fabre's work both in the field of entomology and as it related ing quite some attention hereself, said
came slowly over a 50-year period and as a triumph over she thought "they were looking at my
to man's behavior
Scenes depicting his family life are played grand marshall's badge."
a series of personal misfortunes.
•
with humor and pathos and are neatly integrated with the nature studies.
The latter include revealing shots of ants, wasps, caterpillars, spiders and
At least 530 radio stations operthe like, in their various habitats engaged in their single-minded dedication to ating under Mutual Broadcasting
Fabre's whole life was devoted to their study to find out whether System are participants with
survival.
they acted from instinct or intelligence. What he learned, aside from a million in a six weeks contest to promote
facts, was that man alone possesses soul and a free will.
"Sudden Fear," starring Joan CrawHenri Diamant-Berger directed the film which should be a natural for ford, now under way and continudiscriminating audiences everywhere.
ing to Sept. 12. Listeners are urged
Also in the cast are Elina La Bourdette, Andre Randall, Georges Tabet, to write in letters telling of their
Oliver Hussenot, Espanita Cortez, and many others.
first sudden fear and how they
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. August release. overcame it. Top prize will be a

FASCINATING,

MPAA

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

RKO

be held at Paramount's
distribution

National

\RevieWS

{Continued from page 1)
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Americans accept them would not tend
lower film-producing standards in
the U. S. He agreed, however, that
in recent years Hollywood has been
turning out pictures of unexampled ex-

to

cellence.

trip to Hollywood, according to

RKO

Fargo"

Running
Sept.

time, 69 minutes.

General audience classification.

7.

York

scheduled

an

for

area

premiere

in

2.

•

Scoring

(Continued from page 1)
lowing a personal appearance by MarHowever, the storm injorie Main.
terrupted a flow of visitors estimated

Fair offia'als
say.
reported to be enthusiastic.

officials

with

half-page
ads in the Sunday sections of 70 key
city
newspapers, 20th Century-Fox
(Continued, from page 1)
heralded Victor Hugo's "Les Miserpions," the film was produced by Ed- ables" to a combined readership of
mund Reek, 20th-Fox Movietonews over 100 millions. The ad combines
executive, with Jack Kuhne supervis- the attraction of a comic strip layout
Mel Allen handled the narration with the force of a 24-sheet poster,
ing.
of the film, which points up the last- obtaining both results in strong color.
minute scoring of the American team List of newspapers getting the allocated space is a summary of important
It
to take top honors at the games.
Sunday issues from coast to coast. The
is scheduled for release sometime late
half-page will command attention from
this month.
the nation's younger fans and adults,
alike.
Largest and most comprein
hensive exhibitor's campaign manual
Chicago, Sept. 3. The Davis Thea- of the year is being prepared by 20thtre Building here has been sold by the Fox for "The Snows of Kilimanjaro"
Lincoln Western Building Corp. to which has its premiere at the Rivoli
Isadore Kaplan and Associates for an theatre on Broadway Sept. 18. The
undisclosed sum. The building includes company has also arranged three-way
the 1,400-seat Davis (operated by Es- tieups across the country between exsaness for a number of years, but hibitors, school officials and booksellfull-color,

Olympic Film

Storms Fails

ATO officials say
1,500 an hour.
had
persons
70,000
approximately
viewed the exhibit since it was set up
(Continued- from page 1)
Saturday afternoon.
atres, M. and P. Theatres, New EngForrest Tucker, Tony Romano and
land Theatres, RKO Theatres, Loew's Rex Allen entertained spectators in
Boston Theatres and George A. Giles front of the tent after it collapsed
Co., has been settled out of court.
while ATO representatives worked to
Terms of the settlement were not get items on display under cover to
disclosed by Arthur L. Whittemore protect them from the rain, which conof the law firm of Nutter, McClellen tinued all night and delayed salvage
and Fish of Boston, who announced work.
Costumes were ironed out,
termination of the action.
mannikins repaired and signs repainted
The Garbose brothers' complaint in time to make a fresh start quickly.
charged that several Massachusetts
The film exhibit has proved the bigtheatre circuits conspired with defend- gest draw on the fair grounds, ATO
ant distributors- to deprive their
and Athol theatres of product.

Release date,

Texas on Oct.

at

Settle Suit

Don

Prince,
licity head.

Radio Eastern pubA folder has been pre(Monogram)
Hollywood, Sept. 3 pared by Mutual advising its sta<<r^ARGO" will certainly entrench Wild Bill Elliott with his followers and tions how to conduct the contest,
should create many, many more. It is a compact piece of Prairie melo- with local promotional tie-ins to
drama with a better than usual story, a picturesque sepia tint, loads of people, conform to playdates.
•
horses and cattle, and jampacked with ridin' and blazing guns.
About 40 national magazines with
The story and screenplay by Jack DeWitt and Joseph Poland concerns the
a combined circulation of more than
introduction of barbed wire as a thorny implement of peacemaking in the strug70,000,000, will be used to promote
gle between cattlemen dedicated to the open range and farmers who believe in
" Androcles and the Lion," according
Fennelly
directed
Lewis
D.
M.
and
by
Vincent
fences. It was produced by
to S. Barret McCormick, director of
Collins, who follow a straight-line account of the coming- of the grain-farmers
advertising for RKO Radio Pictures.
the
open-range
resistance
cowthe
natural
of
of
Fargo,
around
region
to the
men to the fencing of the newcomers' claims, and of the resistance of some The campaign will get under way this
zveek and will extend into November.
crooks, chief among them a perfidious foreman, which leads to violence, incluSunday supplements and men's magatreatment
with
counterquenched
law
and
by
sive of multiple murder, finally
Elliott gives his usual strong, sure per- zines as well as the big national weekviolence in about equal measure.
lies and monthlies will carry advertisformance, with Myron Healey providing an excellent plot opponent. The big
ing on "Lusty Men" through Septemcast is uniformly satisfactory, including- Phyllis Coates, Fuzzy Knight, Jack
ber and October, to reach another 60,Ingram, Arthur Space, Robert Wilke, Terry Frost, Robert Bray, Denver
readers. The latter picture is
000,000
Andrews,
Richard
Reeves.
Pyle, Tim Ryan, Florence Lake, Stanley
it

also are

.

Davis

.

.

Chicago Sold

—

closed recently), six stores, a studio,

and 12 apartments.

ers to benefit "O.

Henry's Full House."

—Walter

Brooks

;
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TOA Aims

Mutual Aid

Television--Radio

{Continued from page 1)
listings

include

WNBC

on

WNBT

OMPI

ber more than 500 and include some
30 circuits.
In commenting on the new alliance,
Schwartz said, "I have no doubt that
this agreement, the first of its kind,
will give ample evidence that radio,
and motion pictures can work together and complement each other's
activities with mutually beneficial reIt will also be of benefit to the.
sults.
public in keeping them informed of
the best in entertainment."
Cott stated, "NBC is very proud
of the opportunity to help prove to the
entertainment industry that the socalled rival industries can augment
each other by working together.
are very confident that our 'joining
hands' campaign will work to the advantage of both industries."

TV

We

will run
for a trial period of 13 weeks
subject to renewal, will be teed
and
off on Sept. 15 on
with a daily listing of

The campaign, which

WNBC

popular films currently playing
neighborhood houses. Skitch
Henderson will handle the radio
chores both morning and evening while the television time
slot has not yet been desig-

in

i

On

Sept. 22,

WNBC

will present a

Hollywood
variety
show,
weekly
which will feature recorded interviews with stars, producers and other
film personalities and film music on
records.

Simultaneously, a daily five-

WNBT

minute television program on
will be inaugurated during the 6:15 to
6:30 P. M. period.
In preparation is a-documentary series of six or seven radio programs,
"realistically
dramatizing the
m.cn
,

with Pinky

^^^a^s^
T

Herman ^^s^^

NITIAL program of the NBComedy, "Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
Show," which resumes Tuesday, Sept. 16, will feature a satire on

"Greatest Show On Earth." Songstress Rosemary Clooney will be the first to guestrill. George Fenneman replaces Jimmy Wallington as announcer, with music supplied by
Dick Stabile's Ork.
Will Rogers' second appearance before the
cameras (his debut was made when he portrayed his internationally
famous and beloved father in "The Will Rogers Story") will be in
Screen Gems' half-hour telefilm "Life, Liberty and Orin Dooley,"
for Ford Theatre. W. R. plays a GI, just home from Korea who
goes back to school, under the GI Bill into the 4th Grade.
Before leaving for Italy to join Toscannini in Milan,
General
SymMusic Director Samuel Chotzinoff announced that the
phony, batonned by the maestro, will return to the airwaves Nov. 1.
Lola Montez, assistant producer of the "Broadway
Theatre,"
which rates this reviewer's WORchids, will appear IN
of
the cameras next Monday when she does the lead in "Mrs. Moonlight," featuring Stephen Cortleigh and Una O'Conner.
B. DeMille's

Cecil

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

TV
FRONT
.

.

.

During World War 2, four sailors stationed at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station in Chicago combined their
talents to produce and present shows for their buddies which
were the talk of the service. The quartet has since returned to
show business and are seen and heard in their own radio and
TV programs. The artists are Bill Harrington, starred daily
on ABC-TV and WNEW, Jack Kilty, NBChirper and former
singing star of "Oklahoma," Red Benson, star of Mutual's
"Take A Number," and Durward Kirby, emcee-announcer of
the "Garry Moore Show." Could make a sure-fire TV package.
Wilf Carter, better known as "Montana Slim," whose
RCA-Victor platters during the past two decades have sold
in the millions, recently returned from a tour of 19 Canadian
theatres and arenas and broke box office records in 14 of them.
.

—

.

.

.

will
the movies."
provide top producers, script writers
and actors for these programs, with
providing the material. Many
other promotions, including a supermarket tie-up to promote films by
selection of a "Super Movie of the
Month," are now in the planning

.

OMPI

US TV Ups Bookings
Of Canadian Films
Ottawa. Sept.
—
of
3.

Officials

the

National Film Board of Canada report that there is a boom in the-de,mand for the board's productions for
television in the United States. In
1950-51 there were 1,523 bookings for
television in the U. S., but in 1951-52
there were 2,401. These bookings are
exclusive of commercial theatre showings and television showings of the
Canadian-made films in various other
foreign countries.

Taylor, Bell Promoted
Frank Taylor has been promoted

RKO

the position of cashier in the
Theatres home office, replacing William Murray, who retired on Friday
after 26 years with the company. It
was also disclosed that Arthur E. Bell
has been elected an assistant treasurer
of the circuit and its subsidiary com-

was named

it

a

co-

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

Engineers
NETTC

and

MPAA

which

requested the information dealing with
a projected New York-to-Washington
theatre
network capable of carrying a 10 megacycle imput. The only
cost data supplied by A. T. & T. in its
response dealt with its regular three to
four megacycle channel.
A. T. & T.s failure to come through
with the requested cost data was described by Fly as the only gap in the
completion of the technical phase of
presentation to the
the industry's
FCC, which will be made when theahearings open in October.
tre
""In* the meantime, the
counsel said he and his associate, Vincent Welch, and Marcus Cohn, counsel
for the NETTC, are working on the
January phase of the hearings when
witnesses will be presented by the industry to testify before the FCC.

TV

Kling Studios will produce a series of 26 "Uncle Mistletoe,"
telefilms to be sponsored by Marshall Field & Co. in the Chicago
and Seattle markets. The series, available for syndication in other
markets, will be scripted by Arthur Lewis Zafiel and directed by
Fred Freeland, Kling production manager.
Russ Offhaus,
former deejay, is now general manager of WMFS, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
"The Quiz Kids," which started on radio 11 years ago
and which recently signed an exclusive CBS-TV contract, will
start a new weekly series, Sept. 14 (4:00-4:30 P.M.) sponsored
on alternate Sundays by Cat's Paw Rubber Co. Joe Kelly will
Broadzvayfarers aver that when
continue to ask the questions.
Milton Berle was granted an audience with the Pope he pleaded,
"Your Holiness, could yon arrange it so that Bishop Sheen's
video time is changed next season f" (To Milton Berle: It's no
banana erl that competition from Sheen is too keen.) Meanwhile, it was disclosed yesterday that Bishop Sheen will re.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

ommitments on "The Catholic Hour" after a 23linquish his
year association to concentrate exclusively on his Dn Mont
"Life Is Worth Living" program, resuming Nov. 18, opposite
Berle. His services for Du Mont are free but he has let it be known
that if am acceptable sponsor wants to 'do so he can latch on to
'the program by making donations ,to. charitable organisations of
Some of the talks
the Jewish, Catholic and Protestant faiths.
that Jules Levey held with producers on the coast concerned-TV
"Your Show of Shows," which Max Liebman
productions.
starting Saturday, has been comwill again produce on
pletely sold, out for the full 39 weeks schedule. Sponsors include
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel Ciggies) S. O. S. Company,

TV

.

to

Although

TV

.

.

stages.

suit.

conspirator in the government's complaint,
was not included among
the defendants.
While the
leadership 5s confident the membership will make an
affirmative decision, it doubts if the
Department of Justice would accede
to
a
request for defendant
status. The Department might decline
the request, it was said, out of reluctance to have to confront at the bar
of justice what would in effect be a
united industry. TOA, it was explained, could "swing more freely" in
fighting the suit if it were a defendant.
These are the steps that will be
taken in seeking
convention approval the
board will first discuss and vote on whether to submit a
resolution to the convention proper
officials of the organization will be
selected to discuss the implications of
the move before the convention
the
convention itself will vote 0n it.

was both

.

.

.

TOA

(Continued from page 1)

The Four Top

.

July 29, Herman M. Levy,
general counsel, following consulation with other organization officials announced that he will ask the
convention to decide whether it wishes
to take the necessary steps to have
made a party defendant in the

MPA

gold in them thar hill billy acts.)
Hatters, novelty group who built up quite
a rep during their nine months engagement at the Hotel
Park Sheraton, move into Jack Dempsey's On B'way Tues.
When puppeteer Bill Baird finishes the "Walter The
Waterproof Whale" segs of the "Whistling Wizard,"
CBSeries, he'll introduce two new characters from 'out of
this world' named "Bleep and Bloop." (sounds like a Frankie
Loesser song title.)
still

On

TOA

;

.

(Thar's

eral over the government's attempt to force the sale of features in 16mm. to TV and other
outlets competing with regular
theatres.

:

NBC

who make

panies.

.

NBC
NBC

.

.

nated.
I

(Continued from page 1)

and

of current and popular motion
pictures, as well as special programs
highlighting various features of the
will prepare,
film industry.
and
trailers
display
distribute and
posters boosting- these programs in
participating theatres, which will num-

WNBT

.

.

.

.

NBC-TV

Griffin Mfg. Co., Benrus Watch Co., Prudential' Insurance Co.,
i? Fink Corp. and W. S. Sheaffer Pen-Co., who'll sponsor

helm

a half-hour

segment on Oct.

4,

Nov.

1

MPAA TV

Start Lutheran TV
Film Series Sunday
The

Lutheran

Church

-

Missouri

Syntrd, in co-operation with the National Council of Churches of Christ in
the U.S., will initiate a series of 26
dramatic films on television on Sun-'
day, it was disclosed here yesterday by
Rev. L. C. Wuerffel of St. Louis,
Dean of Concordia Seminary, and
chairman of the Lutheran Television
The series
Productions Committee.
cost an estimated $500,000.

-

1

.

'..

.

TV

and Dec.

13.

'

RKO

Pathe Buys Rights
— RK0 Pathe
Sept.

Montreal,

1

3.

purchased world rights, .outside
Canada, to three of Associated! Screen
Studios' recent Canadian Cameo the-

has

short subjects.
will continue to
Canadian distribution.

atrical
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MPAA Engineers

& T.

to

4,

TV

Move

in

Radio

Vs. Gov't Suit

The next move to obtain theatre television transmission costs from the
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. will depend on the recommendations of the engineers hired by the Motion Picture Association of
America, James T. Fly, special TV counsel of the MPAA, said here

See Defendant Status Bid
Evoking Company Blasts
Theatre Owners

America

of
that the

lead-

organization's forthcoming convention will
advocate TOA's becoming a voluntary defendant in the government's
ers

anticipate

16mm. anti-trust action in the belief
that the boldness of such a move will
inspire other presidents of major disout
speak
tributor-defendants
to
against the suit as did Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president.
This, of course, is only one
reason it is expected the Sept.
14-18 convention in Washington
will favor the move. Another is
that a bid for defendant status
will underscore the indignation
expressed by exhibitors in gen(Continued on page

5)

Garbose $3,000,000
Trust Suit Settled

yesterdav.

MPA

Offers to Aid

Without further study of A. T. & T.'s
response, it would be very difficult to
say what course of action will be

Of Trade Practices
—

MPAA

Olympic Film on

20th -Fox Program
A

special short subject "revealing
the excitement and color" of American participation in the recent Olym-

Portuguese Picture
Gets

MPAA

Assist

casting.

In a campaign designed to encourage
new understanding and feeling of
America's Foreign Films Advisory mutual cooperation between the
media,
Unit today will add one more country reciprocal cross-promotion plans will

The Motion Picture Association

of

list of those whose pictures it
helping to promote in the U. S. The
step will be marked by an Advisory
Unit-sponsored preview of Felipe de
Portuguese
Solms'
"Chikewembo,"
language melodrama filmed in Portuguese Africa.
The screening, which in effect will
be the picture's world premiere, will

Now that the First Lady
has indicated she would be
pleased to receive the TOA
wives, the TOA planners must
arrange to supply White
House guards and attendants
with 15 copies of a list of
names of the visitors. This
must be done for "security

(Continued on page 4)

reasons." As many as 100 TOA
wives are expected to make
the visit. The big problem is
to get the names in advance.

An

Sept. 3.—
the state

Storm Fails to
Halt ATO Exhibit
—

Indianapolis, Sept. 3. The storm
that blew its tent down and caused
considerable damage to displays failed
to stop the state fair exhibit of Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana. Officers cleaned up the debris, obtained a
new tent and it was open to the public again last night, a little more than

24 hours after the blow struck.

There were no injuries, as most of
crowd had just left the tent fol-

the

{Continued on page 4)

anti-tax

eral

and Fedhas been mapped by the
Association
of
Theatre

level

Kentucky
Owners, following a
meetings,

The program

—

(Continued on page 4)

Louisville,

program both on

series of district

held

throughout

calls for repeal of the

state admission tax

London, Sept. 3. J. Arthur Rank's Odeon Theatres today reported
a net profit of £1,228,115 ($3,438,722) for the 53 weeks ended June 28.
The result is after all taxes and other adjustments and includes special
profits arising from the disposal of fixed assets. In the previous fiscal
year Odeon reported a net profit of

ness of £2,437,008 ($6,823,622), leaving a net overdraft of £6,776,738
Other loan capital re($18,974,866).

5)

Anti-Tax Program
Mapped by KATO

exhibitor
the state.

Profit of $3,438,722

United Artists. However, Rank stated
that subject to unforeseen circumstances, Odeon hopes to meet all arrears on its preferred stock dividends
during the current year.
Odeon's consolidated balance sheet
shows a reduction of bank indebted-

{Continued on page

is

TOA Has

£277,980 ($778,344).
Despite the current working profit,
Odeon directors again decided not to
pay a dividend on the ordinary shares,
50 per cent of which are owned by

a

to the

Rank's Odeon Has Year's

ners.

500 Theatres Involved
In the New York Area

MPAA

(Continned on page 4)

—

For Mutual Aid

WNBC-WNBT

Sept.

Washington, Sept. 3 Arranging for the visit to the
White House Sept. 17 by the
wives of Theatre Owners of
America convention delegates
has not been without problems for the convention plan-

Pact

Long in the discussion stage, a
adopted by the MPAA, Fly explained. pact was formalized
here yesterday
He added, however, that an analysis which
will bring motion pictures,
of A. T. & T.'s six-page answer would
and sub- radio and television together for the
probably be made by
mitted to the Federal Communications mutual promotion of the economic and
goodwill interests of each.
Commission.
Washington, Sept. 3. The MoAn agreement was signed ceSi Fabian, chairman of the National
tion Picture Association of America
Exhibitors Theatre Television Commenting plans for a reciprocal
today offered its fullest cooperation
mittee, could not be reached yesterday
promotion project between stato the Senate Small Business Comfor comment on A. T. & T.'s response,
tions
and the
mittee in the committee's current incalled "completely unsatisfactory" by
Organization of the Motion Piccomplaints
vestigation
exhibitor
of
industry spokesmen in Washington. It
ture Industry of the City of
about distributor trade practices.
{Continued on page 5)
New York, by Fred J. Schwartz,
In a two and a half hour meeting,
chairman of the Organization,
held at the request of MPAA, comand Ted Cott, vice-president
investigators
questioned
mittee
and general manager of WNBC{Continued on page 2)
WNBT, key radio and television
stations
of National Broad-

suit

a White
House Problem, Too

and

Senate Probers

3.— The $3,000,000 pic games in Helsinki has been added
brought by Abraham, to 20th Century-Fox's 1952-53 schedJacob and Samuel Garbose of Athol, ule, it was announced here yesterday
Mass., in Federal District court here by Peter Levathes, short subjects sales
in 1948 against major distributors, manager.
Entitled "U. S. Olympic Chamincluding Republic and Monogram,
(Continued on page 4)
and Maine and New Hampshire TheBoston,

anti-trust

TEN CENTS

Propose Films,

Next A.

Tilt

Impartial

1952

Raise Fire

T.

Concise

and "wholehearted

cooperation" with the Council of Motion Picture Organizations in its campaign to scrap the 20 per cent tax.

AMPA

to

Finalize

School Plans Today
Plans

for the Associated
Picture Advertisers'
school to train future industry advertising -publicity -exploitation specialists will be
finalized today at an AMPA
hoard meeting at the Lobster

Motion

Restaurant here.

The

Wednesday

evening

classes in home office screening rooms are scheduled to
begin Sept. 24.

;

Motion Picture Daily

2

A ssignment-Paris
{Columbia)

YOUNGSTEIN,

United
E.
Artists vice-president, has left
here for Pittsburgh and Cincinnati,
and will return at the weekend.
•

A NEAT,
-

topical tale of intrigue dealing with the arrest of an American
in Hungary has been adapted from a Saturday Evening
serial by Paul and Pauline Gallico. The film, although it depends to

newspaperman

Post

some extent on coincidence in its plot motivation, is not overly complicated
and has strong exploitation angles.
Sam Fine, partner with Sam
Starring are Dana Andrews, Marta Toren and Audrey Totter, lead reporters
Bloom in B. and F. Theatres, To- on the Paris edition of the Neiv York Herald Tribune, under the astute edironto circuit subsidiary of Famous torial guidance of George Sanders.
Players, continues in a serious condiAndrews, a reporter from the New York office, arrives in Paris and quickly
tion following a cerebral hemorrhage. steals Miss Toren's affections from his editor.
Sanders, in turn, sends him
•
to replace an ailing correspondent in Budapest.
Here Andrews shortly gets
Gladys Zucker, secretary to Ben involved with the Communist government by trying to smuggle out a microMelniker, M-G-M attorney, will be film containing evidence damaging to the regime. For this he is arrested
given a cocktail party and luncheon a "phoney" confession is rigged and he is all set to be hanged until Miss
on Tuesday in advance of her forth- Toren and Sanders come through with a diplomatic rescue.
The latter involves Sandro Giglio, file attendant in che Tribune's Paris
coming marriage.
office, who turns out to be an ex-Hungarian official and has the proof needed
Oliver C. Broughton. M-G-M to substantiate charges of a plot against Stalin on the part of the Hungarians.
"trouble shooter," was in New Haven The Communists thus are persuaded to trade the doomed Andrews for Giglio.
The film moves fairly swiftly with a minimum of rough and tumble action,
yesterday from New York. On Monday he will be in Boston and will then relying mainly for its effects on dialogue, night photography and a suspenseful
Background footage made in Paris, including shots of the Tribune
climax.
head for Albany.
offices on the Rue de Berri, adds to the general authenticity of the drama.
is by William Bowers, from an adaptation by Walter Goetz
John Wayne has been awarded a The screenplay
Palmer
White.
and
Jack
citation for outstanding Americanism
Samuel Marx and Jerry Bresler produced and Robert Parrish directed.
during 1951 by the Sigma Chi fraterOthers in the cast include Donald Randolph, Herbert Beghof, Ben Astar,
nity of the University of Southern
Willis Bouchey and Earl Lee.
California.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For October
Coval, branch manager
of Warner Brothers at Toronto, has
been ordered to take a further month's
rest at home because of a heart ailment.

(Babe)

I.

Martin Moskowitz, 20th CenturyFox division manager, and Nat
Rosen,

Albany

were in
from Albany.

manager,

Gloversville yesterday
•

of M-G-M's home
publicity department will leave
here tomorrow by plane for Europe

Mike DeLisio

office

and

will be

gone a month.

H. Robertson, co-owner and
manager of the Majestic Theatre in
Springfield, Ky., and Mrs. Robertson
announce the birth of a son.
A.

•

Burnside

Theatre,

partner in the
Hartford,

East

Conn., has resumed his duties
recuperating from illness.
•

Ken Holden, manager

of the

after

Cam-

den Theatre, Camden, Me., and Mrs.

Holden

are

parents

of

a

boy,

their

first child.

•

Arthur

Greenfield,

Universal

manager in Portland, Ore., and Mrs.
Greenfield have left here for Europe.

Marion Lesnik, M-G-M

publicist,

from here Sept. 12 for Eu-

rope on the

6".

City Dignitaries at

Show' Premiere

"Royal Mount-

;

;

;

International.

MPA Offers
(Continued from page 1)

and distributor representatives on "the
continual complaints between distributors
and exhibitors," a committee
and the disspokesman said.
tributors wanted to give their side
of the story, he said, and the committee people "were glad to hear it."
The industry spokesmen declared
they would be glad to put committee
investigators in touch with anyone in
the distribution field who might be
able to give information to the committee and added that they would also

MPAA

20 -Cent Quarterly

Committee investigators, who have

Loew's Dividend

'Student Prince' Off,
Says Lanza Defaults
M-G-M

yesterday announced abandonment of "The Student Prince," due
persistent failure of Mario
to be its star, to report for the start of the film." Studio
executives said more than $700,000
has thus far been invested in the picture, and that "the company will pursue its legal rights caused by Lanza's
default of his contract," a home office
statement disclosed.
to

the

Lanza,

who was

his

trip

Jules Levey has returned here
six weeks in Hollywood.

after

MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martm

—

Cincinnati, Sept. 3. Gene Tunick,
formerly in charge of Lippert distribution here and subsequently an EagleLion sales executive in New York,
again has taken the local Lippert franchise.
He will also handle other
product.

The

Souvaine- Selective

local

Pic-

branch, which he headed
cently, closed several weeks ago.

tures

re-

3.

The

Brookfield,

Thief," the

"talkless talkie," will be a special entry at the Venice Film Festival, it
dis-

tribution.

producer,

Tunick Gets Lippert
Franchise in Cincy.

To Re-Open Chicago
Suburban
'Thief Special Entry Chicago, Sept. Theatre
—A. Becker, former operator of the Vet Theatre here,
At Venice Festival
will operate the Strand,
United Artists chief of foreign

•

has poistponed indefinitely
here from the Coast.

Columbia

only spoken to a handful of distributors to date, said they would certainly
4
be speaking to more and that the the
committee would hear distributor witnesses if and when hearings on the
Loew's directors yesterday declared subject were begun.
New York's Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri has accepted the invitation of a regular quarterly
dividend of 20
William D. Amis, committee investi20th Century-Fox to attend the world cents on its common stock, payable gator, is scheduled to leave for the
premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Sept. 30 to stockholders of record on Coast shortly to go into exhibitor
Snows of Kilimanjaro," and will head Sept. 16, it was announced here, fol- complaints in the San Francisco area.
a party of city officials to the Rivoli lowing a meeting of the board.
Amis recently finished an inquiry in
This is the second quarterly divi- the Los Angeles region.
Theatre here on Sept. 17.
Meanwhile, Lisa Ferraday, of the dent to be paid at the 20-cent rate,
representatives at today's
cast, has already made 25 radio and Loew's having reduced its dividend meeting were Joyce O'Hara, Kenneth
guest appearances in behalf of the from 37y2 cents for the previous pay- Clark, Ed Cooper, Sidney Schreiber
film, with several more set during the ment.
and Cecil Dixon. From the distribunext two weeks.
tion side there were William Rodgers,

was announced by Arnold M. Picker,

S. Liberte.

Hal Wallis, Paramount

Girl,"

be willing to suggest such people.

Harry M. Popkin's "The

will sail

Bad

"Sweeted Police," Allied Artists
heart Time," Republic "Taxi," 20thFox and "Columbia South," Universal-

M-G-M TV

Weingarten,

producer and studio executive, is due
to arrive here from Europe on the
S.S. United States on Sept. 16.
•

Barney Tarantal,

release.

—

Production
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
took a small sag, with only two pictures being started in seven days,
while six others were completed.
The new undertakings are "Julius
Caesar," M-G-M, and "Come On
Warner. Completed were
Texas,"
"Serpent of the Nile" and "Story of a

MPAA

•

Lawrence

1952

4,

Only 2 Films
B egun on C oast

Review

Personal
Mention
MAX

Thursday, September

film will not be in competition
with the other American and foreign
entries,
Picker declared, because it
will be in a special category due to
the fact that it was not ready in time
to make it eligible as a regular entry.

111.,

for the

Loew's

vice-president,
assistant

Zimmerman,
Radio

and
to

William

the

RKO

manager, Robert Mochrie.
Present for the committee were Gillis
Long and Amis.
sales

Parade

Spark
'Loves' Premiere
to

—A

Chicago, Sept. 3.
parade, featuring many Hollywood personalities,
will herald the premiere of Paramount's "Somebody Loves Me" at the
Chicago Theatre on Friday.
The parade will be led by Betty
Hutton who stars in the film. Others
in the vanguard will include Blossom

Benny Fields, Charlton HesRosemary Clooney, Billy Daniels,
Johny Ray, Lydia Clarke and Charles
Seeley,

ton,

new owner, Arnold Lund, O'Curran.

who

will reopen the suburban house
Sept. 14.

on

Nat Karson Here
Nat Karson, former producer of the
show at M-G-M's Leicester
Square Empire Theatre in London,

stage

has arrived here. He plans to produce a similar show for a New York
film theatre.

Studio Craft Wages

—

Up

Weekly earnSept. 3.
ings of studio craft union workers
averaged $118.30 during July, the California Department of Industrial Relations disclosed in the monthly report.
The figure compares with $113.68
averaged in June, and $105.88 July
year ago.
Hollywood,
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Rank's Profit
(Continued from page 1)
paid during the year totalled £1,911,275 ($5,351,570).
While the stock market evinced disappointment that no dividend is being
paid on the Odeon ordinaries, it concedes that a £9,509,843 ($26,627,560)
reduction in Odeon's bank overdrafts
in the past three years has been a
remarkable achievement.
Rank's Gaumont British and subincluding Cinematelevision,
sidiaries,
Ltd., and others, showed a net profit
of £625,384 ($1,751,075) for the year,
compared with net of £711,181 ($1,991,306) for the previous year. Gaumont will pay a 7 l 2 per cent dividend

/

compared with

ordinaries,
per cent last year.

on

its

5

Rank's production company, British
Dominions Film Corp., showed a
net profit for the year of £157,073
compared with net of
($439,804),

&

the previous
preference dividend was continued but nothing was
paid on the ordinaries.
Full accounts of the Rank Organization are scheduled to be made public

year.

for

($424,110)

£151,468

The company's

Sept. 17.

Portuguese Picture
(Continued, from page 1)
be held at

Paramount's home

American

distribution

office for

representatives.
is seeking to
distribution rights to

Producer de Solms,

who

sell the world
the picture, will be present.
De Solms, a Spaniard who specializes in the production of Portuguese
language films, will leave here in about

a week for Hollywood where he will
confer with production executives with
a view to co-producing Portuguese
Africa features with American players. He said yesterday that during the
past two years he has turned out 51
Portuguese short subjects and the
feature, "Chikewembo" which, freely
translated, means "Witchcraft."

Film-making

in

Portugal

is

a

diffi-

cult business, de Solms said, explaining that native pictures seldom earn
in that country more than $50,000 each.
Hence only five or six features are
said Amerimade there annually.

He

can pictures, on the other hand, are
very popular in Portugal. Portuguesespeaking Brazil, he noted, pays only
$10,000 for each Portuguese picture

which makes the South
American country a distinctly undeimported,

sirable market.
Observing that

films on TV in
America are generally of low quality,
de Solms wondered if the fact that
Americans accept them would not tend

to

_

lower film-producing standards in

the U. S. He agreed, however, that
in recent years Hollywood has been
turning out pictures of unexampled excellence.

(Continued, from page 1)
atres,

land Theatres,

P. Theatres,

RKO

New Eng-

Theatres, Loew's

Boston Theatres and George A. Giles
Co., has been settled out of court.
Terms of the settlement were not
disclosed by Arthur L. Whittemore
of the law firm of Nutter, McClellen
and Fish of Boston, who announced
termination of the action.

The
charged

Garbose
that

National

"The Amazing Monsieur Fabre »

Pre-Selling

brothers'
complaint
several Massachusetts

theatre circuits conspired with defendant distributors to deprive their York
and Athol theatres of product.

1952

(Walter Futter)

A FASCINATING,

inspirational film based on the life of France's great
19th Century entomologist, Jean Henri Fabre, "The Amazing Monsieur
Fabre" is the product of French and American talent.
Bound to lend impetus to the merchandising of this picture is the endorsement given it by the Foreign Film Advisory Unit of the Motion Picture Assodirector of community relations,
ciation of America. Arthur DeBra,
has emphasized the film's values in "thousands of letters" being sent to such
"Monsieur Fabre" will
"opinion makers" as educators and social leaders.
have its American premiere Monday at the Park Avenue Theatre here.
The subject of entomology the study of insects may not seem suitable
material for dramatic fare, but as viewed through the eyes of the great
student-writer-observer, it makes for an exciting and thought-provoking film,
due in no small part to the excellent scientific photography of Horace WoodHighlights of the production are those scenes showing the insects'
ward.
constant battle for survival and some of their more perverse patterns of
behavior.
Produced in France by Walter Futter, from a story and screenplay by
American playwright Jack Kirkland, the film is in English dialogue spoken
Actually it was made in both French and English
by an all-French cast.
versions to take the greatest advantage of the two markets.
In the title role, Pierre Fresnay is seen in the somewhat conventional
conception of a "man ahead of his time." Living in the South of France in
the middle of the last century, Fabre eked out a meagre existence for his
huge family as a mathematics instructor, with time off for the study of insects.
Recognition of Fabre's work both in the field of entomology and as it related
came slowly over a 50-year period and as a triumph over
to man's behavior
Scenes depicting his family life are played
a series of personal misfortunes.
with humor and pathos and are neatly integrated with the nature studies.
The latter include revealing shots of ants, wasps, caterpillars, spiders and
the like, in their various habitats engaged in their single-minded dedication to
Fabre's whole life was devoted to their study to find out whether
survival.
they acted from instinct or intelligence. What he learned, aside from a million
facts, was that man alone possesses soul and a free will.
Henri Diamant-Berger directed the film which should be a natural for
discriminating audiences everywhere.
Also in the cast are Elina La Bourdette, Andre Randall, Georges Tabet,
Oliver Hussenot, Espanita Cortez, and many others.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. August release

MPAA

—

—

—

«
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Fargo"

(Monogram)

"t^ARGO"

Hollywood, Sept. 3
will certainly entrench

Wild

Bill Elliott

with his followers and

should create many, many more. It is a compact piece of Prairie melo
a better than usual story, a picturesque sepia tint, loads of people,
horses and cattle, and jampacked with ridin' and blazing guns.
The story and screenplay by Jack DeWitt and Joseph Poland concerns the
introduction of barbed wire as a thorny implement of peacemaking- in the struggle between cattlemen dedicated to the open range and farmers who believe in
fences. It was produced by Vincent M. Fennelly and directed by Lewis D.
Collins, who follow a straight-line account of the coming of the grain-farmers
to the region around Fargo, of the natural resistance of the open-range cowmen to the fencing of the newcomers' claims, and of the resistance of some
crooks, chief among them a perfidious foreman, which leads to violence, inclu
sive of multiple murder, finally quenched by treatment with law and counterElliott gives his usual strong, sure per
violence in about equal measure.
formance, with Myron Healey providing an excellent plot opponent. The big
cast is uniformly satisfactory, including Phyllis Coates, Fuzzy Knight, Jack
Ingram, Arthur Space, Robert Wilke, Terry Frost, Robert Bray, Denver
Pyle, Tim Ryan, Florence Lake, Stanley Andrews, Richard Reeves.
Running time, 69 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
J-

drama with

Sept.

7.

1"- IME's cover picture and inside
story on Katharine Hepburn, now
on newsstands, is obviously impressive to the trade as well as to the
public, for its sincerity and human interest.

The

42-year-old star,

(Continued from page 1)
lowing a personal appearance by MarHowever, the storm in-

jorie Main.

terrupted a flow of visitors estimated
officials say
at 1,500 an hour.
had
persons
approximately
70,000
viewed the exhibit since it was set up
Saturday afternoon.
Forrest Tucker, Tony Romano and
Rex Allen entertained spectators in
front of the tent after it collapsed
representatives worked to
while
get items on display under cover to
protect them from the rain, which continued all night and delayed salvage
work.
Costumes were ironed out,
mannikins repaired and signs repainted
in time to make a fresh start quickly.
The film exhibit has proved the biggest draw on the fair grounds,
Fair officials also are
officials say.
reported to be enthusiastic.

ATO

ATO

by her

own

estimate, has earned $3,000,000
on stage and screen, and says of herself, "I have an angular face, an angular body, and I suppose, an angular
personality which jabs into people."
Newsweek's reviews are well
balanced and without bias, a fact appreciated by trade sources, and the
weekly issues carry sufficient material
to cover current releases. "The Quiet
Man" comes in for a sympathetic
treatment of John Ford's rural she.

.

.

nanigans, and "The Crimson Pirate"
is described as something nobody will
believe, but "it's wonderful, really."
.

.

.

Marilyn Monroe was grand mar-

shall at the annual American Beauty
Parade at Atlantic City, and attracting quite some attention hereself, said

she thought "they were looking at my
grand marshall's badge."
•
At least 530 radio stations operating under Mutual Broadcasting
System are participants with
in a six weeks contest to promote

RKO

"Sudden Fear," starring Joan Crawford, now under way and continuing to Sept. 12. Listeners are urged
to write in letters telling of their
first sudden fear and how they
overcame it. Top prize will be a
trip to Hollywood, according to Don
Prince, RKO Radio Eastern publicity head. A folder has been prepared by Mutual advising its stations how to conduct the contest,
with local promotional tie-ins to
conform to playdates.
•
About 40 national magazines with
a combined circulation of more than
70,000,000, will be used to promote
"Androcles and the Lion," according
to S. Barret McCormick, director of
advertising for

RKO

Radio Pictures.

The campaign will get under way this
week and will extend into November.
Sunday supplements and men's magazines as well as' the big national zveeklies and monthlies will carry advertising on "Lusty Men" through Septem-

ber and October, to reach another 60,000,000 readers. The latter picture is
scheduled for an area premiere in
Texas on Oct. 2.

Scoring with full-color, half-page
ads in the Sunday sections of 70 key
city
newspapers, 20th Century-Fox
(Continued, from page 1)
heralded Victor Hugo's "Les Miserpions," the film was produced by Ed- ables" to a combined readership of
mund Reek, 20th-Fox Movietonews over 100 millions. The ad combines
executive, with Jack Kuhne supervis- the attraction of a comic strip layout
ing.
Mel Allen handled the narration with the force of a 24-sheet poster,
of the film which points up the last- obtaining both results in strong color.
minute scoring of the American team List of newspapers getting the allocated space is a summary of important
It
to take top honors at the games.
Sunday issues from coast to coast. The
is scheduled for release sometime late
half-page will command attention from
this month.
the nation's younger fans and adults,
alike.
Largest and most comprein
hensive exhibitor's campaign manual
Chicago, Sept. 3. The Davis Thea- of the year is being prepared by 20thtre Building here has been sold by the Fox for "The Snows of Kilimanjaro"
Lincoln Western Building Corp. to which has its premiere at the Rivoli
Isadore Kaplan and Associates for an theatre on Broadway Sept. 18. The
undisclosed sum. The building includes company has also arranged three-way
the 1,400-seat Davis (operated by Es- tieups across the country between exsaness for a number of years, but hibitors, school officials and booksellclosed recently), six stores, a studio, ers to benefit "O. Henry's Full House."
Walter Brooks
and 12 apartments.

Olympic Film

Storms Fails

ATO

Settle Suit
M. and

Reviews

4,

.

Davis

.

.

Chicago Sold

—

—
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TOA Aims

Mutual Aid

Television

(Continued from page 1)
include

WNBC

on

listings

WNBT

OMPI

ber more than 500 and include some
30 circuits.
In commenting on the new alliance,
"I have no doubt that
this agreement, the first of its kind,
will give ample evidence that radio,
and motion pictures can work together and complement each other's
activities with mutually beneficial results.
It will also be of benefit to the
public in keeping them informed of
the best in entertainment."
said,

TV

Cott

stated,

"NBC

is

very

proud

of the opportunity to help prove to the
entertainment industry that the socalled rival industries can augment
each other by working together.
are very confident that our 'joininghands' campaign will work to the advantage of both industries."

We

The campaign, which

will run
for a trial period of 13 weeks
subject to renewal, will be teed
and
off on Sept. 15 on
with a daily listing of
popular films currently playing
in neighborhood houses. Skitch
Henderson will handle the radio

WNBC

WNBT

Sept. 22,

WNBC

weekly
Hollywood
variety
show,
which will feature recorded interviews with stars, producers and other
film personalities and film music on
records.

Simultaneously, a daily five-

WNBT

minute television program on
will be inaugurated during the 6:15 to
6:30 P. M. period.
In preparation is a documentary series of six or seven radio programs,
"realistically
dramatizing
the
men

.

.

Ford Theatre. W. R. plays a GI, just home from Korea who
goes back to school, under the GI Bill into the 4th Grade.
Before leaving for Italy to join Toscannini in Milan, NBC General
Music Director Samuel Chotzinoff announced that the NBC Symphony, batonned by the maestro, will return to the airwaves Nov. 1.
Lola Montez, assistant producer of the "Broadway
Theatre,"
which rates this reviewer's WORchids, will appear IN
of
the cameras next Monday when she does the lead in "Mrs. Moonlight," featuring Stephen Cortleigh and Una O'Conner.
for

.

.

—

.

the movies."
will
provide top producers, script writers
and actors for these programs, with
providing the material. Many
other promotions, including a super-

OMPI

promote films by
selection of a "Super Movie of the
Month," are now in the planning
to

.

TV
FRONT

.

.

.

.

During World War 2, four sailors stationed at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station in Chicago combined their
talents to produce and present shows for their buddies which
were the talk of the service. The quartet has since returned to
show business and are seen and heard in their own radio and
programs. The

ABC-TV

and

artists are Bill Harrington, starred daily
Jack Kilty, NBChirper and former

WNEW,

singing star of "Oklahoma," Red Benson, star of Mutual's
"Take A Number," and Durward Kirby, emcee-announcer of
the "Garry Moore Show." Could make a sure-fire TV package.
Wilf Carter, better known as "Montana Slim," whose
RCA-Victor platters during the past two decades have sold
in the millions, recently returned from a tour of 19 Canadian
theatres and arenas and broke box office records in 14 of them.
(Thar's still gold in them thar hill billy acts.)
The Four Top Hatters, novelty group who built up quite
a rep during their nine months engagement at the Hotel
Park Sheraton, move into Jack Dempsey's On B'way Tues.
When puppeteer Bill Baird finishes the "Walter The
Waterproof Whale" segs of the "Whistling Wizard,"
CBSeries, he'll introduce two new characters from 'out of
this world' named "Bleep and Bloop." (sounds like a Frankie
Loesser song title.)
.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

US TV Ups Bookings
Of Canadian Films
Ottawa. Sept.
—
of
3.

Officials

the

National Film Board of Canada report that there is a boom in the demand for the board's productions for
television in the United States. In
1950-51 there were 1,523 bookings for
television in the U. S., but in 1951-52
there were 2,401. These bookings are
exclusive of commercial theatre showings and television showings of the
Canadian-made films in various other
foreign countries.

Taylor, Bell

Promoted

Frank Taylor has been promoted

.

.

RKO

the position of cashier in the
Theatres home office, replacing William Murray, who retired on Friday
after 26 years with the company. It
was also disclosed that Arthur E. Bell
has been elected an assistant treasurer
of the circuit and its subsidiary com-

.

.

.

.

.

.

to

(Continued from page 1)
eral over the government's attempt to force the sale of fea-

tures in 16mm. to

TV

and other

outlets competing with regular
theatres.

On

July 29, Herman M. Levy,
general counsel, following consulation with other organization officials announced that he will ask the
convention to decide whether it wishes
to take the necessary steps to have
made a party defendant in the
suit. Although it was named a coconspirator in the government's complaint,
was not included among
the defendants.
While the
leadership is confident the membership will make an
affirmative decision, it doubts if the
Department of Justice would accede
to a
request for defendant
status. The Department might decline
the request, it was said, out of reluctance to have to confront at the bar
of justice what would in effect be a
united industry. TOA, it was explained, could "swing more freely" in
fighting the suit if it were a defendant.
These are the steps that will be
taken in seeking
convention approval the
board will first discuss and vote on whether to submit a
resolution to the convention proper ;'
officials of the organization will be
selected to discuss the implications of
the move before the convention
the
convention itself will vote on it.

TOA

-

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

:

TOA

;

MPA Engineers
(Continued from page 1)

was both

NETTC

and

MPA A

which

requested the information dealing with
a projected New York-to-Washington
theatre
network capable of: carrying a 10 megacycle imput. The only
cost data supplied by A. T. & T. in its
response dealt with its regular three to
four megacycle channel.
A. T. & T.s failure to come through
with the requested cost data was described by Fly as the only gap in the
completion of the technical phase of
the industry's
presentation to the
FCC, which will be made when theahearings open in October.
tre
In the meantime, the
counsel said he and his associate, Vincent Welch, and Marcus Cohn, counsel
for the NETTC, are working on the
January phase of the hearings when
witnesses will be presented by the industry to testify before the FCC.

TV

TV

Kling Studios will produce a series of 26 "Uncle Mistletoe"
telefilms to be sponsored by Marshall Field & Co. in the Chicago
and Seattle markets. The series, available for syndication in other
markets, will be scripted by Arthur Lewis Zapel and directed by
Fred Freeland, Kling production manager.
Russ Offhans,
former deejay, is now general manager of WMFS, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
"The Quiz Kids," which started on radio 11 years ago
and which recently signed cm exclusive CBS-TV contract, will
start a new zveekly series, Sept. 14 (4:00-4:30 P.M.) sponsored
on alternate Sundays by Cat's Paw Rubber Co. Joe Kelly will
continue to ask the questions.
Broad-wayfarers aver that when
Milton Berle was granted an audience with the Pope he pleaded,
"Your Holiness, could you arrange it so that Bishop Sheen's
video time is changed next season?" (To Milton Berle: It's no
banana erl that competition from Sheen is too keen.) Meanwhile, it was disclosed yesterday that Bishop Sheen will relinquish his NBCommiitments on "The Catholic Hour" after a 25year association to concentrate exclusively on his D'uMont TV
"Life Is Worth Living" program, resuming Nov. 18, opposite
Berle. His services for Du Mont are free but he has let it be known
that if an acceptable sponsor wants to do so he can latch on to
the program by making donations to charitable organisations of
Some of the talks
the Jewish, Catholic and Protestant faiths.
that Jules Levey held with producers on the coast concerned TV
productions.
"Your Show of Shows," which Max Liebnian
will again produce on NBC-TV starting Saturday, has been completely sold, out for the full 39 weeks schedule. Sponsors include
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel Ciggies) S. 0. S. Company,
Griffin Mfg. Co., Benrus Watch Co., Prudential Insurance Co.,
Lehn is- Fink Corp. and W. S. Sheaffer Pen Co., who'll sponsor
a half-hour segment on Oct. 4, Noz: 1 and Dec. 13.
.

stages.

panies.

.

NBC

who make

market tie-up

.

.

will present a

Herman s^^^s

T NITIAL program of the NBComedy, "Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
^•Show," which resumes Tuesday, Sept. 16, will feature a satire on
Cecil B. DeMille's "Greatest Show On Earth." Songstress Rosemary Clooney will be the first to guestrill. George Fenneman replaces Jimmy Wallington as announcer, with music supplied by
Dick Stabile's Ork.
Will Rogers' second appearance before the
cameras (his debut was made when he portrayed his internationally
famous and beloved father in "The Will Rogers Story") will be in
Screen Gems' half-hour telefilm "Life, Liberty and Orin Dooley,"

on

nated.

with Pinky

^^s^s^^

TV

chores both morning and evening while the television time
slot has not yet been desig-

On

Radio

and

of current and popular motion
pictures, as well as special programs
highlighting various features of the
will prepare,
film industry.
and
display trailers
distribute and
posters boosting these programs in
participating theatres, which will num-

Schwartz

- -

.

.

.

.

.

TV

MPAA TV

Start Lutheran TV
Film Series Sunday
The Lutheran Church - Missouri
Synod, in co-operation with the National Council of Churches of Christ in
the U.S., will initiate a series of 26
dramatic films on television on Sunday, it was disclosed here yesterday by
Rev. L. C. Wuerffel of St. Louis,
Dean of Concordia Seminary, and
chairman of the Lutheran Television
Productions Committee.
The series
cost an estimated $500,000.

.

RKO

Pathe Buys Rights
Sept. 3. — RKO Pathe

Montreal,

purchased world rights, outside
Canada, to three of Associated Screen
Studios' recent Canadian Cameo the-

has

short subjects.
will continue to
Canadian distribution.
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Heads to Vote
Next Week

On Arbitration

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

5,

French Talks

Theatres Pay at Least 21 Different
Taxes, States R. J. O'Donnell

Fail;

—

Huron, S. D., Sept. 4. Exhibitors pay at least 21 different taxes
on the Federal, state and city levels, according to R. J. O'Donnell,
co-chairman of the Texas Council of Motion Picture Organizations.
Today he submitted to the convention of the South Dakota Exhibitors Organization the following partial list of levies:

Meeting Date, Place to
Be Indicated on Monday

Schools & roads.
Signs & marquees.
Fire inspection.

distributors arbitration nego-

2.

Income.
Corporation.

2.

committee on Monday will
announce a meeting with the presidents of the companies at which

3.

Social Security.

3.

Income.
Real estate.
Personal property.

4.

Unemployment.

4.

Unemployment.

5.

Raw

5.

Occupation.

6.

Excise.

6.

Licenses.

Billboard.
State excises.
13. Screen advertising.

7.

Hidden taxes.

7.

Special assess-

14.

1.

The
tiating-

the completed draft of a projected industry system of arbitration will be
voted upon.

The meeting of the committee
and the presidents is expected
to take place toward the end of
next week.
Meanwhile, the Theatre Owners of
America is holding open on the agenda
for its Sept. 14-18 annual convention a
place for the subect of arbitration. If
the companies do not approve the
draft which was set up by a -committee
of attorneys from exhibition and distribution the document will not be
convention. An
voted on by the
{Continued on page 6)

TOA

TOA Will Again Aid
'Freedom Crusade'

1.

film.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

Popcorn, candy

ments.

stands.

O'Donnell Blasts the 20%
Tax and U. S. 16mm. Suit
Huron,

S. D., Sept. 4.

—-The g-overnment's

suit to

compel motion

TV Should Have
Own Films: Autry

tion

Gene Autry, star and producer of
The Theatre Owners of America Western pictures for both theatres
has again pledged its cooperation to and television, has added his voice to
the Crusade for Freedom, which spon- those opposing the suit brought by the
prosors "Radio Free Europe" and "Radio Department of Justice to force
Free Asia" and will conduct its an- ducing companies to make 16mm.
nual campaign from Nov. 11 to Dec. prints of their pictures available for
IS to raise $4,000,000 in order to con-

television, declaring that films for tele-

tinue present operations and construct
additional transmitters to broadcast
the truth to the prisoner peoples behind the Iron Curtain. At present R&\
dio Free Europe operates 13 tranS!

casts should be made especially for
that medium, at a commensurate cost.
"Since I produce pictures both for
theatre use and for television," said
Autry, "I am in a position to under-

i

miners

in

Germany and Portugal and stand how impossible

it

would be

to

(Continued on page 4)

within the past year Radio Free Asia
{.Continued on page 6)

1-

Way Air Tieup

4 More Areas Over
For 'Kilimanjaro'
Quota in Dues Drive
Four way

television
radio
and
the world premiere of

The Council of Motion Picture organizations disclosed here yesterday
that fbur additional areas had passed
their quotas in the
membership dues drive. These were Des
Moines, Minneapolis, New Orleans
and Omaha. Indianapolis and Memphis were previously announced as
being over quota.
It was also announced that all reports were still preliminary and that

coverage of
Darryl F. Zanuck's production of
Ernest Hemingway's "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro" will give the picture
"one of the greatest airwave send-offs
ever accorded a film," according to
20th Century-Fox.
Internationally, the Armed Forces
Radio Service is scheduled to tape

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

COMPO

pic-

ture companies to make their product available for telecasts and other
competitive channels, and the Federal 20 per cent admission tax continue to be the targets of barrages from both within and outside the
industry, the latest coming today from
Robert J. O'Donnell, co-chairman of
Texas Council of Motion Picture
Its the
Organizations,
who fired several
salvos
strong
before delegates
at the conven-

the

entire

celebrities

proceedings,
arriving
at

South

of the
Dakota

Exhibitors'

As-

sociation.

Johnston

To Take Over
Go

to Paris

After
U.K. Pact Negotiations
Will

State and Local Taxes

Federal Taxes

TEN CENTS

1952

The Motion

Picture Export As-

sociation board yesterday flatly rejected France's remittance proposals
for a new Franco-American film
pact and gave Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America
president, "blanket authority to deal
with the situation as he sees fit." The
conceded that the repeated efforts to negotiate with the French

MPEA

had

failed.

Johnston
Paris

expected to go to
conferences
with

is

for

French

government

officials

after completion of pending negotiations with the British government and "other countries."

MPEA

The
board at a meeting held
yesterday to receive a French negotiations report from Fayette W. Allport,
(Continued on page 6)

Sept. 15 Is

TNT's

Deadline for Bout
The deadline for lining up theatres
for the Sept. 23 telecast of the Wal-

O'D onnell cott-Marciano heavyweight
outlined the effectiveness
of

Texas COMPO
and then called
for

"a

square

deal"
for
the
theatres on the
tax
question.
"Theatres
are
R. J. O'Donnell
not asking for
any preferential
treatment on taxation," he declared.
(Continued on page 4)

Showmen Meet
To Plan Tax Fight
N.

J.

Newark,

—The

Federation
of New Jersey Theatre Owners, an
organization set up a few years ago
by all
exhibitor
associations
and
Sept.

4.

title bout,
to be held in Philadelphia's Municipal
Stadium, is Sept. 15.
By that date, it was disclosed, Theatre Network Television, which has

acquired the

TV

rights

to the bout,

must inform the co-promoters, the International Boxing Club, of the number of theatres
cast.

TNT
IBC

involved in the telesources
said
that
has guaranteed $105,000 to the
for the rights to the bout telecast.

Informed

(Continued on page 4)

Dr. Ettinger Heads

AMPA Ad

School

Dr. Karl Ettinger, instructor in
public relations at the New School for
Social Research and the Columbia
University Institute of Arts and Sciences, yesterday was named by the

unaffiliated theatres in the state to Associated Motion Picture Advertiscombat tax threats and adverse legis- ers board to serve as chief coordinator
lation, met here today to plan for its of the series of advertising and proparticipation in the Council of Motion motional courses to be offered in the
catching the Picture Organizations' drive for re- coming year by AMPA.
the
Rivoli peal of the 20 per cent Federal adThe courses will begin Sept. 25 and

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 6)
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Anti-Trust Issue Enters

Personal
Mention
of

Canada, and Ted Gould, general sales
manager, will arrive here from Toronto on Tuesday.
•

Seymour Mayer, Loew's

International regional director for the Far
and Middle East, will leave here by
plane on Sunday for Japan, Thailand
He will be gone
and Hong Kong.
three weeks.

•

Golding, Samuel Goldwyn
Productions advertising-publicity director, delayed in, his scheduled de-

David

England earlier this
arrive here by plane today.

from

week, will

•

Deesen

M-G-M's home office
Rosen of

of

has married David

sales,

Newark, N.

J.

Irving Hillman, manager of the
Roger Sherman Theatre, New Haven,
has won the "Harry Kalmine Showmanship Award" in the Warner
Brothers New England theatre zone.
•

Edwin

H.

4.

Sept.

— For

the

Federal Communications Commission today introduced the
anti-trust issue in ordering a heartime

the

ing on a theatre circuit's application
for a television station.
Mention of the anti-trust issue
came in the FCCs notification to
W. S. Butterfield Theatres, applicants
station in Flint, Mich., that
for a
Butterfield will be heard along with
Booth Radio and Television Stations,
Inc., since both of them are bidding
for Channel 64.
Although it is routine for the Commission to order a hearing in cases
where there is more than one applichannel, for the first
cant for a
said it had "advised
time, the
Butterfield that the Commission would
inquire into the anti-trust matters
mentioned in its application."
At the same time, the Commission
announced grants for six new commercial television stations. They are

TV

TV

FCC

Meyer, daughter of
Phyllis Meyer, assistant to Charles
Joyce Zelda

F.

Washington,
first

Knopf, M-G-M proto Hawaii from Holly-

ducer, will fly
wood on Sept. 14 for a three-week vacation.

and
Eastern Radio Corp
Broadcasting Co., Reading;
.

Radio Corp.,

New

Arkon

;

Hawley
Summit

WKST,

Inc.,

TV

Co.,
Pa.; Midwest
Massillon, Ohio, and New England
Television Co., Fall River, Mass.

Castle,

Maryland Censors
Charge 'Deviations'
—Maryland's
Baltimore,
Sept.
4.

Bing Crosby is expected to leave motion picture censor board, in its anHayden Lake, Idaho, for New York nual report, charges that, "Certain
shortly in order to sail for Paris next
Hollywood companies, faced with inFriday.

Hugh Campbell

of the Central
Hartford, and Mrs.
Campbell have returned there from
an upstate New York vacation.

Theatre,

West

John W.

Mangham

Realart
Pictures has returned to his Atlanta
headquarters after a trip to his Tampa
branch.
of

tense competition within their own
ranks, in addition to the scare of television, have recently been deviating
from the (decency) code to which

they long have been parties.
"Increasing numbers of Maryland
citizens and organizations have been
advising this board they oppose the
'free screen' sought by special interests

in

question."

Maryland's censorship law is expected to be the target of the motion
Irving Sochin, Universal short sub- picture industry's next censorship test,
legislative level, rather than
ject sales manager, will be in Albany but on a
in the courts, as in the case of the
and Buffalo next week.
Ohio newsreel test.

M-G-M

exploit-

eer in Canada, is back at his
desk after an illness.

Toronto

Dewey

D. Bloom,

Herb Royster, manager

of

Ever-

green's Mayfair Theatre in Portland,
Ore., has undergone surgery.
•
-

-

Walt Disney

left

here yesterday

for the Coast.

Advanced Admission
For 'The Quiet Man'
A

pre-release, extended-run engage-

ment of John Ford's "The Quiet
Man," day-and-date at the United Artists and Fox Wilshire theatres in Los
Angeles and Beverly Hills, was announced here by James R. Grainger,
Republic sales vice-president. This
picture will open on Oct. 2, with a
policy of continuous performances at

advanced admissions.

Morgan to Meet on
'Trio' and 'Encore'

1952

Hollywood, Sept. 4.—The
biggest
single
"Movietime,
U. S. A." group thus far assembled, comprising 12 personalities, will fly to Indianapolis Sunday, where they
will be greeted by exhibitors

Flying Press to
Hitchcock Location

Trueman Rembusch and Marc
Warner Brothers has scheduled

a
series of flights to transport key-city
newspaper,
syndicate
and national
magazine representatives to Quebec
City, Canada to witness the location
shooting of "I Confess," Alfred Hitchcock's Warner production. The stunt
is aimed at nationwide advance keycity newspaper and magazine cover-

Wolf, and later welcomed by
Governor Henry F. Schricker.

The group

will split into

three units and tour the state,
returning to Indianapolis and
thence to Hollywood on the
13th.

age.

Regular
scheduled
flights
begin
with the arrival in Quebec today of a
group of writers from Chicago, and
will continue through the next two
weeks. The Chicago contingent includes Eleanor Keene, Sun Times;
Sam Lessner, Daily News; Ann
Marsters, Herald American, and Lucia Perrigo, Central Press Syndicate.
Frank Casey, Warner field man in
Chicago, will accompany the group.
Flying up today to spend Saturday
with the Hitchcock company will be a
contingent of Boston writers, including Peggy Doyle, American; Mariory Adams, Globe; Helen Eager,
Post;
Traveler;
Prunella
Hall,
Eleanor Hughes, Herald; Hal Cail,
Portland Press Herald. Art Moger,
Warner field man in Boston, will accompany them.

Sue 'U' on Handling
Of Hellinger Films
Charging failure to give proper
gross accountings and failure to exercise best selling efforts on three Mark
Hellinger productions, the executors
of the Hellinger estate yesterday filed
in U. S. District Court here a suit
against Universal asking damages totaling $650,000.

The

plaintiffs

are

the

Bank

of

America, Martin Gang and Gladys
Glad Gottlieb.
Pictures cited in the

action are "The Killers," "The Naked
City" and "Brute Force."
The damages break-down is as follows $200,000 for alleged failure to account for
earnings arising out of a Realart reissue deal
$350,000 for alleged failure
to use best efforts on two of the films
$100,000 for claimed infringement of
property rights by titling a picture
"Abbott and Costello Meet the Killers."
The court was asked to issue a
declaration of the rights of the parties
Five additional openings have been
in the action.
set for "Ivanhoe" by M-G-M. These
are the first theatres other than the
Loew's circuit and Radio City Music
Hall here to have scheduled showings, each of the bookings being for
more than one week. Among the new
Universal's 13-week "Bookers Short
openings will be three on Sept. 25, at
Subjects Drive," the company's first
the Des Moines, Des Moines Melba,
sales drive expressly for bookers, has
Dallas, and Texas, San Antonio. On
been scheduled to start Oct. 6. Irving
the following day, the Ritz, Birmingshort subjects sales manager,
ham will begin showing it, and on Sochin,
said prizes will be awarded to bookOct. 9 the Rogers, Chattanooga, will
ers in Universal's six domestic sales
open with the film.
districts who make the best showing
during the drive.
:

;

;

'Ivanhoe' Is Set
In 5 More Spots

'U' Shorts

Drive for

Bookers Starts Oct. 6

;

Attend Para. Premiere
Hollywood,

production

chief

Sept.

4.

— Paramount

Don Hartman and

Oscar Morgan, general sales mana- Pat Duggan, who produced "Just for
ger of Paramount short subjects and You," will attend the two-day invitaParamount News, will hold a series tional premiere of that Bing Crosbyof meetings with exhibitors and the Jane Wyman picture at the Village
company's field sales managers in Theatre, Lake Arrowhead. Saturday
Pittsburgh,
Cleveland,
Buffalo and and Sunday.
The entire facilities of
Toronto in which he will not only re- the North Shore Tavern will be taken
view short subject and news-reel op- over for 80 press and radio representaerations but sales of the two W. Som- tives who will cover the event.
erset Maugham films of which he is
in charge, "Trio" and "Encore."
He Discina Acquires 'Topaze'
will leave here today.
Discina International Films has acMorgan recently returned from a
quired American distribution rights to
similar trip to Des Moines, Kansas
Marcel Pagnol's "Topaze." Produced,
City and St. Louis.
written and directed by Pagnol, the
film will have its American premiere
Gelles Leaves Universal
in New York, this season. The disSeattle, Ore., Sept. 4. Don Gelles, tributors of the film have been inUniversal exchange manager here, has formed that Pagnol is planning his
resigned his post to become associated first visit to the United States in conwith Sol Lesser Productions.
junction with the premiere of the film.

—

5,

Biggest 'Movietime'
Unit to Indianapolis

TV Application

Circuit's

L. NATHANSON,
HENRY
M-G-M Films of
president

parture

Friday, September
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Distributors

America.
Wolfson,

himself

TV

a

station

Miami, said the cost is
prohibitive today to exhibitors on the
still-limited TV network, where they
have to compete with big advertisers
operator

in

for choice time.

Cohn Maps NETTC
Move in ATT Tilt
decision on the steps to be taken
in light of the American Telephone
and Telegraph's "unsatisfactory" response to the industry's request for

The

theatre television cost data will be
made for the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee by Marcus
counsel.
Cohn,
This was disclosed here yesterday
by Si Fabian, chairman of NETTC,
following the Motion Picture Association of America's announcement that
its engineers would study A. T. & T.'s
reply and make recommendations as
should
to the course of action
and
follow.
Both
had requested the cost data.

NETTC

MPAA

NETTC

MPAA

Approves WNBT
For RCA Color Test
Washington,

Sept.

4.

— The

Fed-

Communications Commission disit had granted the

closed today that

National
Broadcasting
special
Co.
temporary authority to use the facilities of WNBT, New York, to test

RCA

color television system. Opto be limited to 15 minutes
daily, Monday through Friday, from
nine in the morning until noon, the

the
eration

FCC

is

said.

4.

Balaban and Katz are giving- up the
south side Regal, one of Chicago's top
colored houses, have been denied here
by David Wallerstein, the circuit's
general manager, who reveals that a
new lease on the theatre has been negotiated by the chain.

Savini, Danziger in Deal
R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures Corp. has completed a nadeal with Edward
of Eastern
Sound
Studios, Inc. for "Sarumba," featuring
distribution

Danziger,

head

Doris Dowling, Michael Whalen and

Tommy

Wonder, which

will

be

re-

leased immediately.

Price to Princeton Post
Sherman Price has been appointed
director of distribution of Princeton
Film Center, Inc., Princeton, N. J.,
company president Gordon Knox discloses.

"The great majority of theatre owners
are small business men, and it is these
little fellows with low profits who are
suffering' most
first if the tax

.

and who face disaster
is

not eliminated.

"There are more than 5,000 mar-

—
—

We

TV

they are anxious for the
opportunity to relieve this condition in
order that the theatre may survive.
"We are seeking complete elimination of the 20 per cent admission tax.
In view of the facts presented, not
mentioning the newest medium of
competition, television, which is making a great bid for prominence in the
entertainment world, we are askingCongressmen to survey our situation
and support our plea for repeal of this
unjust and unfair tax," O'Donnell
that

fact

continued.

1952

$10-Million Home
Television Deal

"The

exhibitor has proved
that the theatre is indispensible
to the community in which it
operates, and is as much a part
of civic activity as a church or
school. But, with the high rise
in cost of operation and living
expenses the theatre has been

"For the government to dictate that
film companies must sell to all
comers and for all uses, regardless
of any resulting loss to the producers
is a dangerous move.
Dangerous to
the

the welfare of not only production, but
distribution, and especially danto
gerous to exhibition, which would be
the first to be seriously affected.
"It is incredible," he declared, "that
the Justice Department would conspire
with a certain group of television manufacturers in
.
one of the most
astounding hoaxes ever perpertrated
on the American people." O'Donnell
praised the "movietime" medium as
"one of the most effective instruments
that we have used to counteract our
problems." In Texas, he said "the
spirit of showmanship was rekindled
in practically every community" by
the Movietime campaign.
.

TNT Deadline

Should

Contracts for a $10,000,000 home
time and talent transaction
were signed here yesterday, according to Herbert J. Siegel, secretary
of Official Films, Inc.
The properties involved, according
to Siegel, are "Terry and Pirates,"
made by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. ProPlayhouse,"
ductions,
"Four
Star
television

which will rotate Hollywood stars,
and the Robert Cummings starrer,
"My Hero."
It was disclosed that the Milton
Biow Agency has purchased the "My
Hero" show for sponsorship by Dun-

starting Nov. 8 over
network, while "Terry
and the Pirates" will be sponsored by

hill

Cigarettes,

the

NBC-TV

Canada Dry on a
more than 60

of

TV

network
special
starting Nov.

cities

26.

Singer Sewing Machine Co. will
sponsor "Four Star Playhouse," which
will
rotate such stars as Charles
Boyer, Dick Powell and Joel McCrea
over the CBS-TV network starting
later this month.

television.

.

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

spend hundreds of thousands of dol- Under the provisions of the IBC-TNT
motion pictures, and, regard- contract, it was further disclosed, the
less of 'reasonable clearance,' to have IBC can elect to cancel the theatre
them shown on television screens with TV rights if a sufficient number of
the possibility of only a modest re- theatres are not lined up by Sept. 15.

July

Receipts in

Chicago Show Drop

—

Chicago, Sept. 4. Chicago theatre
receipts dropped again in July, according to figures released here today by
the city tax collector's office. August
collections (on July receipts), down
roughly $4,000 from last month's (on
June receipts) and over $21,000 from
Total
a year ago, were $75,496.85.
city theatre tax collections for the
year to date are $664,720.65, compared
with $743,984.31 for the corresponding period last year.

Although

theatres show declining
other amusements are up
slightly so far this year, paying in
$444,858.30 against the $441,098.08 paid
in during the first eight months last
year. The late-summer upturn in theatre business here is not reflected in
the figures released today, inasmuch
as the 3 per cent tax on August receipts will be collected during the
coming month and reported early in
October.
receipts,

lars for

turn.
"I

On

produce special short television

features expressly for television, but
these have to be made at a commensurate cost and the technique of
presenting myself and my co-stars in
these pictures is entirely foreign to
that which we use for our pictures
designed for theatre screens. Obviously it is impossible to compete with
the
magnitude of motion picture
theatre screens within the limitations
of television. Television's future lies
in attractions specially produced for
television only. I intent to continue my
large budget for feature pictures for
theatres."

the basis of the reported 90 cents
per seat minimum asked from theatres
for the bout by TNT, it appears that
at least 40 theatres would be needed.
The only theatre in New York now
selling tickets to the fight telecast,
the 450-seat 50th Street Guild Theatre,
has sold out for the event.
Tickets, which first went on sale Friday at $4.20, were hiked to $4.80 on
Monday. Both prices include admission tax.
The theatre is currently
selling
standing room tickets also
at $4.80:

—

—

Dann

Toronto, Sept. 4. Gordon Dann,
Columbia, S. C, Sept. 4.
The
South Carolina Secretary of State has veteran supervisor of theatres in Monissued a charter to Outdoor Theatres, treal,
has
resigned
from
Odeon
Inc., of Spartanburg, which proposes
Theatres, Ltd. to live in Vancouver,
to construct and operate drive-in thea- and the Rank Organization has named
tres.
Irvin B. Malinow, is president Arthur Bahen, manager of the Monof the company.
treal Champlain, as his successor.

Cahn Contract Extended
Hollywood,

selected as the recipient of the

"David

Sarnoff Gold Medal Award," to be
presented by the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers.
president Peter Mole said
the official presentation will be made
during the organization's semi-annual
convention at the Statler Hotel, Washington, Oct. 6-10.

SMPTE

— Sammy Cahn,

Sept. 4.

Warner producer and song

writer, has

had his contract extended by Jack L.
Warner, executive producer.
Cahn
has two properties in preparation,
"There's a Small Hotel" and "Three
Sailors."

Fine Arts Gets

'O.

Henry'

"O. Henry's Full House" will open
at the Fine Arts Theatre here early
in October, 2'0th Century-Fox reports.
This is said to be the first time that a
major 20th- Fox production will go
into an off-Broadway house for an
extended run.

Jensen Wins Sarnoff
N.
Gold Medal Award

Autry's views were made known in
a statement to Robert J. O'Donnell,
co-chairman of the Texas Council of
Hollywood, Sept. 4. A. G. Jensen,
Motion Picture Organizations.
director of television research for Bell
Telephone
Laboratories,
has
been

Charter Carolina Circuit Bahen Succeeds

—

raise
admission
unable
to
prices since we have reached
the point of diminishing returns.
Food prices have risen
58 per cent, clothing 35 per
cent, rent 25 per cent, while

ginal theatres that will be forced to
admissions
have
inmovie
close their doors during the next year
than
11
per
less
creased
if the admission tax is not eliminated.
cent. Since ours is a business
If this should come to pass, producof volume and the only way we
tion, distribution and exhibition would
can get volume is through popuThis tax
irreparably injured.
be
lar prices this 20 per cent tax
which has been discriminatory since
has spelled the difference bethe cessation of the last war, has now
tween a small profit or a combecome confiscatory.
plete loss in a large number of
"All over the country theatre owntheatres."
ers and managers are approaching
gratification
O'Donnell
expressed
their Congressmen and giving them
a true picture of the disastrous plight over the editorial support given the
have found that industry in its fight against the govthe theatre faces.
all of the Congressmen we have con- ernment's suit to force release of films
tacted did not know the seriousness to television. He said the Justice Deof our problem and all of them have partment had been "sold a bill of
committed themselves to support our goods" and he observed that the
plea to eliminate this burdensome tax. simplest solution would be to let
In Texas where we have 22 Congress- Hollywood make films for theatres
people make films for
men, all of these have expressed the and the

TV

New B&K Lease on Regal
Chicago, Sept.
—Rumors that

tional

5,

(Continued from page 1)

Television as an advertising medium
should be utilized by distributors to
pre-sell films until the day arrives
when exhibitors can afford to use the
medium, according to Mitchell Wolfson, head of the Wometco Circuit and
president of the Theatre Owners of

eral

20% Tax

TV Pre -selling O'Donnell Blasts

Asks

'

Friday, September

Motion Picture Daiia

4

J.

Showmen

(Continued from page 1)

mission tax.

Wilbur
Snaper,
national
Allied
president and head of New Jersey Allied, presided at the meeting.
The various forms which the Federation attack on the tax will take
be dertermined at subsequent
will
meetings of the organization, it was
indicated.
Committees will be appointed to devise programs in this
connection.

BLANKET APPROVAL!
months ago exhibitors representing 10,000 theatres at M-G-M's
"Seeing Is Believing" Meeting in California predicted that the new
Mario Lanza Technicolor musical "BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE" would
be one of the year's top-grossing attractions.
Several

This enthusiastic appraisal by exhibitors, richly confirmed by Theatre

Previews in California, was additionally emphasized

New York

neighborhood showing

at

this

week

in

its first

Loew's 72nd Street Theatre. The

audience poll by Film Research Surveys, Inc. forecasts a smash

hit.

The

cheers, the applause, the rousing laughter, the thunderous handclapping
is

wonderful music for industry

ears.

M-G-M's "BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE'
M-G-M

presents

Mario Lanza

Color by Technicolor

•

"BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE"

IS

A GOLD MINE!

Introducing Doretta Morrow with James Whitmore
Screen Play by Karl Tunberg and Leonard Spigelgass • Based on a Story by Ruth Brooks Flippen

nriri

\a

t

in

•

—

:

Motion Picture Daily
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Review

Independents Score
Big in Compo Drive
The Council

of

(Gene Autry

GENE AUTRY STARRER

—

—

hold-up loot.
he befriends the misguided young
Gene's is the more subtle approach
robber (Dick Jones) who hid it, in the expectation that the youth's inherent
goodness will compel him to repent. U. S. Marshall Gordon Jones, on the
other hand, allows the lad to escape from jail in the erroneous belief that
he will head at once for the stolen stuff. Deputy Sheriff Pat Buttram pursues
fumbling methods that produce nothing but rank slapstick. That Gene does
the job should surprise no one.
The Cass County Boys supply cow poke music from time to time, blonde
Gail Davis pretties up the screen as the young robber's sister, Harry Harvey
plays the owner of an old-time medicine show who is the lad's father, and
Gene's horse, Champion, performs as faithfully as ever. Armand Schaefer
:

Seeks Exhibitor Aid
Additional help from the Theatre
of America is being urged by
the National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis. Pertinent points included in
a letter from the Foundation, as released yesterday by Mitchell Wolfpresident, follow
son,
''With eight months of the year already elapsed, and if the present trend
continues, this will be the worst polio
year in the history of America, exceeding even the record year of 1949.
"The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis believes that its research program, at this time, is on
the very threshold of the discovery of
a serum or vaccine which will eliminate polio basing our hopeful conclusion on the gamma globulin tests

Owners

TOA

—

Houston and Sioux City, where
more than 40,000 children were inin

produced, George Archainbaud directed and Gerald Geraghty wrote the script.
Print is sepia tinted.
Running time, 61 minutes. General audience classification. September

Charles

release.

TOA

AMPA Ad

Will Aid

(Continued- from, page 1)

(Continued,

has started broadcasting to China in
four languages.

"The Crusade

for

Freedom

offers

TOA

an opportunity
every member of
to play a personal part in this great
moral crusade and perform a public
nations
freedom-loving
to
service
throughout the world." Gael Sullivan,
executive director, stated yesterday. "Exhibitors are asked to give
their cooperation to state and local
Crusade committees and to make
available such personnel and facilities
in bringing
as may properly be used

TOA

Crusade message to the
which they serve," he added.

public

the

oculated.

"Polio is the one epidemic disease
materially affects theatre attendances. I have reports from Portland, Oregon, various cities in West
Virginia, Cleveland, etc. where epidemic conditions actually shut down a

'Kilimanjaro'

number of exhibition operations.
"The motion picture theatre business, from its very inception, has always been strong and enormously
helpful to the March of Dimes. If we
continue to have this support in 1953
and perhaps for another year or two,
we sincerely believe that we may not
have to ask your cooperation again
we think our fight will be won soon."

(Continued, from page 1)

Theatre opening on Sept. 17, for rebroadcast to the forces around the
world and to international audiences
listening in on the network.
For the national scene, Jinx Falkenburg is scheduled to interview perradio show,
sonalities for her
while local audiences will be given a
detailed on-the-spot picture by Martin
Starr who will handle both the "P A"
system heard by the crowds lining the

NBC

street

and

listeners to station

WINS.

Wilder Sets 'Oedipus'

Key

television

coverage will stem

Hollywood, Sept. 4. Producer-di- from CBS using a special mobile
rector
Billy
Wilder
announced crew to highlight the activities before
Centered
"Oedipus," with script by Walter and after the premiere.
Beisch based on Sophocles' trilogy, as around a "feature story" of what it
his independent production for next takes to put on a major premiere,

—

CBS

year.

Set 17 Film Courses
Registration for 17 evening session
courses in film making at City College here will open on Sept. 16, it
was announced by Professor Hans
Richter, director of City College Film
Institute.

SPECIAL
TRAILERS
1337

i.

WAMAiHMV.

CHICAGO

S,

ItSINOa

W1

Vg^/
'19

fK0M

mm

FAST

'

«0

will

cover

both(

home

office,

theatre and opening night activities
for a special broadcast through its
news channels.

Mayer-King sley Get 'Box'
Distribution rights to the Robert
Donat color in Technicolor film, "The
Magic Box," have been sold to Arthur Mayer and Edward Kingsley by
Sir Michael Balcon, chairman of Festival Film Productions.

:

Miriam Brandon and Vivian

r.

Moses.
Lecturers for the classes will include heads of distribution advertising-publicity departments. They will
named
shortly,
McWilliams,
be
president, said.

Many from Industry
At Conn. Dedication
Hartford, Sept.
resentatives

of

4.

New York

— Numerous

rep-

companies,

both
and the Coast, are

film

expected to attend the dedication' and
opening of the State of Connecticut's
new $2,000,000 Terminal Building at
Bradley Field on Sept. 15.

Harry

F. Shaw, division manager
Loew's Poli-New England Theatres, and chairman of the personalities committee for the dedication, met
yesterday with F. S. Murphy, Hartford Times editor and publisher and
chairman of the State Aeronautics
Commission, and Allen M. Widem,
the paper's film editor, and others to
plan for the program.
of

would be called upon to accept or reject a French remittance proposal that
far short of that country's original
The earlier proposal, which was
acceptable to the American companies,
was for remittance of $1,200,000 at the
official rate of exchange, and the remainder of some $6,000,000 at the less
favorable capital account rate.
The new French remittance offer
fell

offer.

followed that country's reduction by
decree of American film imports from
121 to 90 per year.
Allport's report was described as
depicting "the complete breakdown" of
negotiations between the French and

pact provisions calling for subsidization
by the
of French production
American companies. The U. S. State
Department, the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers and the
rejected such attempts.

MPEA

Arnall to Attend
Negotiations with Sir Frank Lee,
Under-secretary of the British Board
of Trade, will commence in Washington on Monday. In addition to Johnston, the
will be represented
at the talks by Allport and John G.

MPEA

McCarthy,

international

The

rector.

division

di-

SIMPP

ed by Ellis G.

will be representArnall, its president,

and one or more attorneys.
It has been rumored in Washington
that the British will ask to cut the
annual remittances to half the current
figure. The expiring Anglo-American
pact provided for remittances of $17,000,000 annually, plus 33 per cent of
the U. S. production investment in
Britain, plus other "bonus" arrangements that are said to have amounted
to an additional four or five million

The French impasse's demanding of
to
Johnston's attention is expected
cause him to postpone tentatively set
visits to the
Coast and to South
America.

Arbitration
(Continued, from page 1)

agreement setting the sequence of approvals

stipulates that the distribuact on the draft before
TOA, Allied or any of the other exhibitor organizations participating in

tors

must

the Industry Arbitration Conference
submit it to their respective memberships.

Gilbert Gabriel, 62,

Veteran Critic
Wolf

Gabriel, 62, former
writer, died Wednesday of heart disease at Northern
Westchester Hospital in Mt. Kisco,
N. Y. Drama critic of Cue magazine
and president of the New York Drama

Gilbert

Hollywood scenario

Legion Puts British
Film in Class B

transit.

tion II.

More Areas

Motion Picture Daily reported on
Wednesday that the MPEA meeting

dollars.

a number of other areas were undoubtedly over quota with reports in

4
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AMPA

The National Legion of Decency
report on films reviewed last week
puts one film, "Dance Hall Girls,"
(British) Bell Pictures, in Class B
and two films in Class A.
"Yankee Buccaneer," Universal, is
in Section I and "O. Henry's Full
House," 20th Century-Fox, is in Sec-

(Continued, from page 1)

NIW tTOUC U, H.

1)

The following
members will cooperate with Ettinger
in the setting up of courses
Gordon
White, Lige Brien, David Bader,
Chester
Friedman,
Albert
Goth,
Floersheimer, Jr., Blanche Livingston,
Rutgers Neilson, Harry K. McWil-

from

CBS TV Coverage

ity."

The French
had striven constantly during the negotiations to have included in the new

School
from page

Yearbook."

AMPA

has been representing the
Paris talks, voted unanimously
to give Johnston the "blanket authorin the

Franke American governments.

L.

will be held each Thursday evening
thereafter for 12 weeks in the screening rooms of the various film comhere.
Registration
for
panies
the
courses are being handled by Edgar
Goth of Fabian Theatres.
Ettinger is the author of several
books on public relations and related
subjects and has served as editor of
the "Public Relations Directory and

liams,

which

MPEA

who

to bear his production imcast in the conventional horse opera mould. It comes up
with standard heroics, villainy, horsemanship, gun-fighting, slugging, and
and there's plenty of it revolves around the cross-purpose
such. The action
efforts of Gene and a couple of law officers to find the hiding place of some

National Foundation

1952

(Continued, from page 1)

— Columbia)

LATEST
THE
primatur was

5,

French Talks

Wagon Team

Motion Pic-

ture Organizations yesterday
indicated it was thoroughly
gratified with the results of
recent dues collection
its
drive among the nation's exhibitors. The financial support that has come from independent exhibitors in particular was described as remarkably strong.
The drive results are being
tabulated by COMPO's headquarters staff and are expected to be released to the
industry at an early date.

YOU NEED

Friday, September

Circle,

Gabriel wrote scripts

for Paramount.

His widow survives.

Critics'

Ohio Theatre Closes
Duncan,

O.,

Sept.

4.

—The

Grand

Theatre, operated by Charlotte Alexander since its owner Bill Day, Jr.,
died last March, has closed until further notice.

joe

sure 10 aiiena inese

PARAMOUNT 15-19-22-29
TRADE SHOWS
September

See these great attractions! Three out of four in Color by TECHNICOLOR!
Know the exciting film fare you'll soon be able to serve your patrons!
HURRICANE
PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY
ALBANY
ATLANTA

BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE

CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DES MOINES

.

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

JACKSONVILLE

KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY
OKLAHOMA
OMAHA

CITY

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

PORTLAND
ST.

LOUIS

SALT LAKE CITY

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

WASHINGTON

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley St...
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 So. Church St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1306 So. Michigan Ave
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 E. 23rd St
.PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Ave
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Ave
FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 W. 20th St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 S. Liberty St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Ft)
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Ave
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 N. 12th St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st So. St
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N. W
*

TRADE SHOWING

New

Yorfc City will

SMITH

THE TURNING
POINT

Sept. 15

Sept. 19
2:30 P.M

2:30 P.M

2.30 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M
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A.M

10 A.M.
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7:30

P.M

1:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M

2:30 P.M

2:30 P.M

2:30 P.M.

P.M

8.15 P.M.
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JO

8:J5 P.M

P.M

8.75

8.-J5

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

P.M

J

2 P.M

2 P.M.

P.M

7

2:30 P.M

P.M.

1

2 P.M

P.M

7

2:30 P.M

P.M

7

2 P.M

P.M

I

P.M

I

P.M.

I

2:30 P.M

2:30 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

7:30 P.M

7:30 P.M

7:30 P.M

7:30 P.M.

Noon

72:75

Noon

72:75

2 P.M

2 P.M

8 P.M

2 P.M

A.M

70:30

Noon

72:75

Noon

72:75

2 P.M

2 P.M.

8 P.M

8 P.M

8 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

70:30 A.M.

2:30 P.M

2:30 P.M

70:30

A.M

70.30 A.M

70:30

A.M

70:30 A.M.

7:30

2.30 P.M

7:30

2:30 P.M.*

P.M

7:30 P.M

P.M

7:30 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M

2 P.M.

7

P.M

7

P.M

I

2 P.M

2 P.M.

7.30 P.M

7:30 P.M.

8:30 P.M

8:30 P.M

8:30 P.M.

the

29th at 2:30 P.M.

TRADE SHOWING

THE

P.M.

P.M

7:30

8:30 P.M

7

7:30 P.M.

2 P.M

2 P.M
7:30 P.M

P.M

7:30 P.M

7:30 P.M

7:30 P.M

SEPT. 15

starring

22

Sept.

2.30 P.M

show "The Blazing Forest" on Sept. 30th instead of

HURRICANE SMITH

THE BLAZING
FOREST
Sept. 29

THE

SAVAGE

SEPT. 19

TURNING POINT
starring

YVONNE DE CARLO JOHN IRELAND
JAMES CRAIG FORREST TUCKER

WILLIAM HOLDEN

LYLE BETTGER RICHARD ARLEN
Color by TECHNICOLOR

ALEXIS SMITH

•

Directed by JERRY

Based on a story by

HOPPER

GORDON

Screenplay by FRANK GRUBER
RAY YOUNG • Produced by NAT HOLT

EDMOND O'BRIEN

TRADE SHOWING

ASHER Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE
Based on a Story by HORACE McCOY
by WARREN DUFF

Produced by IRVING

•

Screenplay

•

•

TRADE SHOWING

SEPT. 22

SEPT. 29

THE SAVAGE

THE BLAZING FOREST

starring

starring

CHARLTON HESTON

JOHN PAYNE

SUSAN MORROW PETER HANSON
JOAN TAYLOR

WILLIAM DEMAREST AGNES MOOREHEAD
RICHARD ARLEN SUSAN MORROW
Color by TECHNICOLOR

•

Color by

TECHNICOLOR

Produced by MEL EPSTEIN • Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL
Screenplay by SYDNEY BOEHAA • Based on a novel by L. L FOREMAN

•

Directed by

LEWIS

R.

EDWARD LUDWIG
Written
WINSTON MILLER
•

FOSTER and

for the Screen
•

by

Produced by

_ ^)ne
House"

is

of the finest productions I have ever seen, "O. Henry's Full

a beautiful picture; warm, sympathetic, funny and grand.

enjoyed reading O. Henry, but

always

fascinating in the film.
taste

— young

and old

acting, directing

a most excellent

the public.

J

I

Excellent

alike.

way

of a picture, suiting everyone's
in

all

is

more

departments: writing,

delightful to

is

to introduce people to the

works of

interesting than the other

J I consider "O. Henry's

that does justice to five O.

ance

was a new kind

found his works even more

and photography, the picture

Each story

author.

It

I

Henry

have

I

this

watch and
wonderful

and sure

to please

Full House" a masterpiece of a movie

The audience

classics.

at the perform-

witnessed applauded each story individually and gave a rousing

response at the picture's end.

motion picture theatre.

was very pleased.

Pictures like this will

them

make everyone want

again.

"O. Henry's Full House"
entertaining,

with superb performances.

A

at a

to go

was wonderful, the whole audience

it

Each sequence touched the heart and

Wholesome and

to-earth.

was a thoroughly enjoyable evening

Not only I thought

to the movies.

tion of seeing

It

it is

is

I

have every inten-

honest,

human, down-

a wonderful screen surprise

four-star picture!

To be seen by

all.'**3

COMMENTS FROM AODIENCE REACTION CARDS
ROXY THEATRE PREVIEW.

FRED ALLEN

*

.

.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 29th

ANNE BAXTER • JEANNE CRAIN

FARLEY GRANGER

CHARLES LAUGHTON

•

OSCAR LEVANT -MARILYN MONROE -JEAN PETERS

GREGORY RATOFF
DAVID WAYNE

•

•

DALE ROBERTSON

RICHARD WIDMARK

HENRY HATHAWAY
Screen Flap by

THERE'S

NO

RICHARD

HENRY KING - HENRY KOSTER - JEAN NEGULESCO
IVAN GOFF

-

BEN ROBERTS

*

LAMAR

TROTTi
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—.

;
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Tradewise
By SHERVVIN

. .

KANE

HE Justice Department recites
T' as the aim of its suit to force
the sale of films to television and
non - theatrical users the
other
breaking- up of an alleged conspiracy in the 16mm. field.

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

Walcott Bout
Set to

Go

Coast-to- Coast
Los Angeles,
—Plans
Sept.

7.

for

succeed in convincing the first trans-continental theatre
the conspiracy alleged telecast were disclosed here with
that
a court
the Department contends the
exists,
announcement that Sherrill
that it will ask for a decree which Corwin's Orpheum Theatre will put
will not be ruinous to the motion seats on sale tomorrow for the Jersey
picture industry but which will pro- Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyvide for reasonable clearance be- weight title bout, to be telecast from
tween exhibition of the same films Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium on
September 23.
in theatres and on television.

Should

it

such a decree is not to be
ruinous to the motion picture inIf

dustry,

it

is

a fact that the courts
it must have the

which administer

Sufficient theatres are now committed to take the Walcott- Marciano fight telecast to exceed the

minimum

8,

Licensing of U. S.
Film Imports Are
Halted by France
The

breakdown

the
in
negotiations
has resulted in termination of the
carried-over previous pact to the extent that not even a single dubbing
license will be issued to American
distributors by France, it was reported here at the weekend.
It was learned also that the French
move which made American acceptance of a new pact impossible was
the withdrawal of a previous offer to
permit the bulk of some $6,000,000 in
blocked earnings to be remitted at the
capital account rate forthwith.
The French were willing to remit
$1,200,000 at the official rate, as pre(Continued on page 5)

complete

Franco-American

Future of

WTO

Rodgers to Address Seen as Doubtful
—
TOA on Arbitration

mercial value of the picture.
•

that reason, the owner of a
copyrighted motion picture, should
he ever be required to offer it for
sale to television, would be wholly
justified in setting whatever price

For

tor-distributor draft of a plan of industry arbitration. Speakers at that
particular session will be Mitchell
Wolfson,
president S. H. Fabian,
(Continued on page 4)

TOA

;

Talks on U. K.
Fiscal Pact

ToOpenToday

film

required by the Internaclairvoyant ability to determine tional Boxing Club. Theatre Netwhen a motion picture's theatrical work Television disclosed here. The
Is
Othervalue has been exhausted.
(Continued on page 5)
wise, there is no way of determining whether the price asked for
its exhibition on television is fair
If its theatrical
and reasonable.
Western
Los Angeles, Sept. 7.
value has not been exhausted, or
Theatre Owners, which has been
nearly so and industry experience
leaderless for the past few weeks and
demonstrates how impossible it is
Theatre Owners of America has re- has had a depleted treasury for a conto say when, if ever, that occurs
served the entire afternoon of Sept. 16 siderably longer period, is regarded in
then the elapsed time after its ini- for discussion at its annual convention California exhibitor circles as being
tial
theatrical showing is of no in Washington of the developments in danger of dissolution.
H. V. (Rotus) Harvey resigned
practical use in measuring the com- which have brought about the exhibi-

—

TEN CENTS

1952

recently as president because of pressure of his personal business and because, according to friends, he expected the exhibitor organization would
(Continued on page 4)

B'way Theatres Cooperate

Report Britons to Ask
Big Cut in Remittances
Washington,

Sept.

—

7.

Sir

Frank Lee, permanent secretary of
the British Board of Trade, and
Sidney Golt, head of the films diviof the Board, arrived here by
plane from London yesterday and will
sion

open talks with industry representatives tomorrow afternoon on the new
British
monetary
agreement
for

American

film distributors.

Joining them in the negotiations
will be Victor George Baker of the
Exchange Control department of the
Bank of England.
The negotiations will take place at
the Motion Picture Association of
America headquarters here.
Participating for the industry will be Eric
Johnston,
president
Ellis
Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
James A. Mulvey, president of Sam-

MPAA

;

;

uel

Prod., also for SIMPP;
vice-president
(Continued on page 5)

Goldwyn

Joyce O'Hara,

MPAA

WASHINGTON

,

Sept. 7.--

It was decided here at a
weekend meeting of indus-

try TV groups that theatre
television lawyers and
That, of course, is pretty much
engineers will send a
the situation with respect to the
strong letter early this
sale of films to television which
week
to the A. T. and T.
All New York newspapers yesterday carried a full-page promotional
exists now and has existed for
reiterating
the indusad calling attention to current strong film attractions at 12 theatres in
some time.
try's
request
for theatre
Television knows, as of this mo- the Broadway area and blazoning the message that there are "More
TV
transmission
Before!"
Than
Ever
costs.
ment, where and from whom it can Great Movies on Broadway
estimated
The
ads,
reached
an
which
Copies
of
the
letter
will
good
films,
not
too old,
buy films
and lots of them. What television 10,000,000 New York Sunday newsalso be sent to the FCC.
for

it

his

best

business judgment

dictated.

In Full-Page

Ad Splurge

*

—

does not know is where it can get
the money to pay for them.
Accordingly, should the government win its suit, there is a real
possibility that all it will achieve
is a court certification of the status
quo ante film producers offering
their copyrighted properties to television, with television unable to
afford them.
Thus, at considerable drain on
the public treasury which is of
great concern to taxpayers always
and has particular point at election

—

—

(Continued on page 2)

paper readers, resulted from the first
cooperative effort of its kind by the

Broadway first-runs. Prepared by the
Donahue & Coe agency, the copy was
designed not only to call attention to
the strong product currently showing
and the accompanying strong upbeat
in box office business, but also to
challenge the new season's television
programs for public attention.
Illustrated with a panoramic, nighttime photo of the Broadway-Seventh
Ave. triangle from the vantage point
of Times Square, the ad asked the
public to "Check the Hits You've Yet
to See" and listed the attractions,
(Continued on page 4)

Texas Attendance
At All-time Peak
Dallas,

Sept.

7.

— More people went

Texas

for a period of
seven weeks, ending Aug. 18, than in
any other comparable period in the
history of the industry in the state,
according to a survey conducted by
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Organizations.
The survey revealed that the average weekly attendance of 3,500,000
was 220,000 over the weekly average
to theatres

in

(Continued on page 4)

•

BIRMINGHAM, Sept. 7.-Theatre receipts are up 15
per cent over April, it
was learned by the University of Alabama in an economic study. The university's report, based on
sales tax returns, also
disclosed ,t h a t theatre
receipts; in May were 6.4
per' cent higher than in
May, 1951.

.

;

Motion Picture Daily

2

Canada Subjects Industry to
New Combine Regulations

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR

C.

BROMBERG,

presi-

dent of Monogram Southern Exchanges, Atlanta, has returned there
from the Coast.
•

Mike Simons, home office assistant
to H. M. Richey at M-G-M, will attend the West Virginia Allied annual
convention in Clarksburg, W. Va.,
Tuesday and Wednesday, and will also
address a meeting of the managers of
Gibralter Enterprises in Denver on
Sept. 16.

L.

Hyman,

United Para-

mount Theatres

vice-president, is visiting upstate New York theatres with
Gene Street. He is also accompanied

by Bernard Levy and

They

—

Ottawa,

Sept. 7.
In an all-out
drive to tighten up efforts in cracking
down on possible combines in industry or trade, the Canadian government

has appointed a new three-man commission, with stiffer regulations com-

will return here

Al

Sicignano.

Wednesday.

9

Dick Pitts, Theatre
American administrative
here yesterday for
preparations for the
there next week.
•

Owners

of

assistant, left

Washington,

TOA

on
convention

Havas, RKO Radio's
Latin American supervisor, is in New
York for two weeks of home office

Michael

are eager to get into the fight against
the Department of Justice's 16mm.
anti-trust suit, but are willing to await
the development of a "pattern" which
will show how best to attack the litigation, Henderson M. Richey, Loew's

Donald, will be Director of Investigaand Research. The new commission will give alleged offenders an
opportunity to defend themselves in exhibitor relations director, reported
private hearings before a report is here at the weekend following two
made to the Minister of Justice who weeks of informal conferences with
will have the final say whether prose- Western Theatre Owners members on
cutions should be undertaken. In ad- a multitude of industry subjects.
dition, under the new laws, ceilings on
Theatremen of the
Northwest,
maximum fines have been lifted and Richey said, are of the opinion that
the courts will be allowed to grant in- the time has passed for appealing to
junctions restraining a combine from the Justice Department to see its error
continuing in operation.
in pursuing the action.
Richey found the exhibitors he
spoke with to be highly optimistic
about the future of the theatre busi-

E. V. Richards

Heads

He

ness.
said that in cities where
television has not yet been introduced,

Louisiana Fete

showmen

chairman

home

office still department to the post
assistant to Eve Siegel, fan and
national magazine contact, it was announced at the weekend by Mort Bluadvertising-publicity
menstock,
vice-president.
Nat Gartsman, assistant to Wilder, has been promoted to
head the still department.

of

WB

Tradewise

.

V.
ex-

of the

of

the

Louisiana Purchase Sesquicentennial Commission
b y Gov.
Robert F. Ken-

Richards

businessmen

has

and

tour of the
is the major
highlight of current newsreels, which
also feature such items as the jump of
the octogenarian Bcrnarr Macfadden,
1953 Icecapades and. the upcoming

Walcott - Marciano
synopses follow:

E. V. Richards, Ji

Complete

bout.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No.

Wall

of fire at

ties

battle

Fort Bragg. Americen beaucrown.
1953
Icecapades.
Hawaii wins open golf tournament.
for

NEWS

THE

OF
DAY, No. Z03i-"Ike"
invades Dixie and gets huge welcome. Macfadden. 84, thrills Paris in parachute leap.
King Faisal meets film stars. Beauties on
parade. Bullfight. Icecapades. Little League
world series.

PARAMOUNT

NEWS, No. 6—Philadelphia joins the South in welcoming "Ike" as
the Republican presidential aspirant. Dick
Button at the Icecapades. Macfadden parachutes over Paris. The Little League world
series.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 36B— Marines
Korea. Macfadden "hits the
silk," missing the Seine River. Nixon tours
New England. Tornado hits Texas air base.
Water shortage threatens Texas town.
slug Reds

in

British unveil latest aircraft. Little League
world series. Jolting jeeps in road race.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
speed
fashions.

No.

record.

S93— British
Macfadden

Training shots of

Walcott and Marciano. Women's
capades of 1953.

prediction came from Richey
the California, Washington and
Oregon will be high on the list of outstanding contributing areas in the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations dues drive. Showmen in the
three states are girded for the fight
for repeal of the 20 per cent admissions tax, he said.

— "Ike"

73

hailed in air tour of the South. Truce Reds
get set for winter. Rescue at Niagara Falls.

prepared for the jet plane sets
are confident they jumps. French

The

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
storms the South

No.

golf.

leaders

for

Tuesday

to begin immediate planning
for the event, which will be held here
early next year.
Richards developed one of the largest circuits in the South, which in

8— "Ike"

Macfadden
bomber spans the Atlantic twice
in a day. Women Marines show new look
in uniforms. General Ridgway meets West
German Premiere Adenauer. "Miss Amerdency.

Paris. let

ica"

finalists

Dick

Button

on parade at Atlantic City.
makes "pro" bow in Ice-

capades.

On

Is

Md. Censor Charges Tour for 'McLain'
Chicago, Sept.
— Nancy Olson
Are Hit by Breen
arrive here from New York
hostess
a press
7.

to-

morrow

Hollywood, Sept. 7.— The charge
in the annual report of the Maryland
State

Censor

Board

that there has
been a relaxation in the motion picture
industry's
voluntary code of
self-regulation
was
described
as

later years he operated in partnership
with Paramount and which, following
"completely without foundation" by
the divorcement of the latter's exhibiJoseph
I.
Breen, vice-president of
time we find the Justice Depart- tion operations, was taken over by
the Motion Picture Association of
ment prosecuting an action which, United Paramount Theatres, and is America
and administrator of the
even if it is won, promises no bene- now the Paramount Gulf circuit. Rich- Production
Code.
retains
ards
an
interest
in
theatre
busito the public or to television,
fit
Declared Breen "The unwarranted
ness here, largely in an advisory caeven while it threatens the motion
pacity to his sons and the Richards charges sound like nothing more than
picture industry through possible
Estate, in the operation of the Tudor an effort to defend political censormiscarriage of justice in the appli- and Globe here the De
Luxe, Slidell, ship in the face of recent decisions of
cation
or
interpretation
of the La. the A & G, Bay St. Louis, Miss.
the Supreme Court of the United
eventual decree.
the Pix, Jackson, Miss., and the Ava- States which said that motion pictures
This, too, is the industry's story lon, Pass Christian, Miss., which are are entitled to the freedom of speech
and press guarantees of the Constituknown as the Slidell Theatre Corp.
with respect to the 16mm. suit.
Richards said his plans for the 15(Jth tion.
This purposeless waste of public
"Not only has there been no relaxamoney by the Justice Department anniversary of the Louisiana Purchase
on a legal adventure almost certain would embrace the governments of the tion of the standards of good taste and
United States and France and the par- decency represented by the Code but
to end in practical insignificance if,
ticipation of all states which were a there will be none. Hollywood, as it
as the Justice Department contends, part
of the original Louisiana Terri- has done in the past, will continue to
it does not ruin the motion picture
tory.
provide clean and wholesome enterindustry, constitutes a story that
tainment.
should be of interest to the public.
Drive-in
The views of the Maryland censors
Thousands of screens and tons of
Atlanta, Sept. 7. "Pug" Gaskin cretainly are not shared by responsible
newsprint are available for its has opened his new 250-car drive-in and public-spirited groups all over the

(Continued from page 1)

Ice-

in his bid for the presiat 84 parachutes over

will

civic

1952

Parade
EISENHOWER'S
GENERAL South

fully

competition and
can beat it.

8,

News reel

Nancy Olson

non.
called a meeting
of city and state

are

that

Louisiana Navy
League, has been
appointed chair-

Wilder Promoted; To m a n
Leo Wilder has been promoted
from head of the Warner Brothers

Hit Gov't Suit

Under the new setup, the present
Combines Commissioner, T. D. Mac-

—

Eve Siegel

Eager

lations.

•
New Orleans, Sept. 7. E.
Edgar Hirschberg, former Theatre Richards, Jr., New Orleans theatre
Owners of America clerical aide, has ecutive and

Assist

To

Is

Exhibitors of Northern California,
Oregon and the State of Washington

conferences.

joined the office staff of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations.

Northwest

ing into effect Nov. 1. The motion
picture industry is subject to the regu-

tions

•

Edward

Monday, September

—

:

at
to be
luncheon to be held at the Ambassador
East Hotel for representatives of Chi-

cago and Milwaukee newspapers. The
star, who is appearing opposite John
Wayne in "Big Jim McLain," a

Wayne-Fellows production

for

War-

ner Brothers, currently playing at the
Roosevelt Theatre here, will also do
a series of broadcasts and press interviews in connection with the picture.

Miss Olson will arrive in Milwaukee
Tuesday for personal appearances in
advance of the opening of the picture
Warner Theatre there on Thurs-

at the

day.

;

;

Gaskin

telling.

— Opened

theatre at Monticello, Fla.

country."

Weekend Party

for

'Thief Screening
Harry Popkin's picture without
dialogue, "The Thief," will be screened
for trade press representatives in the
course of a weekend party at Tyler
Hill, Pa., at which United Artists will
be host, starting next Friday evening.
The weekend program, in addition
to the screening, includes the recreational facilities of Bernard Kamber's
nearby

Wayne Country Club and a visit

to the Wayne County Fair, which will
be in progress. The trip to and from
will be made by automobile.

ine

Building, William R. Weaver, Editor.

Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; * Bruce trinz Editorial Renres
presentative. 11
North Clark Street, FR-2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup Man
Burnup, Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres 'and 'TheatreSalesr eadr'publislied"''!^ tim"^^ year 'as
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under
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TCSCflltl/lUj THE MOST LUXURIOUS

TRANSCONTINENTAL AIR SERVICE
EVER OFFERED

TWAs /VeW SUPER CONSTELLATIONS

Nightly departures from Los Angeles and New York (one-stop
Chicago).
Effective September 10.
Sleeper berth reservations
available.

TWA

Now

"Ambassador" service
offering all of the luxurious features that have distinguished
TWA "Ambassador" flights to Europe, and more!
You're in important, exciting company from the moment you
set foot on the rich red carpet that leads to your flight. Your plane
is a giant new Super Constellation, expressly built by Lockheed for
TWA, and one of the most powerful airliners in the skies today.
Your accommodations are the finest: restful lean-back club chairs
or luxurious full-length sleeping berths. And you can enjoy delicious
between -meal refreshments and friendly conversation with your
•

.

inaugurates

transcontinental

.

fellow passengers in the gaily decorated lounge.

On
.

.

.

trip plan to go on the "Ambassador"
most luxurious transcontinental flight ever offered.

your next cross-country

truly the

For reservations, see your travel agent or

call

Trans World Airlines,

LExington 2-7100.

ACROSS THE

U.S.

AND OVERSEAS

.

FLY——SBtrans WORLD AIRLINES
U.S.A.

fUROPF

•

AFRICA

•

ASIA

Monday, September
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WTO

Future

Rodgers on Arbitration

1952

BVay. Ad
(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

8,

1)

Her- convention chairman, announced jointly boxed, at the 12 participating show
itself with the elec- executive committee chairman
man M. Levy, general counsel, and at the weekend that registrations for houses. They are "The Miracle of
new president.
Since Harvey resigned, however, William F. Rodgers, Loew's vice- the annual conclave have exceeded Our Lady of Fatima" at the Astor
several prominent members have de- president who has headed the distribu- 500, or 200 more than were registered and Bijou theatres; "The Quiet Man"
clined the presidency. The organiza- tors' arbitration negotiating committee. at the corresponding pre-convention at the Capitol; "The Big Sky," Cri"The Devil Makes Three,"
tion recently was obliged to cancel
If the distributors this week approve time last year. Wolfson said the con- terion
"High Noon," Mayfair "The
its planned annual convention.
the arbitration draft, the Sept. 16 vention this year would be "definitely Globe
"IvanUnless a president can be found TOA business meeting, over which operation work-shop." When he gave Crimson Pirate," Paramount
"The
soon, WTO will not be represented at Walter Reade, Jr., will preside, will his address last year accepting the hoe," Radio City Music Hall
presidency, the theme was "aggressive Snows of Kilimanjaro" (starting Sept.
future meetings of the Council of Mo- vote on acceptance of the document.
tion Picture Organizations board or
The following morning will be de- unity," he said, "and we are seeing 19), Rivoli; "Monkey Business,"
the Industry Arbitration Conference. voted by the convention to discussion that borne out in the responses to the Roxy; "Sudden Fear," Loew's State,
However, it is expected that a suffi- of the government's anti-trust suit to convention this year. At no time in and "Affair in Trinidad," Victoria.
Accompanying text read: "Broadcient number of WTO members could force the sale of 16mm. pictures to TV our history has there been a greater
The motion picbe gotten together for the purpose of and other outlets competing with reg- need for militant co-ordination of our way is booming!
acting on an industry plan of arbitra- ular theatres. According to an agenda industry strength to stimulate the box- ture industry greets the new season
tend to revitalize

;

tion of a

:

;

;

;

;

;

!

tion,

should one be submitted.

One

the

of

WTO

Independent
Theatre
organizations,
Owners of Washington, Northern
Idaho and Alaska, recently applied to
for membership in the industry agency, notwithstanding the
is a charter member
fact that
Other units in
of
are ITO of Northern California and
Nevada, ITO of Oregon, ITO of
Montana and ITO of Utah and Southern Idaho. The units may continue as
goes out of
separate entities if
being, or they may seek affiliation with
existing national exhibitor organiza-

COMPO

WTO

WTO

COMPO.

WTO

tions.

with its best foot forward. All firstrun theatres in town are playing
wonderful attractions attractions ofing of the organization's 16mm. comfered by no other entertainment memittee and Wolf son and Levy will progress."
The opening convention session will dium and presented for your pleasure
speak on the suit at a convention sesinclude an address of greeting by at luxurious theatres with every comsion to follow.
F. Joseph Donohue, chairman of the fort and convenience.
Will Ask Decision
"Whatever you're looking for in
District of Columbia Board of Comthe way of enjoyment is here HollyLevy is scheduled to ask the dele- missioners, and a speech by Wolfson. wood's top stars
in gay musicals, exA convention showmanship luncheon
gates to decide if TOA, branded a cowill follow, with Myron Blank serv- citing dramas, riotous comedies, magconspirator in the government's coming as chairman. Earl J. Hudson will nificent spectacles. There have never
plaint but not named a defendant,
speak
on the "Detroit Campaign" and been so many outstanding pictures ofshould seek to become a defendant in
Abe Montague, Columbia distribution fered on Broadway at the same time
the suit.
before and more are on the way.
The convention, which will open vice-president, will speak on the Will
"Plan to see as many of these fine
Rogers
Memorial
Christmas
Salute
at
Sept. 14 and continue for five days,
films as you can. You'll enjoy every
will feature a trade show, a large the luncheon.
At the Sept. 17 morning session one of them."
number of social events for delegates
Trade circles hope the Broadway
and their wives, and a world premiere Robert O'Brien of United Paramount
theatres' cooperative move will set a
Theatres,
Fabian
and
television
attor20th-Fox's
Kilipreview of
"Snows of
manjaro." The Shoreham Hotel will ney Marcus Cohn will discuss theatre pattern for similar ads elsewhere
around the country. Distributors parbe the site of business sessions and TV. In the afternoon, Harold J. Fitzgerald will preside at a concessions ticipating were: Warner, Columbia,
the trade show.
Radio,
M-G-M,
Sept. 14 will be taken up with a session, Jack Braunagel at a drive-ins Republic,
United Artists and 20th Century-Fox.
meeting of the
legal advisory session, and Alfred Starr at an adreleased here at the

constituent

WTO

was
Until about a year ago
as the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners.

known

'Snows' Given Big

Walter Morris

weekend by

TOA,

will preside at a meet-

—

TOA

Sept. 23 issue of Look maga- council headed by Levy, an executive
on newsstands tomorrow, wili committee meeting and a nominating
give cover attention and seven inside committee session. The TOA board
pages to publicity on 20th Century- will meet the following day under the
Fox's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro." chairmanship of Wolfson who will be
Ava Gardner and Susan Hayward substituting for board chairman Charles
get the cover position.
Many of the P. Skouras. The latter, National Theainside pages display color art from tres president, has informed TOA that
the picture and running text on the personal family matters will make it
production.
The film will have its impossible for him to attend this year's
world premiere at the Rivoli here on convention.
Sept. 17.
The company claims the
However, Wolfson reported that
publicity is the largest ever accorded
a film by Look and compares well
with attention given to the film by a
score of other magazines.
Ten fashion models who will appear
at
the
American Fashion Critics
Awards at the Waldorf-Astoria here
on Sept. 16, will act as guest hostesses at the premiere.
special five-page radio and television newsletter devoted exclusively
to "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" is
being distributed to over 1,200 news

A

Louis 7th to Top

Compo Dues Quota
Louis exchange area is the
seventh indicated by the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations as having exceeded its quota in the recent
dues collection drive.
St.

COMPO

"Executive Producer-Distributor requires Executive Secretary with thordistri-

540

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270

Sixth

Avenue,

New York

20,

N.

Y.

mission tax session, which will feature

comments by Pat McGee, co-chairman
of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations tax committee. Sam Pinanski, member of the
governing triumvirate, will follow with a
discussion of the industry agency's

COMPO

achievements.

Kirby, Lightman to Preside

The

Texas Attendance
(Continued-

from page

1)

in 1946, and that the increase during
the seven -week period varied from five
to 11 per cent.
It also revealed that
attendance was up 16.5 per cent over
that same period in the majority of the
theatres whose managers and executives
had
attended
the

fifth and sixth business sessions
COMPO
on Sept. 18 will be presided over by Texas conference on June 9-11.
the Sam Kirby and M. A. Lightman, Sr.,
The survey further revealed that

National Theatres will send to
convention the largest group of rep-

resentatives in its history.
Heading
the group will be Dick Dickson,
Southern California division manager
Elmer C. Rhoden, Midwest division
president Frank H. Ricketson, InterMountain division president Harold
Fitzgerald,
Wisconsin
division
J.
president R. H. McCullough, head of
;

;

;

;

Research and maintenance, and Rudy
Krappman,
merchandising
division
chief. Rhoden, who has been mentioned
and showbusiness commentators, "disk as a possible successor to Skouras as
jockeys," and "chatter show" "M.C.'s", TOA board chairman,
will deliver the
it was reported by 20th Century-Fox.
convention keynote address on Sept. 16.
Wolfson and A. Julian Brylawski,

BOX

—

—

The

ough knowledge of world-wide
bution and some production."

to

—

zine,

The

office,

cilities

RKO

Magazine Break

St.

keep pace with technical faand to develop a greater public
acceptance and goodwill for industry

!

Lesser Forms

respectively. The fifth will be a closed
session for
members and the
sixth will deal with a plan for stimulating the box-office on a national
basis. That same day will be marked

TOA

by a convention research luncheon at
which C. E. Cook, McCullough, and
Nathan D. Golden, Commerce Depart-

ment film chief, will speak. The president's banquet will be held in the evening.
Sponsors of various cocktail parties,

show boat trips and other entertainment events during the convention inCoca-Cola Co., Pepsi-Cola
and other business firms.

clude the
Co.,

New

producers a deal whereby one will
take on actual production reins under
a similar arrangement as that which
Hollywood, Sept. 7. Formation of was recently set up by Lesser in Engthe W.
H. Distributing Corp. to land for the production of his "Black
handle South American production and Chiffon," which British producer Sydney Box will make.
distribution for the Sol Lesser organization was announced here by Lesser,
with "Cave Girl" in color by TechCritic
nicolor, to be the first picture- produced.
Omaha, Sept. 7.—Jake Rachman,
The picture will be filmed in Brazil 68,
World-Herald
columnist
and
this winter, under the direction of drama critic since
1938, and before
Harry Horner, with American stars in that with the Bee-News here many
the two top male roles.
The title years in a similar capacity, died
role will be portrayed by a Latin- Thursday in his sleep.
Survivors inAmerican actress. Lesser is currently clude his cousin, R. D. Goldberg, of
discussing with two South American R. D. Goldberg Theatres.

So.

American Unit
—

Jake Rachman,

this increased patronage was spread
over 225 additional drive-in and con-

ventional theatres built since 1946.
Despite the increased attendance, the
survey found current profits to be less
than in 1946 due to greater operating
costs.
It was also pointed out that
the "confiscatory" 20 per cent Federal
admission tax amounted to 7.2 times
the profit earned during the sevenweek period.
Favorable comment on the findings
came from such leading Texas showmen as Ed Rowley, president of Rowley United Theatres, Inc., Robert J.
O'Donnell, vice-president and general
manager of Interstate Circuit, Inc.,
and Col. H. A. Cole, co-chairman of
the
tax committee.
Rowley praised the
conference in June for stimulating merchandising, while O'Donnell credited
the better understanding of individual
community problems on the part of
theatre managers as a major factor.
Ezell declared that "if the exhibitors of Texas can continue this stimulated program of selling the superb
product that is coming out of Hollywood, our worries are over."
H. J. Griffith, president of Theatre
Enterprises, Inc., stated that the results achieved by Theatre Enterprises'
managers since the
conference would seem to justify conducting similar sessions every six months.

COMPO

COMPO

COMPO

;

Monday, September

20% Tax

8,
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Hit at Meet
Set Quick Processing

Of Iowa Exhibitors
—

Des Moines,

Injustices of
Sept. 7.
the 20 per cent Federal amusement
tax were stressed by actor George
Murphy at a meeting here at the
weekend of 200 exhibitors and their
guests, 150 Iowa newspaper publishers

and

editors.
Calling for

immediate repeal of the
tax law, Murphy said movies are the
"poor man's entertainment" and as
such should not be subject to hamstringing penalties.
He said the tax

was a direct threat to the national
economy resulting as it has in the

down of so many theatres.
Murphy told his audience there was

closing

RKO

Of

rush the films of the Jersey
Joe Walcott - Rocky Mardano heavyweight championship fight from Philadelphia
to New York for processing,

RKO

Radio
short subject sales manager,
said at the weekend.
Processing and editing will
be under the direction of Jay
Bonafield, RKO Pathe executive producer.

by

The

fight

seven

will

camera

no further Communist menace in the
industry, that the "Reds" had been
ferreted out.
He added that Hollywood is continually alert to prevent
any further infiltration.
He sees no
threat in TV, saying that the two
can live and work together just as is
true with radio, and feels Hollywood
will be making films for
as a

RKO Pathe Acquires

sideline and still producing bigger and
Urging greater exploibetter films.
tation
of
potential
film
audiences,
Murphy noted that only 30 per cent of
He
the population are film goers.
thinks this figure can be doubled with
proper publicity.
Other speakers at the luncheon
meeting included: Myron Blank of

Atomic Warfare Maneuvers by the
U. S. Marine Corps at Yucca Flat,
Nevada, have been acquired by RKO
Pathe, it was announced by Jay BonaThese
field, executive vice-president.

TV

Central States Gov. William Beardsley
and Colonel William McCraw of
Variety International.
Charles Niles
;

;

of

Anamosa

A-Bomb Color Film
The

first

now

color films of the recent

being

RKO

readied for
Radio distribution, will be released as
a special two-reel subect, under the
films,

of "Operation A-Bomb" and will
feature a narration by Bob Considine,

title

columnist and commentator.

RKO

In the
(Continued from page

Three relays of cars with
two cars in each relay, will

be filmed
crews.

U. K. Talks

Fight Film

Sidney Kramer,

Radio said that "for the

5

first

presided.

MPAA

F. W. Allport,
manager for
Britain, and John McCarthy,
international vice-president.

The

MPAA

ostensibly to seek modifications of the
sterling conversion and other provisions on the grounds that Britain's
balance of overseas payments is less
favorable now than when the agree-

ment was made.
pact permits the

American

film

companies to withdraw $17,000,000 annually from Britain, dIus a minimum
guaranty of $4,000,000 from, the Eady
Plan fund in Britain, and 33^ per
of the American investments in
production in Britain.
It has been
estimated that withdrawals
totaled
about $25,000,000 for the first year of
the agreement.

cent

The British emissaries have
been officially uncommunicative
concerning the proposals for
modification of the agreement
wtvch they will carry into the
sessions here tomorrow. One
report that preceded them here
but lacks confirmation is that
they will ask the American film
industry to agree to a reduction of almost 50 per cent in the
basic sterling conversion, or to
perhaps
for
the
$10 000,000,
second year of the agreement.

Halted by France

1

'

negotiations in Paris,
one film export official here observed
at the weekend. Also, he conceded, the
rupture was a result of France's poor
fiscal

of

position.

SAG, Makers of TV
Ad Films Meet Today
^ Hollywood, Sept. — Screen Actors
5.

Guild representatives
the weekend for New

here

left

over

York

for meetings starting Monday with national
advertising agencies and film producers to negotiate a contract covering
actors employed to make
shorts.
The guild is seeking to restrict repeat showing of such films or to establish the principle of additional payments to performers for extra screenings.
Reoresenting the guild will be
Richard Carlson, third vice-president

TV

George

Chandler,
treasurer
John
Dales, Jr., executive secretary
Kenneth Thomson,
administrator, and
William Berger, legal counsel.
;

;

TV

MPAA

said they have no
advance hint of what the British will
(Continued from page 1)
propose.
"They asked to reopen the
agreement,"
official said, "so we're
minimum is believed to be between just going toone
wait and listen to what
70 to 40 theatres. Wires were sent
they have in mind."
~ut Friday afternoon to committed
American industry representatives
theatres authorizing them to put
assume that the British delegation will
their fight tickets on sale, TNT
make an extremely strong bid for
added. It was also pointed out that
whatever modifications in the agreethe cancellation provision of the
ment they have
to concentrate
TBC contract is now no longer upon, not only decided
for

Fight Telecast

officials

practical reasons
but also because a reduction in Britain's dollar expenditures for American films, if achieved, would be a
political asset to the Churchill govern-

operative.

The Orpheum, a 2,200-seater, the
only television-equipped theatre here,
will charge $3.60 for all seats except ment at home.
130 loge seats, which are priced at
$4.80.

work

N.O.'s Liberty Reopens
New Orleans, Sept. 7.—The Lib-

with

erty here, a former
showcase
in the heart of the business section,
now owned by drive-in theatre owners
Larry and Barner Woollier, reopened,
all remodeled, on Friday.

Corwin's

deal with Theatre NetTelevision, which has acquired
the television rights from the International Boxing Club, is on sliding scale

TNT

guaranteed 90 cents per
if the house

seat against a $1.35 high
sells out.

World
.

.

with

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

PLEASURES
THE
tertainment
be

of movie entied in with
Plenty" licorice candy
will

time motion picture theatre audiences
will see in color an actual A-Bomb
The further unconfirmed report is
blast explode.'' The films were photothat the British officials also will ask
graphed by Marine Corps cameramen
for increased production commitments
(Continued from page 1)
in the new 35mm Eastman color. Fifin Britain by the American industry
teen
cameramen,
employing
seven
viously offered, but wanted to pay the
with, as a possible inducement, a
cameras, covered the event, shooting
rest of the $6,000,000 over a period of
higher percentage of such production
29,000 feet of film.
13 months instead of at once at the
investments eligible for withdrawal.
capital account rate, it was reported.
Saw A-Bamb Close-up
Nub of the negotiations is the acHaving reduced American film imtual
dollar position of the British
Twentyone
hundred
Leathernecks,
port licenses from 121 to 90 per year,
Treasury. While Britain's fiscal posithe French will not have to meet their selected at random, from bases all over tion admittedly still is grave, current
obligation to accept 90 pictures until the United States and Hawaii partici- reports indicate there has been an imThe provement
after a new remittance agreement is pated in the desert moneuvers.
men witnessed the A-Bomb close-up, predictions exceeding even the recent
signed.
made to Commons by
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture under combat conditions, and then re- Chancellor of the Exchequer R. A.
Association of America president, will turned to their respective units to re- Butler on the results of Britain's new
be in no rush to negotiate with the lay their experiences. The occasion economic program.
French under the blanket authority marked the 28th A-Bomb exploded
It is expected that the negotiations
given him by the Motion Picture Ex- by the United States, at Alamogordo, here will continue
throughout the
Hiroshima,
Nagasaki,
Bikini
two
at
port Association board, it was said.
week and possibly longer.
A firm
Johnston is expected to visit Brazil and the rest here or at Eniwetok in agreement might or might not
emerge
the
Pacific.
to straighten out U. S. film difficulties
at their conclusion.
If
not, there
"Operation
A-Bomb"
will
be
prothere before undertaking the trip to
duced by Bonafield and supervised and would be a recess in the talks which
Paris.
could be resumed either here or in
France was demonstrating its "Anti- written by Burton Benjamin.
London, where negotiations of the preAmerican" attitude when it caused the
vious agreements took place.

breakdown

Equipment

British officials exercised their

under the existing two-year
monetary agreement to reopen the pact
at the end of its first year on Oct. 1,
right

The

THEATRE

1)

RKO

its

"Good and

a newspaper advertising campaign
planned by the Quaker City Chocolate
& Confectionery Co., Inc., Philadelphia.
Film stars, including Bing
in

Crosby, Betty Hutton and Charles
Boyer, will be featured in the ads under the slogan, "It's a treat to go to
the movies !" This will be followed
by the suggestion that "the treat will
be complete" with "Good and Plenty"
candy. Ads will mention each star's
current film and will run day-anddate with showings, city by city, in
newspapers in the East and Midwest.

•

The

Electro-Chemical

Products

Corp., East Orange, N. J., has developed a film cleaning machine
for use with its "Ecco" No. 1500
anti-static film cleaner. The unit
will accommodate both eight and
16

mm.

film,

and there

is

another

for 35 mm. film. Called
'Speedrol," the device has a laboratory-type glass fluid-feed reservoir
and valve designed to permit an
accurate flow of cleaning fluid to
the wiping pads without evaporation or annoying fumes. Film can
be cranked thuough the springloaded jaws of the unit at any desired
speed,
thus enabling the
operator to inspect the film either
before or after it has been cleaned.

model

A

universal high intensity arc slide
projector which accommodates 2-by-2,
3%-by-4 and 4-by-5-inch slides has
been announced by the Strong Electric
Corp., Toledo. Especially designed for
the large screens of drive-in theatres,
the projector (see photo below) is 78
inches in length. Adjustable legs permit establishment of the optical center
at a height of from 36 to 55 inches
while the projection angle afforded is
as much as 27 degrees downward and
10 degrees upward. The motor-driven
arc burns six mm. by seven inch copper coated carbons at 45 amperes and
21 volts to project 7,500 lumens of
light.
The optical system includes
three lenses and a 3%-inch focus
polished glass reflector of 24-inch
working distance and lOj^-inch diameter. For a brochure, write to the
company at 44 City Park Avenue,
Toledo 2, Ohio.

DATE THE INDUSTRY'S

EVERYBODY LOVES

IN

"MONKEY BUSINESS"
"DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK"
"WE'RE
"ft

ffiere's

No

Business

NOT MARRIED"

Henry's FULL

HOUSE"

—.

;;
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

. .

KANE

HE Justice Department recites
T' as the aim of its suit to force

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

Walcott Bout
Set to

Go

the sale of films to television and
non - theatrical users the
other
breaking up of an alleged conspir-

Coast-to- Coast

acy in the 16mm. field.
Should it succeed in convincing
a court that the conspiracy alleged
exists,
the Department contends
that it will ask for a decree which
will not be ruinous to the motion

Plans for
Sept. 7.
trans-continental theatre
telecast were disclosed here with
the
announcement that Sherrill
Corwin's Orpheum Theatre will put
seats on sale tomorrow for the Jersey
Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight title bout, to be telecast from
Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium on

—

Los Angeles,
first

picture industry but which will provide for reasonable clearance between exhibition of the same films
September 23.
in theatres and on television.
If such a decree is not to be
Sufficient theatres are now comruinous to the motion picture inmitted to take the Walcott-Marcicourts
dustry, it is a fact that the
ano fight telecast to exceed the
which administer it must have the minimum required by the Internaclairvoyant ability to determine tional Boxing Club. Theatre Netwhen a motion picture's theatrical work Television disclosed here. The
Othervalue has been exhausted.
(Continued on page 5)
wise, there is no way of determining whether the price asked for
its exhibition on television is fair
If its theatrical
and reasonable.
value has not been exhausted, or
nearly so and industry experience
demonstrates how impossible it is
Theatre Owners of America has reto say when, if ever, that occurs
served the entire afternoon of Sept. 16
then the elapsed time after its ini- for discussion at its annual convention
tial
theatrical showing is of no in Washington of the developments
practical use in measuring the com- which have brought about the exhibi-

mercial value of the picture.
•

that reason, the owner of a
copyrighted motion picture, should
he ever be required to offer it for

For

sale to television,

for

it

in

his

would be wholly

setting whatever price
best business judgment

dictated.

pretty much
respect to the
television which
has existed for

That, of course,
situation with

the

sale

of

The

breakdown

the
in
negotiations
has resulted in termination of the
carried-over previous pact to the extent that not even a single dubbing
license will be issued to American
distributors by France, it was reported here at the weekend.
It was learned also that the French
move which made American acceptance of a new pact impossible was
the withdrawal of a previous offer to
permit the bulk of some $6,000,000 in
blocked earnings to be remitted at the
capital account rate forthwith.
The French were willing to remit
$1,200,000 at the official rate, as pre(Continued on page 5)

complete

films

to

is

tor-distributor draft of a plan of industry arbitration. Speakers at that
particular session will be Mitchell
Wolfson.
president S. H. Fabian,
(Continued on page 4)

TOA

;

Future of

WTO

Is

some

now and

resigned
recently as president because of pressure of his personal business and because, according to friends, he expected the exhibitor organization would
(Continued on page 4)

Ad Splurge

Texas Attendance
At
Peak

achieve
is a court certification of the status
quo ante film producers offering
their copyrighted properties to television, with television unable to
afford them.
Thus, at considerable drain on
the public treasury which is of
great concern to taxpayers always
and has particular point at election
it

will

—

—

(Continued on page 2)

the strong product currently showing
and the accompanying strong upbeat
in box office business, but also to
challenge the new season's television
programs for public attention.
Illustrated with a panoramic, nighttime photo of the Broadway-Seventh
Ave. triangle from the vantage point
of Times Square, the ad asked the
public to "Check the Hits You've Yet
to See" and listed the attractions,
(Continued on page 4)

Washington,

Sept.

7.

—

Sir

Frank Lee, permanent secretary of
the British Board of Trade, and
Sidney Golt, head of the films diviof the Board, arrived here by
plane from London yesterday and will
sion

open talks with industry representatives tomorrow afternoon on the new
British
monetary
agreement
for

American

film distributors.

Joining them in the negotiations
will be Victor George Baker of the
Exchange Control department of the

Bank of England.
The negotiations

will take place at

Motion Picture Association of
America headquarters here.
Particithe

MPAA

(Continued on page 5)

danger of dissolution.
H. V. (Rotus) Harvey

—

all

Report Britons to Ask
Big Cut in Remittances

MPAA

in

time.

possibility that

ToOpenToday

pating for the industry will be Eric
Johnston,
president;
Ellis
Arnall. president of the Society of Inleaderless for the past few weeks and dependent Motion Picture Producers
has had a depleted treasury for a con- James A. Mulvey, president of Samsiderably longer period, is regarded in uel Goldwyn Prod., also for SIMPP;
vice-president
California exhibitor circles as being Joyce O'Hara,

All New York newspapers yesterday carried a full-page promotional
ad calling attention to current strong film attractions at 12 theatres in
Television knows, as of this mo- the Broadway area and blazoning the message that there are "More
!"
ment, where and from whom it can Great Movies on Broadway Than Ever Before
estimated
The ads, which reached an
buy films good films, not too old,
and lots of them. What television 10,000,000 New York Sunday newsresulted from the first
does not know is where it can get paper readers,
cooperative effort of its kind by the
the money to pay for them.
Broadway first-runs. Prepared by the
Accordingly, should the govern- Donahue & Coe agency, the copy was
All-time
ment win its suit, there is a real designed not only to call attention to
exists

Fiscal Pact

7.

B'way Theatres Cooperate
In Full-Page

Talks on U. K.

film

Rodgers to Address Seen as Doubtful
Los Angeles, Sept.
— Western
TOA on Arbitration Theatre
Owners, which has been

—

justified

Licensing of U. S.
Film Imports Are
Halted by France
Franco-American

the

TEN CENTS

1952

8,

—

Dallas, Sept. 7. More people went
to theatres in Texas for a period of
seven weeks, ending Aug. 18, than in
any other comparable period in the
history

of the industry in the state,
according to a survey conducted by
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Organizations.
The survey revealed that the average weekly attendance of 3,500,000
was 220,000 over the weekly average
(Continued on page 4)

Industry to Make
New Bid to A.T.&T.
Washington,
television lawyers

—

7.
Theatre
and engineers will

Sept.

send a strong letter early this week to
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. reiterating the industry's
request for theatre television transmission costs. This was decided here
at the weekend during a meeting of
industry television interests.
Copies of the letter which will be
sent to the A. T. & T. will also be

forwarded to the FCC, Welch

Receipts Are

said.

Up 15%,

Reports Alabama 'U'
Birmingham, Sept.

7.

— The

University of Alabama, in an
economic study, learned that
theatre receipts are up 15 per
cent ever April. The university's report, based on sales
tax returns, also disclosed
that theatre receipts in May
were 6.4 per cent higher than
in the same month one year
ago.

.

;

Motion Picture Daily

2

C.

BROMBERG,

presi-

dent of Monogram Southern Exchanges, Atlanta, has returned there
from the Coast.
•

Mike Simons, home office assistant
to H. M. Richey at M-G-M, will atWest

tend the

convention

Virginia Allied annual
Clarksburg, W. Va.,

in

—

Ottawa,

In an all-out
Sept. 7.
drive to tighten up efforts in cracking
down on possible combines in industry or trade, the Canadian government

has appointed a new three-man commission, with stiffer regulations coming into effect Nov. 1. The motion
picture industry is subject to the regulations.

Tuesday and Wednesday, and will also
Under the new setup, the present
address a meeting of the managers of Combines Commissioner, T. D. MacGibralter Enterprises in Denver on Donald, will be Director of InvestigaSept. 16.
tions and Research.
The new com•

Edward

L.

Hyman,

United Para-

mount Theatres

vice-president, is visiting upstate New York theatres with
Gene Street. He is also accompanied

by Bernard Levy and

They

will return here

Al

Sicignano.

Wednesday.

mission will give alleged offenders an
opportunity to defend themselves in
private hearings before a report is
made to the Minister of Justice who
will have the final say whether prosecutions should be undertaken. In ad-

under the new laws, ceilings on
fines have been lifted and
Dick Pitts, Theatre Owners of the courts will be allowed to grant inAmerican administrative assistant, left junctions restraining a combine from
here yesterday for Washington, on continuing in operation.
convention
preparations for the
there next week.
dition,

•

maximum

TOA

•

Havas, RKO Radio's
Latin American supervisor, is in New
York for two weeks of home office

Michael

E. V. Richards

Heads

Louisiana Fete

chairman of the
Louisiana Navy
League, has been
appointed chair-

Wilder Promoted; To man
Leo Wilder has been promoted
from head of the Warner Brothers

home

office still department to the post
of assistant to Eve Siegel, fan and
national magazine contact, it was an-

nounced

at the

menstock,

weekend by Mort Blu-

WB

advertising-publicity
vice-president.
Nat Gartsman, assistant to Wilder, has been promoted to
head the still department.

Tradewise

of

the

Louisiana Purchase Sesquicen-

Gov t

Bernarr Macfadden,
upcoming
Complete

Icecapades and the
Walcott - Marciano
bout.
synopses follozv:
1953

Suit

Exhibitors of Northern California,
of Washington
are eager to get into the fight against
the Department of Justice's 16mm.
anti-trust suit, but are willing to await
the development of a "pattern" which
will show how best to attack the litigation, Henderson M. Richey, Loew's
exhibitor relations director, reported
here at the weekend following two
weeks of informal conferences with

Oregon and the State

Western Theatre Owners members on
a multitude of industry subjects.
Theatremen
of
the
Northwest,
Richey said, are of the opinion that
the time has passed for appealing to
the Justice Department to see its error
in pursuing the action.
Richey found the exhibitors he
spoke with to be highly optimistic
about the future of the theatre busi-

MOVIETONE NEWS,

73—

No.

"Ike"

hailed in air tour of the South. Truce Reds
pret set for winter. Rescue at Niagara Falls.

Wall

of fire at Fort Bragg. Americen beaubattle
for
crown.
1953
Icecapades.
Hawaii wins open golf tournament.
ties

NEWS

THE

OF
DAY, No. Z03^-"Ike"
invades Dixie and gets huge welcome. Macfadden, 84, thrills Paris in parachute leap.
King Faisal meets film stars. Beauties on
parade. Bullfight. Icecapades. Little League
world series.

PARAMOUNT

NEWS, No. 6—Philadelphia joins the South in welcoming "Ike" as
the Republican presidential aspirant. Dick
Button at the Icecapades. Macfadden parachutes over Paris. The Little League world
series.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 36B— Marines
Korea. Macfadden "hits the
silk," missing the Seine River. Nixon tours
New England. Tornado hits Texas air base.
Water shortage threatens Texas town.
slug Reds

in

British unveil latest aircraft. Little League
world series. Jolting jeeps in road race.

UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. S93— British
are fully prepared for the jet plane sets speed record. Macfadden
jumps.
French fashions. Training shots of
competition and are confident they
Walcott and Marciano. Women's golf. Icecan beat it.
capades of 1953.
The prediction came from Richey
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 8— "Ike"
that the California, Washington and
storms the South in his bid for the presiOregon will be high on the list of out- dency.
Macfadden at 84 parachutes over
standing contributing areas in the P'aris. Jet bomber spans the Atlantic twice
Council of Motion Picture Organiza- in a day. Women Marines show new look
in uniforms. General Ridgway meets West
tions dues drive. Showmen in the
German Premiere Adenauer. "Miss Amerthree states are girded for the fight ica" finalists on parade at Atlantic City.
for repeal of the 20 per cent admis- Dick Button makes "pro" bow in Ice-

Nancy Olson

non.

Richards

has

called a meeting
of city and state

businessmen

and

capades.

sions tax, he said.

tennial Commission
b y Gov.
Robert F. Ken-

E. V. Richards, Jr

Is

On

McL Censor Charges Tour for 'McLain'
— Nancy Olson
Chicago, Sept.
Are Hit by Breen
arrive here from New York
press
7.-

toto be hostess at a
luncheon to be held at the Ambassador
East Hotel for representatives of Chi-

will

civic

leaders

for

Tuesday

to begin immediate planning
for the event, which will be held here
early next year.

Richards developed one of the larg-

.

Hit

showmen

—

Eve Siegel

tour of the
is the major
highlight of current newsreels, which
also feature such items as the jump of
the octogenarian

To

He

•
New Orleans, Sept. 7. E. V.
Edgar Hirschberg, former Theatre Richards, Jr., New Orleans theatre exOwners of America clerical aide, has ecutive and

Assist

Eager

Is

1952

Parade
EISENHOWER'S
GENERAL South

ness.
said that in cities where
television has not yet been introduced,

conferences.

joined the office staff of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations.

Northwest

8,

News reel

Canada Subjects Industry to
New Combine Regulations

Personal
Mention
ARTHUR

Monday, September

circuits in the South, which in
later years he operated in partnership
est

morrow

Hollywood,

Sept. 7.—The charge
annual report of the Maryland
State Censor Board that there has
been a relaxation in the motion picture
industry's
voluntary code of
self-regulation
was
described
as
"completely without foundation" by
Joseph I. Breen, vice-president of
the Motion Picture Association of
America and administrator of the
Production Code.
in the

cago and Milwaukee newspapers. The
star, who is appearing opposite John

Wayne in "Big Jim McLain," a
Wayne-Fellows production for War-

ner Brothers, currently playing at the
with Paramount and which, following
Roosevelt Theatre here, will also do
the divorcement of the latter's exhibia series of broadcasts and press intertime we find the Justice Depart- tion operations, was taken over by
views in connection with the picture.
ment prosecuting an action which, United Paramount Theatres, and is
Miss Olson will arrive in Milwaukee
even if it is won, promises no bene- now the Paramount Gulf circuit. RichTuesday for personal appearances in
fit
to the public or to television, ards retains an interest in theatre busiDeclared Breen "The unwarranted advance of the opening of the picture
even while it threatens the motion ness here, largely in an advisory capacity to his sons and the Richards charges sound like nothing more than at the Warner Theatre there on Thurspicture industry through possible
Estate, in the operation of the Tudor an effort to defend political censor- day.
miscarriage of justice in the appliand Globe here the De Luxe, Slidell, ship in the face of recent decisions of
cation or
interpretation
the La. the
of
& G, Bay St. Louis, Miss. the Supreme Court of the United
eventual decree.
the Pix, Jackson, Miss., and the Ava- States which said that motion pictures
9
This, too, is the industry's story lon, Pass Christian, Miss., which are are entitled to the freedom of speech
and press guarantees of the Constituwith respect to the 16mm. suit.
known as the Slidell Theatre Corp.
Harry Popkin's picture without
Richards said his plans for the 150th tion.
This purposeless waste of public
"Not only has there been no relaxa- dialogue, "The Thief," will be screened
money by the Justice Department anniversary of the Louisiana Purchase
for trade press representatives in the
on a legal adventure almost certain would embrace the governments of the tion of the standards of good taste and course
of a weekend party at Tyler
United States and France and the par- decency represented by the Code but
to end in practical insignificance if,
Hill, Pa., at which United Artists will
ticipation of all states which were a there will be none. Hollywood,
as it
as the Justice Department contends,
be host, starting next Friday evening.
part of the original Louisiana Terri- has done in the past, will continue
to
it does not ruin the motion picture
The weekend program, in addition
tory.
provide clean and wholesome enterto the screening, includes the recreaindustry, constitutes a story that
tainment.
tional facilities of Bernard Kamber's
should be of interest to the public.
Drive-in
The views of the Maryland censors nearby Wayne Country Club and a visit
Thousands of screens and tons of
Atlanta, Sept. 7. "Pug" Gaskin cretainly are not shared by responsible to the Wayne County Fair, which will
newsprint are available for its has opened his new 250-car drive-in and public-spirited groups all
over the be in progress. The trip to and from
telling:.
theatre at Monticello, Fla.
country."
will be made by automobile.

(Continued from page 1)
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Weekend Party

Screening

'Thief

Gaskin

for
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THE MOST LUXURIOUS

TRANSCONTINENTAL AIR SERVICE
EVER OFFERED

TWA* IV&W SUPER CONSTELLATIONS
Jl

IS

Nightly departures from Los Angeles and New York (one-stop
Chicago).
Effective September 10.
Sleeper berth reservations
available.

TWA

Now

"Ambassador" service
offering all of the luxurious features that have distinguished
TWA "Ambassador" nights to Europe, and more!
You're in important, exciting company from the moment you
set foot on the rich red carpet that leads to your flight. Your plane
is a giant new Super Constellation, expressly built by Lockheed for
•

.

inaugurates

transcontinental

.

TWA,

and one of the most powerful
Your accommodations are the finest:

airliners in the skies today.

restful lean-back club chairs

or luxurious full-length sleeping berths.

And you can enjoy

delicious

between -meal refreshments and friendly conversation with your
fellow passengers in the gaily decorated lounge.

On

trip plan to go on the "Ambassador"
most luxurious transcontinental flight ever offered.
For reservations, see your travel agent or call Trans World Airlines,
LExington 2-7100.
.

.

.

your next cross-country

truly the

ACROSS THE

U.S.

AND OVERSEAS

.

FLY—-SSTRANS WORLD AIRLINES
U.S. A

.

•

fUROPf

•

AfRICA

ASIA

Monday, September
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BVay. Ad

Rodgers on Arbitration

Future

8,

Her- convention chairman, announced jointly boxed, at the 12 participating show
itself with the elec- executive committee chairman
"The Miracle of
and at the weekend that registrations for houses. They are
counsel,
general
Levy,
man
M.
president.
new
tion of a
Lady of Fatima" at the Astor
Our
exceeded
have
conclave
annual
vicethe
Loew's
Rodgers,
F.
William
however,
Since Harvey resigned,
distribu- 500, or 200 more than were registered and Bijou theatres; "The Quiet Man"
several prominent members have de- president who has headed the
the corresponding pre-convention at the Capitol; "The Big Sky," Cricommittee.
at
negotiating
arbitration
tors'
organizaThe
presidency.
clined the
"The Devil Makes Three,"
last year. Wolfson said the con- terion;
time
If the distributors this week approve
tion recently was obliged to cancel
vention this year would be "definitely Globe; "High Noon," Mayfair "The
16
convention.
Sept.
annual
draft,
the
arbitration
planned
the
its
"Ivanoperation work-shop." When he gave Crimson Pirate," Paramount
Unless a president can be found TOA business meeting, over which
Hall
City
Music
"The
hoe,"
Radio
the
accepting
year
address
last
his
soon, WTO will not be represented at Walter Reade, Jr., will preside, will
"aggressive Snows of Kilimanjaro" (starting Sept.
was
theme
presidency,
the
of
MoCouncil
document.
the
of
the
acceptance
of
vote on
future meetings
Rivoli;
"Monkey Business,"
unity," he said, "and we are seeing 19),
tion Picture Organizations board or
The following morning will be de- that borne out in the responses to the Roxy; "Sudden Fear," Loew's State,
Conference.
Arbitration
Industry
the
voted by the convention to discussion
At no time in and "Affair in Trinidad," Victoria.
this year.
However, it is expected that a suffi- of the government's anti-trust suit to convention
Accompanying text read "Broadour history has there been a greater
cient number of WTO members could force the sale of 16mm. pictures to TV
The motion picmilitant co-ordination of our way is booming!
need
for
of
purpose
the
for
be gotten together
and other outlets competing with regture
industry
the
boxgreets
the new season
to
stimulate
industry
strength
an industry plan of arbitratend to revitalize

;

:

;

;

;

:

!

acting on
tion, should one be submitted.
constituent
One of the
Theatre
Independent
organizations,

WTO

Owners

of

Northern

Washington,

Idaho and Alaska, recently applied to

COMPO

for

membership

agency,

dustry

WTO

in the

in-

ular theatres. According to an agenda
released here at the weekend by TOA,
Walter Morris will preside at a meeting of the organization's 16mm. committee and Wolfson and Levy will
speak on the suit at a convention session to follow.

notwithstanding the
a charter member

Will Ask Decision
Other units in
Levy is scheduled to ask the deleare ITO of Northern California and
gates to decide if TOA, branded a coNevada, ITO of Oregon, ITO of conspirator in the government's comMontana and ITO of Utah and Southnamed a defendant,

fact that
of

is

WTO

COMPO.

ern Idaho. The units may continue as
goes out of
separate entities if
being, or they may seek affiliation with
existing national exhibitor organiza-

WTO

tions.

WTO

was
Until about a year ago
as the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners.

known

'

Snows' Given Big
Sept. 23 issue of

newsstands

on

zine,

tomorrow,

will

pages to publicity on 20th CenturyFox's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."
Ava Gardner and Susan Hayward
Many of the
get the cover position.
inside pages display color art from
the picture and running text on the
production.
The film will have its
world premiere at the Rivoli here on
Sept. 17.
The company claims the
publicity is the largest ever accorded
a film by Look and compares well
with attention given to the film by a
score of other magazines.
Ten fashion models who will appear
at
American Fashion Critics
the
Awards at the Waldorf-Astoria here
on Sept. 16, will act as guest hostesses at the premiere.
special five-page radio and television newsletter devoted exclusively
to "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" is
being distributed to over 1,200 news
and showbusiness commentators, "disk
jockeys," and "chatter show" "M.C.'s",

A

was reported by 20th Century-Fox.

Louis 7th to Top

St.

Compo Dues Quota
The

Louis exchange area is the
seventh indicated by the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations as having exceeded its quota in the recent
dues collection drive.
St.

COMPO

"Executive Producer-Distributor requires Executive Secretary with thor-

ough knowledge of world-wide
bution and some production."

distri-

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
Sixth

Avenue,

New York

20,

—

—

—

—

At

the

Sept.

Trade circles hope the Broadway
Robert O'Brien of United Paramount
theatres' cooperative move will set a
Theatres, Fabian and television attorpattern for similar ads elsewhere
manjaro." The Shoreham Hotel will ney Marcus Cohn will discuss theatre around the country. Distributors parFitzTV.
the
afternoon,
In
Harold
and
sessions
business
site
of
J.
be the
ticipating were
Warner, Columbia,
gerald will preside at a concessions
the trade show.
Republic,
RKO Radio, M-G-M,
Sept. 14 will be taken up with a session, Jack Braunagel at a drive-ins
United Artists and 20th Century-Fox.
legal advisory session, and Alfred Starr at an admeeting of the
council headed by Levy, an executive mission tax session, which will feature
committee meeting and a nominating comments by Pat McGee, co-chairman
board of the Council of Motion Picture Orcommittee session. The
(Continued, from page 1)
Sam Piwill meet the following day under the ganizations tax committee.
govchairmanship of Wolfson who will be nanski, member of the
in 1946, and that the increase during
substituting for board chairman Charles erning triumvirate, will follow with a
the seven-week period varied from five
discussion
of
the
industry
agency's
latter,
National
TheaSkouras.
The
P.
to 11 per cent.
It also revealed that
tres president, has informed TOA that achievements.
attendance was up 16.5 per cent over
personal family matters will make it
that same period in the majority of the
Kirby, Lightman to Preside
impossible for him to< attend this year's
theatres whose managers and execuconvention.
The fifth and sixth business sessions tives had attended the
However, Wolfson reported that on Sept. 18 will be presided over by Texas conference on June 9-11.
National Theatres will send to the Sam Kirby and M. A. Lightman, Sr.,
The survey further revealed that
convention the largest group of rep- respectively. The fifth will be a closed this increased patronage
was spread
resentatives in its history.
Heading session for
members and the over 225 additional drive-in and conthe group will be Dick Dickson
sixth will deal with a plan for stimu- ventional theatres built since 1946.
Southern California division manager
lating the box-office on a national Despite the increased attendance, the
Elmer C. Rhoden, Midwest division basis. That same day will be marked survey found current profits to be less
president Frank H. Ricketson, Inter- by a convention research luncheon at than in 1946 due to greater operating
Mountain division president Harold which C. E. Cook, McCullough, and costs.
It was also pointed out that
Fitzgerald,
Wisconsin
division Nathan D. Golden, Commerce Depart- the "confiscatory" 2'0 per cent Federal
J.
president R. H. McCullough, head of ment film chief, will speak. The presi- admission tax amounted to 7.2 times
Research and maintenance, and Rudy dent's banquet will be held in the eve- the profit earned during the sevenKrappman,
merchandising
division ning.
week period.
chief. Rhoden, who has been mentioned
Sponsors of various cocktail parties,
Favorable comment on the findings
as a possible successor to Skouras as show boat trips and other entertain- came from such leading Texas showTOA board chairman, will deliver the ment events during the convention in- men as Ed Rowley, president of Rowconvention keynote address on Sept. 16. clude the Coca-Cola Co., Pepsi-Cola ley United Theatres, Inc., Robert
J.
Wolfson and A. Julian Brylawski, Co., and other business firms.
O'Donnell, vice-president and general

N.

Y.

Texas Attendance

TOA

COMPO

COMPO

TOA

;

;

;

manager

Lesser Forms

New

American Unit

So.

Hollywood, Sept. 7.— Formation of
W. H. Distributing Corp. to
handle South American production and
the

distribution for the Sol Lesser organization was announced here by Lesser,
with "Cave Girl" in color by Technicolor, to be the first picture pro-

duced.

The
this

picture will be filmed in Brazil
winter, under the direction of

deal whereby one will
take on actual production reins under
a similar arrangement as that which
was recently set up by Lesser in England for the production of his "Black
Chiffon," which British producer Sydney Box will make.

producers

a

Jake Rachman, Critic
Omaha,

Sept.

7.

World-Herald
drama critic since

68,

—Jake

Rachman,

columnist
1938,

and
and before

Harry Horner, with American stars in that with the Bee-News here many
two top male roles.
The title years in a similar capacity, died
role will be portrayed by a Latin- Thursday in his sleep.
Survivors inAmerican actress. Lesser is currently clude his cousin, R. D. Goldberg, of
discussing with two South American R. D. Goldberg Theatres.

the

BOX 540
1270

convention, which will open
Sept. 14 and continue for five days,
will feature a trade show, a large
number of social events for delegates
and their wives, and a world premiere
preview of 20th-Fox's "Snows of Kili-

The

to

cilities

TOA

Look maga-

give cover attention and seven inside

it

the suit.

with its best foot forward. All firstrun theatres in town are playing
wonderful attractions attractions offered by no other entertainment meprogress."
The opening convention session will dium and presented for your pleasure
include an address of greeting by at luxurious theatres with every comF. Joseph Donohue, chairman of the fort and convenience.
"Whatever you're looking for in
District of Columbia Board of Commissioners, and a speech by Wolfson. the way of enjoyment is here HollyA convention showmanship luncheon wood's top stars in gay musicals, exwill follow, with Myron Blank serv- citing dramas, riotous comedies, maging as chairman. Earl J. Hudson will nificent spectacles. There have never
speak on the "Detroit Campaign" and been so many outstanding pictures ofAbe Montague, Columbia distribution fered on Broadway at the same time
and more are on the way.
vice-president, will speak on the Will before
"Plan to see as many of these fine
Rogers Memorial Christmas Salute at
films as you can. You'll enjoy every
the luncheon.
one of them."
17 morning session
keep pace with technical faand to develop a greater public
acceptance and goodwill for industry
office,

:

Magazine Break
The

but not
should seek to become a defendant in
plaint

!

of

Interstate

Circuit,

Inc.,

and Col. H. A. Cole, co-chairman of
the

COMPO

tax committee.

Rowley praised

COMPO

the
conference in June for stimulating merchandising, while O'Donnell credited
the better understanding of individual
community problems on the part of
theatre managers as a major factor.
Ezell declared that "if the exhibitors of Texas can continue this stimulated program of selling the superb
product that is coming out of Hollywood, our worries are over."
H. J. Griffith, president of Theatre
Enterprises, Inc., stated that the results achieved by Theatre Enterprises'
managers since the
conference would seem to justify conducting similar sessions every six months.

COMPO

;

Monday, September

20% Tax

8,
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Hit at Meet
Set Quick Processing

Of Iowa Exhibitors
—

Des Moines,

Sept. 7.
Injustices of
cent Federal amusement
tax were stressed by actor George
Murphy at a meeting here at the
weekend of 200 exhibitors and their
guests, 150 Iowa newspaper publishers

20 per

the

and

editors.

Calling for immediate repeal of the
tax law, Murphy said movies are the
"poor man's entertainment" and as
such should not be subject to hamstringing penalties.
He said the tax

was a direct threat to the national
economy resulting as it has in the
closing down of so many theatres.
Murphy told his audience there was
no further Communist menace in the
industry, that the "Reds" had been
ferreted out.
He added that Hollywood is continually alert to prevent
He sees no
any further infiltration.
threat in TV, saying that the two
can live and work together just as is
true with radio, and feels Hollywood
will be making films for
as a

TV

sideline and still producing bigger and
Urging greater exploibetter films.
tation
of
potential
film
audiences,
Murphy noted that only 30 per cent of
the population are film goers.
thinks this figure can be doubled with
proper publicity.
Other speakers at the luncheon

He

included
Myron Blank of
Central States Gov. William Beardsley
and Colonel William McCraw of
Variety International.
Charles Niles

meeting

:

;

;

of

Anamosa

presided.

Of

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

rush the films of the Jersey
Joe Walcott - Rocky Marc'ano heavyweight championship fight from Philadelphia

New York

for processing,

Sidney Kramer,

RKO

Radio
short subject sales manager,
said at the weekend.
Processing and editing will
be under the direction of Jay
Bonafield, RKO Pathe executive producer.

be filmed
crews.

by

The

fight will

seven

camera

A-Bomb Color Film
first

now

being

readied

for

RKO

Radio

distribution, will be released as
a special two-reel subect, under the
title of "Operation A-Bomb" and will

feature a narration by Bob Considine,
columnist and commentator.
Radio said that "for the first
time motion picture theatre audiences

RKO

will see in color an actual A-Bomb
blast explode." The films were photo-

Halted by France

graphed by Marine Corps cameramen

{Continued from page 1)
viously offered, but wanted to pay the
rest of the $6,000,000 over a period of
13 months instead of at once at the
capital account rate, it was reported.

in the
teen

new 35mm Eastman
cameramen,

color.

Fif-

employing

seven
cameras, covered the event, shooting
29,000 feet of film.

Saw A-Bomb Close-up

Having reduced American film import licenses from 121 to 90 per year,

The

MPAA

ostensibly to seek modifications of the
sterling conversion and other provisions on the grounds that Britain's
balance of overseas payments is less
favorable now than when the agree-

ment was made.

The

pact permits the American film

minimum

guaranty of $4,000,000 from the Eady
Plan fund in Britain, and 33^ per

American investments in
production in Britain.
It has been
estimated that withdrawals
totaled
about $25,000,000 for the first year of
the agreement.
cent of the

The British emissaries have
been officially uncommunicative
concerning the proposals for
modification of the agreement
wh'ch they will carry into the
sessions here tomorrow. One
report that preceded them here
but lacks confirmation is that
they will ask the American film
industry to agree to a reduction of almost 50 per cent in the
basic sterling conversion, or to
perhaps
for
the
$10 000,000,
second year of the agreement.
further

TV

unconfirmed report

is

Nub

of the negotiations is the acdollar position of the British

MPAA

;

;

TV

but also because a reduction in Britain's dollar expenditures for AmeriThe Orpheum, a 2,200-seater, the can films, if achieved, would be a
only television-equipped theatre here, political asset to the Churchill governwill charge $3.60 for all seats except ment at home.
130 loge seats, which are priced at

$4.80.

Corwin's

N.O.'s Liberty Reopens
New Orleans, Sept. 7.—The Lib-

deal with Theatre NetTelevision, which has acquired
the television rights from the International Boxing Club, is on sliding scale
with
guaranteed 90 cents per
seat against a $1.35 high if the house

erty here, a former
showcase
in the heart of the business section,
now owned by drive-in theatre owners
Larry and Barner Woolner, reopened,

sells out.

all

TNT

RAY GALLO

of movie enbe tied in with
its "Good and Plenty" licorice candy
in a newspaper advertising campaign
planned by the Quaker City Chocolate
& Confectionery Co., Inc., Philadelphia.
Film stars, including Bing
Crosby, Betty Hutton and Charles
Boyer, will be featured in the ads under the slogan, "It's a treat to go to
the movies !" This will be followed
by the suggestion that "the treat will
be complete" with "Good and Plenty"
candy. Ads will mention each star's
current film and will run day-anddate with showings, city by city, in
newspapers in the East and Midwest.
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operative.

work

.

RKO

remodeled, on Friday.

Electro-Chemical

Products

mm.

film,

and there

is

another

for 35 mm. film. Called
'Speedrol," the device has a laboratory-type glass fluid-feed reservoir
and valve designed to permit an
accurate flow of cleaning fluid to
the wiping pads without evaporation or annoying fumes. Film can
be cranked thuough the springloaded jaws of the unit at any desired
speed, thus
enabling the
operator to inspect the film either
before or after it has been cleaned.

model

SAG, Maker
TV
Ad Films Meet Today
—

ings starting Monday with national
advertising agencies and film producers to negotiate a contract covering
actors employed to make
shorts.
The guild is seeking to restrict repeat showing of such films or to establish the principle of additional payments to performers for extra screenings.
Representing the guild will be
Richard Carlson, third vice-president
George Chandler, treasurer
John
Dales, Jr., executive secretary
Kenneth Thomson,
administrator, and
William Berger, legal counsel.

with

.

PLEASURES
THE
tertainment

The

Twenty- one hundred Leathernecks,
Treasury. While Britain's fiscal posithe French will not have to meet their selected at random, from bases all over tion admittedly still is grave, current
the
United
States
particiand
Hawaii
obligation to accept 90 pictures until
reports indicate there has been an imafter a new remittance agreement is pated in the desert moneuvers. The provement exceeding even the recent
men witnessed the A-Bomb close-up, predictions
signed.
made to Commons by
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture under combat conditions, and then re- Chancellor of the Exchequer R. A.
Association of America president, will turned to their respective units to re- Butler on the results of Britain's new
be in no rush to negotiate with the lay their experiences. The occasion economic program.
French under the blanket authority marked the 28th A-Bomb exploded
It is expected that the negotiations
given him by the Motion Picture Ex- by the United States, at Alamogordo, here will continue
throughout the
Hiroshima,
Nagasaki,
two
at
Bikini
port Association board, it was said.
and
week
possibly
longer.
A firm
and
the
rest here or at Eniwetok in
Johnston is expected to visit Brazil
agreement might or might not emerge
Pacific.
the
to straighten out U. S. film difficulties
If not,
there
"Operation A-Bomb" will be pro- at their conclusion.
there before undertaking the trip to
duced by Bonafield and supervised and would be a recess in the talks which
Paris.
could be resumed either here or in
France was demonstrating its "Anti- written by Burton Benjamin.
London, where negotiations of the preAmerican" attitude when it caused the
vious agreements took place.
breakdown of negotiations in Paris,
officials said they have no
one film export official here observed
advance hint of what the British will
at the weekend. Also, he conceded, the
(Continued from page 1)
propose.
"They asked to reopen the
rupture was a result of France's poor
agreement," one official said, "so we're
fiscal position.
minimum is believed to be between just going to wait and listen
to what
?0 to 40 theatres. Wires were sent
they have in mind."
?ut Friday afternoon to committed
s of
American industry representatives
theatres authorizing them to put
assume that the British delegation will
their fight tickets on sale, TNT
make an extremely strong bid for
Hollywood, Sept. 5. Screen Actors added. It was also pointed out that whatever modifications in the agreethe cancellation provision of the
Guild representatives left here over
ment they
decided to concentrate
TBC contract is now no longer upon, not have
the weekend for New York for meetonly for practical reasons

Fight Telecast

.

.

.

Corp., East Orange, N. J., has developed a film cleaning machine
tor use with its "Ecco" No. 1500
anti-static film cleaner. The unit
will accommodate both eight and

that the British officials also will ask
for increased production commitments
in Britain by the American industry
with,
as a possible inducement, a
higher percentage of such production
investments eligible for withdrawal.
tual

World
will

companies to withdraw $17,000,000 an-

The

Equipment

British officials exercised their

under the existing two-year
monetary agreement to reopen the pact
at the end of its first year on Oct. 1,
right

color films of the recent

Atomic Warfare Maneuvers by the
U. S. Marine Corps at Yucca Flat,
Nevada, have been acquired by RKO
Pathe, it was announced by Jay BonaThese
field, executive vice-president.
films,

MPAA

F. W. Allport,
manager for
Britain, and John McCarthy,
international vice-president.

nually from Britain, plus a

RKO Pathe Acquires
The

mMHHHiHMnHMi
In the THEATRE

U. K. Talks

Fight Film

Three relays of cars with
two cars in each relay, will

to

5

•

A

universal high intensity arc slide
projector which accommodates 2-by-2,
3J4-by-4 and 4-by-5-inch slides has
been announced by the Strong Electric
Corp., Toledo. Especially designed for
the large screens of drive-in theatres,
the projector (see photo below) is 78
inches in length. Adjustable legs permit establishment of the optical center
at a height of from 36 to 55 inches
while the projection angle afforded is
as much as 27 degrees downward and
10 degrees upward. The motor-driven
arc burns six mm. by seven inch copper coated carbons at 45 amperes and
21 volts to project 7,500 lumens of
light.
The optical system includes
three lenses and a 3J4-inch focus
polished glass reflector of 24-inch
working distance and 10^-inch diameter. For a brochure, write to the
company at 44 City Park Avenue,
Toledo 2, Ohio.

DATE THE INDUSTRY'S

EVERYBODY LOVES

IN

MONKEY BUSINESS"
DON'T BOTHER TO KNOCK
WE'RE NOT MARRIED"
0.

There's

No

Business Like

Cl.k'J\

Henry's FULL

HOUSE"

Centurv-Fox Business!
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72.

NO.
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DISTRIBUTE FIGHT
FILM BY VIDEO

16 mm. Dealer Sherman Sets
In Suit Vs.

Distribution

'Restraints'

Franchise Unit

Asks 'Opening' of Field;
Philadelphia,
anti-trust

damages

eight

distribution

others

in

S.

companies

films

An

to

the

and

Court here

District

today to compel them to
feature

—

$3,135,000 in
was filed against

triple

U.

Sept. 8.

for

suit

sell

plaintiff,

16mm.
Kunz

Motion Picture Service, without the
imposition of restrictions on the exhibition of the substandard films.

The

have been

action, said to

touched

off

by the

filing

Sept.

8.

— Meeting

last

July of the Department of Justice's anti-trust suit to force the
sale of 16mm. films to television
and other non-theatrical users,
includes among the defendants

Loew's and Paramount, which
were not named in the government action. The government
said it had no evidence against
the two.

Other defendants named are 20th

at

Blackstone Hotel here, Harry
Sherman, veteran producer, and a
group of independent distributors
from all parts of the U. S. and Canada, prepared a distribution franchise
deal for forthcoming feature produc-

Six theatres affiliated with
United Paramount Theatres
have booked the telecast of
the Walcott-Mareiano bout on

plans to film at his own
Present plans
studios in California.
call for releasing one new picture per
month, with four of the first 12 to
be in color.
Sherman, who has made 153 pictures for release through other companies during his producing career

Marbro,

Negotiations are continuing
to carry the event in the

(among them

Paramount, San Francisco.

tions

series),

Arbitration Thurs.

$l-Million Suit Is
Won By Defendants
Cleveland, Sept. 8. Judge EmerFreed of the U. S. District Court
here today handed down a verdict in
favor of the Regent Theatre Co., operated by Paul Gusdanovic, and a
number of major distributors and
ich

for the
Picture As-

set

sociation of America member companies'
presidents,
sales
managers

and attorneys to vote on acceptance
of the completed draft of a projected
industry system of arbitration. The
meeting will be held at the Hotel
Astor here.
In accordance with a pre-arranged
plan, the draft is to be accepted first
by the distributors before it is acted

(Continued on page 5)

Lodge Tribute

to

Leonard Goldenson
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
United Paramount Theatres, will be
honored by New York's Cinema
Lodge of B'nai B'rith on behalf of
entertainment industry at the
Hotel Astor in New York on Wednesday evening, Sept. 24, Martin
the

Levine, president
nounced.

of

the

Lodge an-

Goldenson will be presented with
(Continued on page 4)

defendants

anti-trust

suit

Amusement
Trial

weeks

of

brought

Co.
the

last fall.

the

in

case

The

$1,016,400
by G. & P.

consumed

plaintiffs,

10

headed

(Continued on page 4)

&

Katz's

Paramount,
United Detroit

Theatres' Palm State, Detroit

;

?nd Minnesota Amusement's
Radio City, Minneapolis.

Hopalong Cassidy
long has had the idea of set-

ting up his own distribution company.
One feature of his projected organization would be that the distribution
franchise holders would own a part
(Continued on page 4)

other

Chicago, and

Hammond;

the.

—

Presidents Meet on

Sept. 23.
They are: Balaban
Uptown, Tivoli and

Sherman

(Continued on page 4)

Thursday has been
meeting of the Motion

B. & K., UDT, Maco
Join TNT Network

the

Damages

$3,135,000 in

Chicago,

TEN CENTS

1952

9,

Ask Change

British

In Existing Pact

A

multaneous distribution of a film
with the history-making

will occur

Transcontinental telecast of the Jersey
Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight title bout on Sept. 23, it was
learned here yesterday.

Television-equipped theatres
of Omaha will be serviced

West

by Theatre Network Television's
recording of the bout,
will be telecast separately to Western theatres about
one hour after the fight begins.
The point of origin for the film
telecast will be from the NBCTV studio in New York.
film

The East-West

—

Washington,

Confirming
Sept. 8.
industry expectations, British representatives here for negotiation of the

sitated
ties

split up was necesby the lack of long line facili-

West

(EDT ).

monetary agreement between this
country and Great Britain today asked
a
terms.

for

modification

the

of

of

Omaha

before 11 :15

Theatres East of

P.M.

Omaha

will

(Continued on page 5)

existing

At the close of their first meeting
neither British nor industry representatives would give,
this statement.

A
top
the

any

details

beyond

spokesman for Sir Frank Lee,
British
British

terms
might

negotiator, declared that
felt that publicizing the

which

they

"damage

were
their

proposing
bargaining

(Continued on page 4)

Boston, Sept. 8. Rep. John W. McCormack, (D.-Mass.), majority
leader of the House of Representatives in Washington, in an interview
in Boston last night regarding the 20 per cent Federal admission tax,
stated that, "I am aware of the burdensome nature of any kind of taxes
levied upon motion picture theatres. In
my opinion when the time comes for
the elimination of the miscellaneous
taxes, then the 20 per cent Federal
admission tax should be one of the first
plan that was described as prom- to be repealed in order to assist the
ising to go far toward solving the motion picture industry in every way
financial problems of the Will Rogers we possibly can.
Memorial Hospital was revealed here
"As a member of the House Ways
yesterday by the hospital's special and Means Committee many years ago
"collection coin box committee" of I was in favor of the repeal of the 10
per cent Federal admission tax."
(Continued on page 4)

National Collection
For Rogers Hospital

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
The first use of theatre television
as a medium to effect national, si-

which

House Leader McCormack
Favors Tax Elimination
—

Western Theatres to
Get Walcott Bout
Via Film Recording

Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president and
director of world sales
for Universal-International, has appointed
Arthur Doyle to the post
of managing director of
Japan. Doyle, who left
over the weekend for Tokyo, started with 20th
Century-Fox as a salesman
in Pittsburgh in 1935.

Producer George Jessel
will serve as toastmaster
of the Motion Picture Pioneers
"Jubilee Dinner"
paying tribute to N. J.
Blumberg, chairman of the
board of directors of Universal Pictures, it was
disclosed here by Jack
Cohn, Pioneers president.
The dinner will be held
Tuesday, Nov. 25 at the
Hotel Astor.
'

—
Tuesday, September

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
RICHARD

F.

Ohio

Cleveland,

is

delegate.

•
Graincer, Republic" vicepresident in charge of sales and distribution, left Los Angeles over the
weekend for San Francisco. Following
R.

a stopover in Chicago, he will return
here on Mondav.
•

Laura Weber, daughter

of

Louis

Weber, Skouras Theatres' executive,
will

Sept.

Republican

WALSH, IATSE

Trades Union Congress at Margate,
England, last week as an A. F. of L.

Iamks

Congressmen

To Discuss Repeal

en route back to New
York by ship, due here at the end of
British
the week, after attending the
president,

'Monkey Business'
Opens to $95,000;
Holdovers Govern

resume her featured role in the
show, "Mania," next Friday

CBS-TV

8.

— Ohio

Committee

"Monkey Business"

members

luncheon

the

Henry Greenberger and Robert Wile, ITO executive secretary.

•
cial films division sales head,
last night for Minneapolis on

left

spe-

here

a visit to

Midwest and Western branch

offices.

•

Herbert R. Mayes, executive editor
of Good Housekeeping magazine, will
return here from the Coast today.
•

Alan

J.

Lerner,

screen

here from the Coast

writer, arrived
yesterday.

K-MTA

M-G-M

Will

Honor

Biechele October 1

—

R. R.
City, Sept. 8.
Biechele, 41 years an exhibitor, a leader in industry organizations, will be honored at the banquet Oct. 1 of the Kansas-Missouri
Theatre Association. He operated the

Kansas

(Dick)

Osage Theatre
until

its

in

Kansas

destruction

He

in

City,

Kan.

flood of
interest since
the

has had an
its establishment in the Consolidated
Agencies, Inc., handling theatre and
other business.
Biechele served several years as
president, secretary and director of
1951.

the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association and has for years represented
this area on boards of national organizations and committees. He served
two years as vice-president of the
His special field of
old
service to the industry has been in
legislative matters.

MPTOA.

Zanuck Coming for
Premiere of 'Snows'
Darryl

F. Zanuck, 20th Centurystudio chief, will arrive here
from Europe on Tuesday by plane to
attend the world premiere of "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli
Theatre Wednesday evening.
The
Technicolor
adaptation
of
Ernest
Hemingway's story marks Zanuck's
only personal production for 1952.
Zanuck currently is putting the
final touches on two pictures scheduled to begin shooting on the Continent within the next week.
They
Tightrope" and "Able
are "Man on

Fox

A

Seaman Brown."

the

Cinerama Premiere
Now Set for Sept. 30

Hall,

like

the

Roxy,

feature

stage

shows.

At
is

the Capitol, an excellent $59,000
forecast for the third stanza of "The

Quiet Man." "Sudden Fear" at Loew's
State is holding up well, with a nice
"This Is Cinerama," first production $32,000 estimated for its fifth week.
in the new film process that employs a
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fagiant screen, three proj ection units and tima" is doing well at the Astor, with
six separate sound-tracks to create the $28,000 seen for its third week. The
illusion of a third dimension, will have same film at the two-a-day Bijou is
its world premiere at the Broadway
expected to hit a good $6,000 for its
Theatre here on Tuesday evening, third and final week which ends toSept. 30, it was announced by Cine- morrow. No new film has been booked
rama Productions Corp.
by the Bijou as yet.
Merian C. Cooper and Robert L.
For its seventh week, a healthy
Bendick are the producers of the inau- $20,000 is forecast for "High Noon"
entertaingural two-hour panorama of
at the Mayfair, while a fairly nice
Louis Forbes conducted the
ment.
$16,000 is indicated for the sixth week
symphony orchestra. Lowell Thomas of "Affair in Trinidad" at the Vicserves as narrator for the prologue toria. At
the Globe a moderate $14,500
and bridges the various sequences. He is seen for the second round of "Devil
the
corpoboard
of
is chairman of the
Makes Three."
ration. The process is the invention of
"The Big Sky" at the Criterion is
Fred Waller.
expected to do a satisfactory $19,000
for its third week, while the fourth
9
week of "Les Miserables" at the Rivoli
is due to hit $7,000, a figure which is
L.
a bit on the. slow side.
Among off-Broadway houses, "Ivory
Lake Arrowhead, Cal., Sept. 8.
This mile-high play place slipped back Hunter" at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street
into somnolent Indian summer today is holding up excellently with $11,000
following a weekend animated by cere- indicated for its third week. "Man in
monies surrounding the press premiere the White Suit" is doing well, too,
of Paramount' s "Just for You" at Earl with $6,500 seen for the 23rd week.
Another long-standing hold-over, "EnStrebe's Village Theatre.
In addition to an Air Force contin- core" at the Normandie is expected to
gent from Norton Field, several Hol- chalk up $5,000 for its 22nd inning.
"O'Henry's Full House" will be the
lywood stars including Tony Curtis,
Janet Leigh, Colleen Gray, Bob Ar- next attraction at the Fine Arts Theathur and Natalie Wood, were on hand tre, opening at a date to be set in
for the premiere. Don Hartman, Para- early October. The current Fine Arts
mount production executive, was an occupant, "The Stranger in Between"
honor guest and took a part in the is expected to gross a good $6,200 for
its third week. "The Amazing Monproceedings.
sieur Fabre"
opened at the Park

You Makes
Arrowhead Debut

'Just for

Avenue yesterday, replacing "Brandy
Kennedy to Retire
for the Parson," which closed its
London, Sept. 8. J. P. Kennedy, fourth week with a nice $3,600.
representative of the Bank of America
here for the past 30 years, will retire Hall Books 'Because,'

—

Sept. 18 and return to America.

succeeded by

J.

A. Buhler.

Bell Is Reopened
New Orleans, Sept. 8. —
Eugene

25%

He

is

result of the past four
weeks' improvement in theatre attendance, Frank Masek,
National Theatre Supply
a

branch manager, reports. Exhibitors are cautious and are
making improvements slowly,
Masek states, but there is
enough optimism to warrant
expenditures in a limited
amount.

Knorr Will Produce
Roxy Stage Shows
Arthur Knorr has been appointed
charge of stage producRoxy Theatre beginning
Sept. 27 when National Theatres takes
over the house from 20th Century-Fox
under the divorcement and reorganization of the two companies. Roxy stage
shows under 20th-Fox ownership are
produced by the theatre's production

producer

in

tions of the

'staff.

Prior to joining the

Roxy

in 1936,
art director

Knorr was producer and

the Capitol Theatre stage shows
here and for the past four years has
been producer of the Milton Berle
show. David T. Katz, Roxy executive director, who announced Knorr's
appointment, plans to develop new
stage show ideas for the Roxy under
the. Knorr production aegis.
of

TV

Heavy Program of
Tri-States TOA Meet
Memphis, Sept. — The Mississippi,
8.

Arkansas

and

(TOA

Owners

Tennessee

Theatre
meet in
Memphis on Oct.

affiliate), will

annual convention in
27-29. Dates for the Tri-State
convention were announced today by
Leon Roundtree, secretary-treasurer
of Holly Springs, Miss. Sessions will
be held at the Hotel Gayoso.
M. A. Lightman, Jr., president of

TOA

Tri-States, said arbitration, anti-trust
suits, conciliation, Federal taxes, advertising and selling, how to cut operating overhead, drive-ins and concessions would be discussed.

NEW YORK THEATRES
— RA0I0

CITY MUSIC HALL

Rockefeller Center

R

"IVANHOE"
Robert

TAYLOR

Jo«»

Elizabeth

*

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
phs SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by

'Happy' for Fall

Radio City Music Hall yesterday
the booking of M-G-M's
"Because You're Mine," starring MaCo-owners rio Lanza, and Columbia's Stanley

Calongne and Jules Sevin
celebrated the opening" of their remodeled Bell, a neighborhood theatre, over
the weekend.

In Cleveland

Cleveland, Sept. 8.— Theatre
equipment business here is
up from 20 to 25 per cent as

Roxy

expected to hit a robust $144,000 at
Radio City Music Hall, while a fine
$69,000 is seen for the second inning
of "The Crimson Pirate" at the Paramount. Both the Paramount and the

night, following a vacation.

Harry Fellerman, Universal

at

Theatre opened to a thriving estimated
$95,000 for its first week, a seven-day
period marked by hold-overs in all
other key first-run situations in New
York.
Sturdy business continued to be
chalked up by "Ivanhoe," "The Quiet
Man," "Sudden Fear" and "Crimson
Grosses at other situations
Pirate."
varied from good to fair, with business at most Broadway houses lower
than the summer pfak reached over
the Labor Day weekend.
For its sixth week "Ivanhoe" is

to atinclude
chairman Leo T. Jones, M. B.
Horwitz, Myer S. Fine, Milton
A. Mooney, Frank Murphy,
Joe Lissauer, Ernest Schwartz,

tend

Equipment Sales Up

Congressmen

Frances P. Bolton, George
Bender, Robert Crosser and
Michael Feighan will meet
with the northern Ohio antitax committee at a luncheon
in the Ho'.lenden Hotel on
Monday, Sept. 15 to discuss
support in the repeal of the
20 per cent admission tax.

1952

9,

disclosed

Kramer production

of

"The Happy

Time," starring Charles Boyer and
Louis Jourdan. The two pictures are
for fall presentation.

^Iahcaster
_ The

fjrimson
pirate
TECHNICOLOR
Midnight F«atur#
Nightly
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in day...
The best moonlight is the light of the noonday sun
Obvious, of course, to an industry trained in modern
cinematographic technics. Equally obvious is the need for
infinite care in the choice of film and filters
in keying
.

.

—

film

and

desired

situation ...
in

in

co-ordinating method and result

processing.

To help solve problems such as these, representatives
of the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film
are trained to advise are ready and able to roll up
their sleeves and lend a hand wherever necessary.
In maintaining this service, the Eastman Kodak Company
invites inquiry on all
has branches at strategic centers

—

.

.

.

phases of film use from all members of the industry.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester A, N. Y. East Coast Division, 342
Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division,
137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. West
Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,
California.

;

;

;

Tuesday, September
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16mm.

Thirty Will Sponsor

Suit
from page

{Continued,

Bank Loans Come
High in Britain

1)

Century-Fox, Warner, RKO Radio,
Columbia, Universal, Republic, Screen
Gems, a Columbia subsidiary United
;

Films, a Universal subsidiary;
Inc., Pictorial Films, Movies

World
Films,

En Route and Movies U.S.A.
The plaintiff, headed by Carl J.
Kunz, operates a 16mm. distribution
business principally in this state and
Maryland, and also in Ohio and New
The complaint lists its customers as schools, institutions, ships,
etc., but does not mention any pro-

'Italian

London, Sept. 8.— Analysis
of the recent financial report
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization shows that £774,984
($2,169,955) in loan interest
had to be met by Odeon in
the fiscal year ended June 28.
That would suffice to meet
nearly eight years dividend
on the preferred shares.

Jersey.

spective television clients in the relief
sought or the practices complained of.
The action, however, asks that the
defendants be directed to grant unrestricted licenses for the exhibition
of such of the feature, films under
their control "as the court deems nec-

essary."
It also asks that the defendants be enjoined from conspiring to restrict the production,
distribution or exhibition of
16mm. films and from "granting to theatres any protection
against competition from exhibition of 16mm. feature films
other than by granting reasonable clearance" between 35mm.
films in theatres and 16mm. exhibitions of the same films elsewhere when such 16mm. exhibitions "are shown to the general public in an area that
makes them substantially competitive with the theatre."

Presumably,

if

such

relief

of

combination

and

L.

I.

and Brooklyn

Papers Hit

US

Suit

Elected

Films Week'

All sections of the American film
industry, as well as many phases of
the cultural, business and governmental fields of this country, are
represented among a list of 30 sponFilms
"Salute to Italian
sors
of
Week," made public here by Winthrop
W. Aldrich, honorary chairman of
the Oct. 6-12 celebration.
During the week, seven new Italian films will be presented, one each
evening, at the Little Carnegie TheaParticipating in the many events
tre.
planned will be a number of stars,
producers, directors and government
dignitaries from Italy, who will be

by

here

joined

Hollywood

person-

alities.

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle and the
Long Island Daily Press have joined
in the editorial attacks by newspapers
on the Department of Justice's antitrust suit to force the sale of 16mm.
pictures to television and other outlets
that compete with regular theatres.
The Brooklyn paper found the government's action "baffling," and the
Jamaica daily branded it "unfair
As in the case of
provocation."
Manhattan-published newspapers that
the Eagle and Press
hit the
suit,
printed their editorials after the In-

Including Aldrich and Alberto TarItalian Ambassador to the
U. S., some of the sponsors follow
president,
Actors
Ralph
Bellamy,
Bing,
Equity
Rudolph
director,
Metropolitan
Opera
Association

chiani,

Theatre

president, Philarmonic
Symphony Society of
York
Charles Brackett, president, Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences;
Harry Brandt president, Independent

Floyd

New

conspiracy

among

the defendants and exhibitors,
defendants have refused to license
"in any
their 16mm. feature films
place or manner that would compete
with the exhibition of 35mm. films."
It lists alleged restrictions imposed on
the exhibition of 16mm. films, including "arbitrary and excessive clearance,
license, conditioning and price-fixing."
The action cites the U. S. vs. Paramount case and asks that the decisions therein be made a part of the

Theatre Owners Association Valenpresident, Screen Writ;

tine Davies,
ers Guild
;

;

gan, president,

Screen Actors Guild;

;

;

;

U. S. representative,
Export.

Italian

Sets

wage

claims.

Ask Change

British

(Continued,

Rogers Hospital
which Joseph R. Vogel is chairman.
It is_ hoped that at least 5,000 thea-

from page

1)

power," with the. industry.
Today's three-hour introductory session at the Motion Picture Association
of America will be followed by another meeting tomorrow afternoon,
and it is expected that there will probably be daily meetings for the rest of
officials have althe week.
ready said that they expect the talks
will last a week or even two. They
have also pointed out that a final
agreement may not come out of these
sessions, and that a recess may be
called at their finish, with a later resumption here or in London.

MPAA

Films

(Continued from page 1)

Sherman

Tom

CEA responded by pointing
out that TUC is on record as
counselling moderation in

New

J'ournal- American,

full-page advertisements to this effect
which were placed by the Organization of the Motion Picture Industry
of New York City.

—

ciation for wage increases for
his union's 86,000 theatre employes here, which would cost
exhibitors £132 000 ($369,600)
annually. NATKE, O'Brien's
union, also wants the work
week reduced from 48 hours
to 44 and double pay for Sundays.

Blair,

Owners Associa- National

Last weekend, meanwhile, the

8.

Congress at Margate last
week, returned to London and
immediately asked the Cinematograph Exhibitors Asso-

;

;

York

London, Sept.

O'Brien, who was elected
president of the Trades Union

:

Quincy Howe, president,
Board of Review
Eric
tion of New York supplied them with Johnston, president, Motion Picture
Association of America Ronald Reathe facts in the litigation.
dependent

to T.U.C.,

O'Brien Asks Raises

Sunday Mir- Wilbur Snaper, president, Allied State
George Sidney, presiror and Sunday Ncivs ran features Association
emphasizing that quality Hollywood dent, Screen Directors Guild
MitTheatre
were films are showing at Times Square chell Wolfson, president,
would area theatres. The features supported Owners of America E. R. Zorgniotti,

granted, the 16mm. distributor
be free to license films to television.
The complaint charges that as a result

1952

9,

See 25-50% Cut
Although neither side would disclose terms and figures offered today
by the British, it has been reported
in the industry that the British will
set a figure cutting the current al-

lowed remittance of $17,000,000 a year
by
anywhere from 25 to 50 per cent.
tres will soon be participating in the
Present for the British today were
of the company in addition to having project and that collections
around
Sir Frank, permanent secretary of the
distribution rights in their .respective $250,000 per year
may result.
British Board of Trade
Sidney Golt,
territories.
Several months ago, the hospital
Attending the meeting with Sher- committee began an experiment with- head of the films division of the board
man were Max Roth and Charles out fanfare. About 100 theatres in Victor George Baker, of the exchange
Lindau, both of Chicago N. P. Jacobs, various parts of the country were en- control department of the Bank of
San Francisco, representing the West listed for the experiment. Small dis- England, Allan Christelow, member of
present case.
John Franconi, Dallas, play cards were created with small the British Treasury delegation in
Defendants are given 20 days after Coast area
Washington
and Geoffrey Parker,
representing
the
South and Southwest
collection-boxes attached. These were
service to reply. Malkan & Isacson of
Don
Swartz,
Milwaukee and Minne- placed on candy-stands of the co- British Embassy commercial counselor.
New York and Fred C. Fiechter, Jr.,
Jack Zide, Detroit
Bernie operating theatres. Over the threeof this city are attorneys for the plain- apolis
Leaders Attend
Mills, New York and Washington; month experimental period
tiffs. The attorneys said it is the first
the theaMPAA
president Eric Johnston
Selma Mitchell, Cincinnati (sitting in tre collections averaged $2.50 to $3.50
suit for damages brought by a 16mm.
and Society of Independent Motion
on behalf of the Lee Goldberg Es- per week.
dealer under the anti-trust laws.
There were no patron
tate)
Harry Allen, Toronto, and complaints. The committee will this Picture Producers president Ellis ArSam Seidelman, formerly of United week start expanding the plan on a nall led the industry team, along with
$1 Million Suit
James Mulvey, SIMPP vice-presiArtists and Eagle-Lion, who is nego- national scale.
dent
Joyce O'Hara, MPAA vice{Continued, from page 1)
tiating to handle foreign distribution
National Screen Service has volunpresident
John McCarthy, MPAA
for the company.
teered to handle distribution of the
by Emanuel Stutz, operator of the
international vice-president and Faycollection can without charge. More
Moreland Theatre, a Cleveland subette Allport, MPAA British manager.
urban house, claimed the latter had plaintiff claimed Mooney exercised than 1,000 theatres already are enbeen deprived of product over a his buying power to persuade dis- rolled.
(Continued, from page 1)

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

period of years as a result of a
conspiracy among the defendants.
Milton Mooney, one of the defendants, operates a buying and booking agency which represents about
125 independent theatres here.
The
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Judy Garland Will

Make Film

FAST

430 NINTH AVtNUt

Hiw rout m,

n. r.

for

WB

Hollywood,

Sept. 8.— Judy Garland will return to the screen after
an absence of two years in "A Star
Is
Born," one of three Sid Luft
productions
in
color
for
Warner
Brothers, Jack L. Warner, executive

producer, announces.

by the Cleveland law firm
"A Star Is Born" is scheduled for
of Ulmer, Berne, Gordon & Glick- production at Warners next spring.
man and by Jerome Curtis. Distribu- It will be the first picture she has
tor defendants were represented by ever made away from M-G-M where
Day, Cockley & Revis of she was under contract until two
Jones,
resented

TRAILERS
1327

first

time a booking agency was charged
with being the moving power in a
civil anti-trust theatre case.
Industry
attorneys say that had the plaintiff
been^ successful, the suit might have
endangered the operation of booking
agencies serving independent exhib-

Mooney and Gusdanovic were

SPECIAL

CHICAGO

tributors to favor the defendant.
This is believed to be the

Cleveland.

years ago.

Goldenson
(Contimted. from page 1)
the Cinema Lodge "Honor Scroll,"
"for his years of service to humanity
as a leader in the fight against intolerance and bigotry through the

Anti-Defamation

League

and

as

a

pioneer in helping to awaken Americans to the plight of the physically
handicapped afflicted with cerebral
palsy," said the Lodge.
Judge Samuel Leibowitz, New Yorkjurist, will be the principal speaker
of the evening which will see entertainment industry leaders of all faiths
join in the tribute to Goldenson.

;

Tuesday, September

9,

Walcott Bout
get the bout "live" as it begins at
about 10:00 P.M. (EDT).
In the meantime, Nathan Halpern,

TXT,

disclosed that thea-

San Francisco, Seattle, Denver
and Kansas City have joined the
Coast-to-Coast telecast which will
emanate from Philadelphia's MuniciSherrill Corwin's Orpal Stadium.
pheum Theatre in Los Angeles has
already booked the event.
Under the present plans, it was
tres in

learned, a simultaneous film recording
at
of the fight will be made by
Municipal Stadium which will be received by telecase at the
studio in New York, which, in turn,
will be used as the origination point
for the Western telecast. This method,

TNT

NBC-TV

TNT

pointed out, will allow Western
theatres to have the event on the largescreens within the hour of the event
itself.
It was also pointed out that if
the fight goes many rounds the Western telecast will begin before the bout
is ended.
With no radio or home television of
the fight,
added, the Western
theatres will have an exclusive on the
event for the public in those areas.
Other quarters pointed out, however,
that the radio and
"blackout"
does not extend to Western radio
news broadcasts which could flash the
results of the fight before it reaches

TNT

TV

Western

theatres'

screens.

With

this

unprecedented condition existing, the
effect on the box-office of Western
theatres
taking
the
bout will be

watched closely in trade quarters.
As to what system will be used to
make the film recording, which later
will be telecast, Halpern said engineers and technicians are currently
studying the choices. He expressed
assurance, however, that from past experience, from closed circuit tests with
film conducted by TNT, the quality
of the film and its reception will be
excellent.

The planned first national distribution of a film, in this case a fight film,
through the use of theatre
came

TV

when

the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. informed
of
its inability to service the event West
of Omaha at fight time. The potential
use of theatre
as a medium of
film distribution was highlighted by
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, in commenting- recently
on the unveiling of his company's
Eidophor theatre
system.
Robert Mochrie, distribution vicepresident of
Pictures, which has
purchased the film rights to the bout,
said "no comment," when asked if he
thought a question arose as to the
propriety of telecasting the bout from
a film.
Other quarters pointed out,
however, that
is not engaging in
film distribution of the bout, the event
remains a telecast on the same night
for Western theatres.

about

TNT

TV

TV

RKO

TNT

Chicago Arrangements for Theatre
TV of Bout Nearly Completed
Chicago,

Sept.

— Plans

for the
large-screen
showing of the Walcott-Marciano fight Sept. 23 in the
Chicago area are virtually complete,

TV

with

Balaban and

6.

Katz having the

event scheduled into the Tivoli. Uptown, and Marbro in Chicago, Totalling approximately 11,500 seats, and
the Paramount, Hammond, Ind., a
2000-seater, and Essaness planning to
show it at the 1200-seat Crown here
in Chicago.
Admission at the three B. & K.

5

Arbitration,COMPO
Lauded By Harvey
— Rotus
San Francisco Sept.

Plans Fight Telecast,
Then Film Booking

(Continued from page 1)

president of

—

;
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The 50th Street Guild The-

Feels Associations

Should Do Buying

San Francisco, Sept. 8.
8.
Digest
Exhibitor's
H. V. (Rotus) Harvey, West
out for the Sept. 23 telecast
this month, takes a very optiCoast exhibitor leader, writof the Walcott-Marciano bout,
mistic view of the industry and points
ing in the current organizaolans to book the fight film
to the first draft of the arbitration
tional
bulletin of Western
for the following day, Norplan as "very good news."
Theatre Owners, suggests the
man Elson, president of the
"Arbitration is necessary to settle
formation of film buying and
circuit, disclosed here yesterthe
multitudinous
problems which
booking agencies by exhibitor
day.
daily beset our industry," he says.
associations, operated at cost
Elson said negotiations with
"Through low cost, intelligently adas a service for small exhibiPictures for the fight
ministered arbitration many disputes
tors in outlying locations.
film were currently underway.
will be settled and as a consequence
Harvey says current condiThe 450-seat Guild Theatre is
the number of lawsuits should be mations, with salesmen making
charging $4.80 for the fight
terially reduced. In the final analysis
fewer calls, New York aptelecast.
it is the exhibitors who have to pay
proving deals and dates, mails
all the bills assessed against the inbeing slowed and other facdustry and therefore arbitration should
tors, operate against ths
mean a lot to all of us, both financially
small, outlying theatre, whose
and as a quick means to settle arguaccount usually is too small
ments."
for an established film buying
"The successful
dues drive
and booking organization to
Hollywood, Sept. 8. Out-of-town is another fine bit of news," he conhandle.
members of the Monogram and Allied tinued. "In the San Francisco area
Artists board of directors have arrived the independents 'came through well
here to attend a meeting tomorrow at over 90 per cent.' I am told the cirthe studio. They include Arthur C. cuits are also 'joining' which means
success with a capital 'S'.
Bromberg, franchise owner, Atlanta
William Hurlbut, franchise owner; De- properly financed, can do a great job
Edward Morey, vice-president, for the industry by public relations
troit
New York Herman Rifkin, vice-pres- Movietime tours plus being a fountain
ident and franchise owner, Boston, of information and providing a voice
Half of the exhibitors in the counand Norton V. Ritchey, vice-president for a united industry.
try are apathetic in supporting the
"The tax repeal program is just
and Monogram International Corp.
pictures they show, producer Joseph
starting to get under way and I want
president, New York.
Kaufman declared here yesterday
Others who will attend the session, to again add my voice to the others
while on a visit from the Coast. He
and
urge
meeting,
are
you
to take a personal part
to follow a stockholders
urged the exhibitors to "wake up
G. Ralph in this campaign. This is a 'grass
Steve Broidy, president
help combat competition" and at
Branton,
vice-president
W. Ray roots' fight and we must get the en- and same
time increase their grosses.
the
tire
tax removed if we are to survive."
George D. BurJohnston, chairman
Kaufman
said he made his observice-president
and
rows, executive
vations on the basis of what has
treasurer, and Howard Stubbins, West
happened during the first-run of his
Coast co-franchise owner.
own picture, "Sudden Fear," starring
(Continued, from page 1)
Joan Crawford, and currently being
upon by the membership of the ex- released by
Radio. The film is
hibitor organizations which partici- now in its fifth week at Loew's State
pated in the Industry Arbitration here.
Services for Gertrude Lawrence, Conference. Theatre Owners of Amer"We've noticed," he said, "that
stage and screen actress, who died ica is in a position to be the first everywhere this picture received real
here Saturday of cancer at the age exhibitor organization to accept the exhibitor support, the grosses were
of 52, will be held today in the draft since it will hold its annual extremely high. Where it didn't, the
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church. meeting next week in Washington.
grosses were average. Half the exThe draft was reviewed yesterday hibitors are apathetic. They expect
Burial will be in the family plot of
the widower, Richard Aldrich, thea- at a meeting here of distribution at- the distributor to do the whole job.
torneys who, at the same time, set
trical producer, in Upton, Mass.
"Our business today," he continued,
Miss Lawrence had her stage debut up the agenda for the meeting Thurs- "depends on close support all the way
as a child in 1911 and played her day.
down, from star and producer through
It
was reported that the subject the whole field to the theatre.
first role on the screen in
1929 in
"The Battle of Paris." Pictures since of arbitration will be discussed by
include
"Aren't
president,
All ?" "Rem- Eric A. Johnston,
brandt," "Men Are Not Gods" and at the final banquet of the
con"The Glass Menagerie."
daughter vention. The nature of his discussion
from a previous marriage, Pamela will depend on the action taken on
Thursday by the presidents of the
Gordon, also survives.
Ned Depinet, president of
companies, it was indicated. Also pictures, has accepted the chairmanscheduled to discuss arbitration at ship of the motion picture division
convention is William F. Rodg- in the 1952 fund raising drive of the
ers, Loew's vice-president who is also Travelers Aid Society of New York.
S.
chairman of the distributors' arbitraDepinet will encourage industry
London, Sept. 8. Funeral services tion negotiating committee.
support for the work of Travelers
were held here today for Sidney A.
Aid which last year furnished asMyers, assistant managing director of
sistance to over 121,000 people lost,
British Lion Film Corp., who died sudstranded, and desperate in New York.
denly on Saturday, following a brief
illness.
Myers entered the industry
here in 1918 and joined British Lion as
'CaligarV
head of its sales in 1929. He was
There wiil be a special screening
named assistant managing director in
London, Sept. 8. After seven years of the German films "The Last
1946.
of cold storage, "Objective Burma"
Laugh" and "The Cabinet of Dr.
Burial was in Jewish
Cemetery,
has been put back into the Warner Caligari"
afternoon
the
this
at
Willesden, London.
atre,

1

,

which has already sold

Harvey
column

in

his

RKO

Monogram-AA Board
Will Meet Today

COMPO

—

COMPO,

Half of Exhibitors

Apathetic:

;

Kaufman

;

:

;

;

;

Presidents Meet

Gertrude Lawrence

Services Here

:

RKO

Today

MPAA

We

TOA

A

Net Depinet Will Aid
Travelers Society

RKO

Services Held for
A. Myers of B-L

TOA

—

Errol Flynn Gets
Help Taking Burma

Screening

—

Theatre here.

When

Chicago houses will be $3.60' including
Prices have not been set, as yet,
for the Paramount, and Essaness is
tax.

charging $4.80 including tax for center
seats at the Crown with the remainder
going for $3.60, including tax. Previous top prices for TV events here

the picture first opened in
1945, indignant Britons claimed that
their Fourteenth Army and not Errol
Flynn had defeated the Japs in Burma.
The late Max Milder, then

Warner's

London

manager, bowed
before the storm and took the picture
off after a few days run.
were $3.60 at the Crown and $2.40
Now the film has been given a
at the Balaban and Katz houses.
new prologue explaining that Mount-

Johnny Victor Theatre here, followed
by a reception. The films will open
at The Baronet shortly.
batten and Wingate, as well as Errol,
had something to do with the Burma
victory.
Warners report it is doing
top business and a general release
circuit is in negothrough the

ABC

tiation.

reswitunn

THE MOST LUXURIOUS

TRANSCONTINENTAL AIR SERVICE
EVER OFFERED

TWA's IMeW SUPER CONSTELLATIONS

Nightly departures from Los Angeles and New York (one-stop
Chicago). Effective September 10. Sleeper berth reservations
available.

TWA

Now
.

.

.

inaugurates

offering

TWA

all

transcontinental

"Ambassador'-

of the luxurious features that have distinguished

"Ambassador"

flights to

Europe, and more!

You're in important, exciting company from the
set foot

on

a giant

is

TWA,

service

moment you

the rich red carpet that leads to your flight.

new Super

Constellation, expressly built by

and one of the most powerful

Your accommodations are the

Lockheed for

airliners in the skies today.

finest: restful

or luxurious full-length sleeping berths.

Your plane

lean-back club chairs

And you can enjoy

delicious

between -meal refreshments and friendly conversation with your
lellow passengers in the gaily decorated lounge.

On

trip plan to go on the "Ambassador"
most luxurious transcontinental flight ever offered.
For reservations, see your travel agent or call Trans World Airlines,
LExington 2-7100.
.

.

.

your next cross-country

truly the
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In Suit Vs.

Distribution

'Restraints'

Franchise Unit

Asks 'Opening' of Field;

Chicago, Sept. 8. Meeting at
the Blackstone Hotel here, Harry
Sherman, veteran producer, and a
group of independent distributors

Damages

Philadelphia,
anti-trust
triple

eight

suit

Sept. 8.

for

damages was
distribution

—

An

$3,135,000 in
filed against

and

companies

U. S. District Court here
today to compel them to sell 16mm.
others

in

feature

films

to

the

plaintiff,

Kunz

Motion Picture Service, without the
imposition of restrictions on the exhibition of the substandard films.

action, said to have been
touched off by the filing last
July of the Department of Justice's anti-trust suit to force the
sale of 16mm. films to television
and other non-theatrical users,

The

among the defendants
Loew's and Paramount, which
were not named in the governincludes

ment
said

action.
it

all parts of the U. S. and Canada, prepared a distribution franchise
deal for forthcoming feature productions Sherman plans to film at his own
Present plans
studios in California.
call for releasing one new picture per
month, with four of the first 12 to
be in color.
Sherman, who has made 153 pictures for release through other com-

during

producing

his

Arbitration Thurs.

One

feature of his projected organizawould be that the distribution
franchise holders would own a part
(Continued on page 4)
tion

1-Million Suit Is

Won By Defendants
Cleveland, Sept. 8. Judge Emerich Freed of the U. S. District Court
here today handed down a verdict in
favor of the Regent Theatre Co., operated by Pa.ul Gusdanovic, and a
number of major distributors and
other

set

for

the

meeting of the Motion Picture Association of America member companies'
presidents,
sales
managers
and attorneys to vote on acceptance
of the completed draft of a projected
industry system of arbitration. The
meeting will be held at the Hotel
Astor here.

In accordance with a pre-arranged
plan, the draft is to be accepted first
by the distributors before it is acted

(Continued on page

Katz's

Marbro,

Paramount,

United Detroit
Theatres' Palm State, Detroit;

and Minnesota Amusement's
Radio City, Minneapolis.

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
The first use of theatre television
as a medium to effect national, simultaneous distribution of a film
will occur with the history-making
Transcontinental telecast of the Jersey
Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight title bout on Sept. 23, it was
learned here yesterday.

Television-equipped theatres
of Omaha will be serviced

Negotiations are continuing
to carry the event in the

West

by Theatre Network Television's

Paramount, San Francisco.

recording of the bout,
will be telecast separately to Western theatres about
one hour after the fight begins.
The point of origin for the film
telecast will be from the NBCTV studio in New York.
film

which

British

Ask Change

In Existing Pact

The East-West

—

Washington,

Confirming
Sept. 8.
industry expectations, British representatives here for negotiation of the

monetary

agreement

between

sitated

split up was necesby the lack of long line facili-

West of Omaha before 11:15 P.M.
(EDT). Theatres East of Omaha will

ties

this

(Continued on page

5)

country and Great Britain today asked

Presidents Meet on

been

&

Western Theatres to
Get Walcott Bout
Via Film Recording

series), long has had the idea of setting up his own distribution company.

—

has

Chicago, and

Hammond;

career

(Continued on page 4)

Thursday

Sept. 23.
They are: Balaban
Uptown, Tivoli and

(among them the Hopalong Cassidy

had no evidence against

Other defendants named are 20th

Six theatres affiliated with
United Paramount Theatres
have booked the telecast of
the Walcott-Marciano bout on

from

The government

the two.

B. & K., UDT, Maco
Join TNT Network

—

panies

TEN CENTS

1952

DISTRIBUTE FIGHT
FILM BY VIDEO

16 mm. Dealer Sherman Sets

$3,135,000 in

9,

5)

Lodge Tribute

to

defendants

anti-trust

Amusement
Trial

weeks

of

the

in

brought

suit

Co.
the

case

The

last fall.

$1,016,400
& P.

by G.

consumed

plaintiffs,

10

headed

(Continued on page 4)

a
terms.
for

modification

of

the

existing

At

the close of their first meeting
neither British nor industry representatives would give,
this statement.

A
top
the

any details beyond

spokesman for Sir Frank Lee,
British
British

terms
might

negotiator, declared that
felt that publicizing the

which they were proposing
"damage
their
bargaining
(Continued on page 4)

Arthur Doyle Heads
4

UV

Tokyo

Arthur Doyle has been named to
post of managing director of
Japan by Alfred E. Daff, executive
vice-president and director of world
the

sales for Universal-International.

Doyle started with 20th Century-

Fox

House Leader McCormack
Favors Tax Elimination
Boston, Sept.

8.

—Rep.

John

W. McCormack,

House

(D.-Mass.), majority

Office

as a salesman in
1935. In 1936, he was
for Japan and in 1939

Pittsburgh in

made manager

China and the
Philippines were added to his territory. Following the war he rejoined
20th Century-Fox as managing director for India and China.

Jessel

Toastmaster

At Blumherg Tribute

of Representatives in Washington, in an interview
night regarding the 20 per cent Federal admission tax,
George Jessel has accepted the instated that, "I am aware of the burdensome nature of any kind of taxes vitation of the Motion Picture Piolevied upon motion picture theatres. In neers to serve as toastmaster of the
my opinion when the time comes for organization's "Jubilee Dinner" payLeonard H. Goldenson, president of
the elimination of the miscellaneous ing tribute to N. J. Blumberg, chairUnited Paramount Theatres, will be
taxes r then the 20 per- cent Federal man- of the board -of directors of
honored by New York's Cinema
admission tax should be one of the first Universal Pictures, Jack Cohn, presLodge of B'nai B'rith on behalf of
A plan that was described as prom- to be repealed in order to assist the ident of the Pioneers, announced
the entertainment
industry at the
Hotel Astor in New York on Wed- ising to go far toward solving the motion picture industry in every way here yesterday. The dinner will be
held in the Hotel Astor on Tuesday
nesday evening, Sept. 24, Martin financial problems of the Will Rogers we possibly can.
"As a member of the House Ways evening, Nov. 25'.
Levine, president of the Lodge an- Memorial Hospital was revealed here
yesterday by the hospital's special and Means Committee many years ago
The dinner will mark the selection
nounced.
Goldenson will be presented with "collection coin box committee" of I was in favor of the repeal of the 10 of Blumberg as 'Motion Picture
per cent Federal admission tax."
(Continued on page 4)
Pioneer of 1952."
(Continued on page 4)

Leonard Goldenson

leader of the
in

Boston

last

National Collection
For Rogers Hospital

—
Tuesday, September
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Personal
Mention
RICHARD

F.

Cleveland,

Trades Union Congress at Margate,
England, last week as an A. F. of L.
delegate.

•
James R. Grainger, Republic vicepresident in charge of sales and distribution, left Los Angeles over the
w eekend for San Francisco. Following
a stopover in Chicago, he will return
here on Monday.

to

at-

luncheon include
chairman Leo T. Jones, M. B.
Horwitz, Myer S. Fine, Milton
the

Mooney,

A.

Frank

Murphy,

Joe Lissauer, Ernest Schwartz,
Henry Greenberger and Rob-

Louis

Weber, Skouras Theatres' executive,
will resume her featured role in the

ert Wile,
retary.

show, "Mama," next Friday

CBS-TV

— Ohio

ITO

executive sec-

night, following a vacation.

•

Harry Fellerman, Universal
cial films division sales
last

head,

left

spe-

here

night for Minneapolis on a visit to

Midwest and Western branch

offices.

Cinerama Premiere
Now Set for Sept. 30

•

Herbert R. Mayes, executive editor
Good Housekeeping magazine, will
return here from the Coast today.

of

•

Alan

J.

Lerner,

M-G-M

arrived here from the
yesterday.
writer,

K-MTA

Will

screen

Coast

Biechele October 1

—

R. R.
City, Sept. 8.
Biechele, 41 years an exhibitor, a leader in industry organizations, will be honored at the banquet Oct. 1 of the Kansas-Missouri
Theatre Association. He operated the

(Dick)

Osage Theatre
until

its

in

Kansas

destruction

He

in

City,

Kan.

flood of
interest since

the

has had an
its establishment in the Consolidated
Agencies, Inc., handling theatre and
other business.
Biechele served several years as
1951.

first

production

film process that employs a
giant screen, three proj ection units and
six separate sound-tracks to create the
illusion of a third dimension, will have

new

president, secretary and director of
the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association and has for years represented
this area on boards of national organizations and committees. He served
two years as vice-president of the
His special field of
old
service to the industry has been in
legislative matters.

MPTOA.

Zanuck Coming for
Premiere of 'Snows'
F. Zanuck, 20th Centurystudio chief, will arrive here
from Europe on Tuesday by plane to
attend the world premiere of "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli
Theatre Wednesday evening.
The
Technicolor
adaptation
of
Ernest
Hemingway's story marks Zanuck's
only personal production for 1952.
Zanuck currently is putting the
final touches on two pictures scheduled to begin shooting on the Continent within the next week.
They
Tightrope" and "Able
are "Man on

A

Seaman Brown."

"Monkey Business" at the Roxy
Theatre opened to a thriving estimated
$95,000 for its first week, a seven-day
period marked by hold-overs in all
other key first-run situations in New
York.
Sturdy business continued to be
chalked up by "Ivanhoe," "The Quiet
Man," "Sudden Fear" and "Crimson
Grosses at other situations
Pirate."
varied from good to fair, with business at most Broadway houses lower
than the summer peak reached over
the Labor Day weekend.
For its sixth week "Ivanhoe" is
expected to hit a robust $144,000 at
Radio City Music Hall, while a fine
$69,000 is seen for the second inning
of "The Crimson Pirate" at the Paramount. Both the Paramount and the
Hall,

like

the

Roxy,

feature

stage

shows.
is

At the Capitol, an excellent $59,000
forecast for the third stanza of "The

Quiet Man." "Sudden Fear" at Loew's
State is holding up well, with a nice
$32,000 estimated for its fifth week.
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima" is doing well at the Astor, with
$28,000 seen for its third week. The
same film at the two-a-day Bijou is
expected to hit a good $6,000 for its
third and final week which ends tomorrow. No new film has been booked
by the Bijou as yet.
For its seventh week, a healthy

In Cleveland

Cleveland, Sept. 8.— Theatre
equipment business here is
up from 20 to 25 per cent as

a result of the past four
weeks' improvement in theatre attendance, Frank Masek,
National Theatre Supply

branch manager, reports. Exhibitors are cautious and are

making improvements slowly,
Masek states, but there is
enough optimism to warrant

limited

expenditures in a

amount.

Knorr Will Produce
Roxy Stage Shows
Arthur Knorr has been appointed
producer

charge of stage produc-

in

tions of the Roxy Theatre beginning
Sept. 27 when National Theatres takes

over the house from 20th Century-Fox
under the divorcement and reorganization of the two companies. Roxy stage
shows under 20th-Fox ownership are
oroduced by the theatre's production
staff.

Prior to joining the

Roxy

in 1936,
art director

Knorr was producer and

the Capitol Theatre stage shows
here and for the past four years has
been producer of the Milton Berle
show. David T. Katz, Roxy executive director, who announced Knorr's
appointment, plans to develop new
stage show ideas for the Roxy under
the Knorr production aegis.
of

Heavy Program of
Tri-States TOA Meet
—

for You'

TOA

Makes

Arrowhead Debut

Strebe's Village Theatre.
In addition to an Air Force contingent from Norton Field, several Hollywood stars including Tony Curtis,

Janet Leigh, Colleen Gray, Bob Arthur and Natalie Wood, were on hand
for the premiere. Don Hartman, Paramount production executive, was an
honor guest and took a part in the
proceedings.

Darryl

Fox

25%

TV
world premiere at the Broadway
Theatre here on Tuesday evening,
Sept. 30, it was announced by Cinerama Productions Corp.
Merian C. Cooper and Robert L.
Bendick are the producers of the inau- $20,000 is forecast for "High Noon"
gural two-hour panorama of entertain- at the- Mayfair, while a fairly nice
Louis Forbes conducted the
ment.
$16,000 is indicated for the sixth week
symphony orchestra. Lowell Thomas of "Affair in Trinidad" at the Vicserves as narrator for the prologue
toria. At the Globe a moderate $14,500
and bridges the various sequences. He is seen for the second round
of "Devil
Memphis, Sept. 8. The Mississippi,
is chairman of the board of the corpoMakes Three."
Arkansas
and
Tennessee
Theatre
ration. The process is the invention of
"The Big Sky" at the Criterion is Owners (TOA affiliate), will meet in
Fred Waller.
expected to do a satisfactory $19,000
annual convention in Memphis on Oct.
for its third week, while the fourth
27-29. Dates for the Tri-State
week
"Les
of
Miserables"
at
the
Rivoli
'Just
convention were announced today by
is due to hit $7,000, a figure which is
Leon Roundtree, secretary-treasurer
L.
a bit on the slow side.
of Holly Springs, Miss. Sessions will
Among off-Broadway houses, "Ivory be held at the Hotel Gayoso.
Lake Arrowhead, CaL, Sept. 8.
This mile-high play place slipped back Hunter" at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street
M. A. Lightman, Jr., president of
into somnolent Indian summer today is holding up excellently with $11,000 Tri-States, said arbitration, anti-trust
following a weekend animated by cere- indicated for its third week. "Man in suits, conciliation, Federal taxes, admonies surrounding the press premiere the White Suit" is doing well, too, vertising and selling, how to cut opof Paramount's "Just for You" at Earl with $6,500 seen for the 23rd week. erating overhead, drive-ins and conces-

its

Honor

Kansas

"This Is Cinerama,"
in the

Equipment Sales Up

Congressmen

members

Committee
tend

•
of

8.

Frances P. Bolton, George
Bender, Robert Crosser and
Michael Feighan will meet
with the northern Ohio antitax committee at a luncheon
in the Hollenden Hotel on
Monday, Sept. 15 to discuss
support in the repeal of the
20 per cent admission tax.

the week, after attending the British

Laura Weber, daughter

Sept.

Republican

WALSH, IATSE

is

ship,

Congressmen

To Discuss Repeal

en route back to New
due here at the end of

president,

York by

Ohio

'Monkey Business
Opens to $95,000;
Holdovers Govern

Kennedy

to Retire

—

London, Sept. 8. J. P. Kennedy,
representative of the Bank of America
here for the past 30 years, will retire
Sept. 18 and return to America. He is
succeeded by J. A. Buhler.

Bell Is Reopened
New Orleans, Sept. 8. — Co-owners
Eugene

Calongne and Jules Sevin
celebrated the opening of their remodeled Bell, a neighborhood theatre, over
the weekend.

Another long-standing hold-over, "En-

sions

core" at the Normandie is expected to
chalk up $5,000 for its 22nd inning.
"O'Henry's Full House" will be the
next attraction at the Fine Arts Theatre, opening at a date to be set in
early October. The current Fine Arts
occupant, "The Stranger in Between"
is expected to gross a good $6,200 for

NEW YORK THEATRES

third week. "The Amazing Monsieur Fabre" opened at the Park
Avenue yesterday, replacing "Brandy
for the Parson," which closed its
fourth week with a nice $3,600.

would be

discussed.

CITY MUSIC HALL

B ADI

R

Rockefeller Center

"IVANHOE"

its

Robert

TAYLOR

Joan

Elizabeth
*

TAYLOR

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plot

Hall Books 'Because,'
'Happy' for Fall

Radio City Music Hall yesterday
the booking of M-G-M's
"Because You're Mine," starring Mario Lanza, and Columbia's
Stanley
disclosed

Kramer production

"The Happy
Time," starring Charles Boyer and
Louis Jourdan. The two pictures are
for fall presentation.

of

"""lAHCASTlR,

Crimson!
pirate
w * TECHNICOLOR

'OA,

Midnight Ftoluf*
Nightly
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in

day..
The best moonlight is the light of the noonday sun
Obvious, of course, to an industry trained in modern
cinematographic technics. Equally obvious is the need for
infinite care in the choice of film and filters
in keying
film and situation ... in co-ordinating method and result
.

.

—

desired

in

processing.

To help solve problems such as these, representatives
of the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film
are trained to advise are ready and able to roll up
their sleeves and lend a hand wherever necessary.
In maintaining this service, the Eastman Kodak Company

—

invites inquiry on all
has branches at strategic centers
phases of film use from all members of the industry.
Address; Motion Picture Film Department, Eastman Kodak
.

Company,

.

.

Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division,

342

Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division,
137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. West
Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,
California.

;;

)

:;
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16mm.

Century-Fox, Warner, RKO Radio,
Columbia, Universal, Republic, Screen
Gems, a Columbia subsidiary; United
World Films, a Universal subsidiary;
Inc.,

Pictorial

Movies

Films,

En Route and Movies U.S.A.
The plaintiff, headed by Carl J.
Kunz, operates a 16mm. distribution
business principally in this state and
Maryland, and also in Ohio and New
Jersey. The complaint lists its customers as schools, institutions, ships,
etc., hut does not mention any prospective television clients in the relief
sought or the practices complained of.
The action, however, asks that the
defendants be directed to grant unrestricted licenses for the exhibition
of such of the feature, films under
their control "as the court
essary."

1952

Thirty Will Sponsor

Suit

Bank Loans Come
High in Britain

(Continued fr om page 1)

Films,

9,

deems nec-

Italian Films

—

London, Sept. 8. Analysis
of the recent financial report
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization shows that £774,984
($2,169,955) in loan interest
had to be met by Odeon in
the fiscal year ended June 28.
That would suffice to meet
nearly eight years dividend
on the preferred shares.

L.

I.

and Brooklyn

Papers Hit

US

Suit

All sections of the American film
industry, as well as many phases of
the cultural, business and governmental fields of this country, are
represented among a list of 30 spon"Salute to Italian Films
sors
of
Week," made public here by Winthrop
W. Aldrich, honorary chairman of
the Oct. 6-12 celebration.
During the week, seven new Italian films will be presented, one each
evening, at the Little Carnegie Theatre. Participating in the many events
planned will be a number of stars,
producers, directors and government
dignitaries from Italy, who will be
joined here by Hollywood personalities.

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle and the
Long Island Daily Press have joined
by newspapers
on the Department of Justice's antiin the editorial attacks

It also asks that the defendants be enjoined from conspiring to restrict the production,
distribution or exhibition of
16mm. films and from "granting to theatres any protection
against competition from exhibition of 16mm. feature films
other than by granting reasonable clearance" between 35mm.
films in theatres and 16mm. exhibitions of the same films elsewhere when such 16mm. exhibitions "are shown to the general public in an area that
makes them substantially competitive with the theatre."

Week'

trust suit to force the sale of 16mm.
pictures to television and other outlets
that compete with regular theatres.
The Brooklyn paper found the government's action "baffling," and the
Jamaica daily branded it "unfair
provocation."
As in the case of
Manhattan-published newspapers that

Including Aldrich and Alberto TarAmbassador to the
Italian
U. S., some of the sponsors follow
Actors
president,
Ralph Bellamy,
Equity
Rudolph
Bing,
director,
Metropolitan
Opera
Association

chiani,

Elected

London, Sept.

8.

— Tom

O'Brien, who was elected
president of the Trades Union

Congress at Margate last
week, returned to London and
immediately asked the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association for wage increases for
his union's 86,000 theatre employes here, which would cost
exhibitors £132 000 ($369,600)
annually. NATKE, O'Brien's
union, also wants the work
week reduced from 48 hours
to 44 and double pay for Sundays.

CEA responded by pointing
out that TUC is on record as
counselling moderation in
wage

claims.

Ask Change

;

Floyd

to T.U.C.,

O'Brien Asks Raises

British

president, Philarmonic
Symphony Society of
York
Charles Brackett, president, Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Harry Brandt president, Independent
Blair,

(Continued from page 1)

New

power," with the industry.
Today's three-hour introductory session at the Motion Picture Association
Theatre Owners Association Valen- of America will be followed by anhit
the suit, the Eagle and Press tine Davies, president, Screen Writ- other meeting tomorrow afternoon,
printed their editorials after the In- ers Guild; Quincy Howe, president, and it is expected that there will probEric ably be daily meetings for the rest of
dependent Theatre Owners Associa- National Board of Review
officials have altion of New York supplied them with Johnston, president, Motion Picture the week.
Association of America Ronald Rea- ready said that they expect the talks
the facts in the litigation.
Last weekend, meanwhile, the New gan, president, Screen Actors Guild; will last a week or even two. They
York Journal-American, Sunday Mir- Wilbur Snaper, president, Allied State have also pointed out that a final
ror and Sunday News ran features Association
George Sidney, presi- agreement may not come out of these
emphasizing that quality Hollywood dent, Screen Directors Guild
Mit- sessions, and that a recess may be
Wolfson,
films are showing at Times Square chell
president,
Theatre called at their finish, with a later rePresumably, if such relief were
area theatres. The features supported Owners of America E. R. Zorgniotti, sumption here or in London.
granted, the 16mm. distributor would
full-page advertisements to this effect U. S. representative, Italian Films
See 25-50% Cut
be free to license films to television.
which were placed by the Organiza- Export.
rethat
as
a
charges
complaint
The
tion of the Motion Picture Industry
Although neither side would dissult of combination and conspiracy
of New York City.
close terms and figures offered today
among the defendants and exhibitors,
by the British, it has been reported
defendants have refused to license
(Continued from page 1)
in the industry that the British will
their 16mm. feature films "in any
which Joseph R. Vogel is chairman. set a figure cutting the current alplace or manner that would compete
lowed remittance of $17,000,000 a year
It is hoped that at least 5,000 thea(Continued, from page 1)
with the exhibition of 35mm. films."
by anywhere from 25 to 50 per cent.
tres will soon be participating in the
It lists alleged restrictions imposed on
Present for the British today were
the
of
company
in
addition
to
having
project and that collections around
the exhibition of 16mm. films, includSir Frank, permanent secretary of the
distribution
rights
in
their
respective
ing "arbitrary and excessive clearance,
$250,000 per year may result.
British Board of Trade Sidney Golt,
territories.
Several months ago, the hospital
license, conditioning and price-fixing."
head
of the films division of the board
Attending
the
meeting
Sherwith
committee began an experiment withThe action cites the U. S. vs. Paramount case and asks that the deci- man were Max Roth and Charles out fanfare. About 100 theatres in Victor George Baker, of the exchange
control department of the Bank of
sions therein be made a part of the Lindau, both of Chicago N. P. Jacobs, various parts of the country were enSan Francisco, representing the West listed for the experiment. Small dis- England, Allan Christelow, member of
present case.
John Franconi, Dallas, play cards were created with small the British Treasury delegation in
Defendants are given 20 days after Coast area
Washington
and Geoffrey Parker,
representing
the
South and Southwest
service to reply. Malkan & Isacson of
collection-boxes attached. These were
New York and Fred C. Fiechter, Jr., Don Swartz, Milwaukee and Minne- placed on candy-stands of the co- British Embassy commercial counselor.
Jack Zide, Detroit
Bernie operating theatres. Over the threeof this city are attorneys for the plain- apolis
Leaders Attend
Mills, New York and Washington
tiffs. The attorneys said it is the first
month experimental period the theapresident Eric Johnston
Selma Mitchell, Cincinnati (sitting in tre collections averaged
suit for damages brought by a 16mm.
$2.50 to $3.50
and
Society
of Independent Motion
on
behalf
of
the
Lee
Goldberg
Esdealer under the anti-trust laws.
per week.
There were no patron
tate)
Harry Allen, Toronto, and complaints. The committee will this Picture Producers president Ellis ArSam Seidelman, formerly of United week start expanding the plan on a nall led the industry team, along with
$1
James Mulvey, SIMPP vice-presiArtists and Eagle-Lion, who is nego- national scale.
dent; Joyce O'Hara,
(Continued, from page 1)
tiating to handle foreign distribution
viceNational Screen Service has volunpresident; John McCarthy,
for the company.
teered to handle distribution of the
by Emanuel Stutz, operator of the
international vice-president and Faycollection can without charge.
More ette Allport,
Moreland Theatre, a Cleveland subBritish manager.
than 1,000 theatres already are enurban house, claimed the latter had plaintiff claimed
;

;

MPAA

;

;

;

;

Rogers Hospital

Sherman

Sets

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

MPAA

;

Million Suit

MPAA
MPAA

MPAA

Mooney

been

deprived of product over a
period of years as a result of a
conspiracy among the defendants.
Milton Mooney, one of the defendants, operates a buying and booking agency which represents about
125 independent theatres here. The

FROM

SPECIALS! n
JRAILERSjiy
WltmiUin
ruJNOtt

cmcioo

J.

V\^FAST

exercised

buying power to persuade
tributors to favor the defendant.
This is believed to be the
his

disfirst

time a booking agency was charged
with being the moving power in a
civil anti-trust theatre case. Industry
attorneys say that had the plaintiff
been successful, the suit might have
endangered the operation of booking
agencies serving independent exhib-

lELIABLE

itors.

in

by the Cleveland law firm
of Ulmer, Berne, Gordon & Glickman and by Jerome Curtis. Distributor defendants were represented by
Day, Cockley & Revis of
Jones,

Mooney and Gusdanovic were

"in™ <W|NU1
Niw row u. N. r.

resented

Cleveland.

rolled.

rep-

Judy Garland Will

Make Film for
Hollywood,
land

Sept.

WB

8.—Judy

Gar-

return to the screen after
an absence of two years in "A Star
Is
Born," one of three Sid Luft
productions
in
color
for
Warner
Brothers, Jack L. Warner, executive
producer, announces.
"A Star Is Born" is scheduled for
production at Warners next spring.
It will be the first picture she has
ever made away from M-G-M where
she was under contract until two
years ago.
will

Goldenson
(Co ntinued, from page

1

the Cinema Lodge "Honor Scroll,"
"for his years of service to humanity
as a leader in the fight against intolerance and bigotry through the

Anti-Defamation

League and as a
pioneer in helping to awaken Americans to the plight of the physically
handicapped

afflicted

with

cerebral

palsy," said the Lodge.

Judge Samuel Leibowitz,
jurist,

New York

be the principal speaker
of the evening which will see entertainment industry leaders of all faiths
join in the tribute to Goldenson.
will

:;
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Walcott Bout

Plans Fight Telecast,

Then Film Booking

{Continued from page 1)
the bout "live" as it begins at
about 10:00 P.M. (EDT).
In the meantime, Nathan Halpern,
president of TNT, disclosed that theatres in San Francisco, Seattle, Denver
and Kansas City have joined the
Coast-to-Coast telecast which will
emanate from Philadelphia's Municiget

pal

Stadium.

Corwin's OrLos Angeles has

Sherrill

pheum Theatre

in

already booked the event.
Under the present plans, it was
learned, a simultaneous film recording
at
of the fight will be made by
Municipal Stadium which will be received by telecase at the NBC-TV
studio in New York, which, in turn,
will be used as the origination point

TNT

for the

Western

telecast.

This method,

TNT

pointed out, will allow Western
theatres to have the event on the largescreens within the hour of the event
itself.
It was also pointed out that if
the fight goes many rounds the Western telecast will begin before the bout
is ended.
With no radio or home television of
the fight,
added, the Western
theatres will have an exclusive on the
event for the public in those areas.
Other quarters pointed out, however,
that the radio and
"blackout"
does not extend to Western radio
news broadcasts which could flash the
results of the fight before it reaches

TNT

TV

Western

theatres' screens.

With

this

unprecedented condition existing, the
effect

on the box-office of Western

theatres

taking

the

bout

will

be

watched closely in trade quarters.
As to what system will be used to
make the film recording, which later
will be telecast, Halpern said engineers and technicians are currently
studying the choices. He expressed
assurance, however, that from past experience, from closed circuit tests with
film conducted by TNT, the quality
of the film and its reception will be
excellent.

The planned first national distribution of a film, in this case a fight film,
through the use of theatre
came
_

TV

when

the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. informed
of
its inability to service the event West
of Omaha at fight time. The potential
use of theatre
as a medium of
film distribution was highlighted by
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, in commenting recently
on the unveiling of his company's
Eidophor theatre
system.
Robert Mochrie, distribution vicepresident of
Pictures, which has
purchased the film rights to the bout,
said "no comment," when asked if he
thought a question arose as to the
propriety of telecasting the bout from
a film. Other quarters pointed out,
however, that
is not engaging in
film distribution of the bout, the event
remains a telecast on the same night
for Western theatres.

about

TNT

TV

TV

RKO

TNT

The 50th Street Guild The-

5

Arbitration,COMPO
Lauded By Harvey
— Rotus
San Francisco', Sept.

which has already sold

Harvey
column

his

in

RKO

Monogram- A A Board
Will Meet Today
—

COMPO

COMPO,

the Paramount, Hammond, Ind., a
2000-seater, and Essaness planning to
show it at the 1200-seat Crown here

Chicago.

Admission at the three

B.

&

K.

Half of Exhibitors
Apathetic:

;

Kaufman

;

;

;

;

Presidents Meet

Gertrude Lawrence

RKO

Services Here Today

MPAA

We

Net Depinet Will Aid

TOA

A

Travelers Society

RKO

Services Held for
A. Myers of B-L

TOA

—

Errol Flynn Gets
Help Taking Burma
—

cott-Marciano fight Sept. 23 in the
Chicago area are virtually complete,
with Balaban and Katz having the
event scheduled into the Tivoli, Uptown, and Marbro in Chicago, Totalling approximately 11,500 seats, .and

Feels Associations

Should Do Buying

8.
San Francisco, Sept. 8.
Digest
Exhibitor's
H. V. (Rotus) Harvey, West
out for the Sept. 23 telecast
this month, takes a very optiCoast exhibitor leader, writof the Walcott-Marciano bout,
mistic view of the industry and points
ing in the current organizaplans to book the fight film
to the first draft of the arbitration
tional
bulletin of Western
for the following day, Norplan as "very good news."
Theatre Owners, suggests the
man Elson, president of the
"Arbitration is necessary to settle
formation of film buying and
circuit, disclosed here yesterthe
multitudinous
problems which
booking agencies by exhibitor
day.
daily beset our industry," he says.
associations, operated at cost
Elson said negotiations with
"Through low cost, intelligently adas a service for small exhibiPictures for the fight
ministered arbitration many disputes
tors in outlying locations.
film were currently underway.
will be settled and as a consequence
Harvey says current condiThe 450-seat Guild Theatre is
the number of lawsuits should be mations, with salesmen making
charging $4.80 for the fight
terially reduced. In the final analysis
fewer calls, New York aDtelecast.
it is the exhibitors who have to pay
proving deals and dates, mails
all the bills assessed against the inbeing slowed and other facdustry and therefore arbitration should
tors, operate against the
mean a lot to all of us, both financially
small, outlying theatre, whose
and as a quick means to settle arguaccount usually is too small
ments."
for an established film buying
"The successful
dues drive
and booking organization to
Hollywood, Sept. 8. Out-of-town is another fine bit of news," he conhandle.
members of the Monogram and Allied tinued. "In the San Francisco area
Artists board of directors have arrived the independents 'came through well
here to attend a meeting tomorrow at over 90 per cent.' I am told the cirthe studio. They include Arthur C. cuits are also 'joining' which means
success with a capital 'S'.
Bromberg, franchise owner, Atlanta
William Hurlbut, franchise owner, De- properly financed, can do a great job
troit
Edward Morey, vice-president, for the industry by public relations
New York Herman Rifkin, vice-pres- Movietime tours plus being a fountain
ident and franchise owner, Boston, of information and providing a voice
Half of the exhibitors in the counand Norton V. Ritchey, vice-president for a united industry.
try are apathetic in supporting the
"The tax repeal program is just
and Monogram International Corp.
pictures they show, producer Joseph
starting to get under way and I want
president, New York.
Kaufman declared here yesterday
Others who will attend the session, to again add my voice to the others
while on a visit from the Coast. He
and urge you to take a personal part
to follow a stockholders meeting, are
urged the exhibitors to "wake up
Steve Broidy, president
G. Ralph in this campaign. This is a 'grass
and
help combat competition" and at
Branton,
vice-president
W. Ray roots' fight and we must get the entheir grosses.
Johnston, chairman
George D. Bur- tire tax removed if we are to survive." the same time increase
Kaufman
said he made his obserand
executive
vice-president
rows,
vations on the basis of what has
treasurer, and Howard Stubbins, West
happened during the first-run of his
Coast co-franchise owner.
own picture, "Sudden Fear," starring
{Continued, from page 1)
Joan Crawford, and currently being
upon by the membership of the ex- released by
Radio. The film is
hibitor organizations which partici- now in its fifth week at Loew's State
pated in the Industry Arbitration here.
Services for Gertrude Lawrence, Conference. Theatre Owners of Amer"We've noticed," he said, "that
stage and screen actress, who died ica is in a position to be the first everywhere this picture received real
here Saturday of cancer at the age exhibitor organization to accept the exhibitor support, the grosses were
of 52, will be held today in the draft since it will hold its annual extremely high. Where it didn't, the
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church. meeting next week in Washington.
grosses were average. Half the exBurial will be in the family plot of
The draft was reviewed yesterday hibitors are apathetic. They expect
the widower, Richard Aldrich, thea- at a meeting here of distribution at- the distributor to do the whole job.
torneys who, at the same time, set
trical producer, in Upton, Mass.
"Our business today," he continued,
Miss Lawrence had her stage debut up the agenda for the meeting Thurs- "depends on close support all the way
as a child in 1911 and played her day.
down, from star and producer through
It
was reported that the subject the whole field to the theatre.
first role on the screen in
1929 in
"The Battle of Paris." Pictures since of arbitration will be discussed by
include: "Aren't
All?" "Rem- Eric A. Johnston,
president,
brandt," "Men Are Not Gods" and at the final banquet of the
con"The Glass Menagerie."
daughter vention. The nature of his discussion
from a previous marriage, Pamela will depend on the action taken on
Thursday by the presidents of the
Gordon, also survives.
Ned Depinet, president of
companies, it was indicated. Also pictures, has accepted the chairmanscheduled to discuss arbitration at ship of the motion picture division
convention is William F. Rodg- in the 1952 fund raising drive of the
ers, Loew's vice-president who is also Travelers Aid Society of New York.
S.
chairman of the distributors' arbitraDepinet will encourage industry
London, Sept. 8. Funeral services tion negotiating
committee.
support for the work of Travelers
were held here today for Sidney A.
Aid which last year furnished asMyers, assistant managing director of
sistance to over 121,000 people lost,
British Lion Film Corp., who died sudstranded, and desperate in New York.
denly on Saturday, following a brief
illness.
Myers entered the industry
here in 1918 and joined British Lion as

atre,

Chicago Arrangemen+s for Theatre head of its sales in 1929. He was
named assistant managing director in
TV of Bout Nearly Completed
London, Sept. 8. After seven years
Chicago, Sept. 6.— Plans for the 1946.
of cold storage, "Objective Burma"
Burial was in Jewish
Cemetery,
large-screen TV showing of the Walhas been put back into the Warner

in

—

;

Willesden, London.

Theatre here.

When

the

picture

first

opened

in

1945, indignant Britons claimed that
their Fourteenth Army and not Errol

charging $4.80 including tax for center
seats at the Crown with the remainder
going for $3.60, including tax. Pre-

ma.

TV

vious top prices for
events here
were $3.60 at the Crown and $2.40
at the Balaban and Katz houses.

The

late

Max

Warner's

London

Now

film

in

Milder,

the

the

Laugh"
Caligari"

will

be

a special

screening

German films "The Last
and "The Cabinet of Dr.
afternoon

this

at

the

by a reception.
The Baronet

at

here, followed
The films will open
shortly.

Burthen

manager, bowed
before the storm and took the picture
off after a few days run.

new prologue

There
of

Johnny Victor Theatre

Chicago houses will be $3.60 including
tax. Prices have not been set, as yet,
for the Paramount, and Essaness is

Flynn had defeated the Japs

'CaligarV Screening

has been, given a
explaining that Mount-

batten and Wingate, as well as Errol,
had something to do with the Burma
victory. Warners report it is doing
top business and a general release
through the
circuit is in nego-

ABC

tiation.

resmtma

T

TRANSCONTINENTAL AIR SERVICE
EVER OFFERED

TWAs IV&W SUPER CONSTELLATIONS

Nightly departures from Los Angeles and New York (one-stop
Chicago). Effective September 10. Sleeper berth reservations
available.

TWA

Now
.

.

.

inaugurates

transcontinental

"Ambassador''

offering all of the luxurious features that

TWA

"Ambassador"

flights to

Europe, and more!

You're in important, exciting company from the
set foot

on the rich red carpet that leads to your

a giant

is

new Super

service

have distinguished

flight.

Constellation, expressly built by

TWA,

and one of the most powerful
Your accommodations are the finest:

moment you
Your plane

Lockheed for

airliners in the skies today.

restful lean-back club chairs

or luxurious full-length sleeping berths. And you can enjoy delicious
between -meal refreshments and friendly conversation with your
fellow passengers in the gaily decorated lounge.

On your
.

.

.

next cross-country trip plan to go on the "Ambassador''

truly the

most luxurious transcontinental

For reservations, see your travel agent or
LExington 2-7100.

ACROSS THE

U.S.

AND OVERSEAS

.

call

flight

ever offered.

Trans World Airlines,

FLY—S

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

U.S.A.

•

fUROPf

•

AFRICA

ASIA

—

;

;
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Boom Fabian Houses Join TNT To Rule Today
On Censorship
Is Underway in Line-up for Title Bout
Drive-in

The Northwest
See Hundreds Built in
The Next Five Years
Minneapolis,

Sept.

9.

—

is

is

sweeping the Minneapolis exchange
area, according to reports from Film

Row

sources.
Leading the parade
predictions are Irving

of

optimistic

Marks'.

Will Keynote

The Dietz

now underway and

The

The

AMPA

Courses

Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising-publicity vice-president, will deliver the keynote lecture in the
courses to be
started Sept.
i
25 by the As-

^^Hp
0K*

sociated Mo-

Monogram branch manager said that
the boom may continue for as long as

tion

Picture

Advertisers,
Harry McWil-

years. In spite of the comparatively short season in the area, Marks
continued, hundreds of drive-ins will
be built due to the public demand for
five

liams,

AMPA

president, disclosed yestershowplace.
this type of
day.
set
Meanwhile, the list of new drive-in
up
the
courses
openings in this area, or those under
for the benefit
Howard Dietz
construction continues to grow.
of industry
The Snyder Theatre Co. of Williston, employes here who are desirous of
theadrive-in
a
new
opening
N. D., is
improving their knowledge of protre in that city on Friday. The Ironmotional techniques or learning
wood Amusement Co., Ironwood, Mich., new ones.
few
city
that
a
in
drive-in
opened a
The 12-week initial course, which
(Continued on page 4)
will be conducted Thursday evenings, will open in the screening
room of the
Pictures home
office on Sept. 25. Tuition will be
$15 per course and classes will last
two hours per evening.

AMPA

$122,500 Yearly

Milton R. Rackmil, whose employas president of Univer-

ment contract

provides for a salary of
$80,000 per year, has taken a 50 per
sal Pictures,

cent salary cut as Decca Records
president to give him $42,500 instead
of $85,000 per year as chief executive
of the latter company, Decca has disclosed in a report to the Securities &

Exchange. Commission.
Decca, shortly before Rackmil was
Universal president, became

elected

(Continued on page 4)

Chicago, Sept.

9.

Tour

—Max E.

Young-

United Artists,
drive captain in the company's

stein, vice-president of

who

is

Heineman Sales Drive," has
arrived here from New York to
launch a 10-day, 10,000-mile tour that
will take him to nine key exchanges
in preparation for the last lap of the
drive which U. A. says already has
resulted in all-time weekly highs for
(Continued on page 4)
"Bill

yesterday that in addition to Fabian's
Fox, the Grand in Albany, N. Y., and
National in Richmond, the Paramount
and the Telenews, in San Francisco,
will also carry the bout.
Negotiations with Century Circuit,
Warner Brothers,
Loew's,
Theatres and others for the fight telecast are continuing, in the meantime.
It was also learned that Comerford's
Capital Theatre, Binghamton, N. Y., a
1,609-seater, also plans to carry the
event, which will be telecast from
Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium. The
only contingency for the Capitol Theatre, it was added, is the availability
of long lines and local loops. Pricing
policy for the Capitol still is to be determined.
Other theatres which have already

RKO

(Continued on page 4)

Truman in Tribute
To Para. Newsreel
Newsreels

were

called an "indispensable public service ... by which
the American public keeps informed
about the problems of the day" in
a letter of congratulations by President
Truman, sent to the Paramount home

here yesterday on the 25th anniversary of Paramount News.
The event was marked by an informal home office luncheon honoring A. J. Richard, editor of Paramount News. Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures Corp.,
paid tribute to the veteran newsreel
editor whose motion picture experience goes back to 1907.
In addition to President Truman's
congratulations, other letters of tribute were received from General Sory
Smith, director of public information
Robert A. Lovett, Secretary of Defense; Charles Sawyer, Secretary of

FCC

Says Para, in

Toledo,

Sept.

9.

W. Wiley

—Judge

Frank

said today that he will
render his decision in Municipal
Court tomorrow morning in the industry newsreel censorship case.
It is expected that the industry's

campaign

to eliminate motion picture
censorship in the other states that
have censor boards will pick up speed
the attack on the Ohio newsreel
if
censorship law results in a decision
by Judge Wiley that is favorable to
the industry.
If,

however, Judge Wiley rules un-

favorably from an industry standpoint,
the defendant, local exhibitor Martin
G. Smith, and the Motion Picture Association of America and the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio are
expected to appeal, with the ultimate
aim of getting the case before the U.S.
Supreme Court. The
and the
Ohio ITO co-operated with Smith's
attorney's in preparing the "test" case

Washington,
eral

Sept.

Communications

—The

FedCommission's

9.

broadcast bureau told the FCC today
that Paramount Pictures has negative
control of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., and at the same time both
Du Mont and Paramount denied the
existence of control.
The. two companies and the broadcast bureau made these statements in
proposed findings filed today with the
Commission and dealing with the
question of Paramount's control of
Du Mont. This is one of the issues
in the United Paramount Theatres
(Continued on page 5)

Balks

at

(Continued on page 4)

DuMont

Control of

Ontario

Film Censorship

79 Shorts from RKO.

An

Increase of 13

RKO

Radio has scheduled a

of 79 short subjects for 1952-53,

'We

are

a Dominion government

;

(Continued on page 5)

total
it

is

announced by Sid Kramer, short subject
sales manager.
The program
comprises 35 two-reelers and 44 onerepresenting a total of 114
season the company is
down for a total of 66 subjects, 28
two-reelers and 38 ones.
In the one-reel classification will
be 18 Walt Disney color cartoons
13
Pathe "Sportscopes," and 13
RKO-Pathe "Screenliners."
reelers,

reels.

This

RKO

Mono. Buys Detroit
Franchise Exchange

—

Toronto, Sept. 9. After buying
film features and short subjects in
the United States for its television
programs at Montreal and at Toronto,
the
Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. denied the right of the Ontario
Board of Censors to pass upon the
pictures.

Commerce J. Edgar Hoover, head organization and we are not bound
of the FBI; John W. Snyder, Sec- by
provincial
censorship,"
it
was
(Continned on page 4)

Future Industry Plans
Hinge on the Decision

MPAA

office

Youngstein on Last
of Drive

Nathan Halpern, president of TheaNetwork Television, also disclosed

Ohio Case

In

tre

RKO

Pacts Give Rackmil

Lap

15.

to

greatest construction boom of drivein theatres in the history of the

Northwest

Three television-equipped Fabian Theatres, including the 4,060-seat
in Brooklyn, N. Y., will carry the telecast of the Walcott-Marciano
heavyweight title bout on Sept. 23, thus bringing the number of theatres
which have already disclosed plans to join the trans-continental telecast

Fox

Hollywood,

Sept.

9.

—Monogram-

Allied Artists head Steve Broidy announced the purchase of the Monogram
franchise-operated exchange in Detroit
from William B. Hurlbut, J. L. Saxe,
and George W. Weeks. Negotiations
for purchase were conducted by vicepresident Harold Mirisch, and studio
attorney Barnett Shapiro. Monogram
operation will become effective on

Sunday.

;:

:
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Personal
Mention

Indian Film Delegation to
Arrive Mon. for US Tour

CHARLES CHAPLIN

At the joint invitation of the U. S. State Department and Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, 14
top-ranking Indian motion picture industry personalities will arrive here
Monday for a four-week, eight-city tour of the country, including a visit
to Hollywood.
The invitation was extended as part
of a program to bolster U.S. -Indian
relations and to reciprocate India's re-

arrived here
from Hollywood yesterday accompanied by his wife and his longtime associate, Harry Crocker. He
will remain here for about a week before, sailing for

England.
•

David Nathan and Ben R. Katz,

Maintain Secrecy at

Bernard J.
Universal executives;
ception of American film industry repProckter, Jr., president of Prockter
resentatives at the International Film
and
Jenwife,
his
Productions, and
Festival held in New Delhi last March.
nifer Jones and her children will sail
Seven of the 14 goodwill visitors
from here for Europe today on the are leading actors and actresses of the
S.S. Queen Mary.
Indian screen, with producers, direc•
tors and a cinematographer among the

Bob Dorfman, assistant to Charles
Levy, Walt Disney's Eastern publicity representative, and Mrs. Dorf-

man

announce

the.

Barbara Ann,
Woman's Hospital.
ter,

birth of a daughat the Brooklyn

•

Samuel Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldare scheduled to arrive in New
by plane next
Tuesday and will spend several days
here before leaving for the Coast.

wyn

York from Europe
•

William B. Zoellner, head of
.M-G-M short subject sales and newsbe in Minneapolis from New
the first stop-

reels, will

York on Monday on

over of a five-city Midwest tour.
•

Fred Hutchinson, managing director of sales for Paramount in Britain,
has arrived here from London by
plane for a week of home office conferences.

•

Ray

Moon, Universal's

assistant
general sales manager, and P. T.
Dana, Eastern division manager, will
be in Boston today from New York.

E.

•

Herman

Ripps,

field

assistant

to

M-G-M's Eastern sales manager,
John P. Byrne, left here yesterday
for

Albany and

Gloversville.

others.

division,

is

in

Tokyo

from

July August Stock
Trading Was Light

ported his holdings at 4,217 shares of
common, after 1,900 shares had been
returned on offer of rescission. Harry
M. Warner disposed of 100 shares
of Warner Brothers common, leaving
his personal holdings at 245,300 shares
and 16,000 in a trust. At United
Paramount Theatres Walter P. Marshall bought 25 shares of common,
bringing his holdings up to 125.
Loew's acquired 197 shares of Loew's
Boston Theatres common, leaving
them with 129,934 shares at the close
of the period.

Five Completed for

Franco-London

The three
"The Minute

French pictures are
of Truth," starring Jean

Film Distributors, London, is en route Gabin,
Michele Morgan
Daniel
New York and will visit Holly- Gelin, directed by Jean and
Dellanoy
wood and Canada.
"The House of Silence," directed by
G. W. Pabst and featuring Jean MaRu ssell Holman, Paramount's rais, Frank Villard, and Aldo Fabrizi,
Eastern production manager, left here and "Night Beauties," directed by
yesterday for Hollywood.
Rene Clair, starring Gerard Philipe,
Martine Carole and Gina Lollobrigida.
The Italian picture is Vittorio De
Dore Schary, M-G-M vice-president in charge of production, will ar- Sica's "Hello, Elephant!" starring De
Sica with Sabu and Maria Mercedar.
rive here from the Coast Sept. 26.

•

gg™ b^S.ey^
Ind^anf
New
PVesidStf

Boston, Sept. 9.—Martin J. Mullin,
president of New England Theatres,
disclosed today that five out of the
circuit's six closed houses will be in
full-time operation by Sept. 21.
Two of the houses have already
opened.
They are the Olympia in
Lynn, Mass., and the Merrimack
Square in Lowell, Mass., with the

The French-Italian production, codirected by Roberto Rossellini, Claude
Autant-Lara and Yves Allegret, is
"The Seven Capital Sins," starring
Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Viviane Romance and Frank Villard.
"Hello, Elephant!" and "The Seven
Capital Sins" will be released in the
United States before the end of 1952.

^

to

Reopen Five Theatres

_

Jules Levey, producer, has left for
Montreal and Toronto, and will remain in Canada for about ten days.

Circuit

Mullin

to

RKO

No. 74-"Ike" and
Stevenson lalk to farmers.
Jet
flies
through sound barrier.
Miss and Mrs.
America.
Sedgman and Connolly win
titles.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 204— ''Ike" and

Adlai address farmers. British air show.
Miss and Mrs. America. National tennis
championships.
Scottish
games
thrill
Elizabeth.

Says Prices Will Rise
U.S.

Wins

Suit

—

RKO

Sidney Kramer,
Radio short
subjects sales manager, is in Toronto
from New York for a few days.

MOVIETONE NEWS,

—

Five new features have been comabroad for Franco - London
it was revealed here by their
David Cantor, assistant to Terry
Turner,
Radio director of ex- American spokesman, Arthur Davis.
were produced in France, one in
ploitation, is in Dallas from
New Three
Italy and one is a French-Italian biYork.
lingual co-production.
•

•

tents folloiv:

MPAA

New

of International

pionship finals.
Other topics zvere
Queen Elizabeth at Scottish games,
the air show in. England and Truman
and the handicapped. Complete con-

;

pleted
Films,

David Coplon, head

Presidential candidates addressing fanners, the Miss and Mrs. America beauty contests and tennis cham-

New

York.

•

7VT E IV SR EELS mainly featured the

1V

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 7-King and
initial four days
Queen of tennis. Berlin bounces boogieYork, starting Sept. 16, in- and figures.
woogie.
Miss and Mrs. America. 100,Only
coming
of
fact
out
the morn000
hear
residential
clude an official welcome by the mayor
candidates'
farm
talks.
a luncheon reception at the U.N. Sec- ing and afternoon sessions held here
retariat, and a reception, hosted by today at the Motion Picture Associa- TELENEWS DIGEST, No.
37A-StevenJohnston,
son speaks in Denver.
at
the
Waldorf-Astoria, tion of America was that the teams
Miss and Mrs.
America.
Furious
fightingin
Korea.
with luminaries of the Broadway stage would meet again tomorrow. British
Queen visits Scottish games. Favorites
spokesmen, led by Sir Frank Lee,
and Hollywood in attendance.
win tennis finals.
The visitors also will attend a per- permanent secretary of the British
formance of "The King and I," and Board of Trade, have previously in- UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 5S4-Stevenson
and "Ike" in Minnesota. News-in-Brief
on the following evening will be guests dicated their feeling that disclosure
oil
explosion, Truman and the handiof 20th Century-Fox and the Rivoli of the terms they are asking might
capped, baby parade. Air show in Eng.
land.
Wrestling.
theatre at the world premiere of "The diminish their bargaining power.
Snows of Kilimanjaro."
Industry
representatives,
led
by WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 9.— CanTheir activities in New York will
president Eric Johnston and
didates bid for farm vote.
Disaster at
be rounded out by a trip to Pough- Ellis Arnall, president of the Society
British air show.
Truman and handicapped.
Marshal
sails
to
dedicate
monukeepsie, a visit to West Point, and a of Independent Motion Picture Proment. Miss and Mrs. America. National
reception and tea by Mrs. Eleanor ducers, are respecting the wishes of
tennis finals.
Roosevelt at Hyde Park.
the British and have said nothing.
In Washington, Sept. 19-22, the
group will meet with President Truman. They will be guests of honor
at a reception given by the State Department at Blair House, and another
If
Washington, Sept. 9. Stock tradto be given by the Indian Embassy.
Johnston will again be host at a dinner ing by industry officers and directors
Columbus, O., Sept. 9.
"Free
which will be followed by a screening was very light from mid-July to midin MPAA's Academia theatre of In- August, according to a report issued movies" via home television if the
today by the Securities and Exchange government's 16mm. suit is successful
dia's first feature picture in color.
actually would not be free, said Norcommission covering that period.
At Monogram W. Ray Johnson re- man Nadel, theatre editor of the
Highlights of their

in

•

Irving Maas of the Motion Picture
Association of America's international

Parade

tennis

—

British and
Sept. 9.
industry negotiators meeting here for
the second day to work out a new
monetary agreement pulled down a
curtain of secrecy and refused to divulge anything in the way of facts

1952

[Slews reel

British Pact Talks
Washington,

10,

Citizen.

The viewer he said, would pay for
such films by increases in the price
of
"toothpaste,
laxatives
clothing,
food, deodorants, soft drinks, breakfast food and beer." Quality of films
would be cut if the U.S. wins, Nadel
added.
"If television is not strong
enough to continue to supply entertainment without using a legal weapon
to usurp movie production, that lack
of strength will show up sooner or
later, at which time nothing will be
able to save it," he declared.
Nadel said that the "ideal situation" of good movies in theatres and
good video at home is most apt to

be achieved if the two media are
allowed "full freedom of enterprise in
their

own

fields."

Herb Golden Joins
Bankers Trust Co.
Herb Golden

about Sept. 21. The Broadway Theatre in Chelsea will remain closed but
may reopen later this year, said

will terminate 14 years
film reporter for Variety this
week to join the 51st Street branch
of Bankers Trust Co. here, where he
will serve in a new entertainment industries division headed by Harry
Watkins, vice-president.
The new
department will specialize in financing
of films, television, radio and related

Mullin.

fields.

Field's

Corner Theatre

in

Dorches-

the Harvard in North Cambridge
and the Strand in Somerville to open

ter,
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a
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Royal Performance

May

Get 'Andersen*

—

Bettng
London, Sept. 9.
here favors Samuel Goldwyn's
"Hans Christian Andersen"
as the likely choice for the
Royal Film Performance at
M-G-M's Empire Theatre, Oct.
27. Many feel it has a slight
edge over Britain's favored
entry, "Pickwick Papers," from
George Minter's Renown Pictures.

Film viewings by the selecstart Thurs-

tion panel will
day.

Held for

Services

Charles W. Bunn, 61
Funeral services were held Monday
for Charles W. Bunn, 61, veteran motion picture and theatre equipment executive, who died suddenly last Satur-

day at
N. Y.

home

his

at

Highland

Falls,

National

Review

Pre-Selling

Hawk

The Golden
(Columbia)

CAM

^

KATZMAN'S PRODUCTION

"The Golden Hawk,"

The climax

by her.

marked by

is

in the cast are

Also

not

became

Executives at
office

yesterday at Trader Horn's for a
luncheon given to Gladys Zucker, sec-

of his retirement several years ago,
he was general sales manager of Electrical Research Products, distributing
and servicing sound equipment sub-

who on Sept. 14 will become Mrs. Abe Palen. Among those
who attended were J. Robert Rubin,

sidiary of

Western

sales

Ben Melniker

retary to

of

the legal

department,

Ben

Electric.

Fielding, Melniker, Irving Green-

Archie Weltman, Stanley ThompEarle
son,
Beatty,
Morris
Sher,
George Sharf, Jay Eisenberg, Sid
Bromberg, Dolph Schadler, Mark
Avramo, Tom Robinson, Bill Ornfield,

Record $37,000 for
'Somebody' in Chi.
Chicago, Sept.
— Paramount's
9.

"Somebody Loves Me"

is

said to have

smashed
first

all box-office records in the
three days of its world premiere

stein, Gilbert Wallterstein.

was presented with

to-be

The

bride-

Close Riv oli to

$37,000 gross.

Prepare for 'Snows'

standing room only
Technicolor musical,

to

audiences, the
starring Betty Hutton and
Ralph
Meeker, reportedly nearly doubled the
opening day's business of the previous
record holder, Hal Wallis' "Sailor
Beware," grossing $13,500.

The Rivoli Theatre here will be
closed to the public all day Sept. 17
to prepare for that evening's invitaErnest Hemingway's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro,"
premiere

tional

of

it was announced by Montague
Salmon, the Rivoli's executive, director.
Refurbishing of the lobby, and

its

Raymond

Hatton,

Writers

Two more

have been set by
Brothers according to the
company's schedule of taking key city
newspaper,
syndicate
and national
flights

Warner

magazine

representatives to Quebec
City to cover the location shooting of
"I Confess," Alfred Hitchcock production.

In Quebec today is a group of naand fan magazine writers, including Larry Elliot, Coronet; Ed
tional

Miller, Seventeen; Tony Gray, Photoplay, and Bess Little, Goodman Publications.

Eve

Siegel,

Warner home

magazine, contact,

accompanied
Flying up tomorrow will be
syndicate writers L. L. Stevenson,
Bell
Mel Heimer, King Features
Stein,

INP

;

Dore Schary

said,

excess of
scribed in last year's campaign, $1,225,000 is entirely a realistic goal
which we believe we can reach."

Visits Coast

Hollywood,

Sept.

9.

—

Samuel

Rosen, executive of Fabian Theatres.
New York, is here to view pictures
in production,

and

visited the

Warner

conference with studio execu-

and meeting Warner

stars

on the

Charles

Chaplin's "Limelight," his
first film in five years, will be described
as
his
"40th
Anniversary
Film," it was announced by Francis
M. Winikus, national director of advertising-publicity for United Artists,
which will release the picture before
the end of the year.
"Limelight" marks four decades
since Chaplin appeared in his first
motion picture, "Making a Living,"

a Keystone Comedy.

sets.

—

Set Dates for 'Beloved'
"Cry,

the

Beloved

Country"

will

Carreras Sets Six
Anglo-U.S. Features
London,

Sept.

9.—James Carreras,

with Robert Lippert.
First on the schedule is "The Flanagan Boy," starring Barbara Payton,
with Reginald Le Borg directing.

which

is

distributing the Lopert film.

Inc., advertising public relations experts in New
York, are similarly charged with
offering something new and different in their "Goodstix" transparent
plastic posters, in miniature size

and

full color.

M-G-M was among

use this ingenious pointof-sale device for motion pictures,
and now, with the formation of a
the

first to

new

company,

Goodren

Products

Corp., at 136 West 21st Street, New
York, it is to be expected that other
film companies will follow. You
merely press the adhesive strip
against glass, where it stays until
you want to peel it off.

•

"The Snows

of Kilimanjaro" is the

the front

cover. Exhibitors will do
acquire enough copies of this
issue to prepare and display a special
lobby frame on the picture, made up
from the magazine's pages, and including the color splash and editorial
zvell

to

comment.

The magazine

says,

"Some

zvords are Hemingway's ; the
film takes tzvo hours to see, and because the action is better than the
words, it is a good one." Also, in the
next Sunday issue of Pictorial Review
a color photograph of Miss Hayward will be run in conjunction with
of

the

an interview; with her.

Another from Rogers
For Warner Bros.
Hollywood, Sept. — As the result
9.

negotiations
completed between
Jack L. Warner, executive producer,
and Mitchell Hamilburg, representative of the Will Rogers family. Will
of

Rogers, Jr., who had planned to make
only one motion picture, has been
signed to star for Warner Brothers

"The Boy from Oklahoma."

George Joins Culhane

Hollywood, Sept. 9. Services will move into a series of first-run, popuGeorge L. George, director of the
be held tomorrow at Steens Mortuary, lar-price engagements in Chicago, Se- Academy
Award - winning
Signal
North Hollywood, for Arthur J. Zell- attle, New Orleans and Washington, Corps featurette, "Toward Independner, 59, veteran scenarist and publicist, during the next 10 days, it was an- ence," has been appointed producerwho died yesterday night following a nounced by William J. Heineman, director for Shamus Culhane Produclong illness.
The widow and two sales vice-president of United Artists, tions, Inc., it was announced by Culdaughters survive.

•

to star portraits of

in

Services for Zellner

of supporting theatres.

Ava Gardner and Susan Hayward on

Chaplin to Observe
His 40th Anniversary

for

Ed Chur-

DuFine-Kaufman,

Phyllis

"While slightly in
the amount actually sub-

installations

credit to

who prepared

the ad copy
and then solicited the necessary support for it. It was about the best piece
of pre-selling of the year, and we
know that the motion picture industry
in New York, as well as across the
country, will benefit from it. This was
distinctly a New York presentation,
but the idea can be followed elsewhere, for it is a good example for
any city or town with a representative

chill's staff,

Battelle,
Harold Blumenfeld, Acme and feature article in the new Look, dated
Sept. 23, and it covers seven inside
Sullivan, of Parade.
Warner's pages in both color and black-andFelix Greenfield will accompany them.
white, in addition

—

Sept. 9.
The PermaCharities Committee has announced a goal for the 1953 campaign
of $1,225,000.
Campaign chairman

Hollywood,

of

and

America gave

of

;

American cooperative features here in
the next 12 months.
Four will be
made jointly with Sol Lesser; two

TV

film

We

;

Ed
INS
Kay

the

to

to

Quebec on 'Junket'

office

^onahue &

Coe, advertising agents
industry, who serve
major producing companies and Broadway theatres, were responsible for the
splurge of full-page ads which hit all
of the Metropolitan newspapers here
on Sunday.
explored around to
discover who instigated this fine institutional gesture at the beginning Of a
"Greater Movie Season," and found
that the Motion Picture Association
f

number

News

radio,

readying

nent

tives

and

newsreel coverage of the
opening of the 20th Century-Fox production make the closing necessary.

Goal for
Coast Charity Group

lot for

city

head of Exclusive Films, has completed deals to produce six Anglo-

$1,225,000

Rosen

the

them.

silver.

engagement, which began last Friday
at the Chicago Theatre here with a
Playing

of

set.

head of Vitaphone Corp. At the time

sound,

bombardment

the

Paul Cavanagh, Michael Ansara,

Miss Zucker Lunch
More than 85 friends and associates
turned out
at the MGM home

of

best-selling novel,

Alex Montoya and David Bond. Sidney Salkow directed with emphasis on
quick pace, Robert E. Kent wrote the screenplay.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

with First National's special
field force, headed Warner Brothers'
road show department and, with the
introduction

Frank Yerby's

capture.

MGM

filiated

of

a lively pirate saga replete with sterling heroics,
formidable sailing vessels, obstreperous battles and lovely women. Completing its array of merchandisable assets are color by Technicolor and a cast
carrying such marquee names as Sterling Hayden, Rhonda Fleming and
John Sutton.
Hayden, in the role of a French privateer, is a fine figure of a sea captain
who captures a bevy of beautiful ladies who themselves turn out to be
masters of ships. All of these become smitten with Hayden except Miss
Fleming, a notorious lady pirate in disguise. The Frenchman, however, falls
very much in love with her. Another of his prisoners, played by Helena
Carter, loses her heart to Hayden, but he finds out before long that she is
the fiancee of Sutton, sinister Spanish governor of Cartagena. This triangle
is resolved in the denoument when Hayden slips into the fortress of Cartagena and, after being caught and exposed by Miss Fleming, finally is saved
is

as

Bunn entered the industry in 1915
a member of the sales staff of
World Film Corp. Later he was af-

3

hane.

"Soundscriber," the dictating machine that is used in United Artists'
"Sudden Fear," is purchasing large
ads in 150 newspapers across the country, tying in with openings of the film.
The company is also making available
to theatres the use of a machine for
the lobby to record patron's voices,
and the discs, which play on any 33*/$
r.p.m. phonograph, will be given to
patrons free.
Further promotion is
provided through the mailing of discs
for recording to secretaries, schools
and potential customers, who are
asked to bring the recording to the
theatre in exchange for guest tickets,
with "Soundscriber" paying the admission for all discs turned in. Special
kits have been sent to dealers and
agents as a tieup with local playdates.

Walter Brooks

.

;

Commonwealth Fall
Meet Opens in K. C.

The

managers

division

first-run pictures as proof of
box-office upward trend
here. Cities where box-office

the

and

their

The runner-up was Harold McCracken, Belleville, Kan. The "King
Moon" award, for drive-in
of the
theatre managers, went to Dick Wommack, Harrison, who won it last year
Runner-up in the drive-in comwas Dale Stewart, Spring-

petition

Mo.

Guest speaker at the banquet was
Silliphant,
the toastmaster
Bob Walter. Service pins were presented by Jameyson, one for 20 years
and one for 15 years with the circuit.
Silliphant will also speak tomorrow
at the morning session, and division
meetings will be held.
Sterling

Drive-in

Boom

(Continued from page 1)

excep-

;

Tribute

(Continued from page 1)
retary of the Treasury; Oscar Chapman, Secretary of the Interior and
Jesse M. Donaldson, Postmaster Gen;

Rackmil Pacts
(Continued from page 1)
holder

principal
stock.

of

Universal

Rackmil's contracts with Universal
and Decca are both for a period of
seven years from last July IS. The
Decca pact stipulates that he shall
give at least one-third of his business
time to performing his duties for
that company, and the Universal contract also requires that he shall devote "not more than one-third of his
business time" to Decca.
The Decca contract takes cognizance "of the fact that Rackmil has
undertaken to serve as president and
director of Universal
Pictures,
in
investment."

Decca salary is to be
paid in the form of $817.31 per week,
while his Universal salary comes to
Each company
$1,538.50 per week.
has granted him a one-month vacaRackmil's

The Decca agreement, stating that
Rackmil "may serve as an officer or
consultant to Universal and its subsidiaries or affiliates under his agreement with Universal dated July 15,
1952," allows that "he may continue
to hold any directorship, trusteeship or
executorship which he now has, but
he shall not, without first obtaining
the consent of the board of directors
of Decca, assume any new obligations
in
any such capacity except such
directorships in Universal, its subsidiaries and affiliates as shall be
appropriate to his continuing relation

with that company."

Join

TNT

Line-up

(Continued from page 1)

announced their intentions of joining
the network include the Guild TheaSt. James, Asbury
tre, New York;
Park Orpheum, Los Angeles Uptown, Tivoli and Marbro, Chicago
Palm
Paramount, Hammond, Ind.
State, Detroit, and Radio City, Minneapolis. It is believed that John WolfBroadway Theatre, Denver,
berg's
:

only $624* for a

;

;

10-DAY

HAWAIIAN
VACATION!

;

has also contracted for the event.

Youngstein
(Continued from page 1)
Includes Mainliner transportation, hotel
accommodations and sightseeing.

With

That's just one of United Air Lines' low-

expense Hawaiian Air Vacations. There
others from which to choose,
up to 23 days. Call or write for
a free descriptive folder. » From New York
six

lasting

UNITED AIR LINES
(Fares plus tax.)

minimum

of one meetYoungstein began his
final swing around the country with
a session at the local exchange. He
will be in Denver tomorrow, Salt
Lake City Thursday, Seattle on Friday, Los Angeles over the weekend,
San Francisco on Monday, Los Angeles again next Tuesday, Dallas on
Wednesday, and New Orleans on
Thursday, Sept. 18.
billings.

ing a day

'

rest

MPAA

suing "test" cases in other states is state's censorship laws to be unconstilikely to be exercised by the industry, tutional, as the industry contends.
it is understood, in view of the
Supreme Court's expressed disinclination
to see so-called "test" actions against Close Pimlico
Baltimore, Sept. 9, Lauritz Garcensorship coming to the fore with increasing frequency. Hence, industry man has closed his 1,100-seat Pimlico
strategy in fighting the state censor- Theatre here. It is located near the
ship statutes may be altered somewhat Pimlico racetrack. Garman is disposto enable future actions to be accepted ing of all equipment and the building
as uncontrived, it was said. Ideas for will be given over for commercial desuch strategy are as yet undeveloped. velopment.

Another typical example
of

how

so

many

subscriptions

which Decca had made a substantial

eral.

Zj

Smith had exposed himself to arBut, industry observers point out,
and fine for showing in one of his the high court ruled against censortheatres a newsreel that had not been ship in the "Pinky" and "Miracle"
submitted to the Ohio censor board. cases, and if the states refuse to be
The exhibitor did this to co-operate guided by the Supreme Court dewith the
in the industry cam- cisions, the industry may have to impaign to have the state law declared press upon the justices the unqualified
unconstitutional
in
of
the need for "test" cases. The decision by
light
"Pinky" and "Miracle" decisions of Judge Wiley may serve to arm the inthe U. S. Supreme Court.
dustry with a good argument in this
A certain amount of caution in pur- connection should it not hold the
here.

Theatre

the

a

1952

Rule Today on Censorship

keep coming to
Motion Picture Daily

.

.

tion per year.

days ago. Drive-in theatres are under
construction at Navarre, Minn.
on
Lake Minnetonka by the Navarre
Amusement Corp. of Minneapolis, at
Miller, S. D., by Ernest Schweigert
and at Ashland, Wis., by Frank Hahn.
Lyle Carrish of Wayzata, Minn, is
scheduling construction of a new drivein at Hibbing, Minn.

Truman

reported

good are Duluth,
Minn., and Bismark, N. D.
tionally

new

product, each
group talking on productions of a
company. Winners of various contests
were announced, and presentations
were made at the banquet in the evening. The "King of the Sun" award
in the traditional contest of summer
months, for covered theatre managers,
went to Ray Watkins, Superior, Neb.

presented

staffs

field,

Adcock cited the many MinLoop hold-overs of

neapolis

present importance.

its

also.

branch manager.

grosses are

10,

(Continued from page 1)

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 9. Good
pictures are smashing boxoffice records in the Minneapolis exchange area, according to Myron Adcock, Warner

9—

to

Up

Report Business
In Minneapolis

The twoKansas City, Sept.
day fall meeting of Commonwealth
Theatres began here this morning at
the Muehlebach Hotel with R. M.
Shelton, general manager, presiding
for the preliminary proceeding's. H. E.
Jameyson, president, gave the keynote
talk stressing showmanship.
Elmer C. Rhoden, president of FoxMidwest, was the guest speaker at
the luncheon reviewing the history of
Commonwealth from small beginnings

are

Wednesday, September

Motion Picture Daily

4

Dear Mr. Quigley:
My father, J. F. Woodward, formerly
with the Delft Theatre Circuit of Milwaukee, has recently formed the Lake-Wood
Circuit servicing Wisconsin and Michigan.
Previously he served as district manager
of Eagle-Lion in St. Louis and branch
manager of 20th Century-Fox in Milwaukee.

Enclosed is my check to cover a
year's subscription to MOTION PICTURE
DAILY which he and I consider the finest
His opinion
of the trade publications.
is based on over twenty years in the business which started with the old Pathe company in Chicago. My somewhat different
viewpiont is slanted from three years of
New York TV. We both agree that it pays
to r ead MPD.

Please send his copies to:
J. F. Woodward
Lake-Wood Circuit
4652 N. Lake Drive
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

set,

Sincerely,
Joan Woodward
Asst. director,
THE FRED WARING SHOW.

:

Wednesday, September

10,

Motion Picture Daily

1952

5

Television

(Continued from page 1)

American Broadcasting Co. merger
hearing recently terminated before the
FCC. Proposed findings on the other
issues in the hearing are due in ten
days.

Has

'Negative' Control

said that the
facts brought out at the hearing "clearly delineate a division
of powers and duties betwewen
Paramount and Dr. Du Mont
and his associates on the varistockholders,
of
levels
ous
board, executive and management action." This division,
the bureau went on to say, "effectively prevents either group

The

Bureau

FATES, first to ever have been CB Signed to a three-way
contract, actor-writer-producer, whose own career would make
an entertaining story, will become executive director for GoodsonTodman Productions starting next Monday.
Mel Allen, Tommy
IL

.

.

Bill

.

.

.

ested in Hamilton Benz, the scripter whose recent original story,
"Gilia," was a "De
Video Theatre" thrill.
After carving
himself an altitudinous niche in his first season on TV, Red Skelton,
who will start his second year Sunday, Sept. 28, returns likewise to
radio, his NBClownings to be heard Tuesdays, 8:30-9:00 P.M., beginning next Tuesday. Red comes by his talents naturally, his father
Fred Allen will be off the
having been a circus clown for years.
air for awhile yet recuperating from an illness but one of his famous
characters, will be heard in a daily 5-minute series titled, "Titus

LUXe

.

.

.

.

.

.

Moody Speaks." Program will be presented by Bob Monroe
WOR-Mutual and will bow in Sept. 30 (7:55-8:00 P.M.)
ft

findings maintained

"unless it takes unusual affirmative
action such as engaging in a proxy
stock,
fight, purchasing more Class
The brief pointed out that
etc."
Paramount could do those things with
the same results even if it only had

100 shares of stock. Paramount would
have no power to control Du Mont
the brief went on, unless it "took such

.

Du Mont

declaration of dividends, major expenditures, stock issues and operating
policies." Dr. Du Mont, the class
majority of the Du Mont board of
management
directors, and the Class
"have eliminated Paramount as an influence on operating policies, the findings continued. In addition, the DuMont statement said, "the opportunity cannot arise, for Paramount to exercise its veto power."

.

.

.

A

.

.

Paramount now holds all the
outstanding shares of Class B

.

.

.

ft

.

.

.

Albany, N.

Y., Sept.

9.— Gerry At-

advertising and
publicity director in the Eastern New

kin,

Warner Theatres

York
the

Charles

which

was

not

held

last

5.

TV

-

.

ft

censored by some board down there
but not by the Ontario Board."
Bushnell asserted that the CBC
_

would do

its

own

policing.

O. J. Silverthorne, chairman of the
Ontario censors, objected to the attitude of the Federal agency, declaring
"This board was set up to make sure
our children and young people would
get proper entertainment."

Ignored Distributors
It also developed that the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. had ignored the
film distributors in Canada in buying
at least three features in the U.S.
for its television programs.
These
are "Jamaica Inn," "Red Stallion"
and "Sky Dragon," the Canadian
rights for which are held by film
exchanges here.
The CBC has not bought a feature

from any Canadian

distributor,

it

is

claimed.

Business Will Grow
Despite TV: Berger

.

Atkins' first such assignment. It was
disclosed that Oscar J. Perrin,
who managed the downtown "B" first
run for four years has returnedjto his
former post at the Uptown Madison.
also

who had been
Brousseau,
John
is now also managing
manager doubling from the Delaware, continues
zone
Albany
Smakwitz announced. It is at that neighborhood house.

district,

Ritz,

meeting of stockholders
in lieu of the annual

"We

.

Atkin Managing House

held

.

ft

.

special

being

vice-president,
director of re-

eral of programs for both
and
radio, added:
bought some pictures in the States and they've been

.

.

former

ruled by Stuart W. Griffiths, CBC
supervisor of programs here.
Ernest L. Bushnell, director-gen-

.

.

Cramer,

(Continued, from, page 1)

MY

Film scouts should take a gander at the
new baritone that record exec Dave Miller has brought in from
Philly. Name's Dick Lee and he sings and looks like a million dollars.
George Harris, national sales manager for Dunhill cigarets,
Seems that Mack Sennett has been
is in a bit of a dither these days.
getting bids to re-issue his Keystone Kops series for TV and George
United Artists TV package,
was one of Ford Sterling's Kops.
months
ago in 22 cities, is now
two
opened
which
"Sports Parade,"
Don Sanford, former scripter of; "Martin
TViewed in 35 cities.
Kane, Private Eye," has been signed to write the "Man Against
Crime," stories.
.

Mont,

Stanley F.
Stewart, with

Balks at Ontario

.

LOTSA DOTS

Du

Jr.,

Patten and Percy M.
Allen B. Du Mont for president, and
Patten for vice-president.
The company's proxy statement

May

.

.

T. Goldsmith,

meeting

&

.

Bruce T.

Mont,

Thomas

is

ft

ft

Du

B.

The

Tin Pan Alley's

1

A

attorneys have filed proposed findings
on the remaining merger issues.

.

.

.

that Paramount has
told the
utterly failed to influence the policy
of Du Mont with respect to the

Next step on the way to a final
Commission decision on this and other
merger issues will be the hearing examiner's decision, which should come
anywhere from two or six weeks after

.

ft

FCC

Commission.

.

Paula Stone writes from the Coast that she is preparing two new
"Mr.
Mrs. North," will debut on TV
musicals for Broadway.
Friday, Oct. 3, and will be CBSeen 10:00-10:30 P.M. Series will
be sponsored by C olgate-P almolive-P eet Co., which will continue
the radio series. Films, starring Barbara Britton and Richard. Denning, as Pam and Jerry, are now being shot at the Sain Goldwyn
That constant WABDuel between the
studios in Hollywood.
sales and production departments should, be called a draw and all
Radio stations should avail
concerned would benefit thereby.
themselves of the opportunity of presenting a timely and interesting series of public service programs, "Errand of Mercy," produced in Hollywood by Louis Graf for the American Red Cross,
Rex Marshall, who is anwith Rod O'Connor, announcer.
nouncer of Autolite's "CBSuspense" show for the fourth year, will
also announce the "Herman Hickman. Show" when it NBComDennis (Voice of Old Gold Ciggies) James will cut up
mences.
with. Herb Shriner zvhen the new "Two For The Money" simulcast
takes place Tuesday Sept. 30 at 10:00 P.M. via NBC. Sponsor of
the Goodson-Todman package is P. Lorillard Co.

100-Page Statement

question of Paramount's control
has been up before the
Commission twice before and in each
case the FCC found that Paramount
did control Du Mont in the light of
the Commission's ruling that no company or group may own more than
Most recent
five television stations.
FCC statement on the subject was a
proposed decision issued in 1948 but
which has never been finalized by the

.

YOUR

NOT

affirmative action." There is no evidence, the findings concluded, that
Paramount "ever desired or attempted
to obtain such control."

Du Mont

starting Sept. 20.

A

;

octogenarian songwriter Al Bryan, who appeared last Friday
on the "We, the People" program is ever ready with a quip,
anecdote or ad-lib. One day while having a cupacawffee at the
Paddock on Broadway, Irving Berlin asked Al, "How are
things?" "Oh," answered Bryan, "About the same." "What do
you mean, about the same?" asked the Triple AAAscap comsongs
poser. "Well," drawled Bryan, "You can still get
songs published."
published and I still could
get
Bob Houston, former NBChirper, just back from a successful engagement at the Hotel Roosevelt in N'Orlins, set for
a TV buildup by his new manager Paul Kapp.

A

The

CBSatudays

telecast

A

$52,961
Goldsmith,
search, $25,400.

.

.

Pictures, which owns
of the Class B common stock of
Du Mont, is entitled to elect three
members of the board, the secretary,
treasurer
and
assistant
treasurer.
stockholders elect the others.
Class
The corporation's nominees for Class
stockholders' votes consist of five
of the present board members, Allen

Paramount

all

ard

.

.

.

company could not exercise
any power of control over DuMont

directors.

ft

ft

special meeting of common stockholders of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories will be held Oct. 20 in the company's offices at Clifton, N. J., to elect
eight directors, the president, vicepresident,
secretary,
treasurer
and
assistant treasurer of the corporation.

notes that the identity of the directors
and officers to be elected by Paramount are unknown to it. Listed compensation paid to officers last year
are: Allen Du Mont, $50,500; Leon-

Bill

.

stock in Du Mont as well as 2.8
per cent of the outstanding A
stock. There are five Class A
directors on the Du Mont board
and three Class B Paramount

over

Dozier of CBS has three additional half hour
dramatic packages all ready for TV should certain time slots
We like the breezy style and hep sportbecome available.
casting Jack Lescoulie delivers every morning on Dave GarProducer Jack Hurdle is
roway's daily TVideo, "Today."
seeking a vocalist for the "Jackie Gleason Show" which will be

Veep

that the

of

.

Henry and Russ Hodges have been named to NBCover
via TV, 11 NCAA football games starting Sept. 20, with General
Motors picking up the tab.
Sam Jaffe Agency is plenty interHarmon,

the other in arriving at the
basic decisions of the company."

In a 100 page statement

A

Herman

with Pinky

from gaining ascendency over

The Paramount

Meeting for Oct. 20

Radio

- -

-

In its findings the broadcast bureau
declared that neither Paramount nor
Du Mont have affirmative control, but
that Paramount, "through the power
to veto or block action on the many
basic decisions of the company, has
negative control of Du Mont."

Du Mont Annual

Set

Para. Control

Minneapolis, April

9.

— The motion

picture theatre business will enjoy its
greatest period of prosperity as soon
as the novelty of television wears off,
Benjamin Berger, president of North
Central Allied, predicted at a district

meeting in Fargo, N. D.
Berger told tbe well-attended meet-

TV

ing of exhibitors at Fargo that
is going to hurt motion picture business until people get used to the
novelty. But remember, Berger added,
every home has a kitchen and still
restaurants do a big business.
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Boom Fabian Houses Join TNT To Rule Today
On Censorship
Is Underway in Line-up for Title Bout
Drive-in

The Northwest
See Hundreds Built in
The Next Five Years

—

to

is

now underway and

sweeping the Minneapolis
area, according to reports
Row sources.
Leading the parade of
predictions

are

Irving

is

exchange
from Film
optimistic

Marks'.

The

AMPA

The

five years. In spite of the comparatively short season in the area, Marks
continued, hundreds of drive-ins will
be built due to the public demand for
this type of showplace.
Meanwhile, the list of new drive-in
openings in this area, or those under
construction continues to grow.
The Snyder Theatre Co. of Williston,
N. D., is opening a new drive-in theatre in that city on Friday. The Ironwood Amusement Co., Ironwood, Mich.,
opened a drive-in in that city a few

Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising-publicity vice-president, will deliver the keynote lecture in the
courses to be
started Sept.
25 by the Associated Mo-

(Continued on page 4)

Pacts Give Rackmil

$122,500 Yearly
Milton R. Rackmil, whose employment contract as president of Universal Pictures, provides for a salary of
$80,000 per year, has taken a 50 per
cent salary cut as Decca Records
president to give him $42,500 instead
of $85,000 per year as chief executive
of the latter company, Decca has disclosed in a report to the Securities &

Exchange, Commission.
Decca, shortly before Rackmil was
elected Universal president, became
(Continued on page 4)

Youngstein on Last

Lap of Drive Tour
Chicago, Sept.

9.

—Max

stein, vice-president of

who

E. Young-

United Artists,

drive captain in the company's
"Bill
Heineman Sales Drive," has
arrived here from New York to
launch a 10-day, 10,000-mile tour that
will take him to nine key exchanges
in preparation for the last lap of the
drive which U. A. says already has
resulted in all-time weekly highs for
(Continued on page 4)
is

tion

Picture

Advertisers,
Harry McWilliams,

In

Ohio Case

Future Industry Plans
Hinge on the Decision

tre

Courses

Monogram branch manager said that
the boom may continue for as long as

15.

Nathan Halpern, president of TheaNetwork Television, also disclosed

Will Keynote

The Dietz

Minneapolis, Sept. 9.
greatest construction boom of drivein theatres in the history of the
Northwest

Three television-equipped Fabian Theatres, including the 4,060-seat
in Brooklyn, N. Y., will carry the telecast of the Walcott-Marciano
heavyweight title bout on Sept. 23, thus bringing the number of theatres
which have already disclosed plans to join the trans-continental telecast

Fox

AMPA

president, disclosed yesterday.
set
up the courses
for the benefit
Howard Dietz
of industry
employes here who are desirous of
improving their knowledge of promotional techniques or learning
new ones.
The 12-week initial course, which
will be conducted Thursday evenings, will open in the screening
room of the
Pictures home
office on Sept. 25. Tuition will be
$15 per course and classes will last
two hours per evening.

AMPA

yesterday that in addition to Fabian's
Fox, the Grand in Albany, N. Y., and
National in Richmond, the Paramount
and the Telenews, in San Francisco,
will also carry the bout.
Negotiations with Century Circuit,
Warner Brothers,
Loew's,
Theatres and others for the fight telecast are continuing, in the meantime.
It was also learned that Comerford's
Capital Theatre, Binghamton, N. Y., a
1,609-seater, also plans to carry the
event, which will be telecast from
Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium. The
only contingency for the Capitol Theatre, it was added, is the availability
of long lines and local loops. Pricing
policy for the Capitol still is to be determined.
Other theatres which have already
(Continued on page 4)

RKO

Toledo,

—

Sept. 9.
Judge Frank
said today that he will
render his decision in Municipal
Court tomorrow morning in the industry newsreel censorship case.
It is expected that the industry's
campaign to eliminate motion picture
censorship in the other states that
have censor boards will pick up speed
if
the attack on the Ohio newsreel
censorship law results in a decision
by Judge Wiley that is favorable to

W. Wiley

the industry.
If, however. Judge Wiley rules unfavorably from an industry standpoint,
the defendant, local exhibitor Martin
G. Smith, and the Motion Picture Association of America and the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio are
expected to appeal, with the ultimate
aim of getting the case before the U.S.
Supreme Court. The
and the
Ohio ITO co-operated with Smith's
attorney's in preparing the "test" case
(Continued on page 4)

MPAA

FCC

Says Para, in

DuMont

Control of

RKO

Washington,

—

The FedCommission's
broadcast bureau told the FCC today
eral

Sept.

9.

Communications

that Paramount Pictures has negative
control of Allen B. Du Mont Labora-

Truman in Tribute
To Para. Newsreel
Newsreels

were

called

the

American

about

"indis-

informed
day" in
of congratulations by President

Truman,

public

problems

the

a letter

an

... by which

pensable public service

sent to the

keeps

of

the

Paramount home

here yesterday on the 25th anniversary of Paramount News.
The event was marked by an informal home office luncheon honoring A. J. Richard, editor of Paramount News. Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures Corp.,
paid tribute to the veteran newsreel
editor whose motion picture experience goes back to 1907.
In addition to President Truman's
congratulations, other letters of tribute were received from General Sory
Smith, director of public information
Robert A. Lovett, Secretary of Defense; Charles Sawyer, Secretary of

and at the same time both
and Paramount denied the

tories, Inc.,

Du Mont

existence of control.
The. two companies and the broadcast bureau made these statements in
proposed findings filed today with the
Commission and dealing with the
question of Paramount's control of
Du Mont. This is one of the issues
in the United Paramount Theatres
(Continued on page 5)

office

;

Commerce
of

the

at

Ontario

Film Censorship

—

Toronto, Sept. 9. After buying
film features and short subjects in
the United States for its television

programs

at

Montreal

and

;

at

To-

the
Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. denied the right of the Ontario
Board of Censors to pass upon the
ronto,

pictures.

"We are a Dominion government
Edgar Hoover, head organization and we are not bound
John W. Snyder, Sec- by provincial censorship," it was

J.

;

FBI

Balks

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page

S)

Sid Kramer, RKO Radio
short subject sales manager, disclosed that the
company has scheduled a
total of 79 short subjects
for 1952-53. The program
comprises 35 two-reelers
and 44 one-reelers, representing a total of 114
reels

—

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 9.
Monogram - Allied Artists
has purchased the Monogram franchise - operated
exchange in Detroit from
William B. Hurlbut, J. L.
Saxe and George W. Weeks,
president Steve Broidy
announced here at the
board of directors meeting today. Negotiations
were conducted by vicepresident Harold Mirisch
and studio attorney Barnett Shapiro.

;:

:

Motion Picture Daily

2
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Indian Film Delegation to News reel
Parade
Arrive Mon. for US Tour -\TEWSREELS

Personal
Mention

mainly featured the
Presidential candidates addressing fanners, the Miss and Mrs. America, beauty contests and tennis championship finals.
Other topics were
Queen Elizabeth at Scottish games,
the air shozv in England and Truman
-i-M

arrived here
CHARLES CHAPLIN
yesterday ac-

At the joint invitation of the U. S. State Department and Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, 14
top-ranking Indian motion picture industry personalities will arrive here
Monday for a four-week, eight-city tour of the country, including a visit
In
illy wood.
The invitation was extended as part
at
of a program to bolster U.S. -Indian
relations and to reciprocate India's re-

from Hollywood
companied by his wife and his longtime associate! Harky Crocker. He
will remain here for about a week be-

I

England.

fore, sailing- for

Wednesday, September

1

1

Maintain Secrecy

•

David Nathan. and Ben R. Katz,
Bernard J.
Universal executives;

and

the handicapped.
tents follow':

Complete con-

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. li^::!^ = and
Stevenson talk to farmers.
flies
Jet
through sound barrier.
ception of American film industry repMiss and Mrs.
Prockter, Jr., pre sident of Prockter resentatives at the international Film
America.
Sedgman and Connollv win
tennis titles.
Productions, and his wife, and JenFestival held in New Delhi last March.
nifer Jones and her children will sail
Washington, Sept. 9. British and NEWS' OF THE DAY, No. 204— "Ike" and
Seven of the 14 goodwill visitors
from here for Europe today on the are leading actors and actresses of the industry negotiators meeting here for
Adlai address farmers. British air. show.
Miss and Mrs. America. National tennis
S.S. Queen Mary.
Indian screen, with producers, direc- the second day to work out a new
championships.
•
Scottish
games
thrill
monetary
agreement
pulled
down
a
tors and a cinematographer among the
Elizabeth.
Bob Dorfman, assistant to Charles others.
curtain of secrecy and refused to diPARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 7-King and
Levy, Walt Disney's "Eastern publiHighlights of their initial four days vulge anything in the way of facts
Queen of tennis. Berlin bounces boogieDorfMrs.
city representative, and
and
figures.
in New York, starting Sept. 16, inwoogie.
Miss and Mrs. America. 100.man announce the birth of a daugh- clude an officia ! welcome by the mayor
Only fact coming out of the morn000
hear
residential
candidates'
farm
'Brooklyn
the
A'nn,
at
Barbara
ter,
talks.
a luncheon reception at the U.N. Sec- ing and afternoon sessions held here
Woman's Hospital.
retariat, and a reception, hosted by today at the Motion Picture Associa- TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 37A-Steven•
sen speaks in Denver.
Johnston,
at,, the
Waldorf-Astoria, tion of America was that the teams
Miss and Mrs.
GoldMrs.
Samuel Goldwyn and
America.
Furious
fighting in
Korea.
with luminaries of the Broadway stage would meet again tomorrow. British
Queen visits Scottish games. Favorites
wyn are scheduled to arrive in New and Hollywood in attendance.
spokesmen, led by Sir Frank Lee,
win tennis finals.
York from Europe by plane next
The visitors also, will attend a per- permanent secretary of the British
Tuesday and will spend several days formance of "The King and I," and Board of Trade, have previously in- UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 5S4^Stevenson
and "Ike" in Minnesota. News-in-Brief
here before leaving for the Coast.
on the following ^veiling will be guests dicated their feeling that disclosure
oil
explosion. Truman
and the handi•
of 20tli Century-Fox and the Rivoli of the terms they are asking might
capped, baby parade. Air show in EngWilliam B. Zoellner, head of theatre at, the world premiere of "The diminish their bargaining power.
land.
Wrestling.
M-G-M short subject sales and news- Snows of Kilimanjaro."
Industry
representatives,
led
by
FATHE NEWS, No. 9.— Canreels, will be in Minneapolis from New
Their activities in New York will
president Eric Johnston and
didates bid for farm vote.
Disaster at
York on Monday on, the first stop- be rounded But by 3 a trip to Pough- Ellis, Arnall, president of the Society
British air show.
Truman and handitour.
capped. Marshal sails to dedicate monuover of a five-city Midwest
kee|>sie, a visit to West 'Point, and a of Independent Motion Picture Pro.'•
ment. Miss and Mrs. America. National
reception and tea by Mr>. Eleanor ducers, are respecting the wishes of
tennis finals.
Fred Hutchinson, managing direc- Roosevelt at I I'vde Pa'fki
the British and have said nothing.
Britain,,
tor of sales for Paramount in
In Washington, Sept. 19-22, the
has arrived, here from London by group will meet with President Truplane for a week of home office con- man. They will be guests of honor
ferences.
at a reception given by the State De•
partment at Blair House, and another
If
Washington, Sept. 9. Stock tradRay E. Moon, Universal's assistant to be given by' the Indian Embassy.
general sales manager, and P. T. Johnston will again be host at a dinner ing by industry officers and directors
Columbus, O., Sept. 9.
"Free
Dana, Eastern, division manager, will which will be followed by a screening was very light from mid-July to midbe in Boston, today from New York.
in MPAA's Academia theatre of In- August, according to a report issued movies" via home television if the
today by the Securities and Exchange government's 16mm. suit is successful
dia's first feature picture in color.
actually would not be free, said Norcommission covering that period.
Herman : Ripps, field assistant to
At Monogram W. Ray Johnson re- man Nadel, theatre editor of the
M-G-M's Eastern sales manager,
ported his holdings at 4,217 shares of Citisen.
John P. B YRNE left here yesterday
The viewer he said, would pay for
common, after 1,900 shares had been
for Albany and Gloversville.
returned on offer of rescission. Harry such films by increases in the price
M. Warner disposed of 100 shares of "toothpaste, laxatives clothing,
Irving Maas of the Motion Picture
of
Association of America's international
rner Brothers common, leaving food, deodorants, soft drinks, breakhis personal holdings at 245,300 shares fast food and beer." Quality of films
division^ is " in Tokyo "from- New
Five new features have been com- and 16,000 in
York,
a trust.
At United would be cut if the U.S. wins, Nadel
pleted
abroad for Franco - London Paramount Theatres Walter
•
"If television is not strong
P. Mar- added.
DaVid Cantor, assistant to Tekry Films, it was revealed here by their shall bought 25 shares of common, enough to continue to supply enterTurner,
Radio director of ex- American spokesman, Arthur Davis. bringing his holdings up to 125. tainment without using a legal weapon
were produced in France,-pnc in Loew's acquired
ploitation,
in Dallas from
is
New Three
197 shares of Loew's to usurp movie production, that lack
Italy and one is a French-Italian BiYork.
Boston Theatres common, leaving of strength will show up sooner or
lingual co-production.
•
them with 129,934 shares at the close later, at which time nothing will be
The three French pictures are of the period.
able to save it," he declared.
David Coplon, head of International "The
Minute of Truth," starring Jean
Nadel said that the "ideal situaFilm Distributors, London, is eh route 'Gabin,
Michele Morgan and Daniel
tion" of good movies in theatres and
to New York and will visit Holly-?
Gelin,
directed by Jean
Dellanoy
good video at home is most apt to
wood and Canada.
"The House of Silence," directed by
be achieved if the two media are
G. W. Pabst and featuring Jean Maallowed "full freedom of enterprise in
Russell
Holman,
Paramount's rais, Frank Villard, and Aldo Fabrizi,
Boston, Sept. 9.—Martin J. Mullin,
Eastern production manager, left here and "Night Beauties," directed by president of New England Theatres, their own fields."
yesterday for Hollywood:
Rene Clair, starring Gerard Philipe, disclosed today that five out of the
o
Martine Carole and Gina Lollobrigida. circuit's six closed houses will be in
The Italian picture is Vittorio De full-time operation by Sept. 21.
Dore Schary, M-G-M vice-presiTwo of the houses have already
dent in charge of production, will ar- Sica's "Hello, Elephant !" starring- De
Sica with Sabu and Maria Mercedar. opened.
rive here from the Coast Sept.i: 26.
They are the Olympia in
Herb Golden will terminate 14 years
The French-Italian production, co- Lynn, Mass., and the Merrimack as a film reporter for Variety this
directed by Roberto Rossellini, Claude Square in Lowell, Mass., with the
Sidney Kramer,
week to join the 51st Street branch
Radio short
Autant-Lara and Yves Allegret, is Field's Corner Theatre in Dorches- of Bankers Trust
subjects sales manager, is in Toronto
Co. here, where he
"The
Seven
Capital Sins," starring ter, the Harvard in North Cambridge will serve in a new entertainment infrom New York for a few days.
Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Viv- and the Strand in Somerville to open dustries
•
division headed by Harry
iane Romance and Frank Villard.
about Sept. 21. The Broadway Thea- Watkins, vice-president.
The new
Jules Levey, producer, has left for
"Hello, Elephant!" and "The beven tre, in Chelsea will remain closed
but department will specialize in financing
Montreal and Toronto, and will re- Capital Sins" will
be released in the may
reopen later this year, said of films, television, radio and related
main in Canada for about ten days.
United States before the end of 1952. Mullin.
fields.
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Royal Performance

May

Get 'Andersen'

London,

Sept.

9.

— Bettng

here favors Samuel Goldwyn's
"Hans Christian Andersen"
as tae likely choice for the
Royal Film Performance at
M-G-M's Empire Theatre, Oct.
27. Many feei it has a slight
edge over Britain's favored
entry, "i ickwick Papers," from
George Minter's Renown Pictures.

Film viewings by the selecstart Thurs-

tion panel will
day.

Held for

Services

Charles W. Bunn, 61
Funeral services were held Monday
for Charles W. Bunn, 61, veteran motion picture and theatre equipment executive, who died suddenly last Saturday- at his home at Highland Falls,

3

Review

National

"The Golden Hawk"

Pre-Selling

(Columbia)

KATZMAN'S PRODUCTION of Frank Yerby's best-selling novel,
SAM
"The Golden Hawk,"
a lively pirate saga replete with sterling heroics,
formidable sailing vessels, obstreperous battles and lovely women. Completing its array of merchandisable assets are color by Technicolor and a cast
carrying such marquee names as Sterling Hayden, Rhonda Fleming and
John Sutton.
Hayden, in the role of a French privateer, is a fine figure of a sea captain
who captures a bevy of beautiful ladies who themselves turn out to be
masters of ships. All of these become smitten with Hayden except Miss
Fleming, a notorious lady pirate in disguise. The Frenchman, however, falls
very much in love with her. Another of his prisoners, played by Helena
Carter, loses her heart to Hayden, but he finds out before long that she is
the fiancee of Sutton, sinister Spanish governor of Cartagena. This triangle,
is resolved in the denoument when Hayden slips into the fortress of Cartagena and, after being caught and exposed by Miss Fleming, finally is saved
by her. The climax is marked by the bombardment of the city and its
capture.

Also in the cast are Paul Cavanagh, Michael Ansara, Raymond Hatton,
Alex Montoya and David Bond. Sidney Salkow directed with emphasis on
quick pace. Robert E. Kent wrote the screenplay.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not

set.

N. Y.
as

MGM

with First National's special
field force, headed Warner Brothers'
road show department and, with the

Quebec on 'Junket'
Miss Zucker Lunch
Two more, flights have been set by
More than 85 friends and associates
turned out Warner Brothers according to the
at the MGM home

Bunn entered the industry in 1915
a member of the sales staff of
World Film Corp. Later he was affiliated

introduction of sound, became sales
head of Vitaphone Corp. At the time
of his retirement several years ago,
he was general sales manager of Electrical Research Products, distributing
and servicing sound equipment sub-

Western

sidiary of

Record $3? ,000 for
'Somebody' in Chi.
— Paramount's
Chicago, Sept.
9.

"Somebody Loves Me"

is said to have
box-office records in the
first three days of its world premiere

smashed

all

Ben Melniker

retary to

of the legal

Fielding, Melniker, Irving Greenfield, Archie
eltman, Stanley ThompMorris
Sher,
Earle
Beatty,
son,
George Sharf, Jay Eisenberg, Sid
Bromberg, Dolph Schadler, Mark

W

Tom

Avramo,

Robinson,

Bill

Orn-

Gilbert Wallterstein. The brideto-be w as presented with silver.
stein,

T

Goal for
Coast Charity Group

$1,225,000

—

Sept. 9.
The PermaCharities Committee has announced a goal for the 1953 campaign
Campaign chairman
of $1,225,000.

Hollywood,

The Rivoli Theatre here will be
closed to the public all day Sept. 17
to prepare for that evening's invitaErnest Hemingway's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro,"
premiere

tional

of

it
was announced by Montague Salmon, the Rivoli's executive director.
Refurbishing- of
the
lobby,
and

said,

"While

slightly in

excess of the amount actually subscribed in last year's campaign, $1,225,000 is entirely a realistic goal
which we believe we can reach."

Rosen

Visits Coast

Hollywood,

Sept.

9.

—

Samuel

Rosen, executive of Fabian Theatres,

New

.here to view pictures
visited the Warner
lot for conference with studio executives and meeting Warner stars on the

York,

is

in production,

and

duction.
I

In Quebec today is a group of naand fan magazine writers, including Larry Elliot, Coronet; Ed
tional

Miller, Seventeen; Tony Gray, Photoplay, and Bess Little, Goodman Publications.

them.
Bell

Ed
INS
Kay

Flying up

tomorrow

writers

L.

Mel Heimer,

;

Stein,

INP

;

L.

King
Phyllis

will be
Stevenson,
Features
Battelle,

installations

for

Chaplin to Observe
His 40th Anniversary
Charles
first

film

Chaplin's

"Limelight," his
will be de-

in five years,
as
his
"40th

Anniversary
it
was announced by Francis
M. Winikus, national director of advertising-publ'city f< r United Artists,
which will release the picture before
the end of the year.
scribed
Film,"

"Limelight" marks four decades
Chaplin appeared in his first
motion picture, "Making a Living,"
a Keystone Comedy.
since

Set Dates for 'Beloved'
"Cry,

the

Beloved

Country"

will

which

is

distributing the Lopert film.

major producing companies and Broadtheatres, were responsible for the
splurge of full-page ads which hit all
of the Metropolitan newspapers here
on Sunday. We explored around to

way

who instigated this fine institutional gesture at the beginning of a

discover

"Greater

Movie Season," and found

that the Motion Picture Association
of America gave credit to Ed Churchill's staff, who prepared the ad copy
and then solicited the necessary support for it. It was about the best piece
of pre-selling of the year, and we
know that the motion picture industry
in New York, as well as across the
country, will benefit from it. This was
distinctly a New York presentation,
but the idea can be followed elsewhere, for it is a good example lor
any city or town with a representative
number of supporting theatres.

•

DuFine-Kaufman,

Inc., advertising public relations experts in New
York, are similarly charged with
offering something new and different in their "Goodstix" transparent
plastic posters, in miniature size

and

full color.

M-G-M was among

the first to use this ingenious pointof-sale device for motion pictures,
and now, with the formation of a

new

company,

Goodren

Products

Corp., at 136 West 21st Street, New
York, it is to be expected that other
film companies will follow. You
merely press the adhesive strip
against glass, where it stays until
you want to peel it off.
•

"The Snoivs

of

Kilimanjaro"

feature article in the

new

is

the

dated

star portraits of

Carreras Sets Six
Anglo-U.S. Features
London,

Sept.

9.—James Carreras,

American cooperative features here in
the next 12 months.
Four will be
made jointly with Sol Lesser; two

of

and

Coe, advertising agents
industry, who serve

film

Ava Gardner and Susan Hayivard on

radio,

TV

the

to

;

with Robert Lippert.
First on the schedule is "The Flanagan Boy," starring Barbara Payton,
with Reginald Le Borg directing.

Another from Rogers
For Warner Bros.
Hollywood,

—

Sept. 9.
As the result
negotiations
completed between
Jack L. W'arner, executive producer,
and Mitchell Hamilburg, representative of the Will Rogers family, Will
of

Rogers, Jr., who had planned to make
only one motion picture, has been
signed to star for Warner Brothers

"The Boy from Oklahoma."

George Joins Culhane

Hollywood, Sept. 9. Services will move into a series of first-run, popuGeorge L. George, director of the
be held tomorrow at Steens Mortuary, lar-price engagements in Chicago, Se- Academy
Award - winning
Signal
North Hollywood, for Arthur J. Zell- attle, New Orleans and Washington, Corps featurette, "Toward Independner, 59, veteran scenarist and publicist, during the next 10 days, it was an- ence," has been appointed producerwho died yesterday night following a nounced by William J. Heineman, director for Shamus Culhane Produclong illness.
The widow and two sales vice-president of United Artists, tions, Inc., it was announced by Culdaughters survive.

onahue &

Look,
Harold Blumenfeld, Acme and
Sept. 23, and it covers seven inside
Sullivan, of Parade.
Warner's pages in both color and black-andFelix Greenfield will accompany them.
white, in addition to

in

—

Siegel, Warner home
contact, accompanied

newsreel coverage of the
opening of the 20th Century-Fox production make the closing necessary.

readying

sets.

Services for Zellner

Eve

magazine

office

head of Exclusive Films, has completed deals to produce six Anglo-

nent

Dore Schary

"I

syndicate

Prepare for 'Snows'

audiences, the
Hutton and Ralph
starring Betty
Meeker, reportedly nearly doubled the
opening day's business of the previous
record holder, Hal Wallis' "Sailor
Beware," grossing $13,500.

City to cover the location shooting of
Confess," Alfred Hitchcock pro-

who on Sept. 14 will become Mrs. Abe Palen. Among those
who attended were J. Robert Rubin,

$37,000 gross.

standing room only
Technicolor musical,

~\

to

company's schedule of taking key city
newspaper,
syndicate
and national
magazine representatives to Quebec

department,

Close Riv oli to

to

Writers

office

yesterday at Trader Horn's for a
luncheon given to Gladys Zucker, sec-

engagement, which began last Friday
at the Chicago Theatre here with a
Playing

News

Executives at

Ben

Electric.

\

is

hane.

the front cover.
Exhibitors will do
well to acquire enough copies of this
issue to prepare and display a special
lobby frame on the picture, made up
from the magazine's pages, and including the color splash and editorial

comment.

The magazine

says,

"Some

of the ivords are Hcmingivay's ;
film takes two hours to sec, and
cause the action is better than
ivords, it is a good one." Also, in

the
bethe
the

next Sunday issue of Pictorial Review
color photograph of Miss HayWard will be run in conjunction with
an interview with her.

a

"Soundscriber," the dictating machine that is used in United Artists'
"Sudden Fear," is purchasing large
ads in 150 newspapers across the country, tying in with openings of the film.
The company is also making available
to theatres the use of a machine for
the lobby to record patroi s voices,
and the discs, which play or any 33^j
r.p.m. phonograph, will be given to
patrons free.
Further promotion is
provided through the mailing of dis :s
for recording to secretaries, sc.iools
and potential customers, who are
asked to bring the recording to the
theatre in exchange for guest tickets,
with "Soundscriber" paying the admission for all discs turned in. Special
kits have been sent to dealers and
agents as a tieup with local playdates.

Walter Brooks

.

;

Commonwealth Fall
Meet Opens in K. C.

present importance.
The division managers and their
presented new product, each
staffs
group talking on productions of a
company. Winners of various contests
were announced, and presentations
w ere made at the banquet in the' evening. The "King of the Sun" award
in the traditional contest of summer
months, for covered theatre managers,
went to Ray Watkins, Superior, Neb.

Smith had exposed himself to arBut, industry observers point out,
and fine for showing in one of his the high court ruled against censortheatres a newsreel that had not been ship in the "Pinky" and "Miracle"
submitted to the Ohio censor board. cases, and if the states refuse to be
The exhibitor did this to co-operate guided by the Supreme Court dewith the
in the industry cam- cisions, the industry may have to impaign to have the state law declared press upon the justices the unqualified
unconstitutional
in
light
of
the need for "test" cases. The decision by
"Pinky" and "Miracle" decisions of Judge Wiley may serve to arm the inthe U. S. Supreme Court.
dustry with a good argument in this
A certain amount of caution in pur- connection should it not hold the
here.
rest

branch manager.
Adcock cited the many Min-

MPAA

Loop hold-overs

of
first-run pictures as proof of
the box-office upward trend
here. Cities where box-office

grosses

are

reported

excep-

good are Duluth,
Minn., and Bismark, N. D.
tionally

its

suing "test" cases in other states is state's censorship laws to be unconstilikely to be exercised by the industry, tutional, as the industry contends.
is understood, in view of the Suit
preme Court's expressed disinclination
Close Pimlico
to see so-called "test" actions against
Baltimore, Sept. 9, Lauritz Garcensorship coming to the fore with increasing frequency.
Hence, industry man has closed his 1,100-seat Pimlico
strategy in fighting the state censor- Theatre here. It is located near the
ship statutes may be altered somewhat Pimlico racetrack. Garman is disposto enable future actions to be accepted ing of all equipment and the. building
as uncontrived, it was said. Ideas for will be given over for commercial desuch strategy are as yet undeveloped. velopment.

Theatre

Rackmil Pacts
(Continued from page 1)
the

holder

principal
stock.

of

Universal

Rackmil's contracts with Universal

and Decca are both for a period of
The runner-up was Harold Mc- seven years from last July IS. The
Cracken, Belleville, Kan. The "King Decca pact stipulates that he shall

of the Moon" award, for drive-in
theatre managers, went to Dick

give at least one-third of his business
time to performing his duties for
mack, Harrison, who won it last year that company, and the Universal conalso. Runner-up in the drive-in com- tract also requires that
he shall depetition was Dale Stewart, Spring- vote "not more
than one-third of his
field, Mo.
business time" to Decca.
Guest speaker at the banquet was
The Decca contract takes cogniSterling Silliphant, the toastmaster
zance "of the fact that Rackmil has
Bob Walter. Service pins were pre- undertaken to serve as president and
sented by Jameyson, one for 20 years'
director of
Universal Pictures, in
and one for 15 years with the circuit. which Decca had made

Wom-

Silliphant will also speak tomorrow
at the morning session, and division

meetings will be held.

Drive-in

Boom

(Continued from page 1)
days ago. Drive-in theatres are under
construction at Navarre, Minn.
on
Lake Minnetonka by the Navarre
Amusement Corp. of Minneapolis, at
;

by Ernest Schweigert
and at Ashland, Wis., by Frank Hahn.
Lyle Carrish of Wayzata, Minn, is
Miller,

S.

D.,

scheduling construction of a
in at Hibbing, Minn.

Truman

new

drive-

Tribute

(Continued from page 1)
retary of the Treasury Oscar Chapman, Secretary of the Interior and
Jesse M. Donaldson, Postmaster Gen;

;

Decca' salary

to

is

be

paid in the form of $817.31 per week,
while his Universal salary comes to
Each company
$1,538.50 per week.
has granted him a one-month vacation per year.
The Decca agreement, stating that
Rackmil "may serve as an officer or
consultant to Universal and its subsidiaries or affiliates under his agreement with Universal dated July 15,
1952," allows that "he may continue
to hold any directorship, trusteeship or
executorship which he now has, but
he shall not, without first obtaining
the consent of the board of directors
of Decca, assume any new obligations
in
any such capacity except such
directorships in Universal, its subsidiaries
and affiliates as shall be
appropriate to his continuing relation
with that company."

eral.

Join

TNT

Line-up

(Continued from page 1)

announced their intentions of joining
the network include the Guild Theatre, New York; St. James, Asbury
Park Orpheum, Los Angeles LTptown, Tivoli and Marbro, Chicago
Palm
Paramount, Hammond, Ind.
State, Detroit, and Radio City, Minneapolis, ft is believed that John Wolf:

only $624* for a

;

;

10-DAY

;

HAWAIIAN
VACATION!

Broadway Theatre, Denver,
berg's
has also contracted for the event.

Youngstein
(Continued from page 1)
Mainliner transportation, hotel

Includ.

3

acccrr.r,

odations and sightseeing.

With

',ust

one of United Air

Lines' low-

expense Hawaiian Air Vacations. There
are

others from which to choose,
up to 23 days. Call or write for
a free descriptive folder. * From New York
six

lasting

UNITED AIR LINES
{Fares plus tax.)

minimum

of one meetYoungstein began his
final swing around the country with
a session at the local exchange. He
will be in Denver tomorrow, Salt
Lake City Thursday, Seattle on Friday, Los Angeles over the weekend,
San Francisco on Monday, Los Angeles again next Tuesday, Dallas on
Wednesday, and New Orleans on
Thursday, Sept. 18.
billings.

ing a day

Thai'?

Another typical example
of

how

so

many

subscriptions

a substantial

investment."

Rackmil's

a

1952

(Continued from page 1)

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 9. Good
pictures are smashing boxoffice records in the Minneapolis exchange area, according to Myron Adcock, Warner

neapolis

10,

Rule Today on Censorship

Up

Report Business
In Minneapolis

Kansas City, Sept. 9.—The twoday fall meeting of Commonwealth
Theatres began here this morning at
the Muehlebach Hotel with R. M.
Shelton, general manager, presiding
for the preliminary proceedings. H. E.
Jameyson, president, gave the keynote
talk stressing showmanship.
Elmer C. Rhoden, president of FoxMidwest, was the guest speaker at
the luncheon reviewing the history of
Commonwealth from small beginnings
to

Wednesday, September
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keep coming to
Motion Picture Daily

.

.

Dear Mr. Quigley:

My father, J. F. Woodward, formerly
with the Delft Theatre Circuit of Milwaukee, has recently formed the Lake-Wood
Circuit servicing Wisconsin and Michigan.
Previously he served as district manager
of Eagle-Lion in St. Louis and branch
manager of 20th Century-Fox in Milwaukee.

Enclosed is my check to cover a
year's subscription to MOTION PICTURE
DAILY which he and I consider the finest
His opinion
of the trade publications.
is based on over twenty years in the business which started with the old Pathe company in Chicago. My somewhat different
viewpiont is slanted from three years of
New York TV. We both agree that it pays
tp_

r ead MPD.

Please send his copies to:
J. F. Woodward
Lake-Wood Circuit
4652 N. Lake Drive
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

set,

Sincerely,
Joan Woodward
Asst. director,
THE FRED WARING SHOW.

:
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Broadcasting

merger

Co.

hearing- recently terminated before the
FCC. Proposed findings on the other
issues in the hearing are due in ten

f~\lh FATES,

first to ever have been CB Signed to a three-way
contract, actor-writer-proclucer, whose own career would make
an entertaining story, will become executive director for GoodsonTodman Productions starting next Monday.
Mel Allen, Tommy

days.

Has

'Negative' Control

In its findings the broadcast bureau
declared that neither Paramount nor
Du Mont have affirmative control, but

Bureau

said

that

the

who

it

findings concluded, that
"ever desired or attempted
obtain such control."

.

A

.

A

.

.

.

Tin Pan Alley's

MY

it

&

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount now holds all the
outstanding shares of Class B
stock in Du Mont as well as 2.8
per cent of the outstanding A
stock. There are five Class A
directors on the Du Mont board
and three Class B Paramount

.

,

.

.

.

it,

it

it

Film scouts should take a gander at the
exec Dave Miller has brought in from
record
new baritone that
Philly. Name's Dick Lee and he sings and looks like a million dollars.
... George Harris, national sales manager for Dunhill cigarets,

The

Du Mont

.

.

Mack

Sennett has been

is in a bit of a dither these days. Seems
getting bids to re-issue his Keystone Kops series for
United Artists
was one of Ford Sterling's Kops.

that

.

.

.

TV and George
TV package,

;
"Sports Parade," which opened two months ago in 22 cities', is now
"Martin
sdrfgter
of
former
Sanford,
Don
cities.
.T Viewed in 35
Kane, Private Eye," has been signed to write the' -Man Against
Crime," stories.

-

,

.

.

.

Atkin Managing House
Albany, N.

Y., Sept.

9.— Gerry At-

attorneys have filed proposed findings

advertising and
publicity director in the, Eastern New
York district, is now also managing
Albany zone manager
Ritz,
the

on the remaining merger

Charles

kin,

Warner Theatres

Smakwitz announced.

It

Atkins' first suclr assignment. Tt was
disclosed that Oscar J. Perrin,
who managed the downtown "B" first
run for four years has returned to his
former post at the Uptown Madison.
who had 'been
Brousseau,
Jbhn
doubling from the Delaware, continues
at that neighborhood house.

also

is

Du

Mont,

entitled to elect j iiree
is
of the board, the secrqtary,
treasurer
and
assistant
treasurer.
Class
stockholders elect the others.

members

A

The

corporation's nominees for Class
stockholders' votes consist of five
of the present board members, Allen
B. Du Mont, Bruce T. Du Mont,
Thomas T. Goldsmith, Jr., Stanley F.
Patten and Percy M. Stewart, with
Allen B. Du Mont for president, and
Patten for vice-president.

A

The

company's

proxy

statement

notes that the identity of the directors
and officers to be elected by Paramount are unknown to it. Listed compensation paid to officers—last year
are: Allen Du Mont, $50,500; Leonard Cramer, former vice-president,
$52,961
Goldsmith, director of research, $25,400.
The special meeting of stockholders
is
being held in lieu of the annual
meeting which was not held last
;

May

5.

Balks at Ontario
(Continued from page 1)
ruled by Stuart W. Griffiths, CBC
supervisor of programs here.
Ernest _L. Bushnell, director-gen-

both TV and
bought some pictures in the States and they've been
Censored by some board down there
but not by the Ontario Board."
Bushnell asserted that the CBC
would do its own policing.
O. T. Silverthorne, chairman of the
Ontario censors, objected to the attitude of the Federal agency, declaring
"This board was set up to make sure
our children and young people would
get proper entertainment."
eral of programs
radio, added:

for

"We

.

.

LOTSA DOTS

directors.

issues.

.

YOUR

it

it

Du Mont

Next step on the way to a final
Commission decision on this and other
merger issues will be the hearing examiner's decision^ which should come
anywhere from two or six weeks after

starting Sept. 20.

Paula Stone writes from the Coast that she is preparing tzvo new
Mrs. North," will debut on TV
musicals for Broadway.
"Mr.
Friday, Oct. 3, and will be CBSeen 10:00-10:30 P.M. Series will
be sponsored by Colgatc-Palmolive-Peet Co., which will continue
the radio series. Films, starring Barbara Britton and Richard- Denning, as Pain and Jerry, are nozv being shot at the Sam Goldwyn
That constant WABDuel befzveen the
studios in Hollywood.
sales and production departments should be called a drazv and all
Radio stations should avail
concerned zvould benefit thereby.
themselves of the opportunity of presenting a timely and. interesting scries of public service programs, "Err and of Me rcy," prod.uced in Hollywood by Louis Graf for llie American Red Cross,
Rex Marshall, whq is anwith Rod O'Connor, announcer.
nouncer of Aiitolite's "CBSuspensc" Show for the fourth year, will
also announce the "Herman Hickman Show" when it. NBComDennis (Voice of Old Gold Ciggies) James zvill cut up
mences.
with Herb Shriner zvhen the .uczv "Tzvo For The Money" simulcast
takes place Tuesday Sept. 30 at 10:00 P.M. via NBC.' Sponsor of
the G oodson-T odman package is P. Lorillard Co.

FCC

Commission.

.

.

NOT

the

question of Paramount's control
has been up before the
Commission twice before and in each
case the FCC found that Paramount
did control Du Mont in the light of
the. Commission's ruling that no company or group may own more than
Most recent
five television stations.
FCC statement on the subject was a
proposed decision issued in 1948 but
which has never been finalized by the

.

CBSatudays

telecast

that Paramount has
•utterly failed to influence the policy
of Du Mont with respect to the
^declaration of dividends, major expenditures, stock issues and operating
•policies." Dr. Du Mont, the class
.majority of the Du Mont board of
management
directors, and the Class
f'have eliminated Paramount as an influence on operating policies, the findings continued. In addition, the DuMont statement said, "the opportunity cannot arise for Paramount to exercise its veto power."

of

.

octogenarian songwriter Al Bryan, who appeared last Friday
on the "We, the People" program is ever ready- with a quip,
anecdote or ad-lib. One day while having a cupacawffee at the
Paddock on Broadway, Irving Berlin asked Al, "How are
things?" "Oh," answered Bryan, "About the same." "What do
you mean, about the same?" asked the Triple AAAscap comsongs
poser. "Well," drawled Bryan. "You can still get
published and I still could
songs published."
get
.... Bob Houston, former NBChirper, just back from a successful engagement at the Hotel Roosevelt in N'Orlins, set for
a TV buildup by his new manager Paul Kapp.

100-Page Statement

',

-fr

.

Paramount

the

it'

.

Bill

.

A

In a 100 page statement

.

A

special meeting of common stockholders of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories will be held Oct. 20 in the company's offices at Clifton, N. J., to elect
eight directors, the president, vicesecretary,
treasurer
president,
and
assistant treasurer of the corporation.
Paramount Pictures, which bv*ns
all of the Class B common stoflk of

.

Dozier of CBS has three additional half hour
dramatic packages all ready for TV should certain time slots
become available.
We like the breezy style and hep sportcasting Jack Lescoulie delivers every morning on Dave GarProducer Jack Hurdle is
roway's daily TVideo, "Today."
seeking a vocalist for the "Jackie Gleason Show" which will be

Veep

such as engaging in a proxy
stock,
purchasing more Class
The brief pointed out that
etc."
Paramount could do those things with
the same results even if it only had
100 shares of stock. Paramount would
have no power to control Du Mont
the brief went on, unless it "took such
affirmative action." There is no evi-

told

.

will start his second year

.

findings maintained
that the company could not exercise
any power of control over DuMont
"unless it takes unusual affirmative

I

.

Sunday, Sept. 28, returns likewise to
radio, his NBClownings to be heard Tuesdays, 8:30-9:00 P.M., beginning next Tuesday. Red comes by his talents naturally, his father
Fred Allen will be off the
having been a circus clown for years.
air for awhile yet recuperating from an illness but one of his famous
characters,, will be heard in a daily 5-minute series titled, "Titus
Moody Speaks." Program will be presented by Bob Monroe over
WOR-Mutual and will bow in Sept. 30 (7:55-8:00 P.M.)

The Paramount

«to

.

Hamilton Benz, the scripter whose recent original story,
was a "De LUXe Video Theatre" thrill.
After carving
himself an altitudinous niche in his first season on TV, Red Skelton,

ing "clearly delineate a division
powers and duties betwewen
Paramount and Dr. Du Mont
and his associates on the varistockholders,
of
levels
ous
board, executive and management action." This division,
the bureau went on to say, "effectively prevents either group
from gaining ascendency over
the other in arriving at the
basic decisions of the company."

dence,

.

ested in
"Gilia,"

of

fight,

.

Bill

.

facts brought out at the hear-

action

.

.

Henry and Russ Hodges have been named to NBCover
11 NCAA football games starting- Sept. 20, with General
Motors picking up the tab.
Sam Jaffe Agency is plenty inter-

Harmon,
via TV,

that Paramount, '•through the power
to veto or block action on the many
basic decisions of the company, has
negative control of Du Mont."

The

—

Herman

with Pinky

-

Meeting for Oct. 20

Radio

Television

(Continued- from page 1)

American

Du Mont Annual

Set

Para. Control

Ignored Distributors
Canadian
had ignored the
film distributors in Canada in buying
at least three features in the U.S.
for its television programs!
These
are "Jamaica Inn," "Red Stallion"
and "Sky Dragon," the Canadian
rights for which are held by film
exchanges here.
The CBC has not bought a feature
from any Canadian distributor, it is
It

also developed that the

Broadcasting Corp.

claimed.

Business Will Grow
Despite TV: Berger
Minneapolis, April

9.

— The motion

picture theatre business will enjoy its
greatest period of prosperity ;as soon
as the novelty of television wears off,
Benjamin Berger, president of North
Central Allied, predicted at a district
:

meeting in Fargo, N. D.
Berger told the well-attended meet-

TV

ing of exhibitors at Fargo that
is going to hurt motion picture business until people get used ^to the
novelty! But remember, Berger added,
every home has a_._ kitchen, and still
restaurants do a big business.
,
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(5226|

(5253)

(5204)
Elliott

Thompson

Brown

(5213)

FOOLS

GOLD

AMBUSH

ZONE
Grant

BOWL

Wilson

8/27/52)

z

Artists)

9/4/52)

8/28/52)

BOUND

Clements

Christian

Hodiak

(5221)

Gorcey
(5216)
(5244)

(Color)
MONTANA

FARGO Bill

min.

STORY

INCIDENT

min.

min.

73

2

ROSE

Whip

YUKON

(Rev.

(Rev.

Kirby

—

D

63

(Rev.

(Allied

Leo

Marshall

BATTLE

D

John

FEUDIN'

Wild

Mack

(AA22)

min.

Linda

O

I)
ARMY

Stanley

0—54
CANYON

D

Jchnny

C—
O—70

[CTURE

1
FAGAN

ME

YOU'RE

Taylor
Lamas

Carpenter

Taylor

min.

2

Lawford

min.

7/23/52)

Greer

Leigh

min.

THREE

min.
6/16/52)

7/7/52)

7/8/52)

Turner

MERRY

AND

DEVIL

Kelly

Angeli

min.

WAR
Winters

Montalban

8/13/52)

min.

Lanza

8/19/52)

Farrell

min.

Rol.-nd

8/29/52)

71

FOR

79

96

105

(Color)

106

(Color)
IVANHOE

99

WIDOW

MINE

103

(Color)

SMOKE

—

—

—

—

Gene

2

Robert

Janet

Jane

Elizabeth

Lana

Fernando

(Rev.
Peter

YOU

(Rev.

FEARLESS
Carleton

CD—

(Rev.

D

C—

(Rev.

THE

THE

MAKES

MAN

Pier

D

Mario

(Rev.
Shelley

MC

Ricardo

D

APACHE

(Rev.

Gilbert

Glenda

(Rev.

M—

BECAUSE

MY

(5113)
(5116)
PEOPLE

THE

Cortesa

(5201)

Hayden

Hepburn
8/27/52)

MAN

8/22/52)

Cast

Leslie

UJ
a_
a.

HELLGATE

min.

min.
min.

3

88

Valentina

Special

Joan
(Rev.

Audrey

Sterling
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TROMBA.
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TIGER

(Rev.
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NO.

NEW

51

Tentative Deal

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Distribution Heads
Will Attend the

On a New U.K. TOA
Pact Reached
Terms Not Revealed;
Needs Formal Approval
Washington,
tative

Sept.

agreement

10.

on new

—A

Convention

Among the more than 500 from
exhibition and distribution who have
indicated they will attend the Theatre Owners of America convention in
Washington next week are several
top sales executives, including Alfred
W.

ten-

Schwalberg, Paramount Charles
Reagan, Loew's Al Lichtman, William Gehring and Arthur Silverstone,
20th Century-Fox; Abe Montague,
Columbia
James R. Grainger, Republic, and George Dembow, National
;

;

monetary
today by

terms was reached here
British and industry negotiators.

;

Announcement was made by the
Motion Picture Association of America at the close of three days of ne-

gotiations conducted by representatives of the British government, the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-

Screen.
As previously announced by

William

TOA,

Loew's vicechairman of the disarbitration negotiating comRodgers,

F.

and

president
tributors'

Producers and MPAA.
mittee, will address the convention
Both British and industry spokes- on arbitration.
Others definitely scheduled to atmen agreed not to make public any
de- tend are Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radetails of the agreement.
ture

MPAA

clared in its statement that details
probably would not be disclosed until
after the British government and the

two industry organizations had considered the terms of the agreement.
That they involve a modification of
the present agreement, however, was
admitted.
The British have insisted during
the negotiations that they did not
(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 5)

U. S.

-

France Rift

Aids Italian Films

CLARKSBURG,
10.

W.
Va.
The annual
of West Vir-

—

,

convention
ginia Allied opened here
today with a general discussion of business conditions and the booking
problems arising out of
print shortages and curtailed film transportation.
Allied president
Wilbur Snaper participated and tomorrow general counsel Abram Myers is
due to discuss the tax
issue. Leon Bamberger of
RKO Radio will also speak.
•

When "Somebody

Arbitration Meet
Off Until Monday
The meeting to act on the
industry arbitration system
draft which MPAA member
companies' presidents, sales
managers and attorneys had
scheduled for today at the
Hotel Astor here, yesterday
was postponed

to

Monday

at

the same location. After voting on the draft Monday
morning, the meeting probably will devote the afternoon
to a discussion of the An-

glo-American film agreement
reached yesterday in Washington. The postponement was
caused by MPAA president
Eric Johnston's having to rein the Capital for
pact clean-up talks.

Signs

More

Reels Censorship Ruled
Unconstitutional In
Toledo; State to Appeal
By

—

10.
Newsreel censorship as practiced 17 years under
the Ohio law violates both the Federal and State constitutions, Mu-

Judge

nicipal

Frank

ruled here today.
entitled
'prior

W. Wiley

"News

reels are

same protection from
restraint' as newspapers and
to

the

publications have historically
been entitled to receive," Judge Wiley

other

stated.

Prior restraint in the case of
regulations, the Judge
said, consists first of the requirement to submit films for
censorship prior to their showing and, secondly, of the requirement covering inspection

Ohio

UK

fees.

Up Two

N. Y. Theatres

GENE FISKE

Toledo, Sept.

The judge

said the

Ohio law vio-

both the constitution of Ohio,
and the First and 14th Amendments
lated

the

of

United States Constitution,
(Continued on page 5)

Century Circuit's Marine Theatre,
N. Y., and the Queens,
Queen Village, L. I., have booked the
likelihood that France will depend in- telecast of the Jersey Joe Walcottcreasingly on Italian film imports to Rocky
Marciano heavyweight title
fill the American product gap.
bout, thus becoming the fourth theatre
If U. S. films are kept out of France in New York which will carry the
for an extended time, American dis- trans-continental telecast originating
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
tributors could find upon resumption from Philadephia on Sept. 23.
of shipments that competition there
Century officials, while disclosing Asociation of America president, yesterday hailed the Toledo court deci(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
Brooklyn,

DecisionMomentous
Advance: Johnston

sion in the newsreel censorship case.

Said Johnston

Collier's Editorial Calls

:

"The Ohio
out

the

court's decision carries
clear dictates of the U. S.

is another momentous step toward the liberation of
American motion pictures from the
yoke of censorship.
"The ruling that the censorship of

Supreme Court and

U. S.

16mm.

Suit 'Foolish'

The government's suit to compel the sale of 16mm. films to television
and other non-theatrical users is described as "foolish," "cockeyed
sophistry" and establishing, if successful, a "disquieting" precedent, in a
full-page editorial in the Sept. 20th issue of Collier's magazine, on news-

(Continued on page 5)

Studio Unit to Raise

stands today.

JDA Industry Heads

Loves Meet Here Sept. 26

opens at the Roxy
Theatre here after the
current attraction, "Monkey Business," it will be
the first time that a Paramount picture has played
that showcase in 20 years.
Me"

OHIO CENSOR SUIT
WON BY INDUSTRY

TNT

The cessation of American film exports to France, a direct result of the
collapse of negotiations for a new

TEN CENTS

1952

main

Franco-American film agreement, has
caused concern in distribution circles
here over what was described as the

Sept.

11,

"Really
The editorial is headed
Happy Marriages Don't Start This
Way," and is illustrated with a car:

Eisenhower Funds
Hollywood,

toon in color depicting the shot-gun

wedding

TV

Chairmen and other key persons in
the various divisions of the industry's
drive in support of the 1952 Joint
Defense Appeal will attend a luncheon-meeting here on Friday, Sept. 26,
at the Hotel Astor, it was announced
jointly by Leon Goldberg, of Univer-

a
discomfited "Hollywood Investment,"
with the Justice Department holding
the gun while a night-shirted Uncle
Sam performs the ceremony^
The editorial terms the regulation
of distribution and exhibition of 16
mm. prints of feature films, "common
business sense." "And it doesn't seem

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

of

a blissful

lass

to

partisanship

Sept.

took

10.

— Political

on

quasi-industry
status today for the first instance in
modern times when the Warner
Brothers studio publicity department
put out release reading in part "Jack
:

Warner, Darryl F. Zanuck and
Samuel Goldwyn of the "Eisenhower
Volunteers" have combined forces with
George Murphy, Charles Brackett and

L.

(Continued on page 5)

;

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
HAROLD
ident of

ment
Milwaukee.

Corp.,

J.

FITZGERALD,

Fox Wisconsin Amusein New York from
is

O'Leauy. Comerford Theatres
and Theatre Owners of
America treasurer, is due here today
from Scranton, Pa. for conferences
with Gael Sullivan, TOA executive
J.

fantile Paralysis.

•

Simons, manager
Grand in Columbus,

Harry

of the
O., for
several years, has resigned to accept
a position as sales promoter for the

•

Harrington, MonogramAliied Artists supervisor of prints and
S.

accessories, has returned to his Hollywood office following a Mexican vacation.

•

manager and

office

Astor

Pictures

10.

— The

American

marking the end of
of

Commonwealth

New England Trust

stressed

promotion.

Suit Is Settled

—

Settled here
Boston, Sept. 10.
today, with prejudice, was the multimillion-dollar anti-trust suit filed by
Jean Campopiano of the Lawrence
Lawrence,
Mass.,
Co.
of
Capitol
against Warner Brothers, Paramount,
Radio, Universal, ColLoew's,
umbia, United Artists, and the WarManagement
Brothers
Circuit
ner

RKO

Corp.
It

was dismissed pursuant

to

A

has returned to his Atlanta office
after recovering from a heart attack.
•

Name

H. Mirisch to

Monogram Board
Hollywood,

Sept.

10.

— Monogram

vice-president

franchise.

is

only

ONE

ture trade paper
It is

•

the

M-G-M

producer,
Indianapolis
will arrive here from
Saturday and will fly to the Coast the
following day.

Airmail Edition in the motion pic-

field.

—

in

those in the

ALL

first

who

or nearby zones

get

it

Gam-

president of

New York

Morris Loewenstein, president of
the Theatre Owners of Oklahoma, has
arrived here from Oklahoma City.

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

Ray

from

public opinion makers, throughout the nation

—as well

Washington from

latest news reports in concise factual
form, by the fastest possible means delivering it two
to four days sooner to distant states
the Airmail

Levy, Theatre Owners

Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally is accorded
preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

is

in

—

York.
•

Herman M.

America general counsel,
Washington from New Haven.

of

is

in

Bob McElwaine

of

DAILY

•

RKO

Radio profrom

ducer, will be in Chicago today

New

York.
•

Subscription rate $12 per

Barnett Shapiro, Monogram-Al-

annum

lied Artists resident attorney, has returned to Hollywood from the Coast.

15 S?„?

months

of this year.

Ohio Candidates
Favor Tax Relief
O.,

Sept.

10— Senator

John W. Bricker of Ohio and Michael
V. Di Salle, his Democratic opponent
in the November elections, are in
favor of tax relief for theatres, according to replies from them received
by Robert Wile, secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
Wile has queried all Ohio Senatorial
and Congressional candidates on their
attitudes about repeal of the 20 per
cent Federal admission tax.
"You are just as right as you can
"I shall do everybe," said Bricker.
thing in ray power to help this cause
along." Di Salle said that "as a general rule I am in favor of minimizing
the tax rate wherever possible and as
Di Salle, former
soon as possible."
Mayor of Toledo, pointed out that
Toledo is the only major Ohio city
which does not also have a municipal
admission tax.
replies
were received
Favorable
from six additional Congressional
candidates and incumbents. The score
now stands 19 for repeal and three
non-committal. Among those indicating support of tax relief are Walter
B. Fluber, Akron Carleton C. Reiser,
Celina
George C. Steinemann, Sandusky Cliff Clevenger, Fifth District
Gordon H. Scherer, Cincinnati, and
James G. Polk, Sixth District. Polk
said he favored elimination of taxes
on admissions of SO cents and less.

—

the Department of Commerce.
Echols will assist Golden in
Frank.
matters,
replacing
James
Echols was formerly with General
Aniline and Film and was most recently in the consumer durable goods

NPA

—

MOTION PICTURE

has ar-

rived here from the Coast.

Joseph Kaufman,

eight

division of the

Samuel Goldstaff,

the

Washington, Sept. 10. Harrison
Echols has been named assistant to
Nathan D. Golden, film chief for the
National Production Authority and

•

wyn's studio publicity

to

Harrison Echols to
Assist NPA's Golden

Bringing the very

Bell, Columbia's public rela-

tions director,

New

in

contributing

in

morale of America's Armed
Forces throughout the world,"
disclosed that 928 Hollywood
performers entertained gratis
in 463 events during the first

;

by

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture
editors and critics of the leading newspapers, and other

is

Association

;

class mail).

Milwaukee.

ble Enterprises,

Force

Air

;

areas of the United States (except

New York

hand-delivery or

the

:

rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
Hollywood studios but to ALL the exhibition

pacemakers

•

Ted R. Gamble,

Simple Statement of Fact

There

Ted Gould, M-G-M Films of Canada general sales manager, and Garfield Cass, Toronto manager, were
in New York from that city.

—

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
The
Hollywood Coordinating Committee, recently honored by

Columbus,

Georgia, has returned to his Atlanta
from a Florida vacation.
•

Carey Wilson,

an

agreement with the defendants.

office

ida,

1952

928 Performers in
Servicemen's Shows

vice

of

F. L. Alig, general manager of
Stein Theatres in Georgia and Flor-

11,

"for distinguished public ser-

Harold Mirisch has
The division, city and house managers been nominated to succeed William
in their presentation of leading new
Hurlbut on the company's board of
pictures gave explicit ideas on copy directors, president Steve Broidy anfor local advertising on promotion at nounced here today, with all nine
the theatres. Dick Orear, purchasing other members of the directorate conagent, lead a forum on concession tinuing, subject to vote by the stockmanagement. He and Fred Muhmel, holders at a November meeting.
who has charge of concessions, Hurlbut recently sold, his Detroit

Mayhe-aux Television Corp., Lewiston,
Me.

for

the

exploitation and advertising of
films on the local level.
He urged
the managers to devise advertising in
simple language for their towns, helping their public to know what the
pictures offered are about and to appreciate what is worth seeing in them.
Sterling Silliphant, Eastern publicity
manager for 20th Century-Fox, talked
on exploitation programs for various
pictures, particularly outstanding ones.

head the Lauderdale County chapter
of the National Foundation for In-

booker

of

the

ence, Ala., has again been appointed to

head

City, Mo., Sept.
ability"

Theatres, Jameyson also called upon
managers to exercise their talents in

•

Louis Rosenbaum, president of the
Muscle Shoals Amusement Co., Flor-

Don Hassler,

Competition Increase

In his address
the fall meeting

director.

John

Amid

public to absorb new forms of recreation as shown by the growth of the
motion picture industry in the midst
of a parallel increase in other forms
of entertainment was underscored here
today by Howard E. Jameyson, president of Commonwealth Theatres.

president

RKO

Growth of Industry

"amazing

•
J.

Cites
Kansas

pres-

Thursday, September

To Fete Beresin

NEWS
!

WHILE
IT |S

NEWS

NPA.

—

i

Cleveland, Sept. 10. Henry Greenberger,
local
Variety
Club chief
barker, has arranged a luncheon for
members to be held tomorrow in the
club's new Hollenden Hotel quarters
in honor of Jack Beresin, international
chief barker, and Murray Weiss, international property man. Beresin will
be in Cleveland to attend the opening
of the Bainbridge Race track.
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IMPPA
By AFM

Costs Cut Collier's

New U. K.

Editorial Calls

1952

11,

Pact

Contract
{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

—

Producer
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
members of the Independent Motion
Picture Producers Association are
spared a considerable portion of the
present expense of preparing old pictures for sale to television under the
terms of the new contract offered by
the American Federation of Musicians
following protracted negotiations with

IMPPA's

E. Chadwick.
I.
required formerly that old
films
be completely rescored with
original musicians receiving full salaries and with a new sound track
actually affixed to the film. The new
deal requires that each musician be
paid one half of his salary for one
scoring session only with no actual
work being performed. The standard
stipulation that the producer pay into
fund five per cent of the
the
gross revenue obtained from the sale
of the film to television remains un-

AFM

AFM

changed.

TV

Tops 86 Papers

At

SMPTE

Meet

Television will again head the list
of 86 papers to be presented by the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers at the 72nd semiStatler
annual convention at the
Hotel in Washington, Oct. 6-10, it
was disclosed by Peter Mole,

to us," the editorial observes,
"that a deep, dark formal conspiracy
would be necessary to persuade these
individual members of the industry
that it would be inviting commercial
suicide to sell their product indiscrimlikely

TV

their
competitors at
a small fraction of the product's original cost."
"In any event, we believe that the
decision of whether to reissue, sell to

inately

to

TV

or keep the film
one which should be

left

company which spent

its

in

can is
up to the

the

money

to
produce the picture in the first place."
The editorial continues, in part
"If the government can compel the
movie makers to turn over their 16-

films to television, why
also force them to sell their
35-millimeter pictures to the same
medium, in case the movie companies
refuse to make any more 16-millimeter
duplicates?
And if the government
can exercise that compulsion, why
can't it also order television networks
sometime in the future to show some
special event, like a World Series or
a championship fight or a political

millimeter

can't

it

convention,

admissions

"The

only

in

theatres

paid

to

?

industry is one of the
simply because its
product has won popular favor all
over the world. Thousands of people
film

country's

largest

depend upon

for their livelihood
not only the stars and executives with
six-figure incomes, but the man who
runs the neighborhood movie house
and hires a half-dozen people to work
for him. The Justice Department can
threaten all those livelihoods if it succeeds through its present action in

inviting a competitor to help himself.
"All this leads us back to something
which we have said before, and which
we intend to keep on saying when
the occasion warrants until something
the antitrust laws should be
is done
interpreted in the light of public beneand
fit and not of economic theory
:

;

should re-examine and if
necessary rewrite those laws in the

Congress

just regulation and
orderly growth of American industry,
rather than in the interest of punishment and restriction."
of

MPAA

wishes of the British

One

it

throwing open Hollywood's doors and

interest

wish to give out any information on
facts and figures, since they felt that
publicity would cut down their bargaining power.
and SIMPP
representatives
have respected the
regard.
did say

however, that he felt "negoon both sides are happy with
tentative agreement."

today,

tiators
this

MPAA

spokesmen declined all comment, declaring that they "would let the British speak" for them.
Sir Frank Lee, permanent secretary
of the British Board of Trade, who
led the talks for the British, is ex-

pected to return to London over the
week-end to present the agreement
president
to his government.
Eric Johnston, SIMPP president Ellis
Arnall and SIMPP vice-president
James Mulvey are expected to submit
the proposals to their organizations
at meetings in New York next week.

MPAA

Came As

the

The

Surprise

a tentative agreement
after only three days

fact that

was reached
meeting came

of

many

as a surprise to

who were

expecting the
talks would be drawn out over a week
or even two.
There was no indication, however,
as to whether the shortness of the
observers,

Clear Belgium Pact U. S.-France Rift

For Senate Action

this

in

spokesman

British

(Continued from page 1)

had mounted to a negotiations meant that the tentative
disadvantageous degree, it was pointed terms reached were good or bad for
president.
the industry.
Reports coming from
out.
Washington-,
10.
Sept.
The way
During the 16 sessions, papers will
London in advance of the British team
In
recent
years
the
popularity
of
be read on television, color photog- has been cleared for the Senate to
indicated that the British would probItalian films in France has been secraphy, technical advances in produc- act on an agreement with Belgium
ably ask for a substantial cut in the
ond
only
that
of
Hollywood
to
prodwhich would exempt motion picture
tion, sound recording and other subin annual remittances from
$17,000,000
film rentals from double taxation, the uct, U. S. film export officials have
jects.
Great Britain permitted to the indusreminded.
State
Department announced here toA minimum of 14 awards for special
try by the current monetary agreeIt was estimated that only a very
contributions to the motion picture day.
ment, exclusive of Eady Plan and
The department said that a conven- small number of dubbed American
and TV industries -will be presented.
bonus provisions accounting for anfilms
are
in
France
awaiting
release.
tion with Belgium had been signed
other $8,000,000.
earlier this month which modifies and These are the residue of 121 that
It was felt that the British would
supplements the convention of Oct., went in under France's previous imask to cut the figure by anywhere
port
stipulation.
No
single
major
1948, for the avoidance of doulble
{Continued, from page 1)
from $2,000,000 to $8,000,000 and that
taxation.
Senate action on the 1948 American producer was estimated to
they would ask, in addition, that the
sal Pictures, and Edward L. Fabian, agreement has been held up pending have more than three set for release
industry increase the amount of its
of Fabian Theatres, industry JDA the conclusion of the supplementary there at this time, while one or more
companies were said to have only one motion picture production in Great
chairmen.
convention.
dubbed unreleased picture in French Britain. Negotiations may have held
The divisions in the industry ef-

SMPTE

from

Italian films

—

JDA Heads

fort,

and

chairmen,

their

include

Belgium Lightens
Harry Kalmine, Warner
Some
Import Rules
Brothers exhibitors, Harold J. RinzexRandforce
Amusement
Ottawa, Sept. 10. Certain products
ler,
changes, Saal Gottlieb, M-G-M and may now be imported into Belgium
David Levy, Universal laboratories, from countries in the dollar area under
William German; publicity, Morton a quota system by virtue of a ruling
Sunshine, Independent Theatre Own- of the joint Belgo-Luxembourg Ad-

Home

office,

—

;

;

;

Association
film delivery,
Ira
Meinhardt,
Film
Carriers
trade
press, Martin Quigley.
Also, equipment supply, Benjamin
Perse, Capitol Supply; concessions,
ers

;

;

Benjamin

Sherman,

ABC

Vending

purchasing agents,
Martin
Levine, Brandt Theatres labor, Herman Gelber, Local No. 306, Vincent
Jacobi, Local No. 1, and Thomas
Murtha, Local No. 4, all of the
Corp.

;

;

IATSE.

4A's Vote Division
Of TV Jurisdiction

ministrative Commission, with certain
types of films being included under
the new quota system, according to a
report from Brussels to the Foreign
Trade Service of the Canadian gov.

Sept.. , 10 —Screen. Ac-,
Guild revealed here that the
Associated Actors and Artists of
America board today voted 53 to four,
in New York, to rescind the 1950
resolution which had given Television
Authority jurisdiction over all television, and in favor of a new resolu-

tion dividing the jurisdiction

between

Television Authority and SAG along
the lines already established by a
series

of

NLRB

elections.

Under the circumstances,
pected that French theatres

at

all.

an American product "pinch" within
a few months. If at that time a new

Franco-American pact is not in sight,
French exhibitors might demand that
the door be opened to an increased
.

flow Of Italian films, observers here
believe.

TNT
—

Signs

{Continued from page 1)

'

/

.

— —~
"•

;

the contract with Theatre Network
Television, said the pricing policy for
the bout will be determined shortly.
Fabian's Fox, Brooklyn, and the 50th
Street Guild Theatre are other local
houses which have already disclosed
plans to carry the bout.
With the Century Circuit joining
the network, the number of announced
theatres in the
line-up now
stands at 19.

TNT

maximum

the cut to a

1

When

tiations

Rome to seek to straighten out American distribution difficulties in Brazil
and Italy, before venturing to Paris.

Max

Wolff

Named

Wolff, president of WolffFeldman Television and Theatrical
Producers and a former director of
purchases for Loew's Theatres and
M-G-M, has been named honorary
deputy commissioner of the City Department of Commerce by the Commissioner, Walter T. Shirley.

right

their

under the existing two-year agreement
to re-open negotiations at the end of
a year, due to the fact that the country's dollar shortage is more acute
now than it was when the monetary
agreement was signed. If the new
terms are approved, they will become
effective Oct. 1, for one year.

Taking

part in the negotiations
Frank,
Sir
Johnston,

along with
Arnall
and

Mulvey

were

Joyce

MPAA vice-president; John
MPAA international vicepresident; Fayette Allport, MPAA
O'Hara,
McCarthy,

British chief
secretary of

;

Sidney Golt, assistant

the British Board of
Trade in charge of the films division;
Alan Christelow of the British Treasury delegation in Washington
and
Geoffrey Parker, British Embassy
commercial counselor.
;

WB Renews
Hollywood,

Max

of $5,000,000

was ex- or less, it is believed.
The British exercised
would feel
it

the Franco-American negobroke down last week, with the
rejection bv the Motion Picture Export Association of an unfavorable
ernment.
The import into Belgium of the French remittance offer, Eric A. Johnitems affected has been restricted since ston, Motion Picture Association of
Sept., 1951 but it is understood that America president, was given blanket
the monthly quotas to Dec. 31, 1952 authority to deal with the French.
will amount to 33 per cent of the It was indicated he would go to
average monthly imports during the Paris for this purpose, but not necessarily in. the immediate future. Actualfirst six months of 1951.
ly, the expectation was that he first
would visit Rio de Janeiro and then

Hollywood,

tors

Some may have hone

vaults.

Grayson

—

Sept.
10.
Kathryn
Grayson's association with Warner
Brothers will continue through several more pictures as a result of a
contract negotiated with her by Jack
L. Warner, executive producer. Miss

Grayson has been signed for at least
four more pictures of which "The
Grace Moore Story" will be first.
After that she will star in "Saratoga,"
"Trilby" and "Mademoiselle Modiste."

;

Thursday, September
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Reade Sending 15
To AMPAs School

Grand Loses Bid Ohio Censor Suit
For Extended Runs
—The Winston
Chicago, Sept.
10.

RKO

Theatres
Theatre case, in which
was asking that the Grand Theatre
here be exempted from provisions of
the Jackson Park decree (limiting
"affiliated'' theatres two weeks on first
run pictures, unless specific exemption
was made on a particular picture by
the court),

RKO

was decided against

exemption being
denied by Federal Judge Michael L.
petition

their

for

Igoe.

(Continued from page 1)

dom

freedom of the press.

added.

"To

subject a news reel to our prescensorship is of itself a greater
evil than the possibility of evil against
which the statute was designed to protect," the jurist stated.
ent

"There is no attempt by Ohio to
tax other media of dissemination of
information in the same manner, such
as newspapers, magazines, radio and
television. "As a striking example of

was recently
screens in several Ohio
theatres the picture of the Robinson-

Dr. Clyde Hissong, director of
the Ohio State Department of
Education, division of film censorship, said in Columbus that
it was the state's plan to appeal
the decision after consultation
with the Attorney General.

this discrimination, there

shown on

The 20th Century-Fox and Warner
Brothers petitions for extended first
runs on "Snows of Kilimanjaro" and
"Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima,"
respectively, will be heard by Judge
Igoe tomorrow.
Judge Wiley accepted the arguments
On another legal front, the hearing of defense counsel attacking "vagueon attorney Thomas C. McConnell's ness of the criteria on which the adplea for additional fees covering the ministrative officials are to act (in
period from the time of the original their job of censoring), particularly
decision to the date of the ruling on as applied to newsreels." The Ohio
the defendant's appeal in the Mil- law, he pointed out, provides approval
waukee Towne case has been put over for "only such films as are in the
.

to Oct. 13.

20th Sets Plan to

Promote Art Films
A

special eight-page

manual

judgment and discretion of the Department of Education of a moral,
educational or amusing and harmless
character."

Finds Judgment Relative

detail-

ing advertising and exploitation plans
for 20th Century-Fox's seven Art
Films' color in Technicolor short subjects are now being circulated to
theatres throughout the country.
complete theatre campaign, pretested in Allentown, Pa., highlights
the exploitation section, which also
features tie-ups with schools, clubs,
civic leaders and others. The manual
also carries illustrations of the ad
mats and accessories available from
National Screen Service.

A

"What may appear harmless
may appear harmful

person

other, depending

upon

to one
to anthe individual's

background, education, experience and
environment," Judge Wiley stated.
"The criteria, therefore, come, down
to what the particular reviewing* board
happens to think about the '-particular
pie|ure. "The Ohioi^censorship^ statutes

do not

'sky;-

assAri&criminal

statute's

do, that only lew^jghd obscene puhlica-'
-V.
tions are objectionable."

"... From

Holbrook Bissell
Dies in Albany
Albany,

N.

Sept. 10.— Holbrook Bissell, associated with the
industry for more than a quarter of
a century as salesman, branch manager and screen advertising executive,
died in St.
Peters Hospital here
after a short illness.
He served in
this city

Y.,

with Columbia and

Warner

Brothers, having been manager for
the former in 1945-46.
Bissell also
sold film in Buffalo, Philadelphia and
Cleveland.

UPT

25-Cent Dividend

A

25-cent quarterly dividend on the
outstanding common stock of United
Paramount Theatres, Inc., was announced here yesterday by Leonard

H. Goldenson,

UPT

president.
The
dividend is payable Oct. 17 to stockholders of record on Sept. 26.

Preview for Oil Film
There

be a special press pre"Crossroads, U.S.A.," new
film produced at the Columbia Coast
will

a 1952 viewpoint,'
it appears that self-censorship
in the industry has removed
much of the possibility for evil
that may have existed in earlier
years; likewise, the necessity
for the use of general terms in
censorship statutes to cover un-

".

.

.

the.

Maxim

prize fight by direct television
This was not subject to attempted
censorship or collection of tax. If the
same prize fight had been recorded
on film and shown the next day in the
same theatres, then the division of film
.

.

.

censorship would have insisted on
censing and collection of fees."

Charge

Is

li-

Discriminatory

supervisor, will attend the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
forthcoming course in showmanship
and promotion, Walter Reade, Jr.,
president of the circuit, yeesterday
Harry K.
McWilliams,
informed
drive-in

AMPA

president.

The Reade group
many as 15, and the

will number as
circuit will bear

the tuition cost of all, Reade said.
City managers and theatre managers
will be among the students.
Reade
personnel will come to New York
weekly from New Jersey and up-state
New York cities where the circuit's
houses are located. Changes in the
employes' working hours will be made
to enable them to attend the weekly

evening classes which will commence
Sept. 25 in the home office screening
room of
Radio.
Albert Floersheimer, Jr., advertising director of Reade Theatres, and
treasurer, has been named

State constitutions."
The niling- came in a test case instituted by the State Division of Censorship agaipst Martin G. Smith, operator .of Toledo's Westwood Theatre.
vThe' Motion. Picture Association of
America s a.nd the Independent Theatre
Owners of 'Ohio, sa#d it would be the
first ste&.in' theijr -%ive to have the
courts declare the"; Ohio law unconsti-

chairman

'

:

RKO

AMPA

of the Oct.

16 class,

which

with advertising on the local
The course will run for 12

will deal
level.

weeks.

TOA's Convention
(Continued, from page 1)

president
Vogel,
Joseph R.
Oscar
Doob and John Murphy,
tutional.
1; ^
Loew's Theatres executives
Walter
Donald Melhern, "qf the law firm of Griffith,
Charlotte
H. F. Kincey,
Marshall, Melhom, I! luck and Belt,
Charlotte; Morris Lowenstein, Oklaattorneys for Smitfe-said' "We cannot
homa City; J. J. O'Leary, Scranton;
minimize the effect '-^tlS.s decision."
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio Lou
'$Ie added that it would-be difficult for
Gamble, Milwaukee
R. B. Wilby,
tin- state censor board to enforce the
Atlanta
Morton Thalhimer, Rich.ne'v^Sreel censorship statute\ in other
mond M. A. Lightman, Memphis
citiej-' of Ohio because other "municipal
H. M. Richey, Loew's; Pete Dana,
Cqurts'ivvould dismiss similar cases alUniversal
Eddie Aarons, 20th-Fox
most automatically because of the pre- Samuel
Pinanski, Boston
Louis and
cedent of the Wiley decision.
Meyer Schine, Gloversville Robert
L. Lippert and Arthur Greenblatt,
'La Ronde' Appeal
Lippert Pictures; S. H. Fabian, New
Off to November
York, and T. P. Comerford, Scranton.
dio

;

;

;

;

;

Newsreels are. an established
of communication of news. No

distinction can be made
between newsreels and newspapers."

controlling

Whatever the intention of the legislature was 40 years ago in enacting the
first censorship law, amended in 1935,

;

;

;

;

Albany^. N*

Sept.

10.—The

appeal by Commercial Pictures Corp.
of California from, a 3-to-2 decision
of the Appellate Division last May,
upholding the Board _of Regents in
refusing to license "L*a Ronde" on
the grounds that .^the't French-made
film is "immoral anci, would tend to
corrupt morals," will not"- be heard
at the October term of the Court of
Appeals.
Notice of appeals has' been filed,
but the printed record and jbriefs have
not yet been received by the state's
highest court.
This means the case
cannot be heard before that tribunal
next reassembles Nov. 17th.
Commercial Pictures has announced
the case would be carried to the U.' S.
supreme court, in case of an adverse
.

decision.

of

Decision

MGM Buys 'King Arthur'

Reade

The charge of $3 per film is discriminatory because it "singles out one
method, of disseminating information
against all others, and therefore violates the 'due process and equal protection' clauses of the Federal and

the Judge said, the character of the
present statute is such that "it strikes
studios for the American Petroleum at the very foundation of the freedom
Institute tomorrow at Toots Shor's of the press by subjecting it to a li(Continued, from page 1)
Restaurant here, followed by a recep- cense and censorship." It is apparent
from the language of the law itself.
tion. Regis Toomey, Elisabeth Risdon
and Darryl Hickman are featured in Judge Wiley continued, that the $3 newsreels is unconstitutional marks
minimum fee for "inspection of a great victory for those who believe
the film.
newsreels" is not merely a license fee in freedom and democracy. It is a
to cover the cost of making the inspec- resounding defeat for those who would
tion, but is a tax imposed on motion muffle or destroy free speech and a
Hollywood, Sept. 10.— M-G-M has pictures.
free press in our country.
purchased "King Arthur and the
want especially to commend
"I
Round Table" for production.
"It is our opinion that these
the courageous atcion of Martin Smith
The
film will be made in England, with
charges constitute a tax and as
of Toledo in bringing about
this
color in Technicolor. Pandro S. Bersuch are a form of 'prior recourt test which has turned out so
man will produce.
straint' which violates the consuccessfully."

view

large contingent of Walter

Theaters executives and staff members
headed by Nick Schermerhorn, circuit
general manager, and Paul Peterson,

;

f

expected developments is minim'zed by the actual development pattern of the industry.
"It does
not follow," Judge
Wiley warned," that the constitution requires absolute freedom to exhibit every motion
picture of every kind at all
times and all places, but nothing was presented to this court
to warrant making an exception
to the prevailing rule of 'freedom of speech and press.'

method

A

stitutional guarantee of freeof speech and press," he

guaranteeing freedom of speech and

Momentous

List D. C. Exhibitors
exhibitors who have
registered
include
George Crouch,
Orville Crouch, Sidney Lust, Fred

Washington

Kogod, Harry Bachman, Lloyd Wineland, Frank Boucher, Victor Orsinger,
Gerry Wagner, Morton Gerber, and
others.

Eisenhower
(Continued from page 1)

Mendel Silberberg of the Hollywood
Republican Committee to form the
Entertainment Industry Joint Committee for Eisenhower-Nixon.

The release described the committee
as the "official agency for the collection of funds for the Republican
presidential and vice-presidential candidates" and gave the committee's
address, phone number, and individual
studio committee chairmen. Although
top
executives
in
studios,
talent
grpups.'.unions and other groups often
have fafen a leading part in political
campaigns, this is the first time any
franfly apolitical fund-raising machinery:, has 'been setup in the studios.

Reopen

in Louisville

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 10.— Jack and
Vernon Powell have reopened the subsequent run neighborhood Air-Way
Theatre here, acquired recently from
Switow Amusement Co.

'
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The

Vital

Spark

that ignites the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
is

obvious that the extent of a distributors
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.
It is

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the
picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.
Requisites
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Republic

the

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Its cost is
vital

WOMAN

is

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

est results!
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Tentative Deal

YORK,

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

Distribution Heads
Will Attend the

On a New U.K. TOA
Pact Reached
Terms Not Revealed;
Needs Formal Approval
Washington,
tative

agreement

Sept.

on

10.

—A

Among the more than 500 from
exhibition and. distribution who have
indicated they will attend the Theatre Owners of America convention in
Washington next week are several
top sales executives, including Alfred

ica at the close of three days of ne-

gotiations conducted by representatives of the British government, the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers and

MPAA.

Both British and industry spokesmen agreed not to make public any

MPAA

that

Arbitration Meet
Off Until Monday
The meeting to act on the
industry arbitration system
draft which MPAA member
companies' presidents, sales
managers and attorneys had
scheduled for today at the
Hotel Astor here, yesterday

Schwalberg, Paramount Charles
Reagan, Loew's Al Lichtman, William Gehring and Arthur Silverstone,
20th Century-Fox; Abe Montague,
Columbia James R. Grainger, Republic, and George Dembow, National
;

was reached here today by
and industry negotiators.
Announcement was made by the
Motion Picture Association of Amer- Screen.
terms

British

details of the agreement.
clared in its statement

SUIT
CENSOR
OHIO
_
„
_
WON BY INDUSTRY

;

new monetary

de-

details

As

;

previously announced by

William

F.

Rodgers,

was postponed to Monday at
the same location. After vot-

TOA,

Loew's

on the draft Monday
morning, the meeting probably will devote the afternoon
to a discussion of the Anglo-American film agreement
reached yesterday in Washington. The postponement was
caused by MPAA president
Eric Johnston's having to reing

vice-

president and chairman of the distributors' arbitration negotiating committee, will address the convention
on arbitration.

Others

scheduled
E. Depinet,

definitely

Ned

tend are

to

RKO

at-

Ra-

(Continucd on page 5)

main

probably would not be disclosed until

government and the
two industry organizations had considered the terms of the agreement.
That they involve a modification of
the present agreement, however, was
after the British

admitted.
The British have insisted during
the negotiations that they did not
{Continued on page 4)

TEN CENTS

1952

.

Convention

W.
ten-

11,

in the Capital for
pact clean-up talks.

U. S.- France Rift

Aids Italian Films

TNT

The cessation of American film exports to France, a direct result of the
collapse of negotiations for a new
Franco-American film agreement, has
caused concern in distribution circles
here over what was described as the

More

Signs

UK

Up Two

Reels Censorship Ruled
Unconstitutional In
Toledo; State to Appeal
By

—

10.
Newsreel censorship as practiced 17 years under
the Ohio law violates both the Federal and State constitutions, Mu-

nicipal

Judge

W. Wiley

Frank

ruled here today.

"News

reels are

entitled to the same protection
'prior restraint' as newspapers

from
and

other publications have historically
been entitled to receive," Judge Wiley
stated.

Prior restraint in the case of
regulations, the Judge
said, consists first of the requirement to submit films for
censorship prior to their showing and, secondly, of the requirement covering inspection

Ohio

fees.

]

The judge

said the Ohio law viothe constitution of Ohio,
and the First and 14th Amendments
of the United
States
Constitution,
(Continued on page S)

lated

N. Y. Theatres

GENE FISKE

Toledo, Sept.

both

Century Circuit's Marine Theatre,
N. Y., and the Queens,
Queen Village, L. I., have booked the
likelihood that France will depend in- telecast of the Jersey Joe Walcottcreasingly on Italian film imports to Rocky
Marciano heavyweight title
fill the American product gap.
bout, thus becoming the fourth theatre
If U. S. films are kept out of France in New York which will carry the
for an extended time, American dis- trans-continental telecast originating
Clarksburg, W. Va., Sept. 10.
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
tributors could find upon resumption from Philadephia on Sept. 23.
About 75 theatremen registered for of shipments
that competition there
Century officials, while disclosing Asociation of America president, yesthe opening program at the Stoneterday hailed the Toledo court deci(Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 4)
wall Jackson Hotel here this aftersion in the newsreel censorship case.
noon of the annual convention of
Said Johnston
West Virginia Allied, which was
"The Ohio court's decision carries
devoted to a general discussion of
out the clear dictates of the U. S.
business conditions and to the bookSupreme Court and is another moming problems arising out of print
entous step toward the liberation of
shortages and curtailed film transAmerican motion pictures from the
portation.
yoke of censorship.
Allied
president
Wilbur Snaper
"The ruling that the censorship of
The government's suit to compel the sale of 16mm. films to television
participated and tomorrow general
(.Continued on page 5)
counsel Abram Myers will speak on and other non-theatrical users is described as "foolish," "cockeyed
the tax issue.
Leon J. Bamberger, sophistry" and establishing, if successful, a "disquieting" precedent, in a
RKO Radio sales promotion head, full-page editorial in the Sept. 20th issue of Collier's magazine, on newswill also speak tomorrow.
stands today.

Booking Topic at
W. Va. Allied Meet

Brooklyn,

DecisionMomentous
Advance: Johnston

:

Collier's Editorial Calls
U. S.

16mm.

Suit 'Foolish'

Studio Unit to Raise

First Para. Film in
20 Years to the Roxy
For the

first

JDA Industry Heads

The editorial is headed
"Really
Happy Marriages Don't Start This
Way," and is illustrated with a car-

Meet Here Sept. 26

toon in color depicting the shot-gun
wedding of a blissful
lass to a
discomfited "Hollywood Investment,"
with the Justice Department holding
the gun while a night-shirted Uncle
Sam performs the ceremony.
The editorial terms the regulation

time

in 20
film will

years a Paramount
play the Roxy Theatre here
when the Technicolor musical,

"Somebody Loves Me," moves
in after the current attraction, "Monkey Business."

Chairmen and other key persons in
the various divisions of the industry's
drive in support of the 1952 Joint
Defense Appeal will attend a luncheon-meeting here on Friday, Sept. 26,
at the Hotel Astor, it was announced

Leon Goldberg, of Univer(Continued on page 4)

jointly by

:

TV

Eisenhower Funds
— Political
Hollywood, Sept.
10.

partisanship

took

on

quasi-industry

status today for the first instance in
modern times when the Warner
Brothers studio publicity department
put out release reading in part: "Jack
L. Warner, Darryl F. Zanuck and

of

Samuel Goldwyn

mm.

Volunteers" have combined forces with
George Murphy, Charles Brackett and

distribution and exhibition of 16
prints of feature films, "common
business sense." "And it doesn't seem
(Continued on page 4)

of the

"Eisenhower

(Continued on page 5)

;
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Personal
Mention
HAROLD

J.

FITZGERALD,

pres-

Fox Wisconsin AmuseNew York from
is in

ident of
Corp.,

ment
Milwaukee.

•

O'Leary, Comerford Theatres
J.
president and Theatre. Owners of
America treasurer, is due here today
from Scranton, Pa. for conferences
with Gael Sullivan, TOA executive
}.

•

Louis Rosenbaum, president of the
Muscle Shoals Amusement Co., Florence, Ala., has again been appointed to

head the Lauderdale County chapter
of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

•

Simons, manager
Grand in Columbus,

of the
O., for
resigned to accept

Harry

RKO

several years, has
a position as sales promoter for the
Mayheaux Television Corp., Lewiston,

Me.
•

Harrington, MonogramAllied Artists supervisor of prints and

John

S.

accessories, has returned to his Hollyoffice following a Mexican vaca-

wood
tion.

•

Don Hassler,

manager and

office

Astor

Pictures of
Georgia, has returned to his Atlanta
office from a Florida vacation.
•

head

booker

for

F. L. Alig, general manager of
Stein Theatres in Georgia and Florida, has returned to his Atlanta office
after recovering from a heart attack.
•

Ted Gould, M-G-M Films of Canada general sales manager, and Garfield Cass, Toronto manager, were
in New York from that city.

M-G-M

Carey Wilson,
will

Cites

Growth of Industry

Amid

Competition Increase

arrive

producer,
Indianapolis
to the Coast the

from

here

Saturday and will

fly

following day.

•

Ted R. Gamble,
ble Enterprises,

is

president of
in

New York

Gamfrom

—

City, Mo., Sept. 10. The
of the American
public to absorb new forms of recreation as shown by the growth of the
motion picture industry in the midst
of a parallel increase in other forms
of entertainment was underscored here
today by Howard E. Jameyson, president of Commonwealth Theatres.

Kansas

"amazing

ability"

In his address marking the end of
the

director.

fall

meeting

of

Commonwealth

Theatres, Jameyson also called upon
managers to exercise their talents in
the exploitation and advertising of
He urged
films on the local level.
the managers to devise advertising in
simple language for their towns, helping their public to know what the
pictures offered are about and to appreciate what is worth seeing in them.

Corp.
It was dismissed pursuant to
agreement with the defendants.

A

Silliphant,

Name

H. Mirisch to

Monogram Board

New

Washington from

in

York.
•

Herman M.

Levy, Theatre Owners

America general counsel,
Washington from New Haven.
of

is

in

of

wyn's studio publicity
rived here

Samuel Goldstaff,

has ar-

from the Coast.
•

Joseph Kaufman,

RKO

Radio profrom

ducer, will be in Chicago today

New

York.

Barnett Shapiro, Monogram- Allied Artists resident attorney, has returned to Hollywood from the Coast.

Columbus,

O.,

Sept.

10— Senator

John W. Bricker of Ohio and Michael
V. Di Salle, his Democratic opponent
in

ONE

:

—

ALL

;

ALL

;

New

who

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture

and

critics of the

leading newspapers, and other

—as well

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

Bringing the very latest news reports in concise factual
form, by the fastest possible means delivering it two
to four days sooner to distant states
the Airmail
Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally is accorded
preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

—

—

•

Bob McElwaine

Favor Tax Relief

Simple Statement of Fact

public opinion makers, throughout the nation

is

an

Ohio Candidates

—

Morris Loewenstein, president of
the Theatre Owners of Oklahoma, has
arrived here from Oklahoma City.

tions director,

"for distinguished public service in contributing to the
morale of America's Armed
Forces throughout the world,"
disclosed that 928 Hollywood
performers entertained gratis
in 463 events during the first
eight months of this year.

the November elections, are in
favor of tax relief for theatres, acHollywood, Sept. 10. Monogram cording to replies from them received
vice-president
Harold Mirisch has by Robert Wile, secretary of the Inbeen nominated to succeed William dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
in their presentation of leading new Hurlbut on the company's board of Wile has queried all Ohio Senatorial
pictures gave explicit ideas on copy directors, president Steve Broidy an- and Congressional candidates on their
for local advertising on promotion at nounced here today, with all nine attitudes about repeal of the 20 per
the theatres. Dick Orear, purchasing other members of the directorate con- cent Federal admission tax.
"You are just as right as you can
agent, lead a forum on concession tinuing, subject to vote by the stockmanagement. He and Fred Muhmel, holders at a November meeting. be," said Bricker. "I shall do everywho has charge of concessions, Hurlbut recently sold his Detroit thing in my power to help this cause
stressed promotion.
along." Di Salle said that "as a genfranchise.
eral rule I am in favor of minimizing
the tax rate wherever possible and as
Di Salle, former
soon as possible."
Mayor of Toledo, pointed out that
Toledo is the only major Ohio city
which does not also have a municipal
admission tax.
received
Favorable replies were
from six additional Congressional
There is only
Airmail Edition in the motion piccandidates and incumbents. The score
now stands 19 for repeal and three
ture trade paper field.
non-committal. Among those indicating support of tax relief are Walter
It is rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
B. Huber, Akron; Carleton C. Reiser,
George C. Steinemann, SanCelina
the Hollywood studios but to
the exhibition
dusky Cliff Clevenger, Fifth District
pacemakers in
areas of the United States (except
Gordon H. Scherer, Cincinnati, and
those in the
James G. Polk, Sixth District. Polk
York or nearby zones
get it by
said he favored elimination of taxes
hand-delivery or first class mail).
on admissions of 50 cents and less.

Eastern publicity
manager for 20th Century-Fox, talked
on exploitation programs for various
pictures, particularly outstanding ones.
The division, city and house managers
Sterling-

editors

Bell, Columbia's public rela-

—

—

RKO

1952

The
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Hollywood Coordinating Committee, recently honored by
the Air Force Association

Suit Is Settled
Settled here
Boston, Sept. 10.
today, with prejudice, was the multimillion-dollar anti-trust suit filed by
Jean Campopiano of the Lawrence
Lawrence, Mass.,
of
Capitol
Co.
against Warner Brothers, Paramount,
Radio, Universal, ColLoew's,
umbia, United Artists, and the WarManagement
Circuit
Brothers
ner

11,

928 Performers in
Servicemen's Shows

New England Trust

Milwaukee.

Ray
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Harrison Echols to
Assist NPA's Golden

—

Washington, Sept. 10. Harrison
Echols has been named assistant to
Nathan D. Golden, film chief for the
National Production Authority and
the Department of Commerce.

Echols will assist Golden in
matters,

replacing

James

NPA

Frank.
General

Echols was formerly with
Aniline and Film and was most recently in the consumer durable goods
division of the NPA.

To Fete Beresin

—

Cleveland, Sept. 10. Henry GreenVariety
Club chief
berger,
local
barker, has arranged a luncheon for
members to be held tomorrow in the
club's new Hollenden Hotel quarters
in honor of Jack Beresin, international
chief barker, and Murray Weiss, international property man. Beresin will
be in Cleveland to attend the opening
of the Bainbridge Race track.
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IMPPA
By AFM

Costs Cut Collier's

New U. K.

Editorial Calls

—

Producer
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
members of the Independent Motion
Producers Association are
Picture
spared a considerable portion of the
present expense of preparing old pictures for sale to television under the
terms of the new contract offered by
the American Federation of Musicians
following protracted negotiations with

E. Chadwick.
I.
required formerly that old
be completely rescored with
films
original musicians receiving full salaries and with a new sound track
actually affixed to the film. The new
deal requires that each musician be
paid one half of his salary for one
scoring session only with no actual
work being performed. The standard
stipulation that the producer pay into
fund five per cent of the
the
gross revenue obtained from the sale
of the film to television remains unchanged.

IMPPA's

AFM

AFM

TV

Tops 86 Papers

At

SMPTE

Meet

Television will again head the list
of 86 papers to be presented by the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers at the 72nd semiStatler
annual convention at the
Hotel in Washington, Oct. 6-10, it
was disclosed by Peter Mole,

SMPTE

to us," the editorial observes,
"that a deep, dark formal conspiracy
would be necessary to persuade these
individual members of the industry
that it would be inviting commercial
suicide to sell their product indiscriminately to their
competitors at
a small fraction of the product's original cost."
"In any event, we believe that the
decision of whether to reissue, sell to
or keep the film in the can is
one which should be left up to the
company which spent its money to
produce the picture in the first place."
The editorial continues, in part
"If the government can compel the
movie makers to turn over their 16likely

TV

TV

films to television, why
also force them to sell their
35-millimeter pictures to the same
medium, in case the movie companies
refuse to make any more 16-millimeter
duplicates?' And if the government
can exercise that compulsion, why
can't it also order television networks
sometime in the future to show some
special event, like a World Series, or
a championship fight or a political

millimeter
can't

it

(Continued' from page 1)

During the 16 sessions, papers will
be read on television, color photography, technical advances in production, sound recording and other subjects.

A

minimum of 14 awards for special
contributions to the motion picture
industries will be presented.
and

TV

JDA Heads
(Continued,
Pictures,

Fabian

from page

1)

and Edward L. Fabian,
Theatres,

JDA

industry

chairmen.

The
fort,

divisions in the industry efchairmen, include
their

and

Home

Brothers
ler,

Harry Kalmine, Warner
exhibitors, Harold J. Rinz-

office,
;

Amusement

Randforce

changes, Saal Gottlieb,
David Levy, Universal

William

German

;

;

M-G-M

ex-

and

laboratories,

;

Morton

publicity,

Sunshine, Independent Theatre OwnIra
ers Association
film delivery,
Meinhardt,
Film
trade
Carriers
press, Martin Quigley.
Also, equipment supply, Benjamin
Perse, Capitol Supply; concessions,
;

;

Benjamin

Sherman,

ABC

Vending

purchasing agents,
Martin
Levine, Brandt Theatres labor, Herman Gelber, Local No. 306, Vincent
Jacobi, Local No. 1, and Thomas
Murtha, Local No. 4, all of the
Corp.

;

;

IATSE.

4A's Vote Division
Of TV Jurisdiction
Sept. 10— Screen AcGuild revealed here that the
Associated Actors and Artists of
America board today voted 53 to four,
in New York, to rescind the 1950
resolution which had given Television
Authority jurisdiction over all television, and in favor of a new resolu-

paid

to

is
one of the
simply because its
product has won popular favor -all
over the world. Thousands of people

film

country's

industry

largest

depend upon

for their livelihood
not only the stars and executives with
six-figure incomes, but the man who
runs the neighborhood movie house
and hires a half-dozen people to work
for him. The Justice Department can
threaten all those' livelihoods if it succeeds through its present action in
it

wish to give out any information on
facts and figures, since they felt that
publicity would cut down their bargaining power.
and SIMPP
representatives
have respected the

MPAA

wishes of the British in this regard.
One British spokesman did say
today, however, that he felt "negotiators on both sides are happy with
tentative agreement."
this

MPAA

spokesmen declined all comment, declaring that they "would let the British speak" for them.

Sir Frank Lee, permanent secretary
throwing open Hollywood's doors and of the British Board of Trade, who
inviting a competitor to help himself.
"All this leads us back to something
which we have said before, and which
we intend to keep on saying when
the occasion warrants until something
the antitrust laws should be
is done
interpreted in the light of public benefit and not of economic theory
and
:

;

Congress

should re-examine and if
necessary rewrite those laws in the

led the talks for the British, is expected to return to London over the
week-end to present the agreement
president
to his government.
Eric Johnston, SIMPP president Ellis
Arnall and SIMPP vice-president
James Mulvey are expected to submit
the proposals to their organizations
at meetings in New York next week.

MPAA

Came As

interest of the just regulation and
orderly growth of American industry,
rather than in the interest of punish-

was

ment and

of meeting

restriction."

For Senate Action

from Italian

films

had mounted to a
it was pointed

disadvantageous degree,

Washington,

Sept. 10.
for the

—The

way

out.

In recent years the popularity of
on an agreement with Belgium Italian films in France has been secwhich would exempt motion picture ond only to that of Hollywood prodfilm rentals from double taxation, the uct, U. S. film export officials have
State Department announced here to- reminded.
It was estimated that only a very
day.
The department said that a conven- small number of dubbed American
tion with Belgium had been signed films are in France awaiting- release.
earlier this month which modifies and These are the residue of 121 that
supplements the convention of Oct., went in under France's previous imstipulation.
No single major
1948, for the avoidance of douible port
taxation. Senate action on the 1948 American producer was estimated to
agreement has been held up pending have more than three set for release
the conclusion of the supplementary there at this time, while one or more
companies were said to have only one
convention.
dubbed unreleased picture in French
vaults.
Some may have ~ none at all.
Belgium Lightens
Under the circumstances, it was exSome Import Rules
pected that French theatres would feel
Ottawa, Sept. 10. Certain products an American product "pinch" within
may now be imported into Belgium a few months. If at that time a new
from countries in the dollar area under Franco-American pact is not in sight,
a quota system by virtue of a ruling French exhibitors might demand that
of the joint Belgo-Luxembourg Ad- the door be opened to an increased
ministrative Commission, with certain flow of Italian films, observers here
types of films being included under believe.
When the Franco-American negothe new quota system, according to a
report from Brussels to the Foreign tiations broke down last week, with the
Trade Service of the Canadian gov- rejection by the Motion Picture Exernment.
port Association of an unfavorable
The import into Belgium of the French remittance offer, Eric A. Johnitems affected has been restricted since ston, Motion Picture Association of
Sept., 1951 but it is understood that America president, was given blanket
the monthly quotas to Dec. 31, 1952 authority to deal with the French.
will amount to 33 per cent of the It was indicated he would go to
average monthly imports during the Paris for this purpose, but not necesfirst six months of 1951.
sarily in the immediate future. Actually, the expectation was that he first
would visit Rio de Janeiro and then

has been cleared

Senate

to

act

;

'

—

>

TNT

Signs

(Continued from page 1)

Rome to seek to straighten out American distribution difficulties in Brazil
and Italy, before, venturing to Paris.

fact that a tentative agreement
reached after only three days

TNT

came

Wolff

Wolff, president
Feldman Television and

of

$17,000,000 in annual remittances from
Great Britain permitted to the industry by the current monetary agreement, exclusive of Eady Plan and
bonus provisions accounting for another $8,000,000.
It was felt i;hat the British would
ask to cut theN figure by anywhere
from $2,000,000 to $8,000,000 and that
they would ask, in addition, that the
industry increase the amount of its
motion picture production in Great
Britain. Negotiations may have held
the -cut ..to- a --maximum of $5,000,000
or less, it is believed.
The British exercised their right
under the existing two-year agreement
to re-open negotiations at the end of
a year, due to the fact that the country's dollar shortage is more acute
now than it was when the monetary
agreement was signed. If the new
terms are approved, they will become
effective Oct. 1, for one year.
Taking part in the negotiations
along with
Sir
Frank,
Johnston,
,

Mulvey

and
O'Hara,
McCarthy,
Arnall

Wolff-

Producers and a former director of
for Loew's Theatres and
M-G-M, has been named honorary
deputy commissioner of the City Department of Commerce by the Commissioner,

Walter T.

Shirley.

were

Joyce

MPAA vice-president; John
MPAA international vicepresident
Fayette Allport, MPAA
;

British chief
secretary of

Sidney Golt, assistant

;

British Board of
Trade in charge of the films division;
Alan Christelow of the British Treasury delegation in Washington
and

the

;

Geoffrey Parker, British
commercial counselor.

WB Renews

Embassy

Grayson
10.

— Kathryn

with Warner
continue through several more pictures as a result of a
contract negotiated with her by Jack
Grayson's
Brothers will

Theatrical

purchases

many

There was no indication, however,
as to whether the shortness of the
negotiations meant that the tentative
terms reached were good or bad for
the industry.
Reports coming from
London in advance of the British team
indicated that the British would probably ask for a substantial cut in the

Sept.
association

Named

Max

as a surprise to

who were

Hollywood;-

"

Max

Surprise

The

expecting the
talks would be drawn out over a week
or even two.

(Continued from page 1)

the contract with Theatre Network
Television, said the pricing policy for
the bout will be determined shortly.
Fabian's Fox, Brooklyn, and the 50th
Street Guild Theatre are other local
houses which have already disclosed
plans to carry the bout.
tion dividing the jurisdiction between
With the Century Circuit joining
Television Authority and SAG along the network, the number of announced
the lines already established by a theatres in the
line-up now
series of
elections.
stands at 19.

NLRB

"The

theatres

in

?

Clear Belgium Pact U. S.-France Rift

Hollywood,

tors

only

convention,

admissions

observers,

president.

of

Pact

Contract
{Continued from, page 1)[

sal

1952

11,

L. Warner, executive producer. Miss
Grayson has been signed for at least
four more pictures of which "The
Grace Moore Story" will be first.
After that she will star in "Saratoga,"

"Trilby" and "Mademoiselle Modiste."

v

,

Thursday, September

11,

;
;

.
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Reade Sending 15
To AMPA's School

Grand Loses Bid Ohio Censor Suit
For Extended Runs
—The Winston
Chicago, Sept.
10.

Theatre case, in which RKO Theatres
was asking that the Grand Theatre
here be exempted from provisions of
the Jackson Park decree (limiting
"affiliated" theatres two weeks on first
run pictures, unless specific exemption
was made on a particular picture by
the court),

was decided against

RKO

exemption beingdenied by Federal Judge Michael L.
petition

their

for

Igoe.

The 20th Century-Fox and Warner
Brothers petitions for extended first
runs on "Snows of Kilimanjaro" and
"Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima,"
respectively, will be heard by Judge
Igoe tomorrow.
On another legal front, the hearing
on attorney Thomas C. McConnell's
plea for additional fees covering the
period from the time of the Original
decision to the date of the ruling on
the defendant's appeal in the Milwaukee Towne case has been put over
to Oct.

13.

Promote Art Films
special eight-page

manual

freedom of the press.

dom

"To subject a news reel to our present censorship is of itself a greater
evil than the possibility of evil against
which the statute was designed to protect," the jurist stated.

added.

"There is no attempt by Ohio to
tax other media of dissemination of
information in the same manner, such
as newspapers, magazines, radio and
television. "As a striking example of

A

was

Dr. Clyde Hissong, director of
the Ohio State Department of
Education, division of film censorship, said in Columbus that
it was the state's plan to appeal
the decision after consultation
with the Attorney General.

this discrimination, there

Judge Wiley accepted the arguments

censorship would have insisted on
censing and collection of fees."

shown on the screens

.

of defense counsel attacking "vagueness., of the criteria on which the administrative/ '; officials are to act (in
their job of Censoring), particularly
as applied- to newsreels." The Ohio
law, he pointed :out,"prp.vides approval
for ''only such films 'as are in the
judgment and discretion of the Department of Education of a moral,

Ohio

.

Is

li-

Discriminatory

The charge of $3 per film is discriminatory because it "singles out one
method of disseminating information
against all others, and therefore violates the 'due process and equal protection' clauses of the Federal and

educational or amusing and harmless
character."

State constitutions."
The ruling came in a test case instituted by the State Division of Censorship against Martin G. Smith, operator of Toledo's Westwood Theatre.

Finds Judgment Relative

"What may appear harmless

.

Charge

'

to one;

The Motion Picture Association of
America and" the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, said it would be the

may

person

recently

in several

theatres the picture of the RobinsonMaxim prize fight by direct television
This was not subject to attempted
censorship or collection of tax. If the
same prize fight had been recorded
on film and shown the next day in the
same theatres, then the division of film

detail-

ing advertising and exploitation plans
for 20th Century-Fox's seven Art
Films' color in Technicolor short subjects are
now being circulated to
theatres throughout the country.
complete theatre campaign, pretested in Allentown, Pa., highlights
the exploitation section, which also
features tie-ups with schools,, clubs,
civic leaders and others. Thtt nuunial
also carries illustrations of the ad
mats and accessories available from
National Screen Service.

A

stitutional guarantee of freeof speech and press," he

guaranteeing freedom of speech and

;

20th Sets Plan to
A

{Continued from page t)

appear ;harmful to another, depending upon the individual's
background, education, experience and
environment," Judge Wiley stated.

.,.

first

step

drive to have the
Ohio law unconsti-

their
courts declare the
tutional.
iri'

large contingent of

Walter Reade

Theaters executives and staff members
headed by Nick Schermerhorn, circuit
general manager, and Paul Peterson,
supervisor, will attend the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
forthcoming course in showmanship
and promotion, Walter Reade, Jr.,
president of the circuit, yeesterday
informed
Harry K.
McWilliams,

drive-in

AMPA

president.

The Reade group
many as 15, and the

will number as
circuit will bear

the tuition cost of all, Reade said.
City managers and theatre managers
will be among the students.
Reade
personnel will come to New York
weekly from New Jersey and up-state
New York cities where the circuit's
houses are located. Changes in the

employes' working hours will be made
to enable them to attend the weekly
evening classes which will commence
Sept. 25 in the home office screening
room of
Radio.
Albert Floersheimer, Jr., advertising director of Reade Theatres, and
treasurer, has been named
chairman of the Oct. 16 class, which
will deal with advertising on the local
level.
The course will run for 12
weeks.

RKO

AMPA

TOA's Convention
(Continued, from page 1)

president
Joseph R. Vogel,
Oscar Doob and John
Murphy,
Loew's Theatres executives
Walter
Donald Melhorn, of the law firm of Griffith,
happens to think about the particular
Charlotte; H. F. Kincey,
picture. The Ohio censorship statutes Marshall, Melhorn, Block and Belt, Charlotte; Morris Lowenstein, Oklado not say, as the criminal' statutes attorneys for Smith, said "We cannot homa City; J. J. O'Leary, Scranton
minimize the effect of this decision."
do, that only lewd and obscene publican,
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio; Lou
He added that it would be difficult for Gamble, Milwaukee R. B. Wilby,
tions are objectionable."
§
the state censor board to enforce the
Atlanta
Morton Thalhimer, Rich"... From a 1952 viewpoint,
newsreel censorship statute in other
mond M. A. Lightman, Memphis
cities
of
Ohio because other municipal H. M. Richey, Loew's; Pete
it appears that self -censorship
Dana,
courts would dismiss similar cases alin the industry has removed
Universal
Eddie Aarons, 20th-Fox
most automatically because of the premuch of the possibility for evil
Samuel Pinanski, Boston Louis and
cedent of the Wiley decision.
that may have existed in earlier
Meyer Schine, Gloversville Robert
years; likewise, the necessity
L. Lippert and Arthur Greenblatt,
for the use of general terms in
'La Ronde' Appeal
Lippert Pictures; S. H. Fabian, New
censorship statutes to cover unOff to November
York, and T. P. Comerford, Scranton.
expected developments is minAlbany,
\V
Y..
Sept.
10.—
The
List D. C. Exhibitors
imized by the actual developappeal by Commercial Pictures Corp.
ment pattern of the industry.
Washington exhibitors who have
of California from a 3-to-2 decision registered
"It does
include
not follow," Judge
George Crouch,
of the Appellate Division last May, Orville
Wiley warned," that the constiCrouch, Sidney Lust, Fred
upholding the Board of Regents in Kogod, Harry Bachman, Lloyd Winetution requires absolute freerefusing to license "La Ronde" on land, Frank Boucher, Victor
dom to exhibit every motion
Orsinger,
the grounds that the ;French-made Gerry
Wagner, Morton Gerber, and
picture of every kind at all
film is "immoral and wOuld tend to
others.
times and all places, but nothcorrupt morals," will not be heard
ing was presented to this court
at the October term of the. Court of
to warrant making an exception

"The criteria, therefore, come down
to what the particular reviewing board

dio

;

;

'

;

;

;

Holbrook Bissell
Dies in Albany
Albany,

N.

Y., Sept. 10.— Holassociated with the
industry for more than a quarter of
a century as salesman, branch manager and screen advertising executive,
died in St.
Peters Hospital here
after a short illness.
He served in

brook

this

Bissell,

city with

Columbia and Warner

Brothers, having been manager for
the former in 1945-46.
Bissell also
sold film in Buffalo, Philadelphia and
Cleveland.

UPT

;

;

1

;

25-Cent Dividend

A

25-cent quarterly dividend on the
outstanding common stock of United
Paramount Theatres, Inc., was announced here yesterday by Leonard
H. Goldenson,
president.
The
dividend is payable Oct. 17 to stockholders of record on Sept. 26.

UPT

to the prevailing rule of 'freedom of speech and press.'

Newsreels are an established
of communication of news. No
controlling distinction can be made
between newsreels and newspapers."
".

.

.

method

Whatever the intention of the legislature was 40 years ago in enacting the
Preview for Oil Film
There will be a special press pre- first censorship law, amended in 1935,
view of "Crossroads, U.S.A.," new the Judge said, the character of the
film produced at the Columbia Coast present statute is such that "it strikes
studios for the American Petroleum at the very foundation of the freedom
Institute tomorrow at Toots Shor's of the press by subjecting it to a liRestaurant here, followed by a reception. Regis Toomey, Elisabeth Risdon
and Darryl Hickman are featured in

cense and censorship." It is apparent
from the language of the law itself,
Judge Wiley continued, that the $3

the film.

minimum

MGM Buys 'King Arthur'

newsreels" is not merely a license fee
to cover the cost of making the inspection, but is a tax imposed on motion

Hollywood, Sept. 10.— M-G-M has
purchased "King Arthur and the
Round Table" for production.
The
film will be made in England, with
color in Technicolor. Pandro S. Ber-

man

;

;

will produce.

fee

for

"inspection

pictures.

"It is our opinion that these
charges constitute a tax and as
such are a form of 'prior restraint'

which violates the con-

of

Appeals.
Notice of appeals has been filed,
but the printed record and briefs have
not yet been received by .the state's
highest court.
This means* the -case
cannot be heard before that tribunal
next reassembles Nov. 17th.
Commercial Pictures has announced,
the case would be carried to the JJ. Si*'
supreme court, in case of an adverse
;

,

decision.

Eisenhower

(Continued from page 1)

Mendel Silberberg of the Hollywood
Republican Committee to form the
Entertainment Industry Joint Committee for Eisenhower-Nixon.

The release described the committee
as the "official agency for the collection of funds for the
Republican
presidential and vice-presidential can-

didates" and gave the committee's
address, phone number, and individual
studio committee chairmen. Although
top 7'-" executives
in
studios,
talent
(Continued from page 1)
.groups, unions and other groups often
have taken a leading part in political
newsreels is unconstitutional marks
campaigns, this is the first time any
a great victory for those who believe
frankly political fund-raising machinin freedom and democracy.
It is a
ery has :been setup in the studios.
resounding defeat for those who- would
muffle or destroy free speech and a
in Louisville
free press in our country.
want especially to commend
"I
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 10.— Jack and
the courageous atcion of Martin Smith Vernon Powell have reopened the sub-

Decision

Momentous

Reopen

of

Toledo

court

test

in

bringing

about

this

which has turned out so

successfully."

run neighborhood Air-Way
Theatre here, acquired recently jffom

sequent

Switow Amusement Co.

—

f f
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'
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of recent or forthcoming
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DREAMBOAT
FACAN

FEARLESS

(2 Pages

FOOTBALL THRILLS
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that ignites the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

(2 Pages
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Pages)

LURE OF THE WILDERNESS

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO
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(2 Pages)

(2 Pages)
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Paramount
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Republic
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RKO
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enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
is

(2 Pages)

SUDDEN FEAR

obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.
It is

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.

(3 Pages)

.

Warner
20th-Fox

Pages)

Warner

(4 Pages)

Pages)

Universal

Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the
picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Universal

.-f!''

Soundly planned trade advertising

CAUqpk:^

20th- Fox

WHERE'S CHARL^;||f' Pages)

Warner

«I*

OF

THfMSTH COUNTRY

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertised during past 6 weeks.

(2 Pages)

.

Republic

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Its cost is
vital

WOMAN

Spark

est results!

—
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Walcott

Net Set for
See More Houses Before
The Sept. 23 Fight Date
Thirty-six large-screen televisionequipped theatres across the country already have signed contracts
with Theatre Network Television
the

of

telecast

the

Joe

Jersey

Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight
title bout,

a

TNT

source said yester-

day.

With 12 more days to go before the fight date, the number
of theatres which will carry the
Sept. 23 event from Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium is virtually certain to grow, topping
the previous record set last
June in the Robinson-Maxim
bout, it was said. The June
bout attracted 38 theatres.
While the

identities of the 36 thea-

(Continned on page 6)

W.

Is

Clarksburg,

W.

Va.,

Head
Sept.

11.

meeting here
at the Stonewall Jackson Hotel on
the second and last day of their annual convention, elected Max Matz,
Bluefield, to succeed Fred Helwig,

West Virginia

12,

TEN CENTS

1952

U. S. Approval

Of U. K. Pact

record six-week gross has been racked up by "Ivanhoe" at
Radio City Music Hall, with the picture grossing $1,006,000 for the
month-and-a-half period.
The previous top six-week grosser in the near 20-year history of
the Hall was "Showboat," which hit $916,000 in a similar period late
last summer. Other films which did outstanding bus'ness at the
Hall for the same period include "Sunset Boulevard" and "The
Great Caruso."
"Ivanhoe," on the first day of its seventh week at the Hall yesterday, again got off to an auspicious start, with a fine $18,000 estimated for the day.

Pre -Release Policy Walsh to Lead IA'
Set for 'Ivanhoe'
Group to AFL Meet
M-G-M

sales policy for "Ivanhoe"
will be based on competitive bidding
for pre-release first-runs of the picture in each exchange center, the

company revealed yesterday.
Thereafter, the picture will be open
to offers by suitable theatres in each
city of approximately 100,000 population, following which it will be available on the same selective basis in

under

cities

will

be

engagements

IATSE

inter-

here.

The Screen Actors Guild

also

will be represented.

states

500

of projectionists local

approximately

about

Richard F. Walsh,

national president, will head an "IA"
delegation of four at the annual American Federation of Labor convention
next week at the Commodore Hotel

Other members of the "IA" delegation will be William P. Raoul,
the international's secretary-treasurer
Thomas V. Green, business agent of
stage employes local No. 21, Newark,
and James McNabb, business agent

100,000

population.

Named

Va. Allied

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

'Ivanhoe' Grossed $1,006,000 in
Six Weeks, Setting Hall Record

The company

Max Matz

U.S.A.,

A

36 Theatres

for

YORK,

it expects there
such pre-release

the picture.
In a
"reasonable time" after their conclusion
plans to put the picture
into general release.
Total attendance in the initial test
(Continued on page 6)
of

M-G-M

No.

154, Seattle.

Numerous other "IA" members

will

be present as delegates from various
state labor federations and city central
labor union groups.
Walsh will return to New York
(Continued on page 6)

Allied,

Charleston, as president. Helwig was
of the board.
Others elected include: Don Shultz,
H. A.
Fairmont, first vice-president
Gilbert, Princeton, second vice-presiWoodrow Thomas, Oak Hill,
dent
Rube Shor, Cinsecretary-treasurer
cinnati, director for national Allied,
{Continued on page 6)

named chairman

;

FCC Denies DuMont
Bid on Para. Case
Washington,
eral

—

The FedSept. 11.
Communications Commission to-

denied an Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories petition asking that the
FCC three-year cut-off rule on antitrust evidence be rescinded.
At the same time the FCC also
denied a Du Mont request for severance from the United Paramount
Theatres American Broadcasting Co.
merger hearing.
In replying to the petition filed

day

—

(.Continued on page 6)

Due Monday

See British Okay Tues.;
Eady Plan Changes Set
The new Anglo-American

film

agreement has been favorably received by the U. S. companies, both
major and independent, and formal
ratification of what is generally regarded as a fair and equitable pact
seen by the Motion Picture Association of America and Society of
Independent Motion Picture boards
on Monday.
British government ratification is
expected to be indicated on Tuesday

is

following the arrival in London by
plane of Sir Frank Lee, permanent
secretary of the British Board of
Trade, who led the talks in Washington this week for the British. The
agreement is scheduled to become effective Oct.

1.

While terms

of the modified agree(Continued on page 6)

20th-Fox Sets Sales
Drive for Sept. 28
Twentieth Century-Fox will launch
annual branch managers' testimonial sales drive on Sept. 28, to run
through Dec. 27, Al Lichtman, disits

Submission of Newsreels
To Ohio Censors Studied

;

;

Is

Any

decision by newsreel distributors to discontinue submitting newsOhio censor board in light of Toledo Municipal Judge Frank
W. Wiley's ruling on ednesday that such censorship is unconstitutional
will have to await a meeting of the companies' attorneys, it was indicated
here yesterday.
The attorneys, although apprised
yesterday of the favorable decision,
Collecting
were without copies of the 15-page
reels to the

W

MMPTA

For Rogers Drive
The entire membership of
the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association of
New York has enrolled in the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital coin-can collection plan,
according to John Phillips,
executive secretary.
Collection cans are now on
candy stands of 225 neighborhood theatres of the
and in the large Broadway
houses.

MMPTA

ruling which acquitted Toledo exhitor Martin G. Smith of censorship
violation charges. When they are supplied with copies they will study them,
discuss the decision with distribution
executives and then meet to decide
whether the board will be ignored in
connection with the supplying of Ohio
theatres other than those in Toledo
with newsreels. Meanwhile, reels destined for Toledo houses no longer will
be submitted to the board, it was
expected.
The big question in the minds of
the attorneys is whether an appeal

tribution director, disclosed here yesterday.

The
heads

testimonial saluting exchange
of the company's 38 branch

throughout the U.S. and Canada will embrace a program of the
company's top releases for the year,
it was said.
The company's division
offices

sales

managers

will

act

as

captains

during the 13-week period.
Product to be released beginning
(Continued on page 6)

Michigan Exhibitors

To Meet on Repeal
^Detroit, Sept. 11.— Independent exhibitors of Michigan's Upper Peninsula will get a chance on Sept. 22
to pledge their support to the Council
of
Motion Picture Organizations'
drive to repeal the Federal admission
tax.

The

meeting,

can be taken by Ohio in a criminal

to be held at the
Ishpeming, Mich., is
expected to be attended by more than
100.
It will be under the direction

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

Mather Inn

in

j

:
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Personal
Mention

Friday, September

MASS. TOWN STARTS TAXING
TV SETS AS THEY DO IN U. K.

12,

1952

See Progress
In

SAG

Talks

A report of progress on talks beLong, Commissioner of tween representatives of the Screen
sales promotion chief, will nicipality in Massachusetts, and be- Taxation and Corporations for MasActors Guild and the Film Producers
return here today from the West Vir- lieved to be the first in this country, sachusetts, declared that the tax is
Association governing a new pact for
ginia Allied convention in Clarksburg. to levy a tax on television sets as the legal as the statute governing the
TV producers in the East was ren•
British do throughout England was personal property tax does not in- dered here yesterday by an FPA
ex-student
Pantages,
Clayton
revealed here when it was learned that clude or fails to mention that televi- spokesman.
salesman at the 20th Century-Fox ex- the assessors of the town of Stow sion sets be exempt.
He said that successful meetings
change in New Haven, lias been named are sending out tax notices to resiMeanwhile, in Boston, a difference already have been held on two of
salesman at the company's Albany ex- dents who own television sets. The of opinion developed over the televi- the three phases of the projected
change.
assessors
have been checking all sion set tax when Edmund Burke of agreement
on television program•
the city's board of assessors stated ming and industrial films
homes showing outside aerials.
terms. He
Charles S. Chaplin, Canadian
The tax is classified as a personal that he considers television sets in added that all terms agreed upon at
general manager of United Artists, property tax. All television sets re- homes eligible for the household fur- meetings must be submitted
to the
was named chairman of the film and gardless of their purchase price are nishing exemption and therefore do FPA membership for approval. The
theatre section of the Toronto 1952 placed at $100 value by the assessors. not come under the personal property tentative agreement
on television protax law.
Community Chest campaign.
The tax is $4.50 a year.
gramming, he explained, follows the
•
pattern set by the SAG in negotiaTom W. Baldridge, M-G-M press
tions with West Coast producers.
representative for the Middle Atlantic
The third phase of the projected
states, has been honored with a life
contract between the two organizamembership in the Winchester, Va.,
tions, dealing with TV commercial
1st
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
spots, will be the subject of a meeting

LEON
Radio

BAMBERGER, RKO

J.

Boston,

Sept.

11.

— The

mu-

first

Henry

F.

—
—

—

MGM's Ornstein Has 20th Sets Heavy TV
Book Published Barrage for 'Snows'

•

here today between SAG and FPA
Twentieth Century-Fox and WJZ- representatives.
TV have concluded a deal whereby
than 50 published short stories, has the film company will run 75 TV spots
Griffis in
his first work published in book form between today and Sept. 20 promoting
Hollywood, Sept. 11.
Stanton
the
Theatre
of
opening
Rivoli
at
the
"Ma
this week with the appearance of
and Me," which consists of a collec- "Snows of Kilimanjaro" on Wednes- Griffis, chairman of the executive
Paramount Pictures,
of
day, the television station disclosed committee
tion of 20 of his stories.
has
arrived
here
for his first visit
to
yesterday.
This
was
alleged
here
Described as "a novel in short
to the studio in six years. A member
story form," "Ma and Me" is pub- be the heaviest concentration of TV
of the U. S. Diplomatic Corps, Griffis
lished by Story Book Press of Dallas. spots ever to herald an opening.
In addition, the package cans for recently resigned as Ambassador to
Containing 261 pages, it is priced
the TV station to carry a special Spain. Previously, he had been Amat $3.
45 minute telecast of the premiere bassador to Poland, Egypt and ArgenStories Cited
tina.
events.

Louis A. Arru, drive-in operator
William Ornstein, M-G-M trade
in Louisville, and his wife have made
press contact, and author of more
reservations

attend

to

TESMA-TEDA

meet

joint

the

in Chicago.

Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M

studio

is due to arrive here next
Friday on the ^.vS". Nieww Amsterdam
from England.

publicist,

•

M-G-M

Bill Lyon,

will arrive here
20 and will leave

Hollywood

—

•

studio publicist,
Sept.
on the following day

from England

for the Coast.

•

Ornstein's stories for the past sev-

RKO

Lee Koken,

Theatres vending eral years have been cited by Martha
head, will leave here today for Iowa. Foley in her anthologies, "Best Amer•
ican Short Stories" and "The Best

Set Book Shop Tie-in
For 'Snows' Premiere

Services for Joseph Allen

advance publicity for
Marion Gering of G-L Enterprises, of the Best American Short Stories." the world premiere oi Darryl F.
Inc. will leave here for Italy today. In her 1952 anthology, out Sept. 25, Zanuck's
"The Snows of Kiliman•
she includes 11 of Ornstein's stories, jaro," beginning Wednesday at the
Henry Ehrlich, producer, is in a record for an author in a single Rivoli Theatre here, is being created
New York from Mexico City.
year, and some of which are included by store window displays in prominent
Manhattan book shops, reports 20th
in "Ma and Me."
In addition to his writing, Ornstein, Century-Fox.
The campaign, launched several
a former trade paper reporter, also
has lectured at New York University, weeks ago timed to the publication of
Columbia, American University in Ernest Hemingway's latest novel, is
Washington, Sept. 11. The inves- Washington, the Catholic Writers being centered in Brentano's and
tigatory unit of the Senate sub-comGuild and later this month will ap- Doubleday. Displays consist of stills
mittee on Internal Security headed
pear at the Kingsbridge Veterans from "The Snows of Kilimanjaro,"
by Sen. James O. Eastland (D., Hospital Writing Project.
window cards crediting the Kivoli,
Miss.), has alleged that 24 of the 32
book jackets and reviews of "The Old
members of the Distributive, ProcessMan and the Sea," plus covers of
Chi.
ing and Office Workers of America's
other Hemingway novels.
executive board were "members of the
Drawing upon the geographical
Communist party."
is the
backgrounds of the production as well
Chicago, Sept. 11. Federal Judge as aspects of its story, window and
parent union of the New York Screen
Michael L. Igoe has granted extended in-store decorations are appearing in
Publicists Guild.
The sub - committee last year first-runs of eight weeks each to War- luggage shops, and tourist and travel
launched an investigation into the ner Brothers' "Miracle of Our Lady bureaus.
DPOWA's affairs. Sen. Pat McCar- of Fatima" and 20th Century-Fox's
ran (D., Nev.), chairman of the "Snows of Kilimanjaro," allowing the
to 'Fatima*
Senate Judiciary Committee and its distributors to offer them to "affili"The Miracle of Our Lady of
sub-committee on internal security, ated" theatres here for runs up to
said that the union "has advanced eight weeks long (without court per- Fatima" will be the recipient of one
the Communist cause in many ways." mission these theatres cannot run a of the Christopher Awards this month
The sub-committee charged that picture over two weeks unless it is as a work of "enduring spiritual
the union is "under the control of released to outlying theatres at the significance," it was announced by
agents of the Kremlin
dedicated end of the second week, which would Father James Keller, MM, founder
to the destruction of the freedom put the first run house in the position and director of the organization.
Additional

Head DPOWA,

'Reds'

Senate Group Asserts

—

Extended
Runs
For 'Fatima/ 'Snows'
—

DPOWA

—A

Boston, Sept. 11.
requiem mass
for Joseph Allen, 80, who performed
in the first motion picture version
of "Seven Keys to Bald Pate" and a
number of other films and was a wellknown stage performer, will be held
Saturday at St. Philip Neri Church
in Waban, Mass.
Interment will be
private. Allen died Tuesday.

Reopen

which members

now

enjoy."

of

the

NEW YORK THEATRES
r~BADI0

CITY MUSie HALL

f]

Rockefeller Center

"IVANHOE"
Robert

TAYLOR

Joan

Elizabeth

TAYLOR

*

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plu,

.

.

organization

recommended

It

New Haven

a foreign film policy. The two also
operate the Crown, New Haven, and
the Art Cinema, Bridgeport.

Award

.

in

Hartford, Sept. 11.— Robert Spodick
and Leonard Sampson have reopened
the Lincoln Theatre, New Haven, on

that

its

hearing record be sent to the Attorney General to determine whether
perjury had been committed by union
officers who have signed the TaftHartley non-Communist oath.

playing day-and-date with subsequent run theatres).
Meanwhile, another top picture,
"Ivanhoe," has been awarded to the
Oriental for the first Chicago showing.
It will follow "Sudden Fear," which
opened there today.
of

WB

Club Outing Today

Over 300 members

of the

Club and their guests
to

turn

out

for

are

Warner
expected

the club's annual
golf tournament at the Westchester
Country Club today.
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THE CHAMPIONS!
(Marge and Gower Champion
are the fastest-growing

musical stars in the
industry!

They were

GREAT

M-G-M of course!)

in

M-G-M's

w

SHOW BOAT

They were
TERRIFIC

in

M-G-M's "LOVELY TO LOOK AT

M-G-M presents
EVERYTHING I HAVE

IS

YOURS" starring MARGE and

SB

Gower Champion
O'Keefe

•

Dennis

with Monica Lewis
Dean Miller • Color by Technicolor • Written by George Wells
Additional Dialogue by Ruth
Brooks Flippen • Directed by
Robert Z. Leonard • Produced
by George Wells

And NOW They're
SENSATIONAL £
in M-G-M's

'

EVERYTHING
HAVE IS YOURS
I

Be

at the

Trade Shows Sept. 23rd when

M-G-M

presents

its

NEW, TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL with New, Young stars.
answer to America's demand to see
vehicle of their

own Don't miss
!

the

this talented

CHAMPION

young

BIG,

It's

the

pair in a

musical

MONEY PICTURES! ONE RIGHT AFTER ANOTHER. MADE EVEN

First Dates

Say Great
Boxoffice!
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Big"

TAIWAN

•

CHARLES McGRAW

•

MARGARET SHERIDAN

•
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nr.
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(item CttiKU

Is

Right!

KIRK BOOS US- DEWEY MARTIN • ELIZABETH

mmu

op
Grosses
Everywhere!

One Of
The Year's
Biggest!
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tIGGER BY THE

SHOWMANSHIP COMPANY'S HIGH-POWERED PROMOTION!

Walt Disney*
STORY OF

BUN Hood
cocoa BrT£CM//eOlO&
AN AU-UVE-ACTION PICTURE

RICHARD TODD
JOAN
\,„<wd
Oif«tl*d by
s<f..»j,io, by

RICE

PERCE PEARCE
KENNETH ANNAKIN
LAWRENCE E. WATKIH

b,

ii

Wonder
Of Show
Business!

JENNIFER JONES
in a performance as mt'morahk" as those sh<* «avc
"The Song Of Ben*adeEte" ami "Duel l» The Suir.

tn.
.

reat Drama!

color by

TECHNICOLOR

A SELZNICK PICTURE
POWELL x PKESSBURGER PRODUCTION
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POWELL

««»

EMERIC PRESSBURGER

Next On

The Money
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O
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PICTURES
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Md. Censor Charge
Called 'Untrue' by

RKO's Bamberger
W.

Clarksburg,

Va.,

11.—

Sept.

the Maryland censor
board in its recent report to the governor that "certain Hollywood companies have recently been deviating
from the (Production) code" was

The charge

of

branded "untrue" by Leon Bamberger,
sales promotion manager for RKO
Radio, in an address on censorship
to the annual convention of West VirAssociation
Theatres
Allied
ginia

AMPA

Review
(i

12,

1952

Will Publish

Ad
Course As A Book

Its

Hurricane Smith"

(Paramount)

A TALE OF SOUTH SEA ISLANDS

skullduggery and adventure in

12 -Week

Upon completion

the mid-19th century by Gordon Ray Young has been transformed into a
thrill-laden screenplay by Frank Gruber. While what is brought to the screen
question about
in "Hurricane Smith" has a familiar grain there can be little
Produced
this picture's capacity to keep the customers thoroughly absorbed.
Hopper,
it
by
Jerry
directed
and
Holt
Nat
Technicolor
by
in vivid color by
Richard
offers for the marquee the names of Yvonne DeCarlo, John Ireland,
Arlen, James Craig, Forrest Tucker and Lyle Bettger.
The story line is easy to follow Ireland, in the title role, is a fugitive from

of the Associated

Motion Picture Advertisers' initial
12-week course in showmanship and
promotion which will begin here on
Sept. 25, AMPA will publish in book
form the lectures, discussions and lessons of the series, Harry K. McWilliams, organization president, reported

:

hiding
justice who, with his companions Tucker and Richard Arlen, has been
sale
natives
for
of
kidnapping
"Blackbirding"—
island.
away on a South Sea
And
as slaves to plantation owners— though outlawed, is still a favorite sport.
here today.
when a ship approaches on this nefarious mission, Ireland and his friends seize
Bamberger said the industry agrees the vessel and leave the "blackbirders" on the island.
with the censors that "a free screen
Ireland has a fortune .stached away on an island, and as he and his comdoes not include obscenity, immoral- panions are laying over in an Australian port, worrying where to get money
for a.
ity and inciting to crime."
to equip their ship, Craig approaches them with an offer to rent the ship
"It is undeniably untrue, however, scientific expedition. After the ship sails, it soon becomes obvious that Craig's
that responsible producers who are expedition is mercenary rather than scientific.
He is in fact after the same
subscribers to the Production and ad- fortune that Ireland is trying to regain. What with Miss DeCarlo on board
vertising codes (and all of them are) as the daughter of a doctor who came aboard with Craig, and her falling in
have deviated from that code and I love with Ireland, romance soon blossoms.
challenge the Maryland censor board
As is inevitable, a fight breaks out among the opposing forces, there is
to present any evidence thereof.
shooting and mutiny and all other kinds of action, including Ireland's rescuing
"Isn't it apparent," Bamberger con- the girl practically from the mouth of a shark. Eventually the evil forces are
tinued, "that the sole purpose behind beaten and Ireland and his friends lay claim to the treasure.
the (censor's) report is the effort of
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. For October
Maryland
the politically appointed
release.
censors to hold on to their jobs in
the face of what we hope will be the
eradication of all censorship in the
not too distant future?"
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued, from page 1)
Progress has been made toward that
goal, Bamberger told the convention,
engagements in New York, San Fran- ment continued to be guarded closely,
reviewing the recent Supreme Court
Cleveland, Houston, Atlanta and it was learned that one of the main
cisco,
decisions in the "Pinky" and "Miralready has exceeded the provisions involves modifications of
Evansville
acle" cases. "Many of us had hoped
on "Quo Vadis" the American participation in Brittotal
comparable
quickly
that these decisions would
ain's Eady Plan. Presumably, a part
reports.
M-G-M
spell the end of state censorship," he
or all of the Americans' share of
far
thus
been
has
said, "but all that
Starting in Richmond
Eady Plan revenue for the final year
accomplished is to deprive censors
of the pact would be frozen in EngStarting Oct. 9 in Richmond and land,
of banning pictures on sacrilegious
a concession made by the
grounds or for any such general Louisville, 15 more Loew's theatres,
and SIMPP in light of Britreasons as being 'prejudicial to the making a total of 30, are set to open ain's now less favorable dollar posibe
will
dates
people'."
Subsequent
"Ivanhoe."
best interests of the
tion. The original arangement a year
Waterbury,
Canton,
Norfolk,
Bamberger said he believes the legal in
ago provided for a minimum guaranty
test invalidating newsreel censorship Akron, Hartford, Providence, Springof $4,000,000 annually for two years
Dayton,
in Toledo to be limited to that city field, Worcester, Bridgeport,
as the American companies' share in
and said "it is evident that a long Columbus, Syracuse and Rochester. the Eady Tax Plan. That amount
and bitter struggle will ensue before Non-Loew's theatres with early open- was remittable to New York whether
we can hope to enjoy the full free- ing dates for the film are the Des or not the American share in it agdoms accorded the press under the Moines, Des Moines Melba, Dallas
gregated $4,000,000. The excess also
Texas, San Antonio, and Palace, was remittable up to
First Amendment."
$6,000,000.
Bamberger warned that irrespon- Albany.
dope
and
sex
sible elements that offer
Previously announced Sept. 25 openpictures on the theory that censor ings in Loew's houses include the
boards under pressure may be in- State and Orpheum, Boston
Perm,
(Continued from page 1)
fluenced to pass them are "doing the Pittsburgh
Indianapolis
Loew's,
legitimate industry a great disfavor." Palace, St. Louis
Midland, Kansas
on Monday from Margate, England,
City; Buffalo, Buffalo; State, New
where he attended the British Trades
Orleans, and Poli, New Haven.

U. K. Pact

'Ivanhoe'

MPAA

;

;

Walsh

to

Head

;

yesterday.

McWilliams

said that due to the
expressed by industry mem-

interest

bers outside of the New York Metropolitan area the entire 12 sessions will
be tape recorded and later edited by
Dr. Karl Egmont Ettinger, New

School and Columbia University

in-

structor who has been named coorschool. Disdinator of the
tribution home office screening rooms
will accommodate the Thursday eve-

AMPA

ning

classes.

The

text of the course,

McWilliams

will be published in a
edition. Subscription price in
said,

of

publication

is

limited

advance

$20, he added.

Grant More Time

To Loew's,

UATC

Loew's and United Artists Theatre
Circuit have been granted another
brief extension of the deadlines for
the termination of their joint interests
in a few remaining theatres, a Justice
official disclosed here yesterday.
The companies now have until Sept.
18 to actually start court action to
dissolve their joint interests if a dissolution plan was not submitted by
yesterday. No such plan was submitted, reported the Justice official.

FCC

Denies

(Continued from page 1)

weeks ago by
commission said that
several

rule did not,
obliterate the

Du

Mont, the

its

three-year

as Du Mont claimed,
issues involved in the

hearing concerned with Paramount.
It pointed out that the record in the
case was already closed and added
that no useful purpose could be served
by severing Du Mont from the hearing at this time when the hearing examiner would soon be writing his

;

anyway.

decision

;

Max Matz Named
(Continued,

and H.

from page

Union Congress

alternate
J. Gilbert, P'rinceton,

Walcott Bout

Following were named members of
E. R. Custer,
the board of directors
Louis Shor, L. E. Rogers, C. D.
Crawford, G. B. Lively, Lester Rosenfield,
Roy Letsinger, Joseph Raad,
Donald Kiesling. All save Raad and
Crawford were on last year's board.
Speakers included Abram Myers,
Allied general counsel, Mike Simons
:

and Robert Wile

The 1953 convention
in

of

will

The

TNT

were not
tres already signed by
disclosed at this time, the list includes 19 theatres listed previously
by Motion Picture Daily. The mini-

mum

number of theatres required by
the International Boxing Club in its
is reported to be
contract with
about 30, a goal already surpassed.

TNT

Ohio

be held

Bluefield.

20th Sales Drive
Sept. 28 includes
"The Snows of

Jam-pack your theatre with BIG Valuable Prizes and Exciting live shows.
No Cost. No Work. Legal Everywhere.

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS.
Broadway

Inc.

(60th St.) N. Y. 23. N. Y.

Circle 7-3880

as an

AFL

:

to Preside

Newsreels
action,

AFL

convention, over which
the national union's president, William
Green, will preside, will consider at
business sessions resolutions favoring
repeal of the Federal 20 per cent
admission tax and attacking the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit, which
will be submitted by SAG. The "IA"
at its recent biennial convention in
Minneapolis went on record as supporting tax repeal.

Michigan Exhibitors

(Continued from page 1)

FREE
1841

week

(Continued from page 1)

Green

(Continued, from page 1)

director.

of M-G-M.
Allied.

last

delegate.

1)

(Continued from page 1)

Darryl F. Zanuck's

Kilimanjaro," "My
Wife's Best Friend," "Way of
Gaucho," "Something for the Birds,"
"The Steel Trap," "The Thief of
Sleep,"
"Night Without
Venice,"

John Schuyler, operator of the
Delth circuit in Marquette.
Allen Johnson, national representative of Allied Theatres of Michigan
Ernest T. Conlon, executive secre-

of Broadway," "Pony
Soldier," "Top Man" and "The Stars
and Stripes Forever."

tary

Bloodhounds

A

of

;

;

Lew Wisper

Wetsman

Theatres,

of

Wisper

Detroit,
Schuyler will deliver speeches.

and
and

which

is

what

the Smith case

was.
Smith volunteered to expose
himself to such action and deliberately
showed an uncensored newsreel in his
theatre in cooperation with the Motion
Picture Association of America and
the Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio, which had joined in challenging the Ohio law.
One attorney pointed out yeseterday
that with some exceptions criminal
actions cannot be appealed in New
York State. This may be the case
in Ohio, he said.

.
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Tradewise

.

ROBERT
Editor
his

U.

BROWN,

&

Publisher,

"Shop Talk

the Sept. 6 issue to answering
Paul Bruun's wonderings in the

TOA

—

Chicago, Sept. 14. The worldMiami Beach Florida Sun why
wide preference for American monewspapers give so much space to
tion pictures was underscored in an
in which so
interested.

and so

little

many more

to movies,
people are

by

address

Raibourn,

vicepresident of
Paramount Pictures Corp., before the Com-

Paul

"Controversy and conflict are the
all
news.
ingredients
of

basic

Neither

exists

amusements

in

mun

of

know

if

it

interested

won

or

;

he wants to

what

lost,

its

standing is from time to time and,
in the case of more avid fans, who
did the pitching, the hitting and
who made the unusual, if any,
fielding plays or base running.
movie fan is much the same.
He follows particular stars, particular types of films and, frequently,

the

of

Centennial

of

Engineering

ing contest," Brown tells the Miami
Beach columnist.
Any follower of the sports pages
will dispute that.
The baseball fan
is not treated daily to "controversy
and conflict" nor is he disappointed
about that. He follows a team in
is

ations

c

i

Section

any kind, with rare exceptions, and
both are predominant in any sport-

which he

Sy

mpo

s

ium,

meeting here at

the

Eighth

Street Theatre
at the weekend.

The reason
American

pic-

maintain
Paul Raibourn
their
hold
on
foreign audiences, declared Raibourn,
is due "to the freedom of the inditures

(Continued on page 6)

Committees

Report; Urge Stand

On 16mm.

— The

14.
Sept.
of America released
over the week-end 11 committee reports which will be made during the
week to members attending the 1952
convention here.
Here is a digest of the reports.
The legal advisory council, Herman

Department of Justice and the U. S.
Statutory Court approve the arbitrasystem

it

may

TOA

most people

council

will

also

take up the

Eady

We
Brown

doubt very
himself can

OTTAWA, Sept. 14. -Mainly
because of the small number of TV sets sold, the
coming of television to

Canada's

two

largest

Brown

adversely affect

motion

more
theatre attendpeople are familiar with the major picture
ance,
least for a long
at
film companies' names than with
will bet

that

(Continued on page 3)

period.
HERBERT

JOHN WAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA
BARRY FITZGERALD

weekend, indications were that
approval of it certainly would be
forthcoming today at separate meetings of the Motion Picture Association of America and the Society of
Independent
Motion Picture Producers boards. Motion Picture Daily
reported on Friday that the two trade
organizations would vote approval.
The only significant modification
in the existing US-UK pact is the
proposed freezing of the American
industry's share of the British Eady
Tax Fund during the ensuing year.
The terms of the original Eady Tax

at the

much whether cities, Montreal and Toname the man- ronto, is not expected to

agers of the 16 major league teams.

And we

Under

to

J.

Washington,

Sept. 14.

— What

Mitchell Wolfson, retiring- president of Theatre Owners of America, describes as the organization's
most important
and
best
attended convention
into
the

years,
get
action
at
in

began

to

Shoreham

Hotel here today with meetings
of
the

TOA
tive

and

execucommittee
nominating

committee

in

session.
Mitchell Wolfson

The

meeting

of the legal advisory committee, scheduled for today,

was postponed by chairman Herman
Levy,

TOA

general counsel, until to-

morrow morning.

tion.

The

Chairman

SHERWIN KANE

TOA

—

the producer, director or company that made the picture they
.saw last night, whereas, he says,
the same people will know statistics
concerning their favorite baseball
team and the name of its manager.

By

:

At the A. F. of L. conven- continued fight against censorship at
tion opening here this the local and national levels, espeweek the California State
(Continued on page 6)
A. F. of L. has been selected to recommend conPlan Alone Is
vention action on two film
industry issues, the gov- Altered
Pact
nothing to write about a. local movie ernment's
16mm. suit and
once it has been reviewed.
the repeal of the 20 per
He also contends that evidence cent Federal admission
As opinions of the new AngloAmerican film agreement continued
that the public is more interested
tax.
favorable in distribution circles here
in sports than in films is to be found
name

Suit; Skouras,

Levy, chairman Top agenda item on
the council's pre-convention meeting
which will be presented to the membership is the 16mm. anti-trust suit,
says the report, and urges the board
of directors at its meetings to decide
whether
should move to intervene as a party defendant in the suit.
The report points out that if the

be in operation
before the 1953 convention, and
should recommend machinery for the
system's functioning at this conven-

He wants news
particular stories.
about all of them and, not being
served by his newspaper in that
respect, he buys millions of motion
picture fan magazines.
That also answers another of
Brown's contentions that there is

Sentiment Favors Role
Of Defendant in 16mm.

Suit Role

Washington,
Theatre Owners

tion

A

in the inability of

TEN CENTS

1952

TOA CONVENTION
Pictures,
U.
GETS UNDER WAY
Raibourn Says

in

sports events

15,

S.

editor of

devoted
Thirty" column

at

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

World Prefers

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

YORK,

A canvass of legal advissory committee members today
turned up only mild objections
and considerable strong sentiment in favor of the proposed
(Continued on page 6)

1st Drive-in Fight

Deal Set by

TNT

The S-3 Drive-in Theatre,
Rutherford, N. J., has booked
the Walcott-Marciano heavyweight title bout telecast on
Sept. 23, thus becoming the
first open air theatre in the
country planning to carry a
televised fight.
RCA longthrow projection theatre television equipment is currently
being installed, it was learned.
The total number of theatres now lined up for the
transcontinental telecast is
36, according to Theatre Network Television.

(Continued on page 6)

YATES

u the

presents

JO

QUIET

TECHNICOLOR SMASH!

MAN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

ft

LOOK

says ...

one of the great
comedies of all time!

Motion Picture Daily

2

Record Ad Campaign

Personal
Mention
MAX

Monday, September

15,

Is Newsreel
Parade
HEAT ENGENDERED by
rHE Presidential
campaign again

Set for 'Kilimanjaro'

the

YOUNGSTEIN,

United
E.
Artists vice-president, is scheduled to leave here tomorrow for New
Orleans.
•

One

camby 20th Century-Fox

of the largest advertising

paigns ever set

single motion picture has been
programmed for Hearst magazines
for a

supplements
from
newspaper
Coast-to-Coast for Darryl F. ZaadverErnest Emerling, Loew's
nuck's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."
and Arexecutive,
tising-publicity
The record drive, designed to satuAssoPicture
Motion
DeBra,
thur
rate a readership total of upwards of
ciation of America community rela130-million, is timetabled to coincide
tions director, will instruct classes at
with the fall pre-release engagements
AdPicture
Motion
the Associated
of
production.
Four
the
color
vertisers showmanship school which
spreads will hit monthly issues of the
will" open here on Sept. 25.
magazines and weekly supplements.
•
Included on the magazine roster are
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping,
acTheatres,
Paramount
United
of
Harper's Bazaar, House Beautiful and
companied by his assistants, Bernard Toivn
and Country.
The American

and

1952

U A Negotiating for
New Shorts Series
Negotiations are pending on a deal
under which United Artists would release the "Zane Grey Sports Trail"
outdoor scenic-and-sports series, of
which Romer Grey and Ted Sierks
have completed 26 two-reelers. Grey
has left here for Pagosa Springs,
Colo., to film another of the subjects.

SMPTE AwarR to
Eastman s Mac Adam
9

is

newsreel
reports
of
speeches by Adlai Stevenson and General Eisenhoivcr. Rounding out current editions are the crash of a jet
plane in England, West Europe Federation deevlopments, Korean fighting
and sundry other topics. Full synopses
in

reflected,

follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 75— Jet plane
tragedy at 700 m.p.h.
Eisenhower denounces Administration at Indiana rally.
Stevenson talks on Korea policy.
Battle
of the Billy Roses. Look Magazine honors
Harvest Moon dancers.
a movie.

NEWS

OF THE DAY, No. 205-Jet
explodes killing 23.
Stevenson invades the West. First football turnout of
the season. Canine carnival.
plane

Dr. David L. MacAdam, Eastman
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 8 — 1952's
Levy and Al Sicignano, is visiting Weekly, Pictorial Review and The Kodak research scientist, has been
selected as winner of the 1952 "Jour- Battle of Bunker Hill. "Somebody Loves
the theatres of Penn-Paramount Corp.
preview. European unification. Science
Me"
Comic Weekly are the supplements to
nal" award of the Society of Motion predicts conquest of space. McCarthy wins
The trio will return here Wednes- feature full page ads
and spreads.
Eisenhower in Miiwest.
Picture and Television Engineers, it in Wisconsin.
day.
Complementing the ad total will be
Stevenson in Far West.
•
was announced at the weekend.

M-G-M

William

viceF. Rodgers,
president and sales consultant, will
leave here for Washington tonight for
convention in Washington.
the
Henderson M. Richey, exhibitor relations director, left last night.

special publicity layouts, feature stories

and picture spreads dealing with

aspects

of

the

film's

international

backgrounds and personality profiles
of stars Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward and Ava Gardner.
In addition, 7,500' newspapers will
•
be serviced with a variety of mats and
M. L. Simons, M-G-M home office stills, and 1,000 radio and
TV stations
assistant to H. M. Richey, returned
will receive a program based on the
the
from
West
here at the weekend
film, its fashions and other material.
Virginia Allied meet in Clarksburg.

MacAdam

Dr.

award
tion

will

at the Society's

in

receive

the

annual conven-

Washington on Oct.

8.

TOA

Colquitt to Cinemart

busters behind bars.

T. Colquitt, formerly of
Story Films, has been appointed vicepresident and treasurer of Cinemart

Korea's

Walter

International Corp., it was announced
by Varian Fry, Cinemart's president.

•

Thomson and Jack
Screen Actors Guild offiarrived here at the weekend

cials,

Jr.,

from the Coast.
•

Rappaport,

M.

Isador

has

exhibitor,

returned

tour.

lied

Artists

Monogram-Al-

vice-president,

is

Belfer, publicity director of

New York
wood

left

Europe for

and will return

shortly after her

to

here.

continuing its
schedule of transporting- key-city press,
syndicate and national magazine rep-

which

will be accompanied by Leonard
Spinrad of Warner's home office publicity department.

ASCAP Reelects Harbach
Otto

A.
of

Harbach

ASCAP

was

reelected
the third
meeting of the
for

time at the regular
board of directors. Harbach, whose
'term runs to April, 1953, is a charter

member

make

Airmail Edition in the motion pic-

rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
the Hollywood studios but to ALL the exhibition
pacemakers in ALL areas of the United States (except
those in the New York or nearby zones who get it by
hand-delivery or first class mail).

—

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture
editors

and

critics of the

leading newspapers, and other

public opinion makers, throughout the nation

—as well

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

of the Society.

Bringing the very

news reports in concise factual
possible means
delivering it two

latest

form, by the fastest

—

—

days sooner to distant states the Airmail
Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally is accorded
preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

to

four

AIR

-

MAIL
edition!

Bunker

speeches.

Harvest Moon
mark. British

No. 595"Ike" and Adlai
Carnival in Virgin Islands.
ball.
Sea Lions in DenHill.

air tragedy.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No.

10-

Eisenhower atbursts in air.
discusses
Stevenson
tacks
corruption.
Korea. West Europe confederation up for
500
feet of
orphans.
Korean
war
action.
television tower.
Battle of Bunker Hill.
U. S. High Commissioner Donnelly.
jet

Friedlob Stresses
Stars' Appearances

field.

Brothers,

resentatives to Quebec City, Canada,
to cover location shooting of Alfred
Hitchcock's production of "I Confess,"
will fly representatives of New York
dailies there today.
Abe Weiler, Times; Phil Strassberg, Daily Mirror, and Arch Winsten, Post, comprise the contingent,

president

ONE

Holly-

arrival

NY Reporters Fly to
WB Location Today
Warner

only

It is

North Coast Theatres, is vacationing
in New York from San Francisco.
•
Ginger Rogers has

is

ture trade paper

due

here from Hollywood today.
•

Ann

Simple Statement of Fact

There

•

Mirisch,

A

Baltimore
with Mrs.

Rappaport from a European

Harold

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,

British

Kenneth
Dales,

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 37-B— Europe
Assembly drafts treaty. Film notables in
Venice. U. S. High Commissioner Donnelly
in Germany.
Ridgway on tour. Funeral of
Count Sforza.
New fall coats. Bronco

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Subscription rate $12 per

annum

appearances by qualified
aids immeasurably in selling a
picture in today's market, Bert Friedindependent producer releasing
lob,

Personal

stars

through 20th Century-Fox, declared
here at the weekend.
consonance with that belief,
In
Friedlob disclosed that he will tour
20 cities with Joseph Cotten when

"The

Steel

vember.

Trap"

Joseph

is

released in

No-

Cotten and Theresa

Wright

star in the film.
Friedlob, who is under a three-year
contract to 20th-Fox, also announced
that production on his new film, "The
Star," featuring Bette Davis, has been

completed and will probably be

re-

leased after the first of the year.

The independent producer

explained

best qualified to tour
cities in aiding the sale of a film are
those who have something to say of
that

the

stars

interest to audiences and who have
a commanding stage presence.
Friedlob, who departed for the Coast
following a day's conference on Friday
with 20th-Fox executives, also com-

mented on the so-called "large-versussmall picture" controversey in the
industry.
"I think it's the subject
matter that counts," Friedlob said,
rather than the amount of money
spent on the picture that attracts
audiences.
Friedlob said that as an independent
he has had no trouble financing his
current pictures through the banks.
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to Rule

Projectionist

'Encounter' Boycott
question whether the IATSE
could legally direct or urge its projectionists in theatres across the country to refuse to show a film made
abroad by Americans accused of having Communist ties has been put to
"IA" international president Richard
F. Walsh to answer, it was learned
here at the weekend. Walsh is expected to confer shortly on the question with the union's attorneys.

The

Last Month

Again Press A.
US Producers

Abide by the Code
Baltimore, Sept. 14.— Noting that
"American film producers, bound by
a production code, have done much
while
affront,"
religious
"some makers of foreign films have
not been so reverent in their treatment
of religion," Sydney R. Traub, chairto

avoid

Arose
man of the Maryland Board of CenThe problem arose late last month sors, reported that the board has apwhen the Hollywood American Fed- proved "The Miracle" for showings
eration of

Labor Film Council iden- throughout the

"Encounter,"

tified

scheduled

for

Artists distribution, as representing the work of four Americans
whom the council says are or were
Communists or refugees from sub-

United

poenas issued by the House Commit-

on Un-American Activities.
Starring Paul Muni, the film was
produced in Italy by John Weber
and Bernard Vorhaus, with Joseph
Losey as director and Ben Barzman
Roy M. Brewer,
as script writer.
IATSE Coast representative, in a
letter to House Committee chairman
John T. Wood, charged the producers,
director and writer with being either
Communists, former Communists or
refugees from subpoenas. The letter
urged the Committee to "initiate legislation at once" to ban the importation and showing in this country of
films made by Americans so identified.

tee

Brewer Threat

UA

should release the picture
If
and exhibitors book it, Brewer said,
"we shall then initiate measures to
call upon our fellow unionists in the
projection rooms of American theatres
officials here at
not to show it."
the time asked company president
Arthur B. Krim, visiting in Europe,
to look into the problem. No report
of action by Krim has yet been made.
The company signed the distribution
deal about a year ago.
The Taft-Hartley Law, in the "unofficial" opinion of a film labor attorney who declined to be identified,
would not prohibit the IATSE from
asking, possibly directing, its projectionists to refuse to screen a film of
"Communist character." However, he
added, the law would have to be
studied to determine the application

UA

however,
the film

Traub

state.

stated,

that the board condemns
as "an obvious indignity to

religious personages and beliefs."
Referring to the recent U. S.

Suoutlaws

ruling which
sacrilege as a basis for censorship of
film matter by a state, Traub said,
"We have no legal alternative other
than to approve "The Miracle."

preme

&

on

T.

12-Hour Show for
Regular Admission

TV Cost Data

Theatre
Says

T.

3

Court

Washington,

Cincinnatti, Sept. 14.

Sept.

14.

—Theatre

located between
and nearby Hamilton,
where a "Moviethon" is given
on Saturdays, starting at
dusk and continuing until
dawn. The program consists
of four full features and one
Drive-in,

here

A

ures.

chapter each of 12 serials,
with nothing repeated in the
12-hour show, for which the
regular admission scale prevails.

A

quality of television
and desire."

service

we need

All they wanted, the industry attorneys went on, was
T and T's "best
estimate" of what the charges would
be and "a similar estimate as to when
such service could and would be instituted."
T and T has previously
dodged answering the request for such
information on two occasions, the
most recent being two weeks ago.
The industry attorneys told the com-

Production in

UK

Is

At High Point: Lean

A

A

A

high in entertainment
quantity has been established
in this area by the Acme

Television attorneys told the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
over the weekend that they wanted
only an
T and T estimate of what
transmission charges for theatre television would be and that they were
not asking the company for firm fig-

In an attempt to get an answer on
transmission costs, attorneys who will
present the industry's theatre television
case to the Federal Communications
Commission said in a letter to the
company that
T and T might be
assuming "that we are asking for firm
quotations to supply the kind and

—

new

in England cura high point, with filming

Film production
rently

is

there by

at

American companies having

assisted in keeping 100 per cent employment at the studios, David Lean,
British producer, reported here at the

weekend. Lean was in New York
from London and South Africa with
his wife, actress Ann Todd, to arrange
The American Civil Liberties Union pany that "the existing service is for editing and American distribution
has lodged a protest with the governor wholly inadequate and unsatisfactory." of his latest picture, "The Sound Barof Maryland over the continued ef- They pointed out that the industry's rier," in which Miss Todd stars.
forts by the Board of Censors of that technical experts had been able to
The Britishers discussed their film

ACLU

Protests State Censorship
To Maryland's Governor

state to exercise censorship over
In a letter to
tion pictures.

mo-

obtain facts concerning the necessary

Gov. equipment and its cost and that they
Theodore R. McKeldin, Jr., the chair- saw no reason why A T and T
man of the ACLU's National Coun- couldn't do the same.
on Freedom from Censorship,
cil
The entire point of the attorneys'
Elmer Rice, noted that the recent U. S. questions in their two previous reSupreme Court decision in " The quests was "when and for how much?"
Miracle" case "placed films in the They wrote to A T and T. "Neither
same category as newspapers and ma- one of those questions has yet been
gazines with regard to the constitu- answered by you," they went' on, "altional protection of freedom of the though five months' time has elapsed
press."
and a considerable amount of correRice urged the governor "to advise spondence has been indulged in since
the board that whatever it may feel we first directed our requests to you."
its duties to be, that they may not in
The letter was addressed to Ernest
any way exercise a prior restraint D. North, of the A T and T long
over motion picture films."
lines department, who had answered

300 Attend

Warner

Club Golf Tourney
Over
leaders,

including
attended the

300,

Schneider,

request for cost
was signed by Vincent
Welch and James Fly, attorneys for
the Motion Picture Association of
latest

many industry America, and by Marcus Cohen, atWarner Club torney for the National Exhibitors

annual golf tournament on Friday at
Westchester Country Club in
the
Rye, N. Y.
Prizes, handed out by toastmaster

Sam

the industry's
estimates.
It

Warner

executive,

Theatre Television Committee.

To Kick-Off Film,
TV Tie-up Today

luncheon for the trade press
by Lopert Films Distributing
Corp., through which "The Sound
Barrier" is expected to be released

at

a

given

The picture, Lean said,
drama dealing with supersonic
here.

is

a

air-

craft developments.

Canadian Circuit in
Regional Meetings
Toronto, Sept. 14.— Officials of 20th
Century Theatres, headed by N. A.
Taylor, have started a round of regional meetings of managers.

A

conference was held at Ottawa

which was attended by Taylor, vicepresident Raoul Auerbach and M. L.
Axler, J. S. Kurk and Barney Fox
from the Toronto head-office. The
conference program was drawn up by
Ernie Warren, manager of the Ottawa
Elgin. The meeting at the Chateau
Laurier, Ottawa, is part of a series
which includes Sudbury, London and
Hamilton, with a final session at
Toronto on Sept. 30. The circuit is

affiliated with Famous Players Corp.
to Leonard Palumbo, first low
The mutual promotion agreement
gross G. Grahm, first low net, member
Ed Fabian, first low net, guest between New York theatres and
will be kicked off
D. Richards, longest drive, and Bill
today by Skitch Henderson in his
. .
Heineman, nearest to pin.
Among the executives were Major radio and television shows, which will
Chicago, Sept. 14. Frank E. WilAlbert Warner, Spyros Skouras, Ned include a listing of popular films at
{Continued- from page 1)
Depinet, George Skouras, Ben Kal- neighborhood and Broadway theatres. liams, 67, head booker for Warner
program will highlight some Brothers' theatres here since 1930 and
Harry Kalmine,
Charles His
menson,
those of the owners of major league
with the Coston Booking Circuit for
Schwalberg, Jerry institutional promotion, too.
Moskowitz, Al
teams.
And they sure know their Pickman, Herman Starr and Bob
The radio programs will be from many years prior to 1930, died here
"statistics" on their favorite film Mochrie.
12:45 to 1:15 P. M. and 11:15 to Thursday. He is survived by a sister
12 :00 midnight. The
program can and three brothers.
stars.
be seen from 6:30 to 7:00 P. M.
Brown's fourth and final point is
The Organization of the Motion
that if you go where "men gather,"
Picture Industry of the City of New
you'll
hear them talking about
York signed the agreement for some
sports, not movies.
Another series of meetings between 500 New York theatres.
Conceding that probably more representatives of the Screen ActHollywood, Sept. 14. Formation
men discuss sports than movies, we ors Guild and the Film Producers
of Motion Picture Artists, Inc., a new
Finishes
production company headed by Alfred
wonder why Brown doesn't suggest Association on a new pact to govern
production
take
M-G-M
producer Clarence Brown Zimbalist and Harold Nebenzal, presiin
the
East
will
that his readers go where women
left London Saturday for New York.
dent and vice-president of the new
and children gather, and find out place here this week.
Negotiations will be on the issue of He will stop over a day before re- company, was disclosed here at the
whether they talk more about sports
spot commercials, it was learned, turning to Hollywood. In England, weekend.
than movies.
following virtual agreement on terms Brown produced and Delmer Daves
The company will specialize in exThey're newspaper readers, too, to govern
programming and in- directed "Never Let Me Go," Clark ploitation films, one of which is "Miss
Mr. Brown.
dustrial films.
Gable-Gene Tie.rney co-starrer.
Robinson Crusoe."

to

"Encounter."

went

;

Frank William, WB
Booker in Chicago

WNBC-WNBT

;

Tradewise

—

TV

TV

TV Spots Subject
Of SAG -FP A Talks

Zimbalist, Nebenzal

Form New Company
—

Brown

TV

—

TV

TV

U.K. Job

18 wonderful songs
so

many

'em!

— 23

dazzling scenes and
beautiful gals we just can't count

Watch World Premiere Engagement

Chicago — then
play-date for early October
when the peak of its pre-selling is reached!

now

at the Chicago Theatre,

set

your

ADVERTISED TO 35 MILLION IN 61 KEY AREAS
This Week Magazine, Sunday, October 5t!|
— Parade Magazine, Sunday, October 12th
Full fan schedule too. Plus Paramount'!
famous saturation promotion on the radio -,
on TV — and in newspapers everywhere
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Greatest Show!

ROBERT KEITH ADELE JERGENS
•

WILLIAM PERLBERG

•

and

™ CHEZ

» GEORGE SEATON

PAREE ADORABLES

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY

SUGGESTED BY THE CAREERS OF BLOSSOM SEELEY AND BENNY FIELDS

IRVING

BRECHER

CO STARRI NG

NANCY OLSON JAMES ARNESS

-

WRITTEN BY

JAMES EDWARD GRANT

•

RICHARD ENGLISH

•

ERIC

1VL0R

I

I

I

FILMED IN HAWAII AND PRESENTED BY

PROBUCED BY

WARNER BROS.

DIRECTED BY
BEN KAIMEHSON

•

ROBERT FELLOWS

•

EDWARD LDDWIG

a
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•
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releases featured in advertising in
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(alphabetically by

.#

i

vi
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title)

DistFibiitor

Title

AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD

McLAIN

Pages)

(3

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE
BIC JIM

,'A*

'P

Coliirnbia

(2 Pages)

.

*

^Warner

(3 Pages)
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•
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y

BONZO GOES TO COLLEGE

.^.Paran^i^

CARIBBEAN
CARRIE

DREAMBOAT
EVERYTHING

...
I

HAVE

YOURS.

IS

.

.

nir.-

FEARLESS FAGAN
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(2 Pages)

MGM
MGM

.

FOOTBALL THRILLS

;

RKO#

HIGH NOON
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yjfite,# Artists

(2 Pages)

(13 Pages)

^4f^
M. J0th-Fox

HENRY'S FULL HOUSE

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO

=#. .-^Warner

(2 Pages)

WORKING HER WAY THROUGH cpLL^E RKO
Paramount
SOMEBODY LOVES ME
ffi W

SHE'S

Jii

.

SON OF PALEFACE

SUDDEN FEAR

Paramount

•

RKO

(2 Pages)
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THE CRIMSON PIRATE

MAN (13
THE MERRY WIDOW
THE QUIET

.
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Warner

.
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Republic

MGM

Pilesrf

THE MIRACLE OF OUR LA^Y E^TIMA (3 Pages) Warner
|AS
(3 Pages)
THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO
20th-Fox
THE STORY OF WILL ROGERS (4 Pages)
Warner
.

THE WORLD IN HIS

7 Pages)

Universal
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WAY OF A GA\)C$g0
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Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

Universal

Vital

Spark

that ignites the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

#

(i

IPges)

The

;f

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN

O.

J"

Pages)

(2

IVANHOE

At

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.
It is

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the
picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

(2 Pages)

.

.

20th-Fox

Its cost is

Warner

vital

Republic

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

est results!

CARBON

NATIONAL

PRESENTS:

A

• Amazing

TRADE-MARK

New

• Lo "er Current

mP,0Ved

WITH

Light-Efficiency

Consume

A«-S.abi| ify

Tl

DIFFER!

YOU CAN

Fall

AT

LOWER
• More

Not just claims but VISIBLE improvements distinguish the NEW 9 mm
"Suprex" projector carbon in any 9-8

• Equal

mm

•

With an

mum current range of 65-75
"Orotip"

C

opti-

8

light at slightly increased current

light at

same current

for his

see your theatre supply dealer
equipment recommendations.

mm

negative carbon can be sub-

stituted directly for the 8

mm-7

mm car-

bon trim up to 70 amperes*. Merely install
appropriate holders and guides in your
present equipment and get:

,«

BUY WISE

-DEMAHD

THE
rn
TO SEE
5EE

Dl

FFERENCE

The terms "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade- marks
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A

Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd

Street,

New York

17, N. Y.

Kansas City,
York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
In Canada: National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,

New

cost

Better light distribution at all currents

• Above 70 amperes,

amperes, the

new 9 mm "Suprex" carbon and the

COST!

• Lower carbon consumption and

copper-coated high-intensity trim.

AND THAT'S NOT ALL!

CARBON

11

=T=Sr«,TC!B COLUMBIA

rvPENING BOSTON,

%
LJFFALO,

SAN

ME
LOS
IEW ORLEANS,
DANA

thru,***'

"1Aor/j/
with

Screen Play by

Produced by

WILLIAM BOWERS

SAMUEL MARX

and

•

Story by

PAULINE

JERRY BRESLER

.

GALLICO and PAUL
Directed

by

ROBERT

.
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NO.
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Tradewise

.

ROBERT
Editor
his

U.

BROWN,

&

Publisher,

"Shop Talk

at

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

the Sept. 6 issue to answering
Paul Bruun's wonder ings in the

TOA

—

Chicago, Sept. 14. The worldMiami Beach Florida Sun why wide preference for American monewspapers give so much space to
tion pictures was underscored in an
sports events and so little to movies,
in which so many more people are

by

address

Paul

interested.

"Controversy and conflict are the
news.
all
ingredients
of
Neither exists in amusements of
any kind, with rare exceptions, and
both are predominant in any sportbasic

know

if

it

won

or

lost,

wants
what

to
its

standing is from time to time and,
in the case of more avid fans, who
did the pitching, the hitting and
who made the unusual, if any,
fielding plays or base running.
movie fan is much the same.
He follows particular stars, particular types of films and, frequently,

A

He wants news
particular stories.
about all of them and, not being
served by his newspaper in that
he buys millions of motion
picture fan magazines.
That also answers another of
Brown's contentions that there is
nothing to write about a local movie
once it has been reviewed.
respect,

—

He

\

also contends that evidence
that the public is more interested
in sports than in films is to be found
in the inability of most people to
name the producer, director or company- that made the picture they
saw last night, whereas, he says,
the same people will know statistics
concerning their favorite baseball
team and the name of its manager.

Raibourn,

vicepresident of
Paramount Pictures Corp., before the Com-

munic ations
Section of the
Centennial of

Eng

ing contest," Brown tells the Miami
Beach columnist.
Any follower of the sports pages
The baseball fan
will dispute that.
is not treated daily to "controversy
and conflict" nor is he disappointed
about that. He follows a team in

which he

Sy

i

n eering

mp o

s

ium,

meeting here at

the

Eighth

Street Theatre
at the weekend.

The reason
American

pic-

maintain
Paul Raibourn
their
hold on
foreign audiences, declared Raibourn,
is due "to the freedom of the inditures

(Continued on page 6)

Committees

Report; Urge Stand

On 16mm.
Washington,
Theatre Owners

— The

14.
Sept.
of America released

over the week-end 11 committee reports which will be made during the
week to members attending the 1952
convention here.
Here is a digest of the reports.
The legal advisory council, Herman

Act on Tax, 16mm.
The

California State Federation of

in New York has
been selected to recommend convention action on the government's 16mm.
anti-trust suit and repeal of the 20 per
cent Federal admission tax. The convention will open today at the Commodore Hotel with Screen Actors
Guild and IATSE delegations in at-

TV No Problem

bership is the 16mm. anti-trust suit,
says the report, and urges the board
of directors at its meetings to decide
should move to interwhether
vene as a party defendant in the suit.
The report points out that if the
Department of Justice and the U. S.
Statutory Court approve the arbitration system it may be in operation
before the 1953 convention, and
should recommend machinery for the
system's functioning at this conven-

The council will also take up the
continued fight against censorship at
the local and national levels, espe(Continued on page 6)

Eady Plan Alone Is
Altered Under Pact
opinions

of

new

the

Anglo-

to

Canadian Exhibitors
—
\

TV

TV

TECHNICOLOR SMASH!

BARRY FITZGERALD

the

Washington,

Sept. 14.

QUIET

— What

Mitchell Wolfson, retiring- president of Theatre Owners of America, describes as the organization's
most important
best
and
attended convention
into
the

years,
get
action
at
in

began

to

Shoreham

Hotel here today with meetings
the
of

TOA

execu-

committee
and nominating
tive

committee

in

session.
Mitchell Wolfson

The

meeting

of the legal ad-

visory committee, scheduled for today,

was postponed by chairman Herman
Levy,

TOA

general counsel, until to-

morrow morning.

tion.

As

Chairman

SHERWIN KANE

TOA

We

JOHN WAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA

By

:

Labor Convention

tendance.

Suit; Skouras,

Levy, chairman Top agenda item on
the council's pre-convention meeting
which will be presented to the mem-

TOA

Cal. Unionists Will

Sentiment Favors Role
Of Defendant in 16mm.

Suit Role

American film agreement continued
favorable in distribution circles here
at the weekend, indications were that
approval of it certainly would be
forthcoming today at separate meetings of the Motion Picture AssociaOttawa, Sept. 14. Although tele- tion of America and the Society of
Motion Picture Provision has now come officially to Independent
Canada's two, largest cities, Montreal ducers boards. Motion Picture Daily
outlets reported on Friday that the two trade
and Toronto,: and other
doubt very much whether are planned in several other centres, organizations would vote approval.
The only significant modification
Brown himself can name the man- including Ottawa, motion picture
theatre attendance in those cities is in the existing US-UK pact is the
agers of the 16 major league teams.
not expected to be affected adversely, proposed freezing of the American
And we will bet Brown that more at least for a long period.
industry's share of the British Eady
people are familiar with the major
One of the principal reasons is that Tax Fund during the ensuing year.
film companies' names than with sales of
receiving sets in those The terms of the original Eady Tax
areas have not been spectacular.
{Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 6)
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TEN CENTS

1952

S.

editor of

devoted
Thirty" column

interested; he

Impor

TOA CONVENTION
Pictures,
U.
GETS UNDER WAY
Raibourn Says

in

is

15,

Concise

World Prefers

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

YORK,

'

Accurate

DAILY

IN

VOL.

.

MAN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

i

A canvass of legal advissory committee members today
turned up only mild objections
and considerable strong sentiment in favor of the proposed
.(Continued on page 6)

-

1st Drive-in

Fight

Deal Set by

TNT

The S-3 Drive-in Theatre,
Rutherford, N. J., has booked
the Walcott-Marciano heavyweight title bout telecast on
Sept. 23, thus becoming the
first open air theatre in the
country planning to carry a
televised fight.
RCA longthrow projection theatre television equipment is currently
being installed, it was learned.
The total number of theatres now lined up for the
transcontinental telecast is
36, according to Theatre Network Television.

LOOK

says

.

.

one of the great
comedies of all time!

,

Motion Picture Daily

2

Record Ad Campaign

Personal
Mention
MAX

Set for 'Kilimanjaro

YOUNGSTEIN,

•

Ernest Emerling, Loew's adverand Arexecutive,
tising-publicity
thur DeBra, Motion Picture Association of America community relainstruct classes at

Motion

Associated

the

Picture

Ad-

which

vertisers showmanship school
will open here on Sept. 25.

•

Edward

Hyman,

L.

vice-president
Theatres, ac-

United Paramount
companied by his assistants, Bernard
Levy and Al Sicignano, is visiting
the theatres of Penn- Paramount Corp.
of

The

Wednes-

here

return

will

trio

day.

•
F. Rodgers, M-G-M vicepresident and sales consultant, will
leave here for Washington tonight for
convention in Washington.
the
Henderson M. Richey, exhibitor re-

William

TOA

director,

lations

left

last

night.

•

M-G-M home

M. L. Simons,
assistant to H. M.

office

Richey, returned
here at the weekend from the West
Virginia Allied meet in Clarksburg.

a single motion picture has been

for

programmed

Hearst magazines
supplements
from
Coast-to-Coast for Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."
The record drive, designed to satuand

for

newspaper

rate a readership total of upwards of
130-million, is timetabled to coincide
with the fall pre-release engagements
production.
Four
color
of
the
spreads will hit monthly issues of the

the

outdoor

"Zane Grey Sports Trail"
scenic-and-sports

series,

Colo., to film another of the subjects.

SMPTE AwarR
Eastman Mac Adam

from the Coast.
•

Rappaport,

M.

Baltimore
with Mrs.

returned
Rappaport from a European tour.
•
has

exhibitor,

Harold
lied

Artists

vice-president,
Hollywood today.

is

Ann

Belfer, publicity director of

•
Ginger Rogers has

New York
wood

left

Europe for

and will return

to

is

only

ONE

ture trade paper

Statement of Fact
Airmail Edition in the motion pic-

NY Reporters Fly to
WB Location Today
Warner

Brothers,
continuing its
schedule of transporting key-city press,
syndicate and national magazine representatives to Quebec City, Canada,
cover location shooting of Alfred

to:

Hitchcock's production of "I Confess,"

rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
the Hollywood studios but to ALL the exhibition
pacemakers in ALL areas of the United States (except
those in the New York or nearby zones who get it by

—

hand-delivery or

first class

mail).

New York

Abe

Weiler, Times; Phil StrassDaily Mirror, and Arch Winsten, Post, comprise the contingent,
which will be accompanied by Leonard
Spinrad of Warner's home office publicity department.

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture
editors

and

critics of the

leading newspapers, and other

public opinion makers, throughout the nation

—as well

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

Bringing the very latest news reports in concise factual
form, by the fastest possible means delivering it two
to four days sooner to distant states
the Airmail
Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally is accorded
preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

—

—

berg,

ASCAP Reelects Harbach
Otto

Harbach

A.

president

of

ASCAP

was

reelected
for the third
meeting of the

time at the regular
board of directors. Harbach, whose

term runs

member

follow:

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 7S— Jet plane
tragedy at 700 m.p.h.
Eisenhower denounces Administration at Indiana rally.
Stevenson talks on Korea policy.
Battle
of the Billy Roses. Look Magazine honors
a movie. Harvest Moon dancers.

to April, 1953,

of the Society.

is

a charter

AIR

MAIL
EDITION

No.

10-

Eisenhower atbursts in air.
discusses
Stevenson
corruption.
tacks
Korea. West Europe confederation up for
Korean war orphans. 500 feet of
action.
television tower.
Battle of Bunker Hill.
Commissioner Donnelly.
High
U. S.
jet

Friedlob Stresses
Stars' Appearances

field.

Holly-

shortly after her arrival here.

will fly representatives of
dailies there today.

A Simple
It is

North Coast Theatres, is vacationing
in New York from San Francisco.

fighting

Full synopses

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

due

•

Korean

topics.

Cinemart

There

Monogram-Al-

Mirisch,

here from

eration deez'lopments,

and sundry other

magazines and weekly supplements.
to
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 20S-Jet
Included on the magazine roster are
plane explodes killing 28.
Stevenson inCosmopolitan,
Good Housekeeping
vades the West. First football turnout of
s
the
season.
Canine
carnival.
Harper's Bazaar, House Beautiful and
Dr. David L. MacAdam, Eastman
Town and Country. The American Kodak research scientist, has been PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 8 — 1952's
Weekly, Pictorial Review and The
selected as winner of the 1952 "Jour- Battle of Bunker Hill. ''Somebody Loves
Comic Weekly are the supplements to nal" award of the Society of Motion Me" preview. European unification. Science
predicts conquest of space. McCarthy wins
feature full page ads and spreads.
Eisenhower in Midwest.
Picture and Television Engineers, it in Wisconsin.
Complementing the ad total will be
Stevenson in Far West.
was announced at the weekend.
special publicity layouts, feature storMacAdam will receive the TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 37-B— Europe
Dr.
ies and picture spreads dealing with
award at the Society's annual conven- Assembly drafts treaty. Film notables in
aspects
of
the
film's
international
Venice. U. S. High Commissioner Donnelly
tion in Washington on Oct. 8.
backgrounds and personality profiles
in Germany.
Ridgway on tour. Funeral of
New fall coats. Bronco
Count Sforza.
of stars Gregory Peck, Susan Haybusters behind bars.
Colquitt to
ward and Ava Gardner.
In addition, 7,500 newspapers will
Walter T. Colquitt, formerly of
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 595"Ike" and Adlai
be serviced with a variety of mats and Story Films, has been appointed vice- Korea's Bunker Hill.
make speeches. Carnival in Virgin Islands.
stills, and 1,000 radio and TV stations
president and treasurer of Cinemart Harvest Moon ball. Sea Lions in Denwill receive a program based on the International Corp., it was announced mark. British air tragedy.
film, its fashions and other material. by Varian Fry, Cinemart's president.

Jr.,

Isador

of

which Romer Grey and Ted Sierks
have completed 26 two-reelers. Grey
has left here for Pagosa Springs,

eral Eisenhoiver. Rounding out current editions are the crash of a jet
plane in England, West Europe Fed-

British

Thomson and Jack
Screen Actors Guild offiarrived here at the weekend

is

newsreel
reports
of
speeches by Adlai Stevenson and Genin

reflected,

Negotiations are pending on a deal
under which United Artists, would re-

Kenneth
cials,

Parade
HEAT ENGENDERED by
rHE Presidential
campaign again

'

UA Negotiating for
New Shorts Series
lease

1952

Is Newsreel

•

Dales,

15,

the

One of the largest advertising camUnited
paigns ever set by 20th Century-Fox

E.
Artists vice-president, is scheduled to leave here tomorrow for New
Orleans.

tions director, will

Monday, September

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Subscription rate $12 per

annum

appearances by qualified
aids immeasurably in selling a
picture in today's market, Bert FriedPersonal

stars
lob,

independent producer releasing
20th Century-Fox, declared

through

here at the weekend.
consonance with that belief,
In
Friedlob disclosed that he will tour
20 cities with Joseph Cotten when

"The

Steel

vember.

Trap"

is

released in

No-

Joseph Cotten and Theresa

Wright

star in the film.
Friedlob, who is under a three-year
contract to 20th-Fox, also announced
that production on his new film, "The
Star," featuring Bette Davis, has been
completed and will probably be released after the first of the year.

The independent producer

explained

best qualified to tour
cities in aiding the sale of a film are
those who have something to say of
interest to audiences and who have
a commanding stage presence.
Friedlob, who departed for the Coast
following a day's conference on Friday
with 20th-Fox executives, also commented on the so-called "large-versussmall picture" controversey in the
industry.
"I think it's the subject
matter that counts," Friedlob said,
rather than the amount of money
spent on the picture that attracts
audiences.
Friedlob said that as an independent
he has had no trouble financing his
current pictures through the banks.
that

the

stars
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15,

Ask Walsh

;

Rule

to

Projectionist

'Encounter' Boycott
question whether the IATSE
could legally direct or urge its projectionists in theatres across the country to refuse to show a film made
abroad by Americans accused of having Communist ties has been put to
"IA" international president Richard
F. Walsh to answer, it was learned
here at the weekend. Walsh is expected to confer shortly on the question with the union's attorneys.

The

Arose Last Month

Again Press A.
US Producers

Abide by the Code
Baltimore, Sept. 14.— Noting that
"American film producers, bound by
a production code, have done much
while
affront,"
religious
"some makers of foreign films have
not been so reverent in their treatment
of religion," Sydney R. Traub, chairman of the Maryland Board of Censors, reported that the board has approved "The Miracle" for showings
avoid

to

month
when the Hollywood American Federation of Labor Film Council iden- throughout

The problem arose
"Encounter,"

tified

late

last

for
rep-

scheduled

Artists distribution, as
resenting the work of four Americans
whom the council says are or were
Communists or refugees from subpoenas issued by the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
Starring Paul Muni, the film was

United

produced in Italy by John Weber
and Bernard Vorhaus, with Joseph
Losey as director and Ben Barzman
as

script

IATSE

Traub stated,
the state.
that the board condemns
the film as "an obvious indignity to
religious personages and beliefs."
Referring to the recent U. S. Supreme Court ruling which outlaws
sacrilege as a basis for censorship of
however,

matter by a state, Traub said,
have no legal alternative other
than to approve "The Miracle."
film

"We

Protests State Censorship
Brewer, To Maryland's Governor

writer.
Roy M.
representative,

in a
The American Civil Liberties Union
House Committee chairman has lodged a protest with the governor
John T. Wood, charged the producers, of Maryland over the continued efdirector and writer with being either forts by the Board of Censors of that
Communists, former Communists or state to exercise censorship over moIn a letter to Gov.
refugees from subpoenas. The letter tion pictures.
urged the Committee to "initiate leg- Theodore R. McKeldin, Jr., the chairislation at once" to ban the impor- man of the ACLU's National Countation and showing in this country of cil on
Freedom from Censorship,
films made by Americans so identified. Elmer Rice, noted that the recent U. S.
Supreme Court decision in " The
Brewer Threat
If

UA

Coast

should

release

and exhibitors book

it,

picture

the

Brewer

said,

shall then initiate measures to
upon our fellow unionists in the
projection rooms of American theatres

on

T.

12-Hour Show for
Regular Admission

Washington,

—

14.

Sept.

Cincinnati, Sept. 14.
A
high in entertainment
quantity has been established
in this area by the Acme

new

—Theatre

Television attorneys told the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
over the weekend that they wanted
only an
T and T estimate of what
transmission charges for theatre television would be and that they were
not asking the company for firm fig-

located between
and nearby Hamilton,
where a "Moviethon" is given
on Saturdays, starting at
dusk and continuing until
dawn. The program consists
of four full features and one
Drive-in,

here

A

ures.

In an attempt to get an answer on
transmission costs, attorneys who will
present the industry's theatre television
case to the Federal Communications
Commission said in a letter to the
company that
T and T might be
assuming "that we are asking for firm
quotations to supply the kind and

chapter each of 12 serials,
with nothing repeated in the
12-hour show, for which the
regular admission scale prevails.

A

quality of television service we need
and desire."
All they wanted, the industry attor-

neys went on, was

Production in

UK

Is

At High Point: Lean

AT

and T's "best
Film production in England curestimate" of what the charges would rently is at a high point, with filmingbe and "a similar estimate as to when there by American companies having
such service could and would be insti- assisted in keeping 100 per cent emtuted." A T and T has previously ployment at the studios, David Lean,
dodged answering the request for such British producer, reported here at the
information on two occasions, the weekend. Lean was in New York
most recent being two weeks ago.
from London and South Africa with
The industry attorneys told the com- his wife, actress Ann Todd, to arrange
pany that "the existing service is for editing and American distribution
wholly inadequate and unsatisfactory." of his latest picture, "The Sound BarThey pointed out that the industry's rier," in which Miss Todd stars.
technical experts had been able to
The Britishers discussed their film
.

ACLU

to

letter

&

T.

TV Cost Data

Theatre
Says

3

Miracle" case "placed films in the
same category as newspapers and magazines with regard to the constitu-

obtain facts concerning the necessary
equipment and its cost and that they

saw no reason
couldn't

A T

why

and

T

do the same.

The entire point of the attorneys'
questions in their two previous requests was "when and for how much?"
They wrote

to

A T

luncheon for the trade press
by Lopert Films Distributing
Corp., through which "The Sound
Barrier" is expected to be released
at

a

given

The picture, Lean said,
drama dealing with supersonic
here.

is

a

air-

craft developments.

and T. "Neither

one of those questions has yet been
answered by you," they went on, "although five months' time has elapsed

Canadian Circuit in
Regional Meetings

"we

tional

call

press."

and a considerable amount of corre-

Rice urged the governor "to advise
the board that whatever it may feel
its duties to be, that they may not in

we first directed our requests to you." Century Theatres, headed by N. A.
The letter was addressed to Ernest Taylor, have started a round of re-

UA

officials here at
not to show it."
the time asked company president
Arthur B. Krim, visiting in Europe,
to look into the problem. No report
of action by Krim has yet been made.
The company signed the distribution
deal about a year ago.
The Taft-Hartley Law, in the "unofficial" opinion of a film labor attorney who declined to be identified,
would not prohibit the IATSE from
asking, possibly directing, its projectionists to refuse to screen a film of
"Communist character." However, he
added, the law would have to be
studied to determine the application

to "Encounter."

protection

way

any

freedom of the

of

exercise

a

prior

restraint

spondence has been indulged in since

D.

North, of the
department,

A T

and

T

long

over motion picture films."

lines

300 Attend Warner
Club Golf Tourney

the industry's latest request for cost
estimates.
It was signed by Vincent
Welch and James Fly, attorneys for
the Motion Picture Association of

Over
leaders,

including
attended the

300,

who had answered

many industry America, and by Marcus Cohen, atWarner Club torney for the National Exhibitors

Toronto, Sept. 14.— Officials of 20th

gional meetings of managers.
conference was held at

A

Ottawa

which was attended by Taylor, vicepresident Raoul Auerbach and M. L.
Axler, J. S. Kurk and Barney Fox
from the Toronto head-office. The
conference program was drawn up by
Ernie Warren, manager of the Ottawa
Elgin. The meeting at the Chateau
Laurier, Ottawa, is part of a series
which includes Sudbury, London and
Hamilton, with a final session at
Toronto on Sept. 30. The circuit is
affiliated with Famous Players Corp.

annual golf tournament on Friday at Theatre Television Committee.
Country Club in
the Westchester
Rye, N. Y.
Prizes, handed out by toastmaster
Sam Schneider, Warner executive,
went to Leonard Palumbo, first low
The mutual promotion agreement
gross G. Grahm, first low net, membetween New York theatres and
ber Ed Fabian, first low net, guest
will be kicked off
D. Richards, longest drive, and Bill
today by Skitch Henderson in his
Heineman, nearest to pin.
in
Among the executives were Major radio and television shows, which will
Chicago, Sept. 14. Frank E. WilAlbert Warner, Spyros Skouras, Ned include a listing of popular films at
Depinet, George Skouras, Ben Kal- neighborhood and Broadway theatres. liams, 67, head booker for Warner
program will highlight some Brothers' theatres here since 1930 and
Harry Kalmine,
menson,
Charles His
with the Coston Booking Circuit for
Moskowitz,
Al Schwalberg, Jerry institutional promotion, too.
The radio programs will be from many years prior to 1930, died here
Pickman, Herman Starr and Bob
12:45 to 1:15 P. M. and 11:15 to Thursday. He is survived by a sister
Mochrie.
12 :00 midnight. The
program can and three brothers.
be seen from 6:30 to 7:00 P. M.
The Organization of the Motion
Picture Industry of the City of New
York signed the agreement for some
Another series of meetings between 500 New York theatres.
representatives of the Screen ActHollywood, Sept. 14. Formation
ors Guild and the Film Producers
of Motion Picture Artists, Inc., a new
Finishes U.K.
Association on a new pact to govern
production company headed by Alfred
production in the East will take
M-G-M producer Clarence Brown Zimbalist and Harold Nebenzal, presiplace here this week.
left London Saturday for New York.
dent and vice-president of the new
Negotiations will be on the issue of He will stop over a day before re- company, was disclosed here at the
spot commercials, it was learned, turning to Hollywood.
In England, weekend.
following virtual agreement on terms Brown produced and Delmer Daves
The company will specialize in exto govern
programming and in- directed "Never Let Me Go," Clark ploitation films, one of which is "Miss
dustrial films.
Gable-Gene Tierney co-starrer.
Robinson Crusoe."

To Kick-Off Film,
TV Tie-up Today

;

;

Tradewise

.

.

{Continued, from page 1)

those of the owners of major league
teams.
And they sure know their
"statistics" on their favorite film

Frank William, WB
Booker
Chicago
—

WNBC-WNBT

TV

TV

stars.

Brown's fourth and final point is
that if you go where "men gather,"
you'll
hear them talking about
sports, not movies.

Conceding

that probably more
men discuss sports than movies, we
wonder why Brown doesn't suggest
that his readers go where women
and children gather, and find out

—

whether they talk more about sports
than movies.

They're newspaper readers,
Mr. Brown.

too,

TV

Spots Subject
Of SAG-FPA Talks

Zimbalist, Nebenzal

Form New Company
—

Brown

TV

TV

TV

Job

— 23

ADVERTISED TO 35 MILLION IN 61 KEY AREAS:
This Week Magazine, Sunday, October 5th
— Parade Magazine, Sunday, October 12th.
Full fan schedule too. Plus Paramount's
famous saturation promotion on the radio —
on TV — and in newspapers everywhere!

dazzling scenes and
beautiful gals we just can't count

18 wonderful songs

many
'em! Watch World Premiere Engagement
now at the Chicago Theatre, Chicago — then

so

set

your

when

play-date

the peak of

its

for

early

pre-selling

is

October
reached!
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Greatest Show!

GEORGE SEATON

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY

SUGGESTED BY THE CAREERS OF BLOSSOM SEELEY AND BENNY FIELDS

IRVING

BRECHER

Monday, September
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TOA

Role in Suit

move by TOA to have itself
named a defendant in the ac-

TOA

indications point to

the committee's going on record
as favoring that course. Many
feel that TOA can make its best
contribution to the fight against
the suit in the role of a defendant and liken its present coconspirator status to the amicus
curiae role it essayed in the
U. S. vs. Paramount case. The

period of COMPO's uncertainty
is over and for the first time it seems
amply financed. Tax repeal campaign
has already obtained commitments
from many senators and congress-

men and a research program is underway to provide accurate figures and
industry spokesmen who will appear before Senate
and House committees asking for
repeal of the Federal admissions tax.
Another round table conference between producers and exhibitors will
probably be held in January, since

TOA

for

leaders hold,
in
ineffectual
staving off competitive bidding
and other phases of the final
Paramount decree regarded as
objectionable by most exhib-

latter role,
proved totally

itors.

studio leaders have asked for more
frequent meetings with exhibitors.
Drive-in theatres committee, Jack
Says there is
Braunagel, chairman
still room for drive-in expansion, but
"we are now to the critical point of
overbuilding in drive-ins which leads

Had

TOA

Paramount

been a defendant

case, they reason, a

in

the

much

TOA

wants "in" as a defendant, in
which role it believes it can fight the
most effectively.

fights."

Concessions Increase
Concessions committee, Harold J.
On Today's Agenda
Fitzgerald, chairman: Generally theatre concessions in 1952 will show a
The legal advisory committee's
dollar increase. The chairman has ap- agenda for tomorrow also includes the
pointed a concessions committee to last-minute scrutiny and consideration

supply year-round service to the ex- of the proposed industry arbitration
hibitor and to promote the growing draft, on the results of which may
awareness on the part of manufac- hinge convention action on approval
turers that the motion picture field is or disapproval of TOA's participaa market for their merchandise.
tion in the plan.
Codes and ordinances committee,
early
sentiment
However,
Henry Anderson, chairman: Unless
here reveals no serious opposinitrocellulose film is entirely elimintion to TOA participation, at
ated from use in theatres, exhibitors
least for the initial 18 months'
are extremely handicapped in obtainIt was largely
trial period.
ing recognition in insurance rates or

through TOA's persistence and

modification in building codes.
Report of the theatre equipment and
accessories committee, R. H. McCulThere is no shortlough, chairman
age of equipment and equipment dealers report that business is very poor.

over recent years that
the current attempt to provide
a new arbitration system for
the industry was made.

effort

:

The executive committee, still in
Proper maintenance of equipment has
session at a late hour this afternoon,
suffered because of poor business in
was scheduled to discuss plans for
many situations and many exhibitors converting the existing
grievand
equiphave held remodeling work
ance panels in several sections of the
ment replacement in abeyance because
country into conciliation panels. The
their resources are exhausted.
committee also was to discuss the

TOA

Now Has

Sufficient

Funds

government 16mm.

TOA

tax committee, Alfred
Starr, chairman: The great proportion of small independent exhibitors
subscribed almost 100 per cent to the
national tax repeal campaign committee and it now has sufficient funds to
do a business-like job.
Special

State and local legislation commit-

Morris Lowenstein, chairman
and municipalities must be
watched if the Federal admissions tax
1

tee,

:

first

time of three vice-presidents with

suit,

industry ar-

theatre television, particularly with respect to long lines charges
of American Teleohone & Telegraph
Co., and the coming hearings before
the Federal Communications Commission on industry applications for allocation of separate channels for theatre

bitration,

television.

and the hope of success porin them, and which exists noelse in the world except in
America."

vidual

aim of maintaining a panel of trayed
ready-groomed executives for succes- where

the

sion to
present,

TOA

the

presidency.

Walter Reade,

Jr.,

At

and John

Rowley

are vice-presidents.
J.
J.
O'Leary, treasurer, and Max Connett,
secretary, are expected to be re-nominated.
Nomination is tantamount to
election as there is no opposition ticket
in view.

Board Meets Today

The board of directors will meet
tomorrow and the convention will get
under way officially on Tuesday, continuing through Thursday.
Registration, including wives of delegates and
official guests, is expected to exceed
500.

different final decree probably would
have resulted. Now, they say, if the
16mm. suit is to be an all-industry
fight, which they believe it should be,

:

to product

All

tion.

The

documentation

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

dally in the light of recent favorable
decisions of the Supreme Court.
representative
Sam Pinanski,
on the Council of Motion Picture
Organization's committee of three:

1952

Raibourn

Convention

(Continued from page 1)

15,

The huge trade show being held in
conjunction with the convention was
officially opened today and will continue through

Thursday

also.

Gardner Will Welcome TOA
Delegates to 'Snows' Preview

A

Washington,
welcome

Sept. 14.—
special
to delegates to the Theatre
of America convention will

titled
address,
in
his
Pictures and the Future,"
also dealt with the current economic
conditions of the industry, the problem of home television competition,
the advent of subscription-TV and
other industry matters.

Raibourn,

"Motion

Despite recent set-backs, Raibourn
stressed the vitality of the industry,
pointing out that "tax figures indicate admission revenues in America at
the theatre, are off only about 20 per
cent from 1946 levels."
"For six years it has been shouted

from some house-tops and whispered
in

many

tion
the

a corner saloon that the mowas through," continued

picture

Paramount vice-president. "This
seems an unusual outlook for the. enterprise which are America's chief
messengers to the rest of the world.
They are more potent as messengers
of America's attitudes than Marshall
plans and ECA's. Foreigners pay us

$100,000,000 per year for the
privilege of seeing our motion pictures
be extended here tomorrow night by and it is characteristic of human beAva Gardner, star of Darryl F. Za- ings that they value things on the
nuck's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," basis of what they cost them."
who will head the reception line in
The big competitive factors since
accepted State Department fashion to 1946, according to Raibourn, are home
greet exhibitors and their wives at- television and the peace-time return
tending a preview of the picture at of other leisure-time activities, chiefly
the. Uptown Theatre.
the automobile. Economic relocation,
Miss Gardner, will fly to Washing- he added, was also caused by the
ton tomorrow afternoon from
ruling on the anti-trust split-up of
York, accompanied by Al Lichtman, film companies into production-disdirector of distribution.
Edwin W. tribution and exhibition units.
Aaron and Arthur Silverstone, WestRaibourn called the problem of reern and Eastern sales managers for leasing theatrical feature, films to home
20th Century-Fox, respectively, will television economically "insuperable"
also attend. The star will be hostess at this time without the utilization of
at a press reception in her Shoreham some form of subscription television.
Hotel suite in the afternoon.
One subscription home
system,
Telemeter, is 50 per cent owned by

Owners

over

New

TV

Crusade For Freedom Will Laud
TOA Members For Support

Washington,

Sept.

14.— Members

attending the 1952 convention of the

Theatre Owners of America opening
here tomorrow will hear a laudatory
message from the Crusade for Free-

dom.
National Crusade chairman Charles
E. Wilson has written
president Mitchell Wolfson extending his
appreciation to member exhibitors for
their cooperation in exhibiting the
Crusade for Freedom short subject,
"The Big Truth," during the 1951
campaign. In his letter, Wilson declared that motion picture theatres
in the smaller cities and towns have

TOA

Paramount.

Raibourn told his audience of
engineers that motion picture
producers and exhibitors view
"a matured home television"
differently. He predicted that

"when 'pay-as-you-see' television comes in, the producer will
probably have a dilemma as to
choice of showing it in the theatre through the motion picture
screen or in the home through
the medium of the television
set."

Confronting the producer at such a
time, said Raibourn, are the problems
of audience reaction in the home ver-

Fab'an Is Chairman
sus theatre response, the. screen definiExpansion of TOA membership become centers of community activity tions of the two mediums, and the
and
the
Crusade
urgently
needs
their
repealed for attempts to channel was another subject on the executive
is
question of how the TV commercial
Wolfson will read the
S. H. Fabian is cooperation.
savings into new amusement taxes, committee's agenda.
will affect enjoyment of the picture.
letter to the convention.
income taxes and local relief meas- chairman of the committee.
Under the heading of "New Develures.
opments in the Theatre," Raibourn
Meeting tonight will be the
Organization and membership comsaid he was impressed by Cinerama,
nominating committee under
mittee, E. D. Martin, chairman TOA
the peripheral process which gives a
the chairmanship of Morris
(Continued: from page 1)
membership increased during the past
three-dimensional effect, although he
Loewenstein. Sentiment is unanyear, and almost every member orPlan arrangement gave the Americans acknowledged that the economic feasiimous for the nomination of Alganization increased as well. A cona minimum of $4,000,000 and a maxi- bility of the system still must be
fred Starr to succeed Wolfson
centrated drive should be held for
mum of $6,000,000, all of which would demonstrated.
as president, and for the reelecnew members by all TOA units.
In the foreign field, Raibourn said
be remittable.
tion of Charles Skouras as
Film reviewing committee, R. W.
that
despite competition from revived
chairman
of the board.
For
Wilbey, chairman The industry has
film industries overseas, "individual
family and business reasons
Yorke
channeled much less in the way of
Baseball Film motion pictures continue to appear
Skouras probably will be ungovernment public information films
Emerson
Yorke,
independent pro- which are sufficiently advanced to
able to attend the convention
since the Korean war than it did,
ducer, has returned here from Holly- show world gross revenues which are
but
his National Theatres will
comparatively, for World War II
wood and Denver, where his crews well above" previous highs.
be well represented by most of
This is due either to lack of coorfilmed the American Legion Junior
He paid tribute to many industry
its regional heads.
dination among government agencies
Baseball World Series to which the pioneers such as the late Thomas Edior to the fact that the administration
The nominating committee also will Emerson Yorke Studio holds motion son, Adolph Zukor and Earl I. Sponhad nothing to say about Korea.
consider a plan for the election for the picture and TV rights.
able.
States

Eady Plan

:

:
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CO-STARRING

WRITTEN BY

NANCY OLSON

-JAMES ARNESS

JAMES EDWARD

FILMED

PRODUCED BY

R

•

ROBERT FELLOWS

HAWAII AND PRESENTED BY

IN

DIRECTED BY
•

EDWARD LDDWID

«
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PRODUCTION

•

DISTRIBUTED BY

WARNER BROS.
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Checklist

jit"'

of recent or forthcoming

releases featured in advertising in
>,'

MOTION PICTURE DAILY*
(alphabetically by

,xl

it

title)

f
or

Dist*

Title

AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE
BIG JIM

McLAIN

4 if

Columbia

Pages)

(3

M

/A'

(2 Pages)

(3 Pages)

.

V*

.-iff

mS-

•

..^

if jf

i^y^arner

BONZO GOES TO COLLEGE

c¥ J

CARIBBEAN
CARRIE

Pages)

(2

.

.

.#. if

Piram6un

.

DREAMBOAT
EVERYTHING
FEARLESS

I

HAVE

FAGAN

IS

##

YOURS

(2 Pages)

FOOTBALL THRILLS

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
HIGH NOON

IVANHOE
O.

.

.

.

.

MCM
MGM
MGM

if I

.
•

•

-AP

HENRY'S FULL HOUSE

1

,

..20th-Fox

J^Warner

(2 Pages)

WORKING HER WAY THROUGH Cjfl-LEEIE RKO
Paramount
SOMEBODY LOVES ME
St Jf.'

SHE'S

.

SON OF PALEFACE

SUDDEN FEAR

Paramount

if J*••#•4?
•'

:

(2 Pages)

RKO

THE CRIMSON PIRATE

MAN (13
THE MERRY WIDOW
THE QUIET

(2

THE MIRACLE OF OUR

^'^f

Republic

MCM

P$esj|f

LAW |#TIMA

(3 Pages)

.

Warner

THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO (3 Pages)
THE STORY OF WILL^fbCpS (4 Pages)

Warner

THE WORLD IN HIS t'

Universal

20th-Fox

(7 Pages)

UNTAMED FRONTIM

Universal

WAY

20th-Fox

WOMAN

CHARI^M

The

Vital

Spark

that ignites the

interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that
enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There aever was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the
picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

OF A GAU||0|||

WHERE'S

4*

Warner

Pages)

#

#

Ujfit^Artists

(13 Pages)

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO

.

RK#"#

ges>

if

(2 Pages)

..#
.

Warner

Pages)

OF THE NORTH COUNTRY

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

(2 Pages)

.

.

Republic

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Its cost is
vital

est results!

CARBON

NATIONAL

PRESENTS:

SttP&EX

• Amazing

TRADE-MARK

CARBON

New

light-Efflciency

;^'c urrentConsumpfien
*

Arc . Stobi| .

WITH TH
DIFFER
oYO
,.-

A T LOWER
• More

Not just claims but VISIBLE improvements distinguish the
9 mm

NEW

"Suprex" projector carbon in any 9-8

• Equal

mm

•
With an

mum current range of 65-75
"Orotip"

C

opti-

8

light at slightly increased current
light at

same current

iN

Above 70 amperes,

see your theatre supply dealer
equipment recommendations.

mm

negative carbon can be sub-

stituted directly for the 8

mm-7

mm car-

bon trim up to 70 amperes*. Merely install
appropriate holders and guides in your
present equipment and get:

BUY WISE

-DEMAND

THE
TO SEE

* FFERENCE

The terms "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade- marks
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A

cost

Better light distribution at all currents

for his

amperes, the

new 9 mm "Suprex" carbon and the

COST!

• Lower carbon consumption and

copper-coated high-intensity trim.

AND THAT'S NOT ALL!

CARBON

Division of Union Carbide and

30 East 42nd

Street,

Carbon Corporation

New York

17, N. Y.

Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
In Canada: National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
District Sales Offices: Atlanta,

^LILZa

TUNING

^tn

- ASS1G1MMCNT-P

ARIS'

BOSTON,

SAN FRANCISCO

^SACRAMENTO,

ABbHW^

IIS

v

^^IHICAGO, PORTLA
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MARTA

GEORGE

AUDREY

TOTTER
Screen Play by

Produced by

WILLIAM BOWERS

SAMUEL MARX

•

Story by

and JERRY

PAULINE

BRESLER

.

GALLICO and PAUL GALLICO
Directed

by

ROBERT PARRISH

ME

.

.

.

.
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CompaniesAsk U. S. Industry
More Meetings Approves UK
On Arbitration Pact Changes
Okay Draft in Principle;
Send Committee to Wash.

The Motion

Picture Export As-

sociation and the Society of Inde-

TEN CENTS

1952

16,

TOA TO ACT TODAY
ON ARBITRATION
Elect Alfred Starr Herman Levy

TOA

President

Action Is Conditional

pendent Motion Picture Producers
As preWashington, Sept. 15.
yesterday formally approved the
Nashville,
was
Starr
of
Alfred
dicted,
of
yesterday
meeting here
agreement negotiated last week with
elected president of the Theatre Ownpresidents, sales executives and at- representatives of the British governers of America, and Charles Skouras
torneys of the Motion Picture As- ment modifying the present Anglo-

—

A

sociation of America member companies and United Artists approved
"in principle" the draft of a proposed
industry arbitration system. Final apstatement
to
a
according
proval,
issued by the MPAA, will await
exhibitor
with
discussions
further

American film pact.
Announcement of MPEA board
approval was made by Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of
America and MPEA president. James

representatives.

nouncement

The meeting named a fourman committee to confer in
Washington tomorrow with
Abram F. Myers and Herman
M. Levy, attorneys for Allied
States Association and Theatre
Owners of America, respectively,

with a view to clarifying
(Continued on page 14)

The

ing here today.

Other

officers

elected were
Walter Reade,

with the
arrangements under which U. S. film
companies are allowed to convert into
dollars part of their earnings in the
United Kingdom.
In 1951, it was agreed that the
U. S. companies should be allowed

amounts

meet-

directors

deal

to transfer, in addition to the
(Continued on page 11)

—

tre

owners of America

at its

Jr.,

executive

vice-pre

s

i

-

dent and chair-

man

of

executive
Alfred Starr
gia

;

Patrick McGee, Colorado

;

pany presidents,
lawyers

John

(Continued on page 14)

Gael Sullivan Resigns
—

TOA

counsel,
will
outline the proarbitra-

plan to a
closed session of
the
convention
here tomorrow
afternoon,
foltion

No

indications
are
the post will be

handled by Dick
Pitts, executive

BARRY FITZGERALD

assistant,

Howard
Bryant,
c

and
L

service

oordin ator.

The

latter

handled

two

Sulli-

functions
while he was on
Gael Sullivan
a three months
leave of absence
last summer from his
post to
serve as manager of Senator Estes
Kefauver's campaign for the Demovan's

TOA

C. of C. President
To Address T. 0. A.
Washington, Sept.

15.

— Lau-

rence F. Lee, president of the
U. S. Chamber of Coriimerce,
is scheduled to address the
Theatre Owners of America
convention delegates at the

convention luncheon which
will be held Thursday in the

Shoreham Hotel.
The luncheon

will be the
"reso-called
convention's
search" repast, at which C. E.
(Doc) Cook, R. H. McCullough
and Nathan D. Golden also
will speak.

(Continued on page 11)

So

^0.m

"the

QUIET

subject

Herman Levy

any

TOA

KillMQW

which

membership
may approve
the draft immeto acceptance of
revisions

—

—

JOHN WAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA

as

Washington, Sept. 15. Gael Sullivan tendered his resignation as
executive director of the Theatre Owners of America to the inital meeting yesterday of the
executive committee in advance of the opening of the annual convention here t

•

WASHINGTON, Sept. 15.
J. C. Shanklin, president
of West Virginia Theatre
Owners Association, has
been informed by Rep. Elizabeth Kee of the Fifth
Congressional District of
West Virginia that she
"very definitely" favors
repeal of the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax.

Levy,
general

the

Executive Director

been named and

executives and
today.

Herman

TOA

diately,

successor
to Sullivan has

sales

New York

in

the posed

comE. D

mittee
Martin, Geor;

to discuss distribution's questions and possible revisions in the plan
resulting from the meeting of com-

lowing

BoxOTTAWA, Sept. 15.
office returns higher for
the summer months of 1952
than 1951 will be shown by
attendance figures for
motion picture theatres
throughout Canada, it was
learned, despite the fact
that weekend business was
probably poorer than 1951

will

nual board of nesday

behalf of the Society.

modifications

By SHERWIN KANE
Washington, Sept. 15. Thea-

proceed
convention here tomorrow to
was reelected take conditional action on the prochairman of the posed industry arbitration plan
deboard at the an- spite the meeting
called for Wed-

A. Mulvey, chairman of the SIMPP
distribution committee, made the anin

to Outline

Proposed Plan;

which might develop at the Wednesday meeting. TOA's board will meet
(Continued on page 14)

TNT

to

GPL

Video Systems

Use Para.,

Paramount's "inter-film" theatre television system will be utilized by Theatre Network Television for its West
Coast telecast of the Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano bout, slated for
Tuesday at Philadelphia's Municipal
Stadium.
In addition to the Paramount syswill
also
use General
tem,
Precision Laboratories "video film"
system in an attempt to negate any
possibility of a mechanical breakdown

TNT

of either system.

Arrangements have been made for
Paramount equipment in the Paramount Building here to receive the
(Continued on page 12)

TECHNICOLOR SMASH!

MAN

HEDDA HOPPER

says

.

will be as great
25 years from now.

.

I

—
Motion Picture Daily
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Weekend Business Steadies
1st- runs Here to Fine Pace

Personal
Mention
A. SCHWARTZ, president
SOL RKO
and Mrs.
Theatres,
of
artz, returned here from
yesterday aboard the S. S.

Schw

Europe
Queen

'Elizabeth.

•

Harold

L.

Groves,

president

of

Hargroves National Service System,
has been hospitalized at Doctor's
Hospital here for over a month, is
expected to return to work soon.
Operations director H. Bickford has
been in charge of the home office in
Groves' absence.
•
Abe Berenson, president of Gulf
States Allied, has recovered enough
from his recent heart attack to leave
the hospital, but he is not expected

who

back at his desk for two months.
•

Oscar A. Morgan, general sales
manager of short subjects and Paramount News, will return to New York
Cleveland,

from Pittsburgh,
today
Buffalo and Toronto.
•

Spencer Tracy and Lawrence
Weingarten, M-G-M producer and
due to arrive
here today from Europe on the 6*. S.
United States.
•
Sochin, Universal short
Irving
subject sales manager, was in Philadelphia yesterday and will be Pittsburgh today, returning here tomorrow.
studio

executive,

are

•

James Lawler

of the

Monogram-

accounting department
in Hollywood, and Mrs. Lawler an-

Allied Artists

nounce the birth of a son, Michael.
•
D. C. Collins, vice-president of the

Westrex
for

Corp.,

left

here

yesterday

Hollywood.

A

this

A Simple
There

is

only

Statement of Fact

ONE

ture trade paper

Airmail Edition in the motion pic-

wood tomorrow.

'Fatima' Grosses Big
In Pitts, and Cleve.

rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
the Hollywood studios but to ALL the exhibition
pacemakers in ALL areas of the United States (except
those in the New York or nearby zones who get it by

The opening week of Warner Brothers' "The Miracle of Our Lady of
Fatima" at the Warner Theatre in
Pittsburgh and the Allen Theatre
in Cleveland is expected to gross
$20,000 in each house. The film grossed $10,000 over the weekend in both
houses.
Opening days figures were
said to be the highest since "A Streetcar Named Desire." In the Cleveland
house the film drew $4,400 on Sunday.

Depinet Chairman
Of 'Jubilee Dinner*
The chairman

of the jubilee dinner
will
be Ned E. Depinet, president of
Pictures,
Jack Cohn, president of
the Pioneers, disclosed here yesterday.
The dinner will be held Nov. 25 at

Motion Picture Pioneers

RKO

the Hotel Astor.

N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
board of directors of Universal Pictures,
who has been selected the
"Motion Picture Pioneer of 1952,"
will be honored at the dinner.

hand-delivery or

first

class mail).

and

1952

Compo Gets Off-side
TV Sign Removed
Acting on complaints from
the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, one of the
country's biggest automobile

manufacturing companies has
ordered removal from its sales
agencies' windows of a sign
displaying the legend, "See
the Best Movies on TV."
Disclosure of the motor
company's action was made

yesterday by Robert W.
Coyne, COMPO special counsel, whose protest caused the
sign's removal. Existence of
the sign had been called to
Coyne's attention by New

York

exhibitors.

Greshler Plans Big
'Call'

Promotion

An

extensive radio, television, trade
paper and newspaper advertising campaign on his newly acquired British
production,
"Emergency Call," is

planned by producer Abner

Gresh-

J.

ler.

The executive producer of "At War
with the Army," the Martin and Lewis
starrer, is here from Hollywood to
arrange for a releasing deal for the
British
Butcher company's picture
which was filmed at Nettleford Studios in London, with Anthony Steel
and Earl Cameron heading the cast,
under the direction of Lewis Gilbert.
Greshler revealed additional plans to
produce a series of trailers for a
national tie-in with
stations.
Both Steel and Cameron will be
taken to Hollywood by Greshler next
year to appear in a production. Gresh-

TV

property which recently appeared in
the Saturday Evening Post for the

two

British players.

"I

can't

think

go along with those who
a

that

budget

is

a

cut

in

the

advertising

good business move, rewhether business is on the

gardless of
up-grade or

down-grade," Greshler
"Extensive and punchy advertising is as vitally necessary in our
field as it is in the merchandising field
and we should take a page out of the
book of the local department stores'
methods of selling," he stated.
stated.

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture

newspapers, and other
public opinion makers, throughout the nation as well
editors

16,

ler is currently negotiating for a story

field.

It is

•

Hal Wallis, Paramount producer,
will arrive in New York from Holly-

of the

business along Broadway $27,000 is indicated for "Sudden Fear"
fairly nice $19,000
week's grosses, which hit at Loew's State.
a nice steady pace in most first-run is estimated for the fourth week of
theatres for the seven-day period. Vir- "The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima"
tually all situations felt a week-day at the Astor.
"One Minute to Zero" will open
drop in business due to the opening
Friday at the Criterion, replacing
of the city's schools.
such
as "The Big Sky," which is expected to
Outstanding attractions
"Ivanhoe," "Monkey Business," and do a fair $16,000 for its fourth and
"The Quiet Man" continued to do final week. The seventh stanza of
"Affair in Trinidad" is due to hit a
extremely well at the box-office.
At Radio City Music Hall, a big nice $16,000 at the Victoria.
$130,000 is seen for the seventh week
'You for Me' Premieres
of the record-breaking "Ivanhoe." The
The premiere of "You for Me" at
already exceeded the
picture
has
$1,000,000 gross mark at the Hall, the Globe will be on Tuesday. The
doing so by the end of the sixth week. current Globe attraction, "Devil Makes
Holding up strong is "The Quiet Three," is expected to rack up a modMan" at the Capitol, where a sturdy erate $11,500. An all right $7,000 is
$51,000 is estimated for its fourth seen for the fifth week of "Les Miserinning. At the Roxy, which also fea- ables" at the Rivoli.
Among off-Broadway theatres, "The
tures a stage show, "Monkey Business" is due to hit a healthy $75,000 Amazing Monsieur Fabre" opened to
for its second week. The next Roxy a robust $9,300 in its first seven days.
film attraction is "Somebody Loves "Ivory Hunter" at the Trans-Luix 52nd
Street is doing extremely well, with
Me," which will bow in Sept. 24.
At the Paramount, featuring "The $8,200 indicated for its fourth week.
Crimson Pirate" on screen and Louis Also doing fine are the two long-standArmstrong on stage, a fine $56,000 ing hold-overs, "Man in the White
Suit" at the Sutton and "Encore" at
is forecast for the bill's third week.
"High Noon" is doing excellently at the Normandie. For its 25th week,
the Mayfair, with $24,000 seen for its the Sutton attraction is due to draw
eighth stanza.
$6,500, while the 24th week of "EnFor the sixth week, a healthy core" is estimated to hit $5,200.

Weekend

buoyed

Tuesday, September

critics of the leading

—

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

Bringing the very latest news reports

in concise factual

—delivering two
states —the Airmail

form, by the fastest possible means

it

days sooner to distant
Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally is accorded
preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

to

four
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ANNOUNCING
THE SALES PLAN
OF M-G-M s

T ^ AST MAY
M-G-M
to

at the

Studios,

"Seeing

IVANHOE

was screened

more than 100 representative

members
one

for the first

time was so

all

we decided

great that before determining a sales policy,

engagements

and

for its possibilities as

outstanding box-office attractions of

pre-release test

time

exhibitors in the country

Their enthusiasm

of the press.

of the

Believing" meeting at our

Is

in the following cities:

to set

up

New York,

San Francisco, Cleveland, Houston, Atlanta and Evansville.

IVANHOE is

now

above mentioned

in the

who saw

ion of those

From time
we have kept

HOE

to

it

The

at

engagement

its

business that confirms the opin-

our Studios.

medium

of the trade press,

the trade at large informed of the business

was doing. The

ations.

cities to

time through the

the total attendance

Hall,

playing or has completed

total

on

sixth, the

New York

IVANHOE

attendance on

QUO VADIS
engagement

in five of the
at the

QUO VADIS

City (where

IVANexceeds

above

situ-

Radio City Music

was not shown) has

played to a greater gross than any other picture in the history
of the theatre for the first five

weeks

of its

run there and with

one exception had a greater attendance than any other picture.
Following our "Seeing
the picture was trade

Is

shown

Believing" meeting in California,
in almost

the enthusiasm

upon

whelming.

now apparent

It is

the part of those
that

if

100 theatres and again

who saw

the

first

it

was over-

-run pre-release
(continued)

HHIHHHHR9I
Rebecca stands accused of witchcraft.
I vanhoe's subsequent challenge results
in the fabulous duel on horseback
with battle-axe and deadly mace.

(continued)

exhibitions of

IVANHOE

are handled generally as

in the case of

QUO

will equal or

even exceed the results on

VADIS, the results at the box-office

QUO

VADIS.

our intention to have a pre-release firstrun exhibition of IVANHOE in each of the
exchange centers across the country, then in
It is

each of the

cities in

the country of over approx-

imately 100,000 population and after that in
cities of

under approximately

100,000.

We

expect that there will be approximately 500 of

such pre-release first-run exhibitions. Within
a reasonable time after these showings are completed,

IVANHOE will be made available for

general release.

Arrangements are now
release first -run

showings

beingof

made

for the pre-

IVANHOE

in each of

Exchange Centers.

the

After this announcement appears, our attention
will

be directed to pre-release first-run exhibitions

in the other cities of the

country beginning, of course,

with the larger ones.

Any
and

is

exhibitor

who

has a suitable theatre

interested in the pre-release

exhibition of

IVANHOE

first

in his city

-run

should

promptly and in writing advise our appropriate exchange office of his interest and we shall
be pleased to afford him an opportunity of
submitting an offer on the picture.
(continufi

(continued)

We are

confident that

we

shall receive the

wholehearted cooperation in the marketinggreat production as

we did on

as

much

QUO

to their

of this

QUO VADIS

that our customers will find our plan

on

I

same
and

VANHOE

advantage as was the case with

VADIS.

Loew's

Inc.

!

!

GREATEST SCENE
EVER FILMED!

SUCCESS STORY:

ADVERTISING

in

On

the picture that

tops "Quo Vadis"

and following pages are

this

many

Just one of the

for thrills and

few of the big spectacular ads

just a

{shown in reduced

I

crowds to "Ivanhoe," the

record

Picture of the Century, in
five pre-release

New

drew

that

size)

romance

engagements outside

York. These ads
with

attraction

first

its

all

its

BIG

a

sell

grandeur,

importance and large-scale pictorial

They

values.

MONEY'S

spell

Rowenaand Rebecca

Ivanhoe challenges

by the

Bois-Guilbert to a

are captured

WORTH

Norman henchmen

Trial

of Prince

John and
imprisoned in Tor-

First

quilstone castle!

then on foot this
mortal struggle is
waged!

The mysterious

The beautiful

Black Knight defeats
the greatest cham-

Rebecca and lovely
Lady Rowena, both

pions in the spectacular tournament at
'Ash by!

in love

by Combat.
on horse, and

with Ivanhoe,

meet at the

side of
their fallen hero!

SIR

Filmed in the actual

WALTER SCOTT'S

locale of the novel

Technicolor

^
Taylor Taylor Fontaine
ROBERT

ELIZABETH

JOAN

•

_

GEORGE

EMLYN

, - r

Sanders -Williams
i

play by

NOEL LANGLEY

mum

•

Adaption

by Afneas

MacKENZIE

•

S

Oirecle

BERMAN

R

IS

PROUD TO BRING TO THE SCREEN FOR

THE

F1R5T

™

E

•

An

M-G-M

Picture

WALTER SCOTT'S

i«fH@I

COLOR BY

Technicolor.
STARRING

ROBERT

-j-

ELIZABETH

T

r

JOAN

aylor Taylor Fontaine
RAVEN-HAIRED BEAUTY
the knight
fight the

The

Ivmhoe. She

Norman

BLONDE PRINCESS ROWENA

Rebecca is secretly in love w
and fortune so tli.it lie r

scorns

the wicked

Norman henchman who keeps her captive in Torquilsrone
loy.il ro Ivanhoe who loves her

risks her life

Castle.

She remains

traitors.

gallant Sit

Wilfred of Ivanhoe.

and Rebecca who
risked her

foe

life

Norimn henchmen!

love of him!

al

by Combat with bankweapons
and a

ices as

king

The storming of moat-rimmed TotquiTstone Cas
by thousands of Locksley's bowmen!

s

.

.

.

throne arrrake!

/

Joe

it*

TORO UlLSTONE CASTLE STORMED
Screen play by

I

El

LANGLEY

MacKENZIE. fttettedl
Mi M-G-M

Prod uced by

A woman's

life

ROBERT TAYLOR -ELIZABETH TAYLOR JOAN FONTAINE GEORGE SANDERS
EMLYN WILLIAMS cmo. Dy technicolor ,=™ e i„ b, noel langley
•

...ring

ENGAGEMENT!

•

TOMORROW
.

D.rc-aedbv

The Armed Forces Need Your Blood— Give Today!

.

RICHARD THORPE

*

Produced by

sc

PANDRO

S.

.

brings Ivanhoe at lasr into mortal
of the Normans, Brian De Bois-Guilbert.
and a king's rhrone tremble on the outcome!

bartle with the Jeatlers

FOURt

SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE

Starts

TRIAL BY COMBAT

with Ivanhoe

leading thousands of brave archers from Sherwood Forest in j
flaming assault to rescue the princess Rowena.

BERMAN

WATCH FOR PRE-RELEASE PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT

•

An M-G-M

Picture

.

bv

Tectaiw\or

.

. •

»

MS

t st

as

Technicolor
For the

first

time, die story-favorite of millions

peopled with the knights and

comes

to the screen

kings and

ladies, the

jesters,

.

.

the

warriors and traitors of the Glory Age! Again they ride and fight and

love and dare and conquer! Actually filmed on historic
locales in

England with thousands

in the cast!

robertTaYLOR
n Play

by

NOEL LANGLEY

•

Ad.p.

hy

RICHARD THORPE. F.oAjdJbv PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

elizabethTaYLOR
joan

Fontaine

Sanders

EXPLOITATION!

Williams
MP u, wNOEL LANGLEY -a**.™. bV

=—=^^^===^==—

*

y...^,«

RICHARD THORPE

An M-G-M PICTURE

U'ANDRO S.BERMAN

-™_=_=^=_=«==^=^»==_

SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE

A

Quolossal promotion campaign

ENGAGEMENT!

Starts

paves the way to your box-office.

TOMORROW
Tho Armod Forcai Naod Your Blood

— Grvo

Today I

The

nation's leading manufacturers

have tied in their products with
SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE ENGAGEMENT STARTS THURSDAY AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLI

"Ivanhoe." Their national advertis-

M-G-M S PICTURIZATION OF SIR WALTER SCOTT'S GREAT STORY
-

IN

ing gives this

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR!

title

a readership in

astronomical figures.

campaign alone
readership

The Lux Soap

hits the

150,000,000

mark. Similar national

campaigns come from Lustre -Creme
Out of one of

Shampoo, Sunbeam Bread, Wood-

comes
when die mysterious
Queen of Love and Beauty
when Saxons and Normans clashed at the tourney of
Ashby
when the bowmen of Sherwood Potest storme<
die castle of Totquilstonc. M-G-M sent a host ofy
rhis story

[lie

world's best-loved books

of the Glory Age

.

.

.

Black Knight rode for the

.

.

.

.

bury

.

and technicians to England and filmed
Sir Walter Scott's famed novel on ilic actual scenes
of the story. It comes to the giant screen with a cast
of thousands and enriched by Technicolor!

Soap,

Kendall

and

Fabrics

stars

countless others. Local dealers are

supplied

with

a

wealth

of mer-

STARRING

T

ROBERT

—ELIZABETH

~

n

JOAN

GEORGE

Tir

EMLYN

chandising aids

that

assure

every

exhibitor, regardless of his situation,

Taylor Taylor Fontaine Sanders Williams
Screen play by

Adaptation by AEneas MacKenzie

""""Mia""""!

•

Produced by

Directed by

An M-G-M Picture

ENGAGEMENT!

TOMORROW
|

neighborhood

promotion

links together theatre,

t

LOEWS

SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE

Starts

I

of

:price&policyi

that

merchant and

public. Full details in the regular

Th« Armed Force* Need Your Blood— Grve Today'

supplementary press-books.

and

;

Motion Picture Daily
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TNT to

Television

bout from Philadelphia and record it
on 35mm. film which will be ready for
re-telecasting to the West one minute
after the action occurs.
will take place from

The

re-telecast
studios
lines West of

NBC-TV

here as soon as long
Omaha are cleared, expected at about
11:15 P.M. (EDT). The showing at
Eastern theatres will be simultaneous.
Meanwhile, it was learned that the
Orpheum,
Cleveland
Hippodrome,
Omaha Harris, Pittsburgh, and RivToledo, plan to carry the fight
oli,
telecast. Presumably, they are among
the 36 theatres already said to be
;

;

up

for

the

trans-continental

telecast.

In Albany, Fabian's Grand reported
yesterday that orders were being refor seats from Syracuse and
Utica following newspaper ads Sun-

ceived

The

Unprecedented

the World Series is over Easterners will again enjoy the
antics of Jack Kirkwood, the funnyman who four years ago
not only NBClowned around five mornings a week but also wrote the
scripts. Since then he's been a Coast feature but comes mid-October,
the "Jack Kirkwood Show" will be Coast-to-Coasted via Mutual
every afternoon from Monday through Friday on a co-op sponsorship.
Jimmy Durante's initial "All-Star Revue," NBCast this Saturday,
will feature Margaret Truman and Phil Harris.
Abby Greshler,
just home from a business trip to England, heads for the Coast next
week to start shooting a new telefilm series, "Peck's Bad Boy,"
situation comedy starring 12-year-old Jimmy Boyd who scored last
season on several Frank Sinatra programs. Ed Helwick will script
the series with Hal Walker directing the Greshler package.
Larry Berns, producer of the "Peggy Lee" and "Meet Miss Brooks"
programs, in New York for a vacation.
.

.

.

isn't

broadcasting
litelevision
believed, following a state-

it is

ment by Prime Minister Louis

giving active consideration to the part
that privately-owned stations would
play in the extension of
in Canada. He denied that television would

TV

remain a public monopoly.

and

A

suit involving television distribution rights to 25 films was filed here

Federal Court by Racine Television
Corp. against Masterpiece Productions,
Herman Greenfield and Jules B. Weil..
The papers, seeking injunctive relief
and damages, claim that Racine was
assigned the rights to the 25 films
from Motion Pictures for Television,
Inc., and United Artists in 1951. Since
that time, the suit charged, the defendnats have been infringing on Racine rights by licensing the films in
question to television.
in

Crosby Heads Vote Unit
Sept.

15.

—

has been named to
Citizens Vote, Inc., an organization

Crosby

formed by the Los Angeles Chamber

Commerce

to

get out the vote in

20th Century-Fox
Rivoli Theatre
of executive confabs,

the

and the

office

scenes

filming

work

on

the campaign,
setting up the
house and arranging for the hundred
and one details that go to plan a
at

artists

posting of

billboards,

Biggest in History

The

television and radio coverage
the premiere will be the biggest
in the history of the company with
four major outlets on the scene to
describe the arrival of celebrities.
Latest video network to add its
cameras to the reportorial ranks is
ABC-TV, which will program the
pre-screening theatre activities as a
45-minute "live" show between 8 :00
and 8:45 P. M. Martin Starr will
emcee" the on-the-spot show, to be
highlighted by interviews with stars
and glimpses of the throngs expected
to jam the Broadway area for blocks
around the theatre.
Pre-selling the special lobby show,
will place ads in the Journal-American today and the Daily
Nezvs tomorrow, calling attention to
Publicity emanting from
the event.
the network for the next few days

of

.

.

.

will

.

.

.

I

on his new CBS-TV series.
Just for the
records, one of the unsung heroes of Max Liebman's "Your
Show of Shows" is a lad named Howard Morris who is stooge,
straight man and foil in most of the Caesar-Coca sketches.
.

.

.

.

Burr
brate

"Kukla Fran

Tillstrom's

its fifth

year Monday, Oct.

ABC-TV

.

#

•fr

&

Ollie"

13.

.

.

.

TV

NBCele-

series will

John Daly's

"It's

News

will concentrate on
Kilimanjaro."

To Me," CB Series, T Viewed
P.M.

slot

on Oct. 4 and

Fridays,, will shift to the 6:30-7:00
will be sponsored on alternate Saturdays
.

.

,

1

,

.

.

.

.

.

over
as the

.

.

MGM

.

.

ancontinue

for local

CBS-TV

Starr

handling

commentary, as well
feature.

Offer Skiatron Stock

For Public Sale

Bill Papp, former sports writer for the Chicago Sun, has joined
George F. Foley, Inc. and will be coordinator and scripter respectively
of two new Foley packages, namely "Herman Hickman Show," which
NBTees off Oct. 3 and "Coast Guard Cadets on Parade," which debuts
over Mutual Sept. 27 ... John Ross will write the Hickman series.
Al Stein, former veep in charge of advertising and promotion for
Masters Mart, has been named radio and TV head of F. Arthur Case
Adv. Agency.
Chantootsie Rosemarie, who opens Oct. 17 at the
Cotillion Room, Hotel Pierre, will also guestrill next month on the
"All-Star Revue" and Colgate Comedy Hour."
Virginia Wickes
has returned from Hollywood where she watched two of her clients,
Dorothy Danclridge and Harry Belafonte, emote in the forthcoming
drama "See How They Run."
.

TV

.

if

.

NBC, Martin

WINS

.

.

will

network's

outlet in New York will
previously announced
the
coverage consisting of Jinx Falkenberg for national radio presentation

MB

.

The

augment

.

.

ABC

WJZ

The

.

.

of

newspaper adcampaign, 20th
last Friday to
on 75 spots on

nouncements cycle
through Saturday.

.

.

"The Snows

Complementing the
vertising and publicity
Century-Fox started
herald the production
and adjacent to the
highest-rated shows.

by the Andrew Jergens Co. and Simmons Co. respectively.
TV execs should cast am orb in the direction of red-haired and
green-eyed Dela McCarthy, the shig er- pianiste -danc er just returned from Mexico where she was featured in three Spanish
flickers.
The Thomas L. Milana Co., TV film research organ*
ization in business but a short time,, is already moving into larger
quarters at 1465 Broadway (nice goin' Tommy).
Johnny
Gra ff, Veep at Snader Tdescriptions, just back from a trip to Washington where he set up a terrif deal for the "Dick Tracy" series.
Ork Pilot Tommy Tucker, whose original Okeh platter in
1941 of "I Don't Want To Set The World on Fire," did just that
to the musical world, lias just cut another version for M-G-M
Records which means a revival smash for Cherio Music.
With
the Sunday Oct. 5 program (9:30-10:00 P.M.), John J. Anthony
will start his 23 rd year on the air, the new series
Sponsored by
Sterling Drug Co.

.

Bing
head

around

The news feature, which will pick
up final footage of the celebrities and
crowds tomorrow night at the opening will be edited overnight for showing on the 6:00 P. M. CBS news show
Thursday.

Luden's Coughdrops and
sponsor the new "20 Questions"
series over the entire DuMont network, the
show moving into the 10:00 to 10:30 P.M.
Friday nite slot late next month.
Jackie
Gleason is offering a lot of lettuce to have
Joan Crawford appear as his first Guestar
lessons.

.

Racine Sues Over
Rights to TV Films

staffers

home

When

at least a trolley transfer.

.

St.

Laurent on the eve of the start of
by the government-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
J. J. Fitzgibbons applied for a license for Famous Players some two
years ago but the CBC alone went
ahead with the installation of TV
facilities although the theatre circuit
had its equipment ready. St. Laurent
has now stated that the government is

Angeles,

handed

phone
Candy

TV

November.

CBS

.

older brothers, Abe and Dave, we had to
baby-sit and listen while he did his saxa-

Sid Caesar

—

in New York,
have been stationed in

Hollywood premiere

a

.

school there, we not only
ate most of our meals at the St. Clair Restaurant (owned by Sid's Dad) but while relaxing in a bit of pinnochle with his two

top.

Toronto, Sept. 15. Famous PlayCanadian Corp. may yet get its

of

Concentrating on the effort and
concentration that goes into planning

we attended high

of theatres which will
Marciano- Walcott fight
The 2,000 seat house will

ers

CBS

unit.

the City of Yonkers (N. Y.) observes "Sid Caesar
Day," sometime in November and Mayor Kris Kristenson
hands the "Your Show of Shows" star the keys to the burg,
your reporter will be disappointed if he, too,

Telecast Permit

Los

TV

produced by a specially-assigned

When

FP-C May Yet Get
Federal

of Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Kilimanjaro" tomorrow
of
night in a
feature currently being

premiere.

list

have a $3.50

be

will

Rivoli world pre-

Snows

.

.

coverage

New York

miere

A

to the
televise the

cense,

.

.

—

A

.

.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 14.
The J. P.
Harris Theatre here has added its

23.

given the

.

Harris Theatre in Pittsburgh
Will Carry Walcott Bout

Sept.

Promotion of
'Snows' Premiere

Radio

ONCE
zany

being shown at Albany Fabian
is
houses and tickets are being sold at
Fabian's Palace and Leland, Albany
Proctor's, Schenectady, and Proctor's,
Troy.

name

-

Herman

with Pinky

price at the 1,500-seater is
$3.60, including the admission tax.
trailer advertising the planned telecast
day.

1952

16,

CBS Will Film

Use

{Continued from page 1)

lined

Tuesday, September

.

.

One hundred and eight thousand
shares of additional common stock
of Skiatron Electronics and Television Corp. at $2.50 per share will be
offered publicly today by Coffin, Betz
& Co., investment brokers.
Proceeds will be used by Skiatron
for its planned subscription-vision test
in

New York

City.

CBS Names Cummings
Irving Cummings, motion picture
pioneer actor and director, has been
named to produce CBS Radio's "Lux
Radio Theatre," which has started its
19th season.

WALD-KRASNA PRODUCTIONS

presents

SUSAN HAYWARD ROBERT MITCHUM
ARTHUR KENNEDY-ARTHUR HUNNICUTT
•

fg

4

THE
.USTY

MEN"

b

TRADE SHOWINGS
OKLAHOMA

ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue

ATLANTA
RKO

Screening
195 Luckie St.,

Room

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

N.W.

Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.

Universal Scr. Rm.
517 N. Illinois St.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

Pic.

Oper. Scr. Rm.

Paramount Scr. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte St.
Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

498 Pearl Street

CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308

S.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Church Street

LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
1980

Screening

1300

S.

Room

Wabash Ave.
Thurs. 9/25

S.

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/35

2:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25 12:15

Noon

Republic Screen. Rm.
412 S. Harwood St.

Thurs. 9/25

Thurs. 9/25

1:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Fox Screening Room

Fox Screening Room

RKO

1:30 P.M.

Screening

Room

Thurs. 9/25

1:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

1:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

1:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

1:00 P.M.

PORTLAND
ST.

LOUIS

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Screening Room
1st. St.

South

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 Second Avenue

Hollywood Theatre
212 N. Philips Ave.

2:30 P.M.

Film Center
932

630 Ninth Avenue

1300 High Street

Thurs. 9/25

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

WASHINGTON

NEW YORK
Thurs. 9/25

PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room

SIOUX FALLS
Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

200 Liberty Street

DES MOINES

2:30 P.M.

SEATTLE

Fox Screening Room

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

250 N. 13th Street

216 E.

1015 Currie Ave.

NEW ORLEANS

Paramount Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout Street

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room

Screening Room
3143 Olive Street

40 Whiting Street

DENVER

1:30 P.M.

1502 Davenport St.

RKO

NEW HAVEN

DALLAS

Thurs. 9/25

OMAHA

Star Screening Room
925 N.W. 19th Ave.

Warner Screening Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

Fox Screening Room

2:30 P.M.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

MINNEAPOLIS
Thurs. 9/25

Thurs. 9/25

10 North Lee Street

Fox Screening Room

Vermont Ave.

Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue

8:00 P.M.

CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room
2219 Payne Avenue

1:00 P.M.

MILWAUKEE

CINCINNATI
Palace Screen. Rm.
12 East 6th Street

Thurs. 9/25

MEMPHIS

CHICAGO
RKO

2:30 P.M.

KANSAS CITY

BUFFALO
Mo.

Thurs. 9/25

INDIANAPOLIS

BOSTON
RKO

Fox Screening Room

DETROIT

New

Scr.

Rm.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Jersey Ave.

Distributed

by
i
JR

K

O

RADIO
:

AYLEN

Produced by JERRY WAID

•

Directed by

NICHOLAS RAY

•

Written for the screen by

HORACE McCOY and DAVID DORTORT

;

:
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Today On Arbitration

Will Act

(Continued from page 1)

TOA Board Bids

Exhibitors

Thursday

consider and act upon
Allied States'
if any.
Abram Myers also will sit in at the
Wednesday meeting with the distributo

such revisions,

Take Censorship Action
Washington,

the left, Charles Skouras, who was reA, and
elected chairman of the board of
Walter Rcade, Jr., who was elected executive' 'vice-president and chairman of the ex-

TO

ecutive committee.

(Continued,

Rowley, Texas

Myron

from page

1)

Roy Cooper,

;

Cal.,

and

Iowa, vice-presidents

Blank,

New

York, treasurer AlSi Fabian,
bert M. Pickus, Stratford, Conn., sec-~
retary;

;

M. A.

Mitchell Wolfson and

co-chairmen of the fiLightman,
nance committee, and Herman Levy;
Sr.,

general counsel.

Heretofore

TOA

has had only two

vice-presidents. The new plan calling
for the election of an increased number
is designed to provide the organization
with ready material for succession to

the presidency at the annual elections.
Reade, whose title is a newly created
one, will be the first in line for sucpresidency.
cession to the

TOA

Today's

400 Register Before
Start of Convention

decisions.
gards as

Washington, Sept. 15.
Theatre Owners of Americaconvention registration for
yesterday
and today ap^
proached the 400 mark with
many more expected to register between now and the

the Theatre Owners of
recommended that
board
exhibitors and exhibitor organizations
take affirmative action in opposing
censorship laws in their areas, after
reviewing recent U. S. Supreme Court
of

^However,

stated

it

it

re-

the placing of the
exhibitors of testing such

laws.
States
and -municipalities should
study the Supreme Court rulings and
take the necessary steps themselves to
see that their censorship- statutes conform with those decisions, the

TOA

board

feels.

The board also devoted extended
attention to immediate long range
plans for expanding
membership
in new areas.
California Theatres Association of

TOA

San Francisco, previously unaffiliated,
was admitted as a member and Roy
Cooper was elected td the TOA board
representative

the former.
Herman Hunt, independent exhibitor of Cincinnati,:, "was; 'also elected
to the board and will endeavor to
organize a
unit in the Southern
as

of

TQA

Ohio

successful, it will be
first entry into that state.

area.

If

Lowenstein of Oklahoma
City was chairman of the TOA nominating committee which prepared the

TOA's

slate of officers elected today.

in

No Proposals toTOA
Meet on 16mm. Suit

of
as a member of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations and,
as heretofore, left the question of its

Morris

were made for

plans

Additionally,

extending aid to organizing movements

unnamed Midwestern

other

The board approved

—

15.

affiliates

becoming

entirely

up

.

Theatre

legal advisory
committee, headed by Herman Levy,
will report to the convention without
recommendations Wednesday on the
government's anti-trust suit to force
the sale of 16mm. films to television

and their non-theatrical users.

How-

ever, Levy will make recommendations subsequently, with little doubt
that they will call for
approval
of steps being taken by it to intervene
as a defendant in the suit. At present

TOA

the government charges
being co-conspirator.

TOA

it

only with

Committees Cite T.R.'

Progress and

TV

Prospects

Washington, Sept. 15,
atre Owners of America's

—The

The-

public relations committee, under the chairmanship of Elmer C. Rhoden, and the
theatre
committee, headed by Robert J. O'Brien, issued lengthy reports
at the weekend here as the organization's annual convention got underway.
"While great progress has been
made by the industry in the past year
in public relations, this progress has

TV

to

r\Vc""feel

COMPO

the

activities,

COMPO's aims

are

without contributing to

all

been represented largely in matters of
expediency rather than in a strong
well-coordinated all-industry program
designed to establish and maintain a
good character for the motion picture
and the people who make them," was
the conclusion drawn by the
"P.R." group.
The "P.R." report cited the "incomparable service rendered this industry
by the Motion Picture Industry Coun-

TOA

the

in

against

battle

Hollywood

Reds." It described "the Reds" as
"on the run," and reported "present
indications are the industry will be
given a clean bill of health, and Hollywood today is in a position to furnish
a blueprint for action to other Commie-harrassed industries."
The TV committee reported: "It is
clear

that

programming

intermittent

provides no real test of theatre television's potentialities. The real value
of this new medium will become apparent only when it can offer some
regularity of programming through
which it can cultivate its own following.
This coming year should bring
efforts to, develop a. series « of programs for the public and provide the?
exhibitor with
some- regularity of
usage .so that his fixed costs can be
prorated over a broader base,."
.

"

.

'

tomorrow morning.

Little doubt was left of TOA's
desire to see an industry arbitration plan adopted and put
^
into effect at the earliest, possible moment following a press
interview at the close of TOA's
afternoon board meeting today.

Alfred
president,
dividuals

TOA

Starr, newly elected
said that while some

Arbitration Meets
(Continued,

from page

1)

and altering a number of points
in the draft, one having to do
with arbitration award damages.

The new distributors' committee
consists of William F. Rodgers, chairman of the distributors' arbitration
negotiating

committee

;

Austin

C.

Keough, Paramount; Adolph Schimel,
Universal, and Robert W. Perkins,

Warner Brothers. The latter three
are their companies' general counsels.
Rodgers is vice-president of Loew's-

M-G-M.
The committee will confer with the
two exhibitor associations' attorneys
complete a draft which will be
submitted later to exhibitor organizations," according to the
"to

MPAA

statement.

Rodgers Will Talk
Meanwhile, TOA's annual convention^in Washington, is scheduled to take up the subject of arbitration at an afternoon session today.
Part of the session, according to an
agenda which was prepared several
days in advance, will be given over
to an address by Rodgers entitled,
"Distribution Looks at Arbitration."
Other convention speakers who this

now meeting

afternoon will discuss arbitration are
officials Mitchell Wolfson,
S.
H. Fabian, Levy and Walter Reade,

TOA

Jr.

The

is the product of several
months' work by' committees,
sub-committees, attorneys' committees
and other offshoot units of the Industry
Conference on Arbitration. The Con-

draft

recent

ference, made
exhibition and

up of delegates from

distribution, has convened twice so far and may convene
at least once again before an arbitration system is adopted, if a draft
can be agreed upon.
president,
Eric A. Johnston,

MPAA

presided at yesterday's distribution
meeting, which was held at the Hotel
Astor. Among those attending were
Keough, William Michel, Jack Cohn,
Irving Moross, Abe Schneider, Abe

Schwalberg,
Louis
Al
Al Daff, John J. O'Connor,

Montague,
Phillips,

Schimel, Ted Black, Richard Yates,
Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, Nicholas
Schenck, Charles Reagan, John CasJcey,, Jdoward Lev-insoiv Al Lichtman,
Ben Kalmenson, Sidney Schreiber,
Perkins,. Monroe Goodman, Robert
Clark, Ned E- Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Joyce O'H'ara.
.

-

in-

might not be as well off
were there to be no arbitration plan,
he is convinced that most of the industry will be benefitted by it in proportion to the degree of good faith
they bring to'TT"'"'

units.

of them."

cil

start of the business sessions

members

individual

worthy and will continue to support
it,"
Wolfson said. "Arrangements
were made by which our members
can contribute to approved COMPO

.

.......

the continuation

TOA

-

Washington, Sept.
Owners of America

areas.

representatives.

:

—

ftfjjjajr,

burden on

Elect Starr

—

America

meeting

On

15.

Sept.

tion

1

"If a distributor or exhibitor
should regard the arbitration
plan as a roadblock, up to which
they can do anything, arbitration will fail," Starr said. "However, if they both are ruled by
"the spirit rather than the letter
of the plan, the industry and
thev will benefit by it."

MitchelL Wolfson, retiring president, said he hopes to see arbitration
in operation in the industry within
the near future, possibly this year.

'Hopeful Spirit'
Levy, chairrrtan of the
advisory committee and a

TOA

legal

member

of

the arbitration drafting group, said
that
will approach the suggestions to be made by distribution on
Wednesday for possible revisions of
the arbitration plan "in the same constructive and hopeful spirit that it
has brought to consideration of the
draft to date."
-

TOA

"Levy -pointed out that' every
on the draft will
be made before the convention
closes Thursday, inasmuch as
the TOA board is not scheduled
to meet again until mid-February in Los Angeles.
Action
long before then will be considered essential, he said.
effort to act

j

The problem

of companies such as
being made parfjes to an
arbitration plan which will itself be
made a part of the decree if approved
by the Department of Justice and the
Federal Statutory Court in New York
has been clarified, it was learned.

Republic

Such companies will voluntarily
subscribe to the arbitration^ plan and
will be bound by it, but will not be

made

parties

to

nor

will

they

be

bound by any other part of.the B&ramount decree.
!

TOA

'53

Convention
Set for Chicagoi

—

Washington, Sept. 15.
Theatre Owners of America!?
1953 convention will be held
Oct. 31 to Nov. 4 in the
1

Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Under plans recently worked

TESMA-TEDA trade
show, being held in conjunction with the Allied States
convention this year, will be
TOAV next year.
out, the

—

Commit
Department
THE
motion
members

of justice has charged

of the

12

picture industry with

conspiring to keep their products

off

television

screens.
Collier's

magazine has come

to the defense of the

picture industry with a full-page editorial that ex-

poses

the' full

implications of this action.

magazine points out that, if this anti-trust
suit is successful, it would be, in effect, a command
to the picture companies to commit suicide.
Collier's

Department can make
its case stick in regard to 16-millimeter films
and
the companies refuse to make more of them
the
way is open to order film companies to release their
Collier's explains that

if

the

—
—

35-millimeters for

And

Collier's adds that the possible effects of such a

decree

You
it's

TV.

may

will

not be good for

want

to read every

TV,

word

in the Collier's that's out

probably want

itself.

of this editorial

now.

And you

to distribute reprints of

it,

too.

will

To

order reprints, write:

Collier's
The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company
640 Fifth Avenue,

New York

19,

N. Y.

*

'^Ui^-*^-'!.'^
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-
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UKE A SUDDEN SHRIEK

i'

/W THE WIGHT.

1

comes

this

nerve -searing

..J^H

story of a

woman
beyond help
at

the

mercy
a

of

man

beyond
control!

THE FILMAKERS present

IDA LUPINO

ROBERT RYAN

BEWARE
with
Directed by

TAYLOR HOLMES BARBARA WHITING
•

HARRY HORNER

•

Produced by

COLLIER YOUNG

Screenplay by

MEL

DINELLI

.

MOTION PICTURE

FIRST

Accurate

IN

Concise

FILM

and

NEWS

Impartial

VOL.

NO.

72.

NEW

54

YORK,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

CompaniesAsk U. S. Industry
More Meetings Approves UK
On Arbitration Pact Changes
The Motion Picture Export Asin Principle;
sociation and the Society of IndeCommittee to Wash. pendent Motion Picture Producers

Okay Draft
Send

TEN CENTS

1952

16,

TOA TO ACT TODAY
ON ARBITRATION
Elect Alfred Starr Herman Levy

TOA

to Outline

Proposed Plan;
Action Is Conditional

President

—

By

SHERWIN KANE

As preWashington, Sept. 15.
yesterday formally approved the
Washington, Sept. 15. TheaNashville,
was
Starr
of
Alfred
dicted,
of
yesterday
here
A meeting
agreement negotiated last week with
tre
owners of America will proceed
OwnTheatre
the
of
presidents, sales executives and at- representatives of the British govern- elected president
Charles Skouras at its convention here tomorrow to
and
America,
ers
of
torneys of the Motion Picture As- ment modifying the present Anglowas reelected take conditional action on the prosociation of America member com- American film pact.
chairman of the posed industry arbitration plan deAnnouncement of MPEA board
panies and United Artists approved
board at the an- spite the meeting
called for Wed"in principle" the draft of a proposed approval was made by Eric A. Johnnual board of nesday to
discuss distribution's quesindustry arbitration system. Final ap- ston, Motion Picture Association of
Hj directors meet- tions and possible revisions in the plan
Ik fcx
ill
statement America and
~ 1
president. James
according to a
proval,
Is
ing here today,
resulting from the meeting of comA.
Mulvey,
chairman of the SIMPP
issued by the MPAA, will await
/
Other officers pany
f
presidents, sales
exhibitor distribution committee, made the anwith
discussions
further
elected were lawyers in New York executives and
today.
nouncement
in
behalf
of
the
Society.
representatives.
Walter Reade,

w

MPEA

The meeting named a fourman committee to confer in
Washington tomorrow with
Abram F. Myers and Herman

The^

modifications

deal

with the
arrangements under which U. S. film
companies are allowed to convert into
dollars

Jr.,

dent and chair-

man

United

M. Levy, attorneys for Allied
States Association and Theatre
Owners of America, respectively, with a view to clarifying

should be allowed
to transfer, in addition to the amounts

(Continued on page 14)

(Continued on page 11)

In

U.

S.

executive

vice-presi-

part of their earnings in the

Kingdom.
1951, it was

agreed

that

the

Alfred Starr

companies

gia

;

the

of

executive

comE. D.

mittee
Martin, Geor;

Patrick McGee, Colorado

;

John

(Continued on page 14)'

Herman

Grosses Increase
Ottawa,
figures

for

Sept.

15.

motion

—

Attendance

picture

theatres

throughout Canada will show higher
returns for the summer
1952 than for 1951.
many more Canadians are

box-office
months of

While

now on a 40-hour week than

Gael Sullivan Resigns

counsel,
will
outline the proposed
arbitration plan to a
closed session of
the
convention

here tomorrow
afternoon,
fol-

TOA

Washington,

Sept. 15.— Gael Sullivan tendered his resignation as
executive director of the Theatre Owners of America to the inital meeting- yesterday of the
executive committee in advance of the opening of the annual convention here t

TOA
No

last

successor
to Sullivan has

been named and
indications
are
the post will be

handled by Dick
Pitts, executive

sion) tax."

assistant,

Howard

—Rep.

Elizabeth Kee of the Fifth
Congressional District of
West Virginia has advised
J.C. Shanklin, president of
West Virginia Theatre Owners Association, that she is
"very definitely in favor of
repeal of the (Federal admis-

Bryant,
c

latter

handled
van's

Gael Sullivan

summer from

serve

and
L

service

oordin

The

last

may

approve

the draft

imme-

subject
to acceptance of
any revisions

Executive Director

Rep. Kee of W. Va.
Opposes Ticket Tax
15.

which

membership

diately,

year, allowing more time for amusement, it is also learned that weekend
attendance this summer was poor.

Washington, Sept.

the

as

Levy,
general

TOA

lowing

Canadian Summer

—

ator.

two

Sulli-

functions

while he was on
a three months
leave of absence
his

TOA

post

to

manager of Senator Estes
Kefauver's campaign for the Demoas

C. of C. President
To Address T. O. A.
Washington, Sept.

15.

—Lau-

rence F. Lee, president of the
U. S. Chamber of Coiiimerce,
is scheduled to address the

Theatre Owners of America
convention delegates at the
convention luncheon which
will be held Thursday in the

Shoreham Hotel.
The luncheon

will be the
so-called
"reconvention's
search" repast, at which C. E.
(Doc) Cook, R. H. McCullough
and Nathan D. Golden also
will speak.

(Continued on page 11)

Herman Levy

which^might develop at the Wednesday meeting. TOA's board will meet
(Continued on page 14)

TNT

to

GPL

Video Systems

Use Para.,

Paramount's "inter-film" theatre television system will be utilized by Theatre Network Television for its West
Coast telecast of the Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano bout, slated for
Tuesday at Philadelphia's Municipal
Stadium.
In addition to the Paramount syswill also
use General
tem,
Precision Laboratories "video film"
system in an attempt to negate any
possibility of a mechanical breakdown

TNT

of .either system.

Arrangements have been made for
Paramount equipment in the Paramount Building here to receive the
(Continued on page 12)

ECHNICOLOR SMASH!

MAN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

11

HEDDA HOPPER

says

.

will be as great
25 years from now.

Tuesday, September

Motion Picture Daily

Weekend Business Steadies
1st- runs Here to Fine Pace

Personal
Mention
A. SCHWARTZ, president
SOL RKO
and Mrs.
Theatres,
of

Schwartz, returned here from Europe
yesterday aboard the S. S. Queen
Elizabeth.

•

Groves, president of
Hargroves National Service System,
who has been hospitalized at Doctor's
Hospital here for over a month, is
expected to return to work soon.
Operations director H. Bicki-ord has
been in charge of the home office in
Groves' absence.
•
Abe Berenson, president of Gulf
States Allied, has recovered enough

Harold

L.

his recent heart attack to leave
hospital, but he is not expected

from
the

back at his desk for two months.
•

Oscar A, Morgan, general sales
manager of short subjects and Paramount News, will return to New York
from Pittsburgh,
today
Buffalo and Toronto.
•

Cleveland,

Spencer Tracy and Lawrence
Weingarten, M-G-M producer and
due to arrive
5".
here today from Europe on the .9.
States.
United
studio

are

executive,

•

Sochin, Universal short
subject sales manager, was in Philadelphia yesterday and will be Pittsburgh today, returning here tomorrow.
Irving

•

James Lawler

of the

Monogram-

accounting department
in Hollywood, and Mrs. Lawler announce the birth of a son, Michael.
•
Allied

Artists

D. C. Collins, vice-president of the
Westrex Corp., left here yesterday
for Hollywood.
•

Hal Wallis, Paramount producer,
will arrive in New York from Hollywood tomorrow.

'Fatima' Grosses Big
In Pitts, and Cleve.
The opening week of Warner Brothers' "The Miracle of Our Lady of
Fatima" at the Warner Theatre in
Pittsburgh and the Allen Theatre
in
Cleveland is expected to gross
$20,000 in each house. The film grossed $10,000 over the weekend in both
houses.
Opening days figures were
said to be the highest since "A Streetcar Named Desire." In the Cleveland
house the film drew $4,400 on Sunday.

Depinet Chairman
Of 'Jubilee Dinner'
The chairman
Motion

of the

of the jubilee dinner
Picture Pioneers will

RKO

Ned

E. Depinet, president of
Pictures,
Jack Cohn, president of
the Pioneers, disclosed here yesterday.
The dinner will be held Nov. 25 at

be

the Hotel Astor.

N.

J.

Blumberg, chairman of the

board of directors of Universal Pictures,
who' has been selected the
"Motion Picture Pioneer of 1952,"
will be honored at the dinner.

business along Broadway $27,000 is indicated for "Sudden Fear"
fairly nice $19,000
week's grosses, which hit at Loew's State.
a nice steady pace in most first-run is estimated for the fourth week of
theatres for the seven-day period. Vir- "The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima"
tually all situations felt a week-day at the Astor.
"One Minute to Zero" will open
drop in business due to the opening
Friday at the Criterion, replacing
of the city's schools.
as "The Big Sky," which is expected to
such
Outstanding attractions
"Ivanhoc," "Monkey Business," and do a fair $16,000 for its fourth and
"The Quiet Man" continued to do final week. The seventh stanza of
"Affair in Trinidad" is due to hit a
extremely well at the box-office.
At Radio City Music Hall, a big nice $16,000 at the Victoria.
$130,000 is seen for the seventh week
'You for Me' Premieres
of the record-breaking "Ivanhoe." The
The premiere of "You for M,e" at
already
exceeded the
picture
has
$1,000,000 gross mark at the Hall, the Globe will be on Tuesday. The
doing so by the end of the sixth week. current Globe attraction, "Devil Makes
Holding up strong is "The Quiet Three," is expected to rack up a modMan" at the Capitol, where a sturdy erate $11,500. An all right $7,000 is
$51,000 is estimated for its fourth seen for the fifth week of "Les Miserinning. At the Roxy, which also fea- ables" at the Rivoli.
Among off-Broadway theatres, "The
tures a stage show, "Monkey Business" is due to hit a healthy $75,000 Amazing Monsieur Fabre" opened to
for its second week. The next Roxy a robust $9,300 in its first seven days
film attraction is "Somebody Loves "Ivory Hunter" at the Trans-Lux 52nd
Street is doing extremely well, with
Me," which will bow in Sept. 24.
At the Paramount, featuring "The $8,200 indicated for its fourth week
Crimson Pirate" on screen and Louis Also doing fine are the two long-standArmstrong on stage, a fine $56,000 ing hold-overs, "Man in the White
Suit" at the Sutton and "Encore" at
is forecast for the bill's third week.
"High Noon" is doing excellently at the Normandie. For its 25th week,
the Mayfair, with $24,000 seen for its the Sutton attraction is due to draw
eighth stanza.
$6,500, while the 24th week of "EnFor the sixth week, a healthy core" is estimated to hit $5,200.

Weekend

buoyed

A

this

A Simple
There

is

only

Statement of Fact

ONE

ture trade paper

Airmail Edition in the motion pic-

Compo Gets Off -side
TV Sign Removed
Acting on complaints from
the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, one of the
country's biggest automobile
manufacturing companies has

ordered removal from its sales
agencies' windows of a sign
displaying the legend, "See
the Best Movies on TV."
Disclosure of the motor
company's action was made
yesterday by Robert W.
Coyne, COMPO special counsel, whose protest caused the
sign's removal. Existence of
the sign had been called to
Coyne's attention by New

York

exhibitors.

Greshler Plans Big
'Call'

Promotion

An

extensive radio, television, trade
paper and newspaper advertising campaign on his newly acquired British
production,
"Emergency Call," is

planned by producer Abner

J.

Gresh-

ler.

The executive producer of "At War
with the Army," the Martin and Lewis
starrer,

is

here

from Hollywood

to

arrange for a releasing deal for the
British
Butcher company's picture
which was filmed at Nettleford Studios in London, with Anthony Steel
and Earl Cameron heading the cast,
under the direction of Lewis Gilbert.
Greshler revealed additional plans to
produce a series of trailers for a
national tie-in with TV stations.
Both Steel and Cameron will be
taken to Hollywood by Greshler next
year to appear in a production. Greshis currently negotiating for a story
property which recently appeared in

rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
the Hollywood studios but to ALL the exhibition
pacemakers in ALL areas of the United States (except
those in the New York or nearby zones who get it by
hand-delivery or first class mail).

—

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture

and

1952

ler

field.

It is

editors

16,

critics of the

leading newspapers, and other

public opinion makers, throughout the nation

—as well

Saturday Evening Post for the

the

two

British players.
can't go along with those who
think that a cut in the advertising
budget is a good business move, regardless of whether business is on the
"I

up-grade or down-grade," Greshler
stated.
"Extensive and punchy advertising is as vitally necessary in our
field as it is in the merchandising field
and we should take a page out of the
book of the local department stores'
methods of selling," he stated.

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

Bringing the very latest news reports in concise factual

—delivering two
states —the Airmail

form, by the fastest possible means

it

days sooner to distant
Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally is accorded
preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

to
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JLiAST

MAY

M-G-M

Studios,

to

at the

"Seeing

IVANHOE

was screened

more than 100 representative

members
one

for the first

time was so

all

we decided

great that before determining a sales policy,

engagements

and

for its possibilities as

outstanding box-office attractions of

pre-release test

time

exhibitors in the country

Their enthusiasm

of the press.

of the

Believing" meeting at our

Is

in the following cities:

to set

up

New York,

San Francisco, Cleveland, Houston, Atlanta and Evansville.

IVANHOE is

now

playing or has completed

above mentioned

in the

who saw

ion of those

From time
we have kept

HOE

to

Hall,

our Studios.

medium

of the trade press,

the trade at large informed of the business
total

the total attendance on

The

at

time through the

was doing. The

ations.

business that confirms the opin-

cities to

it

engagement

its

sixth, the

New York

IVANHOE

attendance on

QUO VADIS
engagement

in five of the
at the

QUO VADIS

City (where

IVANexceeds

above

situ-

Radio City Music

was not shown) has

played to a greater gross than any other picture in the history
of the theatre for the first five

weeks

of its

run there and with

one exception had a greater attendance than any other picture.
Following our "Seeing
the picture was trade

Is

shown

Believing" meeting in California,
in

the enthusiasm

upon

whelming.

now apparent

It is

almost 100 theatres and again

the part of those
that

if

who saw

the

first

it

was over-

-run pre-release
(continued)

Heroism of the Black Knight who fights
on the field of honor. Spectacular
action as man meets man in mortal comfor love

bat while thousands in the colossal arena
watch with bated breath.

(continued)

exhibitions of

IVANHOE

are handled generally as

in the case of

QUO

will equal or

even exceed the results on

VADIS, the results at the box-office

QUO

VADIS.

our intention to have a pre-release firstrun exhibition of IVANHOE in each of the
exchange centers across the country, then in
It is

each of the

cities in

the country of over approx-

imately 100,000 population and after that in
cities of under approximately 100,000. We
expect that there will be approximately 500 of

such pre-release first-run exhibitions. Within
a reasonable time after these showings are
pleted,

com-

IVANHOE will be made available for

general release.

Arrangements are now being made
release first- run

showings

of

for the pre-

IVANHOE

in each of

Exchange Centers.

the

After this announcement appears, our attention
will

be directed to pre-release first-run exhibitions

in the other cities of the

country beginning,

of course,

with the larger ones.

Any
and

is

exhibitor

who

has a suitable theatre

interested in the pre-release

exhibition of

IVANHOE

first

in his city

-run

should

promptly and in writing advise our appropriate exchange office of his interest and we shall
be pleased to afford him an opportunity of
submitting an offer on the picture.

(continued)

We are

confident that

we

shall receive the

wholehearted cooperation in the marketing
great production as

we did on

as

much

QUO

to their

of this

QUO VADIS

that our customers will find our plan

on

I

same
and

VANHOE

advantage as was the case with

VADIS.

Loew's

Inc.

—

!

GREATEST SCENE
EVER FILMED!

SUCCESS STORY:

ADVERTISING

Just one of the
in

On

the picture that

tops "Quo Vadis"

and following pages are

this

many

for thrills and

few of the big spectacular ads

just a

{shown in reduced

crowds to "Ivanhoe," the

record

Picture of the Century, in

York. These ads
with

attraction

first

its

engagements outside

five pre-release

New

drew

that

size)

f

romance!

all

its

BIG

a

sell

grandeur,

importance and large-scale pictorial

They

values.

MONEY'S

spell

WORTH

Rowena and Rebecca

Ivanhoe challenges

are captured by the

Bois-Guilbert to a

Norman henchmen

Trial

of Prince

John and
imprisoned in Torqu Hstone castle!

First

The mysterious

The beautiful

Black Knight defeats
the greatest cham-

Lady Rowena, both

by Combat.
on horse, and
then on foot this
mortal struggle is
waged!

Rebecca and lovely

pions in the spectacular tournament at
'Ashby!

in love

with Ivanhoe,

meet at the side

of

their fallen hero!

SIR

Filmed in the actual

WALTER SCOTT'S

locale of the novel

WALTER SCOTT'S STORY COMES TO

SIR

1
~l L

Technicolor

THE BLACK KNIGHT
AND THE STALWART ARCHERS

_
Taylor-Taylor- Fontaine
ROBERT

OF SHERWOOD FOREST.
THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE ROWENA

AND RAVEN-HAIRED REBECCA.

_

rap

RICHARD THE LION-HEARTED
AND THE NORMAN TRAITORS
ALL THE REMEMBERED CHARACTERS
OF A GREAT NOVEL OF LOVE

ELIZABETH

GEORGE

JOAN

EMLYN

t i r

mm

Sanders -Williams

.

AND ADVENTURE

.

i

play by

NOEL LANGLEY

•

Adaptation by AEneas

MacKENZIE

•

Directed by RICHARD THORPE

Pr«

-

I S.

HERMAN

•

An

M-G-M

Picture

NOW BROUGHT

TO THE SCREEN FOR
THE FIRST TIME!

IS

I^^P^

PROUD TO BRING TO THE SCREEN FOR THE FIRST

T,

i\£iMSjl

HE

C010R BY

Technicolor
STARRING

pp

ROBERT
KUBtKI

ELIZABETH
~f tU^ABUH

^

JOAN
JUAN

j-i

Taylor Taylor Fontaine
RAVEN-HAIRED BEAUTY
knight Ivanhoe. She risks her

tlie

Trial

by Combat with

maces

The storming of moat-rimmed Torquilstonc

as

king

s

weapons

.

.

t

.

.mi,

ROWENA

BLONDE

PRINCESS
scorns (he wicked
Norm.tn henchman who keeps her captive in Torquilsrone Castle.
She remains loyal to Ivanhoe who loves her

Rebecca is secretly in love with
and fortune so rhar, lie may

life

.

and a

throne arrrake!

Castle

by thousands of Locksley's bowmen!

TOROUILSTONE CASTLE STORMED
Screen piay by

HOE I^GLEY*Atof£KEN?lE. Directed

Pfoduceti by

~by

PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

TRIAL BY

with Ivanhoe

leading thousands of brave archers from Sherwood Forest in a
flaming assault ro rescue the princess Rowena.

COMBAT

brings Ivanhoe at last into mortal
of the Normans, Brian De Bois-Guilbert.
and a king's throne tremble on ihe outcome!

battle with the leaders

A woman's

life

Mi M-G-M PICTURE

SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE

ROBERT TAYLOR -ELIZABETH TAYLOR -JOAN FONTAINE GEORGE SANDERS
b, noel langleyae™, ..„<*„,,=
EMLYN WILLIAMS c,*» by technicolor
P
•

.».m.8

ENGAGEMENT!

•

Starts

TOMORROW
.

Dir.cied by

The Armed For cet Need Youi blood

Giva Today-

.

RICHARD THORPE

•

Product it

i>,

PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

WATCH FOR PRE-RELEASE PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT

•

An M-G-M Pkruic

.

,

comes U>
'rture

We
set"

11

-

Technicolor
For the

rime, the story-favorite of millions

first

peopled with the knights and

«

comes

ladies, the kin;;s

ro the screen

and

jesters,

.

the

warriors and traitors of the Glory Age! Again they ride and fight and

love and date and conquer! Actually filmed on historic

^

locales in

England with thousands

in the cast!

robertTaYLOR
Sereeo

PU» b>

NOEL

I.ANC

,

RICHARD THORPE -Produced

br

P^NDRO

S.

BERMAN

elizabethTaYLOR
joan

^

—— =—
..NOEL

Sanders

ENGAGEMENT!

EXPLOITATION!

Williams

LANGLEY-a^wae^mkkenz* d.*** RICHARD THORPE P^dbyPANDROS.BERMAN
==^_^^.
—
An M-G-M PICTURE _^==^=_==__=

SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE

Starts

Fontaine

^^^_=

—

A

Quolossal promotion campaign

paves the way to your box-office.

TOMORROW
The Armed Forc*o NmkI Your Blood— Givo Todayl

The

nation's leading manufacturers

have
SPECIAL PRE-RELEASE ENGAGEMENT STARTS THURSDAY AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

OF

M-G-M'S PICTUR1ZATION

V.^.i

IN

in

tied

"Ivanhoe." Their national advertis-

WALTER SCOTT'S GREAT STORY

SIR

ing gives this

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR!

products with

their

title

a readership in

The Lux Soap

astronomical figures.

campaign alone
readership

hits the

150,000,000

mark. Similar national

campaigns come from Lustre- Creme
Out of one
[his story

Shampoo, Sunbeam Bread, Wood-

of the world's best- loved books comes
when (he mysterious

of the Glory Age

.

.

.

Queen of Love and Beamy
when Saxons and Normans clashed a( the tourney of
Ashby
when the bowmen of Sherwood Forest stotmc J
Black Knight rode for the

,

.

.

.

bury

.

the castle of Torquilstone.

M-G-M

sent

a

host

Soap,

Kendall

and

Fabrics

of\

and technicians to England and filmed
Walter Scott's famed novel on the actual scenes
stars

Sir

countless others. Local dealers are

of the story. It comes to the giant screen with a cast
of thousands and enriched by Technicolor!

supplied

with

a

wealth

of mer-

STARRING

—

—ELIZABETH

ROBERT

—

JOAN

~

GEORGE

Tlr

EMLYN

chandising aids

that

assure

every

exhibitor, regardless of his situation,

Taylor Taylor Fontaine Sanders Wiluams
Screen play by

NOEL LANGLEY

-

Adaptation by AEneas MacKenzie

mmmmmmmmsammmmmsmmm mmmmmmm. o»
SKOAL

I

•

Directed by

t

Starts TOMORROW
|""sta
I

Froduced by

neighborhood

promotion

links together theatre,

An M-G-M Picture

LOEWS

PRE-RELEASE

ENGAGEMENT

mi.u

of

I

PRICE & POLlCYr

that

merchant and

public. Full details in the regular

Tha Armed FercM Need Your Blood -Give Today]

supplementary press-books.

and

Motion Picture Daily
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TNT to

re-telecasting to the West one minute
after the action occurs. The re-telecast
studios
will take place from
here as soon as long lines West of
Omaha are cleared, expected at about
11:15 P.M. (EDT). The showing at

NBC-TV

Eastern theatres will be simultaneous.
Meanwhile, it was Learned that the
Orpheum,
Cleveland;
Hippodrome,
Omaha; Harris, Pittsburgh, and RivToledo, plan to carry the fight
oli,
telecast. Presumably, they are among
the 36 theatres already said to be
the

for

trans-continental

telecast.

In Albany, Fabian's Grand reported
yesterday that orders were being received for seats from Syracuse and
Utica following newspaper ads Sunday. The price at the 1,500-seater is
$3.60, including the admission tax.
trailer advertising the planned telecast
being shown at Albany Fabian
is
houses and tickets are being sold at
Fabian's Palace and Leland, Albany;
Proctor's, Schenectady, and Proctor's,

Unprecedented

o

NCE

the World Series i> over Easterners will again enjoy the
zany antics of Jack Kirkwood, the funnyman who four years ago
not only NBClowned around five mornings a week but also wrote the
scripts. Since then he's been a Coast feature but conies mid-October,
the "Jack Kirkwood Show" will be Coast-to-Coasted via Mutual
every afternoon from Monday through Friday on a co-op sponsorship.

"All-Star Revue," NBCast this Saturday,
Abby Greshler,
will feature Margaret Truman and Phil Harris.
the Coast next
England,
heads
for
business
trip
to
from
a
just home
week to start shooting a new telefilm series, "Peck's Bad Boy,"
situation comedy starring 12-year-old Jimmy Boyd who scored last
season on several Frank Sinatra programs. Ed Helwick will script
the series with Hal Walker directing the Greshler package.
.

.

.

jimmy Durante's

initial

.

.

it

When

the City of Yonkers

(N. Y.)

observes "Sid Caesar

top.

FP-C May Yet Get
Sid Caesar

—

Toronto, Sept. 15. Famous PlayCanadian Corp. may yet get its

Federal

libroadcasting
television
believed, following a state-

it is

ment by Prime Minister Louis

St.

has now stated that the government is
giving active consideration to the part
that privately-owned stations would
play in the extension of
in Canada. He denied that television would
remain a public monopoly.

TV

Racine Sues Over
Rights to TV Films
suit involving television distribu-

was

filed

.

.

.

on his new CBS-TV series.
Just for the
records, one of the unsung heroes of Max Liebman's "Your
Show of Shows" is a lad named Howard Morris who is stooge,
straight man and foil in most of the Caesar-Coca sketches.
.

.

here

Court by Racine Television
Corp. against Masterpiece Productions,
Herman Greenfield and Jules B. Weil..

in Federal

it

Burr

"Kukla Fran

Till st row! s

&

its fifth

Ollie"
.

.

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

nouncements cycle
through Saturday.

.

.

Crosby Heads Vote Unit
Los Angeles,
Crosby has been

Sept.

15.

named

—

to

an organization
formed by the Los Angeles Chamber
Citizens

of

Vote,

Commerce

November.

Inc.,

to get out the vote in

WJZ

One hundred and

it

.

.

.

.

MGM

TV

For Public Sale

Bill Papp, former sports writer for the Chicago Sun, has joined
George F. Foley, Inc. and will be coordinator and scripter respectively
of two new Foley packages, namely "Herman Hickman Show," which
NBTees off Oct. 3 and "Coast Guard Cadets on Parade," which debuts
over Mutual Sept. 27 ... John Ross will write the Hickman series.
Al Stein, former veep in charge of advertising and promotion for
Masters Mart, has been named radio and TV head of F. Arthur Case
Adv. Agency.
Chantootsie Rosemarie, who opens Oct. 17 at the
Cotillion Room, Hotel Pierre, will also guestrill next month on the
"All-Star Revue" and Colgate Comedy Hour."
Virginia Wickes
has returned from Hollywood where she watched two of her clients,
Dorothy Dandridg'e and Harry Belafonte, emote in the forthcoming
drama "See How They Run."
.

ancontinue

will

Offer Skiatron Stock
eight thousand
additional common stock
of Skiatron Electronics and Television Corp. at $2.50 per share will be
offered publicly today by Coffin, Betz
& Co., investment brokers.

shares

.

Bing
head

it

network's

The

.

.

it

ABC

WINS

The

papers, seeking injunctive relief
and damages, claim that Racine was
assigned the rights to the 25 films
from Motion Pictures for Television,
Inc., and United Artists in 1951. Since
that time, the suit charged, the defendnats have been infringing on Racine rights by licensing the films in
question to television.

newspaper adcampaign, 20th
last Friday to
on 75 spots on

augment

.

.

for blocks

outlet in New York will
previously announced
the
coverage consisting of Jinx Falkenberg for national radio presentation
over NBC, Martin Starr handling
for local commentary, as well
as the CBS-TV feature.

The

.

.

jam the Broadway area

Complementing the
vertising and publicity
Century-Fox started
herald the production
and adjacent to the
highest-rated shows.

.

.

.

Concentrating on the effort and
concentration that goes into planning
a Hollywood premiere in New York,
CBS staffers have been stationed in
and around the 20th Century-Fox
home office and the Rivoli Theatre
filming scenes of executive confabs,
work on the campaign,
artists
at
posting of billboards, setting up the
house and arranging for the hundred
and one details that go to plan a
premiere.
The news feature, which will pick
up final footage of the celebrities and
crowds tomorrow night at the opening will be edited overnight for showing on the 6:00 P. M. CBS news show

Kilimanjaro."

.

.

CBS

unit.

Pre-selling the special lobby show,
will place ads in the Journal-American today and the Daily
News tomorrow, calling attention to
Publicity emanting from
the event.
the network for the next few days
will concentrate on "The Snows of

NBCele-

series will

feature currently being

ABC-TV

.

year Monday, Oct. 13.
John Daly's "It's News
To Me," CB Series, TViezved Fridays, will shift to the 6:30-7:00
P.M. slot on Oct. 4 and. will be sponsored on alternate Saturdays
by the Andrew Jergen-s Co. and Simmons Co. respectively.
TV execs shoidd cast am orb in the direction of red-haired and
green-eyed Dela McCarthy, the svng er- pianiste -dancer, just returned from. Mexico where she was featured in three Spanish
flickers.
The Thomas L. Milana Co., TV film research organization in business but a short time, is already moving into larger
quarters at 1465 Broadway (nice goin' Tommy).
Johnny
Gra ff, Veep at Snader Tdescriptions, just back from a trip to Washington where he set up a terrif deal for the "Dick Tracy" series.
Ork Pilot Tommy Tucker, whose original Okeh platter in
1941 of "I Don't Want To Set The World on Fire," did just that
to the musical world, has just cut another version for M-G-M
Records which means a revival smash for Cherio Music.
With
the Sunday Oct. 5 program (9:30-10:00 P.M.), John J. Anthony
will start his 23rd year on the air, the new series MBSponsored by
Sterling Drug Co.
brate

TV

around the theatre.

it

it

Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
tomorrow
Kilimanjaro"

produced by a specially-assigned

to

.

.

be

pre-screening theatre activities as a
45-minute "live" show between 8:00
and 8:45 P. M. Martin Starr will
"emcee" the on-the-spot show, to be
highlighted by interviews with stars
and glimpses of the throngs expected

.

.

Laurent on the eve of the start of
TV by the government-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
J. J. Fitzgibbons applied for a license for Famous Players some two
years ago but the CBC alone went
ahead with the installation of TV
facilities although the theatre circuit
had its equipment ready. St. Laurent

tion rights to 25 films

.

of
night in a

will

Rivoli world pre-

The television and radio coverage
of the premiere will be the biggest
in the history of the company with
four major outlets on the scene to
describe the arrival of celebrities.
Latest video network to add its
cameras to the reportorial ranks is
ABC-TV, which will program the

will

.

Telecast Permit

ers

lessons.

coverage

New York

Biggest in History

Luden's Coughdrops and
sponsor the new "20 Questions"
series over the entire DuMont network, the
show moving into the 10:00 to 10:30 P.M.
Friday nite slot late next month.
Jackie
Gleason is offering a lot of lettuce to have
Joan Crawford appear as his first Guestar

phone
Candy

Snows

we not only

there,

most of our meals at the St. Clair Restaurant (owned by Sid's Dad) but while relaxing in a bit of pinnochle with his two
older brothers, Abe and Dave, we had to
baby-sit and listen while he did his saxa-

of theatres which will
Marciano- Walcott fight
The 2,000 seat house will

given the
miere of

Thursday.

ate

list

have a $3.50

A

it

it

your reporter will be disappointed if he, too,
isn't handed at least a trolley transfer. When

—

cense,

.

in

Pittsburgh, Sept. 14.
The J. P.
Harris Theatre here has added its

A

.

November and Mayor Kris Kristenson
Show of Shows" star the keys to the burg,

Day," sometime
hands the "Your

Harris Theatre in Pittsburgh
Will Carry Walcott Bout

23.

.

.

.

we attended high school

to the
televise the

.

.

Larry Berns, producer of the "Peggy Lee" and "Meet Miss Brooks"
programs, in New York for a vacation.

Troy.

Sept.

Herman

with Pinky

A

name

Promotion of
'Snows' Premiere

Television- Radio

bout from Philadelphia and record it
on 35mm. film which will be ready for

up

1952

16,

CBS Will Film

Use

{Continued from page 1)

lined

Tuesday, September

.

.

.

.

of

Proceeds will be used by Skiatron
its planned subscription-vision test

for
in

New York

City.

CBS Names Cummings
Irving Cummings, motion picture
pioneer actor and director, has been
named to produce CBS Radio's "Lux
Radio Theatre," which has started its
19th season.

WALD-KRASNA PRODUCTIONS

presents

SUSAN HAYWARD ROBERT MITCHUM
ARTHUR KENNEDY-ARTHUR HUNNICUTT
•

in

THE
.USTY
MEN"

TRADE SHOWINGS
OKLAHOMA

ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue

ATLANTA
RKO

Screening Room
195 Luckie St., N.W.

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

Universal Scr. Rm.
517 N. Illinois St.

RKO

Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

BUFFALO
2 :00 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308 S. Church Street

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
1980

1300

S.

Room

Wabash Ave.

Thurs. 9/25

1:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

S.

Thurs. 9/25 12:15

Noon

Thurs. 9/25

8:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

Fox Screening Room
2219 Payne Avenue

Thurs. 9/35

2:30 P.M.

212 W. Wisconsin Ave

Fox Screening Room

Thurs. 9/25

1:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

1015 Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN

DALLAS
Republic Screen. Rm.
412 S. Harwood St.

NEW ORLEANS

Paramount Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout Street

Thurs. 9/25

Fox Screening Room

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

RKO

1:30 P.M.

Screening

Room

Thurs. 9/25

630 Ninth Avenue

1300 High Street

PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room

Thurs. 9/25

1:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

1:30 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

1:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Thurs. 9/25

1:00 P.M.

PORTLAND
ST.

LOUIS

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Screening Room
216 E. 1st. St. South

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 Second Avenue

Hollywood Theatre
212 N. Philips Ave.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

WASHINGTON

NEW YORK

Fox Screening Room

2:30 P.M.

SIOUX FALLS
Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

200 Liberty Street

DES MOINES

Thurs. 9/25

250 N. 13th Street

SEATTLE

Fox Screening Room
40 Whiting Street

DENVER

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room

Screening Room
3143 Olive Street

MINNEAPOLIS

CLEVELAND

1:30 P.M.

1502 Davenport St.

RKO

Warner Screening Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

Palace Screen. Rm.
12 East 6th Street

Thurs. 9/25

OMAHA

Star Screening Room
925 N.W. 19th Ave.

MILWAUKEE

CINCINNATI

2:30 P.M.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

Vermont Ave.

Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue

Thurs. 9/25

10 North Lee Street

Fox Screening Room

MEMPHIS

CHICAGO
Screening

2:30 P.M.

KANSAS CITY
Paramount Scr. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte St.

Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25
498 Pearl Street

Thurs. 9/25

INDIANAPOLIS

BOSTON

RKO

Fox Screening Room

DETROIT

2:30 P.M.

Film Center Scr. Rm.
932 New Jersey Ave.

Thurs. 9/25

2:00 P.M.

Distributed]

Ar

k

o

RADIO
with

FRANK FAYLEN

•

Produced by JERRY WALD

•

Directed by

NICHOLAS RAY

•

Written for the screen by

HORACE McCOY and DAVID DORTORT

:
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TOA

Tuesday, September

Today On Ar bitration

Will Act

{Continued from page 1)

TOA Board Bids

Exhibitors

15.

Sept.

—

|

400 Register Before
Start of Convention

of

America

the left, Charles Skouras, who was reelected chairman of the board of TOA, and
H alter Reade, Jr., who was elected executive vice-president and chairman of the ex-

On

ecutive committee.

However,

decisions.
gards as

unfair

it

stated

placing

the

it

re-

of

the

Elect Starr
{Continued from page 1)

Rowley, Texas; Roy Cooper, Cal., and
Myron Blank, Iowa, vice-presidents;
Si Fabian, New York, treasurer; Albert M. Pickus, Stratford, Conn., secretary; Mitchell Wolfson and M. A.
Lightman, Sr., co-chairmen of the fi-

nance committee, and

Herman

Levy,

laws.
States
and municipalities should
study the Supreme Court rulings and
take the necessary steps themselves to
see -that their censorship' statutes conform with those decisions, the

TOA

board

—

has had only two
vice-presidents. The new plan calling
>r the election of an increased number
is designed to provide the organization
with ready material for succession to
the presidency at the annual elections.
Reade, whose title is a newly created
one, will be the first in line for sucpresidency.
cession to the
i

<

TOA

Morris

Lowenstein

Theatres

Oklahoma

of

TOA

nomiCity was chairman of the
nating committee which prepared the
slate of officers elected today.

Washington, Sept.
Owners of America

15.

—

representative of the former.
Herman Hunt, independent exhibitor of Cincinnati, was also elected
to the board and will endeavor to
organize a
unit in the Southern

TOA

Ohio

successful, it will be
TOA's first entry into that state.
Additionally, plans were made for
extending aid to organizing movements

area.

other

in

If

unnamed Midwestern

advisory
committee, headed by Herman Levy,
will report to the convention without
recommendations
ednesday on the
government's anti-trust suit to force
legal

W

areas.

the continuation

TOA

of
as a member of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations and,
as heretofore, left the question of its
affiliates

becoming

entirely

up

"We

Theatre

to

COMPO

the

feel

Wolfson

said.

"Arrangements

were made by

which our members
can contribute to approved
activities, without contributing to all
of them."

COMPO

been represented largely in matters of
expediency rather than in a strong
well-coordinated all-industry program
designed to establish and maintain a
good character for the motion picture
as a defendant in the suit. At present
and the people who make them," was
the government charges it only with
the conclusion drawn by the
being co-conspirator.
"P.R." group.
The "P.R." report cited the "incomTOA Committees Cite 'P.R.'
parable service rendered this industry
Progress and TV Prospects
by the Motion Picture Industry Coun-

TOA

TOA

cil

in

the

battle

against

Hollywood

Reds." It described "the Reds" as
"on the run," and reported "present
indications are the industry will be
given a clean bill of health, and Hollyert J. O'Brien, issued lengthy reports
wood today is in a position to furnish
at the weekend here as the organizaa blueprint for action to other Comtion's annual convention got underway.
mie-harrassed industries."
"While great progress has been
The
committee reported
"It is
made by the industry in the past year clear that
intermittent programming
in public relations, this progress has
provides no real test of theatre tele-

TV

TV

"TV FROM
SPECIALHri

/'WHENEVER^

~

^

YOU NEED

RELIABLE

JRAILERM^H
SS^Si'ifSJSk

\

FAST

vision's potentialities-. The real value
of this new medium will become apparent only when it can offer some
regularity of programming through
which it can cultivate its own following.
This coming year should bring
efforts to develop a series of programs for the public and provide the

some- -regularity of
usage so that his fixed costs can be
prorated over a broader base."
exhibitor

y&JO

NINTH AVINUI

:

with

it.

should regard the arbitration
plan as a roadblock, up to which
they can do anything, arbitration will fail," Starr said. "However, if they both are ruled by
the spirit rather than the letter
of the plan, the industry and
thev will benefit by it."

C.

Mitchell Wolfson, retiring president, said he hopes to see arbitration

Keough, Paramount; Adolph Schimel,
Universal, and Robert W. Perkins,

in operation in the industry within
the near future, possibly this year.

negotiating

committee

;

Austin

Warner Brothers. The latter three
are their companies' general counsels.
Rodgers is vice-president of Loew's-

M-G-M.
The committee will confer with the
two exhibitor associations' attorneys
complete a draft which will be
submitted later to exhibitor organizations," according to the
"to

MPAA

statement.

Rodgers Will Talk

'Hopeful Spirit'
Levy, chairman of the
advisory committee and a

TOA

legal

member

TOA

convention,

Levy pointed out that every
on the draft will
before the convention
closes Thursday, inasmuch as
the TOA board is not scheduled
to meet again until mid-February in Los Angeles.
Action
long before then will be considered essential, he said.

TOA's annual
in

days in advance, will be given over
an address by Rodgers entitled,
"Distribution Looks at Arbitration."
Other convention speakers who this
afternoon will discuss arbitration are
officials Mitchell Wolfson,
S.
H. Fabian, Levy and Walter Reade,

TOA

Jr.

The

is the product of several
months' work by committees,
sub-committees, attorneys' committees
and other offshoot units of the Industry
Conference on Arbitration. The Conference, made up of delegates from
exhibition and distribution, has convened twice so far and may convene
at least once again before an arbitration system is adopted, if a draft
can be agreed upon.
Eric A. Johnston,
president,

draft

recent

MPAA

presided at yesterday's distribution
meeting, which was held at the Hotel
Astor. Among those attending were
Keough, William Michel, Jack Cohn,
Irving Moross, Abe Schneider, Abe

Schwalberg,
Al
Louis
Al Daff, John J. O'Connor,
Schimel, Ted Black, Richard Yates,

Montague,
Phillips,

Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, Nicholas
Schenck, Charles Reagan, John Caskey, Howard Levinson, Al Lichtman,
Ben Kalmenson, Sidney Schreiber,
Perkins,- Monroe Goodman, Robert
Clark, Ned E. Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Joyce O'Hara.
,

of

the arbitration drafting group, =iid
that
will approach the suggestions to be made by distribution on
Wednesday for possible revisions of
the arbitration plan "in the same constructive and hopeful spirit that it
has brought to consideration of the
draft to date."

Washington, is scheduled to take up the subject of arbitration at an afternoon session today.
Part of the session, according to an
agenda which was prepared several

Meanwhile,
now meeting

to

ever, Levy will make recommendations subsequently, with little doubt
that they will call for
approval
of steps being taken by it to intervene

15—

The new distributors' committee
consists of William F. Rodgers, chairman of the distributors' arbitration

units.

COMPO's aims

are
worthy and will continue to support
it,"

and altering a number of points
in the draft, one having to do
with arbitration award damages.

members

individual

the sale of 16mm. films to television
and their non-theatrical users. How-

Washington, Sept.
The Theatre Owners of America's public relations committee, under the chairmanship of Elmer C. Rhoden, and the
theatre
committee, headed by Rob-

{Continued from page 1)

of

as

The board approved

No Proposals to TOA
Meet on 16mm. Suit

Association

newly elected TOA
while some in-

that

said

might not be as well off
were there to be no arbitration plan,
he is convinced that most of the industry will be benefitted by it in proportion to the degree of good faith

Arbitration Meets

also

San Francisco, previously unaffiliated,
was admitted as a member and Roy
Cooper was elected to the TOA board

Starr,

"If a distributor or exhibitor

areas.

California

TOA

Alfred

they bring tj

TOA

new

in

representatives.

Little doubt was left of TOA's
desire to see an industry arbi-

president,
dividuals

start of the business sessions
tomorrow morning'.

devoted extended
attention to immediate long range
plans for expandingmembership

general counsel.

Heretofore

feels.

The board

to

tration plan adopted and put
into effect at the earliest possible moment following a press
interview at the close of TOA's
afternoan board meeting today.

Washington, Sept. 15.
Theatre Owners of America
convention registration for
yesterday
and today approached the 400 mark with
many more expected to register between now and
the

burden on exhibitors of testing such

consider and act upon
Allied States'
if any.
Abram Myers also will sit in at the
Wednesday meeting with the distribu-

tion

Today's

the Theatre Owners of
recommended that
board
exhibitors and exhibitor organizations
take affirmative action in opposing
censorship laws in their areas, after
reviewing recent U. S. Supreme Court

meeting

Thursday

such revisions,

Take Censorship Action
Washington,

1952

16,

effort to act

be

made

The problem

of companies such as
being made parties to an
arbitration plan which will itself be
made a part of the decree if approved
by the Department of Justice and the
Federal Statutory Court in New York
has been clarified, it was learned.

Republic

Such companies will voluntarily
subscribe to the arbitration plan and
will be bound by it, but will not be
made parties to nor will they be
bound by any other part of the Paramount decree.

TOA

'53

Convention
Set for Chicago

—

Washington, Sept. 15.
Theatre Owners of America's
1953 convention will be held
Oct. 31 to Nov. 4 in the

Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Under plans recently worked

TESMA-TEDA trade
show, being held in conjunction with the Allied States
convention this year, will be
TOA's next year.
out, the

—

:

Kindly

Commit

Suicide!

Department
THE
members
motion

of Justice has charged

of the

12

picture industry with

conspiring to keep their products

off

television

screens.
Collier's

magazine has come

to the defense of the

picture industry with a full-page editorial that ex-

poses the full implications of this action.

magazine points out that, if this anti-trust
suit is successful, it would be, in effect, a command
to the picture companies to commit suicide.
Collier's

Department can make
its case stick in regard to 16-millimeter films
and
the companies refuse to make more of them
the
way is open to order film companies to release their
Collier's explains that

if

the

—
—

35-millimeters for

And

Collier's adds that the possible effects of such a

decree

You
it's

TV.

may

will

not be good for

want

to read every

TV,

itself.

word

in the Collier's that's out

of this editorial

now.

And you

probably want to distribute reprints of
order reprints, write

it,

too.

will

To

Collier's
The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company
640 Fifth Avenue,

New York

19,

N. Y.

!

V

UKE A SUDDEN SHRIEK
IN THE NIGHT.

comes

this

nerve -searing
story of a

woman
beyond help
at

the

mercy
a

of

man

beyond
control

THE FILMAKERS

present

IDA LUPINO

ROBERT RYAN

BEWARE*

MY IOVEIY
with
Directed by

TAYLOR HOLMES BARBARA WHITING
•

HARRY HORNER

•

Produced by

COLLIER YOUNG

Screenplay by

MEL

DINELLI

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

72.

NO.

DAILY
NEW
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Rodgers Sees

YORK,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

British Give Okay,

Making New Pact

Arbitration

With U.S. Official

Plan Adopted

The

British government has apthe negotiated modifications
in the Anglo-American film pact, the

proved

Predicts Ironing Out of
Details in D. C. Today
Washington,

Sept.

16.

— The

statement

flat

that the current
effort to develop
an industry arbitration plan

n o t fall
"w
through" was
made to the
Theatre OwnAmerers
of

Motion Picture Export Association
revealed here yesterday, a day after
the
and the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
ratified
the
agreement.
Thus the
agreement has become official.
The modifications apply only to the
American distributors' conversion into
dollars of their share of the Eady
Tax Fund. U. S. distributors, but not
U. S. produceres, waived dollar trans-

MPEA

i 1 1

(Continucd on page 12)

Opens

'Kilimanjaro'

convention
luncheon
session here today
by William F.
Rodgers, chairica

Tonight

man

of the disWilliam Rodgers
arbitributors
tration negotiating committee. Rodgers
(Continued on page 10)

The

many years.
made from a Hemingway

premieres
picture,

here

in

(Continued on page 12)

MAY ASK SENATE
16mm. SUIT PROBE
Poses Issue in
Arbitration Plan Rhoden
TOA Meeting Keynote;
Discussed by TOA Optimistic About Future
By SHERWIN KANE
In Closed Session
Washington, Sept.
— Posing
Theatre
the
question
whether
the
Washington, Sept.
— Pursuing Owners of America convention
in
16.

16.

a policy and pattern of holding executive sessions closed to the press,
essayed with only indifferent success
at its 1951 convention in New York
City, Theatre Owners of America conventioneers here went into a lockeddoor session this afternoon to discuss
the industry arbitration plan.
The arbitration proposals were summarized for the session by Herman
Levy,
general counsel, and,
section by section, were opened to discussion from the floor. At the end of
a two-hour discussion, less than onethird of the draft had been exposed
and examined. At the time of adjournment, the reaction of the convention to those proposals it had
heard was generally favorable. The
process of explanation and discussion
(Continued on page 11)

CLEVELAND
Sept. 16. — Wolfson Presents Quigley
Rep. George Bender, Republican, guaranteed his Awards at TOA Meeting
cooperation in the ef,

fort to eliminate the Federal 20 per cent tax at a
luncheon here of the
Northern Ohio tax repeal
committee. He stressed
the need of keeping small
businesses in operation.

Washington,
tions

of

the

16.

— Presenta-

John Harrison, city manager for Georgia Theatre Co. at Waycross, Ga.
Awards winner of the

Annual
Grand

Quigley

for
Showmanship were made
at the Theatre

Owners

•

tions.

unique in
r a s t i ng
ways
Gross-

Wolfson,

1951,

whom
were
at

c

on

t

:

man

York City
showman to win

the

to

plaques
presented

conven-

were Louis Grossman,
RKO Alden Theatre,
Jamaica, New York, winner of the
bronze plaque for large situations, and

Award

BARRY FITZGERALD

18-year

here

should call for a
Senate investigation to determine the origin

and purposes of

the
history

in

govern-

the

ment's
trust

anti-

suit

to

force the sale of

16mm. films to
television
and
other

non-thea-

trical

users,

Elmer Rhoden,
head
of
National

Theatres

Midwest

Elmer Rhoden

circuit,

TOA

alerted
members to their obligation to decide
how best they can contribute to fighting the action.
Rhoden, convention keynoter, also
reminded the
members that they
are to decide while here "whether we
(Continued on page 10)

TOA

Optimism
Voiced by Wolfson
Business

—

Washington, Sept. 16. Sounding
a hearty note of optimism for the
future of theatre business and the
state of the industry generally, Mitchell Wolfson, retiring president of the
Theatre Owners of America, urged
exhibitors to "work on our common
problems united in mind and spirit"
opening address to the annual
convention here today.
in his

Wolfson

said

the

crises

of

today

in the industry will in retrospect look
like the uncertainty brought on by

this
showthe advent of radio in the 1920's if
manship recogJohn Harrison
each branch of the industry does its
nition and enbest job now.
couragement project; Harrison, on the
Already, he pointed out, Congresother hand, is the third manager of sional support for repeal of the Fedthe Georgia Theatres organization to eral admission tax is being given the

(Continued on page 12)

QUIET

(Continued on page 11)

^^HHHKHHHB

-

the

session

of

Mr
JOHN WAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA

the first

is

Gran d the Grand

The
for

are

TOA New

Award winners

tion ceremonies,
manager of the

for
situa-

Both winners

retiring
president.

Grossman

smaller

America annual

chell

jouis

award

of

convention here
today by Mit-

It was disclosed here
yesterday that 20 Robert
Lippert productions, made

between 1948 and 1950,
have been sold to WCBS-TV
for exclusive home TV
showing in New York City.
The current distributor
of the films which made
the deal is Tele-Pictures, Inc.

Sept.

18th

TEN CENTS

1952

TOA

at Rivoli

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Snows of
Kilimanjaro" will have its world
premiere tonight at the Rivoli Theatre here, with the events surrounding
the opening expected to outdo any
film

17,

TECHNICOLOR SMASH!

MAN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

LIFE savs
COLOSSAL
.

...

Wednesday, September
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Walcott Bout Tickets in NY Newsreel
Parade
Theatres Sell at Good Pace Jn
TTIGHLIGHTS

Personal
Mention
M AURICE BERGMAN,

Univer-

relations,
elations,
sal s director of public

Ticket
theatres

sales

taking

three New York
the telecast of the

at

Picture Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
will speak on "The Motion
of bout are proceeding at a fairly good
luncheon
Industry" at the weekly
Eyck
to brisk pace. A fourth theatre, the
Ten
the
in
Club
Kiwanis
the
50th Street Guild, sold out a week
Tuesday.
Hotel in Albany on

ago

•
vice-president of

Fabian's
seats 4,060

Norman Barnett,

about five weeks.

James R. Grainger, Republic exvice-president

ecutive

in

charge

of

New York

distribution, has returned to
following a three-week trip

Los

to

Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago and

Milwaukee.

Coyne, Council of MoRobert
Organizations special
Picture
tion
counsel, is attending the Theatre. Owners of America convention in Washington this week.

W.

seat,

Fox

in

and is charging $3.00 per
including admission tax, reported

a "fairly brisk pace" of ticket sales
for Tuesday's event, following the appearance of ads in New York dailies.
The manager of the house said that
one-quarter of the theatre is already
sold out. Tickets went on sale Friday.
Response of the public to the bout
telecast was described as "good" by
the Century Circuit, whose Marine,
Brooklyn, and Queens, Queens Village, L. I., are carrying the title
match. The two theatres are charging $2.50 for general admission and
$3.00 for loges, with both prices including the tax. The circuit expects
ticket sales to pick up markedly when
advertisements begin appearing this

week in local newspapers.
Meanwhile it was learned

that the

chairinvestigating the content of television and
radio programs said today that he
was very impressed with the recently
adopted Television Standards of Practice

Code.

Orren Harris (D. Ark.), chairman
of

the

House

Interstate

Commerce

sub-committee, declared that if the
television industry lived up to the
code, it "wouldn't have any trouble"
from the government or from anybody else. Harris added, however,
that although he was impressed with
the code, he thought it would be hard
to live up to as a practical matter.

Barney Balaban, Paramount pres- S-3 Drive-in Theatre at Rutherford, and Television Broadcasters. Brown
and Russell Holman, Eastern N. J., plans to charge $10 per car for was one of three witnesses appearing

ident,

production manager, will return here
from Hollywood over the weekend.

the fight telecast, with tickets going

before the committee today as

on sale tonight. The $10, which includes the tax, pays the admission for

opened

Alfred E. Daff, Universal execu-

people as are in the car,"
according to a spokesman for the
drive-in. The S-3 is the first drive-in
in the nation to be equipped with
theatre television.

tive vice-president, will leave here

plane on Friday for Paris.
pected back on Oct. 4.
P. T.

He

is

ex-

is

Dana, Universal Eastern

manager,

by

sales

Washington today and
New York Monday after

in

will return to

visiting Detroit.

"as

many

With only six days left until
the fight date, neither Loew's,
Warner, or RKO theatres have
signed up to take the event in
their theatre

B. G. Kranze, United Artists sales
executive, will fly to Washington today for the Theatre Owners of America convention.

Charles Chaplin and Mrs. Chapand Adolf Green, M-G-M
writer, will be aboard the 6\ 5". Queen
lin

Elisabeth sailing for Europe today.
•

TV

equipped

houses. The three circuits continue to balk at the price being

charged

by

Theatre

Network

Television, which has acquired
the television rights to the bout.
The charge, which includes all
long lines "tabs," runs from a
90-cent per seat minimum guarantee to $1.35, according to the
number of seats in the house.

C. MacMillen, Jr., presThe possibility still exists, however,
Chesapeake Industries (for- that the hold-out theatre TV-equipped
merly Pathe Industries), left here last circuits will make a last-minute deal
night for Hollywood.
with TNT, which claims it has already lined up 36 theatres for the
telecast.
Another
trans-continental
1st
at
theatre,
the Carib at Miami, has

William

ident of

UA

Film
the
Roxy in 25 Years

signed for the telecast,

it

was

learned.

The first sound motion picture ever
made in which not a word is spoken, Two Laboratories Will
"The Thief," starring Ray Milland, Process Fight Films
have its world premiere at the
Theatre here following the
engagement of "Somebody Loves Me,"
it was
announced yesterday by William J. Heineman, U. A. vice-president in charge of distribution.

will

Roxy

Two laboratories will process the
Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
Radio
fight film, Sidney Kramer,
short subject sales manager, disclosed
yesterday. The fight takes place Tues-

RKO

day in Philadelphia.
Thief," a Harry M. Popkin
The Pathe and the DeLuxe laboraproduction, is the first United Artists tories will process prints, he said.
release to be shown at the Roxy in While no decision will be reached as
25 years. The first U. A. release to to the number of prints to be made
play at the Roxy, coincidentally, was until the conclusion of the fight,
the picture with which the late S. Kramer recalled that for last year's
L. Rothafel opened his showplace in Sugar Ray Robinson-Randy Turpin
Alarch, 1927, "Love of Sunya," star- bout 1,300 prints were made, apart
ring Gloria Swanson.
from shipments overseas.

"The

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

it

begun

relast

spring.
Others who testified today
were Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB director of government relations, and

Hollis

M. Seavey,

representing

From the Allen B. Du Mont network and American Broadcasting, the
hear

arrival

the

Russian
meeting

of

NATO

additional

No. 76— Ike-Taft
Gov. Stevenson warns against fear.
Double dates in blouses. Delta Wing Jet
Bombers. Ava Gardner in bier town. Reds
warned, then bombed.

confab.

NEWS OF THE

—

DAY,

No. 206
Taft
Stevenson jibes at
accord.
Korea Red bases blasted. Russia
sends new diplomats. Stamp honors servicewomen. New penguin home. Blind golfers
championship.
pledges

aid

to

Ike.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 9^Taft meets
Stevenson at birthplace.
New Red
U. S. Stock car thriller. Tulyar
wins English race.

Ike.
faces

in

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 38-A-SteyenWestern tour. New British
bomber. Honor war dead in France. FinanNippon
cial experts meet in Mexico City.
set for first post war election. Cards trump
son completes

S9S_

No.

GOP closes
ranks as Adlai campaigns. Stamp for servicewomen. Ridgway in Turkey. NATO meetKorea bombers blast

targets.

1

France.

ing in

beats

Airforce

Marines

in

football.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 11— Taft
Stevenson at birthplace. U.N.
bombs follow warning. Ridgway in Turkey.
New Russian envoys arrive. Iraq's king
cruises on U. S. carrier. Justice Douglas
visits Korea. President gets new stamp. Ice
cream parlors' new scoopers. Bears beat

meets Ike.

Giants.

the

Mutual Broadcasting System.

committee will

zvar,

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,

Harris made these statements during the testimony of H. Brown, Jr.
director of the television department
of the National Association of Radio

investigation,

Korean

diplomats here and
in France.

Giants.

Brown A Witness

its

of the Presidential

campaign spotlight current newsreels, which feature both "Ike" and
Stevenson. Other sequences include the

MOVIETONE NEWS,

—

Washington, Sept. 16. The
Brooklyn, which man of a House sub-committee

at $4.80 per seat.

Barnett International Forwarders, Inc.,
aboard the
will leave here on Friday
United States to visit company
S
agents in England, Holland, Belgium
and Italy. He will return here in

House Prober Cites
Television Code

1952

17,

'Ivanhoe Week' Set

To Begin Sept 22

wit-

M-G-M has set the week of Sept.
here tomorrow and will then
22 as "Ivanhoe Week," at which time
go to New York for hearings on
the production will be playing or
Thursday and Friday of next week.
U. S.
will have played in every
Needs Publicizing
exchange center.
In line with this, all M-G-M and
Harris said he had not even heard
National Screen branches will display
of the code until a few weeks ago,
promotion material on the picture
and thought it could stand considerthe entire weeek. In cities where
able publicizing.
He agreed with for
the picture will be current, or will
Brown, he said, in the wisdom of
open soon, all advertising accessories
the television industry's setting up
will give the name of the theatre
such a voluntary code in the "initial
and the play-dates.
days of television."
Brown told the committee that since
the code was adopted last March the 'Ivanhoe'
Television Code Review Board had
M-G-M's "Ivanhoe" will have its
received a little over 100 complaints, Canadian premiere at Loew's in Torsome of which were in the corrective onto starting Oct. 2, it was announced
stage now. In no case, he said, had following conferences between Ted
it
been necessary to go beyond the Gould, general sales manager for
corrective stage and take disciplinary M-G-M Films of Canada, and home
action. Under the terms of the code, office executives.
Currently showing
he explained in a statement, the only in Toronto at Loew's key theatre is
disciplinary course the Review Board "The Merry Widow," which will be
can take is to enjoin an erring station continued for a third week before
from using the board's seal of good "Ivanhoe" opens.
nesses

Canadian

Bow

practice.

Want

to Test

Hardy informed

Shows

the committee that
since the code was adopted there has
been an increasing desire among producers of package shows to test their
pictures before they go out on shows,
in an effort to save an investment
that might be lost if the finished production were found to be undesirable.
All three witnesses stressed the
efficacy of a voluntary system of selfregulation, as against a check by an
agency of the government.

Pinanski at Detroit Meet
Detroit, Sept.
ski,

who

16.

— Samuel

serves with

Pinan-

Trueman Rem-

busch and Al Lichtman as one of three
co-chairmen who are directing the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' activities, may be on hand to
attend the Allied Theatres of Michigan convention Oct. 20-22. Pinanski
has accepted Allied's invitation and is
attempting to arrange his schedule to
be able to appear for an address Oct.
21 at the Tuller Hotel.
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OUT OF ONE MASTERPIECE ANOTHER HAS BEEN

20th Century-Fox
proudly presents

THE MOST

IMPORTANT

MOTION
PICTURE

EVENT
OF 1952

!

He searched

for his lost soul ... in the bitter

sweet of Parisian nights

.

.

.

through a war

in

Spain

.

.

.

and

hippopotami-teeming waters of throbbing Africa. And now he stood before the great mountain of Kilimanjaro,
at the

u
edge of Ngaje Ngai," House

SREGOJ? V

of

God, and he dared not enter

—

for his

life

as

his

loves

had been a

sin

5 VSAN

PECK HAYWARP

!

Ernest

Hemingway's
greatest

love story
filmed against

the most

adventurous

backgrounds
in the

world

today
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greatest advertising

HAYWARP GARDNER,

publicity

exploitation

and

campaign

in the history of

20th Century-Fox!

One of the powerful, full-color national
magazine ads which is pre-selling
"THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO"
to

124,682,000 READERS

of:

"LOOK -AMERICAN WEEKLY- HARPER'S
BAZAAR -PICTORIAL REVIEW- COSMOPOLITAN

•

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

BEAUTIFUL

•

•

HOUSE

TOWN AND COUNTRY

PHOTOPLAY -MODERN SCREEN SCREEN
•

TWENTIETH CENTURY- FOX

STORIES • MOTION PICTURE - SCREENLAND

ERNEST HEMINGWAY^

SILVER SCREEN -MOVIE LIFE -MOVIE

STARS PARADE MOVIELAND • MOVIE FAN
•

Snows
HILDEGARDENEFF

MOVIE TEEN

aid

LEO

G.

CARROLL • TORIN THA

TCHER.AVAN0RRING.HWNtST»l^^^rr2^

Dtaledb>

f<^.

Screen Play by

CoA&J^ ^dhv^A

•

MOVIE PIX

•

SCREEN FARE

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S

THE

9f
COLOR 8/

TECHNICOLOR,

NOW
NTATION
AT THE

NEW YORK

Because

of the extraordinary quality of this picture,"The

Snows

of

Kilimanjaro" will be available for special pre-release engagements in
selected theatres in a limited

number

of large cities for October showing.

These pre-release engagements will generate exploitation

possibilities

and

word-of-mouth publicity seldom before attained by any motion picture.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Sept.

17,

Wednesday, aeptemDer

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

i/, lysiz

National

Reviews

Pre-Selling
TJ/r

adds a twist

Yankee Buccaneer
(Un iversai-In ternatio nai )

OMAN'S Home
to

In the

Companion

its

advertising

A

GOOD ADVENTURE YARN,

wrapped

in color

by Technicolor, has

THEATRE

Equipment

been fashioned by producer Howard Christie. The sea tale, highlighted
by action shots of the Spanish Main and bold American Navy men, should
suggesting a twirl of the dial to tune please both the young and the old, for there is sufficient high adventure to
.
.
.
out television, as the family goes out make most people forget the cares
of the day.
to see "Companion- Approved Movies"
The story-line itself has all the tested ingredients. Jeff Chandler is the
in which the McCann-EricksoiT agency ship
captain, gruff, hewing to the book, respected, but feared. Scott Brady is
m m with
proves that it knows how to make the executive officer, bearing sealed orders he
is young, upright, callow, and
friends and influence advertisers.
Chandler resents him. George Matthews is -the chief petty officer, knowing
Rcdbook names "Sudden Fear" as its both men as men, confident in their ability, and himself realistic, amiable and
LIGHT control system deOctober choice of the "Picture-of-the- slightly inclined towards the bottle. Joseph Calleia is the Spanish governonr,
signed to dim fluorescent lamps
Month" with feature editor Florence hiding a raw cruelty behind sophistication, glibness and culture. Suzan Ball
Somers promising that "no audience is the Portuguese countess, whose arrival among men living a lonely naval smoothly and efficiently at the turn of
will be running up the aisles for popa knob has been developed by General
life stirs rivalry and chivalry in Brady and Chandler. The sealed orders are
Electric engineers at Nela Park in
corn during this exicting film." Refor the American man-of-war to turn buccaneer, and its men to lose their
cently, we inadvertently credited this
Cleveland. The system consists of a
identities and become prey-hunting pirates. The idea of this is to find where
dimming control unit and especially
RKO Radio Joan Crawford starring the
pirates are, then to send the information to the American fleet, which
designed matching ballast. By means
vehicle to United Artists, something
in force.
UA didn't mind but RKO Radio did. attacks
She is of a circuit which maintains the startfinding of the countess upon an island resolves the problem.
The
LIFE devotes its front cover to fleeing the very Spanish governor who is in league with the pirates and the ing voltage but changes the current
United Artists's silent siren, Rita Gam,
to affect the light output, fluroescent
Portuguese fleet. Both plan to waylay a wealthy cargo from Rio. Her diffistar of "The Thief," with an inside
lamps can be turned on instantly at
culties entangle the Americans with the Spanish governor, whom they outwit
story spreading over three pages, an
any point in the dimming range. By
they
seek.
information
obtain
the
they
and capture, and from whom
accomplishment that makes the first
twisting a knob the. lamps may be
ambushes, storms and disasters at sea, and even a fight
today's

in

Motion

Picture Daily,

World

RAY GALLO

;

.

.

.

ANEW

.

.

.

silent

picture

in 25

years

seem

something-for -wishful-thinking.

A

like

na-

tional promotion campaign accompanies the innovation, and we assure
them of great popular success, based
on the sample. Among sponsoring
advertisers are Aquascutum Raincoats,

Pabst Beer, Meilink Safes and Clinton
Swan men's clothes, if that gives you

any idea

of

the plot.
its

wonder-

ful double-page spread of 36 Holly-

wood stars and their current
pictures, under the heading, "Don't
Be a Living Room Captive," for
another insertion in This Week, in
Sunday's New York Herald Tribune
proving that what's good can be
done again. Tag line says: "Save
these two pages as your directory
of outstanding movies." The same
issue contains a color-splash story
by Louis Berg, entitled "Hollywood
Discovers Mars," which will set off
more space ships between the
planets.

•

The next Sunday edition of Pictorial
Review zt'ill carry an interesting and
revealing story on Leo Genu. It zvas
zt'ritten by Louella Parsons and tells
about Germ's career when he was a
practicing barrister in London. Genn
also did the commentary at the time
of the coronation of King George VI,
in addition to reading the death speech
at the time of the King's passing.

He

featured in Paramount's "Pleasure
Island"
and M-G-M's "Plymouth
is

Adventure."
e
is

devoting

seven

pages, in color and black-and-white,
to an unusual picture story on John
Huston's "Moulin Rouge," starring
Jose Ferrer as Toulouse Lautrec, in
the issue which goes on sale Sept.
it was announced by Francis
M.
Winikus of United Artists.

23,

•

fights,

release.

"The Magic Box"
(/ Arthur Rank-Mayer-Kingsley)

•

Lustre-Creme places

Look magazine

There are

between Brady, trying to repair a broken rudder, and a shark.
Frederick de Cordova directed, from a story and screenplay by Charles K.
Peck, Jr. Others in the cast include Rodolfo Acosta, George Mathews, James
Parnell and David Jansen.
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. For October

A LAVISH,

STAR-STUDDED

dimmed from maximum

brightness unthey produce practically no light
General Electric's specialty
at all.
transformer and ballast department
will produce the system for use with
either the conventional 40-watt preheat type of lamp, or with the new
40-watt "rapid start" fluorescent lamps.
Two sizes of controls will be made,
one operating up to eight lamps, and
the other up to 35 lamps. The system
is said to be effective in creating special lighting effects, particularly with
colored fluorescent lamps.
•
till

film biography of England's William
Friese-Greene, "The Magic Box," dramatizes the evolution of motion
pictures. The historical validity of the film may be open to question, but not
however the fact that what meets the eye is a generally slow unfolding of the
Carbonic Dispenser, Inc., of Canfrequently recited genius-ahead-of-his-time story.
Exhibitors will note immediately that the cast and credits of the film read field, Ohio has announced a new
which should aid immeasurably means of carbonating water in
like a "Who's Who" of the British industry
in selling the film over here. Robert Donat stars as the unsung hero of Eric beverage producing or dispensing
Ambler's screenplay, directed by John Boulting and produced by Ronald equipment. Trade - named "SuperNoame. In minor supporting roles are to be seen Laurence Olivier, Leo Cenn, charger," the carbonators convert
Barry Jones, Glynis Johns, Michael Redgrave, Margaret Rutherford, Peter ordinary tap water into concenUstinov, Emlyn Williams and others of equal rank. The appearance of these trated water without use of mewell-known faces in such an array of unimportant roles serves to distort the chanical agitators or refrigeration
proper dramatic emphasis in what is an episodic story anyway.
equipment. A specially designed jet
The film opens in 1921, the very day Friese-Greene died at a London dis- intake nozzle foamesces and recirtributors' meeting, and tells the story of the man in two extended flashbacks. culates the water at high velocity
The first is introduced by his second wife, Margaret Johnson, and covers the into a pressure tank containing
inventor-photographer's latter days between 1896 and 1921, during which he CO» gas. This action completely
went deeper and deeper into debt and obscurity in his persistent efforts to destroys the surface tension of the
perfect his conception of color motion pictures. The second and most enter- water and as a result, countless
taining flashback shows Friese-Greene as the successful young society pho- bubbbles are formed. These bubtographer whose great dream of bringing motion to pictures is realized at the bles are filled with and surrounded
expense of fortune and security.
by CO= gas making for high saturFor reasons never completely clear, details essential to a compact, dramatic ation. The carbonators are built
story are never presented. These include the exact extent of Friese-Green's with 100 to 500-gallon per hour capcontributions to the development of motion pictures and how the industry acities. Both horizontal and vertieventually grew up and left him behind. There is, too, no attempt to bridge cal tank units are available.
the period between his two wives to bring unity to his story.
•
Individual scenes, however, are brilliantly written and played with humor
A mop zvrin-ger tank designed to
and pathos. The whole production, photographed in beautiful color by Techmake use of lighHsreight interlocking
nicolor, has received much care in sets, costumes and effect.
Designed originally as a cooperative effort for showing at the Edinburgh gearing to multiply pressure has been
Film Festival last year, the film is listed as a presentation of Festival Film marketed by Geerpres Wringers, Inc.,
Productions and J. Arthur Rank.
The assumption by the producers that Mmkegon, Mich. The gearing consists
Friese-Greene's activities were vital to the development of films was the of a double row of rack teeth assembled so that they are staggered to give
subject of lively controversey last year.
Running time, 93 minutes. General audience classification. Release date continuous action and prevent the gears
from slipping out of mesh sidezvays.
Sept. 24.
Both wringers and buckets are electroplated. Single and double tank mopdiscouraged because this was a normal ping outfits are available.
•
trend, and he urged theatre

—

—

—

Temporary Drop
In Texas Revenue
—

Four-day radio and TV coverage
of tonight's world premiere of 20th
Century-Fox's "Snows of Kilimanjaro" will give the picture one of
Dallas, Sept. 16. Phil Isley, presthe biggest send-offs ever accorded ident of Allied of Texas and of Isley
a film on the air waves. Interna- Theatres, with operations in Texas,
tionally, the Armed Forces Radio California and Oklahoma, has sent a
Service will carry a tape recording telegraphic message to all members of
of the entire proceedings at the Allied warning them about the usual
Rivoli theatre, and locally, Jinx temporary drop of business in Texas
Falkenburg will interview personal- in the first four weeks following the
ities for her NBC show.
opening of school.
Isley advised members not to be
Walter Brooks

owners to
as many outstanding pictures
during the period as they could and
to double their merchandising and sell-

book

ing efforts during this time.

$147,500 'Quo Vadis' Gross

—

The
Corp.

role products of Textileather
of Toledo play in everyday

living is dramatized in a new color
and sound motion picture entitled
"This is Textileather." Produced by
the company under the direction of G.
H. McGreevy vice president in charge

Mexico City, Sept. 16.
Metro's of sales, the 16mm. film is now
"Quo Vadis" grossed $147,500 during being .distributed. Textileather is one
its

five

here.

It

weeks at the Cine Roble
played to the highest prices

yet in Mexico, $1.15 for adults.

of the largest producers of vinyl
film and plastic coated fabrics in the

country.

—

:

Wednesday, September

Motion Picture Daily
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May Ask Senate 16mm.
(Continued from page 1)
are to remain content as a co-conspirator or join in the fight (as defendour name of this
to clear
ants)
charge."
He urged, too, that the fight be
carried to the public and that labor

union and other groups be enlisted.
"What is behind this conspiracy

Rhoden asked. "Who
Have we come to the

inspired
place in
American life where self-preservation
It is a matter of record
is unlawful ?
that one government official, since
charged with bribery and other misconduct in office, accepted a fee of
$50,000 for his presumed influence in
obtaining films for a phonevision test.
Have similar tactics been employed in
the present case?
it ?

Have Right

"We

believe

know and

I

on our
answers."

call

to

Know

we have a

right

to

urge this convention to
law-makers to get the

older pictures to television in conflict
with our previous requests" and asked
"What are we going to do about it?"
"We owe our allegiance," he said, "to
those who have shown the. courage
and good judgment to turn down a
few quick dollars, even at the expense
of being charged with conspiracy for
protecting the interests of their pri-

mary market."
"Also," he continued, "we must
recognize and appreciate the
decision by many of our outstanding stars to reserve their
These
talents to the screen.
personalities deserve our loyal
support, and by support I mean
to do our utmost in merchandising the pictures in which they
appear. They are working for us
and us alone. Let us work for
them."

TOA

of the industry, fortified by the wholehearted support of all phases of this
business, so that it will be well prepared to cope with any problem which
now exists or may arise to confront

the industry."

Reasons for Confidence

—Irving

Mack of Filmack, Chicago, a
visitor at the Theatre Owners
of America convention here,
cooperating in endeavoring

is

to solve a convention problem
of late arrivals for the morning sessions. He has posted
handsome clocks as prizes
each day of the three-day
convention, to be awarded to

lucky ticket -holders among
those arriving in the first 20
minutes of the opening of
meeting room doors.

coming from Hollywood

studios,

which

he hailed enthusiastically and called
upon the convention to go on record
as recognizing, and "extending our
thanks and appreciation to the producers "In checking releases from
July 1 to Nov. 1," Rhoden told the
convention, "we. find not only better
pictures than we were given last year,
but more of them. To be specific, in
the stated four months period in 1951
there were 29 pictures of outstanding
in the

was

winner this morning
Mrs. Dorothy Lang, a

Clarksburg,

W.

Va., exhibitor.

year there will be 43. That
an increase of almost 50 per cent."
this

is

He called upon exhibitors to
unite to do a better selling job
for the better pictures being
delivered, to "strive harder to
get better box-office returns. We
must create new selling approaches, build our grosses so
that film returns to the studios
make even

izations.
like to see this convention
resolution commending the
in the
work of the
Hollywood 'Red' battle."

would

adopt

a
splendid

MPIC

All of the resolutions suggested by Rhoden will be acted
upon by committees or the convention before its adjournment.

reviewing reasons for industry
optimism, Rhoden also cited the progress being made pn the industry arbitration plan and its promise of improved industry relations within. He
cited the progress being made in re-

same period

of

search, in the fields of tri-dimensional

improved

projection giving a
sense of depth to the picture and of
large screen theatre television in color,
such as Eidophor and other systems
promise.
He also cited as a reason for optimism the. waning addiction to television
by those who have owned sets for
any extended periods.
further reason for welcoming the future, he said,
is the
increase in the birth-rate in
film,

was

films?

A

the

ideal.

visitors

will

be

guests

at

the White House tomorrow and will
be conducted on a tour of the renovated mansion by the President and
Mrs. Truman. Numerous other special events for the ladies have been
scheduled.
Tomorrow night, the Pepsi-Cola
Co. will be host at a cocktail party
and seafood dinner, and Thursday
night the convention will close with
week,
the big social event of the
the president's banquet, at which the
motion picture companies will be
hosts. Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Association president, will be the
principal speaker. Alfred Starr, new
president, will make his inauEntertainment will
address.
gural
r
include Morton Downey, the

TOA

TOA

A

i

Force band and others.

"unless we as theatre owners are willing to reward them with better audiences."
The industry's public relations have
been improved, he declared, with considerable credit for that also going to
Hollywood, specifically to the Motion
Picture Industry Council "and its exArt Arthur" for
ecutive, secretary,
spearheading the fight to rid Hollywood of Communist influences and
sympathizers. The result, Rhoden said,
has been better newspaper treatment
for Hollywood and better relations
with veterans and other civic organ"I

pers and luncheons crowd the program.
Last night a huge delegation saw
a preview of 20th Century-Fox's "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro" at the Uptown Theatre here, with Ava Gardner
on band to greet the exhibitor visitors
and their wives. Tonight, Cola-Cola
was host at a showboat party that
took the delegates up the Potomac
to Mt. Vernon, with dinner and refreshments aboard, and the weather

kind of publicity their
annual convention in session
here is drawing in Washington newspapers. Every feature and syndicated writer
who has had a convention
story published thus far has
written exclusively about the
trade show, mostly refreshment displays, being held in
conjunction with the convention. Plenty of popcorn, candy
and soft drinks, the writers'
refrain goes, but it's a film
trade show, where are the

Women

In

Rhoden reviewed the current reasons for confidence in the future of
the industry, the marked improvement
in theatre attendance, better product

whereas

16.

"We have, no right to demand more
and better pictures" Rhoden reminded,

—

quality,

Washington, Sept.

will enable them to
greater pictures.

The keynote Rhoden sounded in his
speech was one of confidence in the
future of the industry. With it, he
said, there should and must be industry unity to meet common problems
and fight common battles. He lauded
the campaign being waged by the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations for repeal of the Federal admission tax and urged
members to
"get behind COMPO, extend its presentation, enlarge its scope and authority, and let it become the voice

Washington, Sept. 16.—TheOwners of America officials are not too happy about
atre

Washington, Sept. 16. The social
side of the Theatre Owners of America convention here is being well taken
care of. Cocktail parties, buffet sup-

First

Rhoden also called attention to
"some producers who are selling their

Trade Show Hogs
Play in D. C. Press

—

suit?",

1952

Suit Probe

PARTIES, SUPPERS, LUNCHEONS
CROWD TOA'S SOCIAL PROGRAM
Mack Posts Prizes
For Early Birds

17,

Rodgers Sees

of trade relations in which he had
participated had failed, Rodgers stated
"This will not fall through as
the others did."
Rodgers was careful to remind his
listeners nevertheless that much still
remains to be done before an industry
arbitration plan can become a reality.
It must have the approval of the New
York Federal Statutory Court, the
approval of the Department of Justice
and the approvals of the boards of
directors
of
all
the
participating
organizations including those of the
individual distribution companies.
Those ratifying actions cannot be
taken, Rodgers said, until after the
Court and Justice Department have
given the plan their approvals. All
prior approvals, he indicated, will be
conditional only. Rodgers also took
pains to remind his
listeners
that credit for any final achievement
must be shared equally by all of the
participating
organizations.
While
paying tribute to TOA's contributions,
particularly
those
of
its
general
counsel, Herman Levy, its president,
Mitchell
Wolfson, and its former
executive committee chairman, S. H.
Fabian, Rodgers accorded equal credit
for the progress made thus far to the
other participating organizations
Allied States, the distributors, the
:

TOA

(Continued from page 1)

TOA

members that "very little
told
remains to be straightened out" at
tomorrow's scheduled session here of

TOA

distribution representatives and
and Allied States officials, at which
questions raised concerning the arbitration proposals by company presidents at their meeting in New York
on Monday will be taken up.

Largely Mechanical

Independent Theatre Owners Associaof
New York, Metropolitan
said, "is largely mechanical, a matter Motion Picture Theatres Association
of language, which I believe will be and Western Theatre Owners.

"The remaining

difficulty,"

Rodgers

ironed out tomorrow."
Rodgers' address was made before
convention session, held imthe
mediately afterward, which was to
listen to a report on the arbitration

TOA

and to act on it.
Rodgers told the luncheon gathering of approximately 250 exhibitors
draft

that the presidents of all distribution
companies and the heads of all of
are
organizations
participating
the
recommending acceptance of the arbitration draft to their boards of direc-

tion

"The combined
"are

efforts all,"

Rodgers

bringing
about this understanding between us
which should result in less of our
time being spent in fighting and more
in tending to our business."
The arbitration of disputes he said,
will be only a part of the benefits
more
to be derived from the plan.
valuable reseult, Rodgerse said, will
be the bringing together "of all of
said,

responsible

for

A

us

whose common objective

is

the

betterment of the industry."

tors.

Recalling that other attempts to
codes for the improvement

establish

America, citing

its

immediate benefit

many

of whose patrons
are there because their children are
urged special
brought with them.
attention by exhibitors to the "audito

drive-ins,

He

ence of tomorrow" and commended
producers for making pictures suitable
for the new, young audiences available at reasonable prices.

Berger Urges Tax Repeal
Minneapolis,

Sept.

16.

—Benjamin

Berger, president of North Central
Allied urged repeal of the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax at a meeting of
the Southern Minnesota Exhibitors
Association held here today at the
Hotel.
Stanley D. Kane,
Nicollet
executive counsel for North Central
Allied, also spoke at the meeting,

urging
repeal

the

exhibitors

of the tax.

to

work

for

;

Wednesday, September

TOA

17,
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Session

(Continued from page

Smiles and Spending at TOA Meet
Show Theatre Business Is Better

1)

Levy stated following today's
meeting that some suggestions
for changes in language of the
arbitration draft had developed
and that, conceivably, more
could develop tomorrow. The
suggestions for changes will be
taken into the meeting with distribution and Allied States' representatives to be held here
tomorrow for the purpose of
clarifying and, perhaps, altering
other draft language in consequence of distributor questions
which arose at the meeting of

New

in

Attending the latter meeting
row will be W. F. Rodgers,
utors' arbitration chairman
Keough, Robert Perkins and

—

Wolfson, S.
possibly, Levy, for
chell

H.

TOA

closed to the press, it
now appears that in all of the three
days of the convention, only two or
three general busines sessions will
have been open to trade reporters and
All of the board, executive
others.
committee and' other committee meetings also were locked-door sessions.
plaints,

Austin
Mit-

Fabian
;

and,
Abram F.

for Allied States and Emanuel
Frisch for the Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association. Levy-

Myers

holds a power of attorney for Western
Theatre Owners, and the other conIndependent
member,
the
ference
Theatre Owners Asociation of New
York, will be contacted by telephone
during the meeting if a vote is necesary. All suggested changes in the

both by distributors and TOA,
were described here tonight as "minor" and unlikely to create problems
of any kind.
draft,

Acceptance Predicted

The

scheduled to open
officially at 9 :30 this morning, actually did not get under way until 10 :30.
About half the 25 seats in the convention hall were filled at that time, but

sion for discussion of the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit,
on the conclusion of which TOA
will decide whether it will seek
to intervene to have itself made
a defendant in the action, or
merely to continue in the status
of an accused co-conspirator,
which it now has. Indications
also point to a vote in favor of
seeking the status of a defendant.

colorful

A. Julian Brylawski, convention chairman, called the meeting to order. On the dais were:
Levy, Fabian, Wolfson, Elmer

Rhoden,

TOA

Following the TOA convention
examination of the arbitration
draft, the convention is scheduled to continue in closed ses-

—large

valances being
hung at eye-arresting angles proclaiming that "Industry Salvation Is Inwarning:
dustry
Arbitration";
or
"Arbitrate or Strangulate," or asking: "R. U. the 'U' in Unity?"
tion

TOA

TOA

convention,

more came in later. The meeting room
was decorated with plugs for arbitra-

When

has
the arbitration draft
been fully described to and discussed
convention, which is exby the
pected to be by noon tomorrow, the
membership will vote on its
acceptance or rejection, with acceptance freely predicted on all sides. If
agreements are reached tomorrow on
changes in language proposed by those
present at the exhibitor-distributor
meeting, Rodgers said the arbitration
draft would be released for publication, providing the exhibitor organizations had no objections, as soon as
the changes in language agreed upon
could be entered in the draft.
tonight said it had no objections to
release of the draft.

also

At the TOA New York convention last year, efforts to close
a number of the sessions, particularly the trade practice complaints session, to the press
were thwarted by the membership when put to a vote. This
year, the membership was not
given an opportunity to express
itself on the question.

Adolph
;

"Under the Red Sea"
ALBANY
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Thurs. 9/25

3:30 P.M.

1052 B'way

ATLANTA
RKO

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

Scr.

195 Luckie St.,N.W.

Rm. Thurs. 9/25
122-28 Arlington St.

Business Optimism

2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
Mo.

(Continued from page 1)

Pic.

498 Pearl

industry with the campaign not yet
publications
completely under way
across the country are siding with the
against
the
government's
industry
16mm. anti-trust suit industry arbitration machinery is in process of
being developed
progress is being
made in theatre television and in the
utilization of home television for exploiting pictures and selling theatre
;

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Thurs. 9/25
St.

3:30 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
Fox
308

Rm.

Scr.

Thurs. 9/25

Church

S.

3:30 P.M.

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.
1300

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 11:00 A.M.
Wabash Ave.

S.

;

distrib-

Schimel, distribution attorneys

SOL LESSER'S

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

tomor-

;

RKG RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS of

Washington, Sept. 16. If observers need any assurance that
theatre business is better now than it was a year ago they need
only contrast the atmosphere at the Theatre Owners of America
convention in session here this week with that which prevailed
last year at the New York convention.
Smiles and jocularity are abundant now where they were rare
then; spending by visitors is more noticeable because there's more
money; complaints are fewer, even about film terms, and there is
less tension, worry and puzzlement than a year ago. The exhibitors are relaxed and enjoying themselves.

will be continued at the third business
session of the convention, starting tomorrow morning. Which also will be
closed to the press.

company presidents
York on Monday.

11

R.

J.

O'Donnell

and

;

Wolfson

Finally,

more patrons are

"more and

said,

returning

to

the

movies and indications are that business will continue to improve."
Wolfson said in his travels around
the country as president of the TOA
in the past 12 months he found "many
exhibitors guilty of a self-induced
sleeping sickness even among many
who kept their theatres in good shape
and worked hard to sell their product." He said he referred to exhibitors

—

alone failing to support
their
exhibitor
organizations
and
doing nothing to aid in solving industry problems of equal importance
to

it

all.

"Show me an

exhibitor who says
all his problems are local ones and
I'll show you a badly deluded person.
Lets work on our common problems
united in mind and spirit," Wolfson
concluded.

Myron Blank.

An

made

Westwood

to

Make

Fox

Scr. Rm.
Thurs. 9/25 10:00 A.M.
2219 Payne Ave.

Rep. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.
412 S. Harwood St.

DENVER
Rm. Thurs 9/25

Para. Scr.

2100 Stout

3:30 P.M.

St.

DES MOINES
For

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

Scr. Rnt.

1300 High

St.

DETROIT
EUumenthals
Scr.

Rm.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

2310 Cass Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25
517 N. Illinois St.

2:30 P.M.

KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr.

Rm.

Wed.

9/24

2:30 P.M.

1800 Wyandotte St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

Scr.

1980

S.

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.
Vermont Ave.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

151 Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen

Room

Wed. 9/24 10:30 A.M.

212 W. Wisconsin Ave

Hollywood,

Sept.

16.

to 'Fatima' Star

Press Won't Be There

Levy told the convention he believed
arbitration and the 16mm. suit would
be the most important subjects to be
placed before the convention. When
they are, the industry press will not
be permitted to be present.
Discussing the ASCAP tax on
non-film music, Levy told the
convention it was a legally justified impost and that there were

no satisfactory ways of avoiding it, other than to dispense
with ASCAP music entirely.

Sept. 16.

— Susan Whit-

ney,
Warner Brothers' 12-year-old
star of "The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima," was awarded a special

youth achievement trophy and scroll
by the Los Angeles Downtown Business Men's Association.

TOA

COMPO
COMPO

Rm.

Thurs. 9/25

3:30 P.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

200 Liberty

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 11:00 A.M.

Scr.

630 Ninth Ave.

OKLAHOMA
Scr.

Rm.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

10 N. Lee St.

OMAHA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

1502 Davenport

St.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs.
250 N. 13th

9/25 10:30 A.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Thurs. 9/25
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

3:00 P.M.

PORTLAND
Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:00 A.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25 11:30 A.M.
3143 Olive St.
Star. Scr.

had something
support of

less

TOA.

than the complete

TOA

president,
Wolfson, retiring
called upon the membership to help

achieve

the goals of better liaison
units and bebetween individual
New York
tween them and the
office
better trade press relations
better general press relations, better
mempublic relations increased
bership and development of industry
and exhibition research. Every
unit should conduct at least a onemonth membership drive annually,
Wolfson advised.
Convention registrations were closed
tonight with a total slightly in excess

TOA
TOA

;

substituting
for
Pat
Brylawski,
McGee, a co-chairman of the Council
officers gave as the reason for
Motion Picture Organizations'
maintaining secrecy on that session of
their apprehension that some mem- campaign for repeal of the Federal
ber might be quoted in a manner that admission tax, who was not present,
would jeopardize TOA's legal status lauded COMPO's work and told the
as a party named in the suit. Never- convention he "hopes to see
theless,
with
Thursday morning's given the complete support of all exbusiness session, devoted to exhibitor hibitor organizations." Listeners regrievances and trade practice com- called that in other years

Scr.

40 Whiting

Fox

Award

Hollywood,

the district.

Scr. Rm.
Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.
1015 Currie Ave.

Fox

—

such activities which, Donahue

have done so much to improve
community spirit and good relations

said,

Fox

NEW HAVEN

Morris Features

Producer
Vincent Fennelly has announced formation of Westwood Productions to
make Wayne Morris vehicles released
endeavors. Brylawski was personally by Monogram. "Marksman" will be
complimented for his leadership in the first under the new trademark.

in

9:30 P.M.

CLEVELAND

MINNEAPOLIS

address of welcome was

by F. Joseph Donahue, president of
the
District of Columbia CommissionerSj in which theatre owners of
the district were commended for their
response to many appeals for civic
and charitable causes and patriotic

many

Palace Scr. Rm.
12 E. 6th St.
Thurs. 9/25

DALLAS

tickets.

who go

CINCINNATI

;

TOA

TOA

of 500.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr. Rm.
1st St.

216 E.

Thurs. 9/25
South

2:30 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

245 Hyde

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

St.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave. Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Thurs. 9/25
212 N. Philips Ave.

9:00 A.M.

WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr.

932

Rm.

New

Thurs. 9/25 10:30
Jersey Ave.

A.M.

;

Wednesday, September
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India's
Mexico, Too, Has
Controls Troubles
City, Sept.

Mexico

On

16.—The

trade is disturbed by talk in
government circles that the
new administration of President-elect Adolfo Ruiz Cortines, who begins a six-year
term on Dec. 1, will establish
a ministry to supervise the
motion picture industry along
with official information and
tourism. The trade objects to
being included in such a ministry, considering it as too

much government

control.

'Kilimanjaro' Opens
{Continued,
story, stars

from page

1)

Gregory Peck, Ava Gard-

ner and Susan

Hay ward.

India
the
stars have been arriving during
debut
the
celebrate
help
to
week
past
the
of the production, which marks
25th anniversary of Darryl F. Zanuck
as a motion picture producer.
Zanuck will join 20th Century-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras as hosts

From Hollywood, Europe and

of the evening, while Miss Gardner
tops the roster of screen personalities
who will be present, among them

Bette Davis, Anne Bancroft, Ava
Norring, Gloria De Haven, Marlene
Dietrich, Gary Merrill, Lisa Ferraday
and Ezio Pinza.

Headed by

New York Mayor

Vin-

cent Impellitteri, noted figures invited include: Sailing Baruch, Jr.,
Joseph Bernard, Yolande Betbeze, Sid
Caesar, John Carradine, Count and
Countess Cassini, Bennett Cerf, Ilka
Chase, Harry Conover, Nancy Craig,

Vicki Cummings, John Daly, Martha
Deane, Laraine Day and Leo DuJames A. Farley, Pegeen
rocher,

Arlene Francis, Betty Furness, Eva Gabor, Dave
Garroway, Billy Gaxton, Bernard F.
Fitzgerald,

Nina

Ftich,

Directors Hit
Gov't 16mm. Suit

Art

—

codes of industries in other countries,
Chandulal Shah, president of the Indian Motion Picture Producers Association, reported at a press interview
here yesterday.
Shah, an Indian producer-director

16mm. government suit.
The complaint stated, in
"Our pictures which' are
part
:

for big screen viewing
are bound to suffer if final
exhibition is confined to small
Improper
viewing.
screen
showing of our top product
could irreparably damage the
prestige which this industry
has built in the past 40

made

a member of the official film
censor board of that country, heads a
delegation of 14 top-ranking personaliof the Indian industry which
ties
arrived here Monday for a four-week,
eight-city tour of the U. S., including

and

years."

Hollywood. The group came

a visit to
here at the joint invitation of the U. S.
State Department and Eric A. Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
Association of America.
For the first time in the history of
the Indian film industry, Shah reported, pictures in both English and
color by Technicolor are being made
there. One such picture has been completed and another is now being edited,
he said. Producer Gabriel Pascal next
year will make a film in India, a
country which has 3,000 theatres and
100 16mm. mobile units, he added.

Accompanying the visitors on their
will be Harry Stone of the

tour

MPAA's

international division.
Members of the Indian delegation
include film actresses Nargis, Surya-

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood, Sept. 16. In a
complaint to U. S. AttorneyGeneral McGranery, the Society of Motion Picture Art
Directors has protested the

Ninety per cent of the production
code of India is based on the U. S.
industry's Production Code, and the
other 10 per cent is based on the

rights under the Eady Plan in
respect of the current year ending
Sept. 30, 1952, and in respect of the
year ending Sept. 30, 1953. However,
the distributors are entitled to invest
their share of the Eady reserve in
27 different ways, including co-production in England.
It was estimated that the amount
by which the dollar transfers of American companies will be abated will
took only 20
be $5,900,000.
minutes to approve the agreement at
fer

MFEA

meeting here Monday.

its

U.K. Industry Groups Disturbed
Over Eady Plan 'Non-Cooperators'
London, Sept. 16. All four British

—

Quigley Awards
(Continued from page 1)
be so recognized.
Additionally, the Quigley Overseas
Grand Award was given to the owner
and manager of the Argora Theatre,

trade associations are disturbed at
the growing number of Eady Plan
"non-cooperators" or defaulters. Latest returns show that 266 exhibitors
now are refusing to pay the levy
representing an estimated loss to the
pool of £80,500 a year.

Some theatremen are depositing the amounts due from them
in separate banking accounts
and say they will hand over the
cash as soon as their complaints
over the pool's administration
are dealt with. Others frankly
admit they will never pay until
the so-called voluntary levy is
made statutory.

Brussels, Belgium.
In addition to Wolfson, E. E. Whittaker, operations manager of Georgia
Theatres, and Harry Mandel, director
of

1952

Okay Pact

Code Based

U.S. Industry's

17,

advertising-publicity and assistant

RKO

Theato the vice-president of
tres, participated in the presentation.
large number of the nation's top
showmen and visiting industry executives witnessed the presentation of the

A

At a recent private dinner in his
kumari, Arundhati Mukherji and Bina
Rai actors Raj Kapoor, Prem Nath Awards, among them J. Meyer Schine, honor, Sir Wilfrid Eady told trade
and David Abraham; producer-direc- M. A. Lightman, Sr., Leon Bam- representatives very plainly that if the
Shah, who is also berger, Arthur Silverstone, E. W. voluntary levy broke down the governtor Chandulal
president of the Indian Motion Picture Aaron, H. M. Richey, Pierce McCoy ment would not hestitate to make
producer-di- of Georgia Theatres, (the 1948 Grand the plan statutory. Sir Wilfrid is no
Producers Association
pro- Award winner), Robert Wilby, J. C. longer in the government service but
rector-exhibitor B. N. Sircar
Herman Levy, Morris it may be taken that his speech repducer-director K. Subramanian Nitin Shanklin,
Keki Modi Loewenstein, Irving Mack, Joseph resents the Treasury view.
Bose, producer-director
The suggestion has been made that
M. R. Acha- Stein, Myron Blank, Jack Levin, and
director and exhibitor
the government may do away with
rekar, art director
D. P. Divecha, others.
Judges for the awards are the ad- the present Eady plan and substitute
cinematographer.
The visitors will be in Washington, vertising, publicity and exploitation therefore a scheme of handing over
executives of distribution home offices to producers a percentage of the agSept. 19-22; Knoxville, Sept. 23-24
Chicago, Sept. 24-27; Denver, Sept. and major circuits. The presentations gregate yield of entertainment tax
28-29; Salt Lake City, Sept. 30-Oct. are made for the best showmanship from theatres. The best-informed poMain displayed in a large situation where litical circles, however, maintain that
2, and Hollywood, Oct. 3-12.
may have the help of that is unlikely in the extreme. In
social event of the visit to the film managers
capital will be a gala dinner attended home office publicity departments, and the present economic position no
by American screen stars and other the other for small situations, where government would dare hand over a
the manager generally is limited to production subsidy from the ExcheqHollywood notables.
uer, it was said.
The group will return to India by his own initiative and effort.
One main objection among theatreway of Hawaii and Japan.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gimbel, Ben Grauer, Nancy Guild,
John Gunther, Rudolph Halley, Johnny Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Lahr,
Bill Leonard, Robert Q. Lewis, Mr.
and Mrs. John Loder, Henry R. Luce,
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Lynn, Tex
McCrary, Eloise McElhone, Irene
Manning, Garry Moore, Elliott Nugent, Lew Parker, Roberta Peters,
Georgie Price, Gregory Ratoff, Irene
Rich, Billy Rose, Lanny Ross, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Sherwood, Commis- Services
sioner Walter Shirley, Herb Shriner,
66
Michael Todd, Mel Torme, Gene
Vanderbilt,
held
tomorrow
Services
will
Jr.,
be
Tunney, Cornelius
Fred Waring, Paul Winchel and at his home at Orange, N. J., for
Adam A. Adams, 66 years old, who
Jane Wyatt.
The premiere will have extended died on Monday at St. Michael's Hosradio and TV coverage with three pital in North Bergen from a heart
networks concentrating on the event. attack which he suffered on July 13.
Adams, a veteran in exhibition in
In advance of the opening, CBS-TV
put a special camera crew to work North New Jersey, was the owner
filming events leading up to the cul- of the Park and Adam theatres in
mination of the premiere. They will be Newark, the Park Lane at Palisades
on hand filming final footage this Park, and the Astor at North Bergen.
evening of the celebrities and crowds Surviving are his widow, Marie, three
This feature news sons, Thomas, Emanuel and Peter,
at the theatre.
report will be broadcast over CBS and a daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Pantages.
tomorrow night.

Tomorrow
For Adam Adams,

UK

To

File Grievance vs.
on Solicitation

WB

Hollywood,

Sept.

16.

— AFL

Film

voted today at its regular
weekly meeting to file a labor grievance with NLRB against Warner
Brothers studio demanding return of
"all monies exacted from employees
by representatives of management" for
the Eisenhower-Nixon campaign.
In a statement issued after the meetCouncil

council chairman Roy Brewer
declared the organization considers
political solicitation as allegedly conducted at Warner studio in "violation
of our contractual relations."
ing,

men

is

to the plan's fixed-price levy.

Objectors claim that the levy should
be on a percentage basis. But the
overall grievance relates to the manner

which the pool is distributed. It
pointed out that a mediocre picture
which is booked only because it carries a quota ticket gets a share of the
pool with no guarantee that its producer won't go on turning out lowgrade product. That, say the complainants, is the direct opposite of
the purpose for which the fund was
in
is

established.

Lyons Services Today

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
Charles
Lyons, veteran exhibitor and owner
Hollywood, Sept. 16. In reoly to of the Rialto Theatre at Aitkin. Minr>
the action of the AFL Film Council passed away at his home Sunday. He
this afternoon Harry M. and Jack L. is survived by the widow and a son,
Is
"The Egyptian," by Mika Waltari. Warner issued the following state- Kenneth, manager of the Rialto. Funeral services will be held in Aitkin
He will star Marlon Brando.
ment.
Casey Robinson, who did the script
"We Warner Brothers have always tomorrow.
Darryl Zanuck, vice-president of for "Kilimanjaro", was with Zanuck exercised our American rights to
20th Century-Fox, who returned from and has returned to do the screen- campaign for the person and party we shall ask friends and employees
Europe yesterday to attend the world play for "The Egyptian," which will of our choice.
Warner Brothers who feel as we do to join us in helppremiere of "The Snows of Kiliman- be Zanuck's only personal production intend to continue to exercise this ing to elect this great American to
jaro" at the Rivoli Theatre tonight, for 1953. Zanuck will return to Cali- American right.
shall campaign the presidency of the U. S.
Those
reported that while in Europe he fornia immediately after the "Kiliman- as volunteers for Dwight D. Eisen- who do not agree are perfectly free
purchased the rights to the novel, jaro" premiere.
hower in the current campaign and to vote and campaign as they see fit."

—

Zanuck

Here for
'Snows' Premiere

We

We

.

er

^

V

jw

rQjfe

Currently advertised
in

the

^ Te

Companion

COMPANION

in

money

bufato/'

readers form the most loyal movie audience

America today. That's why Hollywood has invested more
in the

Companion during

the past six

years than in any other monthly magazine.*

The Merry

Widow

MGM

Because You're Mine

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

'•'Except of

course the fan magazines.

CURRENT CIRCULATION OVER
THE CROWELL- COLLIER PUBLISHING
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THEY BUILT THE GREATEST FRONTIER
EMPIRE THE WEST
HAS EVER KNOWN

..and with his
rabble

army

at his

side-

he defied the
world to
destroy

it!
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Rodgers Sees

YORK,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

British Give Okay,

Making New Pact

Arbitration

With U.S. Official

Plan Adopted

The

British government has apthe negotiated modifications
in the Anglo-American film pact, the

proved

Predicts Ironing Out of
Details in D. C. Today
Washington,
flat

Sept.

16.

— The

statement

that the current
effort to develop
an industry arbitration plan

"will not fall
through" was
made to the
Theatre
of

ers
ica

Motion Picture Export Association
revealed here yesterday, a day after
the
and the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
ratified
the agreement.
Thus the
agreement has become official.
The modifications apply only to the
American distributors' conversion into
dollars of their share of the Eady
Tax Fund. U. S. distributors, but not
U. S. produceres, waived dollar trans-

MPEA

(Continued on page 12)

Own-

convention
luncheon
session here today

Tonight

by William F.
Rodgers, chair-

man

of the disWilliam Rodgers
arbitributors
tration negotiating committee. Rodgers
(Continued on page 10)

More Congressional
Tax Repeal Aid
—

Cleveland, Sept. 16. Congressman
George Bender, Republican, stressed
to members of the Northern Ohio
tax repeal committee at a luncheon
at the Hollenden Hotel here that it
important to keep small business
operation and guaranteed his cooperation in an effort to eliminate
the Federal admission tax.
is

in

picture,

made from

a

Hemingway

(Continued on page 12)

—

Washington,
tions

of

the

Sept. 16.
Presenta18th Annual Quigley

Awards
Showmanwere made

Grand

for
ship
at the

WCBS-TV

WCBS-TV

home

television

City,

it

showing

in

16.

16.

a policy and pattern of holding executive sessions closed to the press,
essayed with only indifferent success
at its 1951 convention in New York
City, Theatre Owners of America conventioneers here went into a lockeddoor session this afternoon to discuss
the industry arbitration plan.
The arbitration proposals were summarized for the session by Herman
Levy,
general counsel, and,
section by section, were opened to discussion from the floor. At the end of
a two-hour discussion, less than onethird of the draft had been exposed
and examined. At the time of adjournment, the reaction of the convention to those proposals it had
heard was generally favorable. The
process of explanation and discussion
(Continued on page 11)

award

Wolfson,

manager

at

for Geor-

Waycross,

Ga.

for

smaller

situa-

tions.

Both winners

contrasting

for

Louis Grossman

city

Theatre Co.
winner of the

gia

convention here
today by Mit-

unique

in

were

should

to

plaques
presented

for

call

a

investi-

Senate,

gation to determine the origin
and purposes of
the govern-

ment's

J

trust

,

anti-

suit

to

force the sale of

16mm. films to
television
and
other non-theatrical

Elmer

users,
Rhoden,
of

tional

Theatres

Midwest

Elmer Rhoden

Na-

head

circuit,

TOA

alerted
members to their obligation to decide
how best they can contribute to fighting the action.
Rhoden, convention keynoter, also
reminded the
members that they
are to decide while here "whether we
(Continued on page 10)

TOA

Optimism
Voiced by Wolfson
Business

Washington,

Sept.

16.

— Sounding

a hearty note of optimism for the
future of theatre business and the
state of the industry generally, Mitchell Wolfson, retiring president of the

Award

in the industry will in retrospect

is

Grossthe first

18-year
of

this

the
history

in

show-

manship recogJohn Harrison
conven- nition and ention ceremonies, were Louis Grossman, couragement project; Harrison, on the
manager of the
Alden Theatre, other hand, is the third manager of
Jamaica, New York, winner of the the Georgia Theatres organization to
bronze plaque for large situations, and
(Continued on page 12)
at

here

York City
showman to win

man

:

TOA New

1951,

whom

session

Theatre Owners of America, urged
exhibitors to "work on our common
problems united in mind and spirit"
in his opening address to the annual
convention here today.

ways

Grand the Grand

The

New York

John Harrison,

of

Award winners

was

JOHN WAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA

Poses Issue in
Arbitration Plan Rhoden
TOA Meeting Keynote;
Discussed by TOA Optimistic About Future
By SHERWIN KANE
In Closed Session
Washington, Sept.
—Posing
question whether the Theatre
Washington, Sept.
— Pursuing the
Owners of America convention in

are

have

for exclusive

disclosed here yesterday.
The current distributor of the films
which made the deal with the New
York television station is Tele-Pictures, Inc., one of whose heads is
Robert L. Lippert, Jr. The price of
the package was not disclosed.

16mm. SUIT PROBE

America annual

retiring
president.

productions,
1950,

Theatre

Owners
chell

been sold to

MAY ASK SENATE

Wolfson Presents Quigley
Awards at TOA Meeting

20 Lippert Films
Twenty Robert Lippert
made between 1948 and

TEN CENTS

1952

TOA

at Rivoli

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Snows of
Kilimanjaro" will have its world
premiere tonight at the Rivoli Theatre here, with the events surrounding
the opening expected to outdo any
film premieres here in many years.

The

Sold to

Opens

'Kilimanjaro'

Amer-

17,

the

RKO

Wolfson

said

the

crises

of

today
look

like the uncertainty brought on by
the advent of radio in the 1920's if
each branch of the industry does its

job now.
Already, he pointed out, Congressional support for repeal of the Federal admission tax is being given the

best

(Continued on page 11)

HERBEF

BARRY FITZGERALD
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

LIFE says ...
COLOSSAL

Motion Picture Daily

2

Walcott Bout Tickets in NY
Theatres Sell at Good Pace

Personal
Mention
UniverMAURICE BERGMAN,
of public relations,
sal^ director

Ticket
theatres

sales

taking

three New York
the telecast of the

at

speak on "The Motion Picture Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
proceeding at a fairly good
Industry" at the weekly luncheon of bout are
fourth theatre, the
Eyck
brisk
pace.
to
Ten
the
in
Club
the Kiwanis
50th Street Guild, sold out a week
Hotel in Albany on Tuesday.
•
ago at $4.80 per seat.
Fabian's Fox in Brooklyn, which
Norman Barnett, vice-president of
Barnett International Forwarders, Inc., seats 4,060 and is charging $3.00 per
the seat, including admission tax, reported
will leave here on Friday aboard
a "fairly brisk pace" of ticket sales
5". 5. United States to visit company
the apagents in England, Holland, Belgium for Tuesday's event, following
dailies.
York
in
of
ads
in
New
pearance
here
return
will
and Italy. He
The manager of the house said that
about five weeks.
one-quarter of the theatre is already
sold out. Tickets went on sale Friday.
exRepublic
Grainger,
R.
James
Response of the public to the bout
of
charge
in
ecutive vice-president
telecast was described as "good" by
distribution, has returned to New York
the Century Circuit, whose Marine,
following a three-week trip to Los
Brooklyn, and Queens, Queens Viland
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago
lage, L. I., are carrying the title
Milwaukee.
match. The two theatres are charging $2.50 for general admission and
Robert W. Coyne, Council of Mo- $3.00 for loges, with both prices inOrganizations special
Picture
tion
cluding the tax. The circuit expects
counsel, is attending the Theatre Own- ticket sales to pick up markedly when
ers of America convention in Wash- advertisements begin appearing this
ington this week.
week in local newspapers.
Meanwhile it was learned that the
Barney Balaban, Paramount pres- S-3 Drive-in Theatre at Rutherford,
ident, and Russell Holman, Eastern N. J., plans to charge $10 per car for
production manager, will return here the fight telecast, with tickets going
from Hollywood over the weekend,
on sale tonight. The $10, which ine
cludes the tax, pays the admission for
Alfred E. Daff, Universal execu- "as many people as are in the car,"
tive vice-president, will leave here by according to a spokesman for the
plane on Friday for Paris. He is ex- drive-in. The S-3 is the first drive-in
in the nation to be equipped with
pected back on Oct. 4.
will

A

theatre
P. T.

Dana, Universal Eastern

manager,

is

in

will return to

sales

Washington today and

New York Monday

Wednesday, September

after

visiting Detroit.

B. G. Kranze, United Artists sales
executive, will fly to Washington today for the Theatre Owners of America convention.

•

Charles Chaplin and Mrs. ChapM-G-M
lin and Adolf Green,
writer, will be aboard the 5". S. Queen
Elisabeth sailing for Europe today.

television.

With only

six days left until
the fight date, neither Loew's,

Warner, or RKO theatres have
signed up to take the event in
their theatre TV equipped
houses. The three circuits continue to balk at the price being

charged

by

Theatre

Network

Television, which has acquired
the television rights to the bout.
The charge, which includes all
long lines "tabs," runs from a
90-cent per seat minimum guarantee to $1.35, according to the
number of seats in the house.

House Prober Cites
Television Code
chairinvestigating the content of television and
radio programs said today that he
was very impressed with the recently
adopted Television Standards of Prac-

Code.
the

House

Interstate

Commerce

sub-committee, declared that if the
television industry lived up to the
code, it "wouldn't have any trouble"
from the government or from anybody else. Harris added, however,
that although he was impressed with
the code, he thought it would be hard
to live up to as a practical matter.

and Television Broadcasters. Brown
was one of three witnesses appearing
before the committee today as it reopened its investigation, begun last
spring.
Others who testified today
were Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB director of government relations, and
Seavey,

representing

UA

Roxy

Film
the
25 Years

Korean war,

arrival

the

diplomats here
in France.

and

Russian
meeting

of

NATO

No. 76-Ike-Taft
Gov. Stevenson warns against fear.
Double dates in blouses. Delta Wing: Jet
Bombers. Ava Gardner in big; town. Reds
warned, then bombed.

confab.

NEWS OF THE

—

DAY,

No. 20©
Taft
Stevenson jibes at
accord.
Korea Red bases blasted. Russia
sends new diplomats. Stamp honors service
women. New penguin home. Blind golfers
championship.
pledges

aid

to

Ike.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No. 9i-Taft meets
Stevenson at birthplace.
New Red
faces in U. S. Stock car thriller. Tulyar
wins English race.
Ike.

TELENEWS

DIGEST, No. 38-A— Stevenson completes Western tour. New British
bomber. Honor war dead in France. FinanNippon
cial experts meet in Mexico City.
set for first post war election. Cards trump

Korea bombers

blast

targets.

596-

No.

GOP

closes
for serv-

ranks as Adlai campaigns. Stamp
icewomen. Ridgway in Turkey. NATO meeting in France. Airforce beats Marines in
1

football.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,

No. 11—Taft
Stevenson at birthplace. U.N.
bombs follow warning. Ridgway in Turkey.
New Russian envoys arrive. Iraq's king
cruises on U. S. carrier. Justice Douglas
visits Korea. President gets new stamp. Ice
cream parlors' new scoopers. Bears beat

meets Ike.

Giants.

the

Mutual Broadcasting System.
the Allen B. Du Mont network and American Broadcasting, the
committee will hear additional witnesses here tomorrow and will then
go to New York for hearings on
Thursday and Friday of next week.

From

'Ivanhoe Week' Set

To Begin Sept. 22
M-G-M has set the week of Sept.
22 as "Ivanhoe Week," at which time
the production will be playing or
will
have played in every U. S.

Needs Publicizing

exchange center.
In line with this, all M-G-M and
Harris said he had not even heard
National Screen branches will display
of the code until a few weeks ago,
promotion material on the picture
and thought it could stand considerfor the entire weeek. In cities where
able publicizing.
He agreed with the picture will be current, or will
Brown, he said, in the wisdom of
open soon, all advertising accessories
the television industry's setting up
will give the name of the theatre
such a voluntary code in the "initial
and the play-dates.
days of television."
Brown told the committee that since
the code was adopted last March the
Television Code Review Board had
received a little over 100 complaints,

C. MacMillen, Jr., presThe possibility still exists, however,
Chesapeake Industries (for- that the hold-out theatre TV-equipped
merly Pathe Industries), left here last circuits will make a last-minute deal
night for Hollywood.
with TNT, which claims it has al- some of which were in the corrective
ready lined up 36 theatres for the stage now. In no case, he said, had
trans-continental
telecast.
Another it been necessary to go beyond the
1st
at
theatre,
the Carib at Miami, has corrective stage and take disciplinary
signed for the telecast, it was learned. action. Under the terms of the code,
in
he explained in a statement, the only
The first sound motion picture ever
disciplinary course the Review Board
Two
Laboratories
Will
made in which not a word is spoken,
can take is to enjoin an erring station
"The Thief," starring Ray Milland, Process Fight Films
from using the board's seal of good
will have its world premiere at the
Two laboratories will process the practice.
Roxy Theatre here following the Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
Want to Test Shows
engagement of "Somebody Loves Me," fight film, Sidney Kramer, RKO Radio
Hardy informed the committee that
it was announced yesterday by Wilshort subject sales manager, disclosed
liam J. Heineman, U. A. vice-presi- yesterday. The fight takes place Tues- since the code was adopted there has
been an increasing desire among prodent in charge of distribution.
day in Philadelphia.
"The_ Thief," a Harry M. Popkin
The Pathe and the DeLuxe labora- ducers of package shows to test their
production, is the first United Artists tories will process prints, he said. pictures before they go out on shows,
release to be shown at the Roxy in While no decision will be reached as in an effort to save an investment
25 years. The first U. A. release to to the number of prints to be made that might be lost if the finished proplay at the Roxy, coincidentally, was until the conclusion of the fight, duction were found to be undesirable.
the picture with which the late S. Kramer recalled that for last year's
All three witnesses stressed the
L. Rothafel opened his showplace in Sugar Ray Robinson-Randy Turpin efficacy of a voluntary system of selfMarch, 1927, "Love of Sunya," star- bout 1,300 prints were made, apart regulation, as against a check by an
ring Gloria Swanson.
from shipments overseas.
agency of the government.

William

ident of

Stevenson. Other sequences include the

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,

Harris made these statements during the testimony of H. Brown, Jr.
director of the television department
of the National Association of Radio

M.

of the Presidential

Giants.

Brown A Witness

Hollis

TTlGHLIGHTS

-14 campaign spotlight current neivsreels, which feature both "Ike" and

-

Orren Harris (D. Ark.), chairman
of

Newsreel
Parade

MOVIETONE NEWS,

—

Washington, Sept. 16. The
man of a House sub-committee

tice

1952

17,

'Ivanhoe' Canadian
M-G-M's "Ivanhoe"

Bow

have its
Canadian premiere at Loew's in Toronto starting Oct. 2, it was announced
following conferences between Ted
Gould,

general

sales

will

manager

for

M-G-M

Films of Canada, and home
office executives.
Currently showing
in Toronto at Loew's key theatre is

"The Merry Widow," which will be
continued for a third week before
"Ivanhoe" opens.

Pinanski at Detroit Meet
Detroit, Sept.
ski,

who

16.

— Samuel

serves with

Pinan-

Trueman Rem-

busch and Al Lichtman as one of three
co-chairmen who are directing the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' activities, may be on hand to
attend the Allied Theatres of Michigan convention Oct. 20-22. Pinanski
has accepted Allied's invitation and is
attempting to arrange his schedule to
be able to appear for an address Oct.
21 at the Tuller Hotel.
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OUT OF ONE MASTERPIECE ANOTHER HAS BEEN CREATED!

He searched

for his lost soul ... in the bitter

sweet of Parisian nights

.

.

.

through a war

in

Spain

.

.

.

and

hippopotami-teeming waters of throbbing Africa. And now he stood before the great mountain of Kilimanjaro,
at the

edge

of

"Ngaje Ngai/' House

of

God, and he dared not enter

—

for his

life

as

his loves

had been a

sin

!

PECK HMWARD

TWENTIETH CENTURY- FOX
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and
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CARROLL • TORIN THATCHER

.

ERNEST

AVA NORRING

•

HELENE STANI

!

Ernest

Hemingway's
greatest

love story
filmed against

the most

adventurous

backgrounds
in the

world

today

He seorched

bitter sweet of Parisian
for his lost soul ... in the

Africa.
hippopotami-teeming waters of throbbing

nights

.

.
.

And now he stood before

House of God, and he dared not
atthe edge of "NgajeNgai."

enter— for

through a war

in

Spain ...and

the great mountain of Kilimanjaro,

his life

as

his

loves

had been a

sin!

AVA

SUSAN

GREGORY

acked by the

PECK HMWARD GARDNER,

greatest advertisin
publicity

and

xploitation campai
in the history of

20th Century-Fox!

One of the powerful, full-color national
magazine ads which is pre-selling
"THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO"
to

124,682,000 READERS

of:

LOOK-AMERICAN WEEKLY- HARPER'S
BAZAAR -PICTORIAL REVIEW -COSMOPOLITAN

•

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

•

HOUSE

BEAUTIFUL -TOWN AND COUNTRY
PHOTOPLAY -MODERN SCREEN -SCREEN

TWENTIETH CENTURY- FOX

ERNEST

presents

HEMINGWAY'S*

STORIES - MOTION PICTURE • SCREENLAND

SILVER SCREEN -MOVIE LIFE -MOVIE

STARS PARADE MOVIELAND • MOVIE FAN
•

'NOWS 9>
HILDEGARDE N E F F

and

LE0

i
MOVIE TEEN

-

CARR0L1- • T0R|N thatcher

•

ava norring

•

helene stanieVsj

ti'^W^, |r ^uutc^

o^dcd

by

ffe^ r4*A

CaMfr ^ohUAo^

•

MOVIE PIX

•

SCREEN FARE

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S

7M£

COLOR.

BY

TECHNICOLOR,

NOW

AT THE

NEW YORK

B ecause

of the extraordinary quality of this picture,"The

Snows of

Kilimanjaro" will be available for special pre-release engagements in
selected theatres in a limited

number

These pre-release engagements

of large cities for October showing.

will generate exploitation possibilities

and

word-of-mouth publicity seldom before attained by any motion picture.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Sept. 17,

Wednesday, September
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National

(

Universal-International)

A

suggesting a twirl of the dial to tune
out television, as the family goes out
to see "C0w/>aHj'o">-Approved Movies"

which the McCann-Erickson agency

knows how

it

In the

"Yankee Buccaneer"

JJ/' OMAN'S Home Companion
rr adds a twist to its advertising
Picture Daily, by
in today's Motion

in

SHMIWBHMHMBMMMHMi

Reviews

Pre-Selling

proves that

9

make

to

GOOD ADVENTURE YARN,

wrapped

in color

by Technicolor, has

been fashioned by producer Howard Christie. The sea tale, highlighted
action shots of the Spanish Main and bold American Navy men, should
please both the young and the old, for there is sufficient high adventure to
make most people forget the cares of the day.
The story-line itself has all the tested ingredients. Jeff Chandler is the
ship captain, gruff, hewing to the book, respected, but feared. Scott Brady is
the executive officer, bearing sealed orders he is young, upright, callow, and
Chandler resents him. George Matthews is the chief petty officer, knowing
both men as men, confident in their ability, and himself realistic, amiable and
slightly inclined towards the bottle. Joseph Calleia is the Spanish governonr,
hiding a raw cruelty behind sophistication, glibness and culture. Suzan Ball
is the Portuguese countess, whose arrival among men living a lonely naval
life stirs rivalry and chivalry in Brady and Chandler. The sealed orders are
for the American man-of-war to turn buccaneer, and its men to lose their
identities and become prey-hunting pirates. The idea of this is to find where
the pirates are, then to send the information to the American fleet, which
attacks in force.
The finding of the countess upon an island resolves the problem. She is
fleeing the very Spanish governor who is in league with the pirates and the
Portuguese fleet. Both plan to waylay a wealthy cargo from Rio. Her difficulties entangle the Americans with the Spanish governor, whom they outwit
and capture, and from whom they obtain the information they seek.
There are fights, ambushes, storms and disasters at sea, and even a fight
between Brady, trying to repair a broken rudder, and a shark.
Frederick de Cordova directed, from a story and screenplay by Charles K.
Peck, Jr. Others in the cast include Rodolfo Acosta, George Mathews, James
Parnell and David Jansen.
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. For October

THEATRE

Equipment

World
m

m

with

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

;

and influence advertisers.
Rcdbook names "Sudden Fear" as its
October choice of the "Picture-of-theMonth" with feature editor Florence
Somers promising that "no audience
will be running up the aisles for popcorn during this exicting film." Refriends

.

we

cently,

RKO

.

.

inadvertently credited this

Radio Joan Crawford starring
vehicle to United Artists, something
UA didn't mind but RKO Radio did.
.

.

.

LIFE

devotes

United Artists's
star

of

"The

its

front cover to
Rita Gam,

silent siren,

Thief,"

with an inside

story spreading over three pages, an

accomplishment that makes the

first

25 years seem like
nasomething-for-wishful-thinking.
silent

picture

in

A

tional promotion campaign accompanies the innovation, and we assure
them of great popular success, based

on the sample. Among sponsoring
advertisers are Aquascutum Raincoats,
Pabst Beer, Meilink Safes and Clinton
Swan men's clothes, if that gives you
any idea of the plot.
•
Lustre-Creme places its wonderful double-page spread of 36 Hollywood stars and their current
pictures, under the heading, "Don't
Be a Living Room Captive," for
another insertion in This Week, in
Sunday's New York Herald Tribune
proving that what's good can be
done again. Tag line says: "Save
these two pages as your directory
of outstanding movies." The same
issue contains a color-splash story
by Louis Berg, entitled "Hollywood
Discovers Mars," which will set off
more space ships between the
planets.

•

The next Sunday edition of Pictorial
Review will carry an interesting and
revealing story on Leo Genn. It was
written by Louella Parsons and tells
about Genu's career when he was a
practicing barrister in London. Genn
also did the commentary at the time
of the coronation of King George VI,
in addition to reading the death speech
at the time of the King's passing.
is featured in Paramoxmt' s "Pleasure

He

Island"

and

M-G-M's

"Plymouth

Adventure."
•

Look magazine

is

devoting

seven

pages, in color and black-and-white,
to an unusual picture story on John
Huston's "Moulin Rouge," starring
Jose Ferrer as Toulouse Lautrec, in
the issue which goes on sale Sept.
it was announced by Francis
M.
Winikus of United Artists.

23,

•

Four-day radio and TV coverage
of tonight's world premiere of 20th
Century-Fox's "Snows of Kilimanjaro" will give the picture one of
the biggest send-offs ever accorded
a film on the air waves. Internathe Armed Forces Radio
Service will carry a tape recording
of the entire proceedings at the
Rivoli theatre, and locally, Jinx
Falkenburg will interview personalities for her NBC show.
tionally,

Walter Brooks

release.

The Magic Box
(J Arthur Rank-Mayer-Kingsley)

A LAVISH,

STAR-STUDDED

ANEW LIGHT
dim

control system defluorescent lamps
smoothly and efficiently at the turn of
a knob has been developed by General
Electric engineers at Nela Park in
Cleveland. The system consists of a
dimming control unit and especially

signed to

designed matching ballast. By means
of a circuit which maintains the starting voltage but changes the current
to affect the light output, fluroescent
lamps can be turned on instantly at
any point in the dimming range. By
twisting a knob the lamps may be

dimmed from maximum
till

brightness unthey produce practically no light

all.
General Electric's specialty
transformer and ballast department
will produce the system for use with
either the conventional 40-watt preheat type of lamp, or with the new
40-watt "rapid start" fluorescent lamps.
Two sizes of controls will be made,
one operating up to eight lamps, and
the other up to 35 lamps. The system
is said to be effective in creating special lighting effects, particularly with
colored fluorescent lamps.
•
Carbonic Dispenser, Inc., of Can-

at

film biography of England's William
Friese-Greene, "The Magic Box," dramatizes the evolution of motion
pictures.
The historical validity of the film may be open to question, but not
however the fact that what meets the eye is a generally slow unfolding of the
frequently recited genius-ahead-of-his-time story.
Exhibitors will note immediately that the cast and credits of the film read field, Ohio has announced a new
which should aid immeasurably means of carbonating water in
'like a "Who's Who" of the British industry
Robert Donat stars as the unsung hero of Eric beverage producing or dispensing
in selling the film over here.
Ambler's screenplay, directed by John Boulting and produced by Ronald equipment. Trade - named "SuperNoame. In minor supporting roles are to be seen Laurence Olivier, Leo Cenn, charger," the carbonators convert
Barry Jones, Glynis Johns, Michael Redgrave, Margaret Rutherford, Peter ordinary tap water into concenUstinov, Emlyn Williams and others of equal rank. The appearance of these trated water without use of mewell-known faces in such an array of unimportant roles serves to distort the chanical agitators or refrigeration
proper dramatic emphasis in what is an episodic story anyway.
equipment.
specially designed jet
The film opens in 1921, the very day Friese-Greene died at a London dis- intake nozzle foamesces and recirtributors' meeting, and tells the story of the man in two extended flashbacks. culates the water at high velocity
The first is introduced by his second wife, Margaret Johnson, and covers the into a pressure tank containing
inventor-photographer's latter days between 1896 and 1921, during which he COs gas. This action completely
went deeper and deeper into debt and obscurity in his persistent efforts to destroys the surface tension of the
perfect his conception of color motion pictures. The second and most enter- water and as a result, countless
taining flashback shows Friese-Greene as the successful young society pho- bubbbles are formed. These bubtographer whose great dream of bringing motion to pictures is realized at the bles are filled with and surrounded
expense of fortune and security.
by C0 2 gas making for high saturFor reasons never completely clear, details essential to a compact, dramatic ation. The carbonators are built
story are never presented. These include the exact extent of Friese-Green's with 100 to 500-gallon per hour capcontributions to the development of motion pictures and how the industry acities. Both horizontal and vertieventually grew up and left him behind. There is, too, no attempt to bridge cal tank units are available.
the period between his two wives to bring unity to his story.
•
Individual scenes, however, are brilliantly written and played with humor
A mop wringer tank designed to
and pathos. The whole production, photographed in beautiful color by Techmake use of lightweight interlocking
nicolor, has received much care in sets, costumes and effect.
Designed originally as a cooperative effort for showing at the Edinburgh gearing to multiply pressure has been
Film Festival last year, the film is listed as a presentation of Festival Film marketed by Geerpres Wringers, Inc.,
Productions and J. Arthur Rank.
The assumption by the producers that Muskegon, Mich. The gearing consists
Friese-Greene's activities were vital to the development of films was the of a double row of rack teeth assembled so that they are staggered to give
subject of lively controversey last year.
Running time, 93 minutes. General audience classification. Release date continuous action and prevent the gears
from slipping out of mesh sideways.
Sept. 24.
Both wringers and buckets are electroplated. Single and double tank mopdiscouraged because this was a normal ping outfits are available.
•
trend, and he urged theatre owners to
book as many outstanding pictures
The role products of Textileather
during the period as they could and Corp. of Toledo play in everyday
16.
Dallas, Sept.
Phil Isley, pres- to double their
merchandising and sell- living is dramatized in a new color
ident of Allied of Texas and of Isley ing
efforts during this time.
and sound motion picture entitled
Theatres, witri operations in Texas,
"This is Textileather." Produced by
California and Oklahoma, has sent a
the company under the direction of G.
telegraphic message to all members of $147,500
Vadis'
H. McGreevy vice president in charge
Allied warning them about the usual
Mexico City, Sept. 16.
Metro's of sales, the 16mm. film is now
temporary drop of business in Texas "Quo Vadis" grossed $147,500 during being distributed.
Textileather is one
in the first four weeks following the its five weeks at the Cine Roble
of the largest producers of vinyl
opening of school.
here. It played to the highest prices film and plastic
coated fabrics in the
Isley advised members not to be yet in Mexico, $1.15 for adults.
country.

—

A

—

—

Temporary Drop
In Texas Revenue
—

'Quo

—

Gross

:
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May Ask Senate 16mm.
(Continued from page 1)
arc to remain content as a co-conspirator or join in the fight (as defendto clear our name of this
ants)
charge."
He urged, too, that the fight be
carried to the public and that labor

union and other groups be enlisted.
"What is behind this conspiracy

Rhoden

suit?",
it ?

Have we come

American

life

where

Washington, Sept.

in

$50,000 for his
obtaining films for a phonevision test.
Have similar tactics been employed in
the present case?

Have Right

"We

handsome

Know

we have a right to
urge this convention to
on our law-makers to get the
I

answers."

Rhoden

attention to
"some producers who are selling their
older pictures to television in conflict
with our previous requests" and asked
"What are we going to do about it?"
"We owe our allegiance," he said, "to
also

who have shown

"Also," he continued, "we must
recognize and appreciate the
decision by many of our outstanding stars to reserve their
talents to the screen. These
personalities deserve our loyal
support, and by support I mean
to do our utmost in merchandising the pictures in which they
appear. They are working for us
and us alone. Let us work for
them."

The keynote Rhoden sounded in his
speech was one of confidence in the
future of the industry. With it, he
said, there should and must be industry unity to meet common problems
and fight common battles. He lauded
the campaign being waged by the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations for repeal of the Federal admission tax and urged
members to
"get behind COMPO, extend its presentation, enlarge its scope and authority, and let it become the voice
of the industry, fortified by the wholehearted support of all phases of this
business, so that it will be well prepared to cope with any problem which
now exists or may arise to confront

—

TOA

the industry."

Reasons for Confidence

Rhoden reviewed the current reasons for confidence in the future of
the industry, the marked improvement
in theatre attendance, better product
coming from Hollywood

studios,

which

he hailed enthusiastically and called
upon the convention to go on record
as recognizing, and "extending our
thanks and appreciation to the producers "In checking releases from
July 1 to Nov. 1," Rhoden told the
convention, "we find not only better
pictures than we were given last year,
but more of them. To be specific, in
the stated four months period in 1951
there were 29 pictures of outstanding
quality, whereas in the same period of

clocks

as

this year there will be 43. That
an increase of almost 50 per cent."

and their wives.

was host

is

make even

industry's public relations have
been improved, he declared, with considerable credit for that also going to
Hollywood, specifically to the Motion

Picture Industry Council "and

its

ex-

secretary, Art Arthur" for
spearheading the fight to rid Hollywood of Communist influences and
ecutive,

sympathizers. The result, Rhoden said,
has been better newspaper treatment
better

would

like to see this convention
resolution commending the
work of the
in the
Hollywood 'Red' battle."

adopt

MPIC

All of the resolutions suggested by Rhoden will be acted
upon by committees or the convention before its adjournment.

In reviewing reasons for industry
optimism, Rhoden also cited the progress being made on the industry arbitration plan and its promise of improved industry relations within. He
cited the progress being made in research, in the fields of tri-dimensional
film,
improved projection giving a
sense of depth to the picture and of
large screen theatre television in color,
such as Eidophor and other systems
promise.
He also cited as a reason for optimism the waning addiction to television
by those who have owned sets for
further reaany extended periods.
son for welcoming the future, he said,
is
the increase in the birth-rate in

A

be guests at

TOA

TOA

A

i

Rodgers Sees
TOA

members

that

York Federal Statutory Court, the
approval of the Department of Justice
and the approvals of the boards of
directors

of

all
the
including

participating
those of the
individual distribution companies.
Those ratifying actions cannot be
taken, Rodgers said, until after the
Court and Justice Department have
given the plan their approvals. All
prior approvals, he indicated, will be
conditional only. Rodgers also took
pains to remind his
listeners

organizations

"very

that credit for
little

TOA

distribution representatives and
and Allied States officials, at which
questions raised concerning the arbitration proposals by company presidents at their meeting in New York
on Monday will be taken up.

Largely Mechanical
difficulty,"

any

final

achievement

must be shared equally by

remains to be straightened out" at
tomorrow's scheduled session here of

"The remaining

of trade relations in which he had
participated had failed, Rodgers stated: "This will not fall through as
the others did."
Rodgers was careful to remind his
listeners nevertheless that much still
remains to be done before an industry
arbitration plan can become a reality.
It must have the approval of the New

TOA

(Continued from page 1)

Rodgers

mechanical, a matter
of language, which I believe will be
ironed out tomorrow."
Rodgers' address was made before
convention session, held imthe
mediately afterward, which was to
listen to a report on the arbitration
said,

izations.

a
splendid

will

relations

with veterans and other civic organ"I

visitors

the White House tomorrow and will
be conducted on a tour of the renovated mansion by the President and
Mrs. Truman. Numerous other special events for the ladies have been
scheduled.
Tomorrow night, the Pepsi-Cola
Co. will be host at a cocktail party
and seafood dinner, and Thursday
night the convention will close with
the big social event of the
week,
the president's banquet, at which the
motion picture companies will be
hosts. Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Association president, will be the
principal speaker. Alfred Starr, new
president, will make his inaugural
address.
Entertainment will
r
include Morton Downey, the
Force band and others.

told

The

at

ideal.

Women

ences."

Hollywood and

films?

saw
"The
Up-

town Theatre here, with Ava Gardner
on hand to greet the exhibitor visitors

"We have no right to demand more
and better pictures" Rhoden reminded,
"unless we as theatre owners are willing to reward them with better audi-

for

was

crowd the pro-

Last night a huge delegation
a preview of 20th Century-Fox's
Snows of Kilimanjaro" at the

He called upon exhibitors to
unite to do a better selling job
for the better pictures being
delivered, to "strive harder to
get better box-office returns. We
must create new selling approaches, build our grosses so
that film returns to the studios
will enable them to
greater pictures.

Tonight, Cola-Cola
a showboat party that
took the delegates up the Potomac
to Mt. Vernon, with dinner and refreshments aboard, and the weather

and luncheons

pers

prizes

Washington, Sept. 16.—TheOwners of America officials are not too happy about
the kind of publicity their
annual convention in session
here is drawing in Washington newspapers. Every feature and syndicated writer
who has had a convention
story published thus far has
written exclusively about the
trade show, mostly refreshment displays, being held in
conjunction with the convention. Plenty of popcorn, candy
and soft drinks, the writers'
refrain goes, but it's a film
trade show, where are the

gram.

First winner this morning
was Mrs. Dorothy Lang, a
Clarksburg, W. Va., exhibitor.

called

the courage
and good judgment to turn down a
few quick dollars, even at the expense
of being charged with conspiracy for
protecting the interests of their primary market."
those

—Irving

each day of the three-day
convention, to be awarded to
lucky ticket -holders among
those arriving in the first 20
minutes of the opening of
meeting room doors.

believe

know and
call

to

16.

Mack of Filmack, Chicago, a
visitor at the Theatre Owners
of America convention here,
is cooperating in endeavoring
to solve a convention problem
of late arrivals for the morning sessions. He has posted

unlawful? It is a matter of record
that one government official, since
charged with bribery and other misconduct in office, accepted a fee of
is

presumed influence

—

For Early Birds

"Who

inspired
to the place _ in
self-preservation

asked.

Trade Show Hogs
Play in D. C. Press
atre

Washington, Sept. 16. The social
side of the Theatre Owners of America convention here is being well taken
care of. Cocktail parties, buffet sup-

Prizes

1952

Suit Probe

PARTIES, SUPPERS, LUNCHEONS
CROWD TOA'S SOCIAL PROGRAM
Mack Posts

17,

"is largely

TOA

and to act on it.
Rodgers told the luncheon gather-

draft

ing of approximately 250 exhibitors
that the presidents of all distribution
companies and the heads of all of
are
organizations
the participating
recommending acceptance of the arbitration draft to their boards of direc-

all of the
participating
organizations.
While
paying tribute to TOA's contributions,
particularly
those
of
its
general
counsel, Herman Levy, its president,
Mitchell Wolfson, and its former

executive committee chairman, S. H.
Fabian, Rodgers accorded equal credit
for the progress made thus far to the
other participating organizations
Allied States, the distributors, the
Independent Theatre Owners Association
of
New York, Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Association

—

and Western Theatre Owners.
"The combined efforts all," Rodgers
said,
"are responsible for bringing
about this understanding between us
which should result in less of our
time being spent in fighting and more
in tending to our business."
The arbitration of disputes he said,
will be only a part of the benefits
to be derived from the plan.
more

A

valuable reseult, Rodgerse said, will
be the bringing together "of all of
us whose common objective is the
betterment of the industry."

tors.

Recalling that other attempts to
codes for the improvement

establish

America, citing its immediate benefit
to drive-ins, many of whose patrons
are there because their children are
urged special
brought with them.

He

attention by exhibitors to the "audience of tomorrow" and commended
producers for making pictures suitable
for the new, young audiences available at reasonable prices.

Berger Urges Tax Repeal
Minneapolis, Sept.

16.

—Benjamin

Berger, president of North Central
Allied urged repeal of the 20 per cent
Federal admission tax at a meeting of
the Southern Minnesota Exhibitors
Association held here today at the
Nicollet Hotel.
Stanley D. Kane,
executive counsel for North Central
Allied, also spoke at the meeting,
urging the exhibitors to work for
repeal of the tax.

;
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TOA

17,
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Smiles and Spending at TO A Meet
Show Theatre Business Is Better

1)

—

also will be

closed to the press.

Levy stated following today's
meeting that some suggestions
for changes in language of the
arbitration draft had developed
and that, conceivably, more
could develop tomorrow. The
suggestions for changes will be
taken into the meeting with distribution and Allied States' representatives to be held here
tomorrow for the purpose of
clarifying and, perhaps, altering
other draft language in consequence of distributor questions
which arose at the meeting of

company presidents
York on Monday.

in

New

closed to the press, it
now appears that in all of the three
days of the convention, only two or
three general busines sessions will
have been open to trade reporters and
All of the board, executive
•others.
committee and other committee meetings also were locked-door sessions.

At the TOA New York convention last year, efforts to close
a number of the sessions, particularly the trade practice complaints session, to the press
were thwarted by the membership when put to a vote. This
year, the membership was not
given an opportunity to express
itself on the question.

;

;

for Allied States and Emanuel
Frisch for the Metropolitan Motion

Myers

draft, both by distributors and TOA,
were described here tonight as "minor" and unlikely to create problems
of any kind.

Acceptance Predicted

The

convention, scheduled to open
officially at 9 :30 this morning, actually did not get under way until 10 :30.
About half the 25 seats in the convention hall were filled at that time, but

more came in later. The meeting room
was decorated with plugs for arbitra-

Levy,

sion for discussion of the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit,
on the conclusion of which TOA
will decide whether it will seek
to intervene to have itself made
a defendant in the action, or
merely to continue in the status
of an accused co-conspirator,
which it now has. Indications
also point to a vote in favor of
seeking the status of a defendant.

Fabian,

Rhoden,

TOA

Following the TOA convention
examination of the arbitration
draft, the convention is scheduled to continue in closed ses-

colorful

A. Julian Brylawski, convention chairman, called the meeting to order. On the dais were:

TOA

TOA

— large

valances being
hung at eye-arresting angles proclaiming that "Industry Salvation Is Inwarning:
Arbitration";
or
dustry
"Arbitrate or Strangulate," or asking: "R. U. the 'U' in Unity?"
tion

When

the arbitration draft has
been fully described to and discussed
convention, which is exby the
pected to be by noon tomorrow, the
membership will vote on its
acceptance or rejection, with acceptance freely predicted on all sides. If
agreements are reached tomorrow on
changes in language proposed by those
present at the exhibitor-distributor
meeting, Rodgers said the arbitration
draft would be released for publication, providing the exhibitor organizations had no objections, as soon as
the changes in language agreed upon
could be entered in the draft.
tonight said it had no objections to
release of the draft.

also

plaints,

;

Picture Theatres Association. Levy
holds a power of attorney for Western
Theatre Owners, and the other conIndependent
member,
the
ference
Theatre Owners Asociation of New
York, will be contacted by telephone
during the meeting if a vote is necesary. All suggested changes in the

SOL LESSER

S

"Under the Red Sea"
ALBANY
FoxScr. Rm.
1052 B'way

Thurs. 9/25

R.

J.

Wolfson, Elmer
O'Donnell and

Business Optimism
(Continued,

from page

RKO

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

Scr.

195 Luckie St.,N.W.

industry with the campaign not yet
completely under way
publications
across the country are siding with the
industry
against
the
government's
16mm. anti-trust suit; industry arbitration machinery is in process of
being developed
progress is beingmade in theatre television and in the
utilization of home television for exploiting pictures and selling theatre
;

;

Wolfson

"more and

said,

more patrons are returning to the
movies and indications are that business will continue to improve."
Wolfson said in his travels around
the country as president of the
in the past 12 months he found "many
exhibitors guilty of a self-induced
sleeping sickness even among many
who kept their theatres in good shape
and worked hard to sell their product." He said he referred to exhibitors
who go it alone failing to support
their
exhibitor
organizations
and
doing nothing to aid in solving industry problems of equal importance
to all.
"Show me an exhibitor who says

TOA

—

problems are local ones and
I'll show you a badly deluded person.
Lets work on our common problems
united in mind and spirit," Wolfson
all

his

concluded.

address of welcome was made
F. Joseph Donahue, president of

District of Columbia Commissioners, in which theatre owners of
the district were commended for their
response to many appeals for civic
and charitable causes and patriotic

the

Westwood

to

Make

P.M.

FoxScr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25
308 S. Church St.

3:30 P.M.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr.

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 11:00
1300 S. Wabash Ave.

A.M.

CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm.
12 E. 6th St.
Thurs. 9/25

9:30 P.M.

CLEVELAND
Fox

Scr. Rm.
Thurs. 9/25 10:00 A.M.
2219 Payne Ave.

Rep. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.
412 S. Harwood St.

DENVER
Rm. Thurs. 9/25

Para. Scr.

2100 Stout

3:30 P.M.

St.

DES MOINES
FnvSrr. Rm.
1300 High St.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

DETROIT
Blumenthals
Scr.

Rm.

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

2310 Cass Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25
517 N. Illinois St.

2:30 P.M.

KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr.

Rm.

Wed.

1800 Wyandotte

9/24

2:30 P.M.

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

Scr.

1980

S.

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.
Vermont Ave.

MEMPHIS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

151 Vance Ave.

MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen

Room

Wed. 9/24 10:30 A.M.

Hollywood,

Sept.

16.

Fox

—

such activities which, Donahue

have done so much to improve
community spirit and good relations

said,

to 'Fatima' Star

Press Won't Be There

Levy

told the convention he believed
arbitration and the 16mm.. suit would
be the most important subjects to be

placed before the convention. When
they are, the industry press will not
be permitted to be present.

Discussing the ASCAP tax on
non-film music, Levy told the
convention it was a legally justified impost and that there were

no satisfactory ways of avoiding it, other than to dispense
with ASCAP music entirely.

Sept. 16.

— Susan Whit-

Warner Brothers'
ney,
star of "The Miracle of
of Fatima," was awarded

12-year-old

Our Lady
a

special
scroll

youth achievement trophy and
by the Los Angeles Downtown Business Men's Association.

COMPO

Thurs. 9/25

3:30 P.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

200 Liberty

Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 11:00 A.M.

Scr.

630 Ninth Ave.

OKLAHOMA
Scr.

Rm.

10 N. Lee

Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.

St.

OMAHA
FoxScr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10
1502 Davenport St.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs.
250 N. 13th

:30

A.M.

9/25 10:30 A.M.

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Thurs. 9/25
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

3:00 P.M.

Rm. Thurs. 9/25 10:00 A.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 9/25 11:30 A.M.
3143 Olive St.
Star. Scr.

had something
support of

less

TOA.

than the complete

TOA

president,
Wolfson, retiring
called upon the membership to help

the goals of better liaison
units and bebetween individual
tween them and the
New York
office
better trade press relations
better general press relations, better
mempublic relations increased
bership and development of industry
and exhibition research. Every
unit should conduct at least a onemonth membership drive annually,
Wolfson advised.
Convention registrations were closed
tonight with a total slightly in excess

achieve

TOA
TOA

Pat
Brylawski,
substituting
for
McGee, a co-chairman of the Council
officers gave as the reason for
Motion Picture Organizations'
maintaining secrecy on that session of
their apprehension that some mem- campaign for repeal of the Federal
ber might be quoted in a manner that admission tax, who was not present,
would jeopardize TOA's legal status lauded COMPO's work and told the
as a party named in the suit. Never- convention he "hopes to see
theless,
with
Thursday morning's given the complete support of all exbusiness session, devoted to exhibitor hibitor organizations." Listeners reof 500.
grievances and trade practice com- called that in other years

COMPO

Rm.

PORTLAND

;

TOA

Scr.

40 Whiting

Fox

Award

Hollywood,

the district.

Scr. Rm.
Thurs. 9/25 10:30 A.M.
1015 Currie Ave.

Fox

NEW HAVEN

Morris Features

Producer
Vincent Fennelly has announced formation of Westwood Productions to
make Wayne Morris vehicles released
endeavors. Brylawski was personally by Monogram. "Marksman" will be
complimented for his leadership in the first under the new trademark.

in

3 :30

CHARLOTTE

MINNEAPOLIS

An

many

BUFFALO

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

Myron Blank.
by

2:30 P.M.

DALLAS

tickets.

Finally,

Rm. Thurs. 9/25
122-28 Arlington St.

Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm.
Thurs. 9/25
498 Pearl St.

1)

3:30 P.M.

ATLANTA
BOSTON
RKO Scr.

Attending the latter meeting tomorrow will be W. F. Rodgers, distribAustin
utors' arbitration chairman
Keough, Robert Perkins and Adolph
MitSchimel, distribution attorneys
chell Wolfson, S. H. Fabian and,
Abram F.
possibly, Levy, for

TOA

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS of

Washington, Sept. 16. If observers need any assurance that
theatre business is better now than it was a year ago they need
only contrast the atmosphere at the Theatre Owners of America
convention in session here this week with that which prevailed
last year at the New York convention.
Smiles and jocularity are abundant now where they were rare
then; spending by visitors is more noticeable because there's more
money; complaints are fewer, even about film terms, and there is
less tension, worry and puzzlement than a year ago. The exhibitors are relaxed and enjoying themselves.

will be continued at the third business
session of the convention, starting to-

morrow morning. Which

11

;

TOA

TOA

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

216 E. 1st

St.

Thurs. 9/25
South

2:30 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

245 Hyde

Thurs. 9/25 10 :30 A.M.

St.

SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave. Thurs. 9/25

2:30 P.M.

SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Thurs. 9/25
212 N. Philips Ave.

9:00 A.M.

WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr.

932

Rm.

New

Thurs. 9/25 10 :30
Jersey Ave.

A.M.
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India's
Mexico, Too, Has
Controls Troubles
Mexico

City, Sept.

On

16.—The

disturbed by talk in
government circles that the
new administration of President-elect Adolfo Ruiz Cortines, who begins a six-year
term on Dec. 1, will establish
a ministry to supervise the
motion picture industry along
with official information and
tourism. The trade objects to
being included in such a ministry, considering it as too
trade

is

much government

control.

'Kilimanjaro' Opens
(Continued fro m page 1)
story, stars

Gregory Peck, Ava Gard-

ner and Susan

Hay ward.

From Hollywood, Europe and

India
the
stars have been arriving during
past week to help celebrate the debut
of the production, which marks the
25th anniversary of Darryl F. Zanuck
as a motion picture producer.
Zanuck will join 20th Century-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras as hosts
of the evening, while Miss Gardner
tops the roster of screen personalities
who will be present, among them

Bette Davis, Anne Bancroft, Ava
Norring, Gloria De Haven, Marlene
Dietrich, Gary Merrill, Lisa Ferraday
and Ezio Pinza.

Headed by

New York Mayor

Vin-

cent Impellitteri, noted figures invited include: Sailing Baruch, Jr.,
Joseph Bernard, Yolande Betbeze, Sid

Directors Hit
Gov't 16mm. Suit

Art

—

codes of industries in other countries,
Chandulal Shah, president of the Indian Motion Picture Producers Association, reported at a press interview
here yesterday.
Shah, an Indian producer-director

and

a

member

the

of

official

16mm. government suit.
The complaint stated, in
part
"Our pictures which are
made for big screen viewing
are bound to suffer if final
:

exhibition is confined to small
Improper
viewing.
screen
showing of our top product
could irreparably damage the
prestige which this industry
has built in the past 40
years."

film

censor board of that country, heads a
delegation of 14 top-ranking personalities
of the Indian industry which
arrived here Monday for a four-week,
eight-city tour of the U. S., including
a visit to Hollywood. The group came
here at the joint invitation of the U. S.
State Department and Eric A. Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
Association of America.
For the first time in the history of
the Indian film industry, Shah reported, pictures in both English and
color by Technicolor are being made
there. One such picture has been completed and another is now being edited,
he said. Producer Gabriel Pascal next
year will make a film in India, a
country which has 3,000 theatres and
100 16mm. mobile units, he added.

Accompanying the visitors on their
Stone of the
will be Harry

tour

MPAA's

international division.
Members of the Indian delegation
include film actresses Nargis, Surya-

kumari, Arundhati Mukherji and Bina
Rai actors Raj Kapoor, Prem Nath
and David Abraham; producer-director
Chandulal Shah, who is also
president of the Indian Motion Picture
producer-diProducers Association
prorector-exhibitor B. N. Sircar
ducer-director K. Subramanian; Nitin
Keki Modi,
Bose, producer-director
director and exhibitor
M. R. Acharekar, art director
D. P. Divecha,
cinematographer.
The visitors will be in Washington,
Sept. 19-22; Knoxville, Sept. 23-24;
Denver, Sept.
Chicago, Sept. 24-27
28-29; Salt Lake City, Sept. 30-Oct.
;

Caesar, John Carradine, Count and
Countess Cassini, Bennett Cerf, Ilka
Chase, Harry Conover, Nancy Craig,
Vicki Cummings, John Daly, Martha
Deane, Laraine Day and Leo Durocher,
James A. Farley, Pegeen
Fitzgerald, Nina Foch, Arlene Francis, Betty Furness, Eva Gabor, Dave
Garroway, Billy Gaxton, Bernard F.
Gimbel, Ben Grauer, Nancy Guild,
John Gunther, Rudolph Halley, Johnny Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Lahr, 2, and Hollywood, Oct. 3-12'. Main
Bill Leonard, Robert Q. Lewis, Mr. social event of the visit to the film
and Mrs. John Loder, Henry R. Luce, capital will be a gala dinner attended
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Lynn, Tex by American screen stars and other
McCrary, Eloise McElhone, Irene Hollywood notables.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Manning, Garry Moore, Elliott NuThe group will return to India by
Lew Parker, Roberta Peters, way of Hawaii and Japan.
Georgie Price, Gregory Ratoff, Irene

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood, Sept. 16. In a
complaint to U. S. AttorneyGeneral McGranery, the Society of Motion Picture Art
Directors has protested the

Ninety per cent of the production
code of India is based on the U. S.
industry's Production Code, and the
other 10 per cent is based on the

Tomorrow
For Adam Adams,

rights under the Eady Plan in
respect of the current year endingSept. 30, 1952, and in respect of the
year ending Sept. 30, 1953. However,
the distributors are entitled to invest
their share of the Eady reserve in
27 different ways, including co-producfer

tion

in

England.

was estimated

It

that

the

amount

by which the dollar transfers of American companies will be abated will
took only 20
be $5,900,000.
minutes to approve the agreement at
its meeting here Monday.

MFEA

U.K. Industry Groups Disturbed
Over Eady Plan 'Non-Cooperators'
London, Sept. 16. All four British

—

trade

Quigley Awards
(Continued from page 1)
be so recognized.
Additionally, the Quigley Overseas
Grand Award was given to the owner
and manager of the Argora Theatre,
Brussels, Belgium.
In addition to Wolfson, E. E. Whittaker, operations manager of Georgia
Theatres, and Harry Mandel, director
advertising-publicity and assistant
Theato the vice-president of
tres, participated in the presentation.
large number of the nation's top
showmen and visiting industry executives witnessed the presentation of the
Awards, among them J. Meyer Schine,
of

RKO

A

M. A. Lightman,

Bam-

Leon

Sr.,

Arthur Silverstone, E. W.
Aaron, H. M. Richey, Pierce McCoy
of Georgia Theatres, (the 1948 Grand
Award winner), Robert Wilby, J. C.
Herman Levy, Morris
Shanklin,
Loewenstein, Irving Mack, Joseph
Stein, Myron Blank, Jack Levin, and

berger,

others.

Judges for the awards are the adpublicity and exploitation

vertising,

executives of distribution

and major

circuits.

The

home

offices

presentations

are made for the best showmanship
displayed in a large situation where
managers may have the help of
home office publicity departments, and
the other for small situations where
the manager generally is limited to
his

own

initiative

and

effort.

vs.

AFL

Film

WB on Solicitation
—
Hollywood,

Sept. 16.

voted today at its regular
weekly meeting to file a labor grievance with NLRB against Warner
Brothers studio demanding return of
"all monies exacted from employees
Council

are

disturbed

at

growing number

Some theatremen are depositing the amounts due from them
in separate banking accounts
and say they will hand over the
cash as soon as their complaints
over the pool's administration
are dealt with. Others frankly
admit they will never pay until
the so-called voluntary levy is
made statutory.
At a recent private dinner in his
honor, Sir Wilfrid Eady told trade
representatives very plainly that if the
voluntary levy broke down the government would not hestitate to make
the plan statutory. Sir Wilfrid is no
longer in the government service but
it may be taken that his speech represents the Treasury view.
The suggestion has been made that
the government may do away with
the present Eady plan and substitute
therefore a scheme of handing over
to producers a percentage of the aggregate yield of entertainment tax
from theatres. The best-informed political circles, however, maintain that
that is unlikely in the extreme.
In
the present economic position no
government would dare hand over a
production subsidy from the Excheq-

UK

uer,

To File Grievance

associations

of Eady Plan
"non-cooperators" or defaulters. Latest returns show that 266 exhibitors
now are refusing to pay the levy
representing an estimated loss to the
pool of £80,500 a year.

the

gent,

Rich, Billy Rose, Lanny Ross, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Sherwood, Commis- Services
sioner Walter Shirley, Herb Shriner,
66
Michael Todd, Mel Torme, Gene
Services will be held tomorrow
Tunney, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,
Fred Waring, Paul Winchel and at his home at Orange, N. J., for
Adam A. Adams, 66 years old, who
Jane Wyatt.
The premiere will have extended died on Monday at St. Michael's Hosradio and TV coverage with three pital in North Bergen from a heart
networks concentrating on the event. attack which he suffered on July 13.
Adams, a veteran in exhibition in
In advance of the opening, CBS-TV
put a special camera crew to work North New Jersey, was the owner
filming events leading up to the cul- of the Park and Adam theatres in
mination of the premiere. They will be Newark, the Park Lane at Palisades
on hand filming final footage this Park, and the Astor at North Bergen.
evening of the celebrities and crowds Surviving are his widow, Marie, three
This feature news sons, Thomas, Emanuel and Peter,
at the theatre.
report will be broadcast over CBS and a daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Pantages.
tomorrow night.

1952

Okay Pact

Code Based

U.S. Industry's

17,

it

was

said.

One main objection among theatremen is to the plan's fixed-price levy.
Objectors claim that the levy should
be on a percentage basis. But the
overall grievance relates to the manner
in which the pool is distributed.
It
is pointed out that a mediocre picture
which is booked only because it carries a quota ticket gets a share of the
pool with no guarantee that its producer won't go on turning out lowgrade product. That, say the com-

by representatives of management" for
the Eisenhower-Nixon campaign.
plainants, is the direct opposite of
In a statement issued after the meetthe purpose for which the fund was
ing, council chairman
Roy Brewer
established.

organization considers
political solicitation as allegedly conducted at Warner studio in "violation
of our contractual relations."
declared

the

Lyons Services Today

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 16.
Charles
Lyons, veteran exhibitor and owner
Hollywood, Sept. 16. In reoly to of the Rialto Theatre at Aitkin. Minr
the action of the AFL Film Council passed away at his home Sunday. He
this afternoon Harry M. and Jack L. is survived by the widow and a son,
Is
"The Egyptian," by Mika Waltari. Warner issued the following state- Kenneth, manager of the Rialto. Funeral services will be held in Aitkin
He will star Marlon Brando.
ment.
Casey Robinson, who did the script
"We Warner Brothers have always tomorrow.
Darryl Zanuck, vice-president of for "Kilimanjaro", was with Zanuck exercised our American rights to
20th Century-Fox, who returned from and has returned to do the screen- campaign for the person and party we shall ask friends and employees
Europe yesterday to attend the world play for "The Egyptian," which will of our choice.
Warner Brothers who feel as we do to join us in helppremiere of "The Snows of Kiliman- be Zanuck's only personal production intend to continue to exercise this ing to elect this great American to
jaro" at the Rivoli Theatre tonight, for 1953. Zanuck will return to Cali- American right. We shall campaign the presidency of the U. S. Those
reported that while in Europe he fornia immediately after the "Kiliman- as volunteers for Dwight D. Eisen- who do not agree are perfectly free
purchased the rights to the novel, jaro" premiere.
hower in the current campaign and to vote and campaign as they see fit."

Zanuck

—

Here for

'Snows' Premiere

We

.

*

flpn^Btto- ire ktm/'

Currently advertised
in

the

Companion

COMPANION

in

money

readers form the most loyal movie audience

America today. That's why Hollywood has invested more
in the

Companion during

the past six

years than in any other monthly magazine.*

The Merry

Widow

MGM

Because You're Mine

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

^Except of course the fan magazines.
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THEY BUILT THE GREATEST
MPIRE THE WEST

...and with his
rabble

army

at his

side—

he defied the
world to
destroy

it!
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Arbitration

System for
Months: Myers

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

16mm.
Press Shut Out

—Abram

Meeting Sessions

Washington,

Sept. 17.

TOA

Of Most

TOA

No Action Taken on

eral

counsel

By

of

o

—

not feel there
would be an inarbitration system for

—

,

if

all.

Myers made

'Snows'

statement

following

chamber session today except for a
of films to television and other non-theatrical users.
in the morning when
The arbitration plan was left incomplete following the meeting
theatre television was being discussed.
representatives
with
distribution
The final convention day tomorrow
(Continued on page 9)
and Allied States here today with
as little prospect remaining that the
convention can take any effective or
to
Is
Washington, Sept. 17. An ex- conclusive action on it in the final
perienced advertising man proposed to day, tomorrow. The most that could
(Photo on Page 6)
the Theatre Owners of America today be done would be to approve the

20-minute period

dustry

this

SHERWIN KANE

—

—

f

America, said
today he did

many months,

Opening

Proposes Passes
Public
'Samples'

—

Viewed by Thousands

a

meeting here today with other

Abram Myers

representatives of distribution and ex(Continued on page 8)

Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro" had its world premiere
last evening at the
Rivoli Theatre
here, climaxing five years of pre-

MVS HAMS Calls

(Continued on page 6)

to incompleted draft subject to changes
by distribution and others,
in sought
which grocery manufacturers give after those changes are explained to
away samples. D. Manchester, vice- the convention. That course appears
to be doubtful in view of the seriously
(Lontinued on page 8)
uncertain status of the arbitration
draft, following today's meeting.
that they give
film theatres in

away
the

free

passes

same fashion

Off-Hours Theatre

COMPO's governing triumvirate will discuss with
the trade press at a luncheon here today suggested approaches to the
Washington, Sept. 17. — Off-hours use of large-screen theatre telepublicizing of develop- vision appears currently to be the most promising and profitable purpose
ments in the industry's to which the costly equipment can be put and may remain so until
drive to kill the 20 per regular programming sources are developed, Robert "O'Brien of United
Paramount
cent admission tax.
Theatres, New
•
simultaneous hook-up.
The method

TV Most Promising Now

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 17. —A
letter labelling the Gov-

ernment

Two Major Subjects

Washington, Sept. 17. Theatre Owners of America's convenWashington, Sept. 17.
Theatre
Owners of America's convention, tion here was stymied today by inability to take action on either of
which was half-open to the press the two major subjects before it
the proposed industry arbitration
yesterday,
was in complete star- plan and the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit to force the sale

Allied States
Association

the

Meet

Before Convention; Little Possibility of
Effective Action on Arbitration Plan Today

Myers, gen-

F.

at

Suit, Arbitration

Plan Stymie

Possibly No Plan at All,
Says Allied Counsel

TEN CENTS

1952

18,

York, told the
Theatre Owners

America convention session
on theatre television here today.
0''Brien described the successful off-hours

of

can be used, he pointed out, for sales
meetings, conventions and numerous
other off-hours events at considerable

s 16mm.
suit
profit to the theatres.
Mitchell
Wolfson, former TOA
"ill-advised" and declarpresident and operator of a Miami
film
ing that forcing the
television station, told the meeting he
industry to give its prodbelieved that when 20th Century-Fox
uct to TV would make it imhas readied its Eidophor large-screen
TV equipment for the market, perhaps
possible for the industry utilization of
within the next year, its introduction
to continue independent the large screen
will be accompanied by regular prooperation, was sent to the TV equipment
gramming arrangements.
Robert O'Brien
in
UPT
and
Justice Department toThe discussion from the floor
theatres
other
night by the Screen Writ- which have carried Civi Defense and
subsequently
questioned
the
ers Guild.
other programs on a multi-theatre
(Continued on page 6)
1

»N:ll:lJ^JTn3^^lllll«J!lili«JTOlTECHN>CQ/.OR SMA

JOHN WAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA
BARRY FITZGERALD

the
\
15

QUIET

MAN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

The convention today passed

TOA

a motion directing the new
president, Alfred Starr, and the
new executive committee to
conduct an immediate survey of
TOA's regional units to deter-

what

mine

action

they

wish

(Continued on page 8)

Five

RKO

Theatres

TNT

Network
For Walcott Bout

Join

RKO

Theatres yesterday contracted
Theatre
Network Television
with
to carry Tuesday's telecast of the
Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
heavyweight title bout in all five of
its theatre-TV equipped, houses.
Theatres commitment
The
came with only six days, as of yesterday, remaining before the fight date. It
left only two major theatre-TV equipped circuits, Loew's and Warner

RKO

(Continued on page 6)

Strong candidate
for every "Oscar"
JACK GAVER
UNITED PRESS

Motion Picture Daily

2

Denies Motion Pictures

Personal
Mention
WILLIAM

And

ZOELLNER,

B.

head

short subject and
arrive in Omaha
will
sales,
newsreels

M-G-M's

of

Thursday, September

—

sub-committee

investigating
content today that

—

Edward N. Rugoff

Washington, Sept. 17.
A
consolidated world sales gross
of $15,454,260 for the 13 weeks

Dies Here at 62

ended

last

ported

to

future.

•

Harold Mirisch, Monogram- Allied
Morey
and
vice-president,
Artists
Goldstein,
will

general

manager,

sales

leave here today for the Theatre

Owners

America convention banWashington.
of

for

the

ills

of our society."

FBI figures for 10 cities with
television and 10 without it during
the period from 1946 to 1951, which
showed that there was no change in
the crime trend after television was

Edward N. Rugoff
Becker,
brief

62,

illness

died
in

of

last

Mt.

mittee

introduced.

re-

&

versal Pictures and its subsidiaries. The gross for the
corresponding period of the

Appearing before the Harris subcommittee of the House Interstate
Commerce Committee, Mrs. Geraldine
Zorbaugh, general counsel for the
American Broadcasting Co., declared from Riverside Memorial Chapel.
there was no evidence at all that
Survivors are the widow, Rose, a
television crime shows have produced son,
Donald, a brother and three
a crime increase. She gave the com- sisters.

books are only

was

night after a
Sinai Hospital.
He was president of Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Association.
He has been a circuit operator in the
New York area for more than 30
years.
Services will be held tomorrow

O'Brien, secretary of Britain's
National Association of Theatrical and
Kine Employes and newly-elected
president of the Trades Union Congress in London, is scheduled to make
an official visit to the U. S. in the near

Tom

radio and comic
seeking a "scapegoat

television,

2,

Securities

Exchange Commission by Uni-

television
pictures,

Aug.
the

Rugoff and

today from Minneapolis. He is slated
to visit Des Moines, Kansas City and
St. Louis before returning to New
York on Sept. 26.
•

program
people who blame crime on motion

13-Week World

Sales $15-Million

Video Spur Crime

Washington, Sept. 17. A spokesman for a television network told a
House

'U'

1952

18,

B&K

Dividend

—

Up

Chicago, Sept. 17. Balaban and
Katz Theatres Corp. has announced
a quarterly dividend of $1.50, com-

previous year was $15,533,133.
Figure for the 39 weeks of

ended last Aug. 2 was
$45,831,682, against $44,033,789

1952

for the corresponding period
of 1951.

Top

Vocalists Cut

Songs from 'Hans'

Twenty recordings of the eight
Mrs. Zorbaugh said that the ABC pared with the $.50 dividend paid Frank Loesser songs in Samuel Goldlast
quarter.
Claire Manheimer of M-G-M's radio and television networks screen
wyn's "Hans Christian Andersen" have
been cut by some of America's leadhome office, will marry Michael all their mtaerial very carefully, in
Spergel next month in Miami. Friends order to eliminate possibly offensive programs.
ing vocalists, it was disclosed here
The committee recessed today and yesterday. At least 15 more will be
and associates will tender her a lunch- matter.
Chris Witting, who testified as will continue its hearings Tueseday issued by Oct.
eon at Longchamps on Sept. 27.
1, it was added.
manager of the Dumont Television and Wednesday in New York, with
•
Apart from the Decca records feaCharles Carpenter, manager of Network, told the committee he spokesmen from National Broadcast- turing Danny Kaye, songs are appearTechnicolor Corp.'s office here, and thought the recently adopted television ing, the National Television Film ing with almost all leading labels.
"Anyhere I Wander" has been made
Mrs. Carpenter, announce the birth code would assure reasonably high Council, Columbia Broadcasting Sys
standards of good taste for television tern and the Mutual Network.
by Tony Bennett for Columbia, Jan
of a daughter, Jane, at Lawrence
Pierce for Victor, and Fran Warren
Hospital, Bronxville, N. Y.

quet in

•

•

for

Herbert Yates, Republic
wife,

his

and

president,

executive assistant,
returned here

his

William Saal, have
from Europe.
•

Terry Turner,

A Simple

Statement of Fact

RKO

Radio exploitation head, will be in Chicago today
and will then go to New Orleans and
Dallas.

are here from the Coast.

•

M. L. Simons, home office assistant
to H. M. Richey at M-G-M, is due
back here today from Denver.

There

is

only

ONE

ture trade paper

Airmail Edition in the motion pic-

field.

RKO

rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
the Hollywood studios but to ALL the exhibition
pacemakers in ALL areas of the United States (except
those in the New York or nearby zones who get it by
hand-delivery or first class mail).
It is

—

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture

Radio

for-

eign head, will leave here for Europe
over the weekend.

and

editors

critics of the

leading newspapers, and other

public opinion makers, throughout the nation

—as well

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

Dick Cook,

film department executive of Pictorial Review, is recovering
from a broken foot.

Samuel Goldwyn, now

en

route

here from Europe by boat with Mrs.

Goldwyn,

will arrive

on Monday.

Rosian,

manager, was

in

Universal

17.

-

Composed-conductor Dimitri Tiomkin
was guest of honor and speaker before
the local Business Men's Club at
their weekly luncheon here this week.
Tiomkin wrote and conducted scores
for such films as "High Noon," "The
Big Sky" and "Bugles in the Afternoon."

—delivering two
states —the Airmail

form, by the fastest possible means

days sooner to distant
Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally

to

four

it

is

accorded

MOTION PICTURE

Tiomkin Addresses Unit
Cal., Sept.

in concise factual

district

Albany yesterday.

San Fernando,

Bringing the very latest news reports

preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

•

Peter

is

M-G-M.
made by Guy Lombardo for Decca,
Paul Weston for Columbia and Mary
Small for King. "Thumbelina" was
sung bv Lombardo, and Jimmy
for Columbia, Hugo Winterhalter for Victor and Les Baxter for

also
stu-

dio executive and Frank Reilly,
head of the company's syndicate divi-

Phil Reisman,

People,"

with Kaye and Jane Wyman
for Decca, Doris Day and Donald
O'Connor for Columbia, and Barbara
Ruick and Carlton Carpenter for

"Wonderful Copenhagen" has been

•

James Johnson, Walt Disney

sion

"No Two

M-G-M.

out

DAILY
Subscription rate $12 per

annum

Boyd

Capitol.

Krim

Elect

to

Board

Of Odeon Theatres

—

London, Sept 17. Arthur B. Krim,
president of United Artists, has been
elected to the board of Odeon Theatres,

J.

Arthur

subsidiary.

Rank Organization

Here on the

final

lap of

a European business tour, Krim is
scheduled to fly back to New York
at

the weekend.
Krim's election

was described as
the close business relationship of the British theatre company and the American distributing
firm. The
president was said to
be one of very few Americans ever
to be elected to the Odeon board, and
at present is the only American member of it. J. Arthur Rank is among
the several Britons on the board.
manifesting

UA

NEWS
!

WHILE
IT IS

Joseph Noriega Is Dead
Joseph Noriega, 52, died of a heart
attack in Mexico City, it was reported
here by
Radio, the funeral will
be held in Hollywood. Noriega started
his career in 1930 as a film editor
wiht RKO. He left in 1945 to go to
Mexico City to produce films for
Ramex Productions. The widow survives

RKO
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Ernest Hemingway^

Technicolor.

The western summit of the African mountain of Kilimanjaro
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God. And he dared not enter

it
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for his

life
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Paris,
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a motion picture!
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MULTI-COLORED ADS THAT WILL PRE-SELL THIS GREAT MOTION PICTURE TO 100,000,000 READERS
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ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
Greatest love story
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Thursday, September

18,

'Movietime, U.

Group

Motion Picture Daily

S. A.'

Touring

Is

Colorado,

;;
;

1952

Wyoming

5

Reviews

Sizeable Increase

In Film Dividends

"The Turning Point"

Washington, Sept.

(Paramount

—

"Movietime
U.S.A.'s" Colorado group of eight
persons have arrived here from Holly-

Denver,

wood

Sept.

17.

week's tour of 35 cities
and towns in Colorado and Wyoming.
Assembled under the supervision of
chairman
Hollywood
"Movietime"
Marvin Schenck and Stanley Richardson of the Hollywood Coordinating
Committee, the group comprises John
Agar, John Derek, director Mervyn
LeRoy, Una Merkel, Debra Paget and
her mother, Margaret Gibson, Barbara
for

a

Ruick and writer Val Scott.
The group was met by a civic committee headed by Congressmen Byron
Rodgers and Edgar Chemoweth and
State's Attorney-General Duke Dunbar.

They

first attended a mass essembly
Denver Coliseum sponsored by
the Denver Post for the benefit of the
Cerebral Palsy Fund, which was attended by more than 30,000 persons.
They were feted at the state capitol
by Governor Dan Thornton of Colorado and then divided up into two
groups and moved out into the state

in the

for

the

tour.

A MARK OF AUTHENTICITY

THERE

The story finds law professor Edmond O'Brien appointed head of a state
crime investigating committee. Although everyone in the know recognizes
Ed Begley as head of a crime syndicate, it's O'Brien's job to nail him. He
is aided by newspaperman William Holden and chief researcher Alexis Smith,
who provides the romantic angle.
One sequence is a perfect take-off on the television performance of the
Kefauver Crime Committee, complete with nervous witnesses, the probing
examiner's questions, and the comic relief.
O'Brien's father, a cop, is being payed off by the crime syndicate and
suffers the pangs of guilt before he is killed. There are additional flashes in
the lives of other characters which illuminate the story. The syndicate is
broken and its top leaders jailed before the film ends, but the price of
courage as shown in the film is high.
Warren Duff wrote the screenplay, from a story by Horace McCoy. Others
Tully, Dan Dayton, Adele Longmire and Ray Teal.
in the cast include
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For November

Tom

Murray Horowitz

release.

In Color Arrives
Negotiations for the distribution in
the United States of "Aan," the first
all-Indian color in Technicolor production, will get underway shortly
following the arrival here yesterday
of Mehboob Kahn, the producer
spokesman for the producer said
that the film will be shown in Washington on Friday by the Motion Picture Association of America for State
Department officials, Indian industry
representatives and others. Kahn plans
to leave for Hollywood Wednesday

A

with Mike Frankovich, sales manager
of Film Locations, Inc., which has
secured U. S. distribution rights for
the film.

Coast Newsmen to
Conduct Forums

be captured by this Mel Epstein
features
loyalty of a white boy brought
up to manhood by Indians. The film, done in color by Technicolor, should
also find a receptive audience among adults whose tastes run along Western
action film lines.
As a boy, Warbonnet, played by Charlton Heston, is adopted by the chief
of a Sioux tribe. The adoption comes when the white boy's entire family
Heston becomes
is wiped out during an attack by unfriendly Crow Indians.
a brave warrior of a Sioux tribe and is accepted as one of its own.
The harmony of his life is broken, however, when Sioux tribes meet to
discuss war against the white men. Heston is sent to the U. S. Cavalry Fort
in the Black Mountains to spy on the whites. There he is attracted to Susan
M'orrow, a sister of a cavalry lieutenant and his conscience begins to upset
him. The threat of Indians killing women and children of the fort finally
pulls his loyalty over to the opposite side.
This brief run-down of the story line, however, does not give credit to
the excitement of the scenes on the screen. The action is highlighted by
the rescue of an Indian maid, an Indian attack on a wagon train, and the
colorful meeting of the Sioux tribes.
George Marshall directed, from a screenply by Sydney Boehm, based on a
novel by L. L. Foreman. Others in the cast include Peter Hanson, Joan
Taylor, Richard Rober and Donald Porter.
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience classification. For November
release.

Sept. 17.
monthly
series of international motion picture
round table discussions and forums,
sponsored by the Hollywood Foreign
Correspondents' Association, will be
inaugurated tomorow evening at the
Paramount Studio.
Billy
Wilder,

of the

Hollywood Motion

WB
On

Completes Work
Coast Radio Unit

Hollywood,

Sept.

17.

—

Warner

Brothers has completed final assembly
work on a new 110-foot radio mast
mounted on the sound building, and
the studio's short wave communication
system with location companies is now
in use again.
highly directional antenna coupled
with a bearing indicator gives the
49-mg transmitter unobstructed range
with any location site in Southern
California. Location sound trucks are
equipped to receive studio signals and
transmit in return, thus eliminating
the necessity of telephonic communication with the Burbank lot.

A

An amusement

industry cooperating

committee of 75 show business executives, actors,
writers, union leaders
and newspaper columnists has been
formed to sponsor and aid the dinner
honoring Actors Equity Association,
to be given by the National Labor
Council of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
event,

commemorating Equity's

segregation at the
National Theatre in Washington, will
be held on Tuesday evening, Dec. 2,
in
New York's Waldorf-Astoria.
against

George Meany, secretary-treasurer of
American Federation of Labor,

the
is

chairman.

Presentation Highlight

A

highlight of the dinner will be
the presentation of a "National Brotherhood Award" to Equity.
Included among members of the
George Brandt,
Committee are
Evelyn Burkey,
Brandt Enterprises
:

;

Authors League of America Newman
Burnett, Radio and TV Directors
Guild; Chester B. Balm, The Film
Daily; Robert Christenberry, Hotel
Astor Robert W. Dowling, American
Simon H. Fabian,
National Theatre
Hy Faine, AmerFabian Theatres
ican Guild of Musical Artists Frank
Farrell, New York World Telegram
& Sun; Oscar Hammerstein II
George Heller, Television Authority
M. Horowitz Harry Hershfield Jack Irving, AmerDavid
ican Guild of Variety Artists
Lawrence
T. Katz, Roxy Theatre
W. Lowman, Columbia Broadcasting
Florence
Bert Lytell, Lambs Club
Marston, Screen Actors Guild Harry
Publicists
Novik, radio station WLIB
E. K.
Hollywood, Sept. 17. Perry Lieber,
O'Shea, Paramount Pictures Georgie
RKO Radio studio publicity director, Price, American Guild of Varietyhas been elected chairman of the StuArtists
Frank Reel, American Feddio Publicity Directors Committee. He
eration
Radio Artists
Victor
of
will serve for the next six months,
Riesel, Post- Hall Syndicate
James
succeeding Alex
Evelove,
Warner Sauter Arthur Schwartz, League of
Brothers publicity head here, who has
New York Theatres Nobel Sissle,
completed a six months' chairmanship
Negro Actors Guild
George P.
of the Association of Motion Picture
Skouras, Skouras Theatres
Spyros
;

;

;

;

;

Lieber Heads Coast
Studio

Films to Further
Improve Training

—

Office of Technical Services, the

partment

Commerce,

of

De-

announced

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

here.

;

a fiveyear study by Pennsylvania State College specialists, offers help in predicting the results of film instruction
more accurately, improving the planning and production of instructional
films and increasing the effectiveness
of film utilization procedures.

The

Picture Abroad."

75 on Committee
To Honor Equity

;

;

"The Fate

Commerce Depart-

;

A joint
Washington, Sept. 17.
Army-Navy research study pointing
through
producer-director
William Holden, the way to better training
pictures
is now available at the
motion
and fashion designer Edith Head will
be the principal speakers at the initial
session, to be devoted to the subejct,

the

reports. It said the reason for the increase was the
fact that Universal paid this
year in August a dividend
paid last year in December.

;

—A

Hollywood,

1951,

ment

The

HEARTS OF CHILDREN WILL
THE
production, which
the divided

dividend

in

victory

"The Savage"

— Pub-

17.

payments by film companies
August were $594,000, compared with $505,000 in August

IS
which distinguishes this
film dealing- with big-time, organized crime in a large city. This Irving
Asher production, ably directed by William Dieterle, also boasts a polish in
acting and characterization. While it is melodramatic in spots, the plot not
only is credible, but represents a certain maturity in its point of view. With
crime impinging on the lives of people throughout the country, through headlines in the daily newspapers, through denunciations from the pulpit and
political rostrum, "The Turning Point" should find a receptive audience.
Intelligently, dramatically, it grapples with the problem.

(Paramount)

First Indian Film

cash

licly-reported

report,

the

result

of

;

Producers' committee.

Another Gardner Drive-in
Albany, N.Y., Sept. 17.— The Turnpike Drive-in has been opened in
the town of Guilderland, between Al-

;

P. Skouras, 20th Century-Fox

;

Rex

Stout, Authors League of America
Ed Sullivan, New York Daily Nezvs;
Lawrence Tibbett, American Guild of
Musical Artists; Richard F. Walsh,

IATSE;

Chris J. Witting,
Television Network.

Dumont

bany and Schenectady, by John Gard-

E. Leigh in

New Post
— Following

the
Toronto, Sept. 17.
departure of Keith Wilson to California, where he has become advertis-

manager

ner, operator of the Colony, Schenectady. He built the 400-car theatre in

two months.

Yugoslavia Film toEllis

for a drive-in
Leigh, formerly manager of the Century Theatre, Ottawa,
has been appointed manager of_ the
Roxy at Brampton, Ont., by National
Theatre Services Ltd., an affiliate of

Jack Ellis, president of Ellis Films,
has acquired the distribution rights to
what is described as the first important film to come from Yugoslavia,

Canadian Odeon.

open

ing-publicity
circuit,

Edward

Altec Board to Meet

—

Hollywood, Sept. 17. The board
of directors of the Altec companies
held its annual meeting at the Beverly Hills plant of the Altec Lansing
Corp. today. Inspection tours of the
Beverly Hills plant and the McKinley
Avenue plant of the Peerless Electrical Products Division followed the

"The Magic Sword." The film will
in New York early in October. meetings.
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At 'Snows of
RKO RADIO PICTURES,
TRADE SHOWINGS

"CAPTIVE
Km.

Scr.

Kilimanjaro' Opening

2:30 P.M.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

son-Maxim bout.
The following

9/30

2:00 P.M.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

RKO

TNT

ATLANTA
Km.

Scr.

195 Luckie

I

Ill's.

9/30 10:30 A.M.

N.W.

St.,

BOSTON
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues.
122-28 Arlington St.

TV

9/30 10:30 A.M.

RKO

BUFFALO

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Mo.
Tues. 9/30
498 Pearl St.
Pic.

CHARLOTTE
Fox
308

Tues.

Rm.

Scr.

Church

S.

Tues.

:

;

Palace Scr. Rm.
Tues.
12 E. 6th St.

9/30

8:00 P.M.

9/30

2:30 P.M.

9/30

2:30 P.M.

Tues.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

Tues.

9/30 10:30 A.M.

CLEVELAND
Tues.
Scr. Rm.
2219 Payne Ave.

Fox

DALLAS
Rep. Scr. Rm. Tues.
412 S. Harwood St.

Rm

Para. Scr.
2100 Stout St.

DES MOINES
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

1300 High

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave. Tues. 9/30

9/30

1:00 P.M.

Rm. Wed. 10/1

2:30 P.M.

KANSAS CITY
1800 Wyandotte

1980

Rm. Tues. 9/30
Vermont Ave.

MEMPHIS
Rm.

Tues.

Fox

Scr.

151

Vance Ave.

2:00 P.M.

9/30 12:15 Noon

MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen
212

Tues. 9/30
Room
W. Wisconsin Ave

2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
Tues.
Scr. Rm.
1015 Currie Ave.

Fox

9/30

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting
Scr.

200

S.

1:30 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

Tues.

9/30

Tues

9/30 10 :30 A.M.

St.

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Rm.

Liberty

St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Scr.

Rm. Tues. 9/30

2:30 P.M.

630 Ninth Ave,

OKLAHOMA
Tues.

9/30 10:30 A.M.

Tues.

9/30

1:30 P.M.

9/30

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 9/30
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

2:00 P.M.

Fox Scr. Rm.
10 N. Lee St.

OMAHA
Fox

Scr.

Rm.

1502 Davenport

St.

PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues.
250 N. 13th

St.

Star Scr. Rm.
Tues.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

LOUIS
Scr.

Rm. Tues. 9/30 11:30 A.M.

3143 Olive

Scr. Rm.
1st St.

216 E.

Tues.
South

Rm.
245 Hyde St.

9/30

1:00 P.M.

Tues.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave. Tues.

9/30

1:00 P.M.

Scr.

SEATTLE
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Tues. 9/30 10:00 A.M.
212 N: Philips Ave.

WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr.

932

Rm.

New

the

Broadway

area,

and by thousands more watching and
listening to the proceedings at home
on television and radio, the event formally ushered in the fall film season
here.
With crowds gathering at the theatre late in the afternoon to view the
arrival of celebrities, special police details had to be assigned to the entire
vicinity.

duction with Gregory Peck and Susan
Hayward, included 20th Century-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras, Darryl
F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production for the studio, who flew
in from Europe, and an official party
of city leaders led by Mayor Vincent
R. Impellitteri.
ABC-TV, in a special on-the-spot
"live" show, trained its cameras on
the theatre for 45 minutes while Jinx
Falkenberg McCrary taped interviews
with the luminaries for rebroadcasting
on her
radio show.
Commentator Martin Starr announced to station
radio and
ABC-TV audiences the top arrivals,

NBC

CBS-TV

had a special crew film-

ing highlights of a feature devoted to
the planning and execution of the
premiere to be shown over the network's outlets this evening. Additionally,

SAN FRANCISCO
Fox

jamming

at

Movietone News and newspaper
and photo service lensmen were on

St.

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Witnessed by crowds estimated

and

PORTLAND

RKO

Northwest Fears

'Kilimanjaro'

WINS

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

ST.

Zanuck.

The roster of luminaries, topped by
Ava Gardner, who stars in the pro-

NEW HAVEN
Fox

Darryl F. Zanuck and family attend the world premiere of his personal
production, "Snows of Kilimanjaro," at the Rivoli Theatre here last night
before a crowd of 15,000. Left to right: Susan Zanuck, Zanuck and Mrs.

15,000

Scr.
S.

RKO

release script and production preparation by 20th Century-Fox.

St.

LOS ANGELES

RKO

RKO

(Continued, from page 1)

INDIANAPOLIS

Para. Scr.

2:30 P.M.

Tues.

Jersey Ave.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

;

will charge $3.60, including
admission tax, for the event in Wash'
ington and Cleveland and $3.00, including tax, in New York, Cincinnati
and Dayton. The addition of the

St.

Univ. Scr. Rm. Tues.
517 N. Illinois St.

RKO

;

CINCINNATI

DENVER

RKO

Fordham, Bronx, New York Keith's,
Washington RKO Palace, Cleveland
Keith's, Dayton, and Albee, Cincinnati.

Wabash Ave.

S.

TNT

Theatres will
carry the bout, originating from Philadelphia's Municipal Staduim

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300

Network

(Continued from page 1)

of

1052 B'way

RKO

1952

Inc.

WOMEN"

Tues.

TNT

18,

Brothers, uncommitted for the event.
There still remains the possibility
that Loew's and Warner will sign
for the bout, but the chances of their
doing so appear to be diminishing.
The addition of
Theatres to
the
line-up virtually assures
that the Walcott-Marciano trans-continental hook-up will be the largest
theatre
net in the history of the
medium. Before the addition of the
five
Theatres,
claimed to
have signed up 36 theatres. The previous high was 39 for the June Robin-

ALBANY
Fox

Thursday, September

the scene

in.

droves.

Fourteen leading industry representatives from India added international
flavor to the proceedings, which will
pattern similar openings of the Ernest
Hemingway screen adaptation in key
cities in the United States and Canada,
plus capital cities of Europe, South
America, Australia, and Asia.
Escorting the guests to their seats

were ten high-fashion models,
in
white gowns inspired by

Snows

attired

"The

of Kilimanjaro."
Thev also
participated in lobby ceremonies.

Football Telecasts
Minneapolis, Sept.

17.

— Box-office

grosses at Minneapolis and St. Paul
Loop theatres will be seriously affected
next year if a campaign underway to

Fordham makes it the
New York to line-up

theatre in
for the bout.
Meanwhile, published reports by
sports writers posing the possibility
that Walcott may refuse to fight unless he gets a contract for a return
match in Pennsylvania were discounted here by the International Boxing
Club, co-promoters of the event. An
IBC spokesman said both fighters
have an iron-bound contract.
fifth

Press-sheets on the Fight

One Available from NSS

A

press-sheet containing copies of
the two-color 40-by-60 and
one-sheet which have been prepared for the Jersey Joe Walcott-

the
the

ads,

have home football games of the University of Minnesota televised is sucRocky Marciano world heavyweight
cessful.
The campaign to have the championship
bout film are now availgames on television is being sponsored
able through National Screen Service,
by the electrical appliance, radio and
Sidney Kramer,
Radio short
television dealers of the Twin Cities
subjects sales manager, disclosed yesand is expected to spread throughout
terday.
the state as more television stations go
The fight picture will not be sold
into operation.
Even without addi- until after
the fight is over and comtional stations it is estimated that perpany executives have decided that the
sons owning television sets within a
material
available
"really
boxis
150-mile area could watch the game.
office," he said.
The two Twin Cities television stations now serve an estimated 325,000
sets in their telecasting range.
Dealers have been asked to write or
(Continued, from page 1)
contact the Regents of the University
upon whom the campaign is being
suitability of some Broadway
centered urging the telecasting of the
stage productions for family
games and to free the University of
audiences.
Stage shows teleMinnesota from the dictates of the
vised directly to theatres had
National Collegiate Athletic Associabeen mentioned as one of the
tion on the matter of televising footprogramming possibilities for
ball games and other athletic events.
large-screen theatre
of the
The dealers claim that televising of
future.
The consensus apthe football games would aid disabled
peared to be that the advanced
veterans and shut-ins unable to attend
admissions of as much as $3
the games and also enable persons unor $4 would automatically exable to buy tickets because of the conclude the younger elements of
stant sellouts to see the games.
audiences at such performances.
Dealers are even willing to attempt
H. Fabian, head of National
S.
to raise a substantial amount of money
as a guarantee if that is what the Uni- Exhibitors Theatre Television Comversity Regents will insist on.
Every mittee told the meeting he believed
year thousands of people from all over the industry will be successful in its
channels before
Minnesota and adjoining states come bid for its own
the Federal Communications Commisto Minneapolis and St. Paul to see the
home games which are played at the sion this fall and next winter. He
urged exhibitors to give financial supUniversity located in Minneapolis.
port to
in its work.
Marcus Cohen, attorney for
NETTC, described plans for the Oct.
Chicago, Sept. 17.
Eugene L. 20
chanhearing on industry
Schroeder has been appointed Midwest nels, stating that the first will be
district manager for Radiant Screen limited entirely to engineering and
Co.
His territory includes Michigan, technical considerations. The January
Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky. Schroe- hearing, he said, will require united
der had been with Montgomery Ward. exhibitor support.

RKO

Off-Hour

TV

TV

TV

NETTC

Schroeder with Radiant

—

FCC

TV

Arthur

C.

Bromberg

Howard Stubbins

Mel Hulling

Herman

Ray Trampe

Nate Schultz

Rifkin

NOVEMBER
SUN

MON

Trampe

Ben Williams

FRI

SAT
Nat Nathanson

William Carmichael

Irving

Harry Berkson

1952
HU

TUE

Oliver

Marks

Bailey Prichard

Ben Abrams

Milton Gurian

****

00"

o*JL

Henry Glover

William Johnson

MONTH

Charles Duer

TO OUR EXHIBITOR FRIENDS
We, the franchise

Milton

holders, district and branch managers
of Monogram- Allied Artists, cordially invite you to join
with us in paying a well-deserved tribute to one of the

Lipsner

Abe Weiner

grandest guys in show business— Morey 'Razz' Goldstein,
our general sales manager. We have selected November as
the special month to show our appreciation of his fine
leadership. With your generous cooperation, we can fulfill

James Myers

F

E.

Dyer

our goal for that month— a Monogram- Allied Artists
picture on every theatre screen.

M.

J.

E.

Max

Ed Cruea

McCarthy

Gil lis

Harold Wirthwein

James Prichard
L.

E.

Goldhammer

-"V

E.

Finch

Ray Copeland

Jack Felix

wm
Sol Francis

W.

Don Tibbs

Nat Furst

M. Schweitzer

J.

E.

Hobbs

Nate Dickman

Harlan Starr

Ar

;
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Suit, Arbitration

Thursday, September

Stymie

(Continued from page

1)

who have worked on the proposed arbitration system. The group

(Continued from page 1)

TOA

points in the draft of the system.
Myers' statement came as a surprise

suit, including that of
seeking the status of a codefendant.
Thereafter,
the
president
and the executive
committee, the motion directed,
should arrange for the holding
of a special board meeting to
carry out speedily the wishes of
the member units. The canvass
of regionals could be completed
within a few weeks, TOA of-

Due for Further Surgery

_

to the entire industry, which had been
led to believe from statements made
by the arbitration planning and drafting committees that an acceptable ar-

was imminent. At a
on Monday,

bitration system

meeting

New York

in

executives and attorneys of the
Motion Picture Association of Amer-

—

Washington, Sept. 17. Another unexpected delay in moving the
proposed industry arbitration plan toward completion occurred today at
a meeting of exhibitor-distributor representatives at the Mayflower
Hotel here, a distributor spokesman said.
The conferees were unable to complete their work on clarification and
possible revisions and additions to the
plan and were obliged to adjourn
(Continued from page 1)
a

later

date,

according to the

Artists had approved the draft of the
proposed system. It was expected that
the approved draft would be presented
convention now meeting
to the
here and to the Allied convention
when it meets in November for

Dancer, Fitzgerald and spokesman.
The exhibitor-distributor represenSample, an agency that handles much
of General Mills' promotions, told a tatives met for about three hours in
convention luncheon today that the hotel suite of William F. Rodghe would be glad to sit down with a ers, distribution chairman for arbitragroup and dis- tion, and the distributor spokesman
Representative
cuss concrete plans for a nation-wide said that a date and place for the
distribution of theatre passes along next meeting would be set as soon as
with the General Mills samples dis- it could be determined when all of

exhibitor approval.

tribution.

sales

member

ica

and

companies

United

TOA

Myers said that there was no
draft ready for the exhibitor organizations to consider and added that the group
was not as far advanced in the
formulation of an arbitration
system as it thought it had been
at the end of August.
final

He

said that no progress had been
at today's meeting and that he
not know what the next step

made
did

would be in the attempt to shape up
a system which would be acceptable
to both distributors and exhibitors.
Myers declared that the film company attorneys and representatives of
the Theatre Owners of America, with
whom he met today, had presented
"numerous changes" which the arbitration planning and drafting committees had not acted upon "largely because the time was consumed with the
same discussions and arguments that
had taken place at the first session
in

April."

He said he would not present
to the allied convention in November "anything except a final
draft that has been approved by
the distributors."
Representatives of distribution present at the meeting today were William
F. Rodgers, chairman of the distributors' arbitration negotiating committee
Austin C. Keough, Paramount

ficials predicted.

Proposes Samples

until

president

of

TOA

TOA

He

suggested

the operation
with the "Movie-

that

could be worked
time" campaign which will tee off in
the fall of 1953 and added that it
might be tied into a contest with

the conferees would be available again.
No official information was made
available to the press on happenings
at the meeting but it was subsequently
in
addition to the
reported that
changes or clarifications in the draft

name for the plan. sought by distribution company presiManchester said it would have to dents following their meeting in New
be "an absolutely maximum, gigantic York last Monday, Theatre Owners
operation to end all operations" and of America representatives, also went
that the public should be offered a into the meeting with proposals for
sample of only "the very best, best changes in the draft. The cumulative
effect, it was said, turned what was
product" in the industry.
Although General Mills was not regarded in advance as a sample opthe only company that could provide eration on the plan into a complicated
the "tools" for such an operation, he bit of near-major surgery.
said, he would like to suggest that
In
consequence, the TOA
theatre owners "send out the passes
representatives, Herman Levy,
through General Mills." The company
Mitchell Wolfson and S. H.
would be willing to expand its proFabian, were obliged to return
dehe
motion budget considerably,
to the TOA convention in sesclared, to a point where it would
sion here and report the inconspend close to $3,000,000 in six to
clusive results.
Whether the
eight weeks, if it were to distribute
situation would prevent the
theatre passes along with its merchanTOA convention from acting
The operation would
dise samples.
on acceptance or rejection of
not cost exhibitors anything, he added.
the draft was not clear at a late
hour today but with the convention scheduled to adjourn
tomorrow that appeared to be
the likely consequence. It had
Betty Hutton, who last March went
been TOA's original plan to
to Korea to perform before combat
submit the draft to the conventroops under the auspices of USOtion today, with approval exCamp Shows, Inc., was awarded yespected almost as a matter of

The

For

terday,

USD Tour
a

citation

for

her

"tireless

The convention spent the

text of

Myers'

with them.

One problem,
claims.
specify

exhibitors seeking- SU ch
to prove in advance that
they had previously petitioned a reduction of clearance. The distribution
clarification,
is
it
reported,
would
make that a condition in order that
suing exhibitors would need to show
loss suffered during the period the

clearance reduction applied for had
been denied. Some of the exhibitors
here regard that issue as vital, rather
than minor.

any case, it is apparent
the turn of events has
robbed the TOA convention of
In
that

course.

"On August 19 I submitted to a
small committee of lawyers a draft of
an arbitration plan based on discussions which had proceeded for many
weeks, together with a suggested
method for presenting the plan to the
courts.
Late at night on August 20
this committee had a draft which we
felt was the best that could be evolved
in view of the divergent interests represented in the conference.
"Today
lawyers

the

and

company

film

TOA

representa-

tives orally presented

numerous

own to suggest.
Nevertheless, it was apparent that
the area of non-agreement if only
on the language of the draft, was
extensive enough to make it impossible to finish the discussions today
and required the later meeting.
If
does not act, either in
convention or at its final board of
directors meeting here tomorrow, it
will be necessary for it to pursue
the same route that Allied is taking
that is, either to call a special meeting of the board to act on the plan
when it is completed, or to poll di-

sider or act upon largely because the time was consumed
with the same discussions and
arguments that had taken place
at the first session in April.

"No

progress was made at today's
meeting. There is no final draft for
the exhibitor organizations to consider.
are not as far advanced as
we thought we were on August 20. I
do not know exactly what the next
step will be. I am not encouraged to
believe that there will be an arbitration system for many months, if ever."

We

TOA

that

damages had

its

opportunity to take conclu-

on the major issues
before it. The convention, in
its closing hours tomorrow, is
scheduled to turn its attention
to drive-in theatres, concessions and admission taxes, with
perhaps some further weighing
of the present and new arbitration status.
The press was
assured
late
tonight
those
meetings would be open to it.
sive action

of its

changes which we did not con-

for example, involves

damages over clearance
The Aug. 20 draft does not

for

suits

effort

state-

en-

16mm. suit. There were clear
indications following the meeting between the exhibitor-distributor representatives today
that the changes of clarifications in the arbitration draft
are of a serious rather than the
"minor" nature, as they have
been described heretofore.
That, at least, is the impression
some of the exhibitors at today's
meeting carried away

;

the

clear
that

tire afternoon today in discussion, at a closed meeting, of the

;

is

the fact

action.

and unceasing devotion to the
In preparation for that procedure,
Adolph Schimel, Universal
Robert men and women of the Armed Forces
W. Perkins, Warner Brothers; and of the United States." The award was Levy spent all of yesterday afternoon
presented at a luncheon of the New and most of this morning summarizHenderson M. Richey, M-G-M.
Exhibitors
were represented by York USO Defense Fund before 100 ing the arbitration proposals for the
Alfred Starr, New TOA president; leading New Yorkers at the Wadorf- convention and opening each phase
Admiral Oscar C. for discussion from the floor. It was
Robert Wilby; Herman Levy, TOA Astoria Hotel.
chairman,
presided, and
Badger,
Fund
general counsel
the result of that discussion that TOA
Emanuel Frisch of
Sauter, president of USOthe Metropolitan Motion Picture The- James E.
went into the meeting with distribuCamp
Shows,
delivered the citation.
atres Association and Myers.
tors with changes and clarifications
:

taken by the convention,

was

indication that
the 16mm. suit
was declared in advance to be one of
the most important issues to come
before the convention, regional units
failed to authorize their delegates to
take action on it.
Accordingly, the
poll of regionals was made necessary.
The motion stated that it was the consensus of the convention that the membership "is incensed and shocked" at
the institution of the Government
despite

;

Here
ment

step

however,

prizes, to select a

Betty Hutton Cited

to take with respect to the

16mm.

hibition

had met to clarify and alter a few

1952

TOA Meet

Arbitration Plan Draft

Myers

18,

The

convention closes tomorrow
with the president's banquet.
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association president
Nathan Golden, the
Commerce Department's film division
chief, and Starr, new
president,
_

night

;

TOA

are the principal speakers.

—

by phone and mail.
In any event, it was apparent that

rectors

the inability to complete the draft
changes today has indefinitely delayed
release of the
publication.

arbitration

draft

for

!
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Coming
— Independent

Mather Inn, Tsh-

peming, Mich.

—

Monogram-Allied ArtSept. 24-26
convention,
national
sales
ists
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

—Joint Defense Appeal,
amusement division, luncheon26

Sept.

New

meeting. Hotel Astor,

York.

—

Kansas-Missouri
30-Oct. 1
Theatre Association annual convention, Hotel President, Kansas

Sept.

Oct. 6-7

— Motion

Owners

Picture

Theatre

of Eastern Missouri, St.

Louis and Southern
nual meeting, Chase

Illinois

an-

Hotel,

St.

Louis.

Oct. 6-10— Society of Motion PicEngineers
ture and Television
convention,
72nd
semi - annual

Hotel

Washington.

Statler,

20-22

— Allied

Theatres

er Hotel,

Detroit.

— Motion Picture Theatre

Oct. 27-29

Owners
tion,

tion.
officials to whom comwere made disclaimed respon-

Organization
plaints

the star-chamber sessions.
The principal explanation given was
that the subjects of arbitration and
government's 16mm. anti-trust
the
suit comprised the main topics of disfelt it could not
cussion and
open the discussions to the press in
view of the fact that distribution has
not authorized publication of the proposals. Most of the latter, however,
have been aired from time to time in
the trade press for the past several
sibility for

takes

also

the

position

Arkansas,
Mississippi annual convenHotel Gayoso, Memphis.
of Tennessee,

—

Oct. 27-29 Motion Picture Industry Council of Canada and national committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Canada joint annual conventions,
Chateau Laurier, Ottawa.

To

date,

it

session

has

at Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C.

sessions, either. There i= complete confusion over arrangements for press conferences,
time and place of meetings and

changes in the printed program
of convention activities.
To
date, very little has gone according to schedule and the im-

at the Century Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE

Filmed
entirely
in

INDIA

patience of numerous delegates
evidenced by the many seen
wandering about the hotel
while the business sessions are
in progress.
It is a case of
closing the meeting to the willing and opening it to the un-

starn ng

Rod CAMERON
Cesar ROMERO

willing.

Marie

The fault does not lie with the convention press contacts, Jack Foxe of
Loew's Washington Theatres; Dick
Pitts
and Howard Bryant of the
New York office. They are
left as much in the dark about what
is going on as is the press itself.

of

Inc.

hit

campaign to promote patronage and industry goodwill, based on
vertising

Close to two hundred theatres were
added to the new Will Rogers Memorial Hospital collection-can project

when

"the established fact that advertising
which appeals to the public's vanity
has almost always met with tremendous success," reports the Theatre

Harry Brandt theatres and
other members of the New York Independent Theatre Owners Associa- Owners of America.
tion "signed up" with chairman Joseph
The appeal to vanity, says Higdon,
the

R. Vogel to place the coin-boxes on

candy stands.
The group includes

their

Trans-Lux

Globe, Mayfair, New
other Cinema Circuit houses, the New York Theatre,
Selwyn,
Victoria,
Astor,
Beacon,
Times Square, and many others in
Metropolitan New York City, as well
as many in up-state cities and in New
With the entire membership
Jersey.
of the
also enrolled, exhibitors of the New York area are
now in the campaign nearly 100 per
Theatres,

the

Vmsterdam

and

MMPTA

cent,

numbering

should be premised on the notion
"people who stay 3'oung attend
movies." Supporting this thesis, the
Kansas exhibitor notes that "Everyone wants to stay young and they are
willing to pay in order to try
Cosmetics, foundation garments and other
that

!

merchandise have proven this."
TOA's current Progress Report
reproduces some of the ads which
Mid-Central circuit has worked up
so far. The copy of one reads "People who stay young ... go to the
movies
Regardless of your age, it's
a youthful habit
See a movie today !"
lines of

WILLIAM BERKE

TOA

!

Chaplin Plans Film

With

NY

Locale

Charles Chaplin, before sailing yesterday for Europe on the 5". S. Queen
Elisabeth with his wife and their four
children, disclosed plans for his next
film which, he said, will have a New
\ork City background and will be
filmed partly on location here and
partly at his Coast studio.
Chaplin says he expects the trip
abroad his first in 20 years to last
for six months.

—

—

LIPPERT

Sept.
allotted $500,000 to cover the importation of United States motion pic-

READY NOW

tures during the coming fiscal year,
the Department of Commerce said
today.

The
Bank

currency committee of the
of Greece has made a similar

allocation for the past several years.
The Department said the allocation
will be made quarterly in installments
of $125,000, and will come from free
dollar holdings in the Bank of Greece.
Commerce said that the money will
cover the value of imported films, the
value of advertising material and

Making Money Everywhere!

"OUTLAW

WOMEN"
Color by

MARIE WINDSOR
CARLA BALENDA

charges. Any balance
these payments are
made will be used to pay film royalties
to
producers, the Department
added.

over

RICHARD ROBER
•

JACKIE COOGAN

ALLAN NIXON • iticSmfik FONTAINE
A RON ORMOND Production

transportation
left

CINECOLOR

after

READY NOW
A Sinister Story of Suspense!

T

:

!

1,300.

WINDSOR

Produced and Directed by

Has New Tack for $500,000 for Film
Imports to Greece
200 More Theatres Promotional Ads
Mid-Central TheaWashington,
To Aid Rogers Fund Louis Higdon
17.— Greece has
has
upon a unique adtres,

mystic

is

suit its

has been just

SOCKO BOXOFFICE

The press dissatisfaction is
not limited to the closed-door

it

deliberations of the role it will take
in that action has legal implications
not ordinarily present in exhibitor organization discussion of such subjects
and, therefore, it is obliged to bar
the press.
However, advance invitations to the
press to attend the convention issued
when it was certain those topics
would be uppermost promised that
"only one" convention session would

be closed.

one

TOA

that

since the government has named

Only

press representadistances at considerable expense feel they would have
been just as close to the sessions had
they remained at home bases. The
extent of most of their information
has been limited to briefing's at the
end of the day by Herman Levy,
general counsel, and to bits of
information they are able to glean
from delegates.

months.

TOA

reverse.

Many of the trade
tives who came long

Press representatives, both
trade and general, were more
than a little bit exercised over
the difficult'es put in the way
of their covering the conven-

a co-conspirator in the 16mm.
of

Michigan annual convention, Tull-

and

been "open."

TOA

City.

Oct.

the

door

affair.

FLASH!
TOP GROSSER

1)

also promises to be largely a closed-

exhibitors of

Michigan's Upper Peninsula tax
repeai meeting.

Sessions

(Continued from page

Events
Sept. 22

And TO A

Press

9

Michael Todd and Edward Small
have finalized an agreement to jointly
produce one film a year, to be filmed
in color in Europe.
The films will
be released through United Artists.
Their agreement is for three years.

Mrs. Fitch Injured

—

Minneapolis,
Fitch,

RKO

Sept. 17.
Mrs. Sherwife, of Sherman Fitch

Radio Sioux Falls, S. D. branch
manager, is in a hospital in that city
after being seriously injured in a car
accident while returning to her

from Huron,

S.

D.

home

HEPBURN

Total claims by Chesapeake are in
excess of $400,000. The attachment
applies to a separate U. A. fund held
in escrow.

C0RTESA

Serge
•

REGGIANI

PIRATE

SUBMARINE

(

contract.

•

READY NOW

Court by United Artists for dismissal
the attachment for claims aggre-

of

gating in excess of $200,000 obtained
by Chesapeake Industries
formerly
Pathe Industries).
The attachment
grew out of claims and counter-claims
involving proceeds from distribution
by United Artists of certain former
Eagle-Lion films acquired from Pathe
Industries more than a year ago and
other disputed phases of the purchase

starring
Valentina

Audrey

Justice Irving A. Saypol has denied
the motion in New York Supreme

Todd, Small in Deal

man

Upholds Chesapeake
Fund Attachment

TRUE! DARING! Filmed

in

rr

the

heart of the Mediterranean

LIPPERT PICTURES, INC.
145 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Foreign Sales Dept., 723 7th Ave., New York
Cable Address: Gildfilms— Lippfilms
.

If I

Cairo
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Arbitration

System for
Months: Myers

Sept. 17.

Press Shut Out
Of Most TOA
Meeting Sessions

arbitra-

system for
many months, if

Myers made
statement

following

Abram Myers

representatives of distribution and ex(Continued on page S)

TOA

TEN CENTS

Meet

No Action Taken on the Two Major Subjects
Before Convention; Little Possibility of
Effective Action on Arbitration Plan Today
SHERWIN KANE

—

Proposes Passes as
'Snows' Opening Is 'Samples' to Public
Washington, Sept. 17. —An exViewed by Thousands perienced
advertising man proposed to

prospect remaining that the
convention can take any effective or
conclusive action on it in the final
day, tomorrow. The most that could
the Theatre Owners of America today be done would be to approve the

(Photo on Page 6)

Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro" had its world premiere
last evening at the
Rivoli Theatre
here, climaxing five years of pre-

Compo Heads Will
Confer on 20% Tax Calls

(Continued on page 6)

Preparatory to holding a full-scale
parley of Council of Motion Picture
Organizations leaders to plan further
steps in connection with the national
tax repeal campaign and other projects, COMPO's governing triumvirate today will be hosts at a luncheon
for the trade press.
The
chieftains will discuss
suggested approaches to the publicizing of the industry's campaign to kill
the 20 per cent tax.

COMPO

SWG Calls US 16mm.
Suit 'Ill-advised*

—

Sept. 17.
Screen
Guild tonight dispatched a
letter to the Department of Justice
labelling the Government's 16mm. conspiracy suit "ill advised" and declaring
that forcing the film industry to deliver its product to television would
soon make it impossible for the industry to continue independent operation in a competitive economy.

Writers

JOHN WAYNE
MAUREEN O'HARA
BARRY FITZGERALD

away

free

TV Most Promising Now
—

Paramount
Theatres,

New

America convention session
on theatre television here today.
O'Brien described the successful off-hours
utilization

TV

the large screen

TV
in

equipment
UPT and

other

simultaneous hook-up.
The method
can be used, he pointed out, for sales
meetings, conventions and numerous
other off-hours events at considerable
profit to the theatres.
Mitchell
Wolfson, former
president and operator of a Miami
television station, told the meeting he
believed that when 20th Century-Fox
has readied its Eidophor large-screen
equipment for the market, perhaps
within the next year, its introduction
will be accompanied by regular programming arrangements.

TOA

of

Robert O'Brien

The discussion from the

theatres

which have carried Civil Defense and
other programs on a multi-theatre

subsequently

questioned

floor

the

(Continued on page 6)

TECHNICOLOR SMASH!

the

QUIET
A,

MAN

REPUBLIC PICTURE

The convention today passed
a motion directing the new TOA
president, Alfred Starr, and the
new executive committee to

conduct an immediate survey of

^Washington, Sept. 17. Off-hours use of large-screen theatre television appears currently to be the most promising and profitable purpose
to which the costly equipment can be put and may remain so until
regular programming sources are developed, Robert 'O'Brien of United
York, told the
Theatre Owners

little

passes to incompleted draft subject to changes
the same fashion in sought by distribution and others,
which grocery manufacturers give after those changes are explained to
away samples. D. Manchester, vice- the convention. That course appears
to be doubtful in view of the seriously
(Lontinued on page 8)
uncertain status of the arbitration
draft, following today's meeting.
that they give
film theatres in

Off-Hours Theatre

of

1

Impartial

:

at all.

Hollywood,

and

—

tion

a
meeting here today with other

Concise

Suit, Arbitration

—

not feel there
would be an in-

this

1952

18,

Accurate

Washington, Sept. 17. Theatre Owners of America's convenWashington, Sept. 17.
Theatre
tion
here was stymied today by inability to take action on either of
Owners of America's convention,
which was half-open to the press the two major subjects before it
the proposed industry arbitration
yesterday,
was in complete star- plan and the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit to force the sale
chamber session today except for a
television and other non-theatrical users.
20-minute period in the morning when of films to
The arbitration plan was left incomplete following the meeting
theatre television was being discussed.
representatives
distribution
with
The final convention day tomorrow
(Continued on page 9)
and Allied States here today with

of

America, said
today he did
dustry

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

By

Allied States
Association

U.S.A.,

Plan Stymie

—Abram

F. Myers, general counsel of

YORK,

16mm.

Possibly No Plan at All,
Says Allied Counsel
Washington,

r

TOA's regional units to determine what action they wish
(Continued on page 8)

Five

RKO

Theatres

TNT

Network
For Walcott Bout
Join

RKO

Theatres yesterday contracted
with
Theatre Network Television
to carry Tuesday's telecast of the
Jersey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
heavyweight title bout in all five of
its theatre-TV equipped houses.
Theatres commitment
The
came with only six days, as of yesterday, remaining before the fight date. It
left only two major theatre-TV equipped circuits, Loew's and Warner

RKO

(Continued on page 6)

Strong candidate
for every "Oscar"
JACK GAVER
UNITED PRESS

Thursday, September

Motion Picture Daily

2

Denies Motion Pictures

Personal
Mention

And

ZOELLNER, head
AM
Will
of M-G-M's short subject and
B.

|

—

newsreels sales, will arrive in Omaha
today from Minneapolis. He is slated
to visit Des Moines, Kansas City and
St. Louis before returning to New

House

York on

books are only

Sept. 26.

•

O'Brien, secretary of Britain's

Tom

president of the Trades Union Congress in London, is scheduled to make
an official visit to the U. S. in the near
future.

•

Harold Mirisch, Monogram-Allied
Morey
and
vice-president,
Artists
general

Goldstein,

manager,

sales

will leave here today for the Theatre
Owners of America convention ban-

quet in Washington.

Claire

Manheimer

office,

M-G-M's
Michael

of

marry

will

program
people who blame crime on motion
pictures,

radio and comic
seeking a "scapegoat

television,

of our society."
Appearing before the Harris subcommittee of the House Interstate
ills

Commerce Committee, Mrs. Geraldine
Zorbaugh,

general

counsel

for

the

American Broadcasting Co., declared
there was no evidence at all that
television crime shows have produced
a crime increase. She gave the com-

Spergel next month in Miami. Friends
and associates will tender her a luncheon at Longchamps on Sept. 27.
•
Charles Carpenter, manager of
Technicolor Corp.'s office here, and
Mrs. Carpenter, announce the birth
of a daughter, Jane, at Lawrence
Hospital, Bronxville, N. Y.

—

Edward N. Rugoff
Dies Here at 62

ported

Edward N. Rugoff

of

ended last Aug.

Rugoff and

night after a
Sinai Hospital.
He was president of Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Association.
He has been a circuit operator in the
New York area for more than 30
years.
Services will be held tomorrow
from Riverside Memorial Chapel.
Survivors are the widow, Rose, a
son,
Donald, a brother and three

Becker,
brief

died

62,

last

Mt.

in

illness

sisters.

—

Chicago, Sept. 17. Balaban and
Katz Theatres Corp. has announced
a quarterly dividend of $1.50, compared

with

the

$.50

dividend

paid

wife,

his

and

from Europe.

Dallas.

James Johnson, Walt Disney

stu-

Reilly,
executive and Frank
head of the company's syndicate division are here from the Coast.
•
dio

home office assistant
M.
to H. M. Richey at M-G-M, is due
L. Simons,

back here today from Denver.

A Simple

Statement of Fact

RKO

Phil Reisman,

Radio

for-

eign head, will leave here for Europe
over the weekend.

is

only

ONE

ture trade paper

Airmail Edition in the motion pic-

field.

rushed by Air Mail not merely to a few people at
the Hollywood studios- but to ALL the exhibition
pacemakers in ALL areas of the United States (except
those in the New York or nearby zones who get it by
hand-delivery or first class mail).
It is

—

editors

and

critics of the

leading newspapers, and other

public opinion makers, throughout the nation

—as well

as to the film distribution executives of the industry.

Dick Cook,

film department executive of Pictorial Review, is recovering
from a broken foot.

•

Samuel Goldwyn, now en route
here from Europe by boat with Mrs.
Goldwyn, will arrive on Monday.
•

Bringing the very latest news reports

in concise factual

—

form, by the fastest possible means delivering it two
to four days sooner to distant states the Airmail

—

Edition of Motion Picture Daily naturally is accorded
preferred attention and keenest actual readership.

Peter

Rosian, Universal district
manager, was in Albany yesterday

Tiomkin Addresses Unit
San Fernando, Cal v

Sept.

17.

—

Composed-conductor Dimitri Tiomkin
was guest of honor and speaker before
the local Business Men's Club at
their weekly luncheon here this week.
Tiomkin wrote and conducted scores
for such films as "High Noon," "The
Big Sky" and "Bugles in the After
noon."

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

&

of 1951.

Vocalists Cut

Songs from 'Hans'
Twenty

recordings

of

the

eight

M-G-M.

"No Two

People,"

is

with Kaye and Jane Wyman
for Decca, Doris Day and Donald
O'Connor for Columbia, and Barbara
Ruick and Carlton Carpenter for

M-G-M.
"Wonderful Copenhagen" has been

There

Also, the Airmail Edition goes to the motion picture

•

re-

out

RKO

Radio exploitation head, will be in Chicago today
and will then go to New Orleans and

Terry Turner,

was

2,

Securities

corresponding period of the
previous year was $15,533,133.
Figure for the 39 weeks of
1952 ended last Aug. 2 was
$45,831,682, against $44,033,789
for the corresponding period

for

executive assistant,
returned here

his

the

Frank Loesser songs in Samuel Goldlast quarter.
wyn's "Hans Christian Andersen" have
been cut by some of America's leadprograms.
ing vocalists, it was disclosed here
The committee recessed today and yesterday. At least 15 more will be
will continue its hearings Tueseday issued
by Oct. 1, it was added.
manager of the Dumont Television and Wednesday in New York, with
Apart from the Decca records feaNetwork, told the committee he spokesmen from National Broadcast- turing Danny Kaye, songs are appearthought the recently adopted television ing, the National Television Film ing with almost all leading labels.
code would assure reasonably high Council, Columbia Broadcasting Sys
"Anyhere I Wander" has been made
standards of good taste for television tern and the Mutual Network.
by Tony Bennett for Columbia, Jan
Pierce for Victor, and Fran Warren

president,

William Saal, have

to

Exchange Commission by Universal Pictures and its subsidiaries. The gross for the

Top

B & K Dividend Up

•

Herbert Yates, Republic

13-Week World

Washington, Sept. 17.
A
consolidated world sales gross
of $15,454,260 for the 13 weeks

FBI

figures for 10 cities with
television and 10 without it during
the period from 1946 to 1951, which
showed that there was no change in
the crime trend after television was
introduced.
Mrs. Zorbaugh said that the
radio and television networks screen
all their mtaerial very carefully, in
order to eliminate possibly offensive
matter.
Chris Witting, who testified as

mittee

ABC

•

home

investigating
content today that

television

for the

National Association of Theatrical and
Kine Employes and newly-elected

sub-committee

1952

Sales $15-Million

Video Spur Crime

Washington, Sept. 17. A spokesman for a television network told a

'U'

18,

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Subscription rate $12 per

annum

made by Guy Lombardo for Decca,
Paul Weston for Columbia and Mary
Small for King. "Thumbelina" was
also sung bv Lombardo, and Jimmy
Boyd for Columbia, Hugo Winterhalter for Victor and Les Baxter for
Capitol.

Krim to Board
Of Odeon Theatres

Elect

—

London, Sept 17. Arthur B. Krim,
president of United Artists, has been
elected to the board of Odeon Theatres,

J.

Arthur

Rank Organization

subsidiary. Here on the final lap of
a European business tour, Krim is
scheduled to fly back to
York
at the weekend.
Krim's election was described as
manifesting the close business relationship of the British theatre company and the American distributing
firm. The
president was said to
be one of very few Americans ever
to be elected to the Odeon board, and
at present is the only American member of it. J. Arthur Rank is among
the several Britons on the board.

New

UA

Joseph Noriega Is Dead
Joseph Noriega, 52, died of a heart
attack in Mexico City, it was reported
here by
Radio, the funeral will
be held in Hollywood. Noriega started
his career in 1930 as a film editor
wiht RKO. He left in 1945 to go to
Mexico City to produce films for
Ramex Productions. The widow survives

RKO
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Reviews

Sizeable Increase

In Film Dividends

"The Turning Point"

Washington, Sept. 17.—Pub-

( Paramount)

Denver,

Sept.

17.

—

"Movietime

U.S.A.'s" Colorado group of eight
persons have arrived here from Hollywood for a week's tour of 35 cities

Colorado and Wyoming.

and towns in
Assembled under the supervision of
chairman
"Movietime"
Hollywood
Marvin Schenck and Stanley Richardson of the Hollywood Coordinating
Committee, the group comprises John
Agar, John Derek, director Mervyn
LeRoy, Una Merkel, Debra Paget and
her mother, Margaret Gibson, Barbara
Ruick and writer Val Scott.
The group was met by a civic committee headed by Congressmen Byron
Rodgers and Edgar Chemoweth and
State's Attorney-General Duke Dunbar.

They

first attended a mass essembly
Denver Coliseum sponsored by
the Denver Post for the benefit of the
Cerebral Palsy Fund, which was attended by more than 30,000' persons.
They were feted at the state capitol
by Governor Dan Thornton of Colorado and then divided up into two
groups and moved out into the state

in the

for

the tour.

THERE

IS

licly-reported

A MARK OF AUTHENTICITY

film dealing with big-time, organized crime in

Asher production, ably directed by William Dieterle, also boasts a polish in
acting and characterization. While it is melodramatic in spots, the plot not
but represents a certain maturity in its point of view. With
crime impinging on the lives of people throughout the country, through headlines in the daily newspapers, through denunciations from the pulpit and
political rostrum, "The Turning Point" should find a receptive audience.
Intelligently, dramatically, it grapples with the problem.
The story finds law professor Edmond O'Brien appointed head of a state
crime investigating committee. Although everyone in the know recognizes
Ed Begley as head of a crime syndicate, it's O'Brien's job to nail him. He
is aided by newspaperman William Holden and chief researcher Alexis Smith,
who provides the romantic angle.
One sequence is a perfect take-off on the television performance of the
Kefauver Crime Committee, complete with nervous witnesses, the probing
examiner's questions, and the comic relief.
O'Brien's father, a cop, is being payed off by the crime syndicate and
suffers the pangs of guilt before he is killed. There are additional flashes in
the lives of other characters which illuminate the story. The syndicate is
broken and its top leaders jailed before the film ends, but the price of
courage as shown in the film is high.
Warren Duff wrote the screenplay, from a story by Horace McCoy. Others
in the cast include Tom Tully, Dan Dayton, Adele Longmire and Ray Teal.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For November
only

Murray Horowitz

Film

In Color Arrives
Negotiations for the distribution in
the United States of "Aan," the first
all-Indian color in Technicolor production, will get underway shortly
following the arrival here yesterday
of Mehboob Kahn, the producer
spokesman for the producer said
that the film will be shown in Washington on Friday by the Motion Picture Association of America for State
Department officials, Indian industry
representatives and others. Kahn plans
to leave for Hollywood Wednesday

A

with Mike Frankovich, sales manager
of Film Locations, Inc., which has
secured U. S. distribution rights for
the film.

Coast

Newsmen

to

OF CHILDREN WILL be captured by
THE HEARTS
which
divided
a white

this

Conduct Forums
Hollywood, Sept.
—A monthly

release.

series of international motion picture
round table discussions and forums,

Films to Further
Improve Training

;

WB
On

Completes Work
Coast Radio Unit

Hollywood,

Sept.

17.

—

Warner

Brothers has completed final assembly
work on a new 110-foot radio mast
mounted on the sound building, and
the studio's short wave communication
system with location companies is now
in use again.
highly directional antenna coupled
with a bearing indicator gives the
49-mg transmitter unobstructed range
with any location site in Southern
California. Location sound trucks are
equipped to> receive studio signals and
transmit in return, thus eliminating
the necessity of telephonic communication with the Burbank lot.

A

Commerce Depart-

75 on Committee
To Honor Equity
"

An amusement

industry cooperating

committee of 75 show business executives, actors, writers, union leaders
and newspaper columnists has been
formed to sponsor and aid the dinner
honoring Actors Equity Association,
to be given by the National Labor
Council of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
event,

commemorating Equity's

against

segregation at the
National Theatre in Washington, will
be held on Tuesday evening, Dec. 2,
in
New York's Waldorf-Astoria.

George Meany, secretary-treasurer of
American Federation of Labor,

the
is

chairman.

Presentation Highlight

A

highlight of the dinner will be
the presentation of a "National Brotherhood Award" to Equity.
Included among members of the
George Brandt,
Committee are
Evelyn Burkey,
Brandt Enterprises
:

;

Authors League
Burnett, Radio

of

America

Newman

;

and TV Directors
Guild; Chester B. Bahn, The Film
Daily; Robert Christenberry, Hotel
Astor Robert W. Dowling, American
National Theatre Simon H. Fabian,
Hy Faine, AmerFabian Theatres
ican Guild of Musical Artists Frank
Farrell, New York World Telegram
& Sun; Oscar Hammerstein II
George Heller, Television Authority;
M. Horowitz Harry Hershfield Jack Irving, AmerDavid
ican Guild of Variety Artists
T. Katz, Roxy Theatre; Lawrence
W. Lowman, Columbia Broadcasting
Florence
Bert Lytell, Lambs Club
Marston, Screen Actors Guild Harry
Publicists
Novik, radio station WLIB
E. K.
Hollywood, Sept. 17. Perry Lieber, O'Shea, Paramount Pictures Georgie
RKO Radio studio publicity director, Price, American Guild of Variety
has been elected chairman of the StuArtists
Frank Reel, American Feddio Publicity Directors Committee. He
eration
Victor
of
Radio Artists
will serve for the next six months,
Riesel, Post-Hall Syndicate
James
succeeding Alex
Evelove,
Warner Sauter Arthur Schwartz, League of
Brothers publicity head here, who has
New York Theatres Nobel Sissle,
completed a six months' chairmanship Negro
Actors Guild
George P.
of the Association of Motion Picture
Skouras, Skouras Theatres
Spyros
;

;

;

;

;

;

17.

sponsored by the Hollywood Foreign
Correspondents' Association, will be
inaugurated tomorow evening at the
Paramount Studio.
Billy
Wilder,
producer-director
William Holden,
and fashion designer Edith Head will
be the principal speakers at the initial
session, to be devoted to the subejct,
"The Fate of the Hollywood Motion
Picture Abroad."

Mel Epstein

features the
loyalty of
boy brought
up to manhood by Indians. The film, done in color by Technicolor, should
also find a receptive audience among adults whose tastes run along Western
action film lines.
As a boy, Warbonnet, played by Charlton Heston, is adopted by the chief
of a Sioux tribe. The adoption comes when the white boy's entire family
is wiped out during an attack by unfriendly Crow Indians.
Heston becomes
a brave warrior of a Sioux tribe and is accepted as one of its own.
The harmony of his life is broken, however, when Sioux tribes meet to
discuss war against the white men. Heston is sent to the U. S. Cavalry Fort
in the Black Mountains to spy on the whites. There he is attracted to Susan
Morrow, a sister of a cavalry lieutenant and his conscience begins to upset
him. The threat of Indians killing women and children of the fort finally
pulls his loyalty over to the opposite side.
This brief run-down of the story line, however, does not give credit to
the excitement of the scenes on the screen. The action is highlighted by
the rescue of an Indian maid, an Indian attack on a wagon train, and the
colorful meeting of the Sioux tribes.
George Marshall directed, from a screenply by Sydney Boehm, based on a
novel by L. L. Foreman. Others in the cast include Peter Hanson, Joan
Taylor, Richard Roher and Donald Porter.
Running time, 95 minutes. General audience classification. For November

production,

the

reports. It said the reason for the increase was the
fact that Universal paid this
year in August a dividend
paid last year in December.

The

(Paramount)

First Indian

1951,

victory

"The Savage"

dividend

ment

is credible,

release.

cash

payments by film companies
in August were $594,000, compared with $505,000 in August

which distinguishes this
a large city. This Irving

—

A joint
Washington, Sept. 17.
Army-Navy research study pointing
the way to better training through
motion pictures is now available at the
the De-

Office of Technical Services,
partment of Commerce, announced
here.
The report, the result of a five-

year study by Pennsylvania State College specialists, offers help in predicting the results of film instruction

Lieber Heads Coast
Studio

;

;

;

;

;

;

Producers' committee.

films and increasing the effectiveness
of film utilization procedures.

Albany, N.Y., Sept. 17.— The Turnpike Drive-in has been opened in
the town of Guilderland, between Albany and Schenectady, by John Gardner, operator of the Colony, Schenectady. He built the 400-car theatre in

the
Toronto, Sept. 17.
departure of Keith Wilson to California, where he has become advertising-publicity manager for a drive-in
circuit, Edward Leigh, formerly manager of the Century Theatre, Ottawa,
has been appointed manager of the
Roxy at Brampton, Ont, by National
Theatre Services Ltd., an affiliate of

Canadian Odeon.

;

;

Another Gardner Drive-in

New Post
— Following

;

—

more accurately, improving the planning and production of instructional

E. Leigh in

;

two months.

Yugoslavia Film toEllis
Jack Ellis, president of Ellis Films,
has acquired the distribution rights to
what is described as the first important film to come from Yugoslavia,

;

P.

Skouras, 20th Century-Fox

Rex

New

IA?SE;

Chris J. Witting,
Television Network.

Dumont

Altec Board to Meet

—

Hollywood, Sept. 17. The board
of directors of the Altec companies
held its annual meeting at the Beverly Hills plant of the Altec Lansing
Corp. today. Inspection tours of the
Beverly Hills plant and the McKinley
Avenue plant of the Peerless Electrical Products Division followed the

"The Magic Sword." The film will
in New York early in October. meetings.

open

;

Stout, Authors League of America
Ed Sullivan,
York Daily News;
Lawrence Tibbett, American Guild of
Musical Artists; Richard F. Walsh,

Motion Picture Daily
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At 'Snows of Kilimanjaro' Opening
RKO RADIO PICTURES,
TRADE SHOWINGS

"CAPTIVE
Fox

Km.

Scr.

Tues.

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

2:30 P.M.

Brothers, uncommitted for the event.
There still remains the possibility
that Loew's and Warner will sign
for the bout, but the chances of their
doing so appear to be diminishing.
The addition of
Theatres to
the
line-up virtually assures
that the Walcott-Marciano trans-continental hook-up will be the largest
theatre
net in the history of the
medium. Before the addition of the
five
Theatres,
claimed to
have signed up 36 theatres. The previous high was 39 for the June Robin-

9/30

2:00 P.M.

son-Maxim bout.
The following

9/36

2:00 P.M.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

BOSTON
RKO Scr.

Tues.

9/30 10:30 A.M.

N.W.

St.,

Rm.

ues.

1

122-28 Arlington

TV

9/30 10:30 A.M.

St.

RKO

BUFFALO

Oper. Scr. Rm.
Tues. 9/30
498 Pearl St.

Mo.

Pic.

CHARLOTTE
Fox

Rm.

Scr.

308

Tues.

Church

S.

Tues.

:

;

Palace Scr. Rm.
Tues.
12 E. 6th St.

9/30

8:00 P.M.

9/30

2:30 P.M.

9/30

2:30 P.M.

CLEVELAND
Tues.
Scr. Rm.
2219 Payne Ave.

Fox

DALLAS
Rep. Scr. Rm. Tues.
412 S. Harwood St.
Para. Scr.

Rm

2100 Stout

St.

Rm.

Scr.

1300 High

2:00 P.M.

Tues.

9/30

Tues.

9/30 10:30 A.M.

DES MOINES
Fox

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave. Tues. 9/30
Univ. Scr. Rm. Tues.
517 N. Illinois St.

9/30

Wed.

Rm.

1800 Wyandotte

10/1

S.

Fox

Scr.

Rm

2:30 P.M.

Tues.

2:00 P.M.

9/30 12:15 Noon

MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen
Tues. 9/30
Room
W. Wisconsin Ave

2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
9/30

1:30 P.M.

Tues.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

Tues

9/30 10 :30 A.M.

Tues.
Scr. Rm.
1015 Currie Ave.

Fox

Scr.

Rm.

40 Whiting St

NEW ORLEANS
Fox

Scr.

200

S.

Rm.

Liberty St.

NEW YORK
RKO

Rm. Tues. 9/30
630 Ninth Ave
Scr.

2:30 P.M.

Scr.

Tues.

9/30 10:30 A.M.

Tues.

9/30

1:30 P.M.

Rm. Tues. 9/30

2:30 P.M.

St.

OMAHA
Fox

Scr.

Rm_

1502 Davenport

St.

PHILADELPHIA

RKO

Scr.

250 N. 13th

St.

PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm.

Tues.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

PORTLAND
Rm.

Star Scr.

Tues.

925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST.

LOUIS

RKO

Scr.

Rm. Tues. 9/30 11:30 A.M.

3143 Olive St.

216

Scr. Rm.
E. 1st St.

Tues.
South

9/30

1:00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Rm.
245 Hyde St.
Fox

Tues.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 2nd Ave. Tues.

9/30

1:00 P.M.

Scr.

SEATTLE
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd Thea. Tues,
212 N. Philips Ave.

9/30 10:00 A.M.

WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr.

932

Rm.

New

area,

listening to the proceedings at home
television and radio, the event formally ushered in the fall film season
here.
With crowds gathering at the theatre late in the afternoon to view the
arrival of celebrities, special police details had to be assigned to the entire

vicinity.

duction with Gregory Peck and Susan
Hayward, included 20th Century-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras, Darryl
F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production for the studio, who flew
in from Europe, and an official party

ABC-TV,

Mayor Vincent

IBC spokesman said both fighters
have an iron-bound contract.

Tues.
Jersey Ave.

9/30

2:00 P.M.

in

Falkenberg McCrary taped interviews
with the luminaries for rebroadcasting
on her NBC radio show.
Commentator Martin Starr an-

nounced to station

WINS

ABC-TV audiences
and CBS-TV had a

special

radio and
the top arrivals,

crew

film-

ing highlights of a feature devoted to
the planning and execution of the
premiere to be shown over the network's outlets this evening. Addition-

Movietone

Minneapolis, Sept.

17.

—Box-office

News and newspaper

and photo service lensmen were on

Press-sheets on the Fight

One Available from NSS

RKO

The two Twin Cities television stations now serve an estimated 325,000
sets

in

their

telecasting

range.

office,"

whom the campaign is beingcentered urging the telecasting of the
games and to free the University of
Minnesota from the dictates of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association on the matter of televising football games and other athletic events.
The dealers claim that televising of
the football games would aid disabled
veterans and shut-ins unable to attend
the games and also enable persons unable to buy tickets because of the constant sellouts to see the games.
Dealers are even willing to attempt
to raise a substantial amount of money
as a guarantee if that is what the Uni-

in.

Schroeder with Radiant

—

he

said.

Off-Hour

Dealers have been asked to write or
contact the Regents of the University

versity Regents will insist on.
Every
droves.
year thousands of people from all over
Fourteen leading industry represen- Minnesota
and adjoining states come
tatives from India added international
to Minneapolis and St. Paul to see the
flavor to the proceedings, which will
home games which are played at the
pattern similar openings of the Ernest
University located in Minneapolis.
Hemingway screen adaptation in key
cities in the United States and Canada,
plus capital cities of Europe, South
America, Australia, and Asia.
Chicago, Sept. 17.
Eugene L.
Escorting the guests to their seats, Schroeder has been appointed Midwest
were ten high-fashion models, attired district manager for Radiant Screen
in
white gowns inspired by "The Co. His territory includes Michigan,
Snows of Kilimanjaro." They also Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky. Schroeparticipated in lobby ceremonies.
der had been with Montgomery Ward.

the scene

fifth

grosses at Minneapolis and St. Paul
A press-sheet containing copies of
Loop theatres will be seriously affected
the ads, the two-color 40-by-60 and
next year if a campaign underway to
the one-sheet which have been prehave home football games of the Unipared for the Jersey Joe Walcottversity of Minnesota televised is sucRocky Marciano world heavyweight
cessful.
The campaign to have the
championship bout film are now availgames on television is being sponsored
able through National Screen Service,
by the electrical appliance, radio and
Sidney Kramer,
Radio short
television dealers of the Twin Cities
subjects sales manager, disclosed yesand is expected to spread throughout
terday.
the state as more television stations go
The fight picture will not be sold
into operation.
Even without addiuntil after the fight is over and comtional stations it is estimated that perpany executives have decided that the
sons owning television sets within a
material
available
"really boxis
150-mile area could watch the game.

upon

a special on-the-spot
"live" show, trained its cameras on
the theatre for 45 minutes while Jinx

ally,

SALT LAKE CITY
Fox

Broadway

the

R. Impellitteri.

Rm.

10 N. Lee

jamming

and by thousands more watching and

of city leaders led by

OKLAHOMA
Fox

and production preparaCentury-Fox.
Witnessed by crowds estimated at

The roster of luminaries, topped by
Ava Gardner, who stars in the pro-

NEW HAVEN
Fox

'Kilimanjaro'

on

Ave

151 Vance

212

Football Telecasts

Zanuck.

15,000

Rm. Tues. 9/30
Vermont Ave.

MEMPHIS

Northwest Fears

Darrul F. Zanuck and family attend the world premiere of his personal
production, "Snows of Kilimanjaro," at the Rivoli Theatre here last night
before a crowd of 15,000. Left to right: Susan Zanuck, Zanuck and Mrs.

1:00 P.M.

St.

LOS ANGELES
1980

RKO

Fordham makes it the
New York to line-up

theatre in
for the bout.
Meanwhile, published reports by
sports writers posing the possibility
that Walcott may refuse to fight unless he gets a contract for a return
match in Pennsylvania were discounted here by the International Boxing
Club, co-promoters of the event. An

release script
tion by 20th

KANSAS CITY

Scr.

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

INDIANAPOLIS

RKO

2:30 P.M.

;

will charge $3.60, including
admission tax, for the event in Washington and Cleveland and $3.00, including tax, in New York, Cincinnati
and Dayton. The addition of the

St.

Para. Scr.

RKO

;

CINCINNATI

DENVER

RKO

Fordham, Bronx, New York Keith's,
Washington RKO Palace, Cleveland
Keith's, Dayton, and Albee, Cincinnati.

Wabash Ave.

S.

TNT

Theatres will
carry the bout, originating from Philadelphia's Municipal Staduim

St.

CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300

RKO

TNT

Rm.

Scr.

195 Luckie

TNT Network

of

1052 B'way

ATLANTA

1952

Inc.

WOMEN"

ALBANY

18,

TV

(Continued from page 1)
suitability

of

some Broadway

stage productions for family
audiences.
Stage shows televised directly to theatres had
been mentioned as one of the
programming possibilities for
large-screen theatre TV of the
future.
The consensus appeared to be that the advanced
admissions of as much as $3
or $4 would automatically exclude the younger elements of
audiences at such performances.

H. Fabian, head of National
S.
Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee told the meeting he believed
the industry will be successful in its
bid for its own
channels before
the Federal Communications CommisHe
sion this fall and next winter.
urged exhibitors to give financial support to
in its work.

TV

NETTC

Cohen, attorney for
NETTC, described plans for the Oct.
20 FCC hearing on industry TV chan-

Marcus

stating that the first will be
limited entirely to engineering and
technical considerations. The January
hearing, he said, will require united
exhibitor support.
nels,

Arthur

C.

Bromberg

Howard Stubbins

Mel Hulling

Herman

Rifkin

Ray Trampe

Nate Schultz

Oliver

Trampe

Harry Berkson

!-'-}

NOVEMBER
SUN

MON

1952
HU

TUE

F

R

I

SAT
Nat Nothanson

William (armichae!

1

Irving

Marks

7

8

14

15

21

22

Bailey Prichard

28 29
Ben Abrams

Henry Glover

William Johnson

MONTH

John Pavone

Charles Duer

TO OUR EXHIBITOR FRIENDS
We, the franchise holders,
Milton

of

James Myers

M.

J.

E.

Max

district

and branch managers

Monogram- Allied

Artists, cordially invite you to join
with us in paying a well-deserved tribute to one of the
grandest guys in show business— Morey 'Razz' Goldstein,
our general sales manager. We have selected November as
the special month to show our appreciation of his fine
leadership. With your generous cooperation, we can fulfill
our goal for that month— a Monogram- Allied Artists
picture on every theatre screen.

Lipsner

McCarthy

F.

E.

Dyer

Ed Cruea

Gillis

Harold Wirthwein

James Prichard
L.

E.

Goldhammer

00i
""V

W.

E.

Finch

Ray Copeland

Jack Felix

Sol Francis

Abe Weiner

Don Tibbs

Nat Furst

M. Schweitzer

J.

E.

Hobbs

Note Dickman

Harlan Starr

;

Stymie

Suit, Arbitration
{Continued,

from page

Due for Further Surgery

1)

hibition who have worked on the proposed arbitration system. The group
had met to clarify and alter a few

points in the draft of the system.
Myers' statement came as a surprise
to the entire industry, which had been
_

to

led

from statements made

believe

by the arbitration planning and drafting committees that an acceptable arbitration system was imminent. At a
meeting in New York on Monday,
sales executives and attorneys of the

Motion Picture Association of Amermember companies and United
Artists had approved the draft of the
ica

proposed system. It was expected that
the approved draft would be presented
convention now meeting
to the
here and to the Allied convention
when it meets in November for

TOA

exhibitor approval.

Myers said that there was no
draft ready for the exhibitor organizations to consider and added that the group
was not as far advanced in the
formulation of an arbitration
system as it thought it had been
at the end of August.
final

He

said that no progress had been
at today's meeting and that he
not know what the next step

made
did

would be in the attempt to shape up
a system which would be acceptable
to both distributors and exhibitors.

Myers declared that the film company attorneys and representatives of
the Theatre Owners of America, with
whom he met today, had presented
"numerous changes" which the arbitration planning and drafting committees had not acted upon "largely because the time was consumed with the
same discussions and arguments that
had taken place at the first session
April."

in

He

said he would not present
to the allied convention in November "anything except a final
draft that has been approved by
the distributors."
Representatives of distribution present at the meeting today were William
F. Rodgers, chairman of the distributors' arbitration negotiating committee
Austin C. Keough, Paramount
;

Adolph

Schimel, Universal
Robert
Perkins, Warner Brothers
and
Henderson M. Richey, M-G-M.
Exhibitors
were represented by
Alfred Starr, New
president;
;

W.

;

TOA

TOA

Herman

Robert Wilby;

Levy,
general counsel
Emanuel Frisch of
the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association and Myers.
;

Here
ment

is

the

text of

Myers'

submitted to a
small committee of lawyers a draft of
an arbitration plan based on discussions which had proceeded for many
weeks, together with a suggested
method for presenting the plan to the
courts. Late at night on August 20
this
felt

19

I

committee had a draft which

was the

we

best that could be evolved

view of the divergent interests rep-

resented in the conference.

"Today

the

film

Proposes Samples

company

lawyers and TOA representatives orally presented numerous

a

later

date,

according to the

Dancer, Fitzgerald and spokesman.
The exhibitor-distributor represenSample, an agency that handles much
of General Mills' promotions, told a tatives met for about three hours in
convention luncheon today that the hotel suite of William F. Rodghe would be glad to sit down with a ers, distribution chairman for arbitragroup and dis- tion, and the distributor spokesman
Representative
cuss concrete plans for a nation-wide said that a date and place for the
distribution of theatre passes along next meeting would be set as soon as
with the General Mills samples dis- it could be determined when all of
the conferees would be available again.
tribution.
No official information was made
He suggested that the operation
could be worked with the "Movie- available to the press on happenings
time" campaign which will tee off in at the meeting but it was subsequently
in
addition to the
the fall of 1953 and added that it reported that
might be tied into a contest with changes or clarifications in the draft
prizes, to select a name for the plan. sought by distribution company presiManchester said it would have to dents following their meeting in New
be "an absolutely maximum, gigantic York last Monday, Theatre Owners
operation to end all operations" and of America representatives, also went
that the public should be offered a into the meeting with proposals for
sample of only "the very best, best changes in the draft. The cumulative
effect, it was said, turned what was
product" in the industry.
Although General Mills was not regarded in advance as a sample opthe only company that could provide eration on the plan into a complicated
the "tools" for such an operation, he bit of near-major surgery.
said, he would like to suggest that
In
consequence, the TOA
theatre owners "send out the passes
representatives, Herman Levy,
through General Mills." The company
Mitchell Wolfson and S. H.
would be willing to expand its proFabian,
were obliged to return
dehe
motion budget considerably,
to the TOA convention in sesclared, to a point where it would
sion here and report the inconspend close to $3,000,000 in six to
clusive results.
Whether the
eight weeks, if it were to distribute
situation would prevent the
theatre passes along with its merchanTOA convention from acting
The operation would
dise samples.
on acceptance or rejection of
not cost exhibitors anything, he added.
the draft was not clear at a late
hour today but with the convention scheduled to adjourn
tomorrow that appeared to be
the likely consequence. It had
Betty Hutton, who last March went
been TOA's original plan to
to Korea to perform before combat
submit the draft to the conventroops under the auspices of USOtion today, with approval exCamp Shows, Inc., was awarded yespected almost as a matter of
terday, a citation for her "tireless
course.
effort and unceasing devotion to the
Forces
men and women of the Armed
In preparation for that procedure,
of the United States." The award was Levy spent all of yesterday afternoon
presented at a luncheon of the New and most of this morning summarizYork USO Defense Fund before 100 ing the arbitration proposals for the
president

of

TOA

TOA

_

.

Betty Hutton Cited

For USO Tour

leading

New

Yorkers at the Wadorf-

Admiral Oscar C.
Astoria Hotel.
Badger, Fund chairman, presided, and

James E. Sauter, president of USOCamp Shows, delivered the citation.

state-

:

"On August

—

Washington, Sept. 17. Another unexpected delay in moving the
proposed industry arbitration plan toward completion occurred today at
Mayflower
a meeting of exhibitor-distributor representatives at the
said.
spokesman
Hotel here, a distributor
The conferees were unable to complete their work on clarification and
possible revisions and additions to the
plan and were obliged to adjourn
{Continued from page 1)
until

changes which we did not consider or act upon largely because the time was consumed
with the same discussions and
arguments that had taken place
at the first session in April.

"No

progress was made at today's
meeting. There is no final draft for
the exhibitor organizations to consider.
are not as far advanced as
we thought we were on August 20. I
do not know exactly what the next
step will be. I am not encouraged to
believe that there will be an arbitration system for many months, if ever."

We

and opening

convention

each

phase

for discussion from the floor. It was
the result of that discussion that
went into the meeting with distributors with changes and clarifications
of its own to suggest.
Nevertheless, it was apparent that
the area of non-agreement if only
on the language of the draft, was

TOA

extensive

enough

to

make

it

impos-

the discussions today
and required the later meeting.
does not act, either in
If
convention or at its final board of
directors meeting here tomorrow, it
will be necessary for it to pursue
the same route that Allied is taking
to

sible

finish

TOA

—that

is,

18,
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TOA Meet

Arbitration Plan Draft

Myers

in
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{Continued from page 1)

TOA

to take with respect to the

16mm.

suit, including that of
seeking the status of a codefendant.
Thereafter,
the
president and the executive
committee, the motion directed,
should arrange for the holding
of a special board meeting to
carry out speedily the wishes of
the member units. The canvass
of regionals could be completed
within a few weeks, TOA of-

predicted.

ficials

The

step

taken by the convention,

was

however,

clear indication that
the fact that the 16mm. suit
declared in advance to be one of

despite

was

the most important issues to come
before the convention, regional units
failed to authorize their delegates to
take action on it. Accordingly, the
poll of regionals was made necessary.
The motion stated that it was the consensus of the convention that the membership "is incensed and shocked" at
the institution of the Government
action.

The convention spent the entire afternoon today in discussion, at a closed meeting, of the

16mm.

suit.
There were clear
indications following the meeting between the exhibitor-distributor representatives today
that the changes of clarifications in the arbitration draft
are of a serious rather than the
"minor" nature, as they have
been described heretofore.
That, at least, is the impression
some of the exhibitors at today's
meeting carried away

with them.

One problem,
suits

claims.
specify

for example, involves

damages over clearance
The Aug. 20 draft does not

for

that

exhibitors

seeking

such

damages had to prove in advance that
they_ had previously petitioned a re-

The distribution
reported, would
make that a condition in order that
suing exhibitors would need to show
loss suffered during the period the
clearance reduction applied for had
been denied. Some of the exhibitors
here regard that issue as vital, rather
duction of clearance.
clarification,

it

is

than minor.

In any case, it is apparent
that the turn of events has
robbed the TOA convention of
its opportunity to take conclusive action on the major issues
before it. The convention, in
its closing hours tomorrow, is
scheduled to turn its attention
to drive-in theatres, concessions and admission taxes, with
perhaps some further weighing
of the present and new arbitration status.
The press was
assured
late
tonight
those
meetings would be open to it.

The

convention

closes

tomorrow

night with the president's banquet.
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association president; Nathan Golden, the

Commerce Department's film division
and Starr, new TOA president,

chief,

are the principal speakers.

either to call a special meet-

ing of the board to act on the plan
when it is completed, or to poll directors by phone and mail.
In any event, it was apparent that

the inability to complete the draft
changes today has indefinitely delayed
release of the
publication.

arbitration

draft

for

!

Thursday, September
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Coming
— Independent

—

Monogram-Allied ArtSept. 24-26
convention,
sales
national
ists
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

—Joint

Appeal,
luncheonmeeting, Hotel Astor, New York.
26

amusement

Defense

division,

—

Kansas-Missouri
30-Oct. 1
Theatre Association annual convention, Hotel President, Kansas

Sept.

— Motion

Owners

Picture

Theatre

of Eastern Missouri, St.

Louis and Southern
Chase

Illinois

an-

Hotel,

St.

nual meeting,
Louis.

the

been "open."

affair.

Press representatives, both
trade and general, were more
than a little bit exercised over
the difficulties put in the way
of their covering the convention.
officials to whom comwere made disclaimed respon-

Organization
plaints

the star-chamber sessions.
The principal explanation given was
that the subjects of arbitration and
government's 16mm. anti-trust
the
suit comprised the main topics of disfelt it could not
cussion and
open the discussions to the press in
view of the fact that distribution has
not authorized publication of the proposals. Most of the latter, however,
have been aired from time to time in
the trade press for the past several
sibility for

—

20-22

— Allied

Theatres

of

Michigan annual convention, Tuller Hotel, Detroit.

Oct. 27-29

Owners
and
tion,

—Motion Picture Theatre

Arkansas,
Mississippi annual convenHotel Gayoso, Memphis.
of Tennessee,

—

Oct. 27-23 Motion Picture Industry Council of Canada and national committee of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Canada joint annual conventions,
Chateau Laurier, Ottawa.

deliberations of the role it will take
in that action has legal implications
not ordinarily present in exhibitor organization discussion of such subjects
and, therefore, it is obliged to bar
the press.
However, advance invitations to the
press to attend the convention issued
when it was certain those topics
would be uppermost promised that
"only one" convention session would
be closed. To date, it has been just

Only

one

session

press representadistances at considerable expense feel they would have
been just as close to the sessions had
they remained at home bases. The
extent of most of their information
has been limited to briefings at the
end of the day by Herman Levy,
general counsel, and to bits of
information they are able to glean
from delegates.

of

Inc.

hit

campaign to promote patronage and industry goodwill, based on
vertising

Close to two hundred theatres were
added to the new Will Rogers Memorial Hospital collection-can project

when

Harry Brandt theatres and
other members of the New York Independent Theatre Owners Associathe

tion "signed up" with chairman Joseph
R. Vogel to place the coin-boxes on
their candy stands.
The group includes Trans-Lux

Theatres,

the

Globe,

Ymsterdam and other

Mayfair,

Cinema

New
Cir-

New York

cuit houses, the
Selwyn,
Victoria,

Theatre,
Astor,
Beacon,
Times Square, and many others in
Metropolitan New York City, as well

as many in up-state cities and in New
With the entire membership
Jersey.
of the
also enrolled, exhibitors of the New York area are
now in the campaign nearly 100' per

M M FT A

cent,

numbering

"the established fact that advertising

sessions, either. There i» complete confusion over arrangements for press conferences,
time and place of meetings and
changes in the printed program
of convention activities.
To
date, very little has gone according to schedule and the impatience of numerous delegates

Chaplin Plans Film

With

NY

Locale

Charles Chaplin, before sailing yesterday for Europe on the S\ S. Queen
Elisabeth with his wife and their four
children, disclosed plans for his next
film which, he said, will have a New
York City background and will be
filmed partly on location here and
partly at his Coast studio.
Chaplin says he expects the trip
abroad his first in 20 years to last
for six months.

—

—

entirely
in

mystic

INDIA

starring

Rod CAMERON
Cesar ROMERO

willing.

Marie

The fault does not lie with the convention press contacts, Jack Foxe of
Loew's Washington Theatres; Dick
Pitts
and Howard Bryant of the
New York office. They are
left as much in the dark about what
is going on as is the press itself.

WINDSOR

Produced and Directed

WILLIAM BERKE

TOA

Sept.
to
the imporUnited States motion pictures during the coming fiscal year,
the Department of Commerce said
today.

LIPPERT

allotted
tation of

Justice Irving A. Saypol has denied
the motion in New York Supreme

Court by United Artists for dismissal
the attachment for claims aggre-

of

gating in excess of $200,000 obtained
by Chesapeake Industries (formerly
Pathe Industries).
The attachment
grew out of claims and counter-claims
involving proceeds from distribution

by United Artists of certain former
Mrs. Fitch Injured
Eagle-Lion films acquired from Pathe
Minneapolis. Sept. 17. Mrs. Sher- Industries more than a year ago and
man Fitch, wife, of Sherman Fitch other disputed phases of the purchase
RKO Radio Sioux Falls, S. D. branch contract.
manager, is in a hospital in that city
Total claims bv Chesapeake are in
after being seriously injured in a car excess of $400,000.
The attachment
accident while returning to her home applies to a separate U. A. fund held
from Huron, S. D.
in escrow.

—

Filmed

evidenced by the many seen
about
the
hotel
while the business sessions are
in progress.
It is a case of
closing the meeting to the willing and opening it to the un-

Upholds Chesapeake
Fund Attachment

Michael Todd and Edward Small
have finalized an agreement to jointly
produce one film a year, to be filmed
in color in Europe.
The films will
be released through United Artists.
Their agreement is for three years.

THE

is

:

Todd, Small in Deal

at the Century Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

wandering

!

!

SOCKO BOXOFFICE

The press dissatisfaction is
not limited to the closed-door

which appeals to the public's vanity
The currency committee of the
has almost always met with tremendous success," reports the Theatre Bank of Greece has made a similar
allocation for the past several years.
Owners of America.
The Department said the allocation
The appeal to vanity, says Higdon,
should be premised on the notion will be made quarterly in installments
that "people who stay young attend of $125,000, and will come from free
movies." Supporting this thesis, the dollar holdings in the Bank of Greece.
Kansas exhibitor notes that "EveryCommerce said that the money will
one wants to stay young and they are cover the value of imported films, the
willing to pay in order to try
Cos- value of advertising material and
metics, foundation garments and other transportation charges.
Any balance
lines of merchandise have proven this." left over after these payments are
TOA's current Progress Report made will be used to pay film royalreproduces some of the ads which ties to producers, the Department
Mid-Central circuit has worked up added.
so far. The copy of one reads "People who' stay young ... go to the
movies
Regardless of your age, it's
a youthful habit
See a movie today !"
!

1,300.

at Metropolitan Theatre, Washington, D. C.

TOA

Has New Tack for $500,000 for Film
Imports to Greece
200 More Theatres Promotional Ads
Washington,
Mid-Central TheaTo Aid Rogers Fund Louis Higdon
17— Greece has
has
upon a unique ad$500,000
cover
tres,

TOP GROSSER

has

Many of the trade
who came long

ture

Oct.

reverse.

tives

Society of Motion Pic- months.
and Television Engineers
TOA also takes the position that
convention, since the government has named it
semi - annual
72nd
Hotel Statler, Washington.
a co-conspirator in the 16mm. suit its

Oct. 6-10

1)

door

TOA

City.

Oct. 6-7

Sessions

also promises to be largely a closed-

exhibitors of

Michigan's Upper Peninsula tax
repeal meeting, Mather Inn, Ishpeming, Mich.

Sept.

TOA

{Continued from page

Events
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READY NOW

Making Money Everywhere

Vt

OUTLAW

WOMEN
Color by

WW

CINEC0L0R

MARIE WINDSOR

•

CARLA BALENDA

•

RICHARD ROBER

COOGAN

JACKIE

ALLAN NIXON •
A RON OSMOND

FONTAINE
Production

READY NOW
A

Sinister Story of

Suspense!

r
RVfifSSSSSSSS

wpuuuuUMfc

,

flnttMMch

8

BMBtfWtt

starring

Audrey

Valentina

Serge

HEPBURN

C0RTESA

REGGIANI

READY NOW

-

PIRATE

SUBMARINE
TRUE! DARING! Filmed

in

the

heart of the Mediterranean

LIPPERT PICTURES, INC.
145 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Foreign Sales Dept., 723 7th Ave., New York
Cable Address: Gildfilms— Lippf ilms

H

T $11,000
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19,

TO A 'Arbitration Is
Program Is
Starr Tells
Set by Starr
3 -Point

Here Now,
TOA Meet

Tax Johnston Tells
And Arbitration System Arbitration Is

Aims

at

16mm.

Suit,

—

A

Washington, Sept. 18.
three-fold, year-round program for
the Theatre Owners of America, en-

The Key

compassing the government's 16mm.

Washington,

suit, the campaign to repeal the 20
per cent Federal admission tax, and
the projected arbitration system, was
outlined here tonight by Alfred Starr,

new

TOA

By
18.

A.

SHERWIN KANE

—

the delegates to
the

Theatre

ti-

of Good Will," made
the
president's
banquet,
at
Starr hit at the Department of
Justice's 16mm. suit seeking to
force the sale of feature films
to television and other nontheatrical media. He pointed to
the "indignant chorus of protests" aroused by the suit, not
only from the motion picture
industry, "but also from the independent and impartial daily
(Continued on page 7)

Box-office Roaring,

Advises Paramount

tifjff

roared into our industry during recent
continues the message.
"Exhibitors, from the largest circuit
groups to the smallest situations are
feeling it, matching their energies
to it. 'The crowds are coming back'
is the happy word from theatremen

Will Endure,
Johnston Tells TOA

Code

of

con-

back into
business.

the latter's closing- convention session here today that he believes
"arbitration is here" now.
"I am disturbed by Myers' state-

ment

—

show

this, he added,
the industry will
go forward to
a "great measure of unity and cooperation among all of its branches."
He said he believed such unity "will
be wrapped around a sound and workable arbitration system."
Johnston spoke at the final event
(Continued on page 6)

no weakening of the
Production Code or of our
whole system of self-regula-

today's

ture Daily,"
Starr

"I

said.

attended

the

same meeting
yesterday

sociation of America president, said that if political
censorship "should be stricken
down in its entirety tomorrow, I can assure you, and
assure the public, that there

Eric Johnston

in

Motion Pic-

In
Washington, Sept. 18.
his address this evening to
the Theatre Owners of America convention here, Eric A.
Johnston, Motion Picture As-

Achieving

with

distribution representatives that
Myers attended.
I do not believe,
as he says he
does, that arbi-

will be

tration

is

months away.
Alfred Starr

tion."

completed.

All the groundwork has been
All segments of the indus-

(Continued on page 6)

'The Snows of Kilimanjaro'

Pictures.

month s,"

America

vention that it
was about time
the industry got
out of the law
business
and

keep up the box-office momentum" is a message being circulated
widely to exhibitors by Paramount

has

Owners

4

"Let's

momentum

— Eric

Washington, Sept. 18. Taking sharp issue with the statement
Picture Association of Abram F. Myers, Allied States chairman and general counsel,
of America that there may be no industry arbitration plan for "months," Alfred
president, this
evening told Starr, newly elected president of Theatre Owners of America, told

Sept.

Johnston, Motion

"Men

"Power-charged

President Takes Sharp Issue
With Myers' Statement That There May
Be No Arbitration System For Months

to Unity

president.

In his acceptance speech,
tled

TOA New TOA

(

20th Century-Fox)

African
VARIED INGREDIENTS ranging from
WIDELY
amorous adventures
hunting
and
tense

scenes, battlefield action

the

—

Spells

Out Plan

to

Bring in Customers

of a

—

Washington, Sept. 18.
young American writer in the playgrounds of the idle Paris, the
What
combine with superior talents and costly will undoubtedly rank as one of the
Riviera, Madrid and Africa
most practical, down-to-earth, dollarsproduction investitures to make of Ernest Hemingway's short story, "The
and-cents addresses of the three-day
as
audience
tastes
superior
attraction
for
Snows of Kilimanjaro," a
Theatre Owners of America conveneverywhere
varied as are the picture's attractions.
tion here— at least, that part of it
that
"Paramount, in its more than 40
With Gregory Peck as the successful but unrooted writer, search(Continued on page 7)
years of existence, has lived through ing for meaning and purpose in life with Susan Hayward, Ava Gardner
(Continued on page 3)
and Hildegarde Neff as the female attractions who captivate and hold
him at intervals, and with magnificent direction by Henry King, this
Strausberg Is
one of
Will Continue, Darryl F. Zanuck production in color by Technicolor ranks as
the major attractions of the current season. It should do important
President

—

;

WTO

Harvey Indicates
H. V. (Rotus) Harvey, past

A

quick glance at the production investment just
showmen a good idea of the selling
opportunities it affords them and its intriguing gross potentials in their
situations. Undeniably a big picture in its own right, its wealth of exploitable
business everywhere.

mentioned
presi-

MMPTA

dent of the Western Theatre Owners,
has disclosed that contrary to a recent
published report, the exhibitor organization is not in danger of dissolution.
The report, carried byMoTiON Picture

is

enough

to give real

(Continued on page 3)

Daily under a Los Angeles dateline,
was that the leaderless
was re-

WTO

garded

in California exhibitor circles

(Continued on page 3)

1952

5713

Solomon

New

M.
Strausberg,
vice-president of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association, automatically
succeeds
to
the
presidency with the death of
Edward N. Rugoff, whose
term as chief executive of the
exhibitor organization had 12
days more to run when he
died Wednesday.
first

Friday, September 19, 1952
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Personal
Mention
t

I

Paramount produarrived here from the Coast

cer,

to

vesterdav for an indefinite stay.

Resolutions protesting the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit, supassailing
porting repeal of the Federal 20 per cent admission tax and
production of motion pictures abroad by American companies have been
introduced at the American Federation of Labor convention currently

Carla Alida Dembow, daughter of in session here.
and Mrs. Dembow, will
The resolutions, all of which were
Jenne- referred to the convention committee
be married todav to G. Peter
wein at St. Augustine's Church in on resolutions, were introduced by
Larchmont. The bride and groom to- delegate C. J. Haggerty of the Cali-

Sam Dembow

be are both students at the University
of Pennsylvania.
•

president of
Clark Film Distributors, will leave
Philadelphia today on a tour of his
firm's depots in Chicago, Salt Lake
City and Butte.

William

Wald

Jerry

Clark,

J.

and Milton Pickman,

vice-presidents of Wald-Krasna Productions, will leave Hollywood Sunday for Dallas.

Henry
ern

Glover, Monogram Southbranch manager in

Exchanges

New Orleans, and Mrs. Glover
nounce the birth of a son.

Estimate

$11,000

For 'Snows' Opening
Darryl

"The

Zanuck's

F.

Snows

tAL WALLIS,

O

Act on Tax Repeal,
Filming Abroad, 16mm. Suit

AFL

an-

•

State Federation of Labor.
Action on them is expected toward
the end of the convention, which is
due to continue into next week.
The Screen Actors Guild and the
IATSE, both AFL affiliates, were
with having secured the
credited
sponsorship
Federation's
California

fornia

resolutions.
Haggerty called

of the

upon the conven-

resolution against the
government's suit to "protest with the
proper official of the Department of
Justice with respect to the proposed
action requiring the producers of motion pictures to re-release their pictures on 16mm. film to television stations and advertising agencies."
the tax issue, the resolution requested that the convention go on
record to ask Congress to repeal the
amusement tax. It was resolved also

tion

in

the

WB,

Loew's Plan to

of Killimanjaro" was
heading for an all time record
at the Rivoli theatre yesterday when at 3:00 P.M. a gross
of $3,095 saw the 20th Century-Fox picture $400 ahead
of "David and Bathsheba," as
well as far out in front of

such previous record holders
as

Carry Walcott Bout
Loew's and Warner Brothers plan
to carry the Walcott-Marciano fight
telecast in eight theatres, including
the Warner
Theatre on Broadway
which will be reopened for the evening of the fight, it was learned here

yesterday.
With only five days before the
fight, both circuits were reported to
have entered the Theatre Network
Television line-up, bringing the total
number of theatres which reportedly
are booked for Tuesday telecast from
Philadelphia's Municipal Stadium to
about 50. This establishes a new landmark in the number of theatres in

"The

"Pinky,"

Song

of

Bernadette" and "The Snake
Pit." On the strength of the
afternoon showing a high of
more than $11,000 was predicted for the day.

New Extension for
Loew's, U AT C Denied
Washington,

Sept.

18.

—With

the

Department of Justice today denying
a further extension of time, Loew's
was to have asked today for a court
order terminating its 3 joint interests
with United Artists Theatre Circuit.
Under Loew's consent decree, the
company was to have filed a satis-

TV network.
factory plan for dissolution or else
Loew's was said to be joining the to have asked the court to order one.
with two Loew's asked the Department for an
trans-continental
telecast
from Indiana.
theatres, Loew's Victoria, in Manhat- extension
of
today's deadline, but
•
since it had already been postponed
that individual Congressmen be re- tan, and Loew's State, Cleveland.
SouthJames V. Frew, Universal
Warner theatres in the following a number of times, the Department
quested to introduce and vote favorern district manager, is in Memphis
ably on a bill to bring about "this cities, besides New York, were re- denied an additional extension.
from Atlanta.
relief so desperately needed to save ported to have joined the TNT net:
Pittsburgh,
Baltimore,
In New York, a spokesman for
this industry from possible destruc- Washington,
Milwaukee, and Erie.
John P. Byrne, Eastern M-G-M tion."
the Department of Justice said that no
theatre spokesman action had been filed yesterday by
sales manager, will return here today
While a
The practice of overseas production
from Boston.
by American producers was described here could not be reached for con- Loew's, peeking the dissolution of
as "growing at an alarming rate and firmation of the report of a deal its joint theatre interests with United
Silas F. Seadler, M-G-M advertis- depriving many U. S. citizens of em- with TNT, confirmation of Loew's Artists Theatre Circuit. If no action
is taken by Loew's today, observers
ing manager, will leave here tomorrow ployment who would otherwise be plans was received.
It was also reported that Skouras's believe that the Justice Department
by plane for Europe.
used in the production of these motion
plans will ask the court to implement its
pictures, as well as depriving the Academy Theatre, Manhattan,
tele- consent decree, provisions of which
telecast.
The
the
fight
carry
to
which
taxes
of
U. S. government
would accrue from their salaries and vision installation in Loew's Victoria call for such dissolution of joint
wages." It was urged that the res- was transferred from Loew's State, interests.
The addition of the Victoria, Acaattacking the practice "be
olution
Critics
given the widest circulation possible demy and Warner theatres would

T. Rembusch, president
of Indiana Allied, was here yesterday

Trueman

On

the

WB

AMPA

Will

Honor

on Oct.

1

Motion picture editors of New York
daily newspapers will be honor guests
at the first fall luncheon-meeting of
the Associated Motion Picture Adverat the
1
tisers, scheduled for Oct.
Hotel Picadilly here. Ernest Emerling Loew's Theatres executive, will
be the principal speaker. Harry K.
president, will
McWilliams,

AMPA

preside.

throughout the U. S. to
and other
organizaitons
groups."
(

Fatima'

all

labor

American

Tops for

bring the number of theatres planning
to carry the fight in New York up
to eight.

TNT

expected to issue a list of
theatres carrying the bout today.

Set Bout in Baltimore
in Pitts., Cleve. Theatre; Tickets at $2.50
Baltimore, Sept. 18.— The MetroIn its first two out-of New York
pre-release engagements, at politan Theatre here, owned by Milspecial
the Allen Theatre, Cleveland and the ton Schwaber, and playing to Negro
Warner, Pittsburgh, "The Miracle audiences, has signed to carry the
night.
of Our Lady of Fatima" completed its Walcott-Marciano bout Tuesday
The house seats 1,200 and prices have
first week yesterday to business topping both "Distant Drums," (which been set at $2.50 for general admisplayed over New Year's holiday in sion, and no reserve seats.
the both situations)
and "A Streetcar

WB
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is

— BA0I0 CITY MUSIC HALL
"I VAN HOE"
Rockefeller Center

Jew

Elinbeth

Robert

TAYLOR

*

TAYLOR

R

*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plus

_

Compo, Press Confer
On Tax at Luncheon
An

off-the-record discussion of

Council of Motion Picture Organiza- Named Desire," Warner Brothers'
tions' admission tax repeal campaign previous top money-makers in these
took place here yesterday between cities.
trade press representatives and COMFilm drew $20,300 at the Allen and
Hollywood, Sept. 18. Society of
PO officials Al Lichtman, H. A. Cole $21,400 at the Warner.
Motion Picture ProIndependent
and Robert W. Coyne. The occasion
its annual meeting
hold
will
ducers
COMPO-sponsored
luncheon
was a
"Fatima" Buffalo Premiere at
of executive committee and members
at the Hotel Astor.
Center Theatre Wednesday
Wednesday, with SIMPP president
Also present from
was
Charles E. McCarthy, information
Buffalo, Sept. 19. "The Miracle Ellis Arnall, who arrives Tuesday,
director.
It was suggested
at the of Our Lady of Fatima" will open at presiding. Arnall will remain several
luncheon that another similar meet- the Center Theatre here on Wednes- days for meetings with other SIMPP
ing be held in the near future. There day night with festive front, floodlights officials and individual producers beis no prospect of an immediate conferand civic society educational and re- fore leaving, next weekend, for Atlanta.
ence here among
leaders.
ligious leaders in attendance.

Arnall to Coast for

JOHN WAYNE

BMJm

Annual SIMPP Meet
—

COMPO

—

Midnight

ftaw

Nightly

HOWARD
HUGHES
presents
Starring

"ONE MINUTE

JQ ZERO"
ANN BLYTH
BROADWAY
AND 45th ST.
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The Snows of Kilimanjaro

Compo Tours Are
Warmly Praised
Washington, Sept.

18.

{Continued from page 1)

— The

Council of Motion Picture
"Movietime"
Organizations
tours were warmly praised at
the TOA convention here today by Pat McGee of Fox Intermountain Theatres, Denver,
and Martin Mullin of New
England Theatre, Boston.
Both described their experiences with the tours, detailing
licked and
and the activities turned to

how problems were

the constructive benefit
theatres in their areas.

of

18.

method of photography and projection
offering more depth to the image and
less strain on film and equipment was
described to the Theatre Owners of
America today by Russell H. McCullough, head of research for National

TOA

convention
told a
luncheon-meeting that the new method
would reduce the "drastic accelera-

McCullough

.

tion" of film and allow "much more
time for the film to stabilize itself."
He said it would produce a screen
image twice as bright as that produced

by existing equipment.

WTO

Will Continue

{Continued from page 1)
as being in such danger.
Harvey said no one has been offered
presidency "due to the fact
the
that the board of trustees have not

WTO

met since my resignation" a number
of weeks ago.
"Until

I

am

replaced

I

still

repre-

COMPO

WTO

(Council
on
sent the
of Motion Picture Organizations) and
the Industry Arbitration Conference,"
Harvey explained.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE

MANAGERS WANTED
NEW YORK

OUTSIDE OF

attractions promises rewards in keeping with the measure of showmanship
ingenuity devoted to it. To those who do advantage themselves of the
opportunities it affords, it is certain to be richly rewarding.
Casey Robinson's screen play preserves the sophisticated, man-of-theworld Hemingway flavor. Snatches of dialogue, dipped in double entendre,
and some unconventional situations, aim the picture primarily for the adult
much in its nearly two hours running time for the
market. But there is
strictly conventional, as well. Scenes in which principals and natives pursue
a herd of hippopotami in an African river, or in which the hunters are
charged by an enraged rhino, as well as the fluid skill of bullfighters in the
arena, and night-time scenes of restless animals grazing and on the hunt, are

real

opportunity for

ability to join a

CITY

promotion

is

men

with

big circuit where

from the ranks.

Please detail your experience
in

writing.

...

All

replies

confidential.

BOX

541

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave.,

New

Washington, Sept. 18.
now under consideration

STORY
THE
Thatcher,

opens with Peck, Miss Hayward, his wife, and Torin
their safari leader, at the foot of Kilimanjaro. Peck, with an
infected leg injury, is threatened with death unless Thatcher can bring
medical help in time. In moments of consciousness, fever and delirium his
past life is recalled. Leaving home as a youth after the end of an adolescent
love affair, he becomes a newspaper correspondent and struggling novelist
attains some
in Paris, where he meets and falls in love with Miss Gardner.

He

York 20

— "There

is

a modification" of existing governmental regulations governing theatre construction,

Nathan D

.

Golden, film
chief for the
National Production Author-

beautifully photographed and memorable.
Peck gives another of his top performances as the rootless writer who
has squandered his talent in the belief that his career depends upon movement,
adventure and dalliance. Leo Carroll, as Peck's uncle, endeavoring to give
the younger man direction, poses the riddle of Hemingway's story the discovery of the frozen carcass of a leopard on the upper reaches of M't.
Kilimanjaro, highest peak in Africa, and what the vague promise might
have been that led it to its doom on the bare and frigid shelf. Find the
answer, Peck was told, and he, too, would be helped.

yesterday
informed the

ity,

Theatre Owners
of America convention.
In his address,
Golden said the
easing of gov-

ernmental regulations, planned

for April

1

,

Nathan Golden
1953, is contingent upon the material supply at the
effective date. He urged theatre owners, especially

those contemplating the

of drive-in theatres in
1953, to lay their plans now in anticipation of the relaxation of materials

construction

_

success as a writer and, after their marriage, pursuing the will-o-the-wisp
of his career, he takes her with him to Africa where, in hunting and the on April 1.
Added Golden: "I urge everyone of
accompanying life, he finds happiness.
Miss Gardner, longing for normality, comes to believe she will know it you to buy your theatre equipment
only without Peck, who believes that wandering is the normal life for him. now from your dealers while such
She loses her unborn child in an accident and eventually runs away. Peck equipment is plentiful."
Under the contemplated modified
takes up with the Riviera set and is "adopted" by Miss Neff, playing a
Golden stated, a theatre
regulations,
interlude
countess.
brief
pleasure
ends
when
Miss
destroys
wealthy
Neff
a letter to Peck from Miss Gardner, to whom Peck remains devoted. He owner will be allowed to self-certify
steel, not to
seeks her in Spain where the Civil War is in progress, eventually finding for five tons of carbon
more
than
tons of all
include
two
her fatally injured in the wreck of an ambulance she had been driving.
Returning to Paris he meets and marries Miss Hayward because of her types of structural shapes, 500 pounds
resemblance to his first wife. Returning with her to Africa in search of his of copper and copper base alloys and
300 pounds of aluminum. No stainless
lost happiness and the answer to the riddle of Kilimanjaro, he meets with
steel or alloy steel is permitted. This
disillusionment. Miss Hayward's love and devotion to him during the crisis
amount
of material, Golden added, will
brought on by the leg infection point to a solution as Thatcher returns to
be permitted per project, per quarter.
the camp with medical assistance.
Present regulations call for only two
All performances are excellent. The production has top-notch values in
tons of steel, 200 pounds of copper and
all departments.
Running time, 114 minutes. Adult audience classification. For pre-release no aluminum or stainless steel to be
Sherwin Kane. used in theatre or drive-in construction
in October.
without
permission. If additional
material is needed, application must be
Concessions Committee should meet made to the NPA.
Under the projected new regulations.
in Chicago within the next six months
to begin planning for the 1953 con- Golden also stated that a theatre owner
vention concessions day and that all may use self-certification for building
Washington, Sept. 18. The ap- such sessions should be known as equipment and building materials which
pointment of a national committee "buyers" meetings. In connection with require a "DO" rating other than conto represent every geographical sec- such
meetings, the committee also trolled materials up to $15,000, where
tion of the country for the purpose recommended that representatives of a supplier requires a "DO" rating for
of gathering information on theatre refreshment makers and dealers be certain building materials. If production equipment and production machinconcession operations was recommend- invited to participate.
ed to the Theatre Owners of America
The committee further recommend- ery is necessary, he added, a theatre

A

"

NPA

Concessions Data
To Be Gathered
—

convention here today by Harold

A

Tells of Plan to
Ease Gov't Rules
On Construction

—

McCullough Offers
New Film Method
— A new
Washington, Sept.

Theatres.

3
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J.

Fitzgerald, head of Fox Wisconsin
Milwaukee, chairman of
Theatres,
TOA's concessions committee.

The recommendation, which was
approved by the convention, is designed to gather and funnel information
to the committee chairman who, in
turn, will release it to the trade press
for the benefit of all exhibitors.
The need for the committee, Fitzgerald said, lies in the fact that no
matter how experienced an exhibitor
may be in theatre operation, he is,
nevertheless, a novice in the operation of his concession business.
"This is a new business for exhi-

"Whether
he pointed out.
or little, they need the counsel
and the information of those who best
can give it to them."
Fitzgerald, reporting for the
committee which has held four sesbitors,"

big

TOA

sions here, also recommended that
an entire day be set aside at next
year's convention in Chicago for the
discussion of concessions. It was also
recommended that the new National

exhibitors be alert to the
introducing new retail
sales articles suitable for merchandising in theatres.

ed

that

possibilities of

Inspect Repellent
Is Also Saleable
Washington, Sep. 18.

— Drive-

in operators seeking the answer to insect and other pest
control problems at the
convention drive-in sesion to-

TOA

day received inspiration from
a Beaumont, Tex., exhibitor,
plagued with a serious mosquito invasion of his drive-in.
"When fogging and other
methods proved unsatisfactory," the exhibitor said, "I
stocked my concession stands
with bottles of insect repellent. Sold gallons of it and the

customers seemed

satisfied.

owner may purchase such equipment
and such machinery up to $5,000 and
issue a self-certification

"DO"

for such

equipment.

Paramount
{Continued from page 1)

many

and Paramount never
and confidence that the tide
would turn in our favor, as it now
cycles

lost faith

has."

Paramount

calls

on

showmen

to

equal with their own
enthusiasm and energies the confidence
in the future."
The company lists 12 productions
available from now through December,
as follows
"The Greatest Show on
Earth," "Son of Paleface," "Caribbean,"
"Hurricane
Smith,"
"The
Turning Point," "Road to Bali,"
"Jumping Jacks," "The Blazing For-

"continue

to

:

est,"

"Somebody Loves Me," "The
"Just for You" and "The

Savage,"
Stooge."
tions

Also

listed are

finished for 1953.

13

produc-

!

Our

Faith,

Together,

Optimism and Enthusiasm Got

Showmen,

Power-charged momentum

has roared

into our industry during recent months.

Exhibitors, from the largest circuit groups

the smallest

to

situations,

coming back!"

theatre

is

the

feeling

it,

"The crowds
happy word from

matching their energies to
are

are
it.

We

Can Keep

It

Rolling

.

.

.

Going Forever

It

"IVANHOE," "WHERE'S CHARLEY?,"
"THE WORLD IN HIS ARMS,"
"AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD," "SUDDEN
FEAR," "DREAMBOAT," "HIGH

NOON," "THE QUIET MAN" and

others.

This upbeat established by Paramount

men everywhere!

"THE GREATEST SHOW ON
EARTH" was not just a flash in the box-

with
Paramount,
existence,

in its

more than 40 years of

has lived through

and Paramount never

it

now

has.

confi-

our favor,

"The general

DeMille's

B.

in

cycles

On February 23, we announced

in the trade papers:

Cecil

and

lost faith

dence that the tide would turn
as

many

SHOW ON

originally

planned

moved up to
demands from

for the late fall of 1952, will be

July,

1952,

exhibitors

need

for

.

in
.

big,

.

response to

who have emphasized
big

attractions

during

their

the

summer months."

pan. It spanned the whole

summer

as

way with big ones like
"JUMPING JACKS," "CARRIE," "JUST

we went

And

the

all

FOR YOU"

release of

THE GREATEST

EARTH,'

office

and

"SON OF PALEFACE."

upbeat by Paramount

this

is

con-

tinuing with great pictures for the balance
of

1952

many
many

.

.

through

which we

of

now

are

ready to

.

roll.

in

and beyond,

1953

have

already

many are
and the many

production; and

These pictures

—

millions of dollars they represent

our

faith,

seen;

—

reflect

our optimism, our enthusiasm, our

KEEP THE CROWDS
COMING BACK TO THE BOXOFFICE.
determination to

This great picture spearheaded the boxoffice

momentum which

dustry must
of that
in

now

all

of us in the in-

hold and extend. Evidence

momentum

is

realistically reflected

the record-setting figures registered by

"THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH,"
"QUO VADIS," "JUMPING JACKS,"

Paramount
to equal with

calls

on showmen to continue

their

own enthusiasm and

energies the confidence in the future
expressed

in its big

product which

is

business-producing

outlined here.

NOW THROUGH

FROM

DECEMBER...
SOMEBODY LOVES ME

THE TURNING POINT

Cecil B. DeMille's

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

William Holden,

Color by Technicolor. Betty Hutton,
Cornel Wilde, Charlton Heston,
Dorothy Lamour, Gloria Grahame,
James Stewart.

Alexis Smith.

Edmond

Color by Technicolor. Betty Hutton,

O'Brien,

Ralph Meeker. Perlberg-Seaton
Production.

ROAD TO

BALI

THE SAVAGE

Color by Technicolor. Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour.

SON OF PALEFACE

Color by Technicolor. Charlton Heston,

Susan Morrow, Peter Hanson,

Color by Technicolor. Bob Hope,
Jane Russell, Roy Rogers and Trigger.

Joan Taylor.

JUMPING JACKS
JUST FOR YOU

Hal Wallis Production. Dean Martin,

CARIBBEAN

Jerry Lewis,

Color by Technicolor. John Payne,
Arlene Dahl, Sir Cedric Hardwicke.

Mona Freeman.

Color by Technicolor. Bing Crosby,
Wyman, Ethel Barrymore.

Jane

THE BLAZING FOREST

HURRICANE SMITH
Color by Technicolor. Yvonne

Color by Technicolor. John Payne,

THE STOOGE

DeCarlo, John Ireland, James Craig,

William Demarest, Agnes

Forrest Tucker, Lyle Bettger,

Moorehead,

Richard Arlen.

Susan Morrow.

Hal Wallis Production. Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis, Marion Marshall,
Eddie Mayehoff, Polly Bergen.

FINISHED FOR 1953

THUNDER

IN

THE EAST

Alan Ladd, Deborah Kerr,
Charles Boyer, Corinne Calvet.

Richard

Arlen,

AND BEYOND...
PLEASURE ISLAND
Color by Technicolor. Leo
Genn, Don Taylor, and

THE WAR OF THE WORLDS
Color by Technicolor.

TROPIC ZONE

Dorothy Bromiley, Joan Elan,

Audrey Dalton.

COME

stage play.

PONY EXPRESS

Estelita.

THE STARS ARE SINGING
Color by Technicolor. Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Lauritz
Melchior, Rosemary Clooney.

SHANE
Color by Technicolor. Alan
Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Heflin.

Color by Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Rhonda Fleming, Jan
Sterling, Forrest Tucker.

Production.

17

William Holden, Don Taylor,
Otto Preminger. From the famous stage play. Billy Wilder
Production.

ROMAN HOLIDAY
Gregory Peck, Audrey
a cast of

BOTANY BAY

ROCK GRAYSON'S WOMEN

OFF LIMITS

Color by Technicolor. John
Payne, Jan Sterling, Coleen
Gray, Lyle Bettger.

Marilyn Maxwell, Eddie

NOW SHOOTING AND

Hepburn, and

Carmen Miranda.

Reagan, Rhonda Fleming,

George Stevens
STALAG

Scott,

Color by Technicolor. Ronald

BACK, LITTLE SHEBA

Hal Wallis Production. Burt
Lancaster, Shirley Booth,
Terry Moore. From the great

SCARED STIFF
Hal Wallis Production. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Lizabeth

Bob

Hope,

Mayehoff.

Mickey

Rooney,

_________

Color by Technicolor. Al^rfi
Ladd, James Mason, Pat/icia'
Medina, Sir Cedric HgrawkRe.

PREPARATION ...

IN

LITTLE BOY LOST

HOUDINI

REACHING FOR THE STARS

Bing Crosby, Claude Dauphin.

Color by Technicolor. Tony

Ginger Rogers, William Holden,

sPerlberg-Seaton Production.

Curtis,

Janet Leigh.

Paul Douglas.

thousands. William Wyler
Production.

JAMAICA SEAS
Cpl<

ADOBE WALLS

(Arrowhead)

Color by Technicolor.

Mil- la

Ray
Dahl,

>y Technicolor.

m

Wend*

II

Arlene

GIRLS ARE HERE TO STAY

Cecil B. DeMille's

Color by Technicolor.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

Bob Hope.

Color by .Technicolor.

:
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'Arbitration Is Here
(Continued from page 1)
agreed on it. I believe we
will have it very soon."
Starr reviewed the recent developments in connection with the arbitratry

are

tion

plan.

He

stated

flatly

that the

Aug. 20 draft represented an agreement unqualified even by "in principle." His reference was interpreted
as another thrust at Myers, who took
exception last August to the draft being described as an "agreement in
principle."

Starr said that with the completion of the Aug. 20 draft it
was agreed jointly by the conferees on arbitration that the
only changes which could be

made in the document subsequently were those which involved verbiage or those which
might be brought about by legal
considerations. Starr said the
understanding
spirit
of that
was respected in yesterday's
meeting at which distribution's
for
suggestions
and TOA's
changes or clarifications in the
draft were made. The changes
suggested, Starr said, were "inconsequential."
Myers characterized

the

suggested

changes as "sweeping."
Following Starr's statement, Hergeneral counsel, proman Levy,
posed a resolution, which was adopted,
endorsing the principle of industry ar-

TOA

bitration and recommending for apmember units the
proval to the
arbitration proposals as presented to
the convention on Tuesday and yesterday, "with due regard to the changes
proposed by the convention to the
arbitration (TOA's) committee."

TOA

The resolution amounted to a
convention vote of confidence in
the principle of industry arbitration.

That is as far as the convention
could go on the subject of arbitration.
It had fondly hoped, and no one here
made any secret of it, to be the first
exhibitor organization to approve the
proposed plan. The changes sought
prevented that but TOA still might
crack at a completed draft,
if and when,
by means of a special
board meeting called in advance of Allied's November convention in Chicago.
The convention also was frustrated
in its wish to take action on the government's 16mm. anti-trust suit, inasmuch as delegates came here without
the necessary authority to commit
their regional organizations to authorget

first

TOA

to have itself made
a defendant in the action. Now the
organization must poll its regional
units on the other issues associated
with the 16mm. suit.
The final session of the convention
was thrown open to the press, making
exactly half of the three days' meetings "on the record." In an open discussion,
Mitchell Wolfson, retiring
president, proposed that the convention advise Charles Skouras that
it will encourage and cooperate with
the development of third-dimension
films and other technical and research
activities but that it believes the adize

to

move

TOA

vancement

of
such
improvements
should he sponsored by persons or
agencies other than the exhibitor organization.
Skouras had not asked
TOA's sponsorship of the tri-dimensional process but had invited reactions and suggestions on further re-

TOA

Resolution
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Now: Starr
9

TOA

Johnston

Sends Producers
(Continued,

'Grateful Thanks'
Washington,

—

Resolu
convention
at the closing session here today
That
extend its "grateful
thanks" to Holloywood producers for
better, more popular pictures delivered
tions adopted

Sept.

by the

18.

TOA

from page

1)

of the three-day convention, a banquet
at the Shoreham Hotel in honor of
the presidents of the distribution com
panies which followed adjournment of

to

Begin Poll

Of Units on 16mm.
Suit Next Week
Washington,
Owners

Theatre

a series of business sessions.

Sept.
of

—

18.

The

America will
Touching on trade practices, the begin polling its membership next
TOA
MPAA chief cautioned against mul- week to find out what members wish
tiple runs.
He said they narrow the to do about fighting the government's
choice film-goers can make and in 16mm. anti-trust suit, TOA general
to the nation's theatres, and that the
consequence cut down on the size of counsel Herman Levy said today.
producers be urged to continue such
Levy told the TOA convention that
audiences.
output and that "TOA members give
"When
rush a picture through members should let him know whether
you
concrete expression of their apprecia
the community at this speed," he ob- they favored "the intervention procetion by merchandising this better qual
served, "aren't you losing advantage dure, using your screens, Congressionity product with the utmost in show
al investigation or other avenues of

of the advertising, the word of mouth,
the building power of a film? Aren't relief, or combinations of them." He
"acknowledge
That TOA
its debt
you, in effect, telling the people in asked members to consult with their
and express its profound appreciation
your town that they have to see this boards of directors and their legal
to the Motion Picture Industry Counadvisors and send in a speedy reply.

manship."

of Hollyowood for its successful
battle to rid Hollywood of Communist
filtration and for the courageous sup

particular picture at this
time, or stay home, or go

particular

Although the TOA legal counsel
somewhere
else, any place except where we want had expected to get a directive at
convention as to what TOA
the
them to go to the local theatre?'
port of the anti-Communist campaign
Citing "the progress that has been wished to do about the suit, it was
by all the member organizations of
made on arbitration," Johnston said found that regional units had not
the MPIC and their representatives."
the contribution of Herman M. Levy, instructed their delegates to the conThat TOA express its gratitude to
vention to act on the matter. It is
cil

convention committee, headed by
A. Julian Brylawski, Mrs. Sidney Lust
and Mrs. Frank Boucher.
That
express its appreciation
its

TOA

the trade and lay press "for the
magnificent manner in which they
have rallied in defense of the industry
and particularly exhibitors, against the
to

Government's 16mm. anti-trust

suit.

—

TOA

general counsel, in this connec

to "more keen thought
real devotion" than the

therefore necessary to poll the units
and for the
board of directors

anyone

determine what course
will
take in regard to the suit after it has
heard the results of the poll.
Levy warned members not to fear
a consent decree among the parties
to the suit before
has had an
opportunity to present its case. He
told them that consent decrees are not
'overnight matters" and added that
the Department of Justice had assured
it
would have an opportunity
to present its views on appropriate
relief in the case before the entry of
a consent decree, should an acceptable
decree be proposed to the government.

amounted

tion

more

and

MPAA

president

thought

could give.

He also praised Mitchell Wolfson.
fomrer TOA president, S. H. Fabian,
former executive committee chairman, and William F. Rodgers, Loew's
vice-president and chairman of the
arbitration
negotiating
committee.
Johnston described Rodgers as "one
of the truly great statesmen of our
distributors'

search and development.
The tridimensional plan had been outlined
earlier to the delegates by R. H.
McCullough of Skouras' West Coast
circuit research staff.

Another proposal, from the
floor, was for the establishment
of a TOA office in Washington
"in the modern manner." Had
there been such an office, it was
contended, the industry might
have learned in time to intervene or disassociate TOA from
the 16mm. suit.

Wolfson replied
money" to do things

that
it
"takes
like that and that
it
is a job to get in the minimum
amount of money just to run the
organization."
Wolfson was obliged to make the
same reply to suggestions for action
with respect to the admission tax
repeal campaign, to participation in
research activities and other projects.
Starr also bemoaned the dearth of
funds, stating that the organization needs a national secretary and
"can't afford one."
This was taken to be a reference
to the resignation last Sunday of Gael
Sullivan as executive director. The
resignation was attributed around the
convention primarily to the fact that
could not meet Sullivan's salary
expectancy.

TOA

TOA

"It is shameful," Starr said,
"that the organization does not
have the funds to do the things
it should do. We were told today of a million-dollar campaign
to sell an item like popcorn.
What can we spend to sell this
industry and its product?"

industry."

company

The

presidents,

Johnston continued, "genuinely
want to see an arbitration system set up and operating and
the sooner the better."

TOA

TOA

to

TOA

TOA

—

Reviewing the exhibitor-distributor
work on arbitration "during the long,

summer months," Johnston

hot

rethat
the
companies
have
agreed to the main principles in the
arbitration package. He added
"But
I'm sure it will come as no surprise

minded

and newsAsserting that Hollywood
now is providing better product,
Johnston said that Hollywood
now asks that more exhibitors
"merchandise pictures to the
of one feature, shorts
reels.

hilt."

:

to

you when

loose

ends

I

yet

say there are a few
to be worked out."

This was viewed by many of his listeners as an euphemistic way of describing the failure of the conference
here Wednesday of exhibitor and distributor lawyers to reach agreement
on an arbitration system draft.
Johnston urged both distributors
and exhibitors to "take some good
hard inward looks" to determine if
they are doing their utmost to improve business.
Pointing to the recent business up-

New

York, he called upon
swing in
the industry to discard the pessimistic
outlook for optimism. Johnston reminded that
could be turned to
the industry's advantage and he hit
government's 16mm. anti-trust
the
suit to force the sale of films to TV.

TV

Questioning the value
of
double bills, Johnston asked
the showmen if they didn't believe
their customers would
prefer a more balanced program

New

Conciliation
System Set Up
Washington,
Owners

Theatre

—

Sept. 18.
of America

The
board

of directors today authorized its new
president Alfred Starr, to appoint
a
member in each exchange
area to act as exhibitor-distributor
conciliator.
The new conciliaton panel, to be
known as the trade practice committee, will replace the approximately
half-dozen regional grievance boards
that
set up around the country
during the past year. Many exhibitors,
it was explained, found the distances
too great to travel to put their complaints before the regional boards and
consequently, many complaints never
were aired. The new exchange center
conciliators are expected to remedy
that situation.
The trade practice
committee will remain in existence
said, until an industry arbitration-conciliation plan has been put

TOA

TOA

TOA

into effect.

The board

also

voted

to

extend

Another suggestion from the floor wood name to help take lay press the organization's membership in the
was that next year's convention, to attention from the refreshment trade Council of Motion Picture Organizabe held in Chicago, obtain a top Holly-

show.

tions.

——
Friday, September

19,

Motion Picture Daily
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Set $1,000,000

GRIPES DON'T COME EASY AT
TOA MEET; BUSINESS TOO GOOD

Ad

Popcorn Campaign

—

The
Washington, Sept. 18.
Popcorn Institute will engage
in a $1,000,000 advertising pro-

motion

campaign mostly

in

national magazines, during
the next year to enlarge the
legion of popcorn eaters, the
TOA convention here was advised today.
Theatres will have an opportunity to share in a less
generalized campaign of their

own. The institute will offer
a plan for taxing their purchases of corn five cents per
hundredweight, which will be
matched by the Institute, and
the proceeds used for specific
promotion of sales of popcorn

Washington,

Sept.

18.

— Theatre

so much it
appeared at the closing session of the

has

business

improved

Theatre Owners of America annual
convention here today that M. A.
Lightman of Memphis, chairman of
the open forum, had to touch off the
fireworks himself to get the "gripes"
Invitations to the delegates to get things off their chest
fell on unresponsive ears until Lightman grabbed the "mike" and assailed
competitive bidding and simultaneous
runs as "stupid and vicious" trade
into the open.

that demanded immediate
practices
and persistent exhibitor attention.

Walter Reade,

in theatres.

Jr.,

TOA executive

of the

new head
committee.

assailed high terms for
"subterreleases
special
as
fuges" to circumvent the illegal
prescribing
adpractice
of

Then

3-Point

Program

(Continued, from page 1)

and admissions. Both
Lightman and Reade cited chapter and verse, naming names.
vanced

press, and
zines."

The new

from national maga-

TOA

president called the

admission tax "monstrous"
and the tax of local governments on
admissions "illogical and unfair" in
Federal

the U. S. Supreme Court's
decision, which held that
motion pictures are a medium of
communications entitled to the proof

light

"Miracle"

tection of the Constitution in regard
to freedom of speech and expression.
Starr asked rhetorically, "why not
an excise tax on radio, on the free

press ?"

"We will in the
Pledged Starr
coming months devote our full enertoward removing this pargies
and unjustifiable tax on
alyzing
:

.

.

.

admissions."
Starr predicted that when a system
of arbitration is "put to work," it will
relieve the industry, and exhibition
in particular, of a staggering burden
of expense. He said he intended to
travel from Coast to Coast during
the next 12 months to explain to the
various state and regional units of
the details involved in the projected arbitration plan, still to be
drafted completely. Starr paid tribute
general counsel Herman M.
to

TOA

TOA

for his work on arbitration
and to the "fair minded men in distribution," who, he said, "were willing
present advantage^ in
to sacrifice

Levy

order to minimize discord and
tion in our industry."

The 16mm.

suit,

which

litiga-

will

its own films especially
telecasting, shorter films
and special films made for a
special medium.

make
for

Black prophecies that television will
the doom of motion pictures
were dismissed by Starr. He called
TV simply "one more device for mass
communications" and predicted that
spell

the two industries in future years will
not regard each other as "economic

Washington, Sep. 18.

Out Plan

with Columbia Broadcasting

(Continued from page 1)

System color in from

press was permitted to hear
was made by Jack Braunagel of Commonwealth Theatres, Kansas City,
chairman of TOA's drive : in commitee.

the

Braunagel spent the better part of
hour detailing tried and proven
showmanship stunts that have brought
abundant extra business to- Commonwealth's numerous drive-ins in a fivestate area in the Midwest. As a prelude, he related that Commonwealth
made a six to eight weeks average
an

of attendance at its conventional theatres before and after the seasonal
opening of its drive-ins. It learned
that, on opening, for every $100 taken
in by the drive-ins, there was a drop
of only $5 in the gross of the conventional theatres. And on the seasonal closing of the drive-ins, the

conventional houses recovered only
$5 in gross.
The $95 difference, Braunagel pointed out, was new business business

:

—

companies.
Lust of Washington and
Lightman urged
convention
planners to allow more time for open
forum discussions at future conven-

drawn them.

warning against relegating them
to the final hours "when nothing" can
be done about trade practice complaints except to bury them" with
unfinished business.
Mitchell Wolfson, retiring
president, urged exhibitors to "take
a militant stand" with their local
newspapers against higher advertising
rates for amusements than for other
advertising. "You should not tell the

wealth.

distribution

to

Sidney

TOA

tions,

TOA

newspapers what they should charge

amusement
"But

advertising,"

Wolfson

you

should protest
strongly
against
being charged a
higher rate than other merchants- are
charged.
If the prevailing rate is
too high, then don't advertise."

Braunagel lauded the recent drivesurvey published by Jack Levin
Associates of New York, stating that
it had been of great value to Common-

in

He

advised drive-in operators to
the customers, not to their
country club friends, to find out what
wrong with business and what
is
the customers want.
He advised them, too, to give
talk

to

thought to the problem of new man-

power sources for their operations,
asserting that the theatre business,
in his opinion, is in the poorest shape
of any business today in respect to
new .manpower. The top men in exhibition today, Braunagel said, are
neither encouraging nor training new
He recommended that
men.
sponsor a training school for managers similar to that operated in the

TOA

by Publix Theatres under
Katz. Commonwealth, he said,
doing just that now and, in its
is
training courses, has discovered manlate 1920's

Sam

enemies.
Starr's opening remarks were in
tribute to retiring president Mitchell
Wolfson for his work over the past
year in strengthening the industry.
In closing, the new
president
pledged that the daily problems of
the exhibitor, "ever increasing film
rentals," "pressures of competition,"
"unfair trade practices," and rising
costs would also be in the domain of
TOA, which would seek answers to

TOA

agerial and

showmanship

accomplishments

he

talent,

detailed

whose
to

the

convention.
trainees, Braunagel said, are
taught to sell pictures and to operate
theatres, not merely to push popcorn.

The

is too much emphasis on the
our business today," he said.
Pinanski, chairman of the

"There
latter in

Sam

convention session in the absence of
such problems.
Sam Kirby, expressed the reaction
of the delegates to Braunagels talkhe said the resourcefulness in
Pickford when
Col.
ideas and stunts devised by CommonHollywood, Sept. 18.
Columbia wealth managers to get business made
announced the withdrawal of Mary him "feel like a heel" and made him
Pickford from the cast of Stanley realize he has been "only a book-

Withdraws

_

—

Kramer's "Circle of Fire."

keeper."

—Twen-

tieth Century-Fox's Eidophor
system for large-screen television will be ready for use

—

advised.

the subject of a survey of TOA's
units to determine
regional
what action should be pursued
by the organization, including
that of seeking the status of a
co-defendant, was further explored by Starr in his speech.
Why, Starr asked, this insistence on films for television that
have been made for the express
purpose of exhibition in theatres. He also questioned why
does not the television industry

Spells

Sees Eidophor in
From 6 to 8 Months

Lightman urged that exhibitors
must do something about bidding and the drive-ins were commanding and
Both can be the conventional theatres were not
simultaneous
runs.
worked out. He said. His complaint getting. He posed the problem How
against bidding centered on awards best to get that new drive-in business?
of pictures to other than top bidders,
Part Carnival
citing terms he himself had offered
Commonwealth's experience, he said,
Exhib- contributes to the answer to that
unsuccessfully for pictures.
itors, he said, should accumulate evi- question. His company regards drivedence of top bids being rejected and ins as part theatre business and part
take them to the Department of Jus- carnival business and operates the
tice as evidence of the misapplication drive-in accordingly.
Braunagel desof the system, and demand changes. cribed the free attractions for chilReade cited the increasing number dren and adults alike, the stunts
of pictures being sold at terms that from goat-inilking contests to pieadvanced
admissions
and throwing contests that have been
require
urged exhibitors to protest vigorously used to draw patrons, and that have

lor

be

7

six to
eight months, Russell McCullough, head of research for
National Theatres, said today.

Urge Good Spot for
'Rogers' Coin Box
—

Washington, Sept. 18. Appeals to
exhibitors to place the coin containers
for public contributions to the Variety
Rogers

Will

Clubs
pital

funds

their

lobbies

in

Memorial Hos-

strategic

were made

locations in
to a large

breakfast gathering here today by
industry
men identified
prominent
Abe Montague,
with the hospital.
president of the hospital and general
sales manager
presided.

of

Columbia Pictures,

Doob for Vogel
Oscar Doob, addressing the meeting in the absence of Joe Vogel of
Loew's Theatres, New York, reported
that in tests made with 110 containers
placed in theatres during the past
four months, collections averaged be-

tween $3.50 and $4.50 per week.
Placed in at least 5,000 theatres,
Doob pointed out, the source can be a
adjunct of other means of financing the hospital, such as the "Christmas Salute" and the sponsoring of
hospital rooms at $2,000' per year by
industry individuals.
H. Fabian, hospital treasurer,
S.
emphasized the aim of the hospital in
"taking care of our own, even though
we are called upon and do help so
many other worthy causes."
Montague reported that 94,000 people in the industry contributed $92,000
Salute last year,
in the Christmas
pointing out that the number of contributions was evidence that the industry's people do want the hospital
maintained.

vital

Robert J. O'Donnell, hospital board
chairman, related that minimum annual expenses for maintaining the
hospital are $200,000 and that there
It
is $117,000 in the treasury now.
needs a fund of $350,000 to relieve the
strain and provide for improvements,
he said.

Bamberger Speaks
Other speakers included Leon Bamberger of

RKO

Radio,

who

reported

that most of the circuits, large and
small,
throughout the country are
placing the coin containers on display
Jack Beresin, chief barker of
Variety Clubs International William
Ruffin, Sam Switow, Chick Lewis and
;

;

Fred Schwartz.
Speakers emphasized the

work

humani-

the project ad its
value in industry public relations,
pointing out that one day tuberculosis,
will have been vanquished and the
industry, through the Will Rogers
Hospital, will have earned credit for
some of the victory.
In this connection, Doob expressed
the opinion that the industry made a
mistake in ending its association with
the March of Dimes annual campaign.
"One day, infantile paralysis will
be licked," Doob said, "and the industry will not be identified with that
great public victory."
tarian

of
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SHERWIN KANE
IT WAS A DISAPPOINT-

MENT

to

Theatre
convention

the

many

delegates

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

Urged

Starr

.

By

*

YORK,

Arbitration

Hollywood, Sept. 21.—Public

Committee chairman William Thomas, back
from a national tour, reported
a sharp improvement in the

Of Clearances

industry's

—A

TOA

and the uncertainties attendant upon those developments just
about crowded discussion of the

admission tax repeal off the convention schedule. If it was discussed at all, it was in one of the
three out of six closed meetings

from which the press was barred.

A top TOA official, who asked
that his name not be used, revealed this development. He
made the disclosure when asked
for his views as to what Allied
States Association general counsel

Abram

F.

Myers might have

had in mind when he issued a
statement declaring that one

TOA

proposal to the drafting

committee was "revolutionary."
Myers himself refused to give

The

exhibitors.

-

relations

wood achievements and

Wolfson's address, both pointing
the roads to industry and, particularly, exhibition's economic recovery and future health, were solid
items of inspiration and guidance.
Jack Braunagel's specifics of operation of successful drive-ins were
as good as money in the bank for
any exhibitor alert enough to hear
and mark the dollars-and-cents
blueprint put before him. Harold
Fitzgerald's analysis and recommendation of refreshment concessions operation, with the accompanying trade show, can be translated, now and in the future, into
cash for many a theatre operation.
The suggestions for trade practice action advanced by
M. A.
Lightman and Walter Reade, Jr.,
opened the way to constructive exhibitor action on some fundamentals
of theatre operation.
And
TOA's executive committee, working around the clock, took vital
steps to strengthen, expand and
vastly increase the organization
and its service functions to members.

new

slate of officers

headed by Alfred Starr of Nashville, represents enthusiasm, com(Continued on page 4)

Are Brighter
Expect Rupture in Work
On Draft to Be Healed

dis-

Washington,

pelling misinformation.

Loew's Files Suit
Against

UATC

Here

TOA

official

denied this was

Wise. Congressmen
All

Out

for Repeal

—A

Milwaukee, Sept. 21.
record
100 attended the regional meeting of
Allied of Wisconsin at Wausau where
the highlight was the report given
by president Sig Goldberg, on the
progress being made in Wisconsin on
the 20 per cent tax repeal campaign.
He said the campaign itself was well
organized and he congratulated the
distributor chairmen for their earnestness in exercising their duties.
Goldberg stated that eight of the
10 districts have had meetings with
their Congressmen and have received
definite commitments that their Congressmen will go all out for repeal.

closed.

One major company
manager who was asked

20th-Fox Divorce

tribution had decided to waive
its request for changes in the
language of the draft was noncommittal in reply but insisted
that while "things looked very
dark following the exhibitordistributor meeting here last

liquidating its joint interests with
in eight theatres.
The divestiture of its joint interests
in the eight is required under the
(Continued on page 4)

Planned for

The reorganization of 20th CenturyFox into two separate companies
production-distribution and exhibition
according to the terms of the consent decree is expected to be effected
on Saturday, the target date announced
last July, a top 20th-Fox executive
said here at the weekend.
He said no hitches are expected to
develop which would hold up the
divorcement. Under the plan of re(Continued on page 4)

—

49 Theatres in 30
Cities Set for Bout
Forty-nine theatres in 30 cities from
Coast-to-Coast will take tomorrow
night's
telecast of the Jersey Joe

—

ment of Justice protesting
the 16mm. suit as capable of
causing "unjustifiable injury"
to the motion picture industry.

Network Television officially disclosed here at the weekend.
The line-up of theatres tops the
previous high set in June for the

sales
if

dis-

(Continued on page. 5)

Sat.

bout, to be fought at Philadelphia's
Municipal Stadium, Theatre

Hollywood, Sept. 21.
The
Screen Story Analysts Guild
reported that it had sent a
communication to the Depart-

Distri-

UATC

title

Protests 16mm. Suit

—

draft would be
healed in
short order. The reasons for their
optimism, however, were not dis-

of

Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight

Another Coast Unit

Sept. 21.

bution representatives who were in
Washington at the weekend after
attending the Theatre Owners of
America covnention banquet here expressed definite optimism that the
apparent rupture in the work of completing the proposed industry arbitration

Loew's filed a suit here in Federal
Court Friday against United Artists
Theatre Circuit, seeking the appointment of a receiver for the purpose

(Continued on page 5)

Elmer Rhoden's keynote speech
and retiring president Mitchell

ForArbitration

further details.

Despite those frustrations, there a "revolutionary" idea, and said he
was much in the open convention felt it was really not too important.
sessions of great practical value to He said the proposal had originally

Finally, the

public

standing due to increased interest on the part of exhibitors in emphasizing Holly-

:

plan,

Possibilities

Relations

week that no conclusive action
could be taken by the convention
Washington, Sept. 21.
proon the three topics heralded in posal that circuits and other exhibiadvance as the most important to tors be given the right to initiate
come before the meeting The gov- arbitration proceedings to increase
ernment's 16mm. suit, arbitration clearance was put before last week's
and the campaign for admission arbitration drafting committee meeting by Alfred Starr, new president of
tax repeal.
action with respect to its the Theatre Owners of America, it
role in the 16mm. suit was referred was learned here over the weekend.
back to the regional units for instructions to the national organization;
arbitration, still incomplete, could
only be approved in principle subject to proposed changes in the

TEN CENTS

1952

Sharp Improvement
In Industry's 'PR'

to

Owners of America
Washington last
in

22,

Ready Transfer
Hughes

RKO

of

Stock

—

Los Angeles, Sept. 21. Legal documents transferring Howard Hughes'

RKO

1,050,000 shares of
Pictures
stock to a Chicago syndicate headed
by Ralph E. Stolkin for a reported
$7,350,000 were ready for signing
over the weekend, it was disclosed by
a spokesman for the potential buyers.
The syndicate which is said to have
offered $7 per share for the 30 per
cent control held by Hughes also
consists of
A. L. Kolish,

Stolkin's father-in(Continued on page 4)

Russia Refuses to
Return 5 US Films
Soviet

Russia

has

flatly

refused

American
motion pictures which were seized
Robinson-Maxim bout, when 38 TV- several years ago in Eastern Germany,
equipped theatres joined the network. the Motion Picture Export AssociaThe largest network of theatres tion revealed here at the weekend.
Moscow said the films were seized
was assured when Loew's, RKO Theatres and Warner Brothers booked the as "trophies" of war and indicated
It was also the Communists would use the films
event late last week.
effected by

simultaneous

TNT's
film

planned use of a
recording, or a

(Continued on page 4)

to return the prints of five

as

they see

fit.

The Kremlin's

refusal to relinquish
(Continued on page 4)

:
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Personal
Mention
1*

HARGRAVE,

J.

ing

his

is

RKO Radio will launch a
short subject sales drive starting Oct. 1 and running to the
end of the year, it was announced at the weekend by
Sid Kramer, short subjects

celebratthe

with

anniversary

25th

Radio Drive
On Short Subjects

Eastman Ko-

dak board chairman,

•

RKO

company.
•

sales manager.

Spearheading the drive will
be "Operation A-Bomb," tworeel special produced by RKO
presents
Pathe which
an
atomic blast at Yucca Flats,

Abner J. Greshlek, producer,
arrived in Hollywood Saturday, after
having recovered in a Denver hosfrom an

pital

was

while

stricken

New

Coast from

with which he
en route to the

illness

Nevada,

York.

in color.

•

Monday, September

the company's offices in
return here Oct. 8.

Sam

Europe he

Para. Sales Drive

will

•
Geffen, National Screen sales-

For Oscar Morgan

leaving the industry
man
and soon will depart for the West
Coast, where he may enter the motel

Oscar A. Morgan, general sales
manager of Paramount short subjects
and the newsreel, will be honored

business.

by the company during the week of
Sept. 28 with a sales drive bearing

in Buffalo,

is

•

Nancy Kassel,

Gems

Screen

department casting director,

York

at the

weekend

for

left

TV

Three pictures

in color

by Techni-

color will be released in January by
Universal-International, heralding the
new year with an emphasis on color,
Charles J. Feldman, U-I general sales
manager, disclosed here at the weekend, following his return from the
Coast.
The trio of releases set for January consists of "The Lawless Breed,"
starring
Rock Hudson and Julia
Adams, "City Beneath the Sea,"
starring
Ryan and Mala
Robert
Powers and "Meet Me At the Fair,"
starring Dan Dailey and Diana Lynn.

New

the

•

their

45th

Behling,

exhibitors,

wedding

Rose sary also of
company.

anniversary

re-

•

Don Weiss, M-G-M

director,

is

in

from the Coast.

Irving P. Alexander
Dies in Boston

—

Boston, Sept. 21. Irving P. Alexander, 55, of Winthrop, Mass., division
manager for the Snider Theatre Enterprises of Boston, died suddenly at
the Beth Israel Hospital here Thursday as he was about to undergo an
emergency operation.
Alexander had been associated with
the motion picture industry for over
30 years. He was formerly with New
England Theatres
Operating
Co.,
Paramount Publix Theatres and the
M. and P. Theatres. He leaves his
widow, two daughters and a brother.

his

an

"Oscar

the anniveryear with the

is

38th

This year's drive includes, in addition to short subjects and the newsreel, two features, W. Somerset Maugham's "Trio" and "Encore," of which
Morgan is in charge of sales.

Name

Royalty at' Limelight'
London Premiere
"Limelight," Charles Chaplin's first
picture in five years, will have its
London premiere under the sponsorship of the Royal London Society
for Teaching and Training the Blind,
with Her Royal Highness Princess
Alice and the Earl of Athlone, the

Earl and Countess of Mountbatten
and United States Ambassador WalS. Gifford serving as premiere
presidents, United Artists announced.
Chaplin, now en route to London
for the premiere, may not be readmitted to the U. S. Attorney General
McGranery said at the weekend that
he had ordered authorities of the Immigration Service to determine whether the comedian, a British citizen,
should be readmitted. The premiere,
slated for Oct. 16, was scheduled to
be Chaplin's first stop on a world
tour with his wife and children.

Captains for

ert

Legion,"

"A

Man's

Country,"
'Seminole" and

"The Lone Hand,"
"Column South."

Columbia Drive
Winners Named
Ten domestic branch and division
managers from Columbia Pictures,
accompanied by their wives will
shortly be travelling to Paris, London,
Rome, or any one of a score of other
foreign cities in which the company

The

offices.

trips are being

awarded to the 10 for winning the
"Round the World" sales drive, which

—

Kansas City, Sept. 21. Public
schools, churches and the two motion
picture theatres in Warrensburg, Mo.,
have been closed by the mayor because
of

the

munity.

polio

division

Angeles

;

manager; Wayne Ball, Los
George Roscoe, Atlanta H.
;

New Orleans; R. C. Hill,
Denver; N. J. Colquhoun, Memphis;
H. Green, Salt Lake City
H.
J.
Duvall,

that comhave been six deaths

situation

There

there from the disease.

in

make current
complete sum-

MOVIETJME NEWS,

No. 77— -Ike" in
convention in
Stevenson opens Eastern tour

AFL

the Midwest and at the

New

York.

Haile Selassie's domain
AUied navies war drill. U. S.
shows new stratofortress. Bradley Field is
dedicated.
"Snows of Kilimanjaro" prein

Connecticut.

increases.

miere.

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No.

207— Cam-

Connecticut's great airfield.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
in

Midwest and

at

10— Eisenconvention.

No.

AFL

Truman explains
in Connecticut.
President's job.
American war dead remembered in France.
headlines for
air ajje.
Stevenson

New

DIGEST, No. 38-B-"Ike"

AFL.

Final Finnish reparation
paid to Russia. America's newest weapons.
Army unveils latest and smallest helicopter.
Texas house pet jungle style.

—

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,

No.

597—

Allied fleet maneuvers in the Baltic.
Operation Scorcher in Arizona.
Truman and
wives of theatre owners.
Wheelbarrow
race in Califcrnia. Aviation in the news.

WARNER PATHE NEWS,
campaign

gets

hot

No. 12—The

— Stevenson,

Truman,

New

global jet bomber.
One-man jet jeep helicopter. General Marshall dedicates war memorial in France.

Eisenhower, Taft.

Theatre O'wners of America convention in
EthiWashington.
Haile Selassie
signs
opian treaty.

First

RKO
RKO

Continental
Meet Sept. 30

Radio's

first

continental sales

meeting will be held Sept. 30, in Paris
under the direction of Carl-Gerhard
Wallman, newly appointed ContinenWallman, who
sales
manager.
tal
was formerly Scandinavian general

manager for RKO, moved
this week to assume his
second man to Joseph
ropean manager.

to Paris
duties as
Bellfort, Eu-

;

Jacobs, Omaha
Portland.

;

R. Beale, Portland.

J.

;

Polio Closes 2 Theatres

A

follozus:

TELENEWS

:

Jay Frankel Indianapolis,
Robert C. Meyer; Jacksonville, Clifford T.
Hardin; Kansas City, Joseph C. Bondank;
Los Angeles, Reville Kniffin; Memphis,
Leo R. Wintker; Milwaukee, George EdNew
Minneapolis, Ben Lander;
gerton;
Haven, Salvatore Popolizio; New Orleans,
Gerald S. Kennedy, Jr.
New York, Alex Arnswalder
Also
Oklahoma City, Jack Whelihan; Omaha,
Herman
Philadelphia,
Molseed;
Regina
Herschhorn; Pittsburgh, C. C. Kellenberg
Louis,
Joseph
Portland, Carl Handsaker; St.
A. Feld; Salt Lake City, Carl F. Larsen;
San Francisco, Paul A. Schmuck; Seattle,
James Brooks; Washington, Ira Sichelman;
Montreal,
Coimben;
CaJgary, Robert E.
Arthur Quintal; St. John, Thomas Corbett;
Toronto, Harry Wiseman; Vancouver, Allan
W. Laubenstein; Winnipeg, Alfred Smith.

mary

speaks to

concluded June 26.
In addition, salesmen, office managers and bookers of all branches
which won first, second and special
Thirty-six captains responsible for prizes and branch managers of the
the operation of the 20th Century-Fox runner-up
exchanges
will
receive
honoring branch awards. The 10 winners are
testimonial
drive
Bob
managers during the period from Ingram, Southeastern district manSept. 28 to Dec. 27 were appointed ager; Jack Underwood, Southwestern

Smith.
Also, Detroit,

nezvsreel headlines.

hower

20th Testimonial

here, as follows
Albany, John Wilhelm; Atlanta, R. G.
McClure; Boston, John Feloney: Buffalo,
Charlotte,
O.
James
Graham;
William
Mock; Chicago, Arnold Monnette; Cincinnati, Jack J. Kaufman; Cleveland, Frank
Hunt; Dallas, W. S. (Zeke) Miller;
J.
Denver, Carl Larson; Des Moines, Dale

of a jet jeep helicopter

organization. At the studio Feldman
viewed "Mississippi Gambler," "Des-

maintains

E.

ter

sales

with

successive
tribute to

the dedica-

memorial fur the war dead,
an Ethiopian treaty and the invention
tion of a

paign spotlight. Selassie gains new realm.
Belgian couple happily
Jet jeep helicopter.
wed for 50 years. World of fashion awards
"winnies."
International
tuna
classic.

celebrated

cently.

New York

executive

Morgan Week," and

Albert and Mrs.
Canada,

fourth

PRESIDENTIAL campaign
rHE
gathering momentum,

returned to New York
following a tour of the Midwest, Pacific
Northwest and the Coast, where
he conducted meetings with exhibitors,
circuit heads and members of his own

Feldman

his

Hollywood year Paramount has paid

where she will remain three weeks.

Hill,

name.
This marks the

1952

U-I to Herald '53 Newsreel
With Three in Color Parade

;

Walter H. Grosselfinger of the
Westrex Corp., is in London from
New York. After visiting several of

22,

Jones Quits the

FCC

To Practice Law

Sept. 21.
Robert
Jones, a strong opponent of monopoly and "bigness" in the radio and
television field, resigned as a member
of the Federal Communications Commission over the weekend.
Jones, in various separate concurring or dissenting opinions, has repeatedly emphasized the anti-trust
record of the film industry and was
considered to be one of the major
hurdles which the industry would
have to overcome to win exclusive
theatre television channels
and to
expand in other ways into the television field.
He has been on the
Commission since 1947 and prior to
F.

that
will

was a member
enter

private

Washington with
specializing

FCC

of Congress.

He

law practice in
Arthur Scharfeld,

cases.

Hollywood,

Sept.

21.

—M-G-M

on

Superior Court a suit
against
singer-actor
Mario Lanza,
seeking reimbursement of $695,000
preparing "The
spent
in
Student
Prince" which he refused to report
for work on, with the result that the
picture was abandoned. Suit also asks
the court to fix the sum the film might
have earned if Lanza had appeared.
Company also sought an injunction
to prevent Lanza from engaging in
any other entertainment activity.

Friday

—

Washington,

Metro Sues Lanza for
Reneging on 'Prince'
filed in

Queen

to See Lanza Film
M-G-M's "Because You're Mine,"

starring Mario Lanza,
lected for presentation

has

been se-

the Royal
Film Performance under the patronage of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, on Oct. 27 at M-G-M's Empire
Theatre in London, the company
at

stated.
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Board Elects Metal for Theatres VancouverExchange

Executive Unit

—

Th' e
Washington, Sept. .21.
Theatre Owners of America executive
petence, purpose and determination. committee for the next year, as elected
Most assuredly, not all of the by the TOA board at the organizapractical values of an exhibitor tion's annual convention in Washingconvention are necessarily those ton last week will be constituted as
which get the biggest headlines. follows
Walter Reade, Jr., chairman MyEven in the casual meetings and
ron Blank, lack Braunagel, C. E.
convenwhich
a
ideas
exchange of
Cook, Sherrill Corwin, H. H. Everett,
tion affords, there are opportunities Russell
Hardwick, Mack Jackson,
aplenty for exhibitors to obtain George Kerasotes, R. R. Livingston,
and take home with them ideas Arthur Lockwood, Morris Loewenwhich can be translated into actual stein, Ray Martin, Pat McGee, M. J.
Miillin, J. J. O'Leary, Sam Pinanski,
extra cash in the box-office till.
Elmer Rhoden, W. C. Ruffin, Jr., Jay
Solomon, Morton Thalhimer, David
Wallerstein, R. B. Wilby and Nat
(Continued from page 1)
Williams.
(Continued from p age 1)

Strike Is Settled
Cut by N.P.A.
— Smaller Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 21— The
Washington, Sept.

Is

21.

cooper and aluminum have been alloted to the National
Production Authority's film section

month-long strike of film exchange
employes here, ended with the signing of a memo of agreement on wage
to be granted by
RKO
for parcelling out to theatre and film increases
equipment manufacturers for use in Radio, M-G-M, Warner Brothers,
20th Century-Fox, Paramount and
the first quarter of next year,
Columbia.
has announced.
Climax in the bargaining battle
At the Theatre Owners of America
convention in Washington last week, came when members of Local No.
Nathan D. Golden, Department of B-71, exchange backroom employes,
Commerce film chief, said easing of and Local No. F-71, exchange front
governmental regulations governing office employes, set out to picket all
the supply of building materials was Vancouver theatres showing films distributed by companies which had not
planned for April 1, 1953.
Concerning the new NPA an- yet reached an agreement with the
nouncement, for all three metals, the unions. Actually, picketing of only
amounts are well below allotments one house, the Hastings, took place,
that
lasted
only 20 minutes.
for previous quarters. The steel allot- and
Five other theatres withdrew their
is most sharply reduced, due to
ment
kinescope, which will be televised to
the steel strike, and in most cases scheduled attractions before the doors
theatres West of Omaha from New
the copper and aluminum allotments opened at 11 :00 A. M. and substituted
York at about 11:15 P.M. (EDT).
(Continued from page 1)
have been cut back since less of these pictures distributed by either J. Arthur
The fight, which will not be home
Rank, Empire-Universal or United
new theatre company, materials can be used due to the steel Artists. The
televised or broadcast, will be seen in organization, a
first two of these com-

amounts of

steel,

NPA

;

Walcott Bout

20th-Fox Divorce

theatres in the following cities

:

New

to be called National Theatres, Inc.,
will be organized which will take
over the interests of 20th Century-

Wash-

Los Angeles,
ington, Cleveland, Milwaukee, Toledo,
common stock
Baltimore, Kansas City, Asbury Park, Fox Film Corp. in the
and Roxy
Corp.
Theatres
Wesco
Detroit,
of
Rutherford, N. J.; Chicago,
Hammond, Ind. Miami, Theatre, Inc.
Gary, Ind.
The plan also calls for the organSan Francisco, Binghampton, N. Y.
company which will
Albany, N. Y. Indianapolis, Denver, ization of a new
in Delaware under the
incorporated
be
Sacramento,
Pittsburgh,
Louisville,
Film Corp.
Omaha, Dayton, Minneapolis, Cincin- name of 20th Century-Fox
and which will take over the balance
nati, Erie, Pa., and Richmond, Va.
Seattle,

York,

;

;

;

present company

the
declines to name the 49 thea- of the assets of
of the present 20thtaking the bout due to what is the dissolution
and the distribtuion of
Corp.
Fox
reasons.
competitive
to
be
believed
new picture company
About 39 theatres taking the bout stock in the
company to the stockwere listed previously in Motion Pic- and new theatre
present 20th-Fox Corp.
the
of
holders
field
by
reported
ture Daily as
in exchange for their present shares,
correspondents.
on the basis of one share of stock
theatres
eight
York
City,
In New
in each new company for each present
the
will take the telecast, including
Warner Theatre on Broadway which share of the present company.

TNT

;

tres

;

shortage.
said
and
picture
section only
allotment in

NPA

it

was giving the motion
photographic products

4,315 tons of steel tor
the first quarter, compared with 5,181 tons in the fourth
quarter of this year, and 6,207 tons
The
in the current third quarter.

1,463,000
to 1,276,000 pounds in the first
quarter, and the aluminum allotment
was cut from 3,214,000 pounds in the
last three
months of this year to
3,101,000 pounds in the first three
months of next year.
ter

Washington

21.

—All

(Continued, from page 1)
;

the fight along with the regular feature, and all are having advance sales

A

end.

three

showing telecasts of Tuesday's Walcott-Marciano
charging $3.60 admission, the
highest figure ever charged here for
a theatre television event.
Most previous theatre
showings
here have had an admission price of
$2.40 or less. One theatre on one occasion went up to $3 for reserved
seats, though keeping the $2.40 top
for general admission.
Officials of the three theatres explain that the cost of rights to- the
fight and other expenses made the new
high charge necessary.
The three houses showing the theatre
telecast
Tuesday are
Keith's, the Lincoln Theatre and the
Warner. This will be the first time
the Warner has had theatre television.
All three theatres are showing
fight are

TV

RKO

Key operating personnel will be on
duty all night to assist in the prompt
handling of the negative, so that the
prints are made ready in the least
possible time.
At the

Loew's,

UATC

(Continued, from page 1)

terms of the Loew's consent decree.

RKO

home

about 150
employes will remain on duty to
handle distribution of the film, Sidney
office

became

would voluntarily respect the picket
line.

(Continued from page 1)

;

Sept.
theatres

—

longer existed when it
apparent that projectionist
members of IATSE Local No. 348

no

dispute

Hughes Stock

RKO

Washington,

had given acceptable assurances
regarding a settlement.
At the Hastings, where the lone

Russia Refuses

:

;

UA

allotment

law Edward Burke and Ray Ryan,
Chicago and Texas capitalists, who
helped
finance
Martin-Lewis'
"At
War With the Army" and who rebut no reserved seats.
cently
purchased Marshall
Field's
fourth local theatre, Loew's Cap- television stations in Portland and
cluding tax, for loges.
itol, has theatre TV facilities, but a
Other Warner houses taking the Loew's official said it was not showing Seattle; and Robert Hayes of Texas.
Stolkin, 33, is president of Empire
telecast include: Warner, Erie, Stanthe fight telecast because the com- Industries,
Chicago,
mail-order
a
ley, Baltimore; Warner, Milwaukee;
had
theatres
three
pany felt the other
busines that purportedly made $1,000,Warner, Washington; and the Stan- saturated the area.
000 in two years after he quit a job
ley, Pittsburgh.
as a bond salesman. He is also viceWB, like most other theatres, is RKO Pathe Set to Take
president of National Video Corp.
charging either $3 or $3.60, for the 40,000 Feet of Film
Stolkin is expected to succeed Hughes
event outside New York. The other
Pathe has cleared its decks as RKO Pictures' board chairman
seven theatres in New York taking
50th Street Guild, preparatory to processing an antici- upon consummation of the deal.
the event are
Stolkin is understood to have heavy
Academy, Manhattan, RKO Ford- pated 40,000 feet of film that will be
taken at the Jersey Joe Walcott- interests in theatres in New Jersey,
ham, Bronx Marine, Fox, Brooklyn
Rocky Marciano heavyweight cham- Pennsylvania and the Midwest, and
Queens, Queens Village, L. I.
pionship bout in Philadelphia tomor- is said to have plans for further
row night, Jay Bonafield, executive theatre acquisitions, according to the
Washington Theatres
producer, disclosed here at the week- spokesman for the buying interests.
Charge $3.60 for Bout
reopen tomorrow night for the
and then shutter again. The
2,700-seat Warner Theatre is charging $3.60, including the admission tax,
for general admission and $4.80, in-

several
before,
providing wage increases satisfactory to the locals, and

weeks

picket line was established, the manwas reduced from agement likewise shifted to films of
pounds in the fourth quar- one of the companies with which a

copper

will

event

had signed contracts

panies

The

of the suit came after
failed to get a new extension

filing

Loew's

the American-owned films was contained in an official note from the
Soviet Foreign Office, transmitted to
the U. S. State Department through
the American Embassy in Moscow.
The note was the first official Russian reaction to a series of protests
initially lodged with the Soviet government more than a year ago by
the State Department at the request
of Eric Johnston,
president.
Johnston repeatedly protested the
"pirating" of the American films.
The pictures involved are "Meet

MPEA

John Doe," "Viva Villa," "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washigton," "The Three
Musketeers" and "Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town."
While the Russian note
referred

to

MPEA said,

only these five subjects,
at least four other Holly-

wood

pictures are known to have
grabbed as "war booty" and
shown in Russian theatres: "Romeo
and Juliet," "The Crowd Roars,"
"The Man in the Iron Mask" and
"The Story of Louis Pasteur."
Two of the eight films, it is known,
were reedited and distorted for antiAmerican propaganda purposes, said

been

MPEA.

the
The other six offered
Soviet editors little latitude for distortion and apparently were left intact.
that
It was learned by the
all of the films are still being widely
released and re-released throughout
Russia and that they invariably play

MPEA

Department
which called
Kramer, shorts subject sales manager,
Loew's and UATC to effect
said. RKO branch managers and their for
will also work through the divestiture or Loews' to take court
staffs
action, expired last Thursday.
night.
to sell-out crowds wherever shown,
Loew's action on Friday also called said the MPEA.
upon the court to order the receiver

Talbot

Forms Film Firm

Portland,

—

ClarSept. 21.
ence Talbot, known here for his film,
radio and television work, plans to
establish a film producing studio in
Spokane, under the name of Empire
Films, Associated with him is his
father, Dr. C. W. Talbot.
Ore.,

of its deadline from the
of Justice. The deadline,

to submit a satisfactory plan for the
termination of the joint interests.
The following theatres are held
jointly by both parties: Loew's State,
Louisville Loew's Century, Parkway,
;

Baltimore
Loew's
Broad and Loew's Ohio, Columbus,
and Loew's Penn and Ritz, Pittsburgh.

and

Velencia

;

;

PSI Opens

Office

producers and dishas opened Chicago offices
and appointed Albert C. Morey in
charge, it was announced by Manny
Reiner, vice-president in charge of

PSI-TV,

tributors,

sales.

Inc.,

;

Monday, September
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Let a

Possibilities
(Continued, from page I)

Wednesday,

they

are

much

brighter now."

The reason for the changed attitude
was unknown to Abram F. Myers,
States

Allied

chairman and general

participated in the Wednesday arbitration meeting. At the
close of that meeting Myers issued a
statement in which he said he believed an arbitration plan was farther
from realization that before the meeting and that it would be months, if
ever, before the industry had a plan
counsel,

who

work.
Replying to a question, Myers said
he had not altered that opinion and
that he had heard nothing from the
in

distributors since the meeting.
"I have no idea what they plan to
do, or when they will do it," Myers
said when asked if another arbitration conference date had been set.
Eric
position,
Allied's
Despite

Johnston, Motion Picture Association

America

of

with

his

prepared

ahead

went

president,

speech

the

at

Thursday night TOA banquet, in
which he expressed confidence that
the industry needs, must have and
soon would have an arbitration plan.
Some trade cricles here wondered
whether there was any possibility of
the Department of Justice and the
Federal Statutory Court in New York
approving an arbitration draft without the participation of Allied. Some
believed there was a chance of that
happening, provided the other exhibitor organizations, such as the Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York, the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association and
Western Theatre Owners also approved.

Drafting Group

Starr

Urged

(Continued from page 1)

Repair Arbitration: Myers

been discussed by the drafting committee in earlier meetings this spring
and summer, and had been discarded
as too controversial. Then, he added,
By J. A.
the suggestion was again made from
convention
Washington, Sept. 21. In another bitter blast at the participants the floor of the
and developments at last Wednesday's arbitration meeting- at the May- Tuesday afternoon during a closeddoor session on arbitration, and Starr
flower Hotel here, Allied States Association general counsel Abram F.
passed the suggestion along to the
Myers suggested a new drafting- committee be set up to continue further arbitration drafting
committee when
work on the arbitration plan.
he attended its meeting at the MayHe intimated that "know-it-all Theatre Owners of America, will then flower hotel last Wednesday.
boys" and "Monday morning quar- be privileged to consider the whole
Starr refused to discuss the report,
monkey- subject in convention and
a
terbacks" had thrown
vote on the saying that at the arbitration meeting
wrench into the arbitration works, proposals one by one if it sees fit." there had been much talk and
a cataand that they should now be made Myers said he understood this was the loguing of many things that exhibito bear the responsibility for future procedure followed by the
con- tors wanted, and that "it's pretty silly
developments.
vention here last week.
to center on any one phase of all
Myers' blast came in answer to a
The Allied official vehemently de- these things." He said there was an
question as to whether he personally nied that the changes proposed by agreement not to talk about what
had
would' attend any further drafting
and the distributors at Wednes- been discussed, and that the final arHis statement day's meeting were "not substantial," bitration draft would
committee meetings.
be made public
did not answer the question directly, a claim that was made by
and at the proper time and then would
but certainly indicated he is very distributor officials following Myers' be the time for comment on details.
reluctant to invest any more of his first blast at the outcome of WednesThe
president reaffirmed his
time in these meetings.
day's session.
"One
proposal statement of Thursday that all of
"I think those of us who toiled was, to say the least, revolutionary," the parties are agreed in principle of
through the hot summer are entitled Myers said. "One of the distributor an arbitration plan, and that there is
to be relieved," he declared, "and that proposals would have weakened the no cause for pessimism on the subject.
the Mnoday morning quarterbacks meager provisions against the spread
among the home office attorneys and of competitive bidding."
elsewhere should now take over. I
Myers refused to give any further
for one would like to do a little sec- details on either of these proposals.
ond guessing for a chance."
None of the proposals at the WedChicago, Sept. 21.
flurry of
Myers said he thought it would nesday meeting was submitted in writlegal activity in the Federal courts
be "interesting to see what sort of ing, Myers again asserted, and "none
here found technical rulings being
plan the know-it-all boys can pro- could be acted upon because the time
passed and hearings being set on
duce," and promised that "if it is was consumed in extraneous arguthree theatre anti-trust suits.
worthy, the Allied arbitration com- ments by persons who were not memThe hearing n a change of venue
mittee will submit it to the Allied bers of the legal committee and who
from Chiacgo to Milwaukee on the
Board of directors." But he reaffirmed had not participated in preceding conViking
Theatre
Corp.
(Oshkosh,
previous statements that he would ferences, lately or at all."
Wis.) case has been scheduled for
not put anything but a finished plan
It was understood, though Myers
Jan. 20 by Federal judge John Barnes.
before Allied's convention in Novem- would not comment, that these reJudge Sam Perry has ruled that
ber, and that he doubted very much marks were aimed primarily at Althe Paramount decree is not applicable
that a plan would be ready by then. fred
Starr,
new
president
to the Schoenstadt Circuit's position
He will insist on a finished plan, Robert Wilby of TOA; and Austin as defendant in the Midtown Theatre
Myers said, so that "Allied, like the C. Keogh of Paramount.
suit, but that the circuit must defend
itself on other aspects of the suit.
Oct. 1 has been set as the date for
a matter of speculation among exthe hearing on the Thompson-Methibitors here.
ropolis-32 West Randolph St. BuildMany feel that the status of the
ing^ $8,000,000 suit against B. & K,
plan is approximately the same, apart
Toronto, Sept. 21. The J. Arthur major film companies, Warner Theafrom Allied's stated current dissatisRank Organization has announced tres, and
Theatres. The 32 W.
faction, as it was on Aug. 20. When
that, following a Canadian visit by Randolph Building houses the Oriental
it was announced that an agreement
producer Betty E. Box and director Theatre.
in principle had been reached. Even
Ralph Thomas from Pinewood Studios,
then, Myers disputed that.
London, production will start next
Allied, it was learned, also is mildly
to
spring on "Campbell's Kingdom," an
upset by information that a distribuHollywood,
Sept. 21.
Walt Disoil-field picture, on location in Alberta.
which met several
tion committee
Another group of Rank officials ney's next live-action production will
weeks ago with investigators for the
be based on the Scottish outlaw, Bob
will be here shortly for a survey in
Senate small business committee on
Roy, with Richard Todd starred. It
connection with the company's prowill be made in Scotland.
its probe of industry trade practices
duction program in the Dominion.
based on complaints of southern CaliLeslie Parkyn, Sergei Nolbandov and
fornia exhibitors, reportedly told the
author Neil Patterson will scout locainvestigators that an industry arbitrations for "Scottish Settlement."
tion plan which would take care of
all such trade complaints, was immifor
nent and, therefore, pressing the acHollywood, Sept. 21. Art Rush,
tion now was unnecessary. The committee, apparently, was not persuaded, personal manager of Roy Rogers and
OUTSIDE OF
YORK CITY
even if the report relayed to Allied is Dale Evans, has entrained for New
correct. Committee investigators were York, accompanied by his wife, to
despatched to Los Angeles again last join the two Western stars for their
A real opportunity for men with
week to pursue the inquiry already Sept. 24-Oct. 19 engagement at the
begun and others are about to take Madion Square Garden world chamability to join a big circuit where
pionship rodeo. With publicity direcoff from here.
promotion is from the ranks.
tor Al Rackin already there, general

—

OTTEN

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

Flurry of Activity
In Chicago Courts

—

A

TOA

Allied Is Important

However, they pointed out that
without Allied participation the plan
would be less effective, particularly
insofar as realization of the main
objective of distribution is concerned
the lessening of industry anti-trust

—

-

to Make Rank
Film in Canada

Box

—

suits.

TOA's convention action
Thursday in approving in principle the incomplete arbitration
draft, subject to changes suggested and outlined to the con-

vention,

some

even

confused

TOA members here. The action
was generally compared with
that taken by the company presidents in New York last Monday, when they approved the
plan

in

principle,

subject

to

changes in or clarification of
certain draft language. No exhibitor here regarded that as a
complete or final approval of
the draft and most felt that
TOA's action should be similarly regarded.
Questions were also raised in conwith TOA's convention ac-

nection

tion on arbitration in the light of the
previous conference agreement that
no exhibitor organization would act
on the draft until it had been formally
approved by distribution.
TOA's
action jibes with that agreement was

How

FREE EXCITING

SHOWS

Nationally
Famous Cooking School. Aft. or
Extra Shew with paid Admissions. Free Refrig..
TV Sets, Ranges, plus 10 Big Gifts weekly.
No work No Cost to Theatres. Other Big Promotions. Legal Everywhere.
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PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

New

5

Broadway (60th

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3S80

Inc.

23,

N. Y.

RKO

Disney

Film Bob Roy

—

EXPERIENCED THEATRE

Rush Coming

—

Rodeo

MANAGERS WANTED
NEW

manager Larry Kent, sales promotion
manager Connie Krebs, and Helen
Thornton
Young, Rush's secretary, are slated

Wilder to Venice Confab
Washington,

Sept.

21.

—

Wilder, author and playwright, has
been named chairman of the United

States participating group for the International Conference of Artists, to be
held in Venice, Italy, opening today.
The Department of State and the
National
U.
Commission for
S.
announced also that among
other members of the party representing the U. S. wall be Valentine Davies.

UNESCO

to

join the entourage next week.

Please detail your experience
in

writing.

...

All

replies

confidential.

Blondell in Mexico
Mexico

—

City, Sept. 21. Joan Blonshort in English
here, "Calamity Jane," for Ultramar
Films. Oscar Dancinger is president.
Buddy Ibsen is her leading man and

dell is

making a

Rolando Aguilar

TV

is

directing.
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j^Tot many weeks ago
a

man who had devoted

there passed

half his adult

who were

had

a

cancer,

and

whom

amusement

in the

industries

he helped back to health

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital in Saranac Lake.

HIS

Le

modern plagues;

to the victims of

most of himself for the people

stricken with tuberculosis

at the

H

life

During the war he dedicated himself to the blind

heart disease and tuberculosis.
veterans. In peace-time he spent

away from the motion picture industry

NAME WAS HAROLD RODNER

dream about the Hospital. He wanted to

see

it

equipped with a

Research Section where scientists could develop speedier methods for returning to normal
life,

those suffering from tuberculosis.

LLn

have undertaken to convert

whom

word of what they were planning spread

he had given hope and

life,

insisted

out,

an invitation to everyone

the

in

amusement

if

Harold and the

selfless

man, then join

work he

did,

this project

and would

we

to share in

are extending

he opened the doors of

the hospital to one of your employees or friends, or even

a

into reality.

industries to participate.

you have been helped by Harold Rodner, or

-f

dream

many men and women

upon the opportunity

converting Harold's idea into a real Laboratory. Therefore,

L

this

the beginning this was a modest venture by a small group of Harold's

friends. But as the

to

We

like to

if

you

didn't

perpetuate the

with us to keep alive and

warm

know

spirit

of such

the kindly,

sympathetic help he gave to the needy and the suffering.

the Harold Rodner Research Section

^

at the

WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

saranac lake

«.»,

COM M1TTEE
Samuel Schneider, chai
MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO HAROLD RODNER FUND. 321

W. 44th

ST.,

N

.

Y.
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Tradewise
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SHERWIN KANE
TT WAS A DISAPPOINT-

MENT

to

many

delegates

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

:

ernment's 16mm. suit, arbitration
and the campaign for admission
tax repeal.

TOA

action with respect to its
role in the 16mm. suit was referred
back to the regional units for instructions to the national organization;
still incomplete, could
only be approved in principle sub-

arbitration,

proposed changes in the
and the uncertainties attendant upon those developments just
about crowded discussion of the
to

plan,

admission tax repeal off the convention schedule. If it was discussed at all, it was in one of the
three out of six closed meetings

industry's

Sept. 21.
proposal that circuits and other exhibitors be given the right to initiate
arbitration proceedings to increase
clearance was put before last week's
arbitration drafting committee meeting by Alfred Starr, new president of
the Theatre Owners of America, it
was learned here over the weekend.

A top TOA official, who asked
that his name not be used, revealed this development. He
made the disclosure when asked
for his views as to what Allied
States Association general counsel Abram F. Myers might have
had in mind when he issued a
statement declaring that one

TOA

proposal to the drafting
committee was "revolutionary."
Myers himself refused to give
further details.

from which the press was barred.
Despite those frustrations, there
The TOA official denied this was
in the open convention a "revolutionary" idea, and said he
sessions of great practical value to felt it was really not too important.
He said the proposal had originally
exhibitors.
(Continued on page 5)
Elmer Rhoden's keynote speech

was much

Mitchell
pointing
the roads to industry and, particularly, exhibition's economic recovery and future health, were solid
items of inspiration and guidance.
Jack Braunag"el's specifics of operation of successful drive-ins were
as good as money in the bank for
any exhibitor alert enoug'h to hear
and mark the dollars-and-cents
blueprint put before him. Harold
Fitzgerald's analysis and recommendation of refreshment concessions operation, with the accompanying trade show, can be translated, now and in the future, into
cash for many a theatre operation.
The suggestions for trade practice action advanced by
M. A.

and retiring president
Wolfson's address, both

Lightman and Walter Reade,

Jr.,

opened the way to constructive exhibitor action on some fundamentheatre operation.
And
TOA's executive committee, working around the clock, took vital
steps to strengthen, ejcpand and
vastly increase the organization
and its service functions to memtals

of

Committee chairman William Thomas, back
from a national tour, reported
a sharp improvement in the

—A

Washington,

mm/urn
MILWAUKEE

,

Sept.

21.

—

President Sig Goldberg
reported to the Wisconsin
Allied regional meeting
at Wausau that the drive
for repeal of the 20 per
cent Federal admission
tax was well organized in
the state.
Eight of the 10 districts, he said, have received anti-tax commit-

public

-

relations

Expect Rupture in Work
On Draft to Be Healed

standing due to increased interest on the part of exhibitors

in

emphasizing

Holly-

wood achievements and

dis-

Washington,

pelling misinformation.

Loew's Files Suit
Against

UATC

Here

Loew's filed a suit here in Federal
Court Friday against United Artists
Theatre Circuit, seeking the appointment of a receiver for the purpose
liquidating its joint interests with
in eight theatres.
The divestiture of its joint interests
in the eight is required under the
(Continued on page 4)

of

UATC

20th-Fox Divorce
Planned for

production-distribution and exhibition
to the terms of the consent decree is expected to be effected
on Saturday, the target date announced
last July, a top 20th-Fox executive
said here at the weekend.
He said no hitches are expected to
develop which would hold up the
divorcement. Under the plan of re(Continued on page 4)

—according

49 Theatres in 30
Cities Set for Bout

ments from their Congressmen.

Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight
bout, to be fought at Philadelphia's
Municipal Stadium, Theatre
title

partment of Justice protesting the 16mm. antitrust suit as capable of
doing
"unjustifiable inbers.
jury" to the motion picFinally, the new slate of officers
Similar
headed by Alfred Starr of Nash- ture industry.
ville, represents enthusiasm, com- action has been taken by
other industry groups.
(Continued on page 4)

—

Distri-

tration
draft
short order.

optimism,

would

be healed in
reasons for their
however, were not dis-

The

closed.

One major company
manager who was asked

sales
if

dis-

tribution had decided to waive
its request for changes in the
language of the draft was noncommittal in reply but insisted
that while "things looked very
dark following the exhibitordistributor meeting here last
(Continued on page 5)

The reorganization of 20th CenturyFox into two separate companies

HOLLYWOOD, Sept.
Network Television officially
The Screen Story Analysts closed here at the weekend.
Guild has written the DeThe line-up of theatres tops

Sept. 21.

bution representatives who were in
Washington at the weekend after
attending the Theatre Owners of
America covnention banquet here expressed definite optimism that the
apparent rupture in the work of completing the proposed industry arbi-

Sat.

Forty-nine theatres in 30 cities from
Coast-to-Coast will take tomorrow
night's
telecast of the Jersey Joe

21. —

TEN CENTS

For Arbitration
Are Brighter

Hollywood, Sept. 21.— Public
Relations

Of Clearances

EDITION!

Possibilities

In Industry's 'PR'

Arbitration

MAIL

1952

22,

Sharp Improvement

to

Theatre Owners of America
Washington last
in
convention
week that no conclusive action
could be taken by the convention
on the three topics heralded in
advance as the most important to
come before the meeting The govthe

ject

U.S.A.,

Urged

Starr

.

By
*•

YORK,

AIR

I

Ready Transfer
Hughes

RKO

of

Stock

Los Angeles, Sept. 21.— Legal documents transferring Howard Hughes'

RKO

1,050,000 shares of
Pictures
stock to a Chicago syndicate headed
by Ralph E. Stolkin for a reported
$7,350,000 were ready for signing
over the weekend, it was disclosed by
a spokesman for the potential buyers.
The syndicate which is said to have
offered $7 per share for the 30 per
cent control held by Hughes also
consists of
A. L. Kolish,

Stolkin's father-in(Continued on page 4)

Russia Refuses to
Return 5 US Films

dis-

Soviet
the
the

Russia

has

flatly

refused

to return the prints of five

American
previous high set in June for
motion pictures which were seized
Robinson-Maxim bout, when 38 TV- several years ago in Eastern Germany,
equipped theatres joined the network. the Motion Picture Export AssociaThe largest network of theatres tion revealed here at the weekend.
Moscow said the films were seized
was assured when Loew's, RKO Theatres and Warner Brothers booked the as "trophies" of war and indicated
It was also the Communists would use the films
event late last week.
effected by

simultaneous

TNT's
film

planned use of a as they see fit.
or a
recording,
The Kremlin's refusal to relinquish

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)
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Personal
Mention
1"

HARGRAVE,

J.
•

ing

25th

his

is

Radio Drive
On Short Subjects
RKO Radio will launch

a
short subject sales drive starting Oct. 1 and running to the
end of the year, it was announced at the weekend by
Sid Kramer, short subjects

Celebratthe

with

anniversary

company.
•

sales manager.
Spearheading the drive will
be "Operation A-Bomb," tworeel special produced by RKO
an
presents
Pathe which
atomic blast at Yucca Flats,
Nevada, in color.

ABNER J. Greshler, producer,
arrived in Hollywood Saturday, after
having recovered in a Denver hospital from an illness with which he
was stricken while en route to the

New

Coast from

U-I to Herald '53 Newsreel
With Three in Color Parade

RKO

Eastman Ko-

dak board chairman,

York.

Walter H. Grosselfinger

New

Corp.,

in

is

After visiting several of
Europe he will

York.

the company's offices in
return here Oct. 8.

•
Geffen, National Screen sales-

Sam

•

Nancy Kassel,

department casting director,

York

at the

weekend

for

TV

Gems

Screen

left

the

Canada,

their 45th
cently.

fourth

executive

sales

Morgan Week," and

Albert and Mrs. Behling, Rose
Hill,

exhibitors,

wedding

celebrated

anniversary

re-

•

Don Weiss, M-G-M director,
New York from the Coast.

is

in

Irving P. Alexander
Dies in Boston

"City

returned to New York
following a tour of the Midwest, Paci-

Northwest and the Coast, where

he conducted meetings with exhibitors,
circuit heads and members of his own
organization. At the studio Feldman
viewed "Mississippi Gambler," "Desert

Legion,"

"A

Man's

"The Lone Hand,"
"Column South."

Country,"
'Seminole" and

with

successive
tribute to

an

"Oscar

anniversary also of his 38th year with the
is

the

company.
This year's drive includes, in addition to short subjects and the newsreel, two features, W. Somerset Maugham's "Trio" and "Encore," of which
Morgan is in charge of sales.

tion of a

A

mary

follows:

MOVIETIME NEWS,

No. 77— "Ike" in
convention in
Stevenson opens Eastern tour

Midwest and

the

New

York.

AFL

Connecticut.
Allied

Haile Selassie's domain
navies war drill.
U. S.
shows new stratofortress. Bradley Field is
in

"Snows

dedicated.
miere.

NEWS OF THE

Kilimanjaro"

of

DAY,

No.

pre-

207— Cam-

paign spotlight.

Selassie gains new realm.
Jet jeep helicopter.
Belgian couple happily
wed for 50 years. World of fashion awards
"winnies."
International
tuna
classic.

Connecticut's great

airfield.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,
hower

Midwest and

in

Stevenson
President's

membered

in

at

Connecticut.

10— Eisenconvention.
Truman explains
No.

AFL

job.
American
in France.

war dead

New

headlines

refor

air age.

TELENEWS

Columbia Drive
Winners Named

at the

increases.

speaks to

his

New

•

trio

Feldman

fic

Hollywood year Paramount has paid

where she will remain three weeks.

of a jet jeep helicopter make current
neivsrccl headlines.
complete sum-

Beneath the
Sea,"
Ryan and Mala
Robert
Powers; and "Meet Me At the Fair,"
starring Dan Dailey and Diana Lynn.

by the company during the week of
Sept. 28 with a sales drive bearing

the dedica-

new year with an emphasis on color,
Charles J. Feldman, U-I general sales
manager, disclosed here at the weekend, following his return from the

starring

For Oscar Morgan

PRESIDENTIAL campaign
rHE
gathering women/tun,
memorial for the zear dead,
on Ethiopiam treaty and the invention

Adams,

Para. Sales Drive

name.
This marks the

by TechniJanuary by

of releases set for January consists of "The Lawless Breed,"
starring
Rock Hudson and Julia

Oscar A. Morgan, general sales
man in Buffalo, is leaving the industry
and soon will depart for the West manager of Paramount short subjects
Coast, where he may enter the motel and the newsreel, will be honored
business.

in color

color will be released in
Universal-International, heralding the

The

the

of

London from

Three pictures

Coast.

e

Westrex

1952

22,

DIGEST, No. S8-B— "Ike"

AFL.

Final Finnish reparation
paid to Russia. America's newest weapons.
Army unveils latest and smallest helicopter.
Texas house pet jungle style.

—

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL,

597-

No.

Allied fleet maneuvers in the Baltic.
Operation Scorcher in Arizona.
Truman and
wives of theatre owners.
Wheelbarrow
.race in Califcrnia.
Aviation in the news.

Ten domestic branch and division
managers from Columbia Pictures,
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 12—The
accompanied by their wives will campaign gets hot — Stevenson, Truman.
shortly be travelling to Paris, London, Eisenhower, Taft. New global jet bomber.
General Marjet jeep helicopter.
Rome, or any one of a score of other One-man
shall dedicates war memorial in France.
foreign cities in which the company Theatre O'wners of America convention in
maintains

offices.

The

trips are being

Washington.

Haile

Selassie

signs

Ethi-

awarded to the 10 for winning the opian treaty.
"Round the World" sales drive, which
concluded June 26.
First
Boston, Sept. 21. Irving P. AlexIn addition, salesmen, office manander, 55, of Winthrop, Mass., division
agers and bookers of all branches
Sept. 30
manager for the Snider Theatre Enwhich won first, second and special
RKO
Radio's first continental sales
terprises of Boston, died suddenly at
Thirty-six captains responsible for prizes and branch managers of the meeting will be held Sept. 30, in Paris
the Beth Israel Hospital here Thurs- the operation of the 20th Century-Fox runner-up
exchanges
will
receive under the direction of Carl-Gerhard
day as he was about to undergo' an testimonial drive honoring branch awards. The 10 winners are
Bob Wallman, newly appointed Continenemergency operation.
managers during the period from Ingrain, Southeastern district man- tal sales manager. Wallman, who
Alexander had been associated with Sept. 28 to Dec. 27 were appointed ager; Jack Underwood, Southwestern was formerly Scandinavian general
the motion picture industry for over here, as follows:
division manager; Wayne Ball, Los manager for RKO, moved to Paris
Albany, John Wilhelm; Atlanta, R. G. Angeles
30 years. He was formerly with New
George Roscoe, Atlanta H. this week to assume his duties as
McClure;
Boston, John Feloney; Buffalo,
England Theatres
Operating
Co.,
Charlotte,
James O. Duvall, New Orleans; R. C. Hill, second man to Joseph Bellfort, EuGraham;
William
Paramount Publix Theatres and the Mock; Chicago, Arnold Monhette; Cin- Denver; N. J. Colquhoun, Memphis; ropean manager.
M. and P. Theatres. He leaves his cinnati, Jack J. Kaufman; Cleveland, Frank H. Green, Salt Lake City
H.
J.
widow, two daughters and a brother. J. Hunt; Dallas, W. S. (Zeke) Miller; Jacobs, Omaha J. R. Beale, Portland.
Dale

—

Name

Captains for

Continental

20th Testimonial

RKO

Meet

:

;

;

;

Denver,

"Limelight," Charles Chaplin's
picture

in

five

years,

will

have

Larson;

Portland.

Milwaukee, George
Minneapolis, Ben Lander;

Wintker;

first
its

Haven,

Salvatore

Earl and Countess of Mountbatten
and United States Ambassador Walter S. Gifford serving as premiere
presidents, United Artists announced.
Chaplin, now en route to London
for the premiere, may not be readmitted to the U. S. Attorney General
McGranery said at the weekend that
he had ordered authorities of the Im-

;

Detroit, Jay Frankel; Indianapolis,
Robert C. Meyer; Jacksonville, Clifford T.
Hardin; Kansas City, Joseph C. Bondank;
Los Angeles, Reville Kniffm; Memphis,

R.
gerton;

for Teaching and Training the Blind,
with Her Royal Highness Princess
Alice and the Earl of Athlone, the

Moines,

Also,

Leo

London premiere under the sponsorship of the Royal London Society

Des

Smith.

E.

Royalty at 'Limelight'
London Premiere

Carl

Gerald
Also

S.

Popolizio;

Kennedy,

New

Ed-

New

Jones Quits the
Washington,

Orleans,

Jr.

Arnswalder;
Alex
York,
Oklahoma City, Jack Whelihan; Omaha,
Herman
Philadelphia,
Molseed;
Regina
Herschhorn; Pittsburgh, C. C. Kellenberg;
Portland, Carl Handsaker; St. Louis, Joseph
A. Feld; Salt Lake City, Carl F. Larsen;
San Francisco, Paul A. Schmuck; Seattle,
James Brooks; Washington, Ira Sichelman;
Comben; Montreal,
E.
Calgary, Robert
Arthur Quintal; St. John, Thomas Corbett;
Toronto, Harry Wiseman; Vancouver, Allan
W. Laubenstein; Winnipeg, Alfred Smith.

New

Polio Closes 2 Theatres

—

Kansas City, Sept. 21. Public
migration Service to determine wheth- schools, churches and the two motion
er the comedian, a British citizen, picture theatres in Warrensburg, Mo.,
should be readmitted. The premiere, have bee# closed by the mayor because
slated for Oct. 16, was scheduled to of the polio situation in that combe Chaplin's first stop on a world munity. There have been six deaths
tour with his wife and children.
there from the disease.

FCC

To Practice Law
Sept. 21.

Jones, a

—

specializing

FCC

cases.

Hollywood,

Robert

Sept.

21.

—M-G-M

on

Superior Court a suit
singer-actor
Mario Lanza,
against
seeking reimbursement of $695,000
preparing "The
in
Student
spent
Prince" which he refused to report
for work on, with the result that the
picture was abandoned. Suit also asks
the court to fix the sum the film might
have earned if Lanza had appeared.
Company also sought an injunction
to prevent Lanza from engaging in
any other entertainment activity.

Friday

strong opponent of monopoly and "bigness" in the radio and
television field, resigned as a member
of the Federal Communications Commission over the weekend.
Jones, in various separate concurring or dissenting opinions, has repeatedly
emphasized the anti-trust
record of the film industry and was
considered to be one of the major
hurdles which the industry would
have to overcome to win exclusive
theatre television channels
and to
expand in other ways into the television field.
He has been on the
Commission since 1947 and prior to
that was a member of Congress. He
will
enter private law practice in
Washington with Arthur Scharfeld,
F.

Metro Sues Lanza for
Reneging on 'Prince'
filed in

Queen

to See Lanza Film
M-G-M's "Because You're Mine,"

starring Mario Lanza,
lected for presentation

has been se-

the Royal
Film Performance under the patronage of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, on Oct. 27 at M-G-M's Empire
Theatre in London, the company
at

stated.
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"Ride... play...
love... hard I

11

Big promotional premieres!...

more
than 31 million copies of
weekly and monthly magazines. ..and more than 27
million Sunday newspaper supplements ... for a GRAND
National advertising

in

TOTAL CIRCULATION OF
55,958,1071

.

Look, Collier's,

including Life,

.

S. E. P.,

Time,

Newsweek; Cosmopolitan,
Redbook,

American,

Esquire,

Argosy, True and movie magazines

.

.

.

This

Parade, 34
dent,

1

5

Week

cities,

Distributed

O

RADIO

V
With

FRANK FAYLEN

•

Produced by JERRY

WALD

•

Directed by NICHOLAS RAY

•

Written for the screen by

HORACE McCOY and DAVID DORTORT

31

cities;

and indepen-

cities!

by
R K

in

.

:
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New

SHERWIN KANE

pctence, purpose and determination.
Most assuredly, not all of the
practical values of an exhibitor
convention are necessarily those

Even

committee

;

stein,

(Continued from page 1)

Milwaukee, Toledo,
City, Asbury Park,
Kansas
Baltimore,
Rutherford, N. J.; Chicago, Detroit,
Hammond, Ind. Miami,
Gary, Ind.
San Francisco, Binghampton, N. Y.;
Albany, N. Y. Indianapolis, Denver,
Sacramento,
Pittsburgh,
Louisville,
Omaha, Dayton, Minneapolis, CincinVa.
nati, Erie, Pa., and Richmond,

ington, Cleveland,

of

Fox

field

ing $3.60, including the admission tax,
for general admission and $4.80, including tax, for loges.
Other Warner houses taking the
telecast include: Warner, Erie, Stan-

Baltimore; Warner, Milwaukee;
Warner, Washington; and the Stan-

ley,

Pittsburgh.
is

charging either $3 or $3.60, for the
event outside New York. The other
seven theatres in New York taking
the event are: 50th Street Guild,
FordAcademy, Manhattan,
ham, Bronx Marine, Fox, Brooklyn
Queens, Queens Village, L. I.

RKO

;

Washington Theatres
Charge $3.60 for Bout

Washington,

Sept.
theatres

and the distribtuion of

Corp.;

month-long strike of film exchange
employes here, ended with the signing of a memo of agreement on wage
increases to be granted by RKO
Radio,
M-G-M, Warner Brothers,
20th Century-Fox,
Paramount and

Columbia.

in

NPA

office

employes, set out to picket

all

Vancouver theatres showing films distributed by companies which had not
yet reached an agreement with the
Actually,

unions.

picketing

of

only

one house, the Hastings, took place,
and that lasted only 20 minutes.
Five other theatres withdrew their
scheduled attractions before the doors
the copper and aluminum allotments opened at 11 :00 A. M. and substituted
have been cut back since less of these pictures distributed by either J. Arthur
materials can be used due to the steel Rank, Empire-Universal or United
shortage.
said it was giving the motion
picture
and photographic products
section only 4,315 tons of steel tor
allotment in the first quarter, compared with 5,181 tons in the fourth
quarter of this year, and 6,207 tons
The
the current third quarter.
in
copuer allotment was reduced from
1,463,000 pounds in the fourth quarter to 1,276,000 pounds in the first
quarter, and the aluminum allotment
was cut from 3,214,000 pounds in the
last
three months of this year to
3,101,000 pounds in the first three
months of next year.

NPA

Artists.

panies

The first two of these comhad signed contracts several

before,
providing wage increases satisfactory to the locals, and
had given acceptable assurances
regarding a settlement.
At the Hastings, where the lone
picket line was established, the management likewise shifted to films of
one of the companies with which a
dispute no longer existed when it
became apparent that projectionist

weeks

UA

—

members of IATSE Local No. 348
would voluntarily respect the picket
_

line.

Russia Refuses

Hughes Stock

(Continued, from page 1)

(Continued, from page 1)

share of the present company.

law Edward Burke and Ray Ryan,
Chicago and Texas capitalists, who
the fight along with the regular fea- helped
finance
Martin-Lewis'
"At
sales
ture, and all are having advance
War With the Army" and who rebut no reserved seats.
cently
purchased Marshall Field's
fourth local theatre, Loew's Cap- television stations in Portland and
but a
itol, has theatre TV facilities,
Seattle; and Robert Hayes of Texas.
Loew's official said it was not showing
Stolkin, 33, is president of Empire
the fight telecast because the com- Industries,
mail-order
Chicago,
a
pany felt the other three theatres had
;

A

,

the American-owned films was contained in an official note from the
Soviet Foreign Office, transmitted to
the U. S. State Department through
the American Embassy in Moscow.
The note was the first official Russian reaction to a series of protests
initially lodged with the Soviet government more than a year ago by
the State Department at the request
president.
of Eric Johnston,
repeatedly
protested
Johnston
the
"pirating" of the American films.
The pictures involved are "Meet
'

MPEA

busines that purportedly made $1,000,saturated the area.
000 in two years after he quit a job
as a bond salesman. He is also vicePathe Set to Take
president of National Video Corp. John Doe," "Viva Villa," "Mr. Smith
40,000 Feet of Film
Stolkin is expected to succeed Hughes Goes to Washigton," "The Three
Pictures' board chairman Musketeers" and "Mr. Deeds Goes
Pathe has cleared its decks as
While the Russian note
to Town."
preparatory to processing an antici- upon consummation of the deal.
Stolkin is understood to have heavy referred to only these five subjects,
pated 40,000 feet of film that will be
said, at least four other Hollytaken at the Jersey Joe Walcott- interests in theatres in New Jersey,
Rocky Marciano heavyweight cham- Pennsylvania and the Midwest, and wood pictures are known to have
pionship bout in Philadelphia tomor- is said to have plans for further been grabbed as "war booty" and
row night, Jay Bonafield, executive theatre acquisitions, according to the shown in Russian theatres "Romeo
"The Crowd Roars,"
producer, disclosed here at the week- spokesman for the buying interests. and Juliet,"
"The Man in the Iron Mask" and
end.
"The Story of Louis Pasteur."
Key operating personnel will be on
Two of the eight films, it is known,
duty all night to assist in the prompt
were reedited and distorted for antihandling of the negative, so that the
(Continued, from page 1)
American propaganda purposes, said
prints are made ready in the least
terms of the Loew's consent decree. the MPEA. The other six offered
possible time.
home office about 150 The filing of the suit came after Soviet editors little latitude for disAt the
remain on duty to Loew's failed to get a new extension tortion and apparently were left intact.
will
employes
that
It was learned by the
handle distribution .-of the film, Sidney of its deadline from the Department
Kramer, shorts subject sales manager, of Justice. The deadline, which called all of the films are still being widely
to effect released and re-released throughout
branch managers and their for Loew's and
said.
take court Russia and that they invariably play
will also work through the divestiture or Loews' to
staffs
action, expired last Thursday.
to sell-out crowds wherever shown,
night.
Loew's action on Friday also called said the MPEA.
upon the court to order the receiver
to submit a satisfactory plan for the
Office
Portland, Ore., Sept. 21. Clar- termination of the joint interests.
producers and disInc.,
PSI-TV,
held
ence Talbot, known here for his film, The following theatres are
Loew's State, tributors, has opened Chicago offices
radio and television work, plans to jointly by both parties
Loew's Century, Parkway, and appointed Albert C. Morey iri
establish a film producing studio in Louisville
Loew's charge, it was announced by Manny
Baltimore
Velencia
Spokane, under the name of Empire and
of
Films, Associated with him is his Broad and Loew's Ohio, Columbus, Reiner, vice-president in charge
Pittsburgh.
sales.
Ritz,
and
Penn
and Loew's
father, Dr. C. W. Talbot.

RKO

RKO

RKO

MPEA

:

21.

—All

three

showing telecasts of Tuesday's Walcott-Marciano

Washington

will

regulations governing
the supply of building materials was
planned for April 1, 1953.
anConcerning the new
nouncement, for all three metals, the
amounts are well below allotments
for previous quarters. The steel allotment is most sharply reduced, due to
the steel strike, and in most cases

in

Warner Theatre on Broadway which
will reopen tomorrow night for the
event and then- shutter again. The
2,700-seat Warner Theatre is charg-

;

new company which

the new picture company
and new theatre company to the stockholders of the present 20th-Fox Corp.
shares,
in exchange for their present
stock
of
share
one
of
basis
the
on
each new company for each present

stock

correspondents.
In New York City, eight theatres
will take the telecast, including the

theatres,

Roxy

;

Motion Pic-

other

Corp. and

the
be incorporated in Delaware under
name of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
and which will take over the balance
company
of the assets of the present
20ththe dissolution of the present

declines to name the 49 theatres taking the bout due to what is
believed to be competitive reasons.
About 39 theatres taking the bout

most

Wesco Theatres

ization of a

TNT

like

Finanski,

Theatre, Inc.
The plan also calls for the organ-

;

;

WB,

Sam

organization, a new theatre company,
to be called National Theatres, Inc.,
will be organized which will take
over the interests of 20th CenturyFox Film Corp. in the common stock

New

ley,

O'Leary,

(Continued from page 1)

televised or broadcast, will be seen in
theatres in the following cities:
York, Los Angeles, Seattle, Wash-

by

J.

20th-Fox Divorce

York at about 11:15 P.M. (EDT).
The fight, which will not be home

reported

J.

J.

Williams.

kinescope, which will be televised to
theatres West of Omaha from New

as

Loewen- governmental

Morris

Ray Martin, Pat McGee, M.

Mullin,

steel,

Climax in the bargaining battle
At the Theatre Owners of America
convention in Washington last week, came when members of Local No.
Nathan D. Golden, Department of B-71, exchange backroom employes,
Commerce film chief, said easing of and Local No. F-71, exchange front

Elmer Rhoden, W. C. Ruffin, Jr., Jay
Solomon, Morton Thalhimer, David
Wallerstein, R. B. Wilby and Nat

Walcott Bout

Daily

Lockwood,

Arthur

of

NPA

Walter Reade, Jr., chairman Myron Blank, Jack Braunagel, C. E.
Cook, Sherrill Corwin, H. H. Everett,
Hardwick, Mack Jackson,
Russell
George Kerasotes, R. R. Livingston,

aplenty for exhibitors to obtain
and take home with them ideas
which can be translated into actual
extra cash in the box-office till.

listed previously in

TOA

the

21.

21.

cooper and aluminum have been alloted to the National
Production Authority's film section
for parcelling out to theatre and film
equipment manufacturers for use in
the first quarter of next year,
has announced.

amounts

follows

exchange of ideas which a convenopportunities
tion affords, there are

Were
ture

The

Sept. 21.
of America executive
for the next year, as elected

board at the organizaannual convention in Washington last week will be constituted as
by

the biggest headlines.
the casual meetings and

;

—

Is

tion's

g-et

in

Strike Is Settled
Cut by N.P.A.
— Smaller Vancouver, B. C, Sept. — The
Washington, Sept.

Executive Unit

Washington,
Theatre Owners

(Continued front page 1)

which

Board Elects Metal for Theatres YancouverExchange

TOA

.

22, 1952

charging $3.60 admission, the
highest figure ever charged here for
a theatre television event.
showings
Most previous theatre
here have had an admission price of
$2.40 or less. One theatre on one occasion went up to $3 for reserved
seats, though keeping the $2.40 top
for general admission.
Officials of the three theatres explain that the cost of rights to the
fight and other expenses made the new
high charge necessary.
The three houses showing the theatre
telecast
Tuesday are
Keith's, the Lincoln Theatre and the
Warner. This will be the first time
the Warner has had theatre television.
All three theatres are showing
fight are

TV

RKO

Loew's,

UATC

RKO

MPEA

RKO

Talbot

UATC

1

Forms Film Firm

PSI Opens

—

:

_

;

;

;

;

Monday, September

22,

Motion Picture Daily
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Let a

Possibilities
{Continued from page

Wednesday,

they

1)

much

are

brighter now."

New

States

who

work.
Replying to a question, Myers said
he had not altered that opinion and
that he had heard nothing from the
in

distributors since the meeting.
"I have no idea what they plan to
do, or when they will do it," Myers
said when asked if another arbitration conference date had been set.
Eric
position,
Allied's
Despite

Johnston, Motion Picture Association

America

of

with

his

went

president,

prepared

ahead

speech

the

at

Thursday night TOA banquet, in
which he expressed confidence that
the industry needs, must have and
soon would have an arbitration plan.
Some trade cricles here wondered
whether there was any possibility of
the Department of Justice and the
Federal Statutory Court in New York
approving an arbitration draft without the participation of Allied. Some
believed there was a chance of that
happening, provided the other exhibitor organizations, such as the Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York, the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association and
Western Theatre Owners also approved.

Allied Is Important

However, they pointed out that
without Allied participation the plan
would be less effective, particularly
insofar as realization of the main
objective of distribution is concerned
the lessening of industry anti-trust

—

suits.

TOA's convention action
Thursday in approving in principle the incomplete arbitration
draft, subject to changes suggested and outlined to the con-

vention,

confused

TOA members

some

even

The action
was generally compared with
that taken by the company presidents in New York last Monday,

plan

here.

when they approved
in

principle,

the

subject

to

changes in or clarification of
certain draft language. No exhibitor here regarded that as a
complete or final approval of
the draft and most felt that
TOA's action should be similarly regarded.

Questions were also raised in conwith TOA's convention action on arbitration in the light of the
previous conference agreement that
no exhibitor organization would act
on the draft until it had been formally
approved by distribution. How TOA's
action jibes with that agreement was
nection

FREE EXCITING

SHOWS

Nationally
Famous Cooking School. Aft. or
Extra Show with paid Admissions. Free Refrig..
TV Sets, Ranges, plus 10 Big Gifts weekly.
No work No Cost to Theatres. Other Big Promotions.
Legal Everywhere.

—

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

By

chairman and general

participated in the Wednesday arbitration meeting. At the
close of that meeting Myers issued a
statement in which he said he believed an arbitration plan was farther
from realization that before the meeting and that it would be months, if
ever, before the industry had a plan
counsel,

Broadway (60th

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3880

Inc.

23,

N. Y.

Drafting Group

Repair Arbitration: Myers

The reason for the changed attitude
was unknown to Abram F. Myers,
Allied

5

Washington,
and developments

Sept. 21.
at last

J. A.

— In

OTTEN

another bitter blast at the participants

Wednesday's arbitration meeting

MayAbram F.

at the

flower Hotel here, Allied States Association general counsel
Myers suggested a new drafting committee be set up to continue further
work on the arbitration plan

He intimated that "know-it-all Theatre Owners of America, will then
boys" and "Monday morning quar- be privileged to consider the whole
a
monkey- subject in convention and
terbacks" had thrown
vote on the
wrench into the arbitration works, proposals one by one if it sees fit."
and that they should now be made Myers said he understood this was the
to bear the responsibility for future procedure followed by the
condevelopments.
vention here last week.
Myers' blast came in answer to a
The Allied official vehemently dequestion as to whether he personally nied that the changes proposed by

TOA

would attend any further draftingHis statement
committee meetings.
did not answer the question directly,
but certainly indicated he is very
reluctant to invest any more of his

time in these meetings.
"I think those of us who toiled
through the hot summer are entitled
to be relieved," he declared, "and that
the
Mnoday morning quarterbacks
among the home office attorneys and
elsewhere should now take over. I
for one would like to do a little second guessing for a chance."
Myers said he thought it would
be "interesting to see what sort of
plan the know-it-all boys can pro-

and promised

that "if it is
arbitration committee will submit it to the Allied
Board of directors." But he reaffirmed
previous statements that he would
not put anything but a finished plan
before Allied's convention in November, and that he doubted very much
that a plan would be ready by then.
He will insist on a finished plan,
Myers said, so that "Allied, like the

duce,"

worthy,

a

the

Allied

of speculation among
here.
feel that the status of

matter

hibitors

Many

ex-

the
plan is approximately the same, apart
from Allied's stated current dissatisfaction, as it was on Aug. 20. When
it was announced that an agreement
in principle had been reached. Even
then, Myers disputed that.
Allied, it was learned, also is mildly
upset by information that a distribution committee which met
several
weeks ago with investigators for the
Senate small business committee on
its probe of industry trade practices
based on complaints of southern California exhibitors, reportedly told the
investigators that an industry arbitration plan which would take care of
all such trade complaints, was imminent and, therefore, pressing the action now was unnecessary. The committee, apparently, was not persuaded,
even if the report relayed to Allied is
correct. Committee investigators were
despatched to Los Angeles again last
week to pursue the inquiry already
begun and others are about to take
off

from

here.

Wilder to Venice Confab
Washington,

Sept.

21.

— Thornton

Wilder, author and playwright, has
been named chairman of the United
States participating group for the International Conference of Artists, to be
held in Venice, Italy, opening today.
The Department of State and the
U.
National
S.
Commission for
announced also that among
other members of the party representing the U. S. will be Valentine Davies.

UNESCO

TOA

and the distributors at Wednesday's meeting were "not substantial,"
a claim that was made by
and
distributor officials following Myers'
first blast at the outcome of Wednesday's session.
"One
proposal
was, to say the least, revolutionary,"
Myers said. "One of the distributor
proposals would have weakened the
meager provisions against the spread
of competitive bidding."
Myers refused to give any further
details on either of these proposals.
None of the proposals at the Wednesday meeting was submitted in writing, Myers again asserted, and "none
could be acted upon because the time

TOA

TOA

was consumed

extraneous argunot members of the legal committee and who
had not participated in preceding conferences, lately or at all."
It was understood,
though Myers
in

ments by persons

who were

Starr

Urged

{Continued from page 1)
been discussed by the drafting committee in earlier meetings this spring
and summer, and had been discarded
as too controversial. Then, he added,
the suggestion was again made from
the floor of the
convention
Tuesday afternoon during a closeddoor session on arbitration, and Starr
passed the suggestion along to the
arbitration drafting committee when
he attended its meeting at the May-

TOA

flower hotel last Wednesday.
Starr refused to discuss the report,
saying that at the arbitration meeting
there had been much talk and a cataloguing of many things that exhibitors wanted, and that "it's pretty silly
to center on any one phase of all
these things." He said there was an
agreement not to talk about what had
been discussed, and that the final arbitration draft would be made public
at the proper time and then would
be the time for comment on details.
The
president reaffirmed his
statement of Thursday that all of
the parties are agreed in principle of
an arbitration plan, and that there is
no cause for pessimism on the subject.

TOA

Flurry of Activity
In Chicago Courts

—

Chicago, Sept.
legal

activity

here found
passed and hearings being set on
three theatre anti-trust suits.
The hearing on a change of venue

from Chiacgo to Milwaukee on the
Viking
Theatre
Corp.
(Oshkosh,
Wis.) case has been scheduled for
Jan. 20 by Federal judge John Barnes.
Judge Sam Perry has ruled that

would not comment, that these remarks were aimed primarily at Al- the
Paramount decree
fred

Starr,

TOA

new

president

Robert Wilby of TOA; and Austin
C. Keogh of Paramount.

to Make Rank
Film in Canada

Box

Toronto, Sept.

21.

— The

J.

Rank

A

21.
flurry of
the Federal courts
technical
rulings being

in

to the Schoenstadt
as defendant in the

is

not applicable
position

Circuit's

Midtown Theatre

but that the circuit must defend
itself on other aspects of the suit.
Oct. 1 has been set as the date for
the hearing on the Thompson-Metropolis-32 West Randolph St. Building $8,000,000 suit against B. & K.,
suit,

Arthur major film companies, Warner Theatres, and RKO Theatres. The 32 W.
Randolph Building houses the Oriental

Organization has announced
that, following a Canadian visit by
producer Betty E. Box and director

Theatre.

Ralph Thomas from Pinewood Studios,
London, production will start next
Disney to Film
spring on "Campbell's Kingdom," an
Hollywood, Sept. 21.—Walt Disoil-field picture, on location in Alberta.
Another group of Rank officials ney's next live-action production will
be based on the Scottish outlaw, Bob
will be here shortly for a survey in
Roy, with Richard Todd starred. It
connection with the company's pro-

Bob Roy

program

duction

Dominion.
Nolbandov and
the

in

Leslie Parkyn, Sergei

will

be

made

Scotland.

in

author Neil Patterson will scout locations

for

"Scottish

Settlement."

EXPERIENCED THEATRE

Rush Coming

for

—

Rodeo

Hollywood, Sept. 21. Art Rush,
personal manager of Roy Rogers and
Dale Evans, has entrained for New
York, accompanied by his wife, to
join the two Western stars for their
Sept. 24-Oct. 19 engagement at the
Madion Square Garden world championship rodeo. With publicity director Al Rackin already there, general
manager Larry Kent, sales promotion
manager Connie Krebs, and Helen
Young, Rush's secretary, are slated
to join the entourage next week.

MANAGERS WANTED
NEW YORK

OUTSIDE OF

A

real

opportunity for

men

ability to join a big circuit

promotion

is

CITY

with

where

from the ranks.

Please detail your experience
in

writing.

...

All

replies

confidential.

Blondell in Mexico
Mexico

—

City, Sepf. 21. Joan Blonshort in English
here, "Calamity Jane," for Ultramar
Films. Oscar Dancinger is president.
Buddy Ibsen is her leading man and

dell is

making a

Rolando Aguilar

TV

is

directing.

BOX 541
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave.,

New

York 20

N«ot many weeks ago there passed away from the motion picture industry
a

man who had devoted

half his adult

who were

e

had

a

modern plagues;

cancer,

and

whom

amusement

in the

industries

he helped back to health

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital in Saranac Lake.

NAME WAS HAROLD RODNER

HIS

H

most of himself for the people

stricken with tuberculosis

at the

to the victims of

During the war he dedicated himself to the blind

heart disease and tuberculosis.
veterans. In peace-time he spent

life

dream about the Hospital. He wanted to

see

equipped with a

it

Research Section where scientists could develop speedier methods for returning to normal
life,

We

those suffering from tuberculosis.

beginning

In the
I,

friends. But as the

to

whom

this

was

a

have undertaken to convert

modest venture by

a small

word of what they were planning spread

he had given hope and

life,

insisted

I,
Lf

the

in

out,

if

a

man, then join

work he

did,

this project

and would

are extending

he opened the doors of

the hospital to one of your employees or friends, or even
selfless

we

to share in

industries to participate.

you have been helped by Harold Rodner, or

Harold and the

into reality.

many men and women

upon the opportunity

amusement

dream

group of Harold's

converting Harold's idea into a real Laboratory. Therefore,

an invitation to everyone

this

like to

you

if

didn't

perpetuate the

with us to keep alive and

warm

know

spirit

of such

the kindly,

sympathetic help he gave to the needy and the suffering.

the Harold Rodner Research Section
at the

WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

saranac l»« e n
.

y.

COMM ITTEE
Samuel Schneider, chairman

Harry M. Kalmine

•

Ben Kalmenson

•

Herman Starr

•

M. B. Blackman, sec.-treas.

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO HAROLD RODNER FUND. 321 W. 44th

ST., N. Y.
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Second 16mm.

Fisher Asks $1,050,000
Treble Damages

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

23,

9

TEN CENTS

1952

Negotiations Continue for Purchase
Pictures Stock
Of Hughes

Dealer Trust

Suit Is Filed

YORK,

RKO

—

Hollywood, Sept. 22. Negotiations for the purchase of Howard
Hughes' 1,050,000 shares of RKO Pictures stock at a price in

See Sellout
For Bout

in

N.Y. Assured

excess of $7,000,000 continued here today with closing of the deal
Eight Theatres Tell of
expected to be announced at any time.
Included in the deal are some 35,000 shares owned by Ned E. The Box-Office
Depinet,
Pictures president, who arrived here late last week
A sell-out in eight New York
for the final phases of the negotiations.
The purchasing syndicate, consisting of Ralph Stolkin, Chicago theatres carrying tonight's exclusive
manufacturer; A. L. Koolish, Stolkin's father-in-law; Ray Ryan transcontinental telecast of the Jerand E. J. Burke, Texas oil opertaors, reportedly would take over sey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
management of
Pictures two weeks after the formal closing heavyweight title bout was virtually
assured yesterday, according to a
for purchase of Hughes' controlling interest in the company.
check of preliminary sales of tickets.
Should the deal be closed, Hughes still would hold 929,020 shares
Virtual complete sell-outs
Theatres stock, which is now held in trusteeship by Irving
of
were reported by Fabian's Fox,
Trust Co., New York, in consequence of an
divorcement
Brooklyn, RKO Fordham, Bronx,
restriction. Hughes paid a total of nearly $9,000,000 for his
Marine,
Brooklyn,
and
the
stock when purchased from Atlas Corp. four years ago.
Queens, Queens Village, L. I.
Fabian's Fox and the RKO
Fordham are charging $3.00 per
for
seat,
while the Marine and
Queens are charging $2.50 for
general admissions and $.3.00
at Rivoli
to

Draw

RKO

The second civil anti-trust suit to
compel the sale of 16mm. films to
non-theatrical outlets following- the
similar action taken by the Department of Justice last July was filed
in U. S. District Court here yesterday by Fisher Studio, Inc., and

Robert V. Fisher, 16mm. dealers and
attorneys
Filing"roadshow men."
were Malken & Isacson of New York.
Citing not the government's 16mm.
but rather restraints
set forth in the U. S. vs. Paramount,
et al, suit, the plaintiffs in the new
action ask $1,050,000 treble damages
from seven major distributors and
anti-trust

suit,

others.

On Sept. 8, an anti-trust suit for
$3,135,000 in triple damages was filed
against eight distribution companies
and others in U. S. District Court
Philadelphia, with Kunz Motion
in
Picture Service as plaintiff.
The complaint

filed

yesterday makes

(Continued on page 6)

Government's Suit
Blasted by A.F.L.

RKO

RKO

RKO

'Snows'

Due

Big

A

is indicated for
of "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli here, setYork first-runs.
ting the pace for

the

terrific

$86,000

week

initial

Warner Memorial
Award

$86,000

New

Weekend

RKO

Kalmus

The Society of Motion Picture and
Television
Engineers'
"Samuel L.
1952 will go to
Dr. Herbert T.

by "David and Bathsheba" in Aug.,
1951. That picture heralded its Rivoli
run with a first-week gross of $84,600.
"Big Jim McLain" opened to a good

Kalmus,

A

dent of Techni-

color Motion
Picture Corporation, Holly-

wood.
Dr.

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

presi-

May Ask Ohio

for

Censor Ruling

Kalmus,

the sixth to receive the gold
medal, will formally accept it

Dr. Herbert Kalmus
from
SMPTE
modore here.
president Peter
You're Mine" will premiere on ThursThe action against the suit which day.
Mole at the 72nd semi-annual conwould force the sale of narrow-gauge
"Somebody Loves Me" opens at the vention at the Statler Hotel in Wash(Continued on page 6)

tax.

The Warner Theatre, the only
Warner Memo- house on Broadway carrying the
rial Award" for
telecast from Philadelphia's Municipal

business at the Rivoli
topped the previous house record set

$70,000 at the Paramount for the first
seven days, while a nice $37,000 was
chalked up for the first week of "One
Strong condemnation of the Depart- Minute to Zero" at the Criterion.
ment of Justice's 16mm. anti-trust suit
healthy $120,000 is indicated for
was voted unanimously by the Amer- the eighth and final week of "Ivanican Federation of Labor national con- hoe" at the Radio City Music Hall.
vention yesterday at the Hotel Com- The Hall's next attraction "Because

for loges. All prices include the
Federal 20 per cent admission

(Continued on page 2)

Distribution attorneys, who have
been holding long and frequent meetings to deal with the thorny Ohio
censorship problem, are seriously considering an appeal to the state's attorney-general for a state-wide ruling in
light of the industry's victory over
newsreel censorship in Toledo, it was

learned

here.

until the problem of
film censorship in all of Ohio is
settled in some fashion, the distributors are continuing and will continue
to submit newsreels to the state's cen-

Meanwhile,

Carolina TO Marks
40th Anniversary

—

The
Sept. 22.
Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina, of which
Robert E. Bryant is president
Charlotte,

and Mrs. Walter Griffith is
executive secretary and treasurer, will hold its 40th anniversary convention at the
Hotel Charlotte here on Nov.
9-10-11.

An affiliate of Theatre Owners of America, it is the oldest exhibitor organization in
the industry.

Tell

FCC Merger

In Public Interest

Broidy Heads Mono.
Group to Meeting
—

22.
Headed by
Chicago,
Sept.
Wasington, Sept 22— Attorneys
United Paramount Theatres, the Steve Broidy, president, 200 execu-

for

American Broadcasting Co. and Bala- tives, exchange managers, bookers and
ban and Katz today told the Federal salesmen today arrived here for the
Communications Commission that ap- first Monogram-Allied Artists naUPT-ABC merger tional sales convention since 1946.
proval of the
Called by Morey Goldstein, New
would be in the public interest and
would stimulate competition in the York, vice-president and sales manager, the three-day conclave will open
television network industry.
In proposed findings filed with the tomorrow morning in the Blackstone
Commission today the three companies Hotel with Broidy scheduled to dealso asked the Commission to approve liver the principal address.
Broidy was accompanied from the
the transfer of WBKB, Balaban and
Katz Chicago television station, from West Coast by Harold Mirisch and
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 2)

sor board.

Opposes

Ending
Phila. Ticket Tax
Philadelphia, Sept
— City Rev22.

enue Commissioner George S. Fords
has stated he does not favor complete
elimination of the city's 10 per cent
tax on amusements, as proposed last
week by Councilman Victor H. Blanc,
but conceded it has proven very costly
to collect the levy.
Fords also admitted there had been
a steady drop in amusement tax collections in recent years.

A

;;

Tuesday, September
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60,000 Ad Campaign Is
Set for Cinerama Opening

Personal
Mention
JOSEPH HAZEN,

partner in WalHs-Hazen Productions, has arrived
here from the Coast.
•
of
brother
Leonard Ginsberg,
Henry Ginsberg, production execu-

Cinerama

will be introduced at the

Broadway Theatre,
30

Sept.

with

a

New

$60,000

York, on
newspaper

NEWS
in Brief

trip to

Europe.
•

Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers'
Eastern and Canadian division sales
manager, will be in Cleveland today
from New York.

was

said.

of the advertising camthat of representing "the emotional thrill" of the new entertainment
without describing the technical ap-

The key

paign

is

paratus and without cataloguing any
Charles Steinberg, Warner Broth- of the specific details of the first prowill
manager,
ers' Eastern publicity
gram of entertainment on a screen six
Washington today from here.

be

in

times the usual

•

size.

Built around phrases like "You Rise
William Zimmerman, RKO Radio
Out of Your Chair," "You're
Right
sales executive, will be in Chicago
in the Heart of This Picture," and
days.
a
few
from New York for
"The Theatre That Flies," and stress•

Arthur
president,

B. Krim, United Artists
arrived here yesterday by

plane from England.

Award

to

ing the slogan, "the film with the new
dimension," the ads will run in large
Metropolitan
all
space
in
display
dailies here.

Kalmus

Monogram Meet

{Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
during the period of Oct. 6

ington,

through

10.

G.

Ralph

Branton,

vice-presidents

RKO Radio, UA,
Skouras Aid AMP A

A musical stage version of "Gone
with the Wind," under the title of
Scarlett O'Hara," will be presented
Three distributors and a circuit on Broadway by David O. Selznick.
were signed between Selzhave provided "classrooms" for the Contracts
and Stephens Mitchell, on behalf
Associated Motion Picture Adver- nick
of the estate of his sister, the late
tisers' weekly courses on showmanMargaret Mitchell, author of the bestship and merchandising which will
seller.
As announced simultaneously
get underway on Thursday and conin New York, Los Angeles and Attinue on subsequent Thursdays for
lanta, Selznick has also acquired the
weeks. The cooperating companies

AM PA

president,
who said their
screening rooms will be used for the
courses.
The first course will be held in

process.

McGowan
M-G-M Posts

Farrell,

Get

who also arrived today inEdward Morey, vice-president;

Others
cluded

Norton V. Ritchey, vice-president and
president of Monogram International
Lloyd Lind, supervisor of exchange
operations, and L. E. Goldhammer,
Eastern division manager, all of New
York, and James Prichard, Dallas,
Southwestern division manager.
Others here to attend the conclave
are from the organization's 31 whollyexfranchise-operated
or
owned

were appoined

to succeed Phil

Har- pointed Monogram- Allied Artists
branch manager in Indianapolis, it was

and Jerry Lipow who resigned, Harrington to go into another
rington

business, Lipow to become a partner
of Justin Spiegle in Roadshows, distributing exploitation pictures.

Fete E ckman on
25th

Anniversary

—

London, Sept 22. Sam
M-G-M managing director

Eckman,
here, will

observe his 25th anniversary in the
post on Wednesday. He will be feted
at a dinner in the Savoy Hotel to
be attended by representatives of all
branches of the industry, American
organizations,
government
depart-

ments and armed services.

announced by M. R. Goldstein, vicepresident and general sales manager.
Glaubinger, who formerly was branch
manager in Indianapolis for Universal,
replaces Norman Linz who resigned after the company recenty
bought the Indianapolis and Chicago
franchise from Irving Mandel.

to

the

a

—

Washington,

22.
Fifteen
Sept.
representatives of the Indian motion
picture industry today received an offi-

welcome to this country from
President Truman, at a morning visit
to the White House.
•
Pierre, So. Dakota, Sept. 22.
proposal to broaden applications of
the state sales tax to include amusements and other items has been taken
under consideration by the state legislative research council's finance committee. The latter will submit recommendations to the council, which in
Buffalo, Sept. 22. M. A. Brown turn will make recommendations to
has been named manager of the local the 1953 state legislature.
United Artists branch,
succeeding
•
Dave Leff. Brown returns from CleveThe board of directors of the Moland where he had been managing
tion Picture Pioneers has voted to
office.
the
Leff takes over the
increase the initiation fee for memmanagement in Cleveland.
bership from $10 to $25 and the
Brown is a former manager of ticket
price from $15 to $20 for the
and
the Buffalo Paramount exchange
"Jubilee Dinner" to be held at the
before assuming that post had been
Hotel Astor here on Tuesday evenParamount manager in Toronto. Leff
cial

—

Brown, Leff Switch
Managerial Posts
—

UA

UA

UA

Legion of Decency
Puts 5 in Class B
The Legion

of

Decency reports that
films have been

the following five
placed in Class B

:

"Snows

;

Wingham,

MGM

Veteran, Dies at 56
San Francisco,
don C.

(Butch)

Sept.

22.

Wingham,

— Lang-

56,

man

the local M-G-M exchange
since 1939, died of a heart attack to
day. He first joined the industry as
a salesman for Samuel Goldwyn in
1923 in Seattle, and three years later

ager

organization.
"These increases are being put into
effect by the Pioneers with reluctance.
They reflect the rising costs of hotel
charges and overhead expense," it was
said.

Kili-

of

Wife's Best Friend,"
and "Monkey Business," 20th Cen"Hellgate," Lippert Protury-Fox
ductions, and "Strange Fascination,"
Columbia.

L.

Nov. 25, it was announced yesterday by Jack Cohn, president of the
ing,

"My

manjaro,"

of

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CUT MUSIC HALL

R

Rockefeller Center

"IVANHOE"
Robert

Elizabeth

TAYLOR

*

TAYLOR

Joaa
*

FONTAINE

TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plus

was made manager of M-G-M's office
in Salt Lake City. From there he was
transferred to San Francisco. He is
survived by his widow and a son.

Mrs. Fanny Jutkovitz

Funeral services were held yesterday at Jewish Center, Far Rockaway,
Harry Rubin, director of projection N. Y-, for Mrs. Fanny Jutkovitz,
for Paramount theatres for the past member of a family which owns and
35 years, will be honored by his as- operates several theatres in the RockMrs. Jutkovitz, who
sociates and by members of motion away section.
picture operators union Local No. 306 died Saturday night, was the widow
A son, Izidor,
at a testimonial dinner this evening of Jacob Jutkovitz.
survives.
at Rosoff's Restaurant here.

Testimonial for Rubin

rights

Radio's home office preview
room, the second in Columbia's, the
third at UA's and the fourth at
Skouras Theatres', with the four companies alternating their rooms in that
order for remaining sessions.

—

according to
Cleveland, Sept. 22. Tom Farrell, changes in the U. S.,
national advertisingFlinn,
C.
John
former
M-G-M representative in
China, has joined the local branch publicity director.
sales force, assigned to the Toledo territory.
Jerry McGowan, who joined A. R. Glaubinger Is Named
the branch several weeks ago, is now Monogram Branch Manager
assigned to the "river" territory. They
Albert R. Glaubinger has been ap-

radio

RKO

The award has been made annually Walter Mirisch, executive producer,
since 1947 when J. A. Maurer, for- and Harold Wirthwein, Western divi- has been manager of the Buffalo
office for the past several years.
mer vice-president of SMPTE, was sion sales manager.

the first to receive the honorarium
created by the Warner Brothers in
memory of their late brother to encourage the development of new and
improved methods or apparatus designed for sound-on-film motion picincluding any steps in the
tures,

.

Col.,

campaign devised by McCann-ErickThe production and projecson, Inc.
tion system, introducing a new dimentwo-hour
tive, has been named chairman of the sion in sight and sound in a
problems
presented
executive committee of New York entertainment,
State Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon. never before encountered in amuse•
ment page advertising, it was stated
Samuel Goldstein, president of at the office here of Lynn Farnol, 12
Theatres, who is handling some promotional are Columbia Pictures, RKO Radio, television and
Massachusetts
Western
Primarily, it Skouras Theatres and United Artists, book.
Springfield,
phases of the showing.
has returned to
Inc.,
Mass., from a two-and-a-half month was one of describing a medium that according to Harry K. McWilliams,
conveys the illusion of a third dimension in a two dimensional medium, it
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The men

who

are keeping a great

big smile on the industry's face

• .

with the happiest, biggest, most
consistent line-up of hits in the

:

Motion Picture Daily

6

FCC

Tell

Television

the parent company to UPT, and the
sale of the station— should the merger be approved— to the Columbia

Broadcasting

System.

pertinent proposed
findings Friday but Paramount Pictures, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
filed

its

FCC broadcast bureau
Based
be heard from.
on these proposed findings of the
parties to the case FCC hearing examiner Leo Resnick will write his inidecision, which can come anytial
and the

Inc.

are

to

still

to six weeks after the
Deadline for
findings are in.
filing findings is October 3.
In a 168-page document UPT,
also requested the
and B and
to approve the renewal of license of
and to consent
and
to the involuntary transfer of stock

where from two
final

ABC

FCC

K

WSMB

WBKB
in

atres to

The

The-

Gulf

Richards

Paramount

UPT.
proposed

findings

Commission that "there

is

the

told

no reason-

able probability that the effect of promerger, if consummated, will

posed

be substantially to lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly in any
line of commerce in any section of
the country," and that a grant of the
above described merger applications
would be in the public interest. Pointing to the "scarcity of challengers
in the network field, willing to risk
their resources in a competitive struggle with the dominant duopoly,"
told the Commission that
and
"with
only a company such as
long experience in public entertainment" and "ample financial resources"
would "venture to assume the burden"
of competing with CBS and the National Broadcasting in the television

The findings said it would be "fallacious to suggest that UPT's motion
picture and theatre television exhibition interests would tempt it to retard the fullest development of television."

and UPT pointed out that
been full compliance with
Paramount consent judgment
with respect to the requirement that
UPT and Paramount Pictures be separate and distinct, that UPT has proceeded with its divestiture program
in an orderly and diligent manner,
and that the trade practices condemned by the judgment "have long
since been abandoned."

ABC

there
the

has

EWEST COMIC

MANAGERS WANTED
NEW YORK

OUTSIDE OF

A

real

opportunity for

ability to join a

promotion

is

CITY

men

with

big circuit where

from the ranks.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV

.

.

.

(former Hit Parade
warbler and ASCAP member) brought a
new ballad titled, "Lighthouse In The Harbor" to S.K. who will publish it feeling cer-

F

B

tain that it may well duplicate the success
Peabody Award
of his "Harbor" hit. ...
winner in 1949, Sherman Dryer returns next
month to present another MBSeries of
"Adventure Stories."
Telenews and INS
film clips will be used on
news telecasts starting Oct. 20.
Just received a

A

.

.

.

ABC

.

.

.

from Jack Kirkwood in Hollywood.
Sez Jack, and we quote "Ten years from
now the modern girl will be five years older
Sammy Kaye
You buy a house overlooking the river and
then lose it for overlooking the bank
Everybody drives a used car but I'm sure that I'm driving
the car everybody used." unquote.
Bob Anthony, former
vocalist with Glen Gray and Harry James orks, has been
signed by MCA. His current Derby platter of "Angela," is
getting plenty of deejay attention.
Movie mag writer and
TV personality Denny Shane is back from a lengthy stay in
France and Italy where she filmed several thousand feet for
her forthcoming TV series.
letter

:

—

.

.

.

ft

NBC

.

.

.

.

.

.

ft,

ft

has purchased 52 spot announcements on DuMont. Yep,
National Biscuit Co. has authorized McCann-Erickson to make
this
ABDeal.
Joe Franklin's "Memory Lane," featuring
recordings and special TV films, is WJZ-TV's latest bid for a
nostalgic click.
.Premium House Films has come up with, a
theatre giveaway type of stage show which gives theatre operators
the same sort of attractions so successfully utilized on radio and
TV.
Lanny Ross, back in town after 10' weeks on the road,
with "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn," is making plans for his second "Town Hall Concert" to take place in January. His first
concert there, held 17 years ago, launched the handsome tenor
into the big time.
Starting Oct. 1, Ralph Edwards will telecast on an
BC oast-to-coast net a new series of human interest
yarns, "This Is Your Life," based on lives of plain John and
Jane Doe. Subjects will be selected from all parts of the country
and series will be sponsored by Hazel Bishop, Inc. Raymond
Spector is the Agency. ...N.J. State Fair gave its 1951-52
Excellency Award to "20 Questions."

W

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

N

.

.

.

ft
ft
LOTSA DOTS
Robert Q. Lewis has started a vaude tour to
include Providence, Buffalo, Detroit, Cleveland and Pittsburgh, flying back to N. Y. every Wednesday for his TV show.
The
Roscoe (Rocky King,
Detective) Karris' are celebrating their
33d wedding anniversay. Bob Shepard is celebrating his third week
as announcer of that series.
Johnny Olsen's nephew, Bob
Carpenter, formerly a Milwaukee disk jockey and now in the Armed
Forces, is doing a great job of producing GI shows for his buddies
in Korea.
Keep your eyes and ears tuned to a new song stylist,
Jackie Jocko, who is clicking but solid at the Birdland on Broadway.
Lad is an alumnus of
in Buffalo and a protege of Bill Randle,
ft

.

.

.

in

writing.

...

All

replies

confidential.
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New

York 20

action, but incorporates the Paramount
case in which some of the defendants
were found to have violated the antitrust laws in the distribution of film.
The complaint alleges restraints
of "block booking," a "price fixing

system,"
"arbitrary
and excessive
clearance," "protection to preferred
exhibitors" and other charges contained in the Paramount case.

Allege Other Restraints
Besides these alleged restraints, the
plaintiffs charged the defendants with
"arbitrarily
refusing to license to
feature motion picture film
of like kind and quality as that released to exhibitors of 35mm. feature
film and available on 16mm. film."
Named as defendants were Loew's,
plaintiffs

Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, WarRKO Radio, Columbia, Universal,
Republic, Screen Gems, United
World, Pictorial Films, Movie En
Route, Inc., and Movies U. S. A., Inc.

ner,

Blasted by A.F.L.

.

(Continued from page 1)

TV

product to

outlets

trical

and other non-thea-

was taken

in

a resolu-

by the Screen Actors
IATSE and the California

tion sponsored
Guild, the

State Federation of Labor.
The
contended that if the suit
was successful in forcing producers to
allow the free showing on television of
major theatrical pictures, "a great
many of the 22,000 American motion
picture theatres would be forced to
close, with the result that film producers then would not have enough
monetary returns to finance the making of quality theatrical pictures in
which hundreds and sometimes thousands of American workmen are employed."
"This capricious and unreasonable
suit.
jeopardizes the livelihood of
many of the 250,000 workers in the
film industry, who for the most part
are organized in
unions," the resolution said. It instructed the
executive council "to investigate all
factors in the. bringing of this unfair

AFL

.

.

.

AFL

AFL

suit."

Another similarly sponsored resolution condemning the production of pictures abroad by American companies
also was voted by the convention.
resolution supporting repeal of the

A

Federal 20 per cent admission tax was
approved by the convention and referred to the AFL taxation committee
for implementation.

Eunice House Burned
New

Orleans, Sept

22.

—

J.

C.

Liberty Theatre in Eunice
suspended operations due to a
which burned out the booth and

Keller's

has
fire
all

equipment in

it.

Monogram Studio Dance

—

Hollywood, Sept. 22. The Monogram studio club will stage a dinnerdance at the Hollywood Athletic Club
on Oct.

11.

.

WAB

.

BOX

(Continued from page 1)

writer Bill Harrington

.

Please detail your experience

TV

sweepstakes is youthful Red
to enter the
Buttons, whose monologues and sketches will be on TView via
CBStarting Tues., Oct. 14 in the 8:30-9:00 P.M. slot. The "Red
Buttons Show" will be produced by Jess Kimmel under the supervision of Mario Lewis.
Sportcasters Bert Lee, Marty Glickman
and Ward Wilson will be heard on Mutual spots just preceding and
following the World's Series Games. ... At 9:30 P.M. Thursday,
Oct. 9, and every Thursday at that time thereafter, CBS becomes
BCS for that's when the "Bing Crosby Show" resumes on the net.
jimmy Stewart will he the Groaner's first guest of the new season,
on this, his 18th consecutive year in radio.
The first film of the
new "Death Valley Days"
series will be screened for the Fourth
Estate tomorrow at Toots Shor's. Program makes its WABDebut Oct.
7 and will be sponsored on alternate Tuesdays by Pacific Coast Borax
Dimitri Tiomkin's ballad, "Do Not Forsake Me," featured
Co.
in Stanley Kramer's dramatic flicker "High Noon," starring Gary
Cooper, not only has made the Hit Parade but is still climbing".
ft
ft
ft
Ever since he first recorded "Harbor Lights," years ago,
Maestro Sammy Kaye has sought a sucessful follow up ditty
but to no avail. Last year, his platter of the number again
zoomed the composition to the top. Two weeks ago, song-

.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE

Herman

with Pinky

UPT

field.

Radio

- -

no mention of the recent government

ABC

UPT

1952

23,

Trust Suit

(Continued from page 1)

CBS

Tuesday, September

.

.

.

WBEN

Cleveland's ace deejay.

.

.

FREE EXCITING
BUCKAROO— $104

SHOWS

to 500 Silver Dollars

Nite.

Today's most popular Giveaway Program. Roving
Mike.

No Work

Promotions.

— No Cost

to Theatre.

Other Big

Legal Everywhere.

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

Broadway (60th

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3880

23,

Inc.
N. Y.

:
Tuesday, September
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See Sellout
{Continued from page 1)
Stadium, reported that more than half
of their seats were sold as of yesterday
and the pace of sales was good, indicating a sell-out by fight time. The
price is $4.50 for general admissions
Both prices
and $5.00 for loges.
include the tax.
The Warner Theatre, which will
reopen just for tonight's telecast
then shutter again, is one of the
theatres in the country which is
offering regular film fare with

Drive-in Installs 6,000 Seats

Col. 'Holders Suit

For Overflow Fight Crowd

Virtually Settled
At

The

only drive-in in the country to book tonight's trans-continental
telecast of the Walcott-Marciano heavyweight title bout, the S-3 Drive-in
Theatre at Rutherford, N. J., has sold out at $10 per car, it was disclosed here yesterday.

The

the drive-in, the
largest open air theatre in New Jersey,
of

capacity

and is 1,300 cars. In order to accommofew date additional demand for tickets, the
not

S-3 management disclosed that 6,000
''ringside" seats will be sold at the
A
same $10 per car tab, which includes
the admission tax.
The 6,000 chairs will be placed in
At Loew's Victoria and Skouras's the arena closest to the screen and
Academy of Music, Manhattan, more those in the overflow cars will be
than half the seats were sold as of allotted the "ringside" seats.
The
yesterday. The Victoria management overflow cars will be parked in consaid it will "definitely be a sell-out," venient locations by the management.
while a spokesman for the Academy- Car space will be allotted on a first
Theatre reported that theatre person- come, first served basis, it was exnel have not been able to answer plained.
phone calls fast enough. The Victoria
An S-3 spokesman estimated that
is charging $3.00 for all seats, while
about 16,000 people would attend the
the Academy is charging $3.60 and drive-in event.
The
price covers
the
theatre spokesman said there
fight.
will be a newsreel and a short subject
only.

$4.80 for loges. Both prices include
the tax.
The 450-seat 50th Street Guild
theatre sold out weeks ago at $4.80.

Theatre Network Television, which
TV rights to the bout

acquired the

for sale to theatres, plans to continue
the telecast, picking up a preliminary
bout, in the event of a quick knockout in the main event, it was reported
could not be
here yesterday.
reached for confirmation.

TNT

The
West

bout will be telecast to theatres
of Omaha about an hour after

match gets underway.

the Walcott

With 50 theatres from Coastto-Coast set to take the bout,
theatres are almost certain to
outdraw the expected 50,000 attendance at the gate in PhilaCo-promoter Herman
he expected the
fight to draw between $550,000
and $600,000 on the basis of advance sales which reached $300,000 at the weekend.
delphia.

Taylor

said

The grossing

potential of the 50
about $450,000, it is estimated, with about 150,000 seats avail-

theatres

is

able in the trans-continental

Meanwhile,

network

reports indicate a
houses outside
sell-out in all
of
New York, including Keith's,
ClevePalace,
Washington
land Keith's Dayton, and Albee, Cincinnati. Fabian's TV-equipped theatre
in Richmond, Va., was two-thirds sold
out as of yesterday, with one-third
of the tickets sold in Fabian's house
in Norfolk, Va., 90 miles away.
;

field

RKO
RKO

7

$10

many

as

persons as are in the car.

fight

expected
time.

to

sold before
seats 4,000
for the event

be

The house

and is charging $2.50
on a reserved seat basis.

Henry B. French, president of MinAmusement Co., expressed dis-

nesota

appointment over early results in
advance sale, adding that such
performance is not good enough for
the investment involved or the atthe

traction offered.
In Asbury Park,

N.

J.,

Walter

Reade's St. James expected to hit
the sell-out mark shortly, with only
200 seats left to be sold as of yes-

tures'

New York Supreme

stockholders

waste by various

alleging

action

officers

and directors

of the corporation.

N. Y. Grosses

The only question left open was
whether $20,000 or $40,000 should be
repaid to the company in consequence
Roxy tomorrow and its premiere will of the alleged waste by some officers
be marked by the attendance of cele- and directors. One of the suing stockbrities,
including Milton Berle and holders was given three days in which
George Jessel. It replaces "Monkey to submit documents supporting his
Business," which is expected to bow claim that $40,000 should be repaid.
out with a fair $50,000 for the last
five days of its third week.
Trans-Lux is doing excellently, with
"The Quiet Man" is holding up $6,300 indicated for the fifth inning.
well, with $45,000 indicated for its Another
strong
attraction,
"The
fifth inning at the Capitol.
For the Amazing Monsieur Fabre" at the
seventh week of "Sudden Fear" at Park Avenue, is expected to hit
Loew's State, a solid $22,000 is seen. $6,900 for its second week.
It will be superceded tomorrow by
{Continued from page 1)

"The Merry Widow."
At the Mayfair a good $18,500
estimated

for

'Strangers' in 6th

is

the

ninth stanza of
Victoria is expected to hit a fairly nice $16,000 for
the eighth week of "Affair in Trinidad."
"You for Me" has its premiere tomorrow at the Globe, replacing "Devil
Makes Three," which is forecast to
do a moderate $7,500 for its last five
days of the fourth week.

"High Noon."

tickets

a hearing in

Court here yesterday Judge Morris
Eder approved, with one reservation,
referee Arthur
G.
Klein's
recommended settlement of a Columbia Pic-

The

"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima" is doing all right at the Astor,
with $17,000 seen for its fifth week.

Week

At the Fine

Arts, a good $4,600 is
seen for the sixth week of "The
Strangers in Between." The 25th week
of "Man in the White Suit" at the
Sutton is forecast to rack up a fine
$6,200, while the last six days of
"Encore," now in its 25th week at
the Normandie hit a nice $4,500. "The
Magic Box" opens at the Normandie
today.

Henry'
Los Angeles, Sept. 22.
A big
$4,541 was racked up by the 500-seat
Among off-Broadway houses, "Iv- Beverly Canon theatre in the first
ory Hunter" at the 52nd Street four days of "O. Henry's Full House."
$4,541 for 'O.

—

terday.

Slow in Albany
In Albany, advance ticket sales of
Fabian's Grand Theatre were slow,
but Albany is noted for the reluctance
of fight fans to pay for the event
in advance.
There, too, a maximum
audience is anticipated.
In Baltimore, the State Theatre,
with 1600 seats, has completely soldout. All the tickets had been disposed
of at a general admission of $2.50
and no reserved seats, by last Friday.
The Stanley, with 2,900 seats, is
almost entirely sold and by fight time
it's expected there will be only standing room. Tickets are $3 and no seats
reserved.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PAT H E

Director

HOWARD HAWKS says

"Every frame of every one of my
pictures must meet the most rigid
specifications in our industry. Thafs
why I insist on lab work by Pathe.
? 9

;

In Minneapolis,
reported that the
fairly

To Start Hornblow Film

—

Pathe processed Mr. Hawks'

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Producer
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., started shooting "Remains to Be Seen," with June
the Radio
City Allyson and Van Johnson, and Don
advance sale is Weiss directing, at M-G-M's studio

good with about

half

of

the

Lv.

11:20 p.m. EST

picture,

"Big Sky."

May we

latest

talk

about doing your next picture?

today.

— Ar.

7:15 a.m. PST

Both

New

35MM

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

•

is

COLOR

•

a subsidiary of

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

:

IVANHOE
Beats

"QUO VADIS"

IN WASHINGTON
The

first

IVANHOE

opening of

engagements was

test

following

at the Palace

Theatre,

Washington, D.C., Wednesday, September

As we go to
the

first five

gross

on

press, the gross

days of

QUO

VADIS opened on
Attendance on

17.

IVANHOE

for

engagement exceeded the

its

VADIS,

on

its

despite the fact that

QUO

Christmas day.

IVANHOE

exceeded attendance on
than 7,000 admissions.

An

The following admission

for the

same period

QUO VADIS

by more

all-time Palace record.

prices

were charged on

IVANHOE and QUO VADIS for these engagements

QUO VADIS

IVANHOE
Matinee
Evening

There's nothing

lAi
$1.25

Matinee
5 to

wrong with business

6 P.M. $1.25

that

•

I

90£ to 5 P.M.
Evening $1.50

IVANHOE

can't cure.

M-G-M

\

VOL.

NO.

72.
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Second 16mm.
Dealer Trust

Suit Is Filed
Fisher Asks $1,050,000
Treble Damages

YORK,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

23,

TEN CENTS

1952

Negotiations Continue for Purchase
Of Hughes' RKO Pictures Stock
Hollywood, Sept. 22.— Negotiations for the purchase of Howard
Hughes' 1,050,000 shares of RKO Pictures stock at a price in
excess of $7,000,000 continued here today with closing of the deal
expected to be announced at any time.
Included in the deal are some 35,000 shares owned by Ned E.

See Sellout
For Bout in
INLY. Assured
Eight Theatres Tell of

The Box-Office Draw

RKO

The second civil anti-trust suit to
compel the sale of 16mm. films to
non-theatrical outlets following- the
similar action taken by the Department of Justice last July was filed
in U. S. District Court here yesterday by Fisher Studio, Inc., and

Robert V. Fisher, 16mm. dealers and
Filing attorneys
"roadshow men."
were Malken & Isacson of New York.
Citing- not the government's 16mm.
but rather restraints
set forth in the U. S. vs. Paramount,
suit,

anti-trust
et

the plaintiffs in the new
$1,050,000 treble damages
seven major distributors and
suit,

al,

action ask

from
others.

On Sept. 8, an anti-trust suit for
$3,135,000 in triple damages was filed
against eight distribution companies
and others in U. S. District Court
in Philadelphia, with Kunz Motion
Picture Service as plaintiff.
_

The complaint

filed

yesterday makes

{Continued on page 6)

Depinet,
Pictures president, who arrived here late last week
A sell-out in eight New York
for the final phases of the negotiations.
The purchasing syndicate, consisting of Ralph Stolkin, Chicago theatres carrying- tonig-fit's exclusive
manufacturer; A. L. Koolish, Stolkin's father-in-law; Ray Ryan transcontinental telecast of the Jerand E. J. Burke, Texas oil opertaors, reportedly would take over sey Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano
Pictures two weeks after the formal closing heavyweight title bout was virtually
management of
assured yesterday, according to a
for purchase of Hughes' controlling interest in the company.
check of preliminary sales of tickets.
Should the deal be closed, Hughes still would hold 929,020 shares
Virtual complete sell-outs
Theatres stock, which is now held in trusteeship by Irving
of
were reported by Fabian's Fox,
divorcement
Trust Co., New York, in consequence of an
Brooklyn, RKO Fordham, Bronx,
restriction. Hughes paid a total of nearly $9,000,000 for his
Marine,
Brooklyn,
and the
stock when purchased from Atlas Corp. four years ago.
Queens, Queens Village, L. I.
Fabian's Fox and the RKO
Fordham are charging $3.00 per
seat,
while the Marine and
for
Queens are charging $2.50 for
general admissions and $3.00
to

RKO

RKO

RKO

'Snows'

Due

Big

A

is indicated for
of "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli here, setYork first-runs.
ting the pace for
Weekend business at the Rivoli

the

terrific

initial

$86,000

week

New

topped the previous house record set
by "David and Bathsheba" in Aug.,
1951. That picture heralded its Rivoli
run with a first-week gross of $84,600.
"Big Jim McLain" opened to a good
$70,000 at the Paramount for the first
seven days, while a nice $37,000 was
chalked up for the first week of "One
Strong condemnation of the Depart- Minute to Zero" at the Criterion.
ment of Justice's 16mm. anti-trust suit
A healthy $120,000 is indicated for
was voted unanimously by the Amer- the eighth and final week of "Ivanican Federation of Labor national con- hoe" at the Radio City Music Hall.
vention yesterday at the Hotel Com- The Hall's next attraction "Because
modore here.
You're Mine" will premiere on Thurs-

Government's Suit
Blasted by A.F.L.

The

suit which
day.
narrow-gauge
"Somebody Loves Me" opens

action against the

would force the

sale of

(Continued on page 6)

Tell

Kalmus

The Society of Motion Picture and
"Samuel
L.
Television
Engineers'

FCC Merger

Kalmus,

presi-

color Motion
Picture Corporation,,

Holly-

wood.

It was learned here that
distribution attorneys
are seriously considering an appeal to the Ohio
- general for a
attorney
Dr. Herbert Kalmus
from SMPTE
ruling in
president Peter state-wide
Mole at the 72nd semi-annual con- light of the industry's
vention at the Statler Hotel in Wash- victory over
newsreel
Dr.

Kalmus,

the sixth to< receive the gold
medal, will formally accept it

Broidy Heads Mono.
Group to Meeting

television

An

affiliate of

Theatre Own-

ers of America, it is the oldest exhibitor organization in
the industry.

for

network industry.
In proposed findings filed with the
Commission today the. three companies
also asked the Commission to approve
Balaban. and
the transfer of

WBKB,

Katz Chicago

television station,

(Continued on page 6)

censorship

in

Toledo.

Distributors will meanwhile continue to submit
newsreels to the state
censor board.
•

9-10-11.

is

(Continued on page 7)

dent of Techni-

executive secretary and treasurer, will hold its 40th anniversary convention at the
Hotel Charlotte here on Nov.

Griffith

tax.

1952 will go to
Dr. Herbert T.

22.—Headed by
Chicago,
Sept.
.Wasington, Sept 22.— Attorneys
United Paramount Theatres, the Steve Broidy, president, 200 execuAmerican Broadcasting Co. and Bala- tives, exchange managers, bookers and
ban and Katz today told the Federal salesmen today arrived here for the
Communications Commission that ap- first Monogram-Allied Artists naproval of the UPT-ABC merger tional sales convention since 1946.
Called by Morey Goldstein, New
would be in the public interest and
vice-president and sales manaYork,
the
in
competition
stimulate
would

and Mrs. Walter

for loges. All prices include the
Federal 20 per cent admission

The Warner Theatre, the only
Warner Memo- house on Broadway carrying the
rial Award" for
telecast from Philadelphia's Municipal

(Continued on page 2)

In Public Interest

—

The
Sept. 22.
Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina, of which
Robert E. Bryant is president
Charlotte,

at the

(Continued- on page 7)

Carolina TO Marks
40th Anniversary

Warner Memorial
Award

,000 at Rivoli

RKO

ger, the three-day conclave will open
tomorrow morning in the Blackstone
Hotel with Broidy scheduled to deliver the principal address.

Broidy was accompanied from the
from West Coast by Harold Mirisch and
(Continued on page 2)

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 22.
Conceding that this
city's 10 per cent tax on
amusements has proved
very costly to collect,

—

Revenue

Commissioner

George S. Fords has nevertheless declared he does
not favor complete elimination of the levy, as
proposed last week by
Councilman V. H. Blanc.

A

;;

Tuesday, September
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Personal
Mention

$60,000 Ad Campaign Is
Set for Cinerama Opening

Cinerama will be introduced at the
partner in WalTheatre, New York, on
arrived
Broadway
has
Productions,
lis-Hazcn
Sept. 30 with a $60,000 newspaper
hero from the Coast.
•
campaign devised by McCann-Erickof son, Inc.
The production and projecbrother
Leonard Ginsberg,
Henry Ginsberg, production execu- tion system, introducing a new dimensound in a two-hour
tive, has been named chairman of the sion in sight and
problems
presented
executive committee of New York entertainment,
amuseState Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon. never before encountered in
•
ment page advertising, it was stated
Samuel Goldstein, president of at the office here of Lynn Farnol,
Theatres, who is handling some promotional
Massachusetts
Western
Primarily, it
returned to Springfield, phases of the showing.
has
Inc.,
that
Mass., from a two-and-a-half month was one of describing a medium
conveys the illusion of a third dimentrip to Europe.
sion in a two dimensional medium, it
•

JOSEPH HAZEN,

William Zimmerman,
be

RKO
in

Radio
Chicago

sales

executive,

will

from

New York

for a few days.

times the usual size.
Built around phrases like "You Rise
Right Out of Your Chair," "You're
in the Heart of This Picture," and

"The Theatre That

•

ing the slogan, "the
Arthur B. Krim, United Artists dimension," the ads
yesterday by

arrived here
plane from England.

president,

Award

to

through

all

RKO Radio, UA,
Skouras Aid AMP A

A musical stage version of "Gone
with the Wind," under the title of
"Scarlett O'Hara," will be presented
David O. Selznick.
Three distributors and a circuit on Broadway by
Contracts were signed between Selzhave provided "classrooms" for the
nick and Stephens Mitchell, on behalf
Associated Motion Picture Adverof the estate of his sister, the late
tisers' weekly courses on showmanMargaret Mitchell, author of the bestwill
ship and merchandising which
As announced simultaneously
seller.
get underway on Thursday and conin New York, Los Angeles and Attinue on subsequent Thursdays for
lanta, Selznick has also acquired the
12 weeks. The cooperating companies

AM PA

president,
who said their
screening rooms will be used for the
courses.

G.

Ralph

vice-presidents

Branton,

The award has been made annually Walter Mirisch, executive producer,
since 1947 when J. A. Maurer, for- and Harold Wirthwein, Western divimer vice-president of SMPTE, was sion sales manager.
the first to receive the honorarium
created by the Warner Brothers in
memory of their late brother to encourage the development of new and
improved methods or apparatus designed for sound-on-film motion picin
the
including any steps
tures,
process.

McGowan
Get M-G-M Posts

Farrell,

—

who also arrived today inEdward Morey, vice-president;

Others
cluded

Norton V. Ritchey, vice-president and
president of Monogram International
Lloyd Lind, supervisor of exchange
operations, and L. E. Goldhammer,
Eastern division manager, all of New
York, and James Prichard, Dallas,

Southwestern division manager.
Others here to attend the conclave
are from the organization's 31 wholly
exfranchise-operated
or
changes in the U. S., according to

owned

Cleveland, Sept. 22. Tom Farrell
Flinn, national
M-G-M representative in John C. director.
former
publicity
local
branch
China, has joined the
sales force, assigned to the Toledo ter
Jerry McGowan, who joined
the branch several weeks ago, is now
assigned to the "river" territory. They
were appoined to succeed Phil Harrington and Jerry Lipow who resigned, Harrington to go into another
business, Lipow to become a partner
ritory.

of Justin Spiegle in Roadshows, dis
tributing exploitation pictures.

Fete E ckman on
25th

Anniversary

—

London, Sept 22. Sam Eckman,
managing director here, will

M-G-M

observe his 25th anniversary in the
post on Wednesday. He will be feted
at a dinner in the Savoy Hotel to
be attended by representatives of all
branches of the industry, American
organizations,
government
depart-

ments and armed services.

A. R. Glaubinger Is

UA

office.

advertising-

Leff

management

Brown

6

10.

Brown, Leff Switch
Managerial Posts

UA

(Continued from page 1)
Oct.

is

a

in

takes over the
Cleveland.

former

manager

of

the Buffalo Paramount exchange and
before assuming that post had been
Paramount manager in Toronto. Leff
has been manager of the Buffalo
office for the past several years.

UA

Legion of Decency
Puts 5 in Class B
The Legion of Decency reports that
the following five films have been
"Snows of Kiliplaced in Class B
manjaro," "My Wife's Best Friend,"
and "Monkey Business," 20th Cen
"Hellgate," Lippert Protury-Fox
ductions, and "Strange Fascination,"
;

L.

Wingham,

MGM

Named

San Francisco,
don C.

(Butch)

Sept.

22.

Wingham,

— Lang-

56,

man

M-G-M

ager

branch manager in Indianapolis, it was
announced by M. R. Goldstein, vicepresident and general sales manager.
Glaubinger, who formerly was branch
manager in Indianapolis for Univer
replaces Norman Linz who re
sal,

day. He first joined the industry as
a salesman for Samuel Goldwyn in
1923 in Seattle, and three years later

the

rights

the

to

•

—

Washington,

22.
Fifteen
Sept.
representatives of the Indian motion
picture industry today received an offi-

welcome to this country from
President Truman, at a morning visit

cial

to the

White House.

•
Pierre, So. Dakota, Sept. 22.
proposal to broaden applications of
the state sales tax to include amusements and other items has been taken
under consideration by the state legislative research council's finance committee.
The latter will submit recom-

—

company

Picture Pioneers has voted to
increase the initiation fee for membership from $10 to $25 and the
ticket price from $15 to $20 for the
"Jubilee Dinner" to be held at the

tion

Hotel Astor here on Tuesday evenNov. 25, it was announced yesterday by Jack Cohn, president of the
ing,

organization.
"These increases are being put into
effect by the Pioneers with reluctance.
They reflect the rising costs of hotel
charges and overhead expense," it was
said.

NEW YORK THEATRES

Columbia.

Albert R. Glaubinger has been ap
pointed Monogram- Allied Artists

after

radio

:

Veteran, Dies at 56

Monogram Branch Manager

signed

and

Columbia Pictures, RKO Radio, television
book.
Skouras Theatres and United Artists,
according to Harry K. McWilliams,

are

the

Monogram Meet

(Continued from page 1)
ington,

in

|

mendations to the council, which in
Buffalo, Sept. 22— M. A. Brown turn will make recommendations to
has been named manager of the local the 1953 state legislature.
succeeding
Artists
branch,
Metropolitan United
•
Dave Leff. Brown returns from CleveThe
board of directors of the Moland where he had been managing

Flies," and stressfilm with the new
will run in large

dailies here.

Kalmus

during the period of

space

display

NEWS
in Brief ...

Col.,

was said.
Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers'
The key of the advertising camThe first course will be held in
sales
division
Canadian
Eastern and
is that of representing "the emopaign
RKO Radio's home office preview
today
Cleveland
manager, will be in
tional thrill" of the new entertainment room, the second in Columbia's, the
from New York.
without describing the technical ap- third at UA's and the fourth at
paratus and without cataloguing any Skouras Theatres', with the four comCharles Steinberg, Warner Broth- of the specific details of the first pro- panies alternating their rooms in that
will
manager,
ers' Eastern publicity
gram of entertainment on a screen six order for remaining sessions.
be in Washington today from here.
•

23, 1952

exchange
of the local
since 1939, died of a heart attack to

™8ADI0

CITT MUSIC

H

ALL

Rockefeller Center

T

"IVANHOE"
Robert
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*
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*
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TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Color by
plvi

tfiiitf

WAYNE

IS

was made manager of M-G-M's office
in Salt Lake City. From there he was
transferred to San Francisco. He is
recenty survived by his widow and a son.

bought the Indianapolis and Chicago
franchise from Irving Mandel.

Midnight F»atuf*

Mrs. Fanny Jutkovitz

Funeral services were held yester
day at Jewish Center, Far Rockaway,
Harry Rubin, director of projection N. Y., for Mrs. Fanny Jutkovitz,
for Paramount theatres for the past member of a family which owns and
35 years, will be honored by his as- operates several theatres in the RockMrs. Jutkovitz, who
sociates and by members of motion away section.
picture operators union Local No. 306 died Saturday night, was the widow
A son, Izidor
at a testimonial dinner this evening of Jacob Jutkovitz.
survives.
at Rosoff's Restaurant here.

•lightly

Testimonial for Rubin

HUGHES
presents
Starring

MINUTE

" 0NE

JQ ZERO"
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Sept. 28 -Dec. 27
The men

who

are keeping a great

big smile on the industry's face

• •

with the happiest, biggest, most
consistent line-up of hits in the

history of

SHERIDAN
Dallas

PHIL

SHERMAN

Toronto

eratury

20th Century-Fox

:
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FCC

Tell

Television-- Radio

the parent company to UPT, and the
sale of the station— should the merger be approved— to the Columbia

Broadcasting System.
pertinent proposed
findings Friday but Paramount Pictures, Allen B. UuMont Laboratories,
Inc. and the FCC broadcast bureau
Based
are still to be heard from.
on these proposed findings of the
parties to the case FCC hearing examiner Leo Resnick will write his inifiled

its

decision, which can come anywhere from two to six weeks after the
tial

Deadline for
final findings are
filing findings is October 3.
In a 168-page document UPT, ABC
and B and K also requested the FCC
to approve the renewal of license of
and to consent
and
in.

WSMB

WBKB

to the involuntary transfer of stock
Paramount Richards Gulf Thein
atres to UPT.
The proposed findings told the

Commission that "there

is

no reason-

able probability that the effect of pro-

posed

merger,

consummated,

if

will

be substantially to lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly in any
line of commerce in any section of
the country," and that a grant of the
above described merger applications
would be in the public interest. Pointing to the "scarcity of challengers
in the network field, willing to risk
their resources in a competitive struggle with the dominant duopoly,"
told the Commission that
and
"with
only a company such as
long experience in public entertainment" and "ample financial resources"
would "venture to assume the burden"
of competing with CBS and the National Broadcasting in the television

EWEST COMIC

.

UPT

ABC

compliance with
judgment
consent
with respect to the requirement that
and Paramount Pictures be sephas proarate and distinct, that
ceeded with its divestiture program
in an orderly and diligent manner,
and that the trade practices condemned by the judgment "have long
since been abandoned."
has

been

full

Paramount

UPT

UPT

.

.

NEW YORK

OUTSIDE OF

A

real

opportunity for

men

ability to join a big circuit

promotion

is

CITY

with

where

from the ranks.

Please detail your experience
in

writing.

...

All

replies

confidential.

541

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave.,

New

York 20
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WAB

#

it

Ever since he first recorded "Harbor Lights," years ago,
Maestro Sammy Kaye has sought a sucessful follow up ditty
but to no avail. Last year, his platter of the number again
zoomed the composition to the top. Two weeks ago, songwriter Bill Harrington (former Hit Parade
warbler and ASCAP member) brought a
new ballad titled, "Lighthouse In The Har-

who will publish it feeling certain that it may well duplicate the success
Peabody Award
of his "Harbor" hit. ...
winner in 1949, Sherman Dryer returns next
month to present another MBSeries of
"Adventure Stories."
Telenews and INS
film clips will be used on
news telecasts starting Oct. 20.
Just received a
letter from Jack Kirkwood in Hollywood.
Sez Jack, and we quote "Ten years from
bor" to S.K.

A

.

.

.

ABC

.

.

.

:

now the modern girl will be five years older
You buy a house overlooking the river and

Sammy Kaye

then lose it for overlooking the bank
a used car but I'm sure that I'm driving
the car everybody used." unquote.
Bob Anthony, former
vocalist with Glen Gray and Harry James orks, has been
signed by MCA. His current Derby platter of "Angela," is
getting plenty of deejay attention.
Movie mag writer and
TV personality Denny Shane is back from a lengthy stay in
France and Italy where she filmed several thousand feet for
her forthcoming TV series.

—

Everybody drives

.

.

.

NBC

ir

.

.

.

.

.

.

&

-H-

purchased 52 spot announcements on DuMont. Yep,
National Biscuit Co. has authorized McCann-Erickson to make
this
Deal.
Joe Franklin's "Memory Lane," featuring
recordings and special TV films, is WJZ-TV's latest bid for a
nostalgic click.
.Premium House Films has come up with a
theatre giveaway type of stage show which gives theatre operators
lias

WAB

.

.

.

.

.

same

sort of attractions so successfully utilized on radio and
TV.
Lanny Ross, back in town after 10' weeks on the road,
until "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn?' is making plans for his second "Town Hall Concert" to take place in January. His first
.

.

concert there, held 17 years ago, launched the handsome tenor
into the big time.
Starting Oct. \, Ralph Edwards will telecast on an
oast-to-coast net a new series of human interest
yarns, "This Is Your Life," based on lives of plain John and
Jane Doe. Subjects will be selected from all parts of the country
and series will be sponsored by Hazel Bishop. Inc. Raymond
Spector is the Agency.
N~. J. State Fair -gave its 1951-52
Excellency Award to "20 Questions."
•&
Robert Q. Lewis has started a vaude tour to
include Providence, Buffalo, Detroit, Cleveland and Pittsburgh, flying back to N. Y. every Wednesday for his
show.
The
Roscoe (Rocky King, WABDetective) Karns' are celebrating their
33d wedding anniversay. Bob Shepard is celebrating his third week
as announcer of that series.
Johnny Olsen's nephew, Bob
Carpenter, formerly a Milwaukee disk jockey and now in the Armed
Forces, is doing a great job of producing GI shows for his buddies
in Korea.
Keep your eyes and ears tuned to a new song stylist,
Jackie Jocko, who is clicking but solid at the Birdland on Broadway.
Lad is an alumnus of
in Buffalo and a protege of Bill Randle,
Cleveland's ace deejay.
.

.

NBC

.

.

#

.

.

.

.

#

.

TV

.

.

The

complaint alleges restraints
"block booking," a "price fixing
system,"
"arbitrary
and excessive
clearance," "protection to preferred
exhibitors" and other charges con-

of

tained

.

WBEN

Paramount

the

in

case.

Allege Other Restraints
Besides these alleged restraints, the
charged the defendants with
"arbitrarily
refusing
to
license
to

plaintiffs

feature motion picture film
of like kind and quality as that released to exhibitors of 35mm. feature
film and available on 16mm. film."
Named as defendants were Loew's,
plaintiffs

Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, WarRKO Radio, Columbia, Universal,
Republic, Screen Gems, United
World, Pictorial Films, Movie En
Route, Inc., and Movies U. S. A., Inc.

ner,

Blasted by A.F.L.
(Continued from page 1)

TV

product to

outlets

trical

and other non-thea-

was taken

tion sponsored
Guild, the

by

the.

in

a resolu-

Screen Actors

IATSE and the California
State Federation of Labor.
The
contended that if the suit
was successful in forcing producers to
allow the free showing on television of
major theatrical pictures, "a great
many of the 22,000 American motion
picture theatres would be forced to
close, with the result that film producers then would not have enough
monetary returns to finance the making of quality theatrical pictures in
which hundreds and sometimes thousands of American workmen are employed."
"This capricious and unreasonable
suit.
jeopardizes the livelihood of
many of the 250,000 workers in the
film industry, who for the most part
are organized in
unions," the resolution said. It instructed the
executive council "to investigate all
factors in the bringing of this unfair

AFL

.

.

.

AFL

AFL

suit."

Another similarly sponsored resolution condemning the production of pictures abroad by American companies
also was voted by the convention.
resolution supporting repeal of the

A

Federal 20 per cent admission tax was
approved by the convention and referred to the AFL taxation committee
for implementation.

Eunice House Burned
New

Orleans, Sept

22.

—

J.

C.

Liberty Theatre in Eunice
suspended operations due to a
which burned out the booth and

Keller's

has
fire
all

equipment in

it.

.

.

LOTSA DOTS

action, but incorporates the Paramount
case in which some of the defendants
were found to have violated the antitrust laws in the distribution of film.

.

.

BOX

.

.

.

MANAGERS WANTED

.

.

the

EXPERIENCED THEATRE

.

TV

field.

there
the

TV

sweepstakes is youthful Red
to enter the
Buttons, whose monologues and sketches will be on TView via
CBStarting- Tues., Oct. 14 in the 8:30-9:00 P.M. slot. The "Red
Buttons Show" will be produced by Jess Kinimel under the supervision of Mario Lewis.
Sportcasters Bert Lee, Marty Glickman
and Ward Wilson will be heard on Mutual spots just preceding and
following the World's Series Games. ... At 9:30 P.M. Tbursday,
Oct. 9, and every Thursday at that time thereafter, CBS becomes
BCS for that's when the "Bing Crosby Show" resumes on the net.
Jimmy Stewart will be the Groaner's first guest of the new season,
on this, his 18th consecutive year in radio.
The first film of the
new "Death Valley Days"
series will be screened for the Fourth
Estate tomorrow at Toots Shor's. Program makes its
Debut Oct.
7 and will be sponsored on alternate Tuesdays by Pacific Coast Borax
Dimitri Tiomkin's ballad, "Do Not Forsake Me," featured
Co.
in Stanley Kramer's dramatic flicker "High Noon," starring- Gary
Cooper, not onlv has made the Hit Parade but is still climbing.

TSJ

UPT

The findings said it would be "fallacious to suggest that UPT's motion
picture and theatre television exhibition interests would tempt it to retard the fullest development of television."
pointed out that
and

(Continued from page 1)

no mention of the recent government

Herman

with Pinky

ABC

UPT

1952

23,

Trust Suit

{Continued from page 1)

CBS

Tuesday, September

.

.

.

.

.

Monogram Studio Dance

—

Hollywood, Sept. 22. The Monogram studio club will stage a dinnerdance

at the

on Oct.

Hollywood Athletic Club

11.

FREE EXCITING
BUCKAROO—$104

to

SHOWS

500 Silver Dollars Nite.

Tcdcy's most popular Giveaway Program.

Mike.

No Work

Promotions.

— No Cost

to Theatre.

Legal Everywhere.

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

Roving

Other Big

Broadway (60th

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3880

23,

Inc.
N. Y.

Tuesday, September

23,

Motion Picture Daily
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See Sellout
(Continued from page 1)
Stadium, reported that more than half
were sold as of yesterday
and the pace of sales was good, indicating a sell-out by fight time. The
price is $4.50 for general admissions
of their seats

and

loges.

$5.00 for
include the tax.

Both

prices

The Warner Theatre, which
reopen just for tonight's telecast
then shutter again, is one of the
theatres in the country which is
offering regular film fare with

Drive-in Installs 6,000 Seats

Col. 'Holders Suit

For Overflow Fight Crowd

Virtually Settled

The only drive-in in the country to book tonight's trans-continental
telecast of the Walcott-Marciano heavyweight title bout, the S-3 Drive-in
Theatre at Rutherford, N. J., has sold out at $10' per car, it was disclosed here yesterday.
The capacity of the drive-in, the

Court here yesterday Judge Morris
Eder approved, with one reservation,
referee
Arthur G. Klein's recommended settlement of a Columbia Pic-

At a hearing

will

largest open air theatre in New Jersey,
and is 1,300 cars. In order to accommofew date additional demand for tickets, the

not

the
theatre spokesman said there
fight.
will be a newsreel and a short subject
only.

A

At Loew's Victoria and Skouras's
Academy of Music, Manhattan, more

S-3 management disclosed that 6,000
''ringside" seats will be sold at the
same $10 per car tab, which includes
the admission tax.
The 6,000 chairs will be placed in
the arena closest to the screen and
those in the overflow cars will be

than half the seats were sold as of allotted the "ringside" seats.
The
yesterday. The Victoria management overflow cars will be parked in consaid it will "definitely be a sell-out," venient locations by the management.
while a spokesman for the Academy Car space will be allotted on a first
Theatre reported that theatre person- come, first served basis, it was exnel have not been able to answer plained.
phone calls fast enough. The Victoria
An S-3 spokesman estimated that
is charging $3.00 for all seats, while
about 16,000 people would attend the
the Academy is charging $3.60 and drive-in event.
The $10 price covers
$4.80 for loges. Both prices include as many persons as are in the car.
the tax.

The 450-seat 50th Street Guild
theatre sold out weeks ago at $4.80.
Theatre Network Television, which

TV

rights to the bout
for sale to theatres, plans to continue
the telecast, picking up a preliminary
bout, in the event of a quick knockout in the main event, it was reported
could not be
here yesterday.

acquired the

TNT

reached for confirmation.

The bout will be telecast to theatres
West of Omaha about an hour after
the Walcott match gets underway.

With 50 theatres from Coastto-Coast set to take the bout,
theatres are almost certain to
outdraw the expected 50,000 attendance at the gate in Philadelphia.

Taylor

expected

he

The grossing

potential

.

of

50

about $450,000, it is estimated, with about 150,000 seats availis

able in the trans-continental

network

reports indicate a
sell-out in all
houses outside
of
New York, including Keith's,
Palace,
CleveWashington
land; Keith's Dayton, and Albee, Cincinnati. Fabian's TV-equipped theatre
in Richmond, Va., was two-thirds sold
out as of yesterday, with one-third
of the tickets sold in Fabian's house
in Norfolk, Va., 90 miles away.

Meanwhile,

;

field

RKO
RKO

In Minneapolis,
reported that the
fairly

and is charging $2.50
on a reserved seat basis.

Henry B. French, president of MinAmusement Co., expressed dis-

nesota

appointment over early results in
advance sale, adding that such
performance is not good enough for
the investment involved or the atthe

traction offered.
In Asbury Park,

N. J., Walter
expected to hit
the sell-out mark shortly, with only
200 seats left to be sold as of yesReade's

St.

James

in

Albany

In Albany, advance ticket sales of
Fabian's Grand Theatre were slow,
but Albany is noted for the reluctance
of fight fans to pay for the event
in advance. There, too, a maximum

the

the

sold before
seats 4,000
for the event

Slow

fight to draw between $550,000
and $600,000 on the basis of advance sales which reached $300,000 at the weekend.

theatres

tickets expected to be
fight time.
The house

New York Supreme

stockholders

waste by various

action

officers

alleging

and directors

of the corporation.

N. Y. Grosses

The only question left open was
whether $20,000 or $40,000 should be
repaid to the company in consequence
Roxy tomorrow and its premiere will of the alleged waste by some officers
be marked by the attendance of cele- and directors. One of the suing stockbrities,
including Milton Berle and holders was given three days in which
George Jessel. It replaces "Monkey to submit documents supporting his
Business," which is expected to bow claim that $40,000 should be repaid.
(Continued,

from page

1)

out with a fair $50,000 for the last
five days of its third week.
"The Quiet Man" is holding up
well, with $45,000 indicated for its
fifth inning at the Capitol.
For the
seventh week of "Sudden Fear" at
Loew's State, a solid $22,000 is seen.
It will be superceded tomorrow by

"The Merry Widow."
At the Mayfair a good $18,500
estimated

for

is

ninth stanza of
"High Noon." The Victoria is expected to hit a fairly nice $16,000 for
the eighth week of "Affair in Trinidad."
"You for Me" has its premiere tomorrow at the Globe, replacing "Devil
Makes Three," which is forecast to
do a moderate $7,500 for its last five
days of the fourth week.
the

Trans-Lux

is

doing excellently, with

$6,300 indicated for the

Another

strong

fifth

Amazing Monsieur Fabre"
Park Avenue, is expected
$6,900 for

its

inning.

"The

attraction,
at
to

the
hit

second week.

'Strangers' in 6th

Week

At the Fine Arts, a good $4,600 is
seen for the sixth week of "The
Strangers in Between." The 25th week
of "Man in the White Suit" at the
Sutton is forecast to rack up a fine
$6,200, while the last six days of
"Encore," now in its 25th week at

Normandie hit a nice $4,500. "The
Magic Box" opens at the Normandie

the

today.

"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fa- $4,541 for 'O. Henry'
tima" is doing all right at the Astor,
Los Angeles, Sept. 22.
A big
with $17,000 seen for its fifth week.
$4,541 was racked up by the 500-seat
Among off-Broadway houses, "Iv- Beverly Canon theatre in the first
ory Hunter" at the 52nd Street four days of "O. Henry's Full House."

—

audience is anticipated.
In Baltimore, the State Theatre,
with 1600 seats, has completely soldout. All the tickets had been disposed
of at a general admission of $2.50
and no reserved seats, by last Friday.
The Stanley, with 2,900 seats, is
almost entirely sold and by fight time
it's expected there will be only standing room. Tickets are $3 and no seats
reserved.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE

Director

HOWARD HAWKS says:

"Every frame of every one of my
pictures must meet the most rigid
specifications in our industry. Thafs
why I insist on lab work by Pathe. 55

To Start Hornblow Film

—

Pathe processed Mr. Hawks'

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Producer
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., started shooting "Remains to Be Seen," with June
the Radio
City Allyson and Van Johnson, and Don
advance sale is Weiss directing, at M-G-M's studio

good with about half

tures'

in

terday.

Herman

Co-promoter
said

7

of

the

Lv.

11:20 p.m. EST

picture,

"Big Sky."

May we

latest

talk

about doing your next picture?

today.

— Ar.

7:15 a.m. PST

Both

New

35MM

York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory
•

l6MM

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

•

is

COLOR

•

a subsidiary of

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

IVANHOE
Beats

"QUO VADIS"

IN WASHINGTON
The

first

IVANHOE

opening of

engagements was

test

following

Theatre,

at the Palace

Washington, D.C., Wednesday, September

As we go to
the

first five

gross

on

press, the gross

days of

QUO

VADIS opened on
Attendance on

17.

IVANHOE

for

engagement exceeded the

its

VADIS,

on

its

despite the fact that

QUO

Christmas day.

IVANHOE

exceeded attendance on
than 7,000 admissions.

An

The following admission

for the

same period

QUO VADIS

by more

all-time Palace record.

prices

were charged on

IVANHOE and QUO VADIS for these engagements:

QUO VADIS

IVANHOE
Matinee
Evening

There's nothing

74£
$1.25

Matinee
5 to 6 P.M. $1.25

wrong with business

that

•

90£ to 5 P.M.
Evening $1.50

IVANHOE

can't cure.

M-G-M

)

.
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Bright Film
Years Ahead,

Goldwyn

Says

Holds Fine Pictures Have

Met TV Challenge

YORK,

U.S.A.,

RKO

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

24,

TEN CENTS

1952

Pictures Control

Goes to Stolkin Group
TexasCompoTellsof Hughes Sells 1,013,420 Shares at $7 Per
Share; Depinet's Stock Also Sold; Buyers
'World Exposition' Plan 'Top Grade Films for Theatres' Policy
Plans at '53 Fair Hollywood, Sept. 23. —Characteristic of Howard Hughes and
his disdain for timepieces, the sale of his 1,013,420 shares of RKO
— Plans
Dallas, Sept.
the

Complete confidence in the indusand its future was expressed by
Samuel Goldwyn during- a press infor
23.
terview at his Sherry Netherland presentation of a "Motion Picture Pictures stock, representing about 26 per cent of the total outstandHotel suite here
World Exposition," to be held at the ing, and a controlling interest in the company, was concluded here
yesterday.
1953 State Fair of Texas, were dis- at 1 :30 A.M. this morning (4:30 A.M. E.D.T.). The selling price
Just returned
closed here by R. J.
O'Donnell,
was $7 per share, or $7,093,940.
from a sevenspokesman for the executive board of
The purchasing group is headed
week trip to
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Europe, GoldRalph Stolkin, 34-year old owner
by
Organizations.
wyn said he is
The exposition will pursue the story
of a Chicago mail order concern,
of
try

''more

con-

vinced today
than ever before that Holly-

its

MPA

"has

said,

lenge,

chal-

a

but I
we have met

Samuel Goldwyn

that challenge.
better pictures
(Continued on page 6)

think
producers

made

Empire

NewRKOOwners

Industries

of National

;

vice-president

Video Corp., manufac-

turer of television

tubes

Sets Special

syndicate
which recently

Ike, Adlai Reels

Our
last

As

a public service of the motion
picture industry, two newsreel issues
each dealing with one the Presidential
candidates will be released nationally
in theatres next week, Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of
America president, reported yesterday.
All five major newsreel organizations
will
distribute
reels
to
the
theatres throughout the U. S. Costs
involved in the preparation and pro-

RKO

Pictures
"The new owners of
are a young, aggressive lot and I have
every reason to believe they will try
their best to make a success of their
operation of the company," Samuel
Goldwyn told a press conference here
yesterday.
Goldwyn has a three-year distribuRadio, with option deal with
tions to cancel at the end of each year.
His new production, "Hans Christian
Andersen," has been delivered to the
company for December premieres.
Asked whether he had any apprehensions about the new
Pictures

—

Spyros P. Skouras. 20th

Century-Fox president, Exhibitor

requested stockholders
yesterday to surrender
their common stock in the
company in exchange for
stock in the two new corporations to be formed in
accordance with the divorcement plan.

Repay

Support

2'3— Morey GoldMonogram-Allied Artists dis-

Chicago,
stein,

to

Sept.

tribution vice-president, emphasized in
his keynote address hefore the company's national sales convention here
today that Monogram-AA is intent
on paying back "in superior screen
(Continued on page 2)

ington and Ore-

gon
radio

televisionstations

from the MarField

shall

in-

and an
investor with
terests,

present

his

asin

sociates

Texas oil wells.
His associates
in
the

Howard Hughes

RKO

Pictures

are

deal

his

:

Title Bout Sets Records
At Theatre Box-offices

Mono. Out

Wash-

bought

RKO

RKO
COLUMBUS, Sept. 23.—
owners, he replied
"The company
In a statement in which he
has a fine sales organization, and we
stated that the Ohio state
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 3)
censor board is contining
to censor newsreels despite the fact that Judge
Wiley of Toledo ruled such
censorship unconstitutional, Dr. Clyde Hissong, chief film censor,
declared that a municipal
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
court's ruling on a conThe first trans-continental theatre telecast last night's Jersey Joe
stitutional issue is not Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight title bout attracted a record
binding outside its jur- number of theatres and outgrossed every other theatre TV event in the
history of the medium.
isdiction.

member

;

a

of

on."
"Television,"

been

Sees Success

picture

{Continued on page 3)

wood will go
he

industry from
nickelodeon days through the slide

of the motion

—

The network of SO theatres, which
offered a seating capacity of an estimated 120,000, had a potential gross
of about $400,000, compared to the
estimated $200,000 gross realized for
the Robinson-Maxim bout last June
which attracted 38 theatres.
Despite a black-out during a firstround knockdown, reception of the
bout, which Marciano won by a K.O.
in the 13th, was generally good, as
seen at the Warner Theatre here.
Thousands were turned away from the
(Continued on page 3)

father-in-law, A. L.
(Continued oi

Koolish
page

;

E.

J.

b

Facts About Sale

Of

RKO Control

1.
Howard Hughes' 1,013,420
shares of
Pictures stock representing a controlling 26 per cent interest, sold yesterday at $7 per share.

RKO

2.
Purchasing group is headed by
Ralph Stolkin, 34-year old Chicago
merchant and manufacturer, in association with Texas oil men E. J.
Burke and Ray Ryan, and Stolkin's
father-in-law, A. L. Koolish.
3.
Group promises top grade films

for theatres, despite television business
interests of Stolkin, with no intent of
making old
films available to TV.

RKO

Ned

E. Depinet's 37,000 shares
of
Pictures stock also sold at
"'
$7 per share.
4.

RKO

5.
New owners reported to haye
no immediate plans for management
:

changes.

;;
:
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Personal
Mention

Skouras Honored on
10th Anniversary

exCentury - Fox's
Twentieth
change heads who will he honored
the company's annual branch
CLARENCE BROWN, M-G-M in
managers' sales drive testimonial
here
tois
due
producer-director,
starting Sept. 28, will pay tribute
day from England.
to Spyros P. Skouras, president,
•
Oct. 12-18, by naming that period
Alex Stein, Columbia Pictures In- "Spyros P. Skouras Week."
ternational general manager in France,
The period will mark Skouras'

and Mrs. Stein arrived here yesterday
from Europe aboard the 5". .S". Queen
Mary.
Stein is the first winner of
the company's "Round the World"
sales drive to take advantage of the
prize of a 16-day trip abroad.

•

Friedman of
home office

Joe

Brothers'
tion

staff,

from

New

is

in

Warner

the

exploitaSpringfield, Mass.,
field

York.
•

Irving Sochin, Universal short subjects sales manager, has left here for

10th anniversary as company president. During it, the company will
have in release some of its top productions of the year, headed by
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro."
It is expected that the 20th Century-Fox trademark will be seen on
every
screens
virtually
the
of
theatre in the country during the
week, with branch heads and sales
personnel currently gearing themselves toward that goal.

the Midwest.

Rodney Bush, 20th Century-Fox
exploitation
from here.

manager,

is

in

Industry Leaders at

Motion Picture Association of
America member companies' presi
dents and foreign managers will meet
here next Tuesday specifically for the

Gov. for 'Fatima'
The

highlight of the campaign for

the first New England engagements
of Warner Brothers' "The Miracle
of Our Lady of Fatima" in New Bed-

tribute to
Leonard H.
G o demon,
United Para-

ford and Boston is a proclamation mount Theatres,
issued by Massachusetts' Governor "for his years
Paul A. Dever for a "Pray for Peace of service to huDay" today and tomorrow to coincide manity
a
as
with both premieres. The production leader
in
the
will open today at the State Theatre, fight against inNew Bedford, and tomorrow at the tolerance and
Astor in Boston.
bigotry through
Modeling the campaign after the the Anti - Defworld premiere on Broadway, advance amation League
Leonard Goldenson
interest in both premieres was created and as a pioneer
helping'
to
by
and radio spot announcements in
for the past two weeks. Local civic, awaken Americans to the plight of the
social and educational groups, in ad- physically handicapped afflicted with
dition to religious groups of all faiths, cerebral palsy," said a statement from
have been cooperating, with special the Lodge.
mailing pieces to respective contacts,
Judge to Present Scroll
along

with

specially

parties

prepared book-

blocks of 100 seats, or
more within a radius of 20 miles of
both engagements, have already been
set.
Special screenings of the picture
have resulted in feature picture and
story layouts and editorials in New

England

for

dailies.

'Our Lady of Fatima'
Opens in Detroit Friday
Detroit, Sept. 23.— "The Miracle of
of Fatima" will open at the
Madison Theatre here Friday backed
by an extensive advertising, publicity
and promotion campaign modeled after
the world premiere promotion
on

Our Lady

Broadway.
_

The advance campaign included

spe-

screening of the production for
leaders of all faiths resulting in ad-

cial

vance word-of-mouth publicity. Commendations were received from interchurch councils, public and parochial
school officials and the Detroit press.

Judge Samuel Leibowitz will present
the
Scroll"
to

MPAA

Berlin police stage show. Wake Island typhoon. Air Force base in Greeland. Florence Chadwick in new swimming feat.
Stunt-man risks dynamite blasts. Eisenhower and Stevenson.

French.
in

Japan concerns the

refusal of that country to allocate
for the six-month period starting Oct.

more than 59 import permits

for

by Motion

Picture Export Association companies.
The companies
had asked for at least 63 permits.
use

Show Tonight

Friars

Climaxed by a special Friars Club
show honoring Blossom Seeley and
Benny Fields, the premiere of "Somebody Loves Me," based on the careers
of these two veterans of vaudeville
and Broadway, will be held here
this

evening at the

Roxy

Theatre.

More than

1,500 members of the
Friars and their guests will attend
the show at which the Friars will

present
scroll

Blossom and Benny with a

them

citing

for their

achieve-

ments.

Goldenson.
S.

"Honor
Robert M.

Lodge

Arthur Glixoh, past

Mono,

to

Repay

(Continued from page 1)
merchandise"

company by

the

support

given

the

exhibitors.

The three-day meetings opened at
the Blackstone Hotel for 200 executives,

branch managers, bookers and

salesmen.

Invitations have been issued to a
presidents of the Lodge, will preside in
number of exhibitors in this area for
the absence of Martin Levine, Lodge
the
convention
banquet
Thursday
president, who is ill.
Other speakersnight, at which time Nat Nathanson,
will include Alfred W. Schwalberg,
new sales executive, will be introhonorary president of Cinema Lodge,
duced.
and Louis A. Novins.
Harold Mirisch, vice-president, anAmong those scheduled to be pres- other
speaker today, said that "for
ent and on the dais are Adolph Zukor,
the first time we are now able to plan
Ned E. Depinet, William J. German, far ahead
not only in our production

Harry Brandt, S. H. Fabian, Jack
program, but in our distribution timeCohn, Abe Montague, Herman Robtable too."
bins, Sol A. Schwartz, Ben Kalmenson, Robert Mochrie, Harry Kalmine,
William Heineman, Martin Mullen,
Earl
Hudson, Judge
Arthur
H.
(Continued, from page 1)
Schwartz:, Jinx and Tex McCrary,
Peter Grimm, Jack Hausman, Wil- (Goldwyn Productions) have the right
liam Kyle, Edward J. Noble, Jane to approve or disapprove all
deals. I
Pickens, Walter Marshall, Mrs. Al- have no misgivings.
I
am sure no
bert Lasker, and others.
Rabbi Ber- responsible executives would want to
nard Birstein of the Actors' Temple, disturb a distribution organization
as
will deliver the invocation.
good as RKO Radio's."

Sees Success

M^-P.-^y

.S'^J^H-

Cinema

Weitman and

and

issue stirs nation.
New Korea weapon.
Pacific volcano. Typhoon hits Wake Island.
Dynamite daredevil. Italian city of Naples
takes a dip.

the question of France and the
break-off of negotiations looking to
a new Franco-American film agreement, it is likely to be decided at
the meeting when Eric A. Johnston,
president, and Ellis G. Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers,
together should go to Paris with a
view to resuming talks with the

TV

marks heralding the playdates. Student

Korean

aviation, weather violence
sport topics round, out the presen-

fighting,

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

11

— West

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 39-A -Stevenson speaks. Greenland air base. Truman
at Coast Guard base. East Germans visit
Bonn. Dynamite daredevil. India fights loTots' baseball.

custs.

UNIVERSAL NEWS,
hower and

Stevenson.

No.
Guided

Korea. New Greeland base.
typhoon.
Florence Chadwick

598— Eisen-

missiles in
Wake Island

swim

feat.

Football.

—

WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 13
Guided missiles in Korea. U. St unveils
Greenland base. Eisenhower in Midwest.
Stevenson at Quantico and AFL meet.
Wake

Island typhoon. Volcano.

Football.

For 'Loves* Opening

1

president
of

and Eisenhozver.

Stevenson

On

of arbitration.

1,

Proclamation by

fund affair among its subjects. All the
reels offer spcechmaking by candidates

purpose of discussing the problems tations. Complete synopses follozv:
posed for distribution in France and
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 78— EisenHowever, it is understood hower and Nixon. Stevenson at AFL meetJapan.
that at that meeting the presidents ing-. Navy fliers over volcano. Typhoon at
may also reassess developments in Wake Island. Robot missiles hit Korean
Reds. New U S. air base near North Pole.
connection with the long-standing attempt to set up an industry system
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 208— Nixon

The problem

Entertainment industry leaders will
join with members of New York's
Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith and
their guests at the Hotel Astor here
tonight to pay

24, 1952

French Problem Up Newsreel
Parade
Before Presidents
LEAST one current neicsrcel
Again Next Tuesday SI/I Tissue
has included the Nixon

Atlanta

Goldenson Tribute

Wednesday, September

3-Day Paramount
Meet

in

Chicago

A

three-day meeting of Paramount's
domestic and Canadian division sales
managers will be held in Chicago
at the Bismarck Hotel beginning Oct.
6, it was announced by A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Film
Distributing corp., who will conduct
the sessions.
Principal topic on the agenda is
a discussion of sales and merchandising plans for the balance of 1952, and
an appraisal of the product beingreadied for release in 1953.
Scheduled to attend are J. J. Donohue, Central division manager
A.
M. Kane, South-Central division man;

ager

;

Howard Minsky, Mid-Eastern

Hugh

Owen,

Eastern-Southern

George A. Smith, and Gordon Lightstone, Canadian general manager.
Present from the home office, in
addition

to

Schwalberg,

will

be

Adolph Zukor, E. K. O'Shea, Jerry
Pickman, Oscar A. Morgan, Sid
Blumenstock, Robert J. Rubin, and
Monroe R. Goodman.

Sam Shain Named
Compo

to

Field Post

Sam

Shain, formerly exhibitor relations contact for 20th Century-Fox,
has been engaged as a special representative for the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, it was announced here yesterday by Robert W.
Coyne, special counsel of the all-industry agency.
Coyne said Shain will serve mainly
in the field.
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Bout Sets Records

U-I Acquires Four
Rank Productions

it

Warner,

sold at $3.60.

Can't Buy."

$40,000
1)

duction of the footage are being shared
by all members of the MPAA.

The purpose of the two reels is
"to bring to America's movie-going
millions an objective look at the two
presidential aspirants and a resume
of their respective views on major
Johnston

strictly a fight

New York

were

sold

out before fight time, while Chicago
reported before fight time that the
Windy City was definitely headed for
"its most impressive box-office showing." The box-office take for the four
Chicago theatres taking the telecast
and the one theatre in Hammond,
was said to likely hit over
Ind.,

Ike, Adlai Reels

issues,"

standing-room the racks were clear by

cities

eight theatres in

Earnest," "Mandy," "The
Penny Princess" and "Some-

(Continued from page

some
It was

with the greatest number
of theatres taking the bout, New York
and Chicago, did a brisk business. The

The

was announced by

Money

with

crowd.

Alfred E. Daff, UI executive
vice-president. The four films
are "The Importance of Being

thing

said.

after

taxes.

Pittsburgh, too, reported that its
two theatres carrying the bout was
completely sold out hours before fight
time.

Get Kinescope
Theatres west of Ofriaha were
scheduled to receive the telecast from
a kinescope transmitted from New
York's NBC-TV studios as soon as

First of the two subjects to appear
long-line facilities were made availon the nation's screens will be the able, at about 11:15 P.M. (EDT).

reel dealing with Gen. Dwight D.
The kinescope, or simultaneous film
Eisenhower, the Republican candidate. recording made at the site of the
It will go out as the regular midPhiladelphia's Municipal Stafight,
week issue of each of the five newsreel dium, marked the first time a film
Adlai
companies. The reel covering
had been distributed nationally by
E. Stevenson, the Democratic candi-

weekend

date, will follow as the

issue.

theatre

The

TV.

eight sold-out

New York

the-

were: RKO Fordham, Bronx;
Fabian's Fox, Century Circuit's MaCentury Circuit's Marine, Brooklyn
(Continued from page 1)
rine, Queens Village, L. I.; Warner,
and silent days and the era of sound Loew's Victoria and Skouras's Acadand talking pictures to today's film emy of Music, Manhattan.
and color triumphs.
The following are field reports from
A modern theatre building is being Motion Picture Daily correspondespecially designed to house the dis- ents
play on the State Fair Grounds. H.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23. Pittsburgh's
Stanley Marcus, Dallas merchant, will two theatres, the
J. P. Harris and the
cooperate in bringing the exposition to Stanley theatres, had complete sellDallas and Neiman Marcus models outs and a few standees for the Maratres

Texas Compo

;

:

—

will conduct guest tours of the affair
during the 16 days of showings. An
estimated 3,000,000 persons are ex-

pected to attend the

fair.

gether

with

shorts

until

fight

Both also made arrangements

time.

to tele

vise one of the preliminaries at Philadelphia should the title event termi
nate in the first few rounds.
The fight telecast didn't hurt theatre
business elsewhere in the city.

EXCURSION
FARES TO
HAWAII!

Luxury flights from California to
Hawaii have been substantially reduced

—

Appearance of
Sept. 23.
counterfeit tickets was an unusual fea
ture of the 1500-seat Grand's sellout,
at $3.60 (record high here), tonight
for the telecast of the Walcott-Marciano heavyweight championship bout.

Albany,

TRIP!*
pe-

spurious stubs apparently were
printed in Schenectady, when Fabian
city manager Guy Graves spotted four

1st class comfort, service, meals.
"Package" tours available, too.

as a man tried to exchange them at
reportedly had
Proctor's, for cash.
paid $2 for each ticket.

in fare during United's Excursion
riod of Oct. 1 to Dec. 10, 1952.

UNITED AIR LINES
One

of The Scheduled Airlines of the U. S.

80 E. 42nd St., call MUrray Hill 2-7300.
"From New York. Via Air Tourist to California.
16-day limit on Excursion tickets. Fares plus
fed.

tax.

FREE EXCITING
1952

CARS.

— Tickets

SHOWS

or Contest with

Big names

Judges ups attendance for additional entry
blanks.
No Work No Cost to Theatre. Other
Big Promotions.
Legal Everywhere.

as

—

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

Broadway (60th

St.),

Circle

New York

7-3880

Inc.

23,

N. Y.

He

P.M.

estimated 1,000 additional tickets could
have been sold.
Attendance at other downtown theatres was not affected.

Baltimore,

Sept. 23.— The State,
sold out two days in
advance at $2.50 general admission
for the Walcott-Marciano bout. The
Stanley, seating 2,900 sold out 24
hours in advance at $3.00 general admission and turned away 2,500. State
also turned away 1,000. Both houses
sold standing- room at 10 o'clock to
capacity.
The Met, a negro house,
1,400 seats, sold out at $2.50 general
seating-

1,600,

and a few reserved
despite

Stevenson

armory with a 9,000

at

$3.30.

speaking

This,

here

at

The

Pre-Selling
PARAMOUNT'S

new color Technicolor musical, "Just For You,"
gets top billing, a full-page, fourpicture layout in "M.cCall's Goes to
the Movies," October issue, on the
stands tomorrow.
all's front-ofthe-book selection also recommends

McC

RKO

Radio's "One Minute to Zero,"
Warner's deeply moving "Miracle of
Our Lady of Fatima," and Columbia's
chronicle of a French-Canadian family, "The Happy Times."
Look,
dated Oct. 7 and on the stands today,
.

.

.

features a double-truck center-spread
in four-colors on "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," almost as spectacular as the
film itself. And the same issue tells
newsmen who turned down that flying
trip to Alaska last June, for the world
premiere of Universal's "World in
His Arms" at far-North military
bases because it took 14 days and

Regular
business is slightly off except in a
couple of instances where major attractions are showing.
Denver, Sept. 23.—With the house
practically sold out before the door
opened a hour in advance, Paramount, covered 12,000 miles of flying timewith 2,200 seats, filled them at $1.80] it was "something for the boys," with
tax included, for theatre television of pictures by Look's photographer, to
Walcott-Marciano fight. Those unable prove that "Northern hospitality was
capacity.

—

to

by

get in boosted attendance at close
first

the finest ever seen."

•

runs.

Cincinnati, Sept. 23.— The RKO
Theatrical press agents are genAlbee, seating 3,300, has near capacity, erally better paid than movie press
for the Walcott-Marciano fight tele- agents, so it's comforting to note
cast.
Entire house scaled at three that "Guys and Dolls"
a show
dollars.
Business at other houses is that's been playing two years
has
below normal. This is a more or less finally gotten around to a tie-up
natural Tuesday night condition.
with "Guys and Dolls" fashions,
Washington, Sept. 23.—All three which, incidentally, originated in
Holiday for Octohouses here showing the telecast of Los Angeles. .
the Walcott-Marciano title bout had ber compares "The Merry Widow"
sold out early in the evening and were with a pastry you find in Viennese
admitting a limited number of stand- restaurants known as Pischinger
"endlessly delicious layers
ing-room admissions. All tickets went Torte
of vari-colored sweet pastry with
at $3.60.
The three houses were the 2,000- a crust of angelic evanescense." Al
Hine says, "If you don't like sweets,
seat RKO Keith, the 1,800-seat Lin
clon, and the 2,200-seat Warner, which stay away, but you're missing some-

—

.

—

.

—

theatre telecast
selling out at four theatres here
tonight.
First to sell out was the
Essaness Crown, selling tickets at

was

Both houses opened at 7:30 P.M.
and had a feature on the screen to

§ SAVE $48 ON

5

was telecasting a bout for the first
ciano-Walcott fight here tonight.
time.
The Harris, with a seating capacity
Other houses reported business runof 2,104, and the Stanley which seats ning from above normal to average.
3,680, both charged $3.50 and issued
Chicago, Sept. 23.— As anticipated,
rain checks should the fight be post
the Walcott-Marciano
poned.

ONLY $438 ROUND

National

(Continued from page 1)

Universal- International has
acquired four new top-budget
productions from the J. Arthur Rank Organization for
distribution in the United
States,

3

$4.80 and $3.60, including tax, at six
P.M. The B. & K. Marbro went clean
at seven P.M. with the Tivoli following suit at 7:45 P.M., and the Uptown
expected to do likewise at 8:30 P.M
One half hour before the starting
gong, the four houses here have
total of 13,000 seats.
Admission at
the three B.
K. houses was $3.60

&

including- tax.

2,000 Theatres in
Rogers Fund Drive

He

thing."

•

.

Louella Parsons tells intimate details of Arlene D'ahTs business activities other than picture work in Pictorial
Review, published Sept. 28.
Miss Dahl was intervicwd on the set
of "Desert Legion," th-e new Universal-International film which also stars

Alan Ladd. Miss Dahl

is sponsoring
a new nylon hosiery which will be
placed on the market for Christmas.

She

is

also

interested

her name
beauty hint column.

firm

and

in

a

appears

lingerie

on

a

•

A

vast advertising campaign, one
of the largest ever set by 20th Century-Fox for a single picture, has

been scheduled through Hearst magazines and newspaper supplements for
"Snows of Kilimanjaro." The drive,
designed to saturate a total readership
of 130,000,000, will coincide with the
pre-release engagement of the Technicolor production. Four color spreads

The number of theatres now partici will hit monthly issues and Sunday
paring in the Will Rogers Memorial supplements. Included in the Hearst
Grand manager Paul Wallen said Hospital collection-can project has roster are Cosmopolitan, Good Housepassed the 2,000 mark and within a keeping,
Harper's Bazaar, Home
week will hit 2,500 half-way in the Beautiful and Tozmi and Country. The
goal to enlist 5,000 theatres, accord
American Weekly, Pictorial Reviezv
ing to the collection committee headed and Puck, the Comic Weekly will
'51
by Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's vice
feature full pages in the newspaper
London, Sept. 23. British Lion president. More than 500 theatres field. Hearst field representatives will
Films today reported a net loss of were "signed up" during the Theatre contact sales staffs, theatre managers
and editors in hundreds of cities to
£148,422 ($415,582) for the fiscal year Owners of America convention
pinpoint local playdates. In addition,
ended last March 31, thereby increas- Washington.
The aim of the campaign is to place 7,500 newspapers will be serviced with
ing its previous debit balance to
National a small collection-box on the candy a variety of mats and glossy stills, and
($5,797,485).
£2.070,566
Film Finance Co. loans to B-L are stands of 5,000 theatres. Thpse recep- 1,000 radio stations will receive a
estimated to amount to £3,000,000 tacles can gather in coins at the rate program based on the picture.
of $2 to $3.50 per week.
Walter Brooks
($8,400,000).

British-Lion Loss at
At $415,582 for

—

—

QUIET MAN
VENICE INTERI
ACCURATE
FAST
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GREAT ACCLAIM
NAL FILM FESTIVAL!
AND
"QUIET MAN"

Critics are already hailing

American Academy honors

for

ED SULLIVAN
N. Y.

DAILY

• • • JOHN FORD'S

NEWS

"THE QUIET

MAN"

IS

A TERRIFIC COMEDY OF ACADEMY

AWARD

JOHN WAYNE AND BARRY FITZGERALD ARE AT THEIR PEAKS; TECH-

CALIBER.

NICOLOR REVEALS MAUREEN O'HARA AS ONE OF THE CLASSIC BEAUTIES OF
THE SCREEN!

JACK CAVER

• • • HERBERT

J.

YATES AND HIS REPUBLIC PICTURES HAVE STRONG CANDIDATE

JOHN FORD'S "THE QUIET MAN" FOR PRACTICALLY

UNITED PRESS

OSCAR TIME ROLLS AROUND

FRANK OUINN

. . • THREE-TIME ACADEMY

DAILY MIRROR

N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD NEXT

IN

BEST EVERYTHING'

IN

WHEN

SPRING.

AWARD WINNER JOHN FORD MAKES A STRONG

BID

AT

THE CAPITOL THEATRE FOR HIS FOURTH OSCAR WITH "THE QUIET MAN."

HERBERT J. YATES
presents

'

John Ford's Greatest Triumph

Quiet Man

THE

^*^^mr~Co/or
....

i

by

Ttrr umitai r\ d
TECHNICOLOR
starring

JOHN
w

if

WAYNE

h WARD BOND

•

•

O'HARA

MAUREEN

VICTOR McLAGLEN

•

MILDRED HATWiCK

Directed by
Screen Play by FRANK

S.

NUGENT

.

Story by

MAURICE WALSH

•

•

FRANCIS FORD

•
•

BARRY
ARTHUR

FITZGERALD

SHIELDS

.* ABBEY THEATRE PLAYERS

JOHN FORD

Produced by MERIAN

C.

COOPER

•

AN ARGOSY PRODUCTION

•

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
Republic Pictures Corporation
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RKO Pictures

Goldwyn
{Continued from page

18,000,000 television sets now in use,
with perhaps 50,000,000 viewers the
public is paying to see the good pictures in theatres rather than staying-

poor ones on

to see

TV

Control

with-

out charge."

Goldwyn said he has no intention of
discontinuing his own production activities and will begin preparations for
his next picture before leaving here
for the Coast. He said he had encountered reports while abroad that
he planned to "rest on his laurels"
"Hans Christian
completing
after
Andersen."

RKO Pictures shares closed at 4^2
San Antonio, Texas, Ray
Ryan of San Antonio and Evansville, on the New York Stock Exchange
Ind. and Sherrill C. Corwin, has An- yesterday, off one-eighth from the
Burke

24,

1952

47 -Year History

{Continued from page 1)

1)

year than they have for some time.
Our fine pictures are doing better business than ever before. Despite some

home

Wednesday, September

To RKO Pictures

of

previous day's closing.

geles exhibitor.

Announcing

the

consummation

of

said: "The buyers
have assured me that they will present a program of top grade product
of motion pictures for exhibition in
Their plans
motion picture theatres.
encompass a strong policy of distribu-

Hughes

the deal,

There was no immediate indication

new owner's

policy with respect
to continuing or effecting changes in
of the

company management.

Hughes has

had no corporate office but has been
head of production at the studio and a
member of the board of directors. He
tion in this country and throughout will resign both posts.
His associate,
the world, utilizing the full facilities Noah Dietrich, is chairman of the
of the entire RKO distribution organi- board and he, too, it is believed likely
zation."
will resign.
Other members of the
board are Depinet, J. Miller Walker,
Purchasing Group Statement
vice-president, secretary and general
Amplifying Hughes' remarks on the counsel, and Francis J. O'Hara. All
intentions of the purchasing group, the are Hughes' designees.
group itself issued the following stateA local report is that the new

"That is not true," Goldwyn said.
"My next picture will be ready to
"We expect to continue to ers will not take over for aboutownment
start about May 1."
two
It will be his 89th production since produce motion pictures as a major weeks and that no
decisions have been
Beyond studio operation. We believe a number made yet
becoming an independent.
concerning management, so
stating that music will play an im- of substantial economies can be ef- that the present operating
executives
portant part in the picture and that fetced, and at the same time, we will continue in their posts indefinitely.
declined
present
staff,
Goldwyn
the
color,
to
in
add
be
to
expect
it will
Stolkin reportedly owns a
management and talent
ablest
to divulge any information about it. the
small group of theatres in WisWhile we are ('studying
"It takes me so long to make a available.
consin.
Under the name of
picture," he said, "I have to be quiet carefully production and distribution
Ralph Stolkin & Associates the
about it at first. It will be made of television films, we want to make
group has operated an investmostly in Hollywood," he said, "but it clear that at this time we have
ment office here and financed
will use some foreign exteriors."
no intention of releasing any of the
the Martin-Lewis film, "At War
studio's stock of films for the use
"Andersen" will have New
with the Army."
of television. Such a move is a part
York and Los Angeles premieres
of a much broader economic question
The negotiations with Hughes were
shortly before Christmas. Theinvolving a tremendous investment on
begun
almost two months ago, with
atres have not been set yet
the part of theatre owners, and it is
the local law firm of Bautzer, Grant,
but "bidding" for the picture is
our intention to assist exhibitors in
Youngman & Silbert representing the
under way, Goldwyn said. In
every way possible to protect such
purchasers. Gordon Youngman, of the
reply to a question whether it
investments. We feel there is a great
law firm, formerly was general counwould be sold at "advanced adbe
must
motion picture audience that
sel and vice-president of RKO, having
mission prices," Goldwyn said
served and while we have not overresigned about a year ago.
Hughes
"some exhibitors have sugpicmotion
that
both
fact
looked the
was represented by Tom Slack, his
He added, "I
gested that."
tures and television are related we
personal attorney. Several unqualified
don't know how I would get
would probably go no further than denials that the sale of the
stock was
back my investment otherwise.
to state that for the time being there
being
negotiated
were issued by
I need $8,000,000 to break even."
may be an engagement but no mar- Hughes while the talks were in prog:

Another chapter was added to the
long and intricate corporate history of
yesterday with the purchase of
control from Howard Hughes by a
group headed by Ralph Stolkin of
Chicago.
RKO's corporate beginnings can be
traced back to a $900 investment made
by John R. Freuler of Milwaukee in
1905 in a nickelodeon there. The deal
led to the formation of the Western
Film Exchange there and its expansion into the nucleus of the Mutual
Film Corp. in 1913. Out of that,
successively, grew Exhibitors Mutual

RKO

the Robertson-Cole company
and FBO. In 1928, under the aegis
of Joseph P. Kennedy, Keith-AlbeeOrpheum was organized, bringing the
venerable B. F. Keith and Martin
Beck Orpheum companies into the
Albee fold. Later, RCA entered the
Corp.,

giving
the
company the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum name.
In 1933, RKO was reorganized in
bankruptcy and RCA sold out. The
principal investor subsequently was
Atlas Corp., headed by Floyd B.
Odium, which, in 1948, sold its controlling interest to Hughes.

picture,

The divorcement last year split the
company into separate picture and
theatre companies.

Stolkin, Ted

Are

TV

Gamble

Partners

;

He said the sales policy for the
picture has not been set yet and that
might await the outcome of the
it
premieres and perhaps some additional test engagements. Goldwyn said
a $500,000 advertising campaign for

riage."

ress.

Ralph Stolkin, head of the group
which yesterday acquired control of
RKO Pictures from Howard Hughes,
is
a partner with Ted R. Gamble,
head of Gamble Enterprises, in the operation

of

television-radio

stations

purchase of
KOIN and KOIN-FM in Portland,
Ore., and station KJR, Seattle.
Hughes' stock, the group also acquired
The
Bought from Atlas
stations
were purchased from the
an estimated 38,000 shares of
Hughes acquired 929,020 shares of Marshal Field interests for $1,500,000
Pictures common from Ned E. Decommon at approximately $10 several months ago.
president,
also
at
pinet, company
$7
per share from: Atlas Corp. in 1948.
total of $266,000. With
Stolkin has small theatre operations
share,
or
a
ner
"Andersen" in magazines has been
purchase, the group's stock own- With the divorcement of RKO's pic- and has been associated with Sherrill
approved and that perhaps $1,000,000 that
ture and theatre operations last year,
Corwin, Los Angeles exhibitor and a
ership is 1,050,420 shares and an inmight be spent for newspaper adverHughes received 929,020 shares in member of the purchasing group, in
vestment of $7,359,940.
tising.
both the new picture and the new the- financing operations there.
Several
The producer pointed out that his
atre company. He subsequently added
years ago when exhibitors, fearful of
own money is in "Andersen" and Warner studio for contributions to almost 100,000 shares of
Pic- a product shortage, planned National
will go into his next picture. "What the Eisenhower campaign fund.
tures stock to his holdings. His 929,- Exhibitors
Finance Co., to sponsor
in
better evidence of my confidence
020 shares of
Theatres stock, their own production, Stolkin, report"Brewer is for Stevenson,"
the future of the industry could anyabout 24 per cent of the total, and edly on Corwin's
Goldwyn said. "He has a perrecommendation,
one ask for?" he enquired.
also representing control of that com- subscribed
fect right to complain about
$100,000 to NEFC.
Goldwn said his observations in
pany,
are
held
in
trust
by Irving
However,
collections for Ike.
Europe convinced him there are not
Trust Co., New York, under a reWarners are for Ike, but they're
proportionately as many good pictures
striction of the
divorcement, York Stock Exchange yesterday but,
not knocking anvone on the
being made abroad as in Hollywood.
which permitted Hughes to retain inasmuch as they, too, represent conhead to get contributions."
"We still lead the world in good
ownership of his stock in either, but trol, they should command a price of
On American subsidies to foreign not both of the companies.
pictures," he said.
$6 to $6.50 per share. Thus, for his
Goldwyn came to the defense of producers "Subsidies are bad for any
four-year old investment of approxiHughes was given until next Feb.
Charles Chaplin in the latter's cur- creative workers. If foreign producers
mately $9,000,000, Hughes stands to
it
when,
stock
theatre
sell
his
making
pic20
time
to
rent difficulties with the Attorney would spend more
realize about $13,700,000.
retain
Bureau. tures and less sitting on the steps appeared, he had elected to
General and Immigration
Due to curtailed releases,
company
picture
of
the
ownership
subsidies,
waiting
for
Embassies
of
"Chaplin," he said, "is a genius. He
Pictures reported a loss of $3,700,000
not
been
sold
stock
Had
the
shares.
has contributed much to our industry. their pictures would be better."
for the first half of this year. HowWe need him and I hope the threat On the proposed industry arbitra- by that time, Irving Trust was di- ever, with good pictures in release
next
two
within
the
sell
it
rected
to
"If exhibitors spent more
to bar him from returning to this tion plan
since and with a high profit margin
Hughes, however, was contime in their theatres and less in years.
country is not fulfilled."
being realized on the reissue of "King
planned
provisions
and
the
sale
testing
would
like
that,
business
meetings
On politics, Goldwyn declared himKong," the trade expects profits for
the
Supreme
take
the
to
U.
to
case
S.
I am against all nonsense
self enthusiastically for General Eisen- be better.
the current and subsequent quarter to
have no problems Court should a forced sale be or- he greatly improved.
hower. "It's time for a change," he like arbitration.
said. "It's wrong for people, a whole that good pictures and proper mer- dered.
Now, however, having disposed of
generation, to grow up thinking only chandising can't take care of."
On the government's 16mm anti- the picture company stock, Hughes is Carlisle Jones, Publicist
one party is capable of running the
trust suit to force the sale of films free to apply to the Federal court in
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
country."
Carlisle
"It's
silly.
It
must New York for the release of his the- Jones, 55, long time studio publicist,
The producer waved aside the com- to television
plaint made last week by Roy Brewer have been inspired by some underlings atre stock from trusteeship. Whether died here this morning at Wadsworth
business. The head men or not that stock also will be sold Hospital, following a brain operation.
of the A. F. of L. Hollywood Labor in the
The- Surviving are the widow, a sister,
Council that pressure was being are too smart to be involved in any- by Hughes is not known.
atres shares closed at 3^4 on the New and three daughters.
brought to bear on employes at the thing like that."
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Met TV Challenge

Impartial

TEN CENTS

Pictures Control

\g~%

Holds Fine Pictures Have

and

1952

o± 11
savs'Goes to Stolkui

Years Ahead,

Goidwyn

YORK,

Concise

•

-

Group

TexasCompoTellsof Hughes Sells 1,013420 Shares at $7 Per
Share; Depinet's Stock Also Sold; Buyers
'World Exposition' Plan 'Top Grade Films for Theatres' Policy
Plans at '53 Fair Hollywood, Sept. 23. —Characteristic of Howard Hughes and
— Plans for the his disdain for timepieces, the sale of his 1,013,420 shares of RKO
Dallas, Sept.

Complete confidence in the indusand its future was expressed by
Samuel Goidwyn during a press in23.
terview at his Sherry Netherland presentation of a "Motion Picture Pictures stock, representing about 26 per cent of the total outstandHotel suite here
World Exposition," to be held at the ing, and a controlling interest in the company, was concluded here
yesterday.
1953 State Fair of Texas, were dis- at 1 :30 A.M. this morning (4:30 A.M. E.D.T.). The selling price
Just returned
closed here by R. J.
O'Donnell,
was $7 per share, or $7,093,940.
from a sevenspokesman for the executive board of
The purchasing group is headed
week trip to
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Europe, Goidby Ralph Stolkin, 34-year old owner
Organizations.
wyn said he is
The exposition will pursue the story
of a Chicago mail order concern,
of

try

m

'

o r e convinced today
than ever before that Holly'

of
its

(Continued on page 3)

wood will go

MPA

on."
"Television,"

he

lenge,

chal-

a

but I
we have met

Samuel Goidwyn

that challenge.
better pictures
{Continued on page 6)

think
producers

Ruling

To

Is

last

Narrowed

Toledo: Hissong

—A

muColumbus, O., Sept. 23.
nicipal court's ruling on a constitutional issue is not binding outside its
jurisdiction, said Dr. Clyde Hissong,
chief state film censor, in a statement
in which he said that the state censor
continuing to censor newsreels despite the fact that Judge FrankWiley of Toledo ruled such censorship

board

is

unconstitutional.
"It would have been a different
matter had a Common Pleas Court
or an Appellate Court ruled such censorship is unconstitutional," said Dr.
Hissong. He indicated that newsreel
censorship will continue without any

statewide change whether the state
appeals the Toledo decision or not.

(Continued on page 2)

The

To Exchange Stock
Twentieth Century-Fox stockholders

were

yesterday to surrender
their common stock in the corporation
in exchange for stock in the two new
corporations to-be formed in accordance with the divorcement plan, by
20th Century-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras.
notified

gon
radio

to

Wash-

televisionstations

shall

Field

in-

and an
investor with

terests,

his

present

sociates
Texas
His

as-

in

oil wells.

associ-

ates

Howard Hughes
father-in-law,
(

A.

in
the
Pictures
deal
are his
L. Koolish
E. J.

RKO

;

Continued on page 6)

Facts About Sale

Of

RKO Control

1.
Howard Hughes' 1,013,420
shares of
Pictures stock representing a controlling 26 per cent interest, sold yesterday at $7 per share.

RKO

MURRAY HOROWITZ
last

—

TV

Repay

Exhibitor Support

—

(Continued on page 2)

member

from the Mar-

RKO

—

manufac;

ington and Ore-

:

trans-continental theatre telecast

vice-president

bought

RKO

night's Jersey Joe
Walcott-Rocky Marciano heavyweight title bout attracted a record
number of theatres and outgrossed every other theatre
event in the
history of the medium.
The network of SO theatres, which
offered a seating capacity of an estimated 120,000, had a potential gross
of about $400,000, compared to the
estimated $200,000 gross realized for
the Robinson-Maxim bout last June
Chicago, Sept. 23. Morey Gold- which attracted 38 theatres.
Monogram-Allied Artists disstein,
Despite a black-out during a firsttribution vice-president, emphasized in round knockdown, reception of the
his keynote address before the com- bout, which Marciano won by a K.O.
pany's national sales convention here in the 13th, was generally good, as
today that Monogram-AA is intent seen at the Warner Theatre here.
on paying back "in superior screen Thousands were turned away from the
first

;

syndicate
which recently

Title Bout Sets Records
At Theatre Box-offices
By

Industries

of National Video Corp.,
turer of television tubes
of a

RKO

(Continued on page 3)

As

Mono. Out

Tells 20th 'Holders

Empire

NewRKOOwners

a public service of the motion
picture industry, two newsreel issues
each dealing with one the Presidential
candidates will be released nationally
in theatres next week, Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of
America president, reported yesterday.
All five major newsreel organizations
will
distribute
the
reels
to
theatres throughout the U. S. Costs
involved in the preparation and pro-

Ike, Adlai Reels

Our

made

Sees Success

Pictures
"The new owners of
are a young, aggressive lot and I have
every reason to believe they will try
their best to make a success of their
operation of the company," Samuel
Goidwyn told a press conference here
yesterday.
Goidwyn has a three-year distribution deal with
Radio, with options to cancel at the end of each year.
His new production, "Hans Christian
Andersen," has be.en delivered to the
company for December premieres.
Asked whether he had any apprehensions about the new
Pictures
owners, he replied
"The company
has a fine sales organization, and we

Sets Special

"has

said,

been

the motion picture industry from
nickelodeon days through the slide

(Continued on page 3)

2.
Purchasing group is headed by
Ralph Stolkin, 34-year old Chicago
merchant and manufacturer, in association with Texas oil men E. J.
Burke and Ray Ryan, and Stolkin's
father-in-law, A. L. Koolish.
3.
Group promises top grade films

for theatres, despite television business
interests of Stolkin, with no intent of
making old
films available to TV.

RKO

4.

of

Ned

RKO

E. Depinet's 37,000 shares
Pictures stock aiso sold at

$7 per share.
5.
New owners reported to have
no immediate plans for management

changes.

;;
:
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Personal
Mention

Skouras Honored on
10th Anniversary

exCentury - Fox's
Twentieth
change heads who will be honored
the company's annual branch
CLARENCE BROWN. M-G-M in
sales drive testimonial
managers'
producer-di rector, is due here tostarting Sept. 28, will pay tribute
day from England.
to Spyros P. Skouras, president,
Oct. 12-18, by naming that period
'Alex Stein, Columbia Pictures In- "Spyros P. Skouras Week."
ternational general manager in France,
The period will mark Skouras'
and Mrs. Stein arrived here yesterday 10th anniversary as company presifrom Europe aboard the S. S. Queen dent. During it, the company will
Stein is the first winner of have in release some of its top proMary.
the company's "Round the World" ductions of the year, headed by
sales drive to take advantage of the Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
prize of a 16-day trip abroad.

Friedman of
home office

Joe

Brothers'
tion

staff,

from

New

in

is

Warner

the

exploitaSpringfield, Mass.,
field

York.

Irving Sochin, Universal short subjects sales manager, has left here for
the Midwest.

Rodney Bush, 20th Century-Fox
exploitation
from here.

manager,

is

in

Kilimanjaro."
It is expected that the 20th Century-Fox trademark will be seen on
every
virtually
screens
of
the
theatre in the country during the
week, with branch heads and sales
personnel currently gearing themselves toward that goal.

Industry Leaders at

Atlanta

Goldenson Tribute
Entertainment industry leaders will
with members of New York's

Proclamation by

join

Gov. for 'Fatima'

their guests
tonight to

Cinema Lodge

The

highlight of the campaign for

the first New England engagements
of Warner Brothers' "The Miracle
of Our Lady of Fatima" in New Bed-

ford and Boston is a proclamation
issued by Massachusetts' Governor

Paul A. Dever for a "Pray for Peace
Day" today and tomorrow to coincide
with both premieres. The production
will open today at the State Theatre,
New Bedford, and tomorrow at the
Astor in Boston.

Modeling the

campaign

after

the

world premiere on Broadway, advance
interest in both premieres was created
by TV and radio spot announcements
for the past two weeks. Local civic,
social and educational groups, in addition to religious groups of all faiths,
have been cooperating, with special
mailing pieces to respective contacts,
along with specially prepared bookmarks heralding the playdates. Student
blocks of 100 seats, or
more within a radius of 20 miles of
both engagements, have already been
set.
Special screenings of the picture
have resulted in feature picture and
story layouts and editorials in New
parties

England

for

dailies.

Detroit, Sept. 23.— "The Miracle of
of Fatima" will open at the
Madison Theatre here Friday backed
by an extensive advertising, publicity
and promotion campaign modeled after
the
world premiere promotion on

Broadway.
The advance campaign included spe_

screening of the production for
all faiths resulting in ad-

leaders of

vance word-of-mouth publicity. Commendations were received from interchurch councils, public and parochial
school officials and the Detroit press.

S^unJay^an^Mida^ b^o'^lev^PnW;^
New York " Marti^ Om£v ^

of

1879
jB/y.

evening at the

Roxy

Theatre.

1,500 members of the
Friars and their guests will attend
the show at which the Friars will

and

present

amation League
and as a pioneer

Leonard

Goldenson

Blossom and Benny with a

to the plight of the
physically handicapped afflicted with
cerebral palsy," said a statement from
the Lodge.

Judge to Present Scroll
Judge Samuel Leibowitz will pre-

Cinema

"Honor
Robert M.

Lodge

Goldenson.
S.

Arthur Glixoh, past

presidents of the Lodge, will preside in
the absence of Martin Levine, Lodge
president, who is ill.
Other speakers
will include Alfred W. Schwalberg,
honorary president of Cinema Lodge,

Football.

those scheduled to be pres-

3-Day Paramount
Meet

in

Chicago

A

three-day meeting of Paramount's
domestic and Canadian division sales
managers will be held in Chicago
at the Bismarck Hotel beginning Oct.
6, it was announced by A. W. Schwal-

Hugh

for their achieve-

Mono,

to

Repay

(Continued from page 1)

Invitations have been issued to a
number of exhibitors in this area for
the
convention
banquet
Thursday
night, at which time Nat Nathanson,
new sales executive, will be introduced.
Harold Mirisch, vice-president, another speaker today, said that "for
the first time we are now able to plan
far ahead not only in our production
program, but in our distribution timetable too."

Sees Success

^-

Island typhoon. Volcano.

salesmen.

them

ments.

on the dais are Adolph Zukor,
Ned E. Depinet, William J. German,
Harry Brandt, S. H. Fabian, Jack
Cohn, Abe Montague, Herman Robbins, Sol A. Schwartz, Ben Kalmenson, Robert Mochrie, Harry Kalmine,
William Heineman, Martin Mullen,
Earl
Hudson,
Arthur
H.
Judge
(Continued from page 1)
Schwartz:, Jinx and Tex McCrary,
Peter Grimm, Jack Hausman, Wil- (Goldwyn Productions) have the right
liam Kyle, Edward J. Noble, Jane to approve or disapprove all deals. I
Pickens, Walter Marshall, Mrs. Al- have no misgivings. I am sure no
bert Lasker, and others.
Rabbi Ber- responsible executives would want to
nard Birstein of the Actors' Temple, disturb a distribution organization as
will deliver the invocation.
good as RKO Radio's."
ent and

11151

Wake

merchandise" the support given the
company by exhibitors.
The three-day meetings opened at
the Blackstone Hotel for 200 executives, branch managers, bookers and

citing

to

awaken Americans

Weitman and

Guided missiles in Korea. U. S'. unveils
Greenland base. Eisenhower in Midwest.
Stevenson at Quantico and AFL meet.

president of Paramount Film
Distributing corp., who will conduct
the sessions.
Principal topic on the agenda is
a discussion of sales and merchandising plans for the balance of 1952, and
an appraisal of the product being
readied for release in 1953.
Scheduled to attend are J. J. DonA.
ohue, Central division manager
M. Kane, South- Central division manager Howard Minsky, Mid-Eastern

scroll

berg,

;

;

Owen,

Eastern-Southern

George A. Smith, and Gordon Lightstone, Canadian general manager.
Present from the home office, in
addition

Schwalberg,

to

will

be

Adolph Zukor, E. K. O'Shea, Jerry
Pickman, Oscar A. Morgan, Sid
Robert

Blumenstock,

Rubin,

J.

and

Monroe R. Goodman.

Sam Shain Named
Compo

to

Field Post

Sam

Shain, formerly exhibitor relations contact for 20th Century-Fox,
has been engaged as a special representative for the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, it was an-

nounced here yesterday by Robert W.
Coyne, special counsel of the all-industry agency.

Coyne
in

the

said Shain will serve mainly

field.
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Show Tonight

More than

bigotry through
Anti - Defthe

sent
the
Scroll"
to

topics round, out the presen-

MPAA

this

fight against in-

helping

and sport

purpose of discussing the problems tations. Complete synopses follow:
posed for distribution in France and
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 78 — EisenHowever, it is understood hower and Nixon. Stevenson at AFL meetJapan.
ing-.
Navy fliers over volcano. Typhoon at
meeting
the
presidents
that at that
may also reassess developments in Wake Island. Robot missiles hit Korean
Reds. New U S. air base near North Pole.
connection with the long-standing attempt to set up an industry system
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 208— Nixon
issue stirs nation.
New Korea weapon.
of arbitration.
Pacific volcano. Typhoon hits Wake Island.
On the question of France and the Dynamite daredevil. Italian city of Naples
break-off of negotiations looking to takes a dip.
a new Franco-American film agreePARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 11 — West
ment, it is likely to be decided at Berlin police stage
shew. Wake Island tythe meeting when Eric A. Johnston, phoon. Air Force base in Greeland. Florpresident, and Ellis G. Ar- ence Chadwick in new swimming feat.
dynamite blasts. Eisennall, president of the Society of In- Stunt-man risks
hower and Stevenson.
dependent Motion Picture Producers,
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 39- A— Stevtogether should go to Paris with a
view to resuming talks with the enson speaks. Greenland air base. Truman
at Coast Guard base. East Germans visit
French.
Bonn. Dynamite daredevil. India fights loThe problem in Japan concerns the custs. Tots' baseball.
refusal of that country to allocate
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 598— Eisenfor the six-month period starting Oct. hower and Stevenson. Guided missiles in
more than 59 import permits for Korea. New Greeland base. Wake Island
1,
use by Motion Picture Export As- typhoon. Florence Chadwick swim feat.
sociation companies.
The companies Football.
had asked for at least 63 permits.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 13 —

Climaxed by a special Friars Club
show honoring Blossom Seeley and
Benny Fields, the premiere of "Somebody Loves Me," based on the careers
of these two veterans of vaudeville
and Broadway, will be held here

"for his years
of service to humanity
a
as
in
the
leader

in

fund affair among its subjects. All the
reels offer speechmaking by candidates
Stevenson and Eisenhower. Korean
aviation, weather violence
fighting,

For 'Loves* Opening

mount Theatres,

tolerance

Motion Picture Association of
America member companies' presidents and foreign managers will meet
here next Tuesday specifically for the

Friars

United Para-

Building, William R. Weaver, Editor,

marcn
March

pay

president
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the
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of
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French Problem Up Newsreel
Parade
Before Presidents
LEAST one current newsreel
Again Next Tuesday -tl/t Tissue
has included the Nixon

Hotel Astor here

and Louis A. Novins.

'Our Lady of Fatima'
Opens in Detroit Friday

cial
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at the
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Bout Sets Records

U-I Acquires Four
Rank Productions

National

(Continued from page 1)

Universal-International has
acquired four new top-budget
productions from the J. Arthur Rank Organization for
distribution in the United
States, it was announced by
Alfred E. Daff, UI executive
vice-president. The four films
are "The Importance of Being

Earnest," "Mandy," "The
Penny Princess" and "SomeMoney Can't Buy."

thing

Warner,

with

sold at $3.60.

It

some
was

standing-room
strictly a fight

crowd.

The

with the greatest number
of theatres taking the bout, New York
and Chicago, did a brisk business. The
cities

eight theatres in New
out before fight time,

York were

sold

while Chicago
reported before fight time that the
Windy City was definitely headed for
"its most impressive box-office showing." The box-office take for the four
Chicago theatres taking the telecast
theatre in Hammond,
Ind.,
was said to likely hit over
$40,000 after taxes.

and

Ike, Adlai Reels
(Continued from page

3

the

one

1)

Pittsburgh,

duction of the footage are being shared
by all members of the MPAA.
The purpose of the two reels is
"to bring to America's movie-going
millions an objective look at the two
presidential aspirants and a resume
of their respective views on major

too,

reported

that

its

two theatres carrying the bout was
completely sold out hours before fight
time.

the racks were clear by 5 P.M. He
estimated 1,000 additional tickets could
have been sold.
Attendance at other downtown theatres was not affected.

Baltimore,

Sept. 23.— The State,
seating- 1,600, sold out two
days in
advance at $2.50 general admission
for the Walcott-Marciano bout
The
Stanley, seating 2,900 sold out 24

hours in advance at $3.00 general admission and turned away 2,500. State
also turned away 1,000. Both
houses
sold standing room at 10 o'clock
to
capacity.
The Met, a negro house,
1,400 seats, sold out at $2.50 general'
and a few reserved at $3.30. This,
despite Stevenson speaking here
at
armory with a 9,000 capacity. Regular
business is slightly off except in
a
couple of instances where major
attractions are showing.

Pre-Selling
OARAMOUNT'S new color TechA nicolor musical, "Just For You,"
gets top billing, a full-page, fourpicture layout in "MeCall's Goes to
the Movies," October issue, on the
stands tomorrow.
all's front-of-

McC

the-book selection also recommends
Radio's "One Minute to Zero,"
Warner's deeply moving "Miracle of
Our Lady of Fatima," and Columbia's

RKO

chronicle of a French-Canadian fam-

"The Happy Times."
Look,
dated Oct. 7 and on the stands today,
features a double-truck center-spread
ily,

.

.

.

in four-colors on "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," almost as spectacular as the

film itself.

And

same

the

issue tells
that flying

newsmen who turned down

trip to Alaska last June, for the world
Get Kinescope
premiere of Universal's "World in
Theatres west of Olmaha were
Denver, Sept. 23.—With the house His Arms" at far-North
military
scheduled to receive the telecast from practically
sold out before the door bases— because it took 14
days and
a kinescope transmitted from New opened a
hour in advance, Paramount covered 12,000 miles of flying timeissues," Johnston said.
York's NBC-TV studios as soon as with 2.200 seats,
First of the two subjects to appear
filled them at $1.8o! it was "something for the boys,"
with
long-line facilities were made avail- tax included,
for theatre television of pictures by Look's photographer,
on the nation's screens will be the
to
able, at about 11:15 P.M. (EDT).
Walcott-Marciano fight. Those unable prove that "Northern hospitality
reel dealing with Gen. Dwight D.
was
kinescope, or simultaneous film to get
The
in boosted attendance at close the finest ever seen."
Eisenhower, the Republican candidate.
recording made at the site of the by first
runs.
It will go out as the regular mid•
Municipal
Philadelphia's
StaCincinnati, Sept. 23.— The
week issue of each of the five newsreel fight,
Theatrical press agents are genfilm Albee,
companies. The reel covering Adlai dium, marked the first time a
seating 3,300, has near capacity
erally better paid than movie press
nationally by for
the Walcott-Marciano fight tele- agents, so it's comforting
E. Stevenson, the Democratic candi- had been distributed
to note
theatre TV.
cast.
date, will follow as the weekend issue.
Entire house scaled at three that "Guys and Dolls"
a show
The eight sold-out New York the- dollars. Business
at other houses is that's been playing two years
has
atres were
Fordham, Bronx
below normal. This is a more or less finally gotten around
to a tie-up
Fabian's Fox, Century Circuit's Ma- natural
Tuesday night condition.
with "Guys and Dolls" fashions,
rine, Brooklyn
Century Circuit's Ma(Continued from page 1)
which,
Washington,
incidentally, originated in
Sept.
23.—
All
three
rine, Queens Village, L. I.
Warner,
and silent days and the era of sound Loew's Victoria and Skouras's Acad- houses here showing the telecast of Los Angeles.
Holiday for Octothe Walcott-Marciano title bout
and talking pictures to today's film emy of Music, Manhattan.
had ber compares "The Merry Widow"
and color triumphs.
The following are field reports from sold out early in the evening and were with a pastry you find in Viennese
modern theatre building is being Motion Picture Daily correspond- admitting a limited number of stand- restaurants known as Pischinger
ing-room admissions. All tickets went Torte —- "endlessly delicious layers
especially designed to house the dis- ents
at $3.60.
of vari-colored sweet pastry with
play on the State Fair Grounds. H.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 23. Pittsburgh's
The three houses were the 2 000- a crust of angelic evanescense." Al
Stanley Marcus, Dallas merchant, will
two theatres, the J. P. Harris and the seat
Keith, the 1,800-seat Lin- Hine says, "If you don't like sweets,
cooperate in bringing the exposition to
Stanley theatres, had complete sell- clon,
and the 2,200-seat Warner, which stay away, but you're missing someDallas and Neiman Marcus models
outs and a few standees for the Mar- was
telecasting a bout for the first thing."
will conduct guest tours of the affair
ciano-Walcott fight here tonight.
time.
•
during the 16 days of showings. An
The Harris, with a seating capacity
Other houses reported business runestimated 3,000,000 persons are exLouella
Parsons
tells intimate deof 2,104, and the Stanley which seats ning
from above normal to average
pected to attend the fair.
tails of Arlen e Dahl's business activi3,680, both charged $3.50 and issued
Chicago, Sept. 23.— As anticipated, ties other than
picture ivork in Picrain checks should the fight be post- the
Walcott-Marciano theatre telecast torial Review, published
Sept. 28.
poned.
was selling out at four theatres here Miss Dahl
was interviezvd on the set
Both houses opened at 7 :30 P.M. tonight.
First to sell out was the of "Desert Legion,"
the new Univerand had a feature on the screen to- Essaness
Crown, selling tickets at sal-International film which
also stars
gether with shorts until fight time.
$4.80 and $3.60, including tax, at six Alan Ladd.
Miss Dahl is sponsoring
Both also made arrangements to tele- P.M. The
B. & K. Marbro went clean a new nylon hosiery
which will be
vise one of the preliminaries at Philaat seven P.M. with the Tivoli
follow- placed on the market for Christinas.
delphia should the title event termi- ing
suit at 7:45 P.M., and the
Uptown She is also interested in a lingerie
nate in the first few rounds.
expected to do likewise at 8:30 P.M. firm and
her name appears on a
The fight telecast didn't hurt theatre One half hour
before the starting- beauty hint column.
business elsewhere in the city.
gong, the four houses here have
•
a

RKO

—

Texas Compo

:

RKO

—

;

;

;

.

.

.

A

:

—

RKO

SAVE $48 ON
EXCURSION

||

FARES TO
HAWAII!

ONLY $438 ROUND

—

TRIP!*

Luxury flights from California to
Hawaii have been substantially reduced
in fare during United's Excursion period of Oct. 1 to Dec. 10, 1952.
1st class comfort, service, meals.
"Package" tours available, too.

UNITED AIR LINES
One

The Scheduled Airlines of the

of

U. S.

42nd St., call MUrray Hill 2-7300.
*From New York. Via Air Tourist to California.
80

1

Albany, Sept. 23.
Appearance of
counterfeit tickets was an unusual feature of the 1500-seat Grand's sellout,
at $3.60 (record high here), tonight
for the telecast of the Walcott-Marciano heavyweight championship bout.
The spurious stubs apparently were
printed in Schenectady, when Fabian

city manager Guy Graves spotted four
as a man tried to exchange them at
Proctor's, for cash. He reportedly had
paid $2 for each ticket.

Grand manager Paul Wallen

said

E.

6-day

limit

on

Excursion
fed.

tickets.

Fares

plus

tax.

FREE EXCITING

—

SHOWS

CARS Tickets or Contest with Big names
Judges ups attendance for additional entry

1952
as

blanks.

Big

No

Work— No

Promotions.

Legal

Cost to Theatre.

Everywhere.

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

Broadway (60th

Other

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3880

23,

Inc.
N. Y.

British-Lion Loss at
At $415,582 for 9 51
London,

Sept.

23.

—British

Lion

Films today reported a net loss of
£148,422 ($415,582) for the fiscal year
ended last March 31, thereby increasing its previous debit balance to
£2,070,566
($5,797,485).
National
Film Finance Co. loans to B-L are
estimated to amount to £3,000,000
($8,400,000).

total

of 13,000 seats.
Admission at
the three B. & K. houses was
$3.60,
including tax.

2,000 Theatres in
Rogers Fund Drive
The number

of theatres

now

partici-

pating in the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital collection-can project has
passed the 2,000 mark and within a

week will hit 2,500—half-way in the
goal to enlist 5,000 theatres, according to the collection committee headed
by Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's vicepresident.

More

than 500 theatres
were "signed up" during the Theatre
Owners of America convention in

Washington.
The aim of the campaign

is to place
a small collection-box on the candy
stands of 5,000 theatres. These receptacles can gather in coins ac the rate
of $2 to $3.50 per week.

A

vast advertising campaign,
of the largest ever set by 20th
tury-Fox for a single picture,

one

Cen-

has
been scheduled through Hearst magazines and newspaper supplements for
"Snows of Kilimanjaro." The drive,
designed to saturate a total readership
of 130,000,000, will coincide with the
pre-release engagement of the Technicolor production. Four color spreads
will

hit

monthly

issues

and Sunday

supplements. Included in the Hearst
roster are Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping,
Harper's Bazaar, House
Beautiful and Town and Country. The

American Weekly, Pictorial Review
and Puck, the Comic Weekly will
feature
field.

full

pages

in

the

newspaper

Hearst

contact

field representatives will
sales staffs, theatre managers

and editors

in hundreds of cities to
pinpoint local playdates. In addition,
7,500 newspapers will be serviced with
a variety of mats and glossy stills, and
1,000 radio stations will receive a
program based on the picture.

Walter Brooks

u

17

QUIET MAN

WIN

VENICE I NTERNATI
ACCURATE
FAST

WWJ

RADIOGRAM
CORPORWIOM
n.mnSmMF
RADIOMARINE CUW"kh»™
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STOP
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PICTURE MASTERPIECE
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SHORE
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ACC0MPLIS HMENT

CONTRIBUTED SUCCESS

BELIEVE YOUR PRES^
SINCERELY
INTERNATIONAL
ftND
INDUSTRY
AMERICAN FILM
Of REPUBLIC AND
AND KIND REGARDS
CONGRATULATIONS
EVENT
H. LOMBROSO
M
ITALY > INC.
tI?ulLIC pfcTURES OF

..

GREAT
ACCLAIM
J
NAL FILM FESTIVAL!
AND
"QUIET MAN"

Critics are already hailing

American Academy honors

for

ED SULLIVAN
N. Y.

DAILY

• • • JOHN FORD

NEWS

"THE QUIET

S

MAN"

IS

A TERRIFIC COMEDY OF ACADEMY AWARD

JOHN WAYNE AND BARRY FITZGERALD ARE AT THEIR PEAKS; TECH-

CALIBER.

NICOLOR REVEALS MAUREEN O'HARA AS ONE OF THE CLASSIC BEAUTIES OF
THE SCREEN!

JACK CAVER

• • •

UNITED PRESS

HERBERT

J.

YATES AND HIS REPUBLIC PICTURES HAVE STRONG CANDIDATE

JOHN FORD'S

MAN" FOR

"THE QUIET

OSCAR TIME ROLLS AROUND

FRANK QUINN

. . • THREE-TIME ACADEMY

DAILY MIRROR

N. Y.

IN

PRACTICALLY

HOLLYWOOD NEXT

BEST EVERYTHING'

WHEN

SPRING.

AWARD WINNER JOHN FORD MAKES A STRONG

THE CAPITOL THEATRE FOR HIS FOURTH OSCAR WITH

IN

"THE QUIET

BID

AT

MAN."

HERBERT J. YATES
presents

John Ford's Greatest Triumph

Quiet Man

THE

Co/or by

TECHNICOLOR
starring

JOHN

WAYNE

•m. WARD BOND

•

•

VICTOR McLAGLEN

•

MILDRED HATWICK

Directed
Screen Play by FRANK

S.

NUGENT

•

Story by

O'HARA

MAUREEN

MAURICE WALSH

fay

•

FRANCIS FORD

•
•

BARRY
ARTHUR

FITZGERALD

SHIELDS

- ABBEY THEATRE PLATERS

JOHN FORD

Produced by MERIAN

C.

COOPER

•

AN ARGOSY PRODUCTION

•

A RE PUBLIC PICTURE
Republic Pictures Corporation
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RKO Pictures

Goldwyn
(Continued from page

Control

(Continued from page

1)

Wednesday, September

RKO

47 -Year History

To RKO Pictures

1)

year than they have for some time.
Our fine pictures are doing better business than ever before. Despite some

Burke of San Antonio, Texas, Ray
Ryan of San Antonio and Evansville, on the New York Stock Exchange
Ind. and Sherrill C. Corwin, has An- yesterday, off one-eighth from the

18,000,000 television sets now in use,
with perhaps 50,000.000 viewers the
public is paying to see the good pictures in theatres rather than staying

geles exhibitor.

home

to see

poor ones on

TV

with-

charge."

out

Goldwyn said he has no intention of
discontinuing his own production activities and will begin preparations for
his next picture before leaving here
for the Coast. He said he had encountered reports while abroad that

Announcing

the

consummation

Hughes

deal,

of

:

tion in this country and throughout
the world, utilizing the full facilities
distribution organiof the entire

RKO

zation."

he planned to "rest on his laurels"
Purchasing Group Statement
"Hans Christian
completing
after
Amplifying Hughes' remarks on the
Andersen."
"That is not true," Goldwyn said. intentions of the purchasing group, the
"My next picture will be ready to group itself issued the following state"We expect to continue to
ment
start about May 1."
It will be his 89th production since produce motion pictures as a major
Beyond studio operation. We believe a number
becoming an independent.
stating that music will play an im- of substantial economies can be efportant part in the picture and that fetced, and at the same time, we
expect to add to the present staff,
it will be in color, Goldwyn declined
management and talent
ablest
to divulge any information about it. the
:

so long to make a
picture," he said, "I have to be quiet
about it at first. It will be made
mostly in Hollywood," he said, "but
will use some foreign exteriors."

me

takes

"It

"Andersen" will have New
York and Los Angeles premieres
shortly before Christmas. Theatres have not been set yet
but "bidding" for the picture is
under way, Goldwyn said. In
reply to a question whether it
would be sold at "advanced admission prices," Goldwyn said
"some exhibitors have sugHe added, "I
gested that."
don't know how I would get
back my investment otherwise.
I need $8,000,000 to break even."

He said the sales policy for the
picture has not been set yet and that
might await the outcome of the
it
premieres and perhaps some additional test engagements. Goldwyn said
a $500,000 advertising campaign for
"Andersen" in magazines has been
approved and that perhaps $1,000,000
might be spent for newspaper advertising.

The producer
own money is

pointed out

that

While we are rstudying
available.
carefully production and distribution
of television films, we want to make
clear that at this time we have
it
no intention of releasing any of the
studio's stock of films for the use
of television. Such a move is a part

my

the future of the industry could anyone ask for?" he enquired.
Goldwn said his observations in
Europe convinced him there are not
proportionately as many good pictures
being made abroad as in Hollywood.
"We still lead the world in good
pictures," he said.
Goldwyn came to the defense of
Charles Chaplin in the latter's current difficulties with the Attorney

riage."

purchase of
Hughes' stock, the group also acquired
an estimated 38,000 shares of
In

addition

the

to

RKO

common from Ned

E. Depinet, companv president, also at $7
per share, or a total of $266,000. With
that purchase, the group's stock ownership is 1,050,420 shares and an inPictures

vestment of $7,359,940.

Warner

studio for contributions
the Eisenhower campaign fund.

to

"Brewer is for Stevenson,"
Goldwyn said. "He has a percomplain about
However,
for Ike.
Warners are for Ike, but they're
not knocking anvone on the
head to get contributions."
On American subsidies to foreign
producers: "Subsidies are bad for any
fect right
collections

to

creative workers.

If

am

be better.

hower.

like arbitration:

"It's

wrong for people, a whole that good
grow up thinking only chandising

generation, to

one party

is

capable of

running the

country."

foreign producers

On

I

against

all

nonsense

We'have no problems

pictures and proper
can't take care of."

16mm

anti-

trust suit to force the sale of
silly.
"It's
It
to television

films

the

government's
:

at

the

Hughes has

had no corporate office but has been
head of production at the studio and a
member of the board of directors. He
will resign both posts.
His associate,
Noah Dietrich, is chairman of the
board and he, too, it is believed likely
will resign.
Other members of the
board are Depinet, J. Miller Walker,
vice-president, secretary and general
counsel, and Francis J. O'Hara. All
are Hughes' designees.

RKO

and FBO. In 1928, under the aegis
Joseph P. Kennedy, Keith-AlbeeA local report is that the new own- Orpheum
was organized, bringing the
ers will not take over for about two
venerable B. F. Keith and Martin
weeks and that no decisions have been
made yet concerning management, so Beck Orpheum companies into the
Albee fold. Later, RCA entered the
that the
of

present operating executives

will continue in their posts indefinitely.

Stolkin reportedly owns a
small group of theatres in Wisconsin.
Under the name of
Ralph Stolkin & Associates the
group has operated an investment office here and financed
the Martin-Lewis film, "At War
with the Army."

giving
the
company the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum name.
In 1933, RKO was reorganized in
bankruptcy and RCA sold out. The
principal investor subsequently was
Atlas Corp., headed by Floyd B.
Odium, which, in 1948, sold its controlling interest to Hughes.

picture,

The divorcement last year split the
company into separate picture and
theatre companies.

Stolkin, Ted

Are

TV

Gamble

Partners

thing like that."

ress.

Ralph Stolkin, head of the group
which yesterday acquired control of
RKO Pictures from Howard Hughes,
is
a partner with Ted R. Gamble,
head of Gamble Enterprises, in the operation

of

television-radio

stations

KOIN

and KOIN-FM in Portland,
Ore., and station KJR, Seattle.
The
Bought from Atlas
stations
were purchased from the
Hughes acquired 929,020 shares of Marshal Field interests for $1,500,000
RKO common at approximately $10 several months ago.

per share from Atlas Corp. in 1948.
With the divorcement of RKO's picture and theatre operations last year,
Hughes received 929,020 shares in
both the new picture and the new theatre company. He subsequently added
almost 100,000 shares of
Pictures stock to his holdings. His 929,020 shares of
Theatres stock,
about 24 per cent of the total, and
also representing control of that company, are held in trust by Irving

RKO

RKO

Trust

Co.,
striction of

New
the

York, under a

RKO

to

member

of the purchasing group, in
operations there.
Several
years ago when exhibitors, fearful of
a product shortage, planned National

financing

Exhibitors
their

own

Finance

Co.,

to

sponsor

production, Stolkin, report-

edly
on Corwin's recommendation,
subscribed $100,000 to NEFC.

re-

divorcement,

which permitted Hughes
ownership of his stock in

Stolkin has small theatre operations

and has been associated with Sherrill
Corwin, Los Angeles exhibitor and a

retain

York Stock Exchange yesterday
inasmuch as

but,
they, too, represent con-

trol, they should command a price of
Thus, for his
$6 to $6.50 per share.
four-year old investment of approxiHughes was given until next Feb.
mately $9,000,000, Hughes stands to
20 to sell his theatre stock when, it
realize about $13,700,000.
appeared, he had elected to retain
Due to curtailed releases,
ownership of the picture company
Pictures reported a loss of $3,700,000
sold
Had the stock not been
shares.
for the first half of this year. Howby that time, Irving Trust was diever, with good pictures in release
rected to sell it within the next two
Hughes, however, was con- since and with a high profit margin
years.
being realized on the reissue of "King
testing the sale provisions and planned
Kong," the trade expects profits for
the
Supreme
U. S.
to take the case to
the current and subsequent quarter to
Court should a forced sale be- orhe greatly improved.

either,

but

not both of the companies.

RKO

mer- dered.

must
The producer waved aside the complaint made last week by Roy Brewer have been inspired by some underlings
The head men
of the A. F. of L. Hollywood Labor in the TV business.
Council that pressure was being are too smart to be involved in anybrought to bear on employes

company management.

Another chapter was added to the
long and intricate corporate history of
yesterday with the purchase of
control from Howard Hughes by a
group headed by Ralph Stolkin of
Chicago.
RKO's corporate beginnings can be
traced back to a $900 investment made
by John R. Freuler of Milwaukee in
1905 in a nickelodeon there. The deal
led to the formation of the Western
Film Exchange there and its expansion into the nucleus of the Mutual
Film Corp. in 1913. Out of that,
successively, grew Exhibitors Mutual
Corp., the Robertson-Cole company

;

self enthusiastically for

said.

policy with respect
to continuing or effecting changes in

We

:

General Eisentime for a change," he

new owner's

much broader economic question
The negotiations with Hughes were
involving a tremendous investment on
begun almost two months ago, with
the part of theatre owners, and it is
the local law firm of Bautzer, Grant,
our intention to assist exhibitors in
Youngman & Silbert representing the
every way possible to protect such
purchasers. Gordon Youngman, of the
feel there is a great
investments.
law firm, formerly was general counmotion picture audience that must be
sel and vice-president of RKO, having
served and while we have not overresigned about a year ago.
Hughes
looked the fact that both motion picwas represented by Tom Slack, his
tures and television are related we
personal attorney. Several unqualified
would probably go no further than denials that the sale
of the stock was
to state that for the time being there
being
negotiated
were issued by
may be an engagement but no mar- Hughes while the talks were in prog-

would spend more time making picBureau. tures and less sitting on the steps
General and Immigration
"Chaplin," he said, "is a genius. He of Embassies waiting for subsidies,
has contributed much to our industry. their pictures would be better."
We need him and I hope the threat On the proposed industry arbitra"If exhibitors spent more
to bar him from returning to this tion plan
time in their theatres and less in
country is not fulfilled."
On -politics, -Goldwyn declared him- meetings like that, business would
"It's

There was no immediate indication
of the

of a

his

in "Andersen" and
will go into his next picture. "What
confidence in
better evidence of

Pictures shares closed at 4^4

previous day's closing.

"The buyers
said
have assured me that they will present a program of top grade product
of motion pictures for exhibition in
Their plans
motion picture theatres.
encompass a strong policy of distributhe

24, 1952

Now, however, having disposed of
the picture company stock, Hughes is
free to apply to the Federal court in
New York for the release of his theatre stock from trusteeship. Whether
or not that stock also will be sold
Theby Hughes is not known.
atres shares closed at 3§4 on the New

RKO

Carlisle Jones, Publicist

—

Hollywood, Sept. 23.
Carlisle
Jones, 55, long time studio publicist,
died here this morning at Wadsworth
Hospital, following a brain operation.
Surviving are
the widow, a sister,
and three daughters.
:
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Hail Box-office

Balaban Sees

Showing of

A

Fight Telecast

Business Rise

Gross Put at $400,000;

Academy Sole Breakdown

Bases View on Prospects
For Paramount, Others

Theatremen across the country,
yesterday
with few exceptions,

York from two weeks

Following

hailed the box-office performance of
Tuesday night's Walcott-Marciano
bout, which grossed nearly $400,000.

The

first

telecast

trans

lined

up

-

of enthusiasm

Theatre

_

in

New

to
in

Holly-

upswing
maintained and unoffice

to 49

will

be

doubtedly

in-

creased.

He based his
optimistic
outlook on conferences he had on
the Coast with

KNOCK-OUT! Now playing to big grosses everywhere. Wire or phone your
nearest RKO Exchange for official Rocky Marciano-Jersey Joe Walcott heavy-

was registered

Academy Theatre

the

return

president, yesterday, expressed confidence that the
present
box-

theatres in 30 cities and attracted an estimated 120,000
patrons, breaking all previous
theatre TV records.

Lack

his

wood, Barney Balaban, Paramount

continental

by

Network Television went

at

Further

weight championship fight pictures.

New

Advt.

TV

York, where exposed wires in the
equipment resulted in a short, black-

Paramount pro-

(Continued on page 6)

STOLKIN DESCRIBED AS

NEW

Allied Artists

Schedules 35

RICH' BY

FORTUNE

—

Chicago, Sept. 24.
Ralph Stolkin, who heads the syndicate which
yesterday purchased a controlling interest in RKO Pictures, graduated
Chicago, Sept. 24. Beginning with from Hyde Park High School and attended the University of Illinois
He borrowed $10,000 to go into the punch-board busireleases for the 1953 program, the for one year.
Monogram name will be dropped from
ness in 1945 and sold the business in 1947 for over

duction
tives

_
_
Barney Balaban
,

,

execu-

and on re-

cent discussions
...

with

several

company heads.
With the public strongly demon-

other

strating the desire to increase
(Continucd on page 7)

its

pat-

—

that company's product, Steve Broidy,
president, announced here today with
the disclosure that 35 features have
been scheduled for the new season
under the Allied Artists banner.
The trade-mark of Allied Artists,

$1,000,000.

subsidiary formed in 1946 to handle
only major calibre pictures, will be
used on all future relases, Broidy told
the 200 company executives, salesmen
and bookers who are in convention at
the Blackstone Hotel.

The announcement

that the

(Continued on page

company

5)

Ralph Stolkin

Johnston Reply on

TV

Films Delayed

Texas theatre owners

for clarification
of his statement, in his address to
the Theatre Owners of America con-

banquet in Washington last
week, that "the motion picture indusvention

will

make films especially
(Continued on page 7)

now

34,

was

written

up

by

Fortune

tures before they are released on the local market.
married to Ruth Koolish, daughter of A. L. Koolish, who is
associated with him in Empire Industries (Chicago mail order concern)

He

is

(Continued on page 7)

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America president, currently on the West Coast on Point
Four business, is unlikely to reply
immediately to the request of several

try

CHICAGO, Sept. 24. —AlMagazine in Jan., 1952, in an article entitled "New bert Dezel, who purchased
Rich," as one of the outstanding young industrialists the Detroit franchise of
Lippert Pictures recentin the U. S.
He went into oil prospecting with Ray Ryan, ly, today disclosed the
of Lippert's
struck oil, and expanded into cattle, TV parts manu- purchase
The
Chicago
franchise.
facturing (National Video Corp.), and motion picwas
consummated
deal
at
a
ture production (he owned a piece of "At War with
meeting
here
of
Dezel
and
the Army).
He has long been interested in films.
He has a private screening room in his suburban Robert Lippert and beHighland Park house and screens Hollywood pic- comes effective on Oct. 4.
Stolkin,

for

Appeal Puente Case
To Supreme Court

—

Washington, Sept. 24 Ten motion picture distributors and two in-

an eight-week stand,

&

Asks Meet
On Theatre TV Data
— The
Washington, Sept.

A.T.

T.

24.

American

and Telegraph
dependent theatre owners today asked Co. has requested a meeting between
the Supreme Court to deny the appeal its technical people and the engineers

Telephone

a California theatre owner who working, on the industry's theatre telecharged them with a conspiracy which vision presentation.
resulted in his receiving inferior playIn a letter written to Vincent Welch
of

(Continued on page 7)

After racking up a record $1,259,000 gross for

(Continued on page 7)

"Ivanhoe" bowed out of
Radio City Music Hall here
last night. A few other
pictures at the Hall have
earned more, it was explained, but over a longer
period. Another M-G-M

film,

"Because You're

Mine, " is the new Hall attraction.

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
O'HARA, Motion Picture
Association of America vice-president, was in New York yesterday

—

Washington, Sept. 24. Citing the
record of Paramount Pictures in the

from Washington.

development of television, Paramount's
attorneys today asked the Federal
Communications Commission to renew

to Greece.

Stirling Silliphant, 20th Century-Fox publicity director and producer of "The Joe Louis Story," and
Bob Sylvester, screen writer, will fly
to Chicago from here over the weekend.

Paramount
the license of KTLA,
Television Productions' Los Angeles
television

station.

findings filed today
also asked for commission
consent to the transfer of control of
P.T.P. and Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., from the parent company, Paramount Pictures, to the new

proposed

In

Paramount

production company formed under the
consent decree, Paramount Pictures
Corp. The findings also requested the
renewal of licenses of the three Du

Mont network

•

Larry Goodman, former Film Daily

television

stations.

In requesting the renewal of licen-

Paramount's proposed findings
ses
Chicago
pointed out that the company "has
Irving
headed by
trailer company
been instrumental in the development
Mack, as a copy writer in the Chicago
office beginning next week.
reporter,

will

join

Filmack,

•

Harold Typer, owner

of the Delphia Theatre in Chittenango, N. Y.,
has been nominated as Republican
candidate for the state assembly from
Madison County.

a television company which is a
manufacturer of television transmitting and receiving eqiupment." They
went on to say that Paramount "is
expending
tremendous
effort
and
money in the development of a color
tube and a pay-as-you-see system of
subscription television." Everything in
the record, the document said, proves
the fact that Paramount sees no conflict
between theatres and television
and does not have a "restrictive" or an
"antagonistic" attitude toward TV.
The proposed findings declared that
Paramount has made its stories and
stars freely available to television. So
far as making films available to television, the findings said, that will happen "as soon as the economic condition of television is such that it can
pay a price for the films comparable
to that which the moving picture
industry can pay."

Chicago Wins 2nd
At Gaucho' Opening Lap of UA Drive

Argentine

Officials

4

Jules Lapidus, Warner's Eastern
and Canadian division sales manager,
will be in Gloversville today from New
York.

branches of show

all

business and the press for making it
possible for him to successfully launch

United Cerebral Palsy was expressed
by Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of United Paramount Theatres, as
the entertainment industry joined with
New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
B'rith at the Hotel Astor here last
night in paying tribute to him for his
years of service to humanity.
Goldenson was presented the Cin-

ema Lodge "Honor
Samuel Leibowitz for

Scroll'

by Judge

his leadership in

the fight against intolerance and bigthrough the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith and for his
pioneering
in
helping
to
awaken
Americans to the plight of the physically handicapped afflicted with cerebral palsy.
Martin Levine, president of the

otry

Lodge, recovering from a recent illness, presided at the ceremonies witnessed by a capacity turnout of more
Other speakers included
than 350.
S. Arthur Glixon, Robert M. Weitrnan, Louis A. Novins and Alfred W.
Schwalberg. Adolph Zukor delivered
a brief tribute.

New

;

•

Gratitude to

of

United Artists' Chicago, Charlotte
A delegation of Argentine government
officials headed by Ambassador and New Haven exchanges have taken
Jerry Loeb, Warner Brothers' home
Bipolito Jesu Paz, is expected to join first-prize money in the second sixpurchasing agent, became a
office
with over 400 guests at the world week lap of the company's "Bill
grandfather with the birth of a son to
premiere of 20th Century-Fox's "Way Heineman Sales Drive," in each of
his daughter, Mrs. Lawrence Cohen,
of a Gaucho," to be held aboard the the three exchange groups into which
at Doctors Hospital here.
6'.5". Argentine on Tuesday evening.
all branches have been classified, it
•
Invitations have been sent also to was announced by vice-president Max
J. Milton Salzburg, president of
Gorje A. Nicolini, Consul General in E. Youngstein, who is drive captain.
Pictorial Films, Inc. and of Cornell
Chicago won in the first group,
New York; First Secretary Santos
Film Co., will leave here for Europe Gona Economic Counselor Dr. Ovi- Charlotte in the second and
Tuesday aboard the S. S. Queen dio Z. Schiopetto; Embassy Attache Haven in the third.
Second-prize
Elizabeth.
A. Dan Gelderan, and Third money went to Philadelphia in the
Gustavo
•
Secretaries Leopoldo H. Deddanandi first group, New Orleans in the second
and Milwaukee in the third, while
Laura Kovach, secretary to Peter and Hector Candos.
Rosian, Universal district manager in
New York Mayor Vincent R. Im- third prizes were won by San FranCleveland, was married to Robert pellitteri, United Nations delegates, cisco in the first group, St. Louis
DeMent, also of that city.
and representatives from other South in the second and Vancouver in the
•
American nations, along with Holly- third.
Completion of the second lap now
the
screen stars, Broadway stage
director
of
managing
Smith,
wood
Ed
Springfield, and television stars and newspaper- cleans the slate. All exchanges start
Theatre,
Paramount
Mass., and Mrs. Smith are back from men, are also being asked to the from scratch in battling for prizes in
the third six-week lap.
premiere.
The drive
a New Hampshire vacation.
•
The event, to include cocktails, will wind up with a fourth lap of
Uda B. Ross, Westrex's regional dancing, dinner, and a Latin-American seven weeks, at the end of which
manager for Latin America, "has re- fashion show, will be co-sponsored by grand prizes will be awarded. The
turned here from a three-month trip the Moore-McCormick Lines. "Way drive is named for William J. Heineof a Gaucho," will open next month man, sales vice-president.
through South America.
in New York. The motion picture was
Ray Cooke, formerly with Golden filmed in Argentina with color in
State Theatres, San Francisco, is now
editor and publisher of Showtime and
Gourmet Guide, Oakland.
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Paramount's TV Findings Says Thanks
For Palsy Aid
Are Submitted to FCC

JOYCE

Peter G. Perakos, head of the
Perakos Theatres Circuit, New Britain,
Conn., and his son, Peter G.
Perakos, Jr., assistant district manager, have returned there from a visit

Thursday, September

AMPA

Technicolor.

School Rates

Cut for Members
4 Circuit Ad Heads to
Judge 20th Contest

The Associated Motion
vertisers
will get

showmanship
under way

Picture

Ad-

SIMPP

Officers

Are Re-elected
Hollywood, Sept.
—The
24.

Society

Independent Motion Picture Producers re-elected all officers and directors today at the annual meeting
of

of
in

the membership and directorate
honor of Ellis Arnall's return to

the presidency.
Arnall, who will leave for Georgia
tonight or tomorrow, told members
the foreign market now is yielding
almost 50 per cent of the industry
revenue and the rise in the percentage
is still progressing.
Reporting on the Anglo-American
film agreement and on the FrancoAmerican pact negotiations, Arnall
added his personal observation that
independent films he's seen in production, both abroad and here, are among
the reasons he has for a belief that
the future is bright for the industry.

2 -Theatre

Here for

Opening

'Limelight'

which
evening at

courses,
this

Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" will
Radio home office screening
Four advertising-publicity chiefs of room, have been offered
have its American premiere here on
to AMPA
circuits will judge 20th Century-Fox's
members in good standing at the re- Thursday, Oct. 23, at the Astor on
$7,500 showmanship contest for duced tuition of
Broadway and the Trans-Lux 60th
•
$10, in accordance
"Something for the Birds."
St., it was announced by William J.
with
an
AMPA
board
directive. NonWilliam Sobol, manager of the
judges are Ernest Emerling of members will be charged
United Artists distribution
The
Heineman,
$15.
Starlite Drive-in Theatre, Stamford,
Loew's Theatres Harry Goldberg of
vice-president.
Conn., is recuperating from surgery.
Warner Theatres Harry Mandel of
"Limelight" will be shown on a con•
RKO Theatres, and Seymour L. Mor- Objects to Drive-in Signs tinuous-performance schedule at the
Bill
Lanning, Columbia head ris of Schine Theatres, who will select
Denver, Sept. 24. Mark Watrous, Astor and on a two-a-day, road show
booker in San Francisco, is on vaca- the winners from campaigns to be state highway engineer, intends asking basis at the Trans-Lux. Performances
tion in Montana with his wife.
submitted starting with the release of the state legislature, which meets in at the latter theatre will be at 2:30
•
the comedy in October and running January, for a law that would pro- and 8:30 P.M., with an additional
Allen M. Widem, motion picture through January. The prizes will be hibit the erection of a screen where it matinee at 5 :30 P.M. on Saturdays,
editor of the Hartford Times, is in awarded in defense bonds with a could possibly be seen from a major Sundays and holidays and a special
New York this week.
11 :30 P.M. showing on Saturdays.
highway.
$1,000 bond as first prize.
the

RKO

;

;

—
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Roadshow Cinerama
In a Few Months
that Cinerama still
has "a long way to go technically,"
producer Merian C. Cooper and radio

While conceding

reporter Lowell Thomas, partners in
the enterprise, reported here yesterday that the new triple-projection
technique could be "roadshown" in a
few months following its initial public
demonstration "run" at the Broadway

Theatre here.

commence next Tuesday with a two-hour
program under the title "This Is

The Broadway showing

Cinerama."

The

will

screen subjects will
opera
riding,

roller-coaster

include

a symphony orchestra, etc.
Advance ticket sales at the Broadway, where top price for the show
scenes,

will
eigl

be $2.80, thus far indicate an
it-week sell-out, it was reported.

Cooper said Cinerama's dramatic
problems have been "licked," and
while technical problems still exist,
they are insurmountable. He reported
that many exhibitors and producers
have been consulted concerning future
plans for the new medium, which combines a three-dimensional visual effect
with "stereophonic" sound.

Easily

Done

"Roadshowing" of Cinerama,
involve
explained,
would
Cooper
transportation of the special projecScreen and sound equipment from
This, he added,
theatre to theatre.
could be done with relative ease and
installations would not pose any particular challenge, nor would they be
expensive.
Cooper expects to put a new Cinerama picture into production 30 days
following the Broadway opening. He
said he has several story properties
under consideration for the next picture.
The picture at the Broadway
will be in Eastman color, the prints
having been made by Technicolor,
tors,

Cooper

said.

and Piro
Are Promoted by 'U'
Greenfield
The promotion

of

Arthur

Green-

post of Universal branch
manager in Seattle and the elevation
of Ernest J. Piro, a salesman in
Portland, Ore., to branch manager
in Portland, was announced here by
Charles J. Feldman, general sales
field to the

manager.
Greenfield had been branch manager in Portland since July, 1951.
Piro had been a member of the Universal organization from 1941 to 1945.
He rejoined "U" in Portland in July,
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Starr and

Reviews
"Everything

I

Have

Attend Florida Meet
Is

Yours"
Hollywood, Sept. 2A

(Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr)

AND GOWER CHAMPION,
MARGE
generation that buys 90-odd percent

gay and gifted members of the
of today's admission tickets, make

all-around excellent M-G-M musical a major audience experience.
The nimblest duo ever burdened with a clumsy and confusing name (from
the billing point of view) fulfill here in abundance all the promise they've
shown and the predictions made for them. They would be personally tremendous in this even if it were a bad picture. Happily, however, it is one of the
finest in the long, glittering procession of color by Technicolor musicals from
the House of Leo stunningly danced, quite as well sung, correctly timed,
paced and assembled, in short a superbly balanced production in a category
where balance is often the insoluble problem that licks the project. Don't
be surprised if "Everything I Have Is Yours" exceeds even M-G-M's
box-office expectations.
Back-stopping the Champions, as to billing, are Dennis O'Keefe, as a
successful producer of stage musicals, and Monica Lewis, as an understudy
And back-stopping these, just
for the leading lady in one of his shows.
short of incredibly well, are singers and dancers in number, in and out of
formation, in small groups and large, who supply the skilled support that only
top talents like the Champions can top.
The story, a warm little family narrative, plausible far beyond the par for
musicals, is by George ("Three Little Words") Wells, whoj also produced,
and the direction is by Robert Z. Leonard, whose list of successes is too long
Musical direction is by the distinguished, dependable David
for this page.
Rose, with Gower Champion and Nick Castle staging the musical numbers,
of which there are eight all terrific.
The musical numbers are by such estimable, renowned and able gentlemen
as Johnny Green, Johnny Mercer, the late Walter Donaldson and Gus Kahn,
and when you're talking about music for the plain people who love a tender
sentiment and a hot-beat equally well, these are the gentlemen whose works
you're referring" to with the name of M-G-M's No. 1 music man, Johnny
Green, leading all the rest.
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
Oct. 31.
of

this

—

—

—

3 Percentage Suits

Filed in Pittsburgh

—

—A

Jacksonville, Sept. 24.
lineup
of industry speakers were announced
here for the annual convention of the

Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida
which will be held Oct. 19-21 at the
Roosevelt Hotel in Jacksonville, by
Maurice B. Hensler, president. Featured at the main banquet will be an
address by William McCraw, Variety
International executive.
Alfred Starr, of Bijou Amusement
Co., Nashville, recently elected national president of the Theatre Owners of America, will be the principal
speaker at the closing business session
of the meeting. Starr will speak on
as well as theatre operations in
general. From the national headquarters of
will also come Herman
Levy, general counsel, and Dick Pitts,
executive director.
highlight of the convention will
be a "School for Drive-In Theatre

TOA

TOA

A

Owners," which will be conducted by
Jack Braunagel, Commonwealth TheVarious concesatres, Kansas City.
sion firms will have exhibits. Lineup

who

of stars
will be

will attend the sessions

announced next week.
speaker

Kickoff

Wolfson

will

Mitchell

be

Miami, past president of
TOA, and one of the founders of the
local group. The board of directors
of

organization invite interested
all over the country to
attend the meetings.

of the
parties

from

"Springfield Rifle"
{Warner Brothers)

Hollyzvood, Sept. 2A

ARY COOPER,

man and

boy, has been making big money for exhibitors
C^"
Tin pictures/ presenting him in various uniforms of this country's armed
services, and there is no reason for supposing that he will do less than that on
this occasion.
This time he portrays a cavalry officer in the Union Army
during the Civil War, with such experienced players as David Brian, Paul
Kelly, Lon Chaney, "Big Boy" Williams, Alan Hale, Jr., Philip Carey and
Vince Barnett providing support, and with Phyllis Thaxter furnishing distaff
interest, which is a minority factor in the story.
Major factors are splendid
horsemanship displayed in sensationally staged conflicts in mountain terrain,
intricate twists in a complex script, and dramatic use of WarnerColor.
Producer Louis F. Edelman got a maximum yield from Sloan Nibley's story
via a screenplay by Charles Marquis Warren and Frank Davis, who steered
clear of cliche and commonplace throughout. The direction by Andre Detoth
was a unique choice for this type of subject. It is a bit slow in spots but snaps
into tension whenever, as happens frequently and violently, the characters
break into fisticuffs as a better means than dialogue for settling moot points.
The film is at its best when fighting rages full blast.
In the story Cooper is a cavalry officer who pretends disobediances to
orders and gets himself cashiered from the army so he can join raiders stealing
horses from Union forces and thus learn the identity of a traitor who is supplying raiders (in Confederate employ) with information. Following a number of clashes and surprises, he learns his own commandant is the traitor
responsible, and he clears up the situation with the use of a newly-invented
Winchester rifle, receiving honors also for establishing American army
counter-espionage.
Running time, 93 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

40 Manufacturers
In 'Andersen' Tieups
What is described as one of the
comprehensive
merchandising
most
campaigns ever accorded a picture is
being arranged for Samuel Goldwyn's
production of "Hans Christian Andersen" through the joint efforts of RKO
Radio and the Samuel Goldwyn offices.
Although release of the Goldwyn
film is still months away, the tie-ups
already include more than 40 manufacturers of clothing and accessories,
toys and fabrics, all of which will be
co-ordinated with the promotional departments of several leading departstore chains. Meanwhile, both

ment

RKO

the
and Goldwyn offices are
developing separate promotions in the
music and book publishing fields.
Tie-ups are being made by Geral-

Cooper of RKO
Davis of the Goldwyn
dine

Martin

and
office.

Oct. 25.

125 Set for Variety
Tourney at Tuckahoe

1951.

Greenfield replaces Donald Gillin
who resigned recently to join Sol
Lesser Productions.

McCraw to

New York

'Mirror'

Promoting Product
The New York Daily Mirror is
publishing every Monday morning an
box strongly

recommending attendance at motion picture theatres, as follows

up-front

bold-face

Pittsburgh, Sept. 24. Paramount,
Warner and Columbia have filed sepa"Are you a living-room captive? If
rate percentage suits in Federal Court night after night you tie yourself down
here against the operators of the at home, you are denying yourself
Majestic Theatre in Ell wood City, Pa. many pleasures. For example, the joy
Defendants are Frank, Andy B., Hil- of going to the movies. Relax in a
debrand E. and Irma Biordi and Ida luxurious, modern theatre, see the first
Colavincenza. Each action asks recov- releases on a giant screen, without
ery for damages based on alleged eyestrain; thrill to wonderful music.
under-reporting of reecipts on per- The amusement pages of the Mirror
centage engagements.
will help you decide what picture to
Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay of see and where to see it. Leading thePittsburgh, represent the distributors, atres advertise here every day. Don't
with Sargoy & Stein, New York, of miss their current showings, which
counsel.
are announced in this issue."
'

Kramer Unit

Off

To Israel Tonight
The
ley

entire production unit of Stan-

Kramer's

Columbia

production,

"The Juggler," comprising 32 persons,
arrive at Idlewild Airport here
morning, preparatory to leaving
tonight by plane for Tel Aviv.
Heading the group are Milly Vitale,
Italian actress, and director Edward
will

this

Dmytryk. Kirk Douglas
by air on Saturday.

will

leave

Plans Dixie Reopening
Louisville, Sept. 24.

—Edward Davis,

owner and manager of the neighborhood subsequent-run Dixie Theatre
here, has announced plans to reopen
the theatre in the near future. The
house has been dark for two months.

Approximately 125 from the industry here will be on hand for the New
York Variety Club's first annual golf
tournament today at the Vernon Hills
Country Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Edward
master, and

Lachman, club
Edward Fabian

property
of Fabian

Theatres handled the arrangements.

Variety Host to Press
Variety Clubs International will
hold a luncheon at the Hotel Astor
here today for the trade press. Jack
Beresin, international chief barker, and
Chisholm, internationa 1 pressguy, will attend from Philadelphia and
Toronto, respectively. This luncheon
is unrelated to the local tent's golf
tournament and party set for the same
day.

Jack

;
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$600,000 Profit

Allied Artists

Reported by Mono.
(Continued from page 1)
decided

discard

the

use of the
but corporate transactions came as a surprise
to the delegates to the national conto

Monogram name from

all

vention.

Broidy told the gathering that the

"now

entering a new era."
period of despondency
of doom and gloom is behind us.
are moving ahead into an era of enthusiastic showmanship in which the
world's theatre screens will soon be
reflecting the greatest buy per entertainment dollar ever offered. The entire film industry is now being geared
not only to keep customers coming
back to the box-office but to offer the
kind of packages that will entice new
audiences."
He continued: "The reaching of
these new heights can't be realized by
wishful thinkindustry

He

is

"the

said

We

ing.
efforts

Genuine
have to

be made to bring

The

about.

this

producers have
to provide the
right

kind

d

i

s t

r

i

of

The

product.

b u

fullest

tential

and

dent.

Burrow's message described the
company's financial prospects as "exHe added that
ceedingly bright."
"every indication points to our having
profits for the current year that will
at

least

equal the

earnings

we

will

show for the year just ended."
The message continued "The com:

bined effect of accumulated earnings
and materializing of financial plans
under consideration will permit coordination of operations in the company
that have been somewhat lacking in
the past because of our lack of working capital. Our present financial condition
now permits the intelligent
planning of production, distribution
and financing, all coordinated to the
best interests of the company, its management, employes and stockholders."

cashiers

-

tors have to sell
this product to
its

—

Chicago, Sept. 24. Monogram Pictures Corp. and its consolidated companies will show net earnings just
short of $600,000 for the fiscal year
just ended, George D. Burrows, executive vice-president and treasurer, today reported to the company's national
convention here in a message read to
the meeting by Steve Broidy, presi-

Theatre

Men

Join

Pop Corn Promotion
Chicago, Sept.
—The
day

po-

value,

24.

in turn the

first

of

eighth annual Pop Corn Indusexhibitors have
tries convention, at the Hotel La Salle
Steve Broidy
to merchandise
here Nov. 12-14, will be featured by
it in a manner that will bring in the
a discussion of handling, merchandisgreatest returns."
ing, and selling pop corn at theatre
He said that each year Mono- concession stands, it was announced by
gram-AA strived to play a more Thomas
Sullivan, executive viceJ.
prominent part in the industry and president of the National Association
that "we have now reached a position of Pop Corn
Manufacturers.
where we are regarded as a very imScheduled to participate in a panel
portant cog in the overall picture." discussion on "Getting Maximum
ReHe said the position held at present turns from Concessions Operations"
by the company "is the result of three are Harold
J. Fitzgerald, Fox-Wisyears of intensive planning for the ex- consin Amusement Corp.,
Milwaukee
pansion of our distribution and pro- Abner Horn, Rainbow,
Inc.,
Lake
duction operations."
Charles, La.
Charles Manley, ManTerming the 35-feature program ley, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
J.
J.
one that is aimed "at every theatre in Fitzgibbons,
Jr., Theatre Confections,
the country, from the largest metro- Toronto,
and L. A. Dunn, New Engpolitan show cases to the smallest land
Theatres Service Corp., Boston.
the

sell

;

;

rural situations," Broidy said many
of the pictures will be given the heaviest exploitation yet undertaken.
Battle Zone, starring John Hodiak,
Linda Christian and Stephen McNally; Kansas Pacific, starring Sterling Hayden, and
Fort Calagary, starring James Craig, all
produced by Walter Wanger.
Torpedo, a Lindsley Parsons-John Burrows production starring Mark Stevens and
Dorothy Malone; Cow Country, produced
by Scott R. Dunlap; Affair in Monte
Carlo, in color by Technicolor, starring
Richard Todd and Merle Oberon; Pocahontas, produced by Dunlap and James S.
Burkett.

Roar of the Crowd, Wichita and The
Siren Jezeeel, all produced by Richard
Heermance; Son of Belle Starr, produced
by Peter Scully, and The Black Knight
and The Annapolis Story, both produced
by Walter Mirisch.
Jalopy, Clipped Wings, Loose in London
and Desert Knights. Bowery Boys comedies produced by Jerry Thomas and starring Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall.
Leopold Land and The Golden Idol,
both produced by Mirisch and starring
Johnny Sheffield; Tangier Incident and
Off the Record, produced by Parsons and
starring George Brent;
Joplin, Mojave
Pass, The Homesteaders and Boot Hill,
starring Bill Elliott, and The Copperheads,
Oklahoma Manhunt, The Marksman and

Wild Cattle,

starring

Wayne

eight produced by Vincent

Morris,

tickets

Gary Honors 20th
For 'Lydia' Film
A

special citation of merit

from the

Gary, Ind., was presented
this week to Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, honoring
the company for its production of

city

of

"Lydia Bailey." The presentation was
made by Charles H. Bonner, president
of
Community Services of Gary,
which is the home town of William
Marshall, star of the picture. The
signed by Mayor Peter Manand representatives of the Gary
Chamber of Commerce, the United
Steelworkers of America and other
community leaders, marked the first
citation,

dich,

time that

all

Gary

civic

groups joined

than

to honor a motion picture.

Similar certificates of merit will be

forwarded to production chief Darryl
F. Zanuck, producer Jules Schermer,
director Jean Negulesco, and writers
Philip Dunne and Michael Blankfort.

all

M. Fennelly.

White Lightning and High Tension,
produced by Ben Schwalb; Wolf Dog and
The Big Wilderness, produced by Parsons
and William F. Broidy, and Murder Without Tears and Wanted by the F.B.I., produced by Broidy.
Also, the company will continue to release
the one- and two-reel Little Rascals comedies.

Technicolor Dividend
The board

Technicolor, Inc., has declared a dividend of
SO cents a share, payable Oct. 20, to
stockholders of record on Oct. 6. This
will be the third dividend of 50 cents
paid by Technicolor in 1952.
of

directors

of

THE
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Fight Film Does Hail Fight Telecast
'Brisk Business'
A

notch

top

fight

film

of

the

afternoon at the seven Broadway
houses here, where it had enjoyed
run.

first

its

Palace, Embassy,
46th Street Trans-Lux, 49th Street
Trans-Lux, Globe, Times Square and
the New York reported brisk business.
The film was put on the screens of
the houses a little after 3:00 P. M.
The dramatic quality of the bout,
which saw the heavyweight title pass
to Marciano, is fully captured in the
which runs 21 minutes. The
film,

Managers

at the

round when Walcott
sent the challenger to the canvas
for the count of three, sets the tempo.
From there on in, virtually every
blistering

first

second of the film is exciting.
The 13th round, when Walcott is
kayoed by Marciano, climaxes the
film. Shots of the 13th and first round
are also done in slow-motion, allowing
the audience to see the big punches
of the evening more closely.

The
filmed

camera
eight
fight
at
the

Municipal
of applause

also

be

stadium

crews

which

Philadelphia's
deserve a round

and commendation should
on for the fine job

passed

of editing.

RKO

film is much
superior to the fight telecast as viewed
at the Warner Theatre, which on
the whole was quite good. The lighting and definition of the film surpasses
that of the telecast.
short subjects
Sidney Kramer,
manager, announced that he
sales
expected the print order to exceed
has
that of "any fight film
ever handled." Last year, 1,350 prints

The

Pathe

RKO

RKO

were made
bout. The

for the Robinson-Turpin
film began playing at all

RKO

neighborhood
evening in New

Theatres last
York. More than
according to

RKO

theatres,
Pathe, are slated to take the fight film.

1,500

M. Horowitz

Gold Defends Video
Programming Here
The economics of the television
industry dictate "good taste" in programming, Melvin L. Gold, president
of the National Television Film Council,
told the House
sub-committee

ing out the telecast completely.

Begin-

pointed fight patrons.
The management assured the patrons, who remained in their seats to hear the commentary of the fight, that they would
receive the money spent on tickets.
The installation at the Academy,

TV

Ohio Favor Repeal

—

theatre short both conventional and
drive-in theatres have a wonderful
future to look forward to."
As to the fight performance in other
sections of the country, here are late
reports from Motion Picture Daily

correspondents

Of

—

Los
Angeles Sherrill
Orpheum Theatre played

the 50 theatres carrying the tele-

Corwin's
the

fight

—

RCA

Seattle Reception at the Orpheum
36 were equipped with
large-screen television, the manufac- here was good, with a capacity audituring company reported yesterday. ence of about 2,600 in attendance.
All of the 36 reported "good perforIndianapolis The theatre telecast
mance," the company said, including
the Warner Theatre here which ex- of the Walcott-Marciano fight was
perienced a momentary blackout dur- seen by a capacity crowd of 3,200 at
ing the first round which was cor- the Indiana here. All seats were $2.50,
rected within a matter of seconds.
yielding an estimated gross of $8,000.
Troubles of another sort was ex- Management said 4,000 persons were
perienced by the S-3 Drive-in, Ruther- turned away. The overflow evidently
ford, N. J., the only open-air theatre boosted business at all other first-run
They reported grosses up
in the country to carry the bout. It theatres.
stemmed from the huge overflow above Monday night and also Tuesday
which clamored to get in, causing in of last week.
addition to a traffic jam, damage to
the theatre.
Fences were torn down,
Cleveland For the first time three
fires were built on the grounds, and local theatres carried a telecast of a
the concession stand had to be closed fight.
Attendance for the Walcott
to forestall theft.
bout was satisfactory, but not sensaEnthusiasm for the performance, tional.
however, was expressed by Philip
Approximate attendance at the HipSmith, of Smith Management Co.
podrome was 2,200
Palace, 1,700
and president of Midwest Drive-in State, 1,500. Non-fight theatres had
Theatres, Inc. of Boston, which oper- average week-day attendance. ConcesHe said the fight sion sales were excellent and the
ates the S-3.
grossed $14,000 and at least 5,000 cars crowds orderly at the three theatres.
were turned away. Added Smith, "If
it
weren't for our consideration for
Kansas City, Mo.
The Ashland,
the more than 7,000 people on foot only television equipped theatre in
that stormed our entrance and exit Kansas City, sold out its 1,200 seats
roadways, we could easily have taken by 7 :30 yesterday evening. For the
care of another four or five hundred fight, admission was
$3.30, including
cars in our waiting room space."
tax and no reserved seat basis.
Some other theatres in Kansas City
Theatre Network Television's
had average or better Tuesday evesuccess in moving up the time
ning business, but attendance at some
of the main attraction from 10
was light relative to^ the previous atto 10:30 P.M. assured an exclutendance for the current programs.
sive to West Coast theatres.
The Nixon broadcast might have afThe kinescope to theatres West
fected theatre attendance.
of Omaha was transmitted from
cast,

—

—

;

—

i

New York

starting

at

11:15

P.M. (EDT), while the fight was
in its seventh round. This forestalled any West Coast breaks
in the radio and TV blackout,
allowing West Coast fight fans
to hear news flashes at the end
of the bout before it appeared
on theatre screens.

Columbus,

O., Sept.

24.— Of-

of Ohio candidates' attitudes on repeal of
ficial

listing

the Federal admission tax by
the
Independent
Theatre

Owners

Ohio shows not

of

one

which was rushed in a few days to- telecast to a virtual capacity audience
wards completion, was the only TV- of 2,200, grossing about $8,000. Manequipped house to suffer a complete agement was enthusiastic about the
event.
breakdown.

probing TV programming here.
He defended the number of crime
Enthusiasm was also the reaction
as an expression of of the International Boxing Club,
shows on
the public's demand for such program- which stands to receive about $140,000
ming which, he said, features "action" for the theatre TV rights, about $35,and "drama." He saw no need for 000 above the minimum due to its boxadditional legislation governing the office draw.
content of programming, calling atThe S-3 Drive-in used RCA's intention to present Federal Commu- stantaneous
theatre TV equipment,
nications Commission regulations.
which projected a picture 24 by 36
Gold appeared before the special feet, the largest theatre- TV picture
sub-committee of the House Interstate ever thrown on the screen.
Its proand Foreign Commerce Committee jection throw of more than 125 feet
investigating radio and television pro- was also the longest ever used in
grams. The radio and
industry theatre TV.
was also defended in testimony by
Smith, commenting further on the
Charles R. Denny, vice-president of S-3's experience, declared "theatre
National Broadcasting.
television of big fights and other outThe committee was informed by standing attractions is here to stay and
Jack L. Van Volkenburg, Columbia 1 don't see how any group of sponBroadcasting president, that the com- sors can compete successfully with a
pany has received no complaints lately sufficient number of theatre outlets.
from any source concerning the ap- The drive-in theatres of America
parel of actresses on TV. Criticism in alone will one day in the near future
the past centered around the "scanti- gross over $10,000,000 on one night
ness" of actresses' costumes.
on a top attraction.
Don't sell your

TV

23 Legislators from

{Continued from page 1)

Walcott-Marciano bout, produced by ning yesterday morning, the theatre
RKO Pathe, drew in crowds yesterday began returning $12,963 to disap-
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Senatorial or Congressional candidate listed as opposing the proposal.
The list gives 18 candidates
definitely committed to repeal, five favorably inclined,
one for reduction and seven
who promised to give "serious
consideration" to arguments

by theatremen for repeal.
This makes 31 candidates out
of 49 in the state.
The remaining 18 have not replied
to queries by Robert Wile,

ITOO

secretary.

Requests Public Aid
Against Tax, Censors
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 24.— The
American public has two great stakes
in
the industry today, Maurice A.
Bergman, Universal Pictures public
relations director, told the Kiwanis
Club

Eyck

at a luncheon at the
here.

Hotel Ten

Citing these stakes as the repeal
of the 20 per cent admission tax and
the fight against censorship, Bergman
urged his listeners to join with the
industry in their community to help
achieve a successful adjudication of

two

these

issues.

William Miskeel said it was more
than 1,000 above the Robinson bout.

The

price

was

$2.50, plus tax.

San Francisco

—

The Telenews

here was a complete sell-out for the
fight.
Its 399 seats were scaled at

all reserved.
increase in concession business
was noted. Seats were scaled as high
as $27.
hundred persons waited outside hoping to buy even standing room
tickets. Business at other houses was
Milwaukee There was a complete reported to be normal.
Earl Long's 2,735-seat Paramount,
sell-out at the Warner and Riverside
and
theatres here, topped by standing in with loges reserved at $3.60
fight time.
the aisles. Reception was good. Prices others $3.00 sold out before
were $2.40 and $3.00. Business at No increase in concession business
other downtown theatres was average. was reported. Primo Camera, Willie
Ritchie, Bobo Olson and other fight
Minneapolis Radio City Theatre, personalities appeared on the Parastage prior to the fight. The
a Minnesota Amusement Co. first-run mount's
good.
Earl Long expicture
was
house with 4,038 seats was the only
pressed confidence that future sporting
theatre in the twin cities to telecast
Every events will pay their way.
the Walcott-Marciano fight.

$4.80,

No

A

—

—

seat

was

one

of

sold at $2.50, including tax,
the
lowest prices in the

Miami Beach

—A

sell-out for

the

Walcott-Marciano closed circuit teleThree hundred persons were turned cast was chalked up by the Carib Theaway at Radio City. Three other atre here tonight. Fight fans filled
Minnesota Amusement Co. first-run the theatre's 2,070 seats long before
houses, the Century, State and Lyric, the start of the bout. The house was
benefitted with good business from the scaled at $3 and $4.00.
The telecast had no appreciable efRadio City overflow. Other first-run
houses reporting were RKO Orpheum fect upon other first-run houses in the
Managers of
with average business. The Karatz re- greater Miami area.
ported business below normal because these outlets reported average Tuesday night attendance in all cases.
of the fight telecast.
Minnesota Amusement Co. president
Harry French said the fight was an
Detroit, Sept. 24. SRO signs were
"outstanding demonstration of future out at United Detroit Theatres' Palms,
possibilities of theatre television."
Theatres', Eastown,
and
&
last night for the Walcott-Marciano
Omaha
The Walcott-Marciano fight. Tickets sold for $3.60 at the
fight drew a capacity 3,000 crowd to theatres with no reserved seats. The
the Orpheum for the theatre's second 2,700-seat Eastown and the 2,900-seat
TV ring offering. Tri-States manager Palms both reported a full house.
country.

—

W

—

W

—
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US 16mm.

Suit
'Not Unusual Charge'
Calls
Los

Angeles,

Sept.

24.

William C. Dixon of
the West Coast offices of the
anti-trust division of the Department of Justice told a
noonday meeting of the NaChief

Society

tional

"when

conspiracy

Stolkin Described
{Continued from page

conscious

parallel action of participants

demonstrable." In a quesDixon
tion-answer
period,
said, "Based on other cases,
it might take two years to
get this one to District Court
and another year to reach the
is

Supreme Court."

RKO

and other enterprises, including

Hughes Loan Part

RKO

1)

Pictures.'

He

has three children.

His rise to wealth, estimated by Fortune at $35,000,000 to $40,000,000 with an annual income of $4,000,000, is one of the most spectacusuccess stories of the postwar period.

lar

Stolkin

Television

of

Producers and guests
that the Government's 16mm.
an unusual
"not
suit
is
charge," and is based on the
Department of Justice view
that a trade practice becomes
Film

7

is

also vice-president of Kleen-Stik,

manufacturers of adhe-

and tape; U-Arc Corp., arc lamp producer, and Postal
Finance Corp. He is co-owner of a 20,000-acre beef cattle ranch in
Kerrville, Texas, with Robert S. Hays of San Antonio, and recently
purchased a controlling interest in stations KJR, Seattle, and KOIN,
Portland, Ore.
He is president of Screen Associates, Beverly Hills,
Cal., producers of films for television.
Prior to going into the mail order punch-board business, Stolkin
was progressively a runner, salesman, and customers' man for a
Chicago brokerage firm.
His attorneys are Sidney Korshak, Chicago; Arnold Grant, New
York, and Gregson Bautzer, Los Angeles.
Koolish heads Empire Industries, and is the originator of the automobile license facsimiles for key chains which are distributed by dissive

labels

of

Sales Pact

Hollywood,

spokesman

Sept.
for

24.

—

A

Howard

Hughes today confirmed overnight reports that "as part of
a sales agreement with the
Stolkin
syndicate,
Howard
Hughes agreed that if he is
called upon by RKO Pictures
Company he will loan RKO
eight million dollars."
Although the spokesman
declined
to
elaborate,
the
trade here was quick to observe that Hughes had not
bound himself to make such
a loan to the syndicate purchasing his stock, but to the
company in whole, and that
no date specifications or limitations were included in the
statement.

with Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
Don
vice-president and studio head
Hartman, production head, and other

abled veterans.
There was still no official word yesterday concerning the new RKO
(Continued from page 1)
However, it is widely
Pictures' owners views concerning management.
believed that Stolkin will be named chairman of the board, replacing television," it was indicated at the
Noah Dietrich, Howard Hughes' associate, and that Ned E. Depinet, MPAA offices here yesterday.
Johnston, now in San Francisco,
Stolkin is due here from
president, will be continued in that post.
is expected to go to Hollywood today
the Coast tomorrow and will leave for New York over the weekend for a brief visit before returning
to
to visit and inspect RKO Pictures headguarters on Monday. While Washington over the weekend. Meanwhile, the Texas exhibitors' protest
there he hopes to arrange a board meeting for late in the week.
exhibitor
and a member of the purchas- has not reached him, it was said.
Sherrill Corwin, Los Angeles
undoubtedly will reply on
the
RKO Pictures board, along Johnston
ing group, is expected to be added to
his return and, meanwhile, MPAA
It is also
with other members of the group or their representatives.
spokesmen pointed out that Johnston's
reported in Hollywood that Corwin may be identified with the studio staement did not infer that the TV
film production he forecast inferred
in an executive capacity, replacing Hughes' appointee, C. J. Tevlin.
any "immediate" such activity.
The protesting Texas exhibitors,
L. San Orn, owner of the El Monte H. J. Griffith, Julius Gordon, Phil
T.
A. T.
Theatre, and James Edwards, Jr., Isley and Claude Ezell, asked John(Continued from page 1)
whose Edwards circuit operates the ston how Hollywood can serve two
Valley and Tumblewood theatres.
masters.
and James Fly, attorneys for the Mo-

studio executives.

tion

Johnston Reply

Balaban Sees
(Continued from page 1)
tern of frequent and regular attendance at motion picture theatres, Balaban said, Paramount and the other
production companies "today, more
than ever before in the history of
the motion pictures are responding
with a type of screen entertainment
specifically designed to meet the tastes
and demands of the public. All of
this indicates a very healthy situation
and outlook for the motion picture
industry."

Met With Freeman
While
a

Hollywood, Balahan held

in

"series

intensive

of

conferences"
;

"I cannot remember a trip to
that has given me so

much

cause for genuine optimism about the
future of our business and of our
the

Paramount

Asks

Picture Association of America,
Cohn, attorney for the
National Exhibitors Theatre TeleviT and T declared
sion Council,
that such a meeting "would provide
an opportunity to reach a mutual understanding of our respective problems."
The letter suggested that the
T and T and industry "technical
people" get together as soon as pos-

Marcus
Holly- and

wood

company,"

&

president

declared.

"The

realistic attention to the boxneeds of exhibitors and to the
present day tastes of world audiences,
combined with vigorous and imaginative showmansip, with which every
picture-maker on our lot is going
about his job is truly inspiring," he
added.
office

A

AMPA'S

A

sible.

Welch

said today that the meeting
would probably take place next week,
since the industry's theatre television

lawyers and engineers are agreeable
to the idea.

Course in Showmanship

Based on Finished Films

A T and T's letter was the latest
"Based upon the finished pictures in a series of exchanges marked by
I have seen, coupled with our cur- the attempts of Welch, Fly and Cohn
rent successes, pace setters for the to obtain cost and equipment informaindustry as well as Paramount," said tion on theatre television transmission.
am

confident that our
company's present box-office momentum will be maintained, if not exceeded, with resulting increased patronage from the public and increased
box-office receipts for our customers."

Balaban,

"I

Balaban cited pictures produced or
to be produced by Cecil B. DeMille,
Hal Wallis, Perlberg-Seaton, William
Wyler, George Stevens and others
as responsible for much of his optimistic outlook for Paramount.

FREE EXCITING
KIDDIES'

CARNIVAL— Free

SHOWS
Every Saturday.

Keenly-wanted Prizes.
Includes Bicycles.
Life-size Dolls, Ranger Wagons.
Can run 52
Weeks. Other Bib Promotions. No Work No
253

—

Cost to Theatres.

Legal

Everywhere.

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

Broadway (60th

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3880

23,

tion

Puente Case
ing positions and unreasonable clearBoth the California District
ance.
court and Court of Appeals found
for the defendants in the case, who
argued that the playing positions and
clearances given to the Puente Theatre
in Puente were the result of independent action by each defendant and
not the result of understanding or
conspiracy.

The

was brought by Steve
M. Chorak, owners of the
Theatre. The distributor de-

suit

Emma

P'uente

RKO

are
Radio Pictures,
Brothers, 20th Century-Fox,
Columbia, Universal, Loew's, Para-

fendants

:

Warner
Inc.
N. Y.

— 12-Week

Course,

6-8

p.m.

every Thursday, beginning Sept.

(Continued from page 1)

and

Advertising, Publicity, Exploita-

mount, United Artists, and Monogram. Exhibitor defendants are A.
:

25.

Classes in Times Square area.

Register by sending check for $15,

name, business and home addresses

and telephones to Edgar Goth,
Fabian Theatres, 1501 Broadway.

.

in day...
The best moonlight is the light of the noonday sun .
Obvious, of course, to an industry trained in modern
cinematographic technics. Equally obvious is the need for
in keying
infinite care in the choice of film and filters
.

—

film

and

desired

situation ...
in

in

co-ordinating method and result

processing.

To help solve problems such as these, representatives
of the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film
are trained to advise are ready and able to roll up
their sleeves and lend a hand wherever necessary.
In maintaining this service, the Eastman Kodak Company
invites inquiry on all
has branches at strategic centers
phases of film use from all members of the industry.
Address; Motion Picture Film Department, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division, 342
Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division,
137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. West
Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,

—

.

California.

.

.
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Hail Box-office

Balaban Sees

Showing of

A

Fight Telecast

Business Rise

Gross Put at $400,000;

Bases View on Prospects
For Paramount, Others

Academy Sole Breakdown
Theatremen across the country,
few exceptions, yesterday

Following

with

trans - continental
lined up by Theatre
Network Television went to 49
theatres in 30 cities and attracted an estimated 120,000
patrons, breaking all previous
theatre TV records.

his

was registered

Academy Theatre

the

in

New

upswing
maintained and unoffice

will

Allied Artists

Schedules 35

He

KNOCK-OUT! Now playing to big grosses everywhere. Wire or phone your
nearest RKO Exchange for official Rocky Marciano-Jersey Joe Walcott heavyweight championship fight pictures.

STOLKIN DESCRIBED AS
NEW RICH' BY FORTUNE
—

who

are in convention at

the Blackstone Hotel.
The announcement that the
(Continued on page 5)

company

Johnston Reply on

TV

Films Delayed

ences he had on
the Coast with
Paramount production
execu-

try

will

make

films

especially

(Continued on page 7)

for

tives

„
„
Barney
J Balaban
.'

,

and on

re-

cent discussions
•

with

<

several

company heads.
With the public strongly demon-

other

strating the desire to increase
(Continued on page 7)

its

pat-

Dezel Buys Lippert

Chicago Franchise

$1,000,000.

now

was

—

up by Fortune
Chicago, Sept. 24. Albert Dezel
an article entitled "New has purchased the Chicago Lippert
Rich," as one of the outstanding young industrialists Pictures franchise and the deal, consummated in a meeting here of Dezel
in the U. S.
and Robert Lippert, becomes effective
He went into oil prospecting with Ray Ryan, Oct. 4.
struck oil, and expanded into cattle, TV parts manuJohn Rubin, Lippert county salesfacturing (National Video Corp.), and motion pic- man, continues in that capacity, and
Sam Kaplan, Dezel city salesman and
ture production (he owned a piece of "At War with
booker, retains those duties under the
the Army).
He has long been interested in films. new set-up. Harris Dudelson remains
He has a private screening room in his suburban as Lippert Midwest manager.
Highland Park house and screens Hollywood picRalph Stolkin
tures before they are released on the local market.
'Ivanhoe' Hits Big
He is married to Ruth Koolish, daughter of A. L. Koolish, who is
associated with him in Empire Industries (Chicago mail order concern)
$1,259,000 at Hall
Stolkin,

Magazine

in

34,

Jan.,

1952,

written

in

(Continued on page 7)

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America president, currently on the West Coast on Point
Four business, is unlikely to reply
immediately to the request of several
Texas theatre owners for clarification
of his statement, in his address to
the Theatre Owners of America convention banquet in Washington last
week, that "the motion picture indus-

based his

optimistic
outlook on confer-

Advt.

—

and bookers

in-

creased.

Chicago, Sept. 24.
Ralph Stolkin, who heads the syndicate which
yesterday purchased a controlling interest in RKO Pictures, graduated
Chicago, Sept. 24. Beginning with from Hyde Park High School and attended the University of Illinois
He borrowed $10,000 to go into the punch-board busireleases for the 1953 program, the for one year.
Monogram name will be dropped from
ness in 1945 and sold the business in 1947 for over
that company's product, Steve Broidy,
president, announced here today with
the disclosure that 35 features have
been scheduled for the new season
under the Allied Artists banner.
The trade-mark of Allied Artists,
subsidiary formed in 1946 to handle
only major calibre pictures, will be
used on all future relases, Broidy told
the 200 company executives, salesmen

be

doubtedly

York, where exposed wires in the TV
equipment resulted in a short, black(Continued on page 6)

Holly-

president, yesterday expressed confidence that the
present
box-

first

of enthusiasm

Lack

New

to
in

wood, Barney Balaban, Paramount

telecast

at

return

York from two weeks

hailed the box-office performance of
Tuesday night's Walcott-Marciano
bout, which grossed nearly $400,000.

The

Further

Appeal Puente Case
To Supreme Court

—

&

Asks Meet
On Theatre TV Data
— The
Washington, Sept.

A.T.

T.

Washington, Sept. 24. Ten motion picture distributors and two in-

American Telephone and Telegraph

dependent theatre owners today asked
the Supreme Court to deny the appeal
of a California theatre owner who
charged them with a conspiracy which
resulted in his receiving inferior play(Continued on page 7)

Co. has requested a meeting between
technical people and the engineers
working on the industry's theatre television presentation.
In a letter written to Vincent Welch
(Continued on page 7)

24.

its

"Ivanhoe" bowed out of
Radio City Music Hall here
last night, racking up a record $1,259,000 gross for the
eight-week period.
A few
other pictures at the Hall
have earned more, but over a
longer period, it was explained.

Another M-G-M
picture,
"Because You're Mine" is the

new Hall

attraction.

s

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention
O'HARA, Motion Picture
Association of America vice-president, was in New York yesterday

Are Submitted
—

Washington, Sept. 24. Citing the
record of Paramount Pictures in the

from Washington.

development of television, Paramount'
attorneys today asked the Federal
Communications Commission to renew

to Greece.

Paramount
the license of KTLA,
Television Productions' Los Angeles
television

station.

findings filed today
also asked for commission
consent to the transfer of control of

proposed

In

Paramount

Du Mont Labofrom the parent company, Paramount Pictures, to the new
production company formed under the
consent decree, Paramount Pictures
P.T.P. and Allen B.

Stirling Silliphant, 20th Century-Fox publicity director and producer of "The Joe Louis Story," and
Bob Sylvester, screen writer, will fly
to Chicago from here over the weekend.

ratories,

Inc.,

Jerry Loeb, Warner Brothers' home
purchasing agent, became a
grandfather with the birth of a son to

office

his daughter,

at

Mrs. Lawrence Cohen,

Doctors Hospital here.

Milton Salzburg,

president of
Pictorial Films, Inc. and of Cornell
Film Co., will leave here for Europe
Tuesday aboard the 5*. 5\ Queen
Elizabeth.
J.

Laura Kovach,

secretary to Peter

Rosian, Universal district manager in
Cleveland, was married to Robert

DeMent,

also of that city.

•

Ed Smith, managing

director of the

Springfield,
Paramount
Theatre,
Mass., and Mrs. Smith are back from
a New Hampshire vacation.

•

Uda

Ross, Westrex's regional
manager for Latin America, has returned here from a three-month trip
through South America.
B.

Ray Cooke,

formerly with Golden

State Theatres, San Francisco, is now
editor and publisher of Showtime and

Gourmet Guide, Oakland.
•

Jules Lapidus, Warner's Eastern
and Canadian division sales manager,
will be in Gloversville today from New
York.
•

William

Sobol, manager of the
Drive-in Theatre, Stamford,
Conn., is recuperating from surgery.
•
Starlite

Bill
Lanning, Columbia head
booker in San Francisco, is on vacation in Montana with his wife.
•

Allen M. Widem, motion
editor of

picture
the Hartford Times, is in

New York

this

week.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

FCC

to
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For Palsy Aid

a television company which is a
manufacturer of television transmitting and receiving eqiupment." They
went on to say that Paramount "is
tremendous
effort
and
expending
money in the development of a color
tube and a pay-as-you-see system of
subscription television." Everything in
the record, the document said, proves
the fact that Paramount sees no conflict between theatres and television
and does not have a "restrictive" or an

Mont network

pen "as soon as the economic condition of television is such that it can
pay a price for the films comparable
to that which the moving picture

stations.

industry can pay."

Chicago Wins 2nd
At 'Gaucho' Opening Lap of UA Drive

Argentine

all

branches of show

business and the press for making it
possible for him to successfully launch

United Cerebral Palsy was expressed
by Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of United Paramount Theatres, as
the entertainment industry joined with
New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
B'rith at the Hotel Astor here last
night in paying tribute to him for his
years of service to humanity.
Goldenson was presented the Cin"antagonistic" attitude toward TV.
ema Lodge "Honor Scroll' by Judge
The proposed findings declared that Samuel Leibowitz for his leadership in
Paramount has made its stories and the fight against intolerance and bigstars freely available to television. So otry
through the Anti-Defamation

far as making films available to television, the findings said, that will hap-

television

Gratitude to

of

Corp. The findings also requested the
renewal of licenses of the three Du

In requesting the renewal of licenLarry Goodman, former Film Daily ses Paramount's proposed findings
reporter, will join Filmack, Chicago
pointed out that the company "has
headed by Irving
trailer company
been instrumental in the development
Mack, as a copy writer in the Chicago
office beginning next week.

Harold Typer, owner of the Delphia Theatre in Chittenango, N. Y.,
has been nominated as Republican
candidate for the state assembly from
Madison County.

25,

Paramount^ TV Findings Says Thanks

JOYCE

Peter G. Perakos, head of the
Perakos Theatres Circuit, New Britain,
Conn., and his son, Peter G.
Perakos, Jr., assistant district manager, have returned there from a visit

Thursday, September

Officials

League

B'nai B'rith and for his
helping
in
to
awaken
Americans to the plight of the physically handicapped afflicted with cereof

pioneering

bral palsy.

Martin

Levine,

president

of

the

Lodge, recovering from a recent illness, presided at the ceremonies witnessed by a capacity turnout of more
than 350.
Other speakers included
S. Arthur Glixon, Robert M. Weitman, Louis A. Novins and Alfred W.
Schwalberg. Adolph Zukor delivered
a brief tribute.

A

United Artists' Chicago, Charlotte
ment officials headed by Ambassador and New Haven exchanges have taken
Hipolito Jesu Paz, is expected to join first-prize money in the second sixwith over 400 guests at the world week lap of the company's "Bill
premiere of 20th Century-Fox's "Way Heineman Sales Drive," in each of
of a Gaucho," to be held aboard the the three exchange groups into which
all branches have been classified, it
Argentine on Tuesday evening.
Invitations have been sent also to was announced by vice-president Max
Gorje A. Nicolini, Consul General in E. Youngstein, who is drive captain.
Chicago won in the first group,
New York; First Secretary Santos
Gona Economic Counselor Dr. Ovi- Charlotte in the second and
dio Z. Schiopetto; Embassy Attache Haven in the third.
Second-prize
Gustavo A. Dan Gelderan, and Third money went to Philadelphia in the
Secretaries Leopoldo H. Deddanandi first group, New Orleans in the second
and Milwaukee in the third, while
and Hector Candos.
New York Mayor Vincent R. Im- third prizes were won by San FranUnited Nations delegates, cisco in the first group, St. Louis
pellitteri,
and representatives from other South in the second and Vancouver in the
American nations, along with Holly- third.
Completion of the second lap now
wood screen stars, Broadway stage
and television stars and newspaper- cleans the slate. All exchanges start
men, are also being asked to the from scratch in battling for prizes in
the third six-week lap.
premiere.
The drive
The event, to include cocktails, will wind up with a fourth lap of
dancing, dinner, and a Latin-American seven weeks, at the end of which
fashion show, will be co-sponsored by grand prizes will be awarded.
The
the Moore-McCormick Lines. "Way drive is named for William J. Heineof a Gaucho," will open next month man, sales vice-president.
in New York. The motion picture was
filmed in Argentina with color in
delegation of Argentine govern-

New

;

AMPA School Rates

Technicolor.

Cut for Members
4 Circuit

Ad Heads to

Judge 20th Contest

The Associated Motion Picture Adshowmanship

vertisers
will get

SIMPP

Officers

Are Re-elected
Hollywood, Sept.
—The
24.

Society

Independent Motion Picture Producers re-elected all officers and directors today at the annual meeting
of

of
in

the membership and directorate
honor of Ellis Arnall's return to

the presidency.
Arnall, who will leave for Georgia
tonight or tomorrow, told members
the foreign market now is yielding
almost 50 per cent of the industry
revenue and the rise in the percentage
is still progressing.
Reporting on the Anglo-American
film agreement and on the FrancoAmerican pact negotiations, Arnall
added his personal observation that
independent films he's seen in production, both abroad and here, are among
the reasons he has for a belief that
the future is bright for the industry.

2 -Theatre

Opening

Here for 'Limelight'

which
evening at

courses,

under way this
Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" will
Radio home office screening
Four advertising-publicity chiefs of room, have been
have its American premiere here on
offered to
PA
circuits will judge 20th Century-Fox's
members in good standing at the re- Thursday, Oct. 23, at the Astor on
showmanship contest for duced tuition of $10',
$7,500
Broadway and the Trans-Lux 60th
in accordance
William J.
"Something for the Birds."
with an
PA
board directive. Non- St., it was announced by
The judges are Ernest Emerling of members will be charged $15.
Heineman, United Artists distribution
Loew's Theatres Harry Goldberg of
vice-president.
Warner Theatres Harry Mandel of
"Limelight" will be shown on a conRKO Theatres, and Seymour L. Mor- Objects to Drive-in Signs tinuous-performance schedule at the
Denver, Sept. 24. Mark Watrous, Astor and on a two-a-day, road show
ris of Schine Theatres, who will select
the winners from campaigns to be state highway engineer, intends asking basis at the Trans-Lux. Performances
submitted starting with the release of the state legislature, which meets in at the latter theatre will be at 2:30
the comedy in October and running January, for a law that would pro- and 8 :30 P.M., with an additional
through January. The prizes will be hibit the erection of a screen where it matinee at 5 :30 P.M. on Saturdays,
awarded in defense bonds with a could possibly be seen from a major Sundays and holidays and a special
11 :30 P.M. showing on Saturdays.
highway.
$1,000 bond as first prize.
the

RKO

AM

AM

;

;

—
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Roadshow Cinerama
In a Few Months

reporter Lowell Thomas, partners in
the enterprise, reported here yesterday that the new triple-projection
technique could be "roadshown" in a
few months following its initial public
demonstration "run" at the Broadway

Theatre here.

The Broadway showing" will commence next Tuesday with a two-hour
program under the title "This Is

The

Cinerama."

screen subjects will

roller-coaster

include
scenes,

riding,

opera

symphony

orchestra, etc.
Advance ticket sales at the Broadway, where top price for the show
will be $2.80, thus far indicate an
eight-week sell-out, it was reported.
Cooper said Cinerama's dramatic

a

problems have been "licked," and
while technical problems still exist,
they are insurmountable. He reported
that many exhibitors and producers
have been consulted concerning future
plans for the new medium, which combines a three-dimensional visual effect

with "stereophonic" sound.

Easily

"Roadshowing"
explained,
Cooper
transportation

of

Done
of

the

Cinerama,
would

involve
special projec-

and sound equipment from
This, he added,
theatre to theatre.
could be done with relative ease and
installations would not pose any particular challenge, nor would they be
tors, screen

expensive.

Cooper expects to put a new Cine-

rama picture into production 30 days
following the Broadway opening. He
said he has several story properties
under consideration for the next picture.
The picture at the Broadway
will be in Eastman color, the prints
having been made by Technicolor,
Cooper

said.

and Piro
Are Promoted by 'U'
Greenfield
The promotion

of Arthur Greenthe post of Universal branch
manager' in Seattle and the elevation
of Ernest J. Piro, a salesman in
Portland, Ore., to branch manager
in Portland, was announced here by
field to

Charles

J.

Feldman,

general

sales

manager.
Greenfield had been branch manager in Portland since July, 1951.
Piro had been a member of the Universal organization from 1941 to 1945.
He rejoined "U" in Portland in July,

Starr and

Reviews
"Everything

that Cinerama still
has "a long way to go technically,"
producer Merian C. Cooper and radio

While conceding
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I

Have

Attend Florida Meet
Is

Yours"
Hollywood, Sept. 24

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

AND GOWER CHAMPION,
MARGE
generation that buys 90-odd percent

gay and gifted members of the
of today's admission tickets, make

all-around .excellent M-G-M musical a major audience experience.
nimblest duo ever burdened with a clumsy and confusing name (from
the billing point of view) fulfill here in abundance all the promise they've
shown and the predictions made for them. They would be personally tremendous in this even if it were a bad picture. Happily, however, it is one of the
finest in the long, glittering procession of color by Technicolor musicals from
the House of Leo stunningly danced, quite as well sung, correctly timed,
paced and assembled, in short a superbly balanced production in a category
where balance is often the insoluble problem that licks the project. Don't
be surprised if "Everything I Have Is Yours" exceeds even M-G-M's
of

this

The

—

box-office expectations.
Back-stopping the Champions, as to billing, are Dennis O'Keefe, as a
successful producer of stage musicals, and Monica Lewis, as an understudy
And back-stopping these, just
for the leading lady in one of his shows.
short of incredibly well, are singers and dancers in number, in and out of
formation, in small groups and large, who supply the skilled support that only

top talents like the Champions can top.
The story, a warm little family narrative, plausible far beyond the par for
musicals, is by George ("Three Little Words") Wells, whoi also produced,
and the direction is by Robert Z. Leonard, whose list of successes is too long
Musical direction is by the distinguished, dependable David
for this page.
Rose, with Gower Champion and Nick Castle staging the musical numbers,
of which there are eight all terrific.
The musical numbers are by such estimable, renowned and able gentlemen
as Johnny Green, Johnny Mercer, the late Walter Donaldson and Gus Kahn,
and when you're talking about music for the plain people who love a tender
sentiment and a hot-beat equally well, these are the gentlemen whose works
you're referring to with the name of M-G-M's No. 1 music man, Johnny
Green, leading all the rest.
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
Oct. 31.

—

—

Hollywood, Sept. 2A

{Warner Brothers)

ARY COOPER,

boy, has been making big money for exhibitors
Tin pictures presenting him in various uniforms of this country's armed
services, and there is no reason for supposing that he will do less than that on
this occasion.
This time he portrays a cavalry officer in the Union Army
during the Civil War, with such experienced players as David Brian, Paul
Kelly, Lon Chaney, "Big Boy" Williams, Alan Hale, Jr., Philip Carey and
Vince Barnett providing support, and with Phyllis Thaxter furnishing distaff
interest, which is a minority factor in the story.
Major factors are splendid
horsemanship displayed in sensationally staged conflicts in mountain terrain,
intricate twists in a complex script, and dramatic use of WarnerColor.
Producer Louis F. Edelman got a maximum yield from Sloan Nibley's story
via a screenplay by Charles Marquis Warren and Frank Davis, who steered
clear of cliche and commonplace throughout. The direction by Andre Detoth
was a unique choice for this type of subject. It is a bit slow in spots but snaps
into tension whenever, as happens frequently and violently, the characters
break into fisticuffs as a better means than dialogue for settling moot points.
The film is at its best when fighting rages full blast.
In the story Cooper is a cavalry officer who pretends disobediances to
orders and gets himself cashiered from the army so he can join raiders stealing
horses from Union forces and thus learn the identity of a traitor who is supplying raiders (in Confederate employ) with information. Following a number of clashes and surprises, he learns his own commandant is the traitor
responsible, and he clears up the situation with the use of a newly-invented
Winchester rifle, receiving honors also for establishing American army
counter-espionage.
Running time, 93 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

C>

man and

New York

3 Percentage Suits
Filed in Pittsburgh

publishing every Monday morning an
up-front bold-face box strongly recommending attendance at motion picture theatres, as follows
"Are you a living-room captive? If
night after night you tie yourself down
at home, you are denying yourself
many pleasures. For example, the joy
of going to the movies. Relax in a
luxurious, modern theatre, see the first
releases on a giant screen, without
eyestrain; thrill to wonderful music.
The amusement pages of the Mirror
will help you decide what picture to

here against the operators of the
Majestic Theatre in Ell wood City, Pa.
Defendants are Frank, Andy B., Hildebrand E. and Irma Biordi and Ida
Colavincenza. Each action asks recovery for damages based on alleged
under-reporting of reecipts on percentage engagements.
Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay of
Pittsburgh, represent the distributors,

with Sargoy
counsel.

&

Stein,

New

York, of

address by William

McCraw, Variety

International executive.
Alfred Starr, of Bijou Amusement
Co., Nashville, recently elected national president of the Theatre Owners of America, will be the principal
speaker at the closing business session
of the meeting. Starr will speak on
as well as theatre operations in
general. From the national headquarters of
will also come Herman
Levy, general counsel, and Dick Pitts,
executive director.
highlight of the convention will
be a "School for Drive-In Theatre
Owners," which will be conducted by

TOA

TOA

A

Jack Braunagel, Commonwealth TheVarious concesatres, Kansas City.
sion firms will have exhibits. Lineup
of stars
will be

who

will attend the sessions

announced next week.
Kickoff speaker will be Mitchell
Wolfson of Miami, past president of
TOA, and one of the founders of the
local group. The board of directors
organization invite interested
all over the country to
attend the meetings.
of the
parties

from

40 Manufacturers
In 'Andersen' Tieups
What

is

described as

one of the

comprehensive
merchandising
most
campaigns ever accorded a picture is
being arranged for Samuel Goldwyn's
production of "Hans Christian Andersen" through the joint efforts of RKO
Radio and the Samuel Goldwyn offices.
Although release of the Goldwyn
film is still months away, the tie-ups
already include more than 40 manufacturers of clothing and accessories,
toys and fabrics, all of which will be
co-ordinated with the promotional departments of several leading department store chains. Meanwhile, both
the
and Goldwyn offices are
developing separate promotions in the
music and book publishing fields.
Tie-ups are being made by Geraldine Cooper of
and Martin
Davis of the Goldwyn office.

RKO

RKO

Oct. 25.

Greenfield replaces Donald Gillin
who resigned recently to join Sol
Lesser Productions.

—

—A

Jacksonville, Sept. 24.
lineup
of industry speakers were announced
here for the annual convention of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida
which will be held Oct. 19-21 at the
Roosevelt Hotel in Jacksonville, by
Maurice B. Hensler, president. Featured at the main banquet will be an

"Springfield Rifle"

125 Set for Variety
Tourney at Tuckahoe

1951.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 24. Paramount,
Warner and Columbia have filed separate percentage suits in Federal Court

McCraw to

Kramer Unit

'Mirror'

To

Promoting Product
The

New York

Daily Mirror

:

see and where to see it. Leading theatres advertise here every day. Don't
miss their current showings, which
are announced in this issue."

Israel Tonight

The

is

ley

Off

entire production unit of Stan-

Kramer's

Columbia

production,

"The Juggler," comprising 32 persons,
will

arrive at Idlewild Airport here
morning, preparatory to leaving
tonight by plane for Tel Aviv.
Heading the group are Milly Vitale,
Italian actress, and director Edward

this

Dmytryk. Kirk Douglas
air on Saturday.

will

leave

by

Plans Dixie Reopening

Approximately 125 from the industry here will be on hand for the New
York Variety Club's first annual golf
tournament today at the Vernon Hills
Country Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
Edward Lachman, club property
master, and Edward Fabian of Fabian
Theatres handled the arrangements.

Variety Host to Press
Variety Clubs International will
hold a luncheon at the Hotel Astor
here today for the trade press. Jack
Beresin, international chief barker, and

Louisville, Sept. 24.— Edward Davis, Jack Chisholm, internationa 1 pressowner and manager of the neighbor- guy, will attend from Philadelphia and
hood subsequent-run Dixie Theatre Toronto, respectively. This luncheon
here, has announced plans to reopen is unrelated to the local tent's golf
the theatre in the near future. The tournament and party set for the same
house has been dark for two months. day.

;
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$600,000 Profit

Allied Artist*

Reported by Mono.
(Continued from page 1)
decided

discard

use of the
but corporate transactions came as a surprise
to the delegates to the national conto

the

Monogram name from

all

vention.

—

Chicago, Sept. 24. Monogram Pictures Corp. and its consolidated companies will show net earnings just
short of $600,000 for the fiscal year
just ended, George D. Burrows, executive vice-president and treasurer, today reported to the company's national
convention here in a message read to
the meeting by Steve Broidy, presi-

Broidy told the gathering that the
"now is entering a new era."
"the period of despondency
of doom and gloom is behind us. We
are moving ahead into an era of en- dent.
thusiastic showmanship in which the
Burrow's message described the
world's theatre screens will soon be company's financial prospects as "exreflecting the greatest buy per enter- ceedingly
bright."
He added that
tainment dollar ever offered. The en- "every indication points to our having
tire film industry is now being geared profits for the current year that will
not only to keep customers coming at least equal the earnings we will
back to the box-office but to offer the show for the year just ended."
kind of packages that will entice new
The message continued "The comaudiences."
bined effect of accumulated earnings
He continued: "The reaching of and materializing of financial plans
these new heights can't be realized by under consideration will permit coorindustry
He said

:

think-

wishful

dination of operations in the company
that have been somewhat lacking in
the past because of our lack of working capital. Our present financial condition
now permits the intelligent
planning of production, distribution
and financing, all coordinated to the
best interests of the company, its management, employes and stockholders."

Genuine

ing.

have to
be made to bring

efforts

The

about.

this

producers have
to provide the
right
kind
of

The

product.
d

i

s

t

r

i

b u

-

this

have to sell
product to

its

fullest

tors

tential

cashiers

Theatre

po-

value,

and in turn the
exhibitors have
Steve Broidy
to merchandise
it in a manner that will bring in the
greatest returns."

He

Men

Join

Pop Corn Promotion
Chicago, Sept.
—The
day of
24.

first

eighth annual Pop Corn Industries convention, at the Hotel La Salle
here Nov. 12-14, will be featured by
a discussion of handling, merchandising, and selling pop corn at theatre
concession stands, it was announced by
Thomas J. Sullivan, executive Vicepresident of the National Association
the

said that each year Monostrived
to play a more
prominent part in the industry and
that "we have now reached a position of Pop Corn
Manufacturers.
where we are regarded as a very imScheduled to participate in a panel
portant cog in the overall picture." discussion
on "Getting Maximum ReHe said the position held at present turns from Concessions Operations"
by the company "is the result of three are Harold
J. Fitzgerald, Fox-Wisyears of intensive planning for the ex- consin Amusement Corp.,
Milwaukee
pansion of our distribution and pro- Abner Horn, Rainbow,
Inc.,
Lake
duction operations."
Charles, La.
Charles Manley, ManTerming the 35-feature program ley, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
J.
J.
one that is aimed "at every theatre in Fitzgibbons,
Jr., Theatre Confections,
the country, from the largest metro- Toronto, and
L. A. Dunn, New Engpolitan show cases to the smallest land Theatres
Service Corp., Boston.
rural situations," Broidy said many
of the pictures will be given the heaviest exploitation yet undertaken.
Battle Zone, starring John Hodiak,
Linda Christian and Stephen McNally; Kansas Pacific, starring Sterling Hayden, and
special citation of merit from the
Fort Calagary, starring James Craig, all
city of
Gary, Ind., was presented
produced by Walter Wanger.
Torpedo, a Lindsley Parsons-John Bur- this week to Spyros P. Skouras, presirows production starring Mark Stevens and dent of 20th Century-Fox, honoring
Dorothy Malone; Cow Country, produced the company
for its production of
by Scott R. Dunlap; Affair in Monte
Carlo, in color by Technicolor, starring "Lydia Bailey." The presentation was
Richard Todd and Merle Oberon; Poca- made by Charles H. Bonner, president
hontas, produced by Dunlap and James S. of
Community Services of Gary,
Burkett.
Roar of the Crowd, Wichita and The which is the home town of William
Siren Jezeeel, all produced by Richard Marshall, star of the picture.
The
Heermanee; Son of Belle Starr, produced citation, signed by Mayor Peter Manby Peter Scully, and The Black Knight dich, and
representatives of the Gary
and The Annapolis Story', both produced
Chamber of Commerce, the United
by Walter Mirisch.
Jalopy, Clipped Wings, Loose in London
Steelworkers of America and other
and Desert Knights. Bowery Boys com- community leaders, marked the first
edies produced by Jerry Thomas and startime that all Gary civic groups joined
ring Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall.
Leopold Land and The Golden Idol, to honor a motion picture.
both produced by
Mirisch and starring
Similar certificates of merit will be
Johnny Sheffield; Tangiek Incident and forwarded
to production chief Darryl
Off the Record, produced by Parsons and
starring George Brent; Joplin,
Mojave F. Zanuck, producer Jules Schermer,
Pass, The Homesteaders and Boot Hill, director Jean Negulesco, and writers
starring Bill Elliott, and The Copperheads.
Philip Dunne and Michael Blankfort.
Oklahoma Manhunt, The Marksman and

gram-AA

self

;

;

tickets

Gary Honors 20th
For 'Lydia' Film
A

Wild Cattle,

starring

Wayne

eight produced by Vincent

Morris,

ttia n

seventeen

all

M. Fennelly.

Technicolor Dividend

White Lightning and High Tension,
The board of directors of Techniproduced by Ben Schwalb; Wolf Dog and
The Big Wilderness, produced by Parsons color, Inc., has declared a dividend of
and William F. Broidy, and Murder With- 50 cents a share, payable Oct.
20, to
out Tears and Wanted by the F.B.I., prostockholders

duced by Broidy.

Also, the company will continue to release
the one- and two-reel Little Rascals comedies.

of record on Oct.

6.

THE MAGAZINE THAT SENDS 2Vt MILLION GIRLS,
THEIR BATES AND THEIR FAMILIES, TO THE MOVIES

This

:"

:
'

will be the third dividend of 50 cents
paid by Technicolor in 1952.

.

.:

,.

:

.

:

I

:
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Fight Film Does Hail Fight Telecast
'Brisk Business'
top

notch

fight

film

New

The

film

was put on the screens

the houses a

of

after 3:00 P. M.
quality of the bout,

little

The dramatic

pass
to Marciano, is fully captured in the
runs 21 minutes. The
film, which

which saw the heavyweight

13th round,

when Walcott

is

TV-

equipped with

RCA

large-screen television, the manufacturing company reported yesterday.
All of the 36 reported "good performance," the company said, including
the Warner Theatre here which experienced a momentary blackout during the first round which was corrected within a matter of seconds.
Troubles of another sort was experienced by the S-3 Drive-in, Rutherford, N. J., the only open-air theatre
in the country to carry the bout. It

1

RKO

according to
theatres,
Pathe, are slated to take the fight film.

Theatre Network Television's
success in moving up the time
of the main attraction from 10
to 10:30 P.M. assured an exclu-

M. Horowitz

sive to West Coast theatres.
The kinescope to theatres West
of Omaha was transmitted from
New York starting at 11:15
P.M. (EDT), while the fight was

Gold Defends Video
Programming Here

seventh round. This forestalled any West Coast breaks
in the radio and TV blackout,
allowing West Coast fight fans
to hear news flashes at the end
of the bout before it appeared
on theatre screens.
in its

The economics of the television
industry dictate "good taste" in programming, Melvin L. Gold, president
of the National Television Film Council,
told the House sub-committee

TV

Enthusiasm was also the reaction
of

the

International

Boxing

Club,

TV

draw.
content of programming, calling atThe S-3 Drive-in used RCA's intention to present Federal Commu- stantaneous theatre
equipment,
nications Commission regulations.
which projected a picture 24 by 36
Gold appeared before the special feet, the largest theatre-TV picture
sub-committee of the House Interstate ever thrown on the screen.
Its proand Foreign Commerce Committee jection throw of more than 125 feet
investigating radio and television pro- was also the longest ever used in
industry theatre TV.
grams. The radio and
was also defended in testimony by
Smith, commenting further on the
Charles R. Denny, vice-president of S-3's experience, declared "theatre
National Broadcasting.
television of big fights and other outThe committee was informed by standing attractions is here to stay and
Jack L. Van Volkenburg, Columbia 1 don't see how any group of sponBroadcasting president, that the com- sors can compete successfully with a
pany has received no complaints lately sufficient number of theatre outlets.
from any source concerning the ap- The drive-in theatres of America
parel of actresses on TV. Criticism in alone will one day in the near future
the past centered around the "scanti- gross over $10,000,000 on one night
on a top attraction.
Don't sell your.
ness" of actresses' costumes.
office

TV

TV

Seattle

enthusiastic

about

the

—Reception at the Orpheum

here was good, with a capacity audience of about 2,600 in attendance.

—

Indianapolis The theatre telecast
the Walcott-Marciano fight was
seen by a capacity crowd of 3,200 at
the Indiana here. All seats were $2.50,
yielding an estimated gross of $8,000.
Management said 4,000 persons were
turned away. The overflow evidently
of

boosted business at all other first-run
theatres.
They reported grosses up
above Monday night and also Tuesday
of last week.

O., Sept.

24.— Of-

of Ohio candidates' attitudes on repeal of
listing

the Federal admission tax by
the
Independent
Theatre

Owners

of Ohio shows not
Senatorial or Congressional candidate listed as opposing the proposal.
The list gives 18 candidates
definitely committed to repeal, five favorably inclined,
one for reduction and seven
who promised to give "serious
consideration" to arguments
by theatr^men for repeal.
This makes 31 candidates out
of 49 in the state.
The remaining 18 have not replied
to queries by Robert Wile,

ITOO

secretary.

Requests Public Aid
Against Tax, Censors

Albany, N. Y., "Sept. 24.— The
American public has two great stakes
in the
industry today, Maurice A.
Cleveland For the first time three Bergman, Universal Pictures public
relations director, told the Kiwanis
local theatres carried a telecast of a
Attendance for the Walcott Club at a luncheon at the Hotel Ten
fight.
bout was satisfactory, but not sensa- Eyck here.

—

Citing

tional.

these

stakes

as

the

repeal

Approximate attendance at the Hip- of the 20 per cent admission tax and
Palace, 1,700; the fight against censorship, Bergman
podrome was 2,200
;

Non-fight theatres had urged his listeners to join with the
attendance. Conces- industry in their community to help
week-day
average
sion sales were excellent and the achieve a successful adjudication of
State,

1,500.

crowds orderly

Kansas

at the three theatres.

City, Mo.

only

— The

television equipped
Kansas City, sold out its

Ashland,

theatre

in

1,200 seats

two

these

issues.

William Miskeel said it was more
than 1,000 above the Robinson bout.

The

price

was

$2.50, plus tax.

yesterday evening. For the
fight, admission was $3.30, including
San Francisco
The Telenews
tax and no reserved seat basis.
here
was
complete
sell-out
for the
a
Some other theatres in Kansas City
had average or better Tuesday eve- fight. Its 399 seats were scaled at
ning business, but attendance at some $4.80, all reserved.
No increase in concession business
was light relative to the previous attendance for the current programs. was noted. Seats were scaled as high
The Nixon broadcast might have af- as $27. A hundred persons waited outside hoping to buy even standing room
fected theatre attendance.
tickets. Business at other houses was
Milwaukee There was a complete reported to be normal.
Earl Long's 2,735-seat Paramount,
sell-out at the Warner and Riverside
with
loges reserved at $3.60 and
theatres here, topped by standing in
sold out before fight time.
the aisles. Reception was good. Prices others $3.00
increase
in concession business
No
were $2.40 and $3.00. Business at
Primo Camera, Willie
other downtown theatres was average. was reported.
Ritchie, Bobo Olson and other fight
ParaMinneapolis Radio City Theatre, personalities appeared on the
mount's stage prior to the fight. The
a Minnesota Amusement Co. first-run
Earl Long expicture was good.
house with 4,038 seats was the only
pressed confidence that future sporting
theatre in the twin cities to telecast

by 7

:30

—

—

—

which stands to receive about $140,000 the
for the theatre
rights, about $35,000 above the minimum due to its box-

Corwin's
the

fight
telecast to a virtual capacity audience
of 2,200, grossing about $8,000. Man-

the 50 theatres carrying the tele-

36 were

cast,

—

Los Angeles Sherrill
Orpheum Theatre played

event.

Of

Columbus,
ficial

one

correspondents

breakdown.

RKO

probing TV programming here.
He defended the number of crime
as an expression of
shows on
the public's demand for such programming which, he said, features "action"
and "drama." He saw no need for
additional legislation governing the

—

theatre short both conventional and
drive-in theatres have a wonderful
future to look forward to."
As to the fight performance in other
sections of the country, here are late
reports from Motion Picture Daily

agement was

kayoed by Marciano, climaxes the
film. Shots of the 13th and first round
are also done in slow-motion, allowing
the audience to see the big punches
of the evening more closely.
The eight camera crews which stemmed from the huge overflow
Philadelphia's which clamored to get in, causing in
the
fight
at
filmed
Municipal stadium deserve a round addition to a traffic jam, damage to
Fences were torn down,
of applause and commendation should the theatre.
also be passed on for the fine job fires were built on the grounds, and
the concession stand had to be closed
of editing.
The RKO Pathe film is much to forestall theft.
Enthusiasm for the performance,
superior to the fight telecast as viewed
expressed by Philip
at the Warner Theatre, which on however, was
the whole was quite good. The light- Smith, of Smith Management Co.,
ing and definition of the film surpasses and president of Midwest Drive-in
Theatres, Inc. of Boston, which operthat of the telecast.
He said the fight
Sidney Kramer, RKO short subjects ates the S-3.
manager, announced that he grossed $14,000 and at least 5,000 cars
sales
expected the print order to exceed were turned away. Added Smith, "If
has it weren't for our consideration for
that of "any fight film
ever handled." Last year, 1,350 prints the more than 7.000 people on foot
were made for the Robinson-Turpin that stormed our entrance and exit
bout. The film began playing at all roadways, we could easily have taken
Theatres last care of another four or five hundred
neighborhood RKO
evening in New York. More than cars in our waiting room space."
1,500

Ohio Favor Repeal

equipped house to suffer a complete

title

blistering first round when Walcott
sent the challenger to the canvas
for the count of three, sets the tempo.
From there on in, virtually every
second of the film is exciting.

The

wards completion, was the only

1952

23 Legislators from

{Continued from page 1)

Beginof the ing out the telecast completely.
morning,
the theatre
ning
yesterday
produced
by
Walcott-Marciano bout,
$12,963 to disapRKO Pathe, drew in crowds yesterday began returning
patrons.
The manageafternoon at the seven Broadway pointed fight
the
ment
assured
patrons,
who reenjoyed
houses here, where it had
mained in their seats to hear the comits first run.
Managers at the Palace, Embassy, mentary of the fight, that they would
receive the money spent on tickets.
46th Street Trans-Lux, 49th Street
The installation at the Academy,
Trans-Lux, Globe, Times Square and
which
was rushed in a few days tobusiness.
York reported brisk
the

A

25,

seat

one

Walcott-Marciano fight. Every events
was sold at $2.50, including tax,
of

the

lowest

prices

in

the

will

pay their way.

Miami Beach

—A

sell-out for the

Walcott-Marciano closed circuit teleThree hundred persons were turned cast was chalked up by the Carib Theaway at Radio City. Three other atre here tonight. Fight fans filled
Minnesota Amusement Co. first-run the theatre's 2,070 seats long before
houses, the Century, State and Lyric, the start of the bout. The house was
benefitted with good business from the scaled at $3 and $4.00.
The telecast had no appreciable efRadio City overflow. Other first-run
upon other first-run houses in the
fect
Orpheum
houses reporting were RKO
Managers of
with average business. The Karatz re- greater Miami area.
ported business below normal because these outlets reported average Tuesday night attendance in all cases.
of the fight telecast.
Minnesota Amusement Co. president
Harry French said the fight was an
Detroit, Sept. 24. SRO signs were
"outstanding demonstration of future out at United Detroit Theatres' Palms,
possibilities of theatre television."
Theatres', Eastown,
&
and
last night for the Walcott-Marciano
Omaha
The Walcott-Marciano fight. Tickets sold for $3.60 at the
fight drew a capacity 3,000 crowd to theatres with no reserved seats. The
the Orpheum for the theatre's second 2,700-seat Eastown and the 2,900-seat
TV ring offering. Tri-States manager Palms both reported a full house.
country.

—

W

—

W

—
Thursday, September

25,
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US 16mm.

Suit
'Not Unusual Charge'
Calls

Los Angeles, Sept. 24.
Chief William C. Dixon of
the West Coast offices of the
anti-trust division of the Department of Justice told a
noonday meeting of the National Society of Television

in

"series

Hollywood, Balahan held
of

intensive

conferences"

Stolkin

is

was progressively a runner, salesman, and customers' man for a
Chicago brokerage firm.
His attorneys are Sidney Korshak, Chicago; Arnold Grant, New
York, and Gregson Bautzer, Los Angeles.
Koolish heads Empire Industries, and is the originator of the automobile license facsimiles for key chains which are distributed by disabled veterans.
There was still no official word yesterday concerning the new RKO
However, it is widely
Pictures' owners views concerning management.
board, replacing
chairman
of
the
will
named
believed that Stolkin
be
associate,
and
that
Ned E. Depinet,
Howard
Hughes'
Noah Dietrich,
Stolkin
that
post.
is
due here from
continued
in
president, will be
York
the weekend
leave
for
New
over
and
will
the Coast tomorrow
Monday.
While
headquarters
on
RKO
Pictures
to visit and inspect
week.
board
meeting
for
late
in
the
arrange
there he hopes to
a
Sherrill Corwin, Los Angeles exhibitor and a member of the purchasing group, is expected to be added to the RKO Pictures board, along
It is also
with other members of the group or their representatives.
with
Corwin
may
identified
the
studio
Hollywood
that
be
reported in
replacing
Hughes'
Tevlin.
capacity,
appointee,
C.
J.
in an executive

& T. Asks

A T

and T's

as responsible for much of his optimistic outlook for Paramount.

FREE EXCITING
KIDDIES'

CARNIVAL— Free

SHOWS
Every Saturday.

Includes Bicycles,
253 Keenly-wanted Prizes.
Life-size Dolls, Ranger Wagons.
Can run 52
Weeks. Other Bib Promotions. No Work No
Cost to Theatres. Legal Everywhere.

—

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

Broadway (60th

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3880

23,

Inc.
N. Y.

Sept.
for

24.

—

Hughes today confirmed overnight reports that "as part of
sales agreement with the
Stolkin
syndicate,
Howard
Hughes agreed that if he is
cabled upon by RKO Pictures
Company he will loan RKO
eight million dollars."
Although the spokesman
declined
elaborate,
the
to
trade here was quick to observe that Hughes had not
bound himself to make such
a loan to the syndicate purchasing his stock, but to the
company in whole, and that
no date specifications or limitations were included in the
statement.

Johnston Reply
(Continued from page 1)
television,"

MPAA

it

was

indicated

at

while, the Texas exhibitors' protest
has not reached him, it was said.
Johnston undoubtedly will reply on
his return and, meanwhile,
spokesmen pointed out that Johnston's
staement did not infer that the
film production he forecast inferred

MPAA

TV

any "immediate" such

activity.

protesting Texas exhibitors,
Griffith, Julius Gordon, Phil

Valley and

Tumblewood

theatres.

masters.

AM PA'S
Course in Showmanship

was the latest
exchanges marked by
Welch, Fly and Cohn

Advertising, Publicity, Exploitation

— 12- Week

Course,

6-8

p.m.

every Thursday, beginning Sept.

(Continued from page 1)
ing positions and unreasonable clearBoth the California District
ance.
court and Court of Appeals found
for the defendants in the case, who
argued that the playing positions and
clearances given to the Puente Theatre
in Puente were the result of independent action by each defendant and
not the result of understanding or
conspiracy.

The suit was brought by Steve
and Emma M. Chorak, owners of the
Puente Theatre. The distributor defendants are
RKO Radio Pictures,
Warner Brothers, 20th Century-Fox,
Columbia, Universal, Loew's, Paramount, United Artists, and Monogram. Exhibitor defendants are A.
:

:

the

here yesterday.
Johnston, now in San Francisco,
is expected to go to Hollywood today
for a brief visit before returning to
Washington over the weekend. Meanoffices

letter

Puente Case

A

Howard

Theatre,

am

Balaban cited pictures produced or
to be produced by Cecil B. DeMille,
Hal Wallis, Perlberg-Seaton, William
Wyler, George Stevens and others

spokesman

San Orn, owner of the El Monte H. J.
and James Edwards, Jr., Isley and Claude Ezell, asked Johnwhose Edwards circuit operates the ston how Hollywood can serve two
L.

"Based upon the finished pictures in a series of
have seen, coupled with our cur- the attempts of
rent successes, pace setters for the to obtain cost and equipment informaindustry as well as Paramount," said tion on theatre television transmission.
I

Sales Pact

Hollywood,

The

to the idea.

confident that our
company's present box-office momentum will be maintained, if not exceeded, with resulting increased patronage from the public and increased
box-office receipts for our customers."

manufacturers of adhe-

producers of films for television.
Prior to going into the mail order punch-board business, Stolkin

A. T.

of

a

also vice-president of Kleen-Stik,

added.

"I

has three children.

and tape; U-Arc Corp., arc lamp producer, and Postal
Finance Corp. He is co-owner of a 20,000-acre beef cattle ranch in
Kerrville, Texas, with Robert S. Hays of San Antonio, and recently
purchased a controlling interest in stations KJR, Seattle, and KOIN,
Portland, Ore.
He is president of Screen Associates, Beverly Hills,

;

Balaban,

He

labels

with Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
(Continued from page 1)
Don
vice-president and studio head
Hartman, production head, and other and James Fly, attorneys for the Motion Picture Association of America,
studio executives.
and Marcus Cohn, attorney for the
"I cannot remember a trip to HollyExhibitors Theatre Televiwood that has given me so much National
sion Council, A T and T declared
cause for genuine optimism about the
that such a meeting "would provide
future of our business and of our
opportunity to reach a mutual uncompany," the Paramount president an
derstanding of our respective probdeclared.
The letter suggested that the
lems."
"The realistic attention to the box- A T and T and industry "technical
office needs of exhibitors and to the
people" get together as soon as pospresent day tastes of world audiences, sible.
combined with vigorous and imaginaWelch said today that the meeting
tive showmansip, with which every
would probably take place next week,
picture-maker on our lot is going
since the industry's theatre television
about his job is truly inspiring," he
lawyers and engineers are agreeable

Based on Finished Films

Pictures.

success stories of the postwar period.

lar

Cal.,

While

RKO

His rise to wealth, estimated by Fortune at $35,000,000 to $40,000,000 with an annual income of $4,000,000, is one of the most spectacu-

conspiracy "when conscious
parallel action of participants
is demonstrable." In a quesDixon
period,
tion-answer
said, "Based on other cases,
it might take two years to
get this one to District Court
and another year to reach the
Supreme Court."

Met With Freeman

RKO

and other enterprises, including

sive

tern of frequent and regular attendance at motion picture theatres, Balaban said, Paramount and the other
production companies "today, more
than ever before in the history of
the motion pictures are responding
with a type of screen entertainment
specifically designed to meet the tastes
and demands of the public. All of
this indicates a very healthy situation
and outlook for the motion picture
industry."

Hughes Loan Part

(Continued from page 1)

Producers and guests
that the Government's 16mm.
"not
an unusual
suit
is
charge," and is based on the
Department of Justice view
that a trade practice becomes

(Continued from page 1)

a

Stolkin Described

Film

Balaban Sees

7

25.

Classes in Times Square area.

Register by sending check for $15,

name, business and home addresses

and telephones to Edgar Goth,
Fabian Theatres, 1501 Broadway.

.

in day...
The best moonlight is the light of the noonday sun .
Obvious, of course, to an industry trained in modern
cinematographic technics. Equally obvious is the need for
in keying
infinite care in the choice of film and filters
.

—

film

and

desired

situation ... in co-ordinating
in

method and

result

processing.

To help solve problems such as these, representatives
of the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film
are trained to advise are ready and able to roll up
their sleeves and lend a hand wherever necessary.
In maintaining this service, the Eastman Kodak Company

—

. invites inquiry on all
has branches at strategic centers
phases of film use from all members of the industry.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division, 342
Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division,
.

.

137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. West
Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,
California.
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Accept French Pit European Variety Club Altered Draft
Of Arbitration
Remittance of Tent Vs. 'Red' Influence

$1,200,000
'Goodwill' Offer Viewed
As Bid for Early Talks

A French government "no-stringsattached" offer to remit at once to
distributors $1,200,000 of
their frozen earnings has been accepted by the companies, it was learned
here yesterday following- a meeting
of foreign managers. Conversion will
be at the official rate of exchange.

American

The surprise

offer,

following

by less than three weeks the
Franco-American
of
collapse
film pact negotiations, was interpreted here as a goodwill
gesture designed to hasten a
resumption of negotiations.

Actually, the move by France represented nothing more than that country had intended to do when the talks
Paris between officials of the
in
(Continued on page 2)

Is

suggested to the entertainment industry organization that efforts be

Company Lawyers Set

made

to establish tents in those overseas areas.

This was revealed here yesterday by
Variety's international chief barker
Jack Beresin at a meet-the-trade-press
luncheon at the Hotel Astor. He
added that Variety was quick to act
on the suggestion with the result that
charters are about to be granted to
tents
which have been set up in
Madrid, Hamburg and Frankfort. In
due course, Beresin added, Variety
clubs will be organized in Paris and

Schenck Hits News
Report on Merger
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc. and

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

yes-

terday denied that there is
truth in the published
rumor that there would be a

any

merger between

M-G-M

and

20th Century-Fox.

"The rumor

is

true, never been

thought

AA

Studio

For New Product

the exhibition-distribution draft of
projected industry arbitration system are expected to complete their

a

work

Merger Rumor
'Untrue':

that the amended draft could be
placed in the hands of distribution company presidents in time
to give the executives the opportunity to set as soon as possible a date for a meeting next
week to act on the altered draft.

Is

Skouras

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, yesterday branded
a statement made in a New York
newspaper that a merger was in the
making between 20th-Fox and Loew's,
Inc. as "completely untrue."
He made it very clear that 20th

per's byline.

similar denial was issued
by 20th Century-Fox officials
here and on the Coast, which
also covered the report that

Darryl F. Zanuck might join
Radio.

today.

The attorneys' time-table in
this connection calls for completion of the work by today so

(Continued on page 2)

of,

Meet

Distribution attorneys who have
been meeting this week to incorporate suggested amendments in

Meanwhile, the chief barker said,
no time is being lost in planning for

a complete invention.
You
cannot make the denial strong
enough."
The rumor was published in
yesterday's New York Daily
News under a Hollywood
date-line with Hedda Hop-

RKO

It for President's

Rome.

without any

possible foundation," he said.
"It is ridiculous, absurd, un-

A

'Re-Tool'

Due Today

Viewing the humanitarian work of the International Variety Clubs
weapon for counteracting Communist propaganda in Europe and the Middle East, the U. S. State Department has
as a formidable potential

A

meeting of the presidents and
foreign managers has been tentatively
(Continued on page 4)

Sees Arbitration
Within Six Months

(Continued on page 2)

Some 200
Sept. 25.
delegates to the national sales convention of Allied Artists were told today
Hollywood,

by executive producer Walter Mirisch
"re-tooling" studios facilities for
stronger product comprised one of the
most difficult projects in company history. "We are crossing our barriers in
Hollywood, and by doing so we are
that

(Continued on page 4)

More

Trade Ads

Needed: AA's Flinn

—

John
Sept. 25.
Flinn, Allied Artists national
director of advertising and
Chicago,

Albany, N.

—

publicity, declared here today
that a definite need exists for

more trade advertising for
the company's forthcoming
product.
Flinn said that during the
past year AA trade paper advertising increased 60 per
cent over the previous year,
but that the outstanding 1953
AA product requires an even
greater amount of trade ads.
Flinn addressed the Allied
Artists sales convention.

Marilyn Monroe Is Voted
Top 'Star of Tomorrow'
Exhibitors

throughout

the

country

have

number one "Star of Tomorrow"
ducted by Motion Picture Herald.
The other nine elected were voted in
Reynolds, Marge and Gower Cham
pion,
Mitzi Gaynor,
Kim Hunter,
Rock Hudson, Audie Murphy, David
Wayne, Forrest Tucker and Danny
as the

Thomas.

The "Stars

of

Tomorrow"

poll

is

in

chosen
the

Marilyn

Monroe

Sept. 25.

—

The

America unit.
Lamont said that he was

greatly

heartened by the address which William F. Rodgers delivered at the
(Continued on page 4)

Debbie

900 Fight Prints

New 20th, NT Firms
To Begin Tomorrow

Motion Picture Herald's mid-year
companion survey to its 21-year-old

Already Shipped
Over 900 prints of the RKO
Pathe Walcott-Marciano fight
film have been shipped, and

more

"Money-Making Stars" poll, the industry's oldest and unanimously accredited measure of talent values. Both
polls are conducted by sealed ballot,
direct mail and present the aggregate
findings of the nation's theatre opera-

As of tomorrow, 20th Century-Fox
and National Theatres will function
as two separate corporations in accordance with the divorcement plan
adopted by 20th-Fox to fulfill the
terms of the consent decree.
tors, independent and circuit.
A spokesman for 20th-Fox said
Marilyn Monroe was voted top posi- yesterday that no hitches in divorcetion by the biggest margin any of the ment plans have occurred and the two
previous poll's leaders have achieved. new corporations will begin their
She was also selected for the key spot operations as of the target date,
by Canadian showmen.
Saturday.
The breakdown of the circuit and
Charles Skouras, who remains as
(Continued on page 4)

of

12th annual poll con-

the following order:

Y.,

prospects of an arbitration system
ceing established "within six months,
or by next spring" are excellent, in
the opinion of Harry Lamont, president of the Albany Theatre Owners

(Continued on page 2)

are being processed,
Sidney Kramer, RKO Radio
short subjects sales manager,
reported here yesterday.
He added that 101 theatres
in the

New York

Metropoliplaying the
short. Kramer described exhibitor demands for the film
as "heavy," exceeding the requests for former fight films.

tan

area

The

film

are

was

also

made

in

Spanish for Latin America, he
disclosed.

—
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Personal
Mention
CURTIS,
TED
vice-president

Eastman

-

charge

in

motion
here Tuesday from Rochester.
picture sales,

fessional

Overflow Crowd

Kodak

of prowill be

Walter

Seltzer,

Hal Wallis
will

representative,

Hollywood today from

pubreturn to

New

York.

•

George A. Hickey,
ern sales manager,
from Los Angeles.

Pandro
ducer,

is

S.

in

is

Berman,

M-G-M Westin New York

first

week

in

12-

its

series

was

A

luncheon at the Hotel Astor
scheduled for today, at which
members of the motion picture industry division of the Joint Defense
Appeal will organize a drive for
industry-wide support of the JDA.
Leon Goldberg, Universal Pictures,
and Edward L. Fabian, Fabian Theahere

where Howard Dietz, M-G-M
viceadvertising - publicity
president, was to deliver the

lecture.

first

Those who

M-G-M

pro-

lywood on vacation.
•

Hal Cooper, producer, has arrived
here from London.

is

JDA

are the overall
chairmen
in the Industry.
The industry is helping to raise
New York's share of the 1952 goal
of $5,000,000, to finance the activities
tres,

at-

tended were taken in cars to
the Barbizon Plaza, where a

Medford, Ore., from Hol-

was
room
enough
large
rented.
Next week's course, to be
addressed by Paul Lazarus,
will be held at the larger Columbia screening room.

the American Jewish
and the Anti-Defamation

in

Columbia Series
signed

Committee
League of

of

B'nai

B'rith.

The various
try

and

the

divisions of the indus-

chairmen

Harry

office,

Harold

Henry Morgan

Kalmine

are

Tent's First Golf

:

Rinzler

;

exhibitors,

;

exchanges,
;

;

;

Tourney Draws 125

;

has
Pictures
Columbia
Henry Morgan, radio and television
Over 125 members of the industry
comedy star, as writer-narrator of a attended the New York Variety Club's
new series of one-reel shorts, "Animal first annual golf tournament yesterday
Cavalcade," "Chimp-antics," the ini- at Vernon Hills Country Club, Tucktial offering in the set of eight subahoe, N. Y., which saw Abe Schneider
The and Harold Rinzler come in first
jects, will be released Oct. 30.
series is being produced and directed and second respectively for the low 20th,
in New York by Harry Foster.
gross score.
(Continued, from page 1)
Other winners included: Ed Fabian
drive;
longest
Greenthal,
Monroe
and
president of National Theatres, will
Offer
Bill White and Bill Scully, nearest to have headquarters at the Roxy Thea{Continued from page 1)
Martin Moscowitz and Max tre while in New York. The home
pin
worst gross, and Stan Kolbert, offices of NT will remain on the
Cooper,
two governments ended unsuccessfully.
Strausberg, George Hornstem, Coast.
Sol
The breakdown came when France
Cohen in the putting conSpyros P. Skouras will head the
withdrew a previous offer to permit and Max
;

;

;

NT Firms

French

;

an additional $4,500,000 in blocked
earnings to be remitted forthwith at
the capital account rate.
Thus the
fate of this additional sum remains
undetermined.
At the time the Franco- American
negotiations were about to commence
Paris the French hit American
in
film imports with a decree cutting
them from 121 to 90 per year. More-

during the talks the French
pressed hard for an agreement that
over,

production-distribution firm, as previously announced. The management
and board personnel of both organizations under divorcement remains the

test.

Tent Va. 'Reds'
(Continued, from page 1)

only two major U. S.
cities where none exists, namely, New
The greater
Orleans and Seattle.
progress in this connection has been
in

made

in Seattle,

he
Harvey,

_

birthday party for
Export Association, the So- served too as a
German,
William
were
Beresin,
J.
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
barker; John
Producers and the U. S. State De- New York tent chief
barker, and John
partment stood unanimous in opposi- Fulton, Atlanta chief
international
Toronto,
of
Chisholm
J.
tion to such an agreement.
press guy. The Variety leaders met
Picture

MPEA

NT's

member

Skouras

is

expected

—

Dave

Buffalo, Sept. 25.
Miller, chief barker of

Tent
No. 7, Variety Clubs, has issued invitations to a "Meet

Your Congressman" night
the

in

on

headquarters

club's

Monday evening,

Oct.

It

6.

an occasion for industryites here to meet their
Congressmen and to put over
some good work for the elimwill be

ination of the 20 per cent adtax,
says the an-

mission

nouncement.

Levy,

ACLU, Charges

TV Code

Illegal

—

Herbert
Sept. 25.
the American Civil
Liberties Union, today told the Harris
subcommittee of the Interstate Commerce Committee that the recently
adopted television standards of praccode was illegal.
Committee members, who have been
relatively enthusiastic in their comments on the code during the com-

tice

mittee's hearings on television program content, were rather unenthu-

about Levy's contention about

siastic

the code.

Bklyn. Theatre Files
$630,000 Trust Suit
Charging conspiracy, block booking
and other practices, Joseph Parascandola, owner of the Paras Court
Theatre, Brooklyn, has filed in Federal court here a $630,000 triple-damage anti-trust action against major
companies.

here

Oct. 10 for conferences with
David T. Katz, executive director of
the Roxy, which has been acquired

about

by

NT

where H. V.
Jan. L
former Western

said,

(Rotus)
president,' has been
would provide a form of subsidization Theatre Owners
arrangements.
organizing
handling
of French production by the American
at the luncheon, which
also
Present
companies.
Ultimately, the Motion

The

Congressmen on Tax

same.

the

tents

Buffalo Tent to Meet

Washington,
Home Monte Levy, of

Saul
and David Levy
laboratories,
William German
publicity,
Morton Sunshine
film
deliveries,
trade press, Martin
Ira Meinhardt
Quigley
equipment supplies, Benjamin Perse; concessions, Benjamin
Sherman purchasing agents, Martin
Levine
labor, Herman Gelber, Vincent Jacobi, and Thomas Murtha.
J.

Gottlieb,

NY

to

Organize for Drive

lecture

projected
held last
overflow
an
before
night
crowd of about 125— or nearly
double what was anticipated.
In fact, the number was too
large for the RKO Radio
home office screening room,

course

Unit Will Hold

Luncheon Today

Course

Motion Picture

Associated
Advertisers'

•
licity

AMPA

First

JDA
at

from 20th-Fox,

effective

NEW YORK THEATRES

on

In the interim period, it was
explained, no further changes in peralthough
contemplated
are
sonnel
general dismissal notices sent out in
August are still in force.
Arthur Knorr, recently appointed
producer in charge of stage productions, currently heads up the producwith individual choreotion
staff
graphers being hired from show to
show. The star talent is being booked
by Katz. Recently, a two-year contract with the musicians union was
signed by the Roxy, which granted

companies'
representatives to invite
presidents and foreign managers are with press
for improving
scheduled to meet here next week, the latter's suggestions
publicity program.
possibly on Tuesday, to discuss the the organization's
Beresin described plans for the Nov. a $7.25 per man wage boost under
possibility of meeting again with the
Pittsburgh, the pattern established by Radio City
French officials. Eric A. Johnston, 21-23 club convention in
Variety Music Hall.
president, was given carte following which a special
depart for
blanche by the company presidents to fund-raising show will
perform. The only
deal with the French following the Dublin, Ireland, to
having chartered
cities
now
European
Ellis
negotiations break-off. He and
(Continued, from page 1)
G. Arnall, SIMPP president, are ex- Variety tents are Dublin and London.
pected to journey to Paris for new Tokyo, Mexico City and Toronto are
entering upon "the
tents. The Century-Fox is
talks, but when the trip will take other foreign cities having
will be most important era in its history"
place is something the presidents and 1953 international convention
in the production and distribution of
foreign managers will have to decide. held in Mexico City next spring.
motion pictures.
GerBeresin,
afternoon,
Yesterday
date may be set at next week's
With the recent divorcement of its
meeting following consultation with man, Fulton and Chisholm met with
company of
the
holdings,
theatre
broadcastradio
and
of
executives
Arnall.
president is
remains
Skouras
which
the
solicit
letThe break-off of negotiations marked ing companies here to
developing "the most ambitious plans
the cessation of American film ship- ter's help in propagating information
since its founding."
about Variety.
ments to France.
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March
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PLAYING

PLYMOUTH
ADVENTURE
THANKSGIVING!
*Tm

giving

my

patrons a treat for the holidays."

"I'm giving them the great

'Tm

M-G-M

giving them Spencer Tracy,

Leo Genn and

a

Technicolor

Gene

hit."

Van Johnson,

Tierney,

superb cast of hundreds."

"I'm giving them the most spectacular sea story of

from
the exciting novel, in one of the most widely advertised and
all

time,

publicized attractions of the year."

*Tm giving them the story of Thanksgiving on Thanksgiving."
"Fm one of the several hundred showmen who will have this
rare

"I

showmanship opportunity

at

holiday time."

URGE YOU TO CONSULT M-G-M TODAY!"
M-G-M

presents

Leo Genn
Deutsch

•

"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE" starring Spencer Tracy Gene Tierney Van Johnson
•

•

Color by Technicolor • Screen Play by Helen
Lloyd Bridges
with Dawn Addams
•
Gebler
Directed
by Clarence Brown • Produced by Dore Schary
From the Novel by Ernest
•

•

•
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Due

Draft

the meeting will
be held ©n that day, or a day or so
later, will depend on the progress the
attorneys make in amending the draft.
Problems in a number of foreign
countries, including France, are due
for discussion by the presidents and
foreign managers, and the company
heads arc desirous of conferring at a
single meeting or succession of meetings in one day on both arbitration

Whether

and the foreign problems.

The

arbitration

Week

draft

amendments

were suggested at a meeting in Washington last week among the Theatre
Owners of America, Allied, and distribution attorneys. If the new draft
is approved by the presidents it will
and Allied for
be submitted to

TOA

action.

Sees Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
national

recent

TOA

convention

in

Washington.
Lamont, who attended with Lewis
A. Sumberg, executive director and
counsel for the local TOA, said the
consensus of industry leaders there
was that a workable system of arbitration would be effected. Owner of
seven drive-ins and a conventional
theatre, Lamont believes that arbitration machinery is "imperative" for
the continued existence of exhibtors.
and Sumberg expect to mail

He

on the national convention
the weekend.
One of the questions which members
will be asked to answer at a meeting
here about Oct. 15 is whether the
should be made a deAlbany
fendant in the government's 16mm.
a

report

to

local

members over

TOA

suit.

Marilyn Monroe
(Continued from page 1)
independent exhibitors selections show
differences of opinion on those beyond
first and second place.
In the following order, beginning
with third place, here are the selec-

Kim
theatremen
circuit
of
Hunter, Marge and Gower Champion,
Mitzi Gaynor, Rock Hudson, Charlton
Heston, David Wayne, Danny ThomIndependent
as and Audie Murphy.
exhibitor selections, beginning with
Mitzi Gaynor,
third place, follow
Marge and Gower Champion, Audie
Murphy, Kim Hunter, Forrest Tucker,
Rock Hudson, David Wayne and
tions

Studio

(Continued'from page 1)

1)

scheduled for next Tuesday at the. Motion Picture Association of America

Suggested Last

AA

Reviews

(Continued from page

office here.
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:

:

Danny Thomas.

"Blazing Forest"
Hollywood, Sept. 25

{Pine-Thomas-Paramount)

WHEN

THE GIANT

pine forest in this color by Technicolor creation
all the other fire pictures ever made right out
of memory. Before the picture gets down to the point where the fire begins
those canny co-producers, William H. Pine and William C. Thomas, have
fastened audience interest firmly upon a likeable set of people variously
?ets to blazing

it

burns

helping to place you

overcome

any

a position to
resistance,"
he

in

sales

added.

"There is no production problem,
whether it concerns cost, story acquisition, technical obstacles or

casting that

we. won't tackle during 1953 if it results in bringing to the screen the best

logging business and in each others' affairs, economic and
starts quietly, almost incidentally, and is seen and dealt in entertainment value," stated Mirwith, as it grows, from the vantage point of the Forestry Service, the fire isch.
watchers, the bulldozers, the shovel brigade, the helicopter pilot and, of
Concerning his recent trip to Eucourse, the hero who braves the inferno to save his friend. Maybe because rope, Mirisch reported that plans are
of the way it's worked into the story, maybe because it's a genuine forest fire in now in progress for future important
the Nevada Sierras instead of a phony on a miniature set, or maybe because productions to be launched jointly with
Technicolor and technology have never collaborated more congenially in Associated British-Pathe.
the interests of melodrama, the fire section of the film is the best ever
"Allied Artists quality has passed
produced. Coming atop a right snug piece of story-telling, in which the the proving grounds stage," Mirisch
nonesuch Agnes Moorehead and William Demarest support John Payne, said. "It has won strong exhibitor
Susan Morrow and Richard Arlen in the principal roles, the climactic acceptance."
conflagration figures to draw like a what else? forest fire.
Allied Artists' sound position todayThe script by Lewis R. Foster and Winston Miller, directed with steadily may be attributed in large part to its
rising tempo by Edward Ludwig, opens on the problem of Miss Moorehead, "dynamic sales force," Edward Morey,
owner of fine but remote timber land, whose niece, Miss Morrow, is deter- New York, vice-president, told the exmined to leave for the city and whose long-time suitor, Demarest, has a ecutives, branch managers, bookers
running feud with Payne, a lumber-camp boss whose men resent his relentless and salesmen attending the convention,
driving but respect his ability. Miss Moorehead cuts Payne in on a sharing held in the Blackstone Hotel.
basis in order to persuade him to contract to cut her land, and when he
"During the past year when many
gets rolling, his brother Arlen, an irresponsible given to stealing from his companies reported either losses or
employers, arrives to work on the job, being in hiding from police at the considerably lowered earnings, Monotime. There is some rivalry between Payne and Arlen over Miss Morrow, gram and Allied Artists business imand there are other plot twists of not unusual character, although credible, proved," he said.
before the right people are brought together and the weakling brother is
"This, in part, may be attributed
eliminated by the blazing forest.
to a better calibre of picture produced
Runing time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. For December under the guidance of Walter Mirisch,
William R. Weaver but we cannot minimize the job done
release.

engaged

in

emotional.

the

The

fire

—

—

by the

"The Thief"

(Razz)

(Harry M. Pop kin-United Artists)

HARRY .M.

POPKIN,

a producer with a bent for essaying departures
picture-making, has come up with a decidedly unique
offering in "The Thief" unique in that during the entire 85 minutes given
to telling the story of an atomic secrets spy not a single word of dialogue
emanates from the screen. Neither is there any narration accompanying the
action. Yet there is no shutting out of such sounds of normal, everyday city
living as auto horns, doors shutting, footfalls, etc.
The prospect of the nagging curiosity potential audiences could experience
concerning the novel approach of "The Thief," plus the marquee strength of
star Ray Milland, should make exhibitors who book Popkin's new film confident that they have a box-office winner. If this film is promoted properly
and adroitly, such confidence should prove to be wholly justified.
Apart from the novelty attending this lack of dialogue, "The Thief" is little
more than the usual spy thriller studded with its moments of taut suspense
and exciting pursuit. The latter element is displayed here in cat-and-mouse
activity involving an FBI man and Milland, the. spy, in the
tower of the
Empire State Building high above the streets of New York.
With the foregoing of dialogue the camera must necessarily be explicit and
"eloquent" to a proper degree, without seeming to be. This is achieved here
to perfection for the most part under the able direction of Russell Rouse who
shared with producer Clarence Greene the task of preparing the script. Yet,
absorbing though the story may be for the average film-goer, he will find
himself preoccupied, during the unfoldment on the screen, with that which

from standard

in

—

TV

He

general sales manager, for doing "an
exceptional job."
At the same session, John C. Flinn,
national director of advertising and

promised the sales staff that
department would continue to go

publicity,

his

out to
exhibitors.
all

He

give

increased

pointed out

cluding the circulation
of

Flashes"

to

innovations

recent

which have been put
tors

service

into

effect,

among

in-

exhibi-

thousands of "Studio News
broadsides depicting

— photo

off-stage highlights and special pressbooks for drive-in theatres.

The company's annual banquet, at
which leading exhibitors of the Chicago territory were guests, was held
tonight. At the affair, Nat Nathanson,
who had headquarters for many years
in Chicago and who recently joined
company as a sales executive, was
welcomed to the organization.

the

Harry Sherman Dies

makes the picture unique.

How

force in marketing our
Morey
singled
out
Goldstein, vice-president and

sales

product."

—

dialogue avoided? Merely by virtue of the fact that the camera
Hollywood, Sept. 25.
Producer
focuses principally on Milland, an American physicist who lives a quiet and Harry Sherman died tonight at the
lonely existence in Washington. He has sold out to foreign agents, presuma- Cedars of Lebanon Hospital here. The
bly Russians, and his contact with them is achieved by signals delivered by veteran producer underwent a minor
ringing telephones, casually dropped pieces of paper, etc. When, by an acci- operation a few days ago. He is surdent of fate, the FBI gets on Milland's trail, he succeeds in escaping undetected vived by two daughters.
tower, he kills the Fedto New York where, chased up the skyscraper's
eral pursuer. His foreign friends arrange for his escape aboard an ocean
Scores 'Juggler'
freighter, but overcome by remorse, over the FBI agent's murder as he is
Hollywood, Sept. 25.
Producer
about to walk up the gangplank he suddenly turns back toward the city to
surrender himself. There seems to be something just a little, too contrived Stanley Kramer has signed Dimitri
Tiomkin to compose the score and
about the ending.
Milland's performance, calling for facial expressions of anxiety, fear, anguish conduct the music for the 10th conand hysteria, is first-rate. Other players, including Martin Gabel as the prin- secutive Kramer production, "The
Rita Gam as a silent and sultry rooming house neighbor Juggler."
cipal foreign agent
of Milland, and Harry Bronson, John McKutcheon, Rita Vale, Rex O'Malley
and Joe Conlin register with force and effect. Herschel Gilbert's musical
accompaniment is good.
When lieu Weed a
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Charles L. Franke
SPECIAL TRAILER
Oct. 10.
is

TV

'Fatima' Is

Held Over

Following two weeks in each situation, "The Miracle of Our Lady of
Fatima" holds for a third week at
both the Allen Theatre, Cleveland, and
the

Warner

Theatre,

Pittsburgh bebe

today. The picture will
nationally distributed on Oct. 11.

ginning

FREE EXCITING

SHOWS

OLDE COUNTRY STORE NITE—
Bushels" of groceries. Hams, Bacon,
No
Turkeys. Other Big Promotions. No Work
Cost to Theatre. Legal Everywhere.

"Big

Broadway (60th

St.),

New York

Circle 7-3880

23,

Inc.
N. Y.

—

;

^

W
^WwS,

—

PREMIUM HOUSE FILMS,
1841

Tiomkin

Ebersons in Video
John and Drew Eberson, architectural specialists in theatre design, have
added a television department for stu-

dio and station planning and construction.
Lou Climent heads the depart-

ment which

is

equipped to serve as

consultant to management.

jm

C

'GOOD' and FAST
GOOD OLD DEPENDABLE

lflLMACK

CHICAGO 5, 1 327

NEW YORK

36,

S.

WABASH

AVE.

630 NINTH AVE.

«
Those hilarious cartoon characters
in another great army comedy to match
their "Up Front" kind of business!
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T. Officials

Meet Tomorrow on Costs

was restored to the industry last summer when it was demonstrated that good pictures have
not lost their power to draw the
public away from TV's peep shows
and other competing" forms of entertainment and recreation has been
disturbed from time to time in the
past three months by the question:

Sept. 28.— Theatre television attorneys and engineers
meet here Tuesday with representatives of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., in an effort to obtain from A. T. and T. cost information on theatre television transmission.
The meeting was suggested last
week by A. T. & T. after a series

"Will

who

that

last?"
TV's best attractions are off the
air now, the quizzical reminded.
What will happen when they reit

Or

Washington,

will

of

letters

from James

atre

ing-

It's

:

to air-conditioned theatres for
Will they continue to go

relief.

next autumn ?
The answers are coming in now.

TV's top
the

most

attractions are back, for
part.

Summer

is

past.

—attorneys

Johnston Visit to
France in Offing
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA

will present the industry's thetelevision case to the Federal

Communications Commission

—

failed to elicit the required facts
figures from A. T. & T.

had
and

When

an unusually hot
company suggested
and humid summer. People are go- that
recent
turn ?

Vincent

Fly,

Welch and Marcus Cohn

president, is virtually certain to go to France for further film pact talks before he
undertakes visits to any other
countries, it was indicated
here at the weekend. At his

the

the meeting it said
a
change in the specifications made by the three attorneys
might enable A. T. & T. to make a
"speculative" forecast of the charges
for transmission.
The meeting will take place at the
Motion Picture Association of Amer-

meeting here Thursday with
company presidents and foreign managers the date of his
departure for Paris will be

the nation's box offices ica headquarters here. Representing
will be Welch, Fly, Andrew
are thriving.
Inglis and Ed Cooper.
Cohn and
For those who still are not com- Stuart Bailey
will represent the Napletely convinced, last week's news
tional Exhibitors Theatre Television
columns offered reassurance for the Committee. From A. T. & T. will be
future from two of the industry's general counsel Ernest D. North and

And

still

Seen by Br an ton
press conference
to lay at rest reports that his forthChicago, Sept. 28. Ralph Branton,
coming "Hans Christian Ander- Monogram Pictures vice-president,
sen," his 88th production since told company distribution and execubecoming an independent producer, tive personnel in a closing session
at the weekend of the convention of
would be his last.
Not so, he said. Even now he Monogram-Allied Artists that he felt
there would be a healthy level of
is working on "No. 89."
Into it
theatre attendance during the months
are going millions of his own
ahead. Branton said, "I don't think
money, as they have gone into that the alarmists in our industry
"Andersen" and other Goldwyn need look any further for assurance
pictures.
The industry's future, than to the program of expansion
Goldwyn holds, is secure. Televi- Allied Artists is making in its quality
(Continued on page 4)
sion has been a challenge, he says,,
but that challenge has been met.

—

Balaban returned to New York
from Hollywood, where he looked
into the industry's future, not in a
crystal ball but on a screen which

held a goodly slice of its yet to
be released product. Not a man to

make

glib predictions, Balaban nevertheless left Hollywood so filled

with enthusiasm by what he had
seen, he was impelled to share the
good news with the industry.
His conclusion: that the improvement in business not only will
be maintained but will be increased.
That view, he reported, is shared
by other executives.
state-

N. Dakota Oil Find
Lures Neb. Showmen
Minneapolis,

Sept.

28.

—

Newly-discovered oil in North
Dakota, with its consequent
rise in the economic level, has
lured numerous Nebraska exhibitors into that state.
There have been theatre
purchases in the cities of Bismark and Valley City and
Nebraska theatremen are eyeing expansion in the oil fields
through Williston and Wolf

and
Montana.

Point

at

fly

Kalispel,

in

French, German, Italian
Exhibitors Not Paying

A

particularly acute, heretofore
unpublicized problem for American
distributors has affected the sale of
product in France, Germany and
Italy.
Film export officials here reported at the weekend that they are
becoming increasingly concerned that
exhibitors in those countries in large
numbers are not paying for pictures
sold to

them on

credit.

This withholding of payments
by French, German and Italian
theatres and circuits was described as widespread and represents
a
"staggering" outstanding sum for the American
distribution industry.

been recommended to the
Picture Export Association
board that it study the problem of
overdue accounts in Europe.
The
meeting here last week reviewed the situation and agreed that
(Continued on page 4)
It

has

Motion

Every

Goldwyn used a

(Continued on page 3)

was due to

Healthier Box-office In Philadelphia,

come.

The Goldwyn and Balaban

Johnston

East from the Coast over the
weekend.

Plans Skiatron Test

top showmen, Samuel Goldwyn and top-level company engineers.
Barney Balaban. They were not
speaking of today, but of the days
to

decided.

MPAA

Companies Hit
By European
Credit 'Mess'

effort will be

Too

made

to extend
subscription
home television test to Philadelphia,
Arthur Levey, Skiatron president, said
here at the weekend.
The company recently announced
that it is preparing an application
to the Federal Communications Commission for authorization to launch
a 90-day test in the New York Metropolitan area among 300 families.
Levey said the company now contemplates the inclusion of Philadelphia
in the application provided suitable
the

projected

Skiatron

arrangements can be made.
Levey cited the Walcott-Marciano
(Continued on page 4)

Presidents Put Off
Arbitration Confab

MPEA

mmmm®
—

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 28.
As a result of increased
business,
Fox-Wisconsin
Amusement Corp. has reopened three of the four
theatres which it closed
for the summer. The three
are the State, Venetian
and Riviera,
president
Harold J. Fitzgerald disclosed. The lease on the
fourth house, the Sherwood, had expired, said
Fitzgerald.
•

Because distribution attorneys who
have been working on suggested
amendments to the much-abused industry arbitration draft have not completed their work and do not expect
to complete it for several more days,

company
the

presidents will not discuss
subject of arbitration at their

scheduled meeting here on Thursday,
was indicated at the weekend.
it
It was pointed but that the lawyers
are attempting to amend the draft
in such a way that it could be ac'.

(Continued on page 4)

In the wake of the boxoffice success of the Walcott-Marciano bout, many

theatremen are thinking
in terms of telecasts of
boxing matches weekly,
and it was learned that
the International Boxing
Club had been approached
on the subject a number of
times

:
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Distributors Will Present Product at
A Meet Tomorrow
Kansas City

—

Radio
due here from the

is

•

who has retired
years with Warner Theatres,
make his home in California.
Lynch,

Edgak
after 27
plans to

His

last post

Commodore

was

as

manager

of the

Derby,

Theatre,

Hull

THE

Kansas City, Sept. 28. Each of a dozen distribution offices in
Kansas City's film row will present product at the 34th annual
convention of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association Tuesday
and Wednesday at the Hotel President.
The branch managers and staffs will have 20 minutes to demonstrate how they would exploit their picture if they were exhibitors.
The discussion parts of the two-day convention will take up
theatre television, showmanship, public relations, and Theatre
Owners of America activities, the latter including a report on the

presentations are items about a rocket
experiment, boxing, baseball, the Korean zvar and King Farouk. Full sum-

recent convention.

maries follozv:

F. Shaw of Loew's PoliEngland Theatres, and Morton
Katz of Connecticut Theatres, have
been named to head the theatre solicitation teams for the October United
Fund-Red Cross drive in New Haven.

Harry

New

litical

sales

MPTO

of St.

annual convention of the
Louis, Eastern Missouri
Oct. 6-7, at the
St. Louis, Mo.
•

and Southern
Chase Hotel,

Illinois,

School, office manager
of the M-G-M Boston branch, has
been named chairman of the distribu-

Charles

J.

tion division of the filmi industry in
that city for the 1952 Salvation Army
fund drive.

A.
Rochester, N. Y.,
Dexter Johnson and Edwin L. Grauel
were appointed assistant directors of
advertising at Eastman Kodak by director of advertising W. B. Potter and

the

No. 79— Nixon to

NEWS OF THE DAY,

No. 209^-Nixon
Ike and G.O.P. Stevenson in
Baltimore. New underseas volcano. Reds
driven from Korean hills. Mice and monkey
Marciano, new heavyweight champ.

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

vindicated, says Eisenhower.

Indian film celebrities.
ment in outer space.

12— Nixon

Truman

Animals

in

greets
experi-

—

—

San Antonio,

Stevenson's

Rounding out

okayed by

Exploitation Crews

—

includes

MOVIETONE NEWS,

Kodak Promotes Wald Decries Cuts in
Sept. 28.

health

stay on Republican ticket. Gov. Stevenson
speaks on taxes and controls. King- Farouk's lost treasure. Monkey and mice on
rocket ride. Greek Cross rites at Asbury
Park.

ride.

Johnson, Grauel

reporting

Baltimore speech.

•

Bamberger, RKO Radio
J.
promotion manager, is scheduled

Leon

of

Richard Nixon by Eisenhozwr and the G.O.P. is given attention in current newsreels. Other po-

speakers will include Pat McGee, and Alfred Starr,
recently elected president of TOA.
The business session, with C. E. Cook, president, presiding, will
be held Wednesday morning. The convention opens at 1:30 P.M.
Tuesday. R. R. Biechele, veteran exhibitor and long a respected
and valuable worker in local and national film organizations, will
be honored at the testimonial dinner phase of the banquet where
Starr will be the speaker.

•

CLEAN BILL

given

Guest

Conn.

to address the

1952

Parade

KMT

RKO

DEPINET,

E.

president,
Coast today.

29,

Newsreel

Personal
Mention
NED

Monday, September

Sept. 28.
Declaring
that heavier field exploitation is one
of Hollywoods greatest needs in film

marketing, producer Jerry Wald addressed 50 exhibitors and
Radio
exchange men at a meeting here as

RKO

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 39-B Ike
meets Nixon. Animals travel in outer space.
Chaplin arrives in England. Eden meets
Tito. NATO troops on German maneuvers.
Treasures and trinkets in Farouk palaces.
UNIVERSAL NEWS,

No. S99-Politics
Space pioneers. Farouk's
palace.
Marciano meets Walcott. Rodeo.
Motorcycle hill climb.
Ike

and

Adlai.

H. Bartlett.
Johnson has handled the company's part of the advance campaign for
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 14—2,000
in charge the world premiere in Dallas of "The
Arthur Canton, Eastern M-G-M display advertising and was
m.p.h. rocket ride. Inside Farouk's fabulous
of all merchandising operations of the Lusty Men."
Ike and Nixon meet in Wheeling,
press representative, is in Toronto
Wald, who is making a week's tour palace.
advertising department.
Grauel has
W. Va. Stevenson in Baltimore. Dodgers
pinch hitting for Dewey Bloom, who
Texas
cities with Milton Pickman, win pennant. San Francisco' fashions.
been the assistant to advertising di- of
is in a hospital.
rector Potter, and was business man- vice-president of Wald-Krasna Pro•
scored
those
distributing
ager of the advertising department in ductions,
M. L. Simons, assistant to H. M.
for
charge of budget, planning, scheduling, companies which have cut field ex- 1,000
Richey, M-G-M exhibitor relations
ploitation staffs, calling such moves
accounting, cost control, media buying
'Willie'
head, is due back at his desk today
"false economy."
and other business operations.
after a brief illness.
A record saturation dating of 1.000
"There is no question but that the
•
reduction of personnnel in the field key and sub-key situations is slated for
Howard Strickling, M-G-M studio
deprives the industry's selling mech- Universal-International's "Willie and
$10,000 for
publicity head, is due here today from
anism of able men whose obligation Joe Back at the Front," during the
the Coast.
and responsibility is to provide new 30-day period beginning Oct. 15, genat
associate director L.

•

Key Dates

New

U-Vs

Film

•

George A. Hickey,

M-G-M

Bernstein

Granada

of

Theatres, London, has returned to En-

gland from

New

—A

Boston, Sept.

28.
big estimated
seen for the Brockton Theatre at Brockton, Mass., the home town

West- $10,000

ern sales manager, will arrive back on
the Coast today from New York.
•

Sidney

Fight
Brockton

York.
•

Sol Shapiro, Hollywood agent, flew
to London from here over the weekend.

•

is

of heavyweight champion Rocky
ciano,
from the opening of

Radio's

fight

film

on

Mar-

RKO

Wednesday

through the weekend.
Oriental Books Fight Film

—

Chicago, Sept. 28. The WalcottMarciano heavyweight championship
fight film was booked for a one week's
exclusive Chicago first run at the

Morris Helprin of London Films
of the U. S., left for England over the downtown Oriental Theatre. The fight
telecast was a sell-out at four Chiweekend by plane.
cago theatres and a Hammond, In•
Robert

Montgomery

elected a director of R.

has

been

H. Macy and

diana theatre. The film will be available to outlying theatres on Friday.

Co.
•

Allen Rainwater, United
booker

in Atlanta,

Artists
has resigned to en-

4-Theatre 'Limelight'
Premiere in Paris

ter business for himself.

•

Steve Davis of M-G-M's promotion
department, has become engaged to

Harriet Fein.

Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" will
its French premiere in four Paris

have

theatres simultaneously, at the Marignan, Normand.ie, Rex and Marivaux,
it

Starr to Meet Press
Alfred
president

America,
with the
quarters

Starr of Nashville, new
of the Theatre Owners of
has scheduled an interview
trade press at
headhere tomorrow.

TOA

was

announced

by

Arnold

M.

Picker, United Artists foreign distribution vice-president.

advertising
methods,
explore
new
channels, break new ground and maintain aggressive sales measures as a
live, moving force in the business end
of show business," Wald said.
"My own belief in the value of
field
exploitation is so strong that
for 'The Lusty Men' alone 10 additional exploiteers will be dispatched
throughout the county >to buttress
RKO's regular field force," he concluded.

MGM to Film Musical
Of 'Golden West'

The Belasco play has twice been
first in

Lux

Astor Theatre and

60th St. Theatre.

at the

To

'Life of Jesus'

Hollywood,

Sept. 28.— World distribution rights to "The Life of Jesus."

English commentary.
The film will be the

first handled
by Lesser's new roadshow department.

New

the

Operators of Vogue

Chicago, Sept. 26.— Dick Felix and
Howard Lambert, head of advertising-publicity and film buyer for Essaness, respectively, have resigned in
order to operate the Vogue Theatre
as a "de luxe" house, starting on
Friday, Oct. 3.
The Vogue is no
onger an Essaness house. Essaness
district manager Charles Shapiro replaces Lambert and Felix's position

1930

as a drama in which Ann Harding
starred and again in 1938 as a film
musical with Jeanette MacDonald and

Trans- Adventure," his production which
slated to have its premiere on Nov.

composed

film

paintings depicting incidents in
Jesus' life, have been acquired by Sol
Lesser. Judith Anderson will do the

Nelson Eddy and music by Sigmund
The French premiere will follow by Romberg. Schary will spend
about
a week or two the two-theatre Oct. four weeks in New
York for confer23 American premiere in New York ences and advance plans
on "Plymouth
at the

Lesser Gets Rights

of

screenplay.

motion pictures,

vertising campaign given "Up Front."
with the first 588 dates during the first
two weeks of release being listed in
two-color, double-page advertisements
in the Oct. 18 issue of Collier's and
Oct. 21 Look Magazine.

and 80-minute French

Schary, M-G-M production
chief who will arrive here this morning, blocked out details before he left
Los Angeles for a musical screen version of "The Girl of the Golden
West." Arthur Freed will produce,
with Alan J. Lerner assigned to the

Dore

basis for

eral sales manager Charles J. Feldman
discloses.
The film will receive the same ad-

is

24.

is

unfilled.
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Texas Star Tours
Begin on Nov. 10
Dallas, Sept. 28.— Phil Isley,
chairman of the Texas Council of Motion Picture Organizations
"Movietime"
star
tours, reports that the tours

Texas will begin on Nov. 10.
Serving on the committee
with Isley are Robert J.,
O'Donnell, Col. H. A. Cole,
William
O'Donnell,
R.
I.
Payne, Don Douglas, C. C.
Ezell and Paul Short.
in

No ta bles to Attend Cinerama
Premiere Here Tomorrow
Governor Thomas E. Dewey of New
York, Governor Alfred E. Driscoll
of New Jersey and former President
Herbert Hoover are among the distinguished guests slated to attend the
world premiere of Cinerama at the
Broadway Theatre here tomorrow
evening.
Others invited include New York

Mayor

Impellitteri,

Ambassador War-

Deems

Austin,
ren
Kreisler,

Fritz
Taylor,
Melton, Admiral
John Foster Dulles,

James

Will Not

Ask Tour

Talent to Entertain
In reply to a suggestion by actor
Forrest Tucker that players on

"Movietime"
tours
entertain
their
audiences, national "Movietime" director Robert J. O'Donnell and Holly-

wood chairman Marvin Schenck have
issued a statement here, in which they
said that under "Movietime's" policy
regarding entertainment, "players may
entertain if they wish and if they have
a particular talent, such as singing or
dancing, but they are not asked to nor

are they expected to."

Would Be Unfair
The statement noted

that "the Counof Motion Picture Organizations
feels that such a broad policy would
be unfair to many players whose
talents do not lend themselves to onentertainment.
the-spot,
off-the-cuff
wish and desire to
It is
present the personaltities in their best
light before the public. If the Screen
Actors Guild, after hearing Tucker's
cil

COMPO's

arguments for

entertainment

on the

COMPO

tours, asks or demands that
will act
adopt this policy,
upon it, but otherwise it will continue
to operate on what is a proven increasingly successful formula."

COMPO

3

Richard
Richard

Byrd,

Rodgers
David
merstein,

Ham-

Oscar

and

Tradewise...
(Continued from page 1)

ments should do much to instill
confidence throughout the industry
and dispel any last, lingering doubts
whether the recent upturn will last.'

Harry Sherman Had
•
Planned New Firm DARLAYING
Hollywood,

28.— Harry Sher-

Sept.

man, veteran producer who died here
at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital late
Thursday night at the age of 68,
had plans well underway for a new
distribution franchise organization.
The plans, which were disclosed
Sept. 8 from Chicago following a

Rosalind
Sarnoff,
meeting between Sherman and a group
Jane Pickens, Clifton Fadiof independent distributors, called for
others.
Kieran,
and
man, John
the release of one picture per month.
Meanwhile, WCBS-TV disclosed
One feature of the projected organizathat Cinerama has purchased a 52-

campaign
7.

Ernst Langemack, 69

—

Milwaukee,

tion

was

that the distribution franchise
holders would own a part of the
company, in addition to having distribution rights in their territories.
Sherman operated a theatre circuit
in the Minneapolis area before turning to distribution and production.
He was associated with Pathe and
prior to his forming Harry
Sheman Productions in 1935 to make
the Hopalong Cassidy series. Among

Ernst LanSept. 28.
former Milwaukee theatre operator, died on Sept. 20 at Green
M-G-M
Bay, Wis. Langemack operated the
Colonial Theatre here for 30 years.
He had left Milwaukee three years his productions were "Ramrod," "Four
ago because of illness. Surviving are Faces West," "Parson of Panamint"
a daughter, Mrs. Harrison Brace, of and "Buffalo Bill."
Grand Rapids, Mich., and a son, Dr.
William Langemack of Brillion.

gemack,

69,

Horan a

Mrs. Leona Krellberg,

—

Boston, Sept. 28.
George W.
Horan, at one time branch manager
here and a district manager for Warner

Brothers,

has

returned

to

the

company as a salesman for Northeastern New England, it was disclosed
by branch manager Ralph Iannuzzi.

75,

mother

of S. S. Krellberg, president of Principal Film Exchange here, died on
Friday.
Other survivors are two

daughters, Mrs. Florence Elbern, and

Mrs.

Mary

Phillips.

were

opportunity for him to exercise
freely

Funeral services
Riverside
at

held yesterday
Funeral Parlor.

Mutual-MGM Shows
Back on Air Tonight
WOR-Mutual's group of 10 M-G-M
produced programs will return as a
bloc to the Monday through Saturday
schedule tonight, it was announced
by Julius F. Seebach,

Orleans, Sept.

28.

"M-G-M

Musical Comedy Theater,"
Adventures of Casanova"
aand "Adventures Of Maisie"
were
not heard during the summer. The
other five "Crime Does Not Pay,"
'Story of Dr. Kildare," "The Hardy
Family," "The Gracie Fields Show"
and "M-G-M Theater of the Air"—
have been broadcast on the
schedule weekly since their debut last

—

—

WOR

.

— The ques-

TO

editorial in the New Orleans TimesPicayune and States, critical of the
government action to force the sale of

vised

heavyweight championship

office

smash

16mm. films to television.
The editorial adds "Movies for the
most part have, weathered the competiOnce
tion initially offered by TV.

Savannah

Ga.,

Sept.

M orning News
,

28.

serviced theatres

All 37

fight.

It

was

a

box-

hit.

RCA-equipped and

RCA

serviced theatres

reported excellent sight and sound performance and
enthusiastic audience reaction.

For the best showing

—

it's

RCA

all

the xvay

in

expressed the opinion that
the government, "in its efforts to force
the movie industry to contribute to a
competitive program which is against
its own interests is striking at the very
heart of a system (free enterprise)
which has made this nation great."
television

RCA

— The

commenting editorially on the government suit
to force the sale of 16mm. films to
Savannah

RCA-equipped and

that were so highly successful in presenting the tele-

:

used to video, many people feel that
the motion picture screen still has
something to offer that isn't available
on the screen in the parlor." However, it concludes, you can't expect
them to pay admission to a theatre to
see a picture which will be available
on TV free later on.

the

RCA Theatre Equipment
Engineering Products Department

RCA Service Company,
A Radio Corporation

Radio Corporation of America

of America Subsidiary
Camden, N. 4.

Camden,

N. J.

MBS-WOR

—

Dixie Papers Hit
D. of J.'s 16mm. Suit
New

Jr.,

vice-president in charge of programs.
Five of these shows "Woman of
the Year," "The Black Museum,"

winter.

tion whether government officials or
courts of law are competent to say
when a motion picture has exhausted
theatrical value and should be
its
shown on television is raised in an

it

from now on.

"Modern

Mother

S. S. Krellberg's

WB Salesman

a $10,00& loan
through a punchboard business
into oil, cattle, television and now
controlling stock ownership of RKO
Pictures in a matter of seven years,
suggests that Ralph Stolkin, head
of the group which last week replaced Howard Hughes as owners
of the picture company, may have
more than a bit of showmanship
in his makeup.
If so, there will be no lack of
*

Russell,

saturation
announcement
which will close on Oct.

•

inc.

:

Monday, September
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100 More Theatres
Join Rogers Drive

Arbitration

Credit 'Mess'

to

Owners

Theatre

the

of

America and Allied States AssociaIn due course,

tion.

TOA

and Allied

come up with their own
recommended changes, and agreement

are likely to

would have to be reached by the three
principles and other Arbitration Conference participants on an official,
amended draft.

Would Like Changes
Both
indicated

TOA
at

Washington

and

their

they would like to

that

make changes

the distributors
recent meeting in

Abram
counsel, who

the

in

draft.

F. Myers, Allied general
in on
the conference, indicated
sat
that Allied too undoubtedly would
want to suggest changes, but that the
Allied member units would have to

be polled

in

this

connection.

More than

100 additional theatres
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Connecticut, New Jersey,
Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland, Virginia
and New York have joined the Will
Uogers Memorial Hospital collectioncan drive making 750 additional theaAmong the latest cirtres so far.
in

which have sent

cuits

them into the draft
fit
stood prior to the Washington
meeting \yas interpreted as a mani-

as

owed.

Southern

Cal. Unit

festation

distribution's

of

desire

to

Plaque to DeMille

see an industrywide arbitration system

created.

Branton
(Continued from page 1)
output."
"Growing public awareness of global
happenings," he added, "has opened
up a wider range of exploitable story
themes and intriguing location shots."
He pointed out that the exploitation
film has outgrown the old connotation of being a skimpily produced
film based wholly on a documentary
of

—

Cecil B. DeSept. 28.
Mille has received a special plaque
hailing him as "the greatest of all
showmen" from the Southern California Motion Picture Council.
At the same time, Paramount's "Just
for You" producer, Pat Duggan, and
director, Elliott Nugent, were given a
"gold seal" certificate of award by the
Council which selected the film as "a
picture of outstanding merit" for the
family.

Hollywood,

film

subject.

Headed by Steve Broidy, Hollycompany president, the 200

wood,

executives, branch managers, salesmen
and bookers left over the weekend
to return to their offices.

The special award to DeMille, and
another to Walt Disney, are the first
such honors voted by the Council.

'Stars

and

Stripes*

Christmas Release

Skiatron Test

'

"It

is

Levey,

not at
"that

all

the

far fetched,"

said.

Walcott-Marciano

might have drawn a minimum

fight

$10,000,000 on
alone at a charge
$1 per family."
of

subscription
of

TV

no more than

Hollywood Sets
'Live'

serious offenders in the matter of deIn the
layed payment for product.
case of some of these, credit has been

withdrawn and product withheld pending receipt of all or part of what is

One export official said that the
credit situation in the three countries
is

1st

TV Drama

Colum-

without a doubt "a mess."

said to be particularly hard
hit by the problem.
Further discussion of the problem
is expected to take place at the meetcompanies' presidents
ing of
and foreign managers scheduled for
Thursday here.

was

bia

MPEA

'Overcoat' Is First
Italian 'Salute' Film
"The Overcoat," adapted from Nicolai Gogol's short story, will be pre-

Theatre Changes in
Chicago Area
Chicago, Sept.

28.

—Herb Ellisburg,

veteran exhibitor,
has joined the
Schoenstadt circuit as manager of
the South Side Piccadilly Theatre.
He will continue to operate the Rosewood, which he has been managing
for the landlord for the past several
months.
Outside Chicago, D. Callahan, who
recently
closed the Times,
South

New

Snaper Acquisition

and Krumgold, real estate
Hollywood, Sept. 28. Next Mon- brokers, have consummated the purday night the first "live" network chase of a long-term lease for the
show to originate in Holly- Palace Theatre, Netcong, N. J. for
Repeal dramatic
wood. "Hollywood Opening Night," David and Wilbur Snaper, circuit
Rep. Richard will be seen in New York on NBC- operators. Wilbur Snaper
is president

Rep. Favors Tax

—

Boston, Sept. 28.
B. Wigglesworth (R.,Mass.) in an
interview regarding the elimination
of the 20 per cent Federal admission
tax, stated, "I do not care to make

any

definite

commitment

at this

'4

will also be the first

time

but I am in favor of tax reduction.
I voted specifically for the elimination
or reduction of this tax when it was
last considered by Congress two years
ago."

Dual

TV. The show

dramatic show to originate from the
recently opened unit of NBC's studio
center in Burbank.

Poster' Premiere

"The Four Poster," Stanley Kramer
release,
Columbia
for
production
based upon Jan de Hartog's Broad-

Falkner's Liberty Theatre, Bernards-

"The Magic Box," the new Robert
Donat color by Technicolor feature,

Address by Novins

will be distributed nationally
Fine Arts Films. It is an

president of the Sentry Lodge
of B'nai B'rith of Brookline, Mass.,
disclosed here that
Louis Novins,
executive
secretary
of
Paramount
Pictures, New York will be the principal
speaker at a meeting to be held
at the Temple Sinai in Brookline on
Monday evening Oct. 6. Novins will
speak on "B'nai B'rith and What
it is
Doing in the World."

Mayer-Edward Kingsley
Fine Arts

is

release.

also the national dis-

and starring Rex Harrison
and Lilli Palmer, will have a dual
world premier on Wednesday, Oct.
15, at the Victoria and Sutton theatres

two other Mayer-Kingsley
"Brandy for the Parson,"
which recently completed its American
premiere at the Park Ave. Theatre,
and Jean Cocteau's "The Strange

here.

Ones."

way

play,

of national Allied States Association.
The 800-seat house was acquired from
Fred Falkner, veteran exhibitor, who
is
retiring to Florida.
The same
brokers also recently disposed of

Fine Arts Gets 3rd
Mayer -King sley Film
through
Arthur

tributor of
releases,

A NUMBER

.

.

RAY GALLO
of

theatre operators

throughout the country are taking advantage of a new odorless paint
which enables them to carry out interior decoration jobs
without the
usual interruptions in business or discomfort to patrons.
The paint is a
product of the Keystone Paint and
Varnish Corp. of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Through experimentation, under the
leadership of Douglas C. Arnold, Keystone's president, a process was found
for boiling the odor out of the oil
used in the manufacture of oil-base

Then a thinner, which has
the benefits of turpentine but none of
its odor was developed.
The paints
are available in flat, semi-gloss, gloss,
enamel, floor paint and varnish. Theatres which have already used it include the Paris in New York, the
Crown and the Lincoln in New Haven
and the Fine Arts in Westport, Conn.
Changes in its industrial vacuum
paints.

amel. The electric
long and the hose

cable
l
\ />
10 feet long.

diameter and

is

35 feet
inches in

is

•
Prestoseal Manufacturing Corp. of
Island City, N. Y., has modified

Long

well-known splicer used in many
motion picture studios and exchanges
to the speedy, permanent splicing of
film in theatre projection rooms. The
its

principle

of

the

"Presto-Splicer

Model" (see photo below)

a

is

Pro
com-

Bend, Ind., reopened the Hebron, bination of controlled heat and presHebron, 111. Jack Butler is enlarging sure, applied in precise, automatically
It is designed
his Ski-Way Drive-in, Danville, 111., controlled time cycles.
to splice either 35 or 16 mm. film
from a 900 to a 1,200 car capacity.
without scraping or using cement. Dimensions are height, 9 inches width,

Berk

—

with

.

next Monday night as the
seven premieres at the Little
Carnegie Theatre during "Salute to
Model VA20 have been announced by
Italian Films Week," Oct. 6-12.
the Holt Manufacturing Co. of OakProceeds of each evening's showing,
land, Cal., and Newark, N. J. They
with the exception of the first one,
include a 60-inch water lift and abilwill be shared equally by the Ameriity to handle both wet and dry pickcan Theatre Wing and the Variety
up without changing the bag.
The
Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospivacuum has a IS-gallon tank of heavytal at Saranac Lake.
gauge metal with the inside rust and
corrosion-proofed
with
rubber ensented

first of

A The

Twentieth
Century - Fox's
"The
Stars and Stripes Forever" will be the
Christmas attraction from the company, it was announced here by Al
(Continued- from page 1)
Lichtman, director of distribution.
fight, which drew an estimated 120,Scheduled for a world premiere in
000 fight fans in TV-equipped thea- Washington, scene of Sousa's triumphs
tres, as the "latest instance of how as head of the United States Marine
top-flight events are being denied the Band, plans are now afoot to launch
country's 18,0000,000 TV set owners the picture in various military posts
under the present program-sponsored over the country where Sousa was
system.
stationed during his lifetime.

World

Large French, German and Italian
were said to be particularly

state Theatres, Boston.
Reports to drive chairman Joseph
R. Vogel indicate that in many theatres where the collection-boxes are
already at work, donations are coming
in much faster than anticipated.

it

Equipment

period.
circuits

The distribution attorneys' efforts
last
week to compile suggested
changes and

delayed payments are having a serious effect on the overall remittance
picture. In other words, the amount
of business done in any one of the
three countries in a given period can
show up considerably greater than
sums held for remittance covering the

theatres to receive the collection-boxes
for placement on candy stands are
Lazar Theatres, Buffalo, with 16 theOneida,
Circuit,
atres
the Kallet
N. Y., with 28 theatres Walter Reade
Theatres in New Jersey, and Inter;

THEATRE

In the

in lists of their

;

^HHHMWMi

(Continued- from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
ceptable

29, 1952

ville,

N.

J.

Boston, Sept.
ski,

28.

— Samuel

Pinan-

:

;

weight, 17 pounds.
The splicer plugs into a standard 120volt outlet and is provided with a cur11J4;

length,

rent control.

17;

;
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New West rex

FCC Okays

More

3

Video Stations

Licensees
Nine new motion picture recording
and disk licensee agreements with
studios in the United States, France,
Brazil, India, and Formosa have been
signed during the last four months
by Westrex Corp., according to E. S.
and general
vice-president
Gregg,
manager.
The studios which will install the
equipment are Seaboard Studios, Inc.,
New York Glenn Sound Co., Hollywood Photo-Magnetic Sound Studios,
Inc., New York Les Productions Fox
Europa S.A.F., Paris; Cinematografica Maristela, S.A., Sao Paulo
M. & T. Films, Bombay; S.A. du
Casino Royan, Paris, and Film Studios
of Taiwan Information Department,
Hughes
Taipei, Taiwan (Formosa).
:

;

;

;

Sound Films, Denver,

is

—

The FedSept. 28.
Communications Commission has

Washington,
eral

the

new

disk

recording licensee.

authorized the construction

of

commercial television

additional

Three Broder 40 Productions in
Work on the Coast
Units to Coast
—
Hollywood,

three
sta-

tions.

They were for the Winnebago TeleRoanoke
vision Corp., Rockford, 111.
Broadcasting Corp., Roanoke, Va.,
and the Mississippi Publishers Corp.,
;

Jackson, Miss.
In addition the FCC also set for
hearing the application of Greater
Rockford Television, Inc., applying
for channel 13 at Rockford along
Inc.
Rockford Broadcasting,
with
Milwaukee exhibitor L. F. Gran has
a 14 per cent interest in Greater
Rockford.

Women's
SMPTE Program
— A White
Washington, Sept.

Sept.

28.

— The

book-

keeping, auditing and advertising display departments of Realart Pictures
and Jack Broder Productions, Inc,
have been transferred from New York
to the headquarters here of Broder
at General Service Studios.
Hereafter,
of
direct
supervision
these departments will be handled by

Jack Broder and his vice-president,
Herman Cohen. Helene Hayhurst has
been appointed office manager, to head
an augmented auditing staff. James
Nicholson will be in charge of advertising display and press books.
The sales and print departments
of both Realart and Broder Productions will

Interesting

5

still

be maintained in

Mexico Appears to
Be Underseated
Mexico City, Sept. 28. — Less than
one-third of Mexico's nearly 26,000,000
35-mm.
regular
have
inhabitants
cinema service, it is revealed by govMexico has 1,164
ernment figures.
communities that have one or more
regularly functioning theatres. These
places have a total population of

The
8,000,000.
count of theatres

latest

government

2,021 with a total
They
of 1,500,000.

is

seating capacity
represent a $49,700,000 investment.
There are 130 regular theatres here,
Some 1,700 theatres
seating 220,000.
throughout Mexico exhibit only 16-

mm.

pictures.

Mexico Will Have
Color by Gevaert

—

Mexico City, Sept. 28.
Regular
production of color pictures in Mexico
will be a fact in mid-December, announces Mauricio de la Serna, producer, who has contracted for the
Gevaert process. Belgian technicians
are teaching Mexicans to film and develop the color. De la Serna will operate independently and will provide
various studios with the process.

Fete Film to Azteca
Hollywood,

Sept. 28.

— "The

SMPTE

women on Wednesday

noon, Oct. 8. On Thursday the group
will lunch at the Columbia Country
Club and in the evening they will be
the guests of Mrs. Eric Johnston and

president
Lee Fein.

Mexico's sole film enrecent Venice International Film Festival, has been acquired for United States distribution
by Azteca Films, Inc., it was announced by Ruben Calderon, president.
Rights to the production include both theatrical and television
of Soledad,"
trant in the

exhibition.

—

TV

Digest, local television weekly, as
a contributing columnist and editorial
consultant. Cohen will continue on the
morning newspaper in the same post
he has held for the last 25 years.

'Plymouth' Opens Nov. 24

New Unit for Churubusco
Mexico City, Sept.
— The
28.

Churubusco studio here

M-G-M
niversary

Day"

at

will observe the
of
"Mayflower

332nd an-

Compact
Plymouth, Mass., on Nov.

arranging 24 with the world premiere of "Plyfor installation of the magnetic rib- mouth Adventure" at the Old Colony
bon sound system. This will be the Theatre. The film was produced by
system's introduction to Mexico. Dore Schary.
Churubusco expects to have the system ready early in October.
is

Drive-in at Atomic Site

'Matador' for Ferrer

—

London, Sept. 28. Actor-producer
Jose Ferrer will leave here Oct. 7 by
plane for New York where he will
confer with Barnaby Conrad, author
of "Matador," which will be filmed
by John Huston Productions in Spain
next spring with Ferrer as star.

of

40

pictures

in

"The Red Beret"
Started were
(Warwick), Columbia; "A Woman Is
:

(Exclusive

Trouble"
release)

Films

— Lippert

and "The Tall Texan" (T.

;

Frank Woods

—

inLippert release )
dependent "Little Boy Lost," Paramount "Blaze of Glory," 20th Century-Fox "Thunder Bay," Universal,

;

;

;

International.

Completed were: "Siren of Bagdad"
of
"Valley
Columbia;
(Esskay),
Missing Men" and "The Sun Shines
Bright," Republic; 'Come on Texas,"
Brothers.

Red Cross Radio
"Errand

Red Cross

In Ohio Cities
Columbus,

O.,

Sept.

28.

— All

but

one major Ohio city having the three
per cent admission tax reported drops
in

months
1952 compared with the same period
1951.
Only Cincinnati reported a
collections in the first six

of
in
gain,

of $3,346,

in

collections for all

:

in TV-Digest Post

total

Series Available

Tax Revenue Drops

More

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28, Harold V.
Cohen, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette dramafilm critic and columnist, is joining

a

for

New Warner

the supervision of viceCarroll Puciato and Miss

amusements.
Mrs. Joyce O'Hara at an Academia
Akron had the biggest decline, 14.4
showing.
On Friday afternoon Am- per cent, Canton was next with 9.3
bassador Politis will receive the wives per cent, Youngstown had
4.7 per cent,
at the Greek Embassy.
and Columbus, 2.4 per cent. PercentCo-chairmen of the SMPTE wives ages for Cleveland and Cincinnati
are
program are Mrs. Nathan Golden and not available.
Ten Ohio cities have
Mrs. Joseph Aiken.
repealed the tax during the past few
years.
They are Dayton, Bellefontaine,
Bluffton,
Bucyrus,
Fostoria,
Party for Salzburg
Perrysburg,
Plymouth, St.
A party was held here at the week- Forest,
Bernard and Shelby.
end for J. Milton Salzburg, president
of Pictorial Films, Inc. and of Cornell
Film Co., who will leave for Europe 3
'Ivanhoe' Dates
tomorrow on the 5.5". Queen Elizabeth.
Three
additional
theatres
have
The following attended Jack Rosner, scheduled premieres for M-G-M's
David B. Dash, Andy Anderson, Sam "Ivanhoe."
In Denver, the RKO
Krumholz, Jack Trop, Dave Home, Orpheum will open the film on WedJesse Fishell,
Sid Russell. Milton nesday, in Salt Lake City, the Villa
Mendelwager, Morton P. Weiss, David will start showing the picture on FriFisher, Larry Salzman. Edward Kalt- day, and in Chicago, the Oriental will
tnan. Bob Crane, Dave Bader and Mrs. open with it on Oct. 9.
These showSalzburg.
ings supplement the 35 previously announced for Loew's and other situa-

Cohen
Shawl

after-

points

work. Six new pictures were started
and four finished.

York under

28.

reception by Mrs. Truman will
highlight the program for wives of
members attending the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers convention here next week.
Mrs. Truman will meet with the

House

Hollywood, Sept. 28. The producchart shows an increase of two

tion

tions.

N.Y. State Sues Circuit
Albany, N. Y., Sept.
York State has charged

28.

the

— New
Fabian

subsidiary Fast Theatres, Inc., with
negligence and trespass in a Supreme
Court action for $9,976, the roof
repair cost of the State Armory,
damaged in the November 1950 hurricane when a wall fragment from
the adjacent ruins of the old motion
picture theatre, Hermanus Bleecker
Hall, was blown on it. The defendant,
through Schwartz & Frohlich, New
York claims it was "an act of God."
1

'

German Films

—

in Ontario

Toronto, Sept. 28. All-German and
all-Soviet film programs are~reportedly making headway in Ontario thea-

of

Mercy," the American

radio series,
starring top Hollywood talent, is now
available to local stations as a public
service feature in a new issue of 26

transcribed

programs.
Each program, states the Red Cross,
is a dramatization of a human interest story, based on facts from Red
Cross files. Stories cover national and
community activities such as blood
donor recruitment, first aid, disaster
relief,
nursing, and services to the
Armed Forces and veterans.

Stein to Preside at

Canadian Meeting
Toronto, Sept. 28. — Morris Stein,
Eastern division manager of Famous
Players-Canadian Corp., will preside
at the convention Oct. 27 at Ottawa
of the National Committee of Motion
Picture Exhibitors Associations, of
which he is national chairman. At a
directors' meeting of the association,
Stein and H. C. D. Main of Sutton,
Ont, both former presidents, were

named delegates

for the Ointario unit.

New

Production
Center for Canada

—

Ottawa, Sept. 28. Due to a predicted steel supply improvement here,
a probable start may be made next
year on the construction in St. Laurent-near Montreal of a $5,000,000
film production center and headquarters for the National Film Board of
Canada. Present board activities are
carried on in several locations.

MacCunn
In New FP-C Posts
Roberts,

—

Toronto, Sept. 28. Famous Players-Canadian Corp. has named Harold
E. Roberts manager of its real estate
department, succeeding Angus MacCunn, who has been appointed secretary of the company.

2

More Houses Reopen

Baltimore, Sept. 28.—The Allied
Columbus, O., Sept. 28. Lee Hof- tres. The Odeon Savoy at Hamilton of Maryland statement that attendance
heimer and Al Sugarman of H. and presented a German bill comprising is showing improvement, appears to
S. Theatres here are. the first Central "Gruen 1st die Heide" and "Drei Aus be furthered by the fact that two
Ohio theatremen to announce plans Einem Wurf," with a special adult subsequent-run houses here are openfor drive-in construction near the site price of 70 cents. At the Studio Thea- ing. William G. Myers is turning-on
the
government's
of
billion-dollar tre here a Soviet program was pre- the lights at his Echo Theatre while
atomic energy plant in Pike County. sented, including the Canadian pre- the Overlea also is reopening, after
They plan to build a drive-in on Route miere of "Bountiful Summer" and a being closed all summer, with Louis
revival of "Alexander Nevsky."
Resnick as managing director.
23 at Waverly.

—

;
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Motion Picture Daily Feature Reviews
The

Men

Lustii

it

(WM-Krasrta-RKO Radio)

Hollywood, Sept. 28
referred to in the title of this sprawling, drawling
LUSTY
and sometimes brawling production by the show-wise and sure-handled
Jerry W'ald are the men who earn their living and often their dying in the

THE

Horizons West
'mversal-InternoJional)

Hollywood, Sept. 28
innocuous title the experienced and always expert
Albert J. Cohen has put together an adult Western in the sparse "Outlaw," "Duel in the Sun" category that has made exhibitors so much money
and cost them so much family patronage. This one, a bit more temperate
than those in some respects but equally violative, of the Autry-Rogers-Boyd
screen tradition that family folk have been trained by repetition to regard as
standard for Westerns, figures to make the same kind of money if similarly
exploited, and to cost somewhat less family patronage, although some.
From
this point of view, the attraction looks like an easy money-maker for the
houses that don't cultivate, family trade, and a policy problem for those
(

MEN

I

rodeo business. The men chiefly concerned in this straight-line screenplay
by Horace McCoy and David Dortort (from a story by Claude Stanish) are
Robert Mitchum, Arthur Kennedy, Frank Faylen and Arthur Hunnicutt, and
the woman with whom the first two of these lusty men are principally
concerned is Susan Hayward, who doesn't like rodeo-ing but is stuck with
it.
Nice billing material.
Director Nicholas Ray seems to have paced the unfolding of his story to
the slow and ambling gait of the former rodeo champion played by Mitchum,
save for the frequent furious passages in which the rodeo animals galvanize
the action on their own volition. The contrast between the plodding progress

l

I

NDER

the

above

that do.

The people principally involved in the story are Robert Ryan, Rock Hudson,
Raymond Burr, Julia Adams, James Arness and Judith Braun, who turn in

and the lightning action; of the broncs, steers and Brahma bulls
dramatically effective throughout what could have been an overlong 112
minutes otherwise.
The commercial possibilities of the picture are not readily determinable.
The names obviously promise a solid opening. The box-office import of the'
fact that the picture deals exclusively (also intimately, informatively and
extremely well) with the rodeo institution and rodeo people is open to
question save in localities where predilection for that subject is known to
prevail. Neither is it a simple matter to determine in advance whether the
tremendous amount of expert riding, roping, bulldogging and so on in the
picture is going to prove as profitable in the theatre as in the rodeo arena,
especially under a title that doesn't state clearly what the picture's about.
In short, Mitchum plays a former rodeo champion whom Kennedy, the,
young, cowhand husband of Miss Hayward, persuades to teach him the rodeo
business and manage him in it on a 50-50 basis.
Kennedy becomes so
successful as a rodeo performer that he refuses to retire and buy a ranch, as
his wife and he intended in the beginning, and determines to go Oh with
his hazardous career.
Mitchum, following a differene with Kennedy, tells
Miss Hayward of his love for her, but she says she's still in love with
nobody but her husband. Next day Mitchum, who hasn't competed in rodeo
since making the deal to manage Kennedy, gets himself killed in the arena,
and Kennedy heeds his wife's wishes about retiring to the relative safety
of ranching.
Running time; 112 minutes.. General audience classification. For October
release.
William R. Weaver
of the people

strong, steady performances under the competent and sometimes remarkably
The story and screenplay are by Louis
adroit direction of Budd Boefticher.
Stevens, a good man with a line of dialogue and obviously a staunch foe of
formula. Charles P. Boyle directed the photography, with William Fritsche
as Technicolor consultant, and you wouldn't ask to see finer shots of Texas
terrain, streams, saloons, driven cattle, grazing sheep and good-looking
women. Mighty purty.
The principal role is played by Ryan, a Texan fresh back from the war
between the states, who finds the old home ranch too dull and unrewarding
He
for his taste and sets out to get big money fast by any feasible means.
gets it, by all the means commonly employed by the heavies in Westerns,
and with it the opposition of the good people of the community (Austin)
including his own family. Killed off in the course of his rise to power are
Burr, an equally evil but wealthier man whose, wife loves Ryan at sight,
and a civic officer who decides to make a Federal case, of Ryan and his gang,
Finally, of course, Ryan gets killed, too, but for no
plus numerous others.
more clearly established reason than being a split second late On the draw.
It brings the picture to a close, but hardly to a conclusion, which small
differentiation so often divides the stories from the tales, the successes from

is

the also-rans.
Running time,

80 minutes.

Adult audience

classification.
.'

release.

i

Willie

Apache War Smoke

R.

Weaver

and Joe Back at the Front

(Universal-International)

A

For October

.

W.

Hollywood, Sept. 28

-

SERVICEABLE COMEDY,

based on the two Bill Mauldih "G.I."
{Metro-Go ldwy>i-M ayer)
characters,, has been fashioned] by Universal under the able direction
of humor, farce; sophistication and "corn," of George Sherman. Tom Ewell as joe and Harvey Lemback as Willie are
this Hayes Goefz productioil is ai Western in format.
Its content, howin enough amusing situations to please most every audience.
ever, elevates to high moments of tenderness and humor an absolute rascal,
Willie and Joe find themselves back not only in uniform, due to having
and other choice rascals, and is therefore unsuitable for youngsters whose signed up for inactive reserve, but in Tokyo and in assorted troubles, in
parents have been teaching them the difference between right and. wrong.
this script by Lou Brewlow, Don AlcGuire and Oscar Brodney. First gales
The story by jerry- Davis has Gilbert Roland enact a Mexican bad man, of laughter greet their attempts to ''goldbrick'- out of service by feigning
beloved by women, including those with husbands, and the father of numerous physical infirmity, and from then on the burble of pleased .customers- is
and often unknown .progeny.. ...'One. of. these is Robert Horton, the upright and virtually unbroken. Scenes in a Tokyo bath house are uproarious as is the
dedicated keeper of the Wells Fargo way "station. It is the latter's bad luck scene when the pair receives the commanding general's personal aid over
that a gold cargo shepherded by company official Gene Ldckhart arrives at the. protests of all officers, in Order to trap smugglers. The script is constantly
same time as Roland; and that the Apaches are looking for a white man who! a laugh producer to the finish.
did them wrong'. Roland captivates the- women as usual; and even while disLeOnard Goldstein produced. Others rin the cast include Mari Blanchard
armed keeps trying' to get the gold.; -. Continued Apache attacks begin to and Barry Kelley.
decimate the little fort and the men are for throwing Roland to the Apaches.
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. For October
''"*•
* r.'~
Horton has to make his difficult choice: to drive his bad but charming killer-! release.r:
*<ifi ST ri* a-i *
father to death, or continue fighting.
He chooses the latter. And Roland
resolves the problem
he discovers the actual white man the Apaches ate
seeking, 'and by strategy sends him out from the fort! The Apaches kill him.
ThisTeaves peace,- and the. various romantic complications which have ensued
;
:
.'':
^
;
become straightened. Horton is left with a good' 'girl, the bad girl leaves with; (RKO Radio)
in black-and-white is the
Lockhart, and Roland leaves after them.
factor in this interesting feature that has a wide range of .appeal for
Roland rides off after the stagecoach and the gold, and those who watch'
him leave are fairly certain he'll get the gold, because; the boy who drives the: various audiences. For the action-minded there are close-ups of a moray eel
stabbing; a conflict with a manta ray, and a crew member riding a whale
coach also is- his 'sO'n.
experiment conducted by expedition
portrayal
of
bad
man
subtle
Roland's
the
is good and
comedy and the tense! shark. It features an impressive scientific
Which
is shown that fish ignore all sounds of civilization
in
Harts
Hass
head
moments of gunplay and Apache attack! k^ep tjie [Western- pace. Glenda Farrell's
strongly attracted by the steady waltz beat of Strauss'
partras a gambling woman who carries!two six-shooters with her and welcomes! including jazz but are
Other underwater footage includes coral formations
Danube."
Blue
"The
Roland as a fellow adventurer,., is in character.
and many types of fish. Attractive Lottie BerLshows to distinct advantage
Davis' screenplay is based upon a story by Ernest Raycox. Harold Kress
above and' below water in various form-revealing bathing suits.
directed. In supporting roles.iare Barbara Ruick; Henry Morgan, Patricia
Les Tremayne speaks the narration that explains all the pantomime action
Tiernan, Hank Worden, and others,
of the film which has a. suggestion of a story-line. The tale concerns the
Adult audience classification.
Running time, 67 minutes.
Release date,! expedition by Hass and. the major conflict seems to be whether expedition
',
-.
Oct. 17.
!:
.,
secretary Miss Berl can succeed in replacing the photographer who is sidelined by illness, Details about obtaining proper equipment, using a special
oxygen respirator, seeing the architectural ruins of Port Sudan, and finding
the underwater remains of an old slave ship help maintain, interest. The
Mexico City, Sept. 28.— The trade's tailor-made climax occurs when Miss Berl is knocked unconscious by a
The opening title, "L. Barry Bernard presents," on Manor Films' Own bank, the semi-official Banco manta ray with a 22-foot wingspread. While everyone's oxygen supply is
"The French Way," marks, the entry Nacional Cinematografico, S. A., pub- running low, she is spotted and saved by Dr. Hass, who later marries her.
Other members of the crew who contribute to the proceedings are Gerald
into the foreign-film importation field; lishing its balance sheet as of Aug.i
Weidler, Leo Rohrer, Edward AVawrowetz,, Alfonso. Hochhauser and
of the veteran art-house publicist. .31, for the first time in a long while,
Bernard was for several years asso- reports loans, credits and discounts Mahmoud Amir.
Running, time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. For October
ciated with Herbert Rqsener Theatres of only $1,290,375.25 and $1,970,000
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SHERWIN KANE
HE OPTIMISM and confidence
was restored

that

summer when

try last

YORK,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

U.S.A.,

Industry, A.T.

&

29,

T. Officials

Meet Tomorrow on Costs

to the indusit

was dem-

—

Washington,

onstrated that good pictures have
not lost their power to draw the
public away from TV's peep shows
and other competing forms of entertainment and recreation has been
disturbed from time to time in the
past three months by the question:

Theatre television attorneys and engineers
Sept. 28.
meet here Tuesday with representatives of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., in an effort to obtain from A. T. and T. cost information on theatre television transmission.
The meeting was suggested last
week by A. T. & T. after a series
of letters from James Fly, Vincent
Johnston Visit to
Welch and Marcus Cohn attorneys

"Will

who

last?"
TV's best attractions are off the
air now, the quizzical reminded.
What will happen when they reit

turn? Or: It's an unusually hot
and humid summer. People are going to air-conditioned theatres for
Will they continue to go
relief.
next autumn?
The answers are coming in now.
TV's top attractions are back, for
the most part. Summer is past.

And

the nation's box offices
are thriving.
For those who still are not completely convinced, last week's news
columns offered reassurance for the
future from two of the industry's
top showmen, Samuel Goklwyn and
still

will

—

atre

Communications Commission

—

failed to elicit the required facts
figures from A. T. & T.

had
and

When

speaking of today, but of the days
to come.

company suggested

the meeting it said
that a recent change in the specifications made by the three attorneys

& T. to make a
"speculative" forecast of the charges
for transmission.
The meeting will take place at the
Motion Picture Association of America headquarters here.
Representing
will be Welch, Fly, Andrew
might enable A. T.

Inglis

and

Ed

are going millions of his own
money, as they have gone into
"Andersen" and other Goldwyn
pictures.

The

Goldwyn

holds,

industry's future,
secure. Television has been a challenge, he says,
but that challenge has been met.
Balaban returned to New York
is

from Hollywood, where he looked
into the industry's future, not in a
crystal ball but on a screen which

held a goodly slice of its yet to
be released product. Not a man to
make glib predictions, Balaban nevertheless

left

Hollywood

so

filled

with enthusiasm by what he had
seen, he was impelled to share the
good news with the industry.
His conclusion
that the improvement in business not only will
be maintained but will be increased.
That view, he reported, is shared
by other executives.
The Goldwyn and Balaban state:

(Continued on page 3)

decided.

Johnston was due to fly
East from the Coast over the
weekend.

Cohn and
represent the Na-

Cooper.

Stuart Bailey will
Exhibitors Theatre Television
Committee. From A. T. & T. will be
general counsel Ernest D. North and
top-level company engineers.
tional

Chicago, Sept.

28.

Plans Skiatron Test

Every

Monogram Pictures vice-president,
told company distribution and executive personnel in a closing session
at the weekend of the convention of
Monogram-Allied Artists that he felt
there would be a healthy level of
theatre attendance during the months
ahead. Branton said, "I don't think
that the alarmists in our industry
need look any further for assurance
than to the program of expansion
Allied Artists is making in its quality
(Continued on page 4)

French, German, Italian
Exhibitors Not Paying

A

particularly acute, heretofore
unpublicized problem for American
distributors has affected the sale of
product in France, Germany and
Italy.
Film export officials here reported at the weekend that they are
becoming increasingly concerned that
exhibitors in those countries in large
numbers are not paying for pictures
sold to

them on

credit.

This withholding of payments
by French, German and Italian
theatres and circuits was described as widespread and represents
a
"staggering" outstanding sum for the American
distribution industry.

been recommended to the
Picture Export Association
board that it study the problem of
overdue accounts in Europe.
The
meeting here last week reviewed the situation and agreed that
(Continued on page 4)
It

effort will be

Too

has

projected

MPEA

made

to extend
subscription
home television test to Philadelphia,
Arthur Levey, Skiatron president, said
here at the weekend.
The company recently announced
that it is preparing an application
to the Federal Communications Commission for authorization to launch
a 90-day test in the New York Metropolitan area among 300 families.
Levey said the company now contemplates the inclusion of Philadelphia
in the application provided suitable
the

—Ralph Branton,

Companies Hit
By European
Credit 'Mess'

Motion

Healthier Box-office In Philadelphia,

Goldwyn used a

would be his last.
Not so, he said. Even now he
is working on "No. 89."
Into it

meeting here Thursday with
company presidents and foreign managers the date of his
departure for Paris will be

MPAA

Seen by Branton
press conference
to lay at rest reports that his forthcoming "Hans Christian Andersen," his 88th production since
becoming an independent producer,

president, is virtually certain to go to France for further film pact talks before he
undertakes visits to any other
countries, it was indicated
here at the weekend. At his

the

They were not

Barney Balaban.

France in Offing
Eric A. Johnston, MPAA

present the industry's thetelevision case to the Federal

will

TEN CENTS

1952

Skiatron

arrangements can be made.
Levey cited the Walcott-Marciano

Business Up, Fox
Reopens Theatres
Milwaukee,

Sept.

28.

— The

Fox-

Wisconsin Amusement Corp. has reopened three of the four theatres
which it closed for the summer, as
a result of increased business. The
three are the State, Venetian and
Riviera, Harold J. Fitzgerald, president, disclosed.

(Continued on page 4)

Mull Weekly Fight
N. Dakota Oil Find
Lures Neb. Showmen

—

Sept.
28.
Minneapolis,
Newly-discovered oil in North
Dakota, with its consequent
rise in the economic level, has

lured numerous Nebraska exhibitors into that state.
There have been theatre
purchases in the cities of Bismark and Valley City and
Nebraska theatremen are eyeing expansion in the oil fields
through Williston and Wolf
Point and at Kalispel, in

Montana.

Presidents Put Off
Arbitration Confab
Because distribution attorneys who
have been working on suggested
amendments to the much-abused industry arbitration draft have not completed their work and do not expect
to complete it for several more days,

company

presidents will not discuss
subject of arbitration at their

the

scheduled meeting here on Thursday,
it

was indicated at the weekend.
was pointed out that the lawyers

ft

are
in

attempting-

such a

way

to amend the draft
that it could be ac-

(Continued on page 4)

Theatre Telecasts
Many theatremen,
wake
of the

in the
of the box-office success

Walcott-Marciano bout,

are thinking in terms of telecasting a boxing match every
week.
It was
further disclosed
that the International Boxing

Club had been approached on
the subject a number of
times.
However, an IBC
spokesman said that its commitments for the current year
are with home TV and nothing would probably be decided now.

:
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Newsreel

Personal
Mention
NED

E.

Distributors Will Present Product at
A Meet Tomorrow
Kansas City

KMT

RKO

Radio
due here from the

DEPINET,

president,
Coast today.

is

•

who

Lynch,

Edgar

has

retired

after 27 years with Warner Theatres,
plans to make his home in California.
His last post was as manager of the

Commodore

Theatre,

Hull

Derby,

Conn.
•
F. Shaw of Loew's PoliEngland Theatres, and Morton

Harry

New
Katz

Connecticut

of

Theatres,

have

to head the theatre solicitation teams for the October United

been

named

Fund-Red Cross drive

in

New

Haven.

Kansas City, Sept. 28— Each of a dozen distribution offices in
Kansas City's film row will present product at the 34th annual
convention of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association Tuesday
and Wednesday at the Hotel President.
The branch managers and staffs will have 20 minutes to demonstrate how they would exploit their picture if they were exhibitors.
The discussion parts of the two-day convention will take up
theatre television, showmanship, public relations, and Theatre
Owners of America activities, the latter including a report on the
recent convention.
Guest speakers will include Pat McGee, and Alfred Starr,
recently elected president of TOA.
The business session, with C. E. Cook, president, presiding, will
be held Wednesday morning. The convention opens at 1:30 P.M.
Tuesday. R. R. Biechele, veteran exhibitor and long a respected
and valuable worker in local and national film organizations, will
be honored at the testimonial dinner phase of the banquet where
Starr will be the speaker.

•

Leon

J.

Bamberger,

RKO

Radio

promotion manager, is scheduled
the annual convention of the
address
to
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois, Oct. 6-7, at the
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
•
Charles J. School, office manager
of the M-G-M Boston branch, has
been named chairman of the distribusales

MPTO

Kodak Promotes Wald Decries Cuts in
Exploitation Crews

Johnson, Grauel

—

A.
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 28.
Dexter Johnson and Edwin L. Grauel
were appointed assistant directors of
advertising at Eastman Kodak by dition division of the film industry in rector of advertising W. B. Potter and
that city for the 1952 Salvation Army associate director L. H. Bartlett.
fund drive.
Johnson has handled the company's
•
display advertising and was in charge
Arthur Canton, Eastern M-G-M of all merchandising operations of the
press representative, is in Toronto advertising department.
Grauel has
pinch hitting for Dewey Bloom, who
advertising dibeen the assistant to

is

in a hospital.

•

M.

L.
is

to H. M.
exhibitor relations
at his desk today

Simons, assistant

M-G-M

Richey,
head,

due back

rector Potter, and was business manager of the advertising department in
charge of budget, planning, scheduling,
accounting, cost control, media buying
and other business operations.

after a brief illness.

•

Strickling, M-G-M studio
publicity head, is due here today from

Howard

the Coast.

•

George A. Hickey,

M-G-M

$10,000 for Fight
Film at Brockton
Boston, Sept. 28. —A big estimated

West- $10,000

—

San Antonio, Sept. 28. Declaring
that heavier field exploitation is one
of Hollywoods greatest needs in film
marketing, producer Jerry Wald addressed 50 exhibitors and
Radio
exchange men at a meeting here as

RKO

part of the advance campaign for
the world premiere in Dallas of "The

Lusty Men."

Wald, who

is

making a week's tour

of Texas cities with Milton Pickman,
vice-president of Wald-Krasna Productions,
those
distributing
scored
companies which have cut field exploitation staffs, calling such moves
"false economy."
"There is no question but that the
reduction of personnnel in the field
deprives the industry's selling mechanism of able men whose obligation
and responsibility is to provide new
methods,
explore
new
advertising
channels, break new ground and maintain aggressive sales measures as a
live, moving force in the business end
of show business," Wald said.
"My own belief in the value of
so strong that
field exploitation is
for 'The Lusty Men' alone 10 additional exploiteers will be dispatched
throughout the county >to buttress
RKO's regular field force," he concluded.

is seen for the Brockton Theaern sales manager, will arrive back on tre at Brockton, Mass., the home town
the Coast today from New York.
of heavyweight champion Rocky Mar•
ciano, from the opening of RKO
Granada Radio's fight film on Wednesday
Sidney Bernstein of
Theatres, London, has returned to En- through the weekend.
gland from New York.
•
Oriental Books Fight Film
Sol Shapiro, Hollywood agent, flew
Chicago, Sept. 28. The Walcottto London from here over the weekMarciano
heavyweight championship
end.
fight
film
was
booked for a one week's
•
at the
Morris Helprin of London Films exclusive Chicago first run
Oriental Theatre. The fight
to
downtown
of the U. S., left for England over the
telecast was a sell-out at four Chiweekend by plane.
cago theatres and a Hammond, In•
diana theatre. The film will be availDore Schary, M-G-M production
Robert
Montgomery has been
able to outlying theatres on Friday. chief who will arrive here this mornelected a director of R. H. Macy and
ing, blocked out details before he left
Co.
9 Los Angeles for a musical screen ver•
sion of "The Girl of the Golden
Allen Rainwater, United Artists
West." Arthur Freed will produce,
booker in Atlanta, has resigned to enin
with Alan J. Lerner assigned to the
ter business for himself.
Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" will screenplay.
•
have its French premiere in four Paris
The Belasco play has twice been the
Steve Davts of M-G-M's promotion theatres simultaneously, at the Maribasis for motion pictures, first in 1930
department, has become engaged to gnan, Normandie, Rex and Marivaux,
as a drama in which Ann Harding
Harriet Fein.
it
was announced by Arnold M. starred and again in 1938 as a film
Picker, United Artists foreign distri- musical with Jeanette MacDonald and
Starr to
Press
bution vice-president.
Nelson Eddy and music by Sigmund
The French premiere will follow by Romberg. Schary will spend about
Alfred Starr of Nashville, new
president of the Theatre Owners of a week or two the two-theatre Oct. four weeks in New York for conferAmerica, has scheduled an interview 23 American premiere in New York ences and advance plans on "Plymouth
with the trade press at TOA head- at the Astor Theatre and at the Trans- Adventure," his production which is
quarters here tomorrow.
Lux 60th St. Theatre.
slated to have its premiere on Nov. 24.

—

MGM

Film Musical

Of 'Golden West'

4-Theatre 'Limelight
Paris
Premiere

Meet
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Parade
iHE CLEAN BILL

of

health

Richard Nixon by Eisetihoiuer and the G.O.P. is given attention in current newsreels. Other pogiven-

reporting

litical

includes Stevenson's

Baltimore speech. Rounding out the
presentations are items about a rocket
experiment boxing, baseball, the Korean vjar and King Farouk. Full summaries follow:
,

MOVIETONE NEWS,

No. 78— Nixon to

stay on Republican ticket. Gov. Stevenson
speaks on taxes and controls. King' Farouk's lost treasure. Monkey and mice on
rocket ride. Greek Cross rites at Asbury
Park.

NEWS OF THE

DAY, No. 209— Nixon
and G.O.P. Stevenson in
Baltimore. New underseas volcano. Reds
driven from Korean hills. Mice and monkey
ride. Marciano, new heavyweight champ.
okayed by

Ike

PARAMOUNT NEWS,

No.

12— Nixon

vindicated, says Eisenhower. Truman greets
Indian film celebrities. Animals in experiment in outer space.

—

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 39-B Ike
meets Nixon. Animals travel in outer space.
Chaplin arrives in England. Eden meets
Tito. NATO troops on German maneuvers.
Treasures and trinkets in Farouk palaces.
UNIVERSAL NEWSy

No. S89— Politics
Space pioneers. Farouk's
palace. Marciano meets Walcott.
Rodeo.
Motorcycle hill climb.

and

Ike

Adlai.

WARNER PATHE

NEWS, No. 14—2,000
m.p.h. rocket ride. Inside Farouk's fabulous
palace. Ike and Nixon meet in Wheeling,
W. Va. Stevenson in Baltimore. Dodgers
win pennant. San Francisco fashions.

1,000

Key Dates

U-Fs

New

for

'Willie'

A

record saturation dating of 1.000
key and sub-key situations is slated for
Universal-International's "Willie and
Joe Back at the Front," during the
30-day period beginning Oct. 15, general sales manager Charles J. Feldman
discloses.

The film will receive the same advertising campaign given "Up Front."
with the first 588 dates during the first
two weeks of release being listed in
two-color, double-page advertisements
in the Oct. 18 issue of Collier's and
Oct. 21 Look Magazine.

Lesser Gets Rights

To

'Life of Jesus'

Hollywood,

—

Sept. 28.
World distribution rights to "The Life of Jesus,"

and 80-minute French

film composed
of paintings depicting incidents in
Jesus' life, have been acquired by Sol
Lesser. Judith Anderson will do the

English commentary.
The film will be the

first handled
by Le sser's new roadshow department.

New

Operators of Vogue

Chicago, Sept. 26.— Dick Felix and
Howard Lambert, head of advertising-publicity and film buyer for Essaness, respectively, have resigned in
order to operate the Vogue Theatre
as a "de luxe" house, starting on
Friday, Oct. 3.
The Vogue is no
longer an Essaness house. Essaness
district manager Charles Shapiro replaces Lambert and Felix's position
is

unfilled.
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Notables to Attend Cinerama Tradewise...

Texas Star Tours
Begin on Nov. 10
Dallas, Sept. 28.— Phil Isley,
chairman of the Texas Council of Motion Picture Organizations
"Movietime"
star
tours, reports that the tours
in Texas will begin on Nov. 10.

Serving on the committee
with Isley are Robert J.,
O'Donnell, Col. H. A. Cole,
William
O'Donnell,
R.
I.
Payne, Don Douglas, C. C.
Ezell and Paul Short.

Premiere Here Tomorrow
Governor Thomas E. Dewey of New
York, Governor Alfred E. Driscoll
of New Jersey and former President
Herbert Hoover are among the distinguished guests slated to attend the
world premiere of Cinerama at the
Broadway Theatre here tomorrow
evening.
Others invited include New York

Mayor
ren

Impellitteri,

Austin,

Kreisler,

Will Not

Ask Tour

Talent to Entertain

Richard
Richard

Ambassador War-

Deems

Fritz
Taylor,
Melton, Admiral
John Foster Dulles,

James
Byrd,

Rodgers and Oscar Ham-

David Sarnoff, Rosalind
merstein,
Russell, Jane Pickens, Clifton Fadiman, John Kieran, and others.
disclosed
Meanwhile,
that Cinerama has purchased a 52campaign
saturation
announcement
which will close on Oct. 7.

WCBS-TV

In reply to a suggestion by actor
Forrest Tucker that players on

"Movietime"

entertain
their
tours
national "Movietime" di-

audiences,
rector Robert J. O'Donnell and Holly-

wood chairman Marvin Schenck have
issued a statement here, iti which they
said that under "Movietime's" policy
regarding entertainment, "players may
entertain if they wish and if they have
a particular talent, such as singing or
dancing, but they are not asked to nor

are they expected to."

Would Be Unfair
The statement noted

Ernst Langemack, 69

—

Milwaukee,
69,

Horan a

WB Salesman
—

COMPO's

New

arguments for entertainment

COMPO

tours, asks or demands that
will act
adopt this policy,
upon it, but otherwise it will continue
to operate on what is a proven in-

creasingly successful formula."

(Continued from page 1)

ments should do much to instill
confidence throughout the industry
and dispel any last, lingering- doubts
whether the recent upturn will last.
• •

Harry Sherman Had
Planned New Firm DARLAYING

by branch manager Ralph Iannuzzi.

a $10,000 loan
through a punchboard business
into oil, cattle, television and now
controlling stock ownership of RKO
Pictures in a matter of seven years,
suggests that Ralph Stolkin, head
of the group which last week re*

Hollywood,

28— Harry

Sept.

Sher-

man, veteran producer who died here
at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital late
Thursday night at the age of 68,
had plans well underway for a new
distribution franchise organization.
The plans, which were disclosed
Sept. 8 from Chicago following a

meeting between Sherman and a group
of independent distributors, called for
the release of one picture per month.
One feature of the projected organization was that the distribution franchise
holders would own a part of the
company, in addition to having distribution rights in their territories.
Sherman operated a theatre circuit
in the Minneapolis area before turning to distribution and production.
He was associated with Pathe and
prior to his forming Harry

Ernst LanSept. 28.
former Milwaukee theatre operator, died on Sept. 20 at Green
M-G-M
Bay, Wis. Langemack operated the Sheman
Productions in 1935 to make
for
years.
Theatre
here
30
Colonial
the Hopalong Cassidy series. Among
He had left Milwaukee three years his productions were "Ramrod," "Four
ago because of illness. Surviving are Faces West," "Parson of Panamint"
a daughter, Mrs. Harrison Brace, of and "Buffalo Bill."
Grand Rapids, Mich., and a son, Dr.
William Langemack of Brillion.

gemack,

that "the Counof Motion Picture Organizations
feels that such a broad policy would
be unfair to many players whose
talents do not lend themselves to onBoston, Sept. 28.
George W.
off-the-cuff
entertainment.
the-spot,
wish and desire to Horan, at one time branch manager
It is
and a district manager for Warpresent the personaltities in their best here
ner Brothers, has returned to the
light before the public. If the Screen
company as a salesman for NorthActors Guild, after hearing Tucker's
England, it was disclosed
on the eastern
cil

COMPO

3

Mother

S. S. Krellberg's
Mrs. Leona Krellberg,

75,

in

his

makeup.

there will be no lack of
opportunity for him to exercise it
If

so,

freely

from now on.

Mutual-MGM Shows
Back on Air Tonight
WOR-Mutual's group of 10 M-G-M
produced programs will return as a
bloc to the Monday through Saturday
schedule tonight, it was announced
by Julius F. Seebach, Jr., MBS-WOR
vice-president in charge of programs.
Five of these shows "Woman of
the Year," "The Black Museum,"
"M-G-M Musical Comedy Theater,"
"Modern Adventures of Casanova"
aand "Adventures Of Maisie"
were
not heard during the summer. The
other five "Crime Does Not Pay,"
"Story of Dr. Kildare," "The Hardy
Family," "The Gracie Fields Show"
and "M-G-M Theater of the Air"—
have been broadcast on the
schedule weekly since their debut last

—

—

mother

of S. S. Krellberg, president of Principal Film Exchange here, died on

Friday.
Other survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Florence Elbern, and

Mrs. Mary
were held

placed Howard Hughes as owners
of the picture company, may have
more than a bit of showmanship

Funeral services
yesterday at Riverside

Phillips.

Funeral Parlor.

—

WOR

winter.

*

Dixie Papers Hit
D. of J.'s 16mm. Suit
—

New

Orleans, Sept. 28. The queswhether government officials or
courts of law are competent to say
when a motion picture has exhausted
theatrical value and should be
its
shown on television is raised in an
editorial in the New Orleans TimesPicayune and States, critical of the
government action to force the sale of

TO

tion

16mm.
The

the

RCA-equipped and

RCA

serviced theatres

that were so highly successful in presenting the televised heavyweight championship fight.
office

films to television.
editorial adds "Movies for the

smash

All 37

:

It

was

a

box-

hit.

RCA-equipped and

RCA

serviced theatres

most part have weathered the competiOnce
tion initially offered by TV.

reported excellent sight and sound performance and

used to video, many people feel that
the motion picture screen still has
something to offer that isn't available

enthusiastic audience reaction.

Howin the parlor."
concludes, you can't expect
them to pay admission to a theatre to
see a picture which will be available
on
free later on.

For the best shoiving

on the screen
ever,

—

it's

RCA

all

the

way

it

TV

Savannah

,

Ga.,

Sept.

28.

—

The

Savannah Morning News in commenting editorially on the government suit
to force the sale of 16mm. films to
expressed the opinion that
the government, "in its efforts to force
the movie industry to contribute to a
competitive program which is against
its own interests is striking at the very
heart of a system (free enterprise)
which has made this nation great."
television

Engineering Products Department

RCA Service Company,
A Radio Corporation

Radio Corporation of America

of

RCA

Theatre Equipment

Camden,

N. J.

America Subsidiary
Camden, N. J.

Inc.

:

Monday, September
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100 More Theatres
Join Rogers Drive

Credit 'Mess'

would have to be reached by the three
and other Arbitration Conference participants on an official,

than 100 additional theatres
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Connecticut, New Jersey,
Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland, Virginia
and New York have joined the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital collectioncan drive making 750 additional theaAmong the latest cirtres so far.

delayed payments are having a serious effect on the overall remittance
picture. In other words, the amount
of business done in any one of the
three countries in a given period can
show up considerably greater than
sums held for remittance covering the

amended

cuits

Arbitration
Owners

Theatre

the

to

of

America and Allied States Association. In due course, TOA and Allied

come up with their own
recommended changes, and agreement

arc likely to

principles

draft.

Would Like Changes

TOA

and

the distributors
indicated at their recent meeting in
Washington that they would like to
make changes in the draft. Abram
-Myers, Allied general counsel, who
sat in on the conference, indicated
that Allied too undoubtedly would
want to suggest changes, but that the

Bbth

R

Allied member units would have to
be polled in this connection.
The distribution attorneys' efforts

week

last

compile

to
fit

see an industrywide arbitration system
created.

Branton
(Continued from page 1)
film

of

output."

"Growing public awareness

of global

happenings," he added, "has opened
up a wider range of exploitable story

themes and intriguing location shots."

He pointed out that the exploitation
film has outgrown the old connotation of being a skimpily produced
film based wholly on a documentary
subject.
Headed by Steve Broidy, Hollywood, company president, the 200
executives, branch managers, salesmen
and bookers left over the weekend
to

return

their

to

which have sent

in lists of their

state Theatres, Boston.
Reports to drive chairman Joseph
R. Vogel indicate that in many thea-

owed.

;

New

where the collection-boxes are
already at work, donations are coming
in much faster than anticipated.
tres

offices.

Southern

Cal. Unit

Plaque to DeMille

—

Hollywood,

Cecil B. DeSept. 28.
Mille has received a special plaque
hailing him as "the greatest of all
showmen" from the Southern California Motion Picture Council.
At the same time, Paramount's "Just
for You" producer, Pat Duggan, and
director, Elliott Nugent, were given a
"gold seal" certificate of award by the
Council which selected the film as "a
picture of outstanding merit" for the
family.

is

not at
"that

all

the

far fetched,"

might have drawn a minimum
$10,000,000 on subscription
alone at a charge of no more than
$1 per family."
fight

TV

of

withdrawn and product withheld pending receipt of all or part of what is

One export official said that the
credit situation in the three countries

any

definite

commitment

at this

'Overcoat* Is First
Italian 'Salute* Film

Dual

'4

Poster' Premiere

"The Four Poster," Stanley Kramer
release,
for
Columbia
production
based upon Jan de Hartog's Broad-

A

'Stars

and

Stripes*

Christmas Release

Chicago, Sept.

Hollywood Sets
'Live'

1st

TV Drama

28.

—Herb Ellisburg,

has joined the
veteran exhibitor,
Schoenstadt circuit as manager of
the South Side Piccadilly Theatre.
He will continue to operate the Rosewood, which he has been managing
for the landlord for the past several
months.
Outside Chicago, D. Callahan, who
recently
closed the Times,
South
Bend, Ind., reopened the Hebron,
Hebron, 111.- Jack Butler is enlarging
his Ski-Way Drive-in, Danville, 111.,
from a 900 to a 1,200 car capacity.

New

Snaper Acquisition

Berk

—

TV. The show

will also be the first

of national Allied States Association.

dramatic show to originate from the

The 800-seat house was acquired from
Fred Falkner, veteran exhibitor, who
is
retiring to Florida.
The same

recently opened unit of
center in Burbank.

NBC's

studio

Fine Arts Gets 3rd
Mayer -King sley Film

brokers also recently disposed of
Falkner's Liberty Theatre, Bernardsville,

N.

J.

"The Magic Box," the new Robert
Donat color by Technicolor feature,

Address by Novins

will be distributed nationally

president of the Sentry Lodge
of B'nai B'rith of Brookline, Mass.,
disclosed here that Louis
Novins,
executive
secretary
of
Paramount
Pictures, New York will be the principal
speaker at a meeting to be held
at the Temple Sinai in Brookline on
Monday evening Oct. 6. Novins will
speak on "B'nai B'rith and What
it is
Doing in the World."

Fine

Arts

Films.

It

is

Mayer-Edward Kingsley
Fine Arts

is

through
an Arthur

release.

also the national dis-

two other Mayer-Kingsley
"Brandy for the Parson,"
which recently completed its American
premiere at the Park Ave. Theatre,
and Jean Cocteau's "The Strange

here.

Ones."

play,

the bag.
15 -gal Ion tank of

corrosion-proofed with
rubber enamel.
The electric cable is 35 feet
long and the hose is \y2 inches in
diameter and 10 feet long.

and starring Rex Harrison
and Lilli Palmer, will have a dual
world premier on Wednesday. Oct.
15, at the Victoria and Sutton theatres

way

The

up without changing

Theatre Changes in
The Chicago Area

time

but I am in favor of tax reduction.
I voted specifically for the elimination
or reduction of this tax when it was
last considered by Congress two years
ago."

theatre operators

MPEA

Rep. Favors Tax

—

of

throughout the country are taking advantage of a new odorless paint
which enables them to carry out interior decoration jobs without the

usual interruptions in business or discomfort to patrons.
The paint is a
Columis without a doubt "a mess."
product of the Keystone Paint and
particularly
hard
bia was said to be
Varnish Corp. of Brooklyn, N. Y.
hit by the problem.
Through experimentation, under the
Further discussion of the problem leadership of Douglas
C. Arnold, Keyis expected to take place at the meetstone's president, a process was found
companies' presidents
ing of
for boiling the odor out of the oil
and foreign managers scheduled for used in the manufacture of oil-base
Thursday here.
paints.
Then a thinner, which has
the benefits of turpentine but none of
its odor was developed.
The paints
are available in flat, semi-gloss, gloss,
enamel, floor paint and varnish. The"The Overcoat," adapted from Ni- atres which have already used it include the Paris in New York, the
colai Gogol's short story, will be preCrown and the Lincoln in New Haven
sented next Monday night as the
and the Fine Arts in Westport, Conn.
first of seven premieres at the Little
Changes in its industrial vacuwm
Carnegie Theatre during "Salute to
Model
VA20 have been announced by
Italian Films Week," Oct. 6-12.
the Holt Manufacturing Co. of OakProceeds of each evening's showing,
land, Cal., and Newark, N. J. They
with the exception of the first one,
include a 60-inch water lift and abilwill be shared equally by the Ameriity to handle both wet and dry pickcan Theatre Wing and the Variety

and Krumgold, real estate
Hollywood, Sept. 28. Next Mon- brokers, have consummated the purday night the first "live" network chase of a long-term lease for the
dramatic show to originate in Holly- Palace Theatre, Netcong, N. J. for
Repeal wood, "Hollywood Opening Night," David and Wilbur Snaper, circuit
Rep. Richard will be seen in New York on NBCoperators. Wilbur Snaper is president

Boston, Sept. 28.
B. Wigglesworth (R.,Mass.) in an
interview regarding the elimination
of the 20 per cent Federal admission
tax, stated, "I do not care to make

A NUMBER

RAY GALLO

vacuum has a

said

Walcott-Marciano

serious offenders in the matter of deIn the
layed payment for product.
case of some of these, credit has been

.

Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac Lake.

Skiatron Test

"It

with

.

.

The special award to DeMille, and
another to Walt Disney, are the first
such honors voted by the Council.

Twentieth
Century - Fox's
"The
Stars and Stripes Forever" will be the
Christmas attraction from the company, it was announced here by Al
(Continued, from page 1)
Lichtman, director of distribution.
fight, which drew an estimated 120,Scheduled for a world premiere in
000 fight fans in TV-equipped thea- Washington, scene of Sousa's triumphs
tres, as the "latest instance of how as head of the United States Marine
top-flight events are being denied the Band, plans are now afoot to launch
country's 18,0000,000 TV set owners the picture in various military posts
under the present program-sponsored over the country where Sousa was
system.
stationed during his lifetime.
Levey,

World

Large French, German and Italian
were said to be particularly

circuits

;

Equipment

period.

theatres to receive the collection-boxes
for placement on candy stands are
Lazar Theatres, Buffalo, with 16 theOneida,
Kallet Circuit,
atres
the
N. Y., with 28 theatres Walter Reade
Theatres in
Jersey, and Inter-

suggested

them

into the draft
as it stood prior to the Washington
meeting was interpreted as a manifestation of distribution's desire to

changes and

x\Iore

in

THEATRE

In the
(Continued, from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
ceptable
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tributor of
releases,

Boston, Sept.
ski,

28.

— Samuel

Pinan-

heavy-

gauge metal with the inside rust and

•
Prestoseal Manufacturing Corp. of
Island City, N. Y., has modified

Long

well-known splicer used in many
motion picture studios and exchanges
to the speedy, permanent splicing of
film in theatre projection rooms. The
its

principle

of

the

"Presto-Splicer

Model" (see photo below)

a

is

Pro
com-

bination of controlled heat and pressure, applied in precise, automatically
controlled time cycles.
It is designed
to splice either 35 or 16 mm. film
without scraping or using cement. Dimensions are height, 9 inches width,
11J4; length, 17; weight, 17 pounds.
The splicer plugs into a standard 120volt outlet and is provided with a current control.
:

;

;

Monday, September

29,
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New West rex

FCC Okays

Three Broder 40 Productions in
Work on the Coast
Units to Coast
—

More

3

Video Stations

Licensees

—

The FedSept. 28.
Communications Commission has

Washington,
eral

Nine new motion picture recording
and disk licensee agreements with
studios in the United States, France,
Brazil, India, and Formosa have been
signed during the last four months
by Westrex Corp., according to E. S.
and general
vice-president
Gregg,
manager.
The studios which will install the
equipment are Seaboard Studios, Inc.,
New York; Glenn Sound Co., Hollywood Photo-Magnetic Sound Studios,
Inc., New York Les Productions Fox
Europa S.A.F., Paris; Cinematografica Maristela, S.A., Sao Paulo
M. & T. Films, Bombay; S.A. du
Casino Royan, Paris, and Film Studios

authorized the

of Taiwan Information Department,
Hughes
Taipei, Taiwan (Formosa).
Sound Films, Denver, is the new disk

Women's
SMPTE Program
—A White
Washington, Sept.

:

;

;

recording licensee.

additional

construction

of

commercial television

three
sta-

tions.

They were for the Winnebago TeleRoanoke
vision Corp., Rockford, 111.
Broadcasting Corp., Roanoke, Va.,
and the Mississippi Publishers Corp.,
;

Jackson, Miss.
In addition the FCC also set for
hearing the application of Greater
Rockford Television, Inc., applying
for channel 13 at Rockford along
Inc.
Broadcasting,
Rockford
with
Milwaukee exhibitor L. F. Gran has
a 14 per cent interest in Greater
Rockford.

—

Holi/ywood, Sept. 28. The bookkeeping, auditing and advertising display departments of Realart Pictures
and Jack Broder Productions, Inc,
have been transferred from New York
to the headquarters here of Broder
at General Service Studios.
of
Hereafter,
direct
supervision
these departments will be handled by

Broder and his vice-president,
Cohen. Helene Hayhurst has
been appointed office manager, to head
an augmented auditing staff. James
Nicholson will be in charge of advertising display and press books.
The sales and print departments
of both Realart and Broder ProducJack

Herman

tions will

Interesting

5

be maintained in New
supervision of viceCarroll Puciato and Miss
still

York under
president
Lee Fein.

one-third of Mexico's nearly 26,000,000
35-mm.
regular
inhabitants
have
cinema service, it is revealed by govMexico has 1,164
ernment figures.
communities that have one or more
regularly functioning theatres. These
places have a total population of

Mrs. Truman will meet with the
SMPTE women on Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 8. On Thursday the group
will lunch at the Columbia Country
Club and in the evening they will be
the guests of Mrs. Eric Johnston and
Mrs. Joyce O'Hara at an Academia
The latest government showing. On Friday afternoon Am8,000,000.
count of theatres is 2,021 with a total bassador Politis will receive the wives
They at the Greek Embassy.
seating capacity of 1,500,000.
represent a $49,700,000 investment.
Co-chairmen of the SMPTE wives
There are 130 regular theatres here, program are Mrs. Nathan Golden and
Some 1,700 theatres Mrs. Joseph Aiken.
seating 220,000.
throughout Mexico exhibit only 16-

mm.

pictures.

Mexico Will Have
Color by Gevaert

—

Regular
Mexico City, Sept. 28.
production of color pictures in Mexico
will be a fact in mid-December, announces Mauricio de la Serna, producer, who has contracted for the
Gevaert process. Belgian technicians
are teaching Mexicans to film and develop the color. De la Serna will operate independently and will provide
various studios with the process.

Fete Film to Azteca
Hollywood,

Sept. 28.

—"The

in

in the first six months
of 1952 compared with the same period
in 1951.
Only Cincinnati reported a
gain, of $3,346, in collections for all

tions.

TV-Digest Post

—

niversary

N.Y. State Sues Circuit
Albany, N. Y., Sept.
York State has charged

TV

'Plymouth' Opens Nov. 24
M-G-M
Day"

at

will observe the
"Mayflower
of

332nd an-

Compact
Plymouth, Mass., on Nov.
.

arranging 24 with the world premiere of "Plyfor installation of the magnetic rib- mouth Adventure" at the Old Colony
bon sound system. This will be the Theatre. The film was produced by
system's introduction to Mexico. Dore Schary.
Churubusco expects to have the system ready early in October.

German Films

Sept.

28.

—Actor-producer

the

— New
Fabian

—

in Ontario

Toronto, Sept. 28. All-German and
all-Soviet film programs are reportedly making headway in Ontario thea-

Drive-in at Atomic Site

London,

28.

subsidiary Fast Theatres, Inc., with
negligence and trespass in a Supreme
Court action for $9,976, the roof
repair cost of the State Armory,
damaged in the November 1950 hurricane when a wall fragment from
the adjacent ruins of the old motion
picture theatre, Hermanus Bleecker
Hall, was blown on it. The defendant,
through Schwartz & Frohlich, New
York claims it was "an act of God."

is

Jose Ferrer will leave here Oct. 7 by
plane for New York where he will
confer with Barnaby Conrad, author
of "Matador," which will be filmed
by John Huston Productions in Spain
next spring with Ferrer as star.

28.— All but

in collections

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28. Harold V.
Cohen, Pittsburgh Post-Gasette dramafilm critic and columnist, is joining

New Unit for Churubusco
Mexico City, Sept.
— The

'Matador' for Ferrer

Sept.

:

Digest, local television weekly, as
a contributing columnist and editorial
consultant. Cohen will continue on the
morning newspaper in the same post
he has held for the last 25 years.

28.

O.,

one major Ohio city having the three
per cent admission tax reported drops

More

of Soledad," Mexico's sole film entrant in the recent Venice Interna
tional Film Festival, has been ac
quired for United States distribution
by Azteca Films, Inc., it was announced by Ruben Calderon, presi
dent.
Rights to the production in
elude both theatrical and television
exhibition.

Churubusco studio here

In Ohio Cities

amusements.
Akron had the biggest decline, 14.4
per cent, Canton was next with 9.3
per cent, Youngstown had 4.7 per cent,
and Columbus, 2.4 per cent. Percentages for Cleveland and Cincinnati are
not available.
Ten Ohio cities have
repealed the tax during the past few
years.
They are Dayton, Bellefontaine,
Bluffton,
Bucyrus,
Fostoria,
Party for Salzburg
Perrysburg, Plymouth,
St.
A party was held here at the week- Forest,
Bernard and Shelby.
president
end for J. Milton Salzburg,
of Pictorial Films, Inc. and of Cornell
Film Co., who will leave for Europe 3
'Ivanhoe' Dates
tomorrow on the S.S. Queen Elisabeth.
Three
additional
theatres
have
The following attended Jack Rosner, scheduled premieres for M-G-M's
David B. Dash, Andy Anderson, Sam "Ivanhoe."
In Denver, the RKO
Krumholz, Jack Trop, Dave Home, Orpheum will open the film on WedJesse Fishell,
Sid Russell. Milton nesday, in Salt Lake City, the Villa
Mendelwager, Morton P. Weiss, David will start showing the picture On FriFisher, Larry Salzman. Edward Kalt- day, and in Chicago, the Oriental will
man, Bob Crane, Dave Bader and Mrs. open with it on Oct. 9. These showSalzburg.
ings supplement the 35 previously announced for Loew's and other situa-

Cohen
Shawl

Tax Revenue Drops
Columbus,

—Lee

of

40

pictures

in

:

—

;

Frank Woods

—

Lippert release), in"Little Boy Lost," Paradependent
mount "Blaze of Glory," 20th Century-Fox "Thunder Bay," Universal;

;

;

International.

Completed were "Siren of Bagdad"
of
"Valley
Columbia;
(Esskay),
Missing Men" and "The Sun Shines
Bright," Republic; 'Come on Texas,"
:

Warner

Brothers.

Red Cross Radio
Series

House reception by Mrs. Truman will
highlight the program for wives of
members attending the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers convention here next week.

a total

work. Six new pictures were started
and four finished.
Started were
"The Red Beret"
(Warwick), Columbia; "A Woman Is
Trouble" (Exclusive Films Lippert
release)
and "The Tall Texan" (T.

the

28.

Mexico Appears to
Be Underseated
Mexico City, Sept. 28.— Less than

Hollywood, Sept. 28. The producshows an increase of two

tion chart
points for

"Errand

Red Cross

A vailable
of

Mercy," the American

radio series,
starring top Hollywood talent, is now
available to local stations as a public
service feature in a new issue of 26

transcribed

programs.
Each program, states the Red Cross,
is a dramatization of a human interest story, based on facts from Red
Cross files. Stories cover national and
community activities such as blood
donor recruitment, first aid, disaster
relief,

nursing,

and

Armed Forces and

services
veterans.

to

the

Stein to Preside at

Canadian Meeting
Toronto, Sept. 28. — Morris Stein,
Eastern division manager of Famous
Players-Canadian Corp., will preside
at the convention Oct. 27 at Ottawa
of the National Committee of Motion
Picture Exhibitors Associations, of
which he is national chairman. At a
directors' meeting of the association,
Stein and H. C. D. Main of Sutton,
Ont, both former presidents, were

named

delegates for the Ojntario unit.

New

Production
Center for Canada

—

Ottawa, Sept. 28. Due to a predicted steel supply improvement here,
a probable start may be made next
year on the construction in St. Laurent near Montreal of a $5,000,000
film production center and headquarters for the National Film Board of
Canada. Present board activities are
carried on in several locations.

Roberts, MacCunn
In New FP-C Posts

—

Toronto, Sept. 28. Famous Players-Canadian Corp. has named Harold
E. Roberts manager of its real estate
department, succeeding Angus MacCunn, who has been appointed secretary of the company.

2

More Houses Reopen
Baltimore,

Sept.

28.

—The

Allied

Hof- tres. The Odeon Savoy at Hamilton of Maryland statement that attendance
of H. and presented a German bill comprising is showing improvement, appears to
S. Theatres here are the first Central 'Gruen 1st die Heide" and "Drei Aus be furthered by the fact that two
Ohio theatremen to announce plans Einem Wurf," with a special adult subsequent-run houses here are openfor drive-in construction near the site price of 70 cents. At the Studio Thea- ing. William G. Myers is turning-on
billion-dollar tre here a Soviet program was pre- the lights at his Echo Theatre while
the
government's
of
atomic energy plant in Pike County. sented, including the Canadian pre- the Overlea also is reopening, after
They plan to build a drive-in on Route miere of "Bountiful Summer" and a being closed all summer, with Louis
Resnick as managing director.
revival of "Alexander Nevsky."
23 at Waverly.

Columbus, O., Sept. 28.
heimer and Al Sugarman

'
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Motion Picture Daily Feature Reviews
"The Lusty Men"

Horizons West

{Wald-Krasna-RKO Radio)

Hollyzvood, Sept. 28

LUSTY MEN
THE sometimes
brawling

referred to

in

the

title

of this sprawling, drawling

{Universal-International)

Hollywood, Sept. 28
innocuous title the experienced and always expert
*J Albert J. Cohen has put together an adult Western in the sparse "Outlaw," "Duel in the Sun" category that has made exhibitors so much money
and cost them so much family patronage. This one, a bit more temperate
than those in some respects but equally violative, of the Autry-Rogers-Boyd
screen tradition that family folk have been trained by repetition to regard as
standard for Westerns, figures to make the same kind of money if similarly
exploited, and to cost somewhat less family patronage, although some. From
this point of view, the attraction looks like an easy money-maker for the
houses that don't cultivate, family trade, and a policy problem for those
I

production by the show-wise and sure-handled
and
Jerry Wald are the men who earn their living and often their dying in the
rodeo business. The men chiefly concerned in this straight-line screenplay
by Horace McCoy and David Dortort (from a story by Claude Stanish) are
Robert Mitchum, Arthur Kennedy, Frank Faylen and Arthur Hunnicutt, and
the woman with whom the first two of these lusty men are principally
concerned is Susan Hayward, who doesn't like rodeo-ing but is stuck with
Nice billing material.
it.
Director Nicholas Ray seems to have paced the unfolding of his story to
the slow and ambling gait of the former rodeo champion played by Mitchum,
save for the frequent furious passages in which the rodeo animals galvanize
the action on their own volition. The contrast between the plodding progress

and the lightning action of the broncs, steers and Brahma bulls
dramatically effective throughout what could have been an overlong 112
minutes otherwise.
The commercial possibilities of the picture are not readily determinable.
The names obviously promise a solid opening. The box-office import of the
fact that the picture deals exclusively (also intimately, informatively and
extremely well) with the rodeo institution and rodeo people is open to
question save in localities where predilection for that subject is known to
prevail. Neither is it a simple matter to determine in advance whether the
tremendous amount of expert riding, roping, bulldogging and so on in the
picture is going to prove as profitable in the theatre as in the rodeo arena,
especially under a title that doesn't state clearly what the picture's about.
In short, Mitchum plays a former rodeo champion whom Kennedy, the
young, cowhand husband of Miss Hayward, persuades to teach him the rodeo
business and manage him in it on a 50-50 basis. Kennedy becomes so
successful as a rodeo performer that he refuses to retire and buy a ranch, as
his wife and he intended in the beginning, and determines to go on with
Mitchum, following a differene with Kennedy, tells
his hazardous career.
Miss Hayward of his love for her, but she says she's still in love with
nobody but her husband. Next day Mitchum, who hasn't competed in rodeo
since making the deal to manage Kennedy, gets himself killed in the arena,
and Kennedy heeds his wife's wishes about retiring to the relative safety
of ranching.
Running time, 112 minutes. General audience classification. For October
release.
William R. Weaver
of the people

is

of

above

The people principally involved in the story are Robert Ryan, Rock LIudson,
Raymond Burr, Julia Adams, James Arness and Judith Braun, who turn in
strong, steady performances under the competent and sometimes remarkably
adroit direction of Budd Boetticher.
The story and screenplay are by Louis
Stevens, a good man with a line of dialogue, and obviously a staunch foe of
formula. Charles P. Boyle directed the photography, with William Fritsche
as Technicolor consultant, and you wouldn't ask to see finer shots of Texas
terrain, streams, saloons, driven cattle, grazing sheep and good-looking
women. Mighty purty.
The principal role is played by Ryan, a Texan fresh back from the war
between the states, who finds the old home ranch too dull and unrewarding
for his taste and sets out to get big money fast by any feasible means.
He
gets it, by all the means commonly employed by the heavies in Westerns,
and with it the opposition of the good people of the community (Austin)
Killed off in the course of his rise to power are
including his own family.
Burr, an equally evil but wealthier man whose wife loves Ryan at sight,
and a civic officer who decides to make a Federal case of Ryan and his gang,
Finally, of course, Ryan gets killed, too, but for no
plus numerous others.
more clearly established reason than being a split second late on the draw.
It brings the picture to a close, but hardly to a conclusion, which small
differentiation so often divides the stories from the tales, the successes from
the also-rans.
Running time, 80 minutes. Adult audience classification. For October

W.

release.

Willie

A
humor,

farce, sophistication

and "corn,"

Hayes Goetz production is a Western in format. Its content, however, elevates to high moments of tenderness and humor an absolute rascal
and other choice rascals, and is therefore unsuitable for youngsters whose
parents have been teaching them the difference between right and wrong.
The story by Jerry Davis has Gilbert Roland enact a Mexican bad man,
beloved by women, including those with husbands, and the father of numerous
and often unknown progeny. One of these is Robert Horton, the upright and
dedicated keeper of the Wells Fargo way station.
It is the latter's bad luck
that a gold cargo shepherded by company official Gene Lockhart arrives at the
same time as Roland and that the Apaches are looking for a white man who
did them wrong. Roland captivates the women as usual and even while disarmed keeps trying to get the gold.
Continued Apache attacks begin to
decimate the little fort and the men are for throwing Roland to the Apaches.
Horton has to make his difficult choice to drive his bad but charming killerthis

;

;

;

:

father to death, or continue fighting.
He chooses the latter. And Roland
resolves the problem
he discovers the actual white man the Apaches are
seeking, and by strategy sends him out from the fort. The Apaches kill him.
This leaves peace, and the various romantic complications which have ensued
become straightened. Horton is left with a good girl, the bad girl leaves with
Lockhart, and Roland leaves after them.

R.

Weaver

and Joe Back at the Front"
Hollywood, Sept. 28

{Universal-International)

(M etro-Goldwyn-M oyer)

BLENDING THE ELEMENTS

the

that do.

tt

"Apache War Smoke"

NDER
J

SERVICEABLE COMEDY,

based on the two Bill Mauldin "G.I."
characters, has been fashioned by Universal under the able direction
of George Sherman. Tom Ewell as Joe and Harvey Lemback as Willie are
in enough amusing situations to please most every audience.
Willie and Joe find themselves back not only in uniform, due to having
signed lip for inactive reserve, but in Tokyo and in assorted troubles, in
this script by Lou Brewlow, Don McGuire and Oscar Brodney. First gales
of laughter greet their attempts to "goldbrick" out of service by feigning
physical infirmity, and from then on the burble of pleased customers is
virtually unbroken. Scenes in a Tokyo bath house are uproarious as is the
scene when the pair receives the commanding general's personal aid over
protests of all officers, in order to trap smugglers. The script is constantly
a laugh producer to the finish.
Leonard Goldstein produced. Others in the cast include Mari Blanchard

and Barry Kelley.

Running

time,

87 minutes.

General audience classification.

For October

release.

;

Roland

rides off after the stagecoach and the gold, and those who watch
him leave are fairly certain he'll get the gold, because the boy who drives the
coach also is his son.

Roland's portrayal of the bad man is good and subtle comedy and the tense
of gunplay and Apache attack keep the Western pace. Glenda Farrell's
part as a gambling woman who carries two six-shooters with her and welcomes
Roland as a fellow adventurer, is in character.
;

moments

Davis' screenplay is based upon a story by Ernest Raycox. Harold Kress
In supporting roles are Barbara Ruick, Henry Morgan, Patricia
Tiernan, Hank Worden, and others.

directed.

Running
Oct.

time,

67 minutes.

Adult audience

classification.

Release date

17.

Bernard an Importer

Mexican Loans Are Down

"L. Barry Bernard presents," on Manor Films'
"The French Way," marks the entry
into the foreign-film importation field
of the veteran art-house publicist.
Bernard was for several years associated with Herbert Rosener Theatres
on the Coast.

City, Sept. 28.— The trade's
bank, the semi-official Banco
National Cinematografico, S. A., publishing its balance sheet as of Aug.
31, for the first time in a long while,
reports loans, credits and discounts
of only $1,290,375.25 and $1,970,000

The opening

title,

Mexico

own

worth of

its

bonds

in

circulation.

Under the Red Sea
{RKO

Radio)

UNUSUAL UNDERSEA PHOTOGRAPHY

in black-and-white is the
factor in this interesting feature that has a wide range of appeal for
various audiences. For the action-minded there are close-ups of a moray eel
stabbing, a conflict with a manta ray, and a crew member riding a whale
shark. It features an impressive scientific experiment conducted by expedition
head Hans Hass in which is shown that fish ignore all sounds of civilization
including jazz but are strongly attracted by the steady waltz beat of Strauss'
"The Blue Danube." Other underwater footage includes coral formations
and many types of fish. Attractive Lottie Berl shows to distinct advantage

above and below water in various form-revealing bathing suits.
Les Tremayne speaks the narration that explains all the pantomime action
of the film which has a suggestion of a story-line. The tale concerns the
expedition by Hass and the major conflict seems to be whether expedition
secretary Miss Berl can succeed in replacing the photographer who is sidelined by illness. Details about obtaining proper equipment, using a special
oxygen respirator, seeing the architectural ruins of Port Sudan, and finding
the underwater remains of an old slave ship help maintain interest. The
tailor-made climax occurs when Miss Berl is knocked unconscious by a
manta ray with a 22-foot wingspread. While everyone's oxygen_ supply is
running low, she is spotted and saved by Dr. Hass, who later marries her.
Other members of the crew who contribute to the proceedings are Gerald
Weidler, Leo Rohrer, Edward Wawrowetz, Alfonso Hochhauser and
Mahmoud Amir.
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. For October

—
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Keep

Draft Intact
the distribu-

Washington of distribution, Theatre
Owners of America and Allied officials, it was contended here yesterday
by a distributor spokesman.

This was interpreted as signifying that suggestions which
the distributor lawyers will
offer for draft changes will
overlook those proposed by
TOA at the Washington meeting, and at the same time will
not be one-sided enough to
"rub Allied the wrong way."

of

to

of the first cases, that of the owner
of a 781-seat theatre in Congleton,
having been found guilty and fined

and
charged

($84)

£35
with

($98) costs.
playing only

per cent of British first feature
films instead of the 30 per cent prescribed by the quota.
Meanwhile, the Board of Trade

11

{Continued on page 4)

Toronto Theatres
Stand Up to TV
TORONTO,

Sept. 29.

— Do-

mestic television, introduced
a month ago, does not seem
to have been troublesome to
exhibitors thus far, as indicated by the current situation
in which seven of 12 Toronto
theatres have holdovers and
two others have moveovers,
leaving only three
houses
with entirely new attractions.

TOA

ences with other
officials and
Council of Motion Picture Organizations executives, today will hold a
trade press conference. He is scheduled to take a plane for Nashville
later in the afternoon.
chief executive could not
The
indicate when the executive director{Continued on page 4)

Can. Building Ban
May End by Jan. 1

—

OTTAWA, Sept. 29. Rapid
expansion of steel production
and an improvement in the
overall supply may bring an
end to present bans on the
use of steel for all construction, including theatres, by
the year's end, it is reported
here by the government.

TOA

of advance reservations
Dinner" of the Motion

Are Probing
Memphis Drawings
Police

Memphis,

—

Sept. 29.
Police have
investigation of a new
outbreak of "bank nights" at Memphis
theatres to see if state anti-lottery
laws are being violated.
combined "bank night" with the
present jackpot standing at $1,250
is being operated at the Linden Circle,
Crosstown and Frayser Drive-in, all

started

an

honoring N. J.
Pioneers
at the Hotel Astor on Tuesday, Nov. 25 is greater than in any
previous dinner in the history of the
Pioneers, Jack Cohn, president, disclosed. At no comparable period in
previous years eight weeks in advance have so many ticket reserva- owned by M. A. Lightman Sr., and
tions been received from all over the Malco Theatres, Inc. Separate bank
United States, Mexico and Canada, nights are being held at the Princess
Theatre, Main Street, also owned by
according to Cohn.
The dinner will honor Blumberg, Lightman, and at the Hollywood Thechairman of the board of Universal atre, owned by J. A. West.
Lightman said he did not believe
Pictures, as the "Pioneer of 1952."
George Jessel will be toastmaster and the law was being violated because
Ned E. Depinet chairman.
{Continued on page 5)

Blumberg

crack down on
flagrant exhibitor quota offenders, one

£30

for confer-

Picture

UK Cracks Down on

He was

arrival from Nashville.
Starr, who came here

The volume

also
additional provisions
the distributor attorneys recommend
for inclusion in the final draft will be
{Continued on page 4)

29.

TEN CENTS

1952

TOA

Theatre Owners of America is
intent on finding an executive director to succeed Gael Sullivan, who resigned Sept. 15, as the
annual

to the "Jubilee

whatever

Trade has begun

30,

EDITION

NPA
CONTROL CUT
Looking for
Executive Director ORDER IMMINENT
Starr Says

Record Turnout at
Dinner for Blumberg

was pointed out yesterday

Quota Defaulters
—The Board
London, Sept.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

convention got underway in Washington, Alfred Starr, new
president,
reported here yesterday following his

tor attorneys currently are making
in the draft of a projected industry
arbitration system will not affect
the "intent" of the draft as agreed
upon prior to the recent meeting in

It

U.S.A.,

TOA
TOA

Original Plan Of
Arbitration to Prevail

Want

The changes which

YORK,

MAIL

Is

'Intent' of

that

AIR

A

—

—

—

April 1 Starting Date
For Theatres Indicated;
Earlier Date Is Likely
By

J.

A.

Washington,

OTTEN

— The
—

Sept.

29.

National Production Authority is
expected to issue this week probits
order offiably Wednesday

—

cially

relaxing

controls,

theatre

effective April

construction
1.

It
was learned, moreover,
that the agency has scheduled
for the end of October, on
Oct. 29 to be exact, a meeting
of top construction industry
officials to survey the materials
situation and decide whether
the April 1 date can be safely
advanced, say to Jan. 1 or
Feb. 1.

The

late
in
August anplans to relax construction
controls, but never officially issued
Once before the agency
the order.
had announced plans to relax the
theatre building ban, effective last
{Continued on page 4)

nounced

agency
its

An MPAA spokesman said
here yesterday that the
MPAA will probably not attempt to move against the
Maryland State Board of
Censors until the Ohio
newsreel censorship case
is finally decided. The
MPAA
contemplated an atWashington, Sept. 29. The staff of the Senate Small Business
tempt
to hit the Maryland
Committee said its film industry investigation so far has "turned up
on the legislative
board
evidence of possible violations of the anti-trust laws."
level,
and not through a
The assertion came in a confidential report prepared by the committee
staff for the committee members. No court test.

Senate Group Probe Finds
'Possible' Trust Offenses
—

Paramount Asks for
Bids for 'Sheba'
Hal Wallis' "Come Back, Little
Sheba," starring Burt Lancaster and
Shirley Booth, will be offered by
Paramount for one exclusive preengagement in the Los Angeles

release

area to open Christmas Day, according to A. W. Schwalberg, president
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
General release is set for early
1953.
Producer Wallis is in New

York setting campaign and release
arrangements with Paramount home
office

executives.

were given as to who had done
the "violating," but presumably the
violations would be by distributors.
Committee officials refused to discuss
details of the report.
details

The

report pointed out that the
committee has had under investigation
for some time now the trade practices
of the distributors, following complaints from small theatre owners. It
said
the
preliminary
investigation
showed that relations between small
exhibitors
distributors
and
were
"strained," and then the report made
the statement about "possible viola{Continued on page 4)

VANCOUVER, Sept. 29.-With theatres and other

indoor

entertainment

places requested to prohibit attendance of children due to a polio epidemic, business in Western Canada theatres has
dropped off. Cases of polio are on the increase in
British Columbia with a
total of 340 to date.

Tuesday, September
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House Group Opens 10-Day
'Red' Investigation on Coast

Personal
Mention

30, 1952

Nearly 3,000 Houses

Are Enrolled
In Rogers

Campaign

—

Hollywood, Sept. 29. Opening hearings here this afternoon that are
DOWNING, presiClose to 3,000 theatres throughout
managing director of expected to run 10 days, the House Un-American Activities Committee the U. S. have already
enrolled in
New York's Radio City Music Hall, heard screenwriter Roy Huggins tes
the drive to place collection-cans on
review
annual
his
memfor
regarding
his
tify for two hours
is in Hollywood
candy stands for funds for the Will
of new product, and will return here bership in the Communist Party from
Rogers Memorial Hospital.
1940 to 1947.
Oct. 13.
The various United Paramount
Suit
vs.
•
Huggins named about 20 names,
theatre circuits throughout the country
The Supreme Court action by the
Al Daff, Universal executive vice- mostly previously named in other
are cooperating in the project. With
Theatre
here
against
president, arrived in London from hearings, and added Val Burton, for- Symphony
a green light from Leonard Goldenhere
return
Paris yesterday and will
mer British author, composer and United Artists and the Brandt cir- son, Robert Weitman and Ed Hyman,
over the coming- weekend. Douglas playwright whose recent Hollywood cuit, in which the Symphony charged the circuits are enrolling daily. InterGranville of the Universal London credits include "The Ghost Steps United Artists and Brandt with hav- state Circuit, Texas, came in with 141
office will leave there soon for a New
Out," "Time of Their Lives" and ing improperly conspired to withhold theatres; Intermountain (Utah-Idaho)
York visit.
"Bedtime for Bonzo," to those re- the reissue of Charles Chaplin's "City added 12; Northio Theatres (Ohio•
ported previously in this connection. Lights" from the Symphony, has been Kentucky) enlisted nine houses; FlorJanet Rutstein, story analyst for Huggins, whose screen credits include dismissed by Justice Greenberg, with ida State jumped the roll by 76 theathe M-G-M story department here, "Fuller Brush Man" and "Good Hu- the following observations
tres six theatres of the Buffalo Para"There is not the slightest evidence
and daughter of Esther Klar Rut- mor Man," said he had found it immount circuit are in.
stein of Radio City Music Hall, has possible to combine membership in in this case, giving- plaintiff every
Other enrollments include Dipson
BangWilliam
reasonable
to
inference
to which it is
become engaged
Communist Party and loyal
the
Theatres, Buffalo, with 15 houses
entitled, that the defendants or any
ser, Jr., with a Thanksgiving wed- Americanism.
and the Schad theatres in Reading,
ding planned.
At the opening, chairman John S. of them entered into a conspiracy in Pa. Additional New England circuits
•
Wood read statements from Motion violation of Section 340 of the General include the Lockwood and Gordon
C J. Latta. managing director of Picture Industry Council and AFL Business Law or of the common law circuit Phil Smith Circuit, Graphic
Associated British Picture Corp., and Film Council denouncing locally pub- of this State. Nor is there any eviCircuit, Robert Curzan.
D. J. Goodlatte of Associated British lished intimations that "Hollywood" dence that any contract was entered
Cinemas are expected here from: Lon- would oppose the committee hearings. into between plaintiff and United
Hence there could be no
Circuit
don shortly.
,
It is believed no picture people are Artists.
•
breach of contract nor the inducing
scheduled for tomorrow's session.
Retires
of the breach of a contract which in
Ted R. Gamble, head of Gamble
Boston, Sept. 29.
Enterprises, who has been in New
fact had never been entered into."
Edward A.
Walter S. Beck and Paul Martin- Curry, an executive of New England
York from Milwaukee, was in Washson of the firm of Phillips, Nizer, Theatres of Boston and a 40-year vetington yesterday.
•
Trial
Benjamin & Krim represented United eran in the industry, will retire on
Arnold Williams, head of the NaWashington, Sept. 29. The con- Artists and the firm of Weissman, Wednesday, the circuit reports.
tional Screen Service office in Lon- tempt of Congress trial of producer Celler, Quinn, Allan & Spett, repdon, will leave there tomorrow for a Sidney Buchman has been postponed resented Brandt. Monroe Stein rep-

RUSSELL

V.

dent and

Dismiss Symphony
UA, Brandt

:

;

:

;

.

.

Curry

N.E.
Executive,

.

Buchman

Contempt
Postponed
—

New York

visit of several

Rube Jackter

weeks.

again, this time

Buchman

from Oct.

has been

to Feb. 9.
cited for refus1

Columbia assistant ing to appear before the House Ungeneral sales manager, will leave here American Activities Committee. WilCity and D,es liam Hitz of the district attorney's
today for Kansas
Moines.
office here said the new postponement
was due to the unavailability of key
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture As- witnesses. He said Buchman wanted
sociation president, returned to Wash- the testimony of committee member
ington by plane yesterday from the Rep. Jackson, and that the latter
Coast.
would be busy campaigning on the
•
Coast.
The government, he said,
F.
A. McCarthy, Universal wanted testimony from committee
J.
Southern and Canadian sales mana- counsel Frank Tavenner, who is also
ger, left here yesterday for St. Louis. on the Coast for committee hearings.
•
It was finally decided to put off the
j

David O. Selznick will leave here
today for Italy to begin work on several new pictures to be made there.
•

Joaquin Gallego,
manager in Portugal,

RKO
is

Radio
undergoing

hospital treatment in Barcelona, Spain.

Charles Boasberg,
North-South

division
be in Dallas today.

RKO

will

Today

For Adolph Brecher
Funeral services will be. held at
the Riverside Memorial Chapel here
today for Adolph Brecher, former director of New York's 68th Street
Playhouse and brother of Leo Brecher,
Brecher Theatres president. He died
here at the weekend.
Other survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Mary Brecher brothers Philip
and Joe a daughter, Elizabeth, and
two sons, Sidney and Robert.
;

;

Loew's Sets a Big
Campaign for N.Y.
Loew's

New York

theatres

October to sell what the circuit's
executives believe to be one of the
strongest lineups in years.
Pictures
included are "High Noon,"
"The
Quiet Man," "Affair in Trinidad,"

"Somebody Loves
Merry Widow."

Me"

and

"The

the
campaign were
a recent meeting presided
over by theatre management executives
Joseph R. Vogel, Oscar A. Doob,
Eugene Picker and ad-publicity deDetails

mapped

Expected

Stolkin

Here on

20th Pays Quarterly Div.
A quarterly cash dividend of $.25

Theatre.

RKO

Visit

Ralph Stolkin, head of the group
which acquired stock control of RKO
Pictures from Howard Hughes last
week,

is

expected to arrive in

per share on the outstanding common
stock of 20th Century-Fox has been
declared payable Oct. 31, 1952, to
stockholders of record at the close
of business on Oct. 15, 1952.

New

York from Chicago today or tomorrow for his first visit to the company's home Office. During his visit,
it is believed, a new board of directors
for the company may be elected, al-

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

though no date for a board meetinghad been set up to yesterday.

Ned

RKO

Depinet,

E.

Pictures

president, arrived here from the Coast
over the weekend. In meetings with

company executives

all

day yesterday,

Depinet could
be reached for
questioning- concerning the company's
not

—^—

Rockefeller Center

MARIO LANZA

in

"BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE"
introducing
Color by

DORETTA MORROW

TECHNICOLOR

-

Are

M-G-M

Picture

plus

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

future plans.

will

launch a "Big 5" campaign in midRadio's

manager,

Services Here

the trial until after a new session of
Congress starts, Hitz declared.

Symphony

resented the

—

of

at

Bergman
At

to Speak
Critics' Meet

^ohn Wayne
IS

assistant to the

Maurice. Bergman,
president of Universal-International,
speaker at the
will be the guest
luncheon to be given tomorrow to

honor the motion picture
the

New York

press.

critics

_

of

5ESZ

The meeting

partment men headed by Ernest Emerling and Eddie Dowden. Two touring
float caravans that will cover Greater
New York will launch the campaign,
which will include special trailers,
lobby displays and theatre-front de-

Hotel Piccadilly.
will be A. H.
Zinsser,
William
Weiler,
Times;
Herald-Tribune; Kate. Cameron, Daily
News; Ben Rosenberg, Post; Jim
O'Connor, Journal- American; Frank
Quinn, Daily Mirror; Jane Corby,
Brooklyn Eagle; Marie Torre, World
Sun, and Leo Mishkin,
Telegram

corations.

Morning Telegraph.

Midnight Ftatur*
Nightly

will be held in the

Among

the guests

&

HOWARD
HUGHES
presents
Starring

"ONE MINUTE

JO ZERO"
• ANN BLYTH
BROADWAY
AND 45th ST.

ROBERT MITCHUM
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releases featured in advertising in
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(alphabetically by

title)

Title

Distr|lni.^or
.J"'

AFFAIR IN TRINIDAD

(3 Pages)

ASSIGNMENT PARIS

.

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE

J-

Colififn^a
.

Columbia

.

3K V

^

v

(2 Pages)

BEWARE MY LOVELY
BIG JIM McLAIN

(5 Pages)

BONZO GOES TO COLLEGE
CAIRO ROAD
v,

DREAMBOAT
EVERYTHING

I

HAVE

FEARLESS FAGAN

YOURS.

IS

(2 Pages)

.

MCM

.

MCMj^

.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN

O.

(21

,$

j^CM

HENRY'S FULL HOUSE

SOMEBODY LOVES ME

J^.JfcOrh-Fox
Paramount

(2 Pages)
/ft

SON OF PALEFACE

SUDDEN FEAR

Paramount

S.

(2 Pages)

THE CRIMSON PIRATE
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il
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THE QUIET

MAN

THE MERRY
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Warner
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RKO

RKO
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PagesM.

WIDOW

Republic

MGM
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THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO
MTHE STORY OF WILL?" ROGERS

Spark

that ignites the

tures, so that it can flame into that
enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling or lack
of telling about it in trade paper messages.

—

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.

,#

(13

77ie FlYa/

interest of exhibitors for specific pic-

^Universal

Pages)

,v

•''^

(3/rPag

HORIZONS WEST
IVANHOE

##

Jffid?. 20th-Fox

.

(3 Pages)

(10 Pages)

.

Warner
20th-Fox

if

(4 Pages)

Warner

Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the
picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

THE WORLD IN Hlf AR$S

(7 Pages)

Its cost is

Universal

est results!

vital

UNTAMED FRONT^f V
,<il.l V,

^

-t'i

j

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Universal

Motion Picture Daily

4

Senate Probe
having been turned up.
Exhibitor complaints were summarized as follows
That small exhibitors
:

get the same availabilities as
that they are being
larger theatres
forced to buy blocks of pictures that
in some areas branch managers of the
distributors also own shares of theatres and favor these theatres in distributing the company's films; and
that distributors use competitive bidding unnecessarily to get higher prices
from small theatres.

{Mctrg-Goldwyn-Mayer)

ALTHOUGH PETER LAWFORD

can't

is

;

;

William D. Amis,

in-

committee, has
for
the
postponed for another month at least
vestigator

a projected cross-country trip in connection with the committee's investigation of exhibitor complaints against
distributors.

Mr. Amis declared that complaints
from exhibitors all over the country
are still coming in to the committee,
but said that since the committee is
short-handed now he will be unable
to check into them for some time.
When he does take off, he said, he
expects to spend considerable time in
the San Francisco area and in New
York, with visits to Chicago and

Alabama.
Gillis

W.

Long, special investigator

committee, recently returned
from Los Angeles, Mr. Amis said,
where he spent some time with reprethe

sentatives of the Southern

California

Theatre Owners Association. SCTOA
is working up some additional information for the committee, the investigator said.

NPA

Control Cut

{Continued from page 1)
1.
But the order was not issued
and when the steel strike came along,

July

the order just never did come out.
Industry officials have indicated, therefore, they would be a lot happier when
follows up its promise of an
April 1 relaxation with an official

NPA

order.

As

previously promised, the relaxa-

tion would permit theatre builders to
self-authorize up to five tons of carbon
steel per quarter per project, up to
500 pounds of copper and up to 300
pounds of aluminum. At present, no
self-authorization is allowed except
minimum amounts for maintainance,
repair and operating work. In addition to the self-authorizations under
the new order, would-be theatre builders could apply for
allotments
of additional amounts of the three
metals with much better chances of
success than at present.

NPA

Even though the relaxation
would

not be effective until
April 1, builders could start
lining up their materials now
and placing orders for delivery
after April 1, when the theatre
building season really starts.

The Oct. 29 meeting of top construction industry officials will look
over the steel, aluminum and copper

It

to

30,

1952

Keep

{Continued from page 1)

"The Hour of 13"

tions"

for

Aim

Reviews

{Continued from page 1)

Meanwhile,

Tuesday, September

is

Hollywood, Sept. 29
the only player in this London-

produced picture whose name has billing significance in this country, he
seen here with a splendid roster of cast associates in a splendid little picture.
is not, as a matter of fact, a little picture save in the sense that its name-

In point of actual
is slight, so far as American audiences are concerned.
other than that, it is a quite big picture, filmed in and around and
against some extremely good-to-look-at British streets and buildings, and
It is a melothe interiors measure up to the exteriors in every particular.
drama in which a jewel thief and a pathological killer make Scotland Yard
most unhappy until the thief's path and the killer's cross eventually. Both
are exposed and meet their merited finish.
M-G-M's Hayes Goetz, a relatively new but fast oncoming addition to that
studio's producer list, turned out the picture, with Harold French contributing
a fine job of timed and counter-timed direction. An extremely graceful script
by Leon Gordon and Howard Emmett Rogers is based on a novel by Philip
MacDonald. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra furnishes the music, but that
shouldn't be regarded as indicating a long-hair score.
Others in the cast are Dawn Addams, who's to be used over here as a
contract star by M-G-M soon, Roland Culver, Derek Bond, Leslie Dwyer,
Michael Hordern, Colin Gordon, Heather Thatcher, Jack McNaughton and
Campbell Cotts. All are fine.
Lawford plays the jewel thief and Miss Addams portrays the daughter
of Commissioner Bond of Scotland Yard. He successfully steals a priceless
emerald under circumstances which lead police to believe that it was stolen

power
scale,

"very few in number." For the most
part,
they have been working on
changes in wording, changes which
the layman would regard as insignificant but which lawyers believe are
necessary for purposes of accurate
definition.
Substitution of words, rephrasing and punctuation were said
to be the matters with which they
have dealt in the main.

Turned 'Thumbs Down'
Apparently, the distributor attorneys have turned "thumbs down" on
the proposal made at the Washington
parley by Alfred Starr,
president, that circuits and other exhibitors
be given the right to initiate arbitration proceedings to increase clearance.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general coun-

TOA

ing object.

who wrote the original draft following several meetings in New York
among all principals, was understood
to have regarded this to be a "revolutionary" proposal, and one to which
he objected.
There was said to be little doubt
that the distributor lawyers would
complete their work on draft changes
by Friday, possibly sooner. When they
have finished the task, the presidents
of the Motion Picture Association of
America member companies and nonmember companies will be invited to
review and act on the changes. If the

"Night Without Sleep"

presidents

off policemen all over London without seemSince Lawford can't fence his booty safely until the killer's
been apprehended, he ingratiates himself with the girl, then with her father,
and takes part in the quest for the killer, whom he finally catches up with and
dispatches. But the Scotland Yard people catch up with Lawford also and
take him of¥ to jail. (This all happens in 1890.)
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
Nov. 13.

by a

killer

who's been knocking

sel,

give

their

approval,

TOA

then

and Allied will be asked to look
Hollywood, Sept. 29 over the recommendations and indicate
CONFIDENTLY counter to the trade-wide conviction that whether or not they are acceptable
the psychological-melodrama cycle was among the principal causes of the from their standpoints.
post-war decline in theatre attendance, producer Robert Bassler offers here a
Meanwhile, of course, TOA
typical example of the category, complete with all the standard fixtures includand Allied are at liberty to
ing the psychoanalyst (treated seriously this time) who foretells the murder.
alter the draft to better suit
The producer has given the picture the gloss of painstaking production, prothemselves. Whether either orficient photography, and so forth, but there's no chance of deceiving the ticket
ganization has been acting in
shoppers as to the kind of picture it is.
this direction is not known at
The picture has Linda Darnell as its best billing name, but the foremost
present. Myers indicated at the
figure is Garry Merrill, who came to favorable public attention in "All About
Washington
meeting that Allied
Eve." Hildegard Neff, who's been getting extensive publicity, and June Vinmay have suggestions but that
cent, now getting a build-up also, are the others whose names an exploitationits membership would have to
determined exhibitor may utilize helpfully in the picture's box-office behalf.
be polled before they were
Probably it wouldn't be wholly honest, and in some places it could be damacted upon.
aging, to exploit the picture as the story of a drunk's black-out, although
(20th Century -Fox)

RUNNING

Merrill portrays the drunk, the camera opening on
is.
coming awake in his home after a night of alcohol which he
cannot remember, and with a scratched fist. The picture goes then into a
series of flashbacks in which it is shown that he is the discontented husband
of a wealthy girl he married six years ago in exchange for her backing a
show for him, and the occasional associate in amour of a girl of vague delineation, with both of whom he spent a part of the night he doesn't remember.
It's also shown that he spent a good deal of time with Miss Darnell, playing
a Hollywood star who's long had a crush on him which he hasn't known about.
In the sections between the flashbacks it's made clear that Merrill suspects
he must have killed one of these women during his night of drinks, and it's
this uncertainty that presumably is supposed to build suspense. But the totally
conversation nature of the picture prevents suspense from forming. It turns
out that it was his wife he murdered.
Frank Partos and Elick Moll wrote the screenplay, from a story by Moll.
Roy Baker directed it too deliberately for its own good.
Running time, 77 minutes.
Adult audience classification. For October

what

that

is

him

in the act of

it

really

W.

release.

supply situation and see if the April
1 date can be moved up.
has been okaying extra copper for some drive-ins, it was learned.

U.K. Cracks

NPA

R.

Weaver

Down

{Continued from page 1)

said that in announced that 2,118 theatres applied
had approved addi- for quota relief and exemptions for
tional copper for "some 10 or 15 the year beginning Oct. 1, compared
drive-ins that just needed copper but with 2,157 applications in the year
now concluding.
no steel.

An agency spokesman
recent

weeks

it

TOA

Herman M.

Levy,
general
due here today from New
Haven to attend a trade press conference which will be held by Starr.
It is expected that reporters will ask
Levy about any
plans for reccounsel,

is

TOA

ommending draft changes.
One particularly knotty
which has been tackled by the

problem
distrib-

lawyers concerns possible arrangements for carrying on unfinished

utor

arbitration business after the 18-month
agree-upon trial period has ended. If
the system is dropped, even if only
temporarily, when the period expires,

some arrangements will have to be
made to accommodate complainants
involved in uncompleted proceedings,
they remind.

TOA

Is

Looking

{Continued from page 1)
ship will be filled since the organization is faced with the problem of
"getting the right man at the right
salary." At the convention Sullivan's
resignation was attributed primarily

TOA

Relief in varying degree was to the fact that
could not meet
granted to 1,439 houses against 1,428 his salary expectancy. Sullivan was
Shipping
this year. Total exemption was given executive director for several years.
Buffalo, Sept. 29. National Screen 168 theatres. The reliefs and exempPending the hiring of a new execuService branch manager Jack Gold- tions granted will reduce the average
tive director, Sullivan's former duties
stein reports that henceforth trailers first feature quota for
the country are being handled by Herman M.
for this territory will be shipped to as a whole from the
prescribed 30 Levy,
general counsel, and Dick
exhibitors from Buffalo instead of per cent to 26.2 per cent, the Board
Pitts and Howard Bryant, administrafrom New York.
estimates.
tive assistants.

NSS

—

Change

TOA

|

:

Tuesday, September
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30,

Meetings

Open Here

On

Campaign

'Pan'

Another Suit Hits

for the release and promotion of
Disney's forthcoming $4,000,000

Walt
car-

toon feature, "Peter Pan."
While in New York, Disney will
meet with Robert Mochrie,

RKO

Radio distribution vice-president, and
Leo Samuels, Disney sales supervisor,
on plans for pre-releasing the picture in a limited number of

cities.

The "Peter Pan" promotional campaign will be discussed in meetings
Disney will hold with Disney sales
executives Charles Levy and Irving
Ludwig character merchandise divi;

Hal

Heisser,
Vincent Jefferds and

representatives

sion

Chester Feitel,

Harold Ridenour, and Disney Music
Co.

official

McCormick
resent

RKO

Barret
Kahl.
S.
and Don Prince will repRadio at the meetings.
Phil

The campaign

for the picture reportedly will exceed anything in Disney annals. At least 14,000,000 "Peter
Pan" books will be placed on sale,

November, and RCA
Victor and Simon & Schuster will
press 3,350,000 "Peter Pan" records.
starting early in

More than 30 newspapers throughout
the country, with at least 30,000,000
readers, will run a "Peter Pan" Sunday comic strip syndicated by King
Features, beginning the first of the
year.
"Millions of pieces" of "Peter
Pan" merchandise will be featured by
stores during the coming Yule season,
the company said.

Columbus,

Herman

with Pinky

year to build its own West Coast TV
than continue renting theatres with the
resulting confusion as regards to transportation of cameras, sound
equipment, lights, etc., will be highlighted Saturday, Oct. 4 at 8:00
P.M. (E.S.T.) when a special All Star Revue will NBTee off the
newly completed studios located at Burbank, Cal. Stars will include
Milton Berle, Phil Harris, George Jessel, Dinah Shore, Harpo Marx
and Fisher & Ross.
Jane Wyman, winner of an Academy 'Oscar',
will be Bing Crosby's first guest when his radio series returns to
(You didn't
the air CBStrating Thurs. Oct. 9. Jane will sing.
know, did you, that Jane showed promise as a singer even before
becoming an actress.) ... By special assignment, Gary Stevens
program
moves over to CBS to work on the "Mike & Buff"
Telenews will
which has been increased to 45 minutes daily.
film the World Series for TV use under the supervision of Harry
Roberts, firm's sports director. ... A new merchandising dep't. has
been set up by George F. Foley, Inc. to effect product tie-ins and
special promotion with the acquisition of Jos. F. Kell, Jr. formerly
with Lord & Taylor.
ft
ft
ft
After two 13-week deals, Dennis James has been signed to
a long term contract to continue as emcee of Old Gold's
"Chance of a Lifetime," ABC-TVehicle. Show's rating has
been showing consistent rises. Denny's genial and fine work
has been tops in our book for years.

NBC

DECISION

5 s

centre

last

rather

.

.

.

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Board Ship Tonight
Representatives

of

all

show business and leading

branches of

New

York,
U. N., and Argentine government officials will be guests of 20th CenturyFox and the Moore-McCormack Lines
for tonight's world premiere of "Way
of A Gaucho" aboard the S.S. Argentina,

moored

at Pier 32.

Among

the notables who are said to
have signified they will attend are
Florence Chadwick, swimmer, Nils
Astor, Ann Bancroft, Yolande Betbeze, Vicki Cummings, Bette Davis,

Lisa
Ferraday,
Nina Foch, Art
Ford, William Gaxton, Coleen Gray,

Nancy
Holm,

Guild,

Wanda

George

Hendrix, Celeste
Bert Lahr,

Jessel,

Jayne Meadows, Gary Merrill, Ava
Norring, Jack Palance, Georgie Price,
Gregory Ratoff, Herb Schriner, Mel
Torme, and Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.

Memphis Drawings
(Continued from page
it

.

to buy a ticket
on the jackpot. Pat-

rons are registered outside the theatre,
in the lobby, and persons who want to
wait outside and not buy a ticket are
eligible for a chance, Lightman said.
Weekly drawings are held.
telephone hook-up enables a simultaneous
drawing to be held by the four Lightman theatres in the single operation.
If the winner is present the jackpot
is carried over and added to for the
next week.
Police banned bank nights at Memphis theatres in 1936 but at that time
it
was necessary to buy a ticket to
get a chance at the drawing. Police
Chief Ed Reeves said he would investigate and confer with City Attorney Gianotti.

A

.

.

.

December in New York.
has again accepted the chairAnmanship of the judges committee.
other 15-minute NBCiggie program will be
TViewed starting Tues., Oct. 7, at 10:30
early

place

in

Deems Taylor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ft

ft

John Murray Anderson

is preparing a two-hour program for
ultimately to be the special Christmas show for
the Ford Foundation this year .... After six years as emcee of
"Luncheon At Sardi's," Bill Slater will bow off the WORchidacious noontime series. Program will be streamlined to a half-hour
next month.
Credit Gary Stevens with the baseball crack of
"
the year. Quote : "The Giants' slogan is 'Wait Till
year.'
Unquote.
Dean Elliott, formerly musical director for "All-Star
Revue," "Jack Carson Show" and "Jerry Lester Show," in collaboration zvith Jack Scholl, Warner Bros, director, has completed
the score for the forthcoming Broadway Musical, "Herald

submission

CBS,

to

.

.

.

LAST

.

.

.

be co-produced by Ben Segal and Robert Alda and
starring Alda.
If the first of the series, "How Death Valley
Got Its Name," is symbolical of the other stories of "Death Valley Days," then this new series of Flying A Productions which
will be sponsored by The Pacific Borax Co. over DuMont stations
starting Oct. 7, should rank high in Western type presentations.
Scripter Ruth Woodman is doing a Flying A-l job.

Square,"

to

.

.

Sept.

29.

— Superior

time was "indefensible."
After the second viewing, the Ohio
board again rejected the film.
"M"

was

originally rejected by the board
on April 23, 1951, because it was said
to be "permeated with crime."
The
producers said the cut version has
been passed by every censor board in

the country, except the Atlanta board,
where it was not submitted.
The law firm of Wright, Harlor,
Purpus, Morris & Arnold is representing Superior.
The attorneys, asking
a review of the latest rejection order,
based their case on two points
1. The film censorship statute is unconstitutional in the state and the
United States since it is an abridgement of free speech and free press.
2. If the statute is valid, then the
censorship board has acted arbitrarily
and abused its discretion in rejecting
the film.

Approve Banning
Of Dope Picture
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 29.- The
Board of Regents has upheld
decision by Dr. Hugh M. Flick, director of the. State Education Department's division of motion pictures,
who refused a license to the Argentine-made "Slaves of the Underworld"

on the ground that

would "tend

its

public exhibition

to corrupt

morals and

in-

.

.

ft

O.,

Films, distributors of the remade version of the old German film, "M," has
sued the Ohio division of film censorship in the Ohio Supreme Court in
another effort to knock out Ohio's
censorship laws.
Dr. Clyde Hissong, chief film censor, was ordered by attorney general
William O'Neill to review the film
for a second time, following a mandamus action by Superior which asked
that the board be required to review
the film, since it had been cut to conform with censorship in other states.
O'Neill ruled that the censor board's
refusal to review the film a second

.

P.M. when Bob & Ray star in "The Embassy Club," sponsored by Embassy Cigarets and placed thru Lennen & Mitchell.
Dennis James
Violinist Florian Zabach and Broadway
Musical Comedy star Audrey Meadows
round out the cast.
Peter's Backyard Bistro in Greenwich
Village is readying a TV Disk Jockey show.
Alan Sands
postcards this description, quote
"A man with a wonderful
vocabulary is he who can describe Marilyn Monroe without
using his hands." Unquote.
And from Hollywood comes
this from Jack Kirkwood. Quote: "Don't tell me hard work
never killed anybody. I lost two wives that way." Unquote.
"The Garry Moore Show" will be CBStreamlined to a
half-hour daily telecast, Monday, Oct. 6. Dancing star Ray
Malone becomes a regular member of the cast which, with
G.M., includes Denise Lor, Ken Carson and Durward Kirby.
DuMont will telecast the East- West game which will take
place for the 28th year at San Francisco, Dec. 27, proceeds
to go to the Shriner's Hospital for Crippled Children. Program will be sponsored by Chrysler. Mutual will carry the
radio broadcast of the game. ... A New NBCamel radio
series, "Walk A Mile," emceed by John Henry Falk, will take
over the Wednesday at 8 P.M. slot starting Oct. 8.

1)

was not necessary

to get a chance

.

Latest film luminary to appear on TV is
Dick Powell, who'll star in "Dante's Inferno," the second of the "Singer Four Star
Playhouse," CBSeries, Thurs., Oct. 9.
Sylvania's 1952 Television Awards will take

.

'Gaucho' Premiere on

Ohio Censorship

Television-Radio

Roy O. Disney, president of Walt
Disney Productions, and Card Walker,
advertising director, arrived here yesterday from the Coast to finalize plans

5

cite to crime."

A

committee consisting of
Kingsland Macy, John F.
Brosman and Roger W. Straus witnessed a screening in New York and
heard an attorney for the A. J. Film
special

regents

.

.

make

Distributing Co.

a plea

for

a

state seal. The committee subsequently recommended to the regents that
Flick's ruling be approved, and the
board so voted.

A letter from Federal Narcotics
Commissioner H. J. Anslinger declaring "Slaves of the Underworld"
to be a "dangerous" picture for public
exhibition was made part of the record.
The film is described as being of
the racketeer type in which characters

smoke

marijuana

and

then

commit

crimes.

Italian Dignitaries
Here for Festival
The
and

first

group of Italian film stars

officials

"Salute

to

who
Italian

New York, Oct.
here from Rome.
Among

.

.

W.

Gualino,

Films

are

Week"

Films
6-12,

has

the arrivals are Dr.
director of

general

Export,

and

Dr.

in
in

arrived

Renato
Italian

Emanuele

managing director of UnitaPremieres of seven Italian films
scheduled for consective nights

Cassutp,
lia.

participate

will

of the festival.

;

The Branch Managers of
Twentieth Century -Fox

smosumim week
in hemiof
oj

ms

Tenth Anniversary
as President

of our

Company

—
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Draft Intact
Original Plan Of
Arbitration to Prevail

Want

TOA

NPA
CONTROL
CUT
Looking for
Executive Director ORDER IMMINENT
Starr Says

Theatre Owners of America is
intent on finding an executive director to succeed Gael Sullivan, who resigned Sept. IS, as the
annual

TOA
TOA

convention got underway in Washington, Alfred Starr, new
president,
reported here yesterday following his

The changes which

the distribu- arrival from Nashville.
Starr, who came here for confertor attorneys currently are making
officials and
in the draft of a projected industry ences with other
arbitration system will not affect Council of Motion Picture Organizathe "intent" of the draft as agreed tions executives, today will hold a
upon prior to the recent meeting in trade press conference. He is schedWashington of distribution, Theatre uled to take a plane for Nashville

TOA

Owners

of America and Allied offiwas contended here yesterday

by a distributor spokesman.
This was interpreted as signifying that suggestions which
the distributor lawyers will
offer for draft changes will
overlook those proposed by
TOA at the Washington meeting, and at the same time will
not be one-sided enough to
"rub Allied the wrong way."

the afternoon.
chief executive could not
The
indicate when the executive director(Continued on page 4)
later

Can. Building Ban
May End by Jan. 1

—

OTTAWA, Sept. 29. Rapid
expansion of steel production
and an improvement in the
overall supply may bring an
end to present bans on the
use of steel for all construction, including theatres, by
the year's end, it is reported
here by the government.

in

TOA

Record Turnout at
Dinner for Blumberg

Are Probing
Memphis Drawings
Police

—

Memphis, Sept. 29. Police have
advance reservations
Dinner" of the Motion started an investigation of a new
honoring N. J. outbreak of "bank nights" at Memphis
Picture
Pioneers
Blumberg at the Hotel Astor on Tues- theatres to see if state anti-lottery
day, Nov. 25 is greater than in any laws are being violated.
It was pointed out yesterday also
A combined "bank night" with the
previous dinner in the history of the
that whatever additional provisions
Pioneers, Jack Cohn, president, dis- present jackpot standing at $1,250
the distributor attorneys recommend closed. At no comparable period in is being operated at the Linden Circle,
for inclusion in the final draft will be previous years
eight weeks in ad- Crosstown and Frayser Drive-in, all
(Continued on page 4)
vance have so many ticket reserva- owned by M. A. Lightman Sr., and
tions been received from all over the Malco Theatres, Inc. Separate bank
United States, Mexico and Canada, nights are being held at the Princess
Theatre, Main Street, also owned by
according to Cohn.
The dinner will honor Blumberg, Lightman, and at the Hollywood Thechairman of the board of Universal atre, owned by J. A. West.
Lightman said he did not believe
Pictures, as the "Pioneer of 1952."
George Jessel will be toastmaster and the law was being violated because
London, Sept. 29. The Board of Ned E. Depinet chairman.
(Continued on page 5)
Trade has begun to crack down on
flagrant exhibitor quota offenders, one

The volume

of

to the "Jubilee

—

—

—

UK Cracks Down on
Quota Defaulters
—

of the first cases, that of the owner
of a 781-seat theatre in Congleton,
having been found guilty and fined

£30

He

and £35 ($98) costs.
was charged with playing only
($84)

Senate Group Probe Finds
'Possible''

Toronto Theatres
Stand Up to TV
TORONTO,

Sept. 29.

Trust Offenses
—

Washington,

Trade

— Do-

mestic television, introduced
a month ago, does not seem
to have been troublesome to
exhibitors thus far, as indicated by the current situation
in which seven of 12 Toronto
theatres have holdovers and
two others have moveovers,
leaving only three
houses
with entirely new attractions.

April 1 Starting Date
For Theatres Indicated;
Earlier Date Is Likely
By

Sept. 29.
The staff of the Senate Small Business
film industry investigation so far has "turned up
evidence of possible violations of the anti-trust laws."
The assertion came in a confidential report prepared by the committee
staff for the committee members. No
details were given as to who had done
the "violating," but presumably the
violations would be by distributors.
Committee officials refused to discuss
Hal
Wallis'
"Come
Back,
Little
^
Sheba," starring Burt Lancaster and details of the report.
The report pointed out that the
Shirley Booth, will be offered by
Paramount for one exclusive pre- committee has had under investigation
release engagement in the Los Angeles for some time now the trade practices
area to open Christmas Day, accord- of the distributors, following coming to A. W. Schwalberg, president plaints from small theatre owners. It
the
preliminary
investigation
of Paramount Film Distributing Corp. said
General release .is set for early showed that relations between small
and
distributors
were
1953.
Producer Wallis is in New exhibitors
York setting campaign and release "strained," and then the report made
arrangements with Paramount home the statement about "possible viola-

Committee said

its

J.

OTTEN

A.

Washington,

—

relaxing

cially

controls,

office

executives.

(Continued on page 4)

construction

theatre

effective April

1.

It
was learned, moreover,
that the agency has scheduled
for the end of October, on
Oct. 29 to be exact, a meeting
of top construction industry
officials to survey the materials
situation and decide whether
the April 1 date can be safely
advanced, say to Jan. 1 or
Feb. 1.

The

late
in August anplans to relax construction
controls, but never officially issued
the order.
Once before the agency
had announced plans to relax the
theatre building ban, effective last
(Continued on page 4)

agency

nounced

its

Md. Censor Attack
Awaits Ohio Action
The Motion Picture Association of
America will probably not attempt
to move against the Maryland State
Board of Censors until the Ohio
decided,

The

censorship

case

is

finally

MPAA spokesman said.
MPAA contemplated an atan

tempt to hit at the Maryland board
on the legislative level, and not
through a court test.

The

state

of

Ohio

10

to

Polio

Hits

has until
decision of

still

appeal the
Judge Wiley of Toledo.
Oct.

Paramount Asks for
Bids for 'Sheba'

— The
—

29.

Sept.

National Production Authority is
expected to issue this week probably Wednesday
its
order offi-

newsreel

11 per cent of British first feature
films instead of the 30 per cent pre-

scribed by the quota.
Meanwhile, the Board of
(Continued on page 4)

TEN CENTS

1952

Is

'Intent' of

cials, it

30,

Western

Canadian Business
VANCOUVER,

Sept. 29.

—

Business in Western Canada
theatres is off because of a
polio epidemic. Theatres and
other indoor entertainment
places have been requested to
prohibit attendance of children. Cases of polio are on
the increase in British Columbia with 340 to date.

:
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House Group Opens 10-Day
'Red' Investigation on Coast

Personal
Mention
RUSSELL

V.

DOWNING,

presi-

dent and managing director of
New York's Radio City Music Hall,
is in Hollywood for his annual review
of new product, and will return here
Oct. 13.

e

Al

Daff, Universal .executive vicepresident, arrived in London from
Paris yesterday and will return here
over the coming weekend. Douglas
Granville of the Universal London
office will leave

York

New

there soon for a

visit.

•

Janet Rutstein, story analyst
the

M-G-M

story

for
here,

department

and daughter of Esther Klar Rutstein of Radio City Music Hall, has
become engaged to William Bangser, Jr., with a Thanksgiving wedding planned.

•
director of
managing
Latta,
J.
Associated British Picture Corp., and
D. J. Goodlatte of Associated British
Cinemas are expected here from Lon
don shortly.

C

•

Ted R. Gamble, head
Enterprises,

who

has

Gamble

of

been

York from Milwaukee, was

New

in

in

Tuesday, September

Wash

ington yesterday.

30,

1952

Nearly 3,000 Houses

Are Enrolled
In Rogers

Campaign

—

Hollywood, Sept. 29. Opening hearings here this afternoon that are
Close to 3,000 theatres throughout
expected to run 10 days, the House Un-American Activities Committee
the U. S. have already enrolled in
screenwriter
Roy
Huggins
tesheard
the drive to place collection-cans on
tify for two hours regarding his memcandy stands for funds for the Will
bership in the Communist Party from
Rogers Memorial Hospital.
1940 to 1947.
The various United Paramount
vs.
Huggins named about 20 names,
The Supreme Court action by the theatre circuits throughout the country
mostly previously named in other
are cooperating in the project. With
Theatre
hearings, and added Val Burton, for- Symphony
here
against
a green light from Leonard Goldenmer British author, composer and United Artists and the Brandt cirson, Robert Weitman and Ed Hyman,
playwright whose recent Hollywood cuit, in which the Symphony charged
the circuits are enrolling daily. Intercredits
include
"The Ghost Steps United Artists and Brandt with havstate Circuit, Texas, came in with 141
Out," "Time of Their Lives" and ing improperly conspired to withhold
theatres; Intermountain (Utah-Idaho)
"Bedtime for Bonzo," to those re- the reissue of Charles Chaplin's "City
added 12; Northio Theatres (Ohioported previously in this connection Lights" from the Symphony, has been
Kentucky) enlisted nine houses; Flordismissed
by Justice Greenberg, with
Huggins, whose screen credits include
ida State jumped the roll by 76 thea"Fuller Brush Man" and "Good Hu- the following observations
"There is not the slightest evidence tres six theatres of the Buffalo Paramor Man," said he had found it immount circuit are in.
in
this case, giving plaintiff every
possible to combine membership in
Other enrollments include Dipson
the
Communist Party and loyal reasonable inference to which it is
Theatres, Buffalo, with 15 houses
entitled,
that the defendants or any
Americanism.
and the Schad theatres in Reading,
At the opening, chairman John S. of them entered into a conspiracy in
Pa. Additional New England circuits
violation
of
Section
Motion
340
read
statements
from
of
the General
Wood
include the Lockwood and Gordon
Picture Industry Council and AFL Business Law or of the common law
circuit
Phil Smith Circuit, Graphic
Film Council denouncing locally pub- of this State. Nor is there any eviCircuit, Robert Curzan.
dence
that
any
contract was entered
lished intimations that "Hollywood"
would oppose the committee hearings. into between plaintiff and United
Artists.
Hence there could be no
It is believed no picture people are
Circuit
breach of contract nor the inducing
scheduled for tomorrow's session.
of the breach of a contract which in
fact had never been entered into."
Boston, Sept. 29.
Edward A.
Walter S. Beck and Paul Martin- Curry, an executive of New England
son of the firm of Phillips, Nizer, Theatres of Boston and a 40-year vetTrial
Benjamin & Krim represented United eran in the industry, will retire on
Washington, Sept. 29. The con- Artists and the firm of Weissman, Wednesday, the circuit reports.
tempt of Congress trial of producer Celler, Quinn, Allan & Spett, repSidney Buchman has been postponed resented Brandt. Monroe Stein rep
20th
Quarterly Div.
again, this time from Oct. 1 to Feb. 9. resented the Symphony Theatre.

Dismiss Symphony
Suit
UA, Brandt

;

:

;

.

Buchman

.

Curry, N.E.
Executive, Retires

.

—

Contempt

Postponed

of the National Screen Service office in London, will leave there tomorrow for a

Arnold Williams, head

New York

visit of several

weeks.

•

Rube Jackter, Columbia

assistant

general sales manager, will leave here
today for Kansas
City and D,es

Moines.
•

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Association president, returned to

Wash-

ington by plane yesterday from the
Coast.
•

—

Pays

Buchman has been cited for refusing to appear before the House UnAmerican

Activities Committee. William Hitz of the district attorney's
office here said the new postponement
was due to the unavailability of key
witnesses.
He said Buchman wanted
the testimony of committee member
Rep. Jackson, and that the latter

A

Expected

Stolkin

Here on

RKO

Visit

Ralph Stolkin, head of the group
which acquired stock control of RKO
Pictures from Howard Hughes last
week,

is

expected to arrive in

New

York from Chicago today or tomorwould be busy campaigning on the
row for his first visit to the comCoast The government, he said,
pany's home office. During his visit,
F.
A. McCarthy, Universal wanted testimony from committee it is believed,
J.
a new board of directors
Southern and Canadian sales mana- counsel Frank Tavenner, who is also for the company may
be elected, al-

ger, left here yesterday for St. Louis.

on the Coast for committee hearings.

•

finally decided to put off the
the trial until after a new session of

David O. Selznick

It

will leave here

today for Italy to begin work on several new pictures to be made there.
•

Joaquin Gallego,
manager in Portugal,

RKO
is

Radio
undergoing

hospital treatment in Barcelona, Spain.

Charles Boasberg,
North-South

division
be in Dallas today.

RKO

Radio's

manager,

Services Here

will

Today

For Adolph Brecher
Funeral services will be held at
the Riverside Memorial Chapel here
today for Adolph Brecher, former director of New York's 68th Street
Playhouse and brother of Leo Brecher,
Brecher Theatres president. He died
here at the weekend.
Other survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Mary Brecher; brothers Philip
and Joe a daughter, Elizabeth, and
two sons, Sidney and Robert.
;

was

Congress

starts,

Hitz declared.

Loew's

New York

theatres

October to sell what the circuit's
executives believe to be one of the
strongest lineups in years.
Pictures
included are "High Noon," "The
Quiet Man," "Affair in Trinidad,"

Me"

and

"The

the
campaign were
a recent meeting presided
over by theatre management executives
Joseph R. Vogel, Oscar A. Doob,
Eugene Picker and ad-publicity deDetails

mapped

of

at

partment men headed by Ernest Emerling and Eddie Dowden. Two touring
float caravans that will cover Greater
New York will launch the campaign,

which

include special trailers,
lobby displays and theatre-front decorations.
will

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Ned

E.

Depinet,

RKO

company executives

all

Rockefeller Center

MARIO LANZA

Pictures

day yesterday,

Depinet could not be reached for
questioning concerning the company's
future plans.

in

"BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE"
introducing

Color by

DORETTA MORROW

TECHNICOLOR

-

An M-G-M

Picture

plus

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

will

launch a "Big 5" campaign in mid-

"Somebody Loves
Merry Widow."

NEW YORK THEATRES

though no date for a board meetinghad been set up to yesterday.
president, arrived here from the Coast
over the weekend. In meetings with

Loew's Sets a Big
Campaign for N.Y.

quarterly cash dividend of $.25
per share on the outstanding common
stock of 20th Century-Fox has been
declared payable Oct. 31, 1952, to
stockholders of record at the close
of business on Oct. 15, 1952.

Bergman
At

to Speak
Critics' Meet

Maurice. Bergman, assistant to the
president of Universal-International,
will be the guest speaker at the
luncheon to be given tomorrow to
honor the motion picture critics of
the New York press. The meeting
will be held in the Hotel Piccadilly.
Among the guests will be A. H.
Weiler,
Times;
William
Zinsser,

Herald-Tribune ; Kate Cameron, Daily
News; Ben Rosenberg, Post; Jim
O'Connor, Journal-American; Frank
Quinn, Daily Mirror; Jane Corby,
Brooklyn Eagle ; Marie Torre, World
Telegram & Sun, and Leo Mishkin,

Morning Telegraph.

jdhn Wayne

Midnight Fiotur*
Nightly

HOWARD
HUGHES
presents
Starring

"ONE MINUTE

TO ZERO"
ANN BLYTH
BROADWAY
AND 45th ST.

ROBERT M ITCH U M

CRITERION

-
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that ignites the
interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that

enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising.
Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling-or lack
about
in trade P a P er messages.
o/?
It is

There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
./ Tll
,
,
,
,
+,
U4
plan
There
they should
to obtain
and exploit.
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
.

^

.

V/a rner
20th-Fox

picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

.t^

THE MIRACLE OF OUR L^DY^ATIMA

#

for successful motion picture
product are:
Paper advertising
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the

MCM
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MCM# /
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Pages)
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Warner
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Soundly planned trade advertising

is

the

basic telling that leads to successful selling.

THE WORLD

IN HIS ARj^S (7 Pages)

J&L&W
UNTAMED FRONT|E^0

dimes that bring dollars. It is the
spark for the power that produces great-

Universal

Its cost is

Universal

est results!

vital

j

Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.
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Senate Probe
having been turned up.
Exhibitor complaints were summar-

That small exhibitors
same availabilities as

larger theatres
that they are being
forced to buy blocks of pictures that
in some areas branch managers of the
distributors also own shares of theatres and favor these theatres in distributing the company's films; and
that distributors use competitive bidding unnecessarily to get higher prices
from small theatres.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr)

ALTHOUGH PETER LAWFORD

;

Meanwhile, William D. Amis,

in-

has
vestigator for the committee,
postponed for another month at least
a projected cross-country trip in connection with the committee's investigation of exhibitor complaints against
distributors.

Mr. Amis declared that complaints
from exhibitors all over the country
are still coming in to the committee,
but said that since the committee is
short-handed now he will be unable
to check into them for some time.
When he does take off, he said, he
expects to spend considerable time in
the San Francisco area and in New

York,

with

to

visits

Chicago

and

Alabama.
Gillis

W.

Long, special investigator

the committee,

for

recently

returned

from Los Angeles, Mr. Amis said,
where he spent some time with representatives of the Southern California
Theatre Owners Association. SCTOA
is working up some additional information for the committee, the investigator said.

NPA

Control Cut

(Continued from page 1)
1.
But the order was not issued
and when the steel strike came along,

July

the order just never did come out.
Industry officials have indicated, therefore, they would be a lot happier when
follows up its promise of an
April 1 relaxation with an official

NPA

order.
_

As

previously promised, the relaxa-

tion would permit theatre builders to
self-authorize up to five tons of carbon

per quarter per project, up to
500 pounds of copper and up to 300

steel

At

pounds of aluminum.

present,

no

allowed except
minimum amounts for maintainance,
repair and operating work. In addition to the self-authorizations under
the new order, would-be theatre builders could apply for
allotments
self-authorization

is

NPA

of

additional

amounts

of

the

three

metals with much better chances of
success than at present.

Even though the relaxation
would

not be effective until
April 1, builders could start
lining up their materials now
and placing orders for delivery
after April 1, when the theatre
building season really starts.

The Oct. 29 meeting of top construction industry officials will look
over the steel, aluminum and copper

is

Hollywood, Sept. 29
the only player in this London-

produced picture whose name has billing significance in this country, he
seen here with a splendid roster of cast associates in a splendid little picture.
is not, as a matter of fact, a little picture save in the sense that its name-

is

;

It

In point of actual
is slight, so far as American audiences are concerned.
other than that, it is a quite big picture, filmed in and around and
against some extremely good-to-look-at British streets and buildings, and
It is a melothe interiors measure up to the exteriors in every particular.
drama in which a jewel thief and a pathological killer make Scotland Yard
most unhappy until the thief's path and the killer's cross eventually. Both
are exposed and meet their merited finish.
M-G-M's Hayes Goetz, a relatively new but fast oncoming addition to that
studio's producer list, turned out the picture, with Harold French contributing
a fine job of timed and counter-timed direction. An extremely graceful script
by Leon Gordon and Howard Emmett Rogers is based on a novel by Philip
MacDonald. The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra furnishes the music, but that
shouldn't be regarded as indicating a long-hair score.
Others in the cast are Dawn Addams, who's to be used over here as a
contract star by M-G-M soon, Roland Culver, Derek Bond, Leslie Dwyer,
Michael Hordern, Colin Gordon, Heather Thatcher, Jack McNaughton and
Campbell Cotts. All are fine.
Lawford plays the jewel thief and Miss Addams portrays the daughter
of Commissioner Bond of Scotland Yard. He successfully steals a priceless
emerald under circumstances which lead police to believe that it was stolen
by a killer who's been knocking off policemen all over London without seeming object.
Since Lawford can't fence his booty' safely until the killer's
been apprehended, he ingratiates himself with the girl, then with her father,
and takes part in the quest for the killer, whom he finally catches up with and
dispatches. But the Scotland Yard people catch up with Lawford also and
take him off to jail. (This all happens in 1890.)
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
Nov. 13.

power
scale,

"Night Without Sleep"
(20th Century-Fox)

Hollywood, Sept. 29

RUNNING CONFIDENTLY

counter to the trade-wide conviction that
the psychological-melodrama cycle was among the principal causes of the
post-war decline in theatre attendance, producer Robert Bassler offers here a
typical example of the category, complete with all the standard fixtures including the psychoanalyst (treated seriously this time) who foretells the murder.
The producer has given the picture the gloss of painstaking production, proficient photography, and so forth, but there's no chance of deceiving the ticket
shoppers as to the kind of picture it is.
The picture has Linda Darnell as its best billing name, but the foremost
figure is Garry Merrill, who came to favorable public attention in "All About
Eve." Hildegard Neff, who's been getting extensive publicity, and June Vincent, now getting a build-up also, are the others whose names an exploitationdetermined exhibitor may utilize helpfully in the picture's box-office behalf.
Probably it wouldn't be wholly honest, and in some places it could be damaging, to exploit the picture as the story of a drunk's black-out, although
that is what it really is. Merrill portrays the drunk, the camera opening on
him in the act of coming awake in his home after a night of alcohol which he
cannot remember, and with a scratched fist. The picture goes then into a
series of flashbacks in which it is shown that he is the discontented husband
of a wealthy girl he married six years ago in exchange for her backing a
show for him, and the occasional associate in amour of a girl of vague delineation, with both of whom he spent a part of the night he doesn't remember.
It's also shown that he spent a good deal of time with Miss Darnell, playing
a Hollywood star who's long had a crush on him which he hasn't known about.
In the sections between the flashbacks it's made clear that Merrill suspects
he must have killed one of these women during his night of drinks, and it's
this uncertainty that presumably is supposed to build suspense. But the totally
conversation nature of the picture prevents suspense from forming. It turns
out that it was his wife he murdered.
Frank Partos and Elick Moll wrote the screenplay, from a story by Moll.
Roy Baker directed it too deliberately for its own good.
Running time, 77 minutes.
Adult audience classification. For October

W.

release.

supply situation and see if the April
1 date can be moved up.
has been okaying extra copper for some drive-ins, it was learned.

NPA

U.K. Cracks

R.

Weaver

Down

(Continued from page 1)

agency spokesman said that in announced that 2,118 theatres applied
weeks it had approved addi- for quota relief and exemptions for
tional copper for "some 10 or IS the year beginning Oct. 1, compared
drive-ins that just needed copper but with 2,157 applications in the year
now concluding.
no steel.
Relief in varying degree was
granted to 1,439 houses against 1,428
Shipping
thi s year. Total exemption was given
Buffalo, Sept. 29.— National Screen 168 theatres. The reliefs and exempService branch manager Jack Gold- tions granted will reduce the
average
stein reports that henceforth trailers first feature quota
for the country
for this territory will be shipped to as a whole from
the prescribed 30
exhibitors from Buffalo instead of per cent to 26.2 per cent, the
Board
from New York.
estimates.

An

recent

NSS

Change

to

30, 1952

Keep

(Continued from page 1)

"The Hour of 13"

tions"

:

Aim

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

ized as follows
can't get the

Tuesday, September

"very few in number." For the most
part,
they have been working on
changes in wording, changes which
the layman would regard as insignificant but which lawyers believe are
necessary for purposes of accurate
definition.
Substitution of words, rephrasing and punctuation were said
to be the matters with which they
have dealt in the main.

Turned 'Thumbs Down'
Apparently, the distributor attorneys have turned "thumbs down" on
the proposal made at the Washington
parley by Alfred Starr,
president, that circuits and other exhibitors
be given the right to initiate arbitration proceedings to increase clearance.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general coun-

TOA

who wrote the original draft following several meetings in New York
among all principals, was understood
to have regarded this to be a "revolutionary" proposal, and one to which
he objected.
There was said to be little doubt
that the distributor lawyers would
complete their work on draft changes
by Friday, possibly sooner. When they
have finished the task, the presidents
of the Motion Picture Association of
America member companies and nonmember companies will be invited to
review and act on the changes. If the
presidents give their approval, then
and Allied will be asked to look
over the recommendations and indicate
whether or not they are acceptable
sel,

TOA

from

their standpoints.

Meanwhile, of course, TOA
and Allied are at liberty to
alter the draft to better suit
themselves. Whether either organization has been acting in
this direction is not known at
present. Myers indicated at the
Washington meeting that Allied
may have suggestions but that
its

membership would have to
they were

be polled before
acted upon.

TOA

Herman M.

Levy,
general
due here today from New
Haven to attend a trade press conference which will be held by Starr.
It is expected that reporters will ask
Levy about any
plans for reccounsel,

is

TOA

ommending draft changes.
One particularly knotty
which has been tackled by the

problem
distrib-

lawyers concerns possible arrangements for carrying on unfinished
utor

arbitration business after the 18-month
agree-upon trial period has ended. If
the system is dropped, even if only
temporarily, when the period expires,

some arrangements will have to be
made to accommodate complainants
involved in uncompleted proceedings,
they remind.

TOA

Is

Looking

(Continued from page 1)
ship will be filled since the organization is faced with the problem of
"getting the right man at the right
salary." At the convention Sullivan's
resignation was attributed primarily
to the fact that
could not meet
his salary expectancy.
Sullivan was
executive director for several years.
Pending the hiring of a new executive director, Sullivan's former duties

TOA

being
Levy,
are

handled

TOA

by

Herman M.

general counsel, and Dick
Pitts and Howard Bryant, administrative

assistants.

:

Tuesday, September

30,
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Meetings

Open Here

On

Campaign

'Pan'

Another Suit Hits

for the release and promotion of
Disney's forthcoming $4,000,000

Walt
car-

toon feature, "Peter Pan."
While in New York, Disney will
meet with Robert Mochrie,

RKO

Radio distribution vice-president, and

Leo Samuels, Disney

sales supervisor,

on plans for pre-releasing the picture in a limited number of cities.
The "Peter Pan" promotional camdiscussed in meetings
hold with Disney sales
executives Charles Levy and Irving
Ludwig character merchandise divi-

paign will

Disney

be

will

;

Chester Feitel,

Hal

Heisser,
Vincent Jefferds and

representatives

sion

Harold Ridenour, and Disney Music
Barret
Kahl.
S.
McCormick and Don Prince will repRadio at the meetings.
resent
The campaign for the picture reportedly will exceed anything in Disney annals. At least 14,000,000 "Peter
Pan" books will be placed on sale,
Co.

official

Phil

RKO

November, and RCA
Simon & Schuster will
3,350,000 "Peter Pan" records.

starting early in

Victor
press

and

More than

30 newspapers throughout
the country, with at least 30,000,000
readers, will run a "Peter Pan" Sunday comic strip syndicated by King
Features, beginning the first of the
year.
"Millions of pieces" of "Peter
Pan" merchandise will be featured by
stores during the coming Yule season,
the company said.

XJTD 05 s DECISION

Board Ship Tonight
Representatives of all branches of
show business and leading New York,

U. N., and Argentine government ofbe guests of 20th CenturyFox and the Moore-McCormack Lines
for tonight's world premiere of "Way
of A Gaucho" aboard the S.S. Argenficials will

moored

at Pier 32.
the notables who are said to
have signified they will attend are
Florence Chadwick, swimmer, Nils
Astor, Ann Bancroft, Yolande Betbeze, Vicki Cummings, Bette Davis,
Lisa
Ferraday,
Nina Foch, Art
tina,

Among

Ford, William Gaxton, Coleen Gray,

Wanda Hendrix, Celeste
George Jessel, Bert Lahr,
Jayne Meadows, Gary Merrill, Ava
Norring, Jack Palance, Georgie Price,
Gregory Ratoff, Herb Schriner, Mel
Torme, and Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.
Nancy

Guild,

Holm,

Memphis Drawings
(Continued from page

year to build its own West Coast TV
than continue renting theatres with the
resulting- confusion as regards to transportation of cameras, sound
equipment, lights, etc., will be highlighted Saturday, Oct. 4 at 8 00
P.M. (E.S.T.) when a special All Star Revue will NBTee off the
newly completed studios located at Burbank, Cal. Stars will include
Milton Berle, Phil Harris, George Jessel, Dinah Shore, Harpo Marx
and Fisher & Ross.
Jane Wyman, winner of an Academy 'Oscar',
will be Bing Crosby's first guest when his radio series returns to
(You didn't
the air CBStrating Thurs. Oct. 9. Jane will sing.
know, did you, that Jane showed promise as a singer even before
becoming an actress.) ... By special assignment, Gary Stevens
program
moves over to CBS to work on the "Mike & Buff"
Telenews will
which has been increased to 45 minutes daily.
use under the supervision of Harry
film the World Series for
new merchandising dep't. has
Roberts, firm's sports director. ...
been set up by George F. Foley, Inc. to effect product tie-ins and
special promotion with the acquisition of Jos. F. Kell, Jr. formerly
with Lord & Taylor.
ft
ft
ft
After two 13-week deals. Dennis James has been signed to
a long term contract to continue as emcee of Old Gold's
"Chance of a Lifetime," ABC-TVehicle. Show's rating has
been showing consistent rises. Denny's genial and fine work
has been tops in our book for years.

1>I1_>vj

last

rather

centre

:

.

.

.

TV

.

.

.

TV

A

.

.

.

.

was not necessary to buy a ticket
to get a chance on the jackpot. Patrons are registered outside the theatre,
in the lobby, and persons who want to
wait outside and not buy a ticket are
eligible for a chance, Lightman said.
Weekly drawings are held.
tele-

A

phone hook-up enables a simultaneous
drawing to be held by the four Light-

man

theatres in the single operation.
If the winner is present the jackpot
is carried over and added to for the

next week.
Police banned bank nights at Memphis theatres in 1936 but at that time
it was necessary to buy a ticket to
get a chance at the drawing. Police
Chief Ed Reeves said he would investigate and confer with City Attorney Gianotti.

.

.

Latest film luminary to appear on TV is
Dick Powell, who'll star in "Dante's Inferno," the second of the "Singer Four Star
Playhouse," CBSeries, Thurs., Oct. 9.
Sylvania's 1952 Television Awards will take
.

early

place

December

in

New

in

.

.

York.

Deems Taylor

has again accepted the chairAnmanship of the judges committee.
other 15-minute NBCiggie program will be
TViewed starting Tues., Oct. 7, at 10:30

& Ray

.

.

.

star in

.

.

.

.

postcards this description, quote
"A man with a wonderful
vocabulary is he who can describe Marilyn Monroe without
And from Hollywood comes
using his hands." Unquote.
:

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

ft

ft

is preparing a two-hour program for
ultimately to be the special Christmas show for
the Ford Foundation this year .... After six years as emcee of
"Luncheon At Sardi's," Bill Slater will bozu off the WORchidacious noontime series. Program will be streamlined to a half-hour
next month. .
Credit Gary Stevens with the baseball crack of
"
the year. Quote: "The Giants' slogan is 'Wait Till
year.'
Unquote.
Dean Elliott, formerly musical director for "All-Star
Revue," "Jack Carson Show" and "Jerry Lester Show," in collaboration with Jack Scholl, Warner Bros, director, has completed
the score for the forthcoming Broadway Musical, "Herald
Square," to be co-produced by Ben Segal and Robert Aid a and
starring Alda.
If the first of the series, "How Death Valley
Got Its Name," is symbolical of the other stories of "Death Valley Days," then this new series of Flying
Productions which
will be sponsored by The Pacific Borax Co. over DuMont stations
starting Oct. 7, should rank high in Western type presentations.
Scripter Ruth Woodman is doing a Flying A-l job.

to

CBS,

.

.

LAST

.

.

.

.

.

was

originally rejected by the board
on April 23, 1951, because it was said
to be "permeated with crime."
The
producers said the cut version has
been passed by every censor board in

the country, except the Atlanta board,
where it was not submitted.
The law firm of Wright, Harlor,
Purpus, Morris & Arnold is representing Superior.
The attorneys, asking
a review of the latest rejection order,
based their case on two points
1. The film censorship statute is unconstitutional in the state and the
United States since it is an abridgement of free speech and free press.
2. If the statute is valid, then the
censorship board has acted arbitrarily
and abused its discretion in rejecting
the film.

Approve Banning
Of Dope Picture
Albany, N. Y., Sept.
— The
29.

Board

Regents has upheld a decision by Dr. Hugh M. Flick, director of the State Education Department's division of motion pictures,
of

who

refused a license to the Argentine-made "Slaves of the Underworld"

on the ground that

would "tend

its

public exhibition

to corrupt

morals and

in-

cite to crime."

A

committee consisting of
Kingsland Macy, John F.
Brosman and Roger W. Straus witnessed a screening in New York and
heard an attorney for the A. J. Film
special

regents

W.

make a plea for a
The committee subsequentrecommended to the regents that

Distributing Co.
state seal.

ly
Flick's

ruling

.

A

.

.

.

be

approved,

and the

board so voted.

A letter from Federal Narcotics
Commissioner H. J. Anslinger declaring "Slaves of the Underworld"
to be a "dangerous" picture for public
exhibition

ft

John Murray Anderson

submission

time was "indefensible."
After the second viewing, the Ohio
board again rejected the film.
"M"

.

from Jack Kirkwood. Quote "Don't tell me hard work
never killed anybody. I lost two wives that way." Unquote.
"The Garry Moore Show" will be CBStreamlined to a
half-hour daily telecast, Monday, Oct. 6. Dancing star Ray
Malone becomes a regular member of the cast which, with
G.M., includes Denise Lor, Ken Carson and Durward Kirby.
DuMont will telecast the East- West game which will take
place for the 28th year at San Francisco, Dec. 27, proceeds
to go to the Shriner's Hospital for Crippled Children. Program will be sponsored by Chrysler. Mutual will carry the
radio broadcast of the game. ... A New NBCamel radio
series, "Walk A Mile," emceed by John Henry Falk, will take
over the Wednesday at 8 P.M. slot starting Oct. 8.
this

.

Columbus, O., Sept. 29. Superior
Films, distributors of the remade version of the old German film, "M," has
sued the Ohio division of film censorship in the Ohio Supreme Court in
another effort to knock out Ohio's
censorship laws.
Dr. Clyde Hissong, chief film censor, was ordered by attorney general
William O'Neill to review the film
for a second time, following a mandamus action by Superior which asked
that the board be required to review
the film, since it had been cut to conform with censorsh'ip in other states.
O'Neill ruled that the censor board's
refusal to review the film a second

.

"The Embassy Club," sponsored by Embassy Cigarets and placed thru Lennen & Mitchell.
Dennis James
Violinist Florian Zabach and Broadway
Musical Comedy star Audrey Meadows
round out the cast.
Peter's Backyard Bistro in Greenwich
Alan Sands
Village is readying a TV Disk Jockey show.
P.M. when Bob

1)

it

—

Herman

with Pinky

.

'Gaucho' Premiere on

Ohio Censorship

Television-Radio

Roy O. Disney, president of Walt
Disney Productions, and Card Walker,
advertising director, arrived here yesterday from the Coast to finalize plans

5

was made part

of the record.
described as being of
the racketeer type in which characters

The

film

is

smoke marijuana and then commit
crimes.

Italian Dignitaries
Here for Festival
The
and

first

group of Italian film stars

officials

"Salute

to

who
Italian

New York, Oct.
here from Rome.
Among
Gualino,

Films

are

Week"

Films
6-12,

has

the arrivals are Dr.
director of

general

Export,

and

Dr.

in
in

arrived

Renato
Italian

Emanuele

managing director of UnitaPremieres of seven Italian films
scheduled for consective nights

Cassuto,
lia.

participate

will

of the festival.
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honor
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Tenth Anniversary
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